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PROCEEDINGS

GENERAL MEETINGS FOR SCIENTIFIC BUSINESS

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

January 23, L900.

Dr. Albert Gubtthbb, F.R.S., Y.P., in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie 'luring the month of December 1899 :

—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of December \^i)i) were t>9 in number. Of these 25 neiv

acquired by presentation and 11 by purchase, 2 wen- born in the

Gardens, and 3] were received on deposit. The total number of

departures during the same period, by death and removals, was I
'>

1

.

Mr. Sclater exhibited a photograph of a young specimen of the

. Mountain Wild Goal (Hajjloceros montanus) now in cap-

tivity in Brit l ibia, which had been forwarded to him l>v

Dr. A. R. 0. Selwyn, C.M.G., b\B.S., C.M.Z.S., and read a letter

from that gentleman kindly offering his assistance in obtaining

specimen for the Society's Collection. It was stated to have

been captured on the Loth June a shooting partj near

Columbia. The mother was shot and the kid cap-

tured. I' was then about a month >>id and weighed onlj 6 lbs.

( > 1 1 the 22nd December Last it weighed 55 lbs. and had an excellent

winter coat) as was shown in the photograph.

Mr. Sclater exhibited a collection of Birds formed bj Mr. Ufred

Hharpe, C.B., C.M.Z.S., durh I journej from Zomba to the

Paoo. Zool. Boo.—1900, No. I. I
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British South Africa Company's headquarters at Fort Jameson in

Mpeseni's country in Northern Rhodesia. Mr. Sclater added that

the 135 specimens had been kindly determined by Capt. Shelley,

and referred by him to 66 species, of which the following was
a list (according to Capt. Shelley's nomenclature) with the localities

added :

—

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

Cinny ris falkensteini

Chalcomi tra kirki

Antbothreptes longuemarii

.

Parus afer

Motacilla vidua

Anthus rufuluB

Macronyx croceus

Mirafra fiscberi

Pyrrhulauda amitbi
Pas.-er difl'usus

Vidua principalis

paradisea

Ur< ibrucbva axillaris

Pyromelana xanthomelana .

flaminiceps

Ploceipasser pect oralis

Hyphantorni? shelleyi

Oriolus Larvatus

Lamprocolius sycobius

Prionops talacoma
Campopbaga nigra

Fiseus collaris

sousae

Euneoctonus collurio

Laniarius mosambicus
Dryoscopus cubla

Telephonus Senegal us

Malaconotus blanchoti

Audropadus oleaginus

Erythropygia barbata
Turdus libonianus

Bradyornis murinus
Eurystomus glaucurus

Coracias caudatus
Rhinopomastes cyanomelas

.

Ceryle rudis

Corytbornis cyanostigoia ....

Halcyon chelicutensis

Colius erythromelon
Scbizorbis concolor

Centropus burchelli

Coccystes cafer

Cbrysococcvx oupreus

Melanobucco torquatus ....

Siuilorhis sowerbvi

No. in

Shelley's

List'

3fl

54
74
124
143

|

165
170
198

234
268
312
316
328
333
338
470
543
572
600
666
675
693
7<)i

709

723
742
751
778
844
1143
\S/A

1302
1509
1515
L559
1599

1606
1619
1638
1664
1690
L696
1712
1731)

1759

Locality

(where stated).

Mkukula.
Buwa.
Buwa.

Liwonde.
Buwa.
Katanga.
Eatunga and Mkukula.
Katunga and Mkukula.

Kotakota.
Buwa, Mkukula, Katunga.
Mkukula and Kotakota.
Liwonde.
Katunga.
Buwa.
Li wonde.
Buwa.
Buwa.
Mkukula and Buwa.
Buwa.
Kotakota, Mkukula, and
Buwa.

Kasungu.
Kasungu.
Buwa.
Buwa.
Liwonde.
Buwa.
Buwa.
Katanga and Kotakota.
Kotakota.

Liwonde.
Liwonde.
Idwonde.
Kotiikota.

Kotakota.

Liwonde.
Kotakota and Liwonde.
Kotakota.

Liwonde.
.Mkukula.

Katunga and Buwa.
Katunga and Buwa.
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No. in

Shelley'a

List.

Locality

(where stated).

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

1812
1 8! 15

2025
2030
2( 146

2060
2082
2123
2149
2153
2154
2205
2255
22'. 17

23 24

2346
2441
2445
2484
2501
25 17

Buwa.
Kotakota.

Liwonde.

Liwonde.
Liwonde.
Liwonde.
Liwonde.
Kotakota.

Kotakota.

Kotakota.

Kotakota.

Liwonde.
Kotakota.
Katunga.
Buwa and Katunga.
Liwonde and Katunga.
Buwa and Katunga.
Alkukula.

Buwa.

Asturinula monogrammiua
Astur polvzonoides

Phalacrocorax lucidus

africanus

Larus cirrhocephalus

Tuntix lepurana

Lobivanellua lateralis

65.

66. Cureorius tominincki

Mr. Sclater remarked that the route from Lake Nyasa to

Mpesem'a country and Fort Jameson would he found described in

an article by Mr. li. I. Money and Dr. Kellett .Smith in the

ographical Journal' for 1897 (vol. x. p. L46).

Capt. Shelley had informed Mr. Sclater that examples of the

following 3 species had not previously been obtained in Nyasaland,

but it should be remarked that Fort Jameson itself, being over

the water-parting, was just outside the border of the B. C. A.

Protectorate :

—

1. Parua afer Gm. : G-adow, Cat. B. viii. p. 39.

Nbl \>v< riously recorded from the north of the Zambesi.

2. Smihrhis towerbyi Sharpe, Ibis, 1898, p. 57-, pi. xii. lig. 1.

Originally described from Blashunaland.

:;. Phalaerocorax lucidus
I
Lieut.): Grant, Cat. B. zxvi. p. 351.

\ communication was road from .Mr. <;. A. Boolenger pointing

nut that an unfortunate mistake, for which he was in no way
responsible, had I made in printing the characters of the genus

tilapia in part I of vo\.xv. of the Society's Transactions,

lately issued. The characters of the genus Xenotilapia (page 92)

should -land as follows :
—
X i;\i.i n.M'iA, g. n.

ly moderately elongate ; scales ctenoid ; three lateral lines.

i -mall. \<r\ protractile; upper jaw with two series of minute
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conical teeth ; mandibular teeth turned outwards, in a single series;

maxillary concealed under the prseorbital when the mouth is closed.

A large papillose pad on each side of the pharynx, between the

gills. Dorsal with 14 or 15 spines, anal with 3.

The following papers were read :

—

1. On a Collection, of Insects and Arachnids made in 1895

and 1897, by Mr. C. V. A. Peel, F.Z.S., in Somaliland,

with Descriptions of new Species. By C. V. A. Peel,

F.Z.S., E. F. Austen, F. A. Dixey, M.A., M.D.,

Herbert Drece, F.L.S., F.Z.S., C. J. Gahax, M.A.,

Gilbert J. Arrow, R. McLachlan, F.R.S., Malcolm
Burr, F.Z.S., and R. I. Pocock.

[Eeceived November f
J, lS'J'J.]

(Plates I.-IV.)
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1. Narrative of the Expeditions. By C. V. A. Peel, F.Z.S 4
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Country. By R. I. Pocock 55
11. Explanation of the Plates 63

1. Narrative or tue Expeditions.

By C. V. A. Peel, F.Z.S., P.RG.S.

(First expedition to Somaliland. April 10 to August 7, 1895.)

Somaliland has always been known as the big-game hunter's

paradise, and in consequence but few have had the energy to

collect insects as well. Mr. E. Lort Phillips and Dr. Donaldson
-Smith, however, are notable exceptions. I always kept a killing-

bottle in my tent and also collected outside whatever I happened
to meet, but I must honestly confess that I never devoted my time
seriously to collecting insects. Owing to the great sameness of

thorn-bush and undergrowth, the Lepidoptera of Somaliland are dis-

appointing. The Butterflies are few and somewhat uninteresting,
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and the Moths are very local. The latter were nearly all

collected on the banks of river-beds where there were trees, long

grass, ami undergrowth. The Beetles, on the other hand, simply

swarmed, and there was also no lack of Orthoptera, Chilopoda,

Diplopoda, Arachnida, &c.

( >n April 20tb, 1S95, 1 started from Berbera, the coast town of

Somaliland, wending my way south-west along the maritime plain

to Hargaisa. Insect-life was by no means plentiful in this hot

parched-up desert country, but birds were numerous by the sides

of the dried-up river-beds.

Hargaisa is a permanent Somali village on a gentle slope, over-

looking a river-bed. There was luxuriant undergrowth and a

few trees. Insect-life was consequently more plentiful, and I

collected my first butterflies and moths here. Of the latter, the

large species Cyllogramma latoaa Or. and Sphingomorpha chlorea

Cr. came to my lantern in great quantities at night. After
leaving Hargaisa, I went south across the great waterless Haud
.District, through dense thorn-bush jungle. En route we suddenly

emerged upon the Bun Saylah, a large open plain literally covered

with game, notably Oryx, Hartebeest, Soemmerring'a Gazelle, and
( )striches. It took us a day to cross this, and then w e entered dense

jungle again. All this time I did but little insect-collecting, as,

owing to the scarcity of water, 1 was always on the quick march.
At Sassabanab we encountered water in deep wells and under the

surface of a river-bed, the Webbi Jerrar. Here I collected some
of the ticks described. Thence I inarched to the Boorgha Country,

and passed the everlasting red Band, entering a stony, billy district.

In this latter, Orthoptera were very numerous. I went as far

as Mount Kuldush, marching along the Webbi Shebeyli, the greai

river of Somaliland.

The banks of this river were lined with trees and dense jungle,

and butterflies and other insects were very abundant. Being

unable to find a path for tbe camels down to the river-edge, and as

1 v;i« running Bborl <>!' fund, and many of my men had fever, I

retraced my steps at the end of dune. | followed the Side River

for a long way and reached Hun Jijjiga, a gigantic plain at the

foot of the Ilarah Hill8. Here I fell in with Abyssiuians. who,
however, behaved most cordially, (lame was extremely abundant
on tins plain ; but insects were somen hat BCarce except al Wdiardi

Datal, where there was Ion q which Orthoptera simply
swarmed. After leaving the plain I traversed thick jungle until

reaching I largaisa, where I rested to take up water before recro

the greai maritime plain called Q-uban (the bol country).

During this latter journey I came across a small herd of the

Somali wild Ass (Equu* somalicxis), and passed through a dense

locust-cloud, which darkened the sun for hours and looked like a

great fall of -now, the air being whiUvrith them. After a very

exhausting march through this desert, where weencounted terrific

storms every da) . vre finally returned to Berbera and thee
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(Second expedition. June 5th to October 29th, 1S97.)

Being anxious to continue my researches in tlieXatural History

of Somalilaud, and if possible to cross the Ganana River and

explore Lake Rudolph, I set out from Berbera again in 1897,

accompanied by Mr. J. Benett-Stanford, F.Z.S., and his wife.

We took with us a very large caravan of camels and escort. \\ e

crossed the great Grulia Range of mountains by the Gerato Pass,

and encamping at Lehello, there awaited more camels, which were

being bought for us in Berbera. Lehello lay in stony ground by

the everlasting dried-up river-bed. Here insect-life was fairly

abundant, as will be seen from a perusal of the subsequent parts

of this memoir.

We removed next to the Toyo Plain, a vast open space devoid of

trees, and then crossing the waterless Hand District readied

the wells of Farfanyer in Ogaden. Here we were overtaken by a

messenger from the political officer at the coast, forbidding us to

go to the Ganana River, as the Somalia were reported to be

fighting the Abyssinians there. This was a great disappointment

to us, after getting together such a large caravan and escort. At
Farfanyer we fell in with a great number of Somalis armed with

rifles, which they had looted from the Abyssinians, whom they had

.defeated in two battles on the Webbi Shebeyli. At Farfanyer
Mr. and Mrs. Stanford stayed, looking for rhinoceros, whilst I,

with my separate caravan, went in search of a reported lion.

Eventually 1 lost the Stanforda altogether, and although I sent

guides to look for them, it was of no use, owing to the denseness

of the bush. 1 had a very bad attack of fever, and after waiting for

over a fortnight to try and get news of my friends, or to get a guide

to take me back, I was obliged to give it up and march on alone.

Hearing of elephants in the Marehan and Haweea Countries, I

determined to explore this little-known territory, and so marched
across the great Marehan Desert and reached Habr Heshi, where
we at length found water. Here I shot a fine lion which charged
me, but I managed by great good luck to stop the animal when it

was within a few yards.

After leaving Habr Heshi we encountered stony barren country,

and pitched camp at Sinnadogho in the Haweea country, where
there were fresh tracks of elephants. Here the natives were
extremely troublesome, and I had a very anxious time. Several of

my rifles, cloth for barter, and a pony were looted from me, and
my followers were frequently attacked. I marched to Job, the
furthest point south-east I was destined to reach. We were then
about six days' distance from the east coast. Finding no elephants,

I went on to Kadea, looting on the way a pony in exchange for

the one taken from me. Upwards of five hundred armed men
made their appearance at this point, and 1 thought we were in for a

big fight, some of the young men dancing themselves into a perfect

frenzy. I was obliged to lire over their heads, to keep them from
looting my camels. They succeeded, however, in stealing some
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rifles, and I was obliged to take out my little army twice against

villagers
; but luckily no blood was shed, as the villagers, seeing the

rides coming, immediately restored my stolen property. I did no
collecting to speak of here, as 1 was ill with fever and was having
a very anxious time. I could get no guide to take me across the

great waterless desert of the Mareban, and was obliged to load up
the water-vessels at DoosaMoreb and start without one. I believe
I was the first white man to visit the heart of the Marehan and
Haweea Countries, and was right glad to shake off the dust from
my feet on quitting those inhospitable tribes. How I lost my
way crossing the Marehan Desert, ran short of water, and all but

died of thirst, I have already described in the pages of the ' Wide
World Magazine.' We reached Galadi in the Mijertain Country,
and found water in the very nick of time, when I was almost at

the last gasp. Here I became delirious, and knew nothing that

was going oo around me for hours. After leaving Galadi I became
so ill and weak with fever that I did no further collecting, but was
practically carried by my pony the whole way across the waterless

Hand again to the Grulis Range, where I remained a few days to

rest, and at length reached Berbera more dead than alive.

A full account of my two expeditions, together with a complete
every mammal ami bird known to inhabit the country, will

be found in my book : Somaliland,' published in 1899 by Messrs.

P. E. .Robinson & Co., London.
The specimens mentioned ami described in the following pages

are in the Hope Collection, University Museum, Oxford, with the

exception of those which are expressly stated to be in the British

Museum.

2. DIPTERA.

By E. K. Ar-n.\. Znulogical Department, British Museum.

Mr. Peel's collection of Diptera was nut extensive, amounting

only to four specimens belonging to three species, one of which,

however, is apparently new.

Fam, 'I' w: \ \ i ii i

.

Subfam. Pajtgowi» i .

Pi room \ I, at r.

Pan<."m \ (* rw. strut. ) Bond.

l'\N<,<i\ i \ -i BicoLOB, sp, n. < Plate I. Bg. 3.
|

$. Length 17mUlim. ; length of wing 15*5 millim. ; length of

probceoii I millim.

Shining black i first and $eeond segments <>{ abdomen ('.'•<•-/</ a

Ktmewhai triangular arta m th* middU of th, second segment, which,

.,-. I'll.-, th. firti 'in'/ remainder oj tfu second tegmenta is clothed

,r,t/, oppressed silvery white /"!• i whiU al h and seventh

nts and tht nargin oftht fifth oehracsous, and
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clothed with golden ochraceons pile ; wings dark brown ; alula,

greater portion of the area behind tin; sixth longitudinal vein, and.

sometimes a narrow margin extending from tin tip of the second vein

to the apex of the anal cell, hyalini

.

Head with an area surrounding the bases of the antennae,

extending from eye to eye, and including the lowest third of the

front and an equal space below the antennas, covered with white

dust
; face on each side below the antenna sparsely clothed with

fine Bilvery hairs ; cheeks dark brown ; occiput covered with greyish

dust, and base of head below thickly clothed with short w hite

hairs ;
unit nun uniformly black, a distinct shoulder at the base of

the third joint above. Thorax with a few short golden hairs in

front of scutelluin
;
pectus clothed with silvery-white pile, which

extends on to the pleura above the front coxa', and also in a stripe

running up to the base of the wing, where the stripe ends in a

fork; a narrow stripe of silvery-white pile extends from the base

of the scutelluin to the wing on each side. Abdomen: the white

posterior margin of the second segment is narrowed in the middle

above (thus leaving the black triangular area mentioned in the

diagnosis), and continued on the ventral side as a narrow trans-

band. Legs : coxae greyish pollinose, and clothed with

silvery-white pile; tibia with a slight reddish tinge. Wings
with a fleck of silvery-white pile on the base of the first vein

;

halt, res tawny.
Two specimens (both $ ). Type in British Museum ; co-type

in Hope Museum, Oxford. From Bun Feroli, north of Shebeyli

River, West Somaliland; June 10-20, 189o : "biting men and
animals."

In the present species the eyes are bare and the first posterior

cell of the wing is closed ; it is therefore a true Pangonia in

Bondani's restricted sense.

Pangonia tricolor is closely allied to P. bricchettii Bezzi (Ann.
Mus. Civ. Genov. xxxii. (1892), p. 181), also from Somaliland
(Milmil). P. tricolor differs from P. bricchettii (which apparently

is a somewhat smaller species) inter alia in only the first two, and
not the first four 1

, abdominal segments being marked with white,

thus leaving between the white of the base and the ferruginous tip

a broad shining black space, which is absent in Bezzi's species.

It may be noted that in the marking of the base of the abdomen
of Pangonia tricolor there is a certain similarity to Tahanus
leucaspis, v. d. Wulp (Notes Lev den Mus. vii. (1885), p. 74, pi. v.

fig. ''>), from the Gold Coast.

The collection of the British Museum contains two specimens
of Pangonia tricolor, obtained by Capt. Swayne in Somaliland, from

1 There is a discrepancy between Bezzi's diagnosis and hia d< tailed descrip-
tion

;
in the former he writes (op. cit. p. .181) " abdomine fascits tribtts trans-

verm ex hn,< iii.. albido ad marginem posticwn segrnentorum," while in the latter
he describes (p. 182) the fourth segment also ;is "a orlatura posteriore bianca,"
with the dorsum " Fornito di peli bianchi "

;
he describes the 5th, 6th, and 7th

segments as "a peli ferruginosi."
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nearlv the same region as that in which Mr. Peel's specimens were
found. Capt. Swayne also captured a single specimen of another

species of Pcmgonia (too much damaged for determination), and
three examples of a small Tabanid, somewhat resembling a Hoemato-

pota in form, but with clear wings ; as the latter specimens are

headless, it is impossible to determine them more precisely.

The following extract from a letter from Capt. Swayne, sent along

with the flies to Dr. P. L. Sclater, is interesting as showing the

apparent effect of the bites of these flies upon domestic animals. It

is possible, however, that the real offender in these cases is either

' ina longipennis, Corti (the Somaliland Tsetse-fly), or else a

species of Stomoxys, which abounds all over E. Africa. The latter

species was found by Dr. J. "W. Gregory to kill his camels on the

Tana River, and was discovered by Capt. A. Gc. Haslam, A.Y.D.,

to carry the Trypanosoma of Tsetse-fly disease. Since Stomo-vys is

a flv of small size, while Glossina longipennis is in shape not unlike

a Hcematopota, the true culprits may escape notice, the effects of

their bites being attributed to the Tabanidae. In the extract from

Capt. Swayne's letter the Pangonia are called " Doog," and the

small Tabanid " Balaad." Capt. Swayne writes as follows :

—

" 1 send you three specimens of 'Doog' (a large fly) and three

specimens of 'Balaad' (a small fly) I was very

much pestered by 'Doog' on my way through Ojaden to the

Webbe Shabeyli in Somaliland. They swarmed on my camels,

constantly drawing blood. The other fly, 'Balaad,* which looks

not unlike the common house-fly, is far the worst fly on the

Webbe; a valuable camel, on which I caught three or four, two
months ago, is now dying, and the Somalis say that this is due to

the bites of ' Balaad.' If there are many of them they kill horses

and camels, and the Somalis w ill not have their live-stock grazing

v here ' Doog ' and ' Balaad ' are found."

Fain. A. an. 1 1> b.

Subfam. Laimikixk.

La m vi;a Loew.
I.wivka voi;w Loew.

Lamyra vorax
t
Loew, Ofvers. af K. Vet.-Akad. Forhandl. l

v ">7,

:'..". (7: id. Dipt.-Fauna SUdafrika's, 111: L860].

\ single °, West Somaliland, between April L6 and Aug 7.

I refer Mr. Peel's specimen t" this species with some
hesitation, In length is 15 German lines, instead of II or 12;
the pollinose Bpota on the second and third abdominal segments
are practically invisible; and there are differences in the length
ami coloration <>f the hair on the ventral surface of the abdomen.
The specimen, however, is in poor condition, and even should il

eventually prove in belong w sp ciee, it is \>»< much
damaged t< type.
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Fam. M uscid.e.

Glossina Wied.

Glossina lonoipennis Corti.

Glossina longipennis, Corti, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genov. xxxv. (1895)

p. 138.

A single $ , West Somaliland, June 23-25, 1895.

Mr. Peel's note on this specimen says :
—" Fly-belt sharply

defiued from Biermuddo to Boholo Deno."
This species, which is the Somaliland Tsetse-fly, was described

from a male specimen obtained by Capt. Vittorio Bottego in June,

1893, on the Uelmal Biver, in the Borau Galla country. The
British Museum possesses four examples from Somaliland (the

exact locality not being known), collected and presented by

Mr. Th. Greenfield.

Corti states (loc. cit. p. 139) that 0. longipennis is " related to

G. tachinoides, Westw., but differs in having the antennae yellowish

and not brown." It is, however, much more closely allied to

G. tabaniformis, Westw., in which the length and size of the wings

are even greater.

3. LEPIDOPTERA BHOPALOCERA.
By P. A. Dixey, M.A., M.D., Fellow of Wadhain College, Oxford.

Danain.e.

Limnas chrtsippus Linn.

Twenty-two specimens : 16 $ , 6 5 . It is remai'kable that not

one of these is of the type form, 14 cf and 6 $ being var. Jclugii, in

which the black and white of the apical portion of the fore wing
are wanting ; while the remaining 2 <$ are var. dorippus, which
resembles var. Jclugii in every respect except that both surfaces of

the hind wing are more or less suffused with white as in the

alcippoides form of the type. The dates and places of capture

were as follows : Hargaisa (North-west Somaliland), April 25-28,
1895, Iclugii, 4 (J, 1 J, dorippus, 1 J; Arigumeret, Farfanyer
District (Central Somaliland), June 20, 1897, in thick bush, Jclugii,

4 c?, dorippus, 1 S ; Haud, Odewein (North Central Somaliland),

June 23, 1897, in dry river-bed with thickly wooded banks,

Jclugii, 1 d, 1$; Haud District, Eyk (North Central Somaliland),

July 2, 1897, Jclugii, 1 d\ 1 $; Habr Heshi, Marehan Country
(East Central Somaliland), Aug. 26, 1897, in thick bush, Jclugii,

4 t?,3 $.
The ground-colour of the present specimens varies, the majority

being of the usual light reddish amber seen in Oriental specimens
of the type. Two or three of the Jclugii are of a pale dull fawn,
and one or two approach the duller and darker ground-tint of the
African chrysippus. These differences are not sexual, and there

are transitional forms. The marginal white spots of the hind wing
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are generally obsolete on the upper surface ; they are, however,

conspicuous in one of the two dorippus. Most of the male klugii

show a slight powdering of white scales in the neighbourhood of

the Bubmediau scent-patch.

In describing the collections made fifteen years ago in Somali-

land by Col. Serbury and Messrs. Thrupp, Lort Phillips, and
James (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1885, p. 756), Dr. Butler remarked of

L. klugii: "This is clearly the prevalent Limnas in Somaliland ;

L. chrysippus and L. nloippus having, apparently, entirely

disappeared, and L. dorippus being scarce." The fact that the

only specimens of L. chrysippus obtained by Mr. Peel in his two
distinct visits to Somaliland were of the klugii and dorippus

varieties, confirms the above conclusion. It is also worthy of

note that the collection made by Capt. Swayne in the Harar
Highlands (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1898, p. 821 ) contained L. klugii, but

no specimens of A chrysippus, L. alcippoides, or L. dorippus.

ACR/FINJE.

ACR.EA XEOBl'LE Doubl.

Four specimens : 2 ^ , 2 $ . Caught at Gonsali (West Somali-

land), June 24, J 895.

ACR.EA DOUBLEDAYI Glier.

1 2 • Gonsali, June 21, 1895.

Ack-v.a seres \ Fabr.

3 2- Gonsali, June 24, 1895. In one of these specimens the

Bubapical oblique dark bar on the fore wing is well marked, in the

other two it is almost or altogether absent. One of the latter

bas tli' j inner portion of the hind-marginal dark border of the fore

wing almost obsolete, except Qi ar the apex.

.\< B 1 \ IOBASILIS Butl. (Plate I. lig. 4.)

Acrcea mirabilis, Hull. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1885, p. 760, pi, ilvii.

fig. I-

Seven specimens: apparently 5 c>, 2 £ . The British Museum
sses five specimens <>i this interesting Acrcea, including the

The presenl specimens differ from those in the National

Collection (one of which retains a violel bloom) in the following

particulars:— (I) The upper Burface is general!) of a warmer
chestnut tinge. (2) The paler marks beneath, including the sub-

apical patch of tli.' fore wings, are rich yellow ochre, instead "i

rlv white as in the British Museum examples. In one

of tin- latter, a female, the subapical patch on tin- upper surface

also is creamy white. (3) In the presenl specimens there i> a

definite yellow band immediately external to the darker median
hand of t he hind wing beneath. This is not t he case in t he British

Museum examples, where tic drab suhmar-inal ana gradually

Is towards 1 he dai I er mi dian hand. In t he
j

tj pe
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this submarginal pale area is somewhat more distinct than in

the other British Museum specimens, but it does not reach the

condition seen in Mr. Peel's examples. The dated specimens in

the National Collection were taken at Bundu Maria, Somaliland,

in April. Mr. Peel's were all captured at A oho, near Hodayu,
Ogaden Country, Central Somaliland, on Aug. 20, 1897. The
country consisted of stony hills, with thick bush. Prom the dates

it seems probable that the present specimens belong to the wet-

season, and the British Museum specimens to the dry-season form
of the species.

Ntmphalinje.

Junonta cebrexe Trim.

Six specimens, all males. Three were captured at Hargaisa,

April 25-28, 1895 ; the other three in the summer of 1897, two
bearing the date June 20, and the locality Arigumeret, Farfanyer
District. These latter have the underside generally darker and
more speckled than the spring examples; this is less apparent in the

third specimen, from Central or East Somaliland, June 5-Oct. 29,

1897.

Juxonia clelia Cram.

Six specimens : 3^,3$. Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. The
undersides of these specimens vary, but in all the ocelli are more
distinct and the general tint is less uniform than in the ordinary
" dry-season " form of the species.

Junoxia taveta Rogenh.

One male. Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895.

Btblta ilithyia Drurv.

Pour specimens : 3 <5 , 1 $ . These are of the " intermediate "

seasonal form, the female verging towards "wet" 1

. All are dated
Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895.

Hypolimxas misippus Linn.

Twenty-eight specimens: 26 <$ , 2 $> . It is very remarkable
that of the only two female specimens obtained by Mr. Peel, one
should be of the ordinary form, resembling the type of L. c7iry-

sijipus, and the other of the var. alcippoidee, differing from the
former only in the whitish suffusion on both surfaces of the hind
wing. From the facts given above (see under L. chrysippus, p. 10),
it would appear that the form Telugii of L. chrysippus occurs in
Somaliland to the exclusion of the type, and it might have been
expected that the form of H. misippus $ which so closely resembles
Mugii, viz. II. ivaria Cram., would have been the form similarly

1 For a discussion of geographical and seasonal forms in the genus Byblia
Hiibn., with especial reference to the relations between the forms occurring in
Somaliland and Socotra, see Dixey, Proc. Zoo!. Soc. 1898, pp. 376-379.
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prevalent iu that region. So far as the evidence of Mr. Peel's

collection goes, the reverse is the case. Another remarkable fact

in the distribution of these parallel forms is that while H. klugii is

extremely rare in India, the corresponding variety of U. misippua

9 occurs there not infrequently l
. It is also worthy of note

that the white-winged West-African form, Idmnas aldppus Cram.,
is accompanied by the ordinary, and not the white-winged, form of

II. misippus 2 •

The dates and localities of the present examples are as follows :

—

Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895, 6 d, 1 $ (ordinary type); Arigu-

meret, Farfanyer District, June 20, 1897, in thick bush, 2 J , 1 $
(var. alcippotdes Butl.) ; Bally Maroli, Haud District (Xorth
Central Somaliland), June 25, 1897, in open plain, 14 ^ ; Eyk,
Haud District, July 2, 1897, 3 S • One other male was taken iu

Central or East Somaliland between June 5 and October 29, 1897,
the exact locality being uncertain.

Hamaxxmida djedalus Fabr.

One male, Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. The underside is of

the " dry-season " form, though not extreme.

POLYOMMATUS li.ETICL'S Linn.

Two specimens, both males. On the thickly wooded banks of a
dry river-bed, Haud, Odewein, June 21 & 23, 1897.

Plebeius TitocuiLus Freyer.

Two females. Gerato Pass, Goolis Eange (North -west Somali-
land), June 9, 1897.

Azaxus jesous Guer.

Five males. Of these, four were captured ou the dry sandy
plateau of Edegan in the Haud District (North Central' Somali-
land), .July 9, 1897; the remaining one was taken at Joh in the
Haweea Country (East Central Somaliland), Sept. 20, 1897.

A/.\ms tiii;i!a\ \ Stdgr.

Lyecena macalenga, Trim. S.-AI'r. Butterfl. vol. ii. p. 7 1 ( L887).
Three specimens :

I o%29. One pair from Odewein, Hand,
June -I 23, 1897, dry river-bed with thickly wooded hanks;
the other female from the sandy plateau of Edegan, in the same
district, July 9, L897.

L*< i Hl£ i BOM PBDfOEPfl Butl.

Twofemaleu apparently belonging to this form, though some-
whal smaller than the type, which came from Abyssinia Bd
Hau.l District, July 9, L897.

shoe, Joan. Linn Soi / ol rot \\\. pp, :in», :;n. |.,, r B
summary of the foot* at present known with regard to the dutributiou of the
farms J Poultoo, • Mature ' July 6, 1899, p
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Spindabis som.veixa But].

Spindasis gomalina, Butl. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1885, p. 764, pi. xlvii.

fig. 5.

Two specimens, both males. Webbi Shebeyli, near Blount

Kuldush (West Somaliland), June 28, 1895.

IOLAUS XDTtSEI Butl.

One male. Webbi 8hebevli, near Mount Kuldusb, June 28,

1895.

Piejun.e.

Catopsilia feorella Fabr.

Forty-three specimens ; 40 3 , 3 $ . Of these, 34 (5 on July

2, 1897, and 1 5 , July 4, 1897, were caught at a pool in the open
plain of Eyk in the Haud District. The other captures were as

follows:—Bun Feroli, X. of Shebeyli River (West Somaliland),

June 10-20, 1895, 1 J ; Odewein, Haud District (dry river-bed),

June 21, 1897, 4 tf, 2 $; Bally Maroli, Haud District (open

plain), June 25, 1897, 1 o* • The males, even those caught on the

same day, vary much in size; in a few of the smaller examples the

freckling of the underside is very faint or absent. The three

females are all of the yellow form.

COEIAS MARNOWA Bogeull.

One female. Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895.

Terias hapaee Mab.

Two males. Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895.

TeRACOLI'S El'1-OMPE Klug.

Seven specimens ; 4 3 , 3 $ . These were captured as follows :

—

a "dry season" o*, and "intermediate'' $ & $ at Hargaisa, April

25-28, 1895 ; a " wet season" <$ in the dry river-bed at Odewein,
Haud, June 23, 1897 ; a " wet season" J & $ on the plateau of

Edegan, July 9, 1897.

A remarkable form, apparently of the female of this species,

was caught on the Sule River ( Wesl Somaliland), May 29, 1895.
The wings have no marginal black except at the apex of the fore

wing, and no black at the bases except a slight dusky powdering
like that of the " dry season '" male. The crimson apical patch
has no chain of aubmarginal dark spots, but an ill-defined inner
dark border to the patch is present, widened between the second
and third median nervules. Beneath, there is only a very faint

indication of the crimson apical patch, but the submarginal chain

of dark spots in the fore wing is well-developed, except that there

is no spot between the first and second branches of the median.
The hind wings show a faint drab irroration, and the submarginal
spots are ill-developed. The first submarginal spot of the fore

wing, and the first two of the hind wing, together with the discoidal

spot of the hind wing, are pale-centred, looking like incipient ocelli.
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The "intermediate " female shows in some respects an approach to

this condition, and the specimen just described may perhaps be

considered as an extreme "dry season'' form, though this would

scarcely be expected in view of the recorded date.

Tehacolus omphale Godt.

Two specimens : <J & $ . These were both caught at rlargaisa,

April 25-28, 1895. They are of the "intermediate" form, and

are smaller than the average size of the species.

Tf.racolcs phillipsi Butl.

Teracolus phillipsi, Butl. Proc. Zool. Soe. 1885, p. 772, pi. xlvii.

fig. 11.

Nine specimens ; 6 d
1

, 3 $ . The males are all of the " wet
season " form ; four were taken on July 4, 1897, at a pool in the

open plain of Eyk, in the Haud District ; the remaining two on

the dry plain of Edegan in the same district, on July 9, 1897.

Two " wet season " females were taken at Odewein, Haud, on June
21,1897; and a "wet" or "intermediate'' female at Hargaisa,

April 25-28, 1895.

Tebaoolub helvoltjs Butl.

Teracolus 7ulvolu8, Butl. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1888, p. 94.

Seven specimens : 5 3 , 2 2 • Four males and one female at

Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. The^e are of the "dry season
''

form. A "wel season" S & 2 were taken in the river-bed at

Odewein, June 23, 1897, and at the pool of Eyk on July 4, 1897,

respectively.

TSBAOOLUS EELIOCAU8TTJS Butl.

Taracoltu helioeaustus, Butl. Proc. Zool. 8oc. 18b5, p. 768,
pi. xlvii. figg. 8 iV 9.

< me male < Idewein, June 21, 1S97.

Tm kOOLl B PaOTOMBDIA King.

One male. Nihi ( \\'cs1 .Somaliland), May 27. L895.

II ii;!' i m \ mi. i. \\ LBGB But).

Herpaenia melanarge, Butl. Proc. Zool. Sue. L885, p. 774.

/A //'•' niii iUrata, Hutl. Proc. Zool. Boc. L888, p. 96.

One male. Sibi (West Somaliland), Ma; 27, L895. A "wel
m " form.

BkJDTOIB c 1. 1. 1. 1. sp. ii"\ . ( Plate [. figs. 5 o*« 6 $ .)

T\
i

, i iii I tope Museum, < Oxford.

Bxp. al., ' 50 Him.. . 52 nun.

.)/<//.. Above white, with a pearly lustre al the base of the

wings si in B.gidiea, /»'. al marked in the Fore

wiii^. Costs Hi the fore wing with a very thin edging of black.

A black marginal spot at the termination of each <>i the following
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veins :—in the fore wing the 2nd ;iiid 3rd subcostal, the two radial

and the three median branches; in the hind wing the 2nd subcostal,

the radial, and the three median. These marginal spots are oval

in the hind wine, the long axis being parallel with the border of

the wing; in the fore wing they are more or less triangular, with

their bases at the margin. The first two at the apex of the fore

wing are more or less fused; the remainder in both wings are

distinct. There is a slight submarginal powdering of black scales

in the fore wing between the 2nd and 3rd subcostal, and also

between the two radials. A much fainter powdering occurs

between the 3rd subcostal and upper radial, and the slightest

possible trace of a similar powdering between the 2nd and 3rd
median. The marginal spots and the submarginal powdering mark
out between them a very indistinct series of white subapical spots,

the first three more or less wedge-shaped, the fourth nearly
circular; these are barely to be separated from the general white
surface. Beneath, the wings are white; there is a thin dusky line

along the costa of the fore wing, and dark marginal spots, like

those of the upper surface but smaller, occur at the extremities of

the same veins in both wings. There is an orange-yellow patch at

the base of the fore wing, occupying about one-fifth of the cell, and
somewhat prolonged along the course of the subcostal vein. The
same orange-yellow colour occurs in the hind wing as a streak along
the costa, as a well-defined patch between the roots of the median
and submedian veins, and as a median chain of spots crossing the
disc of the wing from the costa to the inner border ; these latter

are seven in number, one occupying each interspace posterior to

the costal vein except the space between the second subcostal and
discoidal, and that between the second and third median. The
third of the series surrounds the discocellular venule. This and
the four succeeding spots are fairly distinct ; the other two are

faint. There is also a very slight indication of a submarginal
series of dull yellow spots running parallel with the hind border
of the wing.

Female. Above, like the male, but with the marginal dark spots
somewhat larger. These are triangular in the hind wing, and in

the fore wing become fused towards the apex into a narrow marginal
band. The dark su! apical powdering forms more definite and
larger patches than in the male, and the white subapical spots are

consequently more distinct. There is a trace of a marginal dark
spot at the termination of the submedian vein of the fore wing,
which is hardly if at all vi-ible in the male. The basal pearly
gloss is well marked, and the basal orange-yellow shows slightly

through from the lower surface. Beneath, as in the male ; but the
basal orange-yellow occupies from one-third to one-half of the cell

instead of only one-fifth. The submarginal series of -pots is some-
what more distinct than in the male, and appears to be of the same
orange-yellow as the median series.

In both sexes the first subcostal branch of the fore wing coalesces

with the costal. The wings of the male are slightly more pointed,
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as in B. ijidka, &C., than those of the female. This species can

readily be distinguished from any other of its genus by the entire

absence of a dark discoidal spot from both surfaces of both wings
in each sex, and by the presence of a double row of yellow or

orange spots, unaccompanied by any dark markings, on the under-

side of the bind wing. It is probably a "dry-season" form, and
perhaps most nearly recalls the dry-season B. abyssinica Luc, but
it is far less heavily marked.
Two specimens ; rf & 2 • Sule River, "West Somaliland, May

29, 1895. Both, especially the female, somewhat worn.

Belenois mesextina Cram.

Nine specimens : <? d
1

, 3 § . Dates and localities as follows :

—

Sule River, Mav 29, 1895, 2 <? ; Odewein, Haud, June 21, 1897,
2 3 , 1 $ ;

pool at Eyk, Haud District, July 4, 1897, 2 6 , 1 $ ;

summer or autumn of 1897 (Central or East Somaliland), 1 $ .

Ntchitona medusa Cram.

1 $ . Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. This is of the form alcesta

Cram.

Mtlothris agathina Cram.

1 2 • Sibi, May 27, 1895.

Papilionin^:.

Papilio demoleus Linn.

Four specimens ; 2 <? , 2$ . Webbi Shebeyli, near Mt. Kuldush,

J ixne 27, 1895.

Hesperiid^:.

Sabangesa eliminata Moore.

Two females, one at the Webbi Shebeyli, June 28, 1895 ; the

other at Odewein, Haud, June 21-23, 1897.

Rhopalocampta axchises Gerst.

4 d , 2 2 • Two males and a female at Odewein, Haud, June
21-23, 1897; the remainder in the summer or autumn of 1897, in

Central or East Somaliland, the exact locality being uncertain.

I. LEPTDOPTEB \ EETEBOGEBA.
By II nana Dbuob, EMJ9., I'./.S.

Mr. Peel's collection of Moths includes specimens of four new

species,

A i;< 1 1 I n. i

.

I QUO -i Ufl 1 1 I Wlk.

North-west Somaliland, Bargaisa, \|>nl 26 28, l
-'>•">. One

example.

Pboc. Zool. 8oc— 1900, No. II. 2
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Deiopeia pulchella Linn.

X. Central SomaKland, Odewein, in the Haud District, June
21-23, 1897. In dry river-bed with thickly wooded banks. Two
specimens.

Noctuld^;.

Heliothis aemigeea Hiibn.

X. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. One example.

EUPLEXIA OPPOSITA Wlk.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. One example.

Amyna selenampha Guen.

X. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. Two specimens.

Amyna octo Guen.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. Two specimens.

Taeache caffeaeia Cram.

X. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. Two specimens. Somaliland, 1895 or 1897. One
example.

COSMOPHILA SABULIFEEA Guen.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. One example.

EUTELIA SUBAPICALIS Wlk.

X. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. Two specimens. Xorth-west Somaliland, Berbera,

June 5-9, 1897. One example.

Pseudophia oppia, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 1.)

Male. Head, antennae, and collar white ; thorax and tegulae pale

greyish brown ; abdomen pale brown, each segment edged with
white ; the underside of the thorax, abdomen, and legs white.

Primaries brown, the outer margin grey ; a reddish-brown band
edged with a metallic line crosses the wing about the middle from
the costal to the inner margin ; a short yellowish-white band at

the end of the cell. Secondaries white, broadly bordered with black

from the apex to the anal angle ; the fringe black and white.

Expanse 1 inch.

Ho.h. E. Somaliland : Joh, in the Haweea Country. Three
specimens captured September 20, 1897. Type and co-type in the
Hope CoDection, co-type in the British Museum.
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PSEUDOPHIA LINEATA, 8p. D.. (Plate I. fig. 7.)

Head, collar, thorax, and tegulre pale greyish brown ; abdomen
wanting ; antenna? whitish ; legs and underside of the thorax white.

Primaries greyish brown, palest at the base and on the costal and
inner margin ; a zigzag creamy-white line at the end of the cell

extending to the base ; a zigzag yellowish submarginal line ex-

tends from the costal margin near the apex to the anal angle ; the

marginal line bluish grey ; the fringe dark brown. Secondaries

greyish brown ; the outer margin broadly bordered with dark brown

;

the fringe alternately brown and white. Expanse 1|- inches.

Hab. Xorth Central Somaliland : Haud, Odewein, June 21-23,

1897. In dry river-bed. One example. Type in Hope Collection,

Oxford.

Cerocala munda, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 3.)

The head, tegulae, and thorax pale reddish brown ; abdomen and
legs reddish brown ; antenna? and palpi brown. Primaries reddish

grey, with a large reddish-brown spot near the base, one at the end
of the cell and one on the inner margin close to the anal angle ; the

apex dark brown ; a submarginal reddish line extends from the

apex to the anal angle ; the outer and inner margin greyish ; the

fringe white at the apex, the rest dark brown. Secondaries pale

reddish brown ; the outer margin spotted with black ; a dark

brown spot at the end of the cell ; the fringe pale brown.

Expanse \\ inches.

Hab. Xorth Central Somaliland : Haud, Odewein, June 21-23,

1897. In dry river-bed. One example. Type in the Hope Col-

lection, Oxford.

Gnamptontx vllis Wlk.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. One broken example.

Plecoptera reflexa Guen.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. Two specimens.

Trigoxodes iiypasia Cram.

X. Centre) Somaliland, Odewein, Jane 21 s.',, 1897. In dry

river-bed. One example

PoiADi.sM \ otiosa Guen.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21 28, L897. In dry

river-bed. Om- example.

( '\ LL08B \MM \ i,\t<>\ \ ( 'rain.

N. (Yntral Somaliland, Odewein, June 91-28, L897. In dry

ii\ t-r-lxd. Seven ipecimena.

S.iinaliland (1806 or 1*97). Four sprcitni'iis.

7*
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Ophittsa melicerte Cram.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. Two specimens.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). Four specimens.

Sphingomorpha chlorea Cram.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. One example.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). Four specimens.

Bemigia repanda Fabr.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. Two specimens.

Zethes hesperidoides Guen.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. One example.

Hypena abyssinialis Gruen.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. Two specimeus.

Hypena abyssinialis var. .tussalis Wlk.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. Three specimens.

SPHINGID-E.

Deilephila livornica Esp.

N. Central Somaliland, Haud District, Eyk, July 3, 1897. In
the open plain, by thick bush. One 2 example.

Phlegethontifs conyolyuli Schauf.

N. Central Somaliland, Eyk, in the Haud District, July 3, 1897.
In the open plain, by thick bush. One $ example.

GtEOMETRIDjE.

Tephrina disputaria Guen.

N. Central Somaliland, Odewein, June 21-23, 1897. In drv
river-bed. One example.

Lasiocampidje.

Chilena sabrina, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 2.)

Male . Head and front of the thorax white ; antennae yellow ; the
collar and thorax pale brown ; tegulae pale brown edged with white:
abdomen and legs white. Primaries pale brown, with two white
bands extending from the base almost to the outer margin, the
first line straight, the second curved ; the costal margin edged with
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white; the fringe white. Secondaries yellowish white. Expanse

1| inches.

Hub. West Soinaliland (1895). One example. Type in Hope
Collection, Oxford.

Limacodidje.

Paeasa fulyicoepus Hrapsn.

N. Central Soinaliland, Odeweiu, June 21-23, 1897. In dry

river-bed. One example.

AfiBELA QUADEINOTATA Wlk.

X. Central Somaliland, Odeweiu, June 21-23, 1897. In dry
river-bed. One example.

5. COLEOPTERA.

By C. J. G-ahan, M.A., and Gilbebi1 J. Abbow.

With the exceptiou of three species of Curculionidce and two or

three other species belonging to genera at persent undetermined,

all the species of Coleoptera of which examples were collected by

Mr. C. V. A. Peel in Somaliland are enumerated in the following

list. Mr. Arrow has contributed that portion which deals with the

Lamellicorn beetles and has assisted also in the determination of

some of the species belonging to other groups. Mrs. M. K. Thomas
has been good enough to determine the species of Mylabria and
to describe one new form belonging to that genus. One or two
species have been described from African specimens other than

those collected by Mr. Peel. Full reference to the history of such

specimens will be found in the descriptions. [C. J. Gahan.]

Cababid-e.

Calosoma bugosum De Geer.

Central or East Somaliland. One example. June 5 to Oct. 29,

L897. A widely distributed species, being found in Smith and
East Africa, Abyssinia, Nubia, and in the island of Socotra.

Antiiia rXEOX Thorns.

N.W. Soinaliland, (Jaladi in the Mijertaiu Country. One
example, Oct. 4, 1897. Occurs also in Abyssinia.

I'oi.viiikm I OALL1 uni ( 'astdn., \ar.

N.W. Somaliland. duladi, Oct. i, L807. One example. The
sutural ritta behind the Bcutellum is longer, and the elytra some'
what leei itrongfy punctured than in normal example! From
Abyssinia. Type of rarietv in British Museum.

( "ill, l.Ml 3 ip.

Central or Bail Somaliland. One example (1*97).
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HYDEOPHILID.E.

Hydbophilus senegalensis Perch.

East Central Somaliland, Sinnadogha in the Haweea Country.

One example, in water-tank, Sept. 8, 1897. This species is

widely distributed throughout Africa.

Histebid^;.

HlSTEB MEHXONIUS Erichs.

Central or East Somaliland. One example (1897). Occurs also

in Senegambia, Nubia, Abyssinia, and East Africa.

Histee gehisi Mars.

Central or East Somaliland. One example (1897). Found also

in Senegambia, Abyssinia, and East Africa.

Sa.pei>ts semipuxctatus Fabr.

Central or East Somaliland. Six specimens (1897). (One
perhaps 1895 Expedition.)

Sapetxus chalcites 111.

Central or East Somaliland. Four specimens (1897). Occurs

also in Egypt, Abyssinia, and East Africa.

Deemestidje.

Debmestes yulpi>us Fabr.

Central or East Somaliland. Ten specimens (1897).

SCABAB,£IDJE.

ITybosobus illigeri Keiche.

Somaliland. Three specimens (1895 or 1897). This insect

appears to be of almost world-wide distribution.

Ph.eocheous beccaeii Har. Coleopt. Hefte, viii. p. 26.

Somaliland. Four specimens (1895 or 1897), apparently

belonging to this species, which was described from N. Abyssinia.

Teox squalidus Oliv.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). Two specimens were found of this

insect, which is distributed generally throughout Africa.

Teox expansls Arrow, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 1G.)

Breviter ovatus, modice convexus, ferrugineo-tomeatosus ; capita

biiuherculato ; protJtoracis latitudine quam longitudine duplo
majore, lateribv.s fortiter explanatis, serratis, angiitis posticis

fere rectis, disco quadri-carinato, carinis post medium conver-

(jentibus ; elytrorum marginibus late explanatis, biseriatim

tuberculiferis, dorso confluenter seHato-tubercrdato, interstitiis
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parte granulatis ; antennis ferrugineus, artieulo prima nigro,

fusco-liirto ; tibiis anticis acute quadridintatis, aliis serratis.

Long. 21 mm.. Int. l'-i mm.
Type in British Museum.
The single specimen was obtained in Central or Eastern Somali-

land (1S97). This species is allied to T. denticidatu* Oliv., which

also occurs in Somaliland, but it is considerably larger and relatively

broader, the widely dilated margins of the elytra making their

outline almost circular. The elytral costae consist of irregular .

tubercles which are separate at the base, more or less confluent

on the disc, and small and scattered towards the apex ; the alter-

nate rows only of these reach the basal margins of the elytra.

The anterior tibia is armed with four acute teeth placed at right

augles to its axis and regularly increasing in size towards its

extremity, the last being very sharp and prominent. T.funeetua

Lansb.. a \V. African species, appears to be nearly related to this

insect, but is smaller and narrower, T. exponents being one of the

largest at present known in the genus.

Scarab.eus isidis Cast.

North Central Somaliland, Bally Maroli in the llaud District.

Two examples, June 25, 1897. This occurs throughout the

Nile Valley and also in S.W. Asia.

Si ARAB.EUs BETTONi "Waterb. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) xx.

p. 553 (1897).

One specimen found July 26, 1895, at Whardi Datal, North-
west Somaliland. It was recently discovered by Mr. Betton in

British East Africa.

GtaOTOPLSUBUB l.eyis Arrow, sp. n.

G. splenclenti vnlde njjinin, §ed colore, et actrtptura minus evidente,

itisfiitctug, fiMO-niger, hn is. optBOW; pi'dihus nnd nni.s'jm fi'sco-

rufie, harum clavis ferrugvneies capite eubtiliter granulato,
antic, (tent, qnadridt ntato ; proihorace convexo, eubtiliter

coriaceOj limn media Icevi angtuta, baei bi-impresta, lateribua

parum grotae foveoln/i*. margiftibuM lateralibtu angwtt reJUxie
jinstir, tbtUSt nmjidiilis ; ,/i/tris snlitilissim, disperse granU"

Uttieetvix tti (*#m, absque pUcatuiit ; pedum awteriorum tibiis

s,,,-,<tis. dentibtu tribue terminaUbus aeuiie <t Umffissimis
miiiii/is. femoribus emarginatit ei dentatie. Long, in ,,/,,,.

J\ pe in British .M oseum.

One example (1895 or L897). This insed is almoel black

without a trace of metallic lustre. The surface ia rerr smooth,
with a one granulation which i- must apparent on the bead anil

liiiLr l_V minute un tin- »-l\ t r;i. Tin' >t riat ion of the latter LB

almoel obsolete ami only risible under a lens. The three teeth

upon tin- anterior tibia' are rerj long ami acute.

0, hig.ns ol Fail in. i> rerj near this species, hut is more nearli

related to <!. tpUndent Oast., it" m»t merely a variety <>i it.
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Copeis haeeisi Waterh. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vii.

p. 515 (1891).

Two female specimens of this insect, described from Abyssinia,

were found at AVhardi Datal (July 26, 1895).

Onthophagtjs gerstaeckeei Har.

A single specimen was brought from Central or East Somaliland

(1897).

Oxi'HOPHAGUS GAZELLA Fabr.

One example (1895 or 1897). This insect occurs throughout

Africa and even extends to Madagascar.

Onthophagus sp.

A single female of another small species, probably new (1895
or 1897).

Schizonycha squamosa Kaffray.

Three specimens (1895 or 1897). This species appears to be

common in Somaliland, having occurred in several collections from
that country.

Schizojjtcha nigeofusca Arrow, sp. n.

Ovato-cylindrica, fere nigra, antennis pallidioribus, pectore fluvo-

hirto ; clypeo cequaliter punctate, margine arcuate vix sinuate

fortiter rejlexo, fronte acute bicarinata, vertice spatioqne post

carina in anteriorem Uzvibiu ; prothorace antice et postice valde

contract*), grosse et conjluenter punctate, punctis squamifcris,

lateribus crenatis et piUferis, ante marginemposteriorem ittrinqtie

elevate et Icevigato ; scutello fere lazvi punctis nonnulJis grossis

sulcaqyu, obsolete mediana ; elytris cum pygidio dense sat grosse

punctatis, punctis squamas setiformes vix perspicuas ferent-

ibus ; tibiis anticis tridentatis, dente superiore parvo. Long. 18-

19 mm. 2 •

Type in British Museum, co-type in the Hope Coll., Oxford.
Two specimens, both females (1895 or 1897).

This insect is readily distinguishable from the majority of its

congeners by its dark colour. It has some resemblance to the

common W. African S. crenata, but the prothorax is relatively

much smaller.

Single specimens of two other apparently new species were
found (1895 or 1897), but in view of the large number of closely

related forms described, it seems advisable to leave them for the

present unnamed.

Anomala, sp. n.

Two specimens, 3 and $ , were collected (1895 or 1897), ex-

hibiting a difference in the structure of the claws, and probably

allied to A. transvaleusis Arrow. As the anterior tarsi of the male
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are imperfect, the affinity of the species cannot be decided with

certainty, and it will therefore not be described.

There are two more single specimens (1897) of species of this

genus, winch can only be properly described from individuals of

both sexes.

Phyllopebtha hoeticola Linn.

One example (1897). The distribution of this insect is very

remarkable. It is properly a northern insect, occurring throughout

the Xorth of Europe and Asia from the British Islands to Japan.

In the British Museum, however, are specimens from South

Africa, and Mr. Peel has now brought a specimen from Somaliland.

It seems possible that these African examples have been artificially

introduced.

HOMOTHYEEA HELEN.E SchaULU.

Two specimens (1897). This species has also been found in

Abyssinia, in East Africa, and at Aden in South Arabia.

Rhabdotis SOBBIXA Gr. & P.

Fifteen specimens, found by Mr. Peel on mimosa bushes at

Arigumeret, Farfanyer District of Central Somaliland.

BuPBESTID-E.

Jl-lodis laticollis Gahan, sp. o. (Plate I. tig. 15.)

Viridi-metaUiea, supra fere glabra, infra subaurata sat dense

eano-pHosa ; capite dense punctate; prothorace brevi, Into.

supra valde convexo, dense minus fortiter punctato et subopaco,

laterahter rugoso-punctato, bast utrinque fortiter sinualo, medio

acutangulatim producto ; ehftris guam, prothorace viae latioribus,

dense irreaulariterque foveolatim impresses ; foveolis subauratis,

dense punctatis et plus minusve pubescentibus, interstitiis i levatis,

angusfis, reticularis et impunctatis. Lour/. 18, lat. 8 mm.
Hah. Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One female example.

Type in British Museum.
This species seems to be allied to J. vittipennis F;thr., and

./. subvittata Saund. (Amblysterna), but is readily distinguished

from either by Its broader form, its shorter, broader, and more
convex prothorax, and its differently sculptured elytra.

Sti.i;as|'i

Central or Baal Somaliland (1807). One example.

PfllLOPTEBA SOMALICA (ialian, Bp. n. (Plate I. tig. 1«>.
)

I'/ir/mr.o-ri.J./r, n, , f,//,-i.s
I foViU /"//., SCi TltibuS pTOpU f 40 mfirrntis,

praicrmissis) niffrut^ tarsis supra viridibui; oapitt intsr oculos

sat hit", dentt fbrtiterqtu punctato^ versus medium sparse, ad
laiera detuh tat longeque, pubesoenU ; protkoraa ouann longiore

n-iiituji-i
,
Hutu •

n ,,! dio angustato
t
supra tat dens< fbrU*
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terque puactato, area porta triangulare ante scutellum Icevi

;

elytris punctato-striatis, apice acuminatis, interstitiis antice fere

planis, versus apicetn angustis et convexis. Long. 25, lat.

9 mm.
Hah. Central or East Sornaliland (1897). One example. Type

in British Museum.
Head, prothorax, legs, aud underside of a purplish-violet colour

;

tarsi metallic green above. Elytra black, each with about twenty
shallow cupreous pits, which are densely punctured and more
or less completely covered with greyish-white pubescence : six or

seven of the smallest of these pits are placed at irregular intervals

along the third elytral interstice, three of the larger pits on the

fifth, three on the seventh, and about seven, diminishing in size

from before backwards, along the ninth interstice ; one of the larger

pits on the fifth interstice, a little in front of the middle, and one at a

short distance behind the middle, encroach upon the sixth interstice

and nearly join two correspondingly large pits upon the seventh

interstice.

This species differs from all other African species of the genus
known to me in the disposition of the pubescent pits on the elytra,

aud is further distinguished by having each of the elytra narrowed
to a single point, and not truncate at the apex.

Elateeid^e.

Agbypnus longicobnis Gahan, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 11.)

Rufo-bninneus, lideo-pilosulus ; antennis nigris, basin elytrorum

paullo superantibus, articulo 3° quam 2° hand longiore, articulis

4° ad 10um angulatim sat valde productis ; proihorace quam
latiori vix longiori, supra sat valde convexo, lateribus medio
paidlo i-otundatis, angulis posticis tenuibus, acutis, divancatis ;

elytris teauiter punctato-striatis. Long. 17, lat. 5 mm.
Hob. Central or East Sornaliland (1897). One example.

Type in British Museum.
In general appearance this species resembles A. bocandei Cand.,

but is easily to be distinguished by the black colour and greater

length of its antennae. The third joint of the antenna? is a little

broader, but not longer, than the second, and the joints from the
fourth to the tenth are each produced antero-distally into a strong

augulate process ; the disc of the prothorax is more convex and
somewhat less densely punctured, aud the sides are more rounded
iu the middle than is the case with A. bocandei.

Dascillidje.

Geneceeus nebulosus Gahan, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 9.)

Piceo-brunneus, cinereo- sat dense pubescens ; elytris brunneo-

nebulosis, longitudinaliter snbcostatis ; antennis ( 3 ) fabellatis

vel ( 2 ) serratis. Long. 14-16, lat. 4-4| mm.
Hah. Brit. E. Africa: Samburu, Voi and Ndi (C. S. Betton);
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Central or East Somaliland (1897), two males (O. V. A. Peel).

Type in the British Museum, co-type in Hope Coll.

Dark brown to reddish brown in colour ; covered with an ashy-

grey pubescence. Elytra with a number of dark-brown blotches,

which are, however, absent in some specimens, so that the elytra

have a nearly uniform grey colour. Head with a Y-shaped glabrous

mark reaching from the antennary condyles to the occiput ; eyes

rather large, hemispherical, finely facetted. Prothorax about one

half broader than long ; its antero-lateral angles rounded and
obtuse ; the postero-lateral very slightly projecting and acute ; the

disc marked with a faint median impressed line extending from
the anterior margin almost to the base. Elytra with some feebly

raised and obtuse longitudinal costae, along which the grey

pubescence seems somewhat more dense than over the rest of the

surface. Mesosternum with a small projecting process near the

middle of its anterior margin, this process being fringed with

fulvous hairs at its sides and apex. Posterior margin of the fifth

abdominal sternite of the male bisinuate.

This species, though very distinct from Genecerus cervinus Walk.,

appears to be truly congeneric with it, agreeing as it does in all

essential points of structure. The genus Genecerus, stated by

Walker to be allied to Plastocenis, and by subsequent authors

placed in the family Cebrionidc?, seems to me to belong to the

family Dascillidcr, in which I should place it near Anorus Lee.

LYCID.E.

Ltcus ampliatus Fahr.

North-west Somaliland, Hargasia, April 25-2S, 1895. One
example. This species is found also in East Africa as well as in

Natal and the Cape of Good Hope.

Clebid.e.

Neceobia iiufipes De Geer.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Three specimens.

BoSTBTCniD.l..

Apate tebebrans Pall.

West Somaliland, Bon Jijjiga, July 18, L8B6. Tlnv,- biktirdleB,

Thifl species occurs also in West Africa from the Gold Coast

to Angola, in Natal, Nyasaland. and East Africa.

Bos'i in< iii I sp.

Central or East Somaliland | L897). Two ipeciiDenB.

Ti;.\i;iiitii)Mii i

.

Zol'JIoSIS AROMAI I M ( iest I'O, A MM. Mufl. I IV. < irll. (
1'

) \V. p. 1'.".-.

Central or Baal BomaUlaod 1
1

~'.'7). Dm I wc eaampiai attained
liy Mr. lVcl an- somewhat larger than the fejpe tVoin Anlitij-a
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described by Dr. G-estro, but in other respects fully agree with the

description.

Homala agona Fairrn.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Two specimens.

Ehttidonota delicatula Fairm.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Two specimens.

Ehttidonota eobusta Gahan, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 13.)

Capite supra subtilissime punctata, clypeo utrinque leviter im-

presso ; prothorace quam longitudine paullo latiori, lateribus

marginatis antice arcuatim convergentibus, versus basin minus

fortiter convergentibus, angulis posticis sat latis et retro paullo

productis ; elytris quam prothorace paullo latioribus, basi mar-
ginatis et ad humeros angulatis. Long. 19-20, lot. 7k 'nun.

Hab. Central or East Somaliland (1897), two specimens ; and
West Somaliland (1895), one specimen. Type (Central or East

Somaliland) in British Museum, co-type in Hope Collection.

Prothorax nearly one-fourth broader than its length ; widest

across the middle, with sides converging strongly towards the

apex, less strongly towards the base ; basal margin straight in the

middle, oblique towards each side and there forming with the

lateral margin a subacute angle slightly projecting backwards.

Elytra widest a little in front of the middle, narrowed slightly

towards the base, and strongly towards the apex ; completely

margined at the base, and with a small projection at each of the

humeral angles. Third joint of the antennae twice as long as the

second, and nearly equal in length to the fourth and fifth united.

Himatismus sp.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). One example.

Ocnera sp.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One mutilated specimen.

Pimelia hildebsandti Har.

P. cenchronota Eairm.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Four specimens.

PSAMMODES sp.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). Two specimens.

Amiantus sp.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). One mutilated specimen.

Amiantus sexcostatus Gahan, sp. n.

Niger ; prothorace supra valde convexo, dense fortiterque punctato,

lateribus paidlo rotundatis, postice leviter rnarginatis ; elytris

ad suturam hand elevatis, utroque carinis tribus sat valde
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elevatis instructo, earinis omnibus fere cequilongis, a basi ad
tlerfivitatem apicalem e.ctensis ; segmentis 2° 3°que abdominis

in medio rufulo-pilosis. Lour/. 19, lat. (ad med. eh/trorum)

104 mm.
Jfab. CeDtral or East Somaliland (1S97). One example. Type

in British Museum.
Black

;
prothorax strongly convex above, and strongly and

rather thickly punctured : its sides slightly rounded in the middle

and feebly marginate posteriorly, the margins becoming obsolete

in front. Elytra depressed along the suture, each with three

well-marked carinse reaching from the base to the posterior

declivous portion, the intervals between the carinse being rather

strongly concave ; the concave sutural area between the innermost

carinae is sparsely granular in its anterior half. Femora rugosely

punctured. Second and third abdominal segments with a patch

of reddish pubescence in the middle.

Sepidiostexus erinaceus Eairm.

North Central Somaliland : Bally Maroli in the Haud District,

June 25, 1897. Nine specimens, captured in the open plain.

Sepidium magnum Gahan, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 12.)

Pube pallide cervina dense obtainm : prothorace utrinque plaga
fubnuda nigra, ehitris rag is elevatis glabris nigro-fuscis, et

plagis adspersis cretaceis ; prothorace basi apiceque constricto,

lateraliter carinato, carina antice obtusa, pone medium tiuber-

cidatim dilatata, disco in medio carinato, antice valde tnber-

cidato, tidjerado crasso, apice rotundato supra sulcato-impresso

haud bifurcato ; eh/iris utrisque longitudinrditer bi-curinaiis,

triiitsversim reticidatimque rugosis. Long. 29-35, lat. (ad med.

e&ytrorwn) 12-15 mm.
Ilab. Central or East Somaliland (1897). Four examples.

Type and co-type in British Museum, co-types in Hope Collec-

tion.

Brownish black, with the head, prothorax, underside, legs, and
antenna? thickly covered with a pale fawn-coloured pubescence.
Prothorax furnished with a large prominent tubercle, directed

obliquely forwards from tin- anterior part of the disc; this tubercle

is rounded at the extremity, impressed along the middle with a

linear groove, and has on each side a caked ami rugose black patch;

from tin- base of the tubercle a median carina runs along the disc

to the base of tin- prothorax. I m each side of the prothorax there

i> a carina, obtuse in front, Imt more acute and prominent behind
tin- middle, there forming a flattened tubercle, behind which the

prothorax is abruptly constricted. Elytra each with two longitu-

dinal ami more or less sinuous carina), each of which gives off

short transverse or reticulating ridges mi both sides,

This species is one of the largest of the annus, being equal in

-i/.i- to >s'. rutpoUi Eairm., from which it differs chiefly in having
the lateral tubercle of 1 In- prm Imrax placed behind the middle
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and in the presence of short transverse ridges running from the

dorsal carina of each elytron towards the suture.

Sepidium bilobatum Gahan, sp. n. (Plate I. fig. 14.)

Pube rufulo-cervina dense obtectum : elytris supra plus minusve

cinereis ; protliorace antice valde tuberculato, tuberculo crasso

antrorsum directo et b'dobato ; elytris dense fortiterque punctatis,

utriusque disco tuberculato, tuberculis in seriebus duabus irregu-

lar ibus ordinatis. Long. 17, lat. 6 mm.
Hub. Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One example. Type in

British Museum.
Closely covered with a reddish-fawn-coloured pubescence, with

the disc of each elytron ashy grey along the middle. Prothorax
with a large tubercle directed almost horizontally forwards from
the anterior part of the disc ; this tubercle is distinctly bilobed

in front, each lobe being rounded at the extremity ; each side of

the prothorax carinate, the carina dilated to form a tubercle just

behind the middle. Elytra densely and strongly punctured ; the

disc of each with a number of sharply raised tubercles forming
two irregular, longitudinal series.

Sepidium crassicaudatum Gestro.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). Nine examples.

Vieta sp.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). One example.

Vietomorpha foveipennis Fairm.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). One example.

Micrantereus sp.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). One male example.

Micrantereus asidoides Fairm.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). One example.

Amarygmus sp.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One mutilated example.

Praogena nigra Gahan, sp. n.

Nigra ; capite proilwraceque crebre p>xmctatis et opacis ; elytris

nitidis, seriatim haud fortiter punctatis , interstitiis planis, sparse

minutissime punctxdatis. Long. 13, lat. 44 mm.
Hub. Somaliland (T. Greenfield and C. V. A. Peel, 1895 or 1897).

Type in British Museum, co-type in Hope Collection.

Entirely black, with the elytra somewhat glossy and the

rest of the surface more or less opaque. Head and prothorax

closely punctured, the latter a little broader than long, slightly

rounded at the side3. Elytra each with nine rows of rather small

punctures, the first row (that next the suture) being very short

;
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intervals between the rows flat and sparsely and very minutely

punctulate.

This species is larger and less convex than P. gagatina Makl.,

its prothorax is relatively a little broader, the rows of punctures
on its elytra are much finer, and it is distinguished further from
that species by its darker coloration and its glossy elytra.

Cantiiabid.e.

Mtlabeis hypolachna Gestro.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Two examples.

Mylabbis senn.e Gestro.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Three examples

Mylabbis lateplagiata Eairm.

Central or East Somaliland (1S97). One example.

Mylabbis somalica Thomas, sp. n.

Black, opaque, rugose, clothed with short yellow pubescence
interspersed with longish black hairs. The head (which has an
elevated shining median longitudinal line), prothorax, and elytra

all thickly and coarsely punctured ; the elytra dilated and widening
towards the apex.

Each elytron ornamented with two long oval basal yellow mark-
ings, the marginal one joining a trausverse yellow band extending

to >uture, and with a second transverse band, starting from but not

quite touching the suture, extending down margin and curving

round across the apex of elytron back to the suture : these markings

are all margined by a fine brownish-red line. Antenna? red, with

the exception of the first and second joints, which are black. The
underside, legs, and tarsi are all black with long yellow hairs ; the

nails and spurs red.

This species is rery similar to Mylabria hypolachna of Gestro 1

in size, form, and general characteristics, but it differs in having

the second transverse band continued along the outer margin and
thence across the apex to the suture.

Length 12 millim., breadth 4 millim.

J/a 1 '. (Vntral or East Somaliland (1897). Type in the British

.Mw-'-um. [M. K. Thomas.]

10 1*1
' A I T\ WIETinSTINA Miikl.

Somaliland (1895 or l

s !»7). One example.

Ckh Wli:\< ll' 1 .

,\1 Lcsoroii \ r\i.M \r\ Pabr.

\\ '. --t Somaliland: South-wesl llaml, Owari, Bad of .Milmii

(March L0, L895). Oiie example of this widely distributed African
Prionid.

1 Ann. Mus. O.-nor. (U) xv. p. N
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Plocederus melancholicus Gahan, var.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). This variety occurs also in

South Arabia and in British East Africa.

Plocederus peeli Gahan, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) ii. p. 42

(1898).

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One example. Co-type in Hope
Collection.

This species has been found in British East Africa as well as in

Somaliland.

Pachydissus (Derolus) somalicus Gahan, sp. n.

Piceo-brunneus, griseo-pubescens ; prothorace supra rugoso, late-

raliter paullo rotundato, area opaca e.rcisa inter notum pleurum-

que; elytris absque punctis (punclulis minutissimis pubescentiam

gerentibus exceptis) ; femoribus subtus leviterbicarinatis ; antennis

( $ )
quam corpore paullo brevioribus. Long. 17, lat. 4 mm.

Hab. Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One example. Type in

British Museum.
Head and prothorax dark brown, with a greyish pubescence.

Head with a sulcate impression on the vertex between the upper
lobes of the eyes. Prothorax a little longer than broad ; trans-

versely wrinkled above ; slightly rounded in the middle on each

side, with a small excised space, bare of pubescence, just below
the pronotum. Elytra parallel-sided throughout the greater part

of their length, rounded at the apex ; clothed with a short closely

laid grey pubescence, and devoid of all punctures, excepting those

very minute ones from which the hairs of the pubescence spring.

Femora feebly carinate along each side near the ventral border.

Prosternal process subvertical behind ; the small antero-lateral

processes of metasternum almost completely shutting off the

epimera from the intermediate cotyloid cavities.

Phyllocnema semijanthina Eairm.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Two examples.

Alphitopola peeli Gahan, sp. n.

Fusca ; capite, proihorace, scutello et corporis inferioris lateribus

pube fulvo-ferruginea obtectis ; elytris fuscis, vitta suturali et

vitta postica submarginali cinnamomeis, utroque elytro puncta

basalt et maculis quatuor—duabus (quawim interna elongato-ovali,

medio fusco-punctata) ante medium, duabus (elongatis et postice

conjunctis) pone medium—niveis ornato. Long. 17, lat. 5| mm.
Hab. Galadi in N.W. Somaliland. One example, Oct. 4, 1897.

Type in British Museum.
Head and prothorax dark brown, covered with a short reddish-

tawny pubescence. Prothorax transverse ; with a small blunt

tubercle at the middle of each side ; with two transverse sulcate

impressions near the base and two near the apex. Elytra dark

brown, somewhat thickly punctured, with the punctures rather

large near the base and diminishing in size posteriorly ; a sutural
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vitta. and a submarginal vitta on each elytron reaching from the

middle to the apex, where it joins the sutural vitta, ciuuainon-

eoloured ; a small punctiforra spot at the extreme base, two spots

in front of the middle and two behind the middle of each elytron,

snow-white ; the inner spot of the anterior pair larger than the

outer, elongate-oval in shape, and marked in the middle with a

narrow brown spot ; the outer spot of the same pair emarginate

in front : the two spots of the posterior pair elongate, with the

inner one commencing before the outer and coalescing with it

behind. Body underneath with an ashy-grey pubescence along

the middle, fulvous brown towards the sides ; legs brown, more or

less suffused with grey at the base and on the ventral side. Inter-

coxal process of the inesosternum very feebly tubercled in the

middle. Last abdominal segment feebly and sinuately emarginate
at the apex.

Antennae longer (by the last three or four joints) than the body,

third joint half as long again as the fourth.

C'i.noPLESTS EBVOELI Faivm.

West (April Hi to Aug. 7, 1805) and North-west Somaliland,
I laladi 1 1 Jet. 4, 1

v '-»7). Three examples, two from the latt»r locality.

(
'i ic \titks jaspideus Serv.

Somaliland (

l

s<.'o or 1 897). Ten specimens. This species occurs

also in West and East Africa and in Abyssinia.

Cai.mtuyi;/, \ pauli (Fairm.).

Anoplosteiha patdi Fairm. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1884, p. 124;

Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1887, p. 338.

Wesl Somaliland, Bularli (May 24, l
s i>.">). One specimen.

In this Bpeciesand in the closely allied Nouth-.\IVi<-au J. ,/"'*'/'''"'''

White the claws of the tarsi are divaricate, and the scape of the

antenna is entirely devoid of a cicatrix. Both species are out of

place in Anoplorti (ha and should he referred to tin • uenus Calotkyrza

Thorns., with which they agree in all essential points of structure.

\ third African species of Calotkyrza has been described by

Dr. Gestro (Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. (2) x\. p. 423), the remaining

species of this genus being the two Indian forms -O. sehestedi

Fabr. ESnt. Syst. Suppl. p. L46 (=''. margaritifera Thorns.) and

irgariiifi ra Weal w .

< taoesoa i
- pli kii obkig Serv.

North-wesl Bomaliland, Elargaisai \pril 25 to 28, L895). Oue
example. This species is found in Senegambia, in Bast Africa and
Natal, an example from the last-mentioned locality forming the

t) pe of White's <
'. natak

Central or Baal 8 aliland (1897). One toinewhal rubbed
; " »pe imen.

Pboc. Zool. 8a . L900, No. 1 1 1. 8
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6. NEUROPTERA.

By Robert McLaciilan, F.R.S. &c.

Planipennia.

Palpares papilionoides Klug, var.

West Somaliland, Sule River, May 29, 1895. One female.

It appears to me to be safer to regard this single specimen as a

variety of P. papilionoides rather than to describe it as new.

Klug's species was from Arabia Felix. When compared with

King's description and figures, this female is somewhat larger and
the (lark bands of the anterior wings are more distinctly fenestrated

in consequence of the dark colour being restricted to margining of

the network. Some examples of P. tristis Hagen, diverge from
the type form in the same mauner, and I have a female from
Somaliland that at first I thought was specifically identical with

that from the Sule River, but there is a slightly different form of

wing, and in papilionoides the abdomen has black longitudinal

bands which are wanting in tristis.

Palpares walkeki McLachlan.

Sule River, May 24, 1S95. One female.

The male of this species was described by me in the Ent.

Monthly Mag. for August 1894 from two examples taken by Mr.
J. J. Walker, R.N., F.L.S., at Aden, which are in my collection.

Subsequently Col. Yerbury, R.A., F.Z.S., found examples of both

sexes at the same place and presented them to the British Museum.
Upon comparing the female from Somaliland with those from Aden,
I see nothing that can be considered of specific difference. The
female has never been described. It is larger (expanse about

130 mm.) and the wings are broader (19 mm.), the isolated black

markings on the anterior wings are larger ; on the posterior wrings

the fascia' are both broader and longer, the second of them extending

to the dorsal margin, and very broad and strongly angulate in the

middle; the third is also very broad and connected more or less with

a series of spots towards the dorsal margin. (In no two specimens

do the dark bands and other markings precisely agree nor are they
symmetrical on the opposing wings.)

Myrmeleon variegatus Klug.

West Somaliland (1895). One male, without indication of

further locality. Described originally from Arabia Felix. I have
what appears to be exactly the same species from the Sinai Penin-
sula. Probably widespread.

O D O N A T A.

Cacergate leucosticta Burm.

East Central Somaliland : Haweea Country, Sinnadohga, by a

water-tank, Sept. 8, 1897. One female.

A widespread African insect.
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Gtnaoantha sp. ?

One immature female Erom the same locality as the preceding.

This in all probability represents a new species, but I am not dis-

posed to describe and name a species of this very critical genus
from an immature female. It appears to be quite distinct from
any AVest-African species.

7. OETHOPTERA.
By Malcolm Burnt, E.Z.S., F.E.S.

(Except Phasmatodea by Dr. C. Bruxxeb, von "Wattexwyl.)

The collection of Orthoptera made by Mr. C. Y. A. Peel in

Somaliland is not large, but contains examples of a good number
of genera and species new to science. These are distributed as

follows :

—

Number
of species. New Genera. New Species.

Blattodea 4
Mmtodea 1 1

Phasmatodea 3 1 2
A'-ridiudea 15 1 2

Locustodea 11 1 7

Gryllodea 4 -

Total 43 4 L2

It will be noticed that there are no less than seven novelties

out of the eleven Locustodea captured, a high percentage, which is

probably due to the stationary li;il>its of these insects. Mosl of

these new -pecies are Pkemeropteridai
t

fur there are only one

Conocephalid and one Stenopelmatid, both of which are flightless

forms.

The collection contains no f'orficularia.

An account of a collection of Orthoptera made in Somaliland by

the late Prince Buspoli has been published by Kerr Dr. Bchultess

Eechberg-Schindler. They are mostly of the same genera, but the

species are different. This is especially noticeable among the new
forms.

I take ibis opportunity of acknowledging my deep indebtedness
to Men- Dr. (

'. Brunner ?on Wattenwyl, Tor his invaluable assist-

ance in the identiiieation of many of the more difflcull and obscure

speci illy lor the determination ami descriptions of the

uztoaea, upon which group his knowledge is unrivalled.

H i. \ no d i. \.

I'm LLODBOMIU) R.

I- EHOF1 D \ \ i B \ \\';ilk.

Bomaliland (April 18 to Aug. 7, I B95, or .Inner, to Oct. 20,

I 397). «'ne male.
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PeRISPH-ERID.E.

Derocalymma bottegiana Sauss.

Central or East Somaliland (1897). Two female specimens.

I cannot distinguish D. analis Sauss. from D. bottegiana Sauss.

The former is merely referred to and included in the synoptical

tahle, which is very difficult to follow. Mr. Peel's two examples

appear to agree entirely with the description of D. bottegiana

Sauss., which is described from Somali specimens. One of these

specimens still retains the yellowish velvet coat which is so easily

lost in handling. They are both a shade smaller than de Saussure's

types.

Periplanetid.e.

ElATTA ORIEVfALIS L.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One female.

PERIPLANETA AMERICANA (L.).

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One female.

Mantodea.

Orthoderid.e.

Ciiarieis, gen. nov.

Oculi conici, apice pedunculati. Caput ha ad valde depression.

Colore griseo. Ocelli in trianguhtm positi ; antenna; elongate?,

graciles, testaceer, ; occiput convexum. Pronotum breve, sulculo

irregidari transverso instructum, margine antico subsinuato,

dilatato, margine postico rotundato, postice angustatum. Elytra
et alee perfecte explicates. Ilia membranacea, remote venosei,

hyalina, vents infuscatis, venulis transversis ramorum venae

radialis incrassatis, bicoloribus ; membrana analis breuis, sed

longior quam latior. Hn hyalince, venulis arece anticce infus-

catis. Pedes graciles ; femora eintica gracilia, spinis discoida-

libus 3 parvis armata, sjrinis marginis externa irregularibus,

prime minimo, 2° longiori, 3°-6»» l parvis, dehinc margine
crenulato. Tibim anticce spinis brevibus armatce. Lamina
subgenitalis 2 magna, fornicata, rotundata. Cerci 2 satlongi,

laminam subgenitalem haud superantes. lamina supraanalis

2 brevis, transversa. 2 • <$ ignotus.

This genus is a link between Erunner's two sections of the
Orthoderidce. In the form of the pronotum it agrees with Cheetessei

Eurm., while the presence of small discoidal spines on the anterior

femora would place it in the second division. The conical and
pedunculated eyes, the spines of the anterior tibiae, the discoidal

.spines, the somewhat long anal membrane of the elytra separate it

from Chcetessa Burm. ; the form of the pronotum satisfactorily

divides it from the Eremiaphilce, Humbertiell-ce, and Chiropachce.

In general appearance and coloration it resembles Chiropacka
and Tarachodes, but it differs in the depressed head.
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Chabieis peeli, sp. n. (Plate II. fig. 4.)

Parva, grisea. Elytra hyalina, venulis infuscatis. Aloe hyalince,

venulis partis anticce infuscatis. Pronotum inerme. $.
?•

Long, corporis '24 mm.
,, pronoti 3*5

„ elytroram 22
Lat. max. pronoti 3

„ win. „ 2
_

Loug. fern, anticorum 3*5

,, tibiarum ,, 25

Patria. AVest .Somaliland : North-west Haud, Abriordi Garodi,

May 4, 1895. One female example. Type in Hope Collection,

Oxford.

(In the figure, the antenna? and apex of the abdomen are

wanting.)

CllIKoP U.'II.Y DIYES Sauss.

West Somaliland : North-west Haud, Abriordi Garodi, May 4,

1895. Three male specimens.

CHXBOPA4 II \ GILVA Charp.

AVest Somaliland: North-weel Haud, Abriordi Garodi, May 4,

1 B95. Two specimens, male and female.

Mamui.i:.

POPA UHTDTTLA.TA ( Fabr.).

AVest Somaliland : Xortli-west Hand, Abriordi Garodi, May 4,

1 -'.'-j. Two specimens, one male and one nymph.

Mioid LBTTlfl i knesxuata (Fabr.).

West Somaliland: North-weal 1 1 and, Abriordi Garodi, May 4,

1895. One male.

BlBBODULA sp.

North-wesl Bomaliland, Berbera, April Hi, L895. One mutilated

specimen.
I' II 1 s \I A to i) i; \.

By <
'. Bbi b n i.i, \ <>v \V \'iti,n\\ vi..

t 'i.i i i barms,

i;i him \, gen, ii"\.'

<j> . c<i/,, tt thngatum. Antenna tertiam partem femorum anti-

iiirii,, i haud tiiiim/i Hi, . artieulo eeundo moniliformi. Thorax

granulosus, Femora omnia acuU carinata^ " utioa. Segnientum

all,/ ,,1,1,1(1, octavum longum, tegmenta l>in<i terminalux unita

taperans. Segmentum anal* varum compressum
t
minim* tmar~

1 In bono Maloolm Burr,
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ginatum, lamina swpraanali minima apposita. C'erci breves,

recti, teretes. Operculum longissimum, segmenta abdominalia

iria terminalia iriplo superans, compression, acuminatum.

Disjjositio specierum.

1. Mesonotnm et metanoluui irregulariter granulosa.

Statura major longixipha, sp. n.

1'. Mesonotuin in niargine laterali dense granulosus,
medio granulis raris obsitum. Metanotum la-ve.

Statura minor farinosa, sp. n.

1. Bueeia loxgixipha, sp. ii. (Plate II. fig. 6.)

5 . Mesonotum et metanotum irregulariter granulosa.

Long, corporis (operculo excluso) 104 mm.
„ mesonoti 20

,, metanoti cum segmento mediano. . 15

„ segmenti mediani 3

„ femorum auticorum 25

„ ,, intermed 21

„ ,, posticorum 24

„ operculi 32

Patria. West Somali!and (1895). One female. Type in Hope
Collection, Oxford.

2. Bukhia farinosa, sp. n.

5 . Caput totumfarinosunv. Thorax vitia mediana longa farinosa

ornatus, necnon apex abdominis farinosus. Mesonotum margin-
ibus densi granulosis, medio in vitta farinosa raro granulosum.

$.
Long, corporis (operculo excluso) 08 mm.

„ mesonoti 12

„ metanoti cum Begraento mecliano . . 11

„ segmenti mediani 2

„ femorum anticorum 19*5

,, „ intermed 14*5

„ ,, posticorum 18

,, operculi 20

Patria. West Somaliland, Bun Jijjiga (July 15, 1895). One
female. Type in Hope Collection, Oxford.

Leptyxia sp.

"West Somaliland, Bun Jijjiga (July 15, 1895). Five mutilated
specimens.

ACRIDIODEA.

TllUXALID.E.

TBUXAXIS NASUTA (L.).

North-west Somaliland, Whardi Datal, July 20, 1895. Three
females.
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Tbuxalis obtguicuxata Eamb.

North-west Somaliland, Whardi Datal, July 26, 1895. Seve

females, one male.

MaOH.F.RIDIA BILIXICATA St&l.

North-west Somaliland, Wbardi Datal, July 26, 1895. I refer

a mutilated larva to this Bpecies.

Ebacbomia thalasbina (Fabr.).

West Somaliland (1895). Oneexample;

CEdipodld b.

HUMBBBTTBLLA TEHT7ICOBNI8 (Sctiaum).

West Somaliland : Boholo Deno, near R. Shebeyli, June 24, 1 895

;

three male specimens, one female. Somaliland (1895 or 1^97)

;

one male and one female.

This species is purely a native of tropical Africa.

GrASTBIMABGUS VEBTIOALI8 SaUSS.

Wesl Somaliland (1895). One male and one female specimen.

A :u .. ascia fusca alarum vix perspicua.

North-west Somaliland, Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. One
female specimen.

CEdaleub nrsa qxatus, sp. n.

Pronotwn haud valde elongatum, fuseo-testaceum, indistinct* fu&co-

notatum. Tetnpora acuta, trigonalia. Statura minore.

Oracilior. Front subreelinata s costa frontalis latior, margin-

ibus a vertia subdivergentibus ; vertex ad frontem haud rotun-

datus. Protioti crista humilis, acuta, sinuata, margin* postico

ngulo. Elytra vents sjmriis completes, area ulnari ir-

regulariter reticulata, fusco-testacea, dimidia basalt fasciis

:; latis fusris, - latis pallidis, opacis, dimidia apicali plus

minus hyalina, maculis nebulosis infascatis ornata. Ala basi

flavieantcs, fascia fusca lnt,< semilunari, marginem posticum

attingenti ornata, ultra hanc hyalina, apia macula fusca, 2

lobos includi ,iii ornata. Pronolum melazona quam prozona haud
brevior. Femora postica . extus punctulata, vel irregu-

lariter fasciata. Tibia postica r t. <S $•

Long, corporia 20 aim. 29 mm.
,, prouol i 5 8

,, el) i coram 22

,, Eemornm posl icorura .... L5

Patria, West Somaliland (1895). I aens. Types, male

and female, in Ho| I »rd.

Tliis w<-\\ species FalU into the b< nd division of de Saussure's

subgenus (Eaaleus real deal smaller than
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(E. nigvofasciatus de Or., and (E. inferaalis Sauss., and falls between
(E. senegalensis Kr. and (E. abruptus Sauss. From both of these

it differs in the acute angle of the posterior border of the pronot urn,

at least in the male (this angle is more obtuse in the female).

I have drawn up the description on the model of de Saussure's

synoptical table, in which he distinguishes these two species.

Aoroxylus loxgipes (Charp.).

Somaliland (1895 or 1897), one female. West Somaliland

(1895), one male and two females.

The>e specimens are the red variety, the same as recorded by
me from Sokotra (P. Z. S. 1898, p. 384).

Pyrgohorphid^;.

Chroxogonus lugubris Blanch.

Somaliland (1895 or 1897). One male, two larva?.

Phymaxeus sxollii Sauss.

North-west Somaliland, Whardi Datal, July 2G, 1895. Two
males and two females.

Pu. MopuiLLOsus Serv. ?

North Central Somaliland : ITaud, Odewein, June 23, 1897. Two
larvae. (" Dry river, thickly wooded banks."—0. V. A. P.)

1 refer these larvae with some hesitation to P. morbiUosvs.

Pyruomorpha grylloides (Latr.).

North-west Somaliland : Whardi Data!, July 26, 1895. One
female.

ACRTDIID.E.

Soiiisxocerca peregrina (Oliv.).

North-west Somaliland: Goobnn District, between Hargaisa and
Berbera, August 6, 1895. Six males, one female.

North Central Somaliland : Hand, Odewein, July 23, 1 897. Four
nymphs. (" Dry river, thickly wooded banks."—C. V. A. P.) Also
live very young larvae.

Acridium SUC'CINCXUM Serv.

(nee Linn. = rnficorne, Serv. et StaT).

West Somaliland (1895). One male and one female.

Satracris, gen. nov.

Corpus apterum, depressum, granulatum, nitidum. Oculi pro-

minuli, a supero visi, subcontigui. Frons reclinata ; antenna*

filiformes. Pronotum deplanatum, carinis nullis, sulc'ts 3
instruction, margine postico subsinuato, lobis deflcxis mctrginibus

antico et postico obliquis, inferiore subreeto. Elytra minima,
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rudimentaria vel nulla, ~Ua nulla. Abdomen segmenttsV et 2°

deplanatis, ceteris compressis, carinulatis. Pedes crassiusculi.

Femora postica vaJde incrassata, haud s< rrulata ; tibia postica

margine externa 6—8, interno 8—9 spinis armata ; tarsi postici

segment is 1° et 3° elongatis, 2° parvo. Cerei d br< ves, compressi,

conici, apic* obtusi. Lamina sMpraanalis d obtusa, apice

paullo L'i-tnunytitaia, medio phis minus sulcata. Lamina
subgenitalis d magna, fornicataj lamina subgenitalis £
simplex. Valvula ovipositoris breves, granulates. Corpus

glabrum, partibus genitalibus d $ tibiis posticis Jiirsutis,

This new genus falls into the group Coptacra. The absence of

elytra, wings, and of the carina? of the pronotum separate it from
Cyphocerastes Karsch, Epistaurus Bol., Acridoderes liol.

Saueacbis LACEirxv, sp. n. (Plate II. fig. 3, d •)

Statura mediocri, testacea, nigro varia. Caput pallide testaceum ;

oculi globosi. badii, Pronotum pallide testaceum, fasciis 3

fuscioribus longitudinalibus ornatum. Elytra minutissima,

granulati, lobiformia, segmenti abdominalis primi dimidium vix

attingentia, vel nulla. Abdomen testaceum, vittis et maculis

nigris ornatum. Pedes testacei ; femora postica extus fusco vel

atro ornata ; tibia postica- spinis extus 6-8, intas 9 armata.

Abdomen subtus nigro variegatum. Femina mare major,

fuscior. d 9 .

Long, corporis

,,
pronoti .

„ elytrorum (si adsunt),

,, femoruin posticorum
,

Patria. North-wesl Bomaliland, Hargaisa, April 25 28, I

1 male, 1 female and] nymph. Central or East Somaliland (1897);
2 males. Female, type from I fargaisa, in Hope Collection, Oxford.

Male type from Central or Mast Bomaliland, in Hope Collection.

Co-types at Oxford and in the collection of Malcolm Burr.

Lo< ETSTODXA.

I'n \ \ in. .i'M.i; ! ni:.

I'i.u'.m i; \ ep. inc.

North-wed Bomaliland, Whardi Datal, July 26, 1895. One
female nymph.

It Lb impossible accurately to determine this immature specimen.

I'll UrXBOP! I B \ PI n< i I I. VI \, Bp. n.

Parva, latt viridis; pronoto, cruribus, abdomtn* mgro-punctulatis.

Pronotum lobis dtflexis ohiua altis ac longis; carina haud
i- il'l< expressa, flavida. Elytra breviora, venulis transversis

haud prominulis, partt anah usqut ad apicem nigro-punctulata,

Ala elytrit longioree. Femora postica gracilia, apicem elytrorum

d- ?•
25*5 mm. 39 mm

(! 8 '

1-75 L-75

3-13-5 17
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superantes, basi incrassata. Lam inn supraanalis <5 obhmga.
C'crci J longi, teretes, aeuminati, apice mucronati. Lamina
8vbgenitali$ & elongata, triangulariter emarginata, eercos hand
guperans. 6 •

6.
Long, pronoti 12*5 mm.

„ corporis 4

„ alarum 23*75

,, elytrorum 14*75

Lat. elytrorum medio 2*75

Long, feruorum posticarum 10

Patria. North-west Somaliland, Whardi Datal, July 20, 1895.

One male. Type in Hope Collection, Oxford.

This species comes nearest to Ph. nana Charp., but may be

distinguished by the absence of the basal spots of the elytra, which

also separates it from Ph. quadripunctata Br. The minute black

dota all over the body resemble those of Leptophyes punctatissima,

Bosc.

M.HITIT8A, gen. nov.

In tribum Terpnistriarum locandum. tf ignotus.

Fastigium verticis sulcatum et compressum. Frons Lrevis, per-

pendicularis. Oculi valde globosi. Pronotum seUaforme, disco

antice elevatum, obtusum, postia deplanato, margine ipso sub-

elevato, rotundato, carimis lateralibu$ null is ; lobis deflexis

altioribus quam longioribus, marginibus rotundatis. Elytra

angusta, paullo ante medium latiora, dehinc attenuata, margine

pogtico sinuato, apice oblique truncata ; vena; 2 radiales sub-

contigua, apicem versus divergenteg, ramig 1—3 vena idnaris

conjunctis, ramo ultimo in marginem apicalem elytri ecurrente ;

vena ulnaria a vena radiali valde remota, in marginem pogticum

elytri deflexa, ramog nonnullos furcatog albo-circumdatos venom
radialem versus emiiteng, quorum postremi ramig vena
radialis conjuncti ; campus analis basi latu.s-, dehine angustis-

simus, venidis rectis transversis plurimig instructis, in tertia

parte apicali elytri evanescens; campus marginalis latus,

ad, conjunction m vena radialis anteriorig cum margine antico

productus ; intra marginem per totam longitudinem elytra

anguste decolor, hyalinus. Ala elytris longiores. Coxa antica

spina nulla instructa. Femora omnia teretes, pogtica subtuS

sp&nulis 3 armata, lohis genicularibus aeuminatis; tibia antica

et intermedia compressor, margine pogtico spinalis minimis

armata. Tibia antica utrinque foramine aperto, o/dongo,

instructa; tibia pogtica per totam longitudinem utrinqn,; sujn-a

spinis albidis, apice rufescentibus. armata. Mesa- et meta-

sternum lobis obtusis instructa. Ovipositor satis magnus, sensim
incurvis, ajiice obtusus, valvula superiore minime crenulato,

valvulam inferiorem muticam superans. §.
This genus may be at once separated from Terpnistria StU by

the unspined pronotum and unlobed legs. The unarmed coxae
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and open tympana of the anterior tibia distinguish it from
Diogenq Br.

Milititsa BOMAiiEKSis, sp. n. (Plate II. figs. 5 & 7.)

Corpus ferruginewn. Caput etpronotum viridia. Elytra viridia,

venulis transversisTiyalino-cireumdatis, maryirn antieo hyalino,

margine portico sordide ferrugineo. Ovipositor nitidus, viridis,

apice infubcatus. Cerci recti, conici. Lamina subgenitalis \

parva, apice angusta, truncuta. $ .

?.
Long, corporis 20-5 mm.

,, pronoti 4

,, elytrorum 27

„ femorum posticorum 17

,, ovipositoris 11

Patr't<i. North-west Somaliland, Whardi Datal, July 26,

1895. One female specimen. Type in Hope Collection, Oxford.

TxLOPBIB pei:pi'i.< iika, sp. n.

Viridis, elongata. Pronotum dorso deplanatum, viride, minutis-

sirru fuseo-punetulatum, marginibus antieo et postico subsinuatis,

earinis latcralibus rectis, parallelis, albis, antic subtus atro-

marginatis; lobi deflexi angulato inserti, margine inferiore

recto, angulo poslico retroproducto, margine postico valde

sinuato, antieo perpendieulari. Elytra elongata, angusta,

lanceolata, ramo prima vena radialis apice furcato, viridia,

antice late albo-marginata, vitta pallide purpurea intra, apiavn

versus attenuata ornata. Ala elytris valdt longiores, venis

radialibus mediis valde infuscatis. {Pedes antici et intermedii

desuntJ) Pedes postici gracillimi, longissimi, fusco-testacei.

Cerci longi, vdlidi, apice valcL undulato-incurvi, apice

decussati it infuscati. Lamina subgenitalis d elongata, apice

triangulariter excisa. S •

Long, corporis 20 mm.
pronoti 3*5

,, elvtrorum 28

,, femorum posticorum 2fi

Patria. North-wesl Somsliland, Whardi Datal. July 26,

L895. One male specimen. Type in Hope Collection, Oxford.

This species agrees with T, bilineolata Serv. in the straighl

inferior borders of the Bido flaps of the pronotum, but may be

distinguished by the variegated elytra.

Otiaphtsa \noi >i ii'i eniia, sp. a. (Plate II. Sg. 2.)

Flavo-ftrruginea ; elytra, alarum apices, virides ; elytra venulis

tran versit albido-circumdatis^ martin, antieo valdt sinuato,

o recto, pan/In anti medium laiiora,pont medium
vald< /,,/' tata, apic* obliqui truncata.
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2-

Long, corporis 26 mm.
,, pronoti 5

„ elytrorutn 40
Lat. max. elytrorum ante medinm .... 9

„ „ prone medium .... 6

Long, ovipositoris 5'75

Patria. North-west Somaliland, "Wliardi Datal, July 20.

1895. One female specimen. Type in Hope Collection, Oxford.

This species differs from 0. hebetata Karsch in its smaller size,

narrowed elytra, and slightly longer ovipositor. In 0. hebetata the

elytra attain their greatest breadth (12 mm.) just before the apex;

in this species, in the first half of the elytra.

Khegmatopoda peeli, sp. n. (Plate II. fig. 1.)

Pallide virescens. Pronotum disco infascato. Elytra tranalurida,

lonyiora. Alee elytris longiores. Pedes gracUes ; femora anticaet

intermedia subtus utrinque spinulosas tibia* anticce et intermedia

triseriatim njtinulosos. (Femora postica desunt.) Elytra vena1

radiates basi remotos, dehinc appropinquantes, subcontigua3
,

deinde diveryentes, vena postica ramum furcatum in apicem

elytri emittens ; vena ubiarig sinuata; area analis -may is

explicata ; venulce transversa3 ontnes recta:, parallelce; campus
tyrnpanalis valde prominulus. Lamina supraanalis <J brevis,

rotundata. Gerci J laminam subgenitdUm midto breviores,

acuminati, mucronati. Lamina subgenitalis <J elonyata,

deplanata, apice triangulariter emarginata, lobis obtusis. <$ .

§ ignota.

6.
Long, corporis 19 mm.

„ pronoti 5*75

,, elytrorum 34

Patria. North-west Somaliland, "Whardi Datal, July 26, 1895.
One male specimen. Type in Hope Collection.

Talnda specierum generis Rheginatopodoe.

1. Elytra campo marginali sensiin angustato, tcrtia parte

apicali evaiiescenti, vena ulnari decurva ; area ulnaris
(pone Tenant ulnarem) sat lata. Pronotum lobis

deflexis, margine postico vix sinuato, margine infero

convexo. Femora mutica 1. leptocerca Stal.

2. Elytra campo marginali latiori, apicetn elytri attin-

genti ; vena ulnari sinuata, undulata, apice recurva,
area ulnari latissima. Pronotum lobis deflexis,

margine postico valde sinuato, margine infero
obliquo. Femora autica et intermedia subtus
Bpinulosa 2. peeli, n. sp.
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ElJBYOOBTPHA VABIA Brainier.

Putrla. North-west Somahtaud, Whardi Datal, July 26, 1895.

Oue female. Recorded from Kilimanjaro by Bruiiner.

Coxoceph.vlid.b.

XlPHLDIUM SOMAjll, sp. 11.

X. natalensi Bedt. vicinum. Faatigium verticis ab antico visum

lateribus haud distinct* div rgentibus. Gaputet pronotum flora,

fasciis tribus, media lata, laterahbus angustis fuscis ornata ;

pronotum inerme, lobis defiexis obtuse triangularibus, marginibus

obliouis, vix sinuatis, callo convexo nullo. Elytra abbreviate,

lobiformia, pronoto breviora, testacea, margine antico infuscato.

Ala obliteratce. Ahilomen fusco-testaceum, utrinque jlavido-

bilineatum. Femora postica inermia, genibus inermibus. Pedes

testaceis. Ovipositor longissimus, reetissimus. Lamina sub-

genitatis £ tipice truncata. $ . <5 iynotus.

Long, corporis 17*5 mm.
,, pronoti 3*/5

„ elytrorum 3

,, ovipositona

Patria. North-west Somaliland, Whardi Datal, July 26,1805.
One female Bpecimen. Type in Hope Collection, Oxford.

This Bpecies differs Erom X. natalense Etedt. in its unarmed
knees and differently coloured head and pronotum. From
X. brevicercus and X. armaticeps Karsch it may be distinguished

by its unarmed head and pronotum.

1 1 i;T RODIDJE.

E lstbs [(Obicati a < lersl

.

North Central Somaliland: Haud District, Eyk ("in open plum

by thick bush"), July 2-4, L897. One male and one female

Bpecimen.

BPAiAGOMiMua i\i.r\ i ( lerst. ).

North Central Somaliland: Haud District, Byk, July 2 I,

1897. ("Open plain bj thick bush." C. V. A. P.) One male and
one female specimen.

Si i:\on.L\i \r\ D B.

.M .' 1. 1.: i i \ OB8I ! i. \. sp. ii.

/'<
•, nitida. . I M. abominate Br. differi femoribus

tantum spinula minima union apicem versus armatis, tibiis

n, 'tltis injtatis. A M. mutica Br. divert femoribus spinula
,' l

.") armatis, pronoto antic* quam potties vaullo

latiut, 6-
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6*.

Long, corporis 22 mm.
„ pronoti 5*5

,, fern, post 165

P-itr'ia. North Central Soinaliland : Haud District, Eyk (" on
open plain by thick bush "), July 2-4, 1807. One male specimen.

Type in Hope Collection, Oxford.

Thi< species seems to be a link between M. abominate Br.

(African), which has many-spined femora and compressed anterior

tibiae, and the pronotum slightly broader anteriorly than posteriorly,

and M. mutica Br. (Asiatic), in which the femora have only 4-5

minute spines beneath, while the anterior tibia? are sub-inflated

and the pronotum is cylindrical.

GllYLLODE A.

Gryllid.e.

Liogryllus bmaculatus (De Geer).

North-west Somaliland, Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. Four
female specimens.

GrBYLLTTfi Bp. ?

North-weal Somaliland, Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1897. One
female, one nymph. Both specimens are too mutilated for

determination. The elytra are abbreviated, and the ovipositor is

as long as the body. The general colour is dull black.

Gryleus mbi yvocephalus Serv.

North-west Somaliland, Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. One
male specimen. Possibly only a dark Yariety of G. domesticus.

Grylixs eugubris Stal (= G. afer var. ?).

North-west Somaliland, Hargaisa, April 25-28, 1895. One
male specimen.

8. Insects of other Orders.

By various Contributors.

[Mr. Peel also brought several Hymenoptera and a fewIL jmipfera.
The known species of the former have been kindly identified by
Mr. W. P. Kirby, of the latter by Mr. W. L. Distant.

E. B. Poulton.]

Hymenoptera.

Terebrantia. Entomo^lunja.

Braconijj.e.

Beacon sp. A single specimen (1897).
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Acuteata. U> terogyna.

FoRMiomfi.

PaLTOTHTBEUB PESTILENTIES (Smith).

Three Bpecimene from Bularli (West Somaliland), May 25, 1895.

Mr. Peel describes the species as excessively abuiiiaut ;it this

locality.

Fvssores.

MUTILLIDfi.

MUTILLA AUENARIA (Tabr.).

A single female specimen (1897).

PoMPILID.fi.

SaLIUS megaeha (Smith).

A -ingle specimen from the Webbi Shebeyli, near Mount Kul-
dush, June 28, L895.

Lakkilee.

Lajubada Bp. allied to L. diabolica (Smith).

A -ingle specimen from Sibi (West Somaliland), May 21, 1895.

DiplopU ra.

El MEM U.K.

ESUMEZTEB LBPELLETIBBI (SaU38.).

s.nen specimens from Eyk, in the Haud Districl of North
Central Somaliland, July 2-4, 1897. " Open plain by thick bush "

(C. V. A.P.).

ElMENE- DIM I!H LI II'EWIS I SaUSS. I.

A single example from Wes1 Somaliland (1895).

Km \i mi \i sp.

Two specimens from the Bun Feroli, north of the Webbi She-
beyli, J mi- 1" 20, L895.

ArUhophilom

Al'in 1

XTLOCOPA Bp. iH-ar to // wilabrU.

\ single i sample < I 897 >.

An- i.m.i -in \ (Spin.).

l'.pjiit speci n- from the ttaweea Country in Blast Centra]
Somaliland. Sept. - 27, 1897. | \\ . I'. K.i
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Hemipteba.
Two species of Kynchota Hemiptera were obtained by Mr. Peel.

ODONTOPDB BEXPUlfOTATirS (Lap.).

One specimen from Bularli in "West Somaliland, May 25, 1895 ;

and others from the 1897 Expedition in Central and East Somali-

land ("no further locality).

Two specimens of another species in bad condition were also

obtained in 1897, (W. L. D.)

9. CHILOPODA AXD ARACHXIDA.

By E. I. Pocock.

The Arachnids collected by Mr. Peel proved on examination to

be exceptionally interesting. Of the six species of Acari, two of

the parasitic species of the genus Wiipicephalus seem to be well-

marked new forms. One of them is represented by both males

and undistended females ; the other unfortunately by a single

male, but this specimen differs so strikiugly in colour from all

the species of the genus recently recorded in Neumann's useful

monograph of the group, that 1 have not hesitated to describe

it as new. Mr. Peel was even more fortunate with his Scorpions.

He collected only live specimens ; but they represent four species,

three of which have never been previously described. Two of

these. Buthns ealviceps and Pandiniis pugilator, are exceptionally

well-marked forms; while the third species, which 1 have dedicated

to Mr. Peel, belongs to a section of the genus peculiar to Somali-

land and hitherto represented by a single species.

The working out of this material has entailed a revision of

the Scorpions of Somaliland, based upon those contained in the

collection of the British Museum. The results have been incor-

porated iu a supplement to the report upon Mr. Peel's collection,

in the hope that sportsmen and naturalists who visit this country
may see at a glance what is known of these animals and may be
induced to follow, so far as collecting is concerned, the examples
of Messrs. Lort Phillips, Donaldson Smith, and Peel,

Class CHILOPODA.

Family Scolopexdriile.

Two representative;-; of this family were obtained, April 25-28,
1895, at Hargaisa, North-west Somaliland, namely Ethmogtigmus
trigoiiopoda, a species which is distributed throughout tropical

Africa, and a damaged example of a species of Rhysida probably
referable to R. paucideng, Pocock 1

, originally procured at Loga in

the Arnec Galla country, but the absence of the anal legs makes
the determination doubtful.

The specimens of these species are in the Hope Museum at

Oxford.

1 In Donaldson Smith's 'Through Unknown African Countries,' p. 104 (1897).
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Glass ARACHXIDA.

Order A C a B i.

Family Trombidiid.e.

Genus Troubidium.

Trombidil'.m riNcroiui'.u (Linn.), Trouess.

Tromhidium tinctorium, Trouessart, Ann. S _»c. Ent. France, 1894,

pp. 89-91 & 94, tig. a.

Loc. Hargaisa in North-west Sjmaliland (April 25-28, 1895).

Two specimeus in the Hope Museutn at Oxford.

Family Argasid.e.

Genus Ohnitiiodoros Koch.

Orsithodoros SAViGxrr (Aud.).

Ar<i>ix sari'/iiifi, Aud., Description de l'Egypte, Hist. Xat. i.

pi. iv. ti^. 5 ; Explanation of Plates, p. ls;{
< i>27).

OrntiAodoroa savignyi, Neumann, Atem. Soc. Zool. France, x.

p. 26 (1897).

Loc. Bularli in West Somaliland (May 1895). Six specimens,

two in the British Museum, the rest in the Hope Museum at

Oxford.

Family Ixodiu.e.

Genus Htaxomma C. Koch.

II v\i.i>mma asossuu (
'. Koch.

Hyalomma grottum, I '. Koch, Arch. Natur, z. i. p. 220, uo. 2,

Uehersieht etc. iv. p. 34, pi. ii. fig. 8 (1847).

Loc. Bularli in W'esr Bomaliland (May l
s<.>.">t.

\ single distended female, probably referable to this species; in

the Hope M oseum al ' fxford.

< tenus Kmi'K bpb \i.i b
(

'. Koch.

KlMi'U I. I'll UAJt U Sax a BUB |
I- at r. ).

I,.„i..< tanyuinevMy Latreille, lli-t. Nat. Crust. Ins. i. p. I~>7

(1804).

Bhipieephalus Banguineus (Latr.), Neumann, Eklem. Soc. Zool.

Prance, \. p.
~>.

/. . Bularli in Wesl Somaliland (Ma; IS

Three specimens, one in the British Museum and two in

I [ope M ii- urn .it (
) cford.

Pzoo. /."ml. Boo.—1900, N". iv. i
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Bhipicephalus marmoreus, sp. n. (Plate III. figs. 1-1 d.)

<5 . Colour. Capitulum yellowish brown ; dorsal surface of body

yellowish white, with five large deep red-brown patches, one on

each side extending backwards from the cervical groove, one on

each side longitudinal and sending off towards the middle line a

broad transverse bar, and a large posterior median patch with

convex hinder border and anterior border produced forwards in the

middle line, also a narrow brown baud running round the margin

of the dorsal scute; legs yellowish brown, with a broad longi-

tudinal white band on the upperside of the femora, patellae, and

tibiae ; ventral surface of body whitish, with chitiuous sclerites

deep brown like the legs.

Posterior border of capitulum evenly coucave, the angles

moderately produced ; lateral margins moderately, not strongly

diverging, the anterior border only a little wider than the posterior.

Dorsal plate almost entirely covering the sides of the body,

leaving merely a narrow marginal membranous rim ; cervical

grooves distinct, short; marginal groove represented by a series

of coarse punctures ; three posterior punctured grooves on the

posterior dark patch : for the rest the dorsal plate is without

grooves but is pitted with coarse scattered piuictures ; the posterior

rim divided by short sulci into eleven festoons. A^entral area with

a single long piriform adanal plate, which is narrowed in front

and extends backwards almost to the posterior coxa?; its external

border slightly convex, internal border concave in the middle,

convex in the anterior and posterior third, posterior border oblique

and ending internally in a rounded rectangular prominence; a

single small median sclerite on the postanal membranous area.

Coxa; of anterior legs produced into two strong spiuiform pro-

cesses ; of 2nd to 4th with a single distal spiniform process on the

posterior side.
1

Total length of dorsal plate 3*8 mm.
Loc. Bularli in West tSomaliland (May 1895).

A single specimen ( c? type) in British Museum.

Bhipicephalus armatus, sp. n. (Plate III. figs. 2-2/.)

<3 . Colour a tolerably uniform deep brown, with black markings
on the grooves of the dorsal plate ; legs deep brown ; ventral area
pale.

Capitulum with posterior border straight in the middle, its

angles more abruptly spiniform than in li. marmoreus, its lateral

margins more obliquely diverging in their posterior two-thirds,

then abruptly converging. Dorsal scute not quite covering the
lateral area, with normal cervical grooves ; marginal groove deep,

strongly pitted, extending from a point on a level with the cervical

groove to the beginning of the festoons of the posterior border

;

posteriorly there is a pair of deep pitted grooves, and between

1 Owing to the dried state of the specimen, satisfactory examination of the
mandibular armature was impossible.
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them and t lio marginal groove on eacli side another similar but
curved groove which extends from in front of the middle of the

dorsal area back as Far as the posterior end of the marginal groove;

in addition to the punctures in the grooves there are a few coarse

punctures scattered here and there ; posterior border with eleven

festoons. Adanal plates narrowed in front, but. not extending far

forwards beyond the anus; their inner border nearly straight,

external border convex ; posterior border produced into a short

external and a long spiniform internal tooth, •which projects

nearly as tar hack as the posterior border of the dorsal plate, the

apex of this spine is obliquely truncate and sub'uitid, above it is a

second strong spine; a pair of postanal sclerites. Cosat of 1st

leg stronglv bidentate; of 2nd to 4th also bidentate, the two teeth

being on the posterior border, one proximal, the other distal and
thinner. Total length 4*8 mm.
Two undistended female specimens, probably referable to this

species, have the cephalic plate about as wide as long, reddish in

the middle, blackish at the sides, the cervical grooves deep, a row
of large punctures representing the marginal grooves on each Bide,

some large punctures along the lateral edge in front of the eye, a

few between the cervical grooves, and a few large ones and many
smaller ones on the middle of the posterior area. The abdomen is

impressed posteriorly with three shallow grooves and is obsoletely

festooned. Coxa of the legs posteriorly weakly bispinate, the

externa] spine being the larger.

Loe. Bularli in Wesl Somaliland (May 1895).

Six specimens. Type (male) and two co-types (male and

female) in the British Museum. Three co-types (2 males and
1 female) iii the Hope .Museum at Oxford.

The males of the three species of this genus obtained by

Mr. Peel may be determined as follows :

—

(d ) a. Donal plate marked behind with a pair of moderately

long grooves, one on each Bide of the middle line;

between these and the deep marginal groove there is a
third long and deep groove extending from the a ad
< ir third sulcus of the festooned border past the middle

of the dorsal plate; adanal plate produced behind into

a Ions spiniform pr< oe&s, immediately above

which then d strong spine; ' pair of ohiti-

nous postanal sclerites arm
b. ]>nr-:il plate «itli a longish posterior median sulcus and

,-i pair of shallower impressions, one on eaoh side of it,

with only a rery short iballon snd inconspic i

• m the marginal groove and the middle line; adanal

plate not produced behind intoa long spiniform proi

. M- aboi s • he terminal ion of 1 1>^ plate.

a'. ] >
»

r— 1 1 plate yellowish white, »itli large symmetrically

disposed reddish-brown patobes . legs brown, painted

wit i elj punctured .

n| puncl ur<

/,'. it'.rvil plate deep brown with blacker patches -11111

yellow lateral run ily brown;
ji iii- eloeerj and irregularly punctured; marginal

groove distinct

I*
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Order Abanii.

Unfortunately the few Spiders obtained by Mr. Peel were not

all preserved in such a manner as to make their specific deter-

mination possible, being dried, pinned, and for the most part very

much shrivelled. The following forms, however, are recognizable.

1. Ahaxeus hoplophallus Poc (Bull. Liverpool Museum, ii.

p. 40, 1899.)

An adult male certainly belonging to this species and a female

doubtfully referred to it, the former from Berbera in North-west
Somaliland, the latter from East Central Somaliland (1897). The
type was procured in Sokotra and is preserved in the British

Museum ; the specimens procured by Mr. Peel are in the Hope
Museum.

2. Araxeis xalticl's L. Koch.

A single female, most likely of this species, from Berbera, in

the Hope Museum.

3. Cebre.nxus £thiopiu8 Simon.

A single immature female, probably referable to the Abyssinian
species, was taken in Eastern Central .Somaliland. In the Hope
Museum.

4 & 5. Oxyopes sp. ?

Two specimens from Western Somaliland, each representing an
indeterminable species. In the Hope Museum.

( >rder 8 o o epione s.

Family Scorpioxid.k.

Genua Paxjhms Thorell.

Paxwxls peculator, sp. n. (Plate IV. figs. 1, 1 a.)

Colour of chelae, tail, and upperside of body olive-brown, the
hands rather paler; legs and vesicle of tail clear pale yellow.

Cava
J
Hue smooth, sparsely punctured above, granular at the

sides, its length exceeding that of the movable digit and almost
equalling that of the 3rd and 4th tail-segments.

Tergal plaits granular laterally ; the last more or less granular
throughout. Sternal plates smooth, the last weakly crested.

Tail short and Blender, less than three times the length of the
carapace, considerably narrowed posteriorly ; the 4th segment
about twice as long as wide, the oth considerably more than twice
as long as wide

; 1st segment weakly granular above, for the rest
smooth, all its keels smooth ; 2nd segment entirely smooth, 3rd
with the four inferior keels strong, rugose, the intervening spaces
granular; -ith with the infem-lateral keels strong and denticulated,
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the inferior median 7
. ft

7
a- not differentiated amongst the coarse gran uli a

covering tin lower surface of th, segment', 5th segment with the

inferior keels denticulated, t lie area between them coarsely granular;

upperside of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th segments smooth, the keels

also smooth or at all events only roughened with pores ; vesicle

granular, narrow, its width equal to its height and only about

one-third the length of the vesicle and aeuleus.

Chela : humerus coarsely granular above, its anterior surface with

strongly granular crests; lower surface granularly crested behind;

brachium finely granular in front, also roughened with pores and
granules behind; hand wide, its width about equal to the 1<

of the movable digit, its upper surface smooth posteriorly on the

lobe, the area just above external keel coarsely granular, the rest

co\ered with low more or less anastomosing tubercles, which are,

however, more distinct towards ihe base of the immovable digit
;

the inner edge smooth, though the granules of the lower surface

run right up to it or even project slightly beyond it : the lower

surface sparsely granular, with two weakly defined keels; keel

defining the hand-back above very strong and prominent.

Legs smooth ; protarsal segment of 1st and 2nd with a single

external apical spine; tarsi armed with eight spines, two on each

side being on the lobe, one un its lower angle, the other in the

middle as in P. col i, P. belUeosus, <.v.c.

Pectinal t<
i th 17.

Measurements in millimetres. Total length 93 ; length of carapace

I
s

. of tail 48; width of 1st segment 5*8, of 4th 3*5, of vesicle 3*2
;

width of hand 16, length of movable digit 17.

hoc. Nortb-wesl Somaliland (Berbera or Hargaisa). A single

specimen (type) in the British Museum.
Recognizable by the granulation of the lower side of the 4th

caudal segment and the obsoleteness of its inferior median

crests, &c.

Panuinus rj. i.i.i. Bp. ii. (Plate IV. fig. 2.)

cS . (.'lonely allied to P. colei (Pocock), but differing in the

characters pointed out in the table i_
r i\eu below (ef. p. 62).

Carapace quite smooth above, sparselj punctured, uiucfa

closely granular laterally than in /'. colei. Terga weakly granular

at the sides only, no! closely granular throughout the posterior

ball a- in P. colei. ('in!, i larger than in P. colei', upper cresl of

brachium smooth; upperside "I band externally grauular as in

/'. colei, but internally much smoother, 'be granules anastomosing
and running together into ridges which become almosl oba

on the posterior lobe of the band. Fourth abdominal sternum

obsoletely granular in the middle. Pectinal teeth !.">.

Measurements in millimetres. Total leng b81; length of carapace
1 i-.'i. of tail 88, of underhand I": width of band 18*5.

/. -. North '•-' Somaliland (Berbera or Hat [aisa). \ single

specimen (type) in thi British Muse un.
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Family Buthidje.

Genus Ukoplectes Peters.

Uroplectes eischeei (Karsch).

Lepreus fiscluri Karsch, Mitth. Munch, ent. Ver. 1879, p. 124.

The two specimens of this species that were obtained in North-

west Somaliland (at Berbera or Hargaisa) agree closely in

characters with those collected by Dr. Donaldson Smith at Lumuio
and Turt'a, and discussed on pp. 400-401 of that author's account

of his expedition. One of Mr. Peel's specimens is in the British

Museum, the other in the Hope Museum at Oxford.

Genus Buthus Leach.

Buthus calticeps, sp. n. (Plate IV. figs. 3-3 a.)

Colour (dry specimen) : trunk blackish yellow ; appendages

uniform pale yellow.

Carapace weakly granular ; keels almost entirely obsolete, only

the anterior median distinct but failing to attain the front border

of the carapace. Tergal jilates rather coarsely granular : keels

normal and granular. Sternal plaits smooth and polished ; the

last very finely granular at the sides, polished and rather coarsely

but sparsely punctured in the middle ; the lateral keels almost

obsolete, represented by about three larger granules.

Tail of medium thickness, nearly five times the length of the

carapace, posteriorly narrowed; the sides and upper surface of the

segments normally crested, the intercarinal spaces finely granular ;

the median lateral keel complete on the 2nd and almost complete

on the 3rd segment ; lower surface of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd segments
rather coarsely but strongly punctured with setiferous pores ; the

median keels of the 1st obsolete, those of the 2nd and 3rd strong

and denticulated, increasing in strength posteriorly, the inferior

laterals of these segments also strong and denticulated, converging

posteriorly and fusing, like the medians, with a transverse granular

crest ; lower surface of the 4th weakly granular, without median
keels ; 5th segment without a trace ot superior lateral keels, finely

granular below, with a few coarser granules intermixed, the median
keel denticulated ; the laterals strongly denticulated, with at least

one large lobate tooth behind the middle of their length, ending
behind in a big subdivided lobe on each side of the anal aperture

;

vesicle of medium size, smooth, punctured.

Chela; weak ; humerus granular above, normally crested ; bra-

chiuin smooth, weakly crested, anterior surface with two weakly
granular keels ; hand smooth, small, narrower than brachium,
movable digit with eight rows of teeth along the middle line, the
basal row long and rising right at the extremity of the segment,
the lateral teeth forming short oblicjue rows of three each, two
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outer and one inner
;
tinger a little more than twice the length of

the underhand.
Legs with granularly crested femora ; the feet with two rows of

hairs below.

Pectlnal teeth 21.

Qt nital operculum considerably longer than sternum.

Measurements in millimetres. Total length :J1 ; length of carapace

3*5, of tail 1 7*5 ; length of movable digit 3.

Loc. North-west Somaliland (Berbers or Hargaisa). A single

specimen (type) in the British Museum.
In si/e and some points of structure this little Butlius approaches

Nanobuihus andersoni Poc., obtained at Duroor to the north of

Suakim (Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxv. p. 314). The dentition of the

mandible and of the digits of the chela, however, is quite normal
for the genus Bufhus. The most striking structural peculiarities

of the species are : (1) the obsoleteness of all the cephalothoracic

keels with the exception of the anterior median
; (2) the coarse

but sparse punctuation of the last sternite and of the lower side of

the first caudal segment, accompanied as it is by the disappearance

of the mediae keels
; (3) the disappearance of the median keels on

the lower side of the 4th caudal Begment. These characters do
not co-exist in any species known to me. Judging from the

structure of the inferior lateral keels of the 5th caudal segment
and of the inferior keels of the 2nd and 3rd segments, this species

belongs to the same category as B. oecitanus.

10. (!i:vi &AX LiST OF THE ScOBPIONS 01 Sou ami.AM) AM)

tui: Borah Cottwthy. By B. I. Pocook.

Family lirTinni:.

fJenus Ui:i)l'i,i;i n.s Peters.

Uhoplectes fix in. id (Karsch).

Lepreus JiscTuri, Karsch, Mitth. Munch, ent. Ver. hi. p. 124

< 187»).

Loc. Barawa (Karsch), Turfa and Lummo (Donaldson Smith),

and Berbers and Hargaisa (C V. A. Peel).

To the south of Somaliland the typical form of this specii

replaced by two subspecies, one paler, the other darker than

U.Jucheri typicus. The- three may be contrasted as follows i

—

a. Handa enti bodj banded above aa in

fi. flay ibjp,

/-. Handa wholly blaok or a1 lead lined with blael [nor.

and blaok al bate "I flj

a'. Terga yellow, with a pair of blaok ^jh it «
, i

i
in. adlj yellon :t| the lirla ... ft. typi

V. Tern moetlj black, «itli narrow mediaa
and lateral marginal band, much leeajellow

at tidi
fi. n
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The subspecies nigrimanus was based upon a single example

from Mombasa (see Proc. Zool. Soc. 1890, p. 130, pi. xiv. fig. 2).

U.Jfavimanus is based upon a specimen in the British Museum
obtained by Mr. J. Wilson at Mombasa in British East Africa.

It is intei'esting to note that tbe two subspecies most distinct

from each other, namely, U. f. flavimanus and U. f. nigrimanus,

occur in the same locality, whereas the subspecies intermediate

between them is found elsewhere.

Genus Parabutrus Pocock.

Parabuthus granimanus Pocock.

Parabuthus qranimus, Pocock, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxv.

p. 311 (1&95).

'

Loc. Zeyla in North-west Somaliland (E. W. Oates), Goolis

Mountains (Lort Phillips). In the British Museum.

Parabuthus heterurus Pocock.

Parabvthus heterurus, Pocock, in Donaldson Smith's ' Through
Unknown African Countries,' p. 402 (1897).

Loc. Hargaisa, Silul, Shebeli River (A. Donaldson Smith)
;

Goolis Mountains (E. Lort Phillips). In British Museum.

The two species of this genus may be recognized as follows :

—

a. Hand and braehium closely granular ; 5th segment of

tail strongly infusoate at, least below P. granimanus.
b. Hand and braehium smooth, punctured, hairy; 5th

caudal segment clear yellow throughout, 4th segment
and vesicle black P. heterurus.

Genus Buthus Leach.

Buthus occitanus (Amoreux), subsp. nov. berberensis.

Colour yellow, with black lines along the keels of the upperside

of the trunk, humerus, braehium, and hand, also the distal half of

the femora infuscate and the base and keels on the patellae. Body
and tail crested and granular as in the typical form, the granules
of the inferior keels of tbe 2nd and 3rd caudal segments about
as much enlarged as in the Spanish form ; external surface of

hand with a few granules, a pair of strong granular finger-keels

running along its upperside and inner edge.

Total length 38 mm.
Somaliland (Miss Gillett). In British Museum.

Subsp. nov. ZETLENSIS.

Colour a uniform reddish yellow, the appendages and tail

clearer than the trunk. Frontal intercarinal area of carapace

covered with granules
; a median row of granules running along
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tbe middle of the ocular tubercle. Terga closely and finely

granular throughout. Inferior keels of 2nd and 3rd caudal

segments strongly dentate. Band smooth, with a pair of weak
and weakly granulate crests on its upperside.

Total length 50 mm.
Luc. Zeyla in North-west Somaliland (E. W. Oates). In British

Museum.

Bl'THXS CALYICErS PoC

Of. Biipra, p. 54.

BUTEDB ACTTECAR1NATUS Simon.

BittJms aeuteoarinatus, Simon, Ann. Mus. Genova, xviii. p. 245,

pi. viii.fig. 18(1883).

Luc. Zeyla (E. W. Oates). In British M use inn.

Occurs also in Egypt and Arabia.

BUTHUH POLYSTICTUS Poc.

Buthus polystidus Pocock, Ann. Mag. Xat. Hist. (6) xviii. p. 178,
pi. .\i fig. 1 (1896).

Goolis Mountains in Somaliland (E. Lorl PJiHHps). In British

M useum.

Buxhub emixi Pocock.

Butlms eminii, Pocock, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vi. p. 98

pi. i. tig. 2 (1890) ; id. op. cit. (6) xviii. p. 179 (1896).

Loc. Aimoea in the Boran Country, 3000 ft. (A. Donaldson
Smith). In British Museum.

This species and perhaps also B. potystietus may prove to be

Bubspecies of B. trilineatus Peters, described from Tete.

The Bpeciefi and subspecies of Bv.th.us mentioned above may be

diagnosed as follows :
—

<i. Inferior lateral keeli <>i' -

_

» 1 1 sandal segment posteriorly

lobats ; inferior median keels of 2nd and 3rd a 1 1 1 tbe

granules enlarged toward* the posterior end.

Carapace without distinct median, lateral, and
pi Merior keels, inferior keeli on 4th oandal segment

obsolete ealvi

b\ Oarapace with distinct median posterior and lateral

keels, the posteriors turning outwards and uniting

with the laterals, inferiorkeelson li l> caudalsegment
developed oeeitantu,

i chelae, and bod] uniformly yellow, not

iii .
. 1 wiili black ; intercarina] ocular area oloselj

granular
i ai >\ bodj with black-lined keels, femora
of less dietallv infuscate . patellae all fu

.
I
\ iiikI bIod i

1 1 1
.- 1

1 area of oarap tee

granule] in the middle tubsp. •

.
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b. Inferior lateral keels of 5th caudal segment and inferior

median of segments 2 and 3 uniformly granular

throughout.

os. Hand carinate and densely granular ; dorsal ab-

dominal keels posteriorly strongly spiniform acutecannatus.

P. Hand smooth, not carinate ; dorsal abdominal keels

not strongly spiniform posteriorly.

a4
. Less coarsely granular ; tail thinner and lower,

height of 4th segment barely half its own length

and distinctly less than length of 1st; upper
surface of caudal segments much less strongly

excavated, &c polystictut.

bA
. More coarsely granular; tail thicker, its superior

keels more strongly elevated ; height of 4th

segment more than half its length and equal to

length of 1st emim.

Family ScorpionidjE.

Genus Pandinus Thorell.

Pandinus meidensis Karsch.

Pandinus meidensis, Karsch, Mitth. Munch, ent. Ver. iii. p. 127

(1879); Kraepelin, Das Tierr., Scorpiones, &c. p. 119 (1899).

Loc. Meid iu Somaliland. In Berlin Museum.

Pandinus smithi (Pocock).

Scorpio smithii, Pocock in Donaldson Smith's 'Through Unknown
African Countries,' p. 198 (1897).

Loc. Hargaisa, Silul, Abdeh, and Turfa in Somaliland (A.

Donaldson Smith). In British Museum.

Pandinus pallidus (Kraepelin).

Scorpio pallidus, Kraepelin, Mitt. Mus. Hamburg, xi. p. 60 (1894).
Pandinus pallidus, id. Das Tierr., Scorpiones, &c. p. 120 (1899).

Loc. Barawa in Somaliland. In Hamburg Museum and British

Museum.
The typical form of this species was based upon immature

individuals measuring only up to 75 mm. long. Until the adult
is known it seems to me impossible to classify the species with
certainty. It is undoubtedly nearly allied both to the following

species, P. phillipsi from North-west Somaliland, and to the
more southern Masailand form P. gregorii, but it will probably prove
to be at all events subspecifically different from both.

Pandinus phillipsi (Pocock).

Scorpio phillip>sii, Pocock, Ann. Mag. 2sat. Hist. (6) xviii. p. 101
(1896).

Pandinus phillipsii, Kraepelin, Das Tierr., Scorpiones, &c. p. 120
(1899).

Loc. Dooloob and the Goolis Mountains, inland of Berbera
(E. Lort Phillips). In British Museum.
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This form is evidently aliied to the typical P. 'pallidas ; but

until adults of the latter come to hand for comparison, it is im-

possible to say what the exact relationship between the two may
be. The original examples of P. phillipsi are a pair of females

obtained at Dooloob. Mr. Lprt Phillips subsequently procured an

adult male and a young female on the Goods Range of mountains.

The former has L7—18 pectinal teeth, a longer tail and larger vesicle

than the female, and lobate movable finger on the chela. The
young one is as large as a co-type of P.pallidas, the carapace in the

two measuring 11 mm. Moreover the posterior tarsal lobe is tipped

above with bristles a^ in P.pallidus, not with a spine as in the adult

P. phUMpsi. But the shape of the hand in the young P. phillipsi

is different, this organ being very noticeably narrower, and the

tubercles on its upperside are much sharper and more strongly

de lined.

The following actual measurements (in millim.) of the two
examples may be advantageously compared :

—

Total length T „ , ., e T ,, e Length of ttt-i., _-
. .

b
,-, Length oi Length or °

,, Width of
i without Carapace. , ?

1 > 1
movable . ,

. .

l brarhiuni. underhand. c hand.
vesicle). .

finger.

.

v" u
';,-,

of
1 71 11 7-5 7 11 10

p. JJ((/lll/lt.<. }

P
T
°i2fc* ! 68 11 7-5 7 11 8-5

l1
. phillipsi. J

As wdl be seen, there is practical identity of measurements '

except where the width of the hand is concerned.

Pandincs colei (Pocock).

Scorpio colei, Pocock, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) xviii. p. 180,

pi. xi. tigs. 2, -2 a (1896).

Pandinus colei, Kraepelin, Das Tierr., Scorpioues, &c. p. 120
i 1899).

Loo. Berbers and Goolis Mountains {E, Lori PhiXIAps). In
British .Museum.

I his species was based upon a subadull specimen from Berbera.
.Mr. I.ort Phillips subsequently procured in the Goolis Mountains

and kindly smt to the British Museum three additional examples,

an adult male ami female and a yoUOg Specimen Considerably smaller

than the type. The characters upon which the species was based

prove perfectly constant. The adull male and female are much
alike ; the former, however, has the terga of the abdomen finely and
oloselj granular posteriorly, whereas in the it-male thej arc nearly

1 '1 In- difference in total length in this and in oianj other caeet is due t>> the

i of the abdominal region, The length of ilds region ii io
\ir\ luililf to alteration in aooordanos with the node "i preeerretion <>l the

peedmen after death, and dependi bo largely upon the ratting or full*fed,

pregnant • r oof pregnanf rpion, thai the relative lengtbi

th the trunk, which Kraepelin, Ranch, and utheri

ire but little itnportano I
i ten tl of the carapace, which

hoald be taken m itandard for companion.
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smooth. Again, the 2nd and 4th abdominal sterna are finely

granular in the middle; and, lastly, the vesicle is more strongly

inflated, its width considerably exceeding its height and being

equal to that of the 4th caudal segment.

In the female the width of the vesicle is scarcely greater than

its height and less than the width of the 5th segment.

Pectinal teeth 11-] 3 ( g $ ).

Total length ( d ) 82 mm., carapace 13-5, tail 38, underhand 8*5,

width of hand 12.

Pandixus peeli Pocock.

Cf. supra, p. 53.

Paxdixus hawkeri, sp. n.

Colour of carapace and palpi yellowish brown ; tergal plates and
tail reddish brown ; vesicle brown with yellow lines ; legs entirely

pale yellow, abdominal sterna testaceous.

Carapace smooth, polished ; terga also smooth, punctured

along the posterior margin, the last very weakly granular laterally,

the crests obsolete. Sterna, with exception of ihe last, smooth
;

the last obsoletely crested, but mesially closely granular.

Tail short, only a little more than tw o and a half times the length

of ihe carapace, which is almost as long as its first three segments;

the inferior median keels absent on segments 1-5, the inferior

laterals present, smooth on segments 1 and 2, granular on 3 to 5,

the area of the lower surface of the tail between them granular as

in P. colei ; superior and superior-lateral keels of tail weak,

punctured, but not granular ; sides of tail smooth ; upper surface

at most very sparsely granular, except along the posterior edge of

segments 1-4, where there is a series of denticnliform granules ;

vesicle strongly punctured and setose beneath, but scarcely

granular, its width exceeding its height. Chekf. humerus smooth
below and behind, the crests on its upper and anterior surfaces

coarsely granular, its upperside sparsely granular in the basal

half ; brachium smooth, except for some minute granules in front

and some coarser ones along the anterior inferior crest : hand
moderately wide, its width equal to three-fourths the length of

the carapace ; upper surface granular on the external slope above
the strong keel of the underhand 1

; the rest of the upper surface

nearly smooth and polished, beset with a fine reticulation of ridges

which are almost obsolete in adult, coarser in young ; inner edge
almost smooth, punctured, lower surface sparsely and weakly
granular towards the base of immovable digit ; immovable digit

with its basal width less than half the length of it s biting-edge;

movable digit shorter than carapace, exceeding width ot hand,

equal to length of 3rd and 4th caudal segments.

Legs smooth ; protarsi of 1st and 2nd with one posterior apical

spine ; tarsal lobes with two spines ; lower surface of tarsi with

one anterior and three posterior spines ; anterior claw much
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weaker th.iu posterior. Sternum long, about one-third longer

than wide.

l'» -final teeth 12-15 in $ .

Measurements in millimetres. Total length 81, carapace 15,

tail 50 ; width of hand 12; length of movable digit 13, of hand-

back 8.

Log. Jifa Uri inland from Zeyla (R. M. Hawker). In British

Mu ;eum.
Differing from P. rolei and P. peeli in the characters pointed

out below ^p. 62).

PaJTBUTUB Pl'GILATOK Poc.

Cf. supra, p. 52.

PAN'MSCS MIL1TAEIS, 8p. n.

Scorjno beUicosns, L. Koch ; Pocock, in Donaldson Smith's
• Through Unknown African Countries,' p. 397 (1897) (uec P. belli-

cosus L. Koch).

$. Colour yellowish brown; legs paler yellow, hand reddish

brown with black fingers. Carapace granular laterally, entirely

smooth above except for a few granules in the anteocular groove.

Terga finely granular laterally. Tail a little more than two and a

half times as long as the carapace, the inferior keels on segments
1-3 quite smooth, those on 4th at most slightly rugose ; superior

and superior-lateral keels of all the segments granular or weakly
denticulated ; superior surface of 1st granular, of 2nd less so

;

width of 1st exceeding length of 3rd, almost equal to that of 4th
;

5th about twice as long as wide. ChelcB'. humerus granular above

at least on its basal half, smooth below ; bruchium almost entirely

smooth, its anterior side weakly granular above, more coarsely

below ; Ituwl wide, its width in adult exceeding length of 3rd and
4th caudal segments, inner edge smooth, upper surface smooth,

finely reticulated, a few low tubercles just above the keel of tin-

underhand and at the base of the immovable digil ; external

[portion of uppersurface rising vertically above keel of underhand :

thickness ><i band at the front equal to length of 4th caudal

segment. Lower side of hand granular distslly, scarcely crested.

Pectinal teeth L2 -15.

Measurements in millimetres (of type). Total length 112,

carapace \'- >
. tail 51 ; width of band 16*8, underhand 10*5.

hoc. Aiiuolain the Boran Country {DonaldsonSmith) \ also Ndi,

(hi tli.' Weiss Road inland from .Moinki-a [C.Steuart Betton), In

British Bduseum.

Nearly allied to the Bast-African species /'. cavimanus, but

differing in the following characters : the carapace in the female is

longer thtn the lib and 5th caudal segmeuts< and the basal width

of the immovable finger is onlj aboul half the length of its free

jin ; whereas in P,cavimanus\ I the carapace is shorter than

ltd and 5th caudal segments, and the basal width of the immovable
elicit i- about two-thirds the length of its tree margin.
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1 at one time supposed this species to be the female of the

Abyssinian P.beUicosua L. Koch, hut judging by ECraepelin'a recent

diagnosis of the latter species (Das Ticrr., Scorpiooes, p. 121,

1899), P. militant certainly differs in having the superior caudal

keels denticulated, the band finely punctulate above and below,

and the last abdominal sternite scarcely visibly crested.

Synopsis of the Somali Species of Pandinua.

". Median eves always some distance behind middle of cara-

pace ; tarsi more numerously Bpined, the lobes with 3 I

spines, total number on lower side of tarsi 1) behind,

(i in front.

a1. Tarsal lobes with 4 spines, a strong spine being on the

tip of the lobe; humerus of chela furnished below

with two short rows of denticles mcidcitstr.

h l
. Tarsal lobe with H strong spines, the spine on the tip

smaller and usually filiform distally; humerus of

chela smooth below.

a2
. Ornamentation of hand consisting of conical

tubercles; inner margin of hand dist inctly tuber-

cular and denticulate from base of finger to carpal

articulation, width of band greater than length of

carapace; pectinal teeth 18-21 smUhi.
h-. Ornamentation of hand consisting of low rounded

or irregular shaped, often anastomosing tubercles
;

lobe of hand with smooth posterior edge
;
length

of carapace exceeding width ofhand
;
pectinal teeth

15-18 pkulipri.

b. Median eyes in middle of carapace, rarely a little behind
the. middle; total number of spiues on tarsi 5 behind.

3 in front, 2 only being situated on each lobe, the tip of

which is furnished with bristles.

a?. Lower surface of all the caudal segments and the

middle of at least the. last abdominal steruite closely

granular and not keeled.

«.
4

. Upper surface of hand from inner edge' to crest

of underhand uniformly covered with coarse

granules which do not anastomose ; upper crest

of brachium distinctly granular colei.

b\ Dpperside of band coarsely granular only above
crest of underhand, the rest of its upperside either

almost smooth or ornamented with low rounded
tubercles which run into ridges ;

upper crest

of brachium quite smooth.
(i\ Upperside of hand covered with ornamentation

of low, more or less anastomosing tub rules;

its lower surface distinctly granular: hand
larger, carapace equal to length of underhand
4- one-third of movable digit, and only as

long as the hand from the posterior edge «,l

the lobe to the base of the immovable finger:

i nmovable finger not twice as long as its basal

width peeli.

b . Dpperside of hand smooth, at mosl ornamented
with a network of low ridges, lower side very
sparsely granular; hand smaller, carapace ai

long as underhand -f half the movable linger,

and as the hand measured from the posterior

edge of the lobe 4- half the immovable finger;

immovable finger twice as long as its basal width, hawkeri.
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Last abdominal sternite and lower side of 1st and
2nd caudal segments, and usually also of 3rd,

smooth ; caudal segments 1-3 keeled below.

i
6

. Lower surface of 4th caudal segment coarsely but
sparsely granular, the median keels obsolete, the

lateral keels strongly denticulate ; superior and
superior-lateral crests of tail smooth

;
protarsal

segment of 1st and 2nd legs with a single external

apical spine pugilator,

b
b

. Lower surface of 4th caudal segment not uniformly
and coarsely granular, furnished with four normal,
subequally strong keels ; superior and superior-

lateral crests of tail denticulated
;
protarsi of 1st

and 2nd legs with at least two external spines militaris.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate I.

Lepidoptera, Coleoptera, &c, from Somaliland.

Fig. 1. Pseudophia oppia, p. 18.

2. Chilena sabrina, p. 20.

3. Ceroccda munda, p. 19.

4. Acrcea mirabilis, p. 11.

5. Belenois peeli, <$ , p. 15.

6. „ ,, $,p. 15.

7. Pseudophia lineata, p. 19.

8. Pangonia tricolor, p. 7.

Fig. 9. Genecerus nebulosus, p. 26.

10. Psiloptera somalica, p. 25.

11. Agrypnus longicornis, p. 26.

12. Sepidium magnum, p. 29.

13. Rhytidonota, robusta, p. 28.

14. Sepidium bilobatum, p. 30.

15. Julodis laticollis, p. 25.

16. Trox expansus, p. 22.

Fig

Fig.

Plate II.

Orthoptera from Somaliland.

1. Rhegmatopoda peeli, p. 44. Left elytron, r?,

2. Otiaphysa angustipennis, p. 43. Left elytron. 2 •

3. Sauracris lacerta, t$ , p. 41.

4. Charieis peeli, 2 , p. 37. (Antennas and apex of abdomen missing.)

5. Milititsa somaliensis, p. 43. Right elytron. 2 •

6. Bitrria longixipha, j , p- 38-

7. Milititsa somaliensis, p. 43. Head and pronotum.

Plate III.

Ticks from Somaliland.

1. Rhipicephalus marmoreus, p. 50. rf . Dorsal view.

la.

lb.

\c.

Id.

Xll times linear.

Ventral view.

Capitulum and mouth-parts from below.

CoxEe of 1st and 2nd legs.

Stigma, adanal plate, and anus of left side.

2. Rhipicephalus armatus, p. 50. tf • Dorsal view, xll times linear.

2 a. ,, „ Ventral ^iew.

2 b. „ ,, Capitulum and mouth -parts from below.

2 c. „ ,, Coxa and trochanter of 1st leg.

2d. „ „ Adanal plate of right side.

2e. „ „ Lateral view of posterior end of abdomen show-
ing adanal plate, spike above it, and stigma.

2/. „ ,, $. Dorsal view.

Plate IV.

Scorpions from Somaliland.

Fig. 1 . Pandinus pugilator, p. 52. Nat. size.

1 a. „ ,, Underside of tail.

2. Pandinus peeli, p. 53. Underside of tail.

3. Buthus ca'lviceps, p. 54. Carapace.

3 a. „ „ Underside of 3rd, 4th, and 5th caudal segments.

3 b. „ ,, Chela.
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2. On some Remains of Grypotherium (Nconii/fndon) listai

and associated Mammals from a Cavern near Consuclo

Cove, Last Hope Inlet, Patagonia. By A. Smith

Woodward, LL.D., F.Z.S.

[Received January 23, l'JOO.]

(Plates V.-IX.)

Last February, when presenting to this Society an account of

the skin of a Ground-Sloth discovered in a cavern in Southern
Patagonia, Dr. Moreno mentioned that further excavations were

being made in the hope of finding other remains of the same
animal (P. Z. S. 1899, p. 148). The task referred to was under-

taken by Dr. Eudolph Hauthal, geologist of the La PJata Museum,
who met with complete success

1

. He not only found another

piece of skin, but also various broken bones of more than one
individual of a large species of Ground-Sloth in a remarkably Fresh

state of preservation. Moreover, he discovered teeth of an extinct

horse and portions of limb-bones of a large feline carnivore, in

association with these remains ; he likewise met with traces of fire,

which clearly occurred in the same deposits as the so-called

JSeomylodon. All these remains were found beneath the dry earth

on the floor of an enormous chamber which seemed to have been
artificially enclosed by rude walls. In one spot they were scattered

through a thick deposit of excrement of some gigantic herbivore,

evidently the Ground-Sloth itself ; in another spot they were
associated with an extensive accumulation of cut hay. Dr. Hauthal
and his colleagues, indeed, concluded that the cavern was an old

corral in which the Ground-Sloths had been kept and fed by man.
As the result of these explorations, Dr. Moreno has now the

gratification of exhibiting to the Society complete proof that the

piece of skin described on the former occasion belongs to a genuine
Pampean Ground-Sloth, not Mylodon itself, I n it a very closely

related genus Grypotherium, of which skulls are already know n

from Pampean deposits in the Province of Buenos Ayres*. The
collection which we now have the privilege of examining distinctly

supports his contention that the large quadruped in question
belongs to an extinct fauna, though contemporary with man. The

1 R. Hauthal, S. Roth, and R. Lebmann-Nitsohe, " I- 1 Ufaraifero Bliaterioso

de la Patagouia, Grypothprium domettieum," Revists Blue. La Plata, toL ix.

pp. 409-474, pis. i.-v. (1899).—F. P. Moreno, l, No( i the Discover} of

Miolania nnd of Glosfotherium {Neomylodon) in Patagonia," Geol. Mag.
| 1J

vol. vi. pp. 385-888 (1899).
2

J. Reinhiirdt, " JJeskrivelse af Hovedskalle-n af et Ksempedovondyr, Grypo-
therium darwinii, Ira La Plata-Landenes plejstooene Dannelser," K. Dansk.
Videnak. Belsk. Bkr. [5] vol.xii. (1879), pp. 858 880, pli i . ii. 11. Burmeish p,
1 Atlas de la Description physique de La Republique Argentine,' sect, ii. (16

p. 119, woodc. (Mylodon dam/inn).— R. Lydekker, "The Extinct Edentates of
Argeutina,'' Analu? Mu-. La Plata—PaleonL Argentina, vol. lii. pi. "_'

|

p. *.r>, pi. liv.
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discovery is thus unique in the histoiy of palaeontology, on account

of the remarkably fresh state of preservation of all the remains.

Some of the new specimens exhibit no indication whatever of

having been buried. Many of the bones retain their original

whitish colour, apparently without any loss of gelatine ; while

both these and other bones, which have evidently been entombed
in brownish dust, bear numerous remnants not only of the dried

periosteum, but also of shrivelled muscles, ligaments, and cartilages.

Very few of the bones are fossilized, in the ordinary sense of the

term.

An admirable brief description of this collection has already

been published (oj). cit.) by Dr. Roth, who was the first to recog-

nize the generic identity of Neomylodon with Grypoiherium. Some
of the specimens, however, are worthy of a more detailed examina-
tion ; and Dr. Moreno has kindly entrusted them to me for study

in connection with the collections in the British Museum and the

Royal College of Surgeons. The following notes, supplementing
Dr. Roth's original memoir, are the result of this further investi-

gation.

I. Remains or Grypothebium listai.

Number of Individuals.

Among the fragmentary bones of the Ground-Sloth, it is easy to

recognize evidence of three individuals, which do not differ much
in size. There are three distinct examples of the occiput (nos. 1,

2, 3), and fragments of the dentigerous portion of three mandibles.

It is also noteworthy that the three malar bones preserved (no. 8)
are all different in shape, while three corresponding fragments of

the acromial process of the scapula differ in size. One portion of

maxilla (no. 5) seems to represent a fourth individual, being

probably too small for either of the skulls to which the occiputs

belong. Finally, as Dr. Roth has pointed out, one shaft of a

humerus (no. 22), which appears to be the bone of an adult, belongs

to a much smaller animal than is indicated by any other specimen
in the collection.

Remains of three individuals are thus recognizable with certainty

;

two others can probably be distinguished ; while some of the

fragments may even belong to a sixth specimen. It must also

be noted that other portions of jaws are said to have been dis-

covered by E. Nordenskjold l
.

sSkull and Mandible.

The largest portion of cranium (no. 1) is not stained in any way,

and does not retain a trace of the material in which it was buried in

any hollow or crevice. It is shown of nearly one-half the natural

size, from the right lateral and inferior aspects, in the drawing
(PI. V. figs. 1 , 1 a). It does not appear to have been damaged during

1 E. Hauthal, op. cit. p. 4.

Peoo. Zool. Soc—1900, No.Y. 5
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excavation, but exhibits fractures which were almost certainly

made when the animal was freshly killed. The cranial roof near

the occipital region is battered in four places, though the injuries

do not affect the brain-case itself ; while the right occipital condyle

is partly removed by a sharp, clean cut. There can, indeed, be no

doubt that the animal was killed and cut to pieces by man.
This skull is evidently that of an adult animal, all the sutures

in the hinder region being closed. The inner wall of the temporal

fossa is much flattened, without any irregular convexities, but

marked with the characteristic ret iculately-decussa ting, fine ridges

of bone, and studded with adherent patches of muscle-fibre. The
upper border of the fossa is a remarkably sharp edge, while the

narrow flattened cranial roof is only marked by a faint longi-

tudinal median furrow and by a diminutive tuft of fibre in a small

median pit near the occipital edge 1

. The fractures exhibit the

very large cancellated chambers surrounding the brain-case dorso-

lateral^ ; while a median longitudinal section (PI. V. fig. 1 !>)

shows both these cells and others in the basisphenoid. The basi-

cranial axis is nearly straight, inclining a little upwards in front.

The anterior condyloid foramina (PI. V. fig. la,f.) piercing the

basioceipital are remarkably large, as usual ; the basisphenoid (b.s.)

is very long and narrow, flattened mesially on its lower face, but

with one slight median prominence near its hinder end ; the pre-

sphenoid (p.s.) forms a short acute rostrum, above which there

are remains of the vomer. The hinder ends of the pterygoids (pt.)

are shown to be inflated with large cancellae, but the sides of the

base of the skull are somewhat obscured by the dried soft parts.

The mastoid process of the periotic, with its articular facette (m.)

for the stylohyal, seems to be rather smaller than in Mylodon,
The tympanic bone (t.) is preserved on the right side, though
wanting on the left. It is an irregular curved plate only slightly

bullate, but forming a complete floor to the tympanic cavity. As
usual in Edentata, it is not produced into an auditory meatus.

The right maxilla (no. 4) is in precisely the same state of pre-

servation as the specimen just described, and probably belongs to

the same skull. It is shown of nearly one-half the natural size.

from the outer aspect, in the drawing (PI. V. fig. 2). Its anterior

margin is perfectly preserved, indicating that the facial region is

very short in front of the anterior end of the zygomatic arch,

which is pierced by a rather large suborbital canal. Its upper
border proves that the nasal region was raised into a slightly

convex dome ; while its antero-superior angle is not rounded as in

Mylodon, but curves upwards and forwards and ends in a point

as in Grypotheriwn. At the oral border there are the shattered

bases of four teeth.

The fragment of the nasal region (no. 13), shown of nearly one-

half the natural size, from the right lateral and anterior aspects, in

the drawing (PI. Y. figs. 3, 3 a), may also have belonged to the same

1 See S. Rotl),'</>. vit. pi. ii. Sg. I.
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skull, but its state of preservation is a little different from that of

the two specimens just described. It has clearly been buried in a

powdery deposit, which has stained it brown ; but the enveloping

dust must have been extremely dry, for fragments of cartilage

adhere to it, as well preserved as in the nasal chamber of the

cranium itself (no. 1). It also bears traces of the integument.

Judging by the figures of the skull of Grypotheriwn published

by Bernhardt (loc. cit.), this specimen seems to have occupied the

anterior position in the nasal region represented in PI. V. fig. 3.

It is thus of great interest, because the three known skulls of

Grypotherium leave the precise nature of the bony arcade separating

the narial openings undecided. According to Bernhardt, the nasal

bones terminate as in Mylodon, and the arcade is an element
interposed between them and the premaxilla?. According to

Burmeister, the nasals themselves extend forwards and constitute

the greater part, if not the whole, of the problematical bar. The
fragment now under consideration is clearly in favour of the latter

interpretation. Its lower thickened end (a?) is a massive bone,

not bilaterally symmetrical, and not showing any trace of a median
suture. Its inferior face is irregular and roughened, and can

scarcely be regarded as an articular facette. Its upper portion

consists of a pair of bones (na.), separated by a very well-marked

median longitudinal suture. These are not thickened at their

contracted upper end, where they have evidently been broken, and
are not quite bilaterally symmetrical. They doubtless fuse at

their lower end with the problematical azygous bone already

mentioned, but the arrangement is obscured by the enveloping

soft parts. A pair of bones, which may be regarded as nasals,

thus extend forwards in a narrow arch to a point just above the

anterior end of the premaxillae ; while the massive bone effecting

a union between the two normal pairs of elements is probably an

ossification in the internasal septum. It is interesting to note

that there is an incipient trace of a similar forward production of

the nasals in the genus Scelidotherhim ; while there is sometimes

an ossification of the internasal septum in Megatherium \

The three specimens now described, when placed approximately

in their natural positions, as in the drawing (PI. V. figs. 1-3), afford

a very satisfactory idea of the form and proportions of the skull

when complete. The malar bone is the only important part to be

added; but unfortunately it is impossible to decide which of the

three specimens of this element in the collection belongs to the in-

dividual now under consideration. As already mentioned, these

three bones are all different in the shape and proportions of the

hinder bifurcated end. They are all very fresh in appearance, but

have been stained reddish brown by the earth in which they must
have been buried. The best example, from the right side, is shown
of one-half the natural size in the drawing (PI. VI. fig. 1). One

1 R. Lydekker, Anales Mas. La Plata—Paleont. Argentina, vol. iii. pt. 2
(1894), p. 73, pi. xh. fig. 1.
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of the other specimens is less deep at its hinder fork and has u

more slender descending process.

The hinder portion of the second skull already mentioned ( no. 2 i

comprises the occiput and brain-case as far forward a- the front

of the cerebral hemispheres. It is much battered and broken, and

in quite as fresh a state as the cranium already described, with a

considerable investment of dried soft parts on its base. It is only

very slightly smaller than no. 1, but is of interest as exhibiting

some of the sutures, besides a roundness and smoothness indicative

of immaturity. The supraoccipital is shown to be very large
;

;i

small median point of it enters the foramen magnum, while the

suture separating it from the parietals and squamosals extendi

along the rounded lambdoidal ridge. The horizontally-extended

suture between the squamosal and parietal on the inner wall of

the temporal fossa is Been in the position where Owen determined

it to occur in Mylodon '. Both tympanies are preserved, hut fchej

are more obscured by sofl parts than in no. J.

To this cranium probably belongs a detached portion of the left

side of the facial region (no. 5), in a similar state of preservation

and slightly smaller than the maxilla no. 4 (PI. V. tig. '1). The
suture between the frontal and the maxilla still persists, while the

oral border is preserved further forward than in the last-mentioned

specimen, showing a fragment of the much-reduced premaxilla

united with the maxilla by a jagged suture.

The third imperfect occiput, comprised among the fragments
numbered 3, is about as large as the immature specimen no. '1. hut

does not exhibit any features worthy of special note.

The largest and most important portions of the mandible are

nos. 9 and 11, which evidently belong to the right and left rami of

one and the same jaw. They are much broken and are in the same
fresh condition as the skulls, with traces of the periosteum and
even considerable portions of the soft parts of the gum. The
right ramus (PI. VI. fig. 2) is preserved sufficiently far forwards

to show that there was no caniniform tooth in front of the series

of four ordinary molars. Judging by the extent of the latter

series, the specimen probably belongs to the same individual as the

skull no. 1.

Another portion of a mandibular ramus (no. 10) of the left side

is slightly smaller than the last and may well have belonged to

the immature .individual no. 2. It is similarly quite fre>h in

appearance, and bears the shrivelled remains of the gum. It is

interesting as exhibiting the two posterior molars slightly different

in shape from those of the former mandible. In this specimen
(PI. VI. fig. 3) the longer axis of the third molar is oblique,

whereas in no. 9 (Plate VI. fig. 2a) it is coincident with the axis of

the mandible ; while in the former the fourth molar is not so long

in proportion to its width as in the latter. Such slight differences,

1 R. Owen, ' Description of the Skeleton of Ml Kxtinct Gigantic Sloth.
Mylodon robu&tu$, Owen' (1842), \>. 18.
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however, cannot be regarded in the Edentata as more than
individual variations.

Brain-cavity and Cerebral Nerves.

By the kind permission of Dr. Moreno, the cranium no. 1 has

been vertically bisected to display the character of the cranial

cavity and the nerve-foramiua. An instructive plaster cast of the

cavity (shown of one-hall; the natural size in PL VII.) has thus

been made by Mr. C. Barlow, the Porinatore of the British Museum.
The olfactory lobes (ol.) are shown to have been well-developed,

projecting a little in front of the cerebral hemispheres (c). These
hemispheres are together somewhat longer than broad, slightly

broader behind than in front, and a little constricted in the middle.

They do not overlap the cerebellum (cb.), which is relatively

large. The origins of the nerves (fig. 1 b) are very imperfectly

shown in the cast ; only their exits from the cranial cavity are

clear. The most interesting are the optic (II.) and trigeminal

(V.) nerves, which pass out of the cranial cavity at first by a

common exit, which is soon subdivided by a bony partition into

two canals, the former no less than 0*08 m., the latter 0*045 m.
in length. The fourth (IV.), seventh (VII.), eighth (VIII.), and
twelfth (XII.) nerves are also recognizable on the cast ; and one

prominence of plaster (/.) has filled the foramen lacerum posterius.

Compared with the brains of Mylodon and SceUdotherium, so far

as known from casts of the cranial cavity \ that of Grypotherium

is observed to be more elongated, with less divergent and
prominent olfactory lobes, less constricted cerebral hemispheres,

and a larger cerebellum. In the form and proportions of the

cerebrum and cerebellum, it similarly differs from Megatherium 2
.

The cerebral hemispheres of the existing Cholcepus didactylus and
Bradypus tridactylus 3 are more tapering forward, and their

cerebellum is relatively smaller than in Grypotherium.

Auditory Ossicles.

The auditory ossicles were preserved in the tympanic cavities of

both skulls, nos. 1 and 2, being retained by the dried soft parts.

They were detected by Prof. Charles Stewart, who kindly extracted

them, with great skill, from both sides of each skull. The series of

the right side of the first specimen is shown of twice the natural size

in the drawing(Pl. VI. fig. 4). Comparing these ossicles with the fine

collection in the Koyal College of Surgeons, they prove to be closely

similar to those of all the existing Sloths, but most nearly resembling

those of Gholospus didactylus. The malleus (m.) is bent exactly

as in the latter species, and is of similar shape. As observed by

Prof. Stewart, it is remarkable in ai'ticulating with the incus not

1 P. Gervais, " Memoire sur les Formes Cerebrales propres aux Edentes

vivants et fossiles," Nouv. Arch. Mus. vol. xv. (1869), p. 39, pi. iv. figs. 1, 2.
2 P. Gervais, he. cit. p. 39, pi. v.
a P. Gervais, loc. cit, p. 38, pi. iv. figs. 3. 1.
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only by the head, but also by a dimiuutive lower facette, which is

in contact with a small facetted process (as) on the anterior arm of

the incus. A feeble indication of the same secondary articulation

is also observable in Ohokepm; but it is curiously absent in the

second specimen of Qrypoiheriwn. The two divergent arms of fche

incus (*.) are equal in length, as usual in the .Sloths. The stapes

(«.) is only very slightly perforated in both specimens; while ;1

small circular disc firmly fixed to the incus represents the

orbicular bone in the secoud skull. The auditory ossicles

of Grypotherium, therefore, are very different from those of

Myrmecophaga, in which the malleus is less sharply bent, the incus

has divergent arms of unequal length, and the stapes exhibit- a

large perforation l
.

Vertebra and Limb-bones.

Nearly all the remains of vertebrae and limb-bones are in the

same state of preservation as the portions of skull and mandible
already described, with adherent cartilage and traces of muscles

and ligaments. With some of the ungual phalanges there are also

well-preserved examples of the epidermal sheath. The beet of the

latter, probably belonging to the fourth digit of the manus, is shown
of two-thirds the natural size in the drawing (PI. IX. fig-. 1. 1 <n.

As already remarked by Roth, its edges are quite sharp, and
indicate that if the animal walked on its fore feet it resembled
Myrmecophaga in the peculiar twist of the manus.

All the specimens in this series seem to have been accurate])

determined and sufficiently described by Roth. It is only
necessary to emphasize the fact that the two shafts of humerus
with abraded, not -harply-broken, ends have a much more fossilized

appearance than any other specimen in the collection, and are

deeply stained throughout by ferruginous matter. The small shaft.

no. 22, certainly seems to have belonged to an adult animal, as

remarked by Both, and it was probably much -mailer than
any individual indicated by the other remain-.

Skin uu'l Hair.

The new piece of -kin, which is stated by llauthal to have been
found in the deposit of excrement, is not quite so well preserved a-

the original piece. It is much folded in an irregular manner; and the

hair, which is yellower than in the previous specimen, is preserved

only in patches on the outer face. It must have been stripped

from the body of the animal by man ; but the only distinct marks
of tools, which were evidently made when the skin was fresh, are

a few indents ami small pits on the outer face. The indent- mu-t

have been made by oblique thrusts of a stick, or a small, blunt,

chisel-shaped instrument, and are well shown in Roth's photograph

(he. fit.) on the portion marked d, e. The small pittings are

1 J. Hyrtl, ' Vergleicheiidanatoiuiuclic I'mi-rsiiclmiigen iiber das innerc

Gehcirorgan des Menschen und der Saugetbiere ' (1845), p. 135, pi. t. fig. (',.
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nearer the middle of the specimen and less conspicuous. A vacuity

in the skin seems to be due to accidental tearing or to a thrust

after it was dry : it may even have been caused by the fallen blocks

of stone found lying upon it.

The specimen, as preserved, measures about a metre across in

one direction by 93 centimetres in another direction. As already

observed by Roth, its irregular folding makes the determination

of its position on the trunk very difficult ; but 1 am convinced
that its state of preservation is not sufficiently good to justify an
attempt to unfold the skin by the ordinary method of steaming.

Taking all facts into consideration, Roth seems to be correct in

ascribing it to the right flank and the postero-superior part of

one of the limbs. It most probably belongs to the fore limb, as

Roth supposes ; but there is no clear proof that it is not referable

to the hind-quarters. The direction of the comparatively short

hair of the flank determines the anterior and posterior borders of

the specimen to be those respectively marked/, b, g, i and e, d,h, I-

in Roth's photograph. The border marked /, a, e is thus directly

antero-posterior, parallel with the median longitudinal line of the

back; while the piece bounded by the letters g, i, c, k, 7i, with

comparatively long hair, which is inclined chiefly towai'ds a median
vertical line, but also slightly downwards, can only be referred to

the posterior face of a limb.

The original situation of the piece of skin being thus determined,

it is interesting to observe the disposition of the ossicles in the

lower layer. Owing to abrasion, contraction, and partial disinte-

gration, they are conspicuous in most parts of the specimen.

They are very irregular in shape and size, and closely compacted
together, as in the previous specimen. It is, however, to be noted

that in some parts (PI. VIII. fig. 1) there is a distinct tendency to

arrangement in regular, straight, parallel rows. The long axes

of the elongated ossicles are nearly always coincident with the

direction of these rows. They are especially well shown on the

middle of the flank, from which the drawing is taken ; and, as

might be expected, the rows are here disposed vertically, parallel

with the ribs.

In some parts of the skin the ossicles are exposed on their outer

face ; but appearances render it almost certain that this exposure

is due to the disintegration and abrasion of the specimen. In one
patch (PI. VIII. fig. 2) thus uncovered by the removal of the soft

parts, the ossicles are seen to form a closely-arranged, flattened

pavement ; and their outer face is much more conspicuously

marked by pittings than that of any ossicle extracted from the first

discovered piece of skin. In fact, as Roth remarks, the pitting

is here quite similar to that observable on many ossicles dug up in

association with the fossil skeletons of Mylodon ; though it does

not form so regular a reticulate pattern as that of the dermal ossicles

of Mylodon in the British Museum figured on the former occasion \

1 P. Z. 8. 1899, pi. xv. figs. 4-6.
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Another interesting feature of the new piece of skin consists in

the dwindling and even total absence of the ossicles towards the

ventral border. A section along the edge marked d in Roth's

photograph exhibits only two diminutive nodules of bone in a

length of 01 m. ; while another similar section taken vertically

from the skin of the limb near /• shows no trace of ossicles, except

perhaps two little specks. It must-, however, be noted that the

limb Mas not entirely destitute of armour; for on the border

marked </, », the boues are as well de\ eloped and conspicuous as on

the middle of the flank. In the newly-cut sections the skin has a

translucent aspect, showing thai it is merely dried and not tunned

in any way.

The hair on the new specimen varies in length from 007 m.
or 0*10 m. at b to 0*15 m. or 0*22 m. on the limb. It is

thus longer than that of the previous piece of skin. Masses of

still longer hairs—some 0*30 m. in length—were found detached

among the excrement, and these are also believed by Roth to

belong to the same animal. His determination is probably correct

;

for, when examined microscopically, these long hairs are observed

to have a perfectly smooth cuticle, while some transverse sections

(kindly made by Mr. R. II. Burne) demonstrate the complete

absence of a medulla, exactly as in the short hairs. The latter

feature proves that they cannot be referred either to the horse or

to the guanaco.

Excrement.

The large cylindrical pieces of excrement, which may be referred

to Gfrypotherium without any hesitation, have already been
described and figured by Dr. Roth. They consist of irregular

discoids of herbaceous matter closely pressed together, the largest

measuring no less than 0-18 m. in diameter. Mr. Spencer Moore
has kindly examined them from the botanist's point of view and
reports that they are composed " in large part apparently of grasses,

as the haulms, leaf-sheaths, fragments of leaves, &c. of these

plants are frequent in the mass. A spikelet, almost entire, of

what seems to be a species of Poa, and the flowering glume of

another grass, probably avenaceous, have also been found. Besides

these there are at least two dicotyledonous plants, one herbaceous

and the other almost certainly so, the latter having a slender

greatly sclerotized stem. Unfortunately, as no leaves have hitherto

been observed attached to the fragments of stem, their affinities

are altogether doubtful. There are numerous siliceous particles in

the excrement, and there are many pieces of the underground
parts of the plants, suggesting that they have been pulled out of

the ground. A few pieces ol' stems are sharply cut, not bruised

or torn at the end.*' The latter fact is especially important in

connection with Dr. HauthaTs discovery of cut hay in the cavern,

and his theory that the Qrypaflierivm was kept in captivity and
fed bv man.
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Generic and /Specific Determination.

The fortunate discovery of all parts of the skull and dentition

renders the generic determination of this Ground-Sloth now quite

certain. The teeth show that it belongs to the family Mylodon-
tidse ; the presence of only four instead of five upper molars

separates it from the genera Mylodon, Lestodon, and Scelidotherium
;

the forward production of the nazals and the ossification of part of

the internarial septum place it definitely in the allied genus
Grypotherium, as originally diagnosed by Reinhardt. The only

question needing consideration is, whether the fragment of cranium
described by Owen in 1840 as the type of the genus Glossotherium x

is really identical with that subsequently described by Reinhardt
under the name of Grypotherium darwini, as now seems to be

commonly believed.

Darwin's original specimen, on which the genus Glossotherium

of Owen was founded, is preserved in the Museum of the Royal
College of Surgeons. It has thus been possible to compare it

directly with the undoubted cranium of Grypotherium from the

Patagonian cavern. The specimen is merely the left half of the

hinder part of the cranium, and is therefore very inadequate for

discussion ; but several features seem worthy of note. Compared
with the new skull no. 1, the fragment named Glossotherium has

(i.) the inner wall of the temporal fossa less flattened, (ii.) the

digastric fossa deeper in proportion to its width, (iii.) the hinder

border of the inflated pterygoid vertical, instead of sloping down-
wards and forwards, (iv.) a much larger and deeper pit for the

articulation of the stylohyal, and (v.) a longer canal penetrating

the base of the occipital condyle for the passage of the hypoglossal

nerve. In all these respects the so-called Glossotherium agrees

much more closely with the typical Mylodon; and Owen was
probably correct in 1842 when he expressed the opinion that the

two are at least generically identical
2

.

I am therefore of opinion that Grypotherium is the correct

generic name for the Ground-Sloth from the Patagonian cavern,

while Glossotherium must be relegated to the synonymy of

Mylodon.

The specific determination of the new specimens is more
difficult. As remarked by Roth, only two species of Grypotherium

seem to be already known from the Pampa formation

—

G. darwini

by three skulls 3 and G. bonaerense solely by a maxilla 4
. The

portions of skull and dentition now under discussion indicate an
animal much larger than G. bonaerense (assuming the original

maxilla to be that of an adult) ; while they are considerably

1 R. Owen, ' The Zoology of the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle.—Part I. Fossil

Mammalia ' (1840), p. 57, pi. xvi.
2 R. Owen, 'Description of the Skeleton of an Extinct Gigantic Sloth,

Mylodon robustus, Owen ' (1842), p. 154, footnote.
3 Described respectively by Reinhardt, Burmeister, and Lydekker, loc. tit.

* F. Ameghino, ' Contribution al Conocimiento de los Mamiferos de la

Republics Argentina
;

(1889), p. 738, pi. xliv. fig. 8.
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smaller than any known specimen of G. danvini. Moreover, the

nasal arcade now described is narrower and more concave on its

outer face than that of G. danvini, as already observed by Roth.

It thus seems very probable that the animal from the Patagonian

cavern represents a distinct species, which must bear the name of

G. listai. This specific name was given by Ameghino to a fragment

of the first-discovered piece of skin, and the curious argument

which leads Roth to propose the substitution of a new name for it

does not affect its validity.

It may be added that Dr. Erlaud Nordenskjold has recently

compared his specimens from the Patagonian cavern with the

skull of OrypotJiierium danvini at Copenhagen, and finds no specific

difference \ No particulars, however, have yet been published.

II. Associated Mammalian Remains.

Felis, sp.

A feline carnivore larger than the existing Jaguar (Felis onra),

but about the same size as an average Tiger (F. ti</ris), is repre-

sented in the collection by the distal half of a right humerus
(no. 44), a left fourth metatarsal (no. 46), and the distal end
of another metatarsal (no. 47). These bones have evidently been

buried in dust, but are in the same fresh state of preservation as those

of Grypotherium. They have been well described by Roth, but

the new figures of the humerus here given (PL IK. figs. 2, 2 a)

will serve to illustrate his description better than the reduced

photograph already published.

Careful comparison of these bones shows that they are un-

doubtedly feline; and there is no difficulty in determining that

they belong to Felis rather than to the extinct Machcerodus. A
humerus of M, neogasus, from a Brazilian cavern, now in the

British Museum (no. 18972 6), is readily distinguished from the

new Patagonian humerus by the remarkable lateral compression

of its shaft and the much greater downward extension of its

prominent and sharp deltoid ridge. The humerus in all the large

species of Felis, on the other hand, only differs from the fossil now
under discussion in very small particulars. In fact, the humerus
and metatarsals of the existing Felis onra are essentially identical

with the bones from the Patagonian cavern, except that they are

rather smaller. I am therefore inclined to regard the newly-

discovered remains as indicating a comparatively large variety of

F. om;a, which once lived in the temperate regions of Patagonia,

beyond the present range of this species. Such an occurrence

would be a precise parallel to that of the Cave-Lion in Europe. It

is well-known that nearly all the remains of Felis leo found in

1 E. Nordenskjold, " La Grotte du Gloatotherium (Xeomylndoyi) en Patagonie,"
(Jomptes Rendus, vol. cxxix. (1899), p. 1217.
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the Pleistocene formations of tbe temperate parts of the Old World
indicate animals of somewhat larger size than any surviving in the

warmer regions to which the species is now confined 1

.

It may be noted that bones of the Jaguar of ordinary dimensions
have been recorded from the Pampa formation of the Province of

Buenos Ayres '"'.

Arctotherium, sp.

With the bones of Felis just noticed, Both provisionally

associates the imperfect distal end of a remarkably large right

femur (no. 45). He is thus induced to suppose that the carnivore

represented by the fragments will prove to be a new genus and
species of the Pelidae. He suggests for it the name of lemisch

listai, on the assumption that it is the mysterious quadruped which
Ameghino states is known to the natives as the lemisch.

A comparison of the distal end of femur in question with the

femora of Pelidae in the British Museum seems to prove con-
clusively that it cannot be referred even to the same family. Its

width across the condyles is much greater, compared with its

antero-posterior diameter, than that observed in any feline. More-
over, the pit for the tendon of the popliteus muscle below the
external condyle is unusually deep. In both these respects the bone
closely resembles the distal end of the femur of a Bear. I have
been therefore led to compare it with the corresponding part of

the extinct Bear of the Pampean formation, Arctotherium.

Fortunately, the fine and nearly complete skeleton of Arcto-

therium bonaerense in the Bravard Collection in the British Museum
comprises the right femur and enables direct comparison to be
made. The fragment (PL IX. figs. 3, 3 a) lacks the inner condyle

;

but enough of the trochlea remains to show its broad and gently-

rounded form, with a wide and deep intertrochlear notch, precisely

as in Arctotherium. It has the same development; of the external

condyle as in the latter, while the fossa for the popliteal tendon is

equally deep, only slightly differing in shape. In fact, there is

very little discrepancy, except in its smaller size ; and species of

Arctotherium smaller than A. bonaerense are already known both
from the Pampa formation of Argentina 3 and the caverns of

Brazil \
The fragment just described has evidently been severed from

the rest of the bone by a sharp, clean cut made by man ; and
Dr. Hauthal is quite certain that this was not done by one of his

workmen during excavation (op. cit.ip. 59). At least one medium-

1 Dawkins & Sanford, " The British Pleistocene Mammalia " (Palseont. Soc.

1869), p. 150.
2 F. Ameghino, ' Contribucion al Conocimiento de los Mamiferos de la

Republica Argentina ' (1889), p. 342.
3 F. Ameghino, op. cit. (1889), p. 317.
1 H. Winge, " Jordfundne og nulevende Rovdyr (Oarnivora) f'ra Lago;v

Santa, Minas Geraes, Brasilien " (E Museo Lundii, 1895), p. 31

.
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sized species of Arctotherium must therefore have survived until

the human period in Southern Patagonia l
.

Onohippidium saldiasi.

A horse is represented in the collection by an upper molar

(no. 55), a fragment of premaxilla with two incisors (uo. 56),

an imperfect atlas (no. 57), and two well-preserved hoot's

apparently of a foetus or perhaps of a newly-born animal (no. 5^).

Of these remains only the upper molar is capable of satisfactory

determination.

This tooth is the second upper molar of the left side, and baa

been exhaustively compared with corresponding teeth by Dr. Roth,

who gives a good series of figures. It is readily distinguished from

the homologous molar in the genus Equus by the peculiar form of

its two inner columns—a fact which I have been able to verify by
the examination of an extensive series of specimens, both recent

and fossil, in the British Museum. Further comparison, indeed,

shows that it must be referred to the extinct Pampean genus
Onohippidium ~. Dr. Roth assigns it, apparently quite rightly, to

the same species as a maxilla from the Pampean formation of the

Province of Buenos Ayres, for which he proposes the name of

Onohippidium scddiasi.

Large Extinct Rodent.

The proximal end of the femur of a large rodent (no. 52) has

already been recognized by Roth, and compared with the extinct

Megamys. It cannot be more exactly determined.

Existing Species.

One imperfect fragment of pelvis and sacrum (no. 48) seems to

belong to a puma {Fells concolor) of rather large size ; but it is not

sufficient for precise determination.

The small mandibular ramus of a musteline (no. 51 ) referred by

Dr. Roth to Mephitis suff'ocans does not pertain to this genus and
species. Mr. Oldfield Thomas determines it to belong to the rare

Lyncodon patagonicug, which still lives in Patagonia and has not

hitherto been found fossil. A slightly larger extinct species of

the same genus has been described by Ameghino on the evidence

of a skull from the Pampean formation near T,njan, in the

Province of Buenos Ayivs \
A cranium, some vertebra?, and a tibia and libula (nos. 53, 54)

appear to represent the existing Ctenomys magellanicus, as noted

by Roth.

1 Dr. Moreno has lately received reports of bear-like tracks in remote parts

of the Cordillera, which he thinks may imply that a species of Arctotherium
still lives in Patagonia.

2 F. P. Moreno, Revista Mus. La Plata, vol. ii. ( 1891). p. (15
;
R, Lydekker,

Vnales Mus. La Plata—Paleont. Argentina, vol. ii. pt. 3 1
1S'»3), p. 77, pi. xxix.

8 F. Ameghino, op. cit. (188K). p. 324.
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The remains of the G-uanaco (Lama Inmnacos) do not present

any features worthy of special remark.

Man is represented by a diseased scapula (no. Ill), and by two

bone awls (nos. 49, 50), which are clearly made from the tibia

of a species of Canis intermediate in size between G. jubatus and
.

C. magellanicus.

III. Relative Age oe the Remains.

As the result of Dr. Roth's researches, supplemented by the

additional observations now recorded, it is evident that the majority

of the mammalian remains from the cavern near Last Hope Inlet

belong to the extinct fauna which occurs in the Pampean formation

of more northern regions. To this category are referable the

genera Grypotherium, Onohippidium, Megamys, and Arctotherium
;

also Macrauehenia, which is said to have been discovered in the

same deposit on the floor of the cave by Dr. E. Nordenskjold. The
large Felis likewise probably belongs to the same series. Remains
of mammals of the existing fauna, on the other hand, are com-
paratively few and insignificant, referable to the genera Ctenomys,

Cervus, Lama, Lyncodon, and Felis.

Although Dr. Hauthal's explorations were rather hurried and
Dr. Nordenskjold's results have only been published hitherto in

abstract
1
, their account of the deposits on the floor of the cavern

seem to confirm the suspicion that the remains of these two faunas

were introduced at two successive periods. According to Hauthal,

the remains of the Guanaco were found along with fragmentary

bones of Deer, shells of Mytilus chorus, branches of trees, and dried

leaves, in the superficial dust of the cavern near the outer wall.

The skin of Grypotherium and all the other remains of this and the

associated Pampean genera were discovered in the deeper layer

of excrement and cut hay between the mound and the inner wall

of the cavern. According to Nordenskjold, three distinct strata

can be recognized on the floor of the cavern as follows :

—

A. A thin surface layer, containing ashes, shells, and bones of recent

animals broken by man.

B. A middle layer, containing numerous branches of trees and dried leaves,

with remains of Lama and the extinct horse, Ouohippidium. Said to
be probably the stratum in which the original piece of skin was found.

C. A bottom layer, usually about a metre in thickness, without any traces

of branches or leaves, but only dried herbs. Remains of Grypotherium
numerous and confined to this stratum, associated with its excrement
and hair, also with remains of a large variety of Felis onca,

Macrauehenia, and Onohippidium.

It is unfortunate that the question of the contemporaneity of
the various bones cannot be tested by the ingenious method of

chemical analysis which has been applied with success to similar

problems by M. Adolphe Carnot in France. The French chemist

1 E. Nordenskjold, " La Grotte du Glossotherium (Neomyfodon) enPatagonie,"
Comptes Rendus, vol. exxix. (1899), pp. 1316, 1217.
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has shown that when bones are buried in ordinary sediments they

undergo changes which gradually cause the percentage of contained

fluorine to increase. According to him, the longer a bone has been

buried, the greater is the percentage of fluorine found in it on
analysis. In one case ' he examined the scapula of a deer and a

human tibia, discovered together in fluviatile sand near Billancourt

(Seine) ; he fouud that the former had 7 or 8 times its usual

percentage of fluorine, while the human bone did not differ in any
respect from the normal in this constituent. He therefore

concluded that the latter bone was not of the same age as the

former, but had been introduced comparatively recently by burial.

In this and the other recorded cases, however, it is to be observed

that the sediment was of a uniform character and admitted of free

percolation of water. In the Patagonian cavern, on the contrary,

the bones occur partly in dust, partly in dried herbage, partly

in dried excrement, and partly in the burnt residue of the same.

Moreover, they must always have been subjected to intense

dryness, and the usual process of chemical alteration cannot have

taken place.

Considering all circumstances, I think that, even without

chemical evidence, zoologists and geologists cannot fail now to

agree with Dr. Moreno and his colleagues of the La Plata

Museum, that the remarkably preserved Grypotherium from the

Patagonian cavern belongs to the extinct Pampean fauna of South

America and need not be searched for in the unexplored wilds of

that continent. If we accept the confirmatory evidence afforded by

Mr. Spencer Moore, we can also hardly refuse to believe that this

great Ground-Sloth was actually kept and fed by an early race

of man.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate V.

Fig. 1. Grypotherium listed.; hinder portion of cranium, right lateral and
inferior (1 a) aspects, and in median longitudinal section (lb), nearly

one-half nat. size. 6.-s., basisphenoid
; /., anterior condyloid foramen :

m,, facette for stylohyal
;
^..s., presphenoid

;
pt., pterygoid ; f., tympanic.

2. Ditto; portion of right facial region, nearly one-half nat. sizi\

3. Ditto : anterior portion of nasal arcade, right lateral and anterior (3 a)

aspects, nearly one-half nat. size, no., nasal bones ; .r, ossification in

internasal septum.

Plate VI.

Fig. 1. Grypotherium lislai : right malar bone, outer aspect, one-half nat. size.

2. Ditto; portion of right mandibular ramus, inner aspect, and dentition

of left ramus, oral aspect (2 a), one-half nat. size.

3. Ditto ; dentition of another left mandibular ramus, oral aspect, one-

half nat. size

4. Ditto ; auditory ossicles of right side of skull no. 1, twice nat. size.

/., incus, inside view ; m., malleus, outside view
; &, stapes, outside

view ; a?, facette.

la. Ditto; incus of left side of skull no. 2, inside view, twice nat. size,

showing orbicular bone (o.) attached.

1 A. Carnot, " Sur une Application de l'Analyse chimique pour fixer l'Age

d'Ossements humains prehistoriques,'' Comptes Kendus, vol. cxv. (1892),

pp. 337-339.
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Plate VII.

Fig. 1. Grypotherium listai
;
plaster cast of brain-cavity, right lateral, upper

(1 a), and lower (1 b) aspects, one-half nat. size, c, cerebrum ; cb.,

cerebellum
; /., infilling of foramen lacerum posterius ; ol., olfactory

lobes ; IT., IV., V., VII., VIII., XII., exits of nerves as numbered.

Plate VIII.

Fig. 1. Grypotherium listai; inner aspect of part of skin of flank, somewhat
abraded, showing ossicles, one-half nat. size.

2. Ditto; group of dermal ossicles exposed from outer face, onedialf nat

size.

Plate IX.

Fig. 1. Grypotherium listai\; epidermal sheath of claw of fourth digit of manus,
inferior and lateral (1 a) aspects, two-thirds nat. size.

2. Felis onga, var.
;
portion of right humerus, anterior aspect and lower

part of posterior aspect (1 a), two-thirds nat. size.

3. Arctotherium sp.
;
portion of distal end of right femur, anterior and

outer (3 a) aspects, two-thirds nat. size.

3. On the Mammals obtained in Southern Abyssinia by

Lord Lovat during an Expedition from Berbera to the

Blue Nile. By W. E. de Winton, E.Z.S.

[Keceived December 13, 1899.]

(Plate X.)

Lord Lovat's party consisted of five Europeans, including

Mr. H. Weld Brunei ell, and Mr. Harwood as Naturalist. Starting

from Berbera about the middle of December 1898, and travelling

via Machanis Hill and Fijambiro, they reached Harrar towards

the end of the month, and continuing almost west via Shola, Laga
Hardim, and Jiffa Densa, they arrived at Addis Abeba towards
the end of January 1899.

During February an expedition was made to the northward via

Wogodi and Koosa to Borameda, only some 20 miles south of

Magdala ; then turning a little to the eastward, they returned by

way of the Djimma Valley via Kombolsha, Ticka Chika, and
Angolala.

Finally leaving Addis Abeba at the end of February, the

expedition travelled due west via Managasha, Sellen, Groodur,

Chellika, Bilo, and Lekemti to about 35° E. ; then turning to the

north via Mendi, they crossed the Dabus Biver at about 10° N.,

and so on through the Beni Schongul, crossing the Blue Nile at

Famaka, and following the eastern or right bank of the river past

Boseires, they reached Karkjof towards the end of May 1899,
whence a passage was obtained in a boat to Khartoum.
The valuable collection of Birds brought home by the expedition

will be found fully described by Mr. W. B. Ogilvie Grant in the
* Ibis ' for January 1900, where a map of the route is also given.

The collection of Birds has been presented to the British Museum,
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together with all the small mammals and some of the most
interesting of the Antelopes.

1. Megadeema peons.

d , $ • Eoseires, Blue Nile, 1600 ft,

" Hanging on thick dead bushes ; readily fly in daylight."

2. SCOTOPHILUS NIGEITA.

2 . Bilo, 5500 ft., 10th March, 1899.
" Slightly wooded country."

3. HELOGALE ATKINSON I.

2 . Fijambiro, 5500 ft., 25th Dec, 1898.
" Shot on rocky hill among others."

4. FuNISCIUEUS MULTICOLOE.

cS. Mendi, 1st April, 1899.
" Shot on tree in very marshy ground ; native name ' Shaila '."

The resemblance in colour of this Squirrel to the last species

(Helogah atJcinsoni) is very striking. In laying the two side by
side, the only difference observable is the form of the tail ; for

while that of the Squirrel is uniformly bushy throughout its

length, that of the Mongoose is tapered towards the tip. The
general colour of the body in both animals is very much the same,

but the simulations on the fur of the Squirrel are slightly broader.

Knowing so little of the habits of these two animals, it is im-
possible to draw any conclusions as to the object of the likeness

in two species of such different families, but the striking resem-
blance at once calls to mind the parallel instance of the Tree-

Shrew (Tupaia) and the Squirrel in the Oriental Begion.

5. GrEEBILLUS MUBINUS.

Roseires, Blue Nile, 1400 ft., 15th May, 1899.

6. MUS ALBIPES.

tf, cJ. Borumeda, 8000 ft., 13th February, 1899.
" Caught in camp on grassy plain ; native name ' Tet '."

e. Lekerati, 6885 ft., 18th March, 1899.

6 . Mendi, 6th April, 1899.

c? . Beni Schongul, 2nd May, 1899.

7. MUS MAHOMET.

d. Chellika, 8000 ft., 8th March, 1809.
" Caught on old corn-field ; native name ' Ait '."

Measurements taken in the flesh—head and body, 60 millim.,

tail 48, hind foot 14, ear 12.

This is the first example received in the British Museum of

this species, which was described by Mr. S. N. Bhoads, of

Philadelphia, from specimens obtained by Dr. Donaldson Smith at

Sheikh Mahomet in Western Somaliland.
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8. ARVICANTHIS DEMBEENSIS.

$ . Kombolsha, 16th February, 1899.
"Shot close to water-side among reeds. Small colony ; native

name 'Ait'."

Measurements taken in the flesh—head and body 113 millim.,

tail 105, hind foot 26, ear 17.

This species, described by Riippell in 1812, is represented in the

British Museum by only a single specimen obtained by Dr. W.
T. Blanford while accompanying Lord Napier's expedition to

Magdala. The fur of this species is much softer and the aunu-
lations finer that in A. abijssinicus, and the belly is almost entirely

white. The skull is rather less angular, and the palatal foramina

are shorter, not reaching so far back as the first molar. The molars

of the two species (see figs. A & B) are strikingly different ; the

first upper molar of A. dembeensis is oval in shape, having only

7 cusps (the 8th being vestigial), three in the middle line with
two inner and two outer of almost equal size placed in the

intermediate spaces, so that the tooth is almost rose-shaped, six of

the cusps surrounding the central one. It will be seen that the

usual third outer cusp is almost entirely wanting.

A
A. Right upper molar series of Arvicanthis abi/ssinicus.

B. Right upper molar series of A. dembeensis.

The second upper molar is formed of six cusps, two larger in the

middle line and four smaller—two outer and two inner—set in

advance of the larger pair, so that the front of the tooth is concave,

and the hind part convex, being formed of the middle cusp only.

The pattern formed by the cusps of these two molars is very sym-
metrical, with the row of five large cusps of equal size in the middle

line, and four smaller cusps on either side placed in the intermediate

spaces.

The last molar is quite one-sided, being formed of one large

cusp, in a straight line with the large middle line of cusps in the

other teeth, and three smaller ones, all on the inner side, the hinder-

most forming the posterior border of the tooth.

The drawings (A & B) will more readily explain the formation
of the teeth of these two species.

9. Arvicanthis abyssinicus.

2. Laga Ilardim, loth January, 1899.

2 . Jiffa Densa, 7800 ft., 23rd'January, 1899.

Proc. Zool. Sou—1900, No. VI. 6
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S. Addis Abeba, 7800 ft,, 25th January, 1899.

6 , 6 . Koosa, 11,000 ft., 8th February, 1899.

cf . Ticka Chika, 4200 ft., 22nd February, 1899.

cJ. Sellen, 6800 ft., 5th March, 1899.

d. Goodur, 6th March, 1899.
" Large colony " is written on every label.

No doubt this is the common field-rat of the country, and is

found on all soils and at any altitude.

Some specimens are labelled native name "Ait," some " Tet," so

it is therefore probable that these names are simply the rendering

of our " Bat " and " Mouse.''

10. Dexdeomys lovati, sp. n. (Plate X.)

The fur in its general appearance and texture resembles that of

Malacothrix typicus, but the ears are much shorter and the tail is

longer ; the whole upper surface longitudinally striped with black

and fawu. The tail is not so long as in any known species of

Dendromys, and is besides thickly covered with short adpressed

hair ; the fore and hind feet resemble those of Dendromys excepting

that the long fifth toes in the hind feet have no nails.

The pattern of the markings are strikingly Tamias-like—abroad
black dorsal stripe, having a grizzled central line in its middle

portion, is flanked by two pale buff stripes, these again bordered

with black stripes. A dark stripe runs up the centre of the face

from the nose to the crown; darkish stripes also pass through the

eyes to the ears, leaving the sides of the forehead and cheeks buff'.

The part of the ear which naturally folds over in front has a black

spot as in Malacothrix ; the edges of the ears are rusty, and the

fur round them is also rusty buff.

The whole of the underparts are dirty white ; the bases of the

fur in all parts of the body are dark slate-grey.

The tail is two-coloured, rusty above and silvery whitish beneath
;

the fore and hind feet are thinly covered with very short pale

buff hairs.

The fore feet have three long toes with claws, the first and
fifth toes being quite vestigial. The hind feet have three long

toes with claws; the outer or fifth toe is long, thumb-like, aud
partly opposable, but, so far as the single example shows, differs

from that of the known forms of Dndromys in being quite

destitute of a claw.

Type. tf Managasha, 7000 ft., 2nd March, 1899.
" Picked up on grass plateau.'"'

Measurements taken in the flesh—head and body 73 milliin.,

tail 69, hind foot 19, ear 14.

Of another specimen—head and body 76, tail 76, hind foot 17,

ear 16.

Skull : greatest length 22-5, length of nasals 8*9, interorbital

constriction of frontals 3-1, breadth of brain-case 9*5, Length

of upper molar series (c. ) 3'9, length of first molar only '2.

Mandible; greatest length, tip of iucisors to condyle 14, bone only
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12, tip of incisors to coronoid 11*1, tip of incisors to angle 13o,
height (angle to coronoid) 6-6, length of lower molar series 3*1.

The skull of the type is unfortunately crushed, so that full de-

scription or measurements are impossible; another skull is likewise

much damaged, and being broken in two across the frontals dividing

the molar series, the measurement of the tooth-row cannot be
taken with absolute accuracy, and other measurements which it

would be desirable to record are not possible. The skull resembles
other species of Dendromys in general form.

The molars resemble those of Dendromys typicm in the strongly

cuspidate form of the. first tooth with numerous small supplemen-
tary cusps, while the second and third are flat on the surface and
laminate, with one more fold than in the teeth of Mus.

11. Taohyoeyctes splendens.

2 . Shola, 7000 ft., 9th January, 1899.

"Caught on black soil, working near the surface; native name
'Parr'."

12. Procavia shoana.

6 • Wogodi, 9000 ft., 6th February, 1899.
•' Shot among rocks, out of a colony. Half size; observed one

yellow. Burrs in fur of all. Native name ' Sessa '."

Examples of the following larger mammals were obtained during

the trip. At Machanis Hill on the border of the Haud

—

Bubalis

swaynei, Gazella soemmerrinyi, Lithocranius walleri, Madoqua
phillipsi ; in the Djimma valley

—

Strepsiceros imberbis; to the north

of Addis Abeba

—

Cervicapra bohor, as well as Lions and Servals
;

in the Beni Schongul country, between the Dabus and Blue Nile

—

Bubalis s~p. inc., Trayelaphus decula, Cephalophus abyssinicus, Ourebia

montana, Dorcotragus megalotis, as well as numerous Elephants and
Wart-Hogs ; in the Blue Nile valley

—

C'obus defasset, Hippotrayus

equinus, Oryx beisa, and Strepsiceros kudu.

I leave the specific identification of the Hartebeeste from the

Blue Nile undetermined for the present, for there appears to be

much uncertainty as to the range of the different species. Herr
Oscar Neumann has lately stated (SB. Gesellsch. naturf. Fr. Berlin,

1899, p. 70) that Bubalis jacksoni from near Lake Naivasha and
Heuglin's species B. lelwel from the White Nile are identical. I

consider this statement should be received with reserve, for, on

comparing typical specimens of the two forms as represented in the

British Museum, I find them very widely distinct. Again, on com-
paring a large number of skulls, from the White and Blue Niles,

Lake .Rudolf (B. nmmarmi, named after Mr. Arthur Neumann),
and a fine series obtained by Mr. F. J. .Jackson from between
Lakes Baringo and Naivasha, there will be seen a complete bridging
over of all the differences, and it may be found that all these forms

are but local races of the same species.

By far the most important point with regard to the larger

6*
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mammals is the discovery of Dorcotragus in the Blue Xile Valley.

Up to now, the only known habitat of this Antelope was a few
flat-topped hills scattered about Somaliland, where it has been met

with in very small numbers. Lord Lovat gives me the following

note respecting it :

—

"The Beira Antelope is common all down the Blue Xile to

Roseires ; it inhabits the slopes leading down to the river-bed, and
is also seen on the barer hill-tops. Some specimens were seen

with considerablv better heads than the ones I shot. The natives

call the animal 'El Mor '."

EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.

Ucndromys lovati, p. >i'2.

February 6, 1900.

Howard Saunders, Esq., F.L.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during the mouth of January 1000.

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of January was 105, of which 29 were by

presentation, 12 by purchase, 62 were received on deposit, and
2 were born in the Menagerie. The total number of departures

during the same period, by death and removals, was 140.

The middle of winter seems to be an unusual time for a South
European Passerine Bird to breed

;
yet a young Black-headed

Bunting (Emberiza melanocephala) is entered in our register as

having been hatched on Jan. 21st. The Head-keeper sends me
the following report on this occurrence :

—

About the middle of January last, a young Black-headed

Bunting was observed in the Western Aviary by the keeper. A
pair of this species of Bunting was purchased from a dealer in

Dover in April 1899. No nest was built, and the egg or egga

were laid in an old thrush's nest in the ivy growing in the Aviary.

The keeper had no idea that the birds were breeding, until he

missed the female. On shaking the ivy the bird flew out, and a

few days afterwards the young bird appeared. Xo traces of eggs

were found in the nest.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas exhibited the heads of some rare Antelopes
from Fashoda and the Sobat Biver which had been submitted to him
by Messrs. Rowland Ward & Co. They had been obtained by
the late Capt. H. G. Majendie, of the Rifle Brigade.

The most interesting was a tine head of Mrs. Gray's Waterbuck
(Cobus marke Gray), of which no perfect examples had come to
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this country since the original heads were obtained by Consul
Petherick in 1855. The specimen had been shot on the Upper
Sobat River, 220 miles above its junction with the Nile, and just

above the junction of the Adura and Peebon affluents. Capt.

Majendie had never seen examples of it below the junction of these

two affluents, but the natives told him there were lots of them up
the Baro, as they called the Adura. The White-eared Kob (Cobus

leucotis Licbt. & Peters) was obtained on the Sobnt River, and the

Red-fronted Gazelle (Gazetta rufifrons Gray) near Fashoda. The
occurrence of the latter W. African species in the Soudan was a

most noteworthy fact, and had been first brought to our knowledge
last year by Mr. F. Burgess, who had been good enough to present

to the British Museum a skin and two skulls of it obtained by him
during the recent Soudan campaign at Faki-Kowi, on the White
Nile, 200 miles south of Khartoum. Mr. Thomas had been quite

unable to find any difference between these specimens and the

types from West Africa, and it seemed probable that the species

ranged all round the southern and western borders of the Great
Saharan Desert, being represented on the north by the closely

allied G. rufina Thos. The Tiang (Damalisciis tianc/ Heugl.) was
obtained on the Sobat River.

Mr. G. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton, F.Z.S., exhibited some specimens

of Dormice (Muscardinus), and made the following remarks :

—

Recent accessions of Dormice to the British Museum Collection

demonstrate the occurrence of at least two clearly marked local

races or subspecies, in addition to that which I recently described

under the name of pxdclier x
. Thus the British Dormouse may be

at once distinguished by the greater intensity of its coloration,

and in other respects, from its representative in neighbouring-

Continental areas, such as Calais, Manonville, and Haute-Savoie

(France), and Saxony.

There are also two specimens, Nos. 94.3.1.42 and 241, the latter

from my own collection (without dimensions), from Zuberec, North
Hungary, taken at an altitude of 2500 metres, which are slightly

darker in colour than M. avellanarius typicus. Two others (Nos.

94.3.1.43 & 45), from Csalokoz Somorja, in the plains (1000 metres)

of AVestern Hungary, are intermediate between the subspecies

typicus and speciosus. Their relationship cannot well be made out

until we receive further specimens, nor have we, in the absence of

specimens from Scandinavia, an exact idea of the appearance of

the form with which Linnseus was acquainted.

It is remarkable that in the British Dormouse we have what, at

first sight, may 6eem to be an exception to the general rule that

the representatives of a species inhabiting the British Isles
2
are

duller than those of the neighbouring Continent. But if British

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. ii. Nov. 1893, p. 423.
2 British Harvest Mice arc brighter than those of Western Hungary (see

Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. iii. April 1899, pp. 342 & 343).
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animals are duller they are also usually more deeply coloured,

and in this respect the Dormouse is melanochroic, and may, I

think, be regarded as no exception to the general rule. I suspect

that, when our knowledge of the distribution of colour amongst
animals is greater, we shall find that this subspecies is only

another instance of the influence of climate upon mammals, or,

if it is preferred to regard the matter from a different standpoint,

of the adaptation of animal coloration to suit prevailing climatic

conditions.

The following forms are recognizable ; they may, I think, lie

best regarded as subspecies :

—

(1) Muscardinus ayellanarics xYPJCTs (Linnaeus), Svst. Nat.

ed. x. p. 62 (1758).

Myoxus muscardinus, Schreber, Saiigthiere, iv. p. 835 (1792).

Typical locality. Upsala, Sweden.
Distinguishing characteristics. Upperside tawny yellow, not

rufous or orange; the underside light buff, no distinct line of

demarcation between colours of upper and under surface : a

moderately distinct white breast. Tail long and slender.

Dimensions of specimens (in millim.).

Skull.

Head
Hind Greatest Greatest

and Tail. „
1

Ear. length, breadth
u r a toot. b

,body. at base n\

zygoma.
946.6.12. J. Forest of Guines. Pas i

de Calais, alt. 80 met. (Oldfield 72 71 16*2 ... 22*5 13
Thomas). 26th May, 1894 J

1)4.6.6.13. $ (suckling). To. do.,
j

20th May, 181)4 ; taken from nest I 77 74 1&4 ... 23'5 13
with 5 blind and naked young... J

Three, Manonville, France (Mods.
)

Lamont), taken from the nest,

18th Oct. 1895, of which the

dimensions of one are _

cf. Moutauban, Haute-Savoie, 900*

met. (A. Robert), 22nd ~Sov. 1899.

<J. Lucinges, Haute-Savoie. 1100
met. (A. Robert), 7th Dec. 1899.

99.1.9.16. J. "Oberwald bei Gros'
Hennersdorf, ' Stats Oberlausitz,

Saxony, 400 metres (W. Baer),

24th April, 1898
.

70 68 15 10

67 11 23-5 12-5

61 15 11 24 12-5

65 15 11-2

The dimensions of the Hungarian skulls range from 22*5 to
23 x 12-5 mm. The largest skull J haye seen, next to that of the
type of M. a. anglicus, is that of the type of M. a.pulcher, which
reaches 24 x 12-5 mm.

(2) M. atellaxarius anglicus, subsp. nov.

Type. No. 99.] 1.27.6 of Brit. Mus. Coll. (for particulars see
below).
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Distinguishing characteristics. Upper find under sides far more
richly coloured with orange tints than in M. aveUanarius typicus ;

line of demarcation indistinct, but white breast conspicuous ; tail

short and thick.

Dimensions of specimens (in millim.).

Skull.

Head „. , Greatest Greatest
and Tail. ,. Ear. length, breadth
body. at base of

zygoma.
No. 242, coll. Barrett-Hamilton, $ , ]
Wendon Lofts, Saffron Walden, 85 61 15 ... 23 5 13-5

Esses (A. Wright), May 31, 1894. J

99.11.27.6. Bedford Purlieus,Thorn-
)

haugh, N.E. Northants (Rev. H. afl >V7 i« oj.x , i

H. Slater), Jan. 5, 1895. (Dug
|

86 57 16 "" 24 ° 14

up.) Type of subspecies J

J , purchased in London, 15th Dec,
1898 (W. Dodson) 71 21 1 16 13 23 12-7

2, do. (do.) 73 62 16 12

$, do. (do.) 70 55 17 12 227 115

' Damaged.

(3) M. avellanarius speciosus, A. Debne, Allgem. deut.

Naturh. Zeitung, 1855, p. 180. Type locality: Tursi

in Basilicata, South Italy.

? M. pulcher, Barrett-Hamilton, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7,

vol. ii. Nov. 1898, p. 423. Type from Siena, Italy.

Distinguishing characteristics. Upperside brilliantly coloured

;

underside with the orange colour (except the breast) almost
absent and reduced to rich cream-colour : breast white, but the

combination of colours makes this inconspicuous, and the line of

demarcation on the contrary sharp and well-defined ; tail long and
well-haired: the type has a cream-coloured spot just in front

of each ear.

Further particulars and dimensions of this subspecies may be

found under the original description. I fear that my name pulcher

must, at least provisionally, stand as a synonym of M. speciosus.

Mr. Barrett-Hamilton also exhibited some skins of the Variable

Hare (Lepus timidus Linn.) and made the following remarks :

—

The receipt of two Scandinavian Variable Hares kindly sent

over at my request by Professor Bobert Collett, of Cliristiania, has

caused me to look through the Variable Hares in the collection of

the British Museum, with the result that I find that there are two
very distinctly coloured groups in the Old World. One of these is

reddish brown and includes the Irish Hares ; the other dark brown,

and includes the Scotch and such Scandinavian Hares as 1 have

seen. The Scotch and Irish Hares are thus very clearly separated,

at least in their extreme forms, and, in addition to the colour-

differences, I find that the dimensions show a slight superiority of
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size m favour of the latter, which is confirmed by observations on

the weight of the animal. There is possibly a certain amount of

intergradation between North Irish and South Scottish specimens,

but I have as yet no evidence of it. I suspect that Scandinavian

Hares are larger than those of Scotland, but the number of

specimens at present at my disposal is too scanty to establish this

fact with certainty.

The single specimen of the Altai Variable Hare which I have

examined is very remarkable in that it belongs to the red-brown

type, and closely resembles the Irish Hare : in fact, the only dis-

tinguishing characteristic which 1 can find in it is the fact that the

back of each ear is black. It is a remarkable example of the manner
in which a particular type of coloration may be independently

assumed in quite separate localities.

There is a very peculiar local form of the Irish Hare, which is

found in the County Dublin, Ireland, and in which the upperside is of

a uniform buff or cinnamon colour. It seems to me to be of extreme
interest to students of colour-variation, as tending to throw light

on the possible evolution of species from " sports" or from discon-

tinuous variations. That the Irish Hare may have a tendency to

vary in that particular direction, even when transported to another
country, is shown by the occurrence of a similar sport amongst
the introduced Irish flares of the Island of Mull, Scotland. These
sports must, 1 suppose, be regarded in the light of partially albinistic

or leucochroic variations ; but, even if their origin be due in the

first instance to disease, they seem to be highly hereditary, and
even capable of holding their own against the ordinary form. In
the particular district of the County Dublin to which I have

referred they are said to occur to the total exclusion of the true

Lejius t. hiberaicus.

In addition to the above, I take the opportunity of describing

from a skull in the British Museum a remarkable A'ariable Hare
from the Island of Tezo, Japan.

The following are the various forms :

—

(1) Lepus timidus ttpicus.

Lepus timidus, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 57 (1758).
Lepus variabilis. Pallas, Glires, i. p. 1 (1778).
Lepus albits, W. E. Leach, ' Syst. Cat. of the Specimens of the

Indigeiious Mammalia and Birds that are preserved in the
British Museum,' p. 7 (1816).

"Lepus borealis Pall.," S. Nilsson, Skandinavisk Fauna, p. 211

(1820).
L^epus borealis sylvaticus, S. Nilsson, Illuminerade Figurer till

Skandinaviens Fauna, letterpress to pi. 22 (1829-1832): nee
Bachman (1837).

Lepus canescens, Ofversigt af Kongl. Yetenskaps-Akademiens
Furhandlingar, p. 133 (1844).

Synonymy. All the above names, except L, albvs which has
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reference to the Variable Hare of Scotland, seem to be synonyms
of the Southern Scandinavian Variable Hare.

Type locality. Upsala, Sweden.
As regards colour and size, I cannot distinguish Professor Collett's

specimens from those of Scotland : all have progressed a long way
towards melanism. On the other hand, not one of my Scotch

series reaches the size of two skulls, supposed to be from Scandi-

navia, in the British Museum. It is probable, therefore, that

Nilsson was right in describing two forms of Variable Hare from
Scandinavia.

Distribution (provisional). South Scandinavia, Scotland, and
mountains of Europe.

(2) Lepus timidus collinus.

Lepus borealis collinus, S. Nilsson, Illuminerade Figurer till

Skandinaviens Fauna, pi. 19 (1829-1882).

I have seen no specimens of the second Scandinavian form,

which probably inhabits the mountains and the north of the

country '.

(3) Lepus timidus hibeenicus.

Irish Hare, Tarrell, Proc. Zool. Soc. 183?, p. 88.

Lepus timidus var. /3, Jenyns, Man. Brit. Vert. Animals, 1835,

p. 35.

Lepus Mbernicus, Bell, Hist, of British Quadrupeds, 1837, p. 341.

Typical locality. Ireland.

Colour in summer reddish brown, often of conspicuous fox-

like shade : in winter similar, but in severe weather or on exposed

situations a white coat, more or less complete in proportion to

the need, is assumed. Size larger than that of Scotch Hares.

Weight up to about 10 lbs., whereas that of Scotch Hares,

according to Mr. «J. E. Harting, " averages probably between 5 lbs.

and lbs. ; the heaviest I have noticed weighed 7^ lbs."
2

It is a pity that the original describer of this Hare should have

compared it with the totally distinct Common Hare of England.

Hence we have had, so far as I am aware, no careful comparison

of it with the Scotch Hare, and its very conspicuous coloration

has consequently been overlooked. The introduced Irish Hares of

the Island of Mull retain their red coloration.

Distribution. Ireland.

(4) Lepus timidus lutescens, subs p. nov.

Type. ~No. 82.2.4.1 of British Museum Collection, from Dona-
bate, Co. Dublin (Chas. Cobbe).

Distinguishing characteristics. General colour " rich buff-shading

1 Since the above was written I have been able (through the kindness of

Mr. W. E. do Winton) to examine three skulls from Russia, which probably

belong to this form, and of which the basilar length is 80, 79, and 74 -

f> mm.
(the latter immature).

* 'Field,' Sept. 5,1891.
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into pure white on the lower parts ; the eyes are a pale straw-

colour, with a greenish tint " (E. Williams, Zoologist, 1890, p. 71).

The ears are without black tips.

This form is probably not sufficiently "fixed" to warrant its

full admission to subspecific rank. It may perhaps be best regarded

as a very conspicuous aberration on the verge of becoming
subspecific, and it is certainly of such interest that I wish to

draw attention to its existence in the most conspicuous manner
asailable, i. e. by bestowing upon it a third name.

Distribution, Coast from Malahide to Balbriggan, Co. Dublin,

Ireland.

(5) Lepus timidus altaicus.

" Lepus altaicus. Lepus variabilis altaica Everm." J. E. Gray,

List of Mammals, 1843, p. 126.

Typical locality. Altai Mountains (?). I cannot find the original

description of this form as alluded to by Gray.

A single skin in the British Museum (Xo. 96.10.14.3) can only

be distinguished from Irish specimens by the black colour of the

back of the ears, being apparently the downward extension of this

colour from the tips. The dimensions of a skull (basilar length

66'5 mm.) show an animal of rather small size. The first specimen

is labelled as having been procured by Major C. 8. Cumberland in

the Forest Region near Chiaja Steppe, Altai.

Distribution. Altai Mountains, Central Asia: exact limits un-
known.

8hould it be found that Eversmanu's description was (as I

suspect) never published, this subspecies will stand as Lepus timidus

altaicus Barrett-Hamilton. Gray's name is a no/men nudum.

(6) Lepus timidus aixu, subsp. nov.

Type. Xo. 84.4.15.2 of the British Museum Collection, a male
from the Island of Yezo, purchased from Mr. A. Owston of

Yokohama, Japan.

Description. The great size of this skull and the peculiar

constricted brain-case mark it out as very distinct from any other

known form. The basilar length of 80 mm. reminds one of the

great Polar Hares of the Xorth.

Distribution. The Island of Yezo, Japan.

(7) Lepus timidus tsciiuktscuorum.

Lepus tschuktschorum, Xordquist, Vega Exped. ii. pp. 84-90,

figs. 8-10 (1883).

Type locality. Pitlekaj, lat. 67° X., long. 173° W., N.E. Siberia.

To complete the list of described Palajarctic Yariable Hares, I

add this form, which belongs to the group of large polar form-.

The skull of the single specimen in the collection has a basilar

length of 87'5 mm., a size not attained by any other subspecies :

it even exceeds that of Le^ns grceiilaudic'us]{\i(jadn, from Greenland.

Although inhabiting the country just north of Kamchatka, the
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Chuckchee Hare would appear to be different from the Hare
of that country, for Mr, S. N. Ehoads states

1 that " four skulls

from Kamchatka, in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution,

show beyond question that the small timiclus type of Polar Hare
inhabiting that region is very different from the Hare which
frequents the Plover Bay Territory."

Distribution. North-eastern Siberia, and North-western Alaska,

from the mouth of the Kuskoquim Biver northward (Iihoads).

The following table will give some idea of the relative size and
proportions of the various forms :

—

Head
and Tail,

body.

Lepus timiclus typicus.

Scandinavian.

So. 51.11.10.70. "Norway"
No. 44.8.3.4L " Lepus canescens"

No. 44.8.5.35.

tf, 19 Sept., 1899, Eidwold, Norway
(E. Collett) .,

J, 30 Oct., 1899, do. (do.)

Scotch.

Dimensions of 14 examples, from ^

Cronilix, Dunblane, Pertbsh.
|

(Captain A. Hay Drmnmond)
; |

Cawdor, Nairn (Earl of Caw-
dor); Drynaehan Lodge, Clonas
(W.R. Ogilvie Grant) ; Altyr,

Morayshire (Sir W. Gordon
Gumming); and Cairn Edward,
>.ew Galloway (Colonel Gor-
don Maitlandj 2

J

Lepus timiclus hiberuicus.

(5 . Barrett-Hamilton collection no. 257,

Mull, Scotland (introduced) (C. H.
Akroyd), 23rd Nov. 1895 ; weight j'

6 lbs. 9 oz J

$ , ditto no. 258 ; weight 5 lbs. 8 oz

2 , ditto no. 256, Vaynol Park, N. Wales ")

(introduced) (G. W. Assheton Smith), I

received 5th March, 1896 ; weight i

5 lbs. 11 oz )

5 , Kilmanock, Co. Wexford, Ireland,

7th Dec, 1899 (G. E. H. Barrett-

Hamilton)
Average of 7 Irish, Scotch, and Welsh

]

individuals (in the two latter cases I

introduced)
J

Average of twelve ditto

Maximum skull measurement

Hind-
foot.

543

522

501

517

58

40

Ear.

Skull

(basilar

length).

loo
775
73

about 73 *

67
* Damaged.

i

max. 510 67 146 77-5 73-5

) mean 495 59-5 136 725 70
mm. 470 50 126 67 67

136 76

132 71

142 79

139 76 71-5

136 75

73
78-5

1 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1896, p. 372.
- [The skull of No. 78.12.21.20, <$, Samarowa, on the River Irtysch, Siberia, received

from the Gpogr. Soc. Bremen, and collected by Dr. O. Finsch in 1876, is damaged, but

appears to be of the same size as those of Scotch specimens.]
' The dimensions of the skulls are taken from 19 specimens.
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Lepus timidus altaicus. Sknll (b. 1.).

No. 50.5.28.3 605

Lepus timidus ainu.

No. 84.4.15.2, J . Yezo, Japan, February 1 oq
(A. Oweton) J

Lepus timidus tschuktschorum.

No. 50.1.26.25. Kotzebue (Lieut. Wood 1 R„ -

& Captain Kellett) J
8

'
°

Lepus timidus groenlandieus.

No. 43.6.15.7, Greenland (Jut.?) 70
No. 43.6.15.13 „ „ (see'

Waterhouse, Nat. Hist. Mamm., ii.

p. 107)

No. 78. J.23.1. Lincoln Bay, Grant Land, 1 ar
82° N. lat. (Colonel H. W. Feilden) . J

biy

Ko. 534 g. Discovery Bay, Grant Land] Rf>. r

(H. O.Hart) J
8° °

Mr. E. Trimen, F.E.S., communicated a paper by Lieut.-Col.

J. Malcolm Fawcett, entitled " Notes on the Transformations of

some South-African Lepidoptera." This memoir was accompanied

by a series of careful and characteristic coloured drawings from life

of larvae and pupae collected by the author during a residence in

Natal, chiefly at Ladysmith and Maritzburg. The early stages of

seventeen lihopalocera and thirty-one Heterocera were described

and figured. Nearly all of these appeared to have been previously

unpublished, and in the few instances where previous publication

had occurred, the illustrations had been inexact or insufficient. In

several species, not only the variations of the full-grown larvae, but

the changes exhibited at successive moults were well shown,

especially in the Natalian species of Papilio. Among the

Heterocera was specially noticeable the striking series of Saturniid

larvae, and still more the huge and extraordinary caterpillar of

Lophostethns dumolinii, one of the largest of the Smerinthine hawk-
moths, which, in addition to the usual caudal horn, bears many
strong branched spines distributed oAer nearly the whole of

the body. Colonel Fawcett's descriptions and drawings were
accompanied by notes of value on the distribution, food-plants,

&c. of the species concerned.

Mr. Trimen expressed his deep regret (which he felt the Fellows

of the Society would share) that the talented writer of this memior,

who had rejoined his regiment in Natal, was among those officers

who were known to have been severely wounded during the siege

of Ladysmith.

The paper will be printed in full in the Society's ' Trans-

actions.'

The following papers were read :-
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1. On a small Collection of Decapod Crustaceans from

Freshwaters in North Borneo. By L. A. Borradaile,

M.A., F.Z.S., Lecturer in Natural Sciences of Selvvyn

College, Cambridge.

[Received January 12, 1900.]

By the courtesy of Dr. R. Hanitsch, of the Raffles Museum at

Singapore, I am given the opportunity of reporting on some fresh-

water Crustaceans obtained by him in North Borneo during the

month of March 1899.

The collection contains specimens of the following species :

—

1. Palcemon pilimanus de Man.
2. Potamon convexum (de Man).
3. Potamon consobrinum de Man.
4. Potamon kadamaianum, n. sp.

All the three known species have been already recorded from
Borneo ; and the new one is allied to a form found in that

island by the Dutch Central Borneo expedition.

Suborder MACRURA.

Tribe Caridea.

Family Paljemonid^e.

Genus Palcemon.

1. Palcemon (Macrobrachittm) pilimanus de Man.

Palcemon pilimanus, de Man, Notes Leyd. Mus. i. p. 181(1879) ;

Veth's ' Midden-Sumatra,' Crust, p. 4, pi. ii. fig. 2 (1887).
Palcemon (Macrobrachium) pilimanus, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. x.

Syst. p. 735, pi. xlvii. fig. 9 (1891); de Man, Notes Leyd. Mus.
xx. p. 158 (1898).

The single specimen, which is from the Inuman River, between
Kalawal and Bungol, British North Borneo, differs from Ortmann's
figure in having the submedian spines of the telson considerably

shorter ; it is very possible, however, that the ends of these have
been worn or broken off.

Suborder BRACHYURA.

Tribe Ctclometopa.

Family Potamoniile.

Genus Potamon.

2. Potamon (Parathelphusa) convexum (de Man).

Paratelphusa conve.va de Haan, de Man, Notes Leyd. Mus. i.

p. 63 (1879); Max Weber's 'Reise Ned. O.-Ind.' ii. p. 302 (1892).
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Potamon (Paraihelphusd) eonvexa, de Man, Notes Levd. Mus.
xxi. p. 142 (1899).

The single specimen seems, by the following characters, to belong

to this species :

—

i. There are two epibranchial teeth on each side,

ii. Tbere is a spine near the end of the merus in the wal king-

lets,

iii. The distance between the tip of the postorbital tooth and

that of the first epibranchial tooth does not exceed the

distance between the first and second epibranchial teeth.

iv. The outer edge of the first epibranchial tooth is strongly

convex,

v. There are no spots on the carapace or limbs.

The dactyles of the walking-legs are rather shorter and stouter

than is indicated in de Man's figure of the allied P. metadata.

The fingers of the chelae are dark in colour. P. convexa is already

recorded from Java, Timor, and New Guinea, and, doubtfully, from

Borneo 1
. P. maculata (de Man) 1879, is a closely allied form

from Sumatra.

1 2 ; British North Borneo.

'6. Potaho>* (Thelphusa) 2 consobrinum de Man.

Potamon (Potanwn) consobrinum, de Man, Notes Level. Mus. xxi.

p. 99, pis. vi., ix., x. fig. 10 (1899).

This species is already reported from Borneo (Mt. Damoes and
Upper Sibau Biver) by de Man. Ortmann (Zool. Jahrb. x. Syst.

p. 301) gives a list of allied forms and their distribution.

2 <3 , 1 2 ; Kadamaian Eiver, Kim Balu, 2100 ft- et.

4. Potamox (Geothelphusa) kada.maianum, n. sp.

A single female specimen of a form allied to P. obtKsijh-s (Ntimps.)

1858, and P. dehaani (Gray) 1847, seems to deserve a name of its

own. Whether it were not better treated as a local race of one
of the above species, or all three as local forms of P. dehaani, is a

question to be settled when the subject of the interrelationship of

the various forms in the genus comes up for discussion. In the

meantime its distinctness seems quite as great as that of several

of the generally accepted species. It differs from P. obtugipes

in the greater slenderness of its legs, especially of the dactyles,

which are long and narrow and end in a sharp claw. The
branchial regions are tuberculate, and their hinder portions

rugose. The front is more finely tuberculate. The wrist and palm
are rugose-tuberculate. Behind each orbit is a shallow, triangular

depression of the carapace reaching backwards through rather le- s

than half the length of the cephalothorax, and separating the

branchial from the gastric region.

1 Miers. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) v. p. Mi Hi (1880).
2 According to Ortmann (Zool. Jahrb. x. Svet. p. o(ld) Tkelphttsa is the

correct name for the subgenus in which this species should be placed.
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The length of the cephalothorax is 15 mm.
The colour in spirit is dark brown.

P. dehaani has been found in Japan and the Loo Choo Islands ;

P. obtusipes in the Loo Choo Islands and the Philippines.

P. bicristatum de Man, 1899, is an allied species from Borneo

(Mount Liang Koeboeng). In view of the peculiarities of the

distribution of the genus, it seems best to choose a territorial name
for the new species. That of kadamaianum is therefore proposed,

derived from the name of the river in which the present specimen

was found.

1 § ; Kadamaian River, Kina Balu, 2100 feet.

2. On the Mammals obtained in South-western Arabia by-

Messrs. Percival and Dodson. By Oldfield Thomas^

F.Z.S.
[Received December 19, 1899.]

On the initiative of Mr. Ogilvie Grant, and by the active

assistance of General Creagh, Governor of Aden, an expedition was
arranged during the past autumn to South-western Arabia for the

purpose of obtaining zoological specimens for the British Museum.
The expedition consisted of Mr. A. B. Percival and Mr. W. Dodson,
the latter having especial charge of the mammal-collecting.

Mr. Dodson had already had some experience as a collector of

small mammals during a trip to Boumania in the spring, and he

had shown such keenness and aptitude for the work that he would
evidently have become an exceptionally able collector, but most
unfortunately he contracted fever at El Khaur, and having been
brought back to Aden by Mr. Percival, died there on the 20th of

October.

The present collection, in the formation of which Mr. Dodson
took, to the last, the most vivid interest, is naturally very similar

in character to that obtained by Col. Yerbury in the same
region in the spring of 1895, of which an account was given

by its collector and myself in the Society's ' Proceedings ' for

that year l
. Further examples of the interesting Gerbilles dis-

covered by Col. Yerbury were obtained and valuable series of

various other forms.

The following species are additional to those recorded in the

previous list :
—Papio arabieus, Cants pallipes, Vulpes leucopus,

Mellivora ratel, Gerbillus gerbillug, Proeavia syriaca jayakari.

The animal that proves to be of greatest interest is the

Baboon, of which one specimen, unfortunately a female, but fully

adult and in good condition, was obtained. This specimen is so

different from the African Papio hamadryas as to require specific

distinction.

The collection was made mainly in two districts—the one at and
around Lahej, Col. Yerbury's chief collecting-ground, and the

1

P. Z. S. 1895, p. 542.
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other in the neighbourhood of El Khaur, a place about forty miles

north-east of Aden, and some twenty-five miles west of Shukra.

But, as might be expected, no definable difference is to be found
in the animals of the two localities.

The notes on habits &c. placed in inverted commas have been

contributed by Mr. Percival.

1. Papio arabicus, sp. n. 1

a. $. Subaihi Country, about 60 miles north-west of Adeu.
Alt. 1000 metres, 16th October, 1899.

" The mountains run up to nearly 2000 metres, but the Baboons

keep to the lower slopes."

Allied, so far as can be determined from the female, to Papio

hamadryas, and therefore probably the form from Aden which
has been commonly referred—though without the examination of

specimens—to that species'
2

. But this is by no means certain, and
it may be that either the true P. hamadryas occurs naturally in

the Aden district, or that examples of it have been brought across

from Somaliland to Aden during the long-continued native inter-

course between the two places, and that the Aden herd is the

offspring of escaped specimens.

But whatever may be the case with the herd occurring close to

the town of Aden, certain it is that the present specimen, which

was obtained by a native about sixty miles to the north-west,

cannot be referred to the true P. hamadryas.

The main difference appears to be in size, but it unfortunately

happens that while the present example is a female, all the

available specimens of P. hamadryas are males, so that sexual

difference has to be allowed for in distinguishing the two forms.

But greatly as the sexes of Baboons may differ in general size

and length of skull, the dimensions of the teeth, at least of the

cheek-teeth, seem almost or quite unaffected by sex. Thus of a

pair, male and female, of the East-African Baboon {Papio thoth) of

about the same age (the male slightly older, but both rather

immature), the following are the respective measurements (in

millim.) of the skull and teeth :

—

Combined lengths of

Total length 5 upper cheek- 4 posterior lower Length of last

of skull. teeth. cheek-teeth 3
. lower molar.

3 187 50 46 15

$ .... 159 50 46-4 15-6

The teeth are therefore of about the same dimensions in the

two sexes, in spite of the difference in the size of the animals

themselves. A similar result has been found in Man, and is, indeed,

1 Preliminary notice, P. Z. S. 1899,"p. 929.
- See Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Freunde, 1893, p. 25.
3 The anterior lower premolar in Baboons partakes of the sexual speciali-

zation of the canine, and has therefore to be eliminated in a comparison of this

sort.
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common throughout the Mammalia. Naturally every craniologisfc

is more or less familiar with this fact, but in describing a new
species on such material as the present it is necessary to emphasize
the value of the size of the teeth as a criterion of species, irre-

spective of sex.

Taking for comparison a good adult skull of a male Hamadryad
from Abyssinia we find, in marked contrast to those given above,

the following dimensions (in millim.) :

—

Combined lengths of

Total length 5 upper cheek- 4 posterior Length of

of skull. teeth. lower cheek- last lower
teeth. molar.

6. Abyssinia .. 174 50-4 48 17'4

$ . Arabia 140 41-5 39-5 13-1

Such a difference in the size of the teeth evidently indicates

specific distinction.

In its general physiognomy the skull is, as might be expected,

much less prognathous than that of the male of P. Jiamadryas, the

orbits are similarly high and rounded, the facial ridges are less

marked, the chin is much developed, and the shape of the coronoid

is different, being more vertical and less slanted backwards. The
complete measurements of the skull are as follows (in millim.) :

—

Greatest length (gnathion to occiput) 140, basal length (gnathion

to basion) 98 ; zygomatic breadth 90 ;
gnathion to lower edge of

orbit 61 ; tip of nasals to orbit 32 ; orbits, width 24, height 22-5
;

brain-case, length from occiput to nasion 91, breadth on squamosals

67 ; interorbital breadth 46 ; palate length 57, breadth outside

tooth-row 44; lower jaw, length from condyle 101, height at

coronoid 50.

In its external characters the skin may be described as follows:—
Pur thin and scanty, rather wavy in texture across the back,

the hairs across the shoulders but little lengthened beyond the

rest. General colour dull greyish ; the hairs on the crown and
those of the middle line of the loins annulated, blackish with a

buffy subterminal ring, those on the temples, sides of neck, shoulders,

and flanks unannulated, dull grey. Hairs on the rump above the

callosities with a strong rufous suffusion. Under surface and inner

side of limbs practically naked. Hairs of arms and legs scanty,

dull greyish, gradually passing into annulated black and whitish

hairs on the hands and feet. Tail-hairs annulated above, pale

greyish below, those at the tip forming a small dull whitish tuft.

Measurements of a remade skin, approximate:

—

Head and body 590 mm., tail 410, hind foot 135.

Considering the former extension of the genus into India, it was
quite to be expected that the Arabian Baboon should prove different

to that found on the African side of the lied Sea. But it may
be noted that the two Siwalik species, Papio eubhimalayanus and
P. falconeri, both have teeth as large as (or larger than) any of the

African Baboons.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. VII. 7
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2. Rous ht r U8 st tt.VMi SBua Geoff f.

a-d. Lahej, \9<b August.
" Larr/e Fruit-Bats.— These fine Bits were seen tor a few days in

considerable numbers among the palms mar Lahej, but only for a

very short time, less than a week. They are very noisy in their

roosting-places, squeaking and swearing, making a great fuss early

in the mornings. They were feeding, so far as I could make out,

on dates, which were just ripe. They and the crows are so trouble-

some when the dates are ripening that everv bunch is put into a

bag made of palm-leaves for protection. We had some difficulty

in getting these Bats down ; if killed fchey remained hung up, it was

only the wounded ones who tried to move about that came down.

They hung in bunches of 10 to 50 on the highest palms in the

plantation, and were not at all easy to move when once they had
hung up for the day."

3. Rousettuh AM PLEXICVCD AT US G-eoffr.

a-d. Lahej, 22nd August.

e, f (2 in ale). Lahej, 22nd August.

In the previous paper on Aden mammals this Bat was referred

to R. cegyptiacug, but in Dr. Matschie's recent work ' it is assigned

to R. amplexicawlatus, and pending further enquiry I use that

name. I am, however, sure that R. (pjjyptiacus and R. ample.vi-

caudatui cannot always be distinguished by the palate-ridge

character used in Dr. Matschie's synopsis of species.

" Small Fmit-Bats.— In working up Wadi Bilih we found a cave

or rather passage in the bank, which had been cut out by water and
is about 15 yards through, from 15 to 20 feet high and about 6 to

12 feet across. About the mouth of the cave there were always

a few Rock-Doves, but inside the roof was covered by Bats. The
Bats were very easily driven out into sunlight, where they flew

all round, settling on sides of the wadi in clusters of 10 to 20.

On the first occasion I was at the cave after driving out the Bats
I was making my way down the gully into the wadi, when
I heard a thud in the air : 1 looked up just in time to see a Falcon
passing over and a Bat falling to the ground. I waited a few
minutes and as the Falcon came down on to the Bats again I got

a shot and killed him neatly. On several occasions when at the

cave and Bats were driven out, Falcons came down on to them.
I bagged one more."

4. Tri.exops persicus Dobs.

a, b (in ale). Xo exact locality.

5. HlPPOSIDERl.'S (ASELLIA.) TRIDEX3 Greoffr.

Terb. & Thos. P. Z. 8. 1895, p. 5d0.

a-d. Skins, and a number of specimens in spirit. Lahej, Sept.

1800.
1 Flederni. Berl. litis, i. p. 65 (1890).
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These specimens are larger than Egyptian examples, agreeing

in size with Anderson's " var. murraiana " from Karachi 1

; the

latter form is also recorded by its describer from Bnsbire.

6. JNycteris thebaica Geoffr.

a-h (in ale). Myba, 1760 feet, 17th August.

7. SCOTOPHILIA SOHLIEEEEN'I Pet.

a. Jimel, 16th August.

b-f. Sheikh Othman, 18th-27th September.

(j, h (in all.). Lahej.

8. Taphozous perforatum Geoffr.*

a-d. Lahej, 22nd August.
tf, /(in spirit). Lahej, 22nd August.

9. Rhinopoma microphallus Geoffr.

a-g. Myba, 17th August.

"Small Bats (various).—Most of the villages in the interior of

S. Arabia have one or more towers, into which they drive the pick

of their stock, and into which they retreat for a last stand in case

of war. They are built of mud or stone (Nab, Dar, or Hassan 2
).

In times of peace they are, as a rule, only used as store-houses for

grain, &c. In these towers Bats live in hundreds, one or two
species in each tower.

" In the Sultan's palace at Lahej the passages leading to his

private apartments are haunted by hundreds of Bats, and the strong-

pungent smell is almost unbearable. They were difficult to get at,

as the roof is formed of sticks put across from wall to wall, and it

is in between the sticks that the Bats hang. There were more Bats

in Dar Mansur 3 than any other place I have seen. Their droppings

were fully 6 in. deep in many parts of the tower. The smell was
terrible, but not quite so bad as at the palace, the reason being that

Dar Mansur is a ruin, more open and drier than the palace. In
this tower there only seemed to be two species—the Long-eared,
Nycteris thebaica, and the Long-tail, Rhinopoma microphyttum : these

two were the commonest species we met with ; as a rule they were
to be found in every tower, and perhaps we would get one other

species in small numbers as well. The long-tails were the worst

Bat to skin I have seen ; they were so very fat—a regular store of

fat being at the base of the tail. One or two Bats were shot round
the Lahej bungalow and a few at Sheikh Othman, but most were
caught In towers or in caves in banks of waclis. It is quite a sight

to see the hundreds of Bats streaming out of these towers in the

dusk and scattering ail over the place. Some of them are very

high fliers, and at once shot up, while others never seemed to go
far and would hang round the villages."

1 Gat, Mamm. Ind. Mug. i. p. L13 (1881).
- Nub or Dat = a tower of mud or unburnt bricks. Hassan = a stouo tower.
3 = Maneur'a Tower.

7*
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10. Fells mea.nicitla.ta Cretzschm.

a. 2 • Lahej, 27th August. " Shot on desert iu bush.*' Xative

name " Erri."

It is impossible to sav with any certainty what specific name
should be used for this little Wild Cat until the whole group has

been properly revised. Additional material from all localities is

much needed.
" Wild Cat.—Only this one specimen was obtained, though I tried

hard to get another with the traps. We were riding out towards

Shaka, a village above Lahej, when the shikari pointed out this cat

slinking off towards Wadi Bilih : away we went as hard as the

camels could go and managed to cut the beast off from the wadi

—

a bit of a run over the desert, and she took refuge in a bush. I

jumped down, took off my coat, went in and managed to pull her

down as she bolted. On examination we found it was a female,

and had, I think, young ones still sucking. When in the open desert

the colour was most perfect, blending with the sand. I afterwards

saw spoor in the wadi which I put down to this animal or one

very near it. It was just after dawn when we killed this cat, so I

suppose she was just returning from a night's hunting."

11. Fells caracal Griild.

a. Habil, W. of Lahej, 20th September.
" Lynx.—The Lynx was caught in a trap set for Hyaena on night

of September 26th at Wadi El Kabir. He was a pleasant looking

creature in the morning when we visited the trap ; as I wished to

get down into Sheikh Othman quickly, I thought I would take him
down alive. We made a couple of nooses and threw over the

beast's head, drew them tight, and an Arab shoved a sack over him,

loosed off the traps and then tied up the legs of our prisoner ; we all

lost skin and blood in the process. Into my Horig ' he went, and
off I set for the bungalow. On arrival I found the poor beast dead,

one of the nooses not having come off—so I had to turn to there

and then, and make a skin of him.

"I think the beast is not uncommon, for I saw spoor on manv
occasions near villages, and twice I was sent for to come and shoot
an animal that was doing great damage among the sheep—always
tearing the throat out. Now a wolf almost invariably attacks the
flank and kills that way, so it was no wolf, and the onlv other
animal I could put it down to was this cat. Xative information
is more unreliable in Arabia than anywhere I have been : they know
nothing of habits of animals, nor do they know tracks of different

beast when they see them."

12. HYjENA HY-2EKA L.

n. Habil, 25th September.
"Hycena.—We wen 1 very unfortunate with Hyaenas, for they wem

not rare, their spoor to be seen almost any morning, but they kept

1 Large saddle-bag on Camel.
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out of sight and out of our traps, only the one specimen being

caught, and the man who went round to visit the trap unfortunately

put a bullet into the lower jaw, breaking it. They keep to the hills

and only come into the desert at night, although, if a meal is to be
found, they often lie up in the nearest wadi that offers shelter for

several nights or till the feed is finished. I never found any dead
beasts that were being visited, or would have poisoned the carcass

and spoored up any beast that had fed. Putting down poisoned

meat was a failure (except so far as pariah dogs were concerned, and
1 got a good bag of them), no Hyseua ever coming near my baits ;

foxes came, looked at them and passed on ; in fact, poison was
an utter failure."

13. Canis pallipes Sykes.

a. Lahej.—Presented by the Sultan of Lahej.

This specimen, like those from Muscat obtained by Surg.-Gen.
Jayakar, no doubt represents Noack's Canis hadramauticus 1

,

described from puppies so young as to be useless for purposes of

comparison. But, as before, I can see no valid reason for distin-

guishing the Arabian Wolf from that found in Iinia 2
. Its nearest

African ally is G. lupaster, Hempr. & Ehr.
" Wolf.—Not uncommon in the hills, where it does much harm to

flocks of sheep and goats, even attacking donkeys and teariug the

flank.

" My only specimen was presented by the Sultan of Lahej."

14. Vulpes leucopus Bly.

a. (S . Sheikh Othman, 15th September.
b. 2 • Wadi Bilik, near Shaka, N/W. of Lahej.

The latter specimen was shot while ic was lying in wait for

Meriones rex.

" Fox (native name ' Derain ' or ' Ali ben Thile,' meaning son of

a lawyer).—Not uncommon but difficult to obtain ; feed chiefly on
rats and mice. I twice saw them watching the burrows of Meriones

rex (tuft-tail rats) and on one occasion bagged a female. My
other specimen was shot just outside Sheikh Othman."

15. Melliyoba eatel Sparrm.

a-c. Habil, September.
The specimens differ among themselves in coloration. One has

a white-tipped tail, as occurs occasionally in Abyssinian examples

;

in the others the tails are black throughout.

16. Geebillus poecilops Yerb. & Thos.

a-e. Lahej, 22nd to 24th August.

f-g. Wani Bana, 29th to 30th September.
h. El Khaur, 3rd October.

1 Zool. Anzeiger, 1896, p. 356.
a In Mr. cle Winton's able paper on Canidae (P.Z. S. 1699, p. 530), I find

that he has " no hesitation in referring to C. paUipee" a skull from Aden in the
British Museum.
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Further examples of this interesting species are very welcome.

The adults of this series are quite similar to the type, although

taken in the autumn, while that was captured in spring.

17. Gerbillus FAMULUS Yerb. & Thos.

a-i (skins). El Khaur, 29th Sept, to 10th Oct. 1899.

j, Jc (in ah). Ditto, ditto.

This species, described from a specimen with an imperfect tail,

proves to have one of the longest and handsomest tails found

among the Gerbilles.

The following are the measurements of a pair of the El Khaur
specimens measured in the Mesh :

—

o" . Head and body 105 mm. ; tail 150 ; hind foot 27; ear 19.

$.
_ „ 100 mm.; „ 145;

_
„ 28; „ 17.

Eor its terminal three inches the tail is prominently crested

with black, the sides and under surface being short-haired and white
;

the crest-hairs forming the terminal pencil attain a length of 15

or 10 mm.
The type-specimen had only 4 plantar pads, but one of the two

spirit-specimens from El Khaur has 5 and the other 6, thus

giving further evidence of the unreliability of this character in the

present group. At the same time the difference between the

specimens in this respect is not really so great as it appears, for the

pads are surrounded by granulations, and it is only a slight

increase in size over its fellows which makes a " granule" worthy
of the name of a " pad."

18. Gerbillus sp.

a, b. Sheikh Othman, 23rd-24th September.

c (in ah). Abyan Hill country, E. of Aden. Taken from the

stomach of Cerastes cornutus.

Allied to G. nanus Blanf. and G. dasyurus Wagn. Not
certainly determinable with the materials at present available.

19. Gerbillus gerbillus Oliv.

a (in spirit). El Khaur.
This is the first recorded occurrence of one of the hairy-footed

group of Gerbilles (subgenus Gerbillus) in Arabia, bur their

presence was quite to be expected, Gerbillus gerbillus occurring in

Egypt, and G. gleadowi in Sind.
" Picked up dead in the Desert."

20. Meriones rex Terb. & Thos.

a-d. Shaka, about 15 miles N.W. of Lehej, 30th-31st August,
Quite similar to the original series collected by Col. Yerbury at

Lahej

.

"Large Tuft-tail Hat.—These Rats were common in the wadis
near Shaka, but I never saw them elsewhere. They live in large

colonies of 40 or 50 holes, are arboreal feeders, all we got being
shot in the bushes feeding on shoots : thev come out in evening:
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and early morning, and are veiy playful. They would not look at

the traps, as I suppose the bait was not correct, and yet we tried

all sorts of bait we could get. Their holes are a home for many
lizards, including a monitor or ' Waral.' I saw one, but was not

able to get a shot, he went down the hole too quickly for me. It

appeared to be about 2 ft long."

21. Aryicanthis variegatus Licht.

a-d. Lahej, 21st Aug. to 15th September.

e (in al.). Lahej.

22. MUS RATTUS ALEXANDRINUS Geoffr.

«, b. Lahej, 21st August.

23. Mus (musculus-bactrianus group).

a, b. Lahej. August and September.
c, d. Sheikh Othman. 26th & 27th September.

For want of material it is not at present possible to determine

satisfactorily the Mice of this difficult group.

24. Acomys dimldiatus Riipp.

Many specimens. El Khaur, September and October, 1899.

The variation in colour in this series is very considerable, some
being almost entirely sandy rufous, and others slaty with merely

a slight wash of sandy on their flauks.

" Sjjiny-bacJc Mice.—These interesting little mice gave us a

lot of bother, for they appear to be a great dainty to the ants,

and the first six or more were all spoilt—ears and noses were
always eaten off. At Al Khaur in the Abyan Country we began
to get specimens, and by going round the traps with a light

late at night we got our specimens quite fresh. Any that were
in the traps in the morning were, as usual, eaten by ants. They
seem to like to be near water, for we caught nearly all close to

the stream or cuttings.
" 1 am not at all sure about the food of these mice ; I don't

think they climb trees, as do most of the mice we caught. I shot

several mice and rats in the trees in the dusk, but the spiny-

backs seem to keep to the ground. Our traps were of awkward
sizes, the small traps were inclined to hit mice on the skull and
break it, while the big ones almost cut them in two.

" The spiny-backs are the most tender-skinned mammal I have

met ; the skin is more like wet blotting-paper than anything else,

and the least thing damages them. They are early movers, in fact

are often out during the day. I was very anxious to get some
alive, but never was able to capture any."

25. Hystrix leucura Sykes.

a. Sheikh Othman, 20th September.

This specimen confirms my previous reference of the Aden
Porcupine to H. leucura, the Indian species, and shows no approxi-

mation to the African forms.
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26. Lepus arabicus Hempr. & Ehr.

a. o • Shaka, 29th August.

b. Hiswa, 20th September.

c. Young. La Mileh, 16th August.
" Fairly common in the more fertile wadis, but extremely difficult

to shoot—unless you have a good camel that will stand when you
tell it to : then, by following as quickly as possible among the

bushes, one can get them. I only shot 4 all the time I was out.

Breeding-time must be about October, as the female got at Sheikh

Othman late n September was in kindle, 6 young ones."

27. Procatia striaca jatakari Thos.

a. Abyan Mountains, 70 miles ]N".E. of Aden.
This is the first Dassy obtained in the Aden region, the previous

examples of the subspecies having come from Dofar, halfway

towards Muscat (Jayakar), and from Nejd in Central Arabia

(Schiveinfurth).
" Hyrax.—Not rare in the hills behind Shukra,but very difficult to

get within shot, as the Bedouins are always hunting them for food ;

1 saw 20 or more in one place, but they all cleared before I got

within 1<»0 yards. I saw a lot of snares set for them, but while I

was in the district none were captured : the snares were set in the

mouth of a hole. The hyrax is not much of a wanderer and feeds

close to his hole. There are two species of Eagle about the hills

which subsist, almost entirely on them, so they have plenty of foes.

According to a Bedouin from Dethina ', the Leopards live to a

large extent on Dassies, which seem to be very common in Dethina,

and Leopards are fairly numerous."

28. Capra sinaitica Hempr. & Ehr.

a. Skull and horns. Abyan Mountains.

3. A Revision of the Butterflies of the Genus Zizera repre-

sented in the Collection of the British Museum. By
Arthur G. Butler, Ph.D., F.L S., F.Z.S. &c.

[Received January 18, 1900.]

(Plate XI.)

"Whilst rearranging the Museum series of " Blues " referable

to the genus Zizera, I have discovered so much of interest, that,

although at present I am not prepared to assert that the genus is a

good one (when examined structurally), I feel that a revision of it

is greatly needed.

In De Niceville's ' Butterflies of India," a work of great merit

and therefore deserving of all respect, I find certain species

regarded as synonyms which to me appear to be as distinct as

1 Dethina lies some 200 miles N.E, of Aden.
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Butterflies inhabiting different geographical areas can well be

;

yet I find the decisions arrived at by De Niceville echoed by Leech
in his ' Butterflies of China and Japan.'

The question which naturally occurs to me is : Did these

gentlemen ever separate the whole of the specimens before them
into geographical forms before deciding that they represented one
widespread and variable species ? If they had done so, I cannot
avoid the conclusion that they would either have kept them sepa-

rate, or have included the whole genus under one widely distributed

and still more variable species.

The genus Zizera consists of small Butterflies with naked eyes :

the hind wings rounded, without tail, never ocellated above or below ;

the costal and subcostal veins perfectly free (on which account I

cannot accept the Lyccena lulu of Matbew as a Zizera, since the

costal and first subcostals touch one another in that species and
the hind wings usually show a black spot below to represent an
ocellus).

I am not at all sure that Z. labrachis, in which the costal vein

and first subcostal branch of the fore wings are closely approximated
(though they do not touch or unite), is very nearly related to

any of the other species of the genus, the position of the discal

series of spots on the fore wings being unique ; still there seems no
sufficient reason for rejectiug it from the genus or group known
as Zizera.

Before proceeding to a key to the species of Zizera, I wish to

express my conviction that any errors which may have crept into

important faunistic works with regard to the clear definition of the

species have been largely due to errors of identification published

previously, and almost inevitable at a time when the seasonal phases

of species were not even guessed at : thus a wet phase from Cal-

cutta might somewhat resemble a wet phase from Japan, whilst

the dry phase was wholly dissimilar.

Key to Species of Zizera.

A. Hind wings with first three spots of discal series below
forming a tolerably regular oblique line

a. Species with well-defined and very dissimilar seasonal

forms.

a. a. Wet phase of male silvery violet above with very broad
outer border, of female brown ; both sexes brownish
grey below : dry phase, bluish white above, the female

with very broad outer border Z. maha.

a. b. Wet phase of male lavender above with much narrower
outer border, of female brown ; both sexes greyish

stone-colour below : dry phase pale lavender shading

into silvery blue above, the female with moderately

broad border (as in male of wet phase) Z. diluta.

a. c. Wet phase of male pearly lilac above, with border as

in a. o, but more sharply defined, of female brown;
both sexes greyish stone-colour below : dry phase

silvery blue, becoming pale lilac and then cream-white,

with veins of the latter colour, the female blue with

broad border to primaries extending along costa ; a
broad costal border to secondaries Z. opa/ina.
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a. d. Wet phase of male rich lavender, with moderately
broad sharply defined blackish border ; of female

brown ; both sexes greyish white below, with the

markings very dark : dry phase rich lilacine blue, with

blackish margin and fringe, the female black-brown

sprinkled with blue scales ; both sexes below brownish
grey Z. argia.

b. Species with ill-defined seasonal forms.

b. a. A spot within discoidal cell of front wings below,

discal spots sinuous.

b. a. a. Upper surface of male rich violet, with very broad
dark brown outer border Z. lytimon.

b.a.b. Brown outer border on upper surface one third

narrower, fringes of all the wings frequently whitish

externally Z. knysna.

b. a. c. Generally smaller, with ill-defined browner outer

border. Males above lilac with coppery reflections,

outer border reduced to a dark marginal line: under-

side ashy, all the markings dark and well-defined; a

white streak along discoidal vein of hind wings ... Z. Jcarsandra.

b. a. d. Ill-defined but very dark brown outer border

above ; the discoidal and discal black spots b^low all

very large and white-edged, the last two or three

discal spots of front wings wanting Z.afrigemmata.
b.b. No spot within discoidal cell of front wings Z. yaiku.

b. c. Discal spots on underside of front wings forming a
nearly straight line, inner row of spots wanting from
hind wings' Z. lorquim.

B. Hind wings with first three spots of discal series below
forming a triangle, the first and second being almost in a
transverse line.

a. Discal series of markings crossing the under surface near
to submarginal series.

a. a. Male above dull lavender, border brown, rather

narrow and ill-defined, markings below usually pale... Z. labradus.

a. b. Male above lilaciue, border apparently broad and
diffused on apical-costal area; markings below broader
and well-defined, but brown Z. caduca.

a.c. Male above bluish green, with broad outer border;
all the markings on the underside well-defined Z. antanosm.

a.d. Male above often bluish green, sometimes brown;
the spots below small, the discal series of front wings
nearly straight, the inner series of hind wings very
imperfect Z. minima.

a. e. Male above violet, with distinct rather narrow
border, widening on costa of front wings ; spots below
small Z. otis.

a.f. Male above similar, but the border often narrower;
discal spots below large Z. indica.

The following is a list of the species represented in the

Museum :

—

1. Zizera maha. (Plate XI. tigs. 1, 2.)

Lyccena maha, Kollar in Hugel's Kaschmir, iv. p. 422 (1848).
Pcilyommatus chandala, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 504, pi. xxxi.

fig. 5.

Zizera ossa, Swinhoe, P. Z. S. 1885, p. 132, pi. ix. figs. 11, 12.

This species appears to be strictly confined to Western India,
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occurring from the Lower Himalayas to Madras. In my opinion,

Z. maha is the wet phase, Z. chandala intermediate, Z. ossa dry.

Although Mr. Moore describes Z. chandala as having a purplish-

brown border and the figure represents an insect with a very dark

and defined border, the dull silvery-blue colouring mentioned in the

description can only apply to the intermediate phase ; in the wet
phase the border is much broader and there is a distinctly violet

subtint.

The intermediate phase somewhat nearly resembles the wet phase

of Z. diluta, to which fact I believe the confusion between these

geographically constant forms is attributable; the males, however,

are somewhat paler and more pearly in tint, with the dark outer

border to the primaries browner and consequently less sharply

defined.

It is possible that this species may range through Beluchistan to

the Persian Gulf, as we have a female from Pao which looks

suspiciously like that, sex of Z. maha.

2. Zizera diluta. (Plate XL figs. 3, 4.)

6 . Lyccena diluta, Pelder, Beise der Nov., Lep. ii. p. 280, pi.

xxxv. figs. 12, 13 (1865).

2 . Lyccena squalida, Butler, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1879,

p. 41.

The range of this species seems to extend from the Eastern

Himalayas southwards to (laujam ; and the differences which
separate this geographical race from the Western Z. maha appear

to me to be quite constant, such as the narrower and better defined

outer border to the wings and the greater resemblance of tint

between the seasonal phases. At the same time, to those who
prefer to treat it as a form of Z. maha, 1 have nothing to object

;

only I hope that they will not, as we have all done hitherto, con-

found the Eastern and Western types.

3. Zizera opalina. (Plate XL figs. 5, 6.)

Lyccena opalina, Poujade, Ann. Soc. Eut. Prance, 1885, p. cxliii.

Lyccena marginata, Poujade, torn. cit. p. ell.

Plebeius albocceruleus, Eober, Iris, iii. p. 59, pi. iv. fig. 7

(1886).

This pretty little species probably occurs throughout Burma \
Tibet, and China. The wet phase of the male is distinctly more
pearly and apparently more lilacine than in either of the Indian

forms : this may, however, be partly due to the darker and slightly

narrower outer border of the primaries ; that of the secondaries

is represented along outer margin by a row of well-defined black

spots, sometimes bounded internally by a lunulated line : the under
surface has a yellower (more stone-coloured) tint than in Z. maha
or Z. diluta. The dry phase is very distinctive, the colouring of the

1 We have a male of llie dry phase collected by the lale Oapt. Watson in (lie

Southern Shan States.
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males being silvery sky-blue, fading on the borders into creamy
white and with similarly coloured veins.

4. Zizera argia. (Plate XI. figs. 7, 8.)

Lyccena argia, Menetries, Cat. Mus. Petrop. ii. p. 125, pi. x.

fig. 7 (1857)
'

Lyccena japonica, Murray, Ent. Month. Mag. xi. p. 167 (1874);
Prver, Ehop. Nihon. pi. iv. fig. 24 c (1886).

Lyccena cdope, Fenton, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 351.

Occurs in Mantchuria, Corea, and throughout Japan. The
male of the wet phase somewhat nearly resembles the same phase

of Z. dihita, but the much whiter under surface with sharply defined

black spotting would separate the two insects at a glance : the

dry form (Z. japonica) first induced me to conclude that the

association of the four preceding geographical forms together

under one specific name must be an error ; it, in fact, resembles

none of the other dry forms, the upper surface of the male being

of a rich lavender-blue, with the extremities of the veins and a

very narrow marginal line dark brown, the under surface, unlike

its wet phase, being brownish grey.

When the wet phases only of these four species are compared,

one is tempted to think that they may be varietal forms of the same
species ; but all the dry phases are perfectly distinct. No lepido-

pterist who possessed only Z. ossa and Z.japonica would for a single

moment hesitate to regard them as evidently distinct species.

As 1 hold that a species is represented by all its forms, and not by

one alone, I should still consider the preceding species distinct if

they showed no difference whatever at the wet season, so long as

their dry phases exhibited such well-defined characteristics.

5. Zizera lysimon. (Plate XI. fig. 9.)

Papilio lysimon, Hiibner, Eur. Schmett. i. pi. cv. figs. 534, 535
(1791-1803).

Southern Europe.
Staudinger notes Mauritania and Asia Minor as localities, but I

should hesitate to accept these without first examining specimens
and comparing them with those of the south of France or Spain.

De Niceville quotes Lyccena yalba as a synonym, but Staudinger

widely separates the two in his catalogue. From Z, hiysna, to

which it is allied, Z. lysimon differs in its duller less clear violet

colouring and considerably broader brown borders. What species

Mr. De Niceville identified as Z. lysimon in India I cannot guess

:

Z. karsandra is the nearest ; but, although the illustration which

he gives of a female seems to me to represent some females of the

latter species, the fact that he comments upon my quoting it as

Z. karsandra from the Malay Peninsula seems to hint at its being

something different. One thing, however, is certain

—

Z. karsandra

is much more nearly allied to Z. knysna than the latter is to

Z. lysimon.
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6. Zlzera onrsxA. (Plate XI. fig. 10.)

Lyccena Jsnysna, Trimen, Trans. Ent Soc. Lond. ser. 3, vol. i.

p. 282 (1862); Rhop. Afr. Austr. ii. p. 255 (1866).

Sierra Leone southwards to the Cape, thence all along the

eastern side to Abyssinia ; also at Aden.

7. ZlZERA KARSATSTDRA.

Polyommatus karsundra, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 505, pi. xxxi.

Zizera mora, Swinhoe, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 506, pi. xlvii. fig. 7.

Western and Southern India, Ceylon, Burma, Penang, the

Philippines, and New Guinea.

I have no doubt that the specimens recorded from Aden are

referable to Z. hnysna, from which Z. Tcarsandra certainly differs

less than the species of the Z. mdha group. Z. mora is au aber-

ration.

8. Zizera atrigemmata. (Plate XI. fig. 11.)

Lyccena atrigemmata, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5,

vol. ii. p. 290 (1878).

Madagascar.

The enormous size of the black spots on the under surface at

once defines this species : we possess only two examples, therefore

it may prove to be an aberrant form, but it is hardly likely that

two aberrations and none of the normal form would be obtained.

9. Zizera gaika.

Lyccena gaika, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. 3rd ser. i. p. 403 (1862);

Khop. Afr. Austr. ii. p. 256, pi. 4. fig. 7 (1866).

Lyccena pygmcea, Snellen, Tijd. voor Ent. xix. p. 153, pi. 7.

fig. 3 (1876).

From Damara-land and the Cape, north-eastwards probably to

Cape G-uadafui, Aden, Muscat, and probably through Persia and
Afghanistan to India, the Western Himalayas, continental and
peninsular India, Ceylon, Burma, the Malay Peninsula, Andaman
Islands, Sumatra, and Java.

10. Zizera lorquini.

Lyccena lorquinii, Herrich-Schaffer, Schinett. Eur. i. figs. 412-4
(1850).

South of France and Andalusia.

How this species ever came to be regarded as the same as Z.

minima is a puzzle to me ; the lilac colouring of the upper surface

is so utterly dissimilar from the greenish-scaled brown upper
surface of Z. minima, that one would never expect to see them put
together : even the pattern of the under surface, though somewhat
similar, differs considerably.
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11. ZlZERA LABRADUS. (Plate XL fig. 13.)

Polyommatus labradus, Godart, Enc. Moth. ix. p. 680 (1819).

Lijccena novce-hollandicB, Felder, Yerh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xii.

p. 490 (1862).

Lyccena communis, Herrich-Schaffer, Stett. ent. Zeit. 1869, p. 72
(unclescribed).

Lyccena atsulus, Herrich-Schaffer, t. c. p. 75.

Zizera phcebe, Murray, Ent. Mo. Mag. x. p. Iu7 (1873)1
Lyccena mangoensis Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5,

vol. xiii. p. 347(1884).

The South Pacific Islands, Tasmania, Australia, Damma Island,

and perhaps Amboina.
I do not think there is at present sufficient evidence of the

identity of Z. caduca with Z. labradus: the type differs considerably

from any specimens of Z. labradus which we possess. A single

example obtained by Mr. J. J. Walker in Amboina must, I think,

be referable to Z. labradus; it differs chiefly in the sharply defined

markings on the under surface, those crossing the disk of the

wings teing almost black.

12. Zizera caduca. (Plate XI. fig. 12.)

Lyccena caduca, Butler, P. Z. 8. 1875, p. 616.

Erromanga, Xew Hebrides.

This is decidedly smaller than any Z. labradus that I have seen,

and the dark external border (of the female at any rate) is extremely

broad on the costal half of the wing, where it extends to the end of

the discoidal cell : in the secondaries the Bubmarginal pale lunules

are sharply defined, and on the under surface all the inner markings
are considerably broader than in Z. labradus, being equal in width

to those of the submarginal series. I cannot, therefore, at present

follow my friend Mr. H. H. Druce in regarding Z. caduca as a

variety.

13. Zizeka antanossa. (Plate XL figs. 14, 15.)

Lyccena antanossa, Mabille, Bull. Soc. Ent. France, ser. 5, vol. vii.

p. lxxii (1877).

Madagascar, Eastern, Southern, and Western Africa.

The male of this species more nearly resembles the most highly

coloured forms of Z. minima on the upper surface than it does

any other species ; on the under surface, however, it is very

different, the discal series of spots on the primaries being sinuous

and all the spots larger ; a well-defined double submarginal series.

14. ZlZBRA MINIMA.

Papilio minimus, Fuessly, Vera. p. 31 (1775).

Papilio alsug, Schiffermiiller, Wien. Vera. p. 184(1776).

Pajdlio minutus, Esper, Schmett. i. pi. 108. fig. 8 (1800?).

Lyccena ahoides, Gerhardt, Mori. Lye. pi. 13. fig. 3 (1853).

Europe. " Asia Minor, Armenia, S. Siberia, Amur " (Staudinger).
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15. ZlZEBA OTIS.

Papilio otis, Fabricius, Mant. Ins. ii. p. 73 (1787).

Polyommatus sangra, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 772, pi. xli. fig. 8.

Lyccena lysizone, Snellen, Tijd. Ent. xix. p. 24, pi. vii. fig. 2

(1876).

Zizera oriens, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xi.

p. 417 (1883).

N.E. India, Burma, Tenasserim, Pegu, Malacca, Penang, China,

Formosa, Philippines, Ternate, A.mboina.

I have only given the range of this species as represented by our

specimens, as I consider Z. indica to be an easily recognizable and
probably distinct species.

16. ZlZERA INDICA.

Lyccena indica, Murray, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 525,

pi. x. figs. 2, 3.

Zizera indica, var. decreta, Butler, P. Z. S. 1883, p. 150.

Mhow, Poona, G-anjam, S. India, Ceylon. (B. M.)
In this insect, which runs somewhat smaller than Z. otis, the

discal series of spots on the under surface of the primaries is more
sigmoidal and the spots are much larger ; in the secondaries the

first three spots of the discal series form an obtuse instead of an
acute angle.

The Lyccena lulu of Mathew is certainly not a typical Zizera and
should not, I think, be included in the genus : it has naked eyes,

but the costal and subcostal veins touch at one point and then

separate again ; on the under surface of the secondaries, moreover,

there is a conspicuous black subaual spot, answering to the metal-

sprinkled spot common to Xacaduba, Oatochrysops, and various

other genera.

My so-called Zizera unigemmata proves to be a Chilades allied to

C. messapus = sebagadis = acca : the brown upper surface of the

male would alone distinguish it, at a glance, from C. messaims

apart from other differences.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI.

Fig. 1. Zizera maha, $ , wet form, p. 106.

2. , , „ var. ossa, tf , dry form, p. 106.

3. , , diluta, $ , wet form, p. 107.

4. , > » d\ dry form, p. 107.

5. , , opalina, $ , var. mnrginato, wet form, p. 107.

6. , , » d"< typical, dry form, p. 107.

7. „ argue, rf , wet form, p. 108.

8. , , ,, var. Japoniea, dry form, p. 108.

•'•
,

, ///simon, 3, p. 108.

10. , , knysna, rf , p. 109.

11.
, , afriyeiiitnata, ^ , p. 109.

12. , , caduca, 2 P-
110".

13. , labradm, ?, p. 110.

14, 15. , , anttmossa, c? $. [>• 110.
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February 20, 1900.

Dr. Henry Woodward, F.E.8., V.P., in the Cbair.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas exhibited the skin of a small Kangaroo
which had been presented to the British Museum by the Society's

President, the Duke oi" Bedford. It had lived some little time

at Woburn, and was said to have been brought from Queensland
or North Australia.

It was most nearly allied to the "West Australian Man-opus
eugenii Desm., with which it agreed in size and skull-characters, but

differed in its uniform pale colour and remarkably soft thick fur.

Mr. Thomas proposed to call it Macropus bedfordi, and described

it as follows :

—

Size as in M . eugenii. Fur long, thick, soft, and woolly, the hairs

of the back 33-35 mm. in length. General colour uniform pale

isabelline fawn, quite different from the dark colour of M. eugenii.

The hairs are slaty grey at their bases, then brown, with a

whitish subtermiual band and a pale brown tip. Centre of face

like back, slightly darkening in middle line between ears and down
the neck to form a faintly darker nuchal line. Face-markings
almost obsolete, the usual light cheek-line but little lighter, and the

dark orbital and ramal streaks scarcely darker than the general

colour. Ears short, their backs terminally sandy fawn, basally

and a patch below their bases externally dull white. Chin and
throat dull white ; chest and belly whitish fawn, but little lighter

than the sides. Inguinal region, front of hips, and a line down the

front of the lower leg white. Shoulders and outer sides of fore

limbs like body, with scarcely a trace of rufous ; an indistinct

darker elbow-mark present ; hands whitish brown above. Legs
sandy brown behind and laterally, white in front; upper surface

of feet sandy white, not darkening terminally, the long hairs at

the base of the claws clear yellowish white. Tail short, thick,

sandy fawn above and on the sides, whitish below, not darkening
terminally.

Skull much as in M. eugenii. Disproportion rather greater

than usual between the small permanent premolar (p
3
of modern

nomenclature) ' and the large square mpx (m 1

of the Catalogue of

Marsupials).

Dimensions of the type, measured in skin :—Head and body
550 mm.; tail 360; hind foot 115; ear, from notch, 52.

Skull : basal length 83; greatest breadth 49 ; nasals 34 x 15 -5 ;

interorbital breadth 16 ; diastema 20-5
; length of p

s 4*5
; com-

bined length of three anterior grinding-teeth (wzp4-m2
) 17.

Type. Female. B.M. No. 0.2.19.1. Presented by the Duke of

Bedford.

This little Wallaby differs from its only near ally, M. eugenii,

1 See Lydekker, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 922.
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by its long fur and peculiar pale body-colour, which latter indeed
seemed to be quite unique within the genus.

Mr. Thomas also exhibited a Kangaroo which had been sent
to him from Western Australia by Mr. Bernard H. Woodward,
Curator of the Museum at Perth.

Judging by its skull and more essential characters, it seemed to

be assignable to Macropus robustus, the Wallaroo, of which Mr.
Sclater's 31. erubescens was the South and Central Australian

representative. Its colour, however, was so different from either

the Eastern or Central forms of the species that Mr. Thomas
thought it necessary to distinguish it as a local subspecies, for

which he suggested the name Macropus robustus cervinus.

With the exception of the head (which was greyish brown, much
as in M. r. lypicus), the whole of the upper surface was of a deep
rufous fawn, the hairs being of this colour to their bases. In both
M. r. typicus said M. erubescens the general colour was grey, the latter

being rufous across the shoulders. Tips of dorsal hairs black.

The chin, throat, and centre of the belly were whitish, not sharply

defined. The limbs also more whitish than the body, but darkening
to black on the tips of the fingers and toes. The tail was pale

sandy rufous, its extreme tip above black.

The skull and dentition were apparently quite similar to those

of the true M. robustus, except that, in common with 31. erubescens,

the third upper incisor was less elongated.

Hind-foot of type, without claw, 241 mm.
Skull—basal length 128 mm.; greatest breadth 76*5; nasals

58 x 22 ; diastema (to p
3
) 36 ; combined length of three anterior

grinding-teeth 32 ; horizontal length of i
3 8*6, of p

s
8.

Hab. Pinda Station, Talgoo, Murchison District, Western
Australia.

Type. Pemale (immature). B.M. No. 0.2.6.6. ; original number
1213. Killed 15th August 1899, by the Perth Museum collector.

Two specimens examined.

Native name " Picquarda."

With the specimens of Macropus r. cervinus, Mr. Woodward
had also sent several examples of the Eed Kangaroo (Macropus

rufus), a species which, when the Catalogue of Marsupials was
published, was not certainly known to inhabit Western Australia 1

.

These examples were also from the Murchison District, and seemed
to agree with the ordinary M. rufus of Eastern Australia, showing

no approximation to either M. isabellinus or M. magnus.

Mr. Lydekker, on behalf of Mr. Eowland Ward, E.Z.S., exhibited

the horns and skin of a male specimen in the winter coat of

the Sheep which, on the evidence of specimens in the summer
dress, he had named Oris sairensis ('Wild Oxen, Sheep and Goats,'

1 Cat. Mars. B. M. p. 27, 1888.

Pboc. Zool. Sou—1900, No. VIII. 8
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p. 185, 1898). The skin of this ram was of a greyish-brown

colour above, with a light saddle-shaped patch on the bach, a

white caudal disk, which did not inolude the tail, and the legs

below the knees and hocks pure white, as were the under-parts.

Above the caudal disk was a dark brown band ; the shoulders and
thighs were as dark as the back ; and on the nape of the neck was
a tuft of very long slate-coloured hair, which was dark brown at

the roots. This tuft was also present in a female skin ; a much

In*

Male of Littledale's Sheep (Ovis sawensis), in winter coat

shorter one occurred in a female head of 0. amnion, but it was
absent in 0. poll. From the latter in winter dress the present
specimens also differed by the dark shoulders and thighs. The
development of a white caudal disk in the winter coatalone was
another peculiarity of 0. sairensis. The specimens were said to
have been obtained in the Irtish valley, which drains the Semi-
palatinsk Altai.

In this connection Mr. Lydekker desired to call attention to
an error in his work entitled ' Wild Oxen, Sheep and Goats of
All Lands,' where it was stated that the face and lower part of
the legs of 0. amnion were always white, whereas they were so
only in the typical race during summer, and then might be better
described as dirty white.

Mr. Lydekker likewise exhibited the skulls, horns, and skins of
a male and female Ibex obtained with the preceding specimens
which he thought might possibly belong to Capra sibirica dauvergnei.
In the ram the general colour of the fur was light brown, with a
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large white patch on the back of the lower part of the neck, and
a still larger white saddle on the loins, through which ran a dark
dorsal streak to the tail. The under-parts were scarcely lighter

than the back ; and the legs had no white, being cigar-brown in

front and golden brown behind. The horns were of great size, and
remarkable for their extreme depth. In the absence of white on
the legs and the dark under-parts, the skin was like that of

C. sibirica satin, but the latter had no white nuchal patch and a very

indistinct lumbar saddle. The associated female skin, in which the

hair on the back was just changing, so that the grey pashm, or

under-fur, was exposed, was remarkable for the circumstance that

the whole of the under-parts were pure white, quite unlike what
the describer had seen in any other Ibex.

Mr. Lydekker believed that Mr. Walter Eothschild had an Ibex
skin similar to the male exhibited which would be shortly described

as a new form.

The following papers were read :

—

1 . On the Marine Fauna of Christmas Island (Indian

Ocean). By C. W. Andrews, B.Sc, F.Z.S., Edgar A.

Smith, H. M. Bernard, R. Kirkpatrick, and F. C.

Chapman.

[Eeceived January 16, 1900.]

(Plates XII. & XIII.)

Contents.

Page
I. Introductory Note. By 0. W. Andrews, B.Sc, F.Z.S 115

II. A List of the Marine Mollusca collected by Mr. C. W. Andrews at

Christmas Island. By Edgar A. Smith 117

III. On the Madreporaria collected by Mr, C. W. Andrews at Christmas
Island. By H. M. Bernard 119

IV. On the Sponges of Christmas Island. By R. Kirkpatrick 127

V. List of the Foraminifera from the Boat-channel, Flying Fish Cove,

Christmas Island, 11 fathoms. By F. C. Chapman, A.L.S.,

F.E.M.S 141

VI. Explanation of the Plates , 141

I. Introductory Note.

The chief objects of my recent visit to Christmas Island (Indian

Ocean) were to collect the land fauna and flora and work out the

structure of the island itself, and nearly the whole of my time was
devoted to these ends. At the same time some small collections

of the marine fauna were made, and these have been determined

by various specialists, some of whose reports are printed below.

The Gephyrean worms (six species, none of which are new) have
already been noticed by Mr. A. E. Shipley in the Proceedings of

this Society (P. Z. S. 1890, p. 54).

8*
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The shores of Christmas Island are singularly unfavourable for

the collection of marine animals ; except in a very few localities, the

coast-line is formed by vertical or overhanging cliffs, the base of

which is washed by the heavy ocean swell, so that the narrow shelf

of fringing reef, which is submerged to a depth varying from a few

feet to several fathoms, is unapproachable from the land side, and,

except along the north coast in very calm weather, is very difficult

of access from a boat. Nevertheless, the examination of this reef

and of the submarine slopes of the island between N.E. and

N.W. Points, and the collection of their fauna, where possible,

would no doubt yield very interesting results, and it might be

worth the while of a marine zoologist to spend some time on the

island for this purpose.

In a few localities on the east coast and at Flying Fish Cove, a

narrow reef-flat, like that of an atoll, is exposed at low water, and
it is from this in the latter locality that nearly all the specimens

mentioned below were obtained. In this place an area about a

quarter of a mile long and from fifty to a hundred yards wide

is exposed at low tide. Its outer edge forms a slightly raised rim

of rocks thickly coated with pink and red calcareous alga?, and

is cleft here and there by deep narrow channels. Within
this raised rim the reef-flat forms a hard concrete-like floor

composed of cemented fragments of corals, larger blocks of

which lie loose upon its surface. Here and there are shallow

pools of water, some of which are choked with thick clumps of

small branching Madrepores (e. g., M. claihrata, M. valida,

M. aspera), the tops of which are exposed to the air for a con-

siderable time between the tides. In some of these pools also there

are extensive patches of a pinkish-grey, leathery Alcyonarian (Sarco-

phyton ). Most of the Corals obtained were from these pools or from
the sides of the deeper channels near the edge of the reef. The
reef is interrupted near the middle of the bay by a boat-channel

with a sandy bottom running up to the beach, and it was from
sand taken from about 11 fathoms in this channel that the

Foraminifera described by Mr. F. C. Chapman were obtained.

The reef-flat seems on the whole rather barren of life. The
swiftly running shore-crabs (Qrapms maculatus), which skim over

the rocks like leaves driven by the wind, and two Holothurians,

the smaller quite black, the larger olive-brown, are the most
conspicuous objects. In the pools are numerous small fish,

including a little Perioplithalmvs which jumps from stone to stone

with great activity.

The Crustaceans and Echinoderms determined by Mr. R. I.

Pocock and Prof. Jeffrey Bell are :

—

Crustaceans :

—

Aetata nodulosa, Eriphia Icevimanus, Actceodes

tomentosus, Lophozozymus sp., Daira perlata, Chlorodhis^., Calcinus

elegans, C. tibicen, Anieulvs typicus, Stenopus hisp>idus, Pencms sp. ;

there is also a large cray-fish which is used for food, but of which
unfortunately no specimen was brought back.

Echinoderms :

—

Linekia miliaris, L. diplax, Nardoa tuberculata,
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Ophidiaster sp., Ophiocoma cethiops, 0. scolopendrina, Actinopyya

miliaria, Diadema saxatile, Echinometra hicunter, Colobocentropus

atratus. Of the Echinoids, Echinometra is the commonest and
lives in holes in the rock, which it appears to excavate.

Towards the extreme edge of the reef many small specimens of

Tridacna gigas nearly embedded in the rock may be seen, but

they never attain very great size here. Squids and a species of

Octopus are fairly common, but very difficult to discern ; the Octopus
is often used for food by the people, while the Squids are devoured

in large numbers by the Gannets and Frigate-birds.

The reef-fish were not collected ; they, however, are much the

same as those found at Cocos-Keeling Islands, and probably are

all common In do-Pacific forms. They form an important part of

the food of the people, and are usually obtained with the spear,

in the use of which the Cocos-Islanders are extraordinarily skilful.

Below will be found lists and descriptions of the Molluscs,

Corals, Sponges, and Foraminifera ; and I must express my sincere

thanks to the Authors of these communications for the trouble

they have taken over the small collections I was able to bring

back.

II. A List of the Marine Mollusca collected by Mr. G. W. Andrews
at Christmas Island. By Edgar A. Smith.

No pretence of systematically collecting marine objects was
made by Mr. Andrews, his direct object having been the investiga-

tion of the geology and the terrestrial fauna and flora. A certain

number of specimens, however, observed during rambles upon the

coast, were captured and preserved. Those mentioned in the

following list were found in Flying Fish Cove on the north

coast of the island. They are mostly very common forms, having

a wide range in the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

1. Octopus sp.

2. Ommatostrephes sp.

3. Conus hebrjeus Linn.

4. Coitus coronatus Dillwyn,

5. Leucozonia smaragdula (Lamk.).

6. Tritonidea undosa (Linn.).

7. Engina mendicaria (Lamk.).

8. Iopas sertum (Bruguiere).

9. Sistrum morus (Lamk.).

10. Sistrum rioinub (Linn.)
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11. Mitra (Strigatella) literata Lamk.

12. Mitra (Strigatella) paupercula, var.

A short form like M. virgata Reeve (Conch. Icon. fig. 197 b), with

the spire transversely grooved and the white stripes upon the

body-whorl somewhat raised, forming feeble costulations.

13. Cyphjea arabica Linn.

Both typical specimens and the variety reticulata.

14. Cypr,ea vitellus Linn.

15. Ctpr^a lynx Linn.

16. Cypr-sia moneta Linn.

17. Ctpr^a annulus Linn.

18. Nerita costata Chemnitz.

19. Turbo lajonkairti Deshayes.

Hitherto known only from Cocos-Keeling Islands, the original

locality " Xew Zealand" not having been confirmed. Two
very brightly coloured specimens, copiously blotched and spotted

with purple-brown. The operculum has the central portion olive-

green, instead of "dark brown" as described and figured by

Pilsbry (Man. Conch, vol. x. p. 199, pi. lix. fig. 10).

20. Smaragdixella viridis Rang.

21. Phtllidia varicosa Lamk.

22. Doris coriacea Abraham.

23. Peronia peronii Cuvier.

24. Trldacna gigas Linn.

Only a single very young specimen.

25. Septifer bilocularis (Linn.).

26. Arca imbricata Bruguiere.

27. Meltna perxa (Linn.).

Very variable in form, but always showing the characteristic

colour-markings. Specimens in the Museum are from Cocos-
Keeling Islands, Andaman and Samoa Islands.

Perna samoensis, Baird (Brenchley's Cruise H.M.S. ' Curagoa,'

p. 454, pi. xlii. fig. 8), is a synonym of this species (vide Hanley's

Ipsa Liunaei Conch, p. 117, pi. ii. fig. 7).
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III. On the Madreporaria collected by Mr. C. W. Andrews at

Christmas Island. By H. M. Bernard.

There are in all 42 specimens including fragments, representative

of the following groups or genera :

—

Garyophyllince. Caulastraia.

Dendrophyllia. Galaxea.

Madrepora. Mussa.
Montipora. Leptoria.

Porites. Cceloria.

Goniopora. Prionastrcea.

Pocillopora. Agaricia.

Goniastra^a.

Of these, one Madrepore, two Montipores, and one Goniastrcea

are described as new species, while it is suggested that the specimen
provisionally named Caidastrcea may belong to a new genus.

The specimens are often very fragmentary, and those in spirit

are obscured by soft parts, making their determination difficult. In
most cases, however, the genera have been easily recognized, but

the specific identifications are entirely provisional. It is practically

impossible to work out small collections of Corals in the present

unsatisfactory state of Madreporarian systematics. The approxi-

mate determinations of the fragments will, however, be sufficient

guide as to the general characters of the representatives of the

several genera.

The biological notes were added by Mr. Andrews.

Caryophtllin^; M.-E. & H.

There are three small solitary corals growing side by side, the

largest of which is 5*5 mm. high, evenly cylindrical, and 3*5 mm.
in diameter ; the smallest, also cylindrical, is 2*25 mm. in diameter

but with the base embedded so that the height is not ascertainable.

The specimens are in spirit, with the soft parts completely

obscuring the columella and pali, on which the generic and
specific characters of this family are founded. There are three

cycles of septa in both small and large specimens, of which the

primaries are slightly exsert, and apparently laterally granulate or

echinulate. The living flesh extends to a variable distance down
the outer walls.

Genus Dendrophyelia de Blainville.

Dendrophyllia ehrenberguana.

Goenopsammia ehrenbergiana Klunzinger, Cor. iii. p. 50, pi. viii. 9.

There are two specimens, which come nearer to this type in the

method of growth than to any other recorded species. The
difference between Dendrophyllia and Ctenopsammia is merely the
meeting of the septa in the former, which appears to me very
unimportant. Hence I have not hesitated to place these two
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specimens, in which the septa appear to run distinct to the

columella, under the older generic name.

The specimens are both low groups of calicles rapidly budding,

and in one case dying away beneath the living cluster, but in the

other rising on a pedestal 2-3 cm. high, and on one side bare of

polyps.

Occurs in rock-pools under the cliff on the south side of Flying

Fish Cove.

Genus Madrepora.

Madrepora (Isopoha) brooki, sp. n.

Corallum with typical growth, viz., a thick common base from

which 3 or 4 stout flattened branches radiate outwards, with an
upward curve. The tip of each branch expanding and branching

again. [The branches are 3-4 cm. thick and 4-0 wide, but as

the coral is continually thickening these measurements are of no
classificatory importance.]

Certain of the calicles on the tops of the branches or of knobs

are thin and cylindrical, and may be as much as 4-5 mm. long by
2*5 in diameter, and among these are others of all lengths but

with one side cut down ; the larger are nearly complete, the shorter

are purely scoop-shaped. Here and there these incomplete calicles

appear grouped irregularly round a complete calicle. The whole

of the rest of the stock, except on the undersides of the branches

(which are warty and nearly bare of calicles), is thickly covered

with scoop-shaped calicles of all sizes and turned all ways, the

majority looking upward : many are mere punctures on the surface

with a slightly raised margin, others have one edge protuberant

like a lip ; from this all stages are found up to the long scoop-

shaped calicle. The calicles show no special feature, their costal

ridges are regular, smooth, and not prominent ; the whole wall in

the larger calicles rapidly solidifies. The interstitial coenenchynia

fills up as systems of floors supported on long spines like that

typical of Astrasopora. The smaller calicles are lighter and more
openly reticular.

There is one large complete specimen, two fragments from other

stocks, and a branch worn smooth, yet recognizable by the section

which shows the peculiar interstitial coenenchyma. The species

differs not only in growth-form, but in size and characters of the

larger tubular calicles, from all the members of the subgenus
described by Mr. Gr. Brook in the British Museum Catalogue of

Madreporaria, vol. i.

The large specimen was brought up from 11 fathoms by the

sounding-lead in Flying Fish Cove. Much of the shore cement
seems to be made up of rolled fragments of this madrepore.

Madrepora (?) clathrata Brook.

Madrepora clathrata Brook, Brit. Mus. Madr. i. p. 49,
pis. v. & vi.

There are several fragments, one a long branching stalk (13 cm.
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long), from what I take to have been a prostrate, or other one-sided

growth-form. The branchlets are all turned up one side and
grow out at right angles, and the scoop-shaped radial calicles

project on the same side also at right angles and are chiefly

obsolete on the opposite side. The branches show no trace of

fusing together. In other respects, however, it comes nearest to

Madrepora clailirata. The calicles, both radial and axial, seem to

agree in shape and size, and the characters of the ccenenchyma
seem to be the same as those described for this species.

The specimens of this and the next species were broken from
dense clumps growing on the reef-flat in water about one foot

deep at low tide, when the tops of the clumps are exposed for

some time.

Madrepora valida.

Madrepora valida Dana, Zoophytes, p. 461, pi. 35. fig. 1.

There is a complete specimen consisting of a crowd of processes

all reaching to about the same height (4 cm.), and rising from a

common incrusting base, which seems to come near Dana's type.

The tips of most of the processes in the single specimen had been
injured, and the coral had attempted to heal the injuries. The
axial calicles and a few of the nearer radial calicles are swollen
into ccenenchymal knobs, without or with greatly reduced or

distorted calicle apertures. Where not injured, the calicles have
much the aspect described and figured by Dana, and the section

of the processes shows the density of the coral, also mentioned by
Dana.

Madrepora (?) aspera Dana.

Madrepora aspera Dana, Zoophytes, p. 468, pi. 38. fig. 1.

A specimen 8 cm. high, in which the tapering branches more
or less suddenly proliferate into a number of stunted outgrowths.

The septa in the radial calicles show it to belong to the subgenus
Eumadrepora Brook. The size of its axial corallite, the variously

prominent and labellate radial calicles interspersed with minute
obsolete calicles, seem to ally it with M. aspera. It differs chiefly

in the greater crowding of the radial calicles, which were com-
paratively sparse in the type specimen.

This species forms dense clumps growing on the reef-flat, and
partly exposed at low-water.

Madrepora delicatula Brook.

Madrepora delicatula Brook, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. viii. 1891,

p. 461.

There are two small detached clusters of twigs which agree

with the branchlets of Brook's type of M. delicatida. The measure-
ments and shapes of the calicles both axial and radial agree, as

also do the markings on the surface as described.

There is no evidence that the growth-form resembled that of
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Brook's type. Hence the identification is provisional. Some
variation in this respect exists between the specimens which
Brook classed under this heading (see Brit. Mus. Madr. vol. i.

pi. xxviii. figs. D & E).

Found in pools and channels near the edge of the reef-flat,

Flying Fish Cove.

Genus Montipora Quoy & Gaimard.

MOXTIPORA SPONGILLA, Sp. 11.

Description. The corallum forms an erect spike about 5 cm.

long and from 1-1*5 thick, which flattens near the top and divides

into 2 to 3 or more similar spikes running up, side by side, or

diverging at very small angles. The calicles are minute, 05 mm.,
but deep and conspicuous, about 1 mm. apart. The margin,

usually formed by a single skeletal thread, is round or slightly

petaloid. The septa not very well developed, except the directives,

one of which is usually specially conspicuous as a broad plate

which may or may uot be slightly exsert.

The smooth surface-coeuenchyma is a light friable reticulum,

very rough to the touch ; the tips of the branches are open flake-

reticulum and friable ; the coral is very light.

This Montipore is peculiar, not only in its method of growth,

but also in its lightness and friability. There is one complete

stock.

Occurs in pools on the reef-flat, Flying Fish Cove.

MONTIPORA PARASITICA, Sp. U.

Description. Corallum as a closely iucrusting plate on other corals,

5 mm. thick, no free edges, but with a narrow smooth zone running
round the margin of the stock, 2-3 mm. broad ; within this zone the

whole surface is covered by tubercles. These are strikingly

variable and are in all sizes, from minute branching or frosted

granules to rounded or cylindrical tubercles, coarsely woolly, nearly

1 mm. high, here and there fusing into short ridges, and scattered

about in small patches.

The calicles are very irregularly distributed, and vary in size

from '5-75 mm.; often obscured by the rough uneven tubercular

surface. The section is dense, built up of stout trabecular, and
wherever the surface tubercles are rubbed off, the solid stony

texture beneath is seen.

The single specimen is nearly complete and incrusts the base

of the type specimen of Madr&pora brooki. Among known
Tuberculate Montipores this seems to stand alone in manner of

growth, and in the very variable distribution and development of

the tubercles. I believe many more small incrusting tuberculate

forms of Montipora will be discovered (cf. M. incompicua). They
can be easily overlooked, and only attract attention when studied

under a pocket-lens.

11 fathoms. Flvinjr Fish Cove.
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Genus Porites Lamarck.

There is one small, thin, triangular chip from a stock of Porites.

The method of growth is unknown. The lower sectional surface

shows a regular, rather dense reticulum in which the radiate

skeletons of the calicles can still be faintly traced. The calicles

are small (1 mm.), polygonal, shallow, but sharply sunk. The
walls are either thin, straight, or zig-zag threads, septa appearing

irregularly along the margin, or else below it as distinct plates.

The pali are stout frosted rods.

This fragment is too small to classify. It comes nearest in the

character of its calicles to a group of Porites in the National

Collection from Eamesvaram, Gulf of Manaar, which I have

already described in the MS. of vol. iv. of the ' Catalogue of

Madreporaria ' as Porites indica. Until more is known of its

growth and variations it may therefore be provisionally placed

with that group.

On the reef-flat, Flying Fish Cove.

Genus (?) Goniopora Quoy & Gaimard.

In the same bottle with the spirit-specimen, provisionally

identified with Goniastrcea retiformis (see below), is a small crumpled
incrusting coral with edges slightly free, which has all the

appearance of a Goniopore. The specimen is complete and almost

too small to allow (without spoiling) of the detachment of portions

for close examination of the skeleton, which is now hidden under
the retracted soft parts. The budding round the edge is quite

different from that of Goniastrcea, and the top edges of the walls

which show in rough outline through the skin are not at all like

those of that genus, whereas in both these respects the specimen

shows more resemblance to Goniopora than to any other stony coral

with which I am acquainted.

Explanate Goniopores are by no means common, so that even

without closer identification the specimen is of interest.

In pools and channels on the reef-flat, Flying Fish Cove.

Genus Pocillopora Lamarck.

There are three specimens which seem to belong to two species

;

both form low tufts—in one case of crisp irregular branches, aud
in the other of thick flattened lobes. The species in this genus
are mainly founded on differences of growth-form, and longer

series would probably unite many of them. In the present case

there appears also to be some difference in the calicles which
justify their separation.

Pocillopora (?) brevicornis Dana.

Pocillopora (?) brevicornis Dana, Zoophytes, p. 526, pi. 49. fig. S.

A small tuft, the branchlets below are rounded off, above are
ngular; the round calicles have n distinct ring of septal striie.
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POCILLOPORA (?) FAVOSA.

Pocillopora (?) favosa Ehreuberg, Coralleuthiere, p. 127.

Two small tufts of short, stout, compressed lobes, thickly covered

with small conical, or rather pointed processes ; no septa visible except

as striae in the very young calicles. These two specimens are placed

under this specific heading with some hesitation. In M.-Edwards's
description of P. favosa a distinct columella is mentioned, but no
septa. Mr. Stanley Gardiner ' describes septa—" the primaries

being specially thick and bluntly spined
;
" and Dr. Klunziuger 2

,

who photographed the original type, says that there is little

columella, and the septa are hardly at all developed. In these

last points the two specimens from Christmas Island agree with

Ehrenberg's type, but hardly with its more freely branching growth.

Occurs in pools and channels on the reef-flat, Flying Eish

Cove.

Genus Gtohtabtbjsa M.-E. & H.

GrONIASTRJEA RETIFORMIS.

Goniagtrcea retiformis (Lamarck) M.-E. & H. Les Coralliaires,

ii. p. 446.

Two fragments of a convex small-calicled species of Goniastra>a

which may be provisionally placed with this species. The size of

the calicles (3 mm.) agrees, but their depth is greater, at least on
the summit of the stock, where it may reach 5 mm. ; elsewhere it is

3 mm., as given by Milne-Edwards & Haime.
]N

r
o locality is given for Lamarck's type.

There is further a spirit-specimen in a good state of preservation,

which shows the living colony to have been of a bright green colour.

The dried skeletons with attached organic matter are reddish

brown.
Found in pools and channels on the reef-flat, Flying Fish

Cove.

GoNIASXR.EA AURICULARIS, sp. 11.

Description. Colony forms ear-shaped, semicircular plates which
project horizontally from the sides of rocks. Its upper surface is

slightly concave, the edge thin and sharp, supported by continuous

epitheca which covers the whole under surface. The thicker parts

are about 1*5 cm.

The calicles, owing to the method of multiplication, vary greatly

in size, the maximum being about 3*5 mm. The top of the thin wall

is a tine zigzag ; some 16-18 visible septa rise to the top of the wall

and may even make the edge slightly denticulate ; between these,

faint traces of another cycle can be seen with a pocket-lens.

The swollen inner edges of the primaries (at times of a few
secondaries also) rise as thick, flattened, round-topped pali to

within about 1 mm. of the top of the wall.

1 Proc. Zool. Soc. 1897, p. 941.
- Corallenthiere, iii. 1879, p. 68, pi. vii. fig. 1'.
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In its explanate growth this is not unlike G. plcmulata of

Milne-Edwards & Haime, from some unknown locality, but the

calicles in that species are 7-8 mm. across, sometimes lengthening

to 15 mm. before dividing, This is the second explanate species

of Goniastrcea which has been recorded, although it may be
remarked by the way that the diagnosis of the genus is not so

clear as might be, and it is not always easy to distinguish between
Goniastrcea and Prionastrcea (cf. Klunzinger, op. cit. vol. iii. 1879).

In pools and channels in reef-flat, Flying Fish Cove.

Genus (?) CAULASTRiEA.

A few very varying fragments in spirit which appear to come
between Mussa and Caulastrcea. There is a single flabellate

corallite (4*5 cm. long by 3-5 broad) which has died down, and
from its fossa 3 new ones of different lengths and sizes have budded
out. In addition there are two long (6 cm.) tapering corallites,

with points free but fused near their rims, below which a bunch
of (9) small buds project, curving upwards ; below the bunch there

are places where single buds have been broken off. There are two
of these detached young corallites, which are very like single

corallites of Galaceea, smooth below, ribbed above, and slightly

curved. The variations among these small fragments are thus so

great, that more material is necessary before any accurate account

of the coral can be given, or its position in the system determined.

Genus Galaxea Oken.

Galaxea aspera Quelch.

Galaxea aspera Quelch, Chall. Eep. xvi. (1886) p. 72, pi. 4.

figs. 5-5 d.

There is a dried specimen with a single loose corallite and a

much finer specimen in good preservation in spirit. The latter

shows the budding of the corallites above the level of the

perithecal tissue. The specimens seem to agree in all ascertainable

particulars with Mr. Quelch's species, viz., in their long projecting

corallites, the septal formula, the pronounced costse, and the dense

perithecal tissue. As far as I have been able to ascertain, the

locality nearest to the Keeling-Cocos group from which Galaxea

has been recorded is the Straits of Sunda ; but the specimen from
that locality was referred by Milne-Edwards and Haime (see

Galaxea ellisi, Les Cor. ii. p. 228) to the coral figured by Ellis

(Phil. Trans, liii. 1764, pi. 20), which is quite different to this.

Pools in reef-flat, Flying-Fish Cove.

Genus Mussa Oken.

Mussa. (?) regalis Dana.

Mussa (?) regalis Dana, Zoophytes, 1848, p. 182, pi. 8. fig. 5.

Two fragments of a meandrine Mussa. The fragments are

chips from the ridges between adjoining calicles. In the smaller
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dry specimen the adjoining calicles, or rather troughs, are closely

adherent ; the exsert septa almost overlap in the larger spirit-

specimen (6 cm. long), in which the skeleton is obscured by the

soft parts ; the ridge between the calicles appears to widen here

and there into an ambulacrum from 1-2 mm. wide. The calicular

trough must have been 3 cm. deep and as much across, while the

primary septa are very stout and exsert, and with their inner

edges rather more vertical than in Miissa regalis, at least near the

top of the ridge. The soft parts are bright green. Small cup-

shaped galls are found on the septa here and there, somewhat like

those occurring on the specimen of Cceloria (see below).

Occurs on the sides of the deep channels at the rim of the reef.

Genus Leptoria M.-E. & H.

Leptoria phrygia Ellis.

Leptoria phrygia Ellis, Zooph. p. 102, 178G, pi. -18.

One fragment from a massive growth. It shows both straight

and gyrating calicular troughs. A good section shows the thick

plate-like columella with its lobed and also finely serrated edge.

The species is said to extend over the Indo-Pacific area. Dana
records it from Ceylon.

Pools on reef-flat, Flying Pish Cove.

Genus Ccelobia M.-E. & H.

C<ELORIA SINENSIS M.-E. & H.

Cceloria sinensis M.-E & II. Les Cor. ii. 1857, p. 416.

One large specimen which agrees in all important points with

this species. The Chinese type had calicular troughs not exceeding

2 cm. The specimen from Christmas Island has the same
tendency to short troughs, some being round and only a few mm.
in diameter, but a few reach to 3 and 4 cm. in length. What
appear to be galls occur on the septa here and there.

Pools on reef-flat, Flying Pish Cove.

Genus Prionastr.ea M.-E. & H.

Prionastr.ea australensis M.-E. & H.

Prionastrcea australensis M.-E. & H. Les Cor. ii. 1857, p. 520.

There is a narrow convex strip with the angular surface charac-

teristic of this genus. It may provisionally be placed near

P. australensis, with which it agrees in size of calicle, thin walls,

and rudimentary columella ; while round the columella a ring,

often incomplete, of larger septal teeth rises up, either 2-3 on each

septum, or else one large paliform tooth.

There is further a very similar specimen in spirit of the same
bright green which seems common to these Christmas Island

Madreporaria. It appears to have much thicker walls than the

dried specimen, but the presence of the soft parts would at least

partly account for this. Slightly thicker skeletal walls it may
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easily have, as some variation in their thickness is observable in the

dried specimens.

Pools on reef-flat, Flying Fish Cove.

Genus Agaeicia Lamarck.

There is a fragment of what appears to be a flat incruating disc

with sharp free edges, the epitheca following about 1 cm. behind.

The very young calicles are confluent in concentric rows but soon

separate off, the smooth lowrounded walls, tinely striated by the septa,

rapidly forming an irregular network over the surface; the calicles

all look upwards, and are not tilted to look towards the growing
edge. There are 4 cycles of septa—and if any columella, only iu

the deep calicles in the thicker parts of the stock. The section is

very dense, the septa being thick and closely packed with traces of

synapticular junctions.

Eock-pools under cliffs S. of Flying Fish Cove.

IV. On the Sponges of Christmas Island. By E. Kirkpateick.

The Sponges collected by Mr. Andrews were obtained from an
area limited to the reefs of Flying Fish Cove. The majority of

the specimens were found growing on the under surface of large

coral blocks lying in pools left by the tide. The use of the dredge
was impossible owing to the irregular rocky nature of the bottom.

Hitherto only one species (PachychaUna sjnnosissima Dendy,
P. Z. S. 1887, p. 524) has been obtained from this locality. The
present collection of 53 specimens, referable to 24 genera and
32 species, contains examples of 7 new species and 2 new varieties.

The Calcarea and Monoceratina are each only represented by
two small specimens.

The Carnosa are represented by three species, the occurrence of

Chondrosia plebeja Schmidt, recorded for the first time from the
Indo-Pacific, being specially interesting.

The sponge-fauna of Christmas Island, so far as known at

present, is very similar to that of Java.

A list of species, arranged according to the classification of

Topsent, is given below.

Sub-Class CALCAEEA.

1. Clathrina primordialis (Haeckel).

2. Leucandra sp.

Sub-Class DESMOSPONGIDA.

Order Cabnosa,
3. Chondrosia reniformis JS'ardo.

4. Chondrosia plebeja O. Schmidt.

5. Chondrilla nuda Lendenfeld.
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Order Tetractinellida.

6. Sidonops picteti Topsent.

7. Ecionema bacillifenim (Carter).

8. SteUetta simplicifurca (Sollas).

9. Tetilla bacca (Selenka).

10. Tetilla ternatengis Kieschnick.

Order Monaxonida.

Suborder Hadromerina.

Section Glavulida.

11. Spirastrella carnosa Topsent.

L2. Spirastrella decumbens Ridley, var. robvsta, var. nov.

13. Psevdosvberites andrewsi, sp. n.

Section Aciculida,

14. Tethya ingalli Rouerbank.
15. Tethya seychellensis (E. P. Wright).
16. Tethya ajfinis, sp. n.

Suborder Halichondrina.

Family Axinellid^e.

17. Hymeniacidon convloswm (Topsent).

Family PoxiloscleriDjE.

18. Microciona dubia, sp. n.

19. lotrochota baculifera Ridley, var. tvmescens, var. nov,

20. Esperella pelluctda Ridley.

21. Desmacella sp.

22. Stylotella irregularis, sp. n.

23. Stylotella, sp.

Family Haplosclerid.e.

24. Rhizochalina pellvcida Ridley.

25. lihizochcdina sessilis, sp. n.

26. Gellius varius (Bowerbank).

27. Reniera innominata, sp. n.

28. Petrosia exiyua, sp. n.

29. HalkhoixJria solida Ridley & Dendy.

30. Halichondria solida, var. rugosa Ridley & Dendy.

Order Mosoceba t i n a.

31. Spongia (Euspovgia auct.) sp.

32. Spongelia sp.
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Olathrina primordialis (Haeckel).

1872. Ascetta primordialis var. protogenes Haeckel (8. ii. p. 16,

Atlas, pi. ii. fig. 13).

1892. Olathrina primordialis Lendenfeld (8. p. 195).

The specimen consists of a small mass about 10 mm. in area by
5 mm. in height. No oscules are visible, but this is probably due
to the contracted state of the sponge.

The spicules, which are equiangular and equiradiate, are very

small and slender, being smaller than in the typical Mediterranean
form, and much smaller than in the Australian form named
Olathrina primordialis var. protogenes by Carter (3. p. 510) and
C. protogenes by Dendy (5. p. 58). The rays, which are 70 ju by
6^, taper gradually to a rather sharp point.

Leucandra sp.

The specimen forms a small oval mass 3x2 mm. plugging up an

oscule of Tetilla ternatensis. The outer surface bristles with the

projecting ends of stout oxeotes which pass through the dense

mass of tri-radiates ; gastral quadri-radiates can here and there

be made out in spaces in the interior.

Spicules. Oxeotes 1500 x 70^u ; tri-radiates, rays sharp-pointed,

often wavy, 245 x8ju; quadri-radiates, tangential rays curved

inwards towards the apical ray ; tangential ray 105 x 18
fj,

apical

ray 35 p in length.

Canal-system : pores lead into incurrent spaces surrounding

groups of large oval ciliated chambers 85 p in diameter, and groups

of the latter open into excurrent spaces.

The species is probably new ; but since the specimen is very

small and has been damaged in extraction, owing to its being

partly involved in the tissues of the Tetilla, no specific name has

been given.

Chondeosia reniformis Nardo.

One typical specimen occurs ; it is bluish black on the upper
surface

;
pale brown below, where it is attached by a narrow

ridge to the rock. The one rather large oscule has a membranous
slightly serrated margin. The colour on sectiou is dirty white.

I have exnmined some fragments of the type specimen of Chon-
droma ramsayi Lendenfeld, and agree with Topsent in regarding

this species as a synonym of O. reniformis.

A noticeable feature in the Australian specimen is theabundance
of pigment in the interior, giving the sponge a slaty colour on
section.

Distribution. Mediterranean ; Kattegat ; Tadjurra, Gulf of

Aden; Port Jackson ; Amboina ; Christmas Island; Galapagos
Islands.

Chondrosia plebeja O. Schmidt.

1868. Chondrosia plebeja O. Schmidt (14. p. 1).

There are eight specimens, seven in alcohol and one in formol

;

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1900, No. IX. 9
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their shape is subspherical, elongated or pyriforrn, and they vary

in size from 1 to 5 c.c. in length or diameter, and in colour from
yellow to dark brown. The alcohol specimens are much skrunken

and corrugated, the surface being marked with polygonal or elon-

gated depressions ("wabige vertiefungen," 0. Schmidt) with pig-

mented stellate markings. The specimen in formol, which was
unfortunately transferred to alcohol, was bluish-black and quite

smooth.

On drying, the surface has a distinctly gritty appearance, caused

by the shrinking of the dermal membrane on the foreign particles

beneath.

The foreign bodies (fine sand-grains, sponge-spicules) form a

fairly-well defined layer in the cortex and just beneath the

dermal membrane ; in one specimen spicules projected beyond the

surface at right angles. There are no foreign bodies scattered in

the interior of the body, differing in this respect from the speci-

mens from Algiers described by O. Schmidt.

Distribution. Mediterranean ; Atlantic ; Christmas Island.

Chondrilla nuda Lendenfeld.

1867. Chondrilla nuda Lendenfeld (9. p. 105, pl.x. figs. 69-71).

One small specimen of this species occurs in the form of a

rounded bilobed mass 8x9x4 mm. in size, growing on Chondroma
plebeja.

The surface is bluish-black and smooth, aud shows under a

lens a faint whitish reticulate pattern. The larger lobe has two
minute raised oscules '3 mm. in diameter. The cortical layer

includes columns of large granular pigmented cells, as in the

specimen from Zanzibar.

The spicules are slightly larger than in Lendenfeld's specimens.

The oxyasters, 30
f±

in diameter, possess 8 sharp spines usually

slightly curved. The spherasters, 25
fj.

in diameter, possess 25-
30 sharp-pointed pyramidal prickles. In the Zanzibar specimens
the oxyasters are 22-30 yu, and the spherasters only 10-12 u in

diameter.

Distribution. Zanzibar ; Christmas Island.

Sidonops picteti Topsent.

1897. Sydonops picteti Topsent (18. p. 431, pi. xviii. fig. 2).

1898. Sidonops picteti Lindgren (10. p. 349, pi. xviii. fig. 17,
pi. xx. fig. 6).

There are four small specimens, the largest of which is 5 c.c. by
2 c.c. in area and 1*5 c.c. in thickness. Several small spherical buds
about 2 mm. in diameter are lightly but closely attached by bundles
of oxeote spicules. "When a bud is detached, a shallow circular

depression remains, the sterrastral crust here being thin and
biconcave in section.

The slender cortical oxeas and the oscular palisade of spicules
described by Lindgren are present.

Distribution. Amboina ; Java ; Christmas Island.
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Ecionema bacilliferum (Carter).

1887. Stelletta bacillifera Carter (4. p. 78, pi. vi. figs. 9-14).

1897. Ancorina simplex Lendenfeld (9. p. 96, pi. ix. figs. 12-34).

1898. Ecionema bacilliferum Lindgren (10. p. 335, pi. xvii. fig. 17

;

pi. xix. fig. 27).

1899. Ecionema bacilliferum'? Lindgren (10a. p. 88).

The largest of the four specimens in this collection is 4 x 5 c.c.

in area and 1 c.c. in thickness, and forms a thick crust ; in colour

pale brown mottled with dark brown.
The type specimen from Mergui, being in the Calcutta Museum,

is not available for comparison. The protrieenes are very rare in

the Christmas Island specimens. The microstrongyles, which are

18x2 yu in size, are occasionally centrotylote. The fine cortical

oxeas measure 180 x 4 jjl.

The asters are tylote, and with roughened actines, the same
characteristics being found in the asters of Ancorina simplex, of

which species the Museum possesses a few slides prepared from
the type specimens from Zanzibar.

Distribution. Mergui, Java, Christmas Island, Zanzibar ; var.

robustum : Port Phillip, Ports Elliot and Adelaide.

Stelletta simplicifurca (Sollas).

1886. Myriastra simplicifurca Sollas (16. p.

1888. Myriastra simplicifurca Sollas (17.

figs. 29-33).

1898. Stelletta simplicifurca Lindgren (10. p. 332, pi. xviii.

fig. 8).

Of the three specimens of this species, one is small (8x6x6
mm.) and oval ; the other two are in the form of thick nodular

lamellae, the larger being 5x3 c.c. in area and from 1 to 2 c.c. in

thickness.

189).

p. 114," pi. xii.

Small spec.

Christmas I.

Largest spec.

Christinas I.

Torres
Straits.

' Challenger.'

Cochin
China.

Lindgren.

2700x84

(54),? 540

3240x30

108

168

84

2900x60

252x4

12

Ortbolriaenes

Orthotrisenes

Anatrittnes.

Anatriaenes.

Anatriijenes.

Anatrisenes.

Large oxea

Small oxea

Chiasters ...

Rhabclus ...

Cladi

Rhabdus ...

Cladi

1375x50

280

1820x22

105

122

88

1925x49

102x6

12

1825x52

245

1330x15

54

72

48

1330x24

210x3

12

2325x55

366

1860x29

120

127

90

2000x31

252x3

12

Chordi

The surface of the lamella; presents a tessellated pattern, the
9*
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pores being in the grooves between the lamellae; the pattern is not

present on the thick rounded edges nor on the nodular excrescences.

Several small oscules lx -5 mm. are present.

The specimens described by Sollas and Lindgren are probably in

an early stage of growth.

There are considerable variations in the dimensions of the

spicules, a.s will be seen from the table (p. 131 J
giving the sizes in

microns.

Distribution. China Sea ; Torres Straits ; Christmas Island.

Tetilla bacca (Selenka).

1867. Stelletta bacca Selenka (15. p. 569, pi. xxxv. figs. 14-15).

1888. Tethya rnerguiensis, Carter (2. p. 36H, pi. xv. figs. 6-8).

1898. Tetilla bacca Lindgren (10. p. 828).

There are two specimens, the larger being 2*5 c.c. x 3*5 c.c.

They are subspherical, but with a concave area below apparently

resulting from radial fission. The larger specimen has 20 oval

depressed pore-areas and 2 oscules, all being about 4x 5 mm. in

area and 2-5 mm. in depth. The oscules are cloacas, in the floor of

which several openings of excurrent canals are seen ; the floor of

the pore-areas is covered with membrane perforated by groups

of pores. A section of the sponge, which is soft and cuts easily,

shows bundles of spicules radiating from a central nucleus.

The spiculation is almost identical with that of a specimen from

Java described by Lindgren. The length of the oxea is 3'5 mm.,
of the anatrisenes 5*5 mm. and of the protriaenes 52 mm.

Distribution. Samoa ; Torres Straits ; Amboina ; Java; Mergui;
Christmas Island.

Tetilla ternatensis Kieschnick.

1896. Tetilla ternatensis Kieschnick (7. p. i~~).

1898. Tetilla ternatensis Lindgren (10. p. 329, pi. xvii. fig. 14,

pi. xix. fig. 2o).

The one specimen is subspherical, 2x2x3 c.c. in size; the

sponge is deeply fissured in several places. There are several

oscules, the largest being 3 mm. in diameter and possessing a raised

rim. As in Lindgreu's specimen, the surface of the sponge is

crowded with Diatoms.
The very rare protrieenes are irregular, one of the arms being

much longer than the other two, which may be reduced to mere
knobs.

This species resembles T. dactyloidea Carter in certain respects,

the radiating bundles of the latter being formed of oxea (I860 x 6u)
midway in size between the large oxea and microxea of T. terna-

tensis.

Tethya ingalli Bowerbank.

1872. Tethya ingalli Bowerbank (1. p. 119, pi. v. figs. 11-17).

The single specimen is free, oval, 22 mm. in length, aud 16 mm
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in breadth and height. The surface is level, but shows a faintly

marked tessellated pattern. The cortex is 2 mm. thick, and is

uniformly and densely crowded with spherasters.

The spicule-measurements are given along with those of the type

specimen from Fremantle for comparison.

Choanosomal
Strongyloxea. Spherasters. oxyasters. Ckiasters.

Christmas Island . . 1360 x 2-1 /j. 70 li 18-2-1 li \2li

Fremantle 1470 x 35 li 70 li 36 li V2li

Teihya ingalli shows a considerable range of variation, but, I

think, would include the Christmas Island specimen in spite of its

oval form and the smaller size of its spicules.

Distribution. Seychelles ; Australia
; Christmas Island ; Java

;

Amboina.

Tethta seychellexsis (E. P. Wright).

1881. Alemo seychellensis E. P. Wright (19. p. 13, pi. i.)

1888. Tethya seychellensis Sollas (17. p. 427, pi. xliv. figs. 1-6).

There are five small, free, nearly spherical specimens, all of which
are gemmiferous. The outer two-thirds of the cortex is occupied by

a zone of subcortical cavities.

Spicules. Megascleres—strongyloxea, 1200 x lSyu.

Microseleres—spherasters, 4$ p. Somal chiasters, 12 li. Choano-
somal asters, 30 li, with well-defined centrum ; actines roughened,

bifurcate.

The " regular hexaster " type of the oxyasters is a characteristic

of this species, distinguishing it from T. ingalli Bowerbank.
A comparative table of spicule-measureinents (in microns) of

specimens from various localities is given below.

Type from Samboangan. Torres Straits. Christinas

Seychelles. 'Challenger.' 'Challenger.' Island.

Strongyloxea 1750x30 1910x23 1680x26 1200x18

Spherasters 70 95 64 48

Somal chiasters 12 12 12 12

Choanosomal asters ... 54 60 60 30

Distribution. Seychelles ; Philippine Islands ; Torres Straits
;

Christmas Island.

Tethya affixis, sp. n. (Plate XII. fig. 1 ; Plate XIII. figs. 3a-d.)

Sponge incrusting, and of irregularly conical shape ; upper
surface rough but level, with an obscure polygonal pattern formed
by depressed conules with fimbriated edges, and with two small

membranous oscular cones, the apertures being 1x5 mm. in

area.

Cortex 1*22 mm. in thickness, with a few narrow intercortical

cavities arranged vertically in the outer two- thirds, the cortical

spherasters occasionally occupying the whole thickness but usually
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only the inner third, where they are divided into two zones by a

shallow space.

/Spicules. Megascleres—strongyloxea, 1330x35ju.
Microscleres—spherasters, 60 p. Somal chiaster3, 15-18^.

Dermal chiasters, 12 /i.

The unique specimen measures 2*5 X 2 c.c. in horizontal and 2*5 c.c.

in vertical plane. The rough convex under surface appears to have

been torn off from a rock.

The name given to the species denotes its close affinity to

T.japonica Sollas ; it differs from the latter (1) in its mode of

growth, T. japonica being spherical and free, (2) in having the

membranous oscular cones, and (3) in the slight difference in size

between the dermal and soraal chiasters.

Spirastrella carnosa Topsent.

1897. Spirastrella carnosa Topsent (18. p. 441).

The specimen is cauliflower-shaped, expanding upwards from a

narrow base to a height of 2 c.c, the area of the upper surface

being 2-5 x 1*5 c.c. The upper surface is covered with low

rounded papillae.

The tylostyles, 525x18 /j, usually have a trilobate head. The
spirasters are extremely rare and very fine, being 18 X 1 p, with

minute spines, and usually with four curves.

The specimen differs from the type from Amboina in having

larger megascleres, these being only 330 x 6 to 8 ^ in the latter.

In Topsent's specimens, too, the surface is ridged (" fronce ").

Distribution. Amboina ; Christmas Island.

Spirastrella decoibens Ridley, var. robusta, var. nov.

1887. Spirastrella decumbens var., Ridley and Dendy (13.

p. 229, pi. xlv. fig. 12).

1898. Spirastrella semilunaris Lindgren (10. p. 323, pi. xix.

fig. 23).

There are two specimens of this variety—one (1) forming a thin

yellow crust on a shell, the other (2) in the form of small fleshy

lobes growing on Sidonops picteti. Specimen (1) has a shallow

patent oscule l'fi mm. in diameter; the surface shows a delicate

reticulate pattern formed by the pore-areas, the pores being

circular and 40 fi iu diameter ; sieve-like groups of 5 to 10 pores

lead into subdermal spaces.

A cavernous cortex from -5 to 1 mm. in thickness occurs in the

type specimens of the species from Torres Straits, described bv

Ridley (11. p. 470, pi. xliii. fig. c). The same structure is al>o

present in the specimens from Amboina and Christmas Island.

In all these specimens the minute semilunar spirasters (12 p in

length) form the outermost dermal layer. Hence I have no
doubt that Lindgren's species is a synonym : at the same time it

is right to add that that author is in no way to blame, owing
to the incomplete description of the type specimens, which are

badly preserved.
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The differences between the type specimen from Torres Straits

on the one hand, and the specimens from Amboina, Java, and
Christmas Island on the other, are constant, and render it necessary

to regard the latter specimens as belonging to a well marked
variety. In the type the tylostyles are longer and narrower, and
the largest spirasters are smaller than in the new variety which I

have named " robusta."

Type. Var. robusta.

Tylostyles 507 x 8 /z 432 x 12 p,

„ head 12 jx 12 ll

,, neck 6
fj.

10 fi

Spirasters, smallest 8-12 jx 8-12
fj.

„ largest 36 /x 48 /x

Distribution of S. decumbens : Torres Straits ; of S. decumbens

var. robusta : Philippines, Java, Christmas Island, Red Sea.

Pseudosuberites andrewsi, sp. n. (Plate XII. figs. 2 a-b
;

Plate XIII. fig. 7.)

Sponge loosely incrusting or forming free thick lamellae. Pale

yellow in colour ; surface smooth, and with canalicular markings
beneath the dermis ; soft in consistence and easily torn. Oscules,

when present, small, circular ('75 mm. in diameter), guarded by a

silvery fringe or conule of tylote spicules with points centripetal.

Skeleton composed of primary lines of multispicular fibres

radiating to the surface and giving off at various angles a few
scattered single spicules.

Dermal skeleton very distinct and formed of tangentially

arranged bundles of spicules joining to form a reticulum with tri-

or quadrangular meshes.

Spicules. Tylotes 350 x 6 p, slightly curved in the basal third
;

head rounded, 7*5 /u in diameter, slightly knobbed at the summit
or swollen laterally.

Of the three specimens, one is incrusting and with oscules, the

others are free and without oscules ; the former is 5*5 x 3 c.c. in

area, and "5 c.c. in thickness ; the latter are considerably thicker.

The genus at present includes, as stated by Topsent, two other

species, P. hyalina (Ridley & Dendy) and P. sidphureus (Bower-
bank). One of the small fragments of the type specimen of

P. liyalina has an oscule with the palisade of spicules arranged

as in the new species, but the tylotes are much larger in the

former, measuring 1100 x 25 p.

Htmeniaoidon conulosum (Topsent).

1 897. Stylotella comdosa Topsent (18. p. 466).

1898. Hymeniacidon conulosum Liudgren (10. p. 313, pi. svii.

fig. 13
;

pi. xix. fig. 19).

The single specimen is pyramidal, 3 c.c. in height, and with an
incrusting base 3x 1*5 c.c.

The surface is partly even, and partly provided with small

hispid tufts.
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The skeleton is composed of main lines of multispicular fibre

radiating from base to surface, with an irregular reticulum between

formed by bundles of one or a few spicules given off from the

main lines ; the axial columns alone are present in the tufts.

The styles, which measure 525 x 12 /j., are curved near the basal

end.

The nearly related species Stylotella polymastia L8ndenfeld,

referred to by Topsent I. c. p. 466, is synonymous with Hymenia-
cidon fenestratum (Ridley).

The proper position for the above species appears to be in the

Axiuellidse. The skeleton is composed of axial lines of monactinal

spicules, the reticulation beiug of secondary importance and absent

from the tufts ; some of the spicules show a double curve,

characteristic of certain typical Axinellid sponges.

Distribution. Amboina ; Java ; Christmas Island.

Microciona dubia, sp. n. (Plate XII. figs. 3, 3« ; Plate XIII.

figs. 2 «-/.)

Sponge forming an almost free or loosely incrusting lamina

with margins curled up, with foreign particles adherent to the

under surface where the latter is free.

Colour yellow ; upper surface smooth. Skeleton formed partly

of columns, each composed of one stout subtylote spicule, and
partly of plumose columns of more slender tylotes opening out
from base to surface, where they almost form a distinct dermal
layer ; numerous short spined styli arranged vertically with bases

on the basal layer of the sponge. Spongin absent.

Spicules. Megascleres—stout, slightly curved subtylotes 324 x
7'5^i, head 7*7 /i, slightly spined, occasionally facetted.

Slender straight tylotes 318-328^ x 5*5 fx, head 7 /z with basal

end spinous.

Short spined styli 48 x 7*5 /i, with sharp, often curved, spines

on the basal three-fourths of the length of the spicule.

Microscleres—palmate isochelae from 3 to 12 p. Toxa large,

slender, 39 x 1 /x ; a shorter but thicker form (numerous), 6 x 1*5 <*.

The size of the specimen is 2-5 c.c. x 5 c.c. in area, and 1 mm.
in thickness. The unispiculate columns, which occur in parts of

the sponge, recall the chief character of Ryrnerrhaphia. Again,
the spiculation closely resembles that of certaiu species of Rhaphi-
dophlus (R. filifer Ridley & Dendy and R. spiculosus Dendy),
but the absence of spongin excludes the new species from this

genus. The specimen is probably mature, since there are several

embryos near the base of the sponge.

Iotrochota baculifera Ridley, var. tumescens, var. nov.

(Plate XIII. fig. 1
.)

Specimen forming an irregular flabellale and branching growth,

6 c.c. X 1 c.c. in area and -3 c.c. in thickness.

Spicules. Styles averaging 210 x 10/;.

Strongyles 220-250 xlfi, with from one to three fusiform
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swellings along the body, one of the ends attenuated sometimes to

a blunt point. Amphidiscs 18 /z.

The characteristic feature of the new variety lies in the

strongyles with their peculiar swellings ; these may, however, be

dependent on some pathological cause such as the presence of a

parasite, but I was unable to find any such organism. [In several

descriptions of this species the dermal diactines are described as

tylotes. In the type specimen from Port Darwin the ends of the

strangles are very slightly enlarged, a feature slightly ex-

aggerated by the artist in the figures (11. p. 435, pi. xlii. fig./)
;

but there is no trace of terminal enlargement in the spicules of

specimens from the Mascarenes, Madras, and Christmas Island.]

Desmacella sp.

A few small broken-up pieces of a very soft dark reddish-brown

incrusting sponge, with a few crater-like oscules. The skeleton

forms a unispicular network, the meshes of which are triangular

and quadrangular and made up of styles, oxea, and strongyles. A
few long slender toxa and one or two sigmata, together with some
slender raphides, are present. The skeleton is renieroid, and
spongin entirely absent. The dimensions of the spicules are :

—

Styles (not rare) slightly curved, 150 x9ju; strongyles (rare)

straight, 126 x6fi. Oxea (very abundant), curved, 180 x 7 p.

Microscleres—toxa 48 x *5 li (rare) ; sigmata 24 fx (very rare)
;

raphides (rare), 108 x 1*5 li.

This species, which appears to be new, has not been named
owing to the uncertainty as to whether all the above-mentioned

microscleres seen in the preparations really belong to the sponge

;

several kinds of obviously foreign spicules were included.

Stylotella irregularis, sp. n. (Plate XII. fig. 4; Plate

XIII. figs, b' a-d.)

Sponge incrusting or forming free irregular lamellae ; colour

pale brown ;
with several small circular oscules 2 to 3 mm. in

diameter on the upper surface.

Skeleton forming a rectangular network, the meshes being for

the most part unispiculate, but with a few slender primary lines of

spiculo-fibre 2-4 spicules thick.

Spicules. Styles 186 x9^, smooth, straight or slightly curved.

Oxea 204 x 9 li, curved.

Strongyla 150 x 10 li, straight or slightly curved.

Slender oxea 150 x 4ll, occasionally with a central fusiform

enlargement, rare and scattered in the tissues.

This species is very near Petrosia contir/nata Thiele, from
ebes (Zoologica, Stuttgart, 1899, Heft 24, ii. p. 20), but differs

mainly in possessing slender fusiform oxea ; unfortunately the

central swelling is not shown in PI. XIII. fig. 6 d.

Stylotella sp.

Specimen incrusting, 2x1 c.c. in area, and *25 to *5 c.c. in thick-

ness
;
pale brown, very soft, with several oscules 1 mm. in diameter.
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Skeleton consisting of slender vertical main lines, loosely joined

by single spicules in horizontal plane excepting near the surface,

where the main fibres are isolated.

Spicules. Styles 132 xl/i, with a sharp bend at the centre.

Oxea 144 x4ju, sharply curved at the centre, and gradually

diminishing to sharp points.

The skeleton is like that of a Petrosia, but very loosely arranged.

The specimen is too fragmentary to serve as the type of a new
species.

Rhizochalina pellucida Eidley.

1884. Rhizochalina pellucida Ridley (11. p. 608, pi. liv. tig. j).

There are only three small fragments of fistules, the longest

being 4 mm. in length and 1*5 mm. in diameter.

The spicules are slightly smaller than in the type specimen,

being 240 x 9 /j. in the former, and 2(30 X 10 p in the latter, but the

shape is the same.

Distribution. Providence Island, Mascareue Group ; Christmas

Island.

Rhizochalina sessilis, sp. n. (Plate XII. fig. 5 ; Plate XIII.

fig. 8.)

Sponge pyramidal or digitate, sessile, arising from an in-

crusting base ; surface smooth ; consistence firm but rather

brittle ; colour (in formol) white-crystalline ; translucent.

Skeleton consisting of an axial or central open spiculo-fibrous

network formed of broad loose strands about 10 spicules thick,

surrounded by a cortical network of more slender strands at right

angles to the central network, and of a dermal isodictval network
with strands 2-3 spicules thick, with unispiculate strands in the

interstices.

Spicules. Oxea 372 y 14ju, curved at the centre and diminishing

suddenly near the ends to sharp points. Mic: oscleres 0.

There are several specimens and fragments, most of them being

of flattened digitate form, the largest being 30 mm. in height,

8 mm. in breadth, and 3 mm. in thickness. The specimens pre-

served in alcohol are dark yellow at the surface, and bright yellow

in the interior, the formol specimens being white.

The new species is very near Pellina eusiphonia Ridley

(11. p. 414, pi. xli. fig. as), from Port Darwin, but differs in the

shape of the sponge and in the size of the spicules. These two
species come within the subfamily Phlceodyctiinae rather than

within the Renierinse.

Reniera innomtnata, sp. n. (Plate XII. figs. (>, (5 a
;

Plate XIII. figs. 5 «-/,.)

Sponge incrusting ; colour pale brown with a faint reddish tinge
;

texture soft and elastic.

Skeleton forming a rather regular reticulum of unispiculate

fibres with triangular (mostly) and quadrangular meshes with

nodes cemented with spongin.
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Spicules. Strongyles 126 x 8 /x, slightly curved in the middle.

Oxea 108 x 2*5 /.i, curved at the centre ; also very slender oxea of

the same length and shape, probably young forms of the thicker

kind.

The specimen encrusts a Melina-shell, and is produced at one
point into a short, stout, digitate process.

There is in the British Museum Collection an unnamed specimen
(registered 82.10.17.246) of this species from Mane Louise Island,

Amirante Group.
The species from Providence Island described by Eidley (11.

p. 607, pi. liv. fig. i) as " Reniera sp. allied to crateriformis " has

spicules of the same shape, but much larger (180 x 28 /a), and the

meshes of the reticulum are mnltispiculate.

Distribution. Amirante Isles ; Christmas Island.

Petrosia exigua, sp. n. (Plate XII. fig. 7 ; Plate XIII. fig. 4.)

Sponge forming a hard, thick, nodulated crust. Colour pale

grey; surface smooth, and in parts showing an irregular reticulate

pattern formed by pore-areas.

Oscules 1 to 1*5 mm. in diameter, numerous, some level with

surface, others with slightly raised margin.

Skeleton formed of slender main lines of fibres passing verti-

cally to the surface and connected at right angles to this plane

by closely packed single spicules, so as to form circular or obscurely

polygonal tubes about 70 mm. in diameter, the skeletal tubes being

much more apparent near the surface and very ill-defined deeper,

where the skeleton becomes a dense, confused network. Special

dermal skeleton absent.

Spicules. Oxea lllxS'o/x, curved at the centre, and dimin-

ishing to very sharp points.

The single specimen is 4 x 4 c.c. in area, and 1*5 c.c. in thickness,

The salient character of this species lies in the very small size of

the spicules, which are less than half the size of those of Petrosia

gimilis Eidley & Dendy (13. p. 9, pi. ii. fig. 10, pi. iii. figs. 3 & 4),

a species closely allied to it in other respects ; the spicules are

considerably smaller than those of any species with oxeote spicules

from this region of the Indo-Pacific.

Halichondria solida Eidley & Dendy.

1886-7. Halichondria solida Ridley & Dendy (12. p. 326, and
13. p. 4, pi. ii. fig. 5).

The specimen, which is white and with an even surface, differs

slightly from the type in having the ends of the oxea sharp-pointed ;

the spicules (770 x 22 /j.) are curved at the centre.

Distribution. Amboina; Tahiti; Christmas Island.

Halichonhria solida var. hugoka Eidley & Dendy.

The specimen is dark brown and wrinkled in places, as in the

type of the variety from Api. There are several oscules, from 1 to

4 mm. across, with conspicuous membranous sphincters. The
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spicules are curved at Hie junction of the middle and outer third,

the size being 770 x 18^.
Distribution. Api, Xew Hebrides ; Christmas Island.
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Y. List of the Foraminifera from the Boat-channel, Flying Fish

Cove, Christmas Island, 11 fathoms. By F. C. Chapman,
A.L.S., F.B.M.S.

1. Biloculina ringens (Lamarck). Very rare.

2. Spirolocidina fragilissima Brady. Very rare.

3. Miliolina oblonga (Montagu). Very rare.

4. „ seminulum (L.) Frequent ; small.

5. „ auberiana (d'Orb). Rare ; rather small.

6. „ parkeri Brady. Very rare.

7. ,,
bicomis (Walker & Jacob). Very rare.

8. ,, rupertiana Brady. Frequent ; very fine.

9. „ insignis Brady. Very rare.

10. Hauerina ornatissima (Karrer). Bare.

11. Orbitolites complanata Lamarck. Frequent.
12. ,,

marginalis (Lam.). Very rare.

13. ,,
duplex Carpenter. Rare.

14. Textularia ragosa (Beuss). Bare.

15. Bolivina limbata Brady. Very common.
16. Spirillina limbata Brady. Bare.

17. Truncatulina rostrata Brady. Common.
18. „ ungeriana (d'Orb.). Very rare ; small.

19. Pidvinulina repanda (Fichtel & Moll). Common.
20. Galcarina hispida Brady. Very rare.

21. Oypsina vesicidaris (Parker & Jones). Bare.

22. Polytrema miniaceum (Pallas). Common.
23. Polystomella macella (Fichtel & Moll). Bare.

24. Heterostegina depressa d'Orb. Common.

VI. EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XII.—Sponges from Christmas Island.

Fig. 1. Tethya affinis (p. 133), nat. size.

2. Psev.dosuberites andrewsi (p. 135), nat. size. 2 a. oscule, X 30 ; 2 b, section,

X 30.

3. Microciona, dubia (p. 136), nat. size. 3«, section, X 10.

4. Stylofella irregularis (p. 137), nat. size.

5. Rhizuchalina sessilis (p. 138), nat. size.

6. Reniera innominata. (p. 138), nat. size. 6 a, section, X 30.

7. Petrosia exigua (p. 139), nat. size.

Plate XIII.—Sponges from Christmas Island.

Fig. 1. lotrochota baculifera tutnescens (p. 136), strongyles X 300.

2. Microciona dubia (p. 136); a-d X 300; e-f X 1600. a, thick sub-

tylote ; b, spined style; c, slender tylote ;
d, large toxon ; e, pal-

mate isochela, side view ; e', ditto, front view
; f, short toxon.

3. Tethya affinis (p. 133). «, strongyloxeum, X 80 ;
b, spheraster, X 400;

c, somal chiaster, X 4U0 ; d, dermal chiaster, X 40U.

4. Petrosia exigua (p. 139), oxeum, X 300.

5. Reniera innominata (p. 138). a, strongyle, x300 ; b, oxeum x 300.

6. Stylotella irregularis (p. 137); a-d, x300. a, oxeum
; b, style ; c, stron-

gyle ; d, slender oxeum.
7. Pseudosube rites andrewsi (p. 135) ;

tylote, X 300.

8. Rhicochalina sessilis (p. 138), oxeum, X 150.
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2. On the Soft Anatomy of the Musk-Ox (Ovibos moschatus).

By Dr. Einar Lonnbekg. 1

[Received January 25, 19U0.]

When last spring (1899) it was decided that a Swedish

Expedition under the direction of Professor A. G. Nathorst should

start for Greenland, Professor T. TuDberg suggested the im-

portance of obtaining examples of the viscera and other parts of

the Musk-ox ; and sent out the necessary outfit for this purpose.

Professor INathorst, as is well-known, made in the ' Antarctic
'

a successful voyage ; and arriving early in East Greenland, he

had ample time for geographical and other researches.

Musk-oxen were found and shot at several places. The
Zoologist of the Expedition, Ivar Arwidson, Accordingly had the

opportunity of making a good collection. The animal was, however,

found to be of greater bulk than was expected, and it was therefore

with no little difficulty that its different parts were preserved, the

receptacles being found rather small for the purpose. Nevertheless,

the following organs were secured (skins, skeletons and skulls not

being counted) :

—

Of an old bull killed the 9th of July on Sabine Island and
measuring 228 cm. in length : alimentary canal with appendages,

liver, spleen, &c. ; lungs and heart; urinogeuilal organs (partly

damaged) ; eyes, larynx, tongue and the lining of the mouth. Of
a young cow killed the 11th of July in Queen Augusta Valley:

udder and histological material from different organs. Of an old

cow killed the 26th of August at Emperor Franz Joseph Fjord :

udder. Of an old bull killed the 29th of August: urinogenital

organs. In addition to this two brains and certain other specimens.

When the expedition returned it was, with the consent of

Professor Nathorst, agreed that the present writer should be
allowed to investigate the material mentioned above ; and he has

now the honour to lay before the Society the results of this

investigation.

The muzzle of Ovibos is covered with short hair, with the excep-

tion of a strip along the upper margin of either nostril, which is

naked, and probably in the living animal moist. This naked part

has a papillary surface. The naked strips above the nostrils in an
adult bull are about 8 mm. broad, and extend in a median direction

so as to meet on the auterior surface, where the naked region is a

little broader. So far the condition of the muzzle has a certain

likeness to that of a Sheep 2
. There is, how ever, a great difference,

because in Ovibos there is not the slightest trace of that vertical,

1 Communicated by R. Lydekker.
2 The hairiness of the muzzle can very well be explained as an adaptation to

the cold climate, and there is no need to regard it as a sign of affinity between
the Sheep and the Musk-ox. Compare the Reindeer! But it may also be an
ancient characteristic. Compare the Antelopes!
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bare fissure (phiUrum) extending from the naked area between
the nostrils over the upper lip, which is so characteristic of the
Sheep and their allies. With regard to shape, the muzzle of
Ovibos is more flat and broad, and its nostrils are wider apart
than in the Sheep, although closer than in an Ox. The nostrils are
not so widely open as in an Ox, and not so closed by the upper
flap as in the Sheep.

Both upper and lower lips (fig. 1) are anteriorly broad and beset

Upper (A) and lower (B) lips of the Musk-o.\

with hard warts ; this warty area being in an adult bull about 2 cm.
broad and 7£ cm. long. The warty ai-eas of the lips work against

each other as the jaws of a pair of pincers, and are apparently well

fitted for seizing the food. The Musk-ox thus browses with its

lips. The mouth is square, but must be called small, as the distance

from the anterior angle to the corner of the mouth is not more
than 7| cm., or the same as the breadth of the lips anteriorly.

The palatal ridges (rugce pdlati), tig. 2, are 13-14 pairs in addition

to l lie first undivided one. They are often irregular, so that in some
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>ii)y the median, in others the lateral part i< developed. Thev
an- in their posterior margin strongly denticulated, and resemble
in this respect tho?e of an Ox. The number of such palatal ridges

is also about the same in the Ox ; bnt in Ovis (11-12) and Capm
(11) the number is smaller, and there are no denticulations. or

only traces of such, in Ihe foremost ones. In Capreohis I have
counted 12-13 distinct palatal ridges, of which the anterior ones

are striated and cienulated. In this respect Ovibog resembles Bos
more than the others.

The papilla palati of Ovihos is more rounded than in Bos and
Ovis, not anteriorly, but only posteriorly, and especially on the
sides, where the ducts from Jacobson's organ open, divided by ;i

Fie. 2.

Palatal and buccal surface of the Musk-ox.

furrow from the adjoining parts. In this respect it resembles
•

: but Capreolus and Ravgifer have a triangular papilla
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palati, entirely surrounded by a furrow which also extends

forward. The inner side of the lips and of the buccal tracts (fig. 2,

p. 144) is provided with a large number of strongly developed conical

papillae. In a region of the upper lip in front of the upper molars
these are simply conical, measuring 7-8 mm. in length. In other

parts they are chiefly 2- or 3-pointed. In the middle part of the

buccal tract and along the molars these papillae sometimes measure
as much as 5 mm. in breadth at their base, 6g-7 mm. in height, and
they are provided with 7-8 acute points, lurther in the papilla?

are not so densely crowded, but become more scattered. The
posterior ones are also comparatively more stout and bluntly

conical, and in those parts single-pointed ones are also seen.

Ovibos seems to differ in this respect from Bos and Ovis, in which,

at least as a rule, these papillae are single-pointed. In Capita the

papillae in question are mostly single-pointed, but in the row on the

outside of the upper molars I have seen 2- and 3-pointed papillae,

and in the corresponding series of the lower jaw the usual number
is 3 or more points. In Capreolus some few of the buccal papillae

have more than one point, and in Rangifer this is to a great extent

the case.

On both sides along the insertion of the tongue there is a series

of large conical papillae. The most anterior of these especially

have more than one point in Ovibos. In Capra and Ovis the

corresponding papillae are simple, so far as I have seen, but in

Capreolus some of the anterior ones are double- or triple-pointed.

The earuneula sublingualis in Ovibos consists of a triangular flap

inserted along its median side, and with the tip of the lateral point

curved forward. At the base of this triangular flap lies posteriorly

another digitiform, but flattened papilla, which extends forward
along its lateral margin. This condition is different both from
that of Bos, in which a broad flap is found, and that of Ovis and
Capra, in which there is a large triangular flap anteriorly, behind
which are two smaller ones. In Capreolus this earuneula is

elongated and semilunar, with 6-7 marginal denticulations.

The tongue of an adult bull (fig. 3, p. 146) measures about 27 cm.

in length. Its anterior and broadly rounded end is 6 cm. in breadth.

In the middle it is narrower, measuring 4| em., but its hind part

is again nearly 6 cm. The posterior couvex portion is very much
thicker (about 56 mm.) than the flat anterior (about 33 mm.) part,

and divided from it by a transverse groove. This groove is situated

exactly in the middle of the tongue, 13| cm. from either end. On
(he anterior portion an asperity is produced by the dense covering

of the horny papilla filiformex, which are flattened and almost

scale-like, but pointed. The same covering also extends 1-li cm.

over the lower side of the tongue, especially anteriorly. Towards
ihe sides the papilla? are less flattened andrnore filiform. Posteriorly

they increase in size and are more pronouncedly scale-like. In
the transverse groove their breadth is nearly 1 mm. Papilla

fungiformes an- scattered all over the anterior portion of the

tongue, although rather widely (8 mm.) separated in its central

Pjioc. Zool, Boc.—1900, No. X. 10
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part. Towards the sides they are more numerous, 4 ram. apart.

At the margin they are still closer, 3 mm. or less apart, and on
the lower side of the tip of the tongue they are separated by inter-

spaces not even measuriug 2 mm. Anteriorly, the diameter of the

papilla> fungiformes is 1 mm. or not quite that, but they increase

in size posteriorly, so that the diameter of those in the groove

measures \h mm.
Tig. 3.

ToDgue of tbe Musk-ox.

The posterior thick portion of the tongue is covered by large,

horny, scale-like papillae. They are 2 (2|) mm. broad "in the
median region, but their size diminishes towards the sides, where
they measure only about 1 mm. These are homologous with the
small papillae on the anterior portion of the tongue, but are
rounded instead of pointed. The lateral surface of the posterior
portion of the tongue is beset with minute and conical papilla
filiformes. Laterally, and on the posterior two-thirds of the centra]
region of the hind tongue, rather large papilla fungiformes are
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found, but none on the anterior third of the central region. Their

diameter measures from lg to 2£ mm. Papillce circumvallatce are

placed in two irregular rows on either side of the tongue of Ovibos.

Their number is about 12-15. Ovis and Cajprct have the papilla?

filiformes on the anterior portion of the tongue similar to those in

Ovibos, and this is also the case with Capreolus, but in Bos they

are more narrow and pointed. In all four genera, mentioned for

comparison, a median region of the anterior portion of the tongue
is destitute of papillce fungi'.formes except at the tip. But, on the

other hand, Ba ngifer resembles Ovibos in having papillce fungiformes

scattered over the whole of the anterior portion of the tongue,

although less densely in the central region. The same is also the

case with Cervus elaphus and C. dama. Bangifer and Ovibos are also

alike in having the papillous covering extending about 1| cm. on
the lateral lower surface of the tongue. In Ovis and Capra a

similar arrangement of the papillae takes place, as it also does on
the sides (but not at the tip) of the Capreolus tongue. In Bos
the papillae do not extend far laterally or to the lower side of the
tongue.

The papillae of the posterior portion of the tongue in the middle

are large and flattened in Ovis. The corresponding papillae of

Ovibos are comparatively less enlarged, and look more like scales

than tubercles. Iu Bos (and partly in Capra) these papilla? are

more conical and curved, especially anteriorly. The papillae of

Ovibos may thus be said to be in an intermediate stage of develop-

ment. The papillae of Capreolus are scale-like, with roundish tips,

resembling in their shape those of Ovibos, but those of Bangifer
are rather more pointed, and the anterior ones even conical. In
Bos only the hindmost ones are soft, the others all being more
or less horny.

Capreolus and Bangifer are provided with papillcefungiformes only

on the sides of the posterior portion of the tongue, but in Bos,

Capra, and Ovis there are some scattered on the middle of the central

region as well, although not so many as in Ovibos. In Capreolus

and Bangifer more than half of the lateral surfaces of the posterior

portion of the tongue is covered by small papillce filiformes, thereby

agreeing with Ovibos. In Capra the same is the case anteriorly,

but in Ovis at least two-thirds of these parts are smooth.

Papillce circumvallatce occur on each side in Ovis 18-24 (according

to Ellenberger & Miiller) in 4 rows, in Bos 10-17 in 2 rows,

in Capra 16-17 (12 according to Ellenberger & Miiller) in 2 rows,

in Capreolus 8-9 in 2 irregular rows \ and in Bangifer 7-11 in

2 irregular rows 2
.

1 In Cervus elaphus and dama the number of pap. circumvallata is variable,

and thej- are disposed in two irregular rows.
2 In Bronn's Klass. unci Ordn., Leche mentions that the number of pap.

circuinvallatse is " bei Camelidce seehs." The primary three on each side I have
found in Camelus bacfrianus to be the largest and best developed, but accessory

ones are also found, as in one instance two on each side close to the primary,
and two more on each side with a moro posterior and median position,

10*
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I have described the shape and arrangement of these papilla?

rather fully in order to show that these conditions hardly offer

any characteristics of systematic value, as they are subject to much
variation even individually, and distant forms are sometimes more
alike than nearly related ones. The likeness between Ovibos and

liangifer may depend on a similar way of feeding. In both the

strongly developed lips are certainly of use when they nip off

lichens from rocks and stones. If they had only thin lips, they

might scratch and hurt their teeth when feeding on that material.

The warty lamina on the lips are also useful when seizing other

food such as the twigs of the arctic willow, and against these hard

twigs the strong development of the papilla? of the mouth is of

protective value. There seem to be several ways of seizing the

food among the Pecora. .Bos uses the tongue ; Oris and Copra bite

at once, and their lips are chiefly taste-organs ; liangifer and Ovibos

use the lips as pincers ; and Alces uses its great movable muzzle as

a kind of trunk, but the lips of the latter are smooth, not provided

with horny warts as in the Eeindeer and Musk-ox ; the function is

thus different.

The tonsils in Ovibos have four or five openings.

The oesophagus is provided with a strong outer layer of muscle

(3^ mm.), and interiorly has longitudinal folds. These are of two
kinds, namely 7-8 large ones from 2 to 4 mm. in height, and
small ones measuring 1 mm. or less. The former disappear by
stretching and are produced by folding of the whole mucous
membrane, but the latter seem to be merely epithelial ridges \
The paunch is of course large. The zoologist of the expedition

emptied 22 litres of fodder out of that of an old Musk-ox " from
Sabine Island ; but there is no proof that it was fully distended,

and a quantity was left in the preserved ventricle. The right and
left sacs of the paunch do not extend equally in aboral directions

as in Bos, the right being a little the longer, as in Ovis. Both

Fig. 4.

7

Papilla of the paunch of Musk-ox.

sacs are, however, more broadly rounded, and the constriction
between them is, as it seems, not so strong as, for instance, in
Copra. The distance from the cardia to tbe end of the left sac-

is 41, and to the end of the right sac 44 cm. ; both measurements
being taken when the stomach lies flat and empty. Transversely

1 This agrees with the corresponding features in Bos taurus as described by
Oppel (Lehrb. d. vergl. Anat. d. Wirbeltiere) after Schiitz.

1 Total length 228 cm.
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measured, the diameter of the left sac is 21, and that of the right

27 cm. These measurements have of course only value for a com-
parison of the size of both sacs. The distribution of the exterior

farrows and interior muscular ridges of the paunch seems, on the

whole, to agree with the same in Ovis. Thus the paunch of Ovibos

and Ovis, and especially its left sac, is less specialized than in Bos,

but more so than in Capreolus. The papillae in the paunch of Ovi-

bos (fig. 4, p. 148) are flattened, more or less broadly tongue-shaped,

and cover the whole interior surface except the muscular ridges.

Their size varies from 5-15 mm. in length, and from 2 to 4 (in

average 2|-3) in breadth. Three cm. from the cardia these papillae

measure about 8 mm. in length by 2 in breadth ; at the posterior

end of the left sac near the "hintere Hauptpfeiler " their length

rises to 11 mm., and on the area between the spleen and the

reticulum, as well as in the adjacent part of the reticulum, they

are still longer, 12-15 mm. The shape of the papillae is not
different from those of Capreolus, Ovis, Gapra, &c. It has

already been hinted that a portion of the reticulum is provided

with tongue-like papillae. This area passes gradually into

the normally reticulated portion. The papillae become partly

confluent and form more or less lobated walls disposed like the

ridges of the typical reticulum, and at the same time the papillae

in the interspaces between these walls are greatly reduced in size.

The origin of the ridges of reticulum, as well as that of the small

papillae in the meshes, can thus be plainly seen. The cells of the

reticulum of Ovibos (fig. 5) are in the fundus about 2 cm., or a little

Fig. 5.

Cells of the reticulum of the Musk-ox.

more, ill diameter, but towards the sides they are smaller, lg-lcm.
in diameter. At the " Schlundrinne " the cells on one side are

very small, only h cm. in diameter ; on the other there are no cells,

only longitudinal folds. The surrounding ridges of the typical cells
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are not nearly so high as in Bos \ and hardly so high as in Ovis and
Gapra. They measure 2-3 mm. in height, but this may partly be

due to contraction. The free margins of these walls in the fundus

are finely denticulated, but all of them are provided with vertical

ridges on their lateral surfaces. The cells are again partly divided

by smaller walls into secondary cells, but this is quite irregular.

The cellular interspaces are also finely reticulated by small tertiary

ridges which carry small conical papillae, and sucli are also found

within the tertiary reticulations. This is conspicuous on places

where the epithelial covering has fallen off. The reticulum of

Ovibos is thus much more differentiated than that of Rangifer and
Capreolus, in which the cells are very shallow. The difference

between Ovibos and Rangifer, which both lead a similar life,

indicates that no parallelism in development has taken place with

regard to this organ. This, on the other hand, seems to prove

that the suggestion made by Owen 2
, that the shallowness of the

cells of the Reindeer's reticulum is due to the fact that the

animal obtains so much water by its swallowing snow that any
reservoir for water is unnecessary, is incorrect. Ovibos is a repre-

sentative of a more specialized ruminant type.

The diameters of the reticulum of Ovibos are 160 X 210 mm., and
those of the psalterium 180 x 230. The latter is thus larger ; and
therein Ovibos agrees with Bos, and differs from Ovis, Gapra,

and the Cervidce
3

.

The number of folds in the psalterium is 61, and their arrange-

ment is plainly quadruplicate, with folds, or septa, of first, second,

third, and fourth order. Eight folds of the first order are con-

spicuous, embracing 7 pockets of the first order. There ought,

then, to be 57 folds, if it were quite regular, but some few of the
fourth order are not developed ; on the other hand, there are some
outside the seven pockets belonging to incomplete pockets. The
quadruplicate arrangement agrees with that in Ovis, the same in

Bos being quinquiplicate. 1 do not think, however, that much
stress can be laid upon this character ; this opinion being confirmed

by the fact that Garrod has found in the genus Cervus forms with

quinqui-, quadri-, and triplicate arrangement of these septa '.

Capreolus is said to have a quadriplicate arrangement of septa in the

psalterium ; but before me lies a specimen which has only a

triplicate arrangement, without the slightest trace of the fourth

system of folds. Likewise I have a psalterium of Gapra with only

a few indications of the folds of the fourth system \
The psalterium-folds are beset with conical papillae, usually

almost as broad as high (about 1| mm.), but more acute towards
the free margin of the folds than at their bases. At the opening

1 Vergl. Auat. d. Hausthiere, achte Auflage, 18%.
2 Anat. of Vertebrates, toI. iii. p. 472.
3 At least Capreolus, Cervus dama, and C. elaphus.
4 Proc. Zool. Soc. 1877, pp. 2 et seqq.

' Boas has also pointed out the variability of this organ (Morph. Jahrb.
1890).
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between the reticulum and psalterium are some conical papillae,

but not enlarged or curved as is usually the case in Bos. The
psalteriuni-groove is also bordered by rows of conical papilla? like

those of the psalterium-folds. The opening to the abomasus is

surrounded by two semilunar plicae, which are continued in the

longitudinal folds of this organ. The number of the abomasus-

folds of Ovibos is 24, many more than in Bos (14-16), Ovis (13-15),

Copra (13), or Capreolus (11-12). But the folds are not very

broad, at most about 3 cm. The length of the abomasus measured
along the curvature is 48 cm., and its greatest breadth when lying

flat and empty about 15 cm. The folds disappear 24 cm. from the

pylorus. In Ovis, Capra, Capreolus, &c. the plicated part of the

abomasus is much longer than the nonplicated. Ovibos has been
able to shorten the plicated tract by augmenting the number of

laminar folds. Towards the pylorus the musculature is

strengthened, and forms a strong sphincter with a round button

on the anterior side.

Fig. 6.

Irregular folds in the caecum of the Musk-ox.

The first part of the duodenum, which is suspended in the

omentum ma/jus, is rather dilated, and measures 4 cm. in width,

when it lies empty, but when it approaches the liver, 20 cm. from
the pylorus in the omentum minus, it is narrowed to 3 cm. Free
from this it makes a short loop about 10 cm. in length, after which
it bends backward and forms another loop 33 cm. in leugth along

the rectum, to which the ascending part is attached by a mesentery
4-5 cm. in breadth. Having returned forward, it becomes the

jejunum, with its numerous short convolutions in the periphery of

the mesentery. The last part of the small intestine is again

straight, and attached to the caecum by a narrow mesentery.

The ileum terminates by a 10-13 mm. broad circular vcdvula

ileo-cccalis.

In the fundus end of the ctecum of Ovibos several irregular folds

are found. These are especially numerous on a spot a little more
than 3 cm. in diameter, where some of the folds are 5 mm. broad.

They appear to be irregularly arranged (see fig. 0). Here, too, the
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wall of the caecum is thicker. The surrounding tract shows some
scattered longitudinal folds. Otherwise the internal surface is quite

smooth. In the specimens of other species studied for comparison

I have not seen such folds in the fundus of the caecum.

The caecum is dilated towards the fundus end, so that its width

there is 18 cm. when it lies empty and flat, but at the opening of

the ileum it is only 10 cm. The large intestine soon tapers when
it enters the spiral from 10 cm., which is its width in the beginning

next to the caecum, to a diameter of 4-5 cm. in the spiral coils.

It retains that width so long as it is included in the mesentery,

but when it leaves this it widens to 8-9 cm. in diameter, and the

rectum is still wider, 9-10 cm. When the colon leaves the spiral

in the mesentery it becomes covered with fat, distributed in

large oval and oblong lumps, which become still more numerous
on the rectum.

Kg. 7.

Great and email intestines of the Musk-ox.

If we assume that the first spiral coil (fig. 7) begins at the point
where the colon crosses the median line since it has left the csecal
tract and is bending over to the left side, then the first coil is

complete at the number I in the figure, the second at II, the third
at III, and the fourth at IV, but at that point the spiral turns and
the colon bends back upon itself. The fifth, sixth, and seventh coils

(5, 6, and 7 in the figure) are retrograde coils, and the fifth and
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sixth are situated more centrally and covered by the other coils.

The seventh lies between the second and first coil, but the eighth

is still more peripheric. At 8 in the figure it is shown to make a

long loop (i/), and then having returned upon itself it passes out

in the periphery of the mesentery near the short convolutions of

the small intestine, to which it is fixed with a narrow (about 3 cm.)

mesentery. Owing to this narrowness of the mesentery, the large

intestine is forced to make some undulations, although not so many
or so deep as the small intestine. When the large intestine has

come to the pancreas region it leaves the mesentery of the jejunum,

and becomes connected with the first part of the colon (the first

coil) in a direction opposite to that of the latter towards the right

side, and, returning upon itself, makes a loop, both ends of which

are closely connected at x in the figure. Then it passes backward
into the rectum.

With regard to the figure, it is to be observed that the intestine

is laid out and the coils of the spiral are pulled apart a little ; the

upper parts of the spiral being to the right and the lower parts

to the left, so as to make all the coils at least partly visible.

When comparing the large intestine of Ovihos with that of other

Ruminants, it becomes evident that the former is more developed

and thrown into more coils (4 centripetal and 4 centrifugal). If

the spiral coils are counted in the same manner as above, we find

that the colon of Capreolus makes 2| centripetal spiral coils and

2£ retrograde or centrifugal ones. The same organ in Copra and
Ovis makes 3 centripetal and 3 retrograde spiral coils. In Bos, as

a rule, only 2 centripetal and 2 centrifugal coils (sometimes only

1| of each) can be discerned.

The situation of the last centrifugal coil is different in Ovis and
Copra on the one side, and Bos on the other, since in the two
former it lies peripherally quite close to the coils of the small

intestine. The same is also the case in Ovibos, as already stated

;

but although this characteristic separates Ovibos from Bos, it has

no value for uniting Ovibos with the Ovine group, because the same
condition is also found in other Ruminants, as, for instance,

Capreolus, in which the mesentery between the small and the large

intestine is 1|-2| cm. It is therefore probable that this is an
ancient character retained by most Ruminants except the Bovine
group. The situation of the colon gives therefore no reason for

uniting Ovibos with Ovis and Oapra in a subfamily of Cavicornia.

On the contrary, the greater development of the spiral coils

indicates that the Musk-ox is differentiated with regard to this

organ from the others. The same result may be obtained by
comparing the measurements of the different parts of the intestine

with each other, and comparing this relation with the correspoudig

one in other species. The length of the different parts of the

intestine of the Musk-ox measured in a preserved state, but still

adherent to the mesentery, is as follows ;

—

Small intestine from pylorus to csccum 20 in. 70 cm.
CcBcum 70 cm. Lanjre intestine 12 m. 40 cm.
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The terminal portion of the rectum, perhaps 25 cm., is missing.

For comparison it may be mentioned that Mr. J. Arwidson made
1 he following measurements of the intestine of another specimen.

He loosened the intestine from the mesentery and stretched it

out on the deck of the steamer, which of course resulted in larger

figures. Small intestine 31 m. 2 cm. Caecum 75 cm. Large

intestine 11 m. 99 cm.
But in this case, also, the last part of the rectum from the

anterior end of the urinary bladder was missing. Since the intestine

was stretched in this case, it may be more reliable to use my own
figures. We find, then, that the small intestine is not much more
than twice as long (more exactly 2*1, and according to Arwidson's

measurements 2-5) as the large intestine. For comparison I have

in the same way measured the intestines of a sheep and a goat

preserved in formalin and still adherent to the mesentery, viz. :

—

Ovis. Capra.

Small intestine 15 m. 15 cm. 14 m. 77 cm.

Caecum 36 cm. 22 cm.
Large intestine .... 4 m. 90 cm. 4 m. 90 cm.

In both these cases we find that the small intestine is fully

three times as long as the large. Similar figures occur in literature

concerning other species of Ovis and Capra, and in Bos the small

intestine is 3 to 4 times as long as the large one.

The great length of the large intestine in the Musk-ox is an
adaptation suitable for the digestion of some special kind of food.

It is thus probable that feeding on the twigs of the arctic willow

and similar indigestible material, which, when the short arctic

summer has passed, must be the only food of this hardy animal,

has produced this great development of the large intestine.

The liver of the Musk-ox (fig. 8, p. 155) is divided into a right and
a left lobe. The diameters of the left lobe are 16 cm. x 21 cm., and
its thickness is between 4 and 5 cm. The corresponding measure-
ments of the right lobe are IS, 22, and 8 cm. The spigelian lobe is

small and triangular (4| cm. base, 2| height) with a broad base, thus

exhibiting that shape which has been called by Garrod 1

oviform.

The lobus cuudatus (I.e.) is flattened, 124 cm. long by 8.4 broad, and
carries at the end a small lobule 3-3 cm. broad and 1"8 long.

The gall-bladder (f/b) is, as usual, situated on the posterior surface

of the right lobe, 9 cm. from the umbilical fissure, the depth of

which is about 6 cm. It has thus a rather central position in the

right lobe. "When empty and contracted it is 11 cm. in length.

The ductus clioledeclius, which has a considerable width, opens into

the duodenum 63 cm. from the pylorus. About 10 cm. before it

pierces the wall of the intestine it receives the ductus pancreaticus

{cf. the figure). This description being taken from the organ of

a full-grown bull.

A comparison of the liver of Ouibos with that of other Pecora

1 Proc. Zool. Soc. 1877, pp. 2 et seq.
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gives the following results. With regard to its pronounced

division into a right and left lobe, it resembles more the ovine than

the bovine liver. But since the same division is just as much
pronounced in many other forms, this characteristic has hardly any
classificatory value. The lohus spigelii has the same form in Ovis,

Bos, and Ovibos ; but it is doubtful whether the shape of this lobe

offers any valuable characteristics, since it may be absent or present

in the same genus or even species, while its form in the same
species may be either " rusiform " or " oviform "

(cf. Garrod, I. c.

p. 4). The shape of the lobus cauclatus in the Musk-ox is more
flattened and less trihedral than in any liver of Cavicoruia or

Cervicomia I have seen.

Fig. 8.

?*•

i.e.

P-

Liver, gall-bladder, and part of the duodenum of the Musk-ox.

This probably depends on the circumstance that the right kidney
is not so closely impressed and capped by this part of the liver.

The union of the ductus pancreaticus with the ductus choledechus

before entering the intestine seems at first sight to be a character

of more importance, because this presents a resemblance to Sheep
and a difference from Cattle. It must be observed, however, that,

according to Franck 1

, Bos not seldom has two ducti pancreatici,

one opening directly in the intestine, and the other uniting with
the ductus choledechus. This considerably lessens the difference of

arrangement, the more so as my preparation of Ovibos was a little

damaged in these parts, so that I am not able to deny the possible

1

Cf. Ellcnberger and Midler, I. 0, p. 433.
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existence of a second pancreatic duct. By embryological investi-

gations it has been proved that the presence of two pancreatic ducts is

the primary condition, which thus is retained now and then in Bos:

and two sucb ducts always exist in many Ungulata, as, for instance.

Equns, Tapirus, and Rhinoceros. The condition in the Enminantia
does not seem to be well known (except in domesticated animals):

it can, however, be concluded per analogiam that they originally had

two pancreatic ducts. In such a case it is evident that two forms

like Ovis and Ovibos have been able to reduce one and retain the

other, so that this resemblance is no distinct proof of close relation-

ship, although it may indicate such a feature.

The main mass of the pancreas (fig. 8, p. 155) of the Musk-ox
is situated round the blood-vessels of the liver, but it extends

along the paunch towards the spleen, although it does not seem
to quite reach that organ. The pancreatic duct has already been

spoken of.

The spleen of the Musk-ox is not elongate as in Ovis and Copra,

but its contour is elliptic, equally rounded at both ends (fig. 9).

Its length is (in an adult bull) 21 cm. and its breadth 14 cm

Fig. 9.

Spleen of the Musk-ox.

It is, however, much thicker (4 cm. in preserved state) at the side

nearest to the oesophagus, and is flattened towards the other sides.

Its shape thus agrees very well with that of the spleen of the

Cervicorma (Cervus clapJms, Capreolus) and Gi raffia, and maybe an
ancient character.

The nostrils have already been spoken of in connection with the

muzzle. The septum membranaceutn of the posterior nasal cavity
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is in the Sheep complete, and extends posteriorly into the " Nasen-
rachen," but in the Calf it is only a ridge. In Copra this septum
is well developed, although not quite so strongly as in the Sheep.

The same structure as in Bos occurs in Ovibos, as I have seen in

the salted head of a Musk-cow, in which this ridge is only 2 mm.
broad and 3-4 mm. high. Even with allowance for contraction in

the brine, it is evident that the posterior nasal cavity is much less

narrowed by the septum membranaeeum in the Musk-ox than in

the Ovine group. . This may be gathered from the fact that at the

posterior end of the palatum durum the distance between the

septum and the lateral wall is nearly 1| cm., while the height of

the cavity measures more than 4 cm.
The larynx of the Musk-ox (fig. 10) is of a very elongate shape.

Its greatest length (in a bull), taken as a whole, is 14 cm., but its

Fig. 10.

Larynx of the Musk-ox.

transverse (vertical) diameter is only 9 cm. This great length is

mostly due to the great extension of the cartilago thyroidca (more
than 11 cm.). It is especially the anterior part which is large,

as may be demonstrated from the fact that the distance .from the

hind margin to the point of the pomum adami is contained fully

three times in the distance from the latter point to the margin of
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the incisura thyroidea superior. In Capra the corresponding

relation is only 1 to 14, and in Capreolm I have found a similar

condition. Cornua mperiora in the Musk-ox are not so much
elongated as. for instance, in Cervvs elaphus and Caprcolus, in

which they are larger than the cornua posteriori!, but of compara-

tively the same size as in Bos and Capra. They are directed

dorsally, so that their direction forms a nearly right angle

against the longitudinal diameter of the larynx, and is not parallel

to the same as in Capra and Bos. The cornua inferiora are

very long and arcuate. As a result of the great development

of the cartilago thyroidea in Ovibos, the longitudinal diameter of

the dorsal part of the cartilago cricoidea, which in Capra, Cervus,

and Capreolus exceeds the length of the cartilago thyroidea, only

equals 72 "/„ of the length of the first mentioned cartilage. In

Bos the anterior portion of the cartilago thyroidea is enlarged

as in the Musk-ox, so that the length of the larynx exceeds the

dorsiventral diameter, but the length of the cricoidea equals or

nearly equals the length of the thyroidea along the anterior keel.

Thejpomum adami is less developed in Bos than in Ovibos, and the

distance from the same to the insertion of the cornua posteriora

exceeds the length of the thyroidea in Bos and still more so in

Capra ; but in Ovibos this distance is not much more than | of

the length of the thyroidea, although the pomum adami is so much
protruding. This indicates that the lateral extension compared
with the length of the thyroidea is much less in Ovibos than iu Bos.

This can be seen in the figure. On the whole there is, however,

more resemblance with regard to this organ between Ovibos and
Bos than with the others.

The epiglottis of the Musk-ox is strongly recurved at the apex,

but blunt (nearly rounded). It thus makes a less triangular

impression than that of Caprra, Bos, &c. The plica ary-epi-

glottica is well developed, although not so much, it seems, as

in Ovis and Capra, The basal part of the epiglottis is strongly

developed and reaches the same length as the free portion. On
the sides it is well curved so as to embrace the arytenoid car-

tilages.

The trachea is very wide and has a peculiar shape. It is flat-

tened dorso-ventrally, so that the transverse diameter of its

Fig. 11.

Tracheal ring of the Musk-ox.

lumen is 5 cm., but the dorso-ventral only 3 cm. This is effected

by the tracheal rings (fig. 11) not meeting dorsally, but leaving a
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3 cm. broad interspace between their dorsal ends l
. This interspace

is occupied only by soft tissues. The dorsal surface is thus, instead

of showing a median edge as in other Cavicornia, flat or even a

little concave. The cartilages are ventrally thicker, but end
dorsally in thin edges. The ventral portion of the rings is usually

7-8 ram. broad, but towards the sides, where they partly overlap

each other in the antero-posterior direction, they become broader
(15-20 mm.).

The lungs of the Musk-ox show on the right side the same
division into lobes as in other Cavicornia (Bos, Ovis, Capra) and
in Cervicornia (C'ervvs elaphm, Dama, Oapreolus, and Bangifer),

but the left lung differs (fig. 12) from all the material (of Ruminants)

Ficr. 1 2,

Lung of the Musk-ox.

on hand except Lama glama. The left lung is quite simple, the

upper lobe sitting with a broad base on the lower, and there being

no trace of a middle lobe (see fig. 12), which latter in the Ru-
minants (except Lama) enumerated above is very deeply cleft from

the lower lobe. Ovibos has thus in this, respect, a very isolated

position. The lungs are distinctly lobulated as in Bos.

1 A similar condition is said to take place in the Yak (Bos grimniens Linn.)

according to Pagenstecher (Allgem. Zoologie, vol. iii. p. 3S4).
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The circulatory system cannot be studied from the material

on hand, 1 therefore onlv state the dimensions of the preserved

heart of a Musk-ox bull, 18x13^x94 (right) or 10J (left) cm.

Lts periphery is 39 cm. The dimensions seem to equal those of

common cattle.

The scrotal sac of the Musk-ox is pendent, with vertical tes-

ticles, as Mr. J. Arwidson informs me. The length of a testicle

with the epididymis of a hull (killed at Emperor Franz Joseph

Fjord, Aug. 26) measured 12| cm., the transverse diameter of the

same is about 6 cm. This is about the same size as in cattle, and

relatively smaller than in Oris and Copra (for instance the testicles

of a young goat are fully 10 cm. in length). The mvsculvs cre-

master is well developed, 3| cm. broad. The vasa deferentia are

arranged as usual. The thickened terminal portions are 6-7 mm.
in length and about 7 mm. thick. They have an exterior muscular

roat and a spongious-looking interior surface. The interspaces

between these organs are filled with fat. The ductus ejaartatorivs

opens on a colliculus seminalis which has the shape of a ridge, but

distally this ridge is cleft in two parts, which border a furrow.

The vesicidu- seminales are flattened, 5| cm. long and 2| cm.

broad, organs with a distinctly lobed appearance. They are nearly

solid and have a glandular structure. Each opens with a duct

into the corresponding ductus tjaculatorius.

The prostata is only slightly developed, and covered by the

thick museulus urethralig. Next to the bladder only small scat-

tered lobules are seen, but distally, 44 cm. from the proximal

border of this muscle, the gland is thickened to a layer 5-6 mm.
in thickness and about 14 cm. in length.

The glandulce cowperi are well developed, rather triangular

in shape, about 3 cm. deep, and nearly 34 cm. long, but flattened

on the median side so that the thickness does not amount to more
than lg cm. in the transverse diameter.

So far as the muscles are left on the preparation, the following

can be discovered :—a pair of broad ischio-urethrales, a pair of

large bidho-cavemosi and the " Afterruthenmuskeln/' which run
alongside each other to the S-shaped curve of the penis. There
they separate, and continue laterally of the penis to a point about

6 cm. from the praeputium, where they insert by means of a sinew.

The penis opens into a prceputium, which protrudes 6-Jr cm. out-

side the integument of the belly. The distal third of this sac-like

prominence is exteriorly naked in a bull killed August 29th. The
base is covered by dark brown, nearly black hairs partly reaching

a length of 18 cm. Distally the hairs get shorter, less numerous,
and partly greyish white. The praeputial cavity is distinctly

differentiated into three regions with different structure. The most
distal of these, which corresponds with the protruding part, is

richly provided with longitudinal folds. Its integument has the

same structure as the exterior surface of the tip of the praeputial

prominence. In a bull killed in July this portion is densely

covered by fine hairs reaching a length of 6 cm. This is probably
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a part of the winter coat, which extends even on to the interior

surface of the prseputium, for in the bull killed 29th August it is

absent and the corresponding surface naked. The next preputial

region, about 7 cm. in length, is also thrown into strong longi-

tudinal folds. In the bull killed in July it is beset with fine

woolly-looking hairs about 1^ or 2 cm. in length. This portion

is evidently richly provided with glands, for in the specimen
killed at the end of August, at a time when the rutting-season

is approaching, this region is quite covered by a hardened secretion.

This is a yellowish-looking mass consisting partly of small roundish

nodules like hardened drops and emitting a strong odour of musk.
The third and most interior portion, which includes the distal

end of the penis, is about 6 cm. in length. Its surface is thrown
into a still greater number (16-18) of undulating folds. But the

surface is smooth, and there is no secretion conspicuous in this

part. There seems to be a rather powerful sphincter at the centre

of the middle preputial portion, although it is damaged on the

preparations.

The length of the two penes preserved in the retracted state

is, measured along the curves, respectively 55 and 62 cm.
The end of the penis (fig. 13) is blunt, and the urethra ends as a

truncate tube (u), which on the left side is curved upward close

to the tip of the penis. The urethral tube accordingly does not

Penis of the Musk-oy.

extend beyond the penis, and the portion which is not fused

together with the end of the latter is very short. On my speci-

mens the free margin on the left lateral side is about 9 mm. and
on the median side hardly 4 mm. This condition differs widely

from that in the Ovine group. But there is still another difference :

the apex of the penis of the Sheep is provided with an expansion

like a cushion, forming a kind of glans, but in the Musk-ox
nothing of that sort can be seen. The shape of the penis of

Ovihos is most similar to that of Damaliscus pygnrgus as figured

by Garrod (I. c. p. 11). From the fact that forms so widely

different as Giraffa, Moschus, Elaphodus, Addax, Gazella, Capra,

and Ovis have the urethra prolonged to a more or less setiform

appendix beyond the tip of the penis, it may be concluded that

this is an ancient characteristic ' of the .Ruminants, and the ancestors

1 It is very difficult to understand such a feature as a parallelism, and tertiurn

non datwr.

Pboo. Zool. Soc.—1900, No. XT. 11
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of Ovlbos probably had a similar organ. It Sis, however, reduced

in the Musk-ox as well as in the Common Ox and many other

forms. Such a thin filiform termination of the urethra must
easily be damaged by frost, and it could hardly be useful to an

animal living in such a cold climate that it needed even the interior

of the preputial sac clothed with hairs or wool. This might

therefore be the reason for its reduction in Ovibos, whatever it

may have been in others.

The absence of this filiform prolongation (the cause may be

one or the other; is, however, a resemblance to the condition in

Bos, and the value of this characteristic seems to gain more im-

portance as it is shared also by some Antelopes (Bubaline section).

But it must be admitted that the reduction of such an appendix

as ibis might have taken place iu different forms independently.

The genital organs of a young virgin cow killed in the Queen
Augusta Valley in July were preserved. The ovaries are irregu-

larly bean-shaped, 22 mm. long, 17 mm. broad, and 12 mm. thick.

The tube? faVopii pursue their slightly winding course in about

10 cm. from the pavilion to the cornua uteri. In each cornu

there are a great number of cotyledonal processes. These are

neither regularly arranged nor of the same size, but in the wider

part they seem to be disposed in four rows. Those of the two
median rows are much the larger. The number may be estimated

between 90 and 100 in each cornu. The cotyledons are thus much
more numerous than in other forms, nearly twice as many as in

the cow and sheep (according to Franck '). According to Garrod's

li^t the Giraffe is the only ruminant which has a similarly great

number, namely " 180 large and small" (I. c. p. 12). Ouibos has

accordingly a rather isolated position in this respect.

The corpus uteri is very short (about 12 mm.), because the

cornua nearly reach down to the cervix. The vaginal portion

forms the largest part of the genitalia in such a young cow. It

is about 19 cm. from the lower end of the eanalis cervicis to the

edges of the labia pudendi. About a third of this length is taken
up by the sinus urogenital is. The hymen is well developed, and
at its free margin is a conical papilla. Under the hymen is a
diverticulum in which the urethra opens.

The vagina from the hymen to the cervix uteri is wide and about
13 cm. in length. Xot far from the end of the same, two large

plicae or valves are found, which are arranged so that each forma
a pocket with the wall. The interior of these i- situated on the

left side about 2 cm. from the mouth of the canaUs eerviealis, and its

pocket is open downward. The exterior valve forms a still more
pronounced pocket opening inward a little more than 2 cm. from
the other. The function of these valves may be to retaiu the
sperm in the vagina after copulation. Otherwise the interior sur-

face of the vagina is smooth, but with longitudinal folds. In the

Euminants that I have used for comparison, I have not seen any

1
Cf. Ellenberger and Muller. /. c. p. 556.
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transverse plicae or valves like those in Ovibos, which may therefore

be peculiar to that form.

At the ventral angle of the labia pudendi is the clitoris with
a rounded glans. Its visible parts are oviform, 6 mm. long by
4 broad.

The kidneys of Ovibos are bean-shaped, without trace of division

into lobules. Their dimensions in an old bull are as follows :

—

length 13 cm., breadth at hilus 6|-7 cm., thickness 4f-5f cm.
In a young cow the corresponding dimensions are 11, 6, and 5 cm.
When the kidney is cut longitudinally it can be seen that there is

only one elongate and ridge-like mammilla formed by the more or

less complete blendiDg of many cones into one. The cones are,

however, at their bases more or less distinct. This character offers

a remarkable difference from the corresponding structure in. Bos,

but agrees with that of the sheep, goats, deer, and other ruminants,
even the Camelidce. It is accordingly a character of importance in

distinguishing Bos and Ovibos ; but, on the other hand, it does
not prove any closer relationship between Ovibos and Ovis, because

Bos is in this respect an aberrant, and Ovibos a normal ruminant.

Concerning the mammary organs of Ovibos, it is stated by various

authors with more or less certainty that the udder is provided with
only two teats. This statement is, however, erroneous, as Ovibos,

both females and males, normally have four well-developed teats.

On the 11th of July, Mr. Arwidson preserved the udder of a young
cow shot in Queen Augusta Valley. The udder had four teats, the

anterior pair situated 8 cm. apart. The posterior pair measured
25 mm. in length, and 4 cm. apart ; the distance between the two
pairs being5 cm. On the 26th of August, an old cow, with milk in

the udder, was killed at Emperor Franz Joseph Fjord. She had four

normal teats and one accessory. The anterior of these measure
in the preserved state about 3| cm., and the posterior 4-4| cm.

The fifth accessory teat is close to the base of the right anterior

one, and is not quite 14 cm. long in the preserved state. In a bull

killed in July on Sabine Island, Mr. Arwidson found four teats

and a fifth accessory one. " At the base of the scrotum," he
writes, " two rudimentary teats were situated 7 cm. apart, 5 cm.

iu front of these was another pair, and 6 cm. in front of these on
the left side still another of small size, but the corresponding one

on the right side is missing. The posterior ones are larger,

measuring 1'5 em." The udder of the cow is densely covered with

hair, and even the teats, although more sparsely, are beset with

hairs of a lighter, nearly white coloration. The aperture in the

tip of the teats is large. In their shape the teats resemble those

of the cow, although smaller and hairy.

The alleged presence of only two teats has been regarded as

evidence for allying Ovibos with the Ovine Euminants. The opposite

view is, perhaps, proved by the existence of four teats. Indeed,

t he evidence is more than this ; because, if there had only been two,

one pair might have been reduced by parallelism, since the presence

of two paire is the primary condition, as mav be gathered from
11*
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the fact that four teats are found in the Camdidce, in Giraffa, and

in the Cervidas. That the teats in some forms have been reduced

independently is more than probable, when we take into considera-

tion the conditions presenting themselves in the Antelopes. In

the Bubaline section, for instance, Bubalis ' has only two, but

Connochaztes has four teats ; and a similar difference is also found

in the subfamily AntUopince, in which all the genera have two teats

except Stiiga, which has four.

Fig. 14.

Udder of the female Musk-ox.

The ante-orbital pit or sinus sebacevs is well developed in Ovibos.

On the salted head of a cow I found the glandular organ to have

a lenticular shape, 23 mm. long, 18 broad, and 8 thick. It was
situated in a shallow groove of the lacrymal bone, in the angle

formed by the protruding orbital tube against the facial portion of

the skull. It is placed rather high, as it is on a level with the

upper third of the orbit. The interior of the pit itself is hairy,

and round it the glands are arranged and surrounded by a capsule

of connective tissue.

1 Sclater & Thomas: The Book of Antelopes, vol. i. p. 5.
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The presence of such a gland is a feature common not only to

the Sheep, but to a great number of Antelopes, Deer, and other

Ruminants. It is thus certainly an ancient characteristic. Its

presence in the Musk-ox does not therefore prove close relationship

to other forms having such a gland ; and where it is missing, it

may have been reduced independently in different forms.

Both iu the fore and in the hind feet of the Musk-ox I have

failed to find any glands. This is again another difference from Ovis.

It is chiefly on the study of the skeleton that the classification

of the Musk-ox has been based, the soft anatomy having been

almost unknown. In his paper on Ovibos in the Palseonto-

graphical Society's Monographs, vol. xxv., Prof. Boyd Dawkins
has treated of the early opinions about this animal. We find

there that the Arctic explorers and the first zoologists to whom
the animal was known regarded it as a kind of ox, this being

expressed by its first scientific name, Bos moschatus. Blainville

thought he recognized in the Musk-ox intermediate characters

between sheep and ox, and introduced in 1816 the name Ovibos,

which has been adopted by most authors.

Owen believed, however, that the Musk-ox was more nearly re-

lated to the Cape Buffalo and therefore named it Bubalus moschatus.

Riitimeyer placed Ovibos near Budorcas, and both of these forms

near the Sheep 1

. Quite lately the affinity between Budorcas and
Ovibos has been pleaded by Matschie 2

. Lydekker, in his ' Wild
Oxen, Sheep, and Goats of All Lands,' placed Ovibos as a form
" incertoB sedis " ; but it seems as if most recent authors are inclined

to regard it as a true Sheep, although of a somewhat aberrant type.

The question has always been, " Is it a bovine or an ovine form " ?

No other possibility has been discussed, except that it might
perhaps be an intermediate link. Then, as there seemed to be

more likeness with the Sheep than with the Oxen, the decision, as a

rule, has favoured the Sheep with this strange form. The differeut

reasons which have prevailed with zoologists to form such a

judgment are chiefly founded on osteological characters ; and there-

fore, as I hope soon to have the opportunity of treating the osteology

of the Musk-ox in a separate paper, when I shall enter upon a

discussion of the value of these characters, I now confine myself

to consider what conclusions may be drawn from the sketch of

the soft anatomy given above.

If we first ask, in what respects does Ovibos agree with the Ovine
type, and what is the value of those characters, we arrive at the

following result. The hairiness of the muzzle is a resemblance but

a rather doubtful one, as Ovibos may independently have obtained

this characteristic as an adaptation, and then as a parallelism to

the same feature iu the Reindeer. This seems the more probable

as the broad shape of the Musk-ox's muzzle, and the absence of

the mid-fissure of the lip, tend to show that its development has

advanced in a different direction from that of the Sheep. On the

1 Ahh. Suhweiz. pal. Ges. 1877 & 1878.
-' Sitzungsb. Ges. nat. Fieunde, Berlin, 1898.
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other hand, as several of the Antelopes, the Llamas, and certain

other Ruminants have hairy muzzles, it is possible that this is an

ancient character, retained alike by Ovibos and Ovis. Whichever

of these theories may be true, neither gives any reason for

classifying the Musk-ox with the Sheep.

The resemblance between the Musk-ox and Sheep with regard

to the relative dimensions of the right and left sacs of the paunch

is shared by members of Gervidai, and is therefore an ancient charac-

teristic, merely indicating that the paunch is less developed than

in Bos, the most specialized ruminant. The union of the pancreatic

duct with the ductus choledechus has already been discussed. It

indicates that one of the two primary ducts has become reduced,

and the same retained in both Ovibos and Ovis, and may well be

an independent parallelism. The " oviform " shape of the lobus

spigelii is of no importance. The peripheral situation of the last

centrifugal coil of the colon in Ovibos and Ovis is the same as in

the Cervidcp ; and is thus an ancient character, with regard to which
Bos alone differs from the others. The same may be said about

the non-lobated kidneys of the Musk-ox. The presence of ante-

orbital glands is also an ancieut character, common to many rumi-

nants, although these have been reduced in Bos, Copra, some
Antelopes, &c. It is thus evident that the resemblances between
Ovibos and Ovis do not indicate close relationship, especially when
the differences are so many and so important. For instance, the

absence of the median fissure in the upper lip indicates that the

muzzle of the Musk-ox has been differentiated from the ancient

type still retained by the Sheep. The reticulum of the Musk-ox
is smaller thau the psalterium, and the abomasus differs in the

number of plica?, &c. These are features of a separate development,

as are the greater number of colic coils. The spleen differs from
that of the Sheep and other Cavicornia, and may be of an ancient

type. The slight development of the septum membranaceum in the

posterior part of the nasal cavity separates Ovibos from the Ovine
type ; and the same is the case with the differences indicated by the

great development of the larynx of the Musk-ox, its peculiar

trachea, and the undivided left lung. The shape of the Musk-ox's
penis is different from that of the Ovine group. The number of

cotyledons in the placenta is unusually large, and the number of teats

is the primary four; both these being important characters which
distinguish the Musk-ox from the Sheep. To these may be added
characters of minor importance, such as the denticulated palatal

ridges
1

, the flattened shape of t he lobus candatus of the liver, the valves

in the vagina, the absence of the foot-glands, &c. Taken together,

all seem to prove that the soft anatomy of the Musk-ox not only

does not speak for its affinity with the Sheep, but even plainly pro-

hibits its inclusion in the same group of the Cavicornia. Neither
is it allied to the Bovine group. The anatomy of Budorcas is not

1 The irregular arrangement of the papilla circumval!at(/> compared with the
regular rows in Bos and Ovibos may be an ancient feature.
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known, at least not to me, and therefore I am not able to judge
concerning the alleged affinity between Ouibos and Budorccts. So
much may, however, be said, that if there should exist any great

affinity between these forms, Budorccts cannot be a Sheep. It is to

be regretted that the anatomy of the Antelopes is so incompletely

known. When our knowledge of them becomes greater, then only
will a satisfactory classification of the Oavicoruia be possible. But,
to judge from its soft anatomy, the Musk-ox is entitled to form a

subfamily of its own, at least pro tempore, as well defined as the

Caprine?, or the Bovince.

3. On a Species of Earthworm from Western Tropical

Africa, belonging to the Genus Benhamia. By Frank
E. Beddard F.R.S., &c.

[Received January 30, 1900.]

A few weeks ago I received, through the kindness of Mr. Martin
Woodward, a bottle containing some Earthworms which had been
collected in Ashanti, and which I refer to two distinct species,

both of which, so far as I can see, have already beeu characterized.

As, however, I am able to extend our knowledge of at least one of

these, I think it worth while to bring the notes of my dissections

before the Society.

Benhamia csecifera (W. B. Benhain).

Five years ago Dr. Benham described ' a large Earthworm from
the Gold Coast which he referred to the genus Benhamia, and to a

new species of that genus named by him B. ccecifera on account of

the numerous ca^ca with which the intestine was furnished. The
larger specimen of those kindly presented to me by Mr. Woodward
appears to belong to this species. Dr. Benham's example is in

the collection of Earthworms in the British Museum ; and—as it

was the type of his new species—he was compelled to respect its

integrity as much as possible. I have been under no such

necessity, and am able therefore in a few points to supplement his

description. In order to avoid useless repetition, I shall in the

following notes upon this species abstain from commenting upon
such facts as are, according to my own investigations, rightly

described in Dr. Benham's memoir. I shall only deal with those

matters which he was compelled to leave unnoticed, or as to which
my own observations do not agree with his. The different state

of maturity of our two examples enables me, moreover, to add facts

which were evidently not apparent in Dr. Benham's specimen.

The worm was fully mature and 80 cm. long. Though much
softened through imperfect preservation, a number of points were

1 "On Benhamia ccecifera, n. sp., from the Gold Coast," Quart. Journ. Micr
Be. vol. xxxvii. p. 103.
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quite dear. But the state of the worm did not encourage me to

pursue my studies into the microscopic structure.

As to external characters, all that I have to remark upon are the

numerous copulatory papilla?. A distinguishing feature of this

Fiff. 1.

- -sp/

- -Sp.2

--ZK

xnr

-<xxur

/:, nhamia ceecifera.

Ventral surl'ace of anterior segments: sjfc 1 & - spermathecal pores;
spd. 1 & 2, orifices of spermidueal glands.

species is, as Dr. Benham has pointed out, the great number and
the somewhat peculiar form of these organs. But his hgure does
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riot entirely agree with ray observations. The very greatest care

has often to be exercised in defining species from these very

generally present organs of adhesion, which are often when dis-

creetly used of great value in distinguishing |the species of many
genera. These papilla?, however, are of more than one kind. In
the present species they are, as Dr. Benham has indicated and
illustrated, of the nature of pits from the bottom of which a

papilla may protrude. They resemble so far the genital papillae of

the Perichceta, P. novce britaunice l
. But they are extraordinarily

numerous—much more numerous in the specimen of Benhamia
which I have studied than in that which forms the subject of

Dr. Benham's paper. The accompanying drawing (fig. 1, p. 168)
will illustrate their distribution on the surface of the body and save a

full description. It will be seen from that drawing that they are

as numerous in the region of the spermathecal apertures as in the

neighbourhood of the male orifices. In Dr. Benham's specimen
there were by no means so many of these sucker-like organs

anteriorly as posteriorly. The orifices were quite small, and the

fact that each was surrounded by a white circumference gave to

them an exceedingly conspicuous appearauce. In many cases they

were crowded together upon a single segment. Elsewhere there

were fewer on a single segment. I noticed no glands in the

interior of the body which correspond to them. In this they

differ from the (physiologically ?) similar papillae of some other

earthworms.

I divide what I have to say upon the internal organs of this

species into three heads :

—

(1) Calciferous Glands.—These glands, always found in the

genus Benhamia, are present to the number of three pairs and,

as is usual with the genus, lie in segments xv, xvi, & xvn.
The glands are much lobulated, as is shown in the figure which I

exhibit (fig. 2, p. 170) ; the furrows are very deep, and the appear-

ance, as Dr. Benham has remarked, is by no means unlike that of a
well-convoluted mammalian brain. The middle pair, i. e. those

occupying segment xvi, are the largest of the three ; the anterior

pair are the smallest. An important anatomical fact respecting

these calciferous glands is their opening into the oesophagus by
a single orifice on each side, which is common to all three glands.

The large size of the worm permitted this fact to be ascertained

by simple dissection without any doubt ; when the oesophagus was
slit open the orifice was not only plainly visible, but the secretion

of the glands in the form of a brownish powder was seen 1o

escape like a cloud into the alimentary tube by one orifice only.

The slightest pressure produced this result. The single ovifice

belonged to the anterior gland ; the two following glands
apparently communicated with that and with each other.

Dr. Benham states of the calciferous glands that "each is . . .

connected to the oesophagus by a short, narrow, but distinct duct."

1 " On a Collection of Kartliworms, &C," Wil ley's Zoo). Results, Cambridge,
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There does indeed seem to be an attachment of each gland to the

oesophageal wall, but it is rather of a membranous character ; at

the same time it is quite possible that the adhesion represents an
embryonic duct which becomes occluded in the fully developed

Fig. 2.

cat

ca.?

Benka m ia cascifera.

Calciferous glands [ca. 1, ca. 2, ca. 3): o, their orifice in (esophageal wall

;

s, septa.

worm, like the ductus arteriosus in many mammals. The discovery

of a single duct into the oesophagus which does duty for all three

glands of one side of the body is not, however, my own, not even
for this genus Benhamia.

Dr. Horst has recently given some account ' of the anatomy of a

Liberian species of this genus, B. liberiensis, which is characterized

by precisely the same state of affairs ; but it is not by any means
universal in the genus Benhamia ; for in the same memoir which

1 " On two new Benhamia Species from Liberia." Note? Level. Mus. wii.

p. 21.
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has just been referred to, Dr. Horst expressly states of B. stampflii

that the three glands of each side open separately into the

oesophagus. I have since examined a number of small species of

Benhamia coming from various localities—East Indian, West
Indian, and African ; and in these I find that there is but one
oesophageal duct for the three calciferous glands of each side, and
that each gland is in communication with its neighbour. I have

also to add that in Millsonia rubens the same thing occurs, as far

as I could make out by a dissection. This is an. additional point

supplementary to those enumerated by Dr. Horst in which this

worm agrees with Benhamia. I may observe incidentally, while

mentioning this latter species, that I am quite in accord with

Dr. Michaelsen l in regarding my Millsonia rubens as congeneric

with his Dichogaster mimus 2
, since he has discovered the numerous

intestinal caeca of the latter species. I am not, however, convinced

of their specific identity. For in theoriginal description there is

mentioned a tract tying round the male pores which remains free

of modification into rhe more glandular epidermis of the clitellum ;

I did not find this in my single example of M. rubens. Nor can

I see any trace of diverticula to the spermatbecae. Still the generic

identity being established, I must drop Millsonia for the present

species, though I propose to retain it for Millsonia nigra 3
.

JFig. 3.

Xr.tr.

Benhamia ctecifera.

Septum with intestine &c. cut across : d.v., dorsal vessel ; s.i., supra-intestinal

:

v.v., ventral blood-vessel; ce, oesophagus; e, caecum ;
S, septum.

(2) (Esophageal Cecum.—One feature in the anatomy of the

oesophagus has not been noted by Dr. Benham.
Nearly opposite to the entrance of the ducts of the calciferous

glands, the oesophagus gives off a single forwardly running caecum

1 " Terricolen von verschiedenen Gebieten der Erde," Mitth. nat. Mua.

Hamburg, xvi.
2 "Terricolen der Berliner zoologischen Sammlung," Arch. Naturg. Ivii.

p. 212.
3 " On two new Genera of Earthworms from Western Tropical Africa,"

P. Z. S. 1894, p. 382.
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from its ventral side. The diameter of this caecum is nearly, if

not quite, equal to that of the oesophagus itself. The accompanying
drawing (fig. 3, p. 171) shows the relations of this caecum during the

course of the oesophagus. The drawing represents a part of the

intersegmental septum dividing segments xii/xm cut out of

the body and viewed from behind. Above are the dorsal (d.v.)

and supra-intestinal (s.i.) blood-vessels, the latter of rather

greater calibre than the former. The oesophagus (a?), and the

caecum (c), as will be seen, look like a single subdivided tube, the

former having a light fold projecting into its interior from below,

not to be compared therefore to a typhi osole. Below again to

this comes the ventral blood-vessel (v.v.) This oesophageal caecum

passes forward as far as to the xith segment, where it appears to

end without any diminution of calibre.

There are two structures among Earthworms with which this

median ventral oesophageal caecum may perhaps be compared. I

mention them in order of probability. Dr. Beuham described in

Perichceta sedgwicJci
1—and 1 have been able to confirm 2

his state-

ment—that instead of the usual pair of caeca found in the species

of this genus, there was a single median ventral caecum, like the

paired ones in general appearance but not visible until the gut was
lifted up.

More comparable, as I think, are the ventral '• Chylustascheu,"

as they have been termed by Dr. Michaelsen, of the Eudrilidae.

They are probably more comparable in that they are oesophageal

and not intestinal. Moreover, the fact that this species of

Beiihamia has numerous intestinal caeca, precisely comparable in

structure to the paired intestinal caeca of most Perichceta;, seems
to negative the former comparison. The position of this caecum,

on the other hand, fits in very well with the suggestion that it

represents, perhaps iu an incipient form, the unpaired ventral

glands of Eudrilus, Polytoreutus, and other genera of Eudrilidce.

One difficulty in the way of this comparison is the greater extent

of the caecum in this Benhamia ; even where there are three

separate ventral calciferous glands in the Eudrilidae, they onlv
occupy a segment apiece, extending in their totality through
segments ix-xi. In the w orm which forms the subject of the

present remarks the caecum lies in segments xi-xv. On the
hypothesis, however, which is suggested, the differentiation of a

single caecum might easily result in the shortening of the total

area. The intercommunication of two of these glands in Polii-

toreutus (as an occasional variation) is an argument in favour of

the comparison urged here. In this case the unpaired ventral

caecum of Benhamia ccecifera will bear the same kind of relation to

the ventral unpaired glands of many Eudrilidae that the single

diverticulum of the enteron of Amphioxus does to the complex
liver of higher vertebrates. On the theory that the terrestrial

1 Journ. Linn Soc, Zool xxvi. p. 201.
- " On a Collection of EarthworniB from New Britain &c," Willej's Zool.

Results, pt. ii. p. 184.
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Oligochaataare related to the marine Polychaeta, and in the position

of forms to be derived from them, it may be possible to compare
this caecum with the siphon of the Capifcellidse.

(3) As to the Reproductive Organs, I have but little to add to

Benham's account. As he has observed, the anterior pair of sper-

mathecae are the smaller ; but I also found that corresponding to

this the posterior pair of spermiducal glands were smaller than
the anterior pair of those glands. I could find no diverticulum to

either pa ;r of spermatheeae, and no penial setae connected with

the male pores.

4. List of Mammals obtained by Mr. H. J. Mackinder

during his recent Expedition to Mount Kenya, British

East Africa. By Oldfield Thomas.

[Received February 15, 1900.]

The Mammal-fauna of Mount Kenya, the highest mountain in

British East Africa, has hitherto been practically unknown, for

although Dr. Gregory collected a few specimens during bis ascent

in 1893, these have not hitherto been satisfactorily determined.

It has therefore been with great interest that I have worked out

the excellent collection obtained on the mountain during Mr. H.
J. Mackinder's recent successful expedition there, an expedition

of which he has himself given an account before the Geographical

Society '.

The actual collecting was done by Mr. Mackinder's two
assistants, Messrs. Ernest Saunders and C. Camburn, and much
credit is due to them for the way in which they have succeeded

in making so admirable a collection uuder somewhat difficult

circumstances. In addition, some of the larger animals, including

the Mountain Dassies, were shot by Mr. Mackinder's colleague,

Mr. C. B. Hausburg, and bis Alpine guide, Cesar Oilier.

The species of mammals obtained on Mount Kenya itself are

fourteen in number; and I have also added a list of those collected

at Nairobi, on the Uganda Railway, where the party remained
some little time. The whole series of skins has been acquired by
the British Museum.
Of the special Mountain-mammals the most interesting is a

new Dassy, of a rock- and not forest-inhabiting group, which
appears to be isolated above the forest zone at 12,000-15,000 feet.

A second new Dassv, of the forest group, comes from 8000 feet.

With the help of the fine collection of East African mammals
presented to the National Museum by Mr. F. J. Jackson, and
worked out by Mr. W. E. de Winton, the determination of the

present series has presented few difficulties, and I must record my

1 See Geogr. Journ. xv. p. 453 (1900).
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indebtedness to Mr. de Winton for the assistance his determi-

natious of the more obscure forms have been to me in the

preparation of the present paper.

1. COLOBUS CAUDATU8 Thos.

«-c. 6 2- Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 8000-10,000 ft.,

8 & 9/99.

There appears to be no difference between these specimens and
examples from Kilima-njaro.

Dr. Matschie has also recorded this Monkey from Mt. Kenya '.

2. Cbociduba, sp.

a-d. j $. Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 80(K)-10,000 ft.,

8-9/99.

A medium-sized species with a short tail.

3. SCIUBTJS RFFOBBACHIATU8 AYaterh.

a. Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 8000 ft., 14 9 99.

This specimen differs in various details from ordinary examples

of 8. rufobrachiatug, but most of its peculiarities occur in one or

other of the large series in the Museum.

4. Fttitisciubus jacksosi deWint.

a. 6" • Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 8000 ft.. 16 9/99.

5. GbAPHIXTBUS Ml" kin us Desm.

a. d . Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 11,000 ft., 22/8/99.

The determination of this Dormouse is Bomewhat doubtful, for,

as so often happens in this group, the skin has been severely

singed, and the colour consequently more or less altered.

6. Mrs jACKSom de Wint.

a. e Forest zone of Mt. Kenya, 8000 ft.

7. Mis (Lbggada) MIXUTOIDE3 Smith.

«. $. Foot of Mt. Kenya, 7000 ft., 17/8/99.

8. LOPHUBOMTS AQTOiUB True.

a-d. Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 8000-10,000 ft.

These specimens closely agree with examples captured by

Mr. Jackson at Ravine Station, with the exception that their tails

average slightly shorter. The colour of their feet \aries a good

deal, one having nearly white feet, while in the others they are

brown or black.

" Trapped among bamboo or bushy undergrowth."
" In Forest zone."

1 <I5. Gee. nat. Fr. Ber). 1899, p 138.
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9. Otomys irroratus Bts.

a. Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 8000 ft., 16 Sept. 1899. Forest

zone.

b-g. Western slope of Mt. Kenya, 10,000 ft. Bamboo zone.

These specimens, though as usual differing among themselves

in colour, are very uniform in skull-characters and size. Their

dimensions, as taken in the flesh, run as follows :—Head and body
176-195 mm. ; tail 75-91 ; hind-foot 28-5-31. Like Mr. Jackson's

and other East African examples of the species, they all have

seven lamina? to the last upper molar.

10. Otomys irroratus orestbs, subsp. n.

a. cj. Teleki Valley, Mt. Kenya, 13,000 ft., Sept. 3, 1899.

Type.

[b. 2 in spirit. Hohnel Valley, Upper Alpine zone, Mt. Kenya,
1893 (Dr. J. W. Gregory).

c, d. Imperfect skeleton and separate skull. Do. do.]

Size rather smaller, feet slightly and tail decidedly shorter than
in the plains form. Colour, of the single skin, corresponding to

the greyish and least rufous of the ordinary specimens, rather

more mottled than they usually are.

Skull, as compared with the series from 8000-10,000 feet,

smaller throughout, with a shorter muzzle and much shorter,

though equally broad brain-case. When viewed laterally, it appears

more bowed above and higher mesially. Anterior expansion

of nasals not exaggerated. Interparietal smaller, not bowed
forwards mesially, its antero-posterior diameter less than the length

of the coronal suture instead of greater. Molars rather narrower.

Lamina? of m. 3 only six in number.
Dimensions of the type, measured by collector in the flesh :

—

Head and body 175 mm. ; tail 62 ; hind foot 27 ; ear 20*5.

Skull : greatest length 39 ; basilar length 31*3
;
greatest breadth

20 ; nasals 17'4 x 7 ; interorbital breadth 4-6
; interparietal

4*7 X 9 : palate length from hensilion 16*7
; diastema 8-8

; palatine

foramina 7"4
; upper molar series (crowns only) 7*3.

This is evidently a mountain race of the common East African

Otomys, and it was quite to be expected that in the colder climate

of what Dr. Gregory calls the " Upper Alpine zone " of Kenya
the feet and tail should be shortened, in accordance with the usual

rule in such cases. It is, however, curious that, as exemplified by
four examples, the Alpine form should have a lamina less in the

last molar. Otomys jacksoni Thos., the Mount Elgon repi'esentative

of the genus, agrees with the lowland form in this respect.

The spirit-specimen obtained by Dr. Gregory in Hohnel Valley

measures :—Dead and body 141 mm. ; tail 63 ; hind foot 24 (26-5

cum ungue) ; ear 21. Its mamune number —2= 4.

Type. B. M. No. 0.2.1.21.

Although Dr. Gregory was the firat discoverer of this form, his

specimens could not be distinguished before owing to the fact that
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in all the skull was broken ; bat they now contribute most
valuable confirmatory evidence as to the external proportions and
the lamina formulae of the molars, agreeing in these respects

entirely with the perfect skin and skull brought home by
Mr. Mackinder.

11. Dendromys mesomelas Brants.

a. 2 • Foot of Mt, Kenya, 7000 ft., 15/8/99.

There is in this specimen a very faint trace of the dark frontal

band which induced Mr. True to give to the Kilima-njaro Tree-

mouse the name of D. nigrifrons.

12. Procavia v mackinderi, sp. n.

a-g. 4^ 3$ . Teleki Valley, 13,000 ft., Sept, 1-3, 1899.

Size large. Fur very long and thick, hairs of back over 40 mm.
in length ; underfill* long and abundant. General colour pale

grizzled olivaceous grey, the longer hairs dark, with a pale yellowish

sublerminal band and a black tip; underfill- except on the posterior

back blackish basally, whitish or buffy terminally, this colour

showing on the surface and lightening the general colour of the

animal ; on the posterior back the underfill' is dark from base to

tip. Dorsal patch dull yellowish white throughout, very incon-

spicuous, not visible without parting the long hairs of the back.

Head darker, the muzzle coarsely grizzled black and white

;

1 An allied species, of which we have lately obtained specimens, may be de-

scribed as follows :
—

Procavia .iacksoni, sp. n.

Size medium. Fur short, coarse and harsh, the hairs of the ordinary fur of

the back barely attaining 30 mm. in length; underfill- comparatively scanty.

General colour coarsely grizzled yellowish brown, the long hairs brown with a

yellow subterminal band or black tip; underfur on the anterior back brown
basally, yellowish terminally, on the posterior blackish brown throughout.
Cheeks grizzled yellowish ; forehead rufous brown. Back of ears partly
yellow, partly brown ; sides of neck yellowish, a few of the longer hairs black-

tipped. Dorsal spot conspicuous, dull straw-yellow, the hairs yellow to their

bases. Under surface buffy yellow, not sharply defined laterally. Inner sides

of limbs yellowish, outer sides like body. Upper surface of hands and feet

grizzled brown and whitish.

Skull with the essential characters of that of (he P. abyssinica group, but. at

least in the female, unusually long and narrow, the nasal and frontal regions

particularly narrow. Temporal fossa? ending about 4-5 mm. from the back of

the skull. Interparietal sutures open. Diastema about 11 mm. in length.

Teeth large and hvpsodont.
Dimensions of the type, a female, measured in skin :—Head and body

490 mm. ; hind foot 67.

Skull (stage vii.) : basal length 83; greatest breadth 49 o ; nasals 26 X 19;
intertemporal breadth 25 ; length of upper tooth-series (p.

1 to m.'
1
) 38 . greatest

breadth of m. 1 6 -

9 ; height of crown of m. 3 7'2 ; length of anterior lower pre-
molar 2 -

9.

Hah. Eavine Station, British East Africa.

Type. Female. B. M. No. 99.8.4.100. Collected and presented by F. J.

Jackson, Esq.
This species differs, in its harsher fur, different gencr.d colour, and more

prominent, dorsal spot and narrow skull, from the only previously described
species with which it could be confounded, the Abyssinian P. abyssinica IT. & E.
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forehead deep rufous brown ; area round eyes blackish. Ears of

medium size, the hairs of their backs dark brown, those on the

edges and inner surface buffy yellow ; a blackish patch on the sides

of the neck just below the ears, owing to the black ends to the

hairs at this point. Under surface buffy yellow ; on the chin and
throat the hairs are only tipped with this colour, but on the chest

and belly they are buffy to their bases. Upper surface of hands
and feet grizzled yellowish brown ; inner sides of limbs like belly.

Skull stout and heavy, with a broad flat shield- like frontal

l'egion. On the whole it is closely similar to that of P. abyssinica 1
,

though averagiug a little larger. Interparietal sutures persistent.

Temporal fossa; extending to the hinder end of the skull.

Diastema 10 to 12 mm. in length. Molars hypsodont, as usual in

this section of the genus.

Dimensions of the type, an adult male, measured in skin and
therefore only approximate :—Head and body 5<55 mm. ; hind

foot 70.

Skull (stage viii.) : basal length 94 ; greatest breadth 58'5
;

nasals 30 x 25 ; intertemporal breadth 27*5
; length of upper

tooth-series (p.
1
to m. 3

) 41; greatest breadth of m. 1
7*7.; height

of crown of m.3 (in another, younger specimen) 7'9 ; length of

p. x
(of another specimen) 3'2.

Type. Male. B.M. No. 0.2.1.35. Collected Sept. 3, 1899.

This fine Dassy is clearly a mountain representative of the

P. jacksoni of Kikuyu, from which it differs by its larger size,

longer form, more abundant underfur, paler colour, and the

greater distinctness of the post-auricular black spot.

During his famous East African expedition of 1893, Dr. J. W.
Gregory picked up in Hohnel Valley, 12,000 ft., a bleached skull

of this species, but without the skin it was impossible to

determine it. It was, however, provisionally referred to the

Abyssinian P. shoana, a species of the black-backed section—a fact

which shows how closely these species, so readily distinguishable

externally, resemble each other in their cranial characters.

In the good series of skulls obtained by Mr. Mac-kinder, four

males and three females (to which may be added the male skull

brought home by Dr. Gregory), there is a decided difference between
the sexes in the size of the skull, all the male skulls being longer,

broader, and more heavily built than the female ones. The basal

lengths are as follows:— 6 94 mm., 92-5, 90-5, 90, S7; 2,84,
81*5, 74 (young).

The members of this group being essentially Hock-Dassies, not

occurring in forest country, it is probable that the Kenya species

will prove to be isolated by the zone of forest which surrounds

the mountains at about 8000-10,000 ft. Besides Mr. Jackson's

specimens from Uavine Station, no member of the group has been
found in any other part of East Africa, nor are they known
further to the south.

1
Cf. Monograph, P. Z, S. L892, p. 64.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1900, No. XII. L2
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13. Procavia (Dbhdbohybax) cbawshayi, sp. n.

a. 6 • Western .slype of Mt. Kenya, 10,000 ft., 7 Sept., 1899.

Type.

[b. 2- Eoromo, Kikuyu Forest, 7800 ft.. 2!) Nov., 1899.

Collected and presented by Richard Crawshay, Esq.]

Size and more essential characters very much as in P. valida

True. Fur soft, close, and thick, the majority of the fine hairs

about 30 mm. in length, though the scattered black ones are longer.

General colour marbled greyish brown with a slight rufous or

I line hue. Dorsal hairs slaty grey basally, gradually darkening

to black at about three-fourths their length, then into a yellowish

or isabelline subterminal band and a fine blackish point ; the

scattered longer hairs black from base to tip. Head coarsely

grizzled grey, the Lrrizzlings black and white, and therefore forming

a true grey, very different to the dorsal colour. Hairs below

base of ears dull whitish. Dorsal spot narrow, elongate, shining

yellowish white ; the hairs, which are 40-45 mm. in length,

yellowish white to their bases. Under surface along middle line,

from interramia backwards, fulvous or deep buffy, similar to but

rather paler than the colour in P. valida ; but the chin and sides

of neck are grey, not buffy, and the sides of the chest, the groins,

and the inner sides of the limbs are whitish. Outer sides of limbs

and upper surfaces of hands and feet like sides of body, not

!n coining black terminally.

Skull very similar to that of P. valida and the other allied species.

Dimensions of the type, measured in skin:—Head and body
t60 mm.; hind foot 59.

Skull (stage v.j : basal length 79 ;
greatest breadth 49*5.

Skull of Mr. Crawshay's specimen (stage viii.) : basal length 85
;

greatest breadth 50; nasals 25 x 18; intertemporal breadth 26

;

diastema 15; length of molar series 33; greatest breadth of

in.
1 5-4.

Type. Specimen a above. B.M. Xo. 0.2.1.41.

This distinct species may be readily differentiated from the

Kilima-njaro P. valvla by its paler and more mottled colour,

greyish bead, white dorsal spot, the white inner sides of the

limbs, and different general colour. The two East African species

described by Dr. Matschie, P. stuhlmanni and P. scheelei, both have
\\ holly white bellies.

Just as the present collection was being examined the second

specimen above mentioned (L) arrived from that generous contri-

butor to our National Museum, Mr. Eichard Crawshay, and I
have therefore dedicated the species to him, Mr. Mackinder
having already a member of the genus named in his honour.

14. Nesotbagub moschatcs v. Dub.

a. Xear Xiana Hill, Xdoro district, Aug. 14, 1899.

b. In forest at foot of Mt. Kenya, 27/8/99.
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The mammals obtained by Mr. Mackinder's party at Nairobi are

as follows :

—

1. Ceecopithecus albigulakis Sykes.

a, b. $ . Nairobi Forest, 14/7/99.

2. Funisciubus jacksoni de Wint.

a-e. 2 Nairobi Forest, 5600 ft., 14-20/7/99.

3. MPS HILDEBEANBTI Petei'S.

a. 2 Nairobi, 6000 ft., 12/7/99.

This Mouse is determined on the authority of Mr. de Winton,
by whom the above name has been placed on Mr. Jackson';-;

examples of it from Ravine Statiou.

4. Abvicanthis abyssinicus Eiipp.

a. <$ . Nairobi, 16 July, 1899.

This specimen appears to be conspecific with Uganda specimens
of Arvicanthis determined by Mr. de Winton as A. abyssinicus.

5. Tachyoeyctes splendens ibeanus, subsp. n.

a. 6 . Nairobi Forest, 20 July, 1899.

Similar in all essential respects to the typical Abyssinian form,

but rather larger, and on the average rather darker in colour,

especially on the head.

For some years I have known that my reference of the East
African Tacliyoryctes to T. splendens was very doubtful, and have
now taken the opportunity to investigate the question with such

further material as has come in up to the present time.

On laying out the Museum series of skulls, 9 from East Africa

and 5 from Abyssinia (including one of RiippelPs co-types),, it is

at once evident that the former is a larger and more powerful

animal, but is in other respects very closely allied. Even as to its

greater size, although there is no doubt of the fact, there is some
difficulty in reducing it to measurement owing to the way these

animals go on increasing in size until a late period of life, so that

old specimens of the small form may overtop in most measurements
the nearly adult specimen of the larger. But taking only old

specimens, two of each form, with sagittal crests completely

developed, the following comparative measurements may be

given :—
Basilar length. Greatest breadth. Diastema.

T. s. typims ... . 37'5, 37-2 28, 30-5 16-7, 16-2

T. s. ibeanus 43, 41-5 34, 325 18-3, 19

In all adult skulls also a diagonal measurement across the

brain-case from the squamosal edge above the meatus of one side

to the most bulging antero-lateral corner of the brain-case on the

other will illustrate the difference between the two forms, this
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measurement being at most 18*5 mm. in typicus (old), and at least

19'0 in ibeanus, ranging up to 20 and more.
I propose to select as a type, skin and skull No. 98.1.5.9 from

Maehako's, British East Africa, collected and presented by Dr.

S. L. Hinde. The skull-measurements are those first given

above.

Skull of Tachyoryctes splendent ibeanus

External measurements of Mr. Mackinder's specimen, measured
in the flesh :—Head and body 188 mm. ; tail 57 ; hind foot 29 ;

ear 10.

A skull of T. s. ibeanus in the Museum collection, obtained by
Capt. Speke, dates from 1863. Since then specimens have been
received from Kilima-njaro (Hunter 4' Baxter), Bukoba (Emiri),

Maehako's (Hinde), Mumias, Kavirondo (Ansorge), and now the

present specimens from Nairobi.
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March 6, 1900.

W. T. Blaneord, Esq., LL.D., F.B.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during the month of February 1900 :

—

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of February was 123, of which 17 were
by presentation, 6 by purchase, 99 were received on deposit, and
1 was received in exchange. The total number of departures

during the same period, by death and removals, was 132.

Amongst the additions attention may be called to two young
Tcheli Monkevs (Macaws tcheliensis), presented by Dr. S. W.
Bushell, C.M.Gr., C.M.Z.S., on February 10th.

Dr. Bushell on quitting China kindly forwarded to us these two
Monkevs, supposing that the two individuals presented by him in

1880 (see P. Z. S. 1880, p. 537) might be failing in health, but I

am happy to say that one of these animals (the male) is still well

and strong.

Mr. Arthur Thomson laid before the Meeting some mounted
specimens of Lepidopterous Insects reared in the Insect-house

during the past year, and read the following report :

—

Report on the Insect-house for 1899.

The following is a list of the Lepidoptera exhibited in 1899:

—

Silk-producing Bomhyces and their Allies.

Asiatic.

Attacus atlas. Anthercua pernyi.

cynthia. Actios selene.

Rhodia fugax. Tropcea artemis.

Anthercm mylitta.

American.
Hamia cecropia. ffypochera io.

'Telea polyphemus. Anisota rubicunda.

promethea. Eacles imperialis.

Actios luna.

African.

Actios mimosce. ~*Lenodora nigrolineata.

Diurnal Lepidoptera.

European.
PapUio machaon. Thais cerisyi.

Uoritis apollinus. Charaxes jasiv s

.

Thais polyxena.

1'koc, Zool. Soc—1900, No. XIII. L3
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American.

Papilio asterias. Papilio turnvs.

philenor. ajase.

troilus. Limenitis disippus.

crespTwntes.

Nocturnal Lepidoptera.

*Hemaris ruficaudis. DeilepMla alecto.

*Eve.ryx chcerilus. euphorbia.

Acherontia abropos. elpenor.

Sphinx lignstri. Smerinthus modegtus.

lucitiosa. ocellatvs.

Ceratomia undulosa. tilias.

amyntor.
* Exhibited for the first time.

Of the Lepidopterous Insects which I have the honour to

place before the meeting, Hemaris ruficaudis and Everyx cluvrilus,

from North America, and Lenodora nigrolineata, from South Africa,

were exhibited for the first time during the past season.

I regret that, owing to my absence for some time in the early

summer, I am not able to exhibit a larger series of set specimens.

The following papers were read :

—

1 . Descriptions of new Reptiles and Batrachians from

Borneo. By G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S.

[Eeceived January 29, 1900.

J

(Plates XIV.-XVII.)

For a knowledge of the Reptiles and Batrachians here cha-

racterized for the first time, I am indebted to the kindness of

Mr. R. Sh elford, Curator of the Sarawak Museum, by whom they

were suspected to be undescribed, and who has submitted them to

me with a request that I should publish descriptions of such as might
prove to represent new species. Some of the types had to be

returned to the Sarawak Museum, whilst others have been retained

for the British Museum.

Lygosoma shelfordi. (Plate XIV. fig. 1.)

Section Hinvlia. Habit lacertiform ; the distance between the
end of the snout and the fore limb is contained once and two-fifths

in the distance between axilla and groin. Snout short, obtusely

pointed. Lower eyelid scaly. Nostril pierced in a single nasal

;

no supranasal ; rostral forming a straight transverse suture with
the frontonasal, which is as long as broad ; inner angles of pre-
frontals meeting ; frontal narrow, as long as frontoparietals and
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interparietal together, in contact with the two anterior supra-

oculars ; four supraoculars, first longest ; seven supraciliaries

;

frontoparietals and interparietal distinct, subequal
;

parietals

forming a suture behind the interparietal ; a single pair of nuchals
;

fifth upper labial below tbe centre of the eye. Ear-opening oval,

a little smaller than the eye-opening ; no auricular lobules. 34
smooth scales round the middle of the body, dorsals slightly

larger than laterals and ventrals. A pair of enlarged preanals.

The adpressed limbs slightly overlap. Digits moderately long,

compressed ; subdigital lamellae smooth, 29 under the fourth toe.

Olive-brown above, irregularly spotted with black ; a black lateral

stripe, extending from the end of the snout to the groin, passing

through the eye and above the tympanum, broken up into spots

on the side of the body ; lower parts grey.

millim.

Total length . . . , 135
Head 14
Width of head 9

Body 53
Fore limb 20
Hind limb 27
Tail 68

Penrissen Mt. Type in the Sarawak Museum.

Lepturophis, g. n.

Allied to Lycodon, with which it agrees in the dentition and

the absence of hypapophyses on the posterior precaudal vertebrae.

,

Maxillary teeth 6+ 6. Head distinct from neck, much depressed ;

eye moderate, with vertically elliptic pupil ; nostril very large,

between two nasals and the first upper labial. Body extremely

slender and elongate, cylindrical ; scales with strong, finely serrated

keels, lanceolate, slightly imbricate, in 17 rows, with apical pits
;

ventrals keeled and notched laterally. Tail extremely slender and

elongate ; subcaudals in two rows.

Lepturophis borneensis, sp. nov. (Plate XV.)

Snout much depressed, broadly truncate. Rostral broader than

,
just visible from above ; internasals barely half as long as

the prefrontals ; frontal as broad as long, as long as the pre-

frontals, half the length of the parietals ; loreal once and a half

as long as deep ; one pre- and two postoculars ; temporals 2+ 2
;

eight upper labials, third, fourth, and fifth entering the eye ; five

lower labials in contact with the anterior chin-shields, which are

as long as the posterior. Scales in 17 rows. Ventrals 241 ; anal

divided ; subcaudals 193. Brown above, white beneath.

Total length 1480 millim. ; tail 570.

Sarawak. Type in the Sarawak Museum.
One of the slenderest snakes known.

13*
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Xenelaphis ellipsifer. (Plate XVI.)

29 teeth in the upper jaw. Eye large, twice as long as its

distance from the edge of the mouth. Rostral once aud a half as

broad as deep, visible from above ; internasals nearly as long as

the prefrontals ; frontal once and two-fifths as long as broad, as

long as its distance from the end of the snout, shorter than the

parietals ; loreal a little longer than deep ; one praeocular, with a

rather large subocnlar below it, wedged in between the third and

fourth upper labials ; two postoculars and an elongate subocular

separating the eye from the fifth and sixth upper labials ; temporals

2-f2; eight upper labials, separated from the eye by the sub-

oculars, or fourth entering the eye
'

; five lower labials in contact

with the anterior chin-shields, which are slightly shorter than the

posterior. Scales smooth, in 17 rows, vertebrals not distinctly

enlarged. Yentrals 1S6; anal divided: subcaudals 134 ( d ).

Head aud neck pale brown, sides of neck with interrupted black

longitudinal markings ; body with 18 large, elliptic, black-edged

brown areas separated by cream-coloured narrow interspaces ; sides,

between and below the brown areas, cream-coloured, spotted or

marbled with black ;
tail, at the base marked like the body, in

the second half uniform brown above with a black lateral streak
;

upper lip and lower parts uniform yellow.

Total length 2 metres ; tail GO centimetres.

Head-waters of Sarawak River. The type, preserved in the

Sarawak Museum, was caught in a fish-trap.

This beautiful new Snake connects Zamenis with Xenelaphis.

It agrees with the latter in the number of teeth and strikingly in

the number and arrangement of the head-shields, but differs in the

•vertebral scales not being larger than the rest, a character which
cannot be regarded as very important in view of its slight

development in Xenelaphis he.vagonotus.

Distira saravacensis. (Plate XIV. fig. 2.)

Head moderate ; body moderately elongate. Rostral broader

than deep ; nasals shorter than the frontal, twice and a half as

long as the suture between the prefrontals ; frontal nearly twice

as long as broad, as long as its distance from the rostral, shorter

than the parietals ; one or two prae- and one postocular ; seven

upper labials, second largest, fourth or third and fourth entering

the eye ; two superposed anterior temporals ; two pairs of chin-

shields, in contact on the median line. 27 scales round the neck,

43 round the body ; scales imbricate, keeled. Ventrals distinct

throughout, bicarinate, 300. Blackish, with 85 yellowish rings

interrupted by the series of ventral scales ; a chevron-shaped
marking on the upper surface of the head, the apex on the nasals,

the branches on the prefrontal, supra- and postocular shields, and
on the temple.

Total length 710 millim. ; tail 80.

Sarawak coast. Type in the Sarawak Museum.
1 The former arrangement, is shown on the right side of the unique speci-

men, the latter on the left.
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Amblycephalus nuchalis. (Plate XVII. tigs. 1, 1 6.)

Rostral as deep as broad ; internasals narrow, band-like, hardly

one-third the length of the prefrontals ; frontal once and two-

thirds as loug as broad, twice as long as its distance from the end
of the snout, once and a half as long as the parietals, which are

followed by a pair of nuchals ;
prefrontal entering the eye ; loreal

as long as deep, not entering the eye ; two prseoculars, two post-

oculars, and a series of three narrow suboculars ; three superposed

anterior temporals ; eight upper labials, eighth very long : first

lower labial in contact with its fellow behind the symphysial

;

three pairs of large chin-shields, anterior a little broader than long.

Body strongly compressed ; scales in 15 rows, dorsals very feebly

keeled, the keel double on the enlarged vertebral series. Ventrals

195 ; anal entire ; subcaudals 105 ( <$ ). Pale buff, with narrow
brown transverse lines and scattered dark brown dots : a large

black blotch on the nape, sending forth on each side a linear

branch to the eye ; a black vertical line below the eye, another on
the temple.

Total length 490 millim. ; tail 125.

Matang. Type in the Sarawak Museum.

Rhacophorus sheleordi. (Plate XVII. fig. 2.)

Vomerine teeth in two long, nearly straight transverse series in

the middle between the moderately large choanse. Snout pointed,

as long as the diameter of the orbit ; nostril equally distant from
the orbit and the end of the snout : canthus rostralis strong

;

loreal region slightly concave : interorbital space broader than the

upper eyelid ; tympanum distinct, three-fifths the diameter of the

eye. Fingers webbed to the disks, which are considerably smaller

than the tympanum ; toes webbed to the disks, which are smaller

than those of the fingers ; subarticular and inner metatarsal

tubercles very small : no tarsal fold. The tibio-tarsal articulation

reaches between the eye and the nostril. Skin smooth above,

granulate on the belly. Purplish brown above ; a dark band
across the snout, another between the eyes, and three across the

back ; an X-shaped dark marking on the scapular region ; loreal

and temporal regions blackish ; a fine yellow line on each side of

the head from the tip of the snout along the canthus rostralis and
superciliary edge to above the tympanum ; sides of body yellowish,

with a blackish network; limbs with dark cross-bands; sides of

thighs blackish, closely speckled with white; web between toes

marbled with blackish ; lower parts colourless. Male with internal

vocal sacs.

From snout 45 millim.

Penrissen Mt. Type in the British Museum.
This species is closely allied to It. fasciatus Blgr.

Ixalus petersi. (Plate XVII. tig. 3.)

Snout rounded or obtusely pointed, as long as the diameter of

the orbit ; canthus rostralis distinct; loreal region concave; nostril

a little nearer the end of the snout than flic eye: interorbital
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space as broad as the upper eyelid ; tympanum distinct, one half

or two-fifths the diameter of the eye. Fingers free ; toes half-

webbed ; disks of fingers a little smaller than the tympanum

;

subarticular tubercles moderate ; a small inner metatarsal tubercle.

The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the tip of the snout. Upper
parts smooth or with small flat warts ; belly and lower surface of

thighs granulate. Grey-brown above, with dark brown sym-

metrical markings, a cross-band between the eyes being constant

;

usually a )( or )-(-shaped marking on the anterior part of the

body ; a dark streak on the cauthus rostralis ; limbs with dark

cross-bars ; lower parts white, with or without brown spots on
the throat.

From snout to vent 40 millim.

I have examined specimens from Mts. Penrissen, Dulit, and
Kina Bulu, in Borneo : also from Great Natuna. The species

is closely allied to the Javan 1. aurifasciatus, to which the first

Bornean specimens were referred by the late Prof. Peters ('Ann.

Mus. Genova, iii. 1872, p. 44). 7. aurifasciatus has a smaller,

less distinct tympanum, shorter digits, and a brighter coloration,

beiug marked with reddish, dark brown, green, and bright yellow.

Calophrynus heterochirus. (Plate XVII. fig. 4.)

Tongue large, pyriform, covering the floor of the mouth. Snout
very short, slightly prominent, truncate ; canthus rostralis strong

;

loreal region nearly vertical ; interorbital space broader than the

upper eyelid ; tympanum feebly distinct, measuring about two-

thirds the diameter of the eye. First and second fingers very

short, not half the length of the third, fourth shorter still,

almost reduced to a knob ; toes short, one-third webbed, fifth

shorter than third ; tips of fingers and toes bluntly pointed ; sub-

articular tubercles feebly prominent ; two feebly prominent
metatarsal tubercles. The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the

eye. Skin smooth. Uniform purplish brown above, yellowish

white beneath and on the sides of the head ; a few large round
yellowish-white spots on the lumbar region and on the back of

the thighs.

A female, full of large-sized ripe ova, measures only 27 millim.

from snout to vent.

Borneo (no precise locality). Type in the Sarawak Museum.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XIV.-XVII.

Plate XIV.

Fig. 1. Lygosoma shelfordi, p. 182.

2. Distira saravacensis, p. 184.

Upper and side views of head and neck, side view of body, and side

view of tail.

Plate XV.

Lcpturophis borneensis, p. 183.

Upper, lower, and side views of head and anterior part, of body.
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Plate XVI.

Xenelaphis ettipsifer, p. 184. -f nat. size.

Upper and side views of head and neck and of middle of body.

Plate XVII.

Fig. 1. Aiiiblycephalus nuchalis, p. 185. Upper and side views of head

and neck.

1 a. Lower view of head, X 1*.

1 b. Dorsal scales, X l£.

2. Bhaeophorus shelfordi, p. 185.

3. Ixalus petersi, p. 185.

+. Calophrynus hetcrochirus, p. 186.

2. On the Brain of a Siamaug [Hylobates syndactylies). By
Frank E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S., Prosector and Vice-

Secretary to the Society.

[Eeceived January 30, 1900.]

The death of the Society's specimen of this rare Anthropoid
Ape 1

has enabled me to study an exceedingly well-prepared brain.

In bringing before the Society some notes upon the cerebral

characters of this Ape, I am not breaking new ground. More than

thirty years ago Sir William Flower 2
described the general outline

of the brain of this Ape from a cast of the cranial cavity. The
account was accompanied by several woodcuts in the text, illus-

trating one remarkable feature in the brain, which was described in

the following words :
" The most striking peculiarity of the brain

is the backward projection of the cerebellum beyond the level of

the cerebral hemispheres, a circumstance, as far as I am aware,

unknown in any of the Apes either of the Old or New World."
This feature is not shown distinctly, but there are indications of

it, in Prof. Kohlbriigge's figure 3 of the brain of the Siamang. It

appears from the latter drawing that the cerebellum would be

visible on an inspection of the brain from above, though Kohlbriigge

remarks that the contrary is the case—without, however, referring

to Flower's observations on the matter, having been unable to study

his paper. Prof. Kohlbriigge examined eight brains of this Ape.
Other writers upon the brain-structure of Hylobates syndactylies

are Sandifort 4 and Waldeyer 5

. Thus not more than ten brains

of this species (or genus ?) have been studied. It is not therefore

perhaps superfluous to extend this list to eleven brains.

' Presented by Mr. Stanley S. Flower, F.Z.S. (See P. Z. 8. 1898, p. 5S8.)
2 Nat. Hist. Eeview, 1863, p. 279.
3 " Versuch einer Anatonne des Genus Hylobates," in Max Weber's Zool.

Ergebn. Bd. ii. p. 18G.
' Verhandelingen over de natuurlijke geschiedenis der Nederlandscbe

overzeesche bezittingen. Leiden, 1840.
5 "Das Gibbongehirn," Internat. Beitr. z. wiss. Med. Festschr. Vircliow,

Bd. i. For this reference I am indebted to Dr. Keith's paper on the Gibbon in
4 Nat. Science,' vol. ix.
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The animal wheu dead weighed 5 lb. 9 oz., there being uo undue
distention of the stomach and alimentary canal with food. The
weight of the fresh brain was 4 oz. It was preserved first of all

in weak spirit (about 45 per cent.), and then, after 24 hours and
removal of the pia mater, transferred to strong spirit.

With this treatment the brain seems to haAre altered very little

from the conditions observable in life. There is no suggestion

in the appearance and direction of the sulci of any changes.
I was therefore very much surprised to see the relations of the

cerebellum to the cerebrum, which are apparent in the accompany-
ing drawing (fig. 1). The cerebrum not only completely covers

the cerebellum, but extends for some way beyond it. With even
a liberal discount for contraction (of which, however, I do not see

the need), it is difficult to understand the brain-cast—of the accuracy

of which there can be no question—prepared by Sir W. Flower,

save on the hypothesis of an abnormality l
.

Fig. 1.

l «J\
opr

Brain of Siainang. Inner view of left hemisphere.

M.P.O., mesial parieto-oceipital fissure; CA., calcarine
; OPT., optic nerve;

OL„ olfactory.

The Sylvianfissure seems to call for no particular remark. The
anteriorly directed fronto-orbitalfissure is well developed, and the
exposed island of Rett is extremely conspicuous. This is, however,
by no means a peculiarity of Hyhbates syndactylus as compared
with other Gibbons.
The parieto-oceipital fissure.—I take it that the fissure lettered

P.O. represents the parieto-oceipital fissure of other Apes plus the
Simian fissure. It will be observed that on both sides of the brain
the Simian fissure, instead of terminating without reaching the
mesial surface of the brain, as is often the case with Anthropoid
Apes, bends forward and joins the parieto-oceipital (fig. 2, p. 189).

1

Dr. Keith has pointed out to me that the overlapping of the cerebellum
bj the centrum is a characteristic of youth, and that the brain-oast studied bv
Sir W. Flower was therefore that of an old animal.
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The mesial parieto-occipitalfissure (M..1P.O., fig. 1, p. 188) on the

left side of the brain passes straight downwards from the superior

surface of the brain and joins the calcarine (CA.) below. On
the right half there is a little complication : there is a forwardly

directed branch of which only an indication exists on the left side.

Slighter furrows pass forwards from the mesial parieto-occipital.

In the form and direction of the mesial parieto-occipital fissure

there are no noteworthy differences from the other brains with

which I have compared it.

Fig. 2.

-SY1.

Brain of Siamang. Dorsal aspect.

SYL., Sylvian fissure ; F.R., fissure of Rolando ; I.P., Intra-parietal

P.O., parieto-occipital ; B., frontalis inferior ; 0., frontalis superior.

The calcarine fissure (CA.) most obviously joins the mesial

parieto-occipital Assure, as is shown in the accompanying drawing
(fig. 1), and at a point nearer to the superior surface of the brain

than it does in a brain of Hylobates hooloclc which I have examined.

On the left side of the brain this fissure forked into ay posteriorly.

In this junction of the mesial parieto-occipital with the calcarine

Hylobates syndactylies agrees with Man and the Chimpanzee, but

apparently not with the Gorilla. In a brain of H. leuciscus in my
possession there was no such junction ; the mesial parieto-occipital

curved forwards parallel with the calcarine. The latter fissure

was markedly Y-shaped, the three limbs of the Y being almost

equal in length.

As is the case with II. hooloclc, the fissure of Kolamlo is inde-

pendent of other fissures :it both ends of its oblique course. On
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the left side it plainly stops short some little way above the

Sylvian fissure ; on the right side a faint groove continues it into

that fissure. Mesially neither fissure dips into the inter-cerebral

sulcus. That of the right side comes a little closer than does that

of the left ; and it is curious that this detail is repeated in my
brain of H. Twolock. The Assure of Rolando has no branches along

its course, and is entirely unrelated to other fissures.

The hemisphere measures along its curvature 3| inches, and the

fissure of Rolando arises 2| inches from the anterior end. It is

thus considerably behind the middle of the cerebrum. In H. hoo-

lock, which has a longer brain, the corresponding figures are 3|
and 2|.

The frontal lobes are thus larger in H. syndaetylug ; they have

a comparatively smooth appearance as in H. hoolocl:

Of the furrows traversing this lobe I recognize the praecentralis

superior, the frontalis superior, and the frontalis inferior.

The prcecentralig superior is deeply cut but not extensive. On
the left side it begins by being parallel to t':e, fissure of Rolando,

but ultimately bends much more forward. It is not connected

with the frontalis superior. On the right side the fissure is more
"normal" in direction, and is connected with the second fissure

referred to. It may be that the anterior half—the forwardly

directed portion—of the supposed pnecentralis is really the base

of the frontalis superior : but I think that it is not for the

following reasons : intermediate conditions are seen in two other

Gibbons' brains in my possession. In one (II. hudseus) the two
praxentralis fissures are quite parallel with the fissure of Rolando

;

in the other brain (//. hoolocl-) both fissures have so diverged

from the normal (?) that they are almost parallel to the inter-

cerebral sulcus.

The frontalis superior is represented by detached tracts which
are deeply excavated.

As is the case with the other two Gibbons' brains which

I have examined, the frontalis inferior is a very strongly marked
and long fissure. On the right side this fissure was forked

posteriorly, and it is quite likely that this region really represents

the praecentralis inferior, well developed in the other Gibbons, and

on both sides.

Fntra-parietalfissure.—As can be seen from the drawingexhibited

(fig. 2, p. 189), this fissure is very much the same on both sides of the

brain ; that portion of the complex furrow termed by Dr Cunning-
ham postcentrals superior is not well developed and is detached

from the rest. It was also detached though very well developed

in II. leuciseus ; in //. hoolocl- it was perfectly confluent, the whole
fi-vsure being of the characteristic T-shape. I lay no stress upon
these differences, which are in all probability individual. They
only offer additional evidence of the unreliable nature of cerebral

tissures for systematic purposes.
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3. On a Collection of Mammals from Siam made by

Mr. T. H. Lyle. By J. Lewis Bonhote l
.

[Received February 2, 1900.]

(Plate XVIII.)

The following is a list of a collection of Mammals made by
Mr. T. H. Lyle, British Consul at Nan, in Siam. The list, as will

be seen, contains the names of 20 species, one of which is new to

science. The value of a collection in these days, however, is not

dependent on the number of new species, but what is required is a

series of specimens carefully labelled and measured in the flesh.

In this respect the collection under notice is invaluable, and great

praise is due to the energetic Consul, who has voluntarily collected

with such care, and has generously presented the results to the

National Museum.
Among the objects of interest is a large series of the very variable

Sclurus finlaysoni, which apparently varies irrespective of the

ordinary causes, such as locality, altitude &c, which usually induce

variation. The specimens of Belictis and Rliizomys are also of

great interest, and will be of much assistance to the correct under-

standing of these groups. Nan, the centre of the locality from
which these specimens come, lies on the head-waters of the

Menam Biver in lat. 18° 40' N., long. 101° 30' E., and the other

localities mentioned are near there.

1. Cynopxebtjs sphinx Vahl.

Nan.
a-d. S • Nov. 1897. Mostly young.

e-g. $ • Nov. 1897. Mostly young.

2. PlPISTEELLUS ABEAMUS (Teilim.).

Nan.
a. S ad. sk. Aug. 1897.

b-f. 2 ad. sk. Aug. 1897.

3. Scotophilia kuhli Leach.

Nan.
a. 6 ad. sk. 8th July, 1897.

b. 6 ad. sk. 22nd Aug., 1897.

c. S ad. sk. 3rd Sept., 1897.

d-e. 2 ad. sk. 3rd Sept., 1897.

These specimens are all nearly uniform in colour, being of a

sooty-brown above and yellowish below.

1 Communicated by Mr. Oldfikj-d Thomas, F.Z.S.
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4. SCOTOPHILUS CASTANEUS Horsf.

Lakon, Chingrnai.

a. <3 ad. sk. 25th April, 1898.

6. 2 ad. sk. 10th March, 1898.

This specie* is smaller than the true 8. ku/iii, and is ot a

uniform chestnut all over, showing no tendency to become lighter

below. Tlie Museum also possesses three specimens of it collected

by Mr. Stanley Flower in the Malay Peninsula.

Dimensions :

—

3 . Head and body 68 mm. ; tail 41 ; hind foot 8 ; ear 12.

2 . Head and body 70 mm. ; tail 43 ; hind foot 9 ; ear 13.

The average length of the forearm of the 5 specimens in the

Museum is 50-7 mm., the lengths ranging from 49-52 ; the average

length of 8. JcuhUi is 60*5, showing a variation from 58-63.

5. Tupaia belangeri (Wagner).

Nan.
a. 6 ad. sk. 10th April, 1897.

b. tf ad sk. 5th July, 1897.

c. d. 6 ad. sk. 3rd & 4th Aug., 1897.

e-h. 2 ad. sk. 4th, 8th, & 19th Aug., 1897.

Chingmai.

i. 6 ad. sk. 24th Feb., 1898.

I; I 6 ad. sk. 22nd March, 1898.

m. 2 ad. sk. 25th Feb., 1898.

These are true T. belawjeri and not T. ferruginea.

6. Helictis pehsonata (Greoffr.).

Nan. a-c. $ ad. sk. Nov. 18!»7.

These specimens form a valuable and much needed addition to

the series of skins of this genua already in the Museum.

7. Petaumsta lylei, sp. n. (Plate XV 111.)

(ieneral colour above hoary, each hair varying from dark brown
to rufous at its base, succeeded by a band of white and a black tip.

Colour of the hair rather more rufous on the head. Tail slightly

longer than head and body, and black throughout its length but

lighter at its base. Ears covered with bright red short hairs over

their anterior half and long black hairs on the remainder ; these

latter hairs spreading on the sides of the neck to form a dark patch

behind the ear. Feet and edge of the parachute deep black :

shoulders, thighs, and upper portion of membrane strongly grizzled

with rufous. Underparts rich chestnut, brighter on the membrane.
Hairs with a tendency to a white tip, especially towards the median
line ; underpart of chin, whiskers, and tip of nose dark brown.

The skull shows no marked differences from that of the other

allied species except in its larger size. It is rather rounder and
deeper : the nasal bones, which are widened anteriorly, extend
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backwards beyond the premaxillse, and the pterygoids are large

and prominent.

Dimensions of type (in the flesh) .:

—

Head and body 464 mm. ; tail 577 : bind foot 85 ; ear 50.

Skull—greatest length 78*3 mm. ; basilar length from henselion

64 ; zygomatic breadth 53*5 ; length of nasals 25'5 ; width of

nasals anteriorly 16 ; width of nasals posteriorly 7.

Hab. Siam.

Type. B. M. 98.10.5.41. 6 ad. Doi Sritepe, Chingmai. 10th

April, 1898.

I have great pleasure in naming this tine species after Mr. Lyle,

who has collected so carefully and thoroughly in the midst of his

other duties, and has generously presented the results of his labour

to the Museum.
There is no risk of confusing this species with any of the pre-

existing ones. It is allied to the group of PP. oral, pliillipensls,

and cineraceus, but its larger size and red underparts distinguish

it at a glance.

The skull of the Burmese P. cineraceus, Blyth, nearly equals that

of the present species in length, but is not so deep and round,

conforming in general type with that of the Indian specimens. Its

nearest ally is P. yunnanensis Anderson, from which it is distin-

guished by its hoary back and uniform chestnut underparts, besides

other minor differences.

Mr. Lyle got a second specimen, also an adult male and from

the same locality, which closely resembles the type. The bases

of the hairs of the back are not so rufous, and below there are more
white tips.

8. SCIUROPTERUS PHAYREI Blyth.

Nan.
a-b. 6 $ ad. sk. 22nd July, 1897.

c. ? ad. sk. 16th Sept. 1897.

All three specimens are slightly larger than the average, but do

not differ in any other respect.

9. Batufa gigantea (Maccl.).

Nan. a. 6 ad. sk. 10th April, 1898.

10. SCIUKUS FINLAYSONI (Horsf.).

Sokotai. a, b. 6 6 ad. sk. 17th & 20th Jan., 1898.

Bau Mu, Hiang Hai. c, d. ? $ ad. sk. 8th Feb., 1898.

Memoh, Lakon, Phine lload. «,/.$? ad.sk. 24th Aug., 1898.

Phitsamuloke on MenamB. g-Tc. 6 6,9-2 ad.sk. 6th June,

1898.

Pichit. I, m. 2 2 ad. sk. 7th June, 1898.

Between Pichit and Pakuampo. n-p. 6,2 2 ad. sk. 9th June,

1898.

Ban Bu Nok, Menam K. a. 6 ad. sk. 9th June, 1898.
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Muang Pron, above Antong. r, s. tf $ ad. sk. 12th June,
1898.

This fine series of specimens fully bears out Mr. Thomas's remarks
(P. Z. S. 1898, p. 245) that, so far as our present knowledge is

concerned, the variations met with in this species apparently follow

none of the ordinary laws which are usually supposed to govern

such cases.

11. Sciubus rutigenis Blanf.

Doi Sritepe, Chingmai. a. S ad. sk. 29th March, 1898.

12. Sciubus oauicjbps Gray.

Nan. a, b. rf § ad. sk. 27th July, l»97.

Chingmai. c-f. 3 tf . 2 $ ad. sk.' 10th June, L898.

13. Sciubus atbodobs\.lis Gray.

Nan. a-f. 3 tf, 3 $ . March 1898.

There is hardly any sign of the black back in these specimens,
wliich were all taken in March.

14. SOIUBUB MACCLELLANBI BAEBEI Blyth.

Nan.
a. <3 ad. sk. 23rd July, 1897.

b, c o* 2 ad. sk. 1st & 10th September, 1897.

15. FUXAMBULUS BEEDMOBE1 (Blyth).

Sokotai, Nam Phi. a. <3 ad. sk. 17th Jan., 1898.

Nam Phi, near Nan. h. <$ imm. sk. 23rd May, 1898.

Maang Prom, above Antong. c, d. J 2 ad. sk. 12th June,

16. Mus mubculus Linn.

Nan, Siain. a-c. 6 2 i ad.sk. 13th & 27th Aug. & 8th Sept.,

1897.

These specimens are light in colour and almost white under-
neath.

17. Mus BATTUS L.

Nan.
a-d. Ad. sk. July 1897.

e-l. Imm. sk. Aug., Sept., & Nov., 1897.

All the specimens in this collection belong to that form of

Mus rnttes which is found throughout Southern India and Ceylon.

The general colour is 1 ight fawn, and the long black hairs are numerous
and distinct. There are practically no spines, and the tail is longer

than the head and body. They do not agree with the types of

MM. fbrvescens, rufegcens, brunneuscidus, or nitidus, but in shape
and colour most nearly approach the true Mus rattus, under which
name 1 have therefore placed them.
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18. Mus concoloe Blyth.

Doi Sritepe, Chingmai. a-d. S - 3rd & 25th March and

30th April.

19. Ehizomts minob Gray.

]S
r
an.

a. 2 »
young but fall-grown. 8th Aug., 1897. Dimensions : head

and body 213 mm. ; tail 50 ; hind foot 26 ; ear 10.

b. $ imm. sk. 18th Aug., 1897. Dimensions : head and body

160 mm. ; tail 45 ; hind foot 25 ; ear 7.

c. 2 imm. sk. 18th Sept., 1897. Dimensions: head and body

159 mm ; tail 52 ; hind foot 27 ; ear 8.

1 have examined two specimens, now in the Museum, with

which the above-mentioned specimens closely agree. One of these

two specimens must have been Gray's type. One was procured in

Cochin China, and the other by Dr. Finlayson in Siam. They
differ in the intensity of the umber-brown tips to the hairs, the

Siamese specimen showing considerably more than that from
Cochin China. None of Mr. Lyle's specimens are fully adult, and
though they vary slightly among themselves, show, as might be

expected, a much greater affinity to the Siamese specimen. Mr.
Thomas notes

1
that the bright colour is only assumed in adult

individuals; and as Mr. Lyle's specimens are all young, I was at

first inclined to regard R. minor as an immature R. badius.

The skull
2
, however, of the Cochin China specimen is fully adult

and is much smaller than the type skull of R. badius. The skull

of Mr. Lyle's largest specimen, except in being that of a younger
animal, agrees in all respects with the skull from Cochin China.

R. minor is therefore a southern race of R. badius inhabiting

Siam and Cochin China, and is distinguishable chiefly by its smaller

size and slightly duller colour.

The measurements of Mr. Lyle's largest specimen given abow
represent the avei'age size of this species.

The measurements of R. badius as given by Elaufcrd are as

follows :—Head and body 228 mm. ; tail 68 : hind foot 31.

20. Manis jataxica Desm.

Xan. a,

Doi Sritepe, Chingmai. b. $ ad. sk. 23rd March, 1898.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIII.

Petaurista lylei, sp. n., p. 192.

P.Z. S. 1886, p. 65.

Fig. in Anderson, Zool. Res. W. Yunnan, pi. xvi.
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4. On a small Collection of Mammals obtained by Captain

Deasy in South Chinese Turkestan and Western Tibet.

By G. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton, F.Z.S.

[Received March 2, 1900.]

The small collection or mammals which is dealt with in the

present paper includes only 16 specimens of 5 species, all rodents.

These are, however, of considerable interest, since, apart from the

localities in which they were procured, two of them, a Vole and a

Jerboa, which I have named respectively Microtia lama and Dipu*

deasyi, belong to hitherto andescribed forms. A third is the

extraordinary Euchor< utes nam, described by Mr. W. E. Scl&ter in

L890 from specimens obtained by the Hon. Charles Ellis some-

where in Eastern Turkestan. The acquisition of examples of

this species (and genus) adds a valuable novelty to the collection

of mammals in the British Museum, whither Capt. Deasy's speci-

mens have found their way.

The following is a list of the specimens :

—

Meriones CRTPTOEHnnJH Blanford. J. A. S. Bengal, ii. p. 108

(1875).

Xo. 99.11.5.1. j . Kara Sai, Chinese Turkestan, 9th July, 1898,

altitude 9500 ft.

MiCRorrs (Alticola) lama, sp. nov.

a & /3. Xo. 97.1.21.3 it 4. '25 miles south-east of Lake Arucho,

\V. Tibet, altitude 16,000 ft., August 1897.

y. Xo. 99. 11.5.2, -Camp, 1898," Chinese Turkestan, altitude

17,800 ft., August 8th, 1898.

Native name. " Such Kun.'"

Type, no. 97.1.21.3.

Description. External characters similar to those of M. stracheyi

Thos., but with the teeth and posterior termination of the palate

very like those of M. roylei (Jgilvie. Agrees with M. aUncattda True
in that w7l has 8 salient angles, but has the tail far shorter.

Dimensions of the type (in millim.):

—

Dried skin. Head and
body 115 ; tail 12 ; hind foot with claws 19'5

; hind foot without

claws 8 ; ear 11.

Skull (damaged posteriorly)—zygomatic breadth 14-5
; length of

nasals 8 -

5 ;
palatal length 14-5 (from posterior termination of

palate to anterior margin of incisors).

The specimen y appears to be the young of this form.

Dipus deasti, sp. nov.

Type. Xo. 99.11.5.3. $, Xura, Chinese Turkestan, 7500 ft.,

6th October, 1898 (original number 73).

Description. In external appearance resembles D. Joftusi Blanford,

but the colour of the upper surface is richer and not so brown
;
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the exact tint being somewhere between " Ecru drab " and " Fawn
colour " \

Skull resembles that of D. layopus Licht., but the teeth are

more massive and their pattern less complicated.

Dimensions of the type—bead and body 125 ;
tail 160 ; bind

foot 59 ; ear 18. (All'taken from tbe dried skin.)

Tbis is a very distinct Jerboa, with no very near known ally,

and a detailed description of whicb would be unnecessary. I have

pleasure in connecting it with the name of its discoverer.

Dipus, sp. inc.

Nos. 99.11.5.4 & 5. 2 males, imm., Kotaz Sangai, near Khotan,

Turkestan, 4700 ft., 8th October, 1898.

The immaturity of these two specimens prevents their satisfac-

tory determination ; they may be the young of D. cleasyi.

Euchoreutes naso, W. L. Selater, P. Z. S. 1890, p. 610.

Nos. 99.11.5.6, 7 & 8. $ . Ak Langar on the Yarkand-Khotan

Road, altitude 4500 ft., 3rd July, 1898.

Native name, " Sarok Kuruk " (" Brown Tail ").

The original specimens of Euchoreutes naso, although known to

be from Eastern or Chinese Turkestan, had no exact locality

attached to them. It is satisfactory to have this deficiency supplied

by Captain Deasy's specimens. The Ak Langar is a Rest-house.

The specimens were obtained in the night, so that, although Captain

Deasy states that the animal was very common, he is unable to give

any details as to its habits.

Ochotona ladacensis, Giinther, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4,

xvi. p. 231 (1875),

No. 99.11.5.9. S • Yepal Ungur, Chinese Turkestan, 15,000 ft.,

22nd July, 1898.

No. 99.11.5.10 & 11, two females. Ditto, ditto, 20th July,

1898.

No. 99.8.10.1. Zad Kulan TJrgi, Chinese Turkestan, altitude

12,800 ft., 25th December, 1897.

No. 97.1.21.1. 25 miles S.E. of Lake Arucho,W. Tibet,

No. 97.1.21.2. Ditto, ditto.

5. On a Collection of Butterflies from the Bahamas.

ByEMiLY Mary Sharpe.

[Eeceived January 4, 1900.]

(Plate XIX.)

Mr. J. L. Bouhote, who is well known for his excellent obser-

vations in the ornithological world, was for some time Private

Secretary to Sir Gilbert Carter, K.C.M.G., the Governor of the

1 Kidgway, ' Nomenclature of Colors,' 1886, pi. iii.

PBOO. Zool. Soo.—1900, No. XIV. 14
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Bahama Islands in 1898, and made a collection of Lepidoptera in

the island of Nassau.

So far as I can discover, no papers have ever been published on

the Butterflies of the Bahamas, and I think, therefore, that a list

of Mr. Bonhote's specimens may be useful. The Collector's field-

notes are added.

Family Da^aibi.
1. Daxais plexippus (Linn.).

Danais plexippus, Kirby, Syn. Cat. Diurn. Lepid. i. p. 5(1871);
Godman & Salvin, Biologia Centrali-Americana, Ehop. i. p. 1

(1879).

Hab. N. America. 0. America from Mexico to Panama. W.
S. America to Peru.

a. 2 April 11, 1898.

b. tf. May 11, 1898.

c. $ . June 30, 1898.

d. e. S. July 1, 25,1898.
["Fairly common throughout the summer months: flies very

swiftly, but may easily be caught on the flowers of the Ipececuhana
plant, where it frequently settles."'

—

J. L. B.]

Family Satieid^.
2. Calisto herophile Hiibn.

Calisto herophile, Kirby, t. c. p. 103 (1871).

Hab. Honduras. Cuba.
a. August 23, 1898.

Family Nymphaiidi,
3. Agraulis vaxill.e (Linn.).

Dione vanilla-. Kirby, t. c. p. 148 (1871).
Ayraulis vanilke, Godman & Salvin, t. c. p. 171 (1882).

Hab. N. America. C. America from Mexico to Panama. South
America. Antilles.

a, b. d ? • April 4, 1898.

c. o*. June 15, 1898.

d, e. 6 ? . July 2, 25, 1898.

[" One of the commonest species in the island, found everywhere
throughout the year."

—

J. L. B.]

4. Coljexjs delila (Fabr.).

Colcmis delila, Kirby, t. c. p. 147 (1871).

Hab. Guiana. Jamaica.
a, b. June 27, 30, 1898.

c. September 30, 1898.
[" The males are frequently seen where the bush has been cut

down leaving a thick undergrowth ; the females are seldom seen
and when disturbed fly low in the undergrowth."

—

J. L. B.]
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5. Euptoieia hegesia (Cram.).

Euptoieta hegesia, Kirby, t. c. p. 154 (1871).
Eupetoieta hegesia, Godinan & Salvin, t. c. p. 175 (1882).

Hah. 1ST. & C. America. S. America. Cuba. Jamaica.
a-c. June 9, 13, 18, 1898.

[" A very common species, on the wing throughout the year."

—

J. L. B.~\

6. Phyciodes frisia (Poey).

Phyciodes frisia, Kirby, t. c. p. 173 (1871); Godman & Salvin,

t. c. p. 203(1882).

Bab. Florida. Greater Antilles. Panama. Colombia. Vene-
zuela.

a, b. July 2, 29, 1898.

c. Clifton, July 21, 1898.

d. September 9, 1898.

[" The first examples of this species were seen in June, and
during July it was very common."

—

J. L. B.~]

7. Anartia iatroph^e (Linn.).

Anartia iatrophce, Kirby, t. c. p. 194 (1871) ; Godman & 8alvin,

t. c. p. 221 (1882).

Hah. Texas. Florida. C. America, from Mexico to Panama.
8. America. Antilles.

a. June 10, 1898.

b. July 13, 1898.

[" Fairly common in the open parts of the bush, very fond of

settling on the rock or paths."

—

J. L. B.~\

8. Ak^a echemtjs Doubl. & Hewits.

Anasa echemus, Kirby, t. c. p. 270 (1871); Godman & Salvin,

t. c. p. 355 (1884).

Hah. Honduras. Cuba.

a. March 23, 1898.

b. April 12, 1898.

[" The only two examples met with. They were both taken at

the same place, viz., a shady roadway cut through the bush."

—

J. L. B.]

Family LycjENIDjE.

9. Tardccs cassius (Cram.).

Cupido cassius, Kirby, op. cit. ii. p. 351 (1871).

Li/crena cassius, Godman & Salvin, op. cit. ii. p. 105 (1887).

Hah. C. America. Mexico to Panama. Colombia. Guiana.

S. Brazil.

a. July 2, 1898.

[" A common species on the wing throughout the summer."

—

/. L. B.]

14*
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10. Tmolus angelia Hewits.

T/iecla awjelia, Hewitson, Illustr. Diurn. Lepid. i. p. 162 (1874);

Kirby, op. cit. Suppl. p. 777 (1877).

Hab. Antilles.

a. June 26, 1898.

11. Tmolus salona Hewits.

Theda salona. Kirby, op. cit, ii. p. 401 (1871); Hewitson, t. c.

p. 159 (1873).

a. July 1, 1898.

Family Piebtd.e.

12. Callidryas eubitle (Linn.).

Catopsilia eubule, Kirby, t. c. p. 482 (1871).

Oallidryas eubule, Godman & Salvin, t. c. p. 141 (1889).

Hab. N. & C. America, and throughout tbe greater part of

8. America, xAntilles.

«. <$. June 13, 1898.

b-e. J 2 • July 2. 8, 25, 29, 1898.

f,g. e 2- August 12, 1898.

h. S . September 8, 1898.

13. Kricogonia lyside (Godt.).

Kricogonia lyside, Kirby, t. c. p. 487 (1871) ; Godman & Salvin,

t. c. p. 150 (1889).

Hab. Texas. Florida. C. America, from Mexico to Nicaragua.

Colombia. Venezuela. Greater Antilles.

a. June 30, 1898.

b-d. July 1, 2, 8, 189s.

14. Terias DrHTA (Poey).

Eurema dina, Kirby, t. c. p. 445 (1871).

Terias dina, Godman & Salvin, t. c. p. 163(1889).

Hab. C. America from Mexico to Costa Rica.

a, b. rf 2- June 27,30, 1898.

c-h. <$ $ . July 1, 2, 8, 16, 25, 29, 1898.

15. Terias messalifa (Fabr.).

Eurema messalina, Kirby, t. c. p. 445 (1871).

Hab. Jamaica.

a. tf . May 9, 1898.

b. 2- June 30, 1898.

e, d. 6 2- J«ly 2, 25, 1898.

["Flies very low in shady localities.''— ../. L. B.
|

16. Aphrissa statira (Cram.).

Catopsilia statira, Kirby, t. c. p. 485 (1871).

Aphrissa statira, Godman & Salvin, t. c. p. 147 (1889).

Hab. S. America. C. America from Panama to Mexico.
a. cf . June 27, 1898.
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17. Phcebis agarithe (Boisd.).

Gatopsilia agarithe, Kirby, t. c. p. 484 (1871).
Phcebis agarithe, Godman & Salvin, t. c. p. 145 (1889).

Hob. Texas. C. America, from Mexico to Nicaragua. Colombia.
Venezuela. Antilles.

a. 6 . April 13, 1898.

b, c. s $ . July 1, 8, 1898.

18. Pieris phileta (Eabr.).

Pieris monuste (Linn.) pr., Kirby, t. c. p. 458 (1871).

a. $ . April 10, 1898.

b. S July 19, 1898.

Family Papilionida

19. Papilio bonhotei, sp. n. (Plate XIX.)

Allied to Papilio andrcemon of Hiibner, but at once distinguished

by the narrower and much paler yellow transverse band on the

primaries, this band beiug decidedly rnore broken up towards the

apical area ; the hind-marginal border relieved by a row of sulphur-

yellow spots. Secondaries with the sulphur-yellow transverse

band narrower and paler than in the allied species ; the hind-

marginal spots pale yellow, but strongly indicated ; the post-

median row of blue spots somewhat more strongly pronounced
than in P. andrcemon.

Underside. General colour of both wings sulphur- instead of

ochre-yellow, the spots and markings being similar to those of

P. andrcemon.

Expanse 3*2 inches. (Nassau, 13th June, 1898.)

Female. Larger, and having the hind-marginal borders and
basal area brown instead of blackish as in the male. Secondaries

with the marginal row of yellow spots suffused with rufous.

Underside. Similar to that of the male, but the sub-marginal

markings on the secondaries more strongly tinted with rufous,

these markings beiug pale sulphur-yellow in the male ; the ocellus

on the anal angle much larger and more clearly denned than in

the male.

Expanse 3*7 inches. (Nassau, loth June, 1898.)

In the British Museum are three examples of this species from
the Bahamas, presented by Mr. Neville Chamberlain, who obtained

them on Andros Island. He also bred several from larva3 on
orange-trees, and noticed that when touched the larva? protruded

two white horns from behind the bead. Three other specimens,

said to be from Honduras, purchased from Mr. Miiller, are

identical, or at least are very nearly allied.

["A common species, having a succession of broods throughout

the summer. The larva is dark brown mottled with greyish,

having two large white bands, one towards the head and the other

on the hinder part of the body. It feeds on the orange, preferring
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the tender shoots growing directly from the trunk near the ground,

thus causing considerable damage to the plantations, as these

<hoots are generally the grafted buds. It lies on the upperside

of the leaf along the midrib, with its head pointing towards the

stem, and in this position much resembles a bird's dropping. The
pupa is attached to the trunk of the tree, from which it is

practically indistinguishable in colour, and is generally within two
feet of the ground. The pupa stage lasts about a fortnight.*'

—

/. L. B.]

20. Papilio polyuamas Linn.

Papilio polydarnas, Kirby. t. c p. 521 (1871); Godman &
Salvin, t. c. p. 200 (1890).

Hob. Florida. C. America from Mexico to Panama. 8. America.
Greater and Le-ser Antilles.

a. August 23, 1 >98.

[" Appears sparingly in April and August."

—

J. L. B.

Family Hespeeid.t..

21. Eudamub pkoxels (Linn.).

ThymeU proteus, Kirby, t. c. p. 570 (1871).
Emlaiiiiis jiroteus, Godman & 8alvin, t. c. p. 277 (1893).

Hah. 8. United States. C. tfc 8. America.

«, b. August 3, 8, 1898.

c. September 30, 1 898.

d. October 5, 1898.
'•' Very common from May to 8eptember."

—

J. L. B.~

22. Epargtreus zestos (Hiibn.)

Tdegonw ztstos, Kirby, t. c. p. 574 (1871).

Hah. Surinam.

a. 2 April 13, 1898.

b. rf . August 23, 1898.

e. September 29, 1898.

[" Double-brooded and not very numerous."

—

J. L. B.

23. AcoLASirs amtxtas (Fabr.).

AcolaxUu amyntag, Godman & Salvin, t. c. p. 3U4 (1893).

Hah. Florida. C. & S. America. Antilles.

a. March 10, 1898.

b. October 5, 1898.

24. Pamphila, sp. inc.

a, h. September 12, 30, 1898.

25. Pamphiea, sp. inc.

a. July 21, 1898.
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26. Pamphila misera Lucas.

Pamphila misera, Kirby, t. c. p. 607 (1871).

Hab. Cuba.

a. August 12, 1898.

27. Pamphila, sp. inc.

a. July 4, 1898.

b. October 5, 1898.

28. Polites thaumas (Fabr.).

Pamphila thaumas, Kirby, t. c. p. 599 (1871).

Hab. U. S. of America.
a. July 2, 1898.

b. October 7, 1898.

29. Hylephila phyl^us (Drury).

Pamphila phylcms, Kirby, t. c. p. 600 (1871).

Hab. Antilles.

a, b. S • July 16, 25, 1898.

e, d. o" $ . August 8, 1898.

e. $ • September 29, 1898.

/. $ October 6, 1898.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX.

Fig. 1. Papilio bonhotei, $ , p. 201.

1 a. Underside of the same.
1 b. Papilio bonlwtei, §

.

1 c. Underside of the same.

6. On new Genera and Species of Phytophagous Coleoptera

from South and Central Africa. By Martin Jacoby,

F.E.S.
[Eeceived February 20, 1900.]

(Plate XX.)

The present paper contains the descriptions of oue hundred new
species of Phytophagous Coleoptera, including also the characters

of three new genera. The materials upon which they are based have

been received principally from Mr. Guy Marshall in Mashonaland,
the Rev. J. O'j^eil in Cape Colony, from Dr. Staudinger and 11 err

Bang-Haas, and others ; all the types are in my collection. Our
knowledge of the African fauna is therefore again considerably

augmented, thanks to the assistance of the above-mentioned

ardent collectors.

CRIOCERINiE.

Lema duvivieri, sp. n.

Dark fulvous, the head, anteunae, and the legs (the base of the
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posterior femora excepted) black; thorax impunctate; elytra

metallic dark blue, strongly and closely punctate-striate, the ninth

row entire.

Length 7 millim.

Head bluish black, the neck rufous, the vertex impunctate ; the

eyes very deeply notched ; antenna^ extending to the middle of

the elytra, black, the third and following joints elongate and

slender : thorax not longer than broad, deeply constricted at the

sides, the anterior angles with a distinct tubercle, the basal

sulcation deep and placed nearly at the middle, the surface

impunctate, the portion below the sulcus obsoletely grooved and
likewise impunctate ; scutellum black ; elytra with a distiuct

depression below the base, very strongly and closely punctate-

striate, the interstices strongly costate at the sides and at the

apex ; legs bluish black, the intermediate femora below and the

base of the posterior ones fulvous, the underside of the same
colour.

Hah. Matadi, Africa. (In the collection of the Belgian Mus.
and that of my own.)

Differs from L. rubrieoUis Lac. in the colour of the legs and that

of the underside, from L. ganguinicollis Lac. in the differently

structured thorax : L. rufo-femorata Clark is black below and lias

rufous femora : L. affinis CI. differs similarly.

Lema bomaexsis, sp. n.

Flavous, the terminal joints of the antennae fuscous; thorax sub-

cylindrical, sparingly punctured, with some obscure piceous spots:

elytra strongly and closely punctate-striate, the sutural margin
and a broader sublateral stripe, abbreviated posteriorly, blackish.

Length 5 millim.

Head impunctate, flavous, the vertex sometimes obscure piceous:

eyes entire, not notched, supra-ocular grooves shallow; elypeus
triangularly raised; labrum piceous; antenme short and robust, the

lower joints short, the fifth elongate, terminal joints widened,
more or less stained with fuscous ; thorax short, subcvlindrical.

strongly constricted at the base, the basal sulcus deep, the disc

with some strong, scattered punctures at the sides and at the
middle, the latter with some obsolete piceous spots (sometimes
absent); scutellum piceous, its apex truncate; elytra parallel, with
a very shallow depression below the base, very strongly punctured
in closely approached rows, the interstices costate from the middle
downwards, flavous, the suture very narrowly and a broader stripe

from the shoulder to below the middle piceous or black : below and
the legs flavous. the breast darker, covered with very short velioM

pubescence.

Bab. Boma, Congo. (Coll. Belgian Mus. and my own.)
A very distinct species, remarkable on account of the entire

eyes, shape of the thorax, which is strongly widened in front, and
the pattern of the elytra.
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Lema dunbrodiensis, sp. U.

Fulvous, the breast and the abdomen black ; thorax sub-

cylindrical, strongly punctured at the middle ; elytra strongly

punctate-striate, pale fulvous ; a sutural band, a spot on the

shoulders, and another at the sides anteriorly, black.

Length 4 millim.

Head fulvous, impunctate ; the eyes entire, the accompanying
grooves shallow and finely pubescent ; the labrum black ; the

antennas short and stout, fulvous, the second joint moniliforin,

the third aud fourth equal, longer, the fifth and following joints

subquadrately widened ; thorax subcylindrical, scarcely constricted

at the base, the basal sulcus deep, the surface strongly punctured

near the anterior angles and at the middle of the disc, the punctures

at the latter place arranged in three rows ; scutelluin black ; elytra

paler in colour than the thorax, distinctly depressed below the

base, strongly and closely punctate-striate, the punctures indistinct

near the apex, the interstices not raised or slightly so near the

lateral margins ; the suture narrowly black, this colour extending

laterally as far as the secoud row of punctures, and having a slight

dilation near the depression and near the apex ; a small black spot

is placed on the shoulders, followed by a short stripe below at the

lateral margin ; the breast and abdomen black, clothed with short

yellow pubescence : the legs fulvous, the last joint of the tarsi and
the claws more or less black.

Hub. Dunbrody, Cape Colony, S. Africa.

I received a single specimen of this species kindly sent by the

Kev. O'Neil, who states that it is the only species he took in this

locality by sweeping.

Lema natalensis Jac. = L. tarsata Jac, var.

Of this species Mr. Marshall has sent me some more specimens,

which prove the iusect to be a most variable one in regard to colour ;

also that L. tarsata Jac. (described by me P. Z. S. 1897, p. 241) is

but one of the varieties. The species may always be recognized by
the distinct tooth-like tubercles at the anterior angles of the thorax

and the peculiar sculpture of the latter. The varieties at present

before me are :

—

a. The thorax and elytra fulvous, the former with a small black

spot at the middle of the basal sulcation ; legs piceous.

b. Thorax and legs as in var. a, the elytra entirely dark blue.

In the typical form L. natalensis the legs are fulvous and the tarsi

black, the thorax and the elytra are either fulvous with a sutural

and lateral bluish stripe or entirely dark blue ; the head in all the

forms is always black as well as the antennas, but the lower three

or four joints of the latter are fulvous. The varieties have been

obtained in Mashonaland.

Lema nigrotibialis, sp. n.

Fulvous, the apical joints of the antennas, the tibiae (their base

excepted) and the tarsi black; thorax not longer than broad, deeply
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sulcate at the sides, nearly iiapunctate ; elytra with deep basal

depression, strongly punctate-striate anteriorly, more finely so

posteriorly.

Length 5 inillitn.

Head not constricted behind, the vertex raised into two sub-

divided elevations, supraocular grooves deep; eyes deeply notched
;

antennae extending to the middle of the elytra, black, the lower

three or four joints fulvous, third and fourth joints equal, small,

slightly longer than the second, terminal joints thickened but

distinctly longer than broad ; thorax not longer than broad, the

anterior portion widened, the sides deeply constricted, the con-

striction bounded above by a longitudinal ridge, basal sulcus deep,

the surface impunctate with the exception of a few fine punctures

at the middle, fulvous ; scutellum truncate at its apex; elytra with

a short but l'ather deep depression near the suture below the base,

regularly, strongly, and rather closely punctate-striate, the puuctures

much finer towards the apex, the ninth row entire, the interstices

at the sides and near the apex slightly costate ; below and the

legs fulvous ; the tibia?, with the exception of the extreme base,

and the tarsi black.

Hob. Malvern, Natal (C. N. Barker).

Closely allied to L. fuscitarsis Jac, from the same locality, but

the general coloration darker fulvous, the antenna? less slender,

the elytral depression much deeper, and the tibiae black ; in a single

specimen the first joint of the antenna? is fulvous only. Mr. Barker
has kindly seat me four specimens of this species.

Cbiooebis militaius, sp. n.

Rufous, the antennae and legs paler; thorax strongly angulate

at the sides, with rows of deep punctures and two large black spots

at the disc; elytra deeply punctate-striate, flavous: the shoulders,

suture anteriorly, the lateral margins, and a narrow transverse

band below the middle, black.

Length 6 millim.

Head strongly constricted behind the eyes, the vertex strongly

obliquely raised, rufous ; the spaces in front of the eyes black,

rugose-punctate, the lower portion of the face and the labrum paler;

antennae stout aud short, dark flavous, the second joint moniliform,

the third and fourth thicker aud slightly larger, equal, the rest

transversely widened ; thorax subcylindrical, widened anteriorly,

the sides forming a strong angle at the middle, the disc with a

short oblique row of punctures at the sides and two others at the

middle of the anterior portion, rufous, the middle of the surface

almost entirely occupied by a large black patch which is connected

at the base but divided anteriorly by a short stripe of the rufous

ground-colour, the base likewise remains of this colour in shape of

a narrow transverse band which has some deep depressions in front

of the scutellum : the latter small, flavous ; elytra strongly punc-

tured at the anterior portiou, the punctures very much finer

posteriorly, the disc flavous: a spot on the humeral callus, another
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sutural one at the base, the sides, and a transverse narrow band
immediately behind the middle and connected with tbe lateral

stripe, black; below and the legs fulvous.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland : on lily of the valley (G. Mar-
shall).

C. balyi Har. almost entirely resembles the present species, but
is smaller, the head is differently constructed, and the thorax has

no black spots, the elytra also have a narrow black margin.

Mr. Marshall has sent two exactly similar specimens of this hand-
some species.

Leucastea bimaculata, sp. n.

Fulvous, pubescent ; the antenna?, breast, and the legs black
;

thorax impunctate, with a central black mark ; elytra strongly

punctured, with a black round spot placed at the middle of each

elytron
;
pubescence pale yellow.

Length 10 millim.

Elongate and parallel ; the head broad, strongly but not closely

punctured, fulvous, clothed with short pubescence; the clypeus trans-

versely depressed, flavous ; the eyes deeply notched; the antennas

black, the last seven joints triangularly widened; thorax twice as

broad as long, the sides rounded, the surface with a narrow transverse

groove, running parallel with the anterior and posterior margins, the

surface impunctate, clothed with single long yellowish hairs, the

middle of the disc with a A-shaped black mark; elytra with rather

prominent shoulders, somewhat paler in colour than the thorax,

depressed near the suture at the base, strongly but not very closely

punctured at the anterior portion, more finely so posteriorly, the

interstices clothed with long golden-yellow pubescence ; legs

similarly pubescent, black as well as the breast, the femora
unarmed; abdomen pale fulvous.

Hab. Malvern, Xatal ; Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall).

Mr. Marshall has sent two specimens of this species, which
differs in the coloration and pattern of the elytra from any of

those described by Westwood and Stal.

Cltthrin^:.

Damia capitata, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 1.)

Fulvous; the terminal joints of tbe antennae, the breast and
abdomen black ; head and thorax fulvous, the former with two
black spots, the latter transverse, impunctate ; elytra strongly and

semi-rugosely punctured, a transverse band at the base and an

oblique broad spot below the middle black.

Mas. Head broad, tbe lower portion entirely divided longi-

tudinally as far as the eyes : the anterior legs elongate.

Length 5 millim.

Head very broad, fulvous, impunctate, with a triangular black

spot in front of each eye, the lower portion longitudinally divided

into two broad lamellae, the right portion of which is longer than
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the left and more pointed, these projections are distinctly raised

from the parts lying underneath as well as the mandibles ; the latter

are black, the left being short and broad, and the right mandible

long and bent at right angles : antennae black, the lower three

joints fulvous, the terminal joints strongly transverse, not extending

to the base of the thorax : thorax transverse, nearly three times

broader than long, of equal width, the sides strongly rounded, the

posterior angles oblique, the disc with a few punctures here aud

there, obsoletely transversely sulcate near the anterior margin :

scutellum triangularly pointed, black ; elytra not wider at the base

than the thorax, of paler colour, very strongly, closely, and unevenly

punctured, the interstices slightly rugose, the base with a broad

transverse black band which narrows considerably near the

scutellum, where it is obliquely shaped and does not extend to the

suture : another shorter, transverse band of oblique shape is placed

below the middle, it does not extend to either margin ; the sides of

the elytra strongly denexed, with a distinct lateral lobe below the

shoulders ; breast and abdomen black, closely covered with grey

pubescence ; legs fulvous, the tarsi more or less black ; the anterior

legs in the male elongate, their tibia? unarmed ; the tarsi rather

slender, of nearly equal length.

/fab. Dunbrody, Cape Colony (liev. J. (JjSeil).

Of this interesting species 1 have seen three specimens, two

males and one female ; one of each sex was sent by the Eev. O'Neil,

and another male is contained in the British Museum. The
structure of the head in the male insect is quite unique, no instance

having come uuder my observation of such a split or division of

the entire lower portion of the face ; but this is not all—in the

British Museum specimen this division is not longitudiual but

horizontal, and the divided portions are transversely placed. In

other respects the insect agrees with mine. In the female the head is

simple and the tarsi shorter, but the clypeus is also here deeply

triangularly emarginate, although not divided.

Damia frontalis, sp. n. (Plate XX. tig. 2.)

Elongate, subc-ylindrical, fulvous, the breast black, the head with

a black transverse band ; the thorax minutely punctured, with two
black bands : elytra finely and closely punctured, pale flavous, the

suture and a broad lateral band, connected near the apex, black
;

tibia? spotted with black.

Length 8 millim.

Head fulvous, the vertex iinpunetate, shining, the middle finely

rugose-punctate in shape of a transverse black band ; eyes very

distant, moderately large, slightly notched ; clypeus fulvous,

strongly punctured ; antennas scarcely extending to the middle of

the thorax, the fourth and following joints strongly transversely

serrate, the lower four joints fulvous, the others black : thorax

nearly twice as broad as long, slightly narrowed in front, the sides

and the posterior angles strongly rounded, posterior margin nearly

straight, without basal lobe, surface only perceptibly punctured
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when seen under a strong lens, fulvous, shining, the sides with a

broad, slightly curved black band, not extending to the anterior

margin ; scutellum scarcely longer than broad, its apex rounded
;

elytra very slightly narrowed towards the apex, very finely

punctured in closely approached irregular rows, the lateral lobes

broadly rounded and moderately produced, the colour a pale

flavous or yellowish white, the suture narrowly black ; this colour

widened towards the apex, where it is transversely connected with

another broad longitudinal band which commences at the base,

but does not extend to the apex nor to the lateral margins :

abdomen and legs flavous, all the tibiae with a black stripe at the

outer edge of their apical portion ; tarsi rather broad and short,

the first joint slightly longer than the second.

Hah. TJmcheki River, Mashonaland (Q. Marshall) ; also Moliro,

Congo (Belgian Mus.).

Of this very distinct species four specimens are before me,
which agree in every respect ; there is no other genus, except

perhaps Melitonoma, where the species could find a more suitable

place, on account of the rounded sides and posterior thoracic

angles and the short tarsi, which best agree with Damia ; the
anterior legs are also rather longer than the others, as is the case

with the other species placed in this genus. The present one is,

however, much larger and resembles much in the coloration and
pattern certain species of Peploptera ; the black transverse band at

the head will at once help in its recognition.

Camptolenes pubifrons, sp. n.

Black, the head strongly pubescent; thorax strongly but remotely

punctured, black, the anterior portion and part of the sides flavous;

elytra strongly and irregularly punctured, flavous, an angular

band before and another narrow one below the middle, black ; legs

fulvous.

Mas. Mandibles long and robust, deeply concave, the right one
curved ; the anterior legs very elongate as well as their tarsi.

Fern. Mandibles and legs normal.

Length 7-8 millim.

Head broad, black, clothed with long yellowish hairs, the

epistome not separated, its anterior edge truncate ; antennae short,

the fourth and following joints transverse, black, the basal joint

fulvous ; thorax twice as broad as long, the sides nearly straight,

rounded at the posterior angles, the base with a depression at each

side, the basal margin moderately produced at the middle, the

surface irregularly and strongly punctured, black, the anterior

third portion and the sides flavous, somewhat thickened ; scutellum

black ; elytra strongly and irregularly punctured, the interstices

slightly rugose, longitudinally costate near the apex, flavous, with

a transverse narrow black band placed before the middle and
extending upwards at the shoulders to the base, and another more
irregular angulate band situated at a little distance from the apex

;

below black, finely pubescent ; legs piccous, the anterior tibiee and
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tarsi obscure fulvous ; anterior tibiae mucrouate at the apex, the

first joint of their tarsi very elongate, as long as the following

two joints together (
6" ).

Hah. Delagoa -Bay, received from Mr. G. Marshall.

0, ahyssinica Lefev. (Rev. de Zoolog. 1877, p. 223) seems to be

very closely allied, and indeed there appear to be several African

species to which Lefevre'a description partially but not entirely

applies. Specimens received some time ago from Mr. Marshall, who
obtained them in Mashoualand (Salisbury), agree almost entirely

with Lefevre's description of his C. ahyssinica, but the male in my
possession has not the strongly developed mandibles of which the

author speaks. On the other hand, the present species agrees in

this respect, but the thorax is much shorter and decidedly not

rugose and confluently punctate, so that I cannot identify the

species with that of Lefevre. The apical elytral spot is only present

in the female of 0. puMfrom, and scarcely indicated in the other

sex.

Peplopteea apicata, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 3.)

Black, the basal joints of the antennae and the tibiae and tarsi

fulvous : thorax sparingly punctured, the anterior and lateral

margins, as well as a central short stripe, flavous ; elytra finely

punctured, flavous, an angular narrow band near the base, inter-

rupted at the suture, and a broad transverse band near the apex
black, the latter part more or less fulvous.

Length 10 millirn.

Of broad and robust shape ; the head black, finely rugose and
closely pubescent, the vertex swollen ; eyes large, oblong, slightly

emarginate at their lower portion ; palpi fulvous ; antennas not
extending to the base of the thorax, black, the basal five joints

fulvous, second and third joints very short, the apical joints strongly

transverse ; thorax twice as broad as long, narrowed anteriorly,

the sides straight and oblique, the median lobe distinct, broad and
truncate, the surface finely and sparingly punctured near the base,

more strongly so at the sides, the base with a transverse, strongly

punctured depression at the middle ; the disc black, very shining,

a short central stripe dividing the black portion anteriorly, and the

anterior and lateral margins very narrowly, pale tfavous ; scutellum

black, its apex truncate ; elytra finely punctured in irregular rows,

which are nearly indistinct near the apex, flavous, a strongly

angular band (which consists of two joined spots, of which one is

placed on the shoulders, the other within the latter), near the

suture but not extending to it, black ; another very broad black

band is placed below the middle across the elytra, including at

the apex a transversely shaped fulvous or flavous spot ; below
densely clothed with silvery pubescence; thetibia and tarsi fulvous,

the latter very broad in the male insect ; last abdominal segment
in the same sex emarginate at the middle, in the female provided
with a deep oval fovea.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashoualand (G. Marshall).
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Allied to P. Jicemorrhagiea Gerst., but quite distinct in the fine

elytral punctation, the abbreviated humeral band and the great

width of the posterior one, also in the markings of the thorax ; in

regard to this I may add to the description that the flavous anterior

and lateral stripes are bounded by the extreme black edges of the

thoracic margins. P. abyssinica Lefev. seems also closely allied,

but the description says nothiug of an anterior flavous margin, and

gives only a black humeral spot, not an angulate band, nor are the

tibia? described as fulvous. I have received several specimens of

this handsome species from Mr. Guy Marshall.

PEPLOPTERA LEFEVRE1, Sp. n.

Subcylindrical, black ; thorax flavous, sparingly punctured, the

disc with a broad black band; elytra flavous, rather regularly

punctate-striate, a spot on the shoulders and a transverse band

near the apex, as well as the extreme apical margins, black.

Length 7 millim.

Head black, the vertex strongly swollen, longitudinally sulcate

at the middle, the space between the eyes strongly punctured and

slightly rugose, non-pubescent ; the antenna? not extending to the

base of the thorax, black, the second and third joints fulvous

;

thorax twice as broad as long, but little narrowed in front, the

sides nearly straight, the median lobe broad, not much produced,

and preceded by a distinct transverse depression, the surface with

a few fine punctures near the base and the posterior angles,

fulvous ; the middle of the disc occupied by a broad subtriangular

black patch, which extends to the anterior margin, where it is

greatly narrowed ; scutellum small, black ; elytra flavous, with

regular rows of fine punctures, which become a little more confused

at the sides and near the apex, the interstices rather closely and
very minutely punctured, the shoulders with a black spot, a

transverse narrow black band of somewhat irregular shape is

placed below the middle, extending to the sides in some instances,

but interrupted in others ; below and the legs black, closely

covered with silvery pubescence ; tarsi broad and rather robust.

Hah. Delagoa Bay.

In spite of its great similarity in coloration to P. angustata

Erichs., P. cijlindriformis Lac, and one or two other African
species, the punctation of the elytra does not permit me to identify

P. lefevrei with either of these ; the elytral rows are fairly regular

and more distantly placed than in the named species, and the

interstices are likewise finely punctured ; in the allied forms the

punctation is almost always close and irregular and that of the

thorax more distinct. The species would find its place amongst
Lacordaire's group in which the tarsi are broad.

Peploptera semifasciata, sp. n.

Black, the tibiae and tarsi fulvous ; thorax strongly and sparingly

punctured, fulvous ; elytra strongly, closely, and semiregularlv
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punctate, fulvous ; a spot on the shoulders, another near the

scutellum, and a transverse curved band below the middle, black.

Length 6 ruilliui.

Head black, sparingly punctured at the vertex, the space round
the eyes rugosely punctate, the clypeus more strongly punctured :

antennae not extending to the base of the thorax, black, the second

and third joints more or less fulvous, the following joints of strongly

transverse shape ; thorax twice as broad as long, subcylindrical,

the sides rounded, .strongly and closely punctured, the disc more
remotely so, fulvous ; scutellum black ; elytra parallel, subcylin-

drical, distinctly lobed below the shoulders, not covering the

pygidium, the punctuation like that of the thorax, closely placed

in irregular rows, the shoulders with a small black spot, another

larger one near the scutellum ; a broad, slightly curved band is

placed below the middle, its upper margin being highly convex

and its lower one concave ; below and the pygidium densely

covered with silvery pubescence ; legs fulvous, the femora blackish.

Hal>. Headlands, Mashonaland (6r. Marshall).

Allied to P. punctata Jac, but smaller, the elytra more strongly

punctured and with a broad posterior band instead of two spots,

the tibiae and tarsi fulvous, not black.

PEPLOPTERA ANCHORALIS, Sp. 11.

Black, closely pubescent below, anterior and lateral margins of

the thorax fulvous, the latter very minutely punctured ; elytra

more strongly punctate-striate, fulvous, an elongate humeral
stripe, and a sutural band from the middle downwards, connected

with an elongate spot near the apex, black.

Length 8 millim.

Head black, closely punctured and rugose near the eyes, the

latter very large ; antennae not extending to the base of the

thorax, black, the lower four joints fulvous, basal joint black

above, closely pubescent ; thorax about one half broader than

long, the anterior margin a third shorter than the basal one, the

sides nearly straight, anterior and posterior angles distinct, the

posterior margin roundly produced at the middle, the surface very

finely and somewhat closely punctured, with a distinct transverse

groove near the median lobe, more strongly punctured than the

rest of the surface, the latter black, in shape of a broad transverse

band, the anterior margin of which is deeply indented at the sides

and at the middle, this baud leaves the lateral and anterior margins
of the flavous ground-colour; scutellum triangular, black ; elytra

with strongly produced lateral lobes, regularly and moderately
strongly punctate-striate, fulvous, or flavous the suture from
before the middle to the apex in shape of a medially nan-owed
band, an ovate spot near the apex touching this band, and a short

slightly oblique elongaie band on the shouldei's, black; this latter

band terminates exactly where the sutural band begins ; below
and the legs black, closely covered with silky silvery pubescence

;

tarsi broad.
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Hab. Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall).

Closely allied to P. humeralis Jac, likewise from Mashonaland,
but differing in the black disc of the thorax and in not having a
black stripe at the lateral margins of the elytra ; the latter in

P. humeralis have the sutural band also extending higher upwards
and not ending abruptly truncate as in the present insect.

P. schimperi Lefev. and P. abyssinica Lefev. are likewise closely

allied ; but the first-named species is described as having the
anterior angles of the thorax fulvous only, in having a broad
transversa elytral band near the apex, and a subquadrate, not
elongate, humeral spot. P. abyssinica has similarly coloured elytra,

rufous tarsi, and is smaller. Of the present insect three specimens
have been sent by Mr. Marshall, ot which one has the elytral spots

widened into a broad band like Lefevre's last-named insect, but
the tarsi in all are black ; it may, however, possibly be a variety of

that insect.

GrYNANDROPHTHALMA SUBRUGOSA, Sp. 11.

Entirely dark metallic blue ; antennas black ; thorax strongly

transverse, impunctate ; elytra very strongly and closely punctured,

the interstices irregularly rugose.

Length 5|-6 millim.

Elongate and parallel, the head nearly impunctate, with a few
oblique strigaB between the eyes; the latter large, very slightly

indented at their lower portion ; epistome with a few punctures,

triangularly emarginate at its anterior margin ; antennas black, the

basal joint metallic blue, the second and third very short, obscure

fulvous, the others strongly transverse ; thorax twice as broad as

long, slightly narrowed in front, the sides rounded, with a distinct

but narrow reflexed margin, the median lobe broadly produced,

posterior angles rounded, the disc impunctate, with a short

transverse depression at each side; scutellum broad, its apex

truncate ; elytra feebly lobed below the shoulders, closely and
strongly punctured, the interstices transversely rugose, less strongly

so towards the apex ; below very sparingly pubescent ; the legs

rather elongate, the first joint of the tarsi slightly longer than the

second.

Hab. Cape. (Two specimens in my collection.)

G. aspaltina Crerst. seems to be a closely allied species, but is

described with finely and remotely punclured elytra, which cannot

possibly be applied to the present species, in which these parts

are distinctly rugose and strongly punctured.

Gynandrophthalma. marginicollis, sp. n.

Black, finely pubescent below ; thorax transverse, impunctate,

the extreme lateral margin fulvous ; elytra finely punctured,

fulvous, a spot on the shoulders, a larger one near the suture at

the middle, and a transverse band below the latter, black.

Length 5 millim.

Of narrow, elongate and parallel shape ; the head black, very

Proc. Zool. «oc— 1900, No. XV. 15
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finely and sparingly punctured and clothed with single grey

pubescence ; the clypeus not separated from the face, its anterior

margin concave ; eyes large, ovate ; antennae extending to the base

of the thorax, dentate from the fourth joint, black, the lower three

joints fulvous ; thorax twice as broad as long, the sides and the

posterior angles rather rounded, the median lobe but slightly

produced, the surface entirely impunctate, black, shining, the

extreme lateral margin fulvous ; scutellum black, pointed, broad

at the base ; elytra finely and rather closely punctured, fulvous,

the shoulders with a small black spot, a larger round spot is placed

near the suture at the middle, and a transverse short band, concave

at its lower margin, at some distance from the apex, this band
does not quite extend to either margin ; the breast and abdomen
black, clothed with grey pubescence ; legs rather slender as well

as the tarsi.

Hab. Ibembo, Congo (Duvivier). (Coll. Belgian Mus. and my
own.)

The coloration of the thorax and that of the elytra will at once

assist in the recognition of this species, of which I have seen two
specimens, which were formerly contained in the collection of the

late A. Duvivier. The species seems closely allied in coloration to

G.foveiceps Lac, but is of more narrowly elongate shape, and the

thorax is not fulvous but black.

Coptocephala falkexsteini Karsch, Berl. ent. Zeitsch. 1882,

p. 396.

This species is a true Pephptera and must be placed in that

genus, as several specimens which I received from German East

Africa have proved to me.

Crtptocephalin.e.

Cryptocephalus ornaticollis, sp. n.

Flavous, terminal joints of the antennae black, the head and
thorax dark fulvous, the latter with the sides and two basal spots

flavous ; elytra regularly punetate-striate, flavous, a spot on the

shoulder, another near the middle, and a transverse narrow band
near the apex, black.

Length 5 millim.

Of robust, posteriorly slightly narrowed shape ; the head dark
fulvous or piceous, finely and closely punctured ; antennae long,

bluck, the lower five joints flavous, terminal joints elongate and
distinctly widened : thorax twice as broad as long, strongly

narrowed in front, the sides greatly deflexed, the lateral margins
rounded at the middle, the surface very minutely punctured, the

disc piceous or dark fulvous, the anterior margin narrowly, the
sides more broadly and two large oblique spots at the base, flavous

;

scutellum broad, its apex rounded, flavous, the base narrowly biack
;

elytra distinctly narrowed posteriorly, strongly and regularly

punctate-striate, flavous, the interstices flat and impunctate, the
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basal margin very narrowly, a spot on the shoulders, another near
the suture at the middle, and a narrow transverse irregular-shaped

band near the apex black, the extreme lateral margin posteriorly

dark fulvous ; below and the legs flavous ; abdomen darker ; the

anterior legs rather elongate, their tarsi very broad.

Hob. Delagoa Bay (G. Marshall).

Of this species I received three specimens from Mr. Marshall
which show no differences of any importance. There are not manv
African species of the present genus which have a similarly marked
thorax, the nearest being perhaps 0. denticulatus ; in the present
species, however, the dark portion of the thorax is not black but
dark fulvous or piceous ; the number and position of the elytral

spots also differ from any of its allies.

Cryptocephaltjs severini, sp. n.

Black, above and the legs flavous, vertex of head black ; thorax
impunctate, with five black stripes ; elytra finely and irregularly

punctured, with a subsutural and lateral black longitudinal band,

the latter divided.

Length 8 millim.

Broad and robust ; the head impunctate, slightly depressed,

flavous, the vertex with a narrow transverse black band ; eyes

very broadly emarginate ; clypeus concave at its anterior margin
;

antennae not extending to the middle of the elytra, flavous, the

terminal five joints widened ; thorax subcylindrical, with strongly

deflexed sides, the middle widened, the surface entirely impunctate,

flavous, with five equally distant black spots or bands, the middle

one narrow and extending from the base to the apex, the others

much shorter and abbreviated at each end, the outer one the

shortest and placed on the lateral margin ; scutellum black, broad,

its apex truncate; elytra not wider at the base than the thorax,

slightly constricted at the sides near the middle, the puuctuarion

very fine, placed in double rows near the suture, but irregularly at

the sides, the last row placed at some distance from the lateral

margin, the latter likewise accompanied by a stronger row of

punctures ; each elytron with two longitudinal black bands, the first

placed near the suture of slightly oblique direction, abbreviated

below the middle, the other placed on the shoulder, interrupted at

the middle and not extending much further than the subsutural

band ; underside black, clothed with very short pubescence, the

coxte and the last abdominal segment flavous at the base
;
pygidium

flavous with a central black spot
;
presternum broad, pubescent,

its base produced at the angles into a blunt point.

Hah. Loulouabourg, Congo. (Coil. Belgian Mns. and my own.)

One of the largest African spacies, and easily recognized by the

system of its coloration.

Cryptocephalus strigicollis, sp. n.

Obscure fulvous; antennae (the basal joints excepted) black;

thorax fulvous, closely longitudinally strigose ; elytra strongly
15*
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punetate-striate, the interstices convex, flavous, a broad transverse

band at the base and another near the apex black.

Length 4 millira.

Head fulvous, impunctate, slightly uneven, the eyes nearly

continuous at the vertex ; antennae extending beyond the middle of

the elytra, black, the lower four joints flavous, the third and the

following three joints gradually increasing in length, the terminal

ones shorter ; thorax twice as broad as long, slightly widened at

the middle, fulvous, the basal margin narrowly black, the posterior

angles flavous, the entire surface covered with longitudinal fine

striga? without punctures, posterior margin finely serrate ; scu-

tellum black, with a fulvous basal spot, its apex truncate ; elytra

very slightly narrowed posteriorly, deeply and closely punctate-

striate, the interstices strongly longitudinally costate, especially so

at the sides, flavous, the base with a broad transverse black band,

not quite extending to the lateral margins, another similar band is

placed close to the apex, leaving the latter of the flavous ground-

colour ; underside and legs pale fulvous, finely pubescent.

Hah. Moliro, Africa (Dv.vivier).

This is another of those species having the thorax closely

strigose, which seem confined to Africa ; the other two known
species, C. araticollis Chap, and C. natalensis Jac, are devoid

of elytral bands. I received the specimen from the Belgian

Museum.

CrTPTOCEPHAIXS SALISBCRIEXSIS, sp. n.

Head and the underside black ; thorax impunctate, flavous, with

two large black spots ;
elytra moderately strongly punetate-striate,

flavous : a round spot on the shoulders, a sutural transverse spot at

the middle, and a transverse band near the apex, black ; legs flavous,

the femora spotted with black.

Length 5 millim.

Head black, distinctly punctured and sparingly pubescent; the

clypeus and the sides of the face below the eyes yellow ; antenna?

slender, black, t he lower tive joints flavous, the ba«al joint black above

;

thorax with the sides straight or nearly so, otherwise of usual shape,

the basal margin near the anterior angles distinctly toothed, the

surface impunctate or with a few minute punctures, fulvous, with

a large black oblong spot at each side, not extending to the anterior

margin, the extreme basal margin likewise black, the other

margins of the ground-colour ; scutellum black ; elytra rather finely

punctate-striate, the interstices with some extremely fine punctures,

flavous, the shoulders with a black oblong spot, the suture at the

middle with another transverse short spot, a transverse band
extending across the suture but not quite to the sides is also placed

near the apex ; below black, the prosternum, mesosternum. and a
spot at the base of the abdomen yellow, the posterior angles of
the prosternum prolonged laterally ; femora with a black spot at

the middle.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall).
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This species seems more nearly allied in coloration to C. erythro-

melas Suffr. than to any other, but differs in the anterior statural

spot and posterior band, which both extend across the suture ; the

legs also are flavous and not black ; the prosternum agrees very

nearly with that of C. v-nigram. Two exactly similar specimens
were sent by Mr. Marshall.

Cryptocephalus flayo-ornatus, sp. n.

Flavous, the apical joints of the antennae black, above fulvous

;

the thorax impuuctate, the lateral margins and a central longi-

tudinal stripe flavous ; elytra rather closely punctate-striate, the

interstices minutely punctured.

Length 4-4| millim.

Of parallel, subcylindrical shape, the head with a distinct central

longitudinal sulcus, sparingly punctured, fulvous, the space near

the eyes flavous ; the latter reniform, broadly emarginate at the

middle ; antennae comparatively short and robust, black, the lower

five joints flavous, second and third joints short, equal, terminal

joints robust and strongly widened ; thorax twice as broad as long,

very convex, the sides nearly straight, the surface entirely im-
punctate, with a distinct oblique depression at the base on each

side in front of the scutellum ; the disc fulvous, interrupted by a

narrow central flavous stripe from the base to the apex, the sides

likewise narrowly, and the posterior angles more broadly flavous,

extreme basal margin black ; scutellum flavous, its apex truncate;

elytra parallel, closely and rather strongly punctate-striate, the

punctures somewhat closely placed and smaller towards the apex,

the interstices finely punctured ; the epipleurae at the base, the

underside, and the legs flavous ; the pvgidium rugosely punctured.

Bab. Salisbury, Mashonaland (6r. Marshall).

This species was obtained, according to Mr. Marshall, on Mosasa
;

it will not be difficult to recognize it on account of its uniform
coloration of the elytra and the flavous markings of the thorax. I

am not acquainted with any other African representative of the

genus with which it may be compared in this respect ; in some
specimens the extreme suturaland lateral margins are stained with
flavous.

Cryptocephalus y-nigrum, sp. n.

Black ; the basal joints of the antennae, the tibise more or less,

and the thorax at the sides and middle, flavous ; thorax extremely

finely punctured ; elytra strongly punctate-striate, flavous, a spot

on the shoulder, another near the scutellum, and two subquadrate,

connected spots in shape of an inverted V below the middle,

black.

Length 5 millim.

Head entirely black, strongly punctured and sparingly pubescent,

3hghtly depressed between the eyes; the antenna? scarcely extending

to the middle of the elytra, filiform in the male, shorter and the

terminal joints thicker in the female insect, the lower five joints
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flavous, the others black ; thorax rather strongly widened at the

middle, extremely minutely and rather sparingly punctured, only

visible under a strong lens, the sides feebly rounded, the posterior

margin with some strongly marked teeth near the angles and

preceded by a deep subquadrate fovea—the disc either black, with

the anterior margin narrowly, the sides more broadly and angularly

tlavous, and a similar coloured spot at the middle of the base

(mas.) : or flavous, with a broad anteriorly divided band, not

extending to the margins, on each side, and the margins themselves

narrowly, black (fern.) ; scutellum black ; elytra very slightly

narrowed posteriorly, regularly and strongly punctate-striate,

flavous, rather opaque in the male, more shining in the other sex,

the shoulders with an elongate black spot, a smaller one of rounded

shape is placed near the scutellum, and two subquadrate spots,

which are joined together anteriorly, below the middle, the sutural

ami apical margins are likewise narrowly black ; the underside and
the femora black ; tibiae robust and widened anteriorly, fulvous, the

outer margin of the anterior tibiae and the base of the four posterior

black, tarsi fulvous
;
presternum prolonged laterally at the base

into points, flavous, the apex of the mesosternum and a spot

between the posterior coxse likewise flavous.

ffab. Salisbury, Mashonaland, on mimosa (G. Marshall).

The markings of the elytra resemble somewhat those of C. erythro-

melas Buffr. and some other African species, but the shape of the

po-fprior angular hand is quite different; nor do I know of a

similar structure in regard to the thorax, in which the lateral basal

teeth are preceded by a distinct notch or fovea ; the shape of the

presternum with its prolonged posterior angles is another peculiarity

of this species, of which I have three specimens before me.

CreXOBIUS PLAGIATUS, Sp. n.

Black, the antennae and the legs flavous ; thorax impunctate,

black, the anterior and lateral margins and two basal spots flavous ;

elytra very finely punctate-striate, black, a broad transverse baud
before the middle and another at the apex flavous.

Length 1J millim.

Of narrow, cylindrical shape ; the head black, impunctate, the

eyes widely separated, not strongly emarginate, parts of the mouth
and the antenna? flavous, the latter short, with the sixth and the

following two joints strongly dilated (the rest wanting); thorax

twice as broad as long, the sides feebly rounded, narrowed towards

the apex, the surface impunctate, black, very shining, the anterior

margin very narrowly and the lateral ones more broadly flavous,

the base with two other bright flavous transverse spots, only

separated by a thin stripe of the ground-colour; scutellum broad,

pointed at the apex, black ; elytra not wider at the base than the

thorax, scarcely perceptibly punctate-striate, the striae widely

separated, the black portion divided by a broad transverse bright

flavous band, which surrounds the shoulders at the outer margin
and does not quite extend to the suture, this band is placed before
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the middle and of slightly oblique shape, another broad transverse

band occupies the apex of both elytra ; below black ; the legs

robust, flavous, as well as the prosternmn and mesosternum, the

former longer than broad, its base deeply concave, the sides raised

into narrow ridges.

Bab. Port Alfred, South Africa {Rev. J. O'Neil).

Of this very pretty but small species I received a single example
;

like several of its congeners at present placed in this genus, the

eyes are not approached or contiguous, but the prosternum agrees

with the typical forms.

Ach^enops (?) puncticollis, sp. n.

Yellowish white, the terminal joints of the antennae and the

breast and abdomen black ; thorax very closely punctured, with or

without piceous transverse bands ; elytra strongly and semi-

regularly punctate-striate, a spot on the shoulders and two near the

apex piceous or black*.

Var. Thorax without markings, underside flavous.

Length 3-4 millim.

Head broad, yellowish, strongly but not very closely punctured,

the vertex with a central black narrow stripe ; eyes broadly

emarginate ; antennae short and stout, extending to the base of the

elytra, the lower six joints pale flavous, the others black, terminal

joints, with the exception of the last one, dilated ; thorax more
than twice as broad as long, the sides rounded, the surface very

closely and strongly punctured, yellowish white, with a transverse

narrow piceous stripe at each side, sending off branches at right

angles to the anterior and posterior margin, another piceous spot

is placed at the middle of the base, the basal margin likewise

narrowly black; scutellum truncate at its apex, the latter flavous,

the base black ; elytra subcylindrical, pale yellowish, strongly

punctured in irregular rows, of which ten are placed on each

elytron, the sutural one being very short, near the apex some of

the rows unite in pairs, forming broader spaces between them, all

the punctures of piceous colours, a small piceous spot is placed on
each shoulder, two others more or less distinct are seen near

the apex, the inner one of which is placed rather higher than

the other spot ; legs pale flavous, the femora with a piceous spot

;

prosternum widened at the base, strongly punctured ; breast and
abdomen black.

Bab. Dunbrody, Cape Colony, S. Africa {Rev. J. CNeil), on
mimosa-bushes.

This little Cryotocephalus, of which I received two specimens, is

doubtfully placed by me in Acluvnops, as the structure of the

prosternum does not agree with that genus, but 1 do not consider

it desirable to establish another genus on a single species. The
present insect has very nearly the general appearance of a

Pachybrachys ; the colour and the system of puuetation is the

same, but the antennae agree better with Monachiis on account of

their shortness and the dilated terminal joints ; the prosternum
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has its base truncate, not rounded, and the posterior angles are but

little produced; in one specimen the thorax is without any

markings and the entire underside is flavous, the elytra have also

the dark spots less strongly marked.

ECMOLPINE.

Microhermesia, gen. nov. (group Colaspince).

Oblong ; antenna? filiform, eyes entire ; thorax transverse, the

sides angulate and with a narrow margin ; elytra semi-regularly

punctured ; legs robust, the anterior femora with a minute tooth,

tibiae not sulcate, the metatarsus of the posterior legs as long as

the following two joints together, claws appendiculate; prosternum
broad, scarcely narrowed between the coxae, its base truncate ; the

anterior margin of the thoracic episternum concave.

In its general appearance, the little species for which I propose

this new genus resembles Lefevrea, but differs in the angulate sides

of the thorax, which places it amongst the group Colaspitw, which
up till now had no African representative ; the much broader pro-

sternum and the minutely dentate anterior femora separate the

genus from C'olasjns proper ; the shape of the thorax agrees belter

with Hermesia, but that genus differs in other details, notably

the unarmed femora, although this latter character must be used

with caution and only in conjunction with others as a generic

distinction.

Microhermesia hirticollts, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 7.)

c? • Below black, base of the antennae and the legs fulvous
;

thorax aeneous, closely punctured and finely pubescent ; elytra

strongly punctured anteriorly, flavous, the middle with a transverse

broad cupreous or aeneous patch.

$ (?). Above entirely flavous, with a slight metallic gloss.

Length 2| millim.

Head aeneous or cupreous, closely punctured and sparingly

clothed with short pubescence ; the clypeus not separated from the

face, transverse ; antennae slender, extending to about the middle
of the ehtra, flavous, the terminal joints slightly stained with

fuscous, basal joint much thickened, second and third equal in

length, fourth and following joints slightly longer and very feebly

thickened towards the apex ; thorax twice as broad as long, the

sides with a narrow margin and distinctly angulate at the middle,

the anterior angles distinctly tuberculate, the tubercle produced
and provided with a single seta, the anterior and posterior margins
straight, the surface punctured and pubescent like the head;
scutellum broader than long, its sides rounded ; elytra broader at

the base than the thorax, the shoulders angulate, the base with a
feeble transverse depression, the surface rather strongly punctured
in closely arranged irregular rows, with some more minute
punctures at the interstices, flavous, with a slight metallic glost,

the middle of the disc with an irregular, rather ill-defined transverse
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cupreous patch, which widens somewhat at the sides, the suture

and lateral margins likewise more or less greenish aeneous ; below

nearly black, the legs fulvous
;
prosternum strongly punctured.

Bab. Salisbury, Mashonaland, obtaiued by sweeping (G. Mar-
shall).

It is probable that the unicolorous flavous specimen represents

the female of this species, since the anterior tarsi are more slender

and thinner than in the specimens which I look upon as the

other sex, but there is only a single individual of the former sex

before me.

COLASPOSOMA CONRADI, Sp. U.

Metallic green with fulvous gloss, base of the femora flavous,

tibiae fulvous ; thorax very closely and finely pixnetured ; elytra

strongly and irregularly punctured, with traces of longitudinal

lines, the sides strongly rugose in both sexes.

Fern. Elytra with a smooth, rather broad, longitudinal costa

near the suture.

Length 6-8 millim.

Head finely longitudinally strigose at the sides of the vertex,

the latter sparingly punctured ; clypeus more stronglv punctate,

not separated from the face, but with a small fovea at the base, its

anterior margin slightly concave-emarginate ; labrum and palpi

fulvous ; antennae extending to the middle of the elytra, the lower

six joints fulvous, the others black, rather widened ; thorax three

times broader than long, the sides rounded and with a narrow
reflexed margin, the disc closely and finely punctured throughout,

with a transverse depression near the anterior margin ; scutellum

broad, with a few strong punctures ; elytra with a fulvous tint,

strongly and closely punctured, the punctures arranged in rows

near the suture ; the interstices smooth and slightly raised near the

apex, strongly transversely rugose at the sides, the lateral margin

accompanied by two distinctly raised smooth costa? ; underside

nearly smooth, metallic green, the sides of the abdomen and
of the breast fulvous ; femora metallic green, their base flavous,

tibiae fulvous, the apex and the tarsi dark aeneous
;
pi'osternum

very broad, clothed with grey pubescence.

Hub. Cameroons {Conrad).

This species will not be very difficult to recognize on account of

the flavous base of the femora and the strongly rugose sides of the

elytra in both sexes ; in the female this is, however, still much
more pronounced, as well as the elytral costae. I received two
specimens from Dr. Kraatz. C. antiquum Har. is a closely allied

species, but differs iu the much more finely and evenly punctured

elytra and in the colour of the antennae and legs. C. abdominale

Lefev. (lefevrei Baly) is described with testaceous antennae and
legs, but seems otherwise closely allied.

COLASPOSOMA ALUTACEUM, sp. n.

Dark aeneous, finely pubescent, the antennae and tarsi piceous
;

©
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head and thorax finely and closely punctured, the latter with

a smooth central line ; elytra extremely finely punctured and
wrinkled, clothed with short silvery pubescence.

Length 5 rnillim.

Of obscure brownish-aeneous colour, the head finely and sub-

remotely punctured ; the clypeus not separated, punctured like the

head ; labrum piceous, lower joints of the palpi fulvous ; antennae

short, not extending to the middle of the elytra, dark fulvous, the

basal joint stained with aeneous, terminal joints distinctly

thickened, each stained with fuscous at the apex ; thorax strongly

transversely convex, the sides rounded, the surface closely and
finely punctured throughout, clothed with very short white pubes-

cence, the middle of the disc with a smooth central narrow space,

all the margins very narrowly metallic cupreous ; scutellum much
broader than long, its apex blunt, the surface with a few punctures,

the margins cupreous ; elytra not wider at the base than the

thorax, very slightly depressed below the base, opaque, extremely

closely punctured and finely wrinkled, the interstices with still

smaller punctures and clothed like the thorax with short whitish

pubescence ; underside and femora dark aeneous and sparingly

pubescent ; tibiae dark fulvous.

Hab. Pinetown, Natal.

This is the description of the male insect, which has the

anterior legs as usual longer than in the female ; this and the

rather less broad thorax, however, are the only visible differences

between the two sexes. C. alutaceum differs from the other

pubescent species of the same country in the finely punctured and
wrinkled elytra and the short white hairs of the upper parts, as

well as the very distinct punctation of the thorax. Whether
C. pubescens Lefev. is identical with the present species can only

be ascertained by comparing the type, as a three-lined description

of insects which are so closely allied is of no use whatever, and an
abuse of science, which should be, in my opinion, totally ignored

with the rest of all such publications ; at any rate C. pubesceris is

described with the labrum obscure rufous, and the head, thorax,

and elytra densely and very finely punctured, which does not

apply to the species before me.

COLASPOSOMA SUBAURETJH, sp. n.

Obscure fulvous with aeneous gloss, pubescent, the apical joints

of the antennae black ; thorax finely and closely punctured, clothed

with long white hairs ; elytra with a deep fovea below the base,

closely punctured, the interstices transversely rugose throughout
and pubescent like the thorax.

Length 5 niillim.

Head closely punctured and clothed with rather long white
hairs ; labrum fulvous ; antennae extending slightly below the
middle of the elytra, fulvous, the terminal five joints black ; thorax
strongly transverse, three times broader than long, the sides

rounded, the fine punctation almost entirely covered by longish
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white hairs ; scutellum broader than long, punctured and pubes-

cent ; elytra with a deep fovea below the base, the interior of

which is of metallic greenish or brassy colour, the rest of the

surface irregularly transversely rugose and pubescent, with

two or three narrow raised longitudinal ridges, the most well-

marked of which is placed near the suture ; below and the legs

coloured as the upper surface and closely pubescent.

Bab. Tumbu, Congo.
Of this species one specimen is in the collection of the

Belgian Museum and the other in my own. I know of no other

Colasposoma having such a deep and well-marked elytral fovea in

connection with the long pubescence ; in G. foveipenne Jac, from
Madagascar, there is a similar but transversely shaped fovea, but

no pubescence, and a totally different sculpturing. The coloration

of the present species also is peculiar, being a mixture of obscure

fulvous and metallic brassy or aeneous. I am at present unable to

speak with certainty as to the sex of the specimens before me, but

both are probably females. 0. foveatum Jac. differs in having
a transverse elytral cavity and a strongly and remotely punctured
thorax.

Colasposoma obscurum, sp. n.

Obscure fuscous with cupreous gloss
; antennae with the second

and third joints fulvous ; thorax extremely closely punctured and
finely reticulate ; elytra strongly punctured in closely approached
rows, the interstices nearly smooth.

Length 6 millim.

Of parallel shape ; entirely obscui"e aeneous or fuscous, here and
there with cupreous reflections ; antennae long, black, the first

joint below and the following two joints fulvous, terminal joints

slightly thickened ; thorax more than twice as broad as long,

slightly narrowed anteriorly, the sides feebly rounded, the entire

surface extremely closely and finely punctured, with the interstices

everywhere finely reticulate; scutellum with a few punctures;

elytra with a shallow depression below the base, rather strongly

and closely punctured in irregular rows, the sides below the

shoulders with an elongate depression ; femora unarmed ; legs

nearly black.

Bab. Salisbury, Mashonaland, on Brachystegia (G. Marshall).

Mr. Marshall has sent two specimens (probably males) of this

species, which I cannot identify with any of the numerous other

members of the genus : the peculiar coloration, and the almost

entire absence of elytral rugosities in connection with the closely

and finely punctured and reticulate thorax, will assist in the

recognition of the species.

Dastchlorus Fairm.

In the ' Bulletin ' of the Societe d'Eutomologique de France for

1898 (p. 19), M. Fairmaire has described what he believes to be a
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new genus of Eumolpide under tliis name from the West Coast of

Africa. In reading carefully his descriptions of the two species he

describes, I can come to no other conclusion than that the supposed

new genus is simply a Colasposoma, and his species D. passeti and

D. varicolor identical with Colasposoma pradieri Lefev. and G. fair-

mairei Lefev. respectively. M. Fairmaire compares his genus with

Sybriacus, to which the species mentioned above bear some superficial

resemblance ; but as the author makes no mention of the principal

characters of his genus, that is the shape of the anterior thoracic

episternum and the structure of the tibia? or claws, one cannot even

tell to which section Dasychlorvs may belong. I may be wrong in

my surmise regarding the present genus. In the descriptions of

Fairmaire of his two species there is, however, absolutely nothing

to distinguish it from Colasposoma, and it is certainly remarkable

that when describing a new genus of one of the most difficult

sections of the Phytophaga an experienced author should not even

mention the most important characters without which every clue

to its proper place is lost. Colasposoma pradieri (the largest

species of the genus) and C. fairmairei have both been described

by Lefevre as far back as 1877, and are well-known West African

species.

Macetes clypeata, sp. n.

Obscure cupreous, clothed with white and fulvous pubescence,

antennae and legs dark fulvous ; clypeus deeply emarginate ; head

and thorax very finely and closely punctured, metallic greenish
;

elytra of the same colour and sculpture, finely pubescent.

Length 7 millim.

Of broadly ovate, subquadrate shape : of a dark greenish-asneous

colour above, and clothed with lougish white and brown pubes-
cence ; the head closely and finely punctured, with a central groove

;

the clypeus very deeply and subtriangularly emarginate ; the

labriun cupreous, the palpi fulvous ; the antennae robust, entirely

fulvous, the basal joint cupreous above ; thorax nearly twice

as broad as long, subcylindrical, extremely closely and rather

finely punctured and pubescent ; scutellum broader than long, sub-

pentagonal, finely punctured and pubescent ; elytra much wider at

the base than the thorax, strongly narrowed posteriorly, depressed,

with another very feeble depression below the base ; below cupreous,

the femora fulvous with metallic gloss, clothed with dense white
pubescence ; the tibiae and tarsi more or less fulvous, the anterior

and posterior femora with a stout tooth, the others unarmed.
Hub. Dunbrody, Port Elizabeth, S. Africa (Rev. J. O'Neil).

Of this species I received a single specimen from the Rev. J.

O'Neil : it is perhaps nearest allied to M. albicans Chap. The species

is well distinguished by the deeply emarginate clypeus, the fine and
close punctation of its upper surface, and the colour of the pubes-
cence, which is white and brown above, but purely white only
below. Chapuis's species is unrecognizable, his description being
too brief.
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PsEUDOCOLASPIS CUPREOFEMORATA, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 4.)

Violaceous-blue, the antennae, tibiae, and tarsi black ; the femora
cupreous ; thorax subclyindrical, closely and strongly punctured

;

elytra punctured like the thorax, with rows of very short, white
hairs, distantly placed.

Length 4 rnillim.

Head coarsely and closely punctured, dark blue ; the antennae

entirely black, the terminal five joints strongly dilated, club-shaped

;

thorax scarcely broader than long, narrowed anteriorly and to

a less extent near the base ; the entire surface closely and strongly

punctured, the punctures round and deep, the middle with a more
or less distinct narrow, raised lougitudinal space ; scutellum

subquadrate, its apex truncate, the posterior angles feebly pro-

duced, the base with two or three deep punctures ; elytra with
the shoulders prominent and acute, not depressed below the base,

punctured like the thorax, but the punctures rather more closely

placed and the interstices finely transversely rugose, sparingly

furnished with very short stiff whitish hairs ; legs coarsely punc-
tured ; the femora with a strong acute tooth, cupreous ; the

intermediate tibiae, with the exception of the extreme apex which
is more or less cupreous, black ; claw-joint very long and slender.

Hob. Salisbury, Mashonaland, obtained by sweeping (6?.

Marshall).

Distinct from all its numerous African allies by its uniform
dark blue colour and the cupreous femora, in connection with the

strong punctation of its upper surface.

PsEUDOCOLASPIS SEVERINI, Sp. n.

Black, sparingly pubescent, thorax finely and closely punctured
;

elytra finely punctured in semiregular rows near the apex, the

interstices clothed with very short, erect, silvery hairs.

Length 4 raillim.

Head closely and rather strongly punctured ; clypeus broad,

subquadrate, scarcely punctured : antennae black, the lower four

or five joints more or less piceous ; the second and the following

two joints very short, moniliform, the terminal ones strongly

thickened and robust, the last longer than broad; thorax rather

long, subcylindrical, but slightly narrowed in front, the surface

without any perceptible sulci or depressions, closely and strongly

punctured, with a smooth narrow middle line ; scutellum broad,

subpentagonal, impunctate ; elytra narrowed posteriorly, not

depressed below the base, the shoulders prominent, the surface

closely, finely, and irregularly punctured, the punctures slightly

more regularly arranged in rows near the apex ; the interstices

with single short silvery pubescence ; femora with a small tooth
;

underside and legs rather strongly punctured.

*Hab. Moliro, Congo (./. Duvivier). (Coll. Brussels Mus. and
my own.)

There are not many entirely black species of Pseudocolaspis
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known and only one or two from Africa, of which P. parvula Jac.

seems closely allied, but is much smaller, of metallic gloss and
quite different punctation. Whether the short sparing pubes-

cence of the present insect is normal or whether the specimens

before me are rubbed I cannot say, but all agree in this respect.

Scelodoxta sexplagiata, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 5.)

Cupreous, the apical joints of the antennae black ; thorax

transverse, finely transversely rugose, with two small white pubes-

cent spots; elytra strongly punctured and transversely wrinkled,

each elytron with six white pubescent spots (1.2.2.1; ; flanks of

the thorax and sides of the breast densely clothed with white
pubescence.

Length 4 millim.

Head strongly punctured, the interstices with some short white

hairs, supra-ocular grooves very deep ; clypeus broad, strongly

punctured ; antenna? proportionately long, cupreous, the apical

five joints black, strongly widened ; thorax twice as broad as long,

the sides strongly rounded, the entire surface covered with trans-

verse rugosities, the sides with a small pubescent white spot

;

scutellum subpentagonal ; elytra wider at the base than the thorax,

narrowed posteriorly, very closely and strongly punctured in

irregular rows, the sides transversely rugose, each elytron with six

white small pubescent spots placed as follows :—one at the middle

of the basal margin, one at the lateral margin below the shoulders,

another further inwards in a line with the lateral spot, two placed

transversely below the middle and slightly oblique, and ihe sixth at

the extreme apex
;
patches of dense white hairs are also placed at

the flanks of the thorax and the sides of the breast ; femora armed
with a small tooth.

Bab. Malvern, Xatal.

I have received several specimens of this very distinct and
handsome species from Mr. C. Barker of Xatal.

Mectstes chapcisi, sp. n.

Black, the basal joints of the antennae and the legs fulvous

;

head and thorax finely rugose, sparingly pubescent ; elytra strongly

and closely rugose-punctate, the interstices with longitudinal rows
of short hairs ; femora with a small tooth.

Length 4 millim.

Head finely rugose and clothed with short yellowish pubescence
;

labrum piceous ;
antennae scarcely extending beyond the thorax,

fulvous, the apical joints more or less infuscate, strongly trans-

verse ; thorax subcorneal, narrowed in front, the basal margin
slightly concave at the sides, the median lobe truncate, produced,

the surface closely rugose-punctate, the lateral margin rounded at

the middle and widened, the disc covered with short yellow
pubescence ; scutellum pentagonal ; elytra much wider at the base

than the thorax, ovate and convex, very closely punctured, the

interstices slightly longitudinally raised and furnished with rows
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of short hairs ; legs fulvous ; all the femora armed with a small

tooth.

Hob. Kamozi, Tumbu {J. Duvivier). (Coll. Belgian Mus. and
my own.)

Unlike the other two or three species of the genus, the present

one has armed femora, but agrees in all other details : this and the

colour of the legs will easily distinguish the species.

CORYNODES NIGRIPENNIS, sp. n.

Bluish black, the head and thorax rufous, the latter very finely

and subremotely punctured ; elytra black, opaque, very closely

and finely rugosely punctured, the claws appendiculate.

Length 11 millim.

Of subcylindrical, parallel shape ; the head impunctate, rufous,

shining ; the clypeus triangular, deeply separated from the face by

a transverse, medially interrupted groove; antennae nearly extending
to the middle of the elytra, black, the second and third joints fulvous

below, the terminal six joints strongly flattened ; thorax of the same
shape as in the preceding species, rufous, very shining, extremely

minutely and sparingly punctured, the extreme anterior and basal

margins black ; scutellum fulvous, margined with black ; elytra

closely and somewhat strongly punctured, black, the interstices

finely rugose, the extreme apex with a small obsolete fulvous spot

;

below and the legs bluish black, the anterior tibiae strongly curved

at the apex.

Hab. Cameroons.
This species, of which I have received a single specimen from

Herr Bang-Haas, agrees so closely in structural characters with the

following, that I am almost tempted to look at it as an extreme-

variety of the latter ; but the coloration of the head, thorax, and
that of the elytra (unique amongst the numerous members of the

genus) is so entirely different, that, in the absence of intermediate

forms, I must consider the two insects distinct.

CORYNODES BIMACULICOLLIS, Sp. n.

Bluish black below, as well as the legs and antennae, above

fulvous : thorax impunctate, the anterior and basal margins and two
elongate spots on the disc black ; elytra very closely punctured,

claws appendiculate.

Length 11 millim.

Head impunctate, fulvous, a small spot at the vertex and the

supra-ocular sulci black ; clypeus separated from the face by a

deep transverse groove ; antennae black, the lower two joints fulvous,

the apical five joints gradually and broadly flattened ; thorax

about one half broader than long, narrowed anteriorly, the sides

straight, the surface impunctate, the extreme anterior and basal

margins black, the disc with two large, oblique, elongate black

spots ; scutellum fulvous, margined with black ; elytra evenly,

closely, and distinctly punctured, the interstices slightly wrinkled

here and there ; anterior tibiae strongly curved at the apex.
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Hob. Cameroons.
Allied to C. raffrayi Lefev. but differing in the spotted head and

thorax and the black not fulvous underside. I have received a

single specimen from Herr Bang-Haas.

PSEUDOSl'AGRUS AFRICAN US, Sp. 11.

Piceous, the sides of the thorax and the legs fulvous ; thorax

closely punctured ; elytra fulvous, finely punctate-striate, the

punctures obsolete posteriorly, each with an oblique band at the

shoulders and another below the middle, black ; the anterior

femora dilated into a strong tooth, the posterior ones with a

smaller one.

Length 5| millim.

Head finely rugose, obscure fulvous, the middle piceous ; the eyes

extremely large, closely approached ; clypeus not separated from
the face, strongly rugose ; antenna? piceous, the lower four joints

fulvous, the third joint one half longer than the second, terminal

joints distinctly thickened ; thorax transverse, of equal width, the

sides strongly rounded, with a narrow margin, the posterior angles

dentiform, the disc closely impressed with strong, round punctures,

piceous with a slight metallic gloss, the sides, in shape of a

posteriorly narrowed band, fulvous ; scutellum triangular ; elytra

regularly punctate-striate, the punctures entirely obsolete at the

apex, the interstices flat and impunctate ; a short black oblique

band extends from the shoulders towards the suture and another
of similar shape is placed below the middle, there is also an indi-

cation of a black short stripe near the lateral margins ; legs

fulvous, the four posterior tibiae carinate, emarginate at the apex,

claws bifid ; anterior margin of the thoracic episternum convex
;

anterior femora with a very strong triangular tooth.

Hab. Matabeleland. near Tati.

This genus was established by Fairmaire on a species from
Madagascar. There seems to be scarcely any difference betweeu
the present genus and Tricliona Lefev., which was published at the

same time and in the same French "Annals"; but which of the

genera appeared first in priut I am unable to say. Tricliona was
up to the present only known from India and Sumatra, but both
genera agree in most details, especially in the enormously dilated

anterior femora. I think, however, that the shape of the thorax is

different in Pseudosyagrus, the latter being not at all narrowed in

front and having strongly rounded sides. There is a single

specimen of the present insect contained in my collection, well

distinguished by its coloration.

Odontionopa cerulea, sp. n.

Metallic dark blue, antenna? and tarsi black, thorax extremely
finely punctured; elytra convex and cylindrical, rather strongly

punctured in closely arranged longitudinal rows, the interstices

with a few minute punctures, the posterior femora with a distinct

tooth.
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Length 5 milliin.

Head finely punctured, the interstices minutely granulate, the

sides at the base of the antenna? raised in shape of a ridge ; antenna?

filiform, black, the basal three joints more or less fulvous, the first

joint metallic blue above, third joint but slightly longer than the

second but shorter than the fourth, the following joints slightly

thickened ; thorax twice as broad as long, slightly narrowed

anteriorly, the sides strongly rounded, with a narrow margin, the

anterior angles produced into a short tooth, the surface very finely

and rather closely punctured and minutely granulate ; scutellum

subquadrate, truncate at the apex ; elytra subcylindrical, much
more strongly punctured than the thorax, the punctuation arranged

in closely approached rows, the interstices with a few minute
punctures here and there, dark violaceous blue, the sutural margin
greenish ; below and the legs dark metallic blue, finely pubescent,

the anterior femora with a very minute, the posterior with a more
distinct tooth

;
presternum widened at the base, the anterior

margin of the thoracic episternum concave.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall).

Allied to 0. discolor Lefev., but in that species the labrum, palpi,

antenna?, and the legs are brown and the thorax is described as

densely punctured ; the present insect, on account of the concave

margin of the thoracic episternum, the entire tibia?, appendiculate

claws, and other details, possesses all the characters peculiar to the

genus.

Lefevrea brunnea, sp. n.

Entirely pale fulvous, the head and thorax rather strongly and
closely punctured ; elytra closely punctate-striate, the punctures

very fine towards the apex.

Length 3 millim.

Of the general shape of a small species of Qolaspis ; the head
finely punctured on each side, the clypeus contiguous with the face,

its anterior margin moderately emarginate in the middle and on
each side, its surface sparingly punctured ; antenna? extending to

about the middle of the elytra, fulvous, the intermediate joints

sometimes stained with fuscous, the third and fourth joints equal,

one half longer than the second joint, terminal ones slightly thick-

ened ; thorax twice as broad as long, the sides rounded, the anterior

and posterior margins straight, of equal width, the angles acute,

the surface closely and somewhat strongly punctured, the punctures
more crowded at the sides, the latter with an obsolete depression,

scutellum with the sides rounded ; elytra not wider at the base

than the thorax, convex, punctured in closely approached rows, the

punctures themselves scarcely larger than those of the thorax ; below
and the legs fulvous, the latter unarmed ; claws appendiculate ;

prosternum strongly narrowed between the coxae.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall).

Distinct from all its allies in the uniform pale fulvous

coloration.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XVI. 16
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Leeevrea abdominalis Jac.

Of this species described by myself (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1897,

p. 529) both sexes have now been sent by Mr. Marshall, taken by

him " in cop." They prove that the male is of totally different

coloration to the other sex and of smaller size, but whether this

is always the case I have not enough material before me to judge

From. I give here the description of the male insect :

—

Blackish aeneous, the basal joints of the antennae and the legs

more or less fulvous : thorax strongly and somewhat closely punc-

tured : elytra finely punctate-striate anteriorly only, greenish-

aeneous ; a humeral spot of semitriangular shape, flavous.

Length 2 millim.

In comparing the description of the typical form, the female, it

will he seen that the latter is larger, devoid of the elytral humeral

spots, and that the abdomen is fulvous : these differences are great

and peculiar, but there is certainly no difference in the sculpturing

between the two sexes, nor in the structure of the antennae ; and if,

as I remarked above, the differences between the two sexes are

constant, it proves again how important it is to know the sexes in

descriptive entomology before one can judge a species with certainty.

Lefevrea hirsuta, sp. n.

Black, the antennae and legs pale fulvous; thorax strongly

punctured and pubescent ; elytra more finely punctured in rows,

pubescent, flavous, the sutural and lateral margins and a spot near
the middle greenish black.

Length 3 millim.

Head blackish, with an ameous tint, sparingly punctured and
pubescent, the clypeus not separated from the face, the labrum and
palpi fulvous ; antenna? entirely flavous or fulvous, not quite ex-

tending to the middle of the elytra, the lower joints nearly equal

in length, the terminal six joints widened ; thorax scarcely twice

as broad as long, the sides rounded, the angles not produced, the

surface of equal width, dark aeneous or greenish, remotely and
strongly punctured, the interstices clothed with long pale hairs ;

scutellum rather broad, piceous ; elytra slightly wider than the

thorax, subcylindrical, rather finely punctate-striate, flavous. the
surface clothed with long greyish-white hair, the sutural and lateral

margins dark greenish, the sides with a subquadrate dark greenish

spot immediately below the middle and attached to the lateral

margin, another similar very small spot is (sometimes) seen within
the humeral callus ; below black with a slight metallic gloss ; legs

fulvous, the femora unarmed, the tibiae not emarginate, the claws
appendiculate ;

presternum narrow, convex, and truncate at the
base.

Hob. Salisbury, Mashonalaud (/»'. Marshall).

From the other species of the genus described by me in a pre-

vious paper (Pi'oc. Zool. Soc. 1897, p. 527) the present one differs

entirely in the long pubescence of the upper surface and in its

coloration, but not in structural characters.
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Syagrus opacus, sp. n.

Elongate and parallel, piceons, opaque ; the head, antenuae, and
tarsi obscure fulvous, head rugose ; thorax very closely and strongly

punctured ; elytra deeply punctate- striate, the interstices subeostate

at the sides.

Length 5 millim.

Of entirely opaque colour ; the head fulvous, closely and strongly

rugose, the clypeus not separated from the face ; the labrum and
palpi pale fulvous ; antennae slender, fulvous, the terminal joint

stained with fuscous, the second joint one half shorter than the

third one, the apical joints elongate : thorax about one half broader

than long, subquadrate, not much convex, the sides rounded, the

surface closely covered with large round punctures which extend
to all the margins, the lateral margins slightly crenulate ; scutellum

broad, smooth ; elytra without basal depression, strongly punctate-

striate, the punctures closely placed, the interstices subconvex,

more strongly so at the sides ; below more shining ; all the femora
armed with a small acute tooth, the apex of the tibiae and the tarsi

more or less fulvous
;
prosternum concave at its surface, constricted

at the middle, rather abruptly dilated at the base.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland, under bark (67. Marshall).

Distinct from any of its congeners by the entirely opaque color-

ation, the fulvous and rugose head, and the almost rugose surface

of the thorax. The species seems to approach more S. vugifrom
Baly than any other, but that insect is of cupreous coloration

and has a differently shaped thorax. Of the present species

Mr. Marshall has sent three specimens.

Syagrus antennatus, sp. n.

Below obscure fulvous, above flavous ; antenna? with joints 6

and 7 and the apical one black ; thorax closely punctured ; elytra

strongly punctate-striate, flavous, the interstices flat ; femora with

a minute tooth.

Length 3| millim.

Of subcylindrical shape ; the head sparingly and finely punctured,

with a deep but narrow sulcus in front of the eyes ; clypeus dis-

tinctly separated from the face, its anterior edge deeply concave,

the surface with a few fine punctures ; antennse extending to about

the middle of the elytra, flavous, the sixth and seventh as well as

the apical joint black, terminal joints distinctly thickened ; thorax

subcylindrical, the sides nearly straight, the anterior angles

thickened, the surface strongly and rather closely punctured, the

punctures extending to the sides and outer margins, but rather less

closely placed at the middle ; elytra very strongly punctate-striate,

the punctures nearly as strong at the apex as at the base, closely

approached, their interior more or less piceous in colour ; legs

robust, the femora with a very minute tooth, the tibiae deeplv

emarginate at the apex.

Hah. Dunbrodv, Cape Colony {Rev. J. O'Neil).

10*
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Differing from every other species of the genus in the colour of

the antennae, in connection with the distinctly punctured thorax

and very strongly punctured elytra.

IVONGITTS PUNCTICOLL1S, Sp. 11.

Below black, above metallic dark greenish ; legs piceous, the

basal joints of the antenna? and the tibiae flavous ; head dark

fulvous; thorax rather stronaly punctured; elytra strongly punctate-

striate ; femora unarmed.
Length 3 millim.*

Of short, ovate, and very convex shape ; the head obscure fulvous,

the vertex greenish piceous at the base, the surface impunctate or

with a few fine punctures ; the clypeus entirely obsolete : the eyes

surrounded by a narrow sulcus ; antenna? flavous, the terminal four

joints black, second joint but slightly shorter than the third,

the apical joints very slightly thickened ; thorax nearly twice as

broad as long, not narrowed anteriorly, the sides straight, the

surface closely and rather strongly impressed with round punctures,

which leave only a small longitudinal space at the middle smooth

;

elytra scarcely wider at the base than the thorax, narrowed towards
the apex, dark greenish, strongly punctate-striate, the interstices

with some minute punctures, convex near the lateral margins, the

shoulders acutely raised and slightly obliquely costate, lateral

margins reflexed ; below blackish ; the legs robust, dark fulvous, the

femora stained with piceous
;

presternum broad, transversely

rugose, its anterior margin elevated.

Hah. Mozambique.
The principal characters of Ivongius—the unarmed femora and

elevated anterior margin of the prosternum—are present in the

species described here, of which two specimens are contained in my
collection ; but the line of separation between the epistome and the

head is entirely absent, so that this character used by itself is

unreliable as applying to the genus, but it is used by the author

(v. Harold) as one of the distinguishing features of Ivongius. The
dark fulvous head, punctation of the thorax, and colour of the legs

will separate this species from any of its allies, which for the most

part are inhabitants of Madagascar.

ElTRYDEMTJS MABG1NATUS, sp. n.

Pale fulvous, the breast piceous ; thorax impunctate ; elytra

strongly punctate-striate, with basal depression, the extreme
sutural and lateral margins black.

Length 4 millim.

Head remotely punctured as well as the clypeus ; the latter

separated from the face, subquadrate, its anterior margin straight

;

eyes rather large, distinctly notched ; antenna? slender, fulvous, the
second joint nearly as long as the third, the following joints

elongate ; thorax one half broader than long, strongly narrowed
anteriorly, the sides oblique, scarcely rounded, the angles dentiform,
the surface deflexed at the sides near the anterior angles, entirely
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impunctate ; elytra slightly broader at the base than the thorax,

distinctly depressed below the base, strongly punctate-striate, the

punctures diminishing in size towards the apex, the sutural and
lateral margins narrowly black ; below and the legs fulvous, the

breast piceous, the abdominal segments likewise more or less of

this colour at the middle, the femora with a strong tooth, the

tibiae longitudinally sulcate
;
prosternum broad, impunctate.

Hub. JBorna, Congo. (Coll. Belgian Museum and my own.)
The eyes in this species are fairly typical of the genus and pro-

portionately large and closely approached ; the narrow black margins

of the elytra are the principal marks of distinction in this species.

EURYDEMUS MACULIPENNIS, Sp. n.

Dark fulvous below, flavous above ; head and thorax coarsely

punctured, spotted with piceous ; elytra strongly punctate-striate,

the interstices costate, with three piceous spots at the base and
three others, more elongate, below the middle : knees and base of the

tibia? black.

Var. The posterior elytral spots absent.

Length 4-5 millim.

Head very coarsely and closely punctured, flavous, the vertex

with a large triaugular black patch ; clypeus distinctly separated

from the face, subquadrate, as strongly punctured as the head
;

eyes large, rather closely approached, distinctly notched ; antennae

fulvous, the basal two or three joints flavous, second and third

joints equal ; thorax about twice as broad as long, the sides rounded,

the angles slightly tuberculiform, posterior margin with the median
lobe very slightly produced, the surface flavous, impressed with

very strong punctures, which at the sides are partly confluent, the

disc with two closely approached irregular-shaped elongate piceous

spots, the sides with another round and small spot ; scutellum

fulvous, small ; elytra slightly wider than the thorax, flavous,

strongly and closely punctate-striate, the interior of the punctures

piceous, the interstices longitudinally costate, especially so at the

sides, the second and fourth interstice with a short blackish spot

at the base, a similar spot is placed on the shoulders, in a line

with these spots are three others, more elongate, below the middle,

the innermost of which is much longer than the others ; the

sutural margin is likewise very narrowly black; the under surface

fulvous or piceous ; the legs flavous, knees and the base of the

tibia? piceous, the posterior femora with a spine, the others

unarmed.
Hob. Boma Sundi, Congo. (Coll. Belgian Museum and my

own.)

This is probably a variable species in regard to coloration, of

which I have seen two specimens. From other species of the genus
it differs in having only the posterior femora armed with a tooth

;

the very strong punctation of the head and thorax and the design

of the elytra will at once separate K. maculipennis from any of its

ongeners.
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ElTRYDEMUS BREYILINEATUS, sp. n.

Fulvous, the sides of the breast and the knees black ; thorax im-

punctate, the lateral margins and a central spot black ; elytra

strongly longitudinally costate, the interstices closely punctured,

each elytron with two or three short black stripes at the base and

one below the middle ; femora with a tooth.

Length 6 millim.

Head im punctate, fulvous ; clypeus separated from the face by

a shallow, transverse, bilobed groove, finely punctured ; labium

fulvous, vertex of the head with two small piceous spots ; eyes

large, rather closelyapproached, distinctly notched ; antennae slender,

fulvous, the terminal joints more or less fuscous, the second joint

slightly shorter than the third ; thorax twice as broad as long, the

sides strongly obliquely narrowed anteriorly, the angles produced

into a tooth, the disc entirely impunctate, fulvous, the middle

with a short transverse black band, the lateral margins also narrowly

black ; scutellum fulvous, its apex broadly rounded ; elytra with a

shallow depression below the base, strongly longitudinally costate,

the interstices impressed with closely arranged punctures, the

space between the second and third, and the fourth and fifth rowa

of punctures with a short longitudinal black stripe at the base,

another stripe is also placed below the middle in a line with the

second basal spot, and the lateral margins are likewise more or less

marked with black ; below and the legs fulvous, the sides of the

breast, the knees, extreme apex of the tibia;, and the first joints of

the tarsi black ; all the femora armed with a long tooth.

Hah. Chiloaugo, Congo. (Belgian Mus. Collection and my own. i

Somewhat similarly marked as E. maculipennis Jac, but of

double the size, the thorax with a central black spot, and the

elytra strongly costate.

RHEMBASTUS GEM1NATTJS, Sp. 11.

Below blackish, above aeneous ; the antenna-, tibiae, and tarsi

obscure fulvous ; thorax closely and strongly punctured ; elytra sub-

tylindrical, closely punctate- striate, the punctures often geminate,

the last interstice longitudinally costate ; femora with a small

tooth.

Length 4 millim.

Of elongate, subcylindrical shape ; the head subremotely and
strongly punctured; epistome separated by a narrow transverse

groove from the face, closely punctured, its anterior edge deeply

emarginate; eyes surrounded by a narrow sulcus; antenna' ex-

tending to about the middle of the elytra, fulvous, the second and
third joints equal ; thorax scarcely twice as broad as long, narrowed
anteriorly, the sides rounded, the surface closely, evenly, and
rather strongly punctured, the lateral portion rather strongly

deflexed, invisible if viewed from above ; scutellum broader than
long, impunctate ; elytra very convex, subcylindrical, not wider

at the base than the thorax, with a feeble transverse depression
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before the middle, the punctation strong anteriorly, rather finer

towards the apex, often irregular and consisting of double

punctures, those at the sides deeper and the interstices at the

same place rather costate, the last one more strongly so ; legs

fulvous, the femora darker, mucronate : prosternum with lateral

sulci.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland, ou mimosa (G.Marshall).

The most nearly allied and described species seem to be

R. puncticollis Har. and R. natalensis Lefev. (sub Syagrus) : the

first named is, however, described as having an opaque thorax

and the elytra distinctly broader at the base, with much finer

punctures posteriorly ; of double rows the author says nothing.

Lefevre's species is described in four lines, and the colour as
" brunneo-testaceous " with an seneous gloss ; the length is given

as 3 millim. : the certain I'ecognition of the species is accordingly

an impossibility. R. micans Grerst. has a more finely punctured

thorax and regularly simply punctate-striate elytra.

Rhembasttjs affinis, sp. n.

Oblong-parallel, piceous with seneous gloss ; antennae with the

apical joints piceous, legs dark fulvous ; thorax coarsely punctured
;

elytra strongly punctate-striate, the interstices slightly convex.

Length 3 millim.

Head rather strongly and closely punctured, with a central

longitudinal groove ; the clypeus separated from the face, trans-

verse, impressed with a few punctures ; eves preceded by a

rather broad sulcus ; antennas scarcely extending to the middle

of the elytra, flavous, the terminal two joints piceous, the

second and the following four joints equal, the next two
slightly dilated, the ninth joint rather thinner, the terminal ones

stouter again ; thorax transverse, the sides feebly rounded, the

anterior margin about one-third less wide than the posterior one,

the surface coarsely and rather closely punctured, the punctures

extending to all the margins ; elytra with a very shallow depression

below the base, very strongly punctate-striate, the interstices with

some very fine punctures, convex at the sides, the lateral margin

preceded by a row of closely placed punctures ; legs robust,

fulvous, the femora with a very minute tooth
;
prosternum longer

than broad, its surface rugose, longitudinally sulcate at the sides.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland, obtained by beating (G. Marshall).

Allied to 11. obscurellus Gerst. and R. cylindrifonuis Jac, but

distinguished from either by the strong punctation of the thorax

and the elytra. The present species greatly resembles Liniscus

natalensis Lefcv., but the sulcus in front of the eyes and that of

the prosternum place the insect in Rhembastus, with which it also

agrees in other respects.

Ehembastus nigripes, sp. n.

Black below as well as the legs, the lower joints of the antenna?,

the head, and the thorax fulvous ; thorax closely punctured ; elj < ia
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strongly convex, finely punetate-striate, dark metallic blue ; femora

minutely toothed.

Length 5 millim.

Of robust and strongly convex shape, the head broad, impune-

tate ; the epistome separated from the face, transverse ; labrum

and palpi fulvous, the eyes surrounded by a narrow sulcus, large,

distinctly emarginate ; antenna? slender, black, the lower six joints

fulvous, second joint thickened, as long as the third joint ; thorax

twice as broad as long, the sides nearly straight, the angles acute,

the posterior margin produced and rounded at the middle, the

surface closely and rather strongly punctured : scutellum fulvous ;

elytra subcylindrical, not depressed below the base, dark metallic

blue, finely punetate-striate, each elytron with ten rows of punc-

tures, the first sutural one short, the interstices flat, here and
there with a few minute punctures ; below and the legs black,

shining, the femora with a very small tooth ; the presternum

broad, longitudinally sulcate at the sides.

/fab. Salisbury, Mashonaland, on mimosa (6% Marshall).

Larger than R. cyanipennis Gerst. and JR. recticoUis Jac. ; the

thorax more strongly punctured and the underside and legs deep

black

.

Rhembastus DTJIFOBMIS, sp. n.

Entirely pale fulvous, the apical two joints of the antenna?

fuscous ; thorax finely and remotely punctured : elytra very finely

punetate-striate ; femora unarmed.
Length 5 millim.

Head with a few fine punctures and a longitudinal groove al

the middle ; clypeus separated from the face by a transverse groove,

more closely punctured than the head, of transversely subquadrate

shape, its anterior margin emarginate ; antenna? extending to the

middle of the elytra, flavous, the apical two joints fuscous, the second

and the following four joints of equal length, the others slightly

thickened ; thorax twice as broad as long, the sides straight, the

posterior margin produced at the middle, oblique at the sides, the

anterior margin straight, the disc sparingly covered with fine

punctures ; scutellum oblong; elytra very convex, finely punetate-

striate, the punctures rather irregularly placed, nearly absent at

the apex, the suture raised at the posterior portion, preceded by
an impressed line ; below and the legs pale fulvous.

Jlab. Salisbury, Mashonaland, on mosasa (G. Marshall).

Much larger than 11, Jlavidus Lefev., of uniform coloration, the

thorax much more finely and sparingly punctured, and the femora
unarmed.

Rhembastus intebstitialis, sp. n.

Fulvous, the apical joints of the antenna? black ; thorax trans-

verse, distinctly and subremotely punctured ; elytra strongly

punetate-striate, the interstices extremely minutely punctured.
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Length 5 millim.

Head impunctate, with a distinct fovea between the eyes ; the

clypeus subquadrate, separated from the face by an obsolete

transverse groove, impunctate, its anterior edge concave at the

middle ; eyes distant, notched ; antennae slender, the lower six

joints fulvous, the rest black, second joint elongate, nearly as long

as the third, terminal joints scarcely shorter ; thorax twice as

broad as long, narrowed in front, the sides straight, the surface

finely and subremotely punctured, impunctate near the lateral

margins ; elytra moderately strongly punctate - striate, the

punctures closely placed, distinct to the apex, the interstices flat,

with single very fine punctures ; below and the legs fulvous, the

femora with an extremely minute tooth.

Hob. Boma, Congo. (Coll. Belgian Mus. and my own.)

Of this Rhembastus three specimens are before me, of which
one shows a slight metallic gloss at the apex and at the sides of

the elytra. The species is no doubt closely allied to R. striatipennis

Lefev., R. jiavidus, and R. nigritarsis, but seems to differ from all

in the minutely punctured interstices of the elytra, or the

sculpturing of the thorax and the impunctate head ; the uniformly

coloured legs separate the species from R. nigritarsis, and the very

minute tooth of the femora and other details from R. collaris

Gerst.

Rhembastus irregularis, sp. n.

Below black, above dark metallic greenish, the basal joints of

the antenna? fulvous ; head and thorax closely and finely punctured

;

elytra strongly punctate-striate near the suture, much more closely

and irregularly punctured at the sides.

Length 4 millim.

Head closely punctured, the clypeus not separated from the

face, mandibles robust, piceous ; eyes surrounded by a very narrow
sulcus ; antenna? not extending much below the base of the elytra,

black, the lower six joints fulvous, terminal joints thickened

;

thorax twice as broad as long, widened at the middle, the sides

obliquely narrowed anteriorly, the surface closely and distinctly

but finely punctured ; elytra ovate, convex, more strongly punc-
tured, the punctures arranged in more distinct rows near the

suture, the others much more closely placed and less regular, all

the punctures distinct to the apex ; breast and abdomen black
;

legs with a metallic green or aeneous gloss, the tarsi more or less

fulvous or piceous
;
presternum twice as long as broad, narrowed

at the middle, impunctate.

Hub. Boma and Matadi, Congo. (Coll. Belgian Mus. and my
own.)

R. irregularis may be separated from any of its congeners by
the punctation of the elytra, which differs from other species in

not being regular but only partly so ; the punctation of the head
and thorax will further help to distinguish the species.
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RlMERIDA CHAPTJTSI, sp. U.

Oblong-ovate, convex, below aeneous, clothed with white

pubescence : above obscure cupreous, covered with white and

Fulvous scales, forming transverse bands : antenna1 blade : femora

armed with a sti'ong tooth.

,
Length 4| millim.

Head broad, covered with white and piceous scales, through

which cupreous patches can here and there be distinguished,

sparingly punctured, anterior edge of the clypeus deeply eruar-

ginate, labrum fulvous, palpi piceous ; antennae not extending much
below the base of the thorax, black, the basal joint subquadrately

thickened, the following four joints equal, the terminal five

strongly widened ; thorax rather more than twice as broad as long,

the lateral margins distinct at the base only, the median lobe

moderately produced, the disc convex -

, exactly similarly covered

with scales as the head, their colour white and dark brown

;

scutellum densely clothed with white scales, much broader than
long, pentagonal ; elytra very slightly wider than the thorax,

similarly provided with scales, these forming three more or less

distinct transverse irregular bands and more densely white patches

at the sides and at the apex ; legs piceous, clothed with white

scales ; below densely clothed with white pubesceuce, the ground-
colour (where visible) cupreous; presternum much broader than

long, claws bifid.

Huh. Salisbury, Mashonaland, on mimosa ((?. Marshall ).

The general broadly ovate shape of this insect, its scale-like

pubescence, the thickened terminal joints of the antennae, concave

anterior margin of the thoracic episternum, &c. seem to me to

place this species in Chapuis's genus Himera, changed later by

Lefevre to Himerida. The only species of the genus, of which a

two-line description is given by the author, seems closely allied

to the present one, and it is just possible that the latter is identical

with the type ; but Chapuis gives the basal joints of the antennae

as ferruginous, which is not the case in the four specimens

before me, and says nothing of white scales forming bands,

although the latter are sometimes very indistinct ; the inner

divisions of the claws are very small.

Odoxtiomorpha, gen. nov.

Body ovately subquadrate, glabrous above ; antenna? with

widened terminal joints ; thorax transverse, with a distinct trans-

verse sulcus ; elytra convex, punctured in semiregular rows
;

femora with a very minute tooth, the intermediate tibia? emarginate

at the apex ; tarsi short, triangular ; claws appendiculate
; pro-

sternum broad, subquadrate, its base truncate ; the anterior

margin of the thoracic episternum concave.

The only group, according to Lefcvre's or Chapuis's arrangement,

which the present small species could enter would be the Orfon-

tionopina1
, which contains at present three genera, all inhabiting
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Africa. Proui all of these Odontiomorpka is at once distinguished

by the distinct thoracic sulcus, a rather rare character amongst
the Eumolpidce ; the terminal short and dilated joints of the

antennae and the emarginate apex of the intermediate tibiae will

further assist in the recognition of the genus. Only a single,

very small specimen was sent by Mr. G. Marshall.

Odontiomorpha mintjta, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 6.)

Black, the basal joints of the antennae and the legs fulvous

;

above aeneous or obscure cupreous ; head and thorax closely punc-

tured ; elytra strongly punctured in irregular rows, the interstices

costate at the sides.

Length 2 millim.

Head finely and rather closely punctured, the clypeus not sepa-

rated from the face, its anterior edge concave ; labrum and palpi

fulvous ; antennae scarcely extending to the middle of the elytra,

fulvous, the apical five joints black, the second joint scarcely

shorter than the basal one and similarly thickened, the third as

long but thinner, apical joints widened ; thorax strongly trans-

verse, twice as broad as long, the sides strongly rounded, the

surface with a distinct transverse sulcus, slightly interrupted at

the middle, closely and strongly punctured ; scutellum with the

apex truncate; elytra stongly convex and slightly widened towards

the apex, distinctly transversely depressed below the base, the

shoulders prominent, the punctation strong and close, arranged in

semiregular lines, the interstices near the lateral margins longi-

tudinally costate ; underside black, legs fulvous.

Hob. Malvern, Natal (G. Marshall).

Pausiris subtasciatus, sp. n.

Cupreous, the antennas and the tibiae fulvous ; head and thorax

closely and finely punctured, sparingly covered with white pu-

bescence ; elytra finely and semiregularly punctured, with white

hairs arranged in two more or less distinct transverse bands at

the base and near the apex.

Length 3 millim.

Of ovate posteriorly slightly dilated shape ; the head very finely

and remotely punctured, the interstices furnished with very short

single white hairs ; antennae extending to the base of the elytra,

fulvous, the terminal five joints strongly widened ; thorax about

one half broader than long, the sides rounded, with a narrow
margin, the anterior portion not more constricted than the pos-

terior one, the disc punctured like the head, cupreous, the interstices

at the sides and at the middle with some longish white hairs ;

scutellum subpentagonal, closely pubescent; elytra wider at the

base than the thorax, shoulders prominent with a shallow trans-

verse depression below the base, more strongly and closely punc-

tured than the thorax, the punctures arranged in irregular rows,

the surface with an indistinct band of white hairs at the base and
another at the apex cupreous ; below greenish-cupreous, sparingly
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pubescent : legs fulvous, the femora more or less aeneous, unarmed,

claws bifid
;
prosternum broad, subquadrate, punctured and pu-

bescent ; the posterior legs widely separated.

Hah. Dunbrody, Cape Colony {Rev. J. O'JSt'd).

A good many specimens of this species were kindly sent to me
by the Kev. J. O'Neil, who seems to be an ardent entomologist

and collector. The insect must come close to P. rotundicollis

Chap., which is diagnosed in a three-line description, and which

says nothing about the colour of the legs nor mentions a pubescence

arranged in bands, which can be plainly seen in well-marked

specimens ; these bands are of uneven shape and the bairs composing
them are long ; the general colour is a dark cupreous.

Pausieis fuscitaesis, sp. n.

Obscure aeneous, clothed with white pubescence, the antennae

and the tibia? fulvous ; thorax very finely and closely punctured,

with rows of closely arranged pubescence : tarsi fuscous.

Length 3 millim.

Head broad, closely punctured, and clothed with white pu-
bescence, labrum and palpi fulvous ; antennae with the terminal

five joints strongly thickened, fulvous, the second joint thicker but

scarcely shorter than the third, this and the following three joints

more elongate ; thorax subglobulose, widened and thickened at

the middle, rounded at the sides, the latter with a distinct margin,

the surface finely and closely punctured, obscure cupreous, clothed

with long whitish hairs ; scutellum subquadrate : elytra wider at

the base than the thorax, the shoulders prominent, the punotation
slightly stronger than that of the thorax, and arranged in close and
irregular rows,the interstices closely covered with white hairs, which
are likewise arranged in closely approached rows; below and the legs

similarly pubescent, the femora distantly placed at the base, un-
armed ; the tibiae fulvous, the tarsi fuscous.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland, also Malvern, .Natal ( G. Marshall).

I have seen four specimens of this species, kindly sent by Mr. G.
Marshall. It differs from the other described species in the colour

of the antennae and tibiae and other details.

CHBYSOMELLN2B.

Cheysomela liyfngsto>*i, sp. n.

Below black, above greenish or purplish, head finely punctured
;

thorax sparingly punctured on the disc, more closely so at the sides
;

elytra extremely convex, semiglobose, irregularly punctured at the

sides, the lateral margins purplish with a short row of deep

punctures at the base.

Length 8 millim.

Of strongly convex, semicircular shape, the head very finely

punctured ; the clypeus nearly impunctate, feebly separated from
the face ; the antennas black, the basal joint sometimes fulvous

below, the terminal joints moderately thickened, distinctly longer
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than broad ; thorax three times broader than long, the sides rounded
anteriorly, straight at the base, the anterior margin deeply concave

behind the eyes, the surface sparingly punctured at the disc, more
strongly and closely so at the sides, purplish ; scutellum small

:

elytra semiglobose, the disc metallic greenish, the suture and the

sides purplish, the punctures scarcely stronger than those of the

thorax, arranged in distant rows near the suture, larger and more
irregular at the sides, the lateral margins with a single row of deep

punctures to the middle, from there to the apex impunctate, the

epipleura? very broad, purplish ; legs triangularlv compressed, the

prosternum narrowed anteriorly in shape of a ridge.

Hob. Umkomaas Mts., Pt. Shepstone, Natal (G. Marshall).

This species must be closely allied to C. badeniVogel, so far as a

diagnosis of four lines will permit one tojudge ; there are so many
very closely allied species of Chrysomela to be found in Africa,

that only a detailed description is of any use whatever. C. badeni

is described as having the posterior thoracic angles obtuse, which
is not the case here, where they are very distinct ; this species has

also the underside and legs black and the colour of the upper
surface is not very pronounced but rather subdued ; in some
specimens the lower joints of the antennae are more or less fulvous

;

the sides of the thorax are somewhat strongly widened anteriorly

and distinctly broader than the middle portion.

PSEUDOMELA NIGRLPENNIS, sp. n.

Fulvous, the apical joints of the antenna?, the sides of the breast,

part of the abdomen, the legs, and the elytra black ; head and
thorax minutely punctured ; elytra opaque, silky, with a few minute

punctures.

Length 8 millim.

Head very broad, fulvous, sparingly and very finely punctured ;

antenna? with strongly dilated apical joints, black, the lower four

joints fulvous ; thorax twice as broad as long, the sides rounded,

the angles distinct, the disc convex, very fine]}r and remotely

punctured; scutellum broad, obscure fulvous ; elytra rather elongate,

of entirely silky and opaque appearance, black, with some very fine

punctures when seen under a strong lens, the suture and the epi-

pleurse with moderately long fulvous hairs ; below and the lege

black, the metasternum partly and the last abdominal segment
fulvous ; claws simple, the anterior coxal cavities open.

Hah. Cameroons.
This is a species of entirely different sculpturing and coloration

than any of its allies, and must find its place in Pseudomela accord-

ing to the arrangement of Weise.

Lygaria terminata, sp. n.

Below, the antenna? (the basal four joints excepted), the elytra,

and the legs black ; head and thorax flavous, the latter very mi-

nutely punctured ; elytra finely and closely punctured, the inter-

stices aciculate, the extreme apex flavous : claws bifid.
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Length 8 millim.

Head very finely and sparingly punctured, flavous ; antennae

black, the "lower four joints Amyous, terminal joints strongly di-

lated ; thorax rather more than twice as broad as long, strongly

narrowed in front, the lateral margins very feebly, the posterior

one very strongly rounded, the disc transversely convex, extremely

minutely and rather sparingly punctured, the punctures more
distinct at the sides and more closely placed ; scutellum flavous.

impuuctate; elytra noi wider at the base than the thorax, but

slightly widened posteriorly, very closely and much more strongly

punctured than the thorax, the punctures evenly distributed and
the interstices aciculate, black, shining, the extreme apex flavous ;

below black, the prosternum, part of tin* metasternum, and the last

abdominal Begment flavous.

Hob. Cameroons.
Distinct in coloration from any of its allies.

C'erah-es ornata Baly ; Ceralces spilota Baly ; Cerahes ivaUtri

Baly.—These three species, of which Mr. Gahan and 1 have
examined the types in the British Museum, have bifid claws and
closed anterior cavities, and must find their places in Lygaria. L.

mutabilig Kolbe is identical with L. gpilota and his variety biraacu-

lata with L. ornata Baly; Lygaria robusta Weise is probably

identical with Baly's L. walleri.

Plagiodeba coxgoensis, sp. n.

Fulvous below, the antenna' and the legs black, above flavous :

thorax with three longitudinal stripes and a spot at the sides

piceous, closely punctured ; elytra closely and strongly punctured,

a transverse angular and interrupted band before and another one
below the middle, as well as a spot near the apex, blackish.

Length 7 millim.

Evenly rounded and moderately convex, the head strongly

punctured, fulvous at the vertex, with a flavous subquadrate spot

between the eyes, the latter distinctly notched, the elypeus raised

into a transverse ridge anteriorly : antenna? extending to the
base of the thorax, black, the lower four joints more or less

flavous below, terminal joints strongly transversely widened;
thorax more than twice as broad as long, the anterior and posterior

margins parallel, b! ronglj curved, I be sides nearly straight, narrowed
towards the apex, the angles not produced but distinct, the surface

irregularly and rather finely punctured, the punctures of different

sizes, more closely placed and larger at the sides than on the disc,

the ground-colour flavous, a medlall) strongly dilated or diamond
shaped band at the middle, from base to apex, another narrower
band at the sides, interrupted anteriorly, and a small spot near the
anterior angles, piceous ;

scutellum broad, black ; elytra evenlv,
strongly, and closely punctured, flavous, each elytron with an
oblique stripe from the middle of the base towards the suture, of
greatly angulate shape and connected with a spot at the sides,

a somewhat similar baud, stronglv angulate or dentate, below the
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middle, and a spot near the apex blackish,", the suture likewise

narrowly black ; below fulvous, the legs black, the femora more
or less fulvous at the base

;
prosternum narrow, mesosternum

transversely subquadrate.

Ifab. Zongo, Mokoanghay, Congo. (Coll. Belgian Mus. and
my own.)

Of this singularly marked species I received two exactly similar

specimens from the Belgian Museum. The eyes are more ovate,

less reniform, and more deeply notched than is generally the case

in Plagiodera, and the whole appearance of the insect resembles

more Ghrysomela, but the shape of the thorax and the short dilated

antenna? as well as the prosternum agree with Plagiodera : the

elytral bands scarcely justify this expression, as they consist of

longitudinal irregular-shaped marks partly connected.

MELASOMA QUADR1LINEATUM, Sp. n.

Testaceous, head piceous, closely punctured ; thorax with three

longitudinal bands, very closely punctured ; elytra strongly and
irregularly punctate, the sutural and lateral margins, as well as two
longitudinal stripes, black.

Length 6 millirn.

Of elongate shape, somewhat depressed ; the head very closely

and finely punctured, piceous, the parts of the mouth paler

;

antennae very short, testaceous, the apical joints darker, slightly

thickened ; thorax twice as broad as loug, narrowed in front, the

sides rounded, the surface punctured like the head, the sides with

a small fovea, the middle of the disc with a broad longitudinal

band, the sides with an elongate oblique spot, black ; scutellum

impunctate, black; elytra more strongly punctured than the

thorax, the punctures here and there arranged in irregular rows,

more closely placed and of larger size at the sides, these with a

narrow longitudinal costa placed near the lateral margin, a narrow
longitudinal stripe placed on the shoulders and nearly extending

to the apex, preceded by a similar stripe, as well as the sutural and
lati-ral margins narrowly, blackish ; below and the legs testaceous.

Hab. Matabeleland, near Tati.

Of this well-marked species, quite distinct from any of its

African congeners, a single specimen is contained in my collection.

Halticin E.

Phyllotreta capensis, sp. n.

Dark bluish or greenish aeneous, the basal joints of the antenna'

and the tibia? and tarsi fulvous ; head and thorax strongly and
closely punctured ; elytra seini regularly punctate-striate, the

interstices sparingly and minutely punctured.

Length 2 millim.

Head very finely and closely punctured ; the clypeus entirely

contiguous with the face, rather convex and broad, punctured like

the head : antennae not extending to the middle of the elytra,
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black, the lower five or six joints fulvous, third and fourth joint

equal, slightly longer than the second, terminal four joints strongly

thickened, about one-half longer than broad ; thorax twice as

broad as long, the sides moderately rounded, the anterior angles

obliquely thickened, the surface minutely granulate, closely and
rather strongly punctured; scutellum broader than long; elytra

slightly widened towards the middle, the punctures slightly larger

in size than those of the thorax, and arranged in somewhat
irregular rows, intermixed with other minute punctures, the

punctation more distinct anteriorly ; underside shining, greenish

aeneous, the tibiae and tarsi fulvous ; the metatarsus of the posterior

legs as long or slightly longer than the following joints together.

Hah. Dunbrody, Cape Colony (Rev. J. O'Neil).

From other African representatives of this genus the present

species may be known by the arrangement of the punctures in

distinct, although irregular and well-separated rows : the structure

of the head, which is rather convex and without the slightest

separation between the clypeus, will further assist in the recognition

of the species, of which 1 received two specimens.

Phyllotreta unicostata, sp. n.

Flavous, the breast and abdomen black ; thorax minutely

granulate, very finely and closely punctured ; elytra greenish

aeneous, strongly and closely punctured in rows, the sides with a

longitudinal costa.

Length 2 millim.

Head impunctate, the frontal elevations obsolete, clypeus broadly

triangular ; antennae extending to the middle of the elytra, flavous,

the terminal four joints fuscous, short, and slightly widened,

second and third joint equal, the following four much more
elongate ; thorax one-half broader than long, distinctly narrowed
anteriorly, the sides straight, anterior angles thickened, posterior

margin slightly sinuate at each side, the disc very finely and
closely punctured, the interstices very minutely granulate, opaque,

pale flavous; scutellum broader than long, black; elytra much
more strongly punctured than the thorax, the punctures arranged
in closely approached, slightly geminate rows, with a single

distinctly raised and acute costa extending from the shoulders

nearly to the apex ; below black ; the legs flavous, the postei'ior

femora strongly incrassate ; presternum very distinct.

Hah. Pt. Alfred, South Africa (Rev. J. O'NeiT).

There will be no difficulty in recognizing the present species, on
account of its coloration and the sculpturing of the elytra ; the

general shape of the species and that of the thorax is typical of the

genus, and the terminal short joints of the antennae are peculiar to

the species, of which I have received several examples.

LoiNGITARSUS SALISBURIENS1S, Sp. U.

Elongate -ovate, winged, the head and thorax obscure fulvous,

opaque, closely punctured : elytra flavous, punctured like the thorax
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in closely approached rows ; legs and antennae pale, the apex of the

latter and that of the posterior femora, as well as the breast,

black.

Length 2 millhn.

Head impunctate, obscure dark fulvous, the frontal elevations

absent; antennae extending somewhat beyond the middle of the

elytra, flavous, the terminal joints more or less fuscous, basal

joint long and slender, the second slightly longer than the third,

not thickened, terminal joints slightly dilated ; thorax one-half

broader than long, the sides straight, distinctly angulate before

the middle, the surface closely and strongly punctured, slightly

rugose, opaque, dark fulvous ; scutellum piceous ; elytra elongate,

slightly widened below the middle, the apex rounded, covering the

pygidium, the surface strongly punctured in closely approached
rows, which are getting much finer towards the apex, the suture

very narrowly infuscate, the breast black ; legs flavous, the tibiae

in the male rather dilated at the apex, the first joint of the anterior

tarsi in the same sex greatly widened, the metatarsus of the

posterior legs half the length of the tibia ; the penis slender and
curved, the sides near the apical portion with a distinct margin,

the apex moderately pointed, preceded by an elongate cavity.

Hob. Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall).

This Longitarsus is so extremely closely allied to our L. luridus

that I at first identified it with this species, but a close examination

reveals some small but distinct and constant differences ; these

consist in the much longer basal joints of the antennae in the

present insect as well as the equally more elongate terminal

joints ; the male organ shows likewise differences in structure,

inasmuch as there is no medial constriction as is the case in

L. luridus. the sides also have a distinct thickened margin, and the

anterior cavity is longer and larger ; in all other respects the

species agrees with the last-named species.

Aphthona ovatipennis, sp. n.

Short and ovate, winged, piceous below, apical joints of the

antennae black ; head and thorax fulvous, impunctate ; elytra pale

testaceous, the suture blackish, the surface finely punctate-striate,

the striae widely placed, indistinct posteriorly.

Length If miliim.

Head impunctate, fulvous, the frontal elevations narrowly

transverse, the carina strongly raised ; antennae long and slender,

black, the lower three joints flavous, the third joint but slightly

longer than the second, terminal joints elongate, scarcely

thickened ; thorax subquadrate, one-half broader than long,

convex, the sides straight, angulate before the middle, the disc

entirely impunctate, fulvous ; scutellum piceous ; elytra wider at

the base than the thorax, convex, narrowed towards the apex, the

surface very finely punctured in somewhat irregular, rather

distantly placed rows, which near the apex become obsolete,

the interstices with some still finer punctures, a row of

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XVII. 17
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deeper punctures is placed near the lateral margins ; below and the

posterior femora piceous ; metatarsus of the posterior le^s as long

as the following joints together.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall).

Smaller than A. durbanerisis Jac, the thorax less transverse, the

punctuation of the elytra and the striae more widely placed, and

the whole insect of half the size only and much less robust.

Aphthosta BICOLOB, sp. n.

Below bluish black, the head, basal joints of the antennae, the

thorax, and the legs fiavous ; thorax transverse, microscopicalh
punctured ; elytra metallic blue, strongly punctured in closely

approached rows ; posterior femora dark blue : abdomen fulvous.

Length 3 millim.

Of elongate, nearly parallel shape ; the head im punctate, the

frontal elevations strongly raised ; the clypeus broadly convex

between the antennae, these extending to about the middle of the

elytra, black, the four or five lower joints navous, the second joint

scarcely shorter than the third, the following nearly equal ;

thorax one-half broader than long, the sides rounded, narrowed
towards the apex, the posterior margin feebly rounded, the surface

convex, fiavous, with some extremely fine punctures, visible only

under a strong lens : scutellum black ; elytra wider at the base

than the thorax, very convex, metallic blue or greenish, the

shoulders prominent, the punctures rather strong and arranged in

closely approached, somewhat irregular rows, the punctures much
finer towards the apex, the interstices somewhat wrinkled; the

breast and the posterior femora bluish black ; the rest of the legs

and the abdomen fulvous or fiavous ; posterior tibiae strongly

widened and deeply sulcate ; the metatarsus as long as the following

joints together.

Bab. Headlands, Mashonaland ( G. Marshall).

Of the same coloration as A. bohemani Jac, likewise an African

species, but of double the size, and with strong and very closely

approached rows of elytra! punctures.

Aphthona mabginata, sp. n.

Fulvous, the thorax subquadrate, impunctate ; elytra very closely

and finely punctured, metallic blue, the lateral margins navous
;

apex of the posterior femora piceous.

Length 2| millim.

Head impunctate, the frontal elevations feebly raised, broadly tri-

gonate, the carina rather elongate, distinct; antennae extending below

the middle of the elytra, entirely fulvous, the second joint one-half

shorter than the third, this and the fourth equal, the following

joints more elongate and slender ; thorax one-half broader than
long, the sides feebly rounded, scarcely narrowed anteriorly, the

angles distinct, the surface convex, fulvous, impunctate ; scutellum

black ; elytra slightly wider at the base than the thorax, the

shoulders prominent, the surface very closely and finely punctured,
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metallic blue, the interstices slightly wrinkled, the space near the

lateral margins dbeply sulcate and flavous, this colour also

extending to the apical margins ; below and the legs fulvous, apex
of the posterior femora piceous, posterior tibia with a distinct spiue ;

the metatarsus as long as the following joints together.

Hab. Angola.

Two specimens of this very well-marked and distinct species are

in my collection.

Aphthona minttta, sp. n.

Winged, entirely pale flavous or testaceous, the apical joints of

the antennae black ; thorax impunctate ; elytra scarcely perceptibly

punctured in irregular rows.

Length 1 millim.

Head impunctate, the frontal elevations distinct, bounded above
by oblique grooves, carina acute and rather narrow ; antennae two-

thirds the length of the body, the lower four joints flavous, the

rest black, the second and third joints small, equal, the following

slightly longer, terminal joiut more elongate and feebly thickened
;

thorax one-half broader than long, slightly narrowed in front, the

sides nearly straight, the surface somewhat depressed, with a very

obsolete transverse depression near the base, entirely impunctate

;

elytra scarcely wider at the base than the thorax, parallel, the

apex rounded, the surface with microscopically fine rows of

punctures
;
posterior femora strongly incrassate, tibiae dilated at the

apex ; the first joint of the posterior tarsi as long as the following-

joints together.

Hab. Dunbrody, Cape Colony {Rev. J. O'Neil). Many specimens.

One of the smallest species of the genus, perhaps most nearly

allied to the European A. pallida, but of entirely uniform coloration

with the exception of the antennae ; the penis is of parallel shape

neither constricted nor widened, and with the apex broadly

rounded, ending in a small point.

SERRAPHULA ELONGA.TA, Sp. n.

Elongate, narrowed posteriorly, piceous below, above greenish

aeneous, the antennae and the legs (the posterior femora excepted)

fulvous ; thorax coarsely and closely punctured ; elytra closely

punctate-striate, the interstices longitudinally costate.

Length 2 millim.

Head impunctate, the frontal elevations trigonate, undivided;

the clypeus strongly raised into a triangular ridge, which extends

upwards between the antennae ; palpi rather slender ; antennae

extending to the apex of the elytra, fulvous, the basal joint

moderately long and stout, the second and third short, equal, the

following joints gradually elongate and slightly thickened ; thorax

subquadrate, one-half broader than long, all the margins straight,

the angles not produced, the surface closely and strongly punctured

;

scutellum broader than long; elytra rather long and convex, slightly

widened towards the middle, rather pointed towards the apex, the
17*
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latter itself rounded, aeneous, the punctures strong and closely

placed, the interstices, especially at the sides, longitudinally costate
;

posterior femora piceous, strongly incrassate, the rest of the legs

fulvous
;

posterior tibiae furnished at the apex with a long

st vliforni process, the sides of which are strongly serrate.

Hah. Port Alfred, South Africa (Rev. J. O'Neil).

This is the second species of this interesting genus which I have

received from Africa : like the typical form, the present species has

the posterior tibia? provided with a long, slightly curved and

serrate prolongation, the tarsi being inserted much above the apex

of the tibia, their first joint is extremely elongate and slender,

the second one shorter, the claws are simple. (In my original

description of the genus the claws are given as appendiculate, but

another examination proves this to be incorrect, there is only a

slight thickening of the base.) 8. elonc/ata is very closely allied to

the type S. anea, but is of more elongate shape, the antenna? are

longer, the thorax is less transverse and the sides are not rounded,

the surface is also much more strongly punctured and the elytra

more distinctly costate. I received live specimens from the

Rev. J. O'Neil."

HeSPERA NATALENS1S, sp. n.

Black, finely pubescent, the basal joint of the antennas fulvous;

legs flavous; head and thorax finely granulate and punctured; elytra

opaque, sculptured like the thorax
;
apex of the posterior femora

piceous.

Length 2 millim.

Head minutely granulate, scarcely perceptibly punctured; frontal

elevations and the carina strongly raised, shining, clypeus in shape

of a transverse ridge; antenna? extending nearly to the apex of the

elytra, black, the basal joint more or less fulvous, second very short,

third slightly shorter than the fourth, terminal joints elongate and
rather thin : thorax twice as broad as long, the sides slightly con-

stricted at the base, nearly straight, the surface sculptured like the

head and finely pubescent ; elytra very finely transversely wrinkled,

clothed with short white pubescence, their base distinctly wider
than the thorax ; below black, more shining ; legs flavous, all the

tibia? mucronate ;
posterior femora moderately incrassate, their apex

black; the metatarsus of the posterior legs as long as the following

joints together
;
prosternum extremely narrow, the anterior coxa!

cavities open.

Hub. Malvern, Natal (G. Marshall).

One of the smallest species of the genus and very closely allied

to several Indian forms, at present undescribed. The general

appearance of the insect is delicate and suggestive of Lupervs, but
the posterior femora are distinctly incrassate.

Hespera intermedia, sp. n.

Entirely black, finely pubescent ; thorax closely and finely rugose-
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punctate ; elytra sculptured like the thorax, clothed with very fine

grey pubescence.

Length 3 millini.

Head minutely transversely granulate and sparingly punctured ;

frontal tubercles strongly marked, transverse ; clypeus with an
acutely raised central ridge ; antennae long and slender, the third

joint twice the length of the second, very slightly shorter than

the fourth joint : thorax one-half broader than long, the sides

straight, the posterior margin rounded, the disc rather flat, finely

rugosely punctured, sparingly pubescent ; elytra wider at the base

than the thorax, extremely closely rugose-punctate, of a rather

finer texture than the thorax and clothed with short, silky, grey

pubescence ; posterior femora strongly incrassate, black as well as

the under surface and the legs.

Hob. Dunbrody, Cape Colony {Rev. J. (JNeil).

This species is intermediate in size between H. africanus Jac.

and H. natalemis just described ; it differs from both in the entirely

black antenna? and legs, also in the sculpturing of the thorax and
that of the elytra, which is much more marked and rugose. I

received two specimens from the Rev. J. O'Neil.

Chirodica piwcticollis, sp. n.

Black, the head, basal joints of antennae, and the thorax and legs

fulvous ; elytra dark blue, like the thorax, very finely and closely

punctured and minutely granulate ; posterior femora bluish

black.

Length 4 millim.

Of elongate parallel shape, the head broad, impunctate, reddish

fulvous, the frontal elevations broadly trigonate, divided by a

narrow groove ; clypeus strongly thickened, narrowly transverse
;

antenna? robust, extending slightly below the middle of the elytra,

black, the lower two or three joints fulvous, basal joint curved and
thickened at the apex, second joint short, the third one-half longer,

the following more elongate and somewhat dilated ; thorax sub-

quadrate, one-half broader than long, all the margins nearly straight,

the anterior angles slightly obliquely thickened, the surface some-
what depressed, minutely granulate and finely and closely punc-
tured ; scutellum broad, black : elytra dark blue, sculptured like

the thorax ; breast and abdomen black ; legs robust, the anterior

four fulvous, the posterior ones more or less piceous
;
posterior

tibia? with a strong spur, carinate, anterior tibia? unarmed ; the

metatarsus of the posterior legs as long as the following joints

together; prosternum extremely narrow, the anterior coxal cavities

open.

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland ( G. Marshall).

The genus Chirodica is of rather peculiar shape on account of

the flattened and nearly quadrate thorax ; the antenna? seem to

ary rather in structure, as they are nearly moniliform and short

in C. chalcoptera Germ., but much more elongate in the other

species described by Baly. The present insect may be known from
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C. chalcoptera by the finely punctured and granulate upper surface

and the entirely unicolorous blue elytra. Mr. Marshall has sent

me three specimens of it.

Chikodica fulvicoenis, sp. n.

Narrowly elongate, black, the antennae fulvous, the head, thorax,

and legs flavous ; thorax impunctate, the sides rounded ; elytra

closely and finely punctured, black.

Length 21 millim.

Head impunctate, strongly obliquely grooved above the eyes ;

frontal elevations broad and flattened, apex of the clypeus between

the antennae rather broad, palpi distinctly thickened ; antennae

extending to the base of the elytra, entirely fulvous, all the joints,

with the exception of the first, short, the terminal ones thickened

;

thorax one-half broader than long, the sides rounded, the angles

distinct, very slightly thickened, the surface entirely impunctate

;

scutellum black, impunctate ; elytra slightly wider at the base than

the thorax, very feebly depressed below the base and the scutellum,

black, shiny, finely, closely, and evenly punctured ; legs rather

robust, flavous ; breast and abdomen black ; the last abdominal seg-

ment with a round fovea ( <$ ?) ;
prosternum very narrow, anterior

coxal cavities open.

Hab. West Africa.

Closely allied to C. wollastoui Baly, but with the antenna?

entirely fulvous and the sides of the thorax rounded, not straight.

Jamesonia (Theymnes) femobalis, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 12.)

Oblong, the head, antennae (excepting the basal joints), the

breast and abdomen, and the posterior legs black ; thorax fulvous,

impunctate ; elytra violaceous blue, very minutely and closely

punctured ; base of posterior femora fulvous.

Length 4 millim.

Head black, impunctate, the frontal elevations trigonate, oblique ;

clypeus with a long and acutely raised central ridge : palpi black;

antennae extending to about the middle of the elytra, black, the

lower four joints fulvous, third and fourth joints equal, each one-

half longer than the second, following joints more elongate

;

thorax one-half broader than long, slightly narrowed anteriorly,

the sides and the posterior angles rounded, anterior angles oblique,

the surface microscopically punctured, fulvous ; scutellum triangular,

black ; elytra wider at the base than the thorax, elongate, convex,

metallic bluish or violaceous, extremely finely and closely punctured

;

legs fulvous, the apex of the posterior femora, their tibia? and the

tarsi blackish, posterior tibiae with a long spine; prosternum
extremelv narrow, anterior coxal cavities open.

Hab. Port Alfred, South Africa (Rev. J. ONeil).

Differing entirely in coloration from the other species of the
genus described by Weise and myself. I received eight specimens
from the Rev. J. O'Neil.
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JaMESONIA NIGRIPENNIS, Sp. D.

Black, the lower portion of the face and the thorax reddish

fulvous, the latter very minutely punctured ; elytra opaque, black,

closely and more distinctly punctured than the thorax ; legs

black.

Length 3 millim.

Head broad, im punctate, the vertex black, the lower portion in

shape of a large subquadrate patch, fulvous, frontal elevations very

broad ; carina rather blunt, anterior edge of the clypeus straight

;

antennae robust, extending to about the middle of the elytra, black,

the second and third joint small, equal, third and following joints

thickened, about twice as long as broad ; thorax twice as broad as

long, convex, the sides rounded, the posterior angles rather oblique,

the surface extremely minutely punctured, reddish fulvous ; scu-

teilum black ; elytra slightly broader at the base than the thorax,

very slightly narrowed posteriorly, black, opaque, closely and finely

punctured ; below and the legs black, posterior femora strongly

incrassate ; the tibiae with a long spine ; the metatarsus as long as

the following two joints together.

Hah. Dunbrody, Cape Colony {Rev. J. O'Neil).

Distinguished by the opaque black elytra, antennas, and legs,

and* the colour of the head ; the eyes in this species are, however,
much more distantly placed than in the other members of the genus,

and the posterior angles of the thorax are less rounded : all other

characters agree with the typical species.

Decaria obsoura, sp. n.

Below and the legs pale fulvous, above obscure dark fulvous,

antennas (the basal joints excepted) black ; thorax extremely

minutely, elytra more distinctly punctured, the punctures arranged

in very close serairegular rows ; antennae ten-jointed.

Length 2 millim.

Head impunctate, obscure fulvous or piceous, frontal elevations

transverse, broad ; carina distinct ; antenna? closely approached at

the base, black, the lower two joints fulvous, second joint very

small, third and following joints triangularly dilated, rather broad

and robust ; thorax scarcely twice as broad as long, the sides

rounded, the anterior angles slightly obliquely thickened, basal

margin distinctly concave in front of the scutellum, the disc obscure

dark fulvous, with a few minute punctures ; scutellum broad, im-

punctate ; elytra distinctly wider at the base than the thorax,

slightly widened towards the middle and gradually narrowed
posteriorly, the apex rounded, the surface convex, subcylindrical,

rather strongly punctured in closely approached semiregular rows
;

posterior femora strongly incrassate ;
posterior tibia) with a long

spine, their metatarsus as long as the following two joints together.

Hah. Rhobomp, Sierra Leone.
This cannot be D. tricolor Weise from the same locality, as the

author describes the antennas as yellowish brown and the elytra aa
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very finely punctured, with the anterior fourth portion black.

Three specimens are before me, which do not differ from each

other.

SphyEboderma mashonana, sp. n.

Subglobulose, reddish fulvous, the apical joiuts of the antenna1

and the tibiae and tarsi black ; thorax extremely minutely and rather

closely punctured : elytra punctured like the thorax, the punctures

irregularly placed.

Length 4 millim.

Head impunctate, the clypeus deflexed anteriorly, with a dis-

tinct central longitudinal carina ; eyes very large ; the antenna?

extending to the base of the thorax only, flavous, the terminal five

or six joints fuscous, subtriangularly dilated, the last strongly

pointed ; thorax nearly three times broader than long, the sides

feebly rounded, with a very narrow margin, the anterior angles

rather thickened and obtusely rounded, the posterior margin

broadly produced at the middle, sinuate at the sides, the surface

closely and very finely punctured ; scutellum triangular, pointed :

elytra subglobular, evenly and very strongly convex, the shoulders

rounded and slightly prominent, the punctures not or scarcely

larger than those of the thorax, irregularly distributed and here

and there arranged in lines, those near the lateral margins nearly

obsolete ; elytral epipleura? extremely broad and concave ; legs and

the underside fulvous, the coxa? and the tibia? and tarsi blackish ;

presternum elongate, constricted at the middle, strongly punctured.

Hah. Salisbury, Maslionaland, May and October (G. Marshall).

Resembling somewhat in size and shape the European Argopus
ahrensi Grebl., but still more convex, the antenna? very short and
dilated, and the punctuation of its upper surface very fine. The
present species is the largest of the genus known to me from
Africa.

Blepharida regularis, sp. n.

Subquadrate ovate, fulvous ; head and thorax flavous, the latter

minutely punctured ; elytra strongly punctate-striate, the inter-

stices costate at the sides, with numerous closely placed flavous

spots, the lateral margins broadly flavous, spotted with fulvous.

Length 5k millim.

Head very sparingly and finely punctured, flavous, with a deep
semicircular groove in front of the eyes ; clypeus broad and flat

;

antenna? not extending to the middle of the elytra, fulvous, the
terminal six joints short and thick ; thorax more than twice as

broad as long, narrowed anteriorly, the sides nearly straight, the
anterior angles thickened, the surface extremely finely punctured,
only visible under a strong lens, with two small round depressions

near the lateral margins ; elytra with ten rows of deep and closely

placed punctures, the subsutural one short, the punctures fulvous,

the interstices varied at regular intervals with fulvous and flavous
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spots, the last interstice near the margins broad, flavous, crossed

from the middle downwards with fulvous stripes.

Hob. Africa.

Whether this is the species described by Thuuberg as Podontia

stolida I am not certain, the description is not detailed enough to

be sure about it ; the terminal joints of the antennas are given as

black and the thorax as impuuctate ; the position and number of

the elytral spots are not mentioned. The present species differs

from all its African congeners with which 1 am acquainted in

the regular or semiregular numbers of the flavous spots, which form
uo bands or other pattern, but are distributed evenly and closely

on every interstice ; I possess three specimens, which show no
differences in that respect, but have no exact localities.

DlBOLIA BIMACTTLATA, Sp. 11.

Bluish black, above metallic blue, the basal joints of the antennas

flavous ; thorax closely semirugose-punctate; elytra finely and closely

punctate-striate, each elytron with a fulvous spot near the apex.

Length 2\ millim.

Of convex, subcyliudrical shape ; the head with a few fine

punctures, metallic greenish ; clypeus triangularly raised ; eyes

elongate and large ; antennas scarcely extending to the middle of

the elytra, black, the lower five joints flavous, the basal joint

stained with piceous above, elongate, slender, the second as long as

the third joint, terminal joints gradually and moderately thickened;

thorax about twice as broad as long, the sides nearly straight,

obliquely narrowed towards the apex, the anterior angles very

slightly thickened, the surface irregularly wrinkled, rather finely

and closely punctured ; scutellum small, triangular, black ; elytra

very closely and finely punctate-striate, the rows rather irregular

here and there ; each elytron with a large, subquadrate, slightly

oblique fulvous patch near the apex ; femora metallic blue ; tibiae

and tarsi black, posterior tibiae strongly widened towards the apex,

the edges dentate, the apex with a robust, double-pointed fulvous

spur ; the metatarsus slender, as long as the following two joints

together.

Hob. Malvern, Natal (G. Marshall).

I received a single specimen of this pretty little species from
Mr. Marshall.

DlBOLIA AFRICANA, Sp. n.

Dark metallic greenish, the antenna? black ; thorax strongly and
remotely punctured; elytra strongly and very closely punctured in

irregular rows.

Length 3 millim.

Head finely and remotely punctured, the eyes widely separated,

frontal elevations feebly raised ; clypeus convex, triangular ; antennae
extending to the base of the elytra, black, the lower three joints

more or less stained with fulvous, the second, third, and fourth
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joints equal, rather short, terminal joints rather thick ; thorax

more than twice as broad as long, narrowed in front, the sides feebly

rounded, the surface remotely and strongly punctured ; elytra widened

towards the middle, the punctures about the same size as those on

the thorax and arranged in irregular, very closely approached rows,

distinct to the apex ; below and the legs coloured like the upper
surface ; the posterior tibia- strongly widened at the apex, with their

edges serrate, the emarginate spur at the apex fulvous, as well as

the claws.

Ifah. Nairobi, 5500 ft., Kikuyu Forest, Brit. East Africa

{Mr. Mackinder). (Type iu the Oxford Mus. Collection.)

Of rather more robust appearance than D. trimeni Baly, and
much more strongly punctured than that species. Differing from
D. intermedia Baly in the metallic green legs and the black

antennae.

Clt.ETOCKEMA SUBATERRIMA, Sp. n.

Black, the antennae, the anterior and posterior tibia? and tarsi

liavous ; head impunctate, deeply foveolate near the eyes ; thorax

extremely finely and closely punctured ; elytra deeply punctate-

striate, the interstices longitudinally convex.

Length 2 millim.

Head entirely impunctate, blackish, opaque, with a deep longi-

tudinal fovea near the eyes ; clypeus separated from the face by a

deep groove, very broad, nearly subquadrate, its lower portion

furnished with some grey hairs ; antenna; extending to the middle

of the elytra, entirely flavous, the third to the sixth joints slender,

the following joints slightly thickened but elongate, basal joint about

one-half longer than the second ; thorax about one-half broader

than long, the sides slightly rounded, the anterior angles strongly

thickened, the surface very minutely, evenly, and closely punctured,

the basal margin not accompanied by an impressed line, but with

some large punctures at each side ; scutellum extremely short,

transverse ; elytra very convex, subcylindrical, strongly narrowed
and pointed posteriorly, the punctures deep, closely placed and
regular, distinct to the apex, the interstices convex, especially so

near the sides and apex, impunctate, the fourth, fifth, and sixth

interstices shortened and joined at the end, from thence to the apex

continued into a single costa ; the anterior legs flavous, as well as

the rest of the tibia; and tarsi ; the femora blackish, the posterior

ones very greatly incrassate ; underside scarcely punctured ; pro-

sternum rugose-] Hinctate.

Hah. Malvern, Natal (G. Marshall).

This is one of the few species which show no trace of a metallic

gloss, being nearly entirely black ; the very convex, posteriorly

strongly pointed elytra and their costate interstices, together with

the entirely impunctate head, will assist in the recognition of the

species.
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GALERUCINjE.

ASBECESTA ORNATICOLLIS, sp. n.

Flavous, the head and the anterior half of the thorax black, the

base of the latter fulvous, strongly punctured ; elytra finely and
closely punctured, testaceous, the base with a narrow, deeply emar-
ginate blue band, another transverse narrow band or spot placed

below the middle.

Length 5 millim.

This species, of which two specimens were received by Prof.

Poulton from Mr. H. J. Mackiuder, who obtained them at Nairobi,

Kikuyu Forest, in East Africa, is so closely allied to the following

one that it will only be necessary to point out the differences,

which comprise the colour of the head and that of the thorax ; the

sides of the latter also are almost straight, not so strongly rounded
anteriorly ; the bands of the elytra are very narrow and the anterior

one is deeply eniarginate, the posterior band still narrower and not

quite extending to the suture ; lastly, the scutellum is black, not

fulvous ; the underside seems to be of the latter colour, but the

specimens being glued to cards I am not quite certain as to this.

Type in the Oxford Museum Collection.

Asbecesta ornata, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 11.)

Flavous, the head and thorax fulvous ; elytra finely and closely

punctured, flavous, a trausverse band at the base and another near

the apex dark blue.

Length 5 millim.

Head impunctate, frontal elevations very strongly raised, trigonate,

bounded behind by a deep transverse groove ; clypeus triangular,

strongly swollen ; antennae flavous, the third and fourth joints equal,

slightly longer than the second, the following joints gradually

widened, robust ; thorax nearly twice as broad as long, the sides

strongly rounded before the middle, the disc with a deep trans-

verse sulcus, sparingly punctured anteriorly, more closely so within

the depression ; scutellum fulvous ; elytra finely and closely

punctured, the punctuation indistinct near the apex, the ground-

colour pale flavous, the base with a transverse, rather broad, dark

blue band, extending a little way downwards at the sides, with its

posterior margin rather deeply indented near the suture, near the

apex another equally broad band extends from the lateral to the

sutural margin ; the sides of the elytra with a rather strongly marked
longitudinal sulcation ; below pale fulvous, the legs flavous.

Hah. Malvern, Natal (Barker) ; also Mozambique.
I received several specimens of this distinct species from Mr.

Barker. A single specimen from Mozambique contained in my
collection differs in the shape of the posterior elytral band, which
surrounds the sides and apical margins, including a spot of the
ground-colour ; other differences I am unable to find.
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Malacosoma variipes, sp. 11.

The antennae, breast, and the legs black, the head and thorax

rufous, the latter impunctate, subquadrate ; elytra extremely finely

punctured, rufous ; base of the femora of the latter colour.

Length 6 millim.

Head rufous, impunctate, the froutal elevations transverse, the

carina acutely raised, labium black ; antenna extending below the

middle of the elytra, black, the third joiut one-half longer than
the second, the following joints more elongate, slender: thorax

one-half broader thau long, the sides feebly rounded before the

middle, the posterior angles strongly oblique, the posterior margin
rounded, anterior angles thickened, the disc impunctate, or with

some microscopically fine punctures, convex, rufous : scutellum

obscure piceous ; elytra widened posteriorly, convex, of the same
colour as the thorax, extremely closely and finely punctured ; the

breast, the apex of the femora, and the tibiae and tarsi black ; the
base of the femora and the abdomen rufous ; tibia; mucronate

;

prosternum very narrow, the anterior coxal cavities onen.

Hah. Natal.

Distinct from every other species of the genus in its system of

coloration. Quedenfeldt has described several species as Malacosoma
from Central Africa ; with one of them, M. defonnicome, the pre-

sent insect agrees partly in coloration but not at all in structure

;

and as Quedenfeldt makes no mention of the state of the cavities

nor the mucronate or non-mucronate tibiae, it is doubtful whether
he had a true Malacosoma before him ; his description agrees far

better with a species of Megalognaiha.

LUPERUS MARSHALLI, Sp. n.

Black, the antennae and the legs flavous ; thorax transverse,

obsoletely sulcate ; elytra with a few minute punctures.

Length 4 millim.

Head extremely finely granulate and punctured, when seen under
a strong lens, the frontal elevations verjr distinct, strongly oblique

and joined at the apex ; clypeus narrow, strongly thickened : antenna1
*

nearly extending to the apex of the elytra, flavous, the second and
third joints short, equal, the apical four joints much constricted at

the extreme base ; thorax nearly twice as broad as long, the sides

straight at the base, feebly rounded anteriorly, the angles thickened,

the disc with a shallow transverse sulcus, very finely punctured,

black, shining; elytra slightly wider at the base than the thorax,

punctured like the latter, the punctures scarcely perceptible :

below black; the legs long and slender, all the tibiae mucronate, the

metatarsus of the posterior legs very long
;
prosternum invisible

between the coxae, the anterior cotyloid cavities open.

Hah. Estcourt, Natal, on acacia-trees (G. Marshall).

Somewhat resembling our L. niger, but with entirely flavous

antennae and legs and the thorax with a shallow sulcus.
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Sermyloides tjnieasciata, sp. n.

Elongate, fulvous, antennae (the basal joints excepted) black
;

thorax transverse, narrowed auteriorly, extremely finely punctured :

elytra very closely and distinctly punctured, flavous, the margins,

a triangular spot surrounding the scutellum, and a transverse band
below tbe middle black.

Length 5-6 millim.

Head impunctate, frontal elevations broadly transverse, labrum
flavous, palpi piceous ; antenna? long and slender, extending to

about the middle of the elytra, black, the basal three joints fulvous,

second joint small, the third, one-half longer, oblique at the apex,

the following joints somewhat thickened, the terminal ones more
slender ; thorax transverse, the sides obliquely narrowed in front,

nearly straight, the surface microscopically punctured, fulvous
;

scutellum fulvous, triangular ; elytra convex, nearly parallel, very

closely punctured, flavous, the lateral, sutural, and apical margins
black, a triangular sutural black spot surrounds the scutellum,

below the middle is a transverse band, widened at ihe suture and
at the sides and connected with the black margins, this band
encloses a round spot near the apex, of the ground colour ; below
and the legs flavous, all the tibiae mucronate ; anterior coxal cavities

closed.

Hob. Salisbury, Mashonaland, on Zizyplius (G. Marshall).

This is the second African representative of this genus, the other

species, S. maculata Jac, having been provisionally placed by me in

the genus Sermyla (Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1895, p. 333). The
present species has lately been sent by Mr. Marshall, and another

careful examination proves the two insects with far more right to be

placed in Sermylokles, which is distinguished by filiform antennas,

incrassate penultimate joint of the palpi, a transverse non-impressed
and anteriorly narrowed thorax, in having prolonged elytral epi-

pleurae, mucronate tibiae, and an elongate posterior metatarsus, also

by a very narrow and convex prosternum and closed anterior

cavities ; all these characters are present in the two African species,

but the antennae have no incrassate and elongate third joint as is

the case with the male in the typical form #. basalis. This is,

however, a sexual character only, and of no value in classification

used by itself. All the species of the genus known until now
are inhabitants of the Malayan islands.

MONOLEPTA STRIATIPENNIS, Sp. n.

Oblong, very convex ; below piceous, above testaceous, the antennae
(the basal joints excepted) black ; thorax very short, remotely
punctured ; elytra with extremely close rows of deep punctures,
the interstices slightly convex : legs testaceous.

Length 2| millim.

Head impunctate, the frontal elevations transverse ; antennae
rather long and .slender, black, the lower four joints more or less
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testaceous, third joint very slightly longer than the second, the

following more elongate, terminal joint widened at the middle but

not longer than the preceding one ; thorax very short, more than

twice as broad as long, narrowed anteriorly, the sides straight, the

surface rather remotely but distinctly punctured ; scutellum pro-

portionally large ; elytra strongly convex towards the apex, strongly

punctured in regular and very closely approached rows, distinct to

the apex, the interstices slightly longitudinally convex, their epi-

plenrae entirely absent below the middle ; underside piceous ; legs

slender, testaceous, the first joint of the posterior tarsi very long.

Hah. Kurazol, East Africa.

This small species is not difficult to recognize on account of its

short thorax and the sculpturing of the elytra, which differs from

any species with which I am acquainted.

Moxolepta NiGBOcnrOTA, sp. n.

Flavous. antenna? fuscous; thorax transverse, impunctate ; elytra

finely and closely punctured,fvery narrowly margined with black ;

lateral margins of the thorax obscure piceous.

Length 4 millim.

Head impunctate, the frontal elevations transverse, the clypeus

broad ; labrum black ; antenna? extending slightly beyond the middle

of the elytra, fuscous, the lower three joints flavous, second and
third joints short, equal, the rest elongate ; thorax twice as broad

as long, the sides feebly rounded, the angles distinct, posterior

margin moderately rounded, the surface convex, impunctate, flavou3,

the lateral margins piceous ; scutellum fuscous ; elytra subcylin-

dricnl, very finely and closely punctured, the interstices somewhat
wrinkled, the extreme margins piceous or black ; elytral epipleurae

entirely indistinct below the shoulders, margined with black ; below
flavous as well as the legs ; .the anterior tibiae unarmed, the posterior

tibiae with a long spine, their metatar-us very long.

Hah. Sierra Leone.

Similar in colour to Candezea dahlmanni Jac, but the elytral

epipleurae indistinct below the shoulders, the antenna? and the

underside of different coloration, and the general size smaller ; 0,

tenuicornis Jac. is likew ise nearly similarly coloured, but varies also

in the same structural differences pointed out, the smaller size, more
slender antennae, pale labrum, and the absence of the thoracic black

lateral margins ; C. nigrosuturalis Jac. has the underside black.

AfoNOLEPTA EXCLAMATIOKIS, Sp. D. (Plate XX. fig. 9.)

Fulvous, the head and the intermediate joints of the antennae

black ; thorax subquadrate, closely punctured ; elytra widened
posteriorly, punctured like the thorax, the lateral margins ante-

riorly, an interrupted longitudinal stripe (widened and abbre-
viated posteriorly), and a small spot at the apex black.

Length 5 millim.

Head black, opaque, the frontal elevations broad, trigonate,

bounded by a transverse groove behind, clypeus with an oblique
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row of deep punctures on each side ; antennae long and slender, the

lower three joints flavous below, black above, the following five

and the last joint of the latter colour, the ninth and tenth

pale flavous, basal joint long and curved, club-shaped, second

slightly shorter than the third ; thorax nearly quadrate, the

sides very feebly rounded at the middle, the anterior angles

thickened, the posterior margin rounded, the surface crowded with

punctures of different sizes, fulvous ; scutellum small, trigonate

;

elytra widened towards the apex, of similar sculpture to the

thorax, fulvous, the basal and lateral margins (the latter to below

the middle), a short stripe at the middle of the base, followed by a

longer stripe placed at the middle of the disc, curved and thickened

at its apex, black, between these two stripes another indistinct

black line is seen in some specimens as well as a minute black spot

at the extreme apex of the elytra ; below and the legs fulvous, the

knees, base of the tibiae, and the tarsi more or less piceous ; the

metatarsus of the posterior legs as long as the following joints

together ; elytral epipleurae very broad at the base, indistinct below

the middle.

Hab. Verulam, Natal (O. Marshall).

A well-marked species and resembling much M. nir/rolineata

Motsch., from Japan, but of different sculpture, the head black, and
the colour of the antennae and legs different.

MONOCIDA INORNATA, sp. n.

Below blackish, above flavous ; antennae black, the lower

three joints fulvous ; thorax with a few extremely minute punctures

;

elytra more distinctly but finely and very closely punctured

;

posterior tibiae and tarsi black.

Length 5 millim.

Head fulvous, impunctate, the frontal tubercles strongly

developed ; clypeus in shape of a narrow transverse ridge ; antennae

slender, black, the lower three joints fulvous or entirely of the first-

named colour, third joint one half longer than the second, fourth

twice the length of the third ; thorax subquadrate, distinctly

narrowed at the base, the sides rounded before the middle, the

anterior angles slightly prominent, the surface with a few minute
punctures ; elytra wider at the base than the thorax, the shoulders

prominent, the punctation very close and fine, the epipleurae

continued below the middle ; breast and abdomen blackish, the

last abdominal segments more or less flavous ; femora fulvous; all

the tibiae mucronate, the four posterior ones (the base excepted)

and the tarsi black ; the metatarsus of the posterior legs as long

as the following two joints together ; claws appendiculate, the

anterior coxal cavities closed.

Hab. Headlands, Mashonaland (6r. Marshall).

This, the second species of the genus, may possibly be a local form
of M, suturata Jac. (P. Z. S. 1899, p. 370), but the head is fulvous

and the elytra have no sutural nor lateral black bands and are

more strongly punctured ; the constriction of the thorax at the
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base, the mucronate tibiae, and the closed anterior cavities are the

principal characters by which the genus may be known.

Estcocbtiana, gen. nov.

Oblong, glabrous ; the antennae short, the joints submoniliforin
;

thorax subquadrate, without depressions ; elytra irregularly punc-
tured, their epipleurae continued below the middle ; all the tibiae

with a spine at the apex ; the first joint of the tarsi as long as the

following two joints together ; claws appendiculate ; presternum
nearly invisible, the anterior coxal cavities closed.

Amongst the genera with closed anterior cavities, the present

one seems most nearly allied to Err/ana Chap., but the antennae in

that genus are filiform and the thorax much more transversely

shaped. The only species of the genus here described, known to me,
is a small insect of nearly subcylindrical shape which I have
received from Natal and Mashonaland.

Estcourtiana bifasciata, sp. n.

Below black, above testaceous, the head partly black; thorax

minutely puuctured, with a central black band and a lateral spot

;

elytra nearly impunctate, each elytron with a broad longitudinal

black band nearly extending to the apex.

\ar. a. The elytral bands replaced by an anterior and posterior

spot ; head fulvous.

Var. b. Elytra without any markings.

Length 3 mdlim.
Head impunctate, black, obliquely grooved above the eyes, the

frontal elevations obsolete, oblique ; clypeus flavous, rather broad
;

palpi rather robust, the apical joint conical ; antennas very short,

the lower five or six joints Havous, the others fuscous, the

third joint about one-half longer than the second, the following

joints widened, all very short ; thorax one-half broader than long,

the sides feebly rounded, the angles acute, the surface very finely

and subremotely punctured, with a rather deep fovea near the

anterior angles ; elytra much wider at the base than the thorax,

with some extremely fine punctures near the suture, the rest

nearly impunctate, testaceous, a broad black band extends from
the middle of the base nearly to the apex ; the underside and the

femora black, the tibiae and tarsi flavous.

Hah. Estcourt, Natal, Salisbury, Mashonaland, obtained by
sweeping (&'. Marshall).

The specimens from Natal all belong to the varieties and it may
just be possible that they represent a closely allied species, but I

cannot find any differences of importance except those of coloration

;

the thorax is a trifle more transverse iu shape and the extreme sutural

margin is likewise black : in the variety a the elytra have an elon-

gate black spot anteriorly and a rounded one below the middle,

thus indicating the direction of the band ; in the variety L all

markings except those of the thorax are absent, these latter
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represent a longitudinal central stripe, narrowed at the base, and a

lateral small round black spot.

Candezea centromaculata, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 10.)

Fulvous, antennae and legs flavous ; thorax minutely punctured,

flavous, with a central black baud ; elytra extremely closely and
finely punctured, flavous, with a broad transverse band at the base

and another below the middle black.

Length 5 millim.

Of rather broad and robust shape, the head reddish fulvous,

impunctate, the frontal elevations broad, trigonate, anterior margin
of the clypeus straight ; antennas extending to the apex of the

elytra, flavous, the last joint fuscous, the third joint but slightly

longer than the second, the fourth as long as the basal joint

;

thorax one-half broader than long, the sides and the anterior

margin straight, the basal one strongly rounded, the surface very

minutely and closely punctured, the middle of the disc with

a shallow transverse groove, flavous, with a central longitudinal

black band, slightly widened anteriorly and extending from the

base to the apex ; scutellum black ; elytra widened towards the

middle, punctured like the thorax, flavous, with a transverse black

band at the base, which gradually widens at the sides, to which it

extends for about one-fourth of the length of the elytra, another
band of more regular shape is placed below the middle, elytral

epipleurse extending below the middle ; the breast and abdomen
fulvous ; the legs flavous ; the first joint of the posterior tarsi longer

than the following joints together.

Hub. Malvern, Natal {Bat-Jeer).

Distinguished from all other African species placed in this genus
and in Monolepta by the band of the thorax and the width of the

elytral black bands.

Candezea sulcicollis, sp. n.

Entirely flavous, the terminal joints of the antennae black only

;

thorax transverse, finely punctured, the disc obsoletely sulcate ;

elytra punctured like the thorax.

Length 5| millim.

Head impunctate, the frontal elevations broad and flat, divided

by the rather broad posterior portion of the clypeus ; antennae

extending to about the middle of the elytra, black, the lower four

joints flavous, the second joint scarcely smaller than the third,

the following joints elongate and slender ; thorax rather more than

twice as broad as long, the sides feebly rounded, the posterior

margin oblique at the sides, the surface finely and closely punctured,

with a transverse sulcus at the middle, more marked at the sides

but not extending to the lateral margins, the anterior angles

thickened, not produced ; elytra wider at the base than the thorax,

the shoulders not prominent, the punetation fine and close, the

interstices slightly wrinkled, epipleurae narrow but continued below

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XVIII. 18
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:the middle ; below and the legs Savons : the metatarsus of the

posterior legs very elongate, its extreme base stained with black.-

Hah. Salisbury, Mashonaland (G. Marshall), on Zizyphus.

Amongst the smaller uniformly coloured species of this genus

there is none in which the thorax has a similar transverse sulcus

;

this character and the colour of the antennae will help in the

recognition of the species.

Caxdezea moliroensis, sp. n.

Fulvous, the antennae and the thorax Savons, the latter scarcely

perceptibly punctured; elytra very closely and distinctly punc-

tured, flavous, a sutural spot at the base, a broad transverse band
at the middle, and the lateral and apical margins black.

- Length 4 millim.

Of very convex and posteriorly widened shape ; the head

extremely finely punctured at the vertex, rather broad, the frontal

elevations narrowly oblique, clypeus broad, triangular ; antennae

fulvous (the last three joints wanting), the third joint double the

length of the second ; thorax short, more than twice as broad

as long, narrowed anteriorly, the sides perfectly straight, the

anterior angles oblique, the surface microscopically punctured,

flavous, scutellum fulvous : elytra strongly convex, very distinctly,

closely, and evenly punctured, their epipleurae continued below the

middle, black, the disc flavous, the suture at the base with an
elongate black spot nearly connected with a very broad transverse

band at the middle of triangular shape, its greatest width being at

the suture, the margins of which it does not quite reach, the

shoulders and the entire lateral and apical margins are likewise

black ; below and the legs fulvous ; metatarsus of the posterior

legs very long.

Bab. Moliro, Congo. (Coll. Belgian Mus. and my own.)

This Candezea much resembles in coloration and otherwise

certain varieties of C. variopenms Jac. from Xatal, but in that

species the antennae, with the exception of the basal joint and the

underside, are nearly always black, the head is less broad, the base

of the antennae is more closely approached, and the thorax more
distinctly punctured ; but for all that the present species may only

be another local variety of the very variable insect to which I have

alluded.

Caxdezea o'xeili, sp. n.

Below and the tibiae and tarsi black, above testaceous ; antennae

fuscous; thorax impunctate ; elytra scarcely perceptibly punctured.

Length 4 millim.

Head impunctate, flavous or pale fulvous, the frontal elevations

strongly raised and broad, clypeus broad, triangular, with a slightly

. raised central ridge, labrum piceous ; antennae extending below the

middle of the elytra, slender,t he second joint short, the third, one-half

longer, the following joints very elongate and equal ; thorax scarcely

. one-half broader than long, slightly narrowed at the base and ap^x,
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the sides feebly rounded at the middle, the angles distinct but not

-produced, the basal margin but slightly rounded, the surface

entirely impunctate ; scutellum triangular, fuscous ; elytra with
their greatest width below the middle, wider at the base than the

-thorax, the surface with some very minute punctures, only visible

under a very strong lens ; below black or piceous, the femora
flavous, the tibiae and tarsi black, all the tibiae mucronate ; the

metatarsus of the posterior legs as long as the following three

joints together ; elytral epipleurae continued below the middle.

Hub. Port Alfred, South Africa (Rev. J. (JNeil).

Amongst the unicolorous or for the most part flavous species of

this genus known from Africa, the present one seems most nearly

allied to 0. mashonana Jac, but is only half the size of that

«pecies, which has also a flavous underside, and the metatarsus of

the posterior legs much longer ; 0. nigrotibialis Jac. is likewise

larger, and the lower joints of the antennae as well as the under-
side are flavous and the elytra distinctly punctured ; in several

-other species the tibne and tarsi are flavous. I dedicate this

species to the Eev. J. O'Neil, in recognition of his constant

-.endeavours to explore the entomological fauna of his district.

Candezea livingstonii, sp. n.

- Pale flavous or testaceous, the apical joints of the antennas and
the breast black ; thorax finely punctured, obsoletely sulcate; elytra

very finely and closely punctured.

Length 3 millim.

Head rather broad, impunctate ; clypeus strongly thickened,

bounded behind by a deep transverse groove ; antennae extending

to the middle of the elytra, the lower four or five joints flavous,

the rest black, the second and third joints equal, short, the fourth

double the length and equal to the following joints; thorax transverse,

twice as broad as long, the sides very feebly rounded at the middle,

the posterior margin rounded, the surface with a shallow transverse

sulcus at the middle, finely and closely punctured ; elytra wider at

the base than the thorax, extremely closely and finely punctured,

the interstices somewhat wrinkled, their epipleurae very narrow
below the middle ; legs flavous, all the tibiae armed with a spine,

the metatarsus of the posterior legs very elongate ; the breast black.

Hob. Salisbury, Mashonaland, obtained by sweeping (G. Mar-
shall).

One of the small species of the genus, distinguished by the

transverse sulcus of the thorax and the black breast.

Sabdoides nigricornis, sp. n.

Dark metallic blue, the antennae black ; thorax with a deep trans-

verse sulcus ; elytra flavous, finely punctured, the sutural and lateral

margins metallic blue.

Length 5-6 millim.

S . Elongate and parallel, dark metallic blue; the head impunc-
tate, the frontal elevations strongly raised, trigonate, the carina

18*
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acute ; antenna? extending nearly to the apex of the elytra, black,

all the joints, with the exception of the second, elongate, the

third joint shorter than the fourth, terminal joint thinner and
more cylindrical in shape than the others ; thorax about one-half

broader than long, slightly constricted at the base, the angles

tuberculiform, the sides nearly straight, the disc with a very deep

and broad sulcus, metallic blue, the non-impressed parts very finely

punctured, the anterior portion with another small depression

;

scutellum broad, metallic blue ; elytra finely and closely punctured,

with traces of longitudinal sulci, flavous, the margins narrowly

metallic blue ; below and the legs metallic blue.

Hab. Natal. (Coll. Mr. Andrewes and my own.)

At first sight this species entirely resembles the type of the genus,

S. viridicollis Jac. (Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 333), but may
be at once distinguished by the colour of the antenna? and that of

the legs; but this is not the only difference. The male of the present

insect differs from that of 8. viridicollis in having the antenna? longer

and more robust, with the intermediate joints slightly dilated ; the

thorax, instead of having two deep fovea?, has a continued broad

sulcus, nearly extending to the sides : in the female the antenna?

are much shorter, very robust, and the thorax has two fovea? as in

the allied species; but in all the specimens the colour of the

antenna? and that of the legs agrees with the male of the insect

described here, the general size is also rather larger.

Platyxa>~tha bicixcta, sp. n. (Plate XX. fig. 8.)

Flavous, the head and thorax reddish fulvous, the latter irapunc-

tate, transversely silicate ; elytra extremely minutely punctured,

flavous, a narrow transverse band at the base and another near the

apex dark metallic blue.

Length 4 millim.

Head impunctate, frontal elevations very narrow, in the shape

of a transverse ridge, clypeus strongly raised, narrowly triangular ;

antenna? extending to the middle of the elytra, flavous, the apical

joint fuscous, the second joint small, the third and following joints

equal, nearly subcylindrical ; thorax scarcely twice as broad as long,

of equal width, the sides feebly rounded, the angles acute, slightly

tuberculiform, the surface impunctate, deeply transversely sulcate,

the sulcus interrupted at the middle, scutellum fulvous ; elytra

slightly wider at the base than the thorax, extremely finely punc-
tured, flavous, the base with a narrow transverse band, extending
to the margins, the latter and another band near the apex metallic

dark blue ; below fulvous, legs flavous ; tibia? unarmed ; the meta-
tarsus of the posterior legs as long as the following joints together

;

anterior coxal cavities closed.

Hab. Salisbury, Mashonaland ((?. Marshall).

A rather small species, possessing all the characters of the genus :

it may be known by the colour of the antenna?, which have only
the last joint dark, and by the two blue transverse bands of the
elytra.
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Syoplia africanus, sp. n.

Elongate, pubescent, testaceous ; antennae long and slender

;

thorax transverse, impunctate ; elytra closely and strongly punctate-

striate and pubescent.

Length 5 millini.

Head broad, impunctate, the frontal elevations short, strongly

raised, the eyes large and ixmnd ; the antennae slender, extending
beyond the middle of the elytra, testaceous, all the joints, with the

exception of the second, elongate and pubescent ; thorax about
one- half broader than long, of equal width, the sides slightly con-
stricted at the base, feebly rounded anteriorly, furnished with
single long black hairs, posterior margin preceded by a strongly

impressed groove, the surface impunctate and shining ; scutellum

triangular, rather broad ; elytra elongate and parallel, wider at the

base than the thorax, deeply and closely punctate-striate, the punc-
tures large and round, but much finer near the apex, the interstices

clothed with fine fulvous pubescence and longer single hairs ; legs

long and slender, the first joint of the posterior tarsi very elongate ;

the anterior coxal cavities closed.

Hab. Assynia, West Coast of Africa (Ch. Alluaud), and Came-
roons (Conrad).

This is the only species of the genus known to me from Africa,

the other members inhabiting Java and Sumatra. The present

insect at first sight entirely resembles the type of the genus,
S. javanensis Jac, but the punctation of the elytra is quite different,

the punctures being larger, less closely placed, and the interstices

flat. I received one specimen from M. Alluaud and another from
Dr. Kraatz.

Notes and Corrections.

Pseudocolaspis puberula Marsh.
This species must find its place in Macetes Chap.

Diacantha divisa, Gerst. (sub Aulacophora).

This species and Axdacojfhora conifera Pairm. are of exactly similar

coloration, and Mr. G-ahan has expressed a doubt, in describing his

species D. mutica (P. Z. S. 1893, p. 747), to which of these the female

described by Gerstacker may belong. I possess a female specimen
which undoubtedly represents Gerstacker's species, as it entirely

agrees with the description. In the same sex in A. conifera the

scutellum is always flavous, not black, the joints of the antennae are

more slender and elongate, and the thorax is much less strongly

subangulate before the middle ; all the females of A. conifera differ

in these respects from A. divisa, and I have not much doubt that

D. mutica represents the male sex of Gerstacker's species.

Poejjhila costatijjennis Jac. (P. Z. S. 1899, p. 364).

This species and P. fulvipes Jac. of the same paper should

find their places amongst the Halticince instead of the Oalerucinos.
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Luperus scutellatus Jac. and Mctlacosoma donkieri (P. Z. S. 1897,

pp. 568, 569).

Tbe locality for both these species, which has been left out, is

Madagascar.

Hemixantha piceipes Jac.

Fig. 6 in Plate xxi. of the P.Z. S. 1899 represents a variety of

this species, not //. terminata as erroneously given.

Lonyitarsv.s africanus Jac. (P.Z. S. 1897, p. 555).

Of this species more specimens have kindly been sent by Mr.
Marshall, which prove the insect to vary greatly in coloration ; some
of the specimens are piceous above, and others nearly black, with

the apex of the elytra flavous ; I may also add to my original

description, that the last joint of the antenna is in nearly every

case fuscous.

(Edionychis natahnsis Baly.

This species is identical with Physodactyla africana Dej.

(Edionychis rvyicoUis Jac.

(Edionychis africana Jac. : this species is an Eutomus, and the

specific name must be altered to clarki on account of Eutomus
africanus Clark.

Both these species, on account of their short and robust

antennae, should find their places in Eutomus Clark.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XX.

Fig. 1. Damia capitata, p. 207.

2. ,, frontalis, p. 208.

3. Peloptera apicata, p. 210.

4. Pneudocolaxpis cupreofemorata, p. 225.

5. Scelodo7ita sexplayiata, p. 226.

6. OdontiomorpJta rainuta, p. 239.

7. Nicruhermesia hirtkollis, p. 220.

8. Platyxantha bicincta, p. 264.

9. Monolepta exclamationis, p. 258.

10. Candezea centromaculata, p. 261.

11. Asbeccsta ornata, p. 255.

12. Jarnt&onia femoralk, p. 250.

March 20, 1900.

W. T. Blaxtobd, Esq., LL.D., P.E.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Prof. Bell drew attention to a collection of Land-Plauarians
made by the Society's Corresponding Member, Dr. Goeldi of Para.
These, like many other collections of Land-Planarians, had been
confided for description to Prof. Graff, and some of them were
the types of new species described by that author in his magnificent
monograph. The collection before the Society had been sent to
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Mr. Sclater with the request that be would deposit them in the

British Museum. Prof. Bell stated that to the alreadv good
collection there thev would be a valuable and welcome addition.

Mr. G. A. Boulenger, P. U.S., exhibited a specimen of Polypterus

lapradii Steindachner, with large external gills, which bad been

recently brought home from the Senegal by M. P. Delhez. This

fish measured 390 millimetres, and was therefore the largest on
record in which this larval character had been retained.. In con-

nection with this interesting example, Mr. Boulenger also exhibited

a full-grown female of the Common Newt (Molge vulgaris), from
the environs of Vienna, bearing well-developed external gills.

Mr. S. L. Hinde read a series of field-notes on the Mammals
which he had met with during five years' residence in East Africa,

and illustrated them with lantern-slides from photographs of the

animals taken in their native surroundings.

Mr. Hinde made the following preliminary remarks :

—

The B. E. A. Protectorate, for the purpose of description, may
be divided into two parts, the inhabited and the uninhabited. The
inhabited ranges of hills are practically devoid of big game. The
uninhabited country may be divided into two sections : regions of

less than 3000 ft. above the sea-level, and regions more than
3000 ft. above the sea-level. The regions below 3000 ft. are, for

the most part, densely covered with thorny jungle. The water-

supply is small during the greater part of the year. In this dense

jungle, eland, lesser kudu, oryx, impala, zebra, bushbuck, lions, and
an occasional rhinoceros are to be found, but from the nature of

the country and climate they are sufficiently protected from
extermination by hunters without the necessity of legislation.

Above 3000 ft. the game-country consists of rolling grass plains,

interspersed in places with thin bush. In these plains the great

herds of antelopes, zebras, &c. which now live and graze will soon

be exterminated, unless the game-laws are enforced. One of the

factors instrumental in aiding the escape of game is here absent.

The ordinary hunter has to find his game, and this is often the

most difficult part of the day's M'ork. On large flat expanses the

hunter can always see his quarry, and his whole time may therefore

be given to stalking or killing it.

I should ljke to see animals from our Protectorate largely

imported into the British Isles, and am convinced that they would
both live and breed well in our parks, moors, and gardens, with little

or no trouble about acclimatization. On the uplands of East
Africa, the zebra, the white-bearded gnu, Coke's hartebeest, impala,

waterbuck, Grant and Thomson's gazelles, the lesser reedbuck,

and many other animals live in the open without any protection

from the biting night-winds, rains, and intense heat. The
temperature in the shade often varies from under 40° Fahrenheit

at night, to over 80° in the daytime. During a very wet year at

Fort Smith, in the Kikuyu district, waterbuck, Grant's and
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Thomson's gazelles, and bushbucks lived healthily and well, though

they were confined in the Fort Square, where for weeks together

their feet aud legs were never dry. Thomson's Gazelle bred for

two generations in the Fort Square, and then all the animals died

of rinderpest. This is a curious point, as none of these species

suffer from rinderpest in their wild state.

From what I have seen of game, with the exception of elephant

and rhinoceros, I am of opinion that they are not naturally timid.

A railway train does not alarm the majority of animals, their

curiosity at first draws them quite close to it ; but within a few days

of the establishment of a railway in a district, trains may pass

noisily through a herd of game and few of them will even cease

grazing. It would seem that animals, and antelopes in particular,

are only afraid of what they have, in past experience, found to be

dangerous. In most districts they have learnt that human beings

represent danger, but in the country of the Masai, who do not

hunt, the game take little or no notice of man. When horses

were first brought to the country, in districts where game was
constantly hunted, a mounted man could approach wild animals

closely, but the moment he dismounted they fled. It is probable

that antelopes only distinguish man under certain conditions ;

they apparently recognize him as an animal that walks erect, with

a small head, and no neck or horns. In proof of this, it has been

noticed that a man with a large load on his head can approach

antelopes much nearer than a man without one ; to their view, the

man with the load, perhaps, seems to be a thick-necked animal whose
head is out of all proportion to his body, and whom they have had
no cause to fear. I have seen lions standing within 50 yards of a

train, showing neither sign of fear nor intention of retreating, until

the train pulled up and one or two men alighted. Seeing their

well-known enemies close to them, the lions turned and trotted

away.
The slides now exhibited are from photographs taken by me

of animals in their natural surroundings. Those of the dead

animals, with perhaps one exception, were taken without disturbing

or arranging them in any way.

The following papers were read :

—

1. On a Case of Homoeosis in a Crustacean of the Genus
Asellus—Antennule replaced by a Mandible. By W.
Bateson, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

[Received March 20, 1900.]

The subject of this note is a male specimen of Asellus aqualicvs

(an Isopod Crustacean) in which the left antennule is represented

by a mandible.

The specimen was noticed when alive by Mr. J. J. Lister among
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a number of Aselli taken from a large aquarium in the Cambridge
Zoological Laboratory for examination by the students.

As the figure shows (fig. 1), the abnormal structure stands exactly

as the left antennule should. Both antennae aud the right anten-

nule are normal, as also are the mandibles, the other mouth-parts,

and the rest of the body and its appendages, so far as they could

be observed. The animal was of good size.

Fig. 1.

l.ant 2 ..

Head of Asellus aquations, seen from dorsal side.— rt. ant. 1
, right antennule

;

rt. ant?, I. ant. 2
, right and left antennae ; rp, palp of normal right man-

dible projecting from below; p', palp of the abnormal mandible; trit,

triturating process.

The abnormal appendage (fig. 2, p. 270) is a fairly well-formed

mandible. The blade is complete, having two toothed processes aod
eleven plumose setae. The latter are not quite regularly placed.

The presence of two toothed processes proves that the appendage is

a true left appendage, for the right mandible in Asellus aquaticus has

only one toothed process, which bites between the two toothed

processes of the left mandible l
.

The teeth on these processes are more numerous and less regular

than in a normal mandible.

1 Sars, G. O., Crustacea d'Eau douce de Norvege, p. 97, pi. yi'n. fig. 26.
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The palp is misshapen and rudimentary. It consists merely of

an irregular process with slight traces of segmentation.

The molar process is rather less than the normal in length. Its

triturating end is ill-formed, and does not bear the elaborate

structures found in the same place in the normal mandible, the

apex being simply covered with a thick plate of chitin.

Fig. 2.

Apex of extra mandible of Asel/us aquaticus, to show details.

jj', palp of abnormal mandible.

This mandible was in life carried flat to the body, as shown in the

drawing, but 1 have not succeeded in determining which morpho-
logical surface was upwards. It is not evident which this should

be, but presumably it is the face, which in the normal mandible is

next the mouth. I regret that I could find no feature sufficiently

differentiating the two surfaces ; but from the fact that, as shown
in the figure, the diminishing series of teeth are on the exposed
surface, it seems likely that the presumption referred to is correct.

In a normal mandible this series is much less clearly defined.

The animal was approaching a moult, and the newly-formed
skin, which could be seen through, showed that at the next ecdysis

the appendage would not be noticeably changed.

In the details of the toothing and in the number of the plumose
setae (11 instead of 13), the animal departs slightly from Sars's

type; but on examining other specimens I find that these characters

vary a good deal, as might be expected.

Elsewhere 1

1 have discussed the significance of cases of this sort,

1 Especially ' Materials for the Study of Variation,' Chap, v., where an account
of previously recorded cases is given. To these should be added a case of an
Astacus having a somewhat aniennuliform structure with two jointed filaments

replacing one of the eyes : Hofer, B., Verb. d. deutsch. zool. Ges. it. 1894, p. 82,
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in which an organ takes on the likeness of another organ with which

it is in serial homology.

This phenomenon, which I have called Homceosis, plays a

considerable part in the variations of Meristic series. In plants

such variations are common, but in animals instances so striking as

that now under consideration are among the greatest rarities in

nature. Among Arthropods probably not a dozen examples

comparable with the present one are on record. The conversion

of antenn.ule into mandible has not hitherto been observed in any
form.

It should be noticed that the homceosis in the present instance

does not transform the appendage into the likeness of the ap-

pendage next to it in series, for this is the antenna. The change

is to the next but one.

Perhaps the cases hitherto known which most nearly approach

this one are those of Cimbex and Bombus, having the club of an
antenna in each case replaced by a foot.

Since the discussion of these cases in ' Materials for the Study

of Variation ' was written, the new fact has been discovered by
Herbst 1

that when the eye is amputated in Palcemon an antenna-

like structure may be formed in its place on regeneration. The
question therefore arises whether some other Arthropod cases of

homceosis may not be similarly connected with regeneration. On
this point there is little positive evidence. It may be noted,

however, that Przibran 2
, who made some experiments on the subject,

found that in Asellus both pairs of antennae were regenerated as

antennae. 3 The results of such experiments, however, are clearly

very irregular. The regenerated part in Herbst's experiments was
not always similar, and Przibran, on repeating Herbst's experiments,

obtained only negative results. Here the matter at present rests.

2. On Echinoderms from Singapore and Malacca.

By F. P. Bedfobd, F.Z.S.

[Eeceived March 8, 1900.]

(Plates XXI.-XXIV.)

The Echinoids and Asteroids described in this paper were
collected during a residence of a little over a year in the neigh-

bourhood of Singapore and Malacca by Mr. W. P. Lanchester and
myself.

I am much indebted to the kind courtesy of the Hon. Sir J. A.
Swettenham, Colonial Secretary of the Straits Settlements, and the

Hon. W. Egerton, Resident-Councillor of Malacca, in allowing us

to make use of the lighthouses under their jurisdiction as head-
quarters for our work ; and I am under a still greater obligation to

1 Arch. f. Entwickelungsmech. ii., 1896, p. 544.
2 Zool. Anz. S5x. 1896, p. 424.
3 P.S.—Since this paper was read Mr. L. Doncaster, of King's College,

Cambridge, has repeated the experiment on Aaellus with the same result.
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Dr. B. Hanitsch, Curator of I he Baffles Museum, for the great

amount of trouble he took on our behalf, and for the readiness

with which he placed his valuable experience of the local marine

fauna at our disposal. I also wish to thank Mr. H. N. Bidley for

his kind hospitality and advice.

Professor Bell has been good enough to allow me a room in the

Natural History Museum, where I have had an opportunity of

comparing our specimens with those in the National Collection

;

and Professor Minchin has kindly given me every facility for

microscopical study at University College Laboratory.

Prom the point of view of the geographical distribution of the

littoral fauna, this comparatively unworked district is a peculiarly

interesting one : the sea rarely reaches a depth of more than 40
fathoms, and never, so far as I know, of more than 80, so that

dredging from a small sailing-boat was always possible in calm

weather; and although the collection of Echinoderms cannot be

considered complete, yet I think specimens of all the commoner
indigenous species have been collected either by ourselves or

obtained from the natives.

Professor Bell has kindly looked through this paper and given

me valuable suggestions.on'

I. ECIIINOIDEA.

The region under consideration lies close to the Equator, between
the Indian and Pacific Oceaus, and might be regarded as a

probable specific centre for many tropical forms whence migration

took place in all directions—westwards to the Bed Sea and East
Coast of Africa ; northwards to China and Japan ; eastwards

through the Pacific Islands towards the American Coast, and
southwards in the direction of Australia and New Zealand.

Plausible as such a view may appear a priori, the Echinoid evidence

in its support is very meagre, and seems rather to point to a

separate "centre" for each form-unit. The distribution of

tropical Echinoids is as a rule very extensive : moreover, in the

case of closely allied species their areas of distribution often

overlap : e. g., among Cidaridae, Rhabdocidaris annulifera and
R. baculosa ; among Eehinidse, all the species of Salmacis : among
Clypeastridae, Eehinodiscus auritus and E. lewis ; and among
Spatangidse, Lovtnia elongata and L. subcarinata. In these cases,

where there are no geographical barriers we should expect perhaps

a physiological isolation to manifest itself in differences of mode of

life and habitat, but such does not seem by any means an invariable

rule : Laganum depression and Laganum decagonale were frequently

dredged together, and must have been subjected to almost identical

environmental conditions, and the same is true of Salmacis globator

and 8. sulcata.

Considering the limited area, the Echinoid fauna is a fairly

large one. This is no doubt partially to be accounted for by the

great variety exhibited by the inorganic environment : near the
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mouths of the rivers extensive deposits of silt mixed with
vegetable debris occur, and here, as a rule, the reef is poorly, if at all,

represented ; in places, however, where the reef is nourishing its

distance from the shore is very variable, rarely exceeding 500 yards,

and the lagoon shore is of the most varied description—mangrove-
swamps, tracts of hard sand, or gravel may occur, or volcanic

rocks may come down to the water's edge and, being eroded by the

action of the sea, form tide-pools and crevices when the tide

recedes.

Each kind of environment was found to have its own peculiar

Echinoid fauna, each species except the most abundant being

restricted to one sort of habitat in its adult condition ; and in this

connection it is worth noting that, although this is constant

throughout the district, yet in other localities, e. g., Batavia, the

same species will be found in a different environment. A good
instance of this is afforded by Diadema saxatile, which was the only

reef-Echinoid of the district, and was a conspicuous object among
the masses of coral on nearly all the reefs ; whereas at Batavia this

species was apparently found by Dr. Sluiter (cf. also Studer *) a

short distance from coral on patches of sand, Echinometra lucunter

being common among coral in that locality. It seems to me that,

by a similar change of habitat, a certain amount of isolation might

be caused which would enable variations in a direction favourable

to that environment to become normal for the particular form-
unit, and by a continuation of the process specific distinctions

might become fixed. Without some such isolation it is difficult to

imagine how any variations from the norm could become suffi-

ciently stable to be perpetuated alongside of the type, or how any
gradual modification could take place in the type itself

2
, since the

pelagic plutei that settle down in any given limited area can

hardly be supposed to be the offspring of adults living within that

same area, and there is no evidence, so far as I am aware, of

discontinuous variation among Echinoids likely to lead to the

formation of new races.

The species of which examples were obtained number sixteen, of

which it may be worth remarking that four extend as far south as

New Zealand ; this is interesting in connection with the distribu-

tion of Asteroids and Holothurians, which appears to be much
more limited.

Only a few Echinoids have been previously recorded from the

locality, but of these there are two species which we have failed to

find, and which are not represented in the Baffles Museum ; they are

Salmacis dussumieri and Rhahdocidaris bispinosa : there are

specimens of the latter in the British Museum collected by
Dr. Powell at Singapore, and 1 have satisfied myself of their

distinctness from Bhabdocidarls annuUfera. Only one new species

is described, belonging to the morphologically interesting genus
Asthenosoma, and we were fortunate in obtaining two young

> T. Studer, Monatsber. d. Ak. Wiss. Berlin, 1880, p. 868.
3

Cf. A. E. Ortmann, Grundziige d. mar. Tiergeographie, 1896, p. 31.
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specimens which exhibit a number of points in the later develop-

ment, and which I hope to describe in detail further on. The fol-

lowing is a list of the species of which examples were collected :

—

1. Wiabdocidaris annulifera Lam.
2. Diadema saxatile Linn.

3. Asthenosoma heteractis, sp. nov.

4. Temnopleurus toreumaticus Ag.

5. Temnopleurus reynaudi Ag. ?

6. Sahnacis sidcata Ag.

7. Sahnacis globator Bell.

8. Salmacis rarispina Ag. (fil.).

9. Laganum depressum de Blainv.

10. Laganum decagonale de Blainv.

11. Laganum, sp.

1 2. Arachnoides placenta Ag.

13. Echinodiscus Icevis Ag. (fil.).

14. Lovenia elongata Gray.

15. Metalia sternalis Lam.
16. Brissus carinatus Gm.

1. Ehabdocidaris annulifera Lamarck. (Plate XXI.
figs. 1 a-d.)

Cidariles annulifera, Lamarck, Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans Vert.

-t. iii. 1816, p. 57.

Phyllacanthus annulifera, Alex. Agassiz, Revision of Echini,

pt. iii. 1872, p. 387.

Cidaris anmdifera, P. de Loriol, Mem. Soc. Sc. Nat. Neuchatel,

t. iv. 1873, p. 25.

Cidaris liitkeni, P. de Loriol, Mem. Soc. Sc. Nat. Neuchatel,

t. iv. 1873, p. 29.

Schleinitzia crenularis, Th. Studer, Monatsb. Ak. Wiss. Berlin,

1880, p. 865.

Leiocidaris annulifera, L. Doederlein, Die Japanische Seeigel, i.

1887, p. 24.

References. H. Troschel, Sitzungsb. d. niederrhein. Ges. in Bonn,
1887, p. 335. Alexander Agassiz, 'Challenger' Beports, iii.

Echinoidea (1881). P. de Loriol, Beitrage d. Geol. u. Pal.

d. Libysche Wiiste, Ab. 3, Hft. i., 1883. P. de Loriol,

Mem. Soc. de Physique Ac. de Geneve, t. xxviii. No. 8

(1883). C. Ph. Sluiter, Natuurk. Tijd. v. Ned. Ind.

D. xlviii. (1889;. S. Loven, Bih. till K. Sv. Vet.-Akad.

Handl., Bd. 18 (1892). P. de Loriol, Eev. Suisse de Zool.

t. i. (1893). E. Koehler, Mem. Soc. Zool. de Erance,

t. viii. (1895).

Locality. Seven specimens from Singapore, one from Malacca.

Habitat. Spines of tbis species are extremely abundant in nearly

all dredgings on a sandy or muddy bottom round Singapore ; as

Dr. Sluiter noticed in the Bay of Batavia, so here, the species seem
to prefer a ground composed of comminuted fragments of shell,
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coral, sand-grains, &c, but I have obtained it on the " tangles
"

from mud.
Distribution. The area of distribution is a somewhat anomalous

one : it is fairly widely distributed over the Indo-Pacific circum-

tropical zone, extending from the Coromandel Coast on the west

through the Bay of Bengal and Malay Archipelago to the Prince

of Wales Is. : in the east and southwards it extends into the

Antarctic littoral zone, having been found in Tasmania as well as

on the South-Australian coast, but it is not reported from as far

north as Hongkong or the S. Japanese seas.

There seems little doubt that M. de Loriol is right in associ-

ating Studer's Schleinitzia crenularis from New Guinea with this

species. Prof. Troschel and others have shown the inconstancy

which the tubercles exhibit with regard to absence or presence

of crenulation among recent Cidaridae ; and I have followed

M. de Loriol (loc. cit. 1883, p. 1) in uniting Agassiz's species of

Phyllacanihus and Stephanocidaris bisjyinosa iu Desor's genus
Rhabdocidaris.

The specimens brought home represent a series showing growth-

changes from an individual 8 mm. in diameter to one 57 mm. in

diameter. Considerable allowance has to be made for individual

variations in drawing deductions from so few specimens ; but it

seems worth while to give a table of the principal measurements
and also to figure the changes taking place in the spines during

growth.

As is well known, new coronal plates are formed between the

calycinals and the corona, the first-formed appearing as minute
sectors between the oculars and genitals (c/. condition in

Asthenosoma) ; and Prof. Loven has described the process of

formation of the perignathic girdle and peristomal radial and
interradial plates by absorption from the coronal plates and
redeposition on the buccal membrane. In this species, unlike

Dorocidaris papillata examined by him, the peristomal plates do
not increase in number after the animal has reached a diameter of

22 mm.; and judging from the relative positions of the plates

and spines of the corona bordering on the peristome, I conclude

that no entire coronal plates have been absorbed in that region

subsequent to the stage represented by the smallest of our
specimens (8 mm. in diameter). The formation of new coronal

plates probably continues throughout life, and the spines

evidently increase in length up to a quite late stage ; but whether
they keep pace with the growth of the test is not certain, as in the

largest specimen they had apparently been injured during life.

When first formed, the spines are always smooth and acquire the

characteristic granulations and thorns later ; but it is interesting to

note that in the smaller specimens the spines acquire the typical

characteristics long before they reach a length at which granu-

lation begins to appear in the spines of larger individuals (cf.

Plate XXI. figs. 1 b, 1 d). In some specimens all the tubercles are

smooth, while in others many of the larger tubercles are very
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distinctly crenulated in their aboral half, as noticed by other ob-

servers ; and, as pointed oat by them, it is of interest in connection

with the fossil species of the genus, e. g. Rhabdocidaris nobilis

Desor, found in the Upper Jurassic strata of Europe.

2. Diadema saxatile Linn. (sp.).

For synonymy, vide S. Loven, Bihang till Kongl. Sv. Vet.-Akad.

Handl. Bd. xiii. Afd. 4, No. 5 (1887).

References. Th. Studer, Monatsber. d. k. Ak. Wiss. Berlin,

Oct. 1880, p. 868. P. de Loriol, Mem. de la Soc. de Phys.

&c. de Geneve, t. xxviii. No. 8, 1883, p. 13. P. & F.

Sarasin, Ergeb. naturw. Forsch. Ceylon, Bd. i. Hft. 1, 1887.

C. Ph. Sluiter, Natuurk. Tijd. v. Ned. Ind. D. xlviii. 1889,

pp. 285, 288. G. W. Field, Johns Hopkins Univ. Circ.

vol. xi. No. 97 (1892).

Locality. Singapore and neighbouring islets.

Habitat. This species is abundant on the reefs wherever the

coral is nourishing. In the daytime several individuals may often

be seen congregating together under the shadow of projecting

platforms of Madrepora, Turbinaria, or other coral. Unlike
Drs. Sluiter and Studer, I have never observed it except in the

immediate vicinity of living coral and usually on the outer edge

of the reef (ef. Field). As the Drs. Sarasin point out, it is an
extremely unpleasant creature to handle owing to the sharpness of

its spines, the tips of which break off in the flesh, and when any
attempt is made to hold it, it generally retreats to a place of greater

security ; when in its natural surroundings I have never noticed

any indications of attack or defence unless touched. So far as I

know, it is the only Echinoid which is used as an article of food

by the Malays of the " Straits."

Distribution. The distribution is an extremely wide one
throughout both the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific circumtropical

zones ; in the north it reaches up to Japan, the Mediterranean,

and the Canary Is., and it has been found as far south as the

Cape of Good Hope and N.E. Australia, but I cannot find aDy

record of its occurrence from the west coast of America. The
species is extremely variable both in form and colouring, but the

varieties do not seem to be confined to separate localities.

In one young specimen the spines, as described by other

observers, are banded with purple and white, the test being purplish

black as in adult.

The coloration of this species is subject to a very considerable

amount of modification, but whether there is really more than one
species living in the district I am unable to state positively. The
same uncertainty exists in my mind as to the Asteroid Pentaceros

described later in this paper, and it would require a random
selection of a large number of examples in order to settle the

question.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1900, No. XIX. 19
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3. Asthenosoma heteeactis, sp. nov. (Plate XXI. fig. 2.)

References. Grube, 45es Jahresb. d. Schles. Gesell. f. vat. Cult.

1863 {A. varium). H. Ludwig, Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool. Bd.

34, 1880, p. 70 (A. varium). A. Agassiz, ' Challenger ' Re-

ports, vol. iii. Echinoidea, 1880, p. 82 (A. grubei). P. &
F. Sarasin, Ergeb. naturw. Forsch. Ceylon, Bd. i. Heft 3,

1888 (A. urens). S. Love'n, Bill, till K. Sv. Vet.-Ak.

Handl. Bd. 18, 1892 (A. varium). F. J. Bell, Ann. &
Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vol. iv. 1889, pp. 436-438. P. de

Loriol, Rev. Suisse de Zool. t, i. & iii. 1893 & 1896

(A. varium). S. Toshiwara, Ann. Zool. Jap. vol. i. part 1,

1897 {A. ijimai). K. Koehler, Zool. Anz. xx. 1897,

p. 307.

Locality Sf Habitat. This species occurs in some numbers in

about 5 fathoms of water on a muddy bottom off the west of

Pulo Brani, Singapore ; a single specimen was dredged by

Dr. Hanitsch iu the New Harbour, Singapore ; it lives in

company with a species of Haplodactyla, specimens being

frequently obtained together in the dredge.

This form is very closely allied to the other three shallow-

water species of Asthenosoma ; its adult characters appear to be

very constant, and although its differences from these species

are very slight, it seems advisable to regard it as a distinct species.

The nearest ally is perhaps Asthenosoma urens, collected by
the Drs. Sarasin in the north of Ceylon, which it resembles in the

possession of thorn-bearing spines in the neighbourhood of the

ambitus, as well as poison-organs arranged along each side of the

interambulacral space, and in the former respect it differs at once

from A. varium and A. grubei. It is distinguished from A. urens

by the very marked distinction in appearance between the ambu-
lacral and interambulacral abactinal spines ; the latter possess

constricted connective-tissue sheaths as in all the abactinal spines

of A. urens, which they also resemble in the possession of well de-

veloped poison-sacs, there is. however, very little pigment developed

in their sheaths ; the ambulacral spines are of equal length to the

interambulacral, but have a very thin sheath which is unconstricted,

and they are marked by very distinct and regular bands of purple

pigment arranged transversely at intervals along the sheath ;

poison-sacs are also developed on these spines, but their tips are

much more fragile than those of the other spines and in process

of capture they are nearly always broken. The calycinal sjstem

resembles in the adult that of A. urens and A. grubei, and differs

from A. varium in the separation of the genital pores from the

genital plates, the pore being situated in a V-shaped incision on

the outer margin of the plate. The madreporite differs from that

of A. grubei in being quite flush with the rest of the calycinal

system.

The peristomal plates, of which there are ten rows continuous
with the ambulacral coronal plates (the interradial plates being
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unrepresented in the peristome of Echinothuridce), number in

adults normally 9 in one row and 8 in the other row of the pair,

although occasionally there may be 8 and 7 respectively. In
A. urens there are 9 in each row (according to the Sarasins), and
in A. grubei there are 12. The coronal plates, both ambulacral

and iuterambulacral, are like those described by M. de Loriol for

Amboina specimens of A. varinm, but the ambulacral edge of the

narrow interambulacral plates is devoid of tubercles. There are

three distinct kinds of pedicellarise.

Stewart's organs are very well-developed and of the same
shape as in A. urens, and the muscular partitions are developed

to the same extent as in that form.

The alimentary canal does not seem to have been described in

detail in any species of the genus, so that I do not know if the

condition occurring in this species in universal throughout the

genus, or whether it forms a " specific character "
; but in addition

to the two loops of the alimentary canal occurring in other

regular Eehinoids (the adoral of the two being connected with the

siphon), it makes two additional loops within the former before

reaching the " siphonal intestinal loop," these additional loops

being situated round the top of the lantern of Aristotle (the

siphon appears to be absent).

ms

™i

^

Radius of Asthenosoma heteractis (transverse section).

This section passes between the branches to the ambulacra! pores, and is

thus slightly oblique.

w.v. = radial water-vessel.

b.v. = radial blood-vessel ?

r.s. = radial sinus (pseudohsemal

canal).

s. — septum between outer and
inner radial nerves.

e.n. = epineural canal.

ms. = mesentery formed from the

endothelium of the body-wall.

c.e. = endothelium lining body-wall.

c.p. = calcareous plate (decalcified).

c.t. = connective tissue.

i.r.n. = inner radial nerve (ganglion ).

o.r.n.= outer radial nerve.

Another character of some morphological interest which does

not spem to have been noticed by the Drs. Sarasin in A. urens, or

19*
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by Agassiz in the ' Challenger ' species of the genus, is the condition

of the radial -water-vessels ; these, together with the nerves and

associated canals, are slung up from the body-wall by a narrow

mesenterial fold, so that the nervous system is farther removed

from its primitive epithelial position than, so far as I know, occurs

in any other Echinoid (see section figured). The division of the

nerve-trunk into a deeper and a superficial layer is very obvious

in sections, the deeper layer being swollen at intervals on each

side to form gauglia : this condition is quite unique among
Echinoids, the deeper nerve-layer being absent in the radii of all

forms hitherto investigated in which it is said to be confined to

the neighbourhood of the oral ring : its occurrence in the radii of

this species recalls the condition in Holothurians.

In addition to adult examples, of which several were taken, two
young stages were obtained which I hope to describe in a later

communication in some detail, as they show some important

differences in the calycinal system, coronal plates, poison-organs,

pedicell arise, &e. I hope also to give a more detailed account of

the adult morphology than seemed advisable in a paper dealing

chiefly with systematic features.

Adult examples seem to average about 83 mm. in diameter and
have a height of about 24 mm. ; they are thus smaller than the

allied species.

4. Temnopleurtjs torettmaticus Ag.

Temnopleuras toreumaticus Agassiz & Desor, Ann. Sci. Nat. 3me

ser. Zool. t. vi. 1846, p. 360.

References. Alexander Agassiz, Echini, pt. 3, 1873, p. 463.

J. E. Tenison-Woods, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. 8. W. vol. iv.

p. 159.

Locality. Common between tide-marks and up to 5 fathoms on
the east of Singapore island; also common in from 1 to 3 fathoms
of water at Tanjong Kling near Malacca, and several young
specimens were dredged in 10 to 15 fathoms at C. Kachado.

Habitat. At Singapore they are found on Zostera on mud.
Distribution. Reported from the Indo-Pacific area between the

Gulf of Persia on the west and New Caledonia on the east ; it

extends also into North China, and is recorded from N.E.
Australia.

The Malacca specimens differ strikingly from those found at

Singapore by reason of their much longer spines and somewhat
different coloration. In some specimens the general colour-effect

is a greenish grey, the spines being light-coloured with 6 to 12
dark transverse bands of the same tint, these bands are con-

spicuous towards the tip of each spine, but become gradually

fainter towards the base ; in other individuals the bands are

claret-coloured, giving a reddish hue to the entire animal.

Individuals do not seem to reach the same size as those recorded
from other localities.
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Measurements.

281

1.

Diam. Height. Calyx.
Peri-

stome.

Longest
spine.

Locality.

Percentage value

D= 100.

Longest spine.

1163245 15 8-0 28-5 Malacca

2. 26 15 7-5 32 123-1

3. 34 21 100 30 ;
88-2

*• 35-5 21-5 8 100 33 j»
92-9

5. 10-5 7 4 10 Singapore 95-2

6. 34 21 io-o 21 >>
61-8

7. 37 21-5 7-5 100 21 " 56-8

5. Temnopleuiitjs reynatjdi Ag. ('?).

Temnopleurus reynaudi, Agassiz & Desor, Arm. Sc. Nat. (3) vi.

1 846, p. 360.

References. Alexander Agassiz, Revision of Echini, part 3, 1873.

H. Farquhar, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. xxiii. 1898, p. 318.

Distribution. Ceylon, China Seas, and New Zealand.

Locality. A single specimen only, in 6 fathoms on a bottom com-
posed of sandy mud off the west of Singapore Island, appears to

beloug to this species.

Diameter 24 mm. ; height 13 mm.

6. Salmacis sulcata Ag. (Plate XXII. tig. 3.)

Salmacis sulcata, Agassiz & Desor, Ann. Sc. Nat. (3) vi. 1846,

p. 359.

Salmacis globator, Alex. Agassiz (not L. Ag.), Revision of

Echini, part 3, p. 473, 1872.

Salmacis alexandri, Bell, Report of Zool. Coll. H.M.S. ' Alert,'

1884, p. 119.

References. J. E. Tenison-Woods, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. iv.

1878. E. J. Bell, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1880 (S. globator a). E. J.

Bell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. ix. 1835. S. Loven, Bih. K.
Sv. Vet.-Ak. Handl. Bd. 13, Afd. 4, No. 5, 1887. L.

Doederlein, Zool. Jahrb., Abth. Syst. Bd. 3, 1888, p. 836.

P. M. Duncan &W. P. Sladen, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxi.

1888. H. Earquhar, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. xxiii. 1898.

Locality &f Habitat, vide S. globator, Bell. I believe that this

species prefers a somewhat greater depth than S. globator (5-10
fathoms), but in any case they are found together in about 5
fathoms. A similar association together of two closely allied species

of Echinoids within a limited area occurs in the case of Echinus

esculentus and Echinus acutus at Plymouth (v. E. J. Alleu, Journ.

M. B. A. Plymouth, vol.xv. no. 4, 1889, p. 473). In this latter ease

the " specific centre " of the two forms appears, from Mr. Allen's
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report, to differ considerably in depth, and the area iu question

appears to represent the shallow-water margin of the distributional

area of E. acutus which overlaps the centre of distribution of

E. esculentus.

Two of the specimens collected approach very close to "typical
"

S. alexandri in the more uniform character of their tuberculation,

their deeper sutural furrowings, and their general facies ; and t

seems to me that the two forms represent extremes of a continuous

series, the "norm ''of which differs in different localities (cf.

Loven). Dr. Loven places this species in the genus Temno-

pleurus, but I cannot see sufficient differences to warrant its

generic separation from the other Salmacis ; the bare median

spaces containing the sutural pits, and referred to by Dr.

Doederlein, are very obvious in the living animal. The colour of

the spines is for the most part dark violet, with the base and tip

often cream-coloured (cf. Duncan & Sladen).

Measurements

)iaiu. Height. Calyx. Peristome. Percentage

H.
I values

:

O.

D=100.
P.

50 31 7-5 13-5 62-0 15-0 27-0

59 35 8-0 14-5 59-3 13-6 24-6

61 35 10-5 13-5 57-4 17-2 22-1

7. Salmacis globator Bell (*? L. Ag.). (Plate XXII. figs. 4 a, b.)

Salmacis globator, F. J. Bell, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1880, p. 431

(S. globator |S).

? 8. sulcatus, Sladen, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xiv. p. 439, 1879.

References. F. J. Bell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. ix. 1885.

S. Loven, Bih. K. Svensk. Vet.-Ak. Handl. Bd. 13, Afd. 4,

No. 5, 1887.

Locality. Singapore.

Habitat. The test of this species together with those of

S. sulcata are frequently found washed ashore on the east side of

Singapore Island ; unfortunately when collecting I did not re-

cognize that the two species were distinct, so that I do not know in

what proportions they occur; they live in considerable abundance
from between tide-marks up to about 10 fathoms on a muddy
bottom. The synonymy of this, as indeed of all the species of

Salmacis, is in a state of the greatest confusion. Prof. Bell (loc. cit.

1880) described it as Salmacis globator (ft) ; some years later (loc.

cit. 1885) he expressed the opinion that it was identical with

Louis Agassiz's S. globator, and he then renamed Alex. Agassiz's

S. globator, Salmacis alexandri. Dr. Loven does not admit that

S. globator (&) Bell is Louis Agassiz's species, but, on the other

hand, unites it with S. rarispina of the latter author. It is quite

impossible from the meagre description in Agassiz and Desor's
' Catalogue Raisonne ' to arrive at any conclusion as to the

species they intended ; it seems better therefore, for the sake of
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clearness, to ignore their definitions in the two cases, and to name
it S. globator Bell. The species from the Korean Straits described

by Mr. Sladen as S. sulcatus seems to me to be referable to this

form. Owing to the uncertainty of identification of species of

this genus, I have omitted their recorded distribution, but it is un-

doubtedly extensive.

The colour of the spines in the specimens collected was whitish

yellow, with irregularly spaced, narrow, transverse purple bauds ;

in one specimen the abactinal spines were all devoid of any purple

pigment.

Measurements.

Diaui. Height, Calyx. Peristome. Percentage

H.
values

:

C.

D= 100.

P.

30-5 20-0 8 65-6 26-2

53-5 40 9-0 13 74-8 16-8 24-3

58-5 34 10-5 15 58-1 17-5 25-6

75-0 49 10 65-3 21-3

8. Salmacis rarispina Alex. Agass.

Salmacis rarispina, Alexander Agassiz, Revision of Echiui,

pt. 3, 1872, p. 475.

References. J. E. Tenison-Woods, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W.
vol. iv. 1878, p. 161. P. de Loriol, Rev. Suisse de Zool.

t. i. 1893, p. 370.

Locality. Singapore ; two specimens dredged in 10 fathoms on
sand. The species does not appear to be very common at Singapore,

although M. de Loriol mentions having examined several speci-

mens from that locality.

The description given by Mr. Tenison-Woods of individuals

from N.E. Australia accords exactly with those in the present

collection ; and I think there can be very little doubt that they are

the same species as Alexander Agassiz's S. rarispina ; the pale

wedge-shaped sutural markings so characteristic of this species

are very obvious in both specimens. So far as I can judge, this, as

suggested by Loven, is the Echinus sphceroides of Linnaeus, but I

cannot agree with him in identifying it with S. globator (/3)

described by Prof. Bell (P. Z. S. 1880).

Diam. Height. Oalyx.

leasurements

Peristome. Percentage values

:

H. C.

D=100.
p.

1.. ..39 24 7-0 11 61-5 17-9 28-3

2. . . . 54-5 38 14-5 68-8 26-6

9. Laganum depressum de Blainv. (Plate XXIIL figs. 5 a-e.)

Laganum depressum, L. Agassiz, Monograph. d'Echinod. ii. 184
,

p. 110, tab. 23.

References. Alexander Agassiz, Revision of Echini, pt. 3, 1373,
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p. 518. P. de Loricl, Mem. Soc. Phys. &c. de Geneve,

t. xxviii. no. 8, 1883, p. 37. C. Ph. Sluiter, Natuurk. Tijd.

v. Ned. Ind. xlviii. 1889, p. 293. P. de Loriol, Rev. Suisse

de Zool. t. i. 1893, p. 375.

Locality <$,- Habitat. Abundant in 5 to 10 fathoms on mud.

Singapore.

Distribution. Extends from the East Coast of Africa to Fiji and

Kingsmills Is.

Adults are easily distinguished from L. decagonale by the shape

of the test ; the young, however, approach each other rather closely

(v. tigs.) ; 5 genital pores usually visible.

Measurements.

1. Length 37 mm. Diameter 33 mm.
2. „ 37 „ 33
3. „ 36-5 ,. 31
4. „ 36 „ 32
5. „ 36 „ 31-5

10. Laganum decagonale de Blainv. (Plate XXIII. figs.

6 a-e.)

Laganuia decagonum, L. Agassiz, Monogr. d'Echinod. ii. 1841,

p. 112, tab. 23. figs. 16-20.

References. Alexander Agassiz, Revision of Echini, pt. 3, 1873,

p. 520. E. J. Bell, Zool. Coll. of H.M.8. ' Alert,' 1884,

p. 122. E. J. Bell, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xi.

1884, p. 130. E. J. Bell, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1894, p. 411.

Locality § Habitat. Very abundant in 3 to 10 fathoms on mud.
Singapore and Malacca.

Distribution. Previously recorded from Japan, Prince of Wales"
Channel and Thursday Is., New Caledonia, and Bay of Bengal.

The colour, when alive, is a dull red ; in spirit this first becomes
green, and ultimately disappears more or less completely. As shown
in the figures, the test is somewhat variable in shape, the angles

of the outline being somewhat less marked in young individuals.

The size of the genital openings varies considerably ; normally

there are four present, although occasionally the posterior pore also

occurs : in some specimens the genital openings are quite indis-

tinguishable even in the denuded test ; the extent to which the

coronal sutures are visible is also extremely variable. This species

is placed by Agassiz and others in the subgenus Peronelh, but

Professor Bell (Toe. cit. 1883) has shown reasons for discontinuing

this mode of subdivision of the genus.

Measurements.

1. Length 66*5 mm. Diameter 63*5 mm.
2. „ 57 „ 51
3. „ 54 „ 49-5
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11. Laganum, sp. ? (Plate XXIII. figs. '7 a, b.)

Four small specimens were found among a number of individuals

of Laganum depresswm and decagonale which I cannot ascribe to

either of these species. It seems possible that they may be hybrid

forms. The test is more swollen than in any specimens of either

of the two species named ; in shape they are quite orbicular and
the four genital pores are very large (the posterior being absent)

;

in the two smaller specimens the actinostome and anus are excep-

tionally large ; the internal calcareous connections between the

upper and lower surfaces are more complicated than in L. depressant,

but do not extend to half the distance from the periphery to the

centre as in normal L. decagonale (v. figs.).

12. Arachnoides placenta Agass.

Arachnoides placenta, L. Agassiz, Monogr. d'Echinod. ii. 1841,

p. 94.

Reference. Alexander Agassiz, Eevision of Echini, pt. 3, 1873,

p. 530.

Locality. Singapore, one specimen between tide-marks.

Distribution. Mergui Archipelago, Burma, E. India Is., Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand.

Transverse diameter 64 mm. Diameter in plane of odd ambu-
lacrum 65 mm.

13. Echinodiscus l^evis Agass.

Echinodiscus losvis, Alexander Agassiz, Revision of Echini, pt. 3,

1873, p. 533.

Lobophora truncata, L. Agassiz, Monogr. d'Echinod. ii. 1841,

p. 66.

Locality. Singapore, three specimens between tide-marks ; at

low tide they lie just covered by sand.

Distribution. S. Africa, E. India Is., New Caledonia, China Seas,

and Japan.

In one specimen the lunule is incompletely formed on one side,

the slit not being closed posteriorly ; in the others both lunules

are complete.

This species is very closely allied to E. biforis, from which it is

distinguished by the shape of the test, which is relatively longer in

the former, and the transverse line of greatest breadth passes close

1o the apex, being much more anterior in position than in

E. biforis ; the lunules, also, are shorter. Louis Agassiz's dis-

tinction, based on the absence of transverse grooves between the
pore-pairs in L. truncata, does not hold good ; in one specimen the

pore-fields on the right side of the odd (ant.) ambulacrum and
right posterior ambulacrum are devoid of continuous pore-grooves,

while on the other pore-fields they are present ; the characters

first mentioned ai'e also so variable, that it is quite possible that

we are really dealing with a single species
1
.

1 Dr. Hanitsch lias sent me an example of this species obtained at Malacca.
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Measurements.

Distance of anus Length of luuule

Trans, diatn. Other diam. from post. edge. on right side.

42 39-5 about 4 6

85 81 6 14

92-5 85-5 5-5 14

14. Lovenia elongata Gray.

Lovenia elonyata, J. E. Gray, Catalogue of Echinids iu Brit.

Mus. i. 1865, p. 45.

References. Alexander Agassiz, Revision of Echini, pt. 3, 1873,

p. 575. Alexander Agassiz, ' Challenger ' Reports, vol. iii.

Echinoidea, 1880, p. 175. R. Koehler, Mem. Soc. Zool.

de France, t. viii. 1895.

Locality. A single damaged specimen from 4 fathoms on mud.
Singapore.

Distribution. Recorded from the Red Sea and Cape of Good
Hope to the Philippines ; it extends also into North and West
Australia, and according to Agassiz it is found in the Gulf of

California.

There is some doubt as to whether this species is correctly

determined, on account of the broken condition of the posterior

end of the test; but the arrangement of the long serrated abactinal

spines and the shape of the actinostome resemble those parts in

L. elonyata more than in L. subcarinata, the only species with

which it could be confounded : the colour also is characteristic of

L. elonyata, the large spines being yellow banded with violet as in

the type.

15. Metalia sternalis Lamarck.

References. Alexander Agassiz, Revision of Echini, pt. 3, 1&73,

p. 600. P. de Loriol, Mem. Soc. de Phys. &c. de Geneve,
t. xxviii. p. 44, 1883.

Locality. Pulo Brani, Singapore.

Habitat. This species appears to burrow in fine sand between
tide-marks in the same way as Echinocardium cordatum on our own
coasts.

Distribution. Extends from the Red Sea to Sandwich Is. in the

Indo-Pacific eircumtropical littoral region ; it is also recorded from
Australia and New Zealand.

It is at once distinguished from Brissus carinatus by its cordi-

form subanal fasciole, narrower actinal plastron, and deep anterior

groove.

Measurements.

iength. Trans, diain. Ant. petal. Post, petal. Height. Act. plastron.

71-5 64 24-5 30-5 41 22
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16. Brissus carinatus G-meliu.

Brissus carinatus, Graelin, Linn. Syst. Nat. 1788, p. 3200.
Brissus scillce, Ag., Agassiz & Desor, Ann. Sc. Nat. ser. 3, Zool.

t. viii. 1847, p. 13.

Brissus columbarius, Gray, 1 J. E. Gray, Catalogue of Echinoidea
Brissus carinatus, Gray,

J
in Brit. Mas. pt. i. 1855, pp. 53, 54.

Brissus unicolor, Alex. Agass. (not Klein or Leske), Revision of

Echini, pp. 97, 357, 598, 1872.

References. N. G. Leske, Addit. ad Kleinii Disp. Echin. 1778,

tab. xlviii. figs. 4, 5. F. J. Bell, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1879,

p. 349. P. de Loriol, Mem. Soc. de Phys. &c. de Geneve,
t. xxviii. 1883, p. 47. S. Loven, Bih. K. Sv. Vet.-Ak.
Handl. Bd. 13 (4), 1887, p. 165.

Locality. One denuded test dredged off Pulo Brani, Singapore
;

there is also another test of this species in the Baffles Museum
collected at Singapore.

Distribution. Banges over the entire circumtropical littoral zone,

including the West Indies, Cape Verd Is., Mediterranean, and
Indo-Pacific as far east as the Society and Sandwich Islands ; it is

not recorded from Australia.

M. de Loriol does not agree with Prof. Bell in uniting the

Brissus unicolor and carinatus of Alexander Agassiz into one species;

he bases his distinction on characters admittedly variable in

different individuals of the same size and in the same individual at

different stages of growth. I have therefore, with some hesitation,

followed Professor Bell in this respect ; but since Dr. Loven has

shown that Klein's Brissus unicolor is probably identical with

Metalia maculosa and certainly not a true Brissus at all, it follows

that the name of B. carinatus should be retained for this species,

which is undoubtedly the same as that referred to by Leske as

Spatangus brissus latecarinatus and renamed carinatus by Gmelin.

In our example the peripetalousfasciole is normal for Eastern forms,

having two re-entering angles in each anterior interambulacram,

and in the odd interambulacram it forms a deep angle as in Leske's

figure of Spatangus brissus latecarinatus. The subanal fasciole is

reniform, and there are 5 pedicellar pores on each side of subanal

area.

Measurements.

Length. Trans, diam. Ant. petal. Post, petal. Height. Act. plastron.

70 52 22 28 39-5 21-5.

II. ASTEBOIBEA.

Seventeen species of Asteroids were collected, several of which

were, however, represented by single or few individuals; five

species were found in the immediate neighbourhood of Malacca,

but these were all specifically distinct from any found at Singapore

and 3 out of the 5 were very abundant. This is worth noting, since

the four species of Echinoids collected at Malacca were common
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also at Singapore. The question of the extent to which the same
species alters as it migrates from its specific-centre is one the

solution of which must lead to a clearer idea of the mode of origin

of new species (or rather perhaps new " form-units "). In many
cases the same range of variation appears to occur throughout the

whole area of distribution of the species, while in other cases we
can speak of local varieties or local races ; and in such, attempts

have been made to trace a gradual progressive modification as we
pass outwards from the supposed original " centre." This has been

exemplified in some detail by Dr. Doderlein ' for two species of

Gulcita. In this genus the form and distribution of the pore-areas

over the abactinal surface vary considerably within the limits of

he same species, and in the two species, C. schmideliana and
C. novce-guinece, these pore-areas have a similar independent range

of variation from forms with small disconnected areola? to others

in which the areola? merge into one another, leaving small isolated

spaces devoid of pores. C. schmideliana \ar. ceylonica and C. novce-

guinece var. plana belong to the former type, while 0. schmideliana var.

africana and C. novce-guinece var. arenosa belong to the latter type.

The distribution of the two species is as follows : C. schmideliana

occurs in the western part of the Indian Ocean, while C. novce-

guimece extends throughout the Malay Archipelago and Eastern
Pacific. Dr. Doderlein points out that at Ceylon var. ceylonica

occurs, while at Sumatra and Java, the most western points to which
C. novce-guinece extends, var. plana is found; and from this he draws
the conclusion that " wo die Verbreitungsgrenze beider Arten
aneinanderstosst, finden sich Varietaten, die einander auffallend

ahnelu." From this it would appear that the two species originated

from a form intermediate between var. ceylonica and var. plana,

and that the specific-centre of this form Mould lie between Ceylon

and Malaysia. This, however, is at once falsified by finding the

opposite extreme of variation, viz. var. arenosa, at Singapore, a point

nearer to Ceylon than the places at which var. plana has been

collected. This merely shows how important it is to determine the

distribution of varieties before questions of position of specific-

centre can be solved, and it will serve, I hope, as an apology for

what may be regarded as unnecessary detail in the descriptions

I have given of specimens collected. In the case of Astropecten

javanicus we appear to have a case of progressive modification as

we pass from Java through the Straits of Malacca to the Mergui
Archipelago, where A. andersoni, which I believe to be a variety of

A. javanicus, is found ; but it would be rash to assume this until the
region is more fully worked out.

I have adopted in all cases the generic and specific notation
employed by Professor Ludwig 2

, as it seems to me preferable to

attempt to impress some uniform scheme into systematic reports

rather than to wage an incessant war of words in defence of

doubtful claims to priority.

1 Semon's Zool. Forsch. in Austr. &c. Bd. v. Lf. 3, 1806, pp. 310-316.
2 Bronn's Tkier-Beich, Bd. ii. Abth. 3, Asteroidea, 1800.
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The following is a list of the species represented in the col-

lection :

—

1. Archaster typicus M. & T.

2. Craspidaster glauconotus, sp. nov.

3. Astropecten javanicus Ltk., var. malaccanus nov.

4. Astropecten phiacanthus, sp. nov.

5. Luidia longispina Sladen.

6. Luidia penangensis de Lor.

7. Luidia macidata M. & T.

8. Iconaster longimanus Mob.
9. Goniodiscus articulatus de Lor.

10. Stellaster incei Gray.

11. AntJienea jlavescens Perrier.

12. Pentaceros turritus M. & T.

13. Oulcita novce-guinece., var. arenosa Perrier.

14. Palmipes rosaceus M. & T.

15. Retaster crtbrosus v. Mart.
16. Patiria, sp.

17. Asterina, sp.

The total absence of Lincliadcp from the collection seems worthy
of remark.

1. Archaster typicus.

Archaster typicus, Muller & Troschel, Archiv f. Naturg. 1840,

p. 323.

References. Muller & Troschel, System der Asteriden, 1842,

p. 65, Taf. 5. fig. 2. v. Martens, Archiv f. Naturg. 1866,

p. 83. C. Ph. Sluiter, Natuurk. Tijd. v. Ned. Ind. xlviii.

1889, p. 309. P. de Loriol, Eev. Suisse de Zool. t. i.

1893, p. 378. L. Cuenot, Archives de Biologie, xi. 1891,

p. 335. H. Ludwig, Bronn's Thier-Reich, Bd. ii. Abth. 3,

Asteroidea, 1899.

.S= 5-3-7-0xr.

Locality <Sf Habitat. This species was very abundant on a sand-

flat just exposed at low tide on Po Senang, Singapore ; I did not

meet with any examples elsewhere ; its habitat appears to be
identical on the islets of the Java Sea (cf. Sluiter).

Distribution. Extends from the ISTicobars andAndaraans through

the Mergui Archipelago, Malay Archipelago, and N. Australia, as

far as the Piji and Tonga Is. It seems doubtful whether it occurs

in Mauritius.

Out of five specimens brought back the saperomarginals varied

in number from 45 to 50 on each side of interbracbial arch

(v. Martens gives 40-45, while Muller & Troschel give 36). There
were no traces of superomarginal spines.

In one specimen at the base of one of the arms there is a con-

striction somewhat similar to that which occurs in Linckia before

schizogony of the arm takes place ; in the present case the
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superomarginals meet across the abactinal surface, but the actinal

plates are unaffected.

The anus is central, without any tendency towards Cuenot's

interradius BC in any of the five specimens brought back : Prof.

Ludwig. in his definition of the genus Arehaster, says, " After

central " (loc. eit. p. 667) ;
whereas in the body of the work

(p. 587) he corroborates Cucnot by stating that it lies " stets mehr
oder weniger excentrisch in der Bichtung einer interradialen

llauptebene," and he then continues to describe the particular

interradius in agreement with Cuenot's notation BC, although he
adopts a somewhat different mode of orientation.

Measurements of two extreme individuals :

—

No. of Arm-
larginals. R. r. breadth,

46 64 12 13
46 73 10 13

[DASTEE GLAUCONOTFS, sp. now (Pla2. Ceaspldastee glauconotfs, sp. nov. (Plate XXI v.

figs. 8 a, h.)

References. W. P. Sladen, ' Challenger ' Reports, xxx. Asteroidea,

1889. H. Ludwig, Bronn's Thier-Eeich, Bd. ii. Abth. 3,

Buch 2, 1899. A. E. Verrill, Trans. Connect. Ac. vol. x.

pt. 1, 1889, p. 213.

R=5xr.
Locality. Several specimens from 1 to 3 fathoms, Malacca.

Marginal plates very robust, superomarginals devoid of spines,

granular ; inferomarginals also granular with a variable number
of spinelets ; in some specimens there are two complete rows of

3 to 5 spinelets in each row on each plate, the abactinal ones

being larger than the rest, but not standing out as a conspicuous

fringe as they do in most Astropecten ; in other specimens fewer

spines are developed, in a few cases only one or two extra spinelets

occurring in addition to those on the lateral line ; the ventro-

laterals also carry each several spinelets ; as in Oraspidaster

hesperus, the ventrolaterals are few in number, not extending
beyond the fourth inferomarginal. The abactinal surface is

paxillose, each paxillus having a circular crown of about eight

papillae, the centre being usually smooth ; as in C. hesperus, the

plates are covered with a membrane which forms a serrated fringe

on the edges of the marginals and dorsoventrals ; superambulacrals

are present between the ambulacrals and inferomarginals ; the

tube-feet are conical, without any sucking-disc ; adambulacral
armature is diplacanthid, arching over the furrow is a comb of

six subenual spines, outside this on the aboral part of the ventral

surface is a single rather stout spine, and on each of the three re-

maining edges of each plate is a vertical row of 3 to 5 rather short
spines. Madreporite is small and circular, situated about halfway
from outer edge to centre. In the youngest specimen obtained
the spiculation of the ventrolaterals is already developed.
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The colour, during life, is bluish green on the abactinal surface,

the underside being white (in alcohol the colour rapidly bleaches

to a dull grey).

This species is distinguished from 0. hesperus, the only other

known species of the genus, by the spinulation of the infero-

marginals and ventrolaterals ; the colour is also probably a constant

distinguishing feature. As I hope to publish later some morpho-
logical details of this species, I will refrain from discussing here

the systematic position of the genus, about which there appears to

be much divergence of opinion (cf. Ludwig, Verrill, &c).

Arm- No. of

B. r. breadth. marginals

Largest specimen. . 75 15 17 47

Smallest „ . 18 6 6 23

3. ASTROPECTEN JAVANICUS, Var. MALACCANUS nOV.

Astropecten javanicus, C. Liitken, Yidensk. Meddel. Naturhist.

Foren. 1871, p. 234.

Astropecten andersoni, ~W. P. Sladen, Jouru. Linn. Soc, Zool.

xxi. 1889, p. 322, pi. 28. figs. 1-4.

Reference. C. Ph. Sluiter, Natuurk. Tijd. Ned. Ind. xlviii. 1889.

i?=3-3xr.

Locality 6f Habitat. Abundant in about 2 fathoms on mud,
Malacca : their food seems to consist principally of small Larnelli-

branchs.

Distribution. Previously recorded from Mergui Archipelago and
Java.

This variety is intermediate between the type and A. andersoni.

It differs from the former in the following particulars :—the lateral

spines are always sharp ; the adambulacral armature is tripla-

canthid in adult specimens, the outer series being composed of

2 or 3 small spines forming an oblique arc continuous with the

small adoral spine of the middle series. It differs from A. ander-

soni in the spinulation of the inferomarginals, 3 or 4 spines being

developed on each plate and forming a transverse row continuous

with the lateral spines at the bases of the arms ; the pasilli have
a circular crown with 8 or 9 spines on the periphery and usually a

single central spine. The colour is either chocolate-brown or

grey in spirit, as in A. andersoni, which seems to me to be a

variety of A. javanicus.

As in most species of Astropecten, there is a Polian vesicle on

each side of the stone-canal and in each of the remaining 4

interradii ; each is very long, with a large vesicular extremity, which
comes to lie in one of the arms adjacent to the interradius in which

the Polian vesicle originates.

R. r.

36 11

Arni- No. of

breadth. marginals.

12 24 or 25
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4. Astkopecten pleiACANTHUS, sp. nov. (Plate XXIY.
figs. 9 a, b, c.)

Locality. Two specimens in 1 to 3 fathoms on mud on the

east side of Singapore Islaud.

This species belongs to the division of the genus in which there

are two series of spines on the superomarginals (Mailer &
Troschel's classification) : the inner series is most strongly developed

at the interbrachial angle and only extends a short distance along

the arms ; while the outer series disappears at their base, as in

A. aurantiacus, A. brevispinus, and some S. American species.

The adambulacral armature is triplacanthid ; there are three

furrow-spines, of which the middle is the longest ; outside these

on each plate there are two spines, of which the aboral is much
larger than the adoral ; the outer row is irregular, being usually

composed of one or two small spines. The marginals are all

covered with closely packed scale-like spinelets, the inferomarginals

being provided in addition with several larger spines, which are not

arranged in a single transverse row, but are situated somewhat
irregularly, the abactinal lateral spine being the longest and most
robust

;
paxillar crowns are very large and oval, with about 15

peripheral and 5 or 6 central spines, reminding one of A. zebra or

A. polyacanthus.

This species is undoubtedly very closely allied to the Mediterra-

nean species A. cmrantiacvs ; its supermarginal spines are less

prominent, the lateral spines are longer and narrower, the paxilli

are provided with a larger crown, and the adambulacral armature
is slightly different; in many respects also it is extremely like

A. pohjacanthus, from which it is, however, at once distinguished

by the presence of bispinose superoinarginals.

No. of

li. r. Arm-breadth. marginals.

51 12 14-5 27-30
32 9 11 24

5. LUIDIA LONGISPINA.

Luidia longispinis, W. P. Sladen, ' Challenger ' Reports, xxx.
Asteroidea, 1889, p. 254, pis. 43 & 45.

R = 5-75 x r.

Locality. Two specimens dredged off Singapore in 10-15 fathom

-

on gravel in association with Gorgonians, &c.

R. r. Arm-breadth.

23 4 4-5

6. Luidia penangensis.

Luidia penangensis, de Loriol, Mem. Soc. Phys. &c. de Geneve,
suppl. vol. 1891, p. 25, pi. hi. fig. 2.

Locality. This species is very abundant oft' Malacca on mud in

2 to 10 fathoms of water, and reaches a much more considerable
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size than any of the specimens examined by M. de Loriol. I have
found small Lamellibranchs and an entire Hoplodactyla in the

stomach. I do not remember to have seen any previous mention
of Asteroids feeding upon Holothurians.

Distribution. Previously known from Penang.
The specimens appear to agree in all essential details with the

original description : the general facies is, however, somewhat
different, the arms, which are six in number in all individuals seen

(about 30), being longer and narrower in the Malacca form. As
M. de Loriol had received as many as fourteen specimens from
Penang, this difference seems to be in some way correlated with

the locality.

The large pedicellariae on the adambulacrals mentioned by

de Loriol as present in some cases appear to be constant in our

specimens, and the anatomical details are subject to very little

variation. Contrary to the general rule in long-armed starfish,

the arms had not undergone regeneration in any of the specimens.

It is a striking fact that this species was not met with at

Singapore, where an apparently similar habitat is available.

R.

125

r.

21

Arm-bveacltb,

117 15 17
72 11

51 10 11

At Professor Bell's request, M. de Loriol kindly sent two of his

original dried specimens for comparison : these were much smaller

than the average of our examples, but they seem to be similar in

all essential respects, although, on account of the condition of

M. de Loriol's specimens, it was impossible to carry out a very

detailed investigation.

7. LuiDIA MACULATA.

Luidia maculata, Midler & Troschel, Syst. d. Ast. 1842, p. 77.

R = 7-6 x r.

• Locality. A single large 7-armed specimen from between tide-

marks, Singapore. The arms had undergone a considerable amount

of fracture and regeneration.

Distribution. Extends from Mozambique to Macclesfield Bank
and northwards to South Japan.

i?. r. Arm-breadth.

190 25 23

8. ICONASTER LONGIMANTJS.

Astrogonium longimanum, K. Mcibius, Neue Seesterne d. Hamb.
u. Kiel. Mus. 1859, p. 7, Taf. i.

Dorigona hngimana, Y. J. Bell, Zool. Coll. of H.M.S. 'Alert,'

p. 130, 1884.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XX. 20
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- References. J. 0. E. Perrier, Revision des Stellerides, 1875,

p. 229. Th. Studer, Abhandl. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1884.

L. Doederlein, Semon's Zool. Forsch. in Austr. &c. Bd. v.

Lf. 3, p. 31,Taf. xviii. fig. 3.

Locality. A single specimen dredged in 10 fathoms off Malacca.

Distribution. Malacca to Australia.

A single specimen was brought to Europe in 1837 from the

Straits of Malacca by Eydoux and Souleyet (v. Perrier), hut the

authenticity of the locality has been since doubted ;
it is interesting

therefore to have the opportunity of confirming the original

statement.

This specimen appears to be identicalVith Australian examples

in the British Museum; a minute, scanty granulation is present

on the superomarginals, the inferomarginals being smooth ; in

three of the arms the superomarginals of each side alternate along

the arm, especially towards its distal end (cf. Doederlein's figure

and also Studer's Dorigona moebii).

No. of

B. r. Arm-breadth. marginals.

52-5 15 17 5 21

9. GoXTODISCUS ARTICULATUS.

Pentaceros granulosus, J. E. Gray, Synopsis of Starfish, p. 6,

tab. 6. f. iii. (1866).

Goniodiscus scaber, K. Mbbius, Xeue Seesterne d. Hamb. u.

Kiel. Mm 1859, p. 10, Taf. iii.

Goniodiscus articidatus (Linn.), P. de Loriol, Bee. Zool. Suisse,

t. i. 1884, p. 638, Taf. xxxv.

References. W. P. Sladen, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxi. 1888,

p. 328. B. Koehler, Mem. Soc. Zool. Prance, viii. 1895
p. 392.

i?=22 X r.

Locality. Four specimens in 5 to 10 fathoms, Singapore (two
are quite young).

Distribution Mergui, Singapore, Sunda Straits ; Swan Biver and
Fremantle, W. Australia. The species appears to be rare.

I can find no distinction between Pentaceros granulosus and this

species.

No. of

K. r. Ann-breadth. marginals.

70-5 32 38 14-15.

10. Stellaster ixcei.

Stellaster gracilis, K. Mbbius, Xeue Seesterne d. Hamb. u. Kiel.

Mus. 1859, p. 12, Taf. i. figs. 3, 4.

Stellaster incei, J. E. Gray, Synopsis of Starfish in Brit. Mus.
p. 7, 1866.

Stellaster belclwri, J. E. Gray, Synopsis of Starfish in Brit. Mus.
p. 7, 1866.

Stellaster squamulosns. Th. Studer, Abhandl. Akad. Wiss. Berlin,
1884 iv. p. 33, Taf. iv. fig. 6.
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References. L. Doederlein, Semon's Zool. Forsch. in Austr. &c.

Bd. v. Lf. 3, 1896, p. 337. L. Doederlein, Semon's Zool.

Forsch. in Austr. &c. Bd. v. Lf. 4, 1898.

Locality, This is perhaps the commonest Starfish in the district;

it lives in 3 to 10 fathoms on mud or shelly gravel, Singapore.

I found a specimen infested by two individuals of a species of

Thyca, they were fixed close together on the abactinal side.

Distribution. Singapore to Australia, extends northwards to the

Korean Straits.

No. of

marginals.

No. of tubercles : No. of

R. r. pigment-
spots.rad. interrad.

1 ... ale. 365 15-5 13 12 1 ? (dissolved).

2 ... j) 29 10-5 13 3 V

3 ... 21
i

8 12 5 ?

4 ... 19 14 5 9 ? ',',

5 ... 12-5
|

4-5 9 ? „
6 ... formol 56 24 16 24 73
7 ... n 55 : 23 15 ? 9 21

8 ... » 45
1

17 15 5 •'{
22+several

small.

9 ... )> 41 16 15 ? ? 53
10 ... 38 14 15 5 27
11 ... 36 14 13 10 21

;

12 ... " 27 10 13 11 1 23

Black pigment is developed on a variable number of the ventro-

lateral plates ; this completely disappears in alcohol specimens, but

is preserved with formol ; there seem to be only a few cases in

which the underside of starfish is pigmented ; as in the case of the

black pigment often found lining the body-cavity of Holothurians,

its use is not in the least known.

11. AXIHEXEA FLAYESCEXS.

Hosea flavescens (part), J. E. Gray, Synopsis of Starfish, p. 9,

1866.

Anihenea flavescens, J. O. E. Perrier, Revision des Stellerides du
Mus. de Paris, 1875, p. 276.

Locality. A single young specimen which appears to belong to this

species was dredged between 5 and 10 fathoms off Tanjong Kling,

Malacca.
Distribution. Previously recorded from Port Jackson and W.

Australia.

B. r. Ann-breadth. No. of marginals.

14 7-5 9 9

12. Pentaceros turritus.

Greasier lurritus, Midler & Troscbel, System der Asteriden, 1842,

p. 47.
20*
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Oreaster noduhsus, F. J. Bell, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1884, p. 66.

Reference, v. Martens, Archiv fur Naturg. 1866, p. 77.

Locality. This species is found not uncommonly in about a

fathom of water on the shore of the lagoon off the east side of

Singapore Island.

Distribution. Indian Ocean, Eastern Archipelngo, and N. Aus-
tralia.

The systematic classification of the genus Pentaceros offers

similar difficulties to those found in the Echinoid Diadema ; in

both cases we have exceedingly variable groups of individuals in

which the norm of the variations is different in different localities.

The four " species " Pentaceros turritus M. & T., P. hiulcus M. & T.,

P. muricatus Gray, and P. alveolatus Perrier, which Professor Bell

describes as " apparently distinct,'' are based on characters which

are admittedly subject to very great variation ; and while Prof. Bell

instances the presence or absence of marginal spines as a cha-

racter by which " we can always safely discriminate between
0. lincki (= P. muricatus) and 0. nodosus (= P. turritus)" (Joe. cit.

p. 59), at the same time Dr. Martens had named two varieties of

P. muricatus (var. mutica and var. intermedia) in which the marginal

spines completely fail : this of course is entirely due to the fact

that no two observers are agreed as to the best set of characters

to select for specific diagnoses, and in consequence a totally

different grouping of the same series of specimens would be re-

sorted to by different systematists. Whether it is advisable in such

a case to unite all the forms under one specific name, as has been
suggested for the Pacific Diademas by Prof. Loven, I do not feel

in the least competent to express an opinion.

Specimens both with and without a central apical tubercle occur

at Singapore as elsewhere, and in the former case the apical

tubercles may be much longer and sharper than in the latter,

in which they are usually mamilliform ; I do not know if indi-

viduals with the marginal spines developed occur in the locality.

Two specimens gave the following measurements :

—

R (act. side)= 116 mm., r=46; arm-breadth = 54 ; no. of marg.
plates= 23 ; 9 lophial tubercles, 3 or 4 interradials.

R (act. side)= 128 mm., r= 52 ; arm-breadth =58 ; no. of marg.
plales= 27; 7 or 8 lophial tubercles, 4 interradials.

13. ClTLCITA NOV.E-GUINEJE, var. ARENOSA.

Culcita novce-guinew, Muller & Troschel, Syst. d. Ast. 1842,

p. 38.

Culcita arenosa, 3. O. E. Perrier, Bevision des Stellerides, 1875,

p. 264.

References. C. Ph. Sluiter, Natuurk. Tijd. v. Ned. Ind. xlviii.

1889, p. 305 (C. schmideliana). CI. Hartlaub, Notes from
the Leyden Museum, xiv. 1892, p. 65. E. Koehler, Mem.
Soc. Zool. France, viii. 1895, p. 388. L. Doederlein,

Semon's Zool. Forsch. in Austr. &c. Bd. v. Lf. 3, 1896.
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Locality. This species is fairly common on Pulo Rengkam
Singapore, between tide-marks on the reef ; it lives in company
with, and appears to have a mode of life similar to, the large

tropical species of Muelleria.

Distribution. This variety has previously been recorded from.

Amboina, Ceram Laut, and the Sandwich Islands.

Unfortunately I have only examined one specimen with care,

so that I do not know whether the other recorded varieties of the

species also occur in the district. This specimen must certainly be

regarded as the G. arenosa of Perrier : the pore-areas are not dis-

tinct from each other but tend to unite over the whole abactinal

surface, leaving small, distinct islands which are devoid of pores

and granular, the larger of these spaces being about the same size

as the madreporite ; they are devoid of large spines, thus differing

from typical arenosa and approaching G. coriacea M. & T. The
madreporite is an irregular oval structure, and is quite prominent,

being bordered with a few large blunt spines ; it measures 13 mm.
X6'5 mm.
Dr. Doederlein has shown that G. novas-guineas differs from the

Western species C. schmideliana in the character of granulation

of the ventrolaterals, the larger granules not being divided up into

distinct groups corresponding to the subjacent plates in the former.

In the specimen now described this holds good, and parallel to the

ambulacral furrow up to within a distance of about 7 mm. from
it the granules enlarge gradually up to the furrow, where they

form a conspicuous edging ; in the adambulacral armature there

are 3 to 6 furrow-spines (usually 5) on each plate, the outer row
being extremely irregular and poorly developed, over a large part

of the arms it seems to disappear completely.

Dr. Sluiter has pointed out how impossible it is in this genus
to rely on shape for specific diagnosis ; and in this species, at any
"rate, this character depends almost entirely on the mode of pre-

servation. During life, especially when left dry on the reef at low-

tide, the outline may alter considerably, and, if placed on a flat

surface with the actinal side downwards, the upper side would
flatten out over the edge, so that the ambulacral furrow would
appear confined to the lower side (cf. G. acuiispinosa Bell); also

when specimens are placed in a basin and spirit is poured over

them, the lower surface (abactinal or actinal) will often accommodate
itself to the shape of the bottom of the vessel.

R -J- r = 195 mm.

14. Palmipes rosaceus.

Asteriscus rosaceus, Midler & Troschel, System d. Ast. 1842, p. 40

Distribution. Japan and Bay of Bengal.

Locality. One large and rather damaged specimen in 5 fathoms,

Singapore.

This species, being the only 15-armed Asterinid, is tasy to

recognize ; it appears to be rare.

E = 121-5 mm., r = 82 mm.
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15. Eetasteb obibkosus,

Pteraster cribrosus, von Martens, Arch. f. Naturg. 1867, p. 109,

Taf. hi. fig. 2.

Retaster insignis, W. P. Sladen, ' Challenger" Reports, vol. xxx.

Asteroidea, 1889, p. 482.

References. M. Sars, Of v. af -Norg. Ech. Cbristiania, 1861,

tab. 4. J. O. E. Perrier, Revision des Stellerides, 1875,

p. 383. L. Doederlein, Senion's Zool. Forsch. in Austr. &c.

Bd. v. hi. 3, 1896, p. 319.

Locality. Four specimens, two of which are quite young, in

10-15 fathoms, Singapore.

Distribution. Zanzibar, Mozambique, Ceylon, Philippines, Am-
boina, Samoa {Doederlein).

The largest specimen agrees with Dr. Doederlein's description

of a specimen from Amboina. The colour, when alive, of all

four specimens was bright brick-red, but they rapidly become
colourless in spirit ; when alive, the osculum can be seen to open
and close with a fairly regular rhythm of about once every ten

seconds. Sars has given an account in Pteraster militaris of the

osculum bounded by five lappets and of the cavity into which it

leads, situated between the dorsal membrane and the true abactinal

surface of the body, and in direct communication with the exterior

by a large number of short straight tubes in the former and lined

by a columnar epithelium ; it appears to function in both sexes

as a respiratory chamber, and secondarily in the females as a brood-

pouch ; but my want of knowledge of Norwegian has prevented

me from understanding Sars's paper as much as I should have

wished, but the relations appear to be the same iu this species.

The reticular arrangement of muscle-fibres in the dorsal membrane
is only apparent under a microscopical examination.

In addition to these 15 species there were two species of Asteri-

niche, each represented by a single specimen. I cannot identify

them as belonging to any known species; but as they both appear
to be young forms, it seems advisable to defer description until a
later date, when a fuller series may be obtainable : they belong

to the genera Patiria and Asterina respectively.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXI.

Pig. 1. Bhabdociduris armulijera, p. 274.

a. Spines from an iuterambulacrum of specimen No. 1. Nat. size.

b. ,, ,, „ No. 2. Nat. size.

c. ,. „ „ No. 4. Nat. size.

d. „ ,, „ No. 6. Nat. size.

{Vide table of measurements in text, p. 27f>.)

The spines are so arranged that the uppermost in each series is that
which lies nearest to the calycinal system of the test, the lowermost being
that which borders on the actinostome; they are also laid flat, so that
their basts lie next to the adjacent ambulacrum, their points being directed
towards the centre of the interaiubularrum : no attempt has been made
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to reproduce the actual distance between the spines, but those on one side

of the interambulacrum are shown in a respectively higher position than
those on the other side, as is the case when in their natural position on the

test (owing to the alternation of the coronal plates).

Fig. 2. Asthenosoma heteractis, p. 278. Abactinal view (in spirit) Four-fifths

nat. size,

radius ; ir., interradius.

Plate XXII.

Fig. 3. Salmacis suk-ata, p. 281.

a. Ambulacrum, X 2. b. Interambulacrum, X 2.

Fig. 4. Salmacis globator, p. 282.

a. Ambulacrum, X 2. b. Interambulacrum, X 2.

The white lines indicate the position of the ambitus.

Plate XXIII.

Figs. 5 a-e. Laganum depressum, p. 283. Different stages of growth, nat.

size.

Fige. 6 a-e. Laganum decagonale, p. 284. Different stages of growth, nat.

size.

Figs. 7 a, b. Laganum sp. ? (possibly a hybrid between L. depressum and L. deca~

gonale), p. 285.

All the specimens are viewed from the abactinal side.

Plate XXIV.

Fig. 8. Craspidaster glawconotus, p. 290.

a. Actinal view, nat. size. b. Adambulacral armature (from drawing),

X15.
Fig. 9. Astropecten pleiacanthus, p. 292.

a. Abactinal view, nat. size.

b. Actinal view, nat. size.

c. Adambulacral armature (from drawing), x 15.

3. Notes on the Zoological Garden of Berlin.

By F. E. Blaauw, C.M.Z.S.

[Eeceived March 13, 1900.]

Having had the opportunity of visiting the Zoological Garden
of Berlin in November last, I think it may be of interest to give

you some particulars as to the collection of animals now to be seen

there.

The Zoological Garden of Berlin, as is well known, owes its

first great development to the late Dr. Bodinus, who succeeded in

getting "a shower of gold," as the Berlin people call it, to desceud

on that part of the Thiergarten w hich is devoted to the zoological

collection. This " shower of gold " enabled Bodinus to erect,

amongst other buildings, the oriental palaces in which the Pachy-
derms and the Antelopes are kept. As time went on, however,

this "shower of gold" unfortunatery -did not remain continuous
;

and those who visited the Garden towards the end of Dr. Bodinus's

career received rather the impression that showers of rust, dust,

and mud were of more frequent occurrence than those of the

precious metal.
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In 1884 Bodinus died, leaving the Garden in great disorder ;

the buildings were entirely out of repair, the fences were rusty and

the animals were not properly kept. Other matters, moreover, did

uot make things easy for his successor. In 1885 Dr. Bodinus was
succeeded by Dr. Max Schmidt, formerly Director of the Frankfurt

Zoological Garden, who, during the short time of his Directorship

(he died in 1888), had scarcely time to make many great reforms,

though he did much in the way of improving the admiuisti-ation.

Dr. Schmidt was succeeded in 1888 by Dr. L. Heck, then

Director of the Zoological Garden of Cologne. On his arrival in

Berlin Dr. Heck found matters much as described above, and it

took him some years to get the difficulties put straight. This time

of difficulties, however, seems now to have come to an end, and
the " shower of gold " of the early years of Bodinus has apparently

returned in a still more copious form. I

During the last three or four years the greater number of the

old unsuitable houses and yards have disappeared and have been

replaced by new ones, in which the animals can be kept better in

everyway. Likewise the old " palaces " have been repaired, and
the interior arrangements have been greatly improved.

The collection of animals is steadily increasing, and examples of a

great number of species which are not to be found in any other

continental garden are exhibited. In fact the number of species,

which amounted to about 600 when Dr. Heck arrived at Berlin,

has.now been increased to double that number.
Dr. Heck takes a special interest in geographical forms, and

many interesting series of varying species have been thus brought
together. The large Cats' House contains a very beautiful set of

Tigers of six geographical races, comprising specimens from
Bengal, Singapore, Eastern Siberia {Felts tigris lonyijyilis), Northern
Persia (F. t. virgata), the Altai (F, t. mongolica), and Turkestan
(F. t. striata). Of special interest amongst these is the family of

Tigers from Eastern Siberia, as it comprises a splendid pair of adults

in perfect condition, and three young ones born in the Garden.
As the male is not kept separate from the female and young ones,

the whole group is very striking. The Persian Tigers are very
remarkable from their lion-like mane, which extends not only over
the neck but all along the breast and belly. The Leopard (Felis

leopardus) is represented by six different geographical forms, com-
prising specimens from the coast of German East Africa, from the

interior, from Togo, from Persia (Askabad) (Felis I. tulliana), from
Northern China (F. I. fontanieri), and from India. The F.fontanieri

is a splendid animal of great size, with a remarkably long rough coat

of greyish colour, on which the black marks, especially on the upper
side, are much less clearly defined than is usual with other Leopards.
This animal is said to have been presented, when quite a cub, to the

daughter of an English merchant by the Empress of China. It

was at first kept in the house as a pet, but when growing too large

it was parted with to a dealer, who in his turn sold it to Dr. Heck.
The Persian Leopard is also a very large, but at the same time a
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very ferocious beast; it was obtained from the Kopet-dag

Mountains, on the northern boundary of Persia. It has a long, rough

tail and clearly-defined black marks on a very light yellow ground.

Amongst the series of Lions I specially noticed a splendid male

from Delagoa Bay and a pair from German East Africa. In the

last-named pair the male showed a short light-coloured mane,

whilst the female, although quite adult, was very much spotted on
the legs and belly. Pumas were represented by large grey animals

from Texas, and red-coloured ones from California and Missouri.

There was also a hybrid between the Puma and the Indian

Leopard. The small Cats included specimens of F. geoffroyi,

F.passerum, F. celidogaster, F. moormensis, F. caligata, and F. caffra;

whilst there was quite a large series of Lyuxes. Amongst these

I noticed F. served from German East Africa, F. servalina from

Liberia, F. caracal from India and Tunis, a large Lynx from North
America, remarkable for its circular black spots as in the Leopard
(F. lynx fasciata), and specimens of F. tibetana from Turkestan and
F. isabellina from the Altai.

; Wolves are represented in the Berlin Garden by Oanis ehanco

from the Altai, C. latrans from North America, and the southern

form G. ochropus (G. occidentalis Behds.), G. hadramauticus

(typical- specimens from Southern Arabia), and G. dalmaticus,

representing the South-European Jackal. There are also examples

of several species of Eoxes, and of special interest was a fine litter

of young Corsacs (G. corsac). The Fennec Fox has bred in the

Garden, and a specimen born there a few years ago looked in very

good condition. Amongst the Hyaenas was remarkable a Spotted

Hysena from Togo, which has been described by Dr. Matschie as

Hycena togoensis. It is distinguished from the East-African

Spotted Hyaenas by its pale grey ground-colour. The spots are

coal-black, as are also the legs in their lower halves and the face.

In the Small Mammals' House was a specimen of Cryptoprocta

ferox which had lived iu the house since 1892 ; a specimen of the
Indian Zibeth-Cat from Siam, which equals in size the African

species ; also a fine series of Genets from Tripoli (Gmetta bonapartei),

from German East Africa (G. tigrina), from Somaliland (G.dongo-
lana), from German South-west Africa (G . felina), and from Togo
((?. genettoides). I also noticed fine specimens of Paradoxurus
hncomystax and of F. tytleri. Ichneumons were represented by
five species

—

Berpestes ichneumon, B. pluto, H. widdringtoni, from
Spain, B. albicaudata (in beautiful condition), and B. caffer, the

last two named from German East Africa. Worthy of note are

also specimens of Mustela eversmanni from the Altai, a Zorilla

from Tripoli, a Glutton from the Altai (remarkable for its very

lightly-coloured head), Gercoleptes brachyotis (of a greyish-yellow

qolour), Ratelus leuconotus, and Melts anlcuma.

Amongst the Kodents at Berlin were fine specimens of Sciurus

varius, Eliomys munbyanus (from Tripoli), Arvicola nivalis, the

Yery curious Aulacodus swindernianus, and a pair of large maneless
Porcupines from Siam, which Dr. Heck thought might, perhaps,
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be referable to the Sumatran species described as Hystrix lonyi-

cauda. In this same Small Mammals' House was also a tine

specimen of Perameles layutis, and a specimen of Echidna hystrix

which had lived more than five years in the Garden.

In the large Bear-cages were, amongst other fine specimens of

Bears of various species, a remarkably large example of a Brown
Bear from Japan (Jesso), probably (Jrsus behrinyianus, and also

specimens of a small black Bear from Japan both with and without

a white collar. The all-black Bears have been described by

Dr. Matschie as U. rexi, after the name of the donor.

The Equidce at Berlin are represented by six species, including

Equus hemioitus, E. onayer, E. africanus, and E. barchelli, the

typical form of which, with white unstriped legs, is getting ex-

tremely rare. Its place is now taken in most Zoological Gardens

by the more northern form with striped legs (E. chapmanni), which

is imported regularly by Reiche and other dealers. This form is

also represented in the Berlin Garden, as also is the Mountain
Zebra (E. zebra), by a fine female specimen.

In the repaired and re-decorated Elephant-house I found
specimens of the Indian and African Elephants, and of the latter

an example from West Africa (Cameroons). This animal, as

Dr. Heck pointed out to me, differs in many respects from the

generally imported East-African Elephant, of which also a specimen

is exhibited. The most noticeable difference is that the ears in

the West-African specimen are comparatively much smaller than

in the East-African one, and also of a different shape. In the

East-African animal the lower part of the ears is much elongated

and projects forward along the lower jaw in a long pointed

triangle. In the West-African specimen the ears are very much
shorter and rounder, and do not project forward nearly so much.
The skull of the West-African Elephant is also much smaller and
flatter than the skull of the East-African one. As the West-
African specimen is still young, it will be interesting to watch
whether these peculiarities increase or decrease as the animal gets

older. In the same house was a fine Indian Rhinoceros, and four

varieties of the American Tapir, differing in size, colour, and coat.

An Indian Tapir was also present.

The collection of Swine is a very good one. It comprises

examples of the Wild Swine from the Caucasus, Morocco, and
India; a fine specimen of Sus philippinensis with very remarkable
long pointed white whiskers, and round white warts halfway

between the eyes and the nose. Also of interest are examples
of Wart-hogs (Phacochcerus) from Senegal, German East Africa,

and South Africa.

The Deer, which in former times were a rather ill-arranged and
badly-housed group of animals, have now got new houses and
enclosures, and form one of the most interesting series of

Ruminants. Amongst the very large number of species exhibited

I specially noted the following ;
— C'ariacus iaornatus from Co-

lombia, remarkable for the yellow colour of its coat ; C'ariacus
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macrurus, 0. savannarum (from the Orinoco), and C. mexicanus ; a

very large, nearly unspotted, form of the Hog-deer from Siam,

and the smaller spotted form ( Gervus minor) from Assam ; Panolia

eldi ; a male and two females of Pere David's Deer ; and a tine

young male of Gervus schomburgM from Siam.

In the Antelope-house I noticed a fine specimen of Bubalis

lichtensteini from the Zambesi, examples of B. caama and B. buse-

laphus, a young male Damaliseus albifrons, a fine young male
Hippotragus bakeri (brought by Menges from the Soudan), a pair

of Addax, and examples of Tragelaphus gratus, T. sylvaticus, and
tbe allied form T. roualeyni from German East Africa. In a

newly-erected building with nice sunny enclosures some of the

Duiker Antelopes were housed, and amongst them I recognized a

fine female of the West-African Gephalophus coronatus witb a calf,

also specimens of 0. rufilatus and 0. campbelli.

In the Goat and Sheep collection I observed, together with a

fine group of Hemitragus jemlaicas, a female specimen of the

smaller H. hylocrius of the Nilgherries ; also an adult male
specimen of Gapra jerdoni and examples of Copra cegagrus from
the Caucasus and Persia (Luristan) ; likewise a pair of Gapra
sibirica, a pair of G. ibex (from the Grayian Alps), a G. cylindri-

cornis, and specimens of Ovis arkal.

The Bovidas were represented in Berlin by a beautiful pair of

Bos sondaicus, a fine young bull of B. gaurus and examples of

B. frontalis, a pair of Anoas with a calf, Bos ami and other

Buffaloes and Bisons, both from Europe and America. The
European Bisons had bred for many years in the Garden, but had
rather come to a standstill in this respect. The old male was an
invalid, and its offspring were so much bred in, that fresh blood

is greatly wanted.

In the Monkey-house the part in which the animals are kept in

large cages, with top-light and with palms and other tropical plants

in the background, is separated from the part for visitors by large

glass panes so that no draught nor unsuitable food can reach the

animals. Several fine and rare species are exhibited here, as, for

example, a fine pair of Semnopithecus schistaceus from the Himalayas,

and a splendid adult pair of S. entellus. There are also specimens

of Gercopithecus ruber (from Togo), Cercocebus agilis (from the

Congo), C. albigena, Macacus fusco-ater, Cynopithecus niger (an

enormous fully adult specimen), and Cynocephalus langheldi from
German East Africa. In large outdoor cages are interesting

families of Macacus speciosus and M. inuus.

The collection of birds is very extensive. A fine large building

in Japanese style had not long ago been completed for the

reception of the Cranes, Storks, and Herons. To keep away tbe

offensive smell of the fish-eating birds, large glass panes are

carried right along the row of compartments containing the

Storks and Herons, so that the air in the large middle hall is

quite sweet, and these birds can be examined in perfect comfort.

The Crane-collection is very complete, and only Grus antigone
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G. nigricollis, and G. monachus are deficient. I specially admired

a fine pair of Anthropoides leucauchen. On the Stork-and-Heron

side of the building I noticed amongst the former a splendid

SDecimen of Cicoaia boyciana, a Tantalus loculutor ; and amongst
the latter a fine specimen of Ardea sumatrana, also A. goliatlt,

A. cocoi, &c. In the same house were specimens of Chunya
burmeisteri and of Cariama cristata.

In the neighbourhood of the Crane-house a new building for

small birds, Parrots, &c, has been erected. For the present

only one half of this building, which is eventually to consist of

two houses with a large " flying aviary " between them, has been

completed. In the above-mentioned aviary the background is

formed by a nicely laid-out rockery, whilst large trees and a piece

of water help to make it a favourite resort for the birds. It

contains a large number of AVaders of different species, some
Mergansers, and quite a colony of Herons and Xight-herons, which

breed in the large trees. Of special interest were three hand-

reared Ospreys (Pandion haliaetus), which flew about the aviary

without being noticed in the least by the numerous small AVaders

and Gulls and other birds. Dr. Heck told me that this had been

the case from the beginning, the birds probably knowing that the

fish-eating Ospreys have nothing in common with the dangerous

Birds of Prey. It was rather a curious sight to see one of these

Ospreys swim in the little pond between the Smews in a very

duck-like fashion. Amongst the Waders was a pretty group of

Himantopus nigricollis. In the house itself was a large collection

of birds, mostly exhibited in small cages in long rows, one over

the other. Some of the more delicate birds were kept in glass

cages with tops of wire and with a special heating-apparatus

under the cage, a system which seemed to answer extremely well.

On the whole I think the cages were in most cases too small, but

tbauks to the cleanliness and to the great care bestowed on the

birds, they appeared generally to be in extremely good health and
plumage.

Amongst the Parrots exhibited I saw examples of seven species

of Palaiornis, including a splendid pair of the large P. derbianus

from Southern China, which I have never seen elsewhere ; examples

of fourteen species of Cockatoos (amongst them a splendid Miera-

ylossus aterrimus) ; Nestor notabUis and N. meridionalis; ten species

of Macaws, with Ara hyacinthina, A. leari, A. ylauca, A. spixi, and
the rare A. ambigua in the number ; twelve species of Platycercus

and its allies, including P. multicolor, P. hosmatonotus, P. browni,

and Polytelis ale.candnt ; also Pyrrhulopsis personatus. Besides I

found such rare birds as Henicognathm leptorhynchus, Pyocephalus

versteri, Pionopsittacus pileatus, Plonias chalcopterus, Chrysalis hecli,

C. xanihopteryjc (being the Paraguayan form of 0. cestiva, with

yellow wing-bend), and Nymphicus uvasemis. The whole collection

of Parrots includes examples of 13b' species.

The Picariai present many interesting species, including four

Toucans, two Aracaris, and six Hornbills, also Touracous (Turacus
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bujfoni, T. mdcrorhynchus, and T. porphyrenlophm) and four

specimens of Golius leucotis.

The Passeres include examples of 260 species, and out of this

large number I wish to draw attention to the following species :

—

Paradisea apoda and P. papuana, in fine condition, Ptilonorhynchas

smithi, Geocichla eitrina, Turdus JIavipes, T. mustelinus, Dicrurvs

splendens, Hypsipetes leucocephalus, Pycnonotus melanocephalm,

Artamus sordidus and A. superciliosus. There are here also

specimens of the beautiful Trochalopteron eryihrocephalum and
T. ruftgulare. There are also examples of Pitta bengalensis,

Ruticilla leucocephala (from India) and Rhipidura tricolor (both

lovely birds and in splendid condition), and of Meliphaga phrygia,

Melithreptes lunukttus, and Ptilotis auricomus. The Finches

include Emberiza jlaviventru, Phrygilus gayi, Poospiza personata,

Passer cinnamomeus, P. dentatus, P. swainsoni, and Goccothraustes

melanura. Poephila acuticauda was present in two different forms,

of which one has a yellow and the other a nearly coral-red bill.

A pair of Textor alector had begun to build the curious nest of

twigs peculiar to this species ; it was not finished, but resembled

a magpie's nest on a small scale. Among the Tanagers I noted a

fine Pitylus capistrahts, from Brazil. In this same house were

some small Birds of Prey, including Tinnunculus cenchroides,

T. vespertinus, Athene glauce, A, ferruginea, and Scops pennatus.

The larger Birds of Prey are housed in a series of good-sized

cages. Conspicuous amongst them is a beautiful adult Haliaetus

pelagicus, and examples of several species of Spizaetus. The
smaller Birds of Prey, kept in a stone building, with lodges open
in front, also presented some good specimens. Of special interest

was an example of the curious Crane-hawk (Gtranospizias cceru-

lescens) from Argentina, a fine Falco feldeggi, and amongst the

Owls good specimens of Bubo ascalaphus and B. turcomanus.
- The Water-fowl included a pair of Dendrocycna eytoni. These
birds were very conspicuous from the manner they carried their

brightly-coloured elongated flank-feathers away from their body.

They are certainly the most beautiful of all the Dendrocycnce.

Noteworthy amongst the Geese was a specimen of the rare

Chen rossi.

Amongst the Cracidce I noticed a specimen of the rare Pipile

cumanensis, with its striking blue throat-wattle.

The Struthiones were represented by three species or forms of

Ostriches—the Somaliland Ostrich with blue neck and thighs

(Struthio molybdopJianes), the South-African bird with light grey

neck (S. aastralis), and a third form from the Tonga hinterland,

with red neck and thighs, which has been described by Oscar

Neumann as S. massaicus. This male bird, as well as the skins of

other males from this same locality in German East Africa,

present the peculiarity that the feathers which are black in the

other Ostriches are brownish black in this form.

The collection of Cassowaries includes a fine specimen of the

One-wattled Cassowary from German New Guinea, chiefly distin-
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guished from the true Casvarius vniappendiculatvs by its rounded

greenish casque (lately described by Mr. Walter Eothschild as

C. u. aurantiacus).

The Phasianidrp include examples of Phaaianvs scemmerringi

and a fine pair of Gallus varius. A singular hybrid may also be

mentioned ; it is stated to be the produce of a female Platalea

minor from Japan and a male Ibis melanocephala. This curious

bird somewhat exceeds in size both its parents ; the head is

feathered as in the Spoonbill, whilst the bill, in general form,

nearly resembles the bill of the Ibis, having only the point some-

what flattened. The colour of this bird is white.

Amongst the Pigeons a fine specimen of the Double-crested

Pigeon (Lophokemtu antarctievs) was remarkable.

But I could go on much longer if I wished to give an account of

all the interesting animals seen in this best of all the Continental

Zoological Gardens, and I will therefore end here, and only add
that if everything is carried out as it has been planned many more
improvements will be shortly accomplished, and the whole of the

old inconvenient buildings will disappear and be replaced by
new ones well adapted for their purposes. How this has been
accomplished in so comparatively short a time is Dr. Heck's
secret.

April 3, 1900.

Prof. G. B. Howes, LL.D., F.E.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during the month of March 1900 :

—

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of March was 44, of which 29 were by
presentation, 6 by purchase, and 9 were received on deposit. The
total number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 128.

The following papers were read :
—

1. On the Mammalia of Siam and the Malay Peninsula.

By Stanley Smyth Flower, F.Z.S., 5th Fusiliers.

[Received March 5, 1900.]

In order to write a complete account of the mammals of a

country it seems necessary on the one hand to be able to examine
the magnificent collection in the British Museum and to look up
all the literature on the subject, which can only be done in a large

library, and on the other hand to be able to see what specimens

are represented in the local museums (where such exist) and
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to have a certain knowledge, the more the better, of the animals

alive in their own native wilds. The first of these things I have

been unable to do, but having fortunately had opportunities of

examining the mammals contained in the three museums which
exist in the Malay Peninsula and the one in Siam, and having

seen many alive, it may be useful to put these notes on record

(as some account of the species occurring in these countries is

much needed), hoping that they may help some more competent
writer hereafter to compose a full catalogue.

The chief paper on the Mammals of the Malay Peninsula is

Dr. Theodore Cantor's Catalogue, published in 1846, in the Journal
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (vol. xv. nos. 171 and 172), in

which 93 species found wild in the Peninsula are enumerated
In the P. Z. S. 1886 Mr. Oldfield Thomas gave an account of the

Mammals presented by Mr. A. O. Hume to the British Museum
(Natural History); in this paper (pp. 72-79) 28 species are recorded

from the Malay Peninsula, mostly from specimens collected by
the late Mr. Davison.

Mr. H. J. Kelsall, B.A., in the Journal of the Straits Branch
of the Boyal Asiatic Society, no. 26, pp. 16 and 17, Jan. 1894,

has recorded 13 species of mammals collected or observed during

a journey from Kuala Indau to Batu Pahat, in Johore. And Mr. H.
N. Ridlev has published three papers on this subject :—(i.) " On
the Dispersal of Seeds by Mammals," J. S. B.E. A. S. no. 25, 1894,

pp. 11-32. (ii.) "List of Mammals recorded from Pahang,"

J. S.B. B. A. S. no. 25. 1894, pp. 57 to 60, in which 35 species are

recorded, (hi.) " The Mammals of the Malay Peninsula,''' Nat.

Science, vol. vi., nos. 35, 36, and 37, Jan., Feb., and March, 1895,

in which about 46 species are mentioned by name.
In Dr. Jean Gerard Koenig's journal of his voyage to Siam

(translation, J. S.B. B. A. S. no. 26, 1894) there are very few refer-

ences to the mammals of the country : they are as follows :

—

(P. 126) 8th Nov. 1778, at mouth of Bangkok Eiver: " A squirrel

was shot, whereupon the whole wood was filled with the screaming

of the monkeys. The back, sides, and tail of this Sciurus were

dark grey, and towards the surface of the hair yellow; the mouth
and the round ears were black, the stomach rust-coloured brown

;

it was twice as big as the Sciurus palmarum."
(P. 145) 8th Dec. 1778, at Ayuthia : "In a bush I saw an

Indian hare, with his half-naked neck, only covered with short,

soft, black hair. The Sciuri are much rarer here than on the

Coromandel Coast, and the Palm-Squirrel, which is generally so

common, I have not seen at all here."

(P. 161) 4th Jan. 1779 : "As I have mentioned the place

where they found the gold (on the land-route from Mergui lo

Bangkok), I will add the tale of some Christians, who made this

journey, concerning a class of creatures which are probably the

Homo lar. This animal is said to walk erect, and to live principally

on honey ; and as the Siamese consider its skin and flesh to have

some medical virtues, they kill it in the following manner :—Those
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who go out for this purpose take two bamboo sticks, of about an

arm's length, whicb they hold close to their arms. As soon as the

animal sees the man it comes up to him and seizes one of his arms

with signs of joy and as if it wanted to caress him. The man
drops one of the bamboo sticks, which the animal keeps in his

paws, and which it contemplates with joy and admiration ; mean-
while the man seizes the other bamboo, and hits the animal over

the head, until it is dead. The animal is said to be good-natured,

but it only lives in the densest forests."

H.B.M. Vice-Consul, Mr. T. H. Lyle, has lately made an
interesting collection of Siamese mammals : unfortunately I have

had no chance of seeing these.

I have to acknowledge my sense of obligation to Mr. Oldfield

Thomas, for his kindness in identifying specimens which I have

sent home from time to time ; also to the Curators of the local

Museums, Dr. R. Hanitsch of Singapore, Mr. A. L. Butler of

Kuala Lumpor, and Mr. L. Wray, junior, of Taiping ; and also to

Mr. H. N. Ridley, Director of the Singapore Gardens.

The classification and nomenclature in this paper are according

to Mr. Blanford's volume on Mammals in the ' Fauna of British

India '—an invaluable work which I carried everywhere with me
and found a most interesting and charming companion. But
in the division of Sciurus into several genera I have followed

Mr. 0. Thomas (A. M. N. H. ser. 7, vol. ii. no. 9, Sept. 1898, p. 249).

The following table shows the numberof species of the ten

Orders of Mammals represented in the Siamese and Malayan
Pauna :

—

Order. No. of Species.

Primates 15 (p. 312.)
Carnivora 37 (p. 322.)

Insectivora 7 (p. 336.)

Chiroptera 42 (p. 338.)
Rodentia 36 (p. 351.)

Proboscidea 1 (p. 365.)
Ungulata 15 (p. 366.)

Cetacea 5 (p. 376.)
Sirenia 1 (p. 377.)
Edentata 1 (p. 378.)
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Alphabetical List of Localities in the Malay Peninsula and Siam
mentioned in this Paper.

Alma, a planter's estate in Province Wellesley.

Alor Star, the capital of Kedah, about 6° 8' N., called " Muang
Seiburee " by the Siamese.

Anr/hin, a village near the head of the Gulf of Siam, anchorage
for ships during N.W. monsoon.

Ayuthia, the former capital of Siam, about 60 miles (in a straight
line) from the mouth of the Menam.
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Bakar Bata, a suburb of Alor Star, formerly a brickfield, now
containing the Sultan's Best-house.

Balik Pulo, a village in the interior of Penang.
Bamvasor, a place mentioned by Einlayson (see Rhizomys) ; I have

not identified it.

Bangkok, the present capital of Siam, about 17 miles (in a straight

line) from the mouth of the Menam.
Bangkok River, a name for the branch of the Menam on which

Bangkok is situated.

Bangpakong, a river entering the Gulf of Siam about 25 miles

E. of Paknam Menam.
Baking Padang, a mountain in the south of Perak.

Battambong, the Cambodian province of Siam.

Batu Caves, a few miles from Kuala Lumpor, in Selangor.

Batu GajaJi, a town in the Kiuta district of Perak.

Batu Pahat, coffee-estate, on west side of Johore, about halfway

between Malacca and Singapore.

Bawtong Kabin, the gold-mines of Kabin in Siam, up the Bangpa-
kong Biver.

Baw Yakar, a gem-mine near Pailin, in the Battambong Province

of Siam.

Birman, or Bemam, a river and district in the north of Selangor.

Blaken Mati, a fortified island on the south side of Singapore

Island.

Blanja, a place in Perak.

Bukit Gantang, a hill in Perak.

Bukit Timah, a hill near the centre of Singapore Island, of which
it forms the highest point.

CJiangi, a place near the east end of Singapore Island.

Ghantaboon, an important town in South-east Siam, about 10
miles from the sea.

Bindings, the smallest of the five " Straits Settlements," situated

on the coast of Perak.

Dong Phya Fai (" Forest of the Lord of Eire "), a hilly tract covered

with jungle, about 50 miles across, between Ayuthia and Korat
in Siam, abounding in animal life.

Dumdruan, an abandoned estate on the slopes of Grimong Pulai,

in Johore.

Genkoi, a village in Siam on the Ayuthia side of the Dong Phya Eai.

Georgetown, the capital of Penang, founded by Capt. Francis Light.

Girbee River, Malay Peninsula, latitude 8° 0' N.
Gunong Batu Puteh (" White Stone Mountain "), in interior of

Malay Peninsula.

Gunong Gajah (" Elephant Mountain "), an isolated limestone mass
in Kedah.

Gunong Janeng, a mountain in Johore.

Gunong Jerai, or "Kedah Peak," in Kedah, a prominent landmark
north of Penang.

Gunong Pulai, a mountain in Johore, 2220 feet high, about 20
miles from Johor Bharu.

Peoo. Zool. Soo.—1900, No. XXI. 21
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Indait, a river in Johore flowing into the China Sea.
" Isles of KaUam, Straits of Malacca" (Dobson, Cat. Chir. B. M.

p. 49), possibly Kerimun.

Jaffa ria, in Johore.

Jaram, Jelang, and Jerome, localities in Selangor.

Jenan, a shooting-box of the late Tunku Yacob of Kedah, on the

road to Singora.

Johore, a Malay .State at the southern end of the Malay Peninsula,

protected but not administered by England. Capital, Johore
Bahru.

Rabin, a town up the Bangpakong river in Siam, famed for gold-

mines in the vicinity.

Kedah (spelt by Cantor " Keddah "), a Malay State on the west
coast of the Peninsula, north of Province Wellesley, ruled by
its own Sultan, nominally subject to Siam. Capital, Alor Star.

Kinta, a district in Perak.

Slang, a town in Selangor, the port for Kuala Lumpor.
Kloag Morn, a canal running westward from Bangkok.
Korat, a town in Eastern Siam, about 15° N.
Ko-si-chanrj, an island near the head of the Gulf of Siam, abound-

ing in Millipedes.

Kota Qlanggi, Kota (=Fort), in Pahang.

Kota Tiaggi, in Johore.

Kuala Indau, in Johore.

Kuala Kabang, in Johore.

Kuala Kangsar, in Perak, formerly the seat of Government.
Kuala Lambilong, in Pahang.

Kuala Lumpor, the capital of Selangor, with a Museum.
Kuala Muda, on the west coast of the Peninsula, boundary of

Province Wellesley and Kedah.
Kuala Semantan, in Pahang.

Kuala Tahan, in Pahang.

Russoom, in Junkceylon.

Lumbatvah, in Pahang.

Lancary, Laneavy, or Lancaurie, a large island off the coast of

Kedah.
Laos, the country of the Laos in Northern Siam.

Larut, a district of Perak ; the Larut Hills culminate in Gunong
Higau, 4678 feet.

Lumut, in the Dindings.

Malacca, town and district, the third in importance of the live

" Straits Settlements."

Matawg, a town in Perak between Taiping and the Straits of
Malacca.

Maxwell's Hill, in the Larut Hills, Perak.

Menarn, the great river of Siam.

Muang Pran, in Siam.

Muar, a small State tributary to Johore, between Johore and
Malacca.

MuoTc LeTc, a village in the Dong Phya Eai, Siam, about 900 feet

above the sea,
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Negri Sembilan (" the Nine States "), a confederacy of small Malay
States under British protection and administration between
Malacca and Sungei IJjong.

OpTiir, Mount, in Malacca.

PacMm, a town on the Bangpakong river in Siam, capital of the

district.

Pahang, a large Malay State on the east of the Peninsula, pro-

tected and administered by England. Capital, Pekan.
Pailin, a mining centre in the Battambong province of Siam.

Pakchom, a village in Siam on the Korat side of the Dong Phya Pai.

Paknam Kabin, that part of Kabin where the two chief affluents of

the Bangpakong meet.

Paknam Menam, a village near the mouth of the Menam.
Pakpreo, a village in Siam between Ayuthia and the Dong Phya

Pai.

Passir Hitam, in Perak.

Patrieiv, a town on the Bangpakong river in Siam : great trade

in rice.

Pekan, the capital of Pahang.
Penang, or Prince of Wales' Island, an island, the second in im-

portance of the five " Straits Settlements." Capital, George-
town.

Perak (pronounced Pera), a large Malay State on the west of the

Peninsula, protected and administered by England. Capital,

Taiping.

Petchaburl, a town in Siam.

Phrabat, a shrine in Siam.

Piali River, in Upper Perak.

P'ngkalan Repoh, in Johore.

PoongaJi, or Pungah, in Junkceylon.

Prachai, between Ayuthia and Korat in Siam.

Pramau, in Pahang.

Palo Panjang, Gulf of Siam ; an island which I have not identified,

mentioned by W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. India Mus. ii. p. 20).

Pulo Tawar, a place which I have not identified, mentioned by
Eidley (J. S. B. E. A. S. no. 25, 1894, p. 58).

Pulo Tikus, a village in Penang, also a small islet lying off Penang.

Pulo Tiornan, a large mountainous island lying off the east coast

of the Peninsula, latitude 2° 50' N.
Pulo Ubin, an island between Singapore and Johore.

Purlis, or Perils, a small Malay State on the west coast of the

Peninsula, tributary to Kedah.

Raheng, a town in Siam.

Rantan Panjang, in Selangor.

Ratburee, a town in Siam.

Salanga, Junkceylon.

Selangor, a Malay State on the west of the Peninsula, protected

and administered by England. Capital, Kuala Lumpor.

Sembrong, a river in Johore, flowing into the Straits of Malacca

near Batu Pahat.

Sereudah, near Kuala Lumpor, Selangor.
21*
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Simpai, on the Batu Pahat, Sembrong, in Johore.

Simpang, in Perak.

Singapore, island and town, the capital of the Straits Settlements

;

with a Museum.
Singora, on the east coast of the Peninsula, tributary to Siam.

Sungei Pamdang, a river in the south-west of Singapore Island.

Sungei Ujong, a Malay State on the west of the Peninsula, pro-

tected and administered by England.

TaJian River, in Pahang.

TahJcamm, a village on the Bangpakong river in Siam, between

Pachim and Kabin.

Teiiping, or Taipeng, the capital of Perak : with a Museum.
Tanjong Kopang, in Johore.

Tapah, a town in the south of Perak.

Taroar, in Junkceylon.

Telolc Anson, a port in the south of Perak.

Temerloh, in Pahang.

Tringganu, a Malay State on the east of the Peninsula, nominally

subject to Siam.

Ulu Langhat, in Selangor.

Ulu Pahang, Upper Pahang.

WeUedey Province, the 4th of the five " Straits Settlements," on

the Peninsula opposite Penang. Capital, Butterworth.

Order PRIMATES.

Family Simiid^s.

The Gibbons (exclusive of the Siamang) are collectively known
to the English in the Straits Settlements as " Waawaas." The
Malays generally use the same term (wi'itten " Wowwow " by
Cantor, p. 2), and also " Cngka etam " for the dark-coloured and
" Unsdia puti " for the light-coloured forms. The Siamese call

them " Chanee."

1. Htlobates lar (Linn.). The White-handed Gibbon.

Hylohatcs Jar, Blanf. Eaun. Ind., Mamm. p. 7.

Cantor (p. 2) records this species from the " Malayan Peninsula,"

and says " the colour varies from blackish brown to light brown,
yellowish or dirty white, sometimes uniform, sometimes mottled."

The only Malayan specimen I have seen is one in the Selangor
Museum, dark brown in colour, obtained near Kuala Lumpor in

Selangor. In December 1897 a dead gibbon of this species was
brought to me in Bangkok, where it had died apparently in captivity;

unfortunately I was unable to ascertain where it had been originally

caught. Mr. Kelsall (Journal Straits Branch Koyal Asiatic Soc.

no. 20, 1894, p. 16) says of the species in Johore :
" Hylobates aXbi-

manus, Yig. & Horsf., the common black Wau Wau. This species

was fairly plentiful everywhere on the Indau and Sembrong rivers.

It always goes in small troops." And Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S.

no. 25, 1894, p. 57) writes it " is common in the Pahansr jungles,"
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Dr. Hanitsch (Bep. Baffles Libr. & Mus. 1898, p. 8) mentions
specimens of H. Jar being in the Museum at Singapore from
Tanjong Kopang and Kota Tinggi in Johore, and from Kuala
Lambilong and Lambatuah in Pahang.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Tenasserim, and perhaps also

Pegu and Arakan.

2. Hylobates agilis P. Cuvier. The Agile Gibbon.

Cantor (op. cit. p. 3) gives as its habitat "Malayan Peninsula

(Malacca, Purh's, Keddah, Pungah), Sumatra :
" be also says it

appears to be less numerous on the Peninsula than H. lar, and that

be has not seen the light-coloured variety. Eidley (Mammals Malay
Pen. p. 20) writes it " is common in the Malay Peninsula as far

south as Johore, but it is not wild in Singapore." In the Museum
at Taiping there are specimens of both the black and light varieties

from Larut, Perak. In April 1898, when I was in the Larut Hills,

a party of these gibbons were to be seen daily in a group of high

trees at about 3200 feet elevation; every morning they commenced
calling at 6 a.m. and continued till about 10.30 a.m. They must
come down almost to the foot of the hills, as I have frequently

beard them in the morning from Taiping. which is but little above

the sea-level.

At Paknam Kabin in Siam, in March 1897, there was a pet

gibbon of the variety piJeatus said to have been caught in the

neighbourhood. Its colour was buffy white, except the hair on the

top of the head, which was black, and on its chest, which was
very dark grey. The skin of the face and palms of the hands

and feet were black.

Distribution. Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra.

3. Hylobates leucogenys Ogilby. The White-cheeked Gibbon.

Distribution. Siam (Porbes, ' Handbook Primates,' ii. p. 158).

4. Hylobates syndactylus (Desm.). The Siamang.

In the Museum at Taiping there are specimens from Kinta and
from Upper Perak. In September 1898, with the kind assistance

of Mr. Ridley, I obtained a live Siamang, which had been caught

in the Negri Sernbilan, and which was successfully brought home
alive to this Society's Gardens.

Mr. Wray (J. S. B. E. A. S. 1890, no. 21, p. 138) writes of this

species:—"A fact which does not seem to be in conformity with the

generally received ideas of the habits of the gibbons, is that on
both of my ascents of the summit of Gunong Batu Pufeh (in the

interior of the Malay Peninsula) I heard the cries of Siamangs at

between 6000 and 7000 feet altitude. One would have thought

that the climate would be too cold and bleak for such delicate

animals, but it appears that they can and do voluntarily stand a

considerable degree of cold without any inconvenience."

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra.
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In reference to a quotation from a letter of mine in the P. Z. S.

1898, p. 924, " in Perak it (the Siamang) is found south of the

Perak Biver, but not apparently anywhere north of it," Mr. A.

L. Butler writes to me (dated Selangor, 30.5.99) saying: "Don't
you get the Siamang on the (Larut) Perak Hills? I shot one large

male on Maxwell's Hill at 3000 ft., unless I am much mistaken.

I did not preserve it, as I was not then collecting monkeys.

Oddly enough I shot it in mistake, taking its head, which alone I

saw, for a black squirrel sitting bunched up. This was a very

large gibbon, entirely black, much bigger than Hylobates lar."

l\
T
o gibbons are found wild in the islands of Penang or Singapore,

though they are evidently very generally distributed over the main-

land ; when met with in the jungle it is very hard to identify the

species, and it is but little use and cruel to attempt to shoot them
with a shot-gun ; if a specimen be needed, kill it with a rifle-bullet.

In September 1897, at the foot of Gunong Pulai in Johore, I saw
both black and white gibbons of apparently the same species, but

1 cannot say which. In March 1897, near Tahkamen, Siam, there

were many in the high trees in the thick jungle ; their call was loud

and musical, " Pua, pua, pua, pua, pua, pua, pua, pua," beginning
slowly and gradually getting faster. One morning we followed up
an individual for a long time ; it was a very large black gibbon,

extremely agile. Occasionally it progressed by running along the

boughs, but generally by swinging by its hands ; every now and
then it leaped down vertically to a great depth among the branches,

as if falling, but it never actually came to the ground. In the

forest of the Dong Phya Fai (between Ayuthia and Korat), at

about 900 feet elevation, I have heard gibbons making a great noise

in the early morning
;
judging from the cry, I should say it was the

same species as at Tahkamen.
In January 1898 I was shown a live black-faced white gibbon

at Chantaboon, said to have been caught in the neighbourhood,

which I could not identify. Consul T. ff. Carlisle, writing to me
from the Pailin Mines, Battambong Province, Siam, in Feb. 1899,
says :

" I have seen lots of gibbons round here, and have heard of a

reddish-coloured one, but have never seen it."

Very much remains to be done to get a definite knowledge of

the species, varieties, and distribution in this region of these very

interesting and attractive monkeys.

Family Cercopithecid.e.

5. Macacus assamensis McClell. The Himalayan Monkey.

Macaeus assamensis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mainm. p. 15.

Blanford states there is in the British Museum a specimen, very

probably of this species, from the Laos country in Upper Siam.

Distribution. Eastern Himalayas, Assam, Upper Burma, Siam
probably), Sandarbuns (?)
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6. Macacus arctoides Is. Geoffr. The Brown Stump-tailed
Monkey.

Macacus arctoides, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 17.

Siamese. " Ling sayn/'

There is a stuffed specimen in the Siamese Museum, of unknown
locality.

Distribution. " Moupin in N.W. China, living on the snow-clad

mountains ; Upper Burma (Bhamo) ; Siam ; the Cachar and Kachin
hill-region on the western frontier of the Province of Yunnan,
China ; North-west Borneo, on the mainland opposite Labuan."
(Forbes, ' Handbook Primates,' ii. p. 8.)

7. Macacus eufescens Anderson. The Rufous Stump-tailed

Monkey.

Distribution. " Malay Peninsula."

In Bangkok I saw a live monkey, said to have been caught in

the Laos country, which may have been M. rufescens or a variety

of M. arctoides ; the general colour of its hair was a conspicuous

yellow, the face brilliant red. It was a very large and powerfully

built male : its ferocity prevented a closer examination.

There is a short-tailed monkey called by the Siamese " Ling
kabut." I did not succeed in finding out what it is ; but villagers

on the Bangpakong River, to whom I showed some pictures of

animals, pointed out the figure of Macacus leoninus on p. 19 of

Blanford's Indian Mammals as the " Ling kabut."

N.B.

—

Macacus leoninus (Blyth). Blanford, Faun. Ind.. Mamm.
p. 20, says that Anderson has referred to this species a young animal

from Perak, but that the identification was very questionable.
1

Distribution. Burma, Andamans (introduced), Siam (?).

8. Macacus nemestbinus (Linn.). The Pig-tailed Monkey.

Papio nemestrinus, Cantor, p. 6.

Macacus nemestrinus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 20.

" Berok " (pronounced " Broh ") of the Malays.
" Broh " or " Coco-nut Monkey " of the English in the Straits

Settlements.

Cantor says the Broh is found in Penang and on the Peninsula;

Ridley (Mamin. Malay Pen. p. 26) says it " is not really wild in

Singapore, but it is frequently kept in captivity, and, often escaping,

remains in a half-wild state, usually near the town. It is common
in the Peninsula in the denser jungles." Ridley also records this

species from Pahang (J. S. B. R. A. S. 1894, no. 25, p. 57). Kelsall

records it from Gunong Janeng, Johore (J. S. B. R. A. S. 1894,

no. 26, p. 16). In the Museum at Taiping there are several

1 Sclater (P. Z. S. 1898, p. 280) mentions a fine adult male Macacus leoninus

living in the Marseilles Zoological Gardens, which is stated to have been brought
from Siam.
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specimens from Larut, Perak. In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor
there are two specimens from Selangor.

I have never met with this monkey in a wild state, but it is very

commonly to be seen in captivity in the Straits Settlements. The
young are said to be intelligent. Three adult males I had alive were

inclined to be savage ; their strength compared to their size was
extraordinary, and they were very destructive, requiring strongly

built cao;es to keep them in.

Distribution. Southern Burma, Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra, Banka, Java, Borneo.

In the Museum at Singapore is a nearly mature embryo, a cross

between a male Macacus nemestrinus and a female Gynopithecus

niyer, which paired in the Singapore Gardens (Rep. Baffles Libr.

& Mus. 1896, p. 5).

9. Macacus ctnomolgus (Schreb.). Macaque or Crab-eating

Monkey.

Cercopitliecus cynomolyus, Cantor, p. 6.

Macacus cynomolgus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 21 ; Ridley,

Mamm. Malay Pen*, p. 24.

" Kra " of the English in the Straits Settlements and of the

Malays. Siamese. "Ling."
Localities. The Kra or Mangrove Monkey is par excellence " the

common monkey '"' of the Malay Peninsula ; personally I hare seen

them wild in Penang (up to 2000 feet elevation), in Kedah and in

Singapore (Sungei Pandang, Blaken Mati, Botanical Gardens, and
Bukit Timah). In the Museum at Taiping are several specimens

from the Larut and Kinta districts of Perak. Bidley (J. S. B. R. A. S.

1894, no. 25, p. 57) records it from Pahang, stating that it is

" common along the coast and for some distance up the rivers."

Kelsall (J. S. B. E. A. S. 1894, no. 26, p. 16) records it from Johore,

in almost similar words :
" common in the low lands near the coast

and up the rivers for a considerable distance."

In the Siamese Museum there is a stuffed specimen labelled

" Siam." I have not unfrequently seen these monkeys on house-

tops and in trees in Bangkok, but believe they were all individuals

escaped from captivity. In 1898 there was a white Kra, an
extremely pretty monkey, living in the King's garden at Bangkok.

Habits. When travelling on the Malay rivers one generally sees

the Kras in small parties of from 2 to 10 among the tree-branches

at high tide, but at low water they take to the mud and hunt
about for food. They usually take little notice of passing boats,

and so can be easily observed. In captivity they become intelligent

pets ; though the adult male Broh becomes fierce and dangerous,

I have known a very large male Kra to be remarkably tame. They
delight in water, and (at any rate in their native climate) should

be allowed a bath at least once a day.

Ridley (Mamm. Malay Pen. p. 26) says, " I have seen one leaping

off the boughs of a tree into the water, climbing up and leaping off

again and again." And I was told of one kept by some English
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soldiers at Singapore that would dive into a deep tub of water and
fetch out bananas that were thrown in for it.

The males of this species (as well as some other Macaci) seem to

vary much in the size to which they attain.

Distribution. Burma, Nicobar Islands, Siam, Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra, Pulo Nias, Banka, Java, Babi, Lombok, Timor, Natuna
Islands, Borneo, Celebes (?), and the Philippines.

The Monkeys of the genus SemnopitTiecus are called by the

Malays " Lutong," and by the Siamese "Ling karng"; of their

species, varieties, and distribution in Siam and the Malay Peninsula

we know but little, and their synonymy is very confusing, and
must remain unsettled until much more material than is at present

available has been collected. They seem very generally distributed

throughout the big jungles both on the mountains and on the plains,

but they are usually very shy. Cantor distinguished four species

from the Peninsula, which he called SS. obscurus, albocinereus,

cristatus, andfemoralis respectively- Ridley says " there are several

other species of SemnopitTiecus in the Malay Peninsula with appa-

rently similar habits to S. femoralis, but it is not easy even to

secure specimens, still less to observe their habits.''

Personally I know of four distinct species from this region. Of
three, S. obscurus, 8.femoralis, aud S. germaini, I have shot specimens,

which Mr. Oldfield Thomas has kindly identified ; the fourth I only

know from three stuffed specimens in the Museum at Taiping, two
of which are from the Piah River in Upper Perak, and one from

Tapab, Batang Padang, also in the State of Perak. It is a large

species with unusually long limbs and tail (even for a Semno-
pitTiecus), and is coloured light rufous brown above and lemon-

yellow below ; the hair on the forehead, hands, feet, and tail is dark

brown. Mr. Wray has labelled these specimens S. siamensis.

The Lutongs are but rarely seen in captivity, and are usually

short-lived in that state, although it is possible to keep them. In

June 1897, Mr. A. H. B. Dennys wrote to me from Penang saying,
" There is a very fine adult tame lutong here, a black one, which

has been in captivity over three years, but I think it is a rare thing

to get them tamed."

The Siamese believe these monkeys eat human flesh, and are

greatly afraid of them. They say if you sleep out in the jungle they

will kill you by sucking your blood.

10. Semnopithecus obscurus Reid. The Dusky Leaf-Monkey.

SemnopitTiecus obscurus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 41.

" Lutong etam" (etam = black) of the Malays of the Peninsula.

Cantor (p. 4) says this is the most common species in Penang and

Singapore, and that it also occurs on the Peninsula. It is doubtful,

however, whether it does occur at Singapore at the present time.

In April 1895 I found this species very common in Kedah,

living in the highest trees along the banks of the Kedah River and
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its tributaries, either solitary or in parties of about half a dozen
;

they were very active and wild.

In the Botanical Gardens, Penang, I have seen this species

playing in the trees. On Penang Hill I have occasionally seen

Lutongs which appeared to belong to this species ; they are very

shy, and it is difficult to see much of them before they disappear

among the jungle trees.

In the Museum at Taiping there are specimens from the Larut

Hills, Perak. In April 1898, at about 3500 feet elevation in the

Larut Hills, I came on a party of from 10 to 20 Semnojrithcci, of

this or a closely allied species.

Eidley (J. S. B. B. A. S. 1894, no. 25, p. 57) says :
" 8. obscurus,

Reid. The Grey Lotong. This monkey, which is common in

Pahang, varies much in colour. Here it is of a dark grey, while

further south, in Johore, it is almost black."

Kelsall (J. S. B. R. A. S. 1894, no. 26, p. 16) says :
" S. obscurus,

Reid. The Dusky Lotong. This species is very nearly black in

Johore. Several specimens were obtained. Common everywhere

in the inland districts."

There are two stuffed specimens in the Siamese Museum, labelled

" Siam."

Colour. Specimens from Kedah. The very handsome fur is

darkish grey above, paler below, with hands and feet black. The
face is black except for the white nose and the distinctly defined

white spaces or rings round the eyes. Iris brown.
Size. Specimens from Kedah :

—

S. Head and body 21| in. (or 546 mm.); tail 26J in.

(or 679 mm.).

$. Head and body 22| in. (or 571 mm.); tail 27 in.

(or 685 mm.).

Distribution. Siam, Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula.

11. Semnopithecus eemoralis Horsf. The Banded Leaf-

Monkey.

Semnopithecus femoralis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 42.

Cantor (p. 5) apparently obtained only one specimen—from

Purlis (a small State on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula,

north of Kedah), and says that the species does not appear to

occur in either Penang or Singapore. Ridley (Mamm. Malay Pen.

p. 26), however, says " it is not very common in Singapore, but a

few occur in most of the larger jungles." Mr. Oldfield Thomas
(P. Z. S. 1886, p. 72) mentions a specimen from Klang, Selangor,

collected by Mr. Davison.

In September 1897, in the woods among the foothills of Gunong
Pulai, Johore, were many Lutongs of this species going about in

flocks ; they were sby and difficult to see except for a glimpse of a

black form disappearing from one high tree to another.

In the Museum at Taiping there are several stuffed monkeys
which I feel inclined to refer to this species. Some from the

Larut Hills are labelled by Mr. Wray S. cristatus, Horsf. & Raffl.,
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and some from Tapah, Batang Padang, are labelled S. albocinereus,

Schinz, or " Ka Ka."
Colour. Specimens from Johore. The beautifully soft fur is

very dark grey, practically black, except on the chin and breast,

where it is lighter, and on the inner side of the forearms, where it

is light grey, and on the belly and inner side of the hind legs, where
it is white. On the inner side of the thighs the two colours do not

gradually blend, but there is a sharp line of demarcation between
the black and white. The eyelids are whitish, the skin round the

mouth pinkish, the rest of the naked face grey. The naked skin

of the hands, feet, and callosities is dark grey.

Size. Specimens from Johore :

—

$ . Head and body 21 in. (or 536 mm.) ; tail (with end hair)

26| in. (or 669 mm.).

5 . Head and body 21 \ in. (or 546 mm.) ; tail (with end hair)

27 in. (or 688 mm.).
Distribution. Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo.

N.B.

—

Semnopithecus neglectus, Schlegel, founded on a specimen

from Singapore, is probably a variety of S. femoralis.

12. Semnopithecus maurus (Schreb.). The Negro Monkey.

? Semnopithecus cristatus, Cantor, p. 5.

Distribution. Cantor gives the habitat of his S. cristatus as
" Pinang, Malayan Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo, Banka."

H. O. Forbes, 'Handbook of Primates,' ii. p. 126, gives the

distribution of S. maurus as " Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java,

Billiton, Borneo."

13. Semnopithecus mitratus (Eschscholtz). The Mitred Leaf-

Monkey.

? Semnopithecus albocinereus, Cantor, op. cit. p. 4.

Distribution. " Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra." (Forbes,
' Handbook of Primates,' ii. p. 139.)

Mr. Oldfield Thomas (P. Z. S. 1896, p. 72) mentions a specimen

of Semnopithecus siamensis Mull. & Schl., " from the interior of

the Malay Peninsula, beyond Klang," collected by Mr. Davison,

and says of it : "A curious whitish specimen, far paler than usual,

but apparently not specifically different from Cantor's specimens

of S. albocinereus, which Dr. Anderson has shown to be identical

with S. siamensis."

14. Semnopithecus geemaini Milne-Edwards. Germain's

Leaf-Monkey.

When on the Bangpakong River in Siam, in March 1897, we
from time to time saw flocks of from 10 to 20 monkeys of this

species in high trees in patches of jungle. The skin of the face

is entirely black, the iris dark brown. A male I shot near

Tahkamen measured :—Head and body 23^ in. (or 587 mm.) ; tail,

with end hair 33 in. (or 838 mm.), without end hair 31| in. (or

800 mm.).
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On April 1st, 1897, I bought from a Siamese at Tahkamen a

young monkey apparently of this species : it was evidently very

youug, and was weak and feeble. We tried feeding it at first with

a bit of cotton-wool soaked in tinned inilk and water (fresh milk

was not to be had), but soon a young Siamese woman offered to

suckle it, and she fed it with her own milk till we left Tahkamen
on the 5th of April ; then we had to feed the monkey on tinned

milk and mashed bananas. It throve very well ; in a few weeks it

could feed itself on a mess of banana, rice, porridge, and milk, and
when we had had it about six weeks it took to eating a little grass

on the lawn every day. It grew stronger and very active and
was very fond of us (though it screamed at strangers and would
not be touched by them); it also enjoyed romps with a Siamese
kitten, and the two little animals would sleep curled up together

—

the monkey grasping the kitten's fur in its hands. When playing

about and extra pleased this monkey had a comic little habit of

jumping in the air vertically and coming down again on all fours.

Its senses of sight and hearing were particularly acute, and it

would follow my wife or myself about the house and compound.
Dimensions on April 1st:—Head and body 10 in. (or 254 mm.);

tail (with end hair) 13| in. (or 343 mm.).
For two months this little animal was as well, happy, and active

as could be; then it got a sudden attack of diarrhoea and a bad cold

in the head, and, in spite of careful nursing, died on June 4th,

1897. Its dimensions then were :

—

Head and body 11 in. (or 279 mm.); tail, with end hair 13| in.

(or 350 mm.), without end hair 12| in. (or 324 mm.).
Colour. (Noted from life on 1.4.97.) Fur bright gold all over,

except the long hair on the forehead, which is dark grey, and the

hands and feet, which are also dark grey, and the hair on the

cheeks and chin, which is white. Skin of face and ears dark brown.
Iris dark brown. The skin of the abdomen and inner side of limbs

is white, sparsely covered with golden fur.

Colour (of same individual, noted immediately after death, 5.6.97).

Hair on forehead, crown, back of head, and neck black mixed
with silvery grey. Lips, chin, long whiskers, and sides of head
(both in front and behind ears) pure silvery white- Body, tail,

and limbs golden orange, mixed with silvery and dark grey hairs,

especially dark grey on the lumbar region, base of tail, forearm,

and lower leg ; the hinder portion of the forearm is almost entirely

black, as is the hair on the hands and feet, but there are some
silver hairs on the fingers, many on the toes, and many golden
hairs on the " instep " of the hind feet. Naked skin of face, ears,

hands, and feet entirely black. Iris dark brown. Callosities pale

flesh-colour.

The hair of the crown does not radiate, but is directed backwards,
forming a pointed crest over the occiput. Black supraorbital hairs

well-developed, whiskers long, beard short.

Distribution. Cochinchina, Siam.
In the Siamese Museum there was also a stuffed Lutong I never
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identified, labelled " Siam ;

" it measured, head and body 24| in.

(or 622 mm.); tail 31^ in. (800 mm.). Mr. A. Balfour, Chief

Engineer of the Siamese Navy, kindly gave me three skulls of

Semnojriiheci which he had shot near Ratburee, Siam : unfortunately

I never had a chance of comparing them with skulls of known
species, but they are still (or ought to be) in the Museum at

Bangkok.
Family Lemurid^.

15. Nycticebus tabdigkadus (L.). The Slow Loris.

Nycticebus tardigradus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 44.

" Kukang," " Kongkang,'"' and " Kongka" of the Malays.
" Lemur " of the English in the Straits Settlements.

Siamese. Ling-lom= " Wind Monkey."
In Penang I got numerous specimens from natives, who said

they had caught them in the hill forests ; I also got two individuals

in Kedah. In the Museum at Taiping there are many specimens

from Larut, Perak : these resemble iu head-markings and colour

Penang specimens of the variety javanicus. In the Museum at

Kuala Lumpor are two specimens, probably caught iu Selangor.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) has recorded a spe-

cimen collected at " Salanga, Junkceylon," by Mr. J. Darling, and
one from Malacca collected by Mr. Davison. Ridley records this

animal from Pahang (J. S. B. E. A. S. 1894, no. 25, p. 57) and
from Singapore (Mamm. Malay Pen. p. 26).

1 There are three

Siamese specimens in the Museum at Bangkok.
Colour (of a Siamese specimen). Head, neck, lower parts and

inner side of the limbs, low7er parts of the fore limbs, and hands

and feet very pale silvery grey, almost white. Remainder of fur

light rufous brown, intermingled with many silver hairs. A bright

reddish-brown vertebral line, which gets narrower anteriorly and
terminates on the forehead (and does not join the ear-patches or

the eyes as it does in eight specimens obtained in Penang). The
patch round each ear is light reddish brown.

Size (of Siamese specimen noted above). c? . Head and body

14| in. (or 375 mm.) ; tail (without end hair) f in. (or 20 mm.).
Habits. In captivity these animals will live on bananas, mangoes,

bread and milk, and live small birds, which they are singularly

adroit at catching. At night, if left to themselves, they depart

from their usual deliberate ways and climb about with con-

siderable speed and activity. At one time I used to sleep in a

hammock slung in a veranda close to a cage of Kongkangs, and
when lying awake on moonlight nights had good opportunities of

observing their habits. They could squeeze through the bars of the

cage (though I never made out how they got their bodies through

such narrow openings as they were) and roam about ; usually they

were back in the cage by daylight, sometimes they remained absent

1 Three of the specimens on which M. Alpbonse Milne-Edwards founded
yi/r/icebus civereus (Nouvelles Archives du Museum, iii. 18(57, p. 9, pi. iii.)

were " pris aux environs de Bangkok."
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a day or two, and on one occasion two individuals never returned

to me. One kept by itself makes a nice and interesting pet, but

when there were more than one I found they would resent being

handled and bite ; their bite may be very severe, as I know
from painful experience, but the stories of its being dangerously

poisonous to buman beings are hard to believe. The young are

carried under the mother's belly, holding on tight by all four

hands, until they almost equal her in size.

Popular Beliefs. Many strange powers are attributed to this

animal by the natives of the countries it inhabits ; there is hardly

an event in life to man, woman, or child, or even domestic animals,

that may not be influenced for better or for worse by the Slow
Loris, alive or dead, or by any separate part of it, and apparently

one cannot usually tell at the time that one is under its super-

natural power ! Thus a Malay may commit a crime he did not

premeditate, and then find that an enemy had buried a particular

part of a Loris under his threshold, which had, unknown to him,

compelled him to act to his own disadvantage. Its fur is used to

cure wounds, and a sailing ship with a live Loris on board is said

never to be becalmed. But its life is not a happy one, for it is

continually seeing ghosts : that is why it hides its face in its hands !

A full account of the folk-lore connected with the Slow Loris

would fill a small volume, but it would be of much interest. I am
very glad to hear that Mr. H. N. Ridley is collecting stories about

it from old Malay writings.

Distribution. Eastern Bengal, Assam, Burma, Siam, Cochinchiua,

Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Philippines.

Order CARNIVORA.
Family Felid.e.

16. Pelis tigris L. The Tiger.

Felis tigris, Blanf. Paun. Ind., Mamm. p. 58.

Siamese. " Seu-a."

Malay names for different varieties of tigers, Cantor, p. 35
(ajjucl Low) :

—

1. " Rimau Sipai," reddish-coated, striped.

2. " Rimau Ballu," darker coloured.

3. " Daun Pinang,'
-

' reddish-coated, without stripes.

4. " Tuppu Kasau," darkish, without stripes, but with longer

hairs than the others.

5. " Puntong Prun," very dark, striped.

"Rimau" is the common word for tiger; Cantor also gives

" Harimau."

The tiger is numerous in suitable localities in the Malay
Peninsula, and the island of Singapore, but seems to be entirely

absent from Penang. In Kedah I was told no tigers inhabit the

flat country around Alor Star, but are found in the hills ; writing

of the tiger in Pahang, however, Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S. 1894,
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no. 25, p. 57) says it " appears to be widely distributed, especially in

tbe low country, disappearing in the hills." In Perak tigers occur

from sea-level to the mountain jungles ; Wray (J. S. B. E. A. S.

1890, no. 21, pp. 129, 138, 146) mentions them in tbe Larut
Hills at over 4000 feet, and in tbe Batang Padang mountains at

6700 feet above sea-level. Round the town of Taiping, the capital

of Perak, tigers are particularly numerous, living largely on the

pigs kept by the Chinese. I have seen, a few hours after the occur-

rence, where a tiger burst through the wall of a house and carried

off a pig, to the horror of a Chinaman who was in the room at the

time. In Selangor also the tiger is over-plentiful. Kelsall (J. S.

B. E. A. S. 1894, no. 26, p. 16) says they are "reported to be

plentiful everywhere (in the State of Johore), especially on the

Indau and at Batu Pahat." Dr. Wilson (Principal Medical
Officer, Johore) informed me that about 1889 a tiger was caught

at Muar which measured 12 feet from nose to tip of tail.

In Siam the tiger apparently is not found in the delta of the

Menam, near Bangkok, nor in the valley of the Bangpakong, but

from all accounts they are numerous in the Dong Phya Fai,

especially at Pakchom on the Korat side.

Habits. Some idea of the Malay tiger and its ways may be

gathered from the following well-written accounts :

—

A. E. Wallace, ' Malay Archipelago,' p. 18 (1869).

H. N. Eidley, "Mammals Malay Peninsula," Nat. Science, vol. vi.

pp. 89-91 (1895).

P. A. Swettenham, ' Malay Sketches,' pp. 12-18 (1896).

H. Clifford, ' East Coast Etchings,' pp. 142-154 (1896).

Distribution. Central and South-eastern Continental Asia and
Sumatra and Java.

17. Fells parous L. The Leopard or Panther.

Felis leopardus, Cantor, p. 35.

Felis pardus, Blanf. Eaun. Ind., Mamm. p. 67; Eidley, Mamm.
Malay Pen., Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 91.

Spotted Variety :
" Eimau bintang " (Starred Tiger) of the

Malays.

Black Variety

:

"Eimau kumbang " (Black-beetle Tiger) of the Malays.
" Eimau akar " (Tiger of the Lianas) according to Eidley.

Cantor says :
" The leopards of the Malayan Peninsula appear

to attain to a larger size, and to be more ferocious, than is

generally the case in India. Instances of their having killed and
carried off Malays are on record." Eidley, on the other hand,

states : "It is quite harmless to man unless wounded The
more slender form, commonly called the leopard in opposition

to the short thick panther, is said to occur in the Peninsula ;

"

and also (J. S. B. E. A. S. 1894, no. 25, p. 57) :
" There are two

distinct forms, one, which includes the black panther, being

much more thick-set and heavy-looking than the typical leopard,

and the spots are usually rings and not rosettes as in that

animal."
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Localities :

—

Slam. The spotted leopard occurs ; while I was at the Museum
in Bangkok two specimens were brought there in the flesh to

be skinned, but neither had any history. Mr. St. Stephen,

Manager of the Bawtong Mines, Kabin, told me he had once

seen a panther near the mines.

Kedah. Both the spotted and black varieties occur—the latter

appears to be most numerous—and are often trapped and ex-

ported to Penang, and thence sent to menageries in Europe and

America.

Penang. So far as I can ascertain, there are no wild leopards

on the island, but individuals from Kedah have occasionally

escaped of late years to my knowledge ; one attacked and wounded
a native policeman on duty in Georgetown about 1S96.

Province Wellesley. An English Officer of Police told me he had
shot a black panther in the Province about 1896.

Perak. In the Museum at Taiping there is a spotted leopard

from Larut, and black ones from Larut and from Kuala Kangsar.
Ridley says the spotted form " appears to be fairly common in

Perak and the northern part of the Peninsula."

Selangor. Mr. A. L. Butler, Curator of the Museum at Kuala
Lumpor, tells me 99 per cent, of the leopards in Selangor are

black. Personally I have not heard of a spotted one from any
State south of Perak.

Pahang. Occurrence recorded by Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S. 1894,

no. 25, p. 57).

Malacca. Cantor records a black male killed at Malacca, which
" measured from the nose to the root of the tail 4 ft. 4| in. (about

1333 mm.), the tail 2 ft. 10| in. (about 886 mm.)."

Johore. Ridley says :
" The Black Panther is abundant in Johore,

and formerly occurred in Pulau TIbin, between Singapore and
Johore."

Singapore. Ridley says the Black Panther " is said to have
occurred in Singapore, but this appears doubtful."

Distribution. Africa and Asia in suitable places.

18. Felis nebulosa Griffith. The Clouded Leopard.

Felis nebulosa, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamin. p. 72.

"Clouded Tiger" of the English in Siam.

This beautiful animal must be very rare in the Malay Peninsula
;

and in Siam but little is known of it, except the handsome skins

which are sometimes brought by natives from upcountry to be

sold in Bangkok.
Distribution. South-eastern Himalayas, Assam, Burma, Siam,

Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and Formosa (apud
Blanford).

Dr. Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1898, p. 7) says he
obtained " from a native a full-grown specimen of Felis nebidosa

(body 36 in., tail 30 in.), said to have been killed at Changi, near
Singapore."
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19. Felis marmoeata Martin. The Marbled Cat.

Felis marmorata, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mauim. p. 74.

" Rimau dahan " of the Malays, according to Cantor and
L. Wray.

Cantor (p. 36) records this species as numerous in the Malay
Peninsula. In the Museum at Taiping there are two specimens
from Kuala Kangsar, Perak. In the Museum at Kuala Luinpor
there is a specimeu caught at about 5 miles from that town.
W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 222)

records two specimens from Malacca obtained in 1S45.
Dr. Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles L. & M. 1898, p. 9) mentions a

specimen of "Felis marmorata (=zdiarcli)" from Malacca.
Distribution. Sikhim, Assam, Burma, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,

Java ; Borneo (?).

20. Felis temmincki Vig. & Horsf. The Golden Cat.

Felis temmincki, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 75.

" Rimau Anjing " (Dog-cat) of the Malays of Perak, according

to Mr. L. Wray.
In the Museum at Taiping there is a fine male from Kuala

Kangsar, Perak ; as stuffed it measures :

—

Head and body 34 in. (or 854 mm.) ; tail 17 in. (or 432 mm.).

In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there is one shot at Serendah,

about 22 miles from Kuala Lumpor.
In the Museum at Singapore is a specimen from Malacca.

Ridley (Mamm. Malay Pen. p. 92) mentions this cat from
Pahang.

Distribution. Nepal, Sikhim, Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra, Borneo.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 222)
records a specimen from Malacca obtained in 1867.

21. Felis viyeeeina Benn. The Fishing Cat.

Felis viverrina, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 76.

Siamese. Seua-pla= " Fish-cat."

This animal seems very well known in Siaui ; there were

specimens of it in the Siamese Museum, but without exact locality.

In March 1897, in the open country between Paknam Kabiu and

Bawtong Kabin I saw by a pond footprints of a lai'ge cat,

probablv of this species. In Jan. 1898 I saw a skin in a bazaar

at Chantaboon.
Distribution, Parts of India, Ceylon, Burma, Siam, and Southern

China. Mr. Blanford also gives the Malay Peninsula.

22. Felis bexgalensis Kerr. The Leopard Cat.

Felis javanensis, Cantor, p. 36.

Felis bengalensis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 78.

" Rimau akar " of the Malays of the Peninsula, according to

Cantor.

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXII. 22
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" "Rimau aker " of the Malays of Perak, according to L. AVray.
" Seua-bong " and " Mow-pa '" of the Siamese.

Cantor records this species from Penang and the Peninsula.

Ridley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 92) says this is " the

commonest wild cat .... I have seen it in Singapore, and it

appears to be abundant in the Peninsula."

In the Museum at Taiping there are many specimens from

Larut, Perak ; and 1 was told it was common in the State of

Selangor. In the Museum at Bangkok there are specimens from

Pachim, Siam.

A wild cat caught near Balik-Pulo, Penang, in the spring of

1896 was, to the best of my recollection, of this species.

Distribution. India, Assam, Burma, Southern China, Siam.

Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java. Borneo, and the Philippines.

23. Felts planiceps Vig. & Horsf. The Plat-headed Cat.

Felis planiceps, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mam in. p. 83.

" Jalang" of the Malays of the Peninsula, according to Cantor.

Cantor also gives " Kiiching litan
"' as the Malay name of this

species, but this simply means " Cat of the woods " and is applied

to any wild cat.

Cantor (p. 37) says of this apparently not numerous species

that it is found on the Malay Peninsula and is " of most ferocious

habits and untamable."

In the Museum at Taiping there is a specimen said to have

been obtained in Selangor.

In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor are two specimens, one from
Ivlang, and the other from some other locality in the State of

Selangor.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Jndian Mus. ii. 1891. p. 222)
records a specimen from Malacca obtained in 184*;.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra. Borneo.

24. Felis chaus Giild. The Jungle Cat.

Fills chaus, Blanf. Faun. Ind.. Mamm. p. 86.

In the Siamese Museum there is an old stuffed cat apparently

of this species, labelled " Siam : January 18941?
Distribution. Northern Africa. Western Asia, India, Ceylon.

Burma, and perhaps Siam.

N.B.—Ridley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 92) says " Felis

tristia has been taken in Malacca.*' Sclater (P. /. s. 1898, p. 281)
mentions a beautiful small wild cat from Siam, living in the

Jardin Zoologique d'AccIimatation, Paris, which was quite new to

him.

25. Felis domestica Briss. The Common Cat.

" Kuching" of the Malays.
" Mow " of the Siamese.

The ordinary domestic cat of the Malaya has a very short
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twisted or knotted tail, or else a mere bob. In Johore I have
seen a very remarkably coloured variety of cat, somewhat like the
English "tortoise-shell," but the different colours arranged more
in spots than in blotches. The " Siamese " cat is fairly common
in Siam, and not " reserved for royalty " (Lydekker, Boyal Nat.
Hist. i. p. 429, line 7). In Bangkok and the Straits Settlements
it is not so much prized as a domestic pet as is the somewhat
similar, but darker coloured, " Laos " cat from Northern Siam.
Ln this region as elsewhere cats " frequently relapse from a state

of domestication, resort to the jungle, and shun the presence of

man " (Cantor, p. 38).

Family Viveeeid.e.

Subfamily Viveeein^e.

26. Viveeea zibetha L. The Large Indian Civet.

Viverra zibetha, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mainm. p. 96.

" Tanggallong " of the Malays of the Peninsula (according to

Cantor).
" Musang jebat " of the Malays of Perak (according to

L. Wray).
Cantor (p. 27) records this species from Penang, Singapore, and

the Peninsula, and considers it to be " far less numerous than

the following" (i. e. V. megaspila). In the Museum at Taiping

there are many specimens from Larut, Perak. In the Museum at

Kuala Lumpor there are two civets from Selangor which I referred

to this species, but Mr. A. L. Butler tells me he thinks they are

V. megaspila.

Ptidley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 93) says :
" The larger

civets V. zibetha and V. tangalunga, the ' Musang jebat,' do not,

I believe, occur wild in Singapore, but are common in the

Peninsula, and are often trapped and brought for sale. They are

never at all docile, and seldom live long in captivity."

Distribution. Bengal, Assam, Burma, Southern China, Siam,

Malay Peninsula.

27. Viveeea megaspila Blyth. The Burmese Civet.

Viverra tangalunga, Cantor, p. 27.

Viverra megaspila, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 99.

" Musang jebat " of the Malays.

Cantor records this species from Penang, Singapore, and the

Peninsula, and says it is " exceedingly numerous." In the Museum
at Taiping there are many specimens from Larut, Perak. In a

deserted bungalow at Dumdruan, Grunong Pulai, Johore, I found

a skin of this civet. The skin measui'ed :—Head and body 29 in.

(or 737 mm.) ; tail 11 1 in. (or 292 mm.).

Distribution. Burma, Cochinchina, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra.

22*
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28. Viverricula malaccexsis (Gmel.). The Small Indian

Civet.

Viverricula malaccensis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Marom. p. LOO.

'Cha-moot " of the Siamese.

There were in the Museum at Bangkok five specimens from

Siam.

Cantor (p. 29) says :
" On the Malayan Peninsula this species

appears to be more numerous than V. zibetha ; less so than

V. tanyalunga "
(i. e. V. megaspild).

Ridley (Xat. Science, vol. \i. 1S95, p. 92) gives a long and

interesting account of '* Pwerra malaceeruis, the Musang"; with

all due deference to his knowledge and experience, I would

suggest that he is referring to (or at any rate has included uuder

that name) some species of Paradoxurug.

Mr. J. L. Bonhote (A. & M. N. H. 7th series, vol. i. p. 120,

1898) writes :
" Specimens from the Malay Peninsula representing

the original V. malaeeensis may be distinguished by having only

seven dark rings on the tail instead of eight as in all other

specimens, the tip being pure white."

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Assam, Burma, Southern China,

Siam, Malay Peninsula, Java, Philippines, Socotra, Comoro Islands,

Madagascar (probably introduced).

29. Prioxodon gbacilis Horsfield. The Graceful Tiger-Civet.

Cantor (op. cit. p. 29) records this species from Malacca ; of

which Blanford (Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 105) says : "It was also

reported from Malacca by Cantor (I. A. S. B. xv. p. 199); but,

judging by the dimensions given, it is not improbable that the

species obtained by him was P. maculosus."

In the Museum at Taiping are three stuffed Tiger-civets from
Larut, Perak ; they agree in -aze and description with P. pardicolor

( Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 103), but the spots tend to form broad
longitudinal bands. In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there is

a Tiger-civet from Selangor, taken at about 5 miles from Kuala
Lumpor ; it seemed to me to be of the same species as the speci-

mens at Taiping.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Bauka, Borneo, Java.

30. Paradoxurus >~iger (Desm.). The Indian Palm-Civet.

Pardo.rum.s niger. Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 106.

I include this species as an inhabitant of the Malay Peninsula on
account of two specimens.

1st. One in the Museum at Taiping from larut, Perak. It is

very dark in colour, has no pale band on forehead, and the end of

the tail white. It is labelled by Mr. Wray " P. maerodus, Gray."
2nd. One that I saw in Penang was taken alive to England and

presented to this Society : it was identified in London as P. niger.
Distribution. Tndia, Ceylon, and (apparently) the Malay Pen-

insula.
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31. Paeadoxubtjs heemapheoditus (Pall.). The Malay Palm-
Civet.

Paradoxurus musanga, Cantor, p. 31.

Paradoxurus finlaysonu, Horsfield, Cat. Marutn. Mus. East-

India Co. 1851, p. 65.

Paradoxurus hermajdiroditus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 108.

" Musang " of the Malays, and the English in the Straits

Settlements, also " Musang Pandan " and (when the tail is with

white point) " Musang Biingkwang,"' Cantor. " Hen "'
of the

Siamese.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas (P. Z. IS. 1880, p. 73) records this species

from Salanga (.lunkceylon), and Klang (Selangor).

This Civet is abuudant in the Malay Peninsula ;
personally 1

know of it from Kedah, Penang, Perak (many specimens from
Larut in the Taiping Museum) Selangor, Malacca (specimens in

Baffles Museum), Johore and Singapore. Sometimes it frequents

inhabited houses, even in populous towns, but on account of its

nocturnal habits is seldom seen.

Ridley's account (Nat. Science vol. vi. 1895, p. 92) of " Viverra

malaccensis " applies excellently to this species.

Size. Adults seem to vary much in size. Cantor (p. 32) men-
tions one : head and body 24£ in. (or 022 mm.) ; tail 16| in.

(or 420 mm.).
Distribution. Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java,

Borneo.

32. Paeae-oxueus mackodus Grav. The Large-toothed Palm-
Civet.

Paradoxurus macrodus, W. L. Sclater, Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus.
ii. 1891, p. 246.

" In external characters this species does not differ appreciably

from Paradoxurus hermaphroditus, but the skulls are at ouce

distinguished by the large size of the teeth ; upper sectorial

•39 inch long by '33 inch wide" (Sclater, op. cit. p. 243).

Distribution. Malay Peninsula.

33. Paradoxueus leccomystax G-ray. The White-whiskered

Palm-Civet.

Paguma leucomgstax, Cantor, p. 30.

" Musang biilan " of the Malays of the Peninsula (according to

Cantor).

In the Museum at Taiping there are several specimens from

Larut, Perak. A male stuffed measures:—Head and body 27 in.

(or 686 mm.) ; tail 21| in. (or 546 mm.).

In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there is a single specimen.

This species is said to be rare in Selangor.

In the Raffles Museum there are specimens from Singapore and
Malacca.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 248)
records specimens from Malacca.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra. Borneo,
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34. AiiCTOGALE LEUCOTis (Blyth). The Small-toothed Palm-

Civet.

Payvma trivirgata, Cantor, p. 31.

Arctogale leucotis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Maunn. p. 115.

" Musang akar *' of the Malays of the Peninsula (according to

Cantor).
" Hen-mi " of the Siamese.

in the Siamese Museum there is a male stuffed, obtained in the

Dong Phya Fai by the late Dr. E. Haase.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. p. 242) records

two specimens from Malacca.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) mentions a specimen

from Selangor, collected by Mr. Syers.

Distribution. Assam, Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,

Java, Borneo.

35. Hemigalea hardwickii (Gray). The Zebra Civet-Cat.

Paradoxurus derbyanus, Cantor, p. 32.

Hemigalc hanhvickei, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 117.

" Musang batu
*' and " Sangah Prao " of the Malays of the

Peninsula (according to Cantor).

Cantor gives this species from the Malay Peninsula, and says

it
' ;

is apparently not numerous, and is celebrated among the

Malays for its great agility." Ridley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895,

p. 166) says :
" The only person whom I have met with who has

seen one wild is Mr. H. L. Kelsall, who found one under a log

in thick jungle by the Tahan River in Pahang.''

Tn the Museum at Taiping there are three stuffed specimens

from Larut, Perak. In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there

is an example caught about 4 miles from that place. In the

Raffles Museum is a specimen labelled " Malacca : 1892."

Mr. Oldfield Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) records a specimen

from Jaffaria, Johore, collected by Mr. Davison.

AY. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm." Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 241)
records a specimen from Malacca obtained in 1843.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Borneo.

36. Aectictis binturong (RaffL). The Bear-Cat or Binturong.

Arctictis binturong, Cantor, p. 22; Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm.
p. 118 ; Ridley, Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 93.

" Unturong " of the Malays of the Peninsula (according to

Cantor)

.

" Binturong " or " Menurong " of the Malays (according to

Ridley).

This delightful animal is apparently not uncommon on the
mainland, but 1 have not heard of it occurring wild in Penang or

Singapore. In the Museum at Taiping are specimens from Larut
and Kuala Kangsar, Perak. It is represented in tlie Museum at
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Kuala Lumpor, and is said to be common in Selangor. In the

Baffles Museum is a specimen from Malacca.

Mr. Ridley has kept for some years a very fine male Binturong

alive, chained to a tree in his garden at Singapore : it is not of a

gentle disposition ; but a full-grown female belonging to Mr. A. 11

.

B. Dennys, of Penang, is perfectly tame and delights in being

petted.

Distribution. Assam, Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,

Banka, Java, Borneo.

37. Cyxogale bennexti Gray. The Otter-Civet.

Cantor (p. 33) says :
" This animal appears to be of rare occur-

rence on the Malayan Peninsula, and the natives are consequently

not acquainted with it." In the Raffles Museum there is a stuffed

animal, supposed to be of this species, labelled " Malacca :
1689."'

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo.

38. Herpestes auropunctatus (Hodgs.). The Small Indian

Mongoose.

Herpestes auropunctatus, Blanf. Faun. Inch, Mamm. p. 121.

Cantor (p. 34) obtained a single specimen in the Malay Penin-

sula, which Blanford says was " possibly introduced."

Distribution. South Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Northern
India, Lower Bengal, Assam, Cbittagong, Upper Burma, and
(possibly) Malay Peninsula.

39. Herpestes motjgo (G-mel.). The Common Indian Mon-

Herpestes griseus, Cantor, p. 34.

Herpestes mumjo, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 123.

" Bambun" of the Malays (according to L. Wray).
Cantor (p. 34) obtained a single specimen in the Malay Penin-

sula, which Blanford says " may very probably have been im-

ported.'*

In the Museum at Taiping there are two specimens unlabelled.

In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there is one caught 4 miles

from that place. Once in 1895 I saw a wild Mongoose near

"Alma" Estate in Province Wellesley which appeared to be of this

species ; but 1 have been told that at one time mongooses were
imported from India by the planters and turned loose in the

Province, but when, and how many, and on which estates I do not

know.
Distribution. Afghanistan, India, Ceylon, Malay Peninsula

;

introduced in Jamaica and other "West Indian islands.

40. Herpestes urva (Hodgs.). The Crab-eating Mongoose.

Herpestes urva, Blanf. Pauii. Ind., Mamm. p. 129.

" Hen-paaraa " of the Siamese.
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In the Siamese Museum is a stuffed specimen from Prachai,

Siam.

Distribution. South-eastern Himalayas, Assam, Burma, South

China, Siam.

41. Herpestes jatanicus (Desin.). The Javan Mongoose.

Sometimes called " Paang-pawn " by the Siamese.

Cantor (p. 33) records this species as being numerous in Penang
and on the Peninsula.

On the 20th Jan. 1898 I was given a live mongoose, supposed

to have been caught in or near Bangkok, and probably on the west

Bide of theMenam. As it was the only mongoose I had seen from
the neighbourhood, and also belonged to a species I was not

acquainted with, I was particularly interested to add it to my
small private menagerie. It soon became a general favourite under

the name of " Biki-tiki ;
" it was a very intelligent animal, but not

clean in its habits, and it generally had a disagreeable smell. Like

//. mungo it was inquisitive and courageous, and extraordinarily

clever in killing snakes. I have seen it kill a Dhamin (Zamenis

mucosus) over seven feet long ; when it had killed a snake, however
large, it would drag the body to its cage and then commence
eating it, head first, and continued eating till it got so distended

that it could not move. The mongoose would then lie on its back,

with all four legs stuck straight out, motionless for hours ; as soon

as it had room internally it continued its meal. On leaving Siam

1 brought this mongoose with me, hoping to present it to the

Zoological Gardens in London, but unfortunately it died suddenly

in the Bed Sea ; on board the steamer it soon became famous among
the crew for its celerity in killing rats. Mr. Oldfield Thomas, to

whom I sent the skin for identification, writes :
" The mongoose is

a form of //. javanicus for which the names of e.cilis Gerv. and
rutUus Gray are available if it is distinct, as I believe to be the case.

I think you might call it exilis for the present, if you need a name/'
Distribution . Siam, Malay Peninsula, Java.

42. Herpestes rrachyurus Gray. The Water Mongoose.

" Musang Tiiron " of the Malays of the Peninsula (according to

Cantor).
" Musang Babi " (Pig-Civet) of the Malays (according to Eidley).
" Bambun" of the Malays of Perak (according to L. Wray).
Cantor (p. 35) records this species from the Malay Peninsula.

Bidley (Mat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 93) records it from
Tringganu. In the Museum at Taiping ai'e four stuffed mongooses
(two from Larut, Perak) which Mr. Wray considers to be
E. brachyurus.

A large, dark mongoose in the Museum at Kuala Lumpor
probably belongs to this species ; as also, I think, does a large,

very dark rufous-brown mongoose I have seen in the swamps near

Jenan, Kedah.
Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo.
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Family Hr^NiDiE.

Cantor (p. 27) says a Hysena is reported to occur in the Malay

Peninsula, but no Englishman nor native I have met has heard of

it there or in Siam.

Family Canid^.

43. Canis familiabis L. The Dog.

Owing to the exertions of the Police authorities, pariah dogs

are fortunately very scarce in the Straits Settlements nowadays.

It is far otherwise in Siam ; the miserable, maimed, and mangy
pariahs which, together with pigs, vultures, and crows, are the

scavengers of Bangkok, are a feature of the place. In the suburbs

and country villages the dogs are less diseased, and I have two or

three times seen specimens remarkably jackal-like in appearance,

but have never seen or heard of true jackals in Siam. These

ownerless dogs, or at any rate some of them, run about at night

in packs, hunting for their food.

44. Cton rutilans (S. Mull.). The Malay Wild Dog.

Cuon jwimcevus, Cantor, p. 26.

Cyon rut-Vans, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 147 ; Bidley, Nat.

Science, vol. vi. 1 895, p. 94.

" Anjing utan" (Dogs of the woods) of the Malays.
" Srigalah" of the Malays of Perak (according to L. Wray).
The wild dog seems quite unknown in Penang and Singapore,

but is distributed through the less settled parts of the Peninsula.

In the Museum at Taiping there is a specimen from Kuala Kangsar,

Perak : and in the Raffles Museum are specimens from Pahang and
Mt. Ophir. Consul T. ff. Carlisle, writing to me from Pailin in

the Battambong province of Siam in February 1899, says :
" Wild

dogs are said to be plentiful in parts of this province. I am
trying to get one. I have been told there are two kinds."

Distribution. Siam (?), Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,

Java, Borneo (?).

Family Mustelid^e.

Subfamily Musteline.

45. Mtjstela flayigula Bodd. The Indian Marten.

Mustela fiavigula, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 158.

" Anga Prao " of the Malays of the Peninsula (according to

Cantor).

Cantor (p. 24) records this species from the Malay Peninsula.

In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there is a specimen caught on

a coffee estate about seven miles from Kuala Lumpor.
Distribution. Himalayas from Ilazara to Assam, hills of Southern

India, Ceylon (?), Amurland, South China, Burma, Malay Penin-

sula, Sumatra, Java(?).
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46. Putorius nudipes F. Cuv. The Malay Weasel.

Putorius nudipes, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mainrn. p. 171.

"Pulasan " of the Malays of the Peninsula (according to Cantor).

Cantor (p. 24) records this species from the Malay Peninsula.

In the Museum at Taiping there are specimens from Larut and

from Kuala Kangsar, Perak.

Mr. Oldheld Thomas (P.Z.N. 1^80, p. 73) mentions a specimen

from Klang, collected by Mr. Davison.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo.

Subfamily Melinje.

It is probable that some species of Helictis may be eventually

found in Siain. 1 have not had such an animal described to me by

the natives ; but villagers on the Bangpakong seemed to recognize

the figure of Mellivora indica in Blanford's Indian Mammals
(p. 177) as a local animal under the name of " Mee-mu."

Subfamily Lutrin.e.

47. Lutra v ulgaris Erxl. The Common Otter.

Lutra vulgaris, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Marntn. p. 182.

In the Baffles Museum there are three Otters labelled Lutra

vulgaris, from Singapore and Malacca, but I have not been able to

examine the specimens myself. In the Siamese Museum there

are two stuffed Otters, apparently of this species, obtained

locally : they are very small, and pale in colour.

Distribution. Europe and Asia, in suitable localities.

48. Lutra hacrodus Gray. The Smooth Indian Otter.

Lutra nair, Cantor, p. 25.

Lutra ellioti, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Maunn. p. 185.

Lutra inacrodus, Blanf. Fauna Ind., Mamm. Appendix, p. 002.

Becorded from the Malay Peninsula by Cantor. A specimen
caught in Selangor is in the Museum at Ivuala Lumpor.

Distribution. ludia, Burma, Malay Peninsula.

49. Lutra sumatrana Gray. The Hairy-nosed Malay Otter.

Lutra barang, Cantor, p. 25.

Lutra sumatrana, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 187.

Becorded from the Malay Peninsula by Cantor, and from

Singapore by Bidley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 94). A
specimen caught in Selangor is in the Museum at Kuala Lumpor.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula and Islands.

50. Lutra cinerea llliger. The Clawless Otter.

Aonyx lejotonyx, Cantor, p. 25.

Lutra leptonyx, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 187.

Lutra cinerea, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. Appendix, p. 002.

Becorded from the Malay Peninsula by Cantor, from Malacca
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by W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 296), from
the Tahan Eiver in Pahang by Eidley (J. S. B. E. A. S. 1894, no. 25,

p. 58), from Batu Pahat in Johore by Kelsall (J. S. B. P. A. S. 1894,

no. 26, p. 16), from Singapore by Eidley (Nat. Science, vol. vi.

1895, p. 94) and by Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1898,

p. 9), and there is a specimen caught in Selangor in the Museum
at Kuala Lumpor.

Distribution. South-eastern Asia.

In the Museum at Taiping I saw five stuffed Otters from Perak,

but unfortunately had not time to examine them. Otters were
not uncommon on the Bangpakong Eiver in March 1897, but I do

not know of what species ; the only descriptive note in my
diary is " Pachim, 10.3.97.—Young otter ; well developed claws

;

colour of back and sides rich brown, of chin and throat lemon-

yellow." In Jan. 1898 I saw the skin of a large Otter in the

bazaar at Chantaboon.

Family Ursld.,e.

51. Ursus malatanus Eaffl. The Malay Sun- or Honey-Bear.

Helarctos malayanus, Cantor, p. 21.

Ursus malayanus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 199.

" Bruang " of the Malays.
" Mee " or " Mi " of the Siamese.

Eidley (J. S. B. E. A. S. no. 25, 1894, p. 58) records the Malayan
Honey-Bear from the neighbourhood of the Tahan Eiver in

Pahang, and (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 93) says " it is

tolerably common in the Peninsula, but is absent from Singapore.

Formerly rewards were offered for its destruction, but it appears

to be quite harmless to man unless wounded, when it becomes
dangerous. It is, however, a troublesome enemy to fruit-growers

near the jungles in which it lives." In the Museum at Taiping

there are specimens from Larut, Perak. In the Museum at

Kuala Lumpor there are specimens from Selangor, where it is said

to be not uncommon. In the Baffles Museum there is a specimen

from Malacca. In 1897 Mr. F. II. Malcolm Staples told me these

bears are sometimes seen near Batu Pahat, Johore.

In the Museum at Bangkok there are two stuffed specimens,

said to be from Siam ; both were brought to the Museum in the

flesh, so they probably died in captivity in Baugkok.
Distribution. Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor,

Malacca, Pahang, Johore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

52. Meluusus ubsinus (Shaw). The Sloth-Bear.

Melursus ursinus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 201.

If the Sloth-Bear be really found in Siam its range extends
much farther east than is generally imagined. Several men told

me there was a large black bear in the country, and the accounts

of its unprovoked attacks on natives walking on jungle-paths

accord with accounts of the habits of this species in Southern
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India. Mr. St. Stephen, Manager of the Kabin Gold Mines, on

the Bangpakong River, told me, when I was there, that in 1895
or 1896 a coolie was killed by a bear near the mines ; he went out

after the animal, but failed to find it. Some of the European
engineers constructing the railway through the Dong Phya Fai

said that bears were numerous in the hills of that forest, having

their dens among the rocks.

In the Siamese Museum is a stuffed Sloth-Bear, obtained before

I went there, labelled by one of my predecessors " Siam "
;

I made
particular enquiries about it, and was assured by the Siamese that

it came from the Laos country. But more evidence is wanted to

prove that t bis species inhabits either the Laos States or Siam.

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Assam (?), Burma (?). Siam (?).

Order INSECTIVORA.

Family Tupaiid^:.

53. Tupaia perruginea Raffl. The Malay Tree-Shrew.

Tupaia ferruginea, Cantor, p. 18; Blauf. Faun. Ind., Mamm.
p. 210.

" Tupaia tana " of the Malays of Penang (a/pud Cantor).

"This singular little animal was first observed tame in the house
of a gentleman at Penang, and afterwards found wild at Singapore
and in the woods near Bencoolen " (Sir Stamford Raffles, circa

1819). Cantor records it from " Pinang, Singapore, Malayan
Peninsula," and gives some account of its habits, as also does

Ridley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 28), who records it from
Pahang (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 58). Oldfield Thomas
(P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) records it from Malacca and Jelang, Selangor.

In the Museum at Taiping there is a specimen from the Waterfall

Hill, Larut, labelled T. tana, but probably of this species. The
Museum at Kuala Lumpor contains specimens from Selangor.

Distribution. Nepal, Assam, Burma, Malay Peninsula (Penang,
Perak, Selangor, Pahang, Malacca, Singapore), Sumatra, Java,

Borneo.

51. Tupaia javanica Horsf. The Javanese Tree-Shrew.

Discovered by Horsfield in Java in 1806. Recorded from
Pahang (Ridley, J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 58), and from
Selangor and johore (O. Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73).

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Selangor, Pahang, Johore),

Sumatra, Java, Borneo.
N.B.—Dr. Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. part i. p. 156,

1881) records two specimens of Tupaia malaecana from Malacca.
I did not myself see a Tupaia in Siam, but there can be little

doubt that at least one species occurs there. An English friend

told me of an animal inhabiting his garden in Bangkok which was
probably T. ferruginea, and the Siamese described it to me under
the name of " Kra' chang."
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Family Erinaceid-E.

55. G-ymnujra bafflesi Vig. & Horsf. Eaffles's Gymnura.

Gymnura rafflesi, Cantor, p. 20 ; Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm
p. 220, fig. 57.

" Tikus arnbang bulan " of the Malays (apud Raffles).

" Munduk " of the Malays of Selangor, according to A. L. Butler.
" In a district not distant from Malacca, the animal is said to

be numerous, though not to be seen in other localities " (Cantor).

In the Museum at Taiping there is a stuffed specimen from Tapah,
Perak, and there are Wo specimens from Kuala Lumpor in the
Museum at that place.

Distribution. Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor,
Malacca), Sumatra, Borneo.

56. GtYMNuea suilla (Mull. & Schleg.). The Smaller G-ymnura.

Distribution. " Burma, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and Java."
(Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 222.)

Family Sorecid.e.

57. Crocidura murina (Linn.). The Brown Musk-Shrew.

Sorex murinus, Cantor, p. 21.

Crocidura murina, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 233.

" Chinchorot " of the Malays of the Peninsula (apud Cantor).

"JNTu-pee " or "Nu-ring" of the Siamese.

Cantor records this species from Penang and says :
" The smell

of musk, emitted by the adult animal, and which in the young is

barely perceptible, is much less intense than that of the Bengal
Musk-Shrew." O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) records a speci-

men from Singapore. Ridley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 29)

says the Musk-Shrew " is most abundant in gardens and near

houses, and often perfumes the lower part of the house with its

strong musky smell." Hanitsch (Bep. Baffles Libr. &Mus. 1S97,

p. 11) mentions specimens in the Museum at Singapore from
Singapore and Pahang. In the Siamese Museum there is one
specimen, in spirit, from Bangkok.

Distribution. South-east Asia, in suitable localities.

58. Crocidura c^erulea (Kerr). The Grey Musk-Shrew.

Crocidura ccm-ulea, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 236.

This so-called "Musk-Rat " is common in houses in Georgetown,

Penang, and in Tanglin, Singapore ; in both localities I have

frequently caught individuals in rat-traps baited with toast.

Colour (a Penang specimen) bluish grey, paler below, hairs of

back with slightly ferruginous brown tips. Skin of snout and
feet flesh-coloured. Hair on backs of hands and feet white.

Distribution. South-east Asia, in suitable localities.

N.B.—A large Musk-Shrew occurs on the mainland of the

Peninsula ; I have seen specimens both in Kedah and in Taiping,

Perak, but cannot say whether the species is C« murina or C. crmtlea.
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Family (jrALEOPITHECID.1:.

59. (xaleopitiiegts volans (Linn.). The Flying Lemur.

GaleopitJiecus temminckii, Cantor, p. 7.

Galeojrithecus volans, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 249, figs. 70
&71.

" Kubong" or " Kurbong " of the Malay-.

? " Bang " of the Siamese.

Cantor gives as the habitat of this species " Singapore, Binang,

and other Islands in the Straits of Malacca, Lancavy Islands,

Malayan Peninsida, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Pelew Islands, Siam."

Dr. Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. part i. p. 153, 1881)
records a specimen from Perak :

" skin of a young animal, much
variegated with grey, brownish and black, interspersed with white

spots," and others from Malacca. O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886,

[>. 73) records specimens collected by Mr. Davison in the

Dindings and in Malacca. Ridley (Xat. Science, vol. vi. ]895,

p. 27) says it '-is plentiful in some parts of Singapore," and
i J. S. B. li. A. S. no. 25, 1894, p. 58) records it from Kuala
Tahan, Pahang. In the Taiping Museum there are several

stuffed specimens from Larut, Perak ; there are also specimens
from Selangor in the Museum at Kuala Lumpor.

A specimen shot at the foot of Cumong Pulai. Johore, was found
up a tree in the daytime. When disturbed it parachuted to a

neighbouring tree, and started climbing up the trunk ; it had a

young one clinging to it.

A Penang example was obtained by moonlight, climbing on the

trunk of a tree about 60 feer above the ground. The iris was
dark brown, the ears pinky-red (this is very noticeable in life) ; the

stomach was very full, its contents apparently all vegetable

matter.

Distribution. Tenasserim, Siam, Malay Peninsula (Lancavy,

Penang, Perak, Dindings, Selangor, Pahang, Malacca. Johore.

Singapore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

Order CHIROPTERA.

Family Pteeopodid.k.

The species of Pteroptu, Large Fruit-Bats or " Flying-Foxes/'

are known to the Malays as " Kluang.'" " Keluang " or " Kelawang,"
and to the Siamese as " Kang-khaw maa-kai "' or " Chankhoo
maakai " ; the meaning of this name I have not been able to make
out for certain, but if it was originally composed of the four words
that now compose it, would seem to suggest " The mother of the

fowls that shield the stars," a really poetic epithet for the largest

known bats.

In some places in Siam the Buddhist priests consider these bats

sacred. During my time in Siam I seldom saw any Fruit-Bats,

but when they were seen they were invariably in large numbers,
as the following extracts from my diary show ;—
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18.3.97. At Tahkamen, many Pteropi flying about in the moon-
light.

19.3.97. At Tahkamen, at dusk see scores of Pteropi flying over
the village vvat (temple).

15.4.97. On the side of the Bangpakong River between Pachim
and Patriew, see a tree covered with Pteropi, hanging up asleep ; it

was black with them, the branches bending under their weight.

12.8.97. At Bangkok, about 7 p.m., large Fruit-Bats kept flying

over the compound, some very high in the air, others just high
enough to clear the trees and roofs of the buildings ; they were all

going in the same direction, north-west.
These may have been either of the two following species.

60. Pteropus medius Teram. The Indian Fruit-Bat or Flying-
Fox.

Pteropus medius, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mainm. p. 257.

Blanford says this species " is not recorded east or south of

Burma," but 1 believe it occurs in Siam, In the Siamese Museum
there are two stuffed Fruit-Bats, one labelled " Bangkok,"
apparently of this species ; and two that I shot on the Bangpakong
River in March 1897 I should refer to this species ; they were
both males, length of forearm 152 mm. (or 6 inches), and the
lower breast and abdomen were very dark brown. Unfortunate]}'
I did not keep their skins (owing to their very offensive smell,

characteristic of these bats), for Mr. Oldfield Thomas writes tome
(15.5.97), " I expect your Pteropus is not P. medius but P. vampyrus
(P. edulis of Catalogue) I do not think P. medius reaches

Siam.''

Distribution. India, Ceylon, and Burma, as far south as Amherst
near Monlmein (O. Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 67) : Siam (?).

61. Pteropus edulis Geoff. The Malay Flying-Fox.

Pteropus edulis, Cantor, p. 16 ; Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 25^>.

Pteropus vampirus, Ridley, Xat. Science, vi. 1895, p. 27.

Cantor records this species from " Pinang, Singapore, Malayan
Peninsula and Islands." Horsfield (Cat. Mamm. Mus. East-India

Co. 1851, p. 27) mentions a specimen from Siam obtained by
Finlayson.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M.p. 49) records specimens from " Isles

of Kallam, Straits of Malacca." O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73)

records specimens from Klang.

Lieut. II. J. Kelsall, R A., in a list of Mammals from Johore,

(J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 26, 1894, p. 10), says : ''Pteropus edulis, Gray.

I only saw a single specimen of this large fruit-bat, at Kuala
Ivabang. It is probably common." Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25,

1894, p. 58) gives this species as common at Pekan, Pahang; and

as regards those at Singapore (Nat. Sci. vi. 1895, p. 27) says :
" The

large fruit-bats are abundant at certain times, appearing in vast

numbers and taking up their abode in some chosen spot, remaining

there for some two or three months and then scattering again and
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disappearing utterly. One year the [Botanical] Garden jungle

was a favoured spot, and it was roughly calculated that seventy

thousand roosted there every day. The reason for this nocking of

the fruit-hats I cannot guess, as it appears to take place at no

particular time of year, nor does it bear any relation to the fruit

season."

In April 1895 I noticed this bat on Penang Hill, at 2500 feet

above the sea. Tn the Museum at Taiping are specimens from
Tapak, Perah ; the Museum at Kuala Lumpor contains a specimen
from Klang, and the Raffles Museum contains Singapore specimens.

Distribution. Mergui Archipelago, Tenasserirn (?), Andainans (?),

Xicobars ('?), Siatn(?), Malay Peninsula (Penang, Perak, Selangor,

Pahang, Johore, Singapore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Philippines,

Banda, Ternate, Timor.

62. Xantharpyia amplexicaudata (Geoffr.). The Fulvous
Fruit-Bat.

Xantharpyia amplexicaudata, Blanf. Paun. Ind., Mamm. p. 261.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 73) records a specimen collected

by M. Mouhot in the Laos Mountains.
Distribution. Persian Gulf, India, Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Sumatra,

Philippines, Celebes, Amboyna, Timor, Flores, Aru Islands.

63. Cynopterus marginatus (Geoffr.). The Short -nosed

Fruit-Bat.

Cynopterus marginatus. Cantor, p. 17 : Blanf. Faun. Ind.,

Mamm. p. 263.

Cantor records this species from " Singapore, Pinang, Malayan
Peninsula and Islands." Horstield (Cat. Mamm. Mus. East-India

Co. 1851, p. 30) mentions specimens from Malacca under the name
of Cynopterus titthcecheilus.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. pp. 83, 84) records specimens from
Penang and Malacca. Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. i

1881, p. 106) records specimens from Penang.

Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73; records specimens from "Jerome,"
Selangor, and from Singapore Island.

Bidley (Nat. Science, vi. 1895, p. 28) mentions this species as

being the bat that most commonly flies into houses in Singapore

at night, and says :
" The fruit-bats, being clumsy and stupid, have

much difficulty in finding their way out again, and are easily

caught ; but the insectivorous bats are much more clever, and fly

in and out with ease."

In the Siamese Museum there was a specimen in spirit,

labelled " Bangkok." I have met this species in Georgetown,
Penang, and at various places in Singapore, where it seems
numerous ; it may be found by day in trees hanging up asleep.

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Burma, Andamans, Siam, Malay
Peninsula (Penang, Selangor, Malacca, Singapore), Sumatra, Java,

Billiton, Borneo, Philippines,
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64. Cynoptebus lucasi Dobs. Lucas's Fruit-Bat.

I understand Mr. Bidley has obtained this species both in

Singapore Island (O. Thomas, A. M. N. H. ser. 7, i. p. 361, 1898)

and in Selangor (Hanitsch, Eep. Baffles Libr. & Mus. 1897,

p. 11).

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Selangor and Singapore) and

Borneo.

65. Cabponyctekis minima (Geoffr.). The Small Long-tongued

Fruit-Bat.

Oarponycteris minima, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 265.

Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. part i. 1881, p. 107)

records a specimen from Siam collected by Dr. G. Finlayson,

probably the same individual mentioned by Horsfield(Cat. Mamm.
Mus. East-India Co. 1851, p. 29) " with a lengthened nose,

perhaps a distinct species."

Distribution. Sikhim, Burma, Siam, Java, Philippines, Australia,

New Ireland.

Another Fruit-Bat, Eonycteris spelosa (Dobs.), known from Burma,
Cambodia, and Java, will probably be eventually found to occur in

Siam and the Malay Peninsula.

Family Ehinolophid^e.

66. Bhinolophus luctus Temm. The Great Eastern Horse-

shoe-Bat.

Bhinolophus luctus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 270.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 106) records a specimen from

Malacca.
Distribution. India, Ceylon, Burma, Malay Peninsula (Malacca),

Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Philippines.

67. Ehinolophus coelophyllus Peters. The Crosletted Horse-

shoe-Bat.

Bhinolophus coelophyllus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 272.

I caught a single male in Bakar Bata house, near Alor Star,

Kedah, 1st June, 1898. Mr. O. Thomas, to whom the specimen

was sent, has confirmed my identification of the species.

Distribution. Burma, and Malay Peninsula (Kedah).

68. Ehinolophus teipoliatus Temm. The Three-foliated

Horseshoe-Bat.

Bhinolophus trifoliatus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 272.

Hanitsch (Eep. Baffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) mentions this

species from Singapore.

Distribution. India, Assam, Mergui, Malay Peninsula (Singapore)

Java, Borneo.

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXIII. 23
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69. Rhinolophus affinis Horsf. The Allied Horseshoe-

Bat,

Rlrinoloplws aflinis, Cantor, p. 11 ; Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mainm.

p. 274.

Cantor records two individuals from Peuang.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 112) records a specimen from

Penang, from Cantor.

Ridley obtained this species in Selaugor (O. Thomas, A. M. N. H.

ser. 7, i. p. 361).

Dimensions of Penang specimens, after Cantor :

—

Sex 6*. ?•

Entire length 64 mm. 2'5 in. 73 mm. 289 in.

Tail 13 mm. "5 in. 16 mm. '63 in.

Extent 11-25 in. 125 in.

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Burma, Cochinchina, Malay
Peninsula (Penang and Selangor), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

70. Rhinolophus hinoe Horsf. The Little Indian Horseshoe-

Bat.

Rhinolophus minor, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 276.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 115) records a specimen from Siam.

Ridley obtained this species in Selangor (0. Thomas, A. M. N. H.
ser. 7, i. p. 361).

Distribution. India, Burma, Siam, Japan, Malay Peninsula

(Selangor), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

71. Hipposiderus armiger (Hodgs.). The Great Himalayan
Leaf-nosed Bat.

Hipposideros diadema, Gray?, Cantor, p. 11.

Hipposiderus armiger, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 283.

Cantor records this species from Penang and the Malay
Peninsula. Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 136) mentions a specimen
from Penang from Cantor.

In the Siamese Museum there was a specimen in spirit,

apparently of this species, from Chantaboon.
Distribution. India (Himalayas, Khasi Hills), Burma?, China,

Cochinchina, Siam, Malay Peninsula (Penang).

72. Hipposideeus diadema (Geoffr.). The Large Malay Leaf-

nosed Bat.

Hipposideros nobilis, Cantor, p. 12.

Hipposiderus diadema, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 284.

Cantor records this species from Penang and the Peninsula, and
says :

" In the valley of Pin ang single individuals of both species

(i. e. H. diadema and H. armvjer) are at night abroad at all seasons,

but during the rains thpy are particularly numerous." Dnbson
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(Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 137) mentions a specimen from Penang

;

0. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) a specimen from Grimong Pulai,

Johore, collected by Davison. Hanitsch. (Rep. Raffles Libr.

& Mus. 1897, p. 11) records this species from Kuala Lumpor.
In the Siamese Museum there is a specimen in spirit, apparently
of this species, labelled " Bangkok."

Distribution. India (locally), Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Malay
Peninsula (Penang, Selangor, Johore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo,
Timor, Batchian, Amboyna, Philippines, Aru Islands.

73. Hipposiderus galeritus Cantor. Cantor's Leaf-nosed Bat.

Hipposideros galeritus, Cantor, p. 13.

Hipposiderus galeritus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 287.

Cantor described this species from " a solitary male captured in

the valley of Pinang." Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 142) records

a specimen from Singapore, collected by A. R. Wallace.

Distribution. India (near Bellary), Ceylon, Malay Peninsula
(Penang and Singapore), Java and Borneo.

74. Hipposiderus larvatus (Horsf.). Horsfield's Leaf-nosed
Bat.

Hipposideros vulgaris, Cantor, p. 13.

Hipposiderus larvatus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 288.

Cantor records this species from Penang. Dobson (Cat. Chir.

B. M. p. 145) records a specimen from Siam, collected by
M. Mouhot.

Distribution. Assam, Sylhet, Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula

(Penang), Java, Borneo (Notes Leyd. Mus. xix. p. 52).

Philippines ?

75. Hipposiderus bicolor (Temm.). The Two-coloured Leaf-

nosed Bat.

Hipposideros murinus, Cantor, p. 13
Hipposiderus bicolor, Blanf. Paun. Ind., Mamm. p. 289.

Cantor records this species from Penang. Dobson (Cat. Chir.

B. M. pp. 150, 151) records specimens of H. bicolor (typical variety,

with ears as long as the head) from Penang and Singapore.

0. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) mentions a specimen from Klang,

Selangor, collected by Davison—" S , more pointed ears, a broader

horizontal nose-leaf, and a much more largely developed projection

between the nostrils than is usually the case in this species."

Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) mentions Phyl-

lorhina bicolor, Y&v.fvlva, from Kuala Lumpor.
1 found Hipposiderus bicolor fulvus very numerous at Alor Star,

Kedah, in May and June 1898, specimens flew into our house

almost every night; and on the 26th June, 1898, 1 caught a single

specimen in a bouse in Kuala Lumpor, Selangor, probably fulvus,
23*
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of which Mr. Oldfield Thomas remarks "rather different from
others, but these Hipposideri want further working at."

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Assam, Burma, China, Nicobars,

Malay Peninsula (Kedali, Penang, Selangor, Singapore), Java,

Borneo. Philippines.

76. Hipposiderus amboinensis (Peters). The Little Leaf-

nosed Bat.

Hipposiderus amboinensis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamrn. p. 290.

I caught two specimens on Penang Hill, 2400 feet, in March
1898.

Distribution. India (Himalayas and near Bellary), Malay Penin-

sula (Penang), Amboyna.

77. Hipposiderus stoliczkanus (Dobson). Stoliczka's Leaf-

nosed Bat.

Phyllorhina stoliczl-ana, Dobs. Mon. As. Chir. p. 61, figs, a, b ;

and Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 132.

The type specimen was obtained by Dr. Stoliczka in Penang
and presented by him to the Indian Museum, 1871.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Penang).

78. C(elops fritiii, Blyth. The Tailless Leaf-nosed Bat.

Ccelops frithi, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mam in. p. 291, fig. 88.

Distribution. " Originally described from a Sundarban specimen,

but has recently been discovered at Darjiling by Col. Kinloch.

It has also been found in Siam and Java."'

Family Nycteeidid^.

79. Megaderma spasma (Linn.). The Malay Vampire Bat.

Megaderma spasma, Cantor, p. 19.

Megaderma spasma, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Marara, p. 294.

Cantor records this species from Penang and the Peninsula.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 158) records specimens from
Penang, Singapore, and Siam.

Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. part i. 1881, p. 121)
mentions specimens from Malacca, presented by Mr. W. G. Moxon,
1850.

Hanitsch (Eep. Baffles Libr. & Mus. 18y7, p. 11) mentions
specimens from Penang and from Selangor.

Distribution. Southern India ?, Ceylon ?, Tenasserim, Siam,

Cochinchina, Malay Peninsula (Penang, Selangor, Malacca, and
Singapore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Celebes, Philippines, Ternate.

80. Nycteris javanica Geoff.

Nycteris javanica, Dobs. Mon. As. Chir. p. 81 ; and Cat. Chir.

B. M. p. 164.

Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. part i. 1881, p. 122)
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records a specimen from Malacca, presented by Mr. "W". G. Moxon,
1851.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Malacca), Java.

Family VespertilionidjE.

81. Vesperugo noctula (Scbreb.). The Noctule Bat.

Vesperugo noctula, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 308, fig. 93.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 214) records a specimen from
Singapore, called Noctulina malaccensis by Gray.

Distribution. Europe, Africa, Turkestan, India, Ceylon, China,
Japan, Malay Peninsula (Singapore), Sumatra, Java.

82. Vesperugo imbricatus (Horsfield).

Vesperugo imbricatus, Dobson, Mon. As. Chir. p. 93, and Cat.

Chir. B. M. p. 217.

Distribution. " Malay Peninsula (Malacca) ; Java" (Dobson).

83. Vesperugo tenuis (Temm.).

Kirivoula tenuis, Cantor, p. 15.

Vesperugo tenuis, Dobson, Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 226.

Cantor records this species from Penang.
Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Penang), " Sumatra, Java,

Bo neo."

84. Vesperugo abramus (Temm.). The Indian Pipistrelle.

Vesperugo abramus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 313.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 228) records a specimen from Sin-

gapore. I caught specimens in the Officers' Mess, Sepoy Lines,

Penang, in March, April, May, and June, 1895.

Distribution. Europe, India, Ceylon, Burma, Cambodia, China,

Japan, Malay Peninsula (Penang and Singapore), Philippines,

Celebes, New Guinea, Northern Australia.

85. Vesperugo eidleyi (Thomas). Eidley's Pipistrelle.

Pipistrellus ridleyi, 0. Thomas, A. M. N. H. ser. 7, i. p. 361

(1898).

Obtained by Mr. H. N. Eidley in Selangor, " caught under a

railway arch."

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Selangor).

86. Vesperugo blaneordi Dobson. Limborg's Bat.

Vesperugo blanfordi, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 317.

Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. parti. 1881, p. 133) mentions

a specimen from Johore presented by Wood-Mason in 1873.

Distribution. Burma and Malay Peninsula (Johore).
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87. Ntcticeius kuhli (Leach). East Indian Yellow Bat.

Scotophilia tenvminchii, Cantor, p. 15.

Nycticejus kuhli, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Matnm. p. 320.

" Kl.iwah " of the Malays of the Peninsula (Cantor).

Cantor records this species from " Singapore, Penang, Malayan
Peninsula and Islands,"' and says :—" This species is exceedingly

numerous, forming large congregations in sheltered situations on
the Malayan Peninsula, and in the caves on the numerous islands

of limestone which stud the shores from Moulmein to Java, and
in such localities large deposits of guano occur. The latter ('Ty
Klawah *'

of the Malays, i. e. bats' manure) has been tried by agri-

culturists at Penang, but has been found much less efficacious than

the guano obtained from the swift (Collocalia) producing the

edible nests." Horsfield says :
" This species is very abundant,

collecting by companies of hundreds, in trunks and hollows of

trees, and feeding chiefly on white ants."

I caught a single specimen in the Officers' Mess House, Sepoy
Lines, Penang, 23rd May, 1895.

cJ . Head and body 2*63 inches; forearm T92; tail 1*65;

extent 13'5

Near Alor Star, in Kedah, I found this species very numerous
in June, 1898 ; the Malay boys caught them in nets. Out of

eleven individuals examined only two were males.

Colour. Fur very dark brown above, the basal portion of the

hair yellowish brown, pale yellowish brown below ; ears and wing-

membranes very dark brown.

Of these specimens Mr. Oldfield Thomas writes to me :
" The

Scotophilia luhli from Kedah is quite remarkably dark-coloured.

Had it not been for the existence of S. castaneus Gray from

Pinang, I might have been tempted to give it a subspecific name."
Distribution. India, Ceylon, Assam, Burma, Malay Peninsula

(Kedah, Penang, Singapore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Flores,

Philippines.

88. Vespeetilio hasselti Temm. Van Hasselt's Bat.

Distribution. " Malay Peninsula, Siam, Sumatra, Java, &c. .

.

Burma" (Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 330).

89. Vespeetilio adveesus Horsfield.

Vespertilio adversus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 330.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 293) records specimens from Siam
pre-ented by Mr. W. II. Newman. Hanitsch (Kep. Baffles Libr.

& Mus. 1897, p. 11) mentions " Vegpertilio adversus" from
Singapore.

Distribution. Burma ?, Siam, Java, Borneo, Celebes, Australia,

Malay Peninsula (Singapore).

90. Vespeetilio okeias Temm.

Distribution. Singapore (Dobson, Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 305).
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91. Vespeetilio mueicola Hodgs. The Mustachioed Bat.

Vespertilio adversus, Horsfield?, Cantor, p. 14.

Vespertilio muricola, Blanf . Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 337, fig. 109.

Cantor records this species from Penang.
Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 317) records specimens from Siani,

collected by M. Mouhot, and from Singapore.

In a house at Kuala Lumpor, Selangor, 26th June 1898, I caught

a young bat, probably of this species ; and in Bangkok, 5th Aw*
1898, an undoubted specimen, also caught in a house.

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Tibet, Burma, Siam, Mergui Archi-

pelago, Malay Peninsula (Penang, Selangor, Singapore), Sumatra,
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Amboyna.

92. Vespeetilio tealatitius Horsf

.

" Trilatitus horsfieldi, Gray," Cantor, p. 15.

Cantor records this species from Penang.
Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Penang), Sumatra, Java.

93. Ceeivoula picta (Pall.). The Painted Bat.

Kirivoula picta, Cantor, p. 15.

Cerivoula picta, Blanf. Paun. Ind., Mamm. p. 339.

Cantor records this species from Penang. The Siamese

Museum contained one spirit specimen, a male, not labelled but

evidently obtained locally ; its dimensions were:

—

Head and body 40 mm. 1'58 in.

Tail 40 „ 1-58 „
Ear 12 „ -5 „
Forearm 34 „ 1-24 „
Extent 240 ,, about 8*5 „

Subsequently I obtained another Siamese specimen through the

kindness of Phra Ong Chow Sye Sanitwongse, who sent it with

this interesting note :
" 6th April 1898. Orange-coloured bat

from a swamp called Bang Falari at the Bangsit Canal : it sleeps

in the flower of the Cala Lilly."

Distribution. India, Ceylou, Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula

(Penang), Sumatra, Java ; Borneo ?

Family Emballonueid.e.

94. Taphozous melanopogon Temm. Black-bearded Sheath-
tailed Bat.

Taphozous melanopogon, Cantor, p. 10 ; Blanf. Faun. Ind.,Mamm.
p. 347.

Cantor records this bat from Pulo Tikus, Pulo Lancavy, and the
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Peninsula. Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 381) records specimens

from Penang and Pulo Tikus (Dr. Cantor).

Habits. In Bangkok I found these bats very numerous at all

times of the year, spending the daytime in the roofs of buildings

;

a .-core or more were generally to be seen in the kitchen of the

somewhat ruinous house I lived in. In the evenings they used to

hunt regularly for insects in the bouse, flying from room to room
in turn, with occasional pauses for rest on the walls ; the great

pace at which they flew, their graceful circling swoops, and the

unerring accuracy with which they passed at full speed through

Head of Taphozous melanopogon, J.
Three-quarter and profile views. (Slightly larger than life.)

the holes in the wooden partitions between the rooms, were a
constant pleasure to watch on many a damp, stifling-hot night.

Their voice is very shrill and ear-piercing. They are very active
in climbing about, and it is very curious seeing a party of them
(disturbed during the day) retreating backward* up a wall. They
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generally rest suspended by their hind feet, with the head rather

thrust up, and the big ears flat against their necks.

In April 1898 I found these bats fairly numerous on the little

island of Pulo Tikus, near Penang. They were living in the small

eaves by the sea, which are only accessible (to human beings) at

low tide ; the way the bats crawl over the rocks is wonderful, the

general effect being more that of a crab than a mammal. I have

also received a specimen of this species from Chantaboon.
Colour. Five specimens (3 c? , 2 $ ) caught on Pulo Tikus on the

same day (9.4.98) showed great variations in colour :

—

3 (a). Pale mouse-colour, tinged with rufous, breast lighter,

belly white, black patch on throat.

c? (b). Very yellowish rufous.

S (c). Dark grey ; this specimen was rather smaller than either

a or b, which were subequal in size.

5 (d). Pale mouse-colour, breast lighter, belly white.

2 (e). Similar to d, but darker and browner above.

The illustration of the head of this species given by Dobson
(P. Z. S. 1875, and Mon. As. Chir. p. 167), which has been used

in subsequent books (Cassell's Nat. Hist. i. p. 316, and Blanf.

Paun. Ind., Mamm. p. 347, fig. 114), is, I venture to think, not

adequate in giving a good idea of the physiognomy of this bat. The
appended sketches (see p. 348) of a male, from Bangkok, drawn
from life, will be seen to differ from Dobson's figure in the

profile of the nose, the form and serrations of the ear, and the

bristles on the face. Also T. melanopogon has a bright, intelligent

look, which is lost in Dobson's figure, apparently drawn from a

spirit specimen.

Distribution. India, Burma, Siam, Cochinchina, Malay Peninsula

(Laucavy, Penang), Java, Borneo, Philippines.

95. Taphozous longimanus Hardw. Long-armed Sheath-tailed

Bat.

Taphozous longimanus, Blanf. Paun. Ind., Mamm. p. 348.

Dr. P. A. Jentink (Notes from the Leyden Museum, vol. xix.

p. 54, January 1897) says of specimens of this bat from Sintang,

Borneo :
—" The wings are white, strikingly contrasting with the

dark-coloured (in alcohol) rest of the animal." Mr. Oldfield

Thomas (A. M. N. H. ser. 7, vol. ii. p. 246, Sept. 1898) describes

these white-winged specimens as Taphozous longimanus albipinnis,

with a female from Labuan, collected by the late Mr. A. H. Everett,

as the type of the subspecies, and says : " Pour other Bornean speci-

mens are similarly white-winged, and there is also a white-winged
specimen in the Museum collection from Malacca collected long

ago by Mr. A. Charlton " (vide Dobson, Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 385).

During a few days I spent in Labuan in Sept. and Oct. 1897 a

white-winged Taphozous was very noticeable, flying at evening-time

in large numbers over the road from Usher Market to the Post
Office, but I do not know whether they belonged to this species
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or to T. affinis (also recorded from Labuan), or both. This was the

only locality where I observed any white-winged bats.

Distribution. India, Ceylon. Burma, Malay Peninsula (Malacca),

Borneo.

96. Taphozous saccol.fmus Temm. Pouch-bearing Sheath-

tailed Bat.

Taphozous saccolaimua, Cantor, p. 10.

Taphozous saceolcemus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 350.

Cantor mentious " two males captured at Piuang in houses in

the valley."

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 389) records a specimen from

Singapore.

Distribution. Peninsula of India, Ceylon, Sylhet, Burma, Malay
Peninsula (Penang and Singapore), Sumatra, Java.

97. Taphozous affinis Dobson.

Taphozous affinis, Dobson, Cat. Cbir. B. M. p. 389.

A male was caught by Mr. Eobertson Glasgow in the Botanical

Gardens, Singapore, on Nov. 19. 1897, and presented by him to

the Baffles Museum (Ridley, J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 31, 1898, p. 104).

Distribution. Singapore, Sumatra, Labuan.

98. Ehinopoma microphyllum Geoffr. The Long-tailed Bat.

liliinopoma hardwiclii, Cantor, p. 8.

lihinopoma microphyllum, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 351,

figs. 116 & 117.

Cantor says :
" A single male, in no way differing from Bengal

individuals, was obtained by Captain Congalton, H.C. Steamer
' Diana,' in a cave on an island in Girbee river, in latitude 8° 0',

on the Malayan Peninsula."

Distribution. N.E. Africa, Syria, India, Burma, and Malay
Peniusula (latitude of Junkceylon).

99. Chiromeles torquatus Horsf. The Hairless Bat.

Cheiromeles torquatus, Dobson, Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 4**5.

Eecoi'ded from Penang, Malacca, and Singapore by Dobson (op.

cit.). Anderson (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mas., part i. 1881, p. 150)
mentions a specimen from Siam collected by Finlayson, which is

also mentioned by Horsfield (Cat. Mamm. Mus. East India Co.

1851, p. 42), who says: "Discovered by Mr. George Finlayson,

while attached to the mission of John Crawford, Esq., to Siam and
Cochin China. The precise locality is not known."

Eidley (Nat. Science, 1895, vol. vi. p. 28) says, in Singapore
" this is not a rare species. When it comes into the house at

night, unlike most insectivorous bats, it is confused by the light,

and is easily caught."

The Eaffles Museum contains specimens from Singapore and
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Pahang. There is a specimen from the Batu Caves, Selangor, in

the Museum at Kuala Lumpor.
Distribution. Siam, Malay Peninsula (Penang, Selangor, Pahang.

Malacca, Singapore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

100. Nyctinomus plicattts (Buchanan). The Indian Wrinkled-
lipped Bat.

Nyctinomus tenuis, Cantor, p. 9.

Nyctinomus plicatus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamui. p. 354.

Cantor records this species from the Malay Peuinsula.

Dobson (Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 425) records specimens from the

Malay Peninsula and Singapore.

An interesting account of these bats at Hpagat, Salween, Burma,
by Capt. A. B. S. Anderson, appeared in ' Natural Science,' 1899,

p. 259, taken from the " Administration Report of the Marine
Survey of India, 1897-98."

Distribution. India, Burma, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java,

Borneo, Philippines.

101. Ntctinomus johoeensjs Dobson. Dato Meldrum's Bat.

Nyctinomus johorensis, Dobson, Cat. Chir. B. M. p. 432.

The type specimen was obtained in Johore by Dato James
Meldrum. He sent it to Wood-Mason, who presented it to the

Indian Museum, 1872. So far as I am aware, this is the only

specimen in any collection.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Johore).

Order R0DENTIA.

Family Sciueid^;.

102. Pteeomts oeal Tick. The Large Brown Flying-Squirrel.

Pteromys oral, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamin. p. 361, fig. 122.

" Baang-let " of the Siamese.

While in Siam (Nov. 1898) I was shown the skin of a Flying-

Squirrel shot at Prachei (a place between Ayuthia and Korat),

which agreed exactly with Blanford's description of this species.

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Burma, Mergui Archipelago, Siam.

103. Pteeomys petaueista, Pallas. The Large Malay Flying-

Squirrel.

Pteromys nitidus, Cantor, p. 44.

Pteromys nitidus, O. Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73.

" Tupai Tcrbang " or " Kubin " of the Malays of the Peninsula

(Cantor).
" Tupai Belang " of the Malays (Ridley).
" Grabah " or " Kubin " of the Malays (L. Wray, jun.).

Cantor records this species from Penang, Singapore, and the

Peninsula, and says it is " very numerous in the Malayan countries.
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It is not strictly nocturnal, for it is frequently seen abroad during

the day. It is particularly fond of the Durian, the fruit of Durio

zibethinus. The Flying-Squirrel has this partiality in common
with various other animals, as monkeys, Pteropi and Paradoxuri

;

nay, the Malays assert, that they have to watch this, thei.i

favourite fruit, against tigers."

Horsfield (Cat. Mamin. Mus. East India Co. 1851, p. 162)
records a specimen, under the name of Pteromys melanotis, from
Siam, collected by Dr. G. Finlayson ; W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamra.
Indian Mus. part ii. 1891, p. 37) also mentions this specimen, and
others from Malacca procured by the Rev. P. Lindstedt in 1845.

O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 73) records three specimens
collected by Davison, from Klang (Salangor), Malacca, and G-unang
Pulai (Johore) respectively, and says " these specimens all belong

to the so-called species Pt. melanotis*

H. J. Kelsall (J. 8. B. R. A. S. no. 26, Jan. 1894), in a list of

Mammals from Johorp,says presumably of this species:

—

"Pteromys
oral, Tick. Red Plying- Squirrel. One specimen obtained at

Simpai, on the Batu Pahat Sembroug."
Ridley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 95) says :

—" The red

Flying-Squirrel, Pteromys nitidus, is still common in Singapore,

inhabiting the thicker jungles. It remains quite quiet during the

day, but at dusk begins to move about. It climbs with some
clumsiness to a high point on a tree, and then dives off to the

next, up which it climbs again, and again dives off, and so travels

to its feeding ground. It appears to be very fond of coconuts,

and will attack any that are near the jungles which it inhabits."

Hanitsch (Rep*. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 10) records

"Pteromys petaurista (= oral)" from Selangor, and "Pteromys
nitidus " from Singapore.

In the Museum at Taiping I saw, in May 1898, six large Flying-

Squirrels stuffed ; two of these are very dark ; Mr. Wray has

labelled them P. nitidus, Malay name " Kubin," they are from
Larut. The remaining specimens are very red ; two are from Tapah,

Batang Padang, and one from Larut : they are labelled P. petaurista,
" The Taguan," Malay name " Grabah."

'

In the Museum at Kuala Lampor I saw, in June 1898, two
stuffed specimens of T. petaurista, both obtained in Selangor ; and
Mr. A. L. Butler told me there was also a black Pteromys found
in that neighbourhood, which he considered to be possibly a race

of P. oral.

I have only once seen a Pteromys wild : it was apparently of

this species, on Penang Hill, about 1800 feet elevation, on the

11th March, 1899. Just after sunset it passed near me, swooping
down hill over the trees (which at this point were not high) ; we
had a good view of it for about 100 yards, when it passed out of

sight downhill ; its parachute was kept quite steady, and its tail

stiff straight out behind.

Distribution. Siam, Formosa, Malay Peninsula (apparently

generally distributed), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.
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104. Pteeomys punctatus Gray. The Spotted Flying-Squirrel.

Distribution. Malacca and Burma (vide Blanf. Faun. Inch,

Manim. p. 366).

105. Ptebomys tepheomelas Giinth.

O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 74) records two specimens collected

by Davison, one from Klang, Selangor, and one from Jaffaria,

Johore.

106. Sciueoptebus albonigee Hodgs. The Parti- coloured

Plying-Squirrel.

Distribution. " The Himalayas from Nepal eastward, at an
elevation of 3000 to 5000 feet. Found also in the hills south

of Assam, in Manipur, Yunnan, and Siam. Some skins in the

British Museum from Borneo are also referred to this species."

(Blanf. Faun. Inch, Mamm. p. 367.)

107. Sciueopteeus sagitta (Linn.). Horsfield's Flying-

Squirrel.

Sciuropterus horsfieldii, Cantor, p. 45.

Sciuropterus sagitta, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 367.

Of this species Cantor obtained a single skin, from Kedah.
In the Museum at Taiping I saw two specimens from Larut,

Perak.

Distribution. Burma, Cambodia, Malay Peninsula (Kedah,
Perak), Sumatra ?, Banka, Java.

Personally, the only place where 1 have seen Sciuropterus alive

was on Penang Hill, at about 2200 feet elevation. On the

17th March, 1896, I noticed two grey ones going from tree to tree

in bright daylight; and on the 29th March, 1898, I obtained a

male specimen near the same spot ; I do not know to which species

it belongs, the large ears have no pencils of hair at the base.

Colour. Above dark grizzled brown, plentifully sprinkled with

rich rufous yellow (underfur of back grey, hairs dark brown
tipped with rufous yellow). Tail, upper surface nearly uniform
dove-coloured brown. Below, very pale lemon-yellow under the

head, neck, and body ;
pale rufous under the parachute ; light red

under the tail. A dark patch round eye. Cheeks rufous yellow.

Nose, chin, and ears pale mouse-colour. The fringe of hair on
the anterior margin and corner of the lateral flying-membrane is

above rich rufous, and below buff turning to a warm reddish yellow

at the edge.

Size :

—

Head and body 188 mm. about 7g inches.

Tail, without hair 195 „ „ 7f „
Tail, with hair 220 „ „ 8| „
Hind-foot, without claw . . 34 „

Ear 22 „
Extent 305 „ „ 12
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108. SciUBOPTERrs DATisoNi Thomas. Davison's Flying-

Squirrel.

O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 74, pi. vi.) described this species

from a specimen collected in Malacca by Davison.

109. Sciubopterus lepidus Horsf.

In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there is a Squirrel from

Selangor, which Mr. A. L. Butler tells me is of this species. ,

110. Sciubopteetjs genibarbis (Horsf.).

Cantor (p. 45) records this species from the Malay Peninsula,

and gives the following dimensions of a male :
—

Head and body 191 mm. 7| inches.

Tail 178 „ 7

Distribution. Malay Peninsula, Java.

111. Ratufa bicoloe Sparrm. The Large Malay Squirrel.

Soiurus bicolor, Cantor, p. 38 ; Blanford, Faun. Ind., Mamm.
p. 373.

Cantor says the dark variety is called by the Malays of the

Peninsula " Chingkrawah etam," and is very numerous in the

forests and hills of Penang and the Malay Peninsula ; the light

variety is called " Chingkrawah " or " Chingkrawah puteh," and
occurs in Penang.

O. Thomas (P. Z. 8. 1886, p. 75) records twelve specimens from
the Malay Peninsula, from the following localities :—two from
Salanga, Junkcej'lon ; one from the Dindings ; four from Klang,
Selangor; one from Malacca ; one from Jaffaria, Johore; and three

from Gunong Pulai, Johore. He says :
" AVith the exception of

three or four of the cream-coloured examples so common in this

species, all these specimens represent the typical black and yellow
S. bicolor."

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 9) records

specimens from Perak, Malacca, and Singapore.

Eidley (J. S. B. R. A. 8. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 58) says : " Sciurus

bicolor Sparr. This very variable Squirrel is, in Pahang, usually of

a dirty yellowish-white colour, almost tawny on the back. Seen far

up the Tahan River, and at Pulau Tawar.'" Also (Nat. Science, vi.

1895, p. 95) he writes :
— " S. bicolor is a strictly arboreal squirrel,

which lives in the tops of the higher trees in the thick jungles.

It is very variable in colour. The commonest form in Singapore
is black with a cream-coloured belly. In the Peninsula it is

usually entirely cream-coloured. It is remarkably docile, but
much less active than the smaller species. When eating, this

species sits transversely on a bough, grasping it with its hind feet,

the head and body hanging down on one side and the tail on the
other. It eats fruits of different kinds, and also buds and leaves."

H. J. Kelsall (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 26, Jan. 1894, p. 16) says :—
" This squirrel, which is common in Johor, is here of a dirty
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yellowish-white colour, somewhat darker on the back. Specimens
were obtained at Kuala Sembrong and Batu Pahat."

The Museum at Taiping contains a specimen of the dark race

from Maxwell's Hill, Larut, Perak. Mr. L. Wray tells me this

squirrel is known as " The Jeelraug Squirrel," " Chingkrawah
Itani," or " Tupai Nanding."
The Museum at Kuala Lumpor contains one dark specimen

from Selangor.

The Raffles Museum contains a specimen from Singapore.

In the Siamese Museum we had a specimen from Phrabat.

1 saw the dark race of this species in some high jungle-trees

near the waterfall, Botanical Gardens, Penang, 1st January, 1896.

Also on the 28th March, 1897, a little downstream of Paknam Kabin
on the Bangpakong River, Siam, I saw one in a very tall tree : it

was black above, pale fawn-colour beneath, had a very big, bushy
black tail, and, so far as we could make out with field-glasses, it

had tufted ears.

Distribution. Mpal, Sikhim, Bhutan, Assam, Manipur, Burma,
Siam, Malay Peninsula (Junkceylon, Penang, Perak, Dindings,

Selangor, Malacca, Pahang, Johore, Singapore), Siimatra, Java,

Borneo ; Celebes ?

112. Scitjeus einlaysoni Horsf. Finlayson's Squirrel.

Sciurus ferrugineus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 375.

" Kra rawk khow " (White Squirrel) of the Siamese.

Horsfield (Cat. Mamm. Mus. East India Co. 1851, p. 154)
records a specimen from Siam collected by Dr. G. Pinlayson.

This species is very numerous in parts of Siam ; the Siamese

Museum contained five specimens—a red one from Bangkok,
October 1893 ; a red one from Chantaboon, July 1896 ; and three

white ones without recorded localities. In March 1897 I saw six

of the white race in various places on the Bangpakong River
between Tahkamen and Kabin, they were all in trees, usually in

the jungle. In January 1898 I saw one of the red race in trees in

a mangrove swamp near the mouth of the Chantaboon River. In
February 1898 we saw very many near Ayuthia, especially in a

grove of trees a few miles north of the town ; I did not see any
on the ground, but always in the trees or clumps of tall bamboo.
They were all engaged in love making, males were more numerous
than females ; they made a good deal of noise, a sort of clucking,

rather like the cry of some species of woodpecker. The females

have two pairs of mammae. These Ayuthia specimens varied

greatly in colour (v. O. Thomas, P. Z. S. ±898, p. 245) ; in all the

iris was dark brown, and the bare skin on hands and feet black.

In August 1898 I saw one specimen on Klong Morn, a few miles

from Bangkok. On the 28th August 1897, at Kosichang, I saw
in the woods on Flagstaff Hill about 12 or 15 white squirrels,

probably of this species, but apparently smaller and more buff

(less pure white) than those I saw on the Bangpakong in March.
On the 27th February, 1898, on revisiting the same woods, I saw
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many of these squirrels : again they seemed to me smaller than

S.finlaysoni of the mainland, but they looked pure white : perhaps

they are a small island-race.

Distribution. Sikhim ?, Burma, Siam.

113. Sciubus ebythe.eus Pallas. Pallas's Squirrel.

Sciurus erythrcPMS, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 377.

A stuffed specimen, apparently of this species, in the Siamese

Museum, was said to have been obtained locally, which seemed
probable, as the Siamese had a name for it

— " Krarwak lai," that

is, " The Variegated Squirrel."

Distribution. Assam, Burma, China ?, Siam ?

114. Sciurus ejffusub Is. Geoffr.

Sciurus hippurus, Cantor, p. 41.

"Tupai Jinjang," " Ummu," or " Jau " of the Malays of the

Peninsula (Cantor).

Cantor records this species from the Malay Peninsula.

Horsfield (Cat. Mamm. Mus. East Ind. Co. 1851, p. 154) records

it from Malacca. O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 75) records three

specimens from Klang, Selangor, collected by Davison, saying

"This species seems to be the Malay representative of <S'. erythreeus

Pall., which does not, however, extend further south than Manipur,
while Klang seems to be about as far north as 8. hippurus has been

found."

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. part ii. 1891, p. 18)

records two specimens from Malacca, from R. W. G. Frith, 1844.

In the Museum at Taiping there are several squirrels from the

Larut Hills which Mr. "NVray considers to be 8. hippurus ; they are

about equal in size to 8. prevosti, but have the back dark ferru-

ginous instead of black, and have no white on the sides.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Perak?, Selangor, Malacca),

Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

115. Sciurus caniceps (Gray). The Golden-backed Squirrel.

Sciurus caniceps, O. Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, pp. 68 & 76 ; Blanf.

Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 380.

O. Thomas (op. cit. p. 76) records seven specimens of Sciurus

caniceps concolor from " Kussoom, Taroar, Poongah, and Salanga,

Junkceylon," collected by Darling. W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm.
Indian Mus. part ii. 1891, p. 14) records specimens from Perak
which " have only a slight tinge of orange on the back, and no
cheek-patches, and this form agrees very well with the speci-

men from Malacca (procured by G. Moxon, 1847), the type of

8. concolor."

I shot a specimen, subsequently kindly identified by Mr. Thomas,
near Gunong Gajah, Kedah, 13th April, 1895. c? .

Distribution. Burma, Malay Peninsula (Junkceylon, Kedah,
Perak, Malacca).
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116. Sciurus griseimanus M.-Edw. The Grey-footed Squirrel.

Kidley (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 59), in a " List of

Mammals recorded from Pahang," includes " Sciurus griseimanus,

A. M.-Ed\vards," but unfortunately gives no details about it.

Distribution. Cochinchina, Carnbodia, Upper Burma (Blanf.Faun.

Ind., Mamm. p. 381), Laos (O. Thomas, P. Z. S. 18S6, p. 68), and
Malay Peninsula?

N.B.

—

Sciurus atridorsalis G-ray. The Black-backed Squirrel.

Sciurus atridorsalis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 382.

O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 76) records a single specimen from
Klang collected by Davison, but says :

—" There is possibly some
mistake in the labelling of this specimen, as the species is not

otherwise known to occur south of Tavoy, Tenasserim, and the

specimen exactly matches some of Mr. Davison's Moulmein skins."

Davison (J. S. B. B. A. S. no. 20, 1889, p. 84) says he " obtained

one specimen of the common squirrel Sciurus atrodorsalis " on Pulo

Tioman in August 1889 !

Distribution. Burma.

117. Sciurus macclellandi Horsfield. The Striped Himalayan
Squirrel.

Sciurus macclellandi, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 386.

In the Museum at Taiping, Perak, there is a stuffed specimen

of S. macclellandi barbei from Taiping (it is labelled S. tenuis

Horsf.).

In the Siamese Museum there are two specimens, also of the

barbei race, from Pefchaburi, Siam.

I obtained a single individual in a tree in a wood near Bortong
Kabin, 26th March, 1897.

Distribution. Sikhim, Eastern Himalayas, Assam, Cachar,

Manipur, China, Formosa, Cochinchina, Siam, Tenasserim, Malay
Peninsula (Perak, Malacca).

N.B.—Mr. J. L. Bonhote (A. M. N. H. ser. 7, vol. v. p. 53,

1900) distinguishes specimens from Perak as Sciurus macclellandi

leucotis (Temm.), differing from S. barbei in having the light

stripes narrow and hair of ear white at base.

118. Sciurus tenuis Horsfield. The Slender Squirrel.

Sciurus tenuis, Cantor, p. 42.

Cantor records this species from Singapore and the Peninsula,

and apparently found it rare, only observing two individuals.

Horsfield (Cat. Mamm. Mus. East India Co. 1851, p. 154)

mentions a specimen from Singapore, collected by Finlayson.

O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 76) records eleven specimens from
the Malay Peninsula ; they are from Klang and Ulu Langhat in

Selangor, from Malacca, from Gunong Pulai in Johore, and from
Singapore, and says " these specimens are all very similar, and
precisely agree with Horsfield's type."

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXIV. 24
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W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 20) records

a specimen fi'om Perak, and one from Malacca, collected by A. R.

Wallace.

H. J. Kelsall (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 26, Jan. 1894, p. 16), in a list

of Mammals from Johore, says " Sciurus tenuis, Horsf. Fairly

common. The smallest of the Malayau squirrels."

Ridley (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, pp. 95 & 96) gives an account

of the habits of this squirrel, and says it is Aery abundant and
destructive in the Botanic Gardens, Singapore. Hanitsch ( Rep.

Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) also records it from Singapore.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor, Malacca, Johore,

Singapore); " Pulo Panjang in the Gulf of Siam " (W. L. Sclater,

o. s. c), Java, Sumatra, Borneo.

119. Sciurus prevosti Desin. Raffles's Squirrel.

Sciurus rafflesii, Cantor, p. 40.

" Tupai B'lang " of the Malays (according to Messrs. Ridley and
Wray). Cantor records this species as numerous on the Malay
Peninsula.

O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1 886, p. 76) mentions specimens from Klang,
Selangor, and Malacca. W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii.

1891 , p. 24) records specimens from Malacca. Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S.

no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 59) mentions this species being common at

Kuala Semantan, Pahang, and (Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1895, p. 95)
says of it, "one of the most beautiful kinds in the world, is common
in the Malay Peninsula, but I never saw it in Singapore."

Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) records this

species from Kuala Lumpor and from Pahang. In July 1898 I
saw a specimen in the Raffles Museum labelled " Sciurus rafflesii.

Singapore."

The Museum at Taiping contains specimens from Taiping and
Blanja, Perak. Mr. A. L. Butler tells me this species is not

uncommon in Selangor; there are several specimens in the Museum
at Kuala Lumpor.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor, Malacca, Pahang.
Singapore ?), Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Bank a, Billiton, Celebes.

120. Sciurus notatus Bodd. The Malayan Squirrel.

Sciurus budging, O. Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 76.

Sciurus plantani of authors.

Sciurus vittatus, Cantor, p. 42.

Sciurus nigrovittatus, Cantor, p. 42.

? Sciurus griseiventer, L. Wray jun., label in Perak Museum.

Cantor records 8. vittatus from Penang, Singapore, and the

Peninsula, and says it is " the most numerous species in the Straits

of Malacca," and S. nigrovittatus he records from the Peninsula and
says it is " not numerous." O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 76)
records specimens from Lumut in the Dindings ; Jerome, Klang,
and Birman in Selangor: Malacca; Gunong Pulai in Johore; and
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Singapore ; and makes some very interesting remarks on the color-

ation of this species. TV. L. Sclater (Oat. Mamm. Indian Mus.
ii. 1891, p. 23) records specimens from Perakand Malacca. Ridley

(J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 59), in a " List of Mammals
from Pahang," says :

" Sciurus notatus, Bodd. This is perhaps the

commonest of all the Malayan Squirrels. Common everywhere"'

;

and mentions its habits in ]Nat. Science, vol. vi. 1805, p. 95.

H. J. Kelsall (J. S. B. 11. A. S. no. 26, Jan. 1894, p. 16), in a list

of Mammals from Johore, says " Sciurus notatus, Bodd. This pretty

little squirrel is common everywhere." Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles

Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) records this species from Singapore,

Johore, Kuala Lumpor, and Pahang.
This is the commonest species both about Taiping, Perak, and

Kuala Lumpor, Selangor ; there are several specimens in the local

museums at both towns. It also seems the commonest species on
Penang Hill ; I obtained a specimen there at 2200 feet elevation.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Penang, Perak, Dindings,

Selangor, Malacca, Pahang, Johore, Singapore), Sumatra, Java,

Borneo.

121. Punambulus berbmorei (Blyth). Berdmore's Squirrel.

Sciurus berdmorei, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 387.

During March 1897 I met this squirrel near Tahkamen, on the

Bangpakong River, Siam ; three specimens undoubtedly of this

species, one in the jungle, two near a village, were seen running
on the ground ; two others, apparently of this species, were seen

climbing in a clump of bamboo.
In the Siamese Museum there were two specimens labelled

" M. Pran, Siam."

Distribution. Martaban, Tenasserim, Mergui Archipelago, Siam,

Cambodia, Cochinchina.

122. Funambulus laticaudatus (Diard). Long-nosed Squirrel.

Sciurus laticaudatus, Cantor, p. 43.

Rhinosciurus laticaudatus, W. L. Sclater, Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus.
ii. 1891, p. 30.

Cantor records this squirrel from the Malay Peninsula, gives a

description of it, and says it is " apparently not numerous "
; he

examined five individuals. O. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 78)
records a specimen from Klang, Selangor. W. L. Sclater (Cat.

Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii. 1891, p. 30) records a specimen from the

Malay Peninsula procured by G. Moxon in 1851. Ridlev

(J. S. B. B. A. S. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 59), in a " List of Mammals
recorded from Pahang," says " Sciurus laticaudatus, Diard. This

appears to be a rare species. Kota Glanggi." Hanitsch (Rep.

Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 10) under the name of " Xerus
laticaudatus " records a specimen from Pahang, probably the same
as that mentioned by Ridley. A large pale rufous squirrel from
Simpang, Perak, in the Museum at Taiping is considered by

24*
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Mr. Wray to belong to this species. Mr. A. L. Butler told me
he shot two specimens in June 1898 near Kuala Lurupor, a

female and a three-quarter-grown young one ; the young one has

dark rings on the tail, which are absent in the adult.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor, Pahang), Borneo.

123. Funambulus insigxis (F. Cuvier).

Sciurus insignis F. Cuv.

0. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 78) records specimens from Klang
in Selangor, and from Jaffaria in Johore. W. L. Sclater (Cat.

Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii. 1891, p. 28) records a specimen from Malacca,

presented by E. R. Alston. Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25,

Jan. 1894, p. 59), in a " List of Mammals recorded from Pahang,"

says :
" Sciurus insignis, F. Cuv. This is a pretty squirrel with

three black stripes down the back. It appears to live almost

entirely on the ground. Tahan River."' Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles

Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 10), under the name of Xerus insignis,

mentions this species from Ulu Pahang.

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Selangor, Malacca, Pahang,

Johore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

124. Fl-nambilus locria (Hodgs.). The Orange-bellied Hima-
layan Squirrel.

Sciurus svbflaviventris, Horsfield, Cat. Mamm. East India Co.

1851, p. 152.

Sciurus locria, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 376.

Horsfield (/. s. c.) mentions a specimen " from Gr. Finlayson's

Collection during Crawford's Embassy to Siam.''

Distribution. Nepal, Sikhini, Manipur, Arrakan, &c. and
probably Siam.

Family MuridjE.

1 25. Hapalomys loxgicaudatus Blyth. Berdmore's Rat.

Hapalomys longicaudatns, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 401.

Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) records a

specimen from Patani.

Distribution . Burma and Malay Peninsula (Patani).

126. Vandeleuria oleracea (Beun.). The Long-tailed Tree-
Mouse.

Vandeleuria oleracea, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 402.

One specimen, said to have been caught near Chantaboon, wax
given to me while in Siam ; its dimensions in spirit were :

—

Head and body 56 mm. or 2-2 inches.

Tail 95 „ 3-68 „
Hind foot 16 „ -63 inch.

Ear 11 „ -43 „

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Assam, Yunnan, Burma, Siam.
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127. Chiropodohys gliroides (Blyth). The Pencil-tailed Tree-

Mouse.

Ghiropodomys gliroides, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 403.

0. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 78) records a mouse from Jaram,
Selangor, collected by Darling, which probably belongs to this

species.

Distribution. Burma, Malay Peninsula (Selangor), Java, Borneo.

128. Mus rattus Linn. The Common Brown Bat of the East

Indies.

Mus rufescens, Cantor, p. 46.

Mus rattus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 4U6.

" Nu" of the Siamese (a term applied to all species of rats).

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 67) records

a specimen of Mus rattus rufescens from Malacca, and one from
Penang from Cantor's collection. Hanitsch (Rep. Baffles Libr. &
Mus. 1887, p. 11) records this species from Singapore.

I have caught this rat in Sepoy Lines, Penang (May 1895), on
Penang Hill (IV ov. 1896 and March 1898), in Bangkok (April,

June, July, Aug., Nov. 1897, and Feb., Aug. 1898), and in Ayuthia
(Feb. 1898).

Colour. Specimens from Penang Hill : Above reddish brown,
with longer dark hairs ; beneath pale yellowish, buff, or fawny
grey ; the two colours gradually shade into each other on the

sides.

Specimens from Bangkok : Above reddish brown (varying from
bright rufous to yellowish), many of the larger hairs haA'ing black

tips (most noticeable in adult specimens), base of fur on back grey

;

beneath pure white (out of about 20 specimens examined, one was
yellowish beneath, one male grey, one female rufous grey with a

little white on the lower part of the abdomen, one young female

rufous grey) ; the line of demarcation between the darker upper
and white lower parts is very noticeable (except in a young female,

where they gradually shade into each other): hands and feet

flesh-coloured, with short white hairs on their upper surfaces, the

white hairs on the last segment of the toes may be longer than

the claws.

Females from Penang and from Bangkok had each 5 pairs of

mammas.
Distribution. Cosmopolitan.

129. Mus concolor Blyth. The Little Burmese Bat.

Mus concolor, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 408.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 68)
mentions a skin from Malacca, collected in 1846. Hanitsch (Ben.

Baffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) records this species from
Singapore. The Siamese Museum contained three specimens from
Bangkok.
Of this species I obtained three specimens from Penan
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Hill, 2200 feet elevation, March 1896; two specimens from

Tanglin, Singapore, April 1896 ; one specimen from Pachim,

Siam, March 1897; one specimen from Paknam Menam, Siam,

August 1898 ; and I saw what 1 believe to be this species at

Pakpreo, Siam, in June 1897.

Colour of Paknam specimen:—Upper surfaces pale rufous

brown, lower surfaces pure white, tail dark above and light below.

Distribution. Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula.

130. Mus decuman is Pall. " The Norway Eat."

Mus decumanus, Cantor, p. 46 ; Blanf. Faun, ind., Marain,

p. 408.

" Tikus " of the Malays (name applied to any species of rat).

Cantor records this species from Penang and the Peninsula
;

Hanitsch (Pep. Eaffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) records it

from Singapore. In Siam I never saw this species alive or

trapped it, but three times found dead rats (which appeared to

be M. decumanus) in Bangkok, in each instance in that quarter

of the town where the foreign shipping lies along the wharfs.

In Georgetown, Penang, this species is common ; it is rufous

brown above, buff below.

Distribution. Cosmopolitan.

131. Mus musculus Linn. The Common House-Mouse.

Mug musculus?, Cantor, p. 46; Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm.
p. 413.

" Til-us ruma " (i. e. house-rat) of the Malays.
Cantor gives habitat " Pinang," and says :

—" In colour, this

slightly differs from the European mouse, the upper parts being a

mixture of shining grey and tawny. The separate hairs are

leaden-grey at the base, then tawny with black apex ; some are

longer and uniformly dark brown. Beneath pale ash. The ears

are large, more than one-half the length of the head, with very
short hairs, rounded, blackish. Toes, palms, and soles whitish.

Tail slender, dark-grey, with very short appressed brown hairs.

Length of the head and body, two and five-eighth inches (67 mm.),
tail two and four-eighth inches (64 mm.)."

Hauitsch (Eep. Eaffles Libr. & Mus. 1897, p. 11) records this

species from Singapore. 1 obtained only three specimens of the
Common Mouse, two trapped in houses in Singapore (Jan. & Dec.
L896), and one picked up dead in the bazaar at Chantaboon
(Jan. 1898). There were none in the houses in which we lived,

in Bangkok, Kedah, or Penang.
Of the second specimen from Singapore, Mr. Oldfield Thomas

writes to me:—" Very typical house specimen, with brown meta-
podials but white fingers and toes, a very characteristic coloration."

Distribution. Cosmopolitan.

132. Kesocia sp. inc. Bandicoot Eat.

At least one species of Kesocia occurs in the Malay Peninsula,
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but what it is we cannot yet say for certain. Cantor seems to

have observed two species : one (p. 45) he calls Mus bandicota,

Bechstein, the other Mus setifer, Horsfield. Of the former he

gives the Malay name as " Tikus besar " (i. e. big rat), and the

habitat as " Pinang," and says :
—" The larger of two individuals,

captured in gardens, measured, head and body, ten and one-eighth

inches (258 mm.); the tail seven and four-eighth inches (181 mm.)."

In May 1895 a species of Nesocia was common about out-

buildings in the barracks in Penang.
Subsequently in April 1898 I trapped more Bandicoots in

Georgetown, Penang ; they were in colour :—above grey, with

very long black hairs giving a very dark appearance ; throat

whitish buff, remainder of lower surfaces pale grey.

Three skulls and skins I sent to Mr. Oldneld Thomas, who
kindly wrote to me they were " allied to N. bengalensis—perhaps

N. barclayana, Anderson."

Pamily Spalacidje.

133. Ehizomys badius Hodgs. The Bay Bamboo-Eat.

Rhizomys minor, Horsfield, Cat. Mamm. Mus. East India Co.

1851, p. 165.

Rhizomys badius, Blanf. Faun, lnd., Mamm. p. 438.

Horsfield (1. s. c.) records a specimen from Siam obtained by

Dr. G. Pinlayson, who says it is called " Thiir " by the Siamese, and
adds :

" Our specimen is about 6 inches in length, and appears to

be a young one. Tt readily submits to confinement, and is easily

tamed. Like most animals of the genus, it is destructive to

furniture, to grain, etc., and when suddenly surprised it throws

itself upon the offensive, instead of making a precipitate retreat.

Its principal food is unhusked rice or other grain, and it is fond

of yams, pumpkins, etc., found in forests and woods neur to

Bamvasor."
Distribution. Nepal, Sikhim, Bhutan, Assam, Manipur, Burma,

Siam.

134. Ehizomys sumaxrensis (Baffl.). The Large Bamboo-Eat.

Rhizomys sumatrensis, Cantor, p. 47 ; Blanf. Faun, lnd., Mamm.
p. 439.

"Dekan" of the Malays (Wray).
" Woo'n " of the Siamese ; also called " Tun."

Cantor records this species from the Malay Peninsula, describes

its colour, gives dimensions, and says " In confinement, it is very

savage, scarcely tameable." W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian

Mus. ii. 1891, p. 96) records specimens from Malacca and from
Alma Estate, Province Wellesley. The Baffles Museum possesses

specimens from Malacca. The Museum at Taiping contains

specimens from Batu Gajah and from Bukit Gantang, Perak.

The Museum at Kuala Lumpor contains several specimens caught
in the neighbourhood of that town. There were in the Siamese
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Museum three stuffed specimens from Siam of a species of Bamboo-

Eat : they had been labelled (probably by the late Dr. E. Haase)

R. badius, but they looked to me more like the young of

R. sumatrensis.

Distribution. Parts of Burma, Siam, and Malay Peninsula.

Family Hysteicll\e.

135. Hysteix longicauda Marsden. The Malay Porcupiue.

Hystrix longicauda, Cantor, p. 48.

" Landak " or " Babi Landak " (i. e. pig-porcupine) of the Malays.

Cantor records this species from the Malay Peninsula, and says

it "is numerous, and, as it is considered a delicacy by the Chinese

population, is frequently brought to market." Eidley (Nat.

Science, vi. 1895, p. 94) calls this species Hystrix leucura, and
says of it :— " The Porcupine is still common in Singapore, but

a number must be destroyed by the burning of the open country,

in which they chiefly live. The are very destructive to the pine-

apples." The Museum at Taiping contains a specimen from Larut,

Perak. The Museum at Kuala Lumpor contains one young
porcupine, apparently of this species, locality unknown but prob-

ably from Selangor.

Ou the 14th Oct. 1897, 1 bought a live porcupine from a Malay
in Singapore, who said it had been caught ou Bukit Timah ; it

soou became tame and an interesting pet. (It is still alive with

me, February 1900.)

Distribution. Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor, Singapore),

Sumatra, Java?, Borneo?
In the Siamese Museum there were two stuffed Porcupines,

both labelled " Siam," representing apparently two species, but

I do not know which : one with a pale brown forehead and a

light crest had been labelled by some one " H. bengahnsis ;" the

other had no crest, and had an old label " //. Tiodgsoni."

The Siamese call a porcupine "inenn."

136. Atheetjea macbuea (Linn.). The Asiatic Brush-tailed

Porcupine.

Athcrura fasciculata, Cantor, p. 49.

Atherura macrura, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 446, fig. 146.

"Landak" of the Malays.
" Landak-woobi " of the Malays of Selangor (A. L. Butler).

Diard and Duvaucel in 1821 (Miscell. Papers Indo-China, 2nd
series, vol. ii. p. 208, 1887) speak of this species as " the porcupine
of Queda " (i. e. Kedah), and say it " always carries its tail lifted up
like a trumpet, and makes the tuft at the end tremble." Cantor
records this species from Penang and the Peninsula, and says it

" is very numerous in the Malayan valleys and hills. In its fretful

habits and in its food it resembles the preceding porcupine, like

which, it is carried to the markets at Pinang and Malacca, where as
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many as twenty to thirty may frequently be seen." W. L. Sclater

(Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii. 1891, p. 104) records a specimen from

Malacca. Eidley (Nat. Science, vi. 1895, p, 94) says :—" The Brush-

tailed Porcupine (Atherura macrura) is not a native of Singapore,

so far as is known ; it inhabits the limestone caves in Pahang," This

probably refers to the animals which Eidley (J. S. B. B. A. S. no.

25, Jan. 1894, p. 59), in his " List of Mammals recorded from
Pahang,'' says were " caught in the Kota Glangga caves,'* but he

then called them " Hystricc longicauda, Marsden." The Baffles

Museum possesses a specimen from Malacca. The Museum at

Taiping contains four stuffed individuals from Larut, Perak. The
Museum at Kuala Lumpor contains one specimen without locality.

Distribution. Burma, Malay Peninsula (Kedah, Penang, Perak,

Malacca, Pahang), Sumatra, Java ; Borneo ?

Family Leporid^;.

137. Lepus sp. inc. Hare.

A hare occurs in Siam, but I do not know of what species : I

saw one caught alive at Genkoi (between Ayuthia and Korat),

21st November, 1897, and a leveret that had been caught near

Chantaboon, January 1898.

Order PE0B0SCIDEA.

Family Elephantine.

138. Elephas maximus L. The Indian Elephant.

Elephas indicus, Cantor, p. 52.

Elephas maximus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 463; S. Flower,
Journ. Bombay N. H. S. vol. xi. no. 2, p. 335 (1897).

" Gajah " of the Malays.
" Chang " of the Siamese.

In the Eoyal Siamese Museum there was a life-size model of a
male Siamese Elephant, and a most magnificent collection of about
seventy tusks, all, so far as I could ascertain, from Siam; forty of

these tusks are over 4 feet 8 inches (1420 mm.) in length.

The Selangor Museum contains six or seven skulls of local

elephants.

Wild elephants do not occur in either Penang or Singapore, nor
are tame ones employed there ; but on the continent, both in Siam
and the Malay Peninsula, elephants are found wild in suitable

localities, and are trained for various purposes. Personally I only
once came on wild elephants, a party of four, near the Bangpakong
Eiver, in March 1897; but in June 1897 we observed over a hundred
wild ones caught in the Kraal at Ayuthia. I saw more or less

trained elephants in Bangkok, Ayuthia, Chantaboon, Kedah, and
Perak, but in the Southern Malay States the people do not seem
to catch and tame them. H. J. Kelsall (J. S. B. E. A. S. no. 26,
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Jan. 1894, p. 17) says :
" The elephant appears to be common

throughout Johore. Tracks were seen in many places on the Iudau,

and also on the Sembrong, near P'ngkalan Repoh especially."

Ridley (J. 8. 13. E. A. 8. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 59) says: '-The

elephant, though common all through Pahang, is never caught and

tamed. Abundant in the Tahan woods ;
'' and (Nat. Science, vol. vi.

L895, p. 162) remarks that "it is not excessively abundant, but is

plentiful in many parts of the Peninsula."

Distribution. India, Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,

and Borneo.

Order UNGULATA.

Family Bhi>t>cerotid/E.

.Malay name for Rhinoceros, " Badak " (the final " k " not pro-

nounced in most parts of the Peninsula).

Siamese name for Rhinoceros, " Eat."

A good deal of uncertainty exists as to how many species of

Rhinoceros inhabit this region, and which they are, and it is difficult

to obtain information ; they are poorly represented in the local

Museums— partly because almost all parts of the rhinoceros are

highly prized by various natives of Asia : and I have been told that

it is more profitable for a Malay, if he happens to catch one of

these animals in a pitfall, to kill it and sell the remains to the

Chinese, than to sell the whole animal to a European.

The only specimens of Rhinoceros in the Perak Museum (May
1*98) were three hornless skulls without localities labelled li. Jasi-

ofis, R. sumatrensis, and It. soiidaicus respectively. In the Selangor

Museum (July 1898) there was a single unlabelled skull. The Raffles

Museum (1 898) had only a skeleton, labelled R. sumatrensis without

locality. In the Siamese Museum we had a splendid series of over

sixty separate, detached horns of Rhinoceros, some of remarkable

shapes, but unfortunately their localities are not known. In

February 1897 we acquired a specimen of R. sondaicug, which we
skinned and stuffed. As an instance of how rhinoceros products

are valued, I may mention that to skin this animal we had any
number of eager volunteers, mostly Siamese women, who in return

for the work of removing the skin only wanted to have some of the

blood. The rhinoceros was skinned in an old Palace Garden in

Bangkok under my directions ; it was an extraordinary sight as

we hurried to get it clone before dark—a crowd of women, mostly

clad only in a "panung" (Siamese loin-cloth), smeared with blood

from head to foot, working away at the carcass with knives and
fingers, little children collecting the blood in cocoanut-shells and
running off with it to their homes, and Siauiese men hanging round
trying to get any of the flesh they could; it was very difficult to

save the skeleton, several of the bones being snatched up and
nearly carried off by these loafers.

Cantor (p. 54) says that Rhinoceros unicornis and R. sondaicas
" appear to be numerous on the Malayan Peninsula

;

" and adds
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(p. 55) " a two-horned Rhinoceros is stated by the Malays to inhabit,

but rarely to leave, the densest jungle," which he expects to be

R. sumatrensis. Unfortunately he does not mention seeing any
local specimens, or give any details of why he includes R. unicornis

in his list.

Personally 1 have never seen even the tracks of a wild rhinoceros.

At Alor Star, Kedah, the Malays told me no rhinoceros was known
in that district, which is mostly flat ; they looked on it as an animal

only inhabiting the mountains. An Englishman once told me he
had seen tracks of rhinoceros on Gunong Jerai (Kedah Peak) at

several thousand feet above the sea. In Perak, English friends

have told me, rhinoceroses were not uncommon till three or four

years ago in the Larut Hills above four thousand feet. In the

south of Perak, however, a friend told me he had once seen a

rhinoceros in a swamp, it was reddish in colour. The ' Bangkok
Times ' for 11th Nov., 1897, mentions a rhinoceros being shot by
Mr. C. Ephraums : unfortunately this account, as usual, does not

say to what species the animal belonged and gives but few details

—

the rhinoceros was " seen at a sulphur spring within six miles of

Ipoh," Perak: it "was an old male, stood 6 feet high at the shoulder

and about 8 feet in length ; his ' Sumbu,' or horn, measured 13

inches and weighed 3 lbs."

Mr. Ridley told me that in 1896 he saw a rhinoceros in the

Dindings ; and (J. S. B. E. A. S. no. 25, Jan. 1894, p. 59) he
mentions having seen tracks of some species of rhinoceros in the

Tahan River woods, Pahang, where he also heard the animal at

night.

Mr. T. ff. Carlisle, H.B.M. Consular Service, writing to me
from Baw Yakar, Pailin, Battambong Province of Siam, 4th Eeb.,

1899, says " I have met an old Shan hunter here who has shot

both the one-horned and the two-horned rhinoceros."'

139. Rhinoceros sondaicus Cuv. The Smaller One-horned
Rhinoceros.

Rhinoceros son>(aicus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 474, fig. 155

(p. 475).

A young female, just dead, was brought to the Siamese Museum
on the 10th Eeb., 1897, which I was told had been brought from
the Laos Country, and had died on reaching Bangkok. There
was no horn. Colour uniform dusky grey. Only one pair of

incisors showed through the gums in the lower jaw, they were
tusk-like ; none showed in the upper jaw, the gum forming a

hard pad in the place where the incisors of a horse would be.

Ridley (Nat. Science, vi. 1895, p. 161) says R. sondaicus appears

to be the common rhinoceros of the Malay Peninsula. " It fre-

quents the hill-jungles, ascending to 4000 feet altitude, and seems
usually to move about at night, though one may come upon it by

day. It has a habit of constantly using the same track, and
dropping its dung in the same place daily, a habit common also to

the tapir. As the jungle gets cleared, it wanders often into the
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low, open country, apparently losing its way. It is a quiet,

inoffensive beast."

Distribution. Sundarbans, parts of Eastern Bengal, Sikhim Terai,

Assam, Burma, 8iam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

140. Rhinoceros sumateessis Cut. The Asiatic Two-horned
Bhinoceros.

Rhinoceros sumatrengis, Blaut'. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 476.

The " Bada Api " or " Fire Bhinoceros " of the Malays is prob-

ably a red variety of this species.

Sclater (It. Z. S. Lk. p. 651, 1875) mentions a rhinoceros of this

species " captured in the Sunghi-njong (presumably Sungei-Ujong)

district of Malacca," and says other specimens " from the same
district or the neighbouring territory of Johore were, imported into

Europe."

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii. 1891, p. 205) records

specimens from Malacca.

Mr. A. L. Butler in a letter to me, from Kuala Lumpor, dated

25th Oct., 1898, says :
—" 1 went to see a big rhinoceros in a pitfall

the other day at Bantan Panjang. A fine big female R. sumatrensis,

a dark reddish-brown beast, 4 feet 3 inches at shoulder (measured
with a standard) and about 8 feet to 9 feet in length (guessed).

The great thing that struck me was her extraordinary tameness.

She had only been caught three days, but fed readily from one's

hand, aud seemed to enjoy being scratched."

Distribution. Assam, Tenasserim, Siam, Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra, Borneo.

Family Tapieid^e.

141. Tapieus indicts Cuv. The Malay Tapir.

Tapirus malayanns, Cantor, p. 55.

Tapirus indicus, Blanf. Faun. Ind.. Mamm. p. 478.

" Badak tampong " (i. e. Piebald Bhinoceros) of the Malays in

Kedah aud Perak.

Badak," " Kuda Ayer,*' and " Tenmi " of the Malays of the

Peninsula, apud Cantor.
" Tenok" of the Malays, aj>>i>/ Bidley.

Cantor mentions specimens from Province W'ellesley and Kedah.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii. 1891, p. 198) records

two specimens from Malacca, obtained in 1820 and 1848.

Ridley (J. S. B. B. A. S. no. 25, p. 59) Bays tracks of the Tapir

were seen near Temerloh, Pahang, and (Nat. Science, vi. 1895

pp. 161, 162) mentions the supposed protective coloration of the

young.
There are specimens from Larut iu the Museum at Taiping, and

from Malacca in the Baffles Museum.
H.H. the Bajah Mudah of Kedah told me (June 1898) that the

Tapir La not uncommon in the swamps of Kedah, within a day's
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journey of Alor Star. Mr. F. H. Malcolm Staples told me (Sept.

1897) that the Tapir is still sometimes met with about Batu Pahat,

Johore.

On the 25th July, 1898, 1 saw a young Tapir alive in Bangkok :

it had been brought from the Malay Peninsula, from between Kedah
and Singora ; it was kept in the King of Siam's menagerie, and
died about 6th August, 1898.

Distribution, Tenasserim, Lower Siam, Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra,

Family Bovid^.

142. Bos gaukus Ham. Smith. The Gaur or S'ladang.

Bosgour, Cantor, p. 64.

Bos gaurus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 484, fig. 159 (p. 488).

" Kating " of the Siamese (both B. gaurus and B. sondaicus seem
included in this name).

" Sapi utan "
(*. e. Cattle of the Woods) of the Malays of the

Peninsula, apucl Cantor.
" S'ladang " of the Malays.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. 1891, p. 125) records a

skull and horns from Malacca from Dr. Maingay, 1863. Ridley

(J. S. B. E. A. S. no. 25, 1894, p. 59) says :
" The S'ladang is to be

met with all through the Pahang jungles, but, owing to its shy

and retiring habits, is difficult of approach. Tahan woods and all

down Pahang Eiver."

In the Museum at Taiping there are horns from Batang Padang,
Perak, and many fine heads from Pahang shot by Mr. C. F. W.
Curtis. In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there are a stuffed bull

and numerous heads shot by the late Captain H. C. Syers in

Selangor. The Baffles Museum contains a skull from Ulu Pahang
presented by Mr. W. Bertrand Eoberts.

Mr. W. Sinclair told me in Jan. 1898 that there are wild cattle,

probably of this species, in the hill-jungle at the back of Anghin,
Siam.

A pair of horns, apparently of this species, from near Eaheng,
Siam, measured in length 24 inches, and in circumference at the

base 17 inches.

Mr. A. J. A. Jardine, Inspector General of Police, Bangkok,
told me he had found a Gaur killed by wild clogs near Shagan
Salween Eiver, Burma.

Distribution. Parts of India, Assam, Burma, Siam, Malay
Peninsula ; Cochinchina ?

143. Bos sondaicus Mull. & Schleg. The Banting or

Tumbaadu.

Bos sondaicus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 489.

" Kating " of the Siamese.
" Sapi-utan " of the Malays.

In March 1897 I saw detached horns, apparently of this species,
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in the Governor's house at Paehira, Siani ; they were said to have

been obtained in that province.

The Banting is probably very rare in the Malay Peninsula:

Mr. H. N. Ridley told me one was killed by Mr. Oxley at Muar
about fifty years ago ; Mr. J. Rodger, C.M.G., has in his possession

a single horn, apparently of this species, obtained from a Sakei ;

and both Mr. Ridley and Mr. A. L. Butler tell me one was killed

recently in Perak.

Distribution. Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula, Java, Bali, Borneo,

and Sumatra ?

144. Bos BUBAiUS Linn. The Buffalo.

Bubalus arnee, Cantor, p. 65.

Bos huhahts, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 491.

" Khwai " of the Siamese.
" Karbau " of the Malays.

Cantor says :—" The wild Buffalo is reported, but apparently

without proof, to be indigenous in the Malayan Peninsula.

Domesticated it is very plentiful."' Ridley (J. 8. B. R. A. S. no. 25,

1894, p. 59) says it is very doubtful if the Buffalo occurs in a wild

state in Pahang.

I was told, on good authority, that there are Buffaloes near

Pailin, in Siam, descendants of some that ran wild about fifty

years ago.

Distribution. Wild in parts of India and Ceylon. Wild or feral

in parts of Burma, Siam, and the Malay Peninsula. Domesticated

in Egypt, Italy, Southern Asia, and the Malay Islands.

145. Xemorhmebus scmatrensis (Shaw). Goat-Antelope.

Ncemorhedus sumatrensis, Cantor, p. 04.

Nemorhoedus sumatrensis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 514.

" Leea'ngpah " or " Ooarpar " of the Siamese.
; ' Ivambing utan " or " Ivambing gran " of the Malays.
" Black Mountain-goat "* of the English in the Straits Settle-

ments.

Cantor says " it appears to be numerous on the Malayan
Peninsula, but exceedingly difficult to obtain, as it frequents the

steepest hilly localities, and is very shy and active."

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 151) records

a skull from Province Wellesley.

Ridley, writing on the Mammals of Pahang (J. S. B. R. A. S.

no. 25, 1894, p. 60), remarks : "This wild goat is supposed to occur

in the high mountains of the interior, but there is no record of its

having been obtained" ; and (Nat. Science, vi. 1895, p. 163) says

it " inhabits the isolated patches of limestone rocks which flank at

intervals the main granite chain of the Peninsula. Though
apparently not rare in these places, it has never been shot by any
sportsman."

In the Museum at Taiping there is a stuffed head from near
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Kuala Kangsar, Perak, and a complete skeleton and two pairs of

horns, all, I understand, from Perak. In the Museum at Kuala
Lumpor there are several frontlets and horns, without locality.

Mr. A. L. Butler told me he saw a Goat-Antelope in March
1898 near " the Cottage " in the Larut H1II3, Perak, at an

elevation of about 4000 feet ; and in a letter, dated 14th March,
1899, mentions Sir Frank Swettenhara as having shot one in the

Perak Hills. This is the first instance, to my knowledge, of one of

these animals being shot by a European sportsman in the Peninsula,

though many have tried. In another letter, dated 5th November,
1899, Mr. Butler tells me he has examined three specimens, and
says " the Nemorhoedus of the Peninsula is not N. sumatrensis,ha.\mg

legs blade instead of rufous."

The Siamese Museum possesses a stuffed female from the Laos
country, each horn 7*8 inches (198 mm.) in length, and a frontlet

without locality, each horn 7'4 inches in length. A frontlet from
the hills between Raheng (Siam) and Burma was shown me by
Mr. J. Harper : length of horns 7*75 inches, circumference of horns

at base 5-25 inches ; a horn in my possession from Perak is

6*15 inches in length, and 4*5 inches in circumference at base.

In July 1898, a live goat of this species was exhibited in

Bangkok, but I was unable to find out where it had been caught

;

it was a very handsome animal, nearly black in colour.

Distribution. Eastern Himalayas, Moupin, Yunnan, Assam,
Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra.

Family Cerylcle.

146. Cervttlus muntjac (Zimm.). The Kakar, or Barking
Deer.

Styloceros muntjac, Cantor, p. 61.

Cervulus muntjac, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 532, fig. 173.

" Kijaug," " Kidjang " " Kidang," or of the Malays.

Recorded from Kuala Tahan, Pahang, by Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S.

uo. 25 1894, p. 60), who (Nat. Science, vi. 1895, p. 161) says :

—

" The Kijang does not occur now in Singapore, if it ever did. It

is abundant in many places, such as the slopes of Mount Ophir,

and is often shot by planters and others in and about the coffee

plantations." This species is kept in the Singapore Botanical

Gardens, where it breeds.

There are specimens from Upper Perak in the Museum at

Taiping, and from Selangor in the Museum at Kuala Lumpor.
Hanitseh (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. ]S98, p. 7) mentions a

young O. muntjac, 21 hours old, " showing clearly the white

longitudinal striationa, which soon disappear in older animals."

The Kijang occurs in Siam. There is a pair of antlers in the

Siamese Museum, presumably local, the length from burr to tip

is 4-25 inches ; and Mr. N. Kelly Passmore gave me the skull of

one which had been shot by his overseer near Muok Lek, about
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900 feet elevation, in the Dong Phya Fai : the right antler from

burr to tip measured along the curve 6*5 inches, the left 6-75 inches

(171 mm.). A deer we saw and heard on the Bangpakong River

in March 1897 was probably of this species, though I failed to

procure a specimen.

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Cambodia, Hainan,
Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor, Malacca, Pahang), Sumatra,

Java, Lombok, Borneo.

147. Cervus schomburgki Blvth. Schomburgk's Deer.

" Qua-an " of the Siamese.

Distribution. Parts of Siarn.

148. Certus eldi Guthrie. The Thameng.

Panolia acuticornis, Cantor, p. 64.

Cervus eldi, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 541, tig. 176.

" Sam-an " of the Siamese.

Cantor says " A single skull of a stag, killed in Keddah, has the

horns so like those of the Munneepore animal, that the species

might be taken to be identical, but that the Malays assert theirs to

be maned, and of a dark colour, with white spots, like the Axis.

This stag is further described as being extremely wary, and
therefore seldom seen but on heights inaccessible to man." H.H.
the Rajah Mudah of Kedah, who is keen on shooting, told me the

Thameng does not exist in Kedah
; antlers are sometimes conveyed

there from Siam, a pair of which probably were brought to Cantor,

with imaginary details to enhance their value, the statement that

they frequent " heights inacessible to man " being alone suspicions

in regard to this plain-dwelling species.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Indian Mus. ii. 1891, p. 181)
records a frontlet of this species supposed to have been " brought
from Penang " in 1846 ; this may have been imported from Siam,
via Singora and Kedah.

Mr. H. "Warington Smyth (' Five Years in Siam,' vol. ii. p. 217)
says the plain round Battambong " is much frequented by herds

of the Lamang, or EkVs Deer," and describes how the Cambodians
capture them.

Distribution. Manipur, Burma, Siam, Cambodia, Hainan.

149. Cervus unicolor Bechstein. The Sambar.

Rusa equina, Cantor, p. 63.

Cervus unicolor, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 543, fig. 177

(p. 544).

" Nua " of the Siamese.
" Rusa " of the Malays.

Cantor records the Rusa from the Malay Peninsula and Penang
;

so far as I have been able to ascertain, it is now extinct in Penang,
and has been so for the last 25 or 30 years. H. J. Kelsall
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(J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 26, 1894, p. 17) says :
—" Cervus equinus, Cuv.

Tracks of the Sambhur were seen on Gunong Janeng. This deer
is probably common in the Johore jungles, but owing to its sig-

nature is seldom seen." Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25, 1894,

p. 60) records this species from Pahang, observing :
" The Malayan

Sambur, apparently the same as the Indian species, but the horns
do not attain the same length "

; and (Nat. Science, vi. 1895,

p. 164) says :
—" The Cervus equinus is common in the Peninsula,

and a few still occur in Singapore ; . . . . the young are produced
singly, and are coloured like the adult, but with much sorter hair.

There are, however, faint traces of light spots on the rump, which
disappear after the first week " l

. Writing to me on 11th Sept.,

1899, Ridley says: "Sambar breed regularly in the Singapore
Gardens, and they also breed in Government House Park. The
young usually have a couple of white spots on the sides near the
rump, not very distinct. They are not fully spotted like Axis. I

should say certainly that the Sumatran deer is a distinct animal,

Cervus hippelaphus. It would not cross with the other deer

"

(i. e., Peninsula Sambar). In the Museum at Taiping there is a

stuffed female from Upper Perak, aud antlers from Upper Ferak,

Batang Padang, and Larut. In December 1896 I saw a Sambar
stag in a small patch of jungle within about a mile of the town of

Taiping. In the Museum at Kuala Lumpor there are specimens

from Selangor. The Sambar appears to be numerous in parts of

Siam ; we had a stuffed female and two pairs of antlers in the

Siamese Museum.
Distribution. India, Ceylon, Assam, Burma, Siam, Hainan,

Malay Peninsula
;

probably also parts of China, Formosa,
Philippines, Borneo, and Sumatra.

N.B.—Cervus axis Erxl. The Chital, or Spotted Deer.

Axis maculata, Cantor, p. 62.

Cervus axis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 546.

Cantor says this deer is called " Rusa Bunga " by the Malays of

the Peninsula, and " It is numerous in Keddab, and at present in

Pinang. But it did not inhabit Prince of Wales' Island {i.e.

Pinang)till one of the last Governors of the late Presidency took

the trouble of importing from Bengal some pairs, which were kept

in the park adjoining Government House (Suffolk House). When
the Presidency of Prince of Wales' Island was abolished, the deer

of the quondam Governor's park found their way into the jungle,

where they have multiplied to a prodigious extent." Nowadays
they have disappeared from Penang, and it seems Cantor must
have been mistaken in recording them from Kedah ; the local

Malays assured me no spotted deer existed there.

1 A Sambar born in 1899 in the Ghizeh Zoological Gardens (original locality

of parents unknown) had at first a very distinct black vertebral line from
between the ears to the tail.

Pnoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXV. 25
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150. Cebvus pobcinus Zimm. The Para, or Hog-deer.

Cervus porcinus, Blauf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 549, fig. 179

(p. 550).

The Siamese Museum contains two stuffed males, obtained in

Siam, but the exact locality I was not able to discover.

Distribution. Parts of India, Ceylon, Burma. Siam, and Laos

Mates of Cambodia ( R. Ward, 'Records Big (Tame,' 1899, p. 71).

Family Thaglt.idj .

151. Tbagulus JATAWICUS (Gmel.). The Smaller Malay Mouse-
deer.

Tragulus JcancMl, Cantor, p. 60; 0. Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886,

Tragulvs javanicus, Blauf. Faun. End., Mamm. p. 556.

'• Kra-chong " of the Siamese.
•• Kanchil " or " Pehindok " (pronounced " IMando' '") of the

Malays.

Cantor says this " species is astonishingly numerous" and
occurs in the Malay Peninsula. Penang, Singapore, and the

Lancary Islands; he adds " In Prince of Wales' Island (i.e. Penang)
any number may be procured within short notice, at the rate of

one Spanish dollar per dozen."

Oldfield Thomas (/. .y. c.) records specimens from Salanga,

JunkceyIon, from Taroar. from Klang, Selangor, and from Singa-

pore Island.

Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25. 1894, p. 60) records this species

from Pahang.
There are specimens from Larut in the Museum at Taiping,

and from Selangor in the Museum at Kuala Lumpor. Hanitsch
records it from Changi, Singapore (Pep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1898,

p. 9).

This species occurs in Siam
; there is a specimen from the Dong

I'liya Fai in the Siamese Museum; and A. Milne-Edwards
(' Recherches Famille Chevrotains,' Paris, 1MJ4. p. 78) says "en
1862, M. Bocourt en a rapporte an Museum un individu du
royaume de Siam. et le Musee britannique en possede tin

exemplaii'e provenanl du Gamboge."
Distribution. Tenasserim, Siam, Cambodia. Cochinchina, Malay

Peninsula (Junkceylon. Lancary. Penang, Perak, Selangor, Pahang,
Singapore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo.

152. TRAorr.rs >\\rr (F. Cuv.). The Larger Malay Mouse-
deer.

Trti'i'ilii.s javanicus, Cantor, p. 61.

Tragulus /<"//», Blanf. Faun. Ind.. Mamm. p. 557.

" Napu " of the Malays.

Cantor records this species from the Malay Peninsula, where
he says it "appears to be far less numerous than the preceding."
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W. L. Sclater(Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii. 1891, p, 191) records

two specimens from the Malay Peninsula, obtained in 1871 and
1872.

Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S. no. 25, 1894, p. 60) records this

species from Pahang, and (Nat. Science, vi. 1895, pp. 163, 161)
says this is the commonest species of Mouse-deer in the Peninsula,

and gives an interesting account of its habits in confinement and
of native methods of catching it. There are specimens from
Larut in the Museum at Taiping, and from Selangor in the Museum
from Kuala Lumpor.

Distribution. Tenasserim, Malay Peninsula (Perak, Selangor,

Pahang), Sumatra, Java, and Borneo.

N.B.

—

Tragulus stanleyahus Gray. Stanleyan Chrevrotain.

W. L. Sclater (Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. part ii. 1891) records

two specimens from the Malay Peninsula, obtained in 1870. This

species is by some supposed to occur in Singapore, perhaps from
a statement by A. Milne-Edwards: "Un iudividu ne le 25 sep-

tembre 1862, a Singapore, de Chevrotains de Stanley achetes par

M. Bocourt pour le Museum " (' Recberches Famille Chevrotains,'

p. 81, Paris, 1864). I do not know the real babitat of this species.

but have been told that it occurs in the Dutch islands south

and south-east of Singapore, and is imported into Singapore

from Rhio.

Family Suid.e.

153. Sus ceistatus Wagner. The Indian Wild Boar.

Sus indicus, Cantor, p. 53.

tins cristatus, Blanf. Paun. Ind., Mamm. p. 560,

" Mu " of the Siamese.
" Babi utan " of the Malays.

Cantor records wild swine from the Malay Peninsula, Penang,

Singapore, and the Lancary Islands. Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. S.

no. 25, 1894, p. 60) says wild pig are common in the low country

of Pahang, and were also seen far up the Tahan ; and (Nat. Science

vi. 1895, p. 161) records them from the island of Singapore,

where he says they are " far too abundant."

There are local specimens in the Museums at Taiping, Kuala

Lumpor, and Singapore,

In 1896 wild pigs were still to be found in both Penang and

Singapore. In 1897 I saw one that had been killed the day before

near Gunong Pulai, Johore ; I was doubtful whether it was

8. cristatus or not, owing to the greatly elongated facial portion

of the skull, which unfortunately I could not bring away, my
companions being Mahomedans, and I having too many other

things to carry myself. In June 1898 I saw two wild pigs in

swamps beyond Jenan, Kedah ; apparently the ordinary S. cristatus.

Distribution. India, Ceylon, Burma, Lower Siam, Malay Pen-

insula.
25*
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Order CETACEA.

Family Bal.exid.e.

154. Megaptbra boops. Humpbacked Whale.

Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1898, p. 0) says there is

an incomplete skeleton of this species from Malacca in the Ruffles

Museum. I believe it was obtained in October 1891.

Family Dei.phixid.e.

155. Phoc.exa phocvexoil>ls(( uv.). The Little Indian Porpoise.

Phoccma phozcenoides, Blauf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 574, fig. 187

(p. 575).

Hanitsch (Rep. R,.ffle3 Libr. & Mus. 1898, p. 9) records
'' Neomeris phoccenoides " from Singapore. In the Museum at

Taiping there is a stuffed specimen caught off Ma'ang, Perak,

about 46 inches (say 1168 mm.) in total length, apparently of

this species.

Distribution. Indian Ocean, from Cape of Good Hope to Japan
(Blanf. op. cit. p. 575).

156. Orcella BBBTIHOSTRI8 (Owen). The Larger Indian

Porpoise.

Orcella brevirostris, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 571, fig. 189.

" Lomba lomba " of the Malays.

The British Museum contains a stuffed specimen from Singapore

(Flower, List of Cetacea, lb<S5, p. 17), from whence it is also

recorded by Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1898, p. 9). In
the Museum at Taiping there is a stuffed specimen, caught off

Matang, Perak, about 60 inches (say 1524 mm.) in total length,

apparently of this species.

Distribution. Bay of Bengal, Singapore, North Borneo.

157. Stkxo PiiUMBEUS (Dussum.). The Plumbeous Dolphin.

Stsno plumbeus, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 583.

Cantor (p. 66) says Delphinus plnmbeus occurs on the coasts of

Penang, is called " ParampiVm Latit " by the Malays of the

Peninsula, and ''the species, although very numerous, and rather

heavy in its movements, is rarely captured, except by chance in

fishing stakes."

In the Museum at Taiping there are three stuffed specimens,

from the coasts of Perak, probably of this speeies ; the largest is

about 78 inches (say 1980 mm.) in total length.

Distribution. Indian Ocean.

158. Delphinus delphts L. The Common Dolphin.

I) Iphinus ddphis, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 587, fig. 182.

Recorded from Singapore bv Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. &
Mus. 1898, p. 9).
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Distribution. " Probably all tropical and temperate seas " (Blan-

ford).

Dolphins are numerous on both sides of the Malay Peninsula

and in the Gulf of Siam. I have from time to time seen three,

apparently different species, but have never managed to secure

any specimens ; one of these is D. delphis, one a smaller species,

and one larger than D. delphis, with a very prominent dorsal fin.

Local sailors report seeing a " white porpoise " at Belawan
Deli, on the east coast of Sumatra, and at the mouths of several

rivers in the Straits of Malacca.

Order SIRENIA.

Family MANATiDiE.

159. Halicoee dugong (Erxl.). The Dugong.

Halicore indicus, Cantor, p. 66.

Haiicore dugong, Blanf. Faun. Ind., Mamm. p. 594, fig. 196.

" Duyong " or " Parampuan Laut " of the Malays of the

Peninsula, apud Cantor.

I have in my possession a beautifully finished pencil drawing of

" A young male Duyong taken in the neighbourhood of Singapore

in April 1837. Measuring in length from the tail to the nose on
the back 7 ft. 4 in. A Commander of a Portuguese ship trading to

China says that in Portuguese this Fish or Animal is called ' Pexi

Mulher' (literally Woman Fish)—he fad seen them at Palaos in

the Pacific. The bones of the jaws, the top of the scull and the

throat are mucli esteemed there, especially those of the jaws
which are of value and used as ornaments by the Natives, who are

Savages."' This note and the drawing are unsigned, but are

stamped " Pinang, 4 Ja. 1838, Post-Office."

Cantor says :
" The Duyong appears not to be numerous at

Singapore, still less so to the INorthward, and has but in few
instances been observed in Kwala Muda, the mouth of the river,

which forms the northern boundary of Province Wellesley."

Horsheld (Cat. Mamm. Mus. East India Co. 1851, p. 139)

records a Dugong's skull " from Finlayson's Collection, Siam."

Ridley (Nat. Science, vi. 1895, p. 165) says "The Dugong is

tolerably common in the Strait between Johore and Singapore
;

but one does not often see it," and gives some information about

it.

Hanitsch vRep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1898, p. 9) records a

specimen from Malacca. In July 1898 I saw one in the Raffles

Museum labelled Singapore.

Mr. L. Wray told me in 1896 he believed the Dugong was not

found on the coast of Peiak, probably owing to the lack of sea-

weed
Distribution. .Shores of the Indiau Ocean, Straits of Malacca,

and coasts of Borneo.
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Order EDENTATA.

Family Manid^:.

160. Manis jayanjoa Desm. The Malay Scaly Anteater.

Manis javanica, Cantor, p. 51 : Blauf. Faun. Ind., Mamin.
p. 599, fig. 199 (p. 600).

" Nko " of the Siamese.
" Pengoling " or " Pangolin " of the Malays, according to

authors.
" Tangiling " of the Malays.

Cantor records the Manis from Penang and the Peuinsula, and
says :

—" Although numerous in rocky situations, is not often

captured, as it is seldom abroad till after sunset. The largest

male measured from the apex of the nose to the root of tail one

foot nine and a half inches (546 mm.); the tail one foot eight

inches (508 mm.)." Ridley (J. S. B. R. A. 8. no. 25, 1894, p. 60)

records it from Pramau, Pekan, in Pahang ; and (Nat. Science, vi.

1895, p. 165) says: "It is frequently found in open sandy

country, making large burrows in the ground,'' and remarks on its

habits. In the Museum at Taiping there are several specimens

from Larut, Perak, and in the Museum at Kuala Lumpor specimens

from Selangor. Hanitsch (Rep. Raffles Libr. & Mus. 1898, p. 9)

records this species from .Singapore. There Mere three specimens

from Siam in the Museum at Bangkok, the largest, as stuffed, was
3 feet A\ inches (say 1028 mm.) in total length.

In April 1896 I saw a female and young one alive in Penang,
said to have been just caught in the hills on the island. Mr. F.

II . Malcolm Staples told me (Sept. 1897) that he once got an
Anteater at Batu Pahat, Johore ; they ate it and found it good.

In June 1897 I saw the skin of a specimen that had been just

killed at Ayuthia, Siam ; this was in a flat alluvial plain, with no
rocky hills within many miles. In January 1JS9S we got two
specimens at Chantaboou, both caught by natives ; one was brought

in alive, but it died in nine days. In May 1898 we got a live one
in Kedah, which also died in nine days. In each case we could not

get them to feed; at night they were turned loose in the lower part

of the house (where ants and innumerable other insects abounded),

to forage for themselves, but I never observed them even attempting

to eat. They were the least intelligent animals I have ever kept

;

thev wandered about the house a great deal at night, and one we
let walk in the garden so as to watch it in the moonlight : thev

showed no inclination to dig or search for food, but walked on tiil

they came to an obstacle, when they proceeded to climb up it ; if,

for instance, it was a chair, they climbed on to it, then on to the

back, and then fell off the other side, and continued walking as

before. The prehensile tail is very difficult to detach once the

animal has coiled up round one's arm.
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Colour. Kedah specimen, <$ , uniform dark brown, except end
of tail 'which is buff. Naked skin of feet pink.

This specimen had sixteeu rows of scales round the middle of

its body, and measured :

—

ft. in. mm.
Length, head and body 1 8 508

„ tail 1 3| 394

,, ear | 19

,, hind foot, without claws . . 3 7(3

Distribution. Sylhet to Burma, Siam, Cochinchina, Cambodia,
Malay Peninsula (Penang, Kedah, Perak, Selangor, Pahang, Johore,

Siugapore), Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Celebes.

Popular beliefs. It is not surprising that strange stories are

related about an animal like the Manis. One that I was told in

Kedah is worth putting on record. It, says the Malays, is very

clever catching ants
;
putting all its scales at right angles to its

body, it lies perfectly motionless on the ground : ants, thinking it

dead, swarm over it by thousands, then it suddenly shuts down
all its scales, thus imprisoning the ants, and rushes into a pond:
under water it again opens its scales, the ants float to the surface,

and the wily Manis licks them up comfortably.

2. On a remarkable Piece of Skin from Cueva Eberliardt,

Last Hope Inlet, Patagonia. By Dr. Einar Lonnberg,

University of Upsala.
1

[Received March 6, 1900.]

Last year Mr. Erland Nordenskjold visited Last Hope Inlet,

Patagonia, to make further explorations in the large cavern, Cueva
Eberhardt, which has become famous for the interesting remains

of animals found in the deposits covering its -floor. He has

recently published the results of his researches in a memoir read

before the Eoyal Swedish Academy of Sciences
2

; but in addition

to the remains of which he treats there is also a remarkable piece

of skin of an unknown animal, which he has kindly entrusted to

me lor description. This specimen was found by Mr. Nordenskjold

in the oldest stratum on the floor of the cavern, which is chiefly

formed of the excrement of the giant-sloth Grypotherium, and is

sometimes covered with a thin layer of sulphate of magnesia 30 to

50 mm. in thickness. The discoverer informs me that it was found

close to a scapula, a claw, and some other bones of Grypotherium,

and also near a tooth of Fells ohca. It is therefore probable that

the animal to which the skin belonged was contemporaneous with

Grypotherium and the other members of the Pampean fauna.

Mr. Nordeuskjbld informs me that when the piece of skin was

1 Communicated by A. Smith Woodward, F.Z.S.
2 E. Nordenskjold, " Iakttagelser och Fynii i Grottor vid Ultima Esperanza i

sydvestra Patagonien," K, Vetensk.-Akad tlandl. vol. xxxiii. no. 3 (1900),
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found it was rolled up like a ball ; but by moistening the specimen

he was able to unwrap it and stretch it into the form shown in the

accompanying photograph (see fig. 1, p. 380). It measures about
-15 m. in length, but its breadth varies between0 -05 m.andO'015 m.

Its thickness, where stretched, is quite 0002 m. : where contracted,

somewhat greater. It is very densely covered with hair of a

Fig. 2.

Mierographic reproduction of some of the hairs of the piece of skin.

reddish-brown colour, redder than the coloration common in cattle

and perhaps best described as fox-red. The hair seems to be; a

little more shiny than that of a fox, and occasionally it appears

to be bleached to u pale yellow. It is, however, uncertain whether
the paler spots are original or due to accident : it can only be said

that they are probably original, because the paler tufts and single
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hairs exhibit the same shade from their tips to their roots, and
closely mingle with the completely red hairs. The length of this

hair is different in different parts. Where it is longest it measures

a little more than 0-045 m., but in some places 003 m. fo

0*025 m. or even less. The hair is laid in different directions, as

seen in the figure, and cannot have formed a smooth covering on

the animal. The size of the individual hairs is variable, but there is

no typical wool or underfill*. The thickest hairs (fig. 2, p. 381)
measure 80-100 n in optical section, but taper gradually towards

both ends. They are flattened and wavy. The medulla occupies the

largest part of the hair, so that the cortex does not measure more
than 10-13 n in optical section ; but towards the root the medulla

becomes scantier and is finally completely broken up. The thinner

hairs cannot be classified as wool or underfur. Their diameter in

optical section varies from 45 to 55 fx. Their structure is exactly

the same as that of the coarser hair. They are flattened and wavy,

gradually tapering to a tip which has no medulla ; but their stem

exhibits a large medulla, so that the cortex of that part usually

measures only 8-10 p. The cortex is, as a rule, thicker on one
side, and the cuticle covering it is scaly, so that the edge of the

optical margin assumes a more or less distinct serrated appearance.

The finer hairs are about ten times as numerous as the coarse hairs ;

and on the skin the coarser hair is not very conspicuous, the less

so as intermediate sizes can also be seen.

In attempting to determine to what animal the piece of skin thus

described may be referred, it is necessary first to consider the

mammals of which remains have been found in the same stratum

as this specimen. Of these, of course, Grypotherium is at once
excluded, neither the structure of its skin nor that of its hair

admitting of any comparison. The Griianaco may also be dismissed

at the same time, since its fine wool or fleece bears no resemblance

to the hair of this skin, as shown even by Guanaco remains
associated with it. The large Cat of Cueva Eberhardt has been
identified by Erland Nordenskjiild (with the concurrence of the

eminent Danish zoologist, Herluf Winge) as a large variety of

Felts onca l
. If this great extinct Jaguar had the same black-spotted

appearance as the recent one, it is mosi improbable that so large

a piece of skin should have been preserved without any black hairs

remaining attached to it. If, however, the extinct Jaguar had a

different fur-colour, it may be assumed, with a high degree of

probability, that the structure of its furry covering was similar to

that of the recent Jaguar. But the fur of the latter is distin-

guished from that of this piece of skin very readily by being

shorter and having a fine underfur. This underfur of the Jaguar
does not measure more than 15-30

f.i
in optical section, and has

quite another structure, being completely devoid of a central

1 This is the animal called by Santiago Roth "Yemisch li&tai "(" E) Mamifero
misterioso de la Patagonia Grypotherium domesticum," r?or Eodolfo Hautlial,

Santiago Roth & Robert Lehmann-Nitsche, Revista Mas. La Plata, vol. ix. 1899
p. 441).
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medulla, or at least with the medulla broken up in scattered miuute
portions. The coarse hair of the Jaguar is also different from
that of the problematical piece of skin, in having a thicker cortex

and a less developed medulla. Since all the present South-
American cats (Jaguar, Puma, Ocelot, &c.) have an underfur, it

may be assumed that the extinct Jaguar also had such an under-
fur, the more so as it lived further south in a region with a more
inhospitable climate than that of the native country of most South-
American cats. If such were the case, this piece of skin cannot
have belonged to that extinct cat or to any other allied species.

Similarly thespecies of Canis, probably aclose ally of C. magellanicus,

may be excluded from comparison, because, like other wolves and
foxes, it must have been provided with au underfur. The skin is too

thick to have possibly belonged to any of the rodents of which
remains have been found in this or other layers of the cave.

There thus remain only two kinds of animals of which fragments

occur in the same layer as that in which the piece of skin was
found, namely Macrauchenia and Onohippidium. The hrst of

these, however, is very sparingly represented in Erland Nordens-
kjold's collection, perhaps only by a phalangeal bone, and Dr.
Hauthal has not found anything which could be referred to the

same animal. Onohippidium, on the other hand, occurs abundantly.

This peculiar horse, with its large fossa lachrymalis, which can be

seen very well in one of Nordenskjold's specimens, has thus in one
way or the other been very often brought into the cave. It seems,

therefore, quite probable that the piece of skin now described may
have belonged to the now extinct Onohippidium.

To determine more precisely the mammal to which this piece

of skin belonged, it is necessary to extend comparisons to other

animals still living in the neighbourhood. IY>r reasons already

mentioned, the Puma, species of Canis, Guanaco, and the small

rodents are at once excluded. The Viscacha (Layostomus) has too

soft a fur and too thin a skin to be taken into consideration. The
characteristic structure of the hair of the deer (Cervus chilemis)

makes every comparison with this animal impossible. In the same
way, every mammal native to the South-American soil must be

rejected. For the sake of completeness, however, the domesticated

cattle and horses must also be included in the discussion, although

it is extremely improbable I hat a piece of skin of either of these

animals would find its way into the deepest layer of the cave-

deposits. I have thus made a comparison of the hair with that

of the domesticated ox and horse. The microscopical structure of

the hair of cattle is different from that of the supposed Onohip-

pidium. The cortex of the hair of the former is much thicker

compared with the medulla than in the latter. At least iu

Scandinavia, it is also to be noted that the cattle have an under-

fur of fine hairs without medulla ; and I suppose that the cattle

of Patagonia, which run half wild without protection against the

roughness of the climate, must be similarly provided. The hair

of a horse is coarser and stiffer and does not show the same
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scaly cuticle. It is also noteworthy that not even the winter-coat

of a horse in Scandinavia approaches in denseness that of the

supposed Onohippklium ; while there are other differences more
easily seen than described.

Taking all circumstances into consideration, I think we must
return to the above suggested theory, that the specimen now under

discussion is a piece of skin of an Onohippidium. If that be

correct, it is of course very interesting to have a fragment of

the soft parts of a second animal, long ago extinct, from the

Cueva Eberhardt.

The detailed statements of Erland Nordenskjold as to the

extreme dryness of those parts of the cave where these remains

were found, and the protecting layer of sulphate of magnesia,

give a plausible explanation of the organic substances (even flesh

on some bones) having been so excellently preserved for such a

considerable time. I may add that Professor Lagerheim has also

made attempts to find bacteria in the faecal material, but failed to

discover any l
.

3. On a remaikable Attid Spider from Borneo, Muntisutta

trucidans, n. g. et sp. By Cecil Warburton, M.A.,

Christ's College, Cambridge.

[Received March 31, 1900.]

By the courtesy of Dr. Sharp I am able to describe a very
interesting new Spider found iu a collection of insects, chit-fly

Termites, made by Dr. G. D. H&viland in .Sarawak, Borneo. The
Spider was overlooked on first going over the collection, and un-
fortunately no note was made of the particular insects with which
it was associated, and nothing is certainly known with regard to

its habits.

Fain. Aitid.i.

Subi'am. Lyssomaim.

Genua Mantisatta, n. gen.

Body elongated and depressed. Eyes arranged as in Lusgomanes.
Spinnerets beneath the posterior end of the abdomen, whit h is

produced beyond them into a caudal process. Legs of the first

pair much the most strongly de\eloped, with strong forwardlv
directed spines under the tibia and buchwardly directed spines

1 After tbe reading of this paper, Dr. W. G. Kidewood remarked that lie

had examined the microscopic structure of the hair of the two equine hoot's

found in association with Grypotherium by the Li Plata ftfutfeum expedition.
11 e had observed in the hairs attached to these hoofs the tapering of the hair
at each end, the aralv cuticle, and the excentric position of the relatively large
medulla, which had been described as characterizing the hair of the pro-
blematical skin found by K. Mordensljiild.
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under the metatarsus, forming a prehensile weapon when these

joints ai'e apposed.

Ma^tjsatta trucidans, n. sp. (Fig. 1.)

Female. Total length 4 mm. ; length of thorax 1| mm. ; length

oF abdomen 2| mm. Greatest breadth of thorax (about the level

of the second pair of legs) about 1 mm. ; of the abdomen about

•75 mm.
Fie. 1.

Mantisatta trucidans, £ , much enlarged.

The cephalothorax is much depressed and is about half as long

again as broad. The first pair of eyes are very large, occupying

the whole breadth of the facies, and are mounted on short cylin-

ders which project forward. The second and third pairs of eyes

are on confluent dark-coloured eminences. The second eyes, which
are pale-coloured, are about a quarter of the anterior eyes in dia-

meter. The third eyes are very small and black. The fourth

pair of eyes, somewhat farther behind the third pair than these are

behind the second, are dark and moderately large, their diameter

being about one third of that of the anterior eyes. The whole
ocular area (fig. 2. p. 386) forms almost an exact square.

The abrlomen is a depressed cylinder, more than three times as

long as broad. The spinnere's are not visible from above, being

hidden by a caudal process (fig. 3, p. 38'i).

The anterior legs are about as long as the whole animal, the

femora, patellae, and tibia) being very strongly developed, and giving
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the Spider a chelifer-like appearance. Beneath each tibia, towards

its distal end, are three pairs of strong black spines, directed

forward. The metatarsus, which can be closed upon the tibia,

bears two pairs of shorter black spines directed backward. One

pair is beneath the middle of the joint, and the other near its

distal extremity.

Fig. 2.

Ocular area of Manfisatta true/dans.

Fig. 3.

Mantisatta trucidans in profile.

Fie 4.

Under surface of anterior part of Mantisatta trucidant, with enlarged

view of epigyne.

The other legs (4, 2, 3) are small and weak, and do not appear
to be adapted for leaping.

The whole Spider is exceedingly pale—almost white— in colour,

at all events as it appears after immersion in spirit. Dorsally it is

variegated by a pattern marked out in faint dusky lines and dots.

On the cephalothorax there are two dark patches between the third

pair of eyes, and the second, third, and fourth pairs of eyes are on
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black eminences. Behind the fourth pair commence two faint dusky
lines, which converge .slightly as they approach the abdomen, along

which they are continued for nearly a third of its length. Along
the first half of the abdomen there is a median line, forking pos-

teriorly. This is succeeded by a shorter line which forks similarly,

and behind this there is a transverse line. On each side of the

central marking there are a series of dots, the distribution of which
is shown in fig. 1. The body is thinly pubescent. The under
surface of the body is whitish except the small yellow-brown epigyne

The legs are similar in colour, and, except for the spines on the

tibia? and metatarsi of the first pair, are furnished only with a

thin clothing of hairs. All exhibit black scopulse on the tarsi.

Male unknown.
A single adult female was found among a collection of insects

made by Dr. G. D. Havdand in Sarawak. Nothing is known
of its habits, but from the nature of the collection it is probable

that it was found inside a termites' nest. Its structure would
suggest that it does not pounce upon its prey in the usual Attid

fashion, but that it remains still and seizes passing insects with its

predaceous front legs.

4. On Geographical and Individual Variation in Mus
syhaticus and its Allies. By G. E. H. Barrett-

Hamilton, F.Z.S.

[Received March 2, 1900.]

(Plate XXV.)

This paper contains some account of the various local forms or

subspecies of the Long-tailed Field-mouse, which can be recog-

nized from the material at present available in the collections of

the British Museum of Xatural History.

The accusation has sometimes been brought against certain recent

workers on Mammals that their papers are "scrappy." I fear that

those who lightly make such assertions can have but little idea

how insignificant is our pi'esent knowledge of the local variations

of Old World mammals, and how numerous are the new facts

constantly being brought before us with the consequent need for

their permanent record. Even in the case of one of our commonest
mammals, such as that here under consideration, a careful study of

material, which is probably both greater in quantity and better in

quality than that which has come before any other writer, chiefly

impresses one by its inadequacy to afford the basis of anything like

a full account of the variations of the animal even in such a small

area as that of the British Isles.

It is a curious sign of the times that in this country, at all

events, the naturalist who wishes to give some account of the local

variations or subspecies of any particular mammal must commence
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with fin apology for the work in whicli he is engaged. So
long as the field of enquiry be entomology, the attempt to describe

and classify local variations, and to gain some knowledge of the

guiding principles which underly them, is regarded with respect.

If, on the other hand, a zoologist attempts to institute a similar

inquiry respecting mammals, he is regarded with suspicion, or often

as a mere species-monger who wishes to burden the compilers of

local faunas with the names of a number of forms, the status and
relationships of which only a long study will help them to thoroughly

understand. Yet modern investigations have clearly shown the

existence of a rich crop of local variations amongst the Mammalia,
not less worthy of study than those found amongst the Lepi-

dopteraor Mollusca, and which I hold it to be clearly the business

of systematic zoology not only to describe and to arrange, but to

name.
In treating a species well known and long recognized, such as

Mas syJvaticas, I prefer to regard as subspecies all forms which can

be identified as in any way phases or representative modifications

of the original type as known to Linnaeus. The method, so much
in favour in America, whereby all forms which intergrade are looked

upon as subspecies, and all those whicli do not are regarded as

species, has much to recommend it; but the simp'e ascertain-

ment of the fact that intergradation does, or does not, occur alone

implies a greater knowledge and an ampler series of specimens than

we, in the Old World, possess of many of the very commonest
mammals. Further, by its unavoidable multiplication of species

it obscures the relationship of kindred species and genera, and
necessitates the formation of new genera or subgenera to include

the various groups of new species and subspecies. Under this

system many, if not all, of our time-honoured Old World species

would be raised to the rank of full genera—a contingency which

may be eventually necessary, but which it seems desirable to

postpone to as late a date as possible.

On the other hand, the system used in this paper has the

advantage of roughly indicating the relationship of the forms

dealt with. We do not, however, thereby escape from the

difficulty that these forms are of widely different degrees of

distinctness. For instance, whereas some of our western subspecies

approach each other closely, e\en in their extreme phases, and will

probably be found to intergrade freely, there are others, such as

Mas syhaticus princeps or M. s. draco, which, even if they be

proved to intergrade, are in their extreme phases highly distinct and
at once recognizable. Some forms there are, however, which, having

been long separated from the parent form, have become so differ-

entiated that the most stubborn disregarder of local variations

could not consider them to be identical w ith M. s. typicas. Such
is M. arcjenteus of Japan. To it accordingly, lest my judgment
should be found erring in allying it too closely with M. syhaticus,

I here accord full specific rank.

A further advantage may be claimed for the method which is
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here advocated, namely, that it does not add to the difficulties of the

student of the geographical distribution of mammals in its broadest

and widest sense. The numerous modern species, although they
may be of the greatest interest to the student of the fauna of a

single or of a particular group of countries, cannot but be a source

of perplexity to the naturalist, whose aim it is to regard the mammals
of the world as a whole. To the latter the liberal and intelligent

use of trinomials must be a boon, rendering possible as it does a

ready comprehension of the origin and relationship of any particular

local or representative form which he may have before him.

But, after all, the main object of our study should be the

variations of the animal or group of animals dealt with. Provided
that this be our aim, the exact method we employ is surely of

subsidiary importauce. No method that does or cau exist, unless

it be diagrammatic or pictorial, is capable of fully or satisfactorily

exhibiting the variations which have to be dealt with.

Distribution.—The distribution of Mvs sylvaticus, speaking of it

in a broad sense as including all its subspecies, is, as I have already

pointed out
1

, almost coterminous with the limits of the Palsearctic

Eegion, in which it is probably as widely spread as most other

mammals, since it seems to be comparatively regardless of the

influence of temperature and is f'ouud far up the slopes of the

mountains. Thus Dr. Gr. Eadde 2 met with it almost everywhere in

his journeys in South-western Siberia, and it is especially common
on the middle Amoor. He remarks that there can be no doubt
that it is found, at least locally, in the regions lying between wooded
Dauria and Lake Baikal, at all events in the grassy country, but that

it is absent from the high steppes of Mongolia. In these regions

it avoids swampy and shaded localities, but loves sunny slopes

with sparsely distributed high woods, where it gladly gathers the

dry windfalls for its nest. With these exceptions, to which must
be added the deserts and arctic tundras, it is equally at home in

all the countries between the eastern coast-line of China and the

Atlantic sea-board of Ireland or Portugal. It has reached nearly

all the outlying portions of the Eegion, such as Morocco, Algeria,

Palestine, Corsica, Sicdy, the Balearic's, the Channel Islands, Great
Britain, the Isle of Man, Ireland, the Scotch Islands 3 (such as the

Inner Hebrides, where it is abundant on all the islands), the

Outer Hebrides (including even remote St. Kilda 1

), the Shetlands,

and Iceland, and in the last locality its local representative, if indi-

genous, is the only species of mammal that is so. On the other hand,

I have seen no specimen from any of the Japanese islands, where,

however, I believe, that on Nippon Mas aryenteus is its modified

1 Proc Zool. Soc. Feb. 7, 1899, p. 82.
2

' Reisen im Siiden von Ost-8ibirien in den Jahren 1855-1859 inch'

Band i. pp. 180-182(1862).
3 J. A. Harvie-Brown & T. E. Buckley :

' Vertebrate Fauna of Argyll and
the Inner Hebrides,' 1892, p. 38.

4 I have as yet seen no specimen from either the Orkneys or tlio Faroes. It

doubtless occurs on the former ; the case of the latter will be discussed,

below.

Pkoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXVI. 26
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representative, and I could not hear of it in Kamchatka ; but its

absence from the latter country is not surprising when it is

considered that the peninsula, as shown by its general fauna, has

probably been isolated as an island until recent times, and further

that we are not aware of the presence of Mus sylvaticus in the

two main roads thither, in Chukchiland or the Kuril Islands.

In Asia Minor it was found by Menetries amongst the moun-
tains of Talycbe, by Canon Tristram on the plains of Palestine,

and Danford caught a specimen " while running about on the

surface of the deep snow," considerably above the tree-growth l
.

As a contrast to this, one has been trapped by Mr. GK H. Caton
Haigh in Wales among the rocks on the shore near the mouth of

an estuary, so that it seems equally at home in extremely varied

localities.

In spite, however, of its wide distribution and comparative

disregard of extremes of climate and environment, it is one of

those mammals which do not seem to have reached Tunis, Tripoli,

or Egypt.

The southern boundary of its range in Asia is uncertain. It

has been reliably recorded from Waklnin on the Upper Oxus ; from
Kashgar, in Eastern Turkestan ; from Gilgit in the Upper Indus
Valley; from Cherra Puuji, India; from Kashmir; and from
Kuatun, in North-west Fokien, Eastern China. It thus reaches

the confines of the Orieutal Kegion at more than one locality.

Its presence in such isolated, yet widely separated, islands as

Iceland and Corsica (if, indeed, it be native in the former), seems
to mark it as a species which has for long maintained a wide area

of distribution, aud which is of sufficient age to have already

occupied the greater part of its present geographical range when
the British Islands and their appendages, at least as far as the

Shetlands, Outer Hebrides, St. Kilda, and Ireland, still formed part

of the Continent of Europe, and when there existed a free land-

passage from Europe to North Africa by means of substantial land-

bridges where now only islands remain. Japau alone seems to be

old enough to have given it time for specific modification. This

supposition gains support from the fact" that its bones have been
found in numerous caves on the Continent as well as in the English

Forest-Bed of Norfolk, and elsewhere, as in the Ightham Fissures

of Kent, and that we have no trace of its ancestry, the

Pleistocene species Mas orthodon Hensel and Mas lewisi E. T.

Newton 3 being at least as highly specialized as itself.

The question as to whether this Mouse could be indigenous to

Iceland I left an open one, since it seems likely that the connection

between that island and the Shetlands must have been of far more
1 Proc. Zool. Soc. 1877, p. 279.
2 See A. Nehring's " Uebersieht iiber vierundzwanzig tnitteleuropaische

Quartar-Fauuen," Zeitschr. d. deutsch. geol. Gesellsch. Ed. xxxii. 1880, pp. 4(i8-

509; also Brandt & J. N. Woldrich's " Diluviale europaisch-nordasiatisclie

Saugothierfauna und ihre Beziehimgen zum Menschen," Mem. Aead. Imp. Sci.

St. Petersbourg, xxxv. I. p. (39 (1887).
3 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol, 1. pt. 2, no. 198 (May 1, 1894).
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remote date than that between the British Islands and the

Continent, and, moreover, we do not know whether this Mouse
occurs on the Faroes or not. Its occurrence in these intermediate

localities would afford support to the presumption that it is native

in Iceland; but I am indebted to Col. H. W. Feilden for the

information that the existence of an indigenous mammal of any
kind on the Faroes is very unlikely, since they have undergone
an intense, although local, glaciation at a period long subsequent
to their present condition as islands.

At all event?, Mus sylvaticus is perhaps the species par excellence

of all others inhabiting the Palsearctic Region which we should

most expect to find in such an out-of-the-way island as Iceland.

Material examined.—The following is a summary of the material

which I have been able to examine. Not only have I had
before me the specimens included in my own collection, but the

whole of those now in the British Museum have been generously

placed at my disposal by the authorities. In addition to these

Mr. G-errit S. Miller, Junior, Assistant Curator of Mammals at

the United States National Museum, Washington, D.C., has most
kindly sent over for my examination 66 examples from the col-

lection in that museum. I have thus had before me a series of,

in all, about 580 specimens, many of them prepared in the best

modern methods and having also attached to them carefully cleaned

skulls.

From England and Wales I have seen 171 specimens 1
: from

Bedfordshire 2, Cambridgeshire 3, Carmarthenshire 6, Cheshire 9,

Dorset 1, Glamorganshire 11, Gloucestershire 6, Herefordshire

33, Hertfordshire 3, Isle of Wight 8, Kent 4, Leicestershire 1.3,

Lincolnshire 2, London District 13, Merionethshire 5, the New
Forest 5, Northants 2, Northumberland 6, Oxfordshire 18, Staf-

fordshire 3, Suffolk 4, Surrey 5, Sussex 5, Warwickshire 2,

Worcestershire 1, Yorkshire 1

.

Turning to Scotland and its Islands, I have seen 56 specimens

:

from Cromarty 11, Edinburgh 2, Elgin 17, Haddingtonshire 2,

Lanarkshire 1, and Skye 1 ; while Mr. Robert Henderson of

Dunrossness, Shetland, has sent me 8 obtained there; and Mr. W.
E. de Winton has kindly placed at my disposal his fine series of

14 from the Islands of Lewis and Barra.

From Ireland I have had before me about 45 specimens

:

from Carlow 7, Clare 2, Galvvay 4, Kerry 6, Tipperary 3, and
Wexford several ; and have also, through the kindness of my
friend Dr. R. F. Scharff, been permitted to examine those in the

Dublin Museum of Science and Art, among which are included

1 For these the British Museum and myself are indebted to a numerous
band of collectors, of whom I may mention Messrs. O. V. Aplin, A. S. Austen,

E. W. H. Blagg, J. L. Bonhote, G. H. Caton Haigh, T. A. Coward, E. J.

Cuninghame, G. Denoon, W. Dodson, J. S. Elliott, W. Evans, 0. H. B. Grant,

S. F. Harmer, F. W. Headley, the late Lord Lilford, Messrs. J. 0. Mansel-

Pleydell, W. R. Ogilvie Grant, Oldfield Thomas, Miss D. Sharpe, Mr. W. Taylor,

Col. J. W. Yerbury, while, last but not least, my friend Mr. W. E. de Winton
has placed his whole collection from various localities at my entire disposal.

26*
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(besides several specimens in alcohol) 7 skins from Co. Dublin and

the north of Co. Wicklow, 7 from Co. Louth, two without locality,

and an immature skin from Co. Galway.

From the Channel Islands I have a set collected by Mr. W.
Eagle Clarke on Alderney '; while from the Continent of Europe,

its Islands, and North Africa, I have seen 169 specimens (which

form part either of my own collection or of that of the British

Museum of Natural History) from the following countries :

—

Morocco 11, Portugal 9, Spain (various localities) 10, France
(various localities) 18, Belgium 10, Holland 5, Denmark 5, Scan-

dinavia 6, Germany 60 (from various localities), Lithuania 1,

Slavonia 10, Switzerland 11, Italy 4, Corsica 2, Sicily 2, Algeria 1,

Boumania 44, Montenegro 1, Bussia 1, Iceland 1. Lastly, there

is the series of 66 specimens kindly sent over for my examination

by Mr. (1. S. Miller, Junior, which comprises 16 from Brunswick,

Germany : 9 from Bergen, Norway ; 2 from Upsala, Sweden
;

17 from Switzerland; 17 from Warenne, Belgium ; and 5 from
Cadillac-sur-Garonne, France.

Of Asiatic material I have examined 25 specimens from a number
of localities, the most eastern of which is Kuatun, in North-west
Fokien, China, whence Messrs. C. B. Bickett & J. D. La Touche
have recently sent a tine series to the Natural History Museum.

General Remarks.—It is extremely hard to deal satisfactorily

with the various phases of Mus eylvaticus. Considerable as has

been the material at my command, far more so probably than

has fallen to the lot of any other naturalist to examine, it is

still impossible to trace out with anything like completeness the

variations of this species even in Western Europe. Mus sylvaticus

occurs everywhere in such abundance and is so easily caught

that it might be thought that no animal would be easier to work
out ; but this is not the case, for in proportion to the very facility

with which it is captured, a great deal of the material is young
and untrustworthy. At present, therefore, I do not see my way
to catalogue with anything like completeness the various recog-

nizable subspecies and individual variations. All that I can do is

to describe a few of the more extreme forms, leaving the majority

of the intermediates for further consideration.

In dealing with the variations of an animal, we have two distinct

types to treat of, viz., those which are spasmodic and affect only

he individual, and those which are geographical and characteristic

of all, or of the majority of, the individuals of a particular region

or locality. The former do not directly concern the student of

geographical variation ; the latter are the species and subspecies,

according to the degree of difference which they show, of a paper
like the present one. The occurrence of startling variations, either

individual or geographical, seems almost foreign to the constitution

of Mus sylvaticus, yet it is not deficient iu equally interesting,

although less conspicuous, developments. In this respect, what
I stated in my previous paper on the subject may still, broadly

1 See Proc. Zool. Soc. Feb. 7, 1899, p. 82, footnote.
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speaking, be regarded as true, although now naturally modified by
recent accessions of material, so that I am able to distinguish

local forms, for the proper differentiation of which, although I

believe them to be perfectly recognizable and distinct, there was
needed the accumulation of a considerable number of specimens.

Mus sylvaticus appears in fact to be a form which, in its longstand-

ing and successful struggle for existence, has attained to a height of

specialization from which it has either very little power of variation,

or else which is such as to fulfil all the needs of the species iu

almost any conditions with which it may be brought into contact.

The possible range of its variations, whether individual or geo-

graphical, would seem to be narrow. Within this narrow range,

however, variation is very evident and perplexing. The animal,

indeed, while apparently having small power of varying, uses to

the utmost the power which it possesses. Unlike some of our
common mammals, such as the Squirrel, Rabbit, or Eat, it is not
subject to either melanism or albinism. In the whole series of

the ' Zoologist ' and the volumes of the ' Field
5

for the last twenty
years, there is not to be found a single recorded instance of a well-

marked sport of this species—a result which would have been very
widely different had the object of the search been Sciurus vul-

garis, Talpa europcea, or Mus muscidus. This, of course, does not
prove that conspicuous sports do not occur, but it undoubtedly
emphasizes their rarity \ I have not thought it worth while to

supplement this result by a search for information, all of which
would probably be of a highly negative character, through any
number of the works of foreign writers; but neither in those of

Bell 2 nor of J. H. Elasius 3 can any allusion to such sports be

found. Dehne 4
, however, mentions a variety, which he calls " die

isabellfarbige Waldmaus," and which he characterizes as very rare,

since he had only seen one example, and that in the summer
of 1833 in the district of Penig. He had never seen white or

otherwise coloured varieties. De Selys-Longchamps a

records an
" Isabelle albine" variety with pink eyes, and states that such

occur " tres accidentellement." Similar isabelliue, white, or white-

speckled varieties are noted as of extremely accidental occurrence

by Bonaparte 6
, Fischer 7

, and Mina Palumbo 8
. Mus sylvaticus is

then, it seems, a good instance iu support of Mr. A. Sedgwick's

remarks 9 on the loss of variability in au old species.

1 It must not be forgotten also that sports of Mus sylvaticus may have been

occasionally credited to Mus muscidus.
2 'British Quadrupeds,' ed. 2 (1874).
3 'Saugethiere Deutschlands,' 1857.
4 Aljgetn. deut. naturh. Zeit. 1858, pp. 182-3.
5

' Etudes de Micromaiumalogie,' 1839, p. 65.
G

' Fauna Italica/ 1832-1841, art. on Mus sylvaticus.
7 " Saugethiere des St. Petersburger Orouvernenients," Der Zoologische Garten

18G9, p. 340.
8 Oat. dei Mainm. della Sicilia, 1808, p. 72. See E. Cantoui's " Elenco Qenerale

dei Maininiferi soggetti ad albinisuio," in Atti della Sue. Ital. di Sci. Nat.

vol. xxiii., 1880.
s Presidential Address to Section D of British Association : Dover, 1899.
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Within its own limits, as has been stated above, the Long-tailed

Field-mouse is subject to cousiderable variation, but the variations

are usually more subtle than are those of some other mammals.
Thus, putting aside the influence of age and season, I find a good

deal of individual variation in the amount and intensity of

the rufous coloration of the upper surface and of the purity of the

underside, in the presence or absence of a spot or band upon the

breast, and in the length of the tail. Size too, as in other

mammals, contributes its share tu individual differences; and my
tables at the end of this paper show that, after allowing for

individual differences amongst the various persons who have

measured the specimens which I have had under examination,

there yet remains a considerable variation above and below the mean
for adults. I think it highly probable that such variation would

have proved distinctly less had the series from which my average!

have be L n compiled been collected in a locality smaller than that

of Great Britain as a whole. It is, in fact, possible that there is

an increase in size of Mus sylvaticus even in Great Britain from

south to north, or, perhaps, from south-west to north-east.

As regards geographical or local variations, Mus gylvaticus is, on
the whole, remarkably constant to a single well-marked type.

Throughout the Palaearctic Kegion it is distinguishable at a glance

from e\ery other mouse with which it might possibly be confounded

by the possession of a combination of characters, amongst which

its size, the pattern of its teeth, its long foot, large ears, and pure

white belly, separated from the more or l^ss rufous dorsal regions

by a clearly marked line of demarcation, are predominant. Thus
its local forms, though distinguishable, are not nearly so readily

appreciable as. say, those of Sciurtu vulgaris ; and Mug sylvaticus

chevrieri Milne-Edwards, of Tibet, is at rirst sight surprisingly like

Mus s. ariantu Blanford, of Persia and Afghanistan, or Mus $.

intermedius Bellamy, of England, considering the enormous tracts

of country by which these forms are separated. Yet there is

variation and that distinctly geographical, consisting for the most
part (as in the case of the individual variations) in differences

of general size, tint, and thickness of the coat of the upperside,

intensity of the white colour of the belly, presence or absence of a

breast-band, length of tail, and size of ear.

Thus, in Euiope, it is easy to divide Mus suhaficas primarily

into two very distinct—a larger long-tailed and a smaller short-

tailed— subspecies. The larger reaches its maximum both of size

and coloration in Eastern Europe (M. s. prineeps), but towards

the ^Vest becomes both smaller and duller. Colonies, however,

persist right into Great Britain, where they are distinguishable by

the presence of a remarkable breast-band of the same colour as

the upper surface of the body (M. s. winioni). In Denmark and
Scandinavia there is a reduction in size ( M. s. typicug), but, although

the red of the upper surface remains fairly intense, the underside

is much dulled; and this process has bten carried to its fullest

extent in the representatives of the species on the islands of Lewis
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and Barra (J\l. s. Tiebridensis) and St. Kilda (21. s. hirtensis), where
it is accompanied by a very interesting shortening of the ear and
lengthening of the foot proportionately to the length of the body.

A representative of the large form occurs also in the Shetlands

;

but my sei'ies is not sufficiently good to enable me to decide finally as

to its affinities. The Iberian Peninsula and Morocco seem to be

the habitat of a large dull-coloured form, with regard to the exact

appearance and relationship of which, in defanlt of more numerous
specimens, I am a little uncertain, and for the present can merely
allude to it under the name Mus hai/i Waterhouse.
To turn to the smaller subspecies (21. s. intermedins), this is

found mainly in the British Islands and in the neighbouring

continental areas of Holland, Belgium, and North-west Prance

;

but the exact limits of its distribution are as yet uncertain, and
it probably intergrades in all directions with other subspecies.

It is extremely interesting to find that specimens from such
damp western localities as Lewis and Skye in the Scotch Islands,

Galvvay and Kerry in Ireland, and Oporto in Portugal indicate

that in such situations the reduction of size and darkening of the

colour of the upper surface reaches its maximum. It is not less

interesting to find some evidence that there may be two ways of

attaining to that greater dullness of coloration which seems to be
fitted to a sojourn in the moderately warm, damp regions of

Western Europe ; and that, whereas in 21. s. hebridensis and
21. s. hirtensis this object is attained by rendering more uniform,

although not darker, the colour of the upper surface, by the en-

largement of the breast-band, the partial obliteration of the line

of demarcation between the two surfaces of the body, and the

extension of the yellow colour to the belly, the whole consistent

with a retention of large size, in 21. s. celticus the same result

is brought about by an increase of the black-tipped hairs on the

back, while the belly, although retaining its pure whiteness, is

made less conspicuous by reduction of the size of the animal.

The occurrence of representatives of each of these forms almost

side by side on the small island of Lewis is perplexing ; but

Mr. de AVinton informs me that the larger 21. s. hebridensis keeps

severely to itself on the western side of the island, and that he

believes that the presence of the smaller form may here be due to

accidental introduction.

As regards the remaining forms, such as 21. s. islandicus, arianus,

pallipes, griseus, cheurieri, draco, and 21. argenteus, little is known
and little can be said ; but there is evidence to show that the

representatives of 21. sglvaticus are characterized in the north

(according to Kadde) by larger, and in the south by smaller size,

and in the latter case by a proportionately smaller hind foot. The
thick fur and light upperside of 21. s. pallipes seem to indicate

a development to suit great cold, combined perhaps with desert-

or steppe-like conditions ; but the curious differences between
the manner in which the young grow up in extremes, such as

21. s. draco and 21. s. intermedin*, are at present inexplicable.
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The fact remains, however, that in these subspecies the young are

more strikingly differentiated than the adults. In all, the young
are duller than their respective adults, but in the East they seem

to take a longer time to don the brighter hues of maturity and
the manner of effecting the change is more patchy than that

in vogue in the West. It may be that in regions where food is

abundant and general bodily growth is rapid, the development of

the genital organs cannot keep pace with that of the general size,

and that with these organs the assumption of the external colours

of the adult, which we know to have in many cases a most
intimate connection with them, is retarded accordingly.

If it be true that the various stages of progress to maturity

repeat in some degree the phylogeny of an animal, then we may,

perhaps, assume that the brighter red hues of the adults of several

of the subspecies J of Jl«s sylvaticus must be regarded as a modern
acquirement, the original ancestor of the Long-tailed Field-mice

having been a plain coloured, white-bellied House-mouse-like

creature. Further, on the same supposition, the adult winter

coat being the darker, is nearer to that of the young, and hence

to that uf the ancestor, whence perhaps it might be inferred that

the immediate ancestor was an animal which inhabited a damp,
only moderately warm, sunless country, and is most nearly repre-

sented in its colour by the subspecies of Western Europe of the

present day.

The occurrence of a small dark form in such isolated localities

as Lewis, Bkye, Galway, and Kerry, and possibly in Portugal,

seems to suggest some thoughts on our present views of distri-

bution. We may look on the discontinuous distribution of such

a form in two ways. We may regard it as evidence of the
survival in isolated localities of an old subspecies, once of far

wider distribution ; and this is the view that would undoubtedly
be adopted had we to deal in this case not with a subspecies,

but with a genus or even with a very distinct species. An
alternative view may, however, present itself, viz., that we may
have here a case of the independent evolution of a similar form
under the influence of similar conditions, which in fact one is

tempted to regard as a similar reaction of the organism to the

impetus of similar stimuli. To the latter view I am, I confess,

myself very much inclined, and parallel cases can be found
amongst other groups, as, for instance, in the case of the slug

recently described by my friend Dr. K. F. Scharff 2
as Limax

marginatus, var. nov. niger. This, a small dark form, was found
by its describer and Mr. G. H. Carpenter " suddenly " appearing

at a height of 2800 feet on Carrantuohill, in Co. Kerry, Ireland,

and was certainly quite absent from the lower slopes of the

mountain. According: to Professor Simroth this form occurs also

1 There are other Eastern Muridm (e. g. Mus eonfucianus) of which the

young are rlullv coloured and the adults red.

* 'Irish Naturalist,' Oct. 1899, p. 214.
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in Transylvania, while it only differs from the var. rupicola in

being unicoloured above. In fact the variety rupicola itself would
seem to be another case in point, being found, as it is in Lessona

and Pollinera, up to a height of 7000 feet in the Piedmontese Alps,

as well as in the Mourne Mountains of Ireland, from which it has

been recorded by Mr. W. D. Roebuck.
From whatever point of view we regard the numerous forms

of Mus sylvaticus, it is of extreme interest to find that the

changes and variations in different climates are parallelled, to a

certain extent at least, not only by other mammals, but by birds

and, in some cases, by invertebrates. In a recent paper ' I

showed that the brightening of the colours of certain birds

according as they range southwards is parallelled by the Weasel,

Futorius nivalis Linnaeus and its subspecies. So, too, the most
richly coloured subspecies of Mus sylvaticus which I have seen is

Mus s. draco from Kuatun, a locality which must be near the

extreme south-eastern limit of the range of the species, while in

the south-west the deep, almost chocolate upperside of the single

British Museum specimen of M. s. algirus of Algeria seems to be

suggestive of a similar tendency.

It is also of interest to find that the bright, clearly coloured Mus
sylvaticus of the cold drier regions of Central Europe is the counter-

part of the corresponding form of Squirrel, Sdurus vulgaris rufus

iverr ; whereas the duller subspecies of some of the damper Western
regions are parallelled by S. v. leucourus Kerr and S. v. typicus

Linnaeus ; and other parallels may be sought amongst the Red-
backed Voles (Evotomys) and their subspecies. We are only just

beginning to obtain any general light on the distribution of

variation amongst European mammals, but the larger size of

Mus s. princeps of Central Europe finds a parallel in at least one
other species, viz. Lepus europcms typicus Pall., of which the

Central European and Russian examples are distinctly larger than
the Western, L. e. occidentalis de Winton 2

. Indeed, it would be

easy to quote a good many other instances, taken from birds as well

as mammals, which seem to afford evidence of some law of decrease

in size from cold and clear to warmer and duller regions. Finally,

the occurrence of especially dark and often small forms in various

isolated western localities of the British Islands finds an abundant
counterpart in other groups. I may point to the Lepidoptera,

amongst which so many dark western varieties have been recorded
;

to the dark Squirrels of damp mountainous continental regions ; to

our small dark breeds of cattle (Scotch, Irish, and Welsh); and
to numerous instances amongst birds, as the Dippers (Cinclus)

and the Long-tailed Titmice (Acredula). Perhaps the most
interesting parallel of all is afforded by the Song-Thrush, Tardus
mimcus 3

, of which it is stated that individuals which inhabit the

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) v. p. 42 (1900).
2 See Mr. W. E. de Winton'9 paper, "On the Hare9 of Western Europe and

North Africa," in Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. i. February 18D8.
3 Howard Saunders, ' Manual of British Birds,' ed. iv. p. 3.
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Outer Hebrides are, like the Lepidoptera of the same islands,

small and darkly coloured.

In many cases black forms of some common species of animals

occur in the British Islands or in mountains, either in certain

defined areas or sporadically, but are not yet in a status

to be generally recognized subspecifically. Such are the black

variety of the Water- Vole, Microtus ater (Macgillivray) ; the

black varieties of the Common Eat, Mia hibernicus Thompson
;

the black variety of the Squirrel, Sciurus cdpinus Cuvier, of the

Pyrenees and Alps ; and the dark variety of the Common Snipe,

Gallinago ccelestis sabinii (Vigors). Such forms, however, seem to

be in many ways analogous, and it is strongly to be suspected

that they owe their origin to some common cause, apparently not,

in the ordinary sense, a protective one.

1 recognize 19 subspecies or phases of Mus sylvaticus, which are

as follows :

—

1. MUS SYLVATICUS INTERMEMUS.

Mus intermedins, C. J. Bellamy, Natural History of South
Devon, pp. 195 & 329-330, with woodcut (1839).

Mus campestrix, J. J. J. Holandre, Faune de la Moselle, p. 2-4

(1830), antedated by M. campestris, A.G.Hesmarest, Mainm. Suppl.

p. 543 (1822), which is a Mus minutus, Pall, subsp. incert. ; see

De Selys-Longchamps, ' Etudes de Micromammalogie : Revue
des Musaraign.es, des Eats et des Compagnols, suivie d'un Index
methodique des Mamtniferes d'Europe' (Paris, 1839), and Barrett-

Hamilton, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., April 1899, p. 345.

Mus sylvaticus fossilis, P. Gervais, Zool. et Pal. Fr. p. 43 (1859).

Mus sylvaticus auctorum.

Type locality. Devonshire, England.
Nomenclature fy Synonymy. The discovery that the original

application of the name sylvaticus by Linna?us referred to a

distinct subspecies, makes it necessary to search for a subspecific

name which shall apply to the ordinary lesser subspecies of

Britain and the neighbouring continental area. The name inter-

medins of Bellamy, although undoubtedly applied to a large

example, seems to be suitable for this use. It is at all events
appropriate to an animal which is distinctly intermediate in its

characters between several surrounding subspecies.

Description. The colour of the basal two-thirds of all the hairs

at all ages and seasons is slate-grey, but this is concealed by the
terminal portions, about 2 or 3 mm. in length, which are coloured
quite differently and to the tints of which the animal owes its

general appearance. In adults the upperside is sandy reddish

brown, not usual!) of rich or intense tints, the lower side pure
white, with a very clear line of demarcation between the colours

of the two surfaces passing along the flanks, inner surface of the
thighs, fore limbs, and cheeks. Many hairs of the upperside are
tipped with black, especially in the median dorsal region, and
these black tips, becoming greatly increased id winter, constitute
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tbe only seasonal difference which I can discover. The presence

of the black-tipped hairs on the dorsal region gives the Mice
the appearance of being more darkly coloured on the back and
redder on the flanks ; but there is a good deal of variation, even

amongst individuals from the same locality, in regard to the

comparative darkness, greyness, or redness of the upperside. As
a general rule, very old specimens seem to be the reddest, but I

have seen vei'y large ones which were remarkably grey. In many
there is present a breast-spot of variable extent, which may in

some cases extend backwards along the median ventral surface,

either as a thin rufous line or as a rather broad and diffused

yellowish staining of the belly.

In old nursing females the underside often becomes very bare,

and may lose its pure white colour.

In immature specimens the coloured tips to the hairs are not

well developed ; hence young mice are always duller and more
House-mouse-like on the upper surface. In some cases, as in

that of a specimen from the Island of Skye, the colour, both above

and below, is identical with that of typical Mas musculus ; others

are slate-grey, and one from Shetland has the upperside like that

of typical musculus and the underside white. Some very young
specimens lack the line of demarcation between the colours of the

upper and under surfaces aud are dark-bellied, that is to say, the

white- tipped hairs are absent and the dark uuderfur prominent;

but this condition is not invariable, and many are comparatively

brown or red, although not so much so as are the adults. My
remarks respecting the colour of immature specimens are mainly

based on the British series at the Natural History Museum and those

in the collections of Mr. AV. E. de Winton and myself, consisting

chiefly of specimens taken in the months of May and July : later

in the autumn a pelage which more nearly resembles that of the

adults is assumed. In mild climates young are born until late in

the year, since two females trapped by Mr. Oldfield Thomas near

Calais, France, in September were nursing ; other nursing females

have been trapped as late as 10th September by Mr. W. E. Ogilvie

Grant in Elginshire, Scotland, and on the 8th October at South
Sutor, Cromarty, Scotland, and of the form M. s. tvintoni on
Dec. 7th, by Mons. A. Eobert in Haute-Savoie. It would seem,

then, that specimens in immature pelage may occasionally be

trapped almost throughout the winter.

Moult. The rttrity of the specimens showing a moult is worth
noticing, and I can only suppose that the change from one coat to

the other is made gradually and in an inconspicuous manner.
One of Mr. Thomas's August specimens from Holland, a male
(no. 98.2.1.18), is moulting from the rufous to a duller coat, and
has just a patch of the former colour on the rump, whereas the

rest of the body is of a dull colour.

Dimensions. The tables (p. 423) show that this subspecies is

intermediate in size between giants of its race like M. s, princeps

and pigmies like M, s. celticus or M. 8. tauricus.
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Skull. The skulls of adult British examples do not usually

exceed 26 mm. in total length, the more usual length beiDg 25 mm.
Distribution. Great Britain, Ireland, and the Scotch Islands

(except the localities inhabited by other subspecies, such as St.

Kilda, part of Lewis (Outer Hebrides), Barra, parts of the West
of Ireland, probably Shetland, and the sporadic localities occupied

by M. s. tointoni) ; the Channel Islands (Alderney), Holland,

Belgium, Brittany, and North-west France, parts of Switzerland,

and perhaps portions of South-western Prance ; but the exact

limits of the distribution of this form are uncertain, and it is not

known whether its range is clearly marked off from, or whether it

intergrades with, the larger forms.

General Remarks, Excluding examples of M. s. wintoni, I do
not find amongst specimens from the mainland of Great Britain

any tangible local differences : but to insure satisfactory results

in this direction, a very carefully collected set of specimens from
several .selected localities would be necessary. The skins from
Oxfordshire and Leicestershire (both those in Mr. de Winton's
and those in the British Museum collection) certainly seem
brightest and reddest, but they are summer skins, and there is no
conclusive series from other localities of exactly the same date

with which to compare them. Further, an old nursing female

taken in Glamorganshire in July is as brightly coloured as any of

them. Again, specimens from the London Parks are, like the birds

and Lepidoptera, very dark and smoky. I am not, however, quite

able to trace beyond dispute any local British variations, other

than those already mentioned, but the subject is of great interest

and well worthy of the attention of British naturalists. Certainly,

if there be any reliable conclusions to be drav\n from recent work
on the colour of mammals, the mice of Central England should

be on the whole brighter and redder than those of the surrounding

districts ; but a study of them should be based not upon individuals,

but on averages, and would need very careful procedure. It is

at least confirmatory of my supposition that amongst the more
remarkable individual skins which 1 have examined are an old

nursing female, from Clifron, in which there was a thick median
line of yellow on the belly, and a male from Northumberland
(December), in which the belly is dirty white and exhibits also

a buff median line. I have not been able to separate Scotch

from other British specimens.

As regards continental forms, it is probable that the further

accumulation of specimens will show the existence of hitherto

undetected subspecies. Thus, while those both from Brunswick,

Germany, and from Belgium belong to a type which, like M. g.

intermedins generally, may be distinguished from most Scandina-

vian specimens by their clearer colour both above (grey) and below
(white), I fancy that, of the two, the Belgians are the less clearly

white-bellied. Swiss specimens, on the other hand, seem to agree

with those from Upsala, Sweden, in having the central dorsal

region darker and more accentuated, and the underside duller,

while those from Bergen, Norway, are redder.
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Monsieur F. Lataste seems to have got upon the track of some

such subspecies when he wrote ' that in the park of M. Foucassis,

Department (xironde, France, lie had taken individuals " dont ies

teintes foncees, meme en dessous, se rapprocbaient beaucoup de

celles de la souris." This variety he contrasts with one from the

dependencies of the obssrvatory of Pic du Midi, at an altitude

of nearly 3000 metres, " et dont la robe est d'un roux vif eclataut.

Flusieurs sujets de cette derniere m'ont ete envoyes par M.
Vaussenat;" but I suspect that, in the case of the first of those

varieties, M. Lataste had to deal with immature mice.

2. Mus sylvaticus celtious, subsp. nov. (Plate XXV". fig. 2.)

Type. A female, No. 0.3.11.1 (British Museum Collection), from
Caragh Lake, Co. Kerry, Ireland : collected by Colonel J. W.
Yerbury, on Nov. 27, 1894.

Distinyuisliiny Characteristics. A small-bodied Field-mouse, with
a very dark upperside, caused by a great increase in the number of

black-tipped hairs. The underside, unlike that of M. s. hebridensis

and M. s. hirtcnsis, is clear white, although not so clear as in

M. s. wintoni, and the line of demarcation between the colora-

tion of the two surfaces is sharply denned. The dimensions of

ear and hind foot seem to show that these are slightly larger in

proportion to the general body-size than is the case with M. s.

intermedins. This subspecies no doubt intergrades with Irish

examples of 21. s. intermedins. Thus Col. Yerbury's specimens are

the most and Mr. Passingham's the least accentuated specimens
which I have seen.

Skull as in M. s. typicus ; total length about 25 mm.
Distribution. West of Britain, I have seen specimens from

Caragh Lake, Co. Kerry (Col. J. W. Yerbury), from Fermoyle,
Castlegregory, in the same county (Mr. G. A. Passingham), as well

as from Woodpark, Co. Galway (Mr. E. F. Hibbert). These
specimens are matched exactly in colour and size by three from
Eisken, in Lewis, Outer Hebrides (Major H. D. Thornycroft),

and one from Skye (Mr. J. Steele Elliott). A similar one from
Oporto, Portugal, collected by Mr. James Searle, may be an acci-

dental variety or may indicate the occurrence of this small dark
form in other parts of Western Europe.

General Remarks. So long ago as 1841 the late Pev. Leonard
Jenyns (afterwards Blomefield) received from the County of Kerry,
Ireland, some long-tailed Field-mice, one of which was taken at

an altitude of 2500 feet. He at once noticed that they differed

from the typical Mus sylvaticus " in being of a darker colour,

smaller, and with some of the relative proportions rather less
" 2

,

and suggested the occurrence of an interesting local race in these
mountains. Not being, however, in possession of a satisfactory

series, he wisely refrained from giving a name to his specimens.

Then followed the age of inexactness, during which Jenyns's mice

1 Act. Soc. Linn, de Bordeaux, xxxviii. p. 33 (1884).
2 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. vii. p. 2(58, June 1841.
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like so many other local forms, were put aside with the remark

that they could be only regarded as " varieties of Mus sylvaticus
" l

.

Irish naturalists, however, well knowing the tendency of the

elements of our fauna to become darker in the west of the country,

have all along suspected that Jeuyns's suggestion was well worthy
of attention. Hence they have been gradually accumulating a

series of Field-mice from Ireland, with the result that I think I

may now say definitely that we have, in the west of Ireland, a small

dark subspecies of Field-mouse, which nearly corresponds to Jenyns's

description, and which is quite unlike the Field-mice of the greater

part of Europe, of England, or, what is equally interesting, of the

east and centre of Ireland. For this small subspecies I propose

the name Mus sylvaticus celticus.

The first specimens of this Mouse received at the Museum were
a series of six, collected by Col. J. \V. Yerbury, at Caragh Lake,

Co. Kerry, between Nov. 27th and Dec. 1st, 1891. These, although

some allowance must be made for the winter coat, are darker and
smaller than any English specimens which I have seen even of

that season. In spite of these characters, I at first hesitated

to regard the specimens as conclusive evidence of the truth of

Jenyns's hypothesis. It was possible that in such a mild climate

the mice might continue breeding to a late date in the year, so

that examples showing the characteristics of immaturity might
be obtainable even in December, and hence Col. Yerbury's speci-

mens might possibly be regarded as not wholly adult. The colour

of the underside, however, did not suggest immaturity, it being as

white aud as clearly marked off from that of the upperside as in

any English examples, nor were the skulls those of immature spe-

cimens. Hence I felt sure that I should eventually obtain others

like them from the west of Ireland. These were forthcoming in

189fi, when Mr. R. F. Hibbert sent me four small dark Mice from
"Woodpark, Co. Galway. The date at which they had been taken
(February and March) was such as to almost preclude the possi-

bility of their heing immature, and they were further supplemented
by a third set of the small dark western Mouse sent by Mr. G. A.
Passingham, from Fermoyle, Castlegregory, in the very same
county which had produced both Jenyns's and Colonel Yerbury's
specimens.

The interest of these specimens was heightened when I found
them exactly matched in colour and size by three collected at

Eisken, in Lewis, in the Outer Hebrides, in October and November
1895, and by one sent to the British Museum of Natural History

by Mr. J. Steele Elliott, from ISkye, in the same year. These
specimens seem to indicate that this small "Western subspecies of

Mus sylvaticus is not confined to the west of Ireland, but is found
in similar localities in the "Western Scotch Isles. The late date of

capture (June 24th) of the Skye specimens shows that the dark
colour is not characteristic of winter, but is retained throughout (he

year. It is remarkable that I should have seen a perfectly similar
1 See Bell's ' British Quadrupeds,' ed. ii. p. 296 (1874).
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specimen collected at Oporto, Portugal, by Mr. James Searle, on
December 12th, 1896 ; but too much must not be inferred from a

single specimen, which may possibly indicate the existence of

Mas s. celticus in the west of Portugal, or may be only an acci-

dental variety. Blasius, however, kuew of the occurrence of dark

Field-mice in the higher mountains of Europe \ This single

specimen from Oporto, whatever it may be, is certainly very unlike

the ordinary Portuguese Field-mice.

A remarkable fact is the occurrence of this mouse on the same
island (Lewis) as the very distinct M. s. kebridensis, which is one
of the larger forms of Field-mice. I am informed by Mr. de
Winton that the latter keeps to its own part of the island, and
that probably the two do not intermingle. It is curious that while

a big and little form of Mus sylvatlcus occur here side by side,

each finds a different method of fitting itself for the damp dull

climate of the west.

It is interesting to find that the Field-mice of the centre and
east of Ireland are normal, and, as far as I can make out, show
neither any darkening of the colour of the upper surface nor any
diminution of size. Among these normal Irish mice must be
included specimens from Ballaghmoon, Co. Carlow (Mr. J. Gr.

Symes), from Cashel, Co. Tipperary, and from the neighbourhood
of Arthurstovvn, Co. Wexford, together with those in the Dublin
Museum from Cos. Dublin, Wicklow, and Louth.

3. MUS SYLVATICUS IIEBUIDENSIS.

Mus hebridensis, W. E. de Winton, Zoologist, Oct. 1895, p. 369.

Mus sylvaticus hebridensis, W. E. de Winton, Zoologist, Nov.
1895, p. 426.

Type. No. 95.10.25.1 (British Museum Collection), from Barra,

Outer Hebrides (W. E. de Winton).
Distinguishing Characteristics. Resembles Mus sylvaticus inter-

medins in general form and colour, but is larger (about equal to

M. s. wintoni), and has proportionately smaller ears, larger hind feet

(especially stout in males), shorter and thicker tail, aud generally

stouter build. The colour of the upperside is more uniform aud
less bright than in M. s. intermedins ; that of the underside is

" generally dusky or sandy, with no distinct line between the

upper and under parts " (de Winton) ; that of the tail is almost

uniformly "brownish grey."

Skull large : total length of that of the type specimen 27 mm.
Distribution. The islands of Lewis and Barra in the Outer

Hebrides.

General Remarks. This island-form was first obtained by Mr. J.

Steele Elliott ; but to Mr. de Winton is due the credit of having

written the first published notice
J of so interesting an addition to

the British fauna.

1 Saugetbiere Deutsch. p. 324 (1857).
2 Ann. Scott. Nat. Hist., Jan. 1895, p. 53.
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This gentleman, to whose kindness I am indebted for permission

to examine the whole of his interesting series of 14 specimens

of this subspecies, has drawn my attention to the curious fact that

the young males appear to lose the dull hues of immaturity of

the upperside, and to don the reddish colour of maturity, at an
earlier age than do the females, so that young males and females

of the same age are actually distinguishable by their colour alone.

If this be so, it would seem to be a quite unique case in the

Rodentia, an order among the species of which, as I am informed

by my friend Mr. Oldfield Thomas, sexual differences are exces-

sively rare.

4. MlJS SYLTATICUS HIRTEXSIS.

Mus hirtensis, Barrett-Hamilton, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1899, p. 81.

Type. No. 94.7.16.1 (British Museum collection), a young male
collected by Mr. J. Steele Elliott at St. Kilda.

Distinguishing Characteristics. Closely allied to M. s. hebridensis,

from which, however, it differs in its slightly larger size, and also

in the greater amount of buff or yellowish-brown coloration on the

underside. Like Mus s. hebridensis, it differs from M. s. inter-

medins, apart from its greater size, in the more uniform coloration

of the upper surface of the body, in the absence of the clearly

defined white underside, and in the longer feet and shorter ears.

The skull is similar to that of M. s. hebruleasis, but appears to

be slightly larger, reaching a length of 29 mm., and equalling in

size that of the largest specimen of M. s. wintoni.

Distribution. Known only from the island of St. Kilda.

General Remarks. This is another interesting insular deve-

lopment of Mus sylvaticus, the status of which has been already

discussed (op. cii.). Like M. s. hebridensis, it seems to have been
first obtained by Mr. J. Steele Elliott, who presented the type

specimen 1
to the British Museum in 1894. This was supple-

mented by a series procured for me by my friend Mr. Henry Evans,
of Jura, Scotland, in 189b. I have already suggested the possi-

bility that this Mouse may be indigenous to St. Kilda, a suggestion

which is heightened by the fact that, as Mr. Steele Elliott informs

me, "there is no landing-place at St. Kilda, so rats and mice stand

a poor chance of getting on the islands from any boats that call,

especially as provisions taken on are also very limited
" 2

.

5. Mus sylyaticts typicts, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. ed. 10, 1758,

p. 02.

Mus Jlavicollis, H. B. Melchior, Den danske Stats og Xorges

1 Trapped in a hole in a loose stone wall at a height of about 6 feet from the

ground.
2 Mr. R. M. Barrington writes me that when he was at .St. Kilda in 1881 he

found a dead and dried specimen on the headland opposite the Doon, but,

unfortunately, did not preserve it.
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Pattedyr, p. 99, pi. i. (1834) ; nee A. Dehne, W. E. de Winton et

aliorum (vide sub M. s. tvintoni).

Type locality. Upsala, Sweden.
Nomenclature and Synonymy. Melchior's M. flavicollis must

stand as a synonym of M. s. typings, since I find that the Mice of

llillerdd, in Zealand (an almost topotypical locality for the former

name), belong to the latter form, as shown by a collection made
there by Mr. Oldfield Thomas. This is unfortunate, since the

name flavicollis had, on the initiative of Mr. de Winton, been

applied to its British representative, for which, therefore, a new
name must now be instituted.

Distinguishing Characteristics. A greyish Mouse, with rather

dark central dorsal region, resembling the subspecies wintoni in

size, but slightly smaller, and with the white of the underside far

less pure, the chest-band less prominent, and a slight tendency to

display a washing of yellowish colour on the underside.

Distribution. Parts of Denmark, Norway, Sweden (I have seen

specimens from Laaland, Denmark ; Bergen, Norway, and Upsala,

Sweden), and, possibly, the southern shores of the Baltic.

Specimens from Brunswick, Germany, are intermediate between
this and other subspecies.

General Remarks. Linnaeus may possibly not have had an adult

before him when he wrote his original description of Mus sylvaticus,

which runs as follows :
—" M. cauda mediocri, palmis tetradactylis,

plantis pentadactylis, corpore griseo pilis nigris, abdomine albido."

This would apply very well to a not quite mature animal. At all

events the Long-tailed Field-mice of the localities given above are

distinguishable from those of other parts of Europe. In size

they are intermediate, being not so large as M. s. wintctni, but

larger than M. s. intermedins from Ireland, England, and the

neighbouring continental areas. The Mice of Brunswick seem
to connect this subspecies and the larger M. s. wintoni and M. s.

prineeps. A series obtained there by Mr. J. A. Loring are

smaller and less bright than other specimens which I have seen,

notably a set procured by myself in 1894.

It is through the courtesy of Mr. G. S. Miller, Junior, who
sent me over two specimens collected by Mr. J. A. Loring at

Upsala, that I am enabled to know definitely what the Mouse
which Linnseus described is really like. It seems to be a reduced

and dulled edition of M. s. wintoni.

I strongly suspect, however, the existence of two subspecies in the

Scandinavian Peninsula, but the material at my disposal is not yet

sufficient for their proper differentiation. The skins which I have

examined suggest the inference that those from Bergen are redder

on the flanks, darker on the central dorsal line, and yellower beneath

than those from Upsala, which latter agree with skins from
Meiningen, Germany, and are not so red on the flanks, nor so

dark on the central dorsal line ; all the Scandinavian and Meinin-

o-en specimens possess a breast-band or spot, and in two or three

individuals there is a wash of yellow continued right along the

Pkoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXVII. 27
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median ventral line. But these differences, it' real, are minute,

and I should like to see them substantiated by the accumulation

of far ampler material before recognizing them subspecifieally.

6. MUS STLVATICTS CELLAKIUS.

Mus cellaring, J. F. Fischer, Zool. Gart. vii. p. 153 (1866), and
xiii. pp. 223, 224 (1872).

Type locality. Cellars at or near St. Petersburg, Russia.

Nomenclature. The inappropriate name cellarivs must unfortu-

nately apply to the subspecies of the St. Petersburg district, since

there can be no question that Fischer's Mus cellarius was simply a

cellar-haunting individual of Mus sylvaticus, at first described by
him as a variety, but later accorded full specific rank.

Distinguishing Characteristics. 1 am uncertain as to the appear-

ance of this form, having never seen a skin of it. Mr. (jr. 8.

Miller, Junior, has, however, been good enough to send me over

a single skull (No. 3616 of his own collection), which must be

regarded as topotypical of the subspecies. The skull is a

large one, differs radically from that of M. s. typicus, and has

apparently its nearest relative in M. s. princeps of Roumania, a

supposition which gains support from the fact that Mr. Miller

writes of the skin, which he had unfortunately mislaid and there-

fore was unable to send to me, that it is simply a huge sylvaticus.

The skull has a greatest length of 27 and a greatest breadth at the

zygoma of 14 mm., so that while far larger than that of M, s.

typicus, it is not so large as that of M. s. princeps, the largest skull

of which has a total length of nearly 30 mm. It is a shorter-

nosed and more compactly framed skull than is that of M. s.

princeps, to which, however, it must be very closely allied.

Distribution uncertain, at present only known from the type
locality. Probably the neighbourhood of St. Petersburg and the

adjacent parts of Russia.

7. Mus sylvaticus witsttosi, subsp. nov.

Mus sylvaticus var. fiavicollis, A. Dehne, Allgem. deut. natnrh.

Zeit. p. 182 (1855).

MusflavicoUis, W. E. de Winton, Zoologist, Dec. 1894, pp.441
445 ; nee Melcbior, Danske Stats og Norges Pattedyr, p. 99, pi. i.

(1834).

Type. A male, No. 0.3.12.1 (British Museum Collection),

Gi-raftonbury, Herefordshire, 8th June, 1894 (W. E. de Winton).
Synonymy and Nomenclature. For the original description of

this fine Mouse we are indebted to Mr. W. E. de Winton, who
discovered it at Graftonbury, Herefordshire. In his anxiety to

avoid the rash institution of a new name, he was led to identify it

with Melchior's MusflavicoUis. Since, however, a series of Long-
tailed Field-mice procured by Mr. Oldfield Thomas at Hillerod,

Zealand, Denninvk—a locnlity almost topotypical of Melchior's
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Mouse—prove to be different from the present form and identical

with Mice from Scandinavia, it is unfortunately necessary that

Mus Jlavicollis Melchior should stand as a synonym of 31us

sylvaticus typicus Linn. Mr. de Winton's discovery, therefore,

needs a new name, and I now take the opportunity of connecting

it with its discoverer, to whose excellent field-work amongst
British Mammals we owe our knowledge not only of this, but of

the Hebridean subspecies. The use of the namejlavicollis by other

writers, such as Dehne, was probably in connection partly with
M. s. typicus and partly with M. s. princeps, so that a certain

amount of nomenclatural confusion cannot well be avoided.

Distinguishing Characteristics. Generally speaking, a remarkably

finely developed Mus sylvaticus, in which the size is above the

average, and the colours both of the upper and under sides are

very pure and intense. Specimens of all ages usually, but by no
means always, possess a well-defined breast-band, "about 8 mm.
broad, passing along the chest, immediately in front of the fore

legs, with a cross or longitudinal stripe in the centre extending

forward about 5 mm., and back along the sternum about 10 mm.,
where it is entirely lost, unlike the slight dash of colour so frequently

found on the chest of Mus sylvaticus, and which varies from the

smallest spot on the breast to a decided yellow-brown tinge

extending over the whole belly " (de Winton, op. cit.). The tail

is longer than in M. s. intermedins; and Mr. de Winton gives the

number of vertebra? as 30, as against 27 only in the latter sub-

species. From M. s. princeps it may, perhaps, best be distinguished

by its slightly duller colour and the more frequent occurrence and
greater extent of the breast-band. Western specimens show the

greatest development of the breast-band, which seems to become
less conspicuous towards the east.

Skull larger and stronger than in M. s. intermedins, reaching a

total length of 27 mm. and upwards.

Distribution. Sporadically distributed in colonies amongst M. s.

intermedins in England, but replacing it eastwards. From
England I have seen specimens from Graftonbury (de Winton)
and Bishopstone, Herefordshire ; Oundle, jYortbants (the late

Lord Lilford) ; Sussex, Suffolk, and Northumberland. On the

Continent it seems to become more dominant towards the east,

until it must somewhere intergrade with its eastern representative,

W. a. princeps, which appears to be the only form in Roumania,
and perhaps also in S. Russia. Towards Denmark and in the

neighbourhood of the South Baltic it is replaced by M. s. typicus,

M. s. cellariits, or by intermediate forms, a set of which I have

myself trapped at Brunswick. There are in the British Museum
specimens from Tharand, Saxony; Magdeburg; Haida, Bohemia;
Niesky, Silesia, and from Western Hungary. So long ago as 1855
A. Dehne (op. cit.) recognized a big Field-mouse with golden collar

and long tail as not rare in the district of Pima in Saxon Switzer-

land, while Prof. Nehring 1
states that there are specimens in the

1 Katalog der Ssiugetliiere, p. 13 (1886).

27*
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Berlin Museum from Riigen. Lastly, a set of eight males and

three females collected by Mons. A. Robert at Lucinges, Haute-

Savoie, in December 1809, at an altitude of 1100 metres, although,

perhaps, slightly smaller and darker than the largest M. s. wintoni,

and with the chest-spot less strongly developed, agree so closely

with this form in the length of tail, coloration of the underparts,

and general appearance, that I prefer to unite them with it, at

least provisionally. This form doubtless occurs also in numerous
other localities.

General Remarks. It cannot be denied that the treatment of

M. s. wintoni at first presented a good many difficulties, at least

as long as we knew it only from isolated localities. It seemed

impossible that a large and small form of Mus sylvaticus coixld

occur intermingled throughout the same area without interbreeding.

Despite the assertion of Mr. de Winton, who has had such ex-

ceptional opportunities of studying these mice in Herefordshire,

that the two forms keep quite separate, breed true, and show no
intermediates, I was for a long time inclined to treat them as two
parallel forms of one dimorphic animal. Even after colonies had

been found on the Continent the difficulty remained, and was
not dispelled until I had had the opportunity of working out a

collection of small mammals taken by the late Mr. W. Dodson in

Eoumania, and which contained a fine series of the local form of

Mus sylvaticus of all ages. These all proved to be very different

from M. s. typieus, and are a bright Eastern representative of

M. wintoni, which I have now no hesitation in regarding as

the Western sporadic representative of the large East European
Field-mouse {M. s. princeps).

8. Mus sylvaticus peixceps, subsp. nov. (Plate XXV. fig. 1.)

Mus sylvaticus var. Jlavic.ollis, auctorum.

Type. Original no. 25, a female, Bustenari, Eoumania, 13th

April, 1899, collector the late W. Dodson : caught at foot of dead
stump in oak-forest.

Distinguishing Characteristics. An extremely large Mouse ap-

parently identical in size and proportions with M. s. wintoni, but

adults are even brighter red in colour above and purer white on
the underside. Many examples possess a breast-spot or band, but

this character is not universal, and the band is not so extensive as

in M. s. wintoni. Immature specimens are very blue, and re-

semble the young of M. s. draco ; they frequently retain the dark

colour of the upperside until they are fully as large as adults of

M. s. typieus.

Skull. A large massive edition of that of M. s. typicus, reaching

a total length of from 27 to nearly 30 mm.
Distribution. This was the only Long- tailed Field-mouse obtained

by W. Dodson in Eoumania, whether in the beech and oak forests

of Bustenari, in the Carpathians X.W. of Bucarest, at a height of

480 metres ; at Comana, south of Bucarest : under brush u ood on a
high plateau near Breba, a large and highly cultivated valley amongst
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the Carpathians ; or in the comparatively flat cultivated country at

Grageni, at the foot of the Carpathians, north-west of Bucarest.

Badde's description of the form found in the Caucasas, the Crimea,
and in Western Siberia shows that a band of large sylvaticus-like

Mice extends eastwards right into Siberia until in the East they

meet the subspecies 21. s. chevrieri; but, in the absence of specimens,
it is impossible to lay down the exact relationships of these forms,

or to state where one ends or the other begins. A single young
specimen from Montenegro seems to belong to M. s. princeps, and,

as has been stated above, a set from Haute-Savoie are in certain

respects intermediate between this form and 21. s. ivintoni, with

which form it must intergrade in various localities.

General Remarks. 21. s. princeps is undoubtedly a bright East

European representative of 21. s. ivintoni. For our knowledge of

it we are indebted to the late Mr. W. Dodson, whom, through the

liberality of the late Lord Lilford, I was enabled to send on a

collecting trip to Boutnania in the spring of 1899. Mr. Dodson
brought back a fine series of 44 examples of all ages and sexes,

showing that this form occurs in the regions which he visited to

the apparent entire exclusion of the smaller forms of Long-tailed

Field-mice.

This Mouse seems to breed in early spring, for amongst Mr.
Dodson's specimens is a young one caught on April 15th, 1899,

which, although attaining to a head and body length of 87 mm., was
still in the slaty-coloured pelage of immaturity.

9. Mus sylvaticus islandicus.

21us islandicus, F. A. L. Thienemann, Nat. Bemerk. ges. auf

einer Beise im Norden von Europa, p. 153 (1824).

Type from Iceland ? non existent ; a co-type in Brit. Mus. of

Nat. Hist., no. 45.11.15.17, received from Dr. Thienemann.
Description. " M. cauda corpore aequanti supra e fusco cinereus

subtus albus." Seems to be smaller than ordinary 21. sylvaticus.

Distribution. Iceland.

General Remarks. It has long been known that small rodents of

some sort are found in Iceland, and there have been many discussions

as to the exact nature of them. Some naturalists have supposed

that they are Lemmings ' ; but it is now certain that some forms

both of 21us sylvaticus and of 21us musculus occur in the island.

The Bev. H. H. Slater has been good enough to inform me
that, while both species occur on the coast, the former is the

House-mouse and the only species of the interior. Thienemann's
description, although it gives no characters whereby 21. s. islandicus

may be distinguished from the Mice of other localities, and although

he was himself of the opinion that his Mouse presented some of

the characters both of Mus sylvaticus and of Mus musculus, clearly

1 See the remarks of J. Steenstrup in ' Videnskabelige Meddelelser fra

den Naturhistoriske Forening i Kjobenbavn,' pp. 51-00 (1807), translated in

the Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, iii. pp. 445 &c. (1869).
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applies to some form of Mus sylvaticus '. His description is

certainly borne out by one of his specimens now in the British

Museum of Natural History (no. 45.11.15.17), which, although

an old and faded skin, and of little use for a careful aud accurate

examination of its characters, undoubtedly belonged to a Mus
sylvaticus-like Mouse. 1 cannot distinguish the skull by any cranial

or dental characters. The ears and feet of this specimen would

appear to be rather shorter than in ordinary examples, as is also

the case with the dimensions of two specimens in alcohol from the

Gerbe collection as given by Mons. F. Lataste. Lastly, llerr

llerluf Winge, to whom 1 wrote for information regarding the

specimens in the Danish Museum at Copenhagen, has been good

enough to inform 2 me that the Museum possesses four Icelandic

specimens of Mas sylvaticus, "two skins and two spirit-specimens,

all of them looking very ordinary, quite resembling Danish speci-

mens." The measurements sent me by Herr Winge are not

smaller than those of average sylvaticus.

There can be little doubt that the Field-mouse of Iceland is very

close to that of Europe, and can only be regarded as subspecirically

distinct.

10. MUS SYLVATICUS HAV1.

Mus Tiayi, Gt. R. Waterbouse, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1$37, p. 7t>.

Type from Tangier, Morocco, no. 52.9.13.9 (British Museum
Collection), in alcohol, from the collection of the Zoological Society

of London.
Nomenclature. Mus hayi Waterhouse is simply Mus sylvaticus of

Morocco.
Distinguishing Characteristics. This subspecies can only be

described at present from its negative characters. It is not a
large bright Mouse like M. princeps, but its size exceeds that of

M. s. intermedins of England, and it has in addition the tail usually

longer than the head and body.

The skull commonly reaches a length of 20 mm.
Distribution. Eor the present I am obliged to include under

this name the Long-tailed Field-mice of Morocco, Spain, Portugal,

and the neighbouring countries, including those, of the Mediter-
ranean islands. Of these I have seen specimens from Corsica

and Sicily, the latter of which, however, have a name ready for

them in Mus dichrurus Kafinesque.

Later investigations will probably show the existence of more
than one subspecies in these regions. Thus some specimens from
Villabra, Galicia, Spain, are small aud very red ; they come from
a height of 1300 metres, and probably indicate the existence of

more than one subspecies in Spain.

1 Although Kiippell, who seems to have examined the original specimen of
Tbienemann, has declared it, to be a Mus muscidus, a piece of information for
which I am indebted to llerr H. Winge.

2 In lift, of 14th April, 1809.
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[Muscidus dichrurus, C. S. Rafinesque, Precis des Decouvertes et

Travaux somiologiques, p. 13 (1814).

Myoocus siculce, Lesson, Man. de Maram. p. 27 (1827).

Mus sylvaticus, J. H. Blasius, Siiugethiere Deutschlands, p. 322
(1857): Barrett-Hamilton, Ann. & Mag Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. ii.

p. 426 (Nov. 1898).

Type locality. Sicily.

Synonymy and Nomenclature. The substitution of the generic

name Muscidus for that of Mus is explained by Rafinesque under
heading of his Muscidus frugivorus (= alexandrinus, Is. Greoffr.)

in the same work. He simply writes " J'ai change le nom trop

court et equivoque de Mus en Muscidus."

Description and General Remarks. In the absence of a series of

the Long-tailed Field-mouse of Sicily I am as yet unable to decide

whether it be distinct or not. Mr. J. I. S. Whitaker has sent

over one or two specimens for identification, which, however, do

not form material sufficient to enable me to make a thorough
comparison. They seem to vary a good deal amongst themselves,

one being very red in the colour of the upperside and another

very much duller. The size seems to be larger than that of

M. s. intermedins^]

11. MUS SYLA'ATICUS ALGIRUS.

Mus algirus, Pomel, Compt. Rend. Ac. 8c. Paris, xlii. p. 654

(1856); nee Loche, Rev. et Mag. de Zool. p. 49, pi. i. (1858), and
Expl. de l'Algerie, sp. 78 (1867).

Type locality. Algeria.

Synonymy and Nomenclature. There can be no doubt that Pomel's

name refers to the Long-tailed Field-mouse of Algeria, and, as

this name exists, I propose to treat the form as subspecific,

although, as in other cases, I have no series of specimens.

Distinguishing Characteristics. There is only one specimen of

Mus s. algirus in the British Museum of Natural History, but

that one, no. 52.5.27.62, although a very old French skin, is so

peculiar in appearance that I think it very probably represents

a distinguishable subspecies. The skin is a small one, but the

coloration suggests that it is that of an adult, the underside being

very white and the upperside almost chocolate in tint.

The original description ran as follows:—"Pelage d'un gris-

brunatre, teint de jaune ou de roussatre, mcle de quelques longs

cils noirs
;
parties inferieurs du corps, face interne des membres et

pieds blanch atres ;
parfois une tache rousse a la poitrine : talon

brun ; oreilles presque rondes, courtes, avec une petit touffe devant

le meat ; une tache blanchatre derricre l'oreille; queue grise dessous,

brunissant de plus en plus vers le bout. Le corps mesure Om.,075
;

la queue Om.,060.
" Habitat des terriers dans les cultures et les broussailles

;
quel-

quefois entre dans les maisons des campagnes."
Distribution. According to Lataste, the Long-tailed Field-mouse

has been recorded for Barbary by Poiret, who states that he found
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it in great quantities in the cultivated fields \ Eozet has indicated

its occurrence in the neighbourhood of Oran 2
. Loche found it

about Algiers ; and, fiually, Lataste 3
himself took it in the plain

of Mitidja, at Arba, near Algiers, and in the fields of Azesga, to

the north-east of Fort National, " en Kabylie." Lataste did not

find it so commonly as Bozet would have led him to expect, and

he supposes that that author had confounded several other species

with the present one.

This species is not included in Lataste's work on the Mammals
of Tunis ', so that I presume that it does not occur in that country.

General Remarks, Lataste ' states that sometimes the back shows
'• d'nn brun plus terne. et le gris domine sur les faces inferieures,"

which variation appears to be produced especially in the M pays

meridionaux," and he has noted this variety also from Cardillac.

Gironde, France, from Ciudad Eeal, Spain, and from Algeria.

Side by side with this he states that he has met some individual-,

generally young, which in coloration only were indistinguishable

from common Mice. He adds (footnote) that these colours get

clearer in alcohol, and after a time such specimens in alcohol are

indistinguishable from the normal specimens.

L2. Ml'S sVLVAXICUS XAUBICUS, subsp. UOV.

Mus sylvaticus, C. (1. Danford and E. R. Alston, P. Z. S. 1880,

p. 62.

Type. Xo. 77.8.1.'10 (in alcohol) (British Museum Collection),

from the Zebil Bulgar Dagh, Asia Minor, collected by Mr. C. G.
Danford, on the oth January, 1876.

Distinguishing Characteristics. This single specimen from Asia

Minor cannot be identified with any known form of Long-tailed

Field-mouse. It cannot be placed either with the large Mice of

Eastern Europe, or with the not very much smaller M. s. arianus

of Asia. The skull, although the teeth are worn, has a total length

of only 23 mm., and is thus smaller even than the smallest

Western European subspecies.

Distribution. F/ncertain : only known from the type specimen.

General Remarks. Perhaps the nearest ally of this little Mouse
i^ M. s. algirus, another little known subspecies. It may be a

parallel form to the small Weasel of the Caucasus and Asia Minor,

to which I have recently given the subspecific name of M. nivalin

(xcucasicus.

13. MUS STLTATICUS MAJOR.

Mus sylvaticus var. major, G. liadde, Keis. Sib. i. p. 180, pi. v.

figs. 3 & 4 a (1862).

1 Voyage en Barbarie (1789,).
2 Voyage dans la Regence d Alger (1833).
8 "Faune des Vertebres de Barbarie," Actes Soc. Linn. Bordeaux, vol. xxxix.

p. 135 (1685).
* Catalogue critique des Manimiferes apelagiques sauvages de la Tunisie (Paris.

1887).

"ZS'ote sur les Souris d'Algerie," Act. Soc Linu.Bord. vol. xxxvii. pp. 17-18
(1883).
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Antedates Jiits wagneri var. major, N. Severtzoff, 1876 (see

under ilf. s. arianus), and -M?ts decumanus var. major, B. Hoffmann,
Abh. Zool. Mas. Dresden, 1887, p. 18.

il/tts- chevrieri, E. Biichner, Wiss. Res. der von X. M. Przewalski

nach Central-Asien unternoininenen Eeisen &c, Saugethiere, p. 92

(1889).

Type : unknown (? in the Caucasian Museum at Tiflis).

Distinguishing Characteristics. I have no specimens of this Mouse
at my disposal. Badde describes it as a large sylvaticus, resembling,

but distinguishable from, the larger Eastern European Mice.

Distribution. Of the distribution of this, the Western Siberian

representative of M. s. princeps, we have no exact knowledge, but

we know that Herr Badde found Mus sylvaticus, of one form or

another, wherever he journeyed in "Western Siberia. With this

form I must place, at least provisionally, Przewalski's specimens

as described by Herr Biichner. Przewalski found Mus sylvaticus

in the mountains of Ganssu, Ala-schan, to a height of 8000
metres, and it is recorded for the Muni-ula, where it lives in holes

in meadow-lands.

14. MUS SYLVATICUS ABIANUS.

Mus sylvaticus, E. de Eilippi, Viagg. Persia, p. 344 (1865); K.
Satunin, Mammals of Caucasus, p. 305, &c.

Mus erythronotus, W. T. Blanford, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. xvi.

p. 311 (1875); Eastern Persia, Zool. & Geol. vol. ii. pp. 54-55,

pi. v. fig. 3 (1876) ; Mammals of Yarkand Expedition, p. 54 f1879)

(nee Mus erythronotus, C. J. Temminck, Eauna Japonica, Mamin.
p. 50, 1850).

Mus arianus, W. T. Blanford, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. vii. p. 162

(1881).
" Mus wagneri, var. major {M. tokmak n. sp. ?)," Severtzoff,

Proc. Mosc. Soc. Nat. vol. viii. p. 2 (1873), translated by J. Carl

Craemers in Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist, xviii. 1876 (see p. 53)

;

Blanford, Mammals of Yarkand Mission, loc. cit.; E. Biichner,

op. cit. p. 90 ; W. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1890, p. 528.

Typical series. Eour specimens from Kohrud, between Isfahan

and Teheran, in Northern Persia, altitude 7000 feet (Indian

Museum at Calcutta), and one, no. 74.11.21.22, anno 1872
(British Museum Collection).

Nomenclature and Synonymy. The name erythronotus Blanford,

being preoccupied by erythronotus Temminck, the former naturalist

renamed his species arianus, under which name I have to designate,

for the present at least, the Mice from very widely separated

localities and which probably include several distinct subspecies.

SevertzofFs subspecific name is preoccupied by Badde's Mus sylva-

ticus var. major. Mus wagneri itself is a Mus muscidus-like Mouse.
Severtzoff's original description is, as Blanford has pointed out

(Mamm. Yark. Mission, p. 54), insufficient to enable his species to

be recognized, and it is far from clear whether " M. tokmak " is pro-

posed as a name, Tokmak being " the name of a town between
Vernoe and Auliata, lying north-west of Lake Issik and nearly due
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north of Kashgar." Further, the types seem to have beeu lost,

being neither in the JMuseums of St. Petersburg or of Moscow.
The usual course would, therefore, have been to have consigned

SevertzofFs name to the list of those of unrecognizable species ;

and this I should have done, had not Herr Biichner, who had

under his examination a large number of typical Mus wagneri from

Turkestan, and who noticed that Severtzoff mentions no sylvaticus-

like Mouse in his account of the Mammals of that region,

bracketed Mus tvagneri major with Mas ariaaus. I am, therefore,

glad to follow Herr Biichner on that point. When, however, we
do receive a series of the representative of Mus sylvaticus from

Turkestan, I should not be surprised if it prove to be neither the

subspecies aria a as nor any other known subspecies.

Distinguishing Characteristics. Although there is no doubt that it

is extremely close to Mass. intermedins, like some other geographi-

cal forms of Mus sylvaticus, M. s. arianus was originally described

as if it were something so distinct in itself as to need no compari-

son with any other species ; hence no particular characters are laid

down in the original description whereby the two may be separated.

It agrees with Mus s. intermedins of England in general appearance
and in the number of the mamma?, and Mr. Blanford's plate in
' Eastern Persia ' would do very well for a specimen from Western
Europe ; but it appears to differ in the lesser size and length of

the hind feet, and is said to be never of so intense a red-brown
colour on the upper surface. Probably, had we a series from the
distant regions where it is found, we should find other points of

difference. The colour of the underside of the specimens
examined by Herr Biichner was not, as in Mr. Blanford's examples,

white, but golden grey (gelblichgrau), with a sprinkling of grey

hairs, and there was no breast-spot ; but, as has been said above,

it is more than likely that several distinct subspecies have been
confounded under the name of arianus.

1 have no series of this Mouse before me, the only specimens at

my disposal being no. 74.11.21.22 (1730«), the skull of a female
and one of Mr. Blanford's co-types; no. 90.11.2.1, a female in

alcohol from Gulmerg, Cashmere, 5000 ft. (Dr. E. T. Aitchison)

;

and a third specimen in alcohol, no. 91 .93.20.15, with the raamnuc
as in Mus sylvaticus; so that I am quite unable to give a decided
opinion as to the exact appearance of this form, but must follow

Mr. Blanford and other naturalists in considering it distinct.

Neither can I lay down any characters which will help to distin-

guish the skull from that of M. s. typicus. The skull certainly

appears to be more massive and stronger than the skulls of

Western European examples ; but it is probable that the cranial

characters given by Mr. Blanford ' would not stand the test of

1 It ma}' perhaps be well to summarize these, as given bj^Mr. Blanford in the
J. A. S. B. slviii. pt. ii. (1879) :—The occipital portion of the skull and the
ibramen magnum of European specimens is higher in proportion to its breadth
than in M. s. arianus

; the opening of the posterior nares is narrower, the
breadth being less than that of the anterior upper molar, whereas in a skull
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comparison with a series of specimens from Western Europe.
It is very unfortunate that, whereas Mr. Blanford's original

description was taken from the Kohriid specimens, he afterwards

obtained his cranial characters from a specimen from Wakluin,
which may have belonged to quite a different subspecies. At all

events the cranial characters as laid down by him, and in par-

ticular that of the size of the last upper molar, will not apply to

his original specimens (skull no. 74.11.21.22, J , Persia).

Distribution. So far as our present information goes, and the name
being used in the wider sense indicated above, it would appear that

Mus s. arianus has a wide distribution. Mr. Blanford remarks '

that " a species apparently identical with the Persian Mouse was
• collected by the late Dr. Stoliczka

2
in Wakhan, a province on the

Upper Oxus belonging to Afghanistan, and at Kashgar, in Eastern
Turkestan ; and the same form has since been found by Major
Biddulph and Dr. Scully at Grilgit, in the Upper Indus Valley."

Blyth 3 recorded it from Cherra Punji, India; while Herr Biichner '

identified with this Mouse the specimens brought by Przewalski

from the rivers Zauma, Ssairam-mor, and Chapzagaigol, in Central

Tian-schan, and from the southern slopes of the mountains of the

latter name, to a height of 7500 feet.

It is found as a " steppe-inhabitant in the Ural, as well as on
the Kirgies Steppes ; but in Turkestan, where M. musculus is

absent, M. wagneri is the house-mouse. It is numerous in the

Chimkent and Tashkent houses, where it does not differ at all from
the Kirgies-Steppe specimens." 5

De Filippi ° identified the Persian House-mouse as Mus sylvaticus,

and states that the same species was brought from Shiraz by
Marquis Doria. Mr. Blanford, however, declares that a specimen

which he obtained from Shiraz is certainly M. bactrianus. Mr.
Blanford had seen no specimens from Northern Persia, and thought

that " although the house-mouse there may be M. sylvaticus, it is

quite as probable that it is M. bactrianus"
" Even if, however, M. bactrianus prove to be found in houses

throughout Persia, M. sylvaticus must also be included in the fauna,

as it was found by Menetries common on the parts of the Talish

Mountains not covered by trees, and it is said by Eichwald to

be abundant in G-eorgia." " Eichwald includes M. musculus L.,

from Wakban the breadth exceeds that of the molar ; the third upper molar
of M. sylvaticus is about one-fourth the size of the second, whereas in the

Wakhan and Grilgit skulls the proportion is one half. It should be noted

that Mr. Blunford had only one skull of European M. sylvaticus at his disposal,

and only the figures of the types from which he had described M. eryikronotus,

the specimens themselves having been mislaid. See also pages 54 & 55 of

Mr. Blanford's ' Mammals of the Yarkand Expedition' (1879).
1

J. A. S. B. vol. xlviii. pt. ii. (1879).
2 " At Panja in Wakhan"—Blanford, J. A. S. B. xliv. p. 108 (1875).
3

J. A. S. B. xxiv. p. 721, & xxxii. p. 348.
4 Op. cit. pp. 90-91.
8 Blanford, Mamm. Yarkand, p. 54.
6 Op. cit. p. 344.
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and Mene'tries M. minutus Pall. (M. messorius, Kerr), in the

fauna of the Transcaucasian provinces. The latter probably may
extend into Persia, but de Filippi particularly noticed the

absence of M. musculus in the north-western part of the country,

where he says it is replaced by M. sylvatieus."
l

Of the Caucasus, Ko-dkoff slates- that M. sylvatieus is very

common in the whole of the region ; but in a second publication
1 be

alludes only to M. arianus, so that, as Satunin remarks, it is

difficult to ascertain which species really occurs in Malkathales.

Satunin himself supports Kosikoff's second opinion.

As regards the Transcaucasian Field-mouse, Satunin himself

states that it is difficult to properly name the specimens, since

they present characters of both species, but he thinks that on
the whole they agree better with M. sylvatieus. He finds typical

sylvatieus at Tiflis.

General Remarks. There can be little doubt that there has been

a considerable confusion, perhaps of two or three separate forms,

amongst the naturalists who have written of M. s. arianus : but for

the present, and in the absence of an adequate series of specimens,

1 must follow Mr. Oldfield Thomas, and regard all the small-footed

Central Asian individuals of M. sylvatieus as belonging to this form.

Even Mr. Blanford's belief in his own species seems to have

become a little shaky, since he wrote 4 in 1879 that " it is by no
means certain that this form may not pass into the Eastern races

of M. sylvatieus; and it requires comparison with M. sylvatieus, var.

major of Eadde ; but ... it appears to be a well-marked type, with

a wide distribution in Central Asia."

The best remarks on this form are, 1 think, by Mr. Oldfield

Thomas \ who notes the close, almost identical, proportions of M.
arianus and M. sylvatieus, the shorter foot of M, arianus (as com-
pared with English examples), the failure of Mr. Blanford's skull-

characters for M. arianus. and finally adds that, " on the whole, I

think that M. arianus will be found to represent a short-footed

Eastern variety of M. sylvatieus worthy of a varietal name, but not

enough to merit specific separation."

"De Filippi's ' Mus sylvatieus L.' is no doubt this short-footed

Form, and not the true European M. sylvatieus.'"

15. MUS SYLVAXICUS GB1SEUS.

Mus arianus griseus, P. W. True, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. rvii.

p. 8 (1894).

Typical series (in U.S. Nat. Museum):

—

20151 Male. Mountains of Central Kashmir. Sept. 13 1891.
35514' 10,000 feet.

20139
.,

V)0
:,- Female. Central Kashmir. Oct. 8, 1891. 8500 feet.

East. Pers. pp. 57 & 58.
2

' Die Saugethiere des Malkatbales,' p. 58.
3

' In den Bergen des N.W. Kaucasus.' pp. 20, 31 &, 51.
i

J. A. S. B. vol. xlviii. pt. ii. p. 07.
' P. Z.S. 1881, pp. 548-550.
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20144
3~^. Male. Pir Panjal Pass, Aug. 31, 1891. 8500 feet.

Described from three specimens collected by Dr. W. L. Abbott
"in pine forests at high elevations, two of them in Central Kashmir
and the third in the PirPaujal Pass."

Description. " Similar to typical Mas arianus Blanford in size

and proportions, but having the upper surfaces ochraceous grey

instead of rufous." An immature specimen " was especially grey

above, and coincides in colour almost exactly with ordinary spe-

cimens of M. musmlus'' The two other specimens, a male and
female, were " greyish, ochraceous brown above, which colour is

produced by the mingling of hairs having ocher-coloured tips with

others which are black." The dimensions of the feet, given in

inches only, were in two of the dried specimens, after soaking in

water, ' slightly less than an average of measurements of M. syl-

vaticus given by Mr. Thomas."
Distribution. Known only from the type specimens.

General Remarks. Mr. True rightly draws attention to the

extreme difficulty of ascertaining the real colour and appearance of

M. s. arianus from descriptions only. That being so, it is doubly

hard to determine in a similar manner the exact value of M. griseus
;

but, until specimens are available, we cannot do wrong, 1 think,

in considering it a mountain form of M, sylvaticus. I cannot help

suspecting, however, that Mr. True's description of his specimens

reads uncommonly like that of an immature set of individuals.
1

16. MUS STLVATICUS PALLIPES, Sllbsp. UOV.

Type. No. 75.8.17.6 (British Museum Collection), from Surhad
Wahkan, Turkestan, April 28, 1874 : collector. Capt. (now Colonel)

Biddulph.

Distinguishing Characteristics. The size of the body is apparently

similar to, or rather smaller than, that of M. s. intermedins, the

length of the head and body, feet, and ears in the dried skin being

about 85, 19 to 20, and 12 mm. respectively. The tail of the type

specimen has been damaged, but is seemingly thicker than that of

M. s. intermedins. The fur is very thick ; the colour of the upper-

side extremely light and that of the underside white, but with an

ill-defined line of demarcation between the colours of the two
surfaces.

Skull. Damaged, but closely resembles that of M. s. intermedins

except in the size of the last upper molar, which is larger than usual.

Distribution. Known only from the type specimen.

General Remarks. The single skin on which I base this

description, although not a good one and having attached to it no
dimensions taken in the flesh, is so unlike that of any other speci-

mens of M. sylvaticus which I have seen, that I have no doubt that

it represents a distinct subspecies. The thick, almost rabbit-like

1 Since this paper was read I have, through the courtesy of Mr. G. S.

Miller, Junior, been able to examine Mr. frue's specimens. They are certainly

not highly remarkable and would almost pass muster as British, were it not
for the slight peculiarity of tint which they show.
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fur and the extremely light tints seem to mark this Mouse as a

light northern or mountain form of Mus sylvaticus.

17. MUS SYLYATICUS CHEYRIERI.

Mus chevrieri, A. Milne-Edwards, Eech. Mamra. pp. 288-9,

pi. xl. fig. 2 (1868) ; E. Biichner, op. cit. supra, sub Mus sylvaticus

major (p. 413).

Type from Moupin, Tibet (Paris Museum) ; collector Pere

Dav'id. .

Distinguishing Characteristics, <$*c. This little-known Mouse was
originally described as a species on the ground of its slightly

greater size than that of M. sylvaticus, and agreement in colour

with M. confucianus A. M.-Edw., as the young of which latter

species Milne-Edwards was disposed to regard it until an examina-

tion of the skull convinced him of its distinctness.

The general colour is " d'un brun-fauve tiquete de brun-fonce

;

les parties inferieurs sont d'un gris tres-clair, presque blanches."

Mr. Oldiield Thomas has examined the types, which he thought

come very near to M. arianus Blanford ; their colour above is

bright rufous, with the belly white or slate-colour ; the fur on
the back in some instances is almost spinous. Herr Biichner,

who states that he also has seen the types, considers this sub-

species identical with Herr Eadde's M. s. major of "Western

Siberia, which is itself very close to and a constant Eastern repre-

sentative of M. sylvaticus, while M. arianus Blanford represents

the same species in the South. According to Herr Biichner's

description of the typical series, the ground-colour of the upper-

side is a rusty golden brown, tolerably strongly mixed with dusky

brown or black. The whole underside is white. There is a

somewhat strong line of demarcation between the colours of the

two surfaces of the body.

Distribution. Not exactly known. I identify with this sub-

species only the typical series from Moupin, Tibet, and (pro-

visionally) a specimen (no. 82.6.16.7 of the British Museum
Collection) collected by Pere David at South Shensi, an inland

province of China, in 1873. This locality, which lies considerably

to the south-west of Pekin, is so far to the north of Moupin that

Pere David's specimen may represent a new form ; but it comes
sufficiently near the original description of M. chevrieri to be at

least provisionally assigned to it. The specimen, which is adult,

is apparently of about the same size as my M. s. draco, but is

brighter in its coloration. As in the Kuatun Eield-mouse, the

underside is white, but the skull is more massively formed.

18. Mus sylyaticus draco, subsp. nov.

Mus chevrieri, Oldfield Thomas, P. Z. S. Nov. 15, 1898, p. 773.

Type from Kuatun, N.W. Fokien, N.W. China (no. 98.11.1.20

of British Museum Collection) ; collector, Mr. J. D. La Touche.
Distinguishing Characteristics. In external appearance this

-Mouse resembles M. s. typicus Linnaeus, but is slightly smaller
and more brightly coloured on the upperside.
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The slcull is narrower and slightly smaller than that of adult

of the subspecies intermedins, reaching a length of only about

25 mm., and having the anterior portions of the frontals more
attenuated, and the nasal region proportiouately more slender

than in the latter subspecies.

Distribution. At present known only from the typical series.

General Remarks. The Mice identified by Mr. Oldfield Thomas
as M. chevrieri form quite a nice series of eleven specimens, with
which may be considered eight specimens collected by Mr. C. B.

Rickett in the same locality. Although obviously representing a

subspecies of M. sylvaiicu*, I am unable to ideutify them with

any known phase of that species. They cannot be 21. chevrieri,

for they are not larger, but rather smaller than the average
;

and the colour of the upperside, although brighter than that of

M. sylvaticus from Western Europe, is not like that of M. confu-

cianus. They cannot well be M. s. arianus, Blanford, the description

of which certainly does not apply to them, while they differ in

more than one obvious respect from M. s. intermedins.

The series represents individuals of very varied age, from quite

young specimens to adults. The young seem to undergo very

different changes of colour in their progress to maturity from
those undergone by M. s. intermedins. When very young, they

are of a darker slate-colour ; and they appear to retain the dull

slaty hues of immaturity until they reach a considerable, perhaps

their full, size. Thus no. 97.6.6.11, a nursing female, with

mammse 1+ 4, is in colour of the upperside very like an ordinary

M. musculus, but, unlike this species, has a sharply defined white

belly. Another nursing female, no. 98.11.1.22, is in process of

losing her immature coat, and presents a three-coloured appearance,

having the belly white, the central dorsal region clothed in the

dusky immature tints, while the flanks show the red colours of an
adult. Another specimen has progressed farther, and shows traces

of the dark colour only on the rump. This patchy method of

assumption of the adult coat seems to be quite unknown in M. s.

intermedins, in which the process seems to be much more gradual :

it woidd appear to be highly characteristic of this new subspecies.

The white belly is present in specimens of all ages, and two
or three show a breast-spot or band of more or less complete

development.

The skulls of this subspecies are interesting, and are remarkable

as compared with skulls of M. s. intermedins and even with the

skull of the South Shensi specimen, as being very much narrower

and more attenuated in the anterior frontal and nasal region.

They are far less massive than in examples from lioumania, but

almost equal in size those of medium-sized individuals from
Western Europe. Xone of those which I have at my disposal

are quite perfect, but the respective dimensions of total length

and breadth would appear to be about 25 and 11 mm. The
tubercles of the molar 1 are rather regularly arranged, and 1 think

that the central tubercle of the last row (C" of Hensel) is more
prominent than in M. s. intermedins.
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19. MUS SYLVATICUS LEWISI.

Mus abbotti, E. T. Newton, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. vii.

pt. 2, no. 198 (May 1, 1894).

Nee Mus abbottii, G. K. Waterhouse, P. Z. S. July 25, 1837,

p. 77, which is a form of M. musculus Linnaeus.

Mus lewisi, E. T. Newton, P. Z. 8. 1899, p. 381.

Type. A skull, being one of those collected by Mr. Lewis

Abbott in the ossiferous fissure at Ightham, Kent, and now in the

Geological Museum, Jerinyn Street, London, 8.AV.

Description (skull only). Similar to M. sylvaticus, but differs

from it in the absence of the anterior pointed tubercle of the first

lower molar.

Distribution. Known only from the typical series.

General Remarks. The absence of a small dental tubercle seems

to be a very small point on which to base a species, especially as

the skulls of M. lewisi were accompanied by others which were
indistinguishable from those of M. sylvaticus. But the validity

of the specific character must depend on its constancy or incon-

stancy in skulls of modern sylvaticus. I have examined 49 of

these with a view to deciding this point, with the result that in

47 the tubercle in question is conspicuously present, while in two
only (viz., no. 98.2.2.22, from Cintra, Portugal, and no. 95.10.25.1,

from Lewis, Scotland, the type of Mus. s. hebridensis) had the

wearing down of the teeth made it. indistinct. The specimens

were of all ages, with the teeth both worn and unworn, and from
widely different localities, yet in all the tubercle shows clearly,

and must therefore, I think, be considered characteristic of

present day sylvaticus.

We cannot tell what external features were present in M. s.

lewisi in correlation with this slight peculiarity of dentition.

These may have been conspicuous, or they may have been non-
existent. The material in our hands permits us merely to examine
the skulls, and from them alone, according to my treatment of

Mus sylvaticus, I can only admit M. lewisi to subspecific rank as

representing a side development of the Mus sylvaticus stock.

MUS ARGENTEUS.

Mus aryenteus, C. J. Temminck, Faun. Jap. p. 51, pi. xv. fig. 1

(1845) (on the date of this work see Sherborn & Jentink, P. Z. S.

Feb. 19, 1895, p. 149).

Type locality. Japan.
Distinguishing Characteristics. Pesembles Mus sylvaticus in

arrangement of colours, but has the upperside of a peculiar,

deeper, more uniform M. minutus-like red, of a shade that I have
never seen in M. sylvaticus. In the specimens at my disposal

there is no breast-band and none of the black-tipped hairs of

M. sylvaticus. The size is that of M. musculus. Temminck states

that the general size and the ears of M. aryenteus are as in

M. musculus, and the tail is longer than the head and body. Of
the colour he writes that " tout le dessus du corps, jusqu'a la
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ligne mediane des flancs et des cotes du cou, d'un brun-roussatre

dore ; la tete est d'une teinte brune et les longues moustaches

sont d'un brun cendre. La couleur blanche de toutes les parties

inferieurs s'etend jusqu'a, la ligne mediane des flancs et des cotes

du cou ; les quatres extremites sont aussi d'un blanc pur."

The skull is about equal in size to that of M. sylvaticus and
with an identical tooth-pattern ; the total length of skull of

no. 88.9.25.6 (damaged) is slightly over 24 mm.
Distribution. Known only from Japan.

General Remarks. The only specimens of this Mouse at my
disposal are nos. 88.9.25.6 aud 88.9.25.7, collected by Mr. H.
Pryer, and which bear on the labels the simple locality " Japan."

The latter is a female with the mammae arranged as in M. sylvati-

cus, and, since the general pattern of coloration and teeth, and
skull, where not damaged, also agree with that species, I can have
no hesitation in regarding this Mouse as very closely allied to

M. sylvaticus. The dimensions of the dried skins, however, seem
to show that the animals are considerably smaller than average

M. sylvaticus.

Although Temminck gives no particulars as to the skull of his

M. argenteus, and although his figure of that species is a miserable

caricature of a dark brown M. muscuhts-like Mouse, with dark

feet, long tail, and light underside, his description, which, it will

be noted, contradicts his figure in several important respects,

fits this Mouse so closely that I feel bound to identify it as

Mus argenteus.

I can have little doubt that this Mouse is a local development
from a sylvaticus-\ike stock, in which the skull has not altered

from that of the type, but its peculiar red colour, its size and
proportions mark it, as might perhaps have been expected, as

the most distinct ally of Mus sylvaticus which I have seen.

MUS ORTHODON.

Mus oi't7wdon,~R. Hensel, Zeitschr. deuts. geol. Gesellsch. 1856,

p. 279, pi. xiii. figs. 6-10 (aff. Muri sylvatico, fide C. I. Forsyth

Major, P.-verb. Soc. Tosc. 1888, p. 129).

Type (skull) from the Ossiferous Breccia of Mt. San Giovanni,

Sardinia.

In dealing with Mus sylvaticus, I must allude also to Mus
orthoclon, which is believed to be very closely allied to it, and
the skulls and teeth of which in the British Museum Collection I

have examined. The teeth of this species are far more hjpsodont

in character, and in immaturity show very deep lateral grooving of

the crowns, so that they are also more Vole-like than those of

modern Muridae. The first upper molars of the youngest specimen
show three internal and three less distinctly marked external

convexities. The tubercles have been a good deal worn away, so

that their exact disposition can only be guessed ; but the teeth

certainly give the impression of having bad all the nine tubercles

of Hensel's diagrams present and regularly arranged when quite

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXVIII. 28
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young and unworn. The first upper molar is more hypsodont

than either of the next two.

In the next oldest set of teeth the lateral grooving is still

evident, but is not nearly so deep a? in the youngest ; while in

quite old and worn teeth the grooves are no longer visible. As
they are worn down, the teeth get smaller and at length become

separated from each other. The internal convexities of the first

molar become less distinct, and the teeth-pattern of the crowns is

gradually obliterated. Altogether, the upper teeth remind me
very strongly of those of M. agrarius Pallas.

The under molars come very close to those of M. sylvaticus, but,

like the upper, are more hypsodont in character. The tubercles

of the first tooth were probably arranged as in M. sylvaticus, and
the anterior unpaired tubercle is present. There is nothing to

call for comment in the last two under molars, the tubercles of

which, as in modern species, seem to have been 4 for molar 2,

and 3 for molar 3.

The animal was larger than M. sylvaticus, and in its dentition

shows resemblances both to that species and M. agrarius, so that it

mav, perhaps, have been a direct offshoot from a common stock

from which both species have later sprung. In other respects,

however, it seems to throw no light on the ancestry of Palaearctic

Muridce, being even more specialized than the modern species.

Table of Dimensions.

The dimensions of the specimens examined during the prepara-

tion of this paper are included in a single table, so as to be more
convenient for purposes of comparison. By the careful averaging

of a large series of British examples, I have tried to give figures

which shall be useful as a standard with which may be compared
those of other subspecies. I am conscious that this standard

would have been more satisfactory had it been taken from
specimens from a single locality, instead of from those procured

all over Great Britain. It may, for instance, be some day found
that the average dimensions of specimens from Xorth and South
Britain are different ; but I have had to make the best use of my
material, and I think the figures given are a fair average for the

ordinary Mus sylvaticus of the British Islands generally.

It is not easy to explain the large difference between the

minimum and maximum dimensions given in the case of M. s.

intermedins ; but it should be borne in mind that as long as we
havp to deal with a series of specimens measured by a numerous
band of collectors, so long will the individual factor tend to

increase the gap between minima and maxima. I venture to

think that the number of specimens which have been dealt witli is

sufficient to make the averages trustworthy and useful for purposes
of comparison. It is to them that we must look for an idea as to

the true appearance of an ordinary individual of a particular

species dealt with, and they are not at all affected by the
occasional occurrence of giants or pygmies, the measurements of

which counterbalance one another.
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Mus sylvaticus intermedins.

Great Britain : Head „. ,

and Tail. , " Ear.
, , root,
body.

No. of items 62 61 60 26 "|

mm. mm. mm. mm. I

f Maximum Ill 103 245 17"5
|

c?b. \ Mean 92-6 88"2 227 154
I
Minimum 83 67 20 14

No. of items 31 31 30 12

mm. mm. mm. mm.
fMaximum 110 98 24 175

$s. j Mean 92 845 22-5 16
[Minimum 78 70 20 14 )

Percentage of specimens in which length of head and body cJs.

exceeds that of tail 70
Percentage of specimens in which length of tail equals or is

less than head and body 30
Percentage of specimens in which length of head and body

exceeds 90 mm 63
Percentage of specimens in which length of head and body

exceeds 100 mm 13
Percentage of specimens in which length of feet reaches 24 mm. 7
Percentage of specimens in which length of feet does not reach

24 mm 93

Head „. ,

*Immature Specimens. and Tail. ,. . Ear.

body.

mm. mm. mm. mm.
J. Lowestoft, Suffolk, Aug. 25, 1894, 85 79 23

Oldfield Thomas,

cf. Eugby, Warwickshire, Jan. 2, 1894, 78 85 21
A. S. Austen,

cf. Lyndhurst Road, New Forest, Hants, 81 83 22
July 12, 1894, Col. J.W. Yerbury.

$. Chiswick, near London, Aug. 31, 1897, 83 90 20 17
Miss L\ Sharpe.

5 (nursing). Hurlingham, near London, 90 71 '5 20
Aug. 31, 1897, R I. Pocock.

$. Cheadle, Staffs., Nov. 13. 1897, 64 74 20
E. W. H. Blagg.

$. Duuphail, Elginshire, Scotland, Sept. 57 57 19

19, 1893, W. R. Ogilvie Grant.

Ireland :

5 c? s, 2 5 s - Ballaghmoon, Car-"")

low, Jan. 20 to Mar. 6, 1896, |
Max. 103 105 24

J. G. Symes (e coll. Barrett- j- Mean 93 85 22-6

Hamilton). Measured by I Min. 85 62 20
F. Metcalfe. j

Skull,

extreme
length.

25 to 26
mm.

?
74

26

67

23
3

97

Skull,

extreme
length.

mm.
23

25

25

24

23

223

20

* The length of foot, apart from the coloration, distinguishes these from Mus musculus,

of which I take at random the following dimensions for comparison, viz. :

—

Head and
Tail.

Hind
body. foot.

83 78 17

79 72 16
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Head
and Tail,

body.

Ireland: mm. mm.
4 tf s, 1 P. Co. Wexford, IreO „

q
_

q?
land, Jan., Mar., & Apr. I ^ax " ™ "?

(« coll. Barrett-Hamilton). f^ean *" ™ z

Measured by F. Metcalfe. J
Min - °* ls>

2 c?s and one unsexed. Ca- I Max. 103 70
sbel, Tipperary, Ireland, Jan.

J-

Mean 92 74
1895. J Min. 87 87

Shetland :

Adult nursing § (e coll. Barrett- I

Hamilton, no. 538). Kecd. from I 102 100
E. Henderson, Oct. 27, 1898 J

tf. Ditto, ditto 87 87

J (juv.). Ditto, ditto 88 84

Channel Islands :

2^8. Alderney, autumn 1898, W.
]

93 95
Eagle Clarke (e coll. Barrett- L Qf. Q ,

Hamilton, nos. 543 & 544) J

y0 Vl

Belgium :

Li6ge, altitude 100 metres, Nov. 1894,

H. Gronvold ; of 10 specimens, all

immature, although one was nursing,

none exceed 88 mm. for head and body.

11 cf s and 6 5 s- Warenne,
^

Oct. 27-28, J. A. Loring,
|
Max. 100 100

from the collection of the i-Mean 89-5 891
Smithsonian Institution,

[
Min. 75 81

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. J

Holland :

Oldest S of 2 S s and 2 $ s, collected
]

by Oldfield Thomas, Aug. & Sept. I 94 83
1S95. J

Switzerland :

12 cJs and 4 9s. Meiningen, 1 ., ln_ M
J. A. LoringT from the col- I {[« 10?

K fn
lection of the Smithsonian f^

eaD **"6
t°s

Institution. J
Mln - 7S 78

Brittany :

6tfs. Dinan, Dec. 25-28, 1897, J JJ
8?' «L S,,

G. E.H. Barrett-Hamilton. { *£ |8 5 806

f
Max. 88 83

3 $s. Dec. 21, 1897, ditto ... \ Mean 8341 765
I
Min. 75-35 67-5

Combined average, after adding J Hax "

lj Q_ ~ n

France :

J. Cadillac-sur-Gironde, Mr. Young. 100 60
cJ. Manonville, Not. 1895, Mods. 1 *,.-,.-,

Lamont
}

122 110

* Dimensions probably exaggerated.

Hind
foot.

Ear.

SkuU,
extreme
length.

mm. mm. mm.

22 16

202
?18 15

225 16 1

22 15-5 v 25

235 15
J

1

155 26

23
22

14-5

14

23 16

23 16

25 ...]

22-9 ... 24 to 25
22 ..J

[25 (teeth

215 161 < much
I worn).

25 -1
233 ... 25 to 26
21 ..J

24-5

225
20-5

24
2341
22-25

245
23-13

20-5

22 12

22 14 25
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Italy :

2 c?s, 2 $s. Apr. 9 & 10, 1895,]
A. H. Savage Landor. Apparently I

young, of which the largest (a ^ )
j

measured J

Mus sylvaticus celticus.

2 c? s, 4 5 s- Caragh Lake, Kerry, 1 Max.
Ireland, Nov. to Dec, Col. J. I Mean
W. Yerbury. J Min.

(f & 2 . Femoyle, Castle Gregory, 1 ,

Co.Kerry, Ireland, various dates I £'

in winter, G. A. Passingham. J + '

Id". 3 9 s. Wood park, Galway,
j
Max.

Ireland, Feb. 13 to Mar. 19, I Mean
1896 E. F. Hibbert. ) Min.

$. Skye, N.B., June 24, 1895,
J. Steele Elliott.

Mus sylvaticus hebridensis.

3 (J s, 1 5 • Lewis, Outer Hebrides,

W. E. de Winton (from
' Zoologist,' op. cit.).

Mus sylvaticus hirtensis.

St. Kilda

:

1 <3 . H. Evans, 1898 (e coll. Barrett-
]

Hamilton, no. 556). J

Head
and
body,

mm. mm.

102

}• 83

107

$, in alcohol. Ditto 110

Mus sylvaticus typicus.

Upsala, Sweden (e coll. Smith-
| c?. 95

sonian Institution, Washington, > $ 93
D.C., U.S.A.). J (nursing).

Hillerod, Zealand, Denmark, alti-1 c?. 104
tude 10 m., May-June 1898, I $

.

103
Oldfield Thomas. Almost topo-

j

typical of M.flavicollisM.elchior. J

Tail.

84

84

Mus sylvaticus, subsp. incert.

Bergen, Norway

:

4 c^s. (E Coll. Smithsonian Institu-

tion, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.)

3 ?fl. (Ditto.)

93
89-5

95
93
83
92

91

94

89

111
114

125
110
62-5

99
89
98

103

Hind
foot.

21

Ear.

21

245

24

21
20

25
24

Skull,

extreme
length,

mm. mm.

16

90 84 25 15
85-3 80-8 22-3 14-6

80 75 20 14

87 87 23-5 15
88 84 21 16

88 94 23 16
85-8 85-8 21-25 15-5

83 82 20 14

13

Max. 112 100 25 16
Mean 108 97-5 24-25 15-75

Min. 106 95 23-5 15

17

15

25

27

29

17 26
17-5

[One skull from this

locality reached 27.]

*26
*26
*24-5

#23
#22-5

#24
#24-5

t27

$25
(nursing)

* These measurements include the claws.

t Teeth partly worn. J Teeth much worn.

Mus sylvaticus wintoni.

3 d s, 1 § . Graftonbury, Hereford- f Max.
shire, England. (£Coll. W. E. I Mean
de Winton.) [ Min.

108 108 23 18 29
110-75 111-75 23-75 18 28
115 112 24 18 27
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3 c? s. Haute-Savoie, France, Dec.

1899, A. Robert. (An interme-

diate form.)

4 c? s. Strass b. Burgheim, Bavaria,

March 1895, Lord Lilford.

cj & 5- Haida, Bohemia

Brunswick, Germany

:

5 c?s. August. (More or less

intermediate.)

13 c? s. Aug. & Sept., J. A.
Loring, from the collection

of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, Washington, D.O.,

U.S.A.

Niesky, Silesia

:

2 c?s, 1 ?. Feb. & Nov. 1898,

W. Baer.

Mus sylvaticus princeps.

9 c?s. Bustenari, Roumania, W. J yi'
Dodson. Min

n

7 $s. Bustenari, Roumania, W.
Dodson.

Max.
Mean
Min.

An obviously young specimen in slaty "1

coat, from Roumania, taken April 15, \

1899, measures as much as J

Mus sylvaticus isT.and.icus.

4 specimens in Copenhagen Museum,
J

fide Herr H. Winge (2 in alcohol). 1

2 skins, ditto. (Ear measured from f

lower border of ear opening.) \

Mus sylvaticus liayi.

Portugal

:

Cintra (altitude 230-330 "1 x , ,

m.), Jan., Feb., Mar. I J*
1^ £'

1896, Oldfield Thomas. J
LargeBt ¥•

Estoril, ditto, ditto c?.
(Five others are large, but

immature.)

Morocco

:

8 c?8. Tangier, Mar. & Apr.'
(partime coll. Barrett-Hamil-
ton, partim coll. byW. Dodson
for J. I. S. Whitaker).

1 ?. April 1, 1895 (G. B.-H.).

119

110
102
110
10528
101

87

110
9562
85

100

111
110-7

97
115
105-85

98

81

Hind
foot.

mm.
25
25
26
22
25
22
23
27
25
24
25
20
23
25

24
22-5

21

22-5

24
22-5

25-5

24-5

24
25
2321
22

22-5

Ear.

mm.
17

17

20

18
16

Skull,

extreme
length.

mm.
27
27 25
28

28
28
28
28
27
27
26
27

24 to 25

19
17-5

17-5 24

19 5 1 27-5 to

1794 I 30
15 J (nearly).

19
17-85 \ 27 to 28
16-5

14-5

23 5 17

21 (juv.) 13-5

22 14

23-5 15

100
100

107
100

248
24

17

17 27

101 103 23-3 162 26

114
98-25

78

90

23
2212
20

26
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Mus sylvaticus, subsp. incert.

Head
and
body,
mm.

Spain :

2(Jg, 1 2, in alcohol. Nos. 1 Max. 91
194.1.1.10 to 13, Villabra, l-Mean 82-6

Gallicia, Prof. V. L. Seoane... J Min. 77

d . Farrer del Alio, near Coruna, 80
Prof. V. L. Seoane.

6. Ditto (Juv. ?) .81

3 . Oiudad Eeal, Spain, F. La- 75
taste, 1883 (alcohol).

2- Ditto (skin) 84

Tail.

97
88-3
82
94

72
80

81

\_Mus sylvaticus dichrurus.

Palermo, Sicily, e coll. J. f ? sex

I. S. Whitaker, Aug. 6, \
(stuffe(

1898, & Nov. 13, 1898.
[ $ (nursing). 100

Ditto, Nov. 10, 1898 <$ (juv.).

Ditto, Nov. 18, 1898 P (juv.).

Mus sylvaticus algirus.

Three specimens in alcohol {fide

Mons. F. Lataste, op. cit. 1883,

p. 12).

Mus sylvaticus tauricus.

Type specimen

8-

Hind
foot.

23
22-23

22
23

20
23

22

Ear.

15
14-25

13
14

11

145

11-5

Corsica

:

2 c? s. Nos. 93.9. 15.6 to 8, La Fue]
di Villarora (Beech Forest), 1 rf. 88 92 23 15
altitude 3000 ft., Col. J. W.

f
rf,. 78 71 24 16

95 78 21 15

00 102 22
74 66 20 15
71 69 22 15]

69 18 5
72 64 19

84 23

Skull,

extreme
length.

mm.

[I

Skull.

23x12

Mus sylvaticus major.

Herr Radde's* specimen from the 1

Bureja Mountains (? Trans- V 118 97 24 13*5

Baikalia). J

* Radde gives total length, including tail, as 215 mm., and head and body as 118 mm.
whence by subtraction I get tail 97 mm.

Mus sylvaticus arianus.

Type series (inches roughly re-

duced to mm.), fide Blanford,

East. Persia, p. 55. (Height of

ear measured from orifice to tip.)

Mus sylvaticus chevrieri.

Type specimen (a quite adult $,
fide Milne-Edwards).

One of Milne-Edwards's typical

series as measured by Mr. Oldfield

Thomas.

120

100

107
96
77
97

90

90

23
20-25

19

19

215

18
12-8

Skull.

(Gulmerg,
Persia, no.

96.11.2.1.)

28x14
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Three of typical series as measured
by Herr E. Biichner.

No. 82.6.16.7 of British Mus. coll., Y
South Sbensi, China, Pere I

David. (Dimensions taken from
|

dried skin.) J

Head
and Tail.

Hind
foot.

Ear.

Skull,

extreme
body. length.

mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.
o*. 113 79 22

o*. 121 79 21

sex (?) 100 •66*5 225

90 75 205

* Tail perhaps damaged.

Mus sylvaticus draco.

91

83

95

91

'20

15

cf. No. 98.11.1.20, Kuatun, ")

Bohea Aits., N.W. Fokien, S.E. |

China, April 18, 1898, J. D. La f

Touche.

$. No. 98.11.1.21, ditto, ditto,

April 27, 1898.

* This item from dried skin only ; those of head and body and tail are collector'!

measurements converted from inches.

25

25

Mus argenteus.

No. 88.9.25.6. Japan (H. Pryer).

No. 88.9.25.7, $ . Ditto.

88
78

70
65

*175
tl75

10
tio

24
24

* Dimensions from the dried skin ; these increase to 195 and 13 when the skin is wet.

t Collector's dimensions reduced from inches.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXV.

Geographical variation in Mut sylvaticus, as illustrated by (fig. 1) M. s. princep*

(p. 408), the large light form of P*oumania; (fig. 2) M. s. celticus (p. 401), the small dark
form of Co. Kerry, Ireland.
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May 8, 1900.

W. T. E-lanfoed, Esq., LL.D., F.E.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during the month of April 1900 :

—

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of April was 120, of which 41 were by
presentation, 52 by purchase, 15 were received on deposit, and
12 were born in the Menagerie. The total number of departures

daring the same period, by death and removals, was 103.

Amongst the additions attention may be called to :

—

1. A young Lyre-bird (Menura superba), presented by Messrs.

Carrick and Fry on April 12th. Of this well-known Australian

type no specimen has been received by the Society since 1876.

The present example is immature, and may be either a female or a

young male, the tail-feathers being not yet developed.

2. A Ural Owl (Symium uralemc) obtained by purchase April

24th. This fine Owl of North-eastern Europe has not been
previously represented in the Society's collection.

Mr. Sclater exhibited a specimen of a male Beedbuck (Cervi-

capra), which had been mounted by Messrs. Rowland Ward & Co.,

for Mr. Ewart S. Grogan, E.Z.S. It had been already exhibited

as a skin to the Society by Mr. R. Lydekker, on May 2nd, 1899 l
.

The specimen was of about the same size and dimensions as the

Common Reedbuck (C. arundinum) 2
, but differed entirely in its pale

grizzled grey colour above and white under surface, the anterior

surface of all four limbs being of a dark rich brown. It had
been supposed by Mr. Lydekker, and other good authorities who
had examined this specimen, that the animal might be an albino

or pale-coloured variety of the Common Reedbuck ; but, after

studying the specimen carefully, Mr. Sclater had come to a

different conclusion, and considered it to be referable to a new
species, which, at the request of Mr. G-rogan, he proposed to call

Cervicapra thomasince, with the following characters :

—

Ceevicapea thomasin.e, sp. nov. (Plate XXVI.)

C. quoad formam C. arundinum fere similis, sed colore albo, in

dorso cineraceo et pedibus antice fulvo-brunneis, ut videiur, satis

diversa : alt. ad humeros 35 poll.

Hub. in ripis Laci Nyasse, Afr. or.

The specimen exhibited had been obtained by Mr. Grogan ou
the Songwc River, about six miles from its entrance into Lake

1 See P. Z. S. 1890, p. 555.
3 Book of Ant. vol. ii. p. 157, pi. xliii.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXIX. 29
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Nyasa in December 1898, during the journey from the Cape to

Cairo, of which Mr. Grogan had lately given an account to the

Royal Geographical Society (see 'Geographical Journal,' xvi.

p. 104). Mr. Grogan had been informed of the existence of a

herd of four of these animals on the Songwe, and on proceeding to

the spot indicated by his informant, had succeeded in shooting the

present specimen, which he met with while grazing in a patch of

grass near the river. Mr. Grogan had been told that a similar

animal had been seen at Fort Johnston at the south end of the

Lake, and that a specimen had likewise been met with on the

shores of Lake Nyasa about 40 miles from its north end.

Altogether Mr. Grogan had heard of eight specimens of this

animal.

Mr. C. Davies Sherborn, F.Z.S., called attention to the progress

of his ' Index Animalium,' commenced in 1889, which would contain

an alphabetical list of all names used in Zoology from 1758 to

1900. The first portion, now approaching completion, was that for

the years 1758 to 1800 inclusive. This part would contain about

60,000 entries ; the whole of the slips were already in alphabetical

order, and had had the duplicate entries eliminated. About six

months' more work would be required to check the generic names.

Mr. Sherborn, who is the Recorder under the British Association

Committee, stated that he had been able to purchase no less than

250 volumes dealing with systematic zoology and dated before

1800, copies of which were not previously to be found in England.

All of these volumes had now been incorporated in the Libraries

of public institutions in this country. Some of these volumes
were unique, and most of them of considerable rarity.

Mr. E. Lydekker called attention to the following misprint in

the notice of his exhibition of the head of a Swamp-Deer (P. Z. S.

1899, p. 829), where the word ' Thameny ' in the bottom line

should read ' Tbameng ' ; also to an error in the lettering of the

plate in his paper on " The Dental Formula of the Marsupial and
Placental Carnivora.'' where in fig. 4, "pp. 2 " should be read
" mp. 2."

A paper was read by Mr. J. S. Budgett, F.Z.S., " On some
Points m the Anatomy of Polyp&erus? of which the following is an
abstract :

—

Having obtained a large amount of material of both the species of

Polypterug found in the Gambia, in the spring of 1899, I thought
it advisable to attempt to fill up some gaps in our knowledge of

the anatomy of this most interesting of hslies.

Though much work has been done by many zoologists in this

direction, there are many points in which the descriptions already
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published of the anatomy of Pobjpterus are either deficient or in-

accurate.

In the present paper, I have described in detail the uriuogenital

system of the male and female Pol/ypt&rus, together with the later

stages of the development of these organs. I have also added
observations upon the vascular system, the external gills, the

abdominal pores, the anal fin, and the skull.

In obtaining my material, I was aided by a grant of <£50 from
the Balfour Fund of the University of Cambridge. The work has

been done in Mr. Adam Sedgwick's laboratory. To Mr. Sedgwick,

Mr. Graham Kerr, and Prof. Howes my thanks are due for much
help and advice.

The Male Organs.—In the adult male Polypteras a ridge of

testicular tubules extends on either side the entire length of the

body, but is only functional towards the anterior end of the ridge,

where it swells out to form a conspicuous lobulated testis. A
longitudinal duct lies at the base of the whole ridge ventral to and
parallel with the ureter. Into this duct the tubules of the testis

and of the testis-ridge open by very numerous short ducts.

The duct on either side leaves the testis-ridge as the " vas

deferens," and running backwards in the same sheath of connective

tissue as the ureter, opens upon a papilla into the uriuogenital

sinus just before the latter opens to the exterior. The spermatozoa

are very small, about the length of the long axis of a red blood-

corpuscle, slightly swollen anteriorly, tapering posteriorly.

The duct of the testis-ridge is developed before the tubules of

either the testis or testis-ridge, but in a specimen 9 cm. in length

ends blindly in the wall of the ureter.

The Female Organs.—The funnel-like openings of the oviduct

into the body-cavity were mentioned and figured by Joh. Miiller

and again by Hyrtl.

According to Hyrtl, the two oviducts unite to form a uriuo-

genital sinus, into which the two ureters open by a common mid-

dorsal aperture.

I find, however, that the ureters are dilated posteriorly, lying

closely approximated to one another, but not communicating except

immediately before opening to the exterior. Shortly before they

open to the exterior, the oviducts open into their lateral walls

precisely as do the vasa deferentia in the male.

Further, in the young female, 9 cm. in length, the course of

these ducts has exactly the same relation to the ureter as in the

male, only that the oviducts are considerably more dilated in the

female. The ducts at this stage, like those of the male, end
blindly in the lateral wall of the ureter. The peritoneal opening

of the oviduct is already open at this early stage.

The ovary of Polypterus develops as a genital ridge lying on
either side along the ventral surface of the kidney, from which it

is separated posteriorly by the oviduct. The ovary becomes early

divided into numerous compartments, on the external walls of

which the ova are developed.
29*
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With increase in size of the ova, the external wall bulges out

into great folds between the septa, while the internal wall remains

a smooth sheet of peritoneum. As the ova develop, they become

deeply pigmented upon the pole of the ovum, which is attached to

the original outer wall of the ovary. It thus comes about that

when ripe, through the smooth internal wall of the ovary only the

colourless poles are seen, while through the external much-folded

wall only the pigmented poles are seen. It has been stated that

the outer wall of the ovary of Polypterus is without a covering of

peritoneum ; it will be seen from the description that this is not

strictly correct.

General considerations on the Structure and Growth of the Urino-

genital Organs.—I have shown that in the male Polypterus there

are no connections between the testis and the kidney by which
the latter could carry off the products of the testis, as is the

case in Lepidosteus and perhaps some other Ganoids.

I have shown also that the arrangement of the ducts of the

genital glands is very similar in male and female, and that in

the larva this resemblance amounts almost to identity. From the

early development of these ducts, and the similarity in the male

and female, I regard the condition found in Polypterus as the

primitive arrangement ; and that in all cases where connections

are found between the testis-tubules and the tubules of the

kidney, they are either inherited along a divergent line of ascent,

or, as in the case of Lepidosteus, secondarily acquired.

Abdominal Pores.—In both male and female, abdominal pores

are present in Polypterus. These pores are acquired late in life,

after the Polypterus is 9 cm. in length.

Anal Fin.—Traquair has already noted in Calamoichthys that

the males have an enlarged anal fin. This difference is, in the

breeding-season, one also of form as well as size. The anal-fin

muscle in the male increases in size so much that the viscera in

the posterior end of the coelom are displaced. Fertilization is

probably not internal, as has been suggested by Leydig.

External Gill.—The structure of the external gills is precisely

that of larval Dipnoi and Amphibia.
Hyrtl supposed the external gill of Polypterus to be homologous

with the endodermal pseudobranch of Acipenser. From a study

of the blood-supply, I conclude that it is rather homologous
with the external ectodermal gill of larval Dipnoi and Amphibia,
which have properly an external and an internal gill to each visceral

arch.

Vascular System.—In this preliminary abstract of my paper, I

will merely state that my investigations lead me to agree with
Pollard in regarding the arterial system of Polypterus as only
comparable with the primitive Chlamydoselachus and embryo
Selachians, where from each gill-arch a single efferent vessel unites

with a median precardial aorta.

Cranium.—1 find that there is an important specific difference

in the form of the sphenoid of the two species P. seneyalus and
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P. lapradei, a difference which Bridge observed in two specimens
of Polypterus and which he attributed to great range of variation.

This paper will be published in full in the Society's ' Trans-
actions.'

The following papers were read :

—

1. A List of the Batrachians and Reptiles of the Gaboon

(French Congo), with Descriptions of new Genera and

Species. By G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S.

[Received March 20, 1900.]

(Plates XXVIL-XXXII.)

Mr. Gr. L. Bates, who has been stationed for some time on
the Benito River, north of the Gaboon River, between 20 and
30 miles iuland from the coast, has been so kind as to collect

Batrachians and Reptiles for the British Museum, and so lucky

as to discover, especially among the former, a number of new or

interesting forms, on some of which I have already reported 1
.

"Whilst describing the new forms of which an account is given in

this paper, it appeared to me useful to compile a complete list of

all the species on record from the Gaboon district—viz., the part

of West Africa situated between Camaroons and Loango, in the

French Congo 2
. Such a stock-taking seemed to me particularly

useful with reference to the work on the distribution of species in

the Congo basin, with which I am now engaged. I must observe,

however, that I am convinced that the list will have to be increased

by the addition of a number of widely distributed species which are

known both north and south of the Gaboon district, and which
will, no doubt, be found when more extensive collections are made ;

but I have introduced the names of such species only of which I

have seen examples from the district, or which have been recorded

on reliable authority.

Only five contributions dealing specially with the Batrachians

and Reptiles of the Gaboon district have been published so far :

—

Dumebil, A.—" Note sur les Reptiles du Gabon." Rev. et Mag.
de Zool. 1856, pp. 369-377, 417-424, 460-470, 553-562,

pis. xx. & xxi.—The new species described in this paper have

been redescribed and mostly figured in the same author's

"Reptiles de l'Afrique occidentale," Arch, du Mus. x. 1859,

pp. 137-240, pis. xiii.-xviii.

1 Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) iii. 1899, pp. 274, 276, and iv. 1899, p. 122.
2 The term Gaboon is here taken in the old sense. I do not know on what

authority the Gold Ooast is included in the Gaboon Country by Giinther,

P.Z.S. 1899, pp. 716 & 721.
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Hallowell, E.—"Notice of a Collection of Reptiles from the

Gaboon County, West Africa, recently presented to the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia by Dr. Henry
A. Ford." Proc. Acad. Philad. 1857, pp. 48-72.

Peters, W., and Buchholz, E.—" Zweite Mittheilung iiber die in

West Africa gesammelten Amphibien." Mon. Berl. Ac. 1867,

pp. 117-123. [Mostly from the Gaboon and Ogovve.]

Guxther, A.—" Eeport on a Collection of Eeptiles and Fishes

made by Miss M. H. Kingsley during her Travels on the

Ogowe Eiver and in Old Calabar." Ann. & Mag. N. II. (6)

xvii. 1896, pp. 261-285.

Mocqtjard, F.—" Sur une Collection de Eeptiles recuillie par

M. Haug a Lambarene." Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix. 1897,

pp. 5-20.

For the nomenclature and synonyms I must refer the reader to

the British Museum Catalogues. I have added references to

publications issued since the appearance of these general works.

Mr. Bates's discoveries have enriched herpetology with 5 new
genera and 13 new species, some of which are of special mor-
phological interest. The discovery of Hymenochirus and Cardio-

glossa has extended our knowledge of geographical distribution

by adding African representatives to the families Pipidee and
Dendrobatidce, the former having been based on the siDgle South-
American genus Pipa, the latter being hitherto regarded as charac-

teristic of Tropical America and Madagascar.

I wish to record my thanks to the Board of Curators of the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences for the loan of type

specimens described in 1857 by the late Dr. Hallowell.

BATRACHIA.

APODA.

1. Ur^ottphlus serapheni A. Dum.

Hob. Gaboon.

2. Herpele squalostoma Stutchbury.

Hub. Gaboon.

ECATJDATA.

Dacttlethrid^:.

3. Xenopus calcaratus Ptrs.

Hab. West Africa, from Liberia to the Congo.
One of the specimens collected by Mr. Bates on the Benito

Eiver has been prepared as a skeleton. There are only seven
prsecaudal vertebrae, the first being formed by the fusion of two
(as is clearly proved by the large nerve-foramen in front of the
diapophysis).
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PlPIDjE.

4. Hymenochirus boettgeri Tornier.

Xenopus boettgeri, Tornier, Kriechth. Deutsch-Ost-Afr. p. 163,

fig. (1896).

Hymenochirus boettgeri, Bouleng. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xviii.

1896, p. 420, and (7) iv. 1899, p. 122; Eidewood, Journ. Linn.

Soc, Zool. xxvii. 1900, p. 454, pi. xxxi.

Hob. German East Africa ; Gaboon.
In recently recording the occurrence of this extraordinary

Batrachian on the Benito Biver, I have pointed out that the

absence of teeth necessitates its removal from the Dactyletliridce to

the Pipidce. My notes on the skeleton have been corrected and
supplemented by Dr. Eidewood in the paper quoted above, dealing

with the hyoid and larynx and the carpus.

BUFONIDJE.

5. Bufo tuberostts Gthr.

Hob. Fernando Po, Camaroons, Gaboon.
Several specimens were obtained on the Benito Biver by

Mr. Bates. The upper parts are not always uniformly coloured

;

they are sometimes handsomely spotted or marbled with darker

brown, and a yellow or crimson vertebral line is often present.

6. Bueo regularis Eeuss.

Hab. The whole of Africa with the exception of Barbary. I

have, however, not myself examined specimens from the Gaboon
and there were none in the collection made by Mr. Bates.

7. Bueo latifrons, sp. n. (Plate XXVII. fig. 1.)

Crown without bony ridges ; snout short, blunt ; interorbital

space slightly concave, broader than the upper eyelid ; tympanum
distinct, three-fifths the diameter of the eye. First finger much
longer than second ; toes half-webbed, with single subarticular

tubercles ; two rather small metatarsal tubercles ; a tarsal fold.

The tarso-metatarsal articulation reaches the anterior border of

the eye. Upper parts with irregular warts, some of which may be

conical ;
parotoids elliptic, feebly prominent, rather indistinct.

Olive-brown above, with or without a yellowish vertebral line,

with more or less symmetrical black markings ; limbs with dark

cross-bars ; bright pink spots on the back of the thighs ; lower

parts dirty white, throat greyish, breast with small greyish spots.

Prom snout to vent 73 millim.

Three specimens, females and young, from the Benito Biver

(G. L. Bates).

This species stands very near to B. reyularis. It is distinguished

by the broader interorbital region, the smaller tympanum, and the

feebly prominent parotoid glands.
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8. BUFO SUPERCILIARIS BlgT.

Bufo superciliaris, Bouleng. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1887, p. 565.

Bufo Icevissimus, Werner, Bitzb. Bayer. Ak. xxvii. 1897, p. 212,

and Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xlviii. 1898, p. 202, pi. ii. fig. 1.

This curious Toad was described from young specimens collected

by Sir H. H. Johnston in the Bio del Bey district, Camaroons.

Adult specimens have been redescribed by Werner under the

name of B. Icevisrimug, from Camaroons. A young specimen is in

Mr. Bates's collection from the Benito Paver. 1 have also

examined a fine specimen, measuring about 120 millim. from

snout to vent, from the Congo Free State.

9. Bufo gracilipes Blgr.

Bufo gracilipes, Blgr. Ann. & Mag. X. H. (7) iii. 1899, p. 270,

pi. xii. fig. 2.

I have recently described this Toad from a single specimen from
the Benito Kiver, collected by Mr. Bates. 1 have now examined
several specimens, and have to add that the tarso-metatarsal arti-

culation may fail to reach beyond the anterior border of the eye,

that the toes are one-third webbed in breeding specimens, that the

parotoid glands may be more distinct than in the type specimen,

narrow and shorter than the head, and that the male is provided

with an internal subgular vocal sac and brown nuptial asperities

on the inner side of the two inner fingers. Limbs with dark
cross-bars. The largest male measures 30 millim. from snout to

vent, the largest female 40.

10. Nectophrtne afra Ptrs.

Originally described from Camaroons. Two specimens ( d $ )

are in Mr. Bates's collection from the Benito Biver.

Fig. 1.

Hand and foot of Necto^jhryne afra, showing the subarticular tubercles of
the fingers and toes.

The subarticular tubercles of the fingers and of the toes are
much developed, and flattened into overlapping pads which bear a
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close resemblance and are no doubt functionally analogous with

the subdigital lamellae of the scansorial Geckos. Such a structure

had not been observed before in any Batrachian. Buchholz and
Peters have not alluded to it otherwise than by mentioning
" dunkle Querlinien unter den Zehen," which I believe to be the

result of an optical delusion caused by the lamella? to which
attention is now drawn.
The male, which is devoid of vocal sacs, measures only 17 millim.

from snout to vent ; the female measures 21.

Banid^:.

11. PiANA CRASSIPES PtrS.

This species is known from Camaroons and the Gaboon. I have
examined 10 specimens collected by Mr. Bates on the Benito

Biver, the largest measuring 63 millim. from snout to vent.

As pointed out by Giinther (Ann. & Mag. N. H. [6] xvii. 1896,

p. 266), the vomerine teeth are sometimes absent ; this is the case

in three of Mr. Bates's specimens. When present, they form two
very small groups just behind the level of the choanae. The
tympanum is more or less distinct, measuring three-fourths or

fourth-fifths the diameter of the eye. The colour of the upper
parts varies from greyish olive or purplish brown to blackish, with

or without very indistinct darker and lighter spots or marblings
;

dark cross-bars on limbs usually irregular, sometimes absent ; lower

parts white, throat often spotted or marbled with dark brown.

12. Bana subsigillata A. Dum.

This species, which has been well figured by A. Dumeril, is

known from Old Calabar, Camaroons, and the Gaboon. Several

specimens were collected by Mr. Bates on the Benito Biver, the

largest measuring 88 millim. from snout to vent.

The species is remarkable for its long head without canthi

rostrales, and its short limbs, the tibio-tarsal articulation reaching

the tympanum ; the diameter of the latter is two-thirds to three-

fourths that of the eye. The upper parts are of a dark brown,

but the sides of the head and body and the fore limbs are often

tinged with bright carmine. The lower parts, in the young, are

olive, with close-set round pale yellow spots on the throat and
belly ; with age, the dark colour between the spots becomes
reduced to a network, which may even almost entirely disappear.

Some specimens have a rather indistinct flat round gland under
each thigh, as in most species of the genus Mantidactyhis.

13. Rana yEQUiPLiCATA "Werner.

Rana mascareniensis, var. cequiplicata, Werner, Verh. z.-b. Ges.

Wien, xlviii. 1898, p. 192.

Vomerine teeth in two short oblique series commencing from
the inner front edges of the choanae. Head moderate, as long as

broad or a little longer than broad; snout pointed, longer than the
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diameter of the orbit; canthus rostralis distinct; loreal region

deeply concave ; nostril midway between the eye and the end of

the snout ; interorbital space nearly as broad as the upper eyelid
;

tympanum distinct, two-thirds or three-fourths the diameter of

the eye. Fingers moderate, obtusely pointed, first not extending

beyond second ; toes broadly webbed, the web reaching the

extremity of the third and fifth toes, but leaving two phalanges of

the fourth toe free ; subarticular tubercles moderate ; a very

small, oval, inner metatarsal tubercle, no outer tubercle. The
tibio-tarsal articulation readies far beyond the tip of the snout

;

tibia more than two-thirds the length of head and body. Skin

more or less distinctly granular above, with numerous, interrupted,

glandular, longitudinal folds on the back; a glandular fold from
beneath the eye to the shoulder. Olive-brown above, with small

dark spots, with or without a broad whitish or pink vertebral band
;

usually a dark cross-bar between the eye ; a black canthal streak

and a black temporal spot ; tympanum reddish brown ; limbs with
dark cross-bars ; hinder side of thighs black, spotted or marbled
with white or pink ; a series of black spots on the lower jaw

;

throat and belly yellow, immaculate. Male with two black

external vocal vesicles projecting through two slits below the

lower jaw.

From snout to vent 50 millim.

Five specimens from the Benito Eiver are in Mr. Bates's col-

lection. Dr. Werner's specimens were from Camaroons.

Closely allied to R. mascareniensis ; differs in the more exten-

sively webbed toes and the more numerous, interrupted folds along

the back.

14. Eana mascareniensis D. & B.

Hab. Egypt, Tropical Africa, Seychelles, Madagascar, Mascarenes.
The Gaboon specimens belong to the var. bibronii Hallow.

(sujperciliarig Gthr.), with longer snout and longer hind limbs.

The head is longer than broad, and the tibio-tarsal articulation

reaches beyond the end of the snout.

15. Eana albolabris Hallow.

Hab. Fernando Po, Camaroons, Gaboon, Lower Congo.
Females grow to a length of 93 millim. from snout to vent. In

such large specimens the dorso-lateral glandular fold becomes
more indistinct, the tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the eye or

between the eye and the end of the snout, the first finger does

not extend beyond the second, and the white border to the upper
lip, whence the species derives its name, disappears more or less

completely.

Scotobleps, g. n.

Pupil vertical. Tongue free and deeply notched behind.
Vomerine teeth. Tympauum distinct. Fingers free ; toes
webbed. Outer metatarsals narrowly separated by web. Omo-
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sternum and sternum with a bony style. Terminal phalanges

simple, obtuse.

This genus may be defined as Eana with a vertical pupil.

16. Scotobleps gabonicus, sp. n. (Plate XXYIII. fig. 1.)

Vomerine teeth in two small groups on a line with the posterior

borders of the choanae. Head rather large, as long as broad

;

snout obtusely pointed, with feeble canthus rostralis ; loreal

region slightly concave ; nostril equally distant from the eye and
the end of the snout ; eye large ; interorbital space narrower than

the upper eyelid ; tympanum not quite half the diameter of the

eye. Fingers and toes moderately elongate, with slightly swollen

tips and very strong subarticular tubercles ; first finger extending

as far as second ; toes half-webbed ; an oval inner metatarsal

tubercle. The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the nostril. Skin

smooth, or with small flat warts on the back. Olive-brown above,

with small blackish spots ; a dark cross-band between the eyes

;

upper lip with blackish vertical bars, the one below the anterior

third of the eye extending on the lower lip ; limbs with dark cross-

bars ; lower parts white. Male with internal vocal sacs.

From snout to vent 57 millim.

Three specimens from the Benito Biver (6r. L. Bates).

17. Petropedetes newtoni Bocage.

Tympanoceros neivtonii, Bocage, Jorn. Sc. Lisb. (2) iii. 1 895, p. 270,

and iv. 1895, p. 18, pi. —

.

Males differ from females in the larger tympanum, which is

larger than the eye, and from the centre of which a horn-like

dermal tubercle projects, in the presence of a long spine on the

inner side of the first finger, and in the greater size of a large flat

oval gland on the lower side of the thigh.

Several specimens were obtained on the Benito Eiver by
Mr. Bates. The specimens described by Barboza du Bocage are

from Fernando Po.

The genus Petropedetes Eeichenow (Arch. f. Nat. 1874, p. 290)
is nearly related to Cornufer, but differs in the division of the der-

mal pad on the upper surface of the digital expansions by a short

distal groove, giving it a cordiform appearance. The males are

remarkable for the large glands under the thighs, which are absent

or feebly developed in the females. In addition to the type species

and the one now referred to, the genus embraces Cornufer johnstoni

Boulenger, from the Eio del Eey, Camaroons. The three species

may be distinguished as follows :
—

P. cameronensis Eeich. Toes half-webbed ; tympanum half

diameter of eye.

P. johnstoni, Blgr. Toes with a mere rudiment of web ; tym-
panum half diameter of eye.

P. neivtoni Bocage. Toes with a mere rudiment of web ; tym-
panum more than half diameter of eye ; male with a spine on the

inner finger and a dermal tubercle on the tympanum.
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18. PHBY^OBATEACnrs aueitus, sp. n. (Plate XXVIII. fig. 2.)

Tongue with a free conical papilla in the middle. Habit slender.

Head moderate, as long as broad ; snout pointed, projecting beyond

the mouth, with angular canthus and nearly vertical loreal region
;

nostril equally distant from the eye and the end of the snout

;

interorbital space narrower than the upper eyelid; tympanum
distinct, measuring nearly half the diameter of the eye. First

finger as long as second ; toes two-thirds webbed ; tips of fingers

and toes dilated into small disks ; subarticular tubercles small ; two
small metatarsal tubercles ; a very small tubercle not far from the

latter, on the inner side of the tarsus. The tibio-tarsal articulation

reaches the tip of the snout. Skin smooth, or with very small

warts above ; a narrow glandular fold on each side of the back

from the eyes to the sacral region, the two folds converging on the

scapular region ; a similar fold from the eye to the shoulder.

Greyish or reddish brown above, darker on the middle of the back,

with or without a filiform light vertebral line, which is continued

along the middle of the upper surface of the thigh and the inner

side of the leg ;
glandular folds edged with blackish ; a few round

black spots may be present on the pelvic region ; limbs with rather

indistinct darker cross-bars ; hinder side of thighs blackish brown,

edged with whitish above near the vent ; inner side of legs

also blackish brown ; lower parts white, with small brownish spots

on the throat and breast in the female ; the throat blackish in the

male. Male with an internal subgular vocal sac.

From snout to vent 37 millim.

Three specimens from the Benito Eiver (G. L. Bates).

The distinct tympanum distinguishes this species from P./jlicalus

Gthr., to which it bears some resemblance.

19. Puryxobateachus latirosteis, sp. n. (Plate XXVIII.
fig. 3.)

Tongue with a free conical papilla in the middle. Habit
moderately slender. Head moderate, as long as broad ; snout short,

rounded ; canthus rostralis distinct ; loreal region concave ; nostril

equally distant from the eye and the end of the snout ; interorbital

space as broad as the upper eyelid ; tympanum distinct,- measuring
three-fifths the diameter of the eye. Fingers and toes moderate,

the tips dilated into small disks ; first finger not extending as far as

second ; toes half-webbed ; a small, oval, inner metatarsal tubercle.

The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches between the eye and the end
of the snout. Skin smooth ; a slight curved fold behind the eye,

converging towards its fellow on the scapular region. Dark grev-

brown above ; a dark triangular spot between the eyes
; glandular

folds dark-edged ; upper lip lighter, with dark vertical bars ; lower

lip dark brown in the male, with a series of small white spots
;

limbs with dark cross-bars ; anal region blackish, edged with
whitish above ; throat grey in the male, white, spotted with brown,
in the female ; belly and lower surface of limbs white, breast

spotted with brown. Male with an internal subgular vocal sac.
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From snout to vent 30 millim.

A single male specimen from the Benito River (G. L. Bates).

A smaller female specimen from Lambarene, collected by Miss
Kingsley, has been referred by GHinther to Comufer johnstoni.

20. Aethboleptis afeicanus Hallow.

Heteroglossa africana, Hallow. Proc. Ac. Philad. 1857, p. 64
;

Cope, Proc. Ac. Philad. 1862, p. 343.

Arthroleptis ? africanus, Bouleng. Cat. Batr. Ecaud. p. 119

(1882).

Arihroleptis gabonensis, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix.

1897, p. 17.

Thanks to the kindness of Dr. Chapman, Chairman of the Board
of Curators of the Museum of the Academy of Sciences of Phila-

delphia, I have been able to examine the type specimen from the

Gaboon, preserved in that Institution, and compare it with two
specimens, male and female, collected by Mr. Bates on the Benito

Biver.

Tongue with a free conical papilla in the middle. Head rather

large, as long as broad ; snout obtusely pointed, with feeble canthus

and concave loreal region ; interorbital space narrower than the

upper eyelid ; tympanum distinct, two-thirds the diameter of the

eye. Fingers and toes moderate, the tips swollen into small disks
;

first finger not extending beyond second ; toes with a short

but very distinct web ; two metatarsal tubercles, inner oval, outer

round, subcorneal ; a small tubercle on the tarsus, near the inner

metatarsal tubercle. The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the

nostril. Upper parts with small flat warts ; a feeble curved fold

on each side of the scapular region. Dark brown above ; limbs

with darker cross-bars ; blackish vertical bars on the sides of the

head ; white beneath, limbs spotted with brown ; throat spotted

with brown in the female, entirely black in the male, which is

provided with an internal vocal sac.

Prom snout to vent 30 millim.

21. Abthboleptis variabilis Matschie.

Arthroleptis dispar (non Peters, 1870), Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac.

1875, p. 210, pi. iii. figs. 1-3.

Arihrol&ptis variabilis, Matschie, Sitzb. Gres. nat. Pr. Berl. 1893,

p. 173 ; Bocage, Jorn. 8c. Lisb. (2) iv. 1895, p. 18 ; Werner,
Verh. zool.-bot. Gres. Wien, xlviii. 1898, p. 193.

Rah. Pernando Po, Camaroons, Gaboon.

22. Aetiieoleptis maceodactylus Blgr.

Arthroleptis macrodaclylus, Bouleng. Cat. Batr. Ecaud. p. 117,

pi. xi. fig. 5 (1882), and Zool. Eec. 1885, Kept. p. 23 ; Giinth.

Proc. Zool. Soc. 1893, p. 620.

ArthroJejitis bivittatus, F. Mull. Verh. nat. Ges. Basel, vii. 1885,

p. 671, pi. ix. figs. k-1.

Hub. Gaboon, Tumbo Id. (Gulf of Guinea), Nyassaland.
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23. Abthboleptis inguinalis, sp. n. (Plate XXVII. fig. 2.)

Tongue without conical papilla. Head moderate, as long as

broad ; snout rounded ; canthus rostralis obtuse ; loreal region

concave ; interorbital space as broad as the upper eyelid ; tym-

panum distinct, three-fifths to two-thirds the diameter of the eye.

ringers and toes rather elongate, slender, the tips merely swollen

;

subarticular tubercles very prominent ; first finger not extending

beyond second ; toes practically free, the rudiment of web being

very indistinct ; a rather large, very prominent, oval, compressed

inner metatarsal tubercle ; no outer metatarsal tubercle ; no tarsal

tubercle. The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the eye or between
the eye and the end of the snout. Skin smooth. Coloration very

variable : greyish or brownish above, uniform or spotted or freckled

with darker, or with dark symmetrical markings ; a black canthal

and temporal streak; a more or less distinct dark spot or short

oblique band on the groin ; limbs with dark spots or bars ; lower

parts white, throat usually freckled with brown. Male with an
internal vocal sac.

From snout to vent 30 millim.

Numerous specimens from the Benito River (O. L. Bates).

Gampsosteonyx, g. n.

Pupil vertical. Tongue free and feebly notched behind.

Vomerine teeth. Tympanum distinct. Fingers and toes free, the

tips slightly swollen ; terminal phalange of all but the inner toe

a sharp curved claw, projecting through a slit on the lower surface

of the extremity of the toe. Outer metatarsals bound together.

Omosternum and sternum with a bony style.

The projecting, non-retractile bony claw, uncovered with a horny
sheath, which arms the toes with the exception of the hallux, is a
feature unique, so far, not only among Batrachians but among
Vertebrates. The only other instance I know of bone being ex-

posed through the skin in Vertebrates higher than Fishes is to be
found in the ends of the ribs of Molye (Plmrodeles) waltlii Mich.
and Tt/lototriton andersonii Blgr.

24. Gampsosteonyx batesi, sp. n. (Plate XXIX.)

Vomerine teeth in two small round groups between the choanae.

Head large, much broader than long : snout broadly rounded, with
short canthi and very oblique, slightly concave lores ; nostril

equally distant from the eye and the end of the snout ; eye large
;

interorbital space as broad as the upper eyelid ; tympanum very
distinct, oval, little smaller than the eye. First finger longer than
second, nearly as long as third ; subarticular tubercles of fingers

and toes feeble ; a small, oval, inner metatarsal tubercle. The tibio-

tarsal articulation reaches the eye. Skin smooth and shiny ; a
glandular fold above the tympanum. Dark purplish brown above,
white beneath ; a black canthal and temporal streak ; a black

transverse line between the eyes ; two dark bars on the upper lip,
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the first under the nostril, the second below the anterior third

of the eye ; limbs with rather indistinct dark cross-bars ; lower
surface of crus and tarsus dark brown.
From snout to vent 70 millim.

A single specimen from the Benito River (G. L. Bates).

Tbichobatrachus, g. n.

Pupil vertical. Tongue subcordiform, free and notched behind.

Vomerine teeth. Tympanum distinct. Fingers free ; toes webbed.
Outer metatarsals bound together. Omosternum with a bony style;

sternum a cartilaginous plate, without style. Terminal phalanges

simple, obtuse.

To these characters might be added the villose dermal papillae

which cover some parts of the body, whence the name proposed
for this new genus, were it not that I suspect it to be a mere
seasonal peculiarity ; far from being a nuptial attribute of the males,

as one might have been inclined to suppose from analogy with
various Fishes, the character is more strongly developed in the

female than in the male.

25. Tbichobatbachus bobtjstus, sp. n. (Plate XXX.)

General appearance suggestive of Sana liebigi Gf-thr. Vomerine
teeth in two short transverse series between the rather large

choanse. Head larger, broader than long, much depressed ; snout

very short, rounded, with distinct canthi and very oblique, slightly

concave lores ; nostril slightly nearer the eye than the end of the

snout ; interorbital space a little broader than the upper eyelid

;

tympanum moderately distinct, half the diameter of the eye.

Limbs robust ; tips of digits slightly swollen ; first finger much
longer than second, as long as third ; toes half-webbed : sub-

articular tubercles large ; a feebly prominent, elongate, inner

metatarsal tubercle. The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the eye.

Skin smooth; sides of body, back of thighs, and a stripe along the

upper surface of the latter with hair-like papillae, more developed

in the female thau in the male. Olive-brown above ; a darker,

black-edged broad band along the back, fading away behind and
sharply defined in front by a black cross-bar between the eyes

;

a black canthal and temporal streak ; sides of body and limbs

blackish ; lower parts white, female with brown dots on the throat.

Male with a pair of internal vocal sacs, and with three short ridges

(two longitudinal and one transverse) of small horny black spines

on the inner side of the first finger.

From snout to vent 110 millim.

Two specimens ( d $ ) from the Benito River ( G. L. Bates).

Dilobates, g. n.

Pupil vertical. Tongue subcordiform, free and notched behind.

Vomerine teeth. Tympanum distinct. Fingers free ; toes nearly

free, with a slight rudiment of web. Outer metatarsals bound
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together. Ornosternum and sternum small, cartilaginous. Ter-

minal phalanges simple, obtuse.

26. Dilobates platycephalus, sp. n. (Plate XXVII. fig. 3.)

Vomerine teeth in two small groups on a line with the posterior

borders of the choanae. Head very broad, much broader than the

body, depressed, with very oblique lores and temples ; snout

rounded ; canthus rostralis distinct ; a loreal concavity ; nostril

equally distant from the eye and the end of the snout; interorbital

space as broad as the upper eyelid ; tympanum almost as large as

the eye. Fingers and toes rather short, obtuse ; first finger ex-

tending beyond second ; subarticular tubercles moderate ; a small,

oval, inner metatarsal tubercle. Hind limb slender ; the tibio-

tarsal articulation reaches the anterior border of the eye. Skin

smooth. Olive above, with small black spots ; a dark cross-band

between the eyes, preceded by a yellowish one ; sides of head

yellowish, with two dark bars, the first below the nostril, the second

below the anterior half of the eye ; fore limb yellowish ; limbs with

blackish transverse spots ; lower parts white.

From snout to vent 2(5 millim.

A single specimen from the Benito Eiver (6r. L. Bates).

27. Eappia fimbriolata Buchh. & Ptrs.

Hyperolius fimbriolatus, Buchholz & Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac.

1876, p. 121.

Rappia fimbriolata, Boettg. Ber. Senck. Ges. 1887-88, p. 96.

Hab. Ogowe and Loango.

28. Eappia harmorata Eapp.

Hab. Tropical and South Airica.

29. Eappia ocellata Gthr.

Hab. Fernando Po to Angola.

30. Eappia fuscigula Bocage.

Hab. Gaboon to Angola.

31. Eappia tubercttlata Mocq.

Rappia tuberculata, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix. 1897,

p. 18.

Hab. Ogowe.

32. Eappia phanxastica Blgr.

Rappia phaatastica, Bouleng. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) in. 1899,

p. 274, pi. xi. fig. 2.

Hab. Benito Eiver (G. L. Bates).

33. Eappia platyceps, sp. n. (Plate XXVII. fig. 4.)

Head rather large, as long as broad, much depressed ; snout

rounded ; loreal region oblique ; interorbital space broader than
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the upper eyelid ; tympanum hidden. Outer fingers one-fourth

webbed ; toes two-thirds webbed ; disks rather large. The tibio-

tarsal articulation reaches the eye. Skin smooth, faintly areolate

on the belly. Pale brownish above, with a large blackish-brown

marking with indentations extending from between the eyes to the

sacral region ; sides of head and body and upper surface of legs

blackish brown ; a whitish spot on the leg above the tibio-tarsal

articulation ; upper surface of thigh whitish, with a narrow dark

brown streak; lower parts white.

From snout to vent 29 millim.

Two specimens from the Benito River (G. L. Bates).

34. Rappia pusilla Cope.

Hab. Niger Delta to Gaboon.

35. Megalixalus pornaspnii Bianc.

Megalixalus fornasinii, Werner, Verb, zool.-bot. Ges. Wien,
xlviii. 1898, p. 195.

Huperolius dorsalis, Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac. 1875, p. 206, pi. i.

fig. 2.

Hgperolius leptosomus, Peters, op. eit. 1877, pi. 619, pi. — . fig. 5.

Megalixalus leptosomus, Mocq. Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix. 1897,

p. 19.

Hob. Gold Coast to Congo, Nyassaland, East Africa from the

Zanzibar Coast to Delagoa Bay.

36. Chieomantis rufescens Ptrs.

Hab. Camaroons, Gaboon.

37. Hylambaies rupus Eeichen.

Hab. Fernando Po, Camaroons, Gaboon.

38. Hylambates brevirosxris Werner.

Hylambaies brevirostris, Werner, Verb, zool.-bot. Ges. AVien,

xlviii. 1898, p. 199, pi. ii. figs. 5 & 6.

In addition to the characters given by Werner from Cama-
roons specimens, this well-marked species is easily distinguished

from H. rufus by the more dorsal position of the tympanum.
The only specimen obtained by Mr. Bates on the Benito Eiver is

uniform purplish above.

Dendrobatidve.

Cardioglossa, g. n.

Pupil horizontal. Tongue large, cordiform, deeply notched

behind. Tympanum distinct. Fingers and toes free, the tips

dilated into regular disks. Outer metatarsals united. Omoster-
num with a slender bony style ; sternum a small cartilaginous

plate, without bony style. Terminal phalanges T-shaped.

Proo. Zool. Soc— 1900, No. XXX. 30
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The family DendrobaticUe, which may be defined as Ranidce

without teeth, was previously represented by two genera only :

Dendrobates, from Tropical America, with the tongue elongate and

entire and without bony style to the sternum ; and Mantella, from

Madagascar, with the tongue elongate and nicked behind and

with a bony style to the sternum.

39. Cardioglossa gracilis, sp. n.

Fig. 2.

Cardioglossa gracilis.

Head much depressed, a little longer than broad ; snout longer

than the orbit, truncate at the end, scarcely projecting beyond the

mouth ; canthus rostralis distinct ; loreal region concave ; nostril

near the end of the snout ; eye rather small ; interorbital space

much broader than the upper eyelid ; tympanum very distinct,

two-thirds or three-fourths the diameter of the eye. Fingers and
toes long and slender, the tips dilated into small disks; subarticular

tubercles small but very prominent ; first finger not extending
quite as far as second ; a rather prominent, moderately large, oval

inner metatarsal tubercle. The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches

the tip of the snout or a little beyond. Dark brown above and
beneath; a black band, edged beneath with white, extends on each
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side from the nostril to halfway down the side of the body, passing
through the eye and tympanum, and widening behind ; this band
followed by a large black inguinal spot ; dark symmetrical markings
on the limbs, those on the front and back of the thighs black, edged
with white ; lower surfaces spotted or marbled with white. Male
with internal vocal sacs.

From snout to vent 37 millhn.

Several specimens from the Benito River (67. L. Bates).

REPTILIA.

CHELOjSIA.

PeLOMEDUSID.E.

1. Sternotelerus gabonensis A. Dam.

Hab. Gaboon ; Angola.

2. Sternothjerus derbianus Gray.

Hub. Cape Verde to Angola.

Testudinid^e.

3. Clnixys erosa Schweigg.

Hob. Gold Coast to Gaboon.

4. ClNIXYS HOMEANA Bell.

Hub. Cape Verde to Gaboon.

Trionychid.e.

5. Trionyx triunguis Eorsk.

Bab. Tropical Africa, Nile, Syria.

6. Cycloderma aubryi A. Dam.

Hab. Gaboon.

EMYDOSAURIA.

Crocodilid.e.

7. Crocodiles cataphracxus Cuv.

Hub. Senegal to Congo.

8. Crocodiles niloticus Laur.

Hab. Nile and Senegal to Cape of Good Hope ; Madagascar

;

Syria.

9. OSTEOL.EMUS TETRASPIS Cope.

Hab. Sierra Leone to Gaboon.
30*
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LACERTILIA.

Gecec-nid^e.

10. Hemidactylus mabuia Moreau.

? H. angulatus Hallow.

Hah. Tropical Africa, Madagascar. South America.

11. Hemidactylus echinus O'Shaugh.

Hah. Camaroons, Gaboon.

12. Hemidactylus fasciatus Gray.

Hah. Gold Coast to Gaboon.
Through an oversight, this species appears in Giinther's list of

the Reptiles collected by Miss Kingsleyas Gymaodactyliis fasciatus,

which is the name of an American Gecko.

13. Hemidactylus bocagii Blgr.

Hah. Gaboon, Angola.

14. Hemidactylus kichardsont Gray.

Hemidactylus riehardsonii, J. G. Fischer, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss.

Anst. v. 1888, p. 49, pi. iv. fig. 10.

Hah. Gaboon.

15. Lygodactylus capensis Smith.

Hah. Gaboon (Benito River) and Lake Tanganyika to Natal.

Agamid.e.

16. Agama coloxorum Daud.

Hah. Senegambia to Angola, Somaliland, and Uganda.

A'araxid.e.

17. Yaraxus xiloticus L.

Hah. Tropical and South Africa, Egypt.

Amphisb.exid.i;.

18. Moxopeltis dumerilii Strauch.

Hob. Gaboon.

19. MOXOPELTIS MAGXirARTITA Ptrs.

Hah. Gaboon.

20. Moxopeltis koppexeelsii Strauch.

Hah. Gaboon.
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Laceetid.e.

21, Poeomeba eoedi Hallow. (Plate XXXI. fig. 1.)

Tachydromus fordii, Hallow. Proc. Ac. Philad. 1S57, p. 48.

Poromera fordii, Bouleng. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 6 (1887) ; Giinth.

Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xvii. 1896, p. 264.

Poromera haugi, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philoni. (8) ix. 1896,

p. 6.

HallowelPs description is faulty in several points, as I have
been able to satisfy myself through inspection of the type speci-

men (3) kindly sent to me from Philadelphia.

The ventral shields are in 10 longitudinal rows, not in 6. The
large anal shield is bordered by a semicircle of keeled scales, a

larger one on each side, connected by a series of 6. 12 femoral

pores on one side, 13 on the other. In addition to this specimen,

I have examined one from Lambarene, on the Ogowe, collected

by Miss Kingsley and described by Dr. Giinther, and seven pro-

cured by Mr. Bates on the Benito River. The dorsal shields are

in 6 or 8 longitudinal, the ventrals in 8 or 10 longitudinal and 23
to 26 transverse series. The collar contains 12 to 14 shields.

Males have a large, smooth pra?anal shield, bordered by a series of

6 or S keeled scales ; females have the whole prreanal region covered

with keeled scales. 11 to 13 femoral pores on each side. Two
superposed postnasals : 4 to 6 upper labials anterior to the subocular.

Dark olive above, turning to bronze or copper-colour posteriorly
;

two light dorsal streaks, bright bluish white anteriorly ; beneath

greenish white in front, salmon-pink behind. The largest

specimen measures 65 millim. from snout to vent.

Only known from the Gaboon district.

22. Lacebta ecuixatx Cope.

Hab. Liberia to Loango.

23. Holaspis gue>"theei Gray.

Hab. Tropical Africa, from the Gold Coast and the coast of

Zanzibar to Angola and the Zambesi.

Gebehosaueld.e.

24. Geeehosaueijs nigeolixeatus Hallow.

Hab. Gaboon to Angola.

Scixcm.i-.

25. Mabtjia baddoxii Gray.

Hab. Sierra Leone to Congo.

26. Mabuia batesi, sp. n. (Plate XXXI. fig. 2.)

Snout short, obtuse, much depressed. Lower eyelid with a
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large transparent disk. Nostril behind the suture between the

rostral and the first labial ; a post-nasal ; anterior loreal not

touching the first labial ; supranasals widely separated from each

other, the rostral forming a broad suture with the frontonasal ;

latter nearly twice as broad as long; prsefrontals forming a short

median suture ; frontal as long as the fronto-parietals and inter-

parietal together, in contact with the first and second supraoculars
;

four supraoculars, second largest; seven superciliaries, first largest;

frontoparietals distinct, twice as long as the interparietal; parietals

short, twice as broad as long, forming a suture behind the inter-

parietal ; no nuchals ; fifth and sixth upper labials largest and
below the eye. Ear-opening smaller than the transparent pal-

pebral disk ; two small obtuse lobules on its anterior border.

Scales smooth, smallest on the sides, 32 round the middle of the

body. The hind limb reaches the elbow of the adpressed fore limb.

Digits short ; subdigital lamellae obtusely keeled. Tail slightly

compressed, nearly once and a half the length of the head and body,

Dark olive above, with widely separated bluish spots preceded

by blackish ones, forming two longitudinal series on the back ; a

black canthal streak ; sides of the neck and axilla liueol ite black

and white, with some black spots; lower parts white.

millim. inilliiii.

Total length 140 Fore limb Lg

Head 12 Hind limb 24
AMdth of head 9 Tail .-54

Body 44

A single specimen from the Benito Biver (G. L. Bates).

27. Lygosoma reichexoyii Feters.

Lygogoma reiclienovii, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philom. (8)ix. ]-!»7.

p. 8.

Hah. Camaroons ; Lower Ogowe.

28. Lygosoma ferxaxdi Burton.

Hah. Fernando Po to Congo.

AxELYTROPID-E.

29. Feylixia currobi Gray.

Hob. Sierra Leone to Angola.

EHIPTOGLOSSA.

ClIAM.ELEOXTIDvE.

30. Cuam.eleox quilexsis Bocage.

Cltamchhon parvilobus, Bouleng. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 449.
Hal. Camaroons to South Africa.
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31. Chameleon gbacilis Hallow.

Hab. Tropical Africa, from the Gold Coast and Somaliland to

Angola and Lake Tanganyika.

32. Chamjeleon dilepis Leach.

Hab. Gaboon and Somaliland to Angola. Mashonaland, and
Mozambique.

33. Chameleon oweni Gray.

Hab. Camaroons to Gaboon.

34. Chameleon crista tus Stutchb.

Hab. Calabar to Gaboon.

35. Bhampholeon spectrum Buchh.

Rhampholeon spectrum, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix.

1897, p. 5.

Hab. Camaroons ; Lower Ogowe.

OPHIDIA.

TYPHLOPID.E.

36. Typhlops punctatus Leach.

Hab. West Africa, from the Gambia to Angola; Central Africa.

37. Typhlops C-Ecus A. Dum.

Hab. Sierra Leone, Gaboon.

BOID-E.

33. Pithon seb.e L.

Hab. Tropical and South Africa.

39. Calabaria reinhaedti Schleg.

Hub. Liberia to Congo.

CoLUBRIDjE.

40. Tropidokotus buliginoides Gthr.

Hab. Gold Coast to Congo ; Central Africa ; Mozambique.

41. Tropjdonotus oliyaceus Ptrs.

Hab. Sudan to Congo and Mozambique.

42. Hvdr.exhiops hel-jnogaster Gthr.

Hah. Camaroona to Comzo.
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43. Goxioxotophis brcssauxi Mocq.

GonionotopJris hrvssauxi, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philora. (8) ix.

1897, p. 13.

Gonionotus vossii, Boattg. Zool. Anz. 1892, p. 418.

Bah. Camaroons to Congo.

44. BoTIIROPHTIIALMUS LIXEATUS PtrS.

Hub. Liberia to Congo ; Central Africa.

45. Boodox virgatus Hallow.

Hob. Grold Coast to Gaboon.

46. Boodon LIXEATUS D. & B.

Hah. Tropical and South Africa.

47. Boodox olivacbub A. Dam.

Hah. Niger to Congo.

48. Lycophiltum laterale Hallow.

Hah. Gold Coast to Gaboon.

49. Lycophidium fasciatu.m Gtbr.

Hob. Sierra Leone to Gaboon.

50. Hormoxotus modebtus D. & B.

Hah. Gold Coast to Loango.

51. SlMOCEPHALUS f/APEXSIS Smith.

Hah. Gaboon, Nyassaland, South-east Africa.

52. SlMOCEPHALUS GUIRALI Mocq.

Hah. Camaroons to Loango.

53. Ciilorophis irregularis Leach.

Hah. Tropica] Africa from the Gambia and British East Africa

to Angola and Mozambique.

54. Ciilorophis heterodermus Hallow.

Hah. Sierra Leone to Congo.

55. Piiilothamxus sexiiyariegatus Smith.

Hah. Tropical and South Africa.

56. Philothamxus dorsalis Bocage.

Hah. Gaboon to Angola.

57. Gastropyxis sxiaragdixus Schleg.

Hah. Liberia to Angola.
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58. Hapsidophbys lineata Fisch.

Hah. Liberia to Congo.

59. Ehamnophis iETHiops Gthr.

Hah. Liberia to Gaboon.

60. Thrasops elayigulabis Hallow.

Hah. Sierra Leone to Congo.

61. Gbayia smythi Leach.

Hah. Liberia to Angola.

1 have re-examined all the specimens in the British Museum in

the light of the remarks recently made by Prof. Barboza du
Bocage (Herp. dAngola et du Congo, pp. 102 & 104) and by
Dr. Mocquard (Bull. Soc. Philom. [8] ix. 1897, p. 9), and although

I admit the possibility of several species being confounded under
the Dame of G. smyihi, I am unable to separate them into two
by means of the characters pointed out by these amhorities.

This is obvious from the following tabulation of the shields and
scales in the specimens examined by me :

—

6-
6-
2
2-
3.
Yg.
Yg.
Yg.
Yg.

2-

?•
d.
Yg.
Yg.
Yg.

6-
Her

Sierra Leone
Oil River, Camaroous

Camaroons, opposite Fernando Po
Gaboon

Lambarene, Gaboon ..

Cette Cama, Gaboon..
Mouth of the Loango
Boma, Congo
Monsembe, Congo
Congo

Central Africa
— ?

Upper
labials.

Scales.

17
17

17
17
19
17
19
19
17

17
17

17

17

17

17
19

17

i

Ventrals. Caudals.

148

154
161

161

147
147
153
145
154
147
159
147
155
152
148
150
149

97
99
89
?

9

82
80
?

99
93
96
98
95
91

74
83
101

Mocquard gives 19 as the number of scales in G. ornata=furcata,

but the types of both these supposed species are described as having

only 17. A much larger material than was accessible to Bocage,

Mocquard, and myself is required before the variations of the

forms of this genus can be properly understood.

62. DlPSADOMORPHUS PTTLVEBULENTUS Fisch.

Hah. Liberia to Anrrnla.
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63. Dipsadgmorphus blaxdixgii Hallow.

Hab. West Africa, from the Senegal to the Congo : Zanzibar.

64. Djpsadoboa exicolor Gthr.

Hab. Sierra Leone to Gaboon.
A single specimen ( § , V. 192; C. 58) was sent by Mr. Bates

from the Benito Biver. It is blackish above and white beneath,

Eight upper labials, third and fourth entering the eye. A smaller

specimen, collected by Miss Kingsley at Lambarene, noticed by
Giinther under the name of I), assimilis Matschie, is brown above

with ill-defined darker cross-bars ; eight upper labials, fourth and
fifth entering the eye on the left side, third, fourth, and fifth on the

left. The typical I), unicolor Gthr., green above, with nine upper
labials, fifth and sixth entering the eye, is not confined to the

island of Fernando Po, as Giinther was inclined to believe : the

British Museum has recently acquired a similar, but larger, speci-

men (total length 710 millim. ; tail 145) from Sierra Leone.

AnopAodipsas viridis Ptrs., of which Heterurus bicolor Jan is a

strict synonym, is green above and has eight upper labials, fourth

and fifth entering the eye. There is thus no correspondence

between the colour and the number of the labials. 1 therefore

do not think D. assimilis can be separated, as a species, from
D. unicolor, however much extreme forms may differ. F. Werner
(Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xlvii. 1897, p. 399), after examination

of 8 specimens from Togoland, has arrived at the same conclusion.

65. P.SAMMOPHIS SIBIEAXS L.

Hah. Tropical Africa and Egypt.

66. Thelotorxis kirtlaxdi Hallow.

Hal. Tropical and South Africa.

67. Miodox colearis Ptrs.

Hob. Old Calabar to Angola.

68. Miodox gaboxexsjs A. Diun.

Hah. Old Calabar to Congo.

69. Polemox BOCOURTi Mocq.

Polemon bocourti, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix. 1S97,

p. 13.

This species differs from P. barthi Jan in having two post-

oculars and a lower number of ventral shields (178-202). A
single specimen from Lambarene (V. 171 ; C. 24) in Miss Kingsley's

collection has been referred by Giinther to P. barthi.

70. Elapops modestus Gthr.

Hal. Liberia to Congo.
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71. Bottlengerina ajstnulata Buchh. & Ptrs. (Plate XXXII.)

Naja annulate, Buchh. & Peters, Mori. Berl. Ac. 1876, p. 419
;

Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philom. (7) si. 1887, p. 84 ; Bocage, Herp.
Angola, p. 137(L895).
Aspkldaps bocagii, Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1884,

p. 205, pi. vi. fig. 2.

Boulengerina annulata, Mocquard, Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix.

1897, p. 14.

Two perfectly typical young specimens (V. 227-230 ; C. 72, 70)
were obtained on the Benito River by Mr. Bates. The only
difference, apart from the markiugs, between this species and
B. stormsi Dollo resides in the number of scales (23 instead of 21),
and it is quite possible the two may have to be united when we
become acquainted with a larger number of specimens.

Hab. Gaboon to Congo.

72. Elapecms guentheri Bocage.

Hab. Gaboon to Angola ; jNyassaland,

73. Naia melanolettca Hallow.

Hub. Tropical Africa, from the Gambia and British East
Africa to Angola and the Zambesi.

74. Xaia goldii Blgr.

Pseudohaje nigra, Giinth. Cat. Col. Sn. p. 222 (1858), nee Naia
nigra, Smith.

Naia goldii, Bouleng. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xvi. 1895, p. 34,

and Cat. Sn. iii. p. 387, pi. xx. fig. 2 (1896).

Naia giientJieri, Bouleng. Cat. t. c. p. 388, pi. xxi., and Ann. &
Mag. N. H. (6) xix. 1897, p. 154.

Naia yakomce, Mocquard, C. R. Congr. Intern. Zool. Leyden,

1895, p. 233 (1896).

Hab. Sierra Leone to Congo.

A large specimen was obtained by Mr. Bates on the Benito

River. It has two pra)oculars on one side and one on the other

;

third and fourth upper labials entering the eye. Scales in 15 rows

on the neck as well as on the body; ventrals 199; subcaudals 92.

Uniform black above. I am now convinced that N. guentheri and
N. goldii cannot be maintained as distinct species.

75. Dendraspis jamesoni Traill.

Hab. Niger to Angola ; Central Africa.

76. Bins gabonica D. & B.

Hab. Liheria to Damaraland ; Zanzibar ; Mozambique.

77. Bins kasicornis Shaw.

Bab. Liberia to Gaboon.
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78. Atheeis chloeechis Scbleg.

Hah. Liberia to Gaboon.

79. Atheeis squamigeb Hallow.

Hah. Camaroons to Angola.

80. Atbactaspis cobpulenta Hallow.

Hah. Liberia to Gaboon.

81. Atbactaspis boulexgebi Mocq.

Atractaspis houhmjeri, Mocq. Bull. Soc. Pbilom. (8) ix. 1S97,

p. 1G.

Hah. Lambarene, Ogowe.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXVII.

Fig. 1. Bufo latifrons, p. 435.

2. Arthruhpti-i inguinalis, p. 442, two specimens.

3. Lilobates platycephalus, p. 444.

4. Rctppiu platyceps, p. 444.

Plate XXTIII.

Fig. 1. Scotobleps gahonicus, p. 439.

1 a. „ „ Side view of head.

1 /'. „ „ Open mouth.
2. Phrynobairachus attritus, p. 440.

3. „ latirostria, p. 440.

Plate XXIX.

Gaiup&onteonyx hatesi, p. 442.

a. Upper view. d. Side view of 4th toe, enlarged.

b. Side view of head. e. Lower view of 4th toe, enlarged.

c. Open mouth. /. Distal phalanges.

Plate XXX.

Trickoha/rackus robustus, p. 443.

a. Female, upper view. c. Open mouth.
b. Side view of head. d. Inner side of first finger of breeding

male, enlarged.

Plate XXXI.

Fig. 1 . Poromera fordi, female, p. 449.

1 a. „ „ „ Side view of head, X 2.

1 h.
,, „ „ Lower view of head, x 2.

1 c.
,, ,, ,, Anal region, X 2.

] d. „ „ male. Analngion, X 2.

2. Mabuia bated, p. 419.

Plate XXXII.

Boulengerina annulata, p. 455, with upper and lower views of head.
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2. On the Birds of Hainan. By W. R. Ogilvie Grant.

[Eeceivecl March 4, 1900.]

(Plates XXXIII. & XXXIV.)

The present paper, which gfVes a complete list of all the species

of Birds known to occur in the island of Hainan, is based on the

collection made by the late Mr. John Whitehead in the so-called

' Five-Finger Mountains ' (Ngau-tchi-lea) in the interior. During
this expedition he unfortunately fell a victim to the terrible forest-

fever, for which, it appears,- the island is, at certain seasons,

notorious.

I had arranged with Mr. Whitehead that he should again proceed

to the Philippines and complete his work there by investigating the

fauna of the highlands of Mindanao and other islands forming the

southern part of the archipelago, which he had not been able to

visit during his previous expedition. It was further agreed that

he should, if possible, explore the highlands of Formosa and
Hainan.
On the 10th February 1899 he arrived at Manila, but after

remaining there two weeks, during which time fighting between
the Americans and Philipinos (Tagalos) continued daily, he was
reluctanfty obliged to give up all idea of collecting in the Philip-

pines, and, returning to Hong-Kong, made his way to Hainan.
While in Manila he engaged the services of four Philipinos,

including two of his most valued collectors who had accompanied
him during his former expedition in the Philippines. Through
the kindness of the late Mr. Whitehead's relations, I have been
permitted to make use of his diary giving an account of his

journey in Hainan ; and I feel sure that the following extracts,

melancholy though they be, will prove to be of interest as the last

record of how this brave man and unrivalled field-naturalist lost

his life in the cause of science l
.

DIABY.

March 5th. Leave Hong-Kong for Hainan. Voyage to Hoihow.
Stranded in the ' Hatin ' for four days on a sandbank ; afraid of

losing our baggage ; an anxious time. Get taken off the steamer
by the 'Hoihow.' Experience difficulties in reaching the shore at

low water. Mud-flats covered with flocks of Waders : Dunlins,
Greenshanks, Stilts, Golden Plover, Eedskanks, Curlews, and Sand-
plovers ; also white-necked Crows.
On arriving in the town visit the Consul, and meet with great

kindness from Mr. Jiidell, who puts me up. Bairgage comes off

in boats and arrives at daylight the next day.

1 An account of the late Mr. John Whitehead's scientific career will be fouud
in ' Country Life,' vol. vii. no. 15'J, pp. 72, 1'6, 20th January, l'JOO.
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10th. Consulted the American missionaries, who are inclined to

throw cold water on my visit to Nodia, their place inland, and can

give no information ! Determine not to ask their assistance any
more. The Portuguese Padre Baptista promises to help me, and I

hope to start in a few days. Mr. Jiidell rides with me to Kiung-
chu, a walled city, with narrow streets, stinks, darkness and crowds

of people, a terrible-looking place—my first visit to a Chinese

town. Pass many lepers on the road begging, minus fingers and
toes and at times feet and hands—an awful sight

!

13th. Left Hoihow for Pak-siang, which is the riverside port of

Kiung-chu. I left Hoihow at 1.30, and arrived at the Padre
Baptista's house in about an hour, and subsequently we went to meet
the boat which, with men and baggage, left Hoihow this morning
at 10 a.m. The Chinamen had filled up the boat with rice and
flour for their own food, so consequently we bad to move some of it.

The Chinese always do their best to score off the European, and
as a rule succeed. One hour's walk over a narrow road paved
with big stones brought us to Pak-siang. The river runs through

a sandy barren country, almost treeless, and no good to the

collector, so one must go on. The sides of the river, where they

are high, are of red burnt clay of volcanic origin, underneath this

clay is sand and here and there a stratum of sea-shells. The river

is broad and very shallow, the boats requiring to be pulled along

by the men for long distances.

We have passed a number of bamboo water-wheels for irrigating

purposes, and where these occur the river is dammed with a bamboo
fence. When this has been passed, navigation once more becomes
easy.

We have seen numerous birds, Ospreys, Kites, Crows, Magpies,

a Cormorant, a Grebe, numbers of Waders, more especially

Greensbanks, Herons, and black Storks, as well as Kingfishers of

two kinds. Our boat is a dirty barge and smells very strong, but
one might be worse off.

The Chinese work naked and are without shame, the greatest

savages I have met with.

15th. Still going up stream with a nice wind, and make good
progress, though our mat sail is much destroyed.

16th. Still going up stream, but slowly. Arrive at Ting-au, a
small walled Chinese town. We have got porters for Sieum-tin-

san, where the Padre Baptista has a priest, and we remain for the
night.

17th. Left this morning with twenty-eight porters ; could not
get off early as the Chinese talked so much, but at 9.30 a.m. they
were on their way. The country is almost a sandy desert ; there

has been no rain for so long that the rice and potato crop will in

all probability be a failure : all the trees have been cut down and
burnt, and a more arid place it would be difficult to find. We
stopped to-night at Teen-heng-si, in a most horrible squalid house
with a foul open drain at the door ; unfortunately we were too

late to camp outside.
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18th. After passing a horrible night, we started off at daylight

for a 30-mile walk over the sandy arid country, a truly miserable

spot. Camped at night by the side of a river at Nam-lu-as (I am
fully determined, if possible, never to enter a Chinese house again),

and passed a fairly good night.

19th. Walked twenty miles to-day and at 3 o'clock reached Lea-

mui, another wretched place ; in fact the whole country is horrible

and almost entirely cleared of trees—the Chinese burning down
the forest to keep back the Lois or aborigines. I am afraid there

are no birds, but fleas and other insects are everywhere.

20th. Went a long walk over the mountains to see if we could

find collecting ground, but the place is very bare. I saw a

Peregrine and several other birds.

21st. Getting baggage into small packs. I find my Chinese

carriers a very great nuisance. Visited the Mandarin, and hope to

start to-morrow.

22nd. Again visited Mandarin. His rifles are clean outside,

but the rifling is eaten away with rust ! Saw two Loi with their

hair done up in front in a knob, like the horn of a unicorn.

23rd. Went for a walk over the bare mountain-sides, but caught

a few nice butterflies on some flowering-plants. Saw a small red-

coloured deer, two Peregrines, and, in the evening, some Night-

jars, which settled on the tops of rocks on the summit of the hill.

Their note is a curious shrill chirp, which, like that of a ventriloquist,

seems to come from the ground near one's feet. Prancolins are

very common here. The porters say they will start to-morrow.

24th. The porters did not turn up till nearly 10 a.m. ; then, as

usual, went after their sticks ; subsequently we had to visit the

Mandarin, so did not leave until 12.30. After walking over some
twelve or fifteen miles of the usual barren country, we reached a

Chinese village, where we put up in the Joss-house, which was
clean and well away from the stinks of the crowd.

25th. Started for the mountains again to-day, arriving at 5 p.m.

at a small village, where we camped for the night. Saw a few
birds, a Henicurus in the river, and a number of Pericrocoti, also a

few Palceomis javanicus. I see neither the white Crow nor the

Magpie so far inland. Francolins are still abundant. We meet
every day Chinese carrying bundles of skins of deer, monkeys, and
pangolins, so I am sure we are not far from some large forests.

26th. Our Chinese porters refuse to go any further to-day ; they

say they have no rice, but, the truth is, they are done up and want
to rest. The Mandarin sent two soldiers with us, so that we
should be looked after ; they have proved most useful. Some
Chinese wanted to prevent our going through their village yester-

day : one of them was, I think, drunk and nearly had a row with
us. The country is slightly Jess barren, but still a miserable place

for collecting in. Eain all night. The hills have been so enveloped

in clouds, that I have not yet been able to see the mountain-tops.

I hope to reach our destination some time to-morrow.

27th. Instead of reaching our destination to-day, the Chinese
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have taken us a day's journey further away from the mountains, as

they say there is no road this (the north) side, so we have had to

tramp over bare hills in a broiling sun. My old trouble dysentery

is a great worry to me. The Lois or Lu, as the Chinese call them,

are, so far as the men go, nearly like the Chinese. The hair is at

times a pigtail tied iu a knob, but more often a knob of hair tied

in front, which looks like a unicorn's horn. Their villages are

small, the houses of grass and sloped like an arch, and they live

on the ground. The women are quite distinct from the Chinese,

wearing very short skirts of blue, or blue with a red-and-white

pattern.

28th. Still on the march. Arrived at Lu village in the evening,

but the men seemed so disagreeable, that we went about half a mile

away and camped. They then followed to see all they could, and
were amazed at our guns. Bought half a big pig for $1*50.

29th. Left early, as I wanted to camp near the mountain. Sent
Andres and Juan off at 4 a.m. to look for a spot. Nearly had a

row with our Chinese porters, but formed up in their rear so that

they had to go on after using a good deal of bad language at us.

Have struck a nice place for a camp, close to a fine rocky stream
not far from the mountains. Hear lots of birds. Am very seedy

with dysentery, Juan with fever. Busy building a house all day.

30th. Busy house-building. Caught some beautiful butterflies

in the river. Saw a fine Kingfisher, I think Alcedo euryzona, also

some monkeys.
31st. This being Good Friday, we have resolved not to begin

collecting to-day— unlucky—but to finish off the house. It rained

this morning and was very cold before daylight. A cloudy day,

saw no butterflies. Begin collecting to-morrow.

April 1st. At last we were able to go shooting. Andres brought

in four birds. Hills very steep, sand and rocks ; this is the reason

why they are left alone by the natives. Sand-flies awful. Butter-

flies numerous in the river-bed. Saw a large Kingfisher and some
squirrels.

Natives visit us daily : fowls 10 cts., ducks 25 cts., eggs \ ct.

2nd. Very seedy with dysentery. Juan shot a Silver Pheasant

which may be new (see Gennaus luhiteheadi, p. 503), and a fine

Paradise Flycatcher. Heat and sand-flies awful.

3ro!-19th. All ill with fever and dvsenterv.

19th-30th. The bird collection is going along slowly—my men
being all ill oue day or another, one or two have been ill every day

with fever. I am perhaps in better health than I have been fur

sometime. Lu women catching caterpillars for food. It rains

heavily and thunders every afternoon, and our life here, owing to

fever, is most miserable.

May lst-6th. All my men ill with bad fever. The two Chinese

and myself do not suffer much.
7th. I saw a Lu with some rat-traps identical with those made
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by the Kiua Balu Dusans. Changed into my new house. Very
fine for the last few days, no rain. Men (Philipinos) hopelessly

ill, and have done nothing for a fortnight. Sent the Chinese
soldier out to shoot for me ; want to see if he is worth anything.

9th. Three of my Manila men left me to-day of their own
accord. I trust they will reach Hoihow safely. It makes me very

sad all this illness. I gave them the option of going, as I shoidd

be very sorry to be the cause of the death of any one of them.
10th. To-day is very wet ; the Manila men will have a sad time

of it, I expect. My boy Juan is still with me, not because he cares

about staying with me, but because he was too ill to start with
the others. The Chinese soldier is doing my shooting and gets on
very well.

1 1 th-16th. Am trying to work on with one boy, who is not much
use at bird-skinning. The Lu. are beginning to bring things, which
is a good job, so perhaps I shall get on after all.

20th. Attacked again by fever—very seedy—useless. John
Afar also.

21st-23rd. Nearly dead with fever—no food—no depression of

temperature.

24th May. (Diary ends.)

The faithful Chinese servants carried Mr. Whitehead's body
and all his belongings to Hoihow, and his remains were interred

in the cemetery by the sea. The journey from the interior was
accomplished in 19 days.

Through the kindness of the Consul, Mr. Butler O'Brien, White-
head's zoological collections were carefully packed and shipped to

England, arriving safely in due course. The collection of birds,

numbering about 250 skins, all in the most perfect condition,

includes many striking novelties, the most remarkable being a very

peculiar Jay (Urocissa ivhiteheadi), a splendid Silver Pheasant
(Gennceus vjhiteheadi), and an equally fine Night-Heron (Nycticorax

magnified). The two last-named species have been well figured

by Mr. H. G-ronvold in the accompanying drawings.

That Mr. Whitehead should have succeeded, under the most
adverse circumstances, in obtaining such splendid results in a

comparatively short time, indicates that much stjll remains to

be done in the highlands of the interior of Hainan, but, as his

diary too clearly shows, the deadly climate of the forests will

probably deter even the most hardy explorer from following in his

footsteps.

[The species of which specimens were obtained in the Five-

Finger Mountains are marked with an asterisk.]

1. COEVUS LEVAILLANTI.

Corvus sinensis, Moore ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 348, fig. 1.

Corone levaillanti (Lesson) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. hi.

p. 39 (1877).

Paoc. Zool. Soc.—1900, No. XXXI. 31
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Corvus levaillanti, Lesson ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299,312(1892).

Hainan birds of this species appear to belong to a slightly

larger race.

Common about the towns of Hainan (Swinhoe).

2. Corvus torquatus.

Corvus torquatus, Less. ; Swinhoe, Ibis,- 1870, p. 350 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 21 (1877) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 312 (1892).

Common in the plains of North and North-west Hainan

(Swinhoe).

3. Pica pica.

Pica media, Blyth ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 350.

Pica pica (Linn.), Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 62 (1877)

;

Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431.

Pica caudata, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 312

(1892), xiv. p. 366 (1898).

Abundant everywhere (Swinhoe).

4. Urocissa erythrorhyncha.

Urocissa erythrorhyncha (Ginel.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii.

p. 71 (1877) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 312

(1892).

An example of this species was procured in North Hainan by

Tetsu, the late Mr. Schmaeker's Japanese collector, and identified

by Dr. Hartlaub.

5. *Urocissa whiteheadi.

Urocissa whiteheadi, Grant, Bull. B. 0. C. vol. x. p. xviii

(1899).

This remarkable species may be characterized as follows :

—

Sexes similar one to another in plumage. Head, back, fore-neck,

and chest dark earthy brown, darkest on the ear-coverts, and
shading into grey on the sides and flanks, and into yellowish buff

on the middle of the breast, belly, and under tail-coverts ; feat hers

of the crown 'rounded at the extremity and edged with whitish

brown ; rump greyish brown ; upper tail-coverts black, tipped

with white ; wings black, except the lesser and median wing-

coverts, which are white save at the base ; tips of the primary-
quills, margins of the terminal half of the outer webs of the

secondaries, and the tips of the greater wing-coverts pure white
;

middle tail-feathers grey, widely tipped with white and with a

subterminal black band ; the outer feathers similarly marked, but
with the white tips increasing in size and shaded with yellow

;

axillaries and under wing-coverts clear yellowish white. " Iris

straw-colour ; bill red, shading into brownish yellow at the base
;
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feet dark brown."

—

J. W. Total length about 18 inches ; culmen
1-9

; wing 8-2
; tail 9"4

; tarsus 1-95.

Mr. Whitehead was fortunate in obtaining a nest and eggs of

this remarkable new species. The nest, a very slightly concave
platform, is semitransparent, and formed of dry stems of creepers

and roots, firmly interwoven.

The eggs, six in number, have the ground-colour pale greenish

blue, sparingly spotted and dotted with light brown. The
average measurements are 1*4 X 1 inch.

6. *Dendrocitta sinensis.

Dendrocitta sinensis (Lath.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 351

;

Sharps, Cat, B. Brit. Mus. hi. p. 81 (1877) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 431 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 366 (1898).

" Iris dull lake ; bill black ; feet dull brownish black."

—

J. W.
Not uncommon among the fiue woods of Shuy-wei-sze, Central

Hainan (Swinhoe).

Mountains of South-west Hainan (Styan).

7. *Sturnia sinensis.

Temenuchus sinensis (Grinel.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 352.
' Sturnia sinensis, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii. p. 68 (1890) ;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Brem. xii. pp. 219, 314 (1892); Styan,

Ibis, 1893, p. 431 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 365

(1898).

§ •
" Iris greyish white ; bill whitish blue, cobalt at base ; feet

whitish brown."

—

J. W.
Common on the coast of Hainan in March (Swinhoe).

Mountains of South-west Hainan (Styan).

8. *ACRIDOTHERES CRIST ATELLUS.

Acridotheres philippensis, Bonap. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 352.

Acridotheres cristatellus (Gmel.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii.

p. 92 (1890).

3 .
" Iris orange-yellow ; bill whitish green, base of lower

mandible pinkish ; feet yellowish brown."

—

J. W.
Abundant about all towns and villages (Swinhoe).

9. Spodiopsar cineraceus.

Stumus cineraceus, Temm. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 352.

Spodiopsar cineraceus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii. pp. 41,

665 (1890).

Poliopsar cineraceus, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299,

314 (1892).

Met with during February (Swinhoe).

10. Spodiopsar sericeus.

Spodiopsar sericeus (Gmel.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii.

pp. 44, 665 (1890).
31*
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Poliopsar sericeiis (Grmel.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 314 (1892).

Adult and .young were obtained by Mr. Schmacker's collector,

Tetsu, in North Hainan (Hartlaub).

11. Temhtubtts mger.

Crypsirhina nigra, Styau, Bull. B. 0. C. vol. i. p. vi (1892); id.

Ibis, 1893, p. 55.

Temnarus nir/er, Sharpe, Bull. B. 0. C. vol. i. p. xix (1892) ;

Stvan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431.

Temnurus schmackeri, Styau, Ibis, 1893, p. 426 (descript. null.).

It is doubtful whether this species is really distinct from the

type of Temnuriis truncatus, which is said to have come fi'om

Cochin China aud is preserved in the Paris Museum.
Obtained by Tetsu at Liuwowan, ou the north slopes of the

mouutains of South-west Hainan.

12. *Maixatus intermedius.

Eulabes Tiainanus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 352.

Mainatus intermedins (A. Hay) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii.

p. 104 (1890>

"Iris brown; bill orange-red, tip and lappet orange-yellow ; feet

yellow.'"

—

J. W.
Though Swinhoe saw these G-rackles in the cages in the towns

of Hainan, he never met with them in a wild state.

Several birds were obtained by the late Mr. Whitehead in the

Five-Finger Mountains.

13. *Chaptia jEnea.

Ckaptia cenea (Vieill.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 243,

(1877).

6 .
" Iris dark hazel ; bill and feet black."—,/. W.

This is the first time this species has been recorded from Hainan.

14. *Bl"ClIAXGA LEUCOGEXYS.

Buchanga leucogenys, Wald. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 245

;

Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 251 (1877) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 429.

<$ . "Iris lake ; bill and feet black."—/. W.
Not rare in the woods of Central Hainan (Swinhoe).

Mountains of South-west Hainan (Styan).

15. BUCHANGA ATRA.

Dicrnrus macrocercua, Vieill. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 244.

Buchanga atra (Hermann); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii.

p. 246 (1877); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299,813
(1892) ; Stvan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiv. p. ;^57 (1898).

Found in all cultivated parts of Hainan (Swinhoe).
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16. BlJCHANGA CINERACEA.

Buchanga mouhoti, Wald. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1S70, p. 245.

Buclianga innexa, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 246.

Buclianga cineracea (Horsf .) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 250
(1877) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 313 (1892).

No reference is made in the ' Catalogue of Birds ' to Buclianga

innexa Swinhoe. The British Museum Collection now contains the

female type of this species, which appears to be an immature example
of B. cineracea ; the male type has apparently disappeared.

North-west and Central Hainan (Sivinlioe).

17. *DlSSEMURTJS PARADISEUS.

Dissemurus paradiseus (Linn.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii.

p. 258 (1877).

In none of the specimens are the feathers on the back of the

neck much elongated.
Tail to tip

Crest. Culrnen. Wing. Tail. of racket. Tarsus,
in. in. in. in. in. in.

6

.

. 1-8 1-5 6-3 6-9 16-5 1-1

6 . . 2-0 1-5 6-5 6-3 14-1 1-2

6 . .
2-2 1-4 6-3 6-1 14-4 1-1

2 . . 1-85 1-4 6-1 6-8 14-4 1-1

This Drongo is recorded for the first time from Hainan.

18. *Oriolus difftjsus.

Oriolus cJiinensis, Swinhoe (nee Linn.), Ibis, 1870, p. 342.

Oriolus diffusus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 197 (1877)

;

Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 356 (1898).

Northern slopes of the mountains of South-west Hainan {Styan).

North-central Hainan (Hartlaub).

19. Oriolus nigellicaudtts.

Psaropholus ardAts, var. nigellicauda, Swdnhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 342.

Psaropliolus nic/ellicauda, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp.299, 313(1892).
Oriolus nigellicaudus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 221 (1877).

Tai-ping-sze, Central Hainan, and Yulinkan, South Hainan
(Swinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

20. MUNTA TOPELA.

Munia topela, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354 ; Sharpe, Cat.

B. Brit. Mus. xiii. p. 351 (1890) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xii. pp. 299, 315 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431 ; Hartl. Abh.

nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 362 (1898).

Common in Hainan (Sivinhoe).

Hoihow (Hartlaub).

Northern slope of the mountains of South-west Hainan (Styan).
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21. *LTBOLONCHA squamicollis.

Munia acuticauda, Swinhoe (nee Hodgs.), Ibis, 1870, p. 354.

Uroloncha squamicollis, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii. p. 359

(1890).

3 . "Iris light hazel ; upper mandible black, lower whitish blue

;

feet dull black."—J. W.
Common {Swinhoe).

22. Passer montanus.

Passer montanus (Linn.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit, Mus. xii. p. 301 (1888).

This is the domestic Sparrow of Hainan {Swinhoe).

23. Embeeiza fucata.

Emberiza fucata, Pall. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xii. p. 493 (1888) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431.

Lingrnun, Central Hainan, 23rd February {Swinhoe).

Northern slopes of the mountains of South-west Hainan {Styan).

24. Emberiza spodocephala.

Emberiza spodocephala,~PsL\\. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xii. p. 522 (1888).

Common about gardens in February {Swinhoe).

25. *Emberiza aureola.

Emberiza aureola, Pall. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xii. p. 509 (1888); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 315 (1892).

" Iris dark brown ; bill whitish brown on the culmen ; feet light

pinkish brown."

—

J. W.
Haosuy, West Hainan, 29th March {Swinhoe).

North Hainan, 19th March {Hartlaub).

The late Mr. Whitehead obtained an adult male on the Five-

Finger Mountains, 8th May.

26. Alauda gulgula.

Alauda ccelivox, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354.

Alauda sala, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354.

Alauda gulgida, var. sala, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii. p. 575

(1890).
Alauda wattersi, Swinhoe ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431.

The varieties Alauda ccelivox and A. sala are both found in

Hainan.
The former is common in all cultivated parts of Hainan and

even met with at Lingrnun, Central Hainan {Sivinhoe).

The latter was obtained at Hoitow, West Hainan {Swinhoe).

Northern slopes of the mountains of South-west Hainan {Styan).
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27. MOTACILLA OCULARIS.

Motacilla ocularis, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 346 : Sharpe, Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. x. p. 471, pi. iv. figs. 5, 6 (1885).

Tolerably common (Sivinhoe).

The three specimens obtained by Swinhoe in Hainan are no
longer to be found, they are not in the Seebohm Collection nor
are they mentioned in the Catalogue of the Tristram Collection.

28. Motacilla leucopsts.

Motacilla francisi, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Motacilla leucopsis, Gould ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 482

(1885) : Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiv. p. 354 (1898).

Two specimens were obtained by Swinhoe. It was recorded

from HoihowT

, North Hainan, by Hartlaub, and from South-western

Hainan by Styan.

29. Motacilla melanope.

Calobates boarula, Linn. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 346.

Motacilla melanope, Pall. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 497

(-885) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xi\ p. 354 (1898).

Jfot common {Sivinhoe').

South-west Hainan (Styan).

Hiihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

30. Motacilla taivana.

Buciftes taivanus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 346.

Mota-Ula taivana, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 514 (1885).

The brd collected by Swinhoe is now in the Liverpool Museum.

31. M«TACILLA BOREALIS.

Budytetcinereocapillus, Swinhoe (nee Savi), Ibis, 1870, p. 346.

Motacilh borealis, Sundev. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 522,

pi. vii. figs.1-3 (1885).

The exaiple collected by Swinhoe on AVest Island, South
Hainan, is n>w in the British Museum Collection.

32. Anthl; maculatus.

Pipaates ag'ds (Sykes) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 347.

Antlius macJatus, Hodgs. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 547

(1885) ; Hartl Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 311 (1892).

The British iuseum Collection possesses a young bird obtained

by Swinhoe, wh says that the species was to be found at most of

the places he visted.

North Hainan'Hartlaub).

33. Anthus rihardi.

Corydalla richaii (Vieill.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 347.
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Anthv.s richardi, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 564 (1885)

;

Hart]. Abh. nat, Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 311 (1892); Styan,

Ibis, 1893, p. 428 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 354

(1898).

Two specimens collected by Swinhoe are now in the British

Museum Collection.

Common (Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

34. Anthus ceevinus.

Anthus cervinus (Pall.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 347; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 585 (1885); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428;
Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 354 (1898).

Often met with in small parties (Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

35. Anthus eosaceus.

AntJius rosaceus, Hodgs. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 58J

(1885) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 354 (1898).

Dr. Hartlaub records two males from Hoihow, North Hainar.

36. *JETHOPYGA CHEISTIX2E.

Mthopyya christince, Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. N. H. (4) iv. p. 436

(1869) : id. Ibis, 1870, p. 236 ; Yvalden, Ibis, 1870, p. 36.pl. i.

fig. 1 ; Gadow, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ix. p. 30 (1884); Styai, Ibis,

1893, p. 430 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 361 (1*98).

TJrodrepanis Christina (Swinh.) ; Shelley, Monogr. Nect./. p. 79,

pi. 26.

" 6 • Eye and bill black ; feet dark brown."

—

J. W.
Shuy-wei-sze and Lingmuu, Central Hainan (Swinhoe'-

Liuwowan, northern slope of the mountains of 'outh-west

Hainan (Styan).

37. Cinhteis ehizophoejE.

Oinnyris rhizophor<e (Swinhoe) ; Shelley, Monogr. Net. i. p. 163,

pi. 52 ; Gadow, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ix. p." 89 (1884) Styan, Ibis,

1893, p. 430.

Arachnechthra rhizophoroB, Swinhoe, Ann. Mag. -V H. (4) iv.

p. 436 (1869) ; id. Ibis, 1870, p. 237 ; Hartl. i.bh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 309 (1892), xiv. p. 361 (189!).

Plentiful throughout Hainan, except in the neighbourhood of the

capital (Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub fy Styan).

38. DlC.EUM CEUENTATUM.

Diconim cruentatum (JAnu.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 180, p. 239 ; Sharpe,
Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 15 (1885); Hard. Abhnat. Ver. Bremen,
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xii. pp. 299, 309 (1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431 ; Hartl. Abh.

nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 361 (1898).

Everywhere a common species (Swinhoe).

39. *DlC JETJM 31INTTLLUM.

Dicceum minullum, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 240 ; Sharpe, Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. x. p. 47 (1885).

This species, hitherto known only from the unique type specimen

which was dropped in the streets of London and lost (see Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 47, footnote), is represented by a male in

the present collection.

40. *ZoSTEBOPS PALPEBEOSA.

Zosterops palpebrosa (Temm.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ix.

p. 165 (1884).

Zosterops simplex, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1861, p. 331 (S. China) ; id.

Ibis, 1870, p. 348 (Hainan).

Zosterops neglecta, Seebohm, Bull. B. O. C. vol. i. p. xxvi (1893) ;

id. Ibis, 1893, pp. 219, 258 (E. Java).

The Silver-eye from China and Hainan differs somewhat from
typical Z. palpebrosa from India in having the sides of the breast

and the flanks much less conspicuously washed with grey.

There is an example of Z. palpebrosa in the British Museum
Collection, labelled " Laccadives, Hume Coll." This bird is per-

fectly similar in plumage to Z. neglecta, Seebohm, from East Java.

The latter appears to me to be indistinguishable from examples

of Z. palpebrosa from China and Hainan—that is to say, from
Z. simplex of Swinhoe.

" Iris light brown, bill black, base of lower mandible pale blue,

feet greyish green."

—

J. W.
Met with in all parts of the island (Swinhoe).

41. *Pabus cinebeus.

Parus cinereus, Vieill. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 348 ; Gadow,
Cat. B. Brit. Mus. viii. p. 16 (1883).

Three Tits from the Eive-Finger Mts., Hainan, differ slightly

from typical P. cinereus in having the sides and flanks pure white,

but this difference appears to me to be too slight to warrant their

separation.

"Iris and bill black, feet greyish lead-colour.'*'

—

J. W.

42. *Lanius schach.

Lanius schach, Linn. : Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 240 ; Gadow, Cat.

B. Brit. Mus. viii. p. 261 (1883); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xii. pp. 290, 312 (1892).

" d . Iris brown, bill and feet black."

—

J. W.
Appears to be fairly common.

43. Lanius supeeciliosus.

Lanius superciliosus, Lath. ; Gadow, Cat. B. Brit. Mus, viii.
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p. 273 (1883); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 312
(1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429.

North Hainan (Hartlavh).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

44. Laxitts fuscatus.

Lanius fvsc«tvs,~Less.; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 241; Gadow,
Cat. B. Brit. Mus. viii. p. 263 (1883) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429 :

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 358 (1898).

Central Hainan (SivinJioe).

Nodouha, North Central Hainan (Styan).

North Hainan (Hartlavh).

45. Lanius lucionexsis.

Lanius lucionensis, Linn. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 241 ; Gadow,
Cat. B. Brit. Mus. viii. p. 274 (1883).

Lanius Ivzionertsis, Linn. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299,312(1892).

Seen, but not procured, in North and West Hainan (Swinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlavh).

46. *TEPnBODORlSTIS peltica.

Tephrodornis pelvicus (Hodgs.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 241
;

Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 376 (1877) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 429 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 358 (1898).

"J. Iris brown; bill black; feet brown."—/. W.
Central Hainan (Swinhoe).

Nodouha, North Central, and Liuwowan, northern slopes of the

mountains of South-west Hainan (Styan).

North Hainan (Hartlavh).

47. Artamus fusccs.

Artamus fuseus, Vieill. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xiii. p. 11 (1890).

Yu-lin-kan Bay, South Hainan (Swinhoe).

48. Phylloscopus plumbeitarsus.

Phyttopneuste plumbeitarsus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

PhyUoscqpus plurnbeitarsus, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 45

(1881).

West coast of Hainan towards the end of March (Sivinhoe).

49. Phylloscopus superciliosus.

Reyuloides supereUioeus (Gmel.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Phylloscopus sujjerciliosus, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 68
(1881 ) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 309 (1892).

Common in February (Swinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlavh).
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50. Lfsciniola fuscata.

Phyllopneuste fuscata, Blyth ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Lusciniola fuscata, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 127 (1881) ;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 310 (1892).

Often met with in Hainan (Stvinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

51

.

Cettia hinijta.

Calamoherpe minuta, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Cettia minuta, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 141 (1881)

;

Grant, Ibis, 1894, p. 508 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xiv.

p. 352 (1898).

Frequently seen and heard in February about the gardens and
villages near the capital, Kiung-chu (Swinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

52. Cettia cantubiens.

Calainoherpe canturians. Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Cettia canturiens, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 141 (1881);
Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xiv. p. 352 (1898).

Common in February near Kiung-chu (Stvinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

53. PEINIA EXTENS1CAUDA.

Drymceca extensicauda, Svvinh. Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Prinia inornata, Sykes ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 195

(1883) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiv. p. 350 (1898).

Prinia extensicauda, Oates, Faun. Brit. Ind., Birds, i. p. 454 (1889).

Common (Sivinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

54. *BlTENESIA SONITANS.

Prinia sonitans, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Burnesia sonitans, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 205 (1883);

Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 351 (1898).

" Iris brown ; bill black ; feet pinkish brown."

—

J. W.
Seen about the gardens at Kiung-chu, North Hainan, and Nychu,

South Hainan (Swinhoe).

Interior of Hainan (Hartlaub).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

55. Stjtoeia sutoeia.

Sutoria sutoria (Forst.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 215

(1883).
Orthotomus longicauda (Grmel.); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,

xii. pp. 299, 310 (1892).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).
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56. *GrKAMINICOLA STRIATA.

Gramiaicola striata, Styan, Bull. B. O. C. vol. i. p. vi (1892) ; id.

Ibis, 1893, p. 427 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 350

(1898).

A female specimen, collected by Whitehead, is in somewhat
worn plumage; it appears to be very closely allied to G. bmgalensis,

if, indeed, it is really distinct ; but the latter has the black on the

head and back more pronounced and the rufous edges to the

feathers less conspicuous. Many specimens of G. bengalensis have

the feathers of the rump more or less narrowly streaked with

black. I do not consider this character of much importance.
" Iris brown ; bill dull pink, blackish along the culmen : feet

pinkish white."

—

J. W.
This species is new to the British Museum Collection.

Leimuinon and Leimoi, northern slope of the mountains of

South-west Hainan (Styan c|" Ilarilaub).

57. ClSTICOLA CISTICOLA.

Cisticola schcenicola, Bonap. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 310 (1892).

Cisticola cisticola (Temm.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii.

p. 259(1883).

Grassy hills of North Hainan (Swinhoe 4" Hartlaub).

58. Turdus musicus.

Turdus musicus, Linn. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 346 (1898).

Hartlaub records a male from Hainan.

59. Turdus cardis.

Turdus cardis, Temm. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 248 ; Hartl. Abh.
nat. Ver. i.remen, xii. pp. 299, 303 (1892).

Morula cardis, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit, Mus. v. p. 261 (1881);
Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427.

Kiung-chu, North Hainan, February (Swinhoe Sf Hartlaub), and
Tai-ping-sze, Central Hainan, 20th February (Swinhoe).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

60. Turdus chrysolaus.

Turdus chrysolaus, Temm. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 248.

Merula chrysolaus, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 275 (1881).

Chinlan River, North-east Hainan, 6th March (Sivinhoe).

61. Turdus mandarinus.

Turdus mandarinus, Bonap. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 248.

Merula mandarina, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 238 (1881).

Merula sinensis, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 303
(1892).

North Hainan (Swinhoe 4' Hartlaub).

Occasionally seen in North-west and Central Hainan (Stvinhoe).
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62. *Geocichla CITEINA.

OeocicMa citrina (Lath.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870. p. 248 ; Seebohm,
Cat, B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 172 (1881).

An immature male obtained on 25th April, 1899, has the ear-

coverts partially dusky brown.
" Iris dark brown ; bill black ; feet yellowish white."

—

J. W.
Observed by Swinhoe at Shuy-wei-sze, Central Hainan, but not

obtained. Mr. Whitehead's specimen is the first that has actually

been secured in Hainan.

63. MONTICOLA SOLITABIUS.

Petrocincla manilla (Bodd.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 248.

Monticola solitaria (P. L. S. Midler) ; Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit.

Mus. v. p. 319 (1881) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 304 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427.

Kiung-chu-fu and Hoihow, 27th December, North Hainan
{Swinhoe Sf Hartlaub) ; February, Lingshuy, S.E. Hainan, 11th
March, Haosuy, West Hainan, 29th March (Sxvinhoe) ; South-west
Hainan (Styan).

64. Monticola cyanus.

Monticola ci/anus (Linn.); Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 316

(1881) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 304 (1892),
xiv. p. 348 (1898).

Hoihow, N. Hainan (Hartlaub).

65. KUTICILLA AUEOEEA.

Ruticilla aurorea (Gmel.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 344 ; Seebohm,
Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 345 (1881).

Gardens of Kiung-chu, February (Swinhoe).

66. BUTICILLA EUFIVENTEIS.

Ruticilla rufiventris, Jerdon ; Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v.

p. 342 (1881); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 306
(1892).

Dr. Hartlaub has identified a female from Hainan as belonging

to this species. R. rufiventris is a bird of North China and
Mongolia, wintering in North and Central India, and it is some-
what surprising that it should turn up in Hainan ; it is, however,

very unlikely that any mistake could have been made in the

identification.

67. Eeithacus calliope.

Erithacus calliope (Pall.) ; Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 305
(1881) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 305 (1892)

;

Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428.

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

South-west Hainan (Styan).
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68. Erithacus sibilans.

Erithacus sibilans (Swinh.); Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v.

p. 297, pi. xvii. (1881); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 304 (1892).

North Hainan, loth December (Hartlaub).

69. PRATINCOLA MAURA.

Pratincola indicci, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 344.

Pratincola maura, Pall. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 188

(1879): Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 305 (1892);

Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 351 (1898).

Near Kiung-chu and Hoihow, North Hainan, February (Swinhoe

6f Hartlaub).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

70. *CoPSYCHUS SAULARIS.

Copsychus saularis (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 343 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 61 (1883) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xii. pp. 299, 308 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427.

" d . Iris dark brown ; bill black ; feet brown."

—

J. W.
Common in North and West Hainan (Swinhoe).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

71. *ClTTOCINCLA MINOR.

Cittacincla macrura, var. minor, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 345.

Cittacincla tricolor, Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427.

Kittacincla macroura ?, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 348 (1898).

Cittocincla brevicauda, Grant, Ibis, 1899, p. 584.

The characters which distinguish this species from C. tricolor

are its somewhat smaller size (wing 3*4 inches), the brownish edges

to the outer webs of the primaries, the shorter middle pair of tail-

feathers, not greatly exceeding the second pair in length, and the

smaller white tips to the four outer pairs.

In addition to the male obtained by Whitehead, the British

Museum possesses three birds collected by Swinhoe. These differ

from the type in having the middle pair of tail-feathers longer

than the following pair, but agree in having the outer webs of

the primaries brownish and the white tips to the tail-feathers

shorter.

Central Hainan (Swinhoe).

Nodouho, interior of North Hainan (Styan ty Hartlaub).

72. *Henicurus sinensis.

Henicurus sinensis, Gould ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 313
(1883).

2 .
" Iris and bill black ; feet pinkish white."

—

J. W.
This species is recorded for the first time from Hainan.
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Besides adults the collection contains a quite young bird,

apparently just fledged, in an interesting stage of plumage.

73. *Trochalopteron" canorttm.

Leucodiopterum sinense (Grmel.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 250.

Trochalopteron canorum (Linn.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii.

p. 376 (1883) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 348 (1898).

" Iris greenish yellow ; bill yellow-red-brown ; feet pinkish

brown."—J". W.
Interior of Hainan (Sivinhoe).

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan fy Hartlaub).

74. *Garrulax semitorquata, sp. n.

Adult male. Most nearly allied to G. pectoralis (Gould), having

the ear-coverts similarly striped. It is, however, much smaller and
at oace distinguished by the following characters :—the black band
surrounding the throat is widely interrupted in the middle, the

outer webs of the outer primary-quills are brownish buff instead

of white, and the tips of the tail-feathers are fulvous buff.

Adult female. Differs from the male only in having the white

streaks on the ear-coverts more strongly marked.
" Iris straw-colour to reddish brown ; upper mandible lead-black,

lower and feet lead-grey."

—

J. W.
Total length about 11*0 inches ; culmen 1*25 ; wing 5*1 ; tail

4-8 ; tarsus 1-75.

Hub. Five-Finger Mts., interior of Hainan.

75. *GaRRULAX SCHMACKERI.

Garrulaoc moniliger, Styan (nee Hodgs.), Ibis, 1893, p. 427.

Garrulax schmackeri, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 349 (1898).

This species evidently belongs to the more slender-billed group
and is closely allied to G. moniliger (Hodgs.), having the ear-coverts

similarly coloured. It is, however, an altogether smaller bird and
may be at once distinguished by the wide bright fulvous tips to

the tail-feathers. The adult has the base of the fore-neck tinged

with buff, while in a quite young bird this part is pure white ; in

other respects the plumage of the young bird does not differ from
that of the adult.

This species is new to the British Museum Collection.

G.schnackeri: culm. 1*05 in. ; wing 4'2-4*3
; tail 4*5; tarsus 1'5.

G. moniliger: ,, 1-2 in.
; „ 4*8-5-0; „ 4-9; „ 1-7.

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan $• Hartlaub).

76. *Dryonastes castanotis.

Dryonastes castanotis. Grant, Ibis, 1899, p. 584.

This very distinct species is perhaps most nearly allied to D. rufi-

collis from India.

The general colour above is slate-grey, tinged with greenish on
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the lower back and upper tail-coverts ; the lores and feathers

surrounding the eye and on the fore part of the cheek black ; the

hinder part of the cheek and ear-coverts with a large rounded
patch of bright chestnut ; the chin, throat, and upper part of the

chest brownish black ; and the rest of the underparts grey, tinged

with greenish on the flanks, thighs, and under tail-coverts.

" Bill and eye black; Legs and feet dark blackish brown.'"—./. W.
Total length 10-7 inches; wing 5-0; tail 5*0 ; tarsus 1*75.

tlab. Five-Finger Mts., interior of Hainan.

77. *Dryo>'astes monachus.

Ganrulax monaclws, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 248 ; Hartl. Abb.
nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 309 (1892).

Dryonastes monachus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 457

(1883) ; Siwan, Ibis, 1893, p. 427.

" Iris brown ; bill black ; legs and feet dusky black."

—

J. W.
Interior of Hainan (Sivinhoe).

South-west Hainan \Styan).

78. *PoMATORHIXUS STGROSTELLATUS.

Ptjiiiatorliinus nigrosteUatus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 250; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 425(1883); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xii. pp. 209, 308 (1892); Sfcyati, Ibis, 1893, p. 427.

Pomatorhinus musicus, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, adv. p. 348

(1898) (part., Hainan).

This species, though nearly allied to the Chinese form P. stridulus,

Swinh., may be at once distinguished by the dark olive colour

of the upper parts and the deep reddish-brown middles to the

feathers of the fore-neck and chest.

" Tip of upper and lower mandible straw-vellow; iris pale brown

;

feet dark brown."—,/. W.
Central Hainan (Swinhoe).

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

79. *Stachyeidopsis ruficeps.

Stachyrhis prcecognitus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1866, p. 310 (Formosa).

Stachyridopeis ruficeps (Blyth); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii.

p. 598 (1883).

This. is the first time this species has been recorded from Hainan.
There appear to be three fairly well-marked races of S. rvjicej>s :

—
a. Typical examples from India with the cap extending over

the nape, and of the pale chestnut-colour characteristic of Chinese

birds.

h. Chinese examples with the cap confined to the crown and

generally of a pale chestnut-colour.

c. Birds from Formosa and Hainan with the cap of a deeper

chestnut-colour and extending on to the nape. This is the form
which has been described as >S'. pro-coynit ics by Swinhoe.

" Iris deep lake ; upper mandible black, lower white ; legs

greyish yellow.'"'

—

J. W.
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80. *Alctppe morrisomana.

Alcippe morrisoniana, Swinh. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii.

p. 621 (1883).

Alcippe morrisonia, Swinh. ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 350 (1898).

" Iris lake-brown
; bill black ; feet brownish yellow."

—

J. W.
Interior of South-west Hainan {Styan <$,< Hartlaub).

81. *Herpornis tyrannulus.

Herpornis tyrannulus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 347, pi. x.; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii. p. 637 (1883); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428;
Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 353 (1898).

Cryptoloplia bicolor, Styan, Bull. B. O. C. vol. i. p. vi (1892) ;

id. Ibis, 1893, p. 55.

"Iris black; bill pink; ridge of culmen brown ; feet pink."—
J. W.

Central Hainan (Swinhoe).

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

Hummocks, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

82. *Pycnonotus HAnJANUS.

fxushainanus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 253 : Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 308 (1892).

Pycnonotus liainanus, Swinhoe ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vi.

p. 150 (1881) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 428 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 355 (1898 j.

" Iris, bill, and feet black."—J". W.
Throughout Hainan and the adjacent island of Naochu (SivinTioe).

83. *Hemixus castakoxotus.

Hemixus castanonotus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 251, pi. ix. fig. 1
;

Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vi. p. 51 (1881); Seebohm, P.Z. S.

1890, pi. xxvii. fig. 2 (breast wronglv coloured) ; Stvan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 428 ; Haiti. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 355 "(1898).

Swinhoe's type specimen, as figured by Seebohm, has had the

breast stained with some brownish matter ; hence the plate, as

pointed out by Mr. Styau, is misleading.

S .
" Iris hazel ; bill black ; feet brownish black."

—

J. W.
Tai-ping-sze and Lingmun, Central Hainan (Swinhoe).

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

84. Spizixus cinereicapillus.

Sjtizixus cinereicapillus, Swinhoe ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vi.

p. 173 (1881); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 308

(1892).

Hartlaub records the occurrence of this species in Hainan.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXXII. 32
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85. *Htpsipetbs pebniger.

Hypsipetes pemiger, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 251, pi. ix. fig. 2
;

Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vi. p. 41 (1881) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xii. pp. 209, 307 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429 : Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 355 (1898).

S .
" Iris brown ; bill, legs, and feet vermilion."

—

J. W.
Noi'th Hainan (SivinJwe, Styan, 6f Hartlaub).

Central and South Hainan (Sivinhoe).

86. *Criniger paludus.

Crhrigev pallidus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 252 ; Sharpe, Cat. B.
Brit. Mus. vi. p. 81 (1881); Sharpe, Bull. B. O. C. vol. i. p. xix

(1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiv. p. 356 (1898).

Pinarocichla schmacheri, Styan, Bull. B. 0. C. vol. i. p. vi (1892);

id. Ibis, 1893, p. 54.

" Iris brown ; upper mandible brown, lower blue-grey ; feet

pinkish brown."

—

J. W.
Central and South Hainan (SivinJwe).

Northern slopes of the mountains of South-west Hainan
(Styan).

87. *Chloeopsis lazulina.

Phyllornis lazulina, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 255 ; Hartl. Abh.

nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 356 (1898).

Chloropsis lazulina (Swinh.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vi.

p. 19 (1881) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429.

S •
" Iris dark brown ; bill black ; feet lead-grey."

—

J. W.
Central and South Hainan (Swinhoe).

Northern slopes of the mouutains of South-west Hainan (Styan).

88. *Campopuaga saturata.

Volvoeivora saturata, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 242.

Campophaga saturata (Swinh.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

p. 66 (1S79) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 357 (1898).

<3 .
" Iris brown ; bill black ; feet dusky black."—J". W.

Throughout Hainan (Swinhoe).

S9. *GrRAUCALUS MACII.

Graucalus macii, Lesson ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 34
(1879); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429 ; Swinhoe (nee Swinh. 1863),

Ibis, 1870, p. 242.

Graucalus rev pineti, Hartl. (nee Swinh.), Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
liv. p. 357 (1898).

5 moulting. " Iris dark brown ; bill and feet black."

—

J. W.
Tai-ping-sze, Central Hainan (Swinhoe).

Northern slope of the mountains of South-west Hainan
(Styan).
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90. Pericrocotus cantonensis.

Pericrocotus cantonensis, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 244 (Nao-chu);
Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 84 (1879).

This species, though found on the adjacent island of Nao-chu,
has not yet been met with in Hainan.

91. *Pericrocotus eraterculus.

Pericrocotus fraterculus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 244 ; Oates,

Faun. Brit. India, Birds, i. p. 481 (1889).
Pericrocotus elegans, Sharpe (nee M'ClelL), Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

p. 73 (1879) ; Hartl. Abb. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 307
(1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 429 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiv. p. 358 (1898).

c? •
" Iris, bill, and feet black."—J". W.

Common on all parts of the island (Swinhoe).

92. *Pericrocotus griseigularis.

Pericrocotus griseigularis, Gould ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

p. 83 (1879).

6 .
" Iris, bill, and feet black."—J". W.

A male from Hainan appears to belong to the typical form from
Formosa. Continental birds from China seem to differ from
typical examples from Formosa in having the top of the head and
back greyer, and they are, moreover, somewhat larger.

This is the first time this species has been recorded from Hainan.

93. Pericrocotus cinereus.

Pericrocotus ciuereus, Lafr. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 244 (Nao-
chu) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 83 (1879).

This species was procured by Swinhoe on the adjacent island of

Nao-chu, but has not yet been found in Hainan itself.

94. Hehichelidon sibirica.

Hemichelidon sibirica (Gmel.) : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

p. 120 (1879) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 359 (1898).

Hartlaub records a male from Iloihow, North Hainan.

95. Hemichelidon ferrugineus.

Butalis ferruginea (Hodgs.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247.

Hemichelidon ferrugineus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 122

(1879).

West coa,st of Haiuan, 29th and 30th March (Sivinhoe).

96. Alseonax latirostris.

Butalis cinereoalba (T. &S.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247.

Alseonax latirostris (Raffl.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 127

(1879); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 430.

Gardens about Kiung-chu-fu, North Hainan, February (SwinJioe).

South-west Hainan (Styan).
32*
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97. MlJSCICAPA ALBICILLA.

Erythrogtema leucura (Swains.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247.

Muscicapa albicilla, Pall. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 162

(1879) : Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 430 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen,
xiv. p. 359 "(1898).

Tai-piug-sze, Central Hainan, 19tb February (Swinlwe).

South-west Hainan {Styan).

Hoihow, Xorth Hainan (Hartlaub).

98. PoLIOMYIAS LUTEOLA.

Eryihrogtema mugimalci (Tenitn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247.

Poliomyias luteola (Pall.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 201

(1879).
"

On the adjacent island of Xao-chu, 5th April (Swinhoe).

99. *Xa>-thopygia >~arctssina.

Xanthopygia nareiggina (Temm.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247
;

Sharpe, Cafe. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 249 (1879).

Swinhoe records this species from the adjacent island of Nao-ehu
on the 5th April.

This is the first time this species has been procured on Hainan.

100. *Xaxthopygia cyaxojiel.exa.

Gyanoptila cyanomelcena (T. & S.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247.

Xanthopygia cyanomelcena, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 251

(1879).

Niltava cyanomelcena,T3&Tt\. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299,

306 (1892).

Haosuy, "West Hainan, 29th March, and adjacent island of

Nao-chu, 5th April (Swinlwe).

101. *Xanthopygia fuliginosa.

Xanthopygia fuliginosa (Yig.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

1). 253 (1879).

2 . "Iris and feet dark brown ; bill black."—J. W.
This is the first time this widely distributed Indo-Chinese

species has been met with in Hainan, where it is evidently a

resident and breeds. Young birds just able to fly were among
those sent home.

102. *SlPHIA HAINAJfA.

Siphia palUdipeg (Jerd.)?; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 430; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 359 (1898).

Siphia hainana, Grant, Bull. B. O. C. vol. x. p. xxxvi (1900).

Adult male. Allied to male of >S'. pallidipeg (Jerd.), but much
smaller. The blue on the upper parts darker and brighter ; the

forehead and superciliary stripes bright cobalt-blue ; flanks and sides

of belly grey, slightly washed with fulvous.
" Iris and bill black; feet dusky black."—/. W.
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Adult female. Differs conspicuously from the female of

S. pallidipes (JerJ.), the general colour of the head and upper
parts being darker and more uniform, the upper tail-coverts

and outer webs of the tail-feathers being olive-brown tinged with

rufous instead of chestnut but the most conspicuous difference is

to be found in the colour of the throat, fore-neck, and chest, which
are pale rust-colour instead of deep orange-rust.

Total length. Culmen. Wing. Tail. Tarsus,

in. in. in. in. in.

S. pallidipes, S ad. .

.

S. hainana, & ad. . .

S. pallidipes, $ ad. .

S. hainana, $ ad.

Mr. Styan records examples from Leimumon on the northern

slopes of the mountains of South-west Hainan and from Nodouha
in the interior of Northern Hainan.

103. * HXPOTHYMIS AZTJREA.

Myiagra azurea (Bodd.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 247.

Hypothijmis azurea, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 274 (1879) ;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 307 (1892).

Hypoihymis occipitalis (Vig.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 430 ;
Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 360 (1898).

Common (Sivinhoe).

104. Ehipiduiia albicollis.

Rliipidura albicollis (Vieill.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

p. 317 (1879) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 430 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 360 (1898).

Styan records this species from Hainan.

105. *Tebpsiphoke prikceps.

Terpsiphone princeps (Temm.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

p. 361 (1879) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 430.

S .
" Iris black ; orbital skin and bill rich cobalt-blue, inclining

to purple ; feet cobalt."—/. W.
Hoihow, North Hainan, 10th October (Styan).

106. *Cbtptolopha fulyifacies.

Cryptolopha fulvifacies, Swinh. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv.

p. 406 (1879).

<3 .
" Iris dark brown ; upper mandible brown, lower dull

yellow ; feet brownish yellow7."

—

J. W.
This is the first time this little Flycatcher has been recorded

from Hainan.

107. HlEUKDO GUTTTJBALIS.

Hirimdo gutturalis, Scop.; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 240 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. x. p. 134 (1885).

Becorded by Swinhoe from all parts of the coast of Hainan,
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108. *Gecintjs hainanus.

Gecinus hainanus, Grant, Ibis, 1899, p. 584-.

This species is most nearly allied to 6. guerini (Malh.) from

China, but distinguished by the darker green colour of the upper

and under parts ; in G. guerini the general colour of the upper

parts is dull greyish green and the underparts are similarly

coloured, but paler, inclining to whitish grey tinged with green.

This species is also related to G. occipitalis, which it resembles in

the dark green colour of the underparts ; but the upper parts and

wiugs are darker, the latter with very much less bronze-yellow

wash on the outer webs, which are indistinctly barred with paler,

while the tail-feathers are spotted, not barred ; the present species

is, moreover, considerably smaller than G. occipitalis, the bill

especially being shorter and less stout.

Cuhuen. Wing. Tail,

in. in. in.

G. hainanus, c? adult (type). . 1*5 5 -3 3-8

G. occipitalis, J adult 1-7 5-6-5-9 4-2-4-5

Hah. Five-Finger Mts., interior of Hainan.
" Iris white ; bill grey-black, base greenish white ; feet lead-

grey.''

—

J. W.

109. *Chetsophlegma styani.

Chrysophleyma styani, Grant, Ibis, 1899, p. 585.

This species is most nearly allied, to 0. wrayi Sharpe and
C. ricketti Styan. From the latter it differs in being much smaller

and in having the terminal part of the outer primaries mostly

uniform black, as in G. wrayi. From C. wrayi it may be at once

distinguished by its larger size and by the dark brownish-chestnut

crown, the pale (Californian) gold nuchal crest, and the dark smoke-
grey underparts ; in these respects it resembles G. ricketti.

The female of C. styani further differs from the female (type)

of G. wrayi in having the feathers of the middle of the throat paler

brown and margined with rufous instead of white.

Wing. Tail,

in. in.

Type of C. ricketti 6-8 5-2

Type of C. styani 6-0 4-5

Type of C. wrayi 5*6 4*0

" Iris dark claret ; bill dusky black, lower mandible green at

base ; feet olive-green."

—

J. W.
Hob. Five-Finger Mts., interior of Hainan.

110. *Dexdrocopus cabanisi.

Picus cabanisi, Gould, B. Asia, vi. pi. xvii. (1857).
Dendrocopus cabanisi (Malh.) ; Hargitt, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xviii.

p. 218 (1890) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431.
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Picus mandarinas, Malh. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 94; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 366 (1898).

" Iris brown ; bill lead-black ; feet brownish black."

—

J. W.
Yulinkan Bay, South Hainan (Sivinhoe).

South-west Hainan (Styan).

Interior of North Hainan (Harilaub).

111. *Lepocestes hainanus.

Lepocestes pyrrhotis, Styan (necHodgs.), Ibis, 1893, p. 431.

Lepocestes hainanus, Grant, Ibis, 1899, p. 585.

This species is most nearly allied to L. sinensis Bickett, which
it resembles in the dai'ker colour of the mantle ; but the feathers of

the lower back and rump are dark brown, indistinctly tipped with
rufous, never barred with buff; the chin and throat are more
rufous ; the general colour of the underparts less dark ; and the

flanks and under tail-coverts uniform without any traces of bars.

The black bars on the wings and tail-feathers are wider apart and
less numerous.

" Iris brown ; bill straw-yellow ; legs dull blackish brown."

—

J. W.

112. *Tyngipicus kaleensis.

Picus Tcaleensis, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 95.

Iyngipicus Tcaleensis, Swinh. : Hargitt, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xviii.

p. 315 (1890) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 366 (1898).

" Iris dark brown ; bill slate-grey, whitish at base of lower

mandible ; feet olive-green."

—

J. W.
Central Hainan (Sivinhoe).

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

Interior of North Hainan (Harilaub).

113. MlCROPTERNTTS HOLROTDI.

Micropternus holroydi, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 95 ; Hargitt, Cat.

B. Brit. Mus. xviii. p. 403 (1890) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 431

;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 366 (1898).

Central Hainan (Sivinhoe).

Nodouha, interior of North Hainan, May (Styan Sf Harilaub).

114. *Ctanops paber.

Megalcema faber, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 96, pi. iv. fig. 1 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 317 (1892), xiv. p. 367

(1898).

Cyanops faber, Shelley, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix. p. 75 (1891);

Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 432.

S .
" Iris brown ; upper mandible black, lower greyish at base?

terminal half black ; feet green-olive."

—

J. W.
Central Hainan (Sivinhoe).

Nodouha, interior of North Hainan (Styan & Harilaub).
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115. *Pal;eoenis fasciata.

Palri'ornis javanica, Bwinh. (nee Osb.), Ibis, 1870, p. 93.

Pakeornis fasciata (Mull.) ; Salvacl. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xx. p. 464

(1891); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

PalcBorms lathami, Finsch : Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 322 (1892), xiv. p. 368 (1898).

$. "Iris pale straw-yellow; bill black; feet olive-green."

—

/. W.
Tai-ping-sze, Central Hainan, and near Hao-suy Harbour, North-

west Hainan (Sivinhoe).

Nam-fang, interior of North Hainan, 26th May ; Ting-on, 13th

January, and Leimumon, northern slope of the mountains of

South-west Hainan (Styan).

116. *CuCULrS MICBOPTEEUS.

Cucxdus microjjlerus, Gould : Shelley. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix.

p. 241 (1891); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 368 (1898).

J .
" Iris dark brown ; orbital skin, feet, and gape bright yellow;

lower mandible greenish, upper blackish grey.''

—

J. W.
Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

Interior of North Hainan (Hartlaub).

117. Cacomantis meeulinus.

Polyphasia tena.irostris, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 230.

Cacomantis merulinus (Scop.) ; Shelley, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix.

p. 268 (1891); Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 319
(1892).

Near Kiung-chu, North Hainan, February and March (Swinhoe).

North Hainan, December and March (Hartlavb).

118. *Chalcococctx mactlatus.

Chalcococcyx maculatus (Gmel.) ; Shelley, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix.

p. 291 (1891).

cS .
" Iris red-brown ; bill orange, tip black ; feet brownish

green."

—

J. W.
This species is new to Hainan.

119. Eudynamis honoeata.

Eudynamis malayana, Cab. & Heine : Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 231.
Eudynamis lionorata (Linn.); .Shelley, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix.

p. 316(1891); Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii. pp. 299,318
(1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

Eudynamis maculatus (Gmel.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen,
xiv. p. 368 (1898).

Common throughout Hainan (Swinhoe).
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120. *Centroptjs sinensis.

Centropus viridis, Swinhoe (nee Scop.), Ibis, 1870, p. 235.

Centropus rufipennis, Swinhoe (nee Illiger), Ibis, 1870, p. 234.

Centropus sine?isis (Steph.); Shellev, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix.

p. 343 (1891) ; Hartl. Abb. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 318

(1892), xiv. p. 368 (1898).

" Iris lake-red; bill and feet black."—J". W.
Common throughout Hainan (Swinhoe).

121. Centropus bengalensis.

Centropus bengalensis (Gmel.) ; Shelley, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix.

p. 352 (1891) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

122. *Bhopodttes tristis.

Ehopodytes tristis (Less.) ; Shelley, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xix.

p. 386 (1891) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

Zanclostomus tristis, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 234; Hartl. Abh.
nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 318 (1892), xiv. p. 367 (1898).

3 .
" Iris dark brown; bill dull emerald-green ; orbital skin dull

scarlet ; feet dull bluish olive-green.'*'

—

J. W.
Central, South-east, and South Hainan (Swinhoe).

Leimumon, northern slopes of the mountains of South-west

Hainan (Styan).

123. *Harpactes hainanus.

Harpactes erythrocephalus, Styan (nee Gould), Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

Harpactes hainanus, Grant, Bull. B. O. C. vol. x. p. xxxvii (1900).

Adidt male. Differs from the male of H. erythrocephalusm having

the head dull purplish crimson, not shading into crimson-scarlet

on the nape ; the upper parts much browner, especially the mantle

and upper back, and with very little trace of chestnut on the

lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts, the latter being dark

chestnut ; the lower part of the chest, next the white band, dull

crimson instead of scarlet-crimson. In addition to the above

differences, the white tips to the outer tail-feathers are shorter,

the longest scarcely exceeding 1-1 inch. From H. yamalcanensis

Rickett, from Fokkien, the Hainan bird may be at once distin-

guished by the colour of the upper parts.

Iris hazel ; bill black, base and oi'bital skin dark purplish French
blue ; feet pinkish brown.

8 • Total length 12 inches ; wing 5-5
; tail 6.

Adxdt female. Differs from the female of H. erythrocephalus in

having the general colourof the upper parts and chest much browner.

2 • Total length 12 inches ; wing 5*3
; tail 5*7.

This species has already been obtained by Mr. Schmaker's col-

lector Tetsu at Leimumon, on the northern slopes of the mountains
of South-west Hainan, but was identified by Mr. Styan with

H. erythrocephalus, Gould.
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124. Cypseltjs pacificts.

Cypselus pacificu8, Lath.; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 89.

Micropus pacific™, Hartert, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvi. p. 448 (1892).

Apuspacificug, Hartert, Das Tierreich, Macropt. p. 86 (1897).

Observed in large numbers in Xychow Harbour, South Hainan
(Swinhoe).

125. Cypselus subfuecatus.

Cypselus subfurcatus, Blvth ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 89 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 361 (1898).

Micropus suhfurcatus, Hartert, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvi. p. 456

(1892).

Apus subfurcatus, Hartert, Das Tierreich, Macropt. p. 88 (1897).

North and South Hainan {Swinhoe Q Hartlaub).

126. Tachoenis infumata.

Cypselus tinus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 90.

Tachomis infumatus (Sclat.); Hartert, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvi.

p. 467(1892).'

Central, South-east, and South Hainan (Swinhoe).

127. *CAPEIMrLGTTS JOTAKA.

Caprimulqus jotaha, Temm. & Schleg. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870,

p. 89 (Xao Chau) ; Hartert, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvi. p. 552 (1892).

Caprimulgus indicus jotala. Hartert, Das Tierreich, Caprimulg.

p. 61 (1897).

The two specimens collected by Whitehead, though considerably

different one from another, agree in general characters with

typical C. jotaka, but are somewhat smaller :

—

a. TA ing 7*1 inches ; tail 4 -

4.

6. „ 7-8 „ ; „ 5-1.

The smaller bird has the general colour of the head, wing-coverts,

and scapulars grey, and in this respect, as well as in the larger

white markings on the four outer quills, differs considerably from
b, the latter having many more of the feathers of the crown
largely mixed with black, while the scapulars and wing-coverts

are more conspicuously marked with black and rufous. Both
Whitehead's birds belong to the smaller form obtained by Swinhoe
on the adjacent island of Xao Chau.

128. Mebops sfmateanus.

Merops sumatranus, Baffl. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii.

p. 61 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 432.

Two immature birds from the Hummocks, Xorth Hainan,
18th September (Styan).

129. *Xyctioenis athertoni.

Nyctiornis athertoni (Jard. & Selby) : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xvii. p. 88 (1892).
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" Iris dark brown ; bill black, base of lower mandible grey

;

feet dull yellow."—J". W.
This is the first time this species has been recorded from

Hainan.

130. *Upupa indica.

Upupa indica, Beichenb. ; Salvin, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvi. o. 10

(1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 432.

Upupa ceylonensis, Beichb. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 91 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 318 (1892), xiv. p. 367
(1898).

" Iris black ; bill dusky black, pinkish at base ; feet dusky
brown."—J. W.
Common throughout Hainan (Swinhoe).

131. Ceeyle vaeia.

Oeryle rudis, Swinhoe (nee Linn.), Ibis, 1870, p. 92 ; Styan, Ibis,

1893, p. 433 ; Hartl. Abb. nat, Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 367 (1898).

Ceryle varia (Strickl.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii. p. 112

(1892) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Brem. xii. pp. 299, 319 (1892).

Common throughout Hainan (Swinhoe).

132. *Ceeyle lugtjbeis.

Oeryle luqubris (Temm.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii.

p. 115 (1892).

Ceryle guttata, Vigors ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

" Bill lead-black ; feet dark brown."—J. W.
Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

133. *Alcedo ispida.

Alcedo bengalensis, Grin el. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 92.

Alcedo ispida, Linn. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii. p. 141

(1892).

S imni. " Iris brown ; bill black ; feet brown, soles vellow "—
/. W.
Common in all open country (Swinhoe).

134. *Alcedo geandis.

Alcedo grandis, Blyth ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii. p. 156

(1892).

Adult 2 -
" I™ dark brown ; upper bill black, lower dull red

;

feet coral-red."

—

J. W.
This is the first time that this very rare species has been met

with outside Northern India.

135. *Cetx teidactyla.

Ceyx tridactyla (Pall.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii. p. 174

(1892).

This species has not previously been met with in Hainan,
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136. *Halcton smyenensis.

Halcyon smyrnensis (Liun.); Swinh. Ibis, 1870, p. 93; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii. p. 222 (1892) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 319 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433
;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 367 (1898).

Once met with at Haosuy, North-west Hainan (Swinhoe).

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

137. Halcyon pileatus.

Halcyon ptileatus (Bodd.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 93 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit, Mus. xvii. p. 229 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433;
Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 367 (1898).

Entomobia pileata, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Brem. xii. pp. 299, 319

(1892).

Haosuy, North-west Hainan, and the adjacent island of

Nao-chu.
Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

138. *EURYSTOMUS CALONYX.

Eumstomus calonyx, Hodgs. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii.

p. 38, pi. ii. fig. 2 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 432.

Eurystomus orientalis, Hartl. (nee Linn.), Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 367 (1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 29th Sept. (Styan).

139. Scops lempiji.

Ephialtes lettia, Swinhoe (nee Hodgs.), Ibis, 1870, p. 88.

Ephialtes umbratilis, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 342, footnote.

Scojjs lempiji, Blyth ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ii. p. 91 (1875).

Scops umbratilis, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ii. p. 93 (1875).

A male shot near Kiung-chu, North Hainan, February (SwinJioe).

The type of E. umbratilis Swiuh. is now in the British Museum
Collection. It resembles dark Indian examples of S. lempiji and
is perfectly similar to specimens of S. lempiji from Sadia, Assam,
collected by Colonel Godwin-Austen.

140. Ninox JAPONICA.

Ninox japonicus (T. & S.) ; Swinh. Ibis, 1870, p. 88 ; Grant,

Ibis, 1896, p. 111.

Ninox scutulata, Sharpe (nee Baffl.), Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ii. p. 156

(1875).

Kiung-chu, North Hainan, 2nd April, and Haosuy, North-west
Hainan, 29th March (Swinhoe).

The birds collected by Swinhoe are typical N. japonica.

141. *Glaucidiuai whitelyi.

Glaucidium whitelyi (Blyth) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ii.

p. 222 (1875).
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S .
" Iris straw-yellow ; bill and feet greenish yellow."

—

J. W.
This is the first time this Chinese species has been procured in

Hainan.

142. Asio ACCIPITRINUS.

Asio accipitrinus (Pall.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ii. p. 234

(1875).

Otus brachyotus, Steph. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299,320(1892).

Hartlaub records a specimen from North Hainan.

143. Circus spilonotus.

Circus spilonotus, Kaup ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 87 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 58 (1874) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

Swinhoe observed this species near the city of Ting-gan on the

15th of February and also in the neighbourhood of Kiung-chu in

North Hainan.
Styan records it from the interior of South-west Hainan.

144. Circus melanoleucus.

Circus melanoleucus (Forst.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.i. p. 61

(1874) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 321 (1892).

Hartlaub records an adult male from North Hainan.

145. Circus macrurus.

Circus macrurus (Gmel.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 67

(1874) : Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 322 (1892),

xiv. p. 369 (1898).
•

Hoihow, North Hainan, 19th December (Hartlaub).

146. *LoPHOSPIZA TRIVIRGATA.

Astur trivirgatus (Temm.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 105

(1874).

" Iris straw ; cere greenish yellow ; bill black, base of lower

mandible bluish ; feet dull yellow."

—

J. W.
I consider that Kaup is fully justified in distinguishing this bird

from Astur, the long occipital crest and half-feathered tarsi being

characters of importance.

This is the first time this species has been recorded from Hainan.

147. Circus jsruginosus.

Circus ceruginosus (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 87 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 69 (1874) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiii. pp. 299, 321 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433 ; Hartl. Abh.
nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 369 (1898).

North Hainan, 15th February (SivinJioe Sf Hartlaub).

Leimumon, northern slope of the mountains of South-west
Hainan (Hartlaub £f Styan).
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148. *ASTCR BADIUS.

Micronisus badius (G-mel.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 84.

Astur badius (G-mel.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mas. i. p. 109 (1874).

Astur poliopsis, Hartl. (nee Hume), Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 322 (1892).

" Iris straw-yellow ; bill black, base bluish ; feet light yellow."

—

J. W.
Examples from Hainan have the crown of the head darker and

the cheeks greyer than is the case in the majority of Indian

examples : there is, however, a female from Tipperah, in the British

Museum Collection, which is absolutely indistinguishable from the

two Hainan birds before me. The measurements are as follows:

—

Wing 8-8 to 8-9
; tail 6-8 to 7'1 inches.

An adult male, Shuy-wei-sze, Central Hainan, 19th February
(Swinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

149. ACCIPITER NTSITS.

Accipiter nisus (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 84 ; Sharpe,

Cat, B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 132 (1874).

Swinhoe records the Common Sparrow-Hawk from Tai-ping-sze,

Central Hainan, 20th February.

150. *ACCIPITEE AFFINIS.

Accipiter virgatus (Temin.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 150

(1874) [part.].

Accipiter affinis, Hodgs. ; Grant, Ibis, 1896, p. 107.

" Cere yellowish."—J". W.
Like Formosan examples, the Hainan Sparrow-Hawk belongs

to the larger Himalayan form. Whitehead procured two adult

females from the Five-Finger Mountains ; this species had not

previously been met with in Hainan.

151. BUTEO PLUMIPES.

Buteo japonicus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 87.

Buteo plumipes (Hodgs.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 180

pi. vii. fig. 1 (1874) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

Buteo Jiemilasius (Temm. & Schl.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i.

p. 182 (1874) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 322

(1892).

Island of Naochow, 2nd February ; Liug-suy, South-east Hainan,

11th March; Heongpoo, West Hainan, 25th March (Swinhoe).

Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

North Hainan, 11th February (Hartlaub).

152. *Spizaeius nipalensis.

Spizaetus nipalensis (Hodgs.") ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i.

p. 267 (1874).
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2 imm. " Iris yellow ; bill black, base blue ; cere and feet dull

yellow."—./. W.
*

Recorded from Hainan for the first time.

153. Sptloenis melanotis.

Spilomis ruiherfordi, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 85.

Spilomis melanotis (Jerdon) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i.

p. 289 (1874) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 322

(1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 433.

Spilomis chcela, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 369

(1898).

Forests of Central Hainan near Tai-ping-sze (Swinhoe).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

Liu-wo-wan, northern slope of the mountains of South-west
Hainan (Styan).

154. MlLYUS MELANOTIS.

Milvus govinda, Swinhoe (nee Sykes), Ibis, 1870, p. 88.

Milvus melanotis, T. & S. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 324
(1874).

Abundant throughout Hainan (Sivinhoe).

155. Falco communis.

Falco communis, G-mel. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 376

(1874); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 320 (1892).

Hartlaub records an adult male from North Hainan, 12th

December.

156. Cerchneis tinnuncitlus.

Tinnunadus alaudarius, Cray ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 84.

Cerchneis tinnunculus (Linn.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i.

p. 425 (1874).

Frequent throughout Hainan and in the small adjacent islaud of

Nao-chu (Swinhoe).

157. Pandion haliaetus.

Pandion haliaetus (Linn.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 449
(1874) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 86.

Harbours of Hainan (Sivinhoe).

158. Polioaetus htjmilis.

Polioaetus ichthyaetm, Horsf . : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i.

p. 452 (1874) [part.].

Polioaetus plumbeus (Hodgs.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 434.
Polioaetus humilis (Mull. & Schl.) ; Blanf. Fauu. Brit. Ind., Birds,

hi. p. 371 (1895).

Liuwowan, northern slope of the mountains of South-west
Hainan, 15th December (Styan).
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159. Pelecants PH1LIPPENSIS.

Pelecanus manillensis, Oates (nee Grnel.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 434.

Pelecaaus philippemis, Gmel. : Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi.

p. 471 (1898); Hartl. Abb. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 380 (1898).

Hoihow, Xorth Hainan (Hartlaub).

160. Phalaceocoeax caebo.

Phalacrocorax carbo (Linn.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 434 ; Grant,

Cat, B. Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 340 (1898) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 380 (1898).

Hoihow, Xorth Hainan (Hartlaub).

161. SULA SULA.

Sulafusca, Yieill. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 367.

Sula sula (Linn.) ; Grant, Cat, B. Brit. Mas. xxvi. p. 436 (1898).

Seen by Swinhoe near Ting-gan, Xorth Hainan.

162. Xettopus coeomandeliaxts.

Nettojjvs coroinmideliaaus (Gmel.); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435;
Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvii. p. 68 (1895).

Nettapms coromandelicus, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 378 (1898).

Xodouho, interior of North Hainan (Hartlaub).

163. MAEECA PENELOPE.

Anas penelope (Linn.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 366.

Mareca penelope, Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvii. p. 227 (1895).

North Hainan (Swinhoe).

164. Xettion ceecca.

Anas crecca, Linn. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 366.

Nettion crecca, Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvii. p. 243 (1895).

Xorth Hainan (Swinhoe).

165. QuEEQL'EDrLA CIECIA.

Querrpi.edula circia (Linn.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435; Salvad.

Cat, B. Brit. Mus. xxvii. p. 293 (1895); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 379 (1898).

Hoihow, Xorth Hainan (Styan 4' Hartlaub).

166. Ibis melanocephala.

Ibis melanocephala (Lath.); Hartl. Abh. nat, Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 326 (1892) j Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 434 ; Sharpe, Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 7 (1898) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 374 (1898).

Hoihow, Xorth Hainan (Styan 4' Hartlaub).
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167. Leptopttltts javanicus.

Leptoptilus javanicus (Horsf .) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 364 :

Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 317 (1898).

Swinhoe observed this bird on several occasions in Central

Hainan.

168. PSEUDOTANTALTTS LEUCOOEPHALTJS.

Pseudotantalus leucocepludus (Forst.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit.

Mus. xxvi. p. 323 (1898).

Tantalus leucocephalus, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 373
(1898).

Hoikow, North Hainan (Harilaub).

169. Ardea cinerea, Linn. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 365
;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. op. 299, 324 (1892) ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 74 (1898).

Seen in all parts of the island (Swinhoe).

170. Heeodias timoeiensis.

Herodias alba, Swinhoe (nee Linn.), Ibis, 1870, p. 365.

Herodias timoriensis (Cuv.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi.

p. 98 (1898).

Common (Swinhoe).

171. GrAEZETTA GAEZETTA.

Herodias garzetta, (Linn.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 365.

Ardea garzetta, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 325
(1892).

Garzetta garzetta, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 11.8 (1898).

Common (Sivinhoe).

172. Nycticoeax nycticoeax.

Nycticoraoe griseus, Linn. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 365 ; Styan,

Ibis, 1893, p. 434 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 373
(1898).

Nycticorax nycticorax, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 146

(1898).

Often seen in large flocks (Swinhoe).

Hoihovv, North Hainan (Styan Sf Harilaub).

173. *Nycticoeax magnieica. (Plate XXXIII.)

Nycticorax magnijica, Grant, Ibis, 1899, p. 586.

This species is most nearly allied to N. huconotus (Wagl.), but

differs chiefly in the following particulars :—The back is uniform

brown like the wings ; some of the concealed feathers of the lower

back have a subterminal oval white spot at the extremity ; a white

band runs from behind the eye to the base of the long black crest

(3 inches in length) ; the chin, throat, and fore part of the sides

Peoc. Zool. Soc.—1900, No. XXXIII. 33
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of the neck are white ; the hinder parts of the sides of the neck

chestnut ; the middle of the fore-neck reddish brown, widely edged

on either side with black ; some of the intermediate feathers with

pale buff middles ; the rest of the underparts white, with wide

irregular margins of reddish brown ; and the thighs are dark reddish

brown on the outer and white on the inner aspect.
'* Iris dark brown ; skin round the eye and base of bill sulphur

greenish yellow ; rest of bill black : feet pea-green."—J. W.
Total length about 20 inches ; culmen 3*1 ; wing 11*9; tail 4*9;

tarsus 2-95.

This magnificent Night-Heron is not very closely allied to any
known form ; the style of the coloration of the lower parts is

most like that of Gorsachins melanolophus.

Hal. rive-Finger Mountains, interior of Hainan.

174. *Aedeola BACCHUS.

Ardeola prasinosceles, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 365 ; Styan, Ibis,

1893, p. 434.

Ardeola bacchus (Bonap.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 211

(1898).

" A male in changing plumage has the iris straw-yellow ; bill at

base and skin round eye yellowish green, remainder of bill black

;

feet dull yellow."—J. W.
Abundant about paddy-fields and moist places {Swinhoe).

175. Abdexta sinensis.

Ardetta sinensis (Ghnel.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 434 ; Sbarpe, Cat.

B. Brit, Mus. xxvi. p. 227 (1898).

Recorded from Hainan by Styan.

176. DUPETOE FLAVICOLLIS.

Ardetta Jiavicollis (Lath.); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 434.

Dupetor jiavicollis (Lath.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi.

p. 247 (1898).

.Recorded by Styan from Hainan.

177. GrEUS GEUS.

Grus cinerea, Meyer & Wolf ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 362.

Grus lilfordi, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiii. p. 252 (1894).

Common in plains and open country {Swinhoe).

178. Aeenaeia. inteepres.

Strepgilas interpret (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 361 ; Hartl.

Abb. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 3u0, 332 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis,

1893, p. 436 ; Hartl. Abb. nat, A
T
er. Bremen, xiv. p. 375 (1898).

Armaria interpret (Linn.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 92 (1896).

Common at Poochin River, North-west Hainan, 5th March
{Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan {Hartlaub).
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179. HOPLOPTERUS VENTRALIS.

Eoplopterus ventralis (Wagl.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 361
;

Sharpe, Cat, B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 159 (1896).

Procured at Lingshuy, S.E. Hainan, 18th March {Swinhoe).

180. Charadrius domikicus.

Charadrius longipes, Temm. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 360.

Charadrius fulvus, Gruel. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 300, 331 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436 ; Hartl. Abh. nat.

Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 374 (1898).

Charadrius dominicus, P. L. S. Mull. ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit.

Mus. xxiv. p. 195 (1896).

West Hainan, 21st-23rd March, and Hoihow, North Hainan,

2nd April (Swinhoe).

Interior of North Hainan (Harilaub).

181. OCHTHODROMUS GEOFFROYI.

JZgialitis geoffroyi, Wagl. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 360.

Charadrius geoffroyi, Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436.

Oohihodromus geoffroyi, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 217

(1896); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 374 (1898).

A specimen from Paklai, West Hainan (Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 11th December (Harilaub).

182. OCHTHODROMUS MONGOLICUS.

JEgialitis mongolicus (Pall.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 360.

Charadrius mongolicus, Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436.

Ochthodromus mongolus, Sbarpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 223
(1896).

Ochthodromus mongolicus, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 374 (1898).

Chilian River, N.E. Hainau, 7th March, and Hungpe, N.W.
Hainan, 30th March (Siuinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 10th December (Harilaub).

183. JEgialitis dubia.

Mgialitis intermedins (Menetr.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 361.

JEgialitis dubia (Scop.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 263
(1896).

Recorded from Hainan by Swinhoe.

184. iEGIALITIS ALEXANDRINA.

JEgialitis dealbatus, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 361.

Charadrius cantianus (Lath.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436.

j^Eijialitis alexandrina (Linn.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 275 (1896).

Recorded from Hainan by Swinhoe.
33*
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185. NUMENIUS PH^OPUS.

Numenius phceopus (Linn.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp.299, 327(1892), xiv. p. 375 (1898); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit.

Mus. xxiv. p. 355(1896).

Hoihovv, North Hainan, 25th Nov. (Hartlaub).

186. NUMENIUS AEQUATUS.

Numenius major, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363.

Numenius arquatus (Linn.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

pp. 341, 753 (1896).

Lingshuy, South-east Hainan, 11th March {Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan, Feb.-April (Stvinhoe).

187. Numenius vaeiegatus.

Numenius variegatus (Scop.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 361 (1896) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 375 (1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub fy Styan).

188. LlMOSA NOV.E ZEALANDIjE.

IAmosa urojn/gialis, Gould ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 362.

Limosa nova} zealandice, Gray ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 377 (1896).

Limosa baueri, Naum. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 376 (1898).

llungpe, North-west Hainan, 30th March (Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan, Feb. and April (Swinhoe
<$f

Hartlaub).

189. Limosa limosa.

Limosa melanuroides, Gould ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437.

Limosa limosa (Linn.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 381

(1896).

Limosa melanura (Leisl.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv.

p. 375(1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Styan <Sf Hartlaub).

190. TOTANUS FUSCUS.

Totanus fuscus (Linn.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 328 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437 ; Sharpe, Cat. B.

^rit, Mus. xxiv. p. 409 (1896).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 31st January (Hartlaub Sf Styan).

191. Totanus calideis.

Totanus calidris (Linn.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 364; Hartl.

ibh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 328 (1892) ; Sharpe, Cat. B.
Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 414 (1896).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 5th February and 9th December
(Swinhoe § Hartlaub).
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192. TOTANTTS STAGNATILIS.

Totanus stagnatilis,~Bechst. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, d. 364 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 328 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 437; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mns. xxiv. p. 422 (1896) ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 376 (1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan, December, February, April (Sivinhoe 4"

Hartlaub).

193. Totanus glareola.

Totanus glareola (Gmel.) ; Swinboe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 328 (1892).
Bhyacophilus glareola (Grin.); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 491 (1896).

Kiung-chu-fu, North Hainan, 2nd April (Swinhoe).

194. Squatarola helvetica.

Squatarola helvetica (Linn.) ; Swinboe, Ibis, 1870, p. 360 ; Hartl.

Abb. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 300, 331 (1892); Sharpe, Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 436 (1896) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiv. p. 374 (1898).

Characlrius helveticus, Linn.; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436.

Hungpe Lagoon, West Hainan, 30th March (Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 12th December (Hartlaub).

195. Tringoides htpoleucus.

Tringoides hypoleucus (Linn.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363;
Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 456 (1896).

Actitis hypoleucus (Linn.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xii. pp. 299 (1892).

Totanus hypoleucus, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. p. 328

(1892).

Common everywhere (Sivinhoc).

196. Terekia cinerea.

Totanus terekius (Lath.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

p. 328 (1892).

Terekia cinerea (Giild.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

p. 299 (1892) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 474 (1896).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 17th December (Swinhoe).

197. Glottis nebularius.

Totanus glottis (Lath.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 364; Styan,

Ibis, 1893, p. 437 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 376

(1898).
Glottis nebularius (Gunner) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 481 (1896).

Very common about Hoihow, February (Swinhoe 6f Hartlaub).
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198. Calidkis abenaeia.

Cdlidris armaria (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363 ; Styan,

Ibis, 1893, p. 437 ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mas. xxiv. p. 526(1896)

;

Haiti. Ahh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xiv. p. 375 (1898).

Hungpe, North-west Hainan (Swinhoe).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

199. EUEHTXOEIIYNCHUS PYGMJEUS.

EvrhynorTiyncktupyqmaus (Linn.) ; Hartl. Abh.nat.Ter. Bremen,
xii. pp.300, 330 (1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437 ; Sharpe, Cat.

B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 535 (1896) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen,
xiv. p. 377 (1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

200. Thinga eueicollis.

Tringa albescens, Temm. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363.

Tringa ruJicoUis, Pall.; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437.

Limonitcs rvjicoUis (Pall.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 545 (1896).

Hungpe, North-west Hainan, 30th March (Swinlwe).

201. Teinga temmincki.

Tringa temmincki, Leisl.: Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 300, 329 (1892), xiv. p. 377 (1898).

Limonites temmincki (Leisl.) ; Sharpe. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 555 (1896).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 25th November (Hartlaub).

202. Teinga subaequata.

Tringa subarcuatus (Giild.) ; Stvan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437.

Ancyhcliilus sttbarquatus (Giild.) ; Sharpe. Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xxiv. p. 586 (1896).

Tringa stibarquata. Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 300,
329 (1892), xiv. p. 376 (1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 17th December (Hartlaub).

203. Teinga canutus.

Tringa canutus, Linn. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp.300, 329 (1892); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 593
(1896).

North Hainan, 17th December.

204. Tringa ceassieosteis.

Tringa crassirostris, Temm. & Schleg. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xii. pp. 300, 329 (1892) ; Styan. Ibis, 1893, p. 436 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 600 (1896); Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 376 (1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 24th November, 16th December, and
26th January (Hartlaub).
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205. Tringa alpina.

Tringa cinclus (Linn.): Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 300, 329 (1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437.
Tringa alpina (Linn.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363 ; Hartl. Abb.

nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 377 (1898).
Pelidna alpina, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxxiv. p. 602 (1896).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 11th December and 15th January
{Swinhoe 6f Hartlaub).

206. LlMICOLA PLATYRHYNCHA.

Tringa platyrhyncha, Temm. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363

;

Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437.

Limicola platyrhyncha (Temm.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xxiv. p. 612 (1896).

Hoihow, North Hainan, 5th February (Siuinhoe).

207. Gallinago stentjra.

Gallinaqo stenura (Bonap.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 362 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 300. 330 (1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 436 ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 619 (1896).

Common throughout Hainan (Siuinhoe).

208. Gallinago gallinago.

Gallinago scolopacina, Bonap. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 362.

Gallinago gallinago, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 633
(1896).

Common near Kiung-chu, North Hainan, February (Sivinhoe).

209. SCOLOPAX RTJSTICULA.

Scolopax rusticula (Linn.) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 671 ; Sharpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv. p. 671* (1896) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Bremen, xiv. p. 375 (1898).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

210. EOSTRATULA CAPENSIS.

JRhynehcea bengalensis (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 362.

Ehynchcea capensis (Linn.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 300, 331 (1892); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436; Hartl. Abh. nat.

Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 375 (1898).

Rostrahda capensis (Linn.) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 683 (1896).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Swinhoe Sf Hartlaub).

211. Phalaropus hyperboreus.

Lobipes hyperboreus (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 363.

Phalaropus hyperboreus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiv.

p. 698 (1896).

Hungpe, North-west Hainan, 4th April (Sivinhoe),
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212. Hydroprogne caspia.

Sterna caspia, Pall. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 366 ; Hartl. Abh.
nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 300, 334 (1892).

Hydroprogne caspia, Saunders, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxv. p. 32

(1896).

Plentiful at Hoihow, North Hainan, Feb. to April (Swinhoe $
Hartlaub).

213. Sterna sinensis.

Sterna sinensis (Gmel.) ; Stvan, Ibis, 1893, p. 437 ; Saunders,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxv. p. 113 (1896).

Sternula sinensis, Hartl. Abb. nat. Yer. Bremen, xiv. p. 380

(1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

214. Sterna melanattchen.

Sterna melanauchen, Temm. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 367;
Saunders, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxv. p. 126 (1896).

Hoihow Harbour, North Hainan (Swinhoe).

215. Lares saendersi.

Larus saundersi, Swinhoe ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen,
xii. pp. 300, 334 (1892) j Stvan, Ibis. 1893, p. 437 ; Saunders,
Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxv. p. 183 (1896).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

216. Lares ridibundes.

Larus ridibvndus, Linn.; Saunders, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxv.

p. 207 (1896); Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xiv. p. 379
(1898).

Hoihow. North Hainan (Hartlaub).

217. Lares canes.

Larus niveus, Pall. ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 366.

Larus canus, Linn. ; Saunders, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxv. p. 277
(1896).

Hoihow Harbour, North Hainan, and Hungpe, North-west
Hainan, February to April (Swinhoe).

218. PODICIPES PHILIPPENSIS.

Podiceps philippensis (Bonnat.) : Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 366;
Hartl. Abb. nat. Yer. Bremen, xii. pp. 300, 334 (1892).

Tachyhaptts fluviatilis, Styan (nee Tunst.), Ibis, 1893, p. 437.

Podicipes philippensis, Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi. p. 511

(1898).

Often seen (Swinhoe).

219. Gallinela chloropes.

Gallinida cldoropus (Linn.); Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen,
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xii. pp. 300, 332 (1892) ; Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiii. p. 169

(1894).

Recorded from North Hainan by Hartlaub.

220. Galltcrex cinebeus.

Gallicrex cinereus (Gm.); Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436; Sbarpe,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiii. p. 183 (1894); Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer.

Bremen, xiv. p. 378 (1898).

Hoihow, North Hainan (Hartlaub).

221. FULICA ATEA.

Fulica atra, Linn. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 300, 332 (1892); Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxiii. p. 210

(1894).

North Hainan (Hartlaub).

222. *Teeeon nipalensis.

Treron nipalensis (Hodgs.) ; Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi.

p. 34 (1893) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435.

" Iris orauge ; bill pale yellow ; base of bill and feet orauge

red."—J. W.
Interior of South-west Hainan (Styan).

223. OSHOTEEEON BICINCTA.

Osmotreron domvilii, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 354; Styan, Ibis,

1893, p. 435.

Osmotreron bicincta (Jerd.) ; Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi.

p. 57 (1893) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 370 (1898).

Interior of Hainan (Swinhoe).

224. Cabpophaga cenea.

Carpophaga sylvatica (Tick.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 355.

Carpophaga cenea, Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi. p. 190 (1893).

Shuy-wei-sze, Central Hainan, 18th February, and Hungpe,
West Hainan, 30th March (Swinhoe).

225. *Caepophaga geiseicapilla.

Carpophaga griseicapilla, Wald. ; Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xxi. p. 217 (1893).

" Iris pale bluish white ; bill and feet dull red ; tip of bill dull

grey."—J". W.
Recorded from Hainan for the first time.

226. COLUMBA PUNICEA.

Columba punicea (Tick.) ; Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi.

p. 306 (1893).

Alsocomus puniceus, Tick.; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 370 (1898).

Nam-fung, interior of North Hainan (Styan 4" Hartlaub),
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227. *Maceoptgia mtnob.

Macropygia tusalia, var. minor, Swinh. Ibis, 1870, p. 355.

Macropygia swinhoii, W. Ramsay, Ibis, 1890, p. 218 ; Salvad.

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi. p. 340 (1898) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435
;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 370 (1898).

Two specimens in the Whitehead collection have the somewhat
smaller measurements of M. minor, but are identical in plumage
with typical M. tusalia, the colour of the back, wings, and tail

being absolutely similar. The female type of M. minor has the back

unusually dark and almost devoid of all trace of rufous cross-bars.

The pair of birds sent home by Whitehead are the first really fine

specimens that have been brought to Europe, and they seem to

show that though some examples of M. minor are darker than
typical M. tusalia, others are indistinguishable in plumage, and only

differ in their somewhat smaller size.

6 . Wing 7-1 ; tail 7*2 inches.

?. „ 6-8; „ 6-8 „
" Iris narrow, pale yellow ; bill dusky black : feet coral-red."

—

J. W.
Tai-ping-sze, Central Hainan, Nychow, South Hainan (Sivinhoe).

Nam-fung, interior of North Hainan, May (Styan 6f Hartlaub).

228. TUBTUB OBIENTALIS.

Turtur rupicola (Pall.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 356 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 323 (1892) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893,

p. 435 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 370 (1898).

Turtur orientalis (Lath.); Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi. p. 403
(1893).

A few near Kiung-chu, February (Swinhoe).

229. TUBTUB HUMILIS.

Turtur humilis (Temm.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 356 ; Salvad.

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi. p. 434 (1893) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435.

Obtained at Kiung-chu, 10th February, and occasionally seen in

other parts of the island (Swinhoe).

230. *TUETUE CHINENSIS.

Turtur chinensis (Scop.); Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 356 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 324 (1892) ; Salvad. Cat.

B. Brit. Mus. xxi. p. 439(1893).

"Iris pale brownish yellow; bill black ; feet dull coral-red."

—

J. W.
Found everywhere (Swinhoe).

231. Chalcophaps indica.

Chalcophaps indica (Linn.) ; Swinhoe, Ihis, 1870, p. 356; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii. pp. 299, 323 (1892) ; Salvad. Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. xxi. p. 514 (1893) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435 ; Hartl.

Abh. nat. Ver, Bremen, xiv. p. 370 (1898).
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Once obtained at Shuy-wei-sze, Central Hainan, 27th February

(Swinhoe).

Lui-wo-wan, northern slope of the mountains of South-west

Hainan ; Nodouha, interior of North Hainan, and the Hummocks,
near the coast of North Hainan (Styan 8f Hartlaub).

232. TlTRNlX DUSSUMIERI.

Tumix dussumieri (Temm.) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 324 (1892) ; Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxii. p. 540 (1893).

Hartlaub records a specimen from North Hainan on the 24th

March.

233. Caccabis chukar.

Oaccabis chukar (Grray) ; Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxii. p. 113

(1893) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xiv. p. 371 (1898).

Hartlaub records a pair from Hainan.

234. *Francolintts chinensis.

Francolinus sinensis, Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 359 ; Hartl. Abh.
nat. Yer. Bremen, xiy. p. 372 (1898).

Francolinus chinensis (Osbeck) ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Brem.
xii. pp. 299, 324 (1892); Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxii. p. 136

(1893) ; Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 435.

" Iris hazel ; bill dusky black, base whitish ; feet orange-vel-

low."—J. W.
Common everywhere (Sivinhoe).

235. Arboricola ardens.

Arboricola ardens, Styan, Ibis, 1893, p. 436, pi. xii. ; Grant,

Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxii. p. 210 (1893).

The only specimen known of this remarkable Tree-Partridge was
obtained at Luiwowan, on the northern slope of the mountains of

South-west Hainan, in the month of December.

236. COTURNIX COTURNIX.

Cotumix communis, Bonn. ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Bremen, xii.

pp. 299, 324 (1892).

Cotumix cotumix (Linn.) ; Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxii. p. 231
(1893).

North Hainan, 29th January (Hartlaub).

237. ExCALFACTORIA CHINENSIS.

Excalfactoria cliinensis, Swinhoe (nee Linn.), Ibis, 1870, p. 360

;

Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxii. p. 250 (1893).

Seen by Swinhoe, but not obtained. It is quite possible that

the Hainan bird should be referred to the subspecies E. lineata.

238. *GenntEus whiteheadi. (Plate XXXIV.)
Gennceus ivhiteheadi, Grant, Ibis, 1899, p. 586.

The male of this x-emarkably fine species of Silver Pheasant
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is most nearly allied to G. nyctliemerus, but, as may be seen from
tbe accompanying drawing (Plate XXXIV.), differs conspicuously

in many important particulars.

Crown black with a slight blue gloss ; nuchal crest rather

long (2-5 inches) and similarly coloured, the longer feathers being

decomposed.

Adult male. Xape and upper mantle pure white ; each feather

of the lower mantle, back, rump, and shorter upper tail-coverts

with one black subraarginal band on each web, forming an arrow-

head black marking, which gradually increases in width towards
the tail, most of the feathers being also narrowly fringed with

black. Wing-coverts similar, but with the black markings much
coarser. Longer upper tail-coverts and secondaries very boldly

marked with successive black arrow-heads. Primary-quills black,

with wide oblique white markings. Middle tail-feathers pure
white ; second and third pairs white, with wide (about 0-5 inch)

oblique black bands on the outer web ; the latter pair with some
irregular black marking on the inner web also ; remaining pairs

white, with wide oblique black bands on both webs forming an
irregular arrow-head pattern. TInderparts black, some of the

feathers of the sides with narrow white middles. Iris brownish
yellow ; naked wattle and skin on sides of face scarlet ; bill greenish

white ; legs coral-red.

Total length 35 inches ; wing 9*4
; tail 20 ; tarsus 3T5.

Adult female. Most nearly resembles the female of G. aadersoni,

but is much darker. The feathers of the neck and mantle mostly
black with wide white shaft-streaks ; the underparts, including the

under tail-coverts, similar, but with wider white middles. Outer
tail-feathers uniform dark chestnut, with indistinct vermieulations

of black. Iris light brown ; upper mandible greenish brown, lower
dull green ; naked skin on face red ; legs and feet bright scarlet.

Total length 21*5 inches ; wing 8'1
; tail 8 -8 ; tarsus 2-0.

Mr. "Whitehead secured three adult males and one female of

this splendid Silver Pheasant.

Hah. Five-Finger Mountains, interior of Hainan.

239. GrALLUS GALLUS.

Gallus fermgineus (Gmel.) ; Swinhoe, Ibis, 1870, p. 357; Styan,

Ibis, 1893, p. 435 ; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Bremen, xiv. p. 371 (1898;.

Gallus [/alius (Linn.); Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxii. p. 344 (1893).

Gallus bankiva, Temm.; Hartl. Abh. nat.Ver. Bremen, xii. p. 324.

Throughout Hainan (Sivinhoe).

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXXIII.

Nycticorax magnified, p. 493.

Plate XXXIV.

Genitalis u-hiteheadi, d ? > P- 503.
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3. On the Butterflies collected by the late Mr. John

Whitehead in the Interior of the Island of Hainan. By
Philip Crowley, P.L.S., F.Z.S.

[Received March 29, 1900.]

(Plate XXXV.)

In this collection, which was the last made by the late Mr. John
Whitehead, there are representatives of 108 species, of which 8 are

new, and many others have not been previously recorded from
this island. I therefore append a list of those received. I can
find only two previous lists of Butterflies from Hainan—that of

Mr. F, Moore, in P. Z. S. 1878, and that of the Eev. W. P. Holland,

Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. 1887. I have marked with M. or H. all

the species mentioned in these lists.

Nymphalid^e.

EuPLCEINffi.

Tirfmala LiMNiACE Cram. § . M. & H.

Salatura gentjtia Cram. 6,2- H.

Cadttga swinhoei Moore. J

.

Trepsichrois linn^ei Moore, d , $ .

SatYRINjE.

Eupl<eamima henrici Holl. d . H.

Orsotrijena medus Pabr. $ .

Calysisme mamerta Cram. S •

Lethe rohria Pabr. tf

.

Tansima verma Koll. S .

Melanitis aswa Moore. S . H.

AMATHUSIIN.E.

Nandoges hainana, sp. n.

Male. Resembles N. diores Doubl. Differs from the Indian

form in being smaller, and in having the blue much restricted.

Expanse 3-^ inches.

Discophora tullia Cram, d •
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NYMPHALIN.E.

EULEPIS EUDAMIPPUS WHITEHEADI, sp. 11. (Plate XXXV. fig. 1.)

Male. Upperside—Fore wing : discal white area clearer and

much broader than in E. end. rothschildi, being in this respect not

essentially different from E. end. nigrobasalis, the marginal and

submarginal spots having the same arrangement and direction as

in its allies. Hind wing as in E. eud. nigrobasalis, but the black

marginal band separated into rather smaller portions just touching

each other, outer marginal interspaces much shaded with blue.

Underside—Fore wing : middle of costal margin black, disco-

cellular portion of middle band black ; two conjoined costal black

spots midway between cell and postdiscal band ; discal baud

similar to E. end. rothschildi. Marginal band olive-brown. Hind

wing : median band as in E. eud. rothschildi, but with the upper

black bars more strongly developed. Series of double lunules with

heavy bluish-white centres parallel to outer margin, as in E. euda-

mippvs. Black submarginal spots, which are heavy and slightly

transverse, especially 5-6, midway between lunules and margin of

wing.

Expanse 3^% inches.

Hestina kama Doubl. 6 •

Adolias eleanor Eruhs. 3 , $ .

Kirontisa whiteheadi, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 4.)

Male. Upperside deep olivescent brown. Fore wing with two
paler olivescent marks within, one at the end, and another beyond

the cell. Cilia white. A slight bluish-grey marginal band.

Hind wing with a bluish-grey marginal band, narrow at the apex,

widening to the anal angle ; extreme edge black. Underside dark

ochraceous umber-brown, cell and basal marks black. Both wings

crossed by discal and submarginal sinuous blurred darker bands,

most prominent on fore wing.

Female. Upperside paler than male. Fore wing : cell-markings

as in male. Beyond the cell a series of five semidiaphanous

whitish spots, the middle one indistinct, a subapical spot situate

just below the base of the fifth subcostal ; a bluish-grey marginal

band beginning narrowly just below the apex, and widening to

the posterior angle. Hind wing: basal marks obscure, a very

wide bluish-grey outer marginal band enclosing six dentate black

spots ; blackish extreme outer edge. Underside brownish ochreous.

Fore wing : cell-markings slender as in male ; a series of prominent
bluish-white black-edged semidiaphanous discal spots as on upper-
side ; a submarginal series of six black spots separated by the

veins. Hind wing : basal marks obscure ; a faint discal band ; a

series of diffused sinuous submarginal spots.

Expanse, 6 2^, $ , 3^ inches.
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Nora kesava Moore. 3 .

DOPHLA DERMA Koll. 3 •

Neptis hainana Moore. 3 , $ • M.

Neptis leuconota Butl. $ .

Bahinda hordonia Stoll. $ . H.

YOMA VASDKI Doh. cf •

Junonia asterie Linn. 3 . H.

Junonia lemonias Linn. 3 . M. & H.

Cyrestis thyodamas Boisd. 3 . M.

Penthema michallati Janet. 3 , $

.

Cynthia erota Eabr. 3 . H.

Atella sinha Koll. 3

.

Eegolis alternus Moore. 3 . M.

LlMONIIDA
LiBYTHjEINjE.

LlBYTHEA MYRRHA Godt. 3 .

Nemeobiin^e.

Zemeros confucius Moore. 3 M. & H.

L Y C M N I D m.

Pithecops hylax Fabr. 3 .

Neopithecops zalmora Butl. 3 , $ .

Taraka hamada Druce. $ .

Megisba hampsoni Moore. 3 , $ .

Cyaniris puspa Horsf. 3 , $ .

Cyaniris dilectus Moore. 3 .

Cyaniris oreas Leech. 3 .

Lycenesthes lycambes Hew. 3 .

Everes dipora Moore. 3 .

JNacaduba coslestis de Nice'v. 3 .

Nacaduba ardates Moore. 3 .

Nacaduba kuraya Moore. 3 .
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Catochrysops strabo Fabr. d •

Lampides elpis G-odt. d .

Lampides celyENO Godt. d , 2 • H.

Tarucus plinius Fabr. d •

Castalius elna Hew. d .

POLYOMMATTTS B(ETICUS Linil. d . M. & H.

Amblypodia hainana, sp. n.

Male. Wings above dark purplish violet, with a dingy black

marginal band ; anal lobe and tail brown. Underside dark
purple-brown, base of fore wing and entire hind wing sparsely

speckled with grey scales; transverse line edged with grey near

anal angle.

Expanse 2fa inches.

Curetis bulis Doubl. & Hew. d .

CURETIS SPERTHIS Feld. d •

Ilerda epicles Godt. d , 2

.

AphNjEus zebrinus Moore. $ .

Loxura atymntjs Cram, d .

Tasoda pita Horsf . d .

Eapala manea Hew. $ .

Papilionidi.

Pierin^:.

Prioneris thestylis Doubl. d •

Prioneris watsoni Hew. d .

Prioneris clemanthe Doubl. d .

Terias harina Horsf. d •

Teeias suava Boisd. d . H.

Terias ^siope Menetr. d , $ . M.

Hebomoia glaucippe Linn, d

.

Dercas verhuelli Hoev. d

.

Ixias evippe Dru. d . M.

Appias qalba Wall, d .

Appias hippo Cram, d , 2
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Catopsilia pyranthe Linn. 3 .

HlPOSCRITIA LALAGE Doubl. 3 • H.

HlPOSCRITIA PSEUDOLALA.GE Moore. 3 •

Hiposcritia indra. Moore. 3 .

Hiposcritia laggloides, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 2.)

Male. Uppers! de white. Fore wing : base of costa greenish grey
;

a black streak shaded with bluish grey from base of cell to black

discocellular spot, which is connected with the spur of the

outer margin, thus cutting off a large white transverse elongated

spot. Apical area and broad outer margin black, enclosing two
subapical white spots, the lower indistinct ; also a large white spot

between first and second median nervales. Hind wing with a

broad marginal black band, inner edge much suffused. Underside

—

Fore wing white, a distinct quadrate discocellular black spot, a

black oblique band from costa beyond cell to just above posterior

angle ; a black spot between the median nervules connected with

the band. Apex brownish yellow. Hind wing pale brownish
yellow, crossed by two zigzag dark grey bands, a dot on the lower

discocellular nervule.

Female. Upperside similar to male, with broader, more pro-

nounced bands, and the white tinged with yellow. Underside as

in male, but with apex and hind wing paler and tinted with faint

lilac.

Expanse, 3 2^ to 2-^, $ 2^ inches.

Catophaga albina Boisd. 3 .

Htjpiiina nerissa Fabr. 3 .

Hupina nadista Lucas. 3 .

PaPILIONINjE.

Troides aeacus Feld. $ .

Papilio helenus Linn. 3 . M. & H.

Papilio chaon Linn. 3 .

Papilio demoleus Linn. 3 , $ . H.

Papilio agenor Linn. 3 , $ . M. & H.

Papilio protenor Cram. 3 .

Papilio iiamela, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 3.)

Male. Upperside uniform intense brown, with vein- and cell-

lines black. Minute iuteruervular marginal white points. Hind
wing with a discal band of seven pale primrose-coloured spots,

second, third, and fourth being much the larger, sixth and seventh

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXXIV. 34
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tinged with yellow. Underside: general colour as above, but

paler. Fore* wiug : faint white discocellular spot, traces of a

series of submarginal internervular spots. Hind wing : an outer

discal baud of six, and traces of the seventh, white spots. A
series of slight submarginal white spots.

Expanse 3^ inches.

Papilio slateri Hew. o* •

Papilio paris Liun. 3 . H.

Papilio aristolochxe Fabr. 2 .

Papilio doddsi Janet. 3 •

Papilio continentalis Eimer. 3,2- H.

Papilio agetes Westw. 3 .

Papilio bathtcles Zink. 3

.

Papilio axion Feld. 3

.

Papilio acheron, Moore. <$ .

Papilio sarpedon Linn. 3 .

Papilio xenocles Doubl. 3 .

Papilio striatus Lathy. 3

.

Capila hainana, sp. n.

Female. Upperside brown. Fore wing with a broad glistening

hyaline white discal band, decreasing obliquely from middle of

costa to above submedian nervure. Hind wing with two slightly

defined parallel greyish streaks between the nervules. Underside

dark brown. Hind wing without the greyish streaks. Body and

legs brown. Palpi bright orange.

Expanse 2
T
fi inches.

Tagiades multipunctatus, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. pralaya. Upperside with the hyaline spots

smaller and all entirely separated. Much less yellow on the

hind wing. Underside—Fore-wing spots as above. Hind wing
yellow, more restricted anally.

Expanse l T
8
,j inches.

Tagiades atticus Fabr. 3 .

Scobura, sp. n. 3 .

A single specimen of a new species in too bad condition to

describe.

Padraona oides Butl. 3 .

Padraona pseudoxkesa Moore. 3

.
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Telicota BAMBUsiE Moore. 6 H.

Caltoris toona Moore. $ .

Caltoris bada Moore. 6 .

Iambbix salsala Moore. 6 .

Udaspes eolus Cram. <5 . H.

Astictopterus oltvascens Moore. 3 .

ISMENE ATAPHUS WatSOIl. S •

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXV.

Fig. 1. Ealepis eudamippus whiteheadi, p. 506.

2. Hiposcritia lageloides, p. 509.

3. Papilio hamela, p. 509.

4. Kirontisa whiteheadi, p. 506.

4. List of the Fishes collected by Mr. J. S. Budgett in the

River Gambia. By G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

With Notes by J. S. Budgett, F.Z.S.

[Eeceived May 8, 1900.]

The collection made by Mr. Budgett fills a gap in our knowledge
of the African river-fishes. Extraordinary as it may appear, the

fishes of the Grambia have been little collected before, and it would
have been impossible to draw up a list complete enough to compare
with that of the Senegal. As might be expected, the fishes are

very similar in the two rivers ; I have nevertheless to describe

as new two species, which are represented by several specimens in

the collection. Mr. Budgett intends to present examples of these

to the British Museum.

Crossopterygii.

PoLYPTERIDTE.

1. POLYPTERUS LAPRADII Stdr.

2. polypterus senegalus cuv.

Dipnoi.

Lepidosirenid^e.

3. Protopteeus annectens Ow.

[On this and the two preceding species, see Mr. Budgett's notes

in Proc. Cambr. Philos. Soc. x. 1900, p. 236.]
31*
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Teleostei.

Elopid^e.

4. Elops lacekta C. & V.

MoRMYRIDjE.

5. Mormybops ueliciostts Leach.

" Known as ' Suyi.' The natives are fond of all the Mormyridae

as food."

6. Gnatiionemus senegalensis Stdr.

" Called by the natives ' Suyi-furn.' Brazen, blue and pink

sheen."

7. MORMYRUS JUBELINI C. & V.

" Known as ' Suyi-nala.' All the Mormyrida? are easily caught

with the trammel net, but with difficulty by other means."

8. Hypebopisus bebe Lacep.

9. GrYMNARCKUS NILOTICUS CuV.

" Only caught in the Kunchow creek. Eive specimens seen."

Notopterid.e.

10. Noxopterus afer Gthr.

" This is not common. Its native name is ' Liffi lafo.' Two
specimens only were taken near McCarthy's Island."

osteoglossid.e.

11. Hetebotis niloticus Cuv.

" Native name ' Fauntanng.' Breeds in the swamps ; the fish

occurs also in the river. I have seen no specimen over 20 inches."

ChARACINIDjE.

12. Sarcodaces odoe Bl.

" Known by the natives as ' Saunko.' It was taken several

times at Nianimaru, 130 miles from the sea."

13. Htdrocyon bbevis Gthr.

" Native name ' Sokkoro.' Very common ; a specimen was
found with a large Alestes in its gullet. Ventral lobe of caudal

fin brilliant red. Used by the natives for food."

14. Alestes dentex Hasselq.

15. Alestes sethente C. & V.

" Known as 4 Ballauuta.' Everywhere common, largely eaten
and used as bait. The scales have a sky-blue tint, tail bright red."
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16. Alestes leuciscus Gthr.

17. ClTHARINUS GEOFFROTI CuV.

"Known as ' Tara.' Very common, 12 inches in length. The
ventral lobe of the caudal fin and the ventral fins bright red, the
rest silver grey."

Cyprinid^e.

18. Labeo coubie Eiipp.

" Known as ' Kulinumma.' The whole fish has a fine rosy tint

;

it is esteemed as food, and fairly common ; the largest seen being
about 18 inches in length."

19. Labeo selti C. & V.

" Known as ' Jotto.' Fairly common at McCarthy's Island. It

is good eating. Silver white."

Silurid^e.

20. Clarias btjogetti, sp. n.

Vomerine teeth granular, forming a crescentic band which is as

broad as or a little narrower than the prsemaxillary band ; the

latter about 7 times as long as broad. Depth of body 6| or 7
times in total length, length of head (to extremity of occipital

process) 3 or 3^ times. Head lg or lj as long as broad, very

feebly granulate ; occipital process angular ; frontal fontanelle 4
or 5 times as long as broad, its length about 4 times in length of

head; occipital fontanelle small, in advance of occipital process; eye

small, 3 or 4 times in length of snout, 5| to 7 times in interorbital

width, which nearly equals width of mouth and is contained 2^ or

2^ in length of head ; nasal barbel about | length of head ; max-
illary barbel as long as or a little shorter than the head (a little

longer in the young) ; outer mandibular barbel 1| or I5 as long

as inner, which measures \ or § length of head. Gill-rakers

closely set, about 40 on first arch. Dorsal 68 to 73, its distance

from the occipital process j? or ^ length of head, its distance from
the caudal fin greater than the diameter of the eye. Anal 46 to

50, narrowly separated from the caudal. Pectoral not quite |
length of head ; the spine serrated on the outer border, about §
length of the fin. Ventrals midway between end of snout and
caudal. Caudal \ length of head. Olive above, marbled with

black, white beneath ; anal with a light edge ; a blackish streak

from the angle of the mouth to the base of the pectoral.

Total length 330 millim.

Three specimens.

Very nearly allied to C. senegalensis C. & V., with which it may
ultimately have to be united. The less rugose head and the

narrower frontal fontanelle are the characters which induce me to

regard it, provisionally, as distinct.

" Called ' Connoconno ' by the natives. Often eaten by natives

but not much esteemed. Lives chiefly in shallow swamps,"
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21. SCHILBE SENEGALENSIS C. & V.

22. Arius LAT1SCCTATUS Gthr.

" Known as ' Wollinyaba.' It is used as food. Seen two

feet in length."

23. Chrysiciithts cameronensis Gthr.

24. Chrysichthys nigrodigitatus Lacep.

25. Auchenoglanis biscutatus Geoffr.

26. Synodontis clarias Hasselq.

" Not very common ; taken several times at Nianimaru. Brilliant

red tail and a little red near the head. Native name ' Konn-
krikonng.' Not used as food."

27. Synodontis gambiensis Gthr.

" Called by the natives ' Kosso.' Was very abundant in the river.

Frequently when taken from the water made a faint cry. It is

seldom eaten by the natives. Dull grey."

28. Synodontis ocellifer, sp. n.

Praemaxillary teeth in several irregular series, forming a broad

band ; mandibular teeth 23 to 30, hooked, simple, measuring
barely one sixth the diameter of the eye. Depth of body 3 times

in total length, length of head 3§ times. Head slightly longer

than broad, convex on the occiput ; snout obtusely conical, 3
length of head ; eye supero-lateral, its diameter 5 times in length

of head, 1| to 1| in interorbital width; upper surface of head
moderately granulate from between the eyes ; frontal fontanelle

narrow. Occipito-nuchal shield obtusely tectiform, longer than
broad, granulate like the upper surface of the head, and termin-

ating in two obtuse processes. Gill-cleft not extending below-

base of pectoral. Maxillary barbel without distinct fringe, longer

than the head, reaching middle or posterior third of pectoral

spine; mandibular barbels with long, slender, simple branches,

inserted on a straight transverse line, outer nearly as long as the

head, once and two thirds as long as inner. Lips rather feebly

developed. Humeral process granulate, acutely pointed, extending

nearly as far as occipito-nuchal shield. Dorsal II 7 ; spine

strong, a little shorter than the head, curved, striated, with 12 or

13 feeble serrse behind in its upper half. Adipose fin 3 to 3|
times as long as deep, a little longer than the head, 4 to 5 times

as long as its distance from the dorsal. Anal IV 7-8. Pectoral

spine slightly longer than dorsal, striated, feebly serrated on the
outer edge, with 18 to 21 strong autrorse seme on the inner edge.

Ventral not reaching anal. Caudal deeply forked, with pointed

lobes, upper longest. Caudal peduncle as long as deep. Skin of

body smooth. Grey-brown above and on the sides, white beneath
;

body and adipose fin with large black-and-white ocellar spots
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disposed with greater or less regularity at considerable intervals ;

caudal fin with numerous small round blackish spots.

Total length 490 millim.

Three specimens.

This species is most nearly allied to S. nigrita C. & V., from the

Senegal, from which it differs, however, in the larger adipose fin

and the longer and more slender branches of the mandibular
barbels, as well as in the presence of the ocellar spots on the body.

" Never found in main river ; chiefly taken in the Kunchow
Creek. Eye-spots very bright black with white centre. Upper
parts brown."

29. Malopterurus electricus Gm.
" Is known to the natives of the Gambia by the name of ' Tingo.'

It is common. The largest specimen seen was 14 inches in length.

Two small specimens 3 inches in length were kept alive for

several weeks in an aquarium ; they appeared to browse on the

alga3, and were capable when even so small of giving a very

considerable shock."

MuGILIDjE.

30. Mugil EALCiprjsmrs C. & V.

" Taken frequently in the Kunchow Creek. No fish in the river

can compare with this as food, most of the river-fish being soft-

fleshed and tasteless."'

PoLYNEMIDjE.

31. PoLYNEMUS QTTADRIFILIS C. & V.

SpHYRjENLDjE.

32. Sphyr^ena guachancho C. & V.

Ophiocephalid^e.

33. Ophiocephalus obscurus Gthr.

" Called by the natives ' Pattukoma ' or ' sleeping-fish,' from a

curious habit it has when caught in shallow pools by draining the

water : it does not attempt to get to the deeper parts of the pools

but lies stranded as though dead. If placed in deep water it will

suddenly dart away. In these pools it bears from above a striking

resemblance to Polypterus, with which it is generally found."

Gobiid^;.

34. Eleotris senegalensis Stdr.

CaRANGIDjE.

35. Trachynotus otatus L.

SCTjENIDjE.

36. CORVINA NIQRITA C. & V.
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ClCHLID.ffi.

37. HeMICHBOMIS FASCIATUS Ptrs.

38. Pelmatochbomis jentinki Stdr.

39. TlLATTA GALIL^EA Gm.

40. Tilapia lata Gtbr.

" Known as ' Furu.' Much esteemed as food. Very common,
the largest seen being 10 inches in length

; great numbers taken

with the seine-net. They are chiefly found in shallow water."

Pleuronectidje.

41. Cynoglossus senegalensis Kaup.

"Native name ' Juso' (heart). Taken from above McCarthy's
Island."

May 22, 1900.

Dr. Albert Guntheb, F.K.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary announced that Mr. J. S. Budgett, F.Z.S., had left

Liverpool on Saturday the 19th inst., on a second expedition to the

Gambia, where he was proceeding in order to complete his studies

of the Fish-fauna of that Colony, and especially to investigate the

life-history and development of the remarkable Fishes Polypterus

and Protojyferus. On reaching Bathurst Mr. Budgett would go
up the river to his former quarters on McCarthy's Island, in the

neighbourhood of which he had already ascertained that these

fishes breed during the rainy season.

A communication was read from Prof. G. B. Howes, F.B.S., and
Mr. H. H. Swinnerfon, B.Sc, on the development of ihe skeleton

of the Tuatera, Sphenodon (Hatteria) punctatus, which was slated

to be the outcome of 18 months' work on material supplied to the

authors by Prof. Dendy, of Christchurch, X.Z. An account was
given of the egg, the hatching, and the babitsofthe hatcbed young,
whicb the authors reared till four months old. Thus a stage (T)
was added to Prof. Dendy's series.

Tbe main conclusions arrived at were stated to be as follows :

—

Two kinds of inter-centra are formed, of which one persists as

the chevrons. The cartilaginous vertebral bodies arise as paired

Btructures, and the intra- vertebral plates are chordal in origin.

Inter-vertebral plates are formed in tbe tail, and the intra-vertebral

plates have a special relation to the " splitting " process : also a
series of central chordal vesicles is formed at the points of greatest

flexibility. The " uncinates " are mostly separate in origin. The
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brain-case is a product of the union of distinct ethnio- and oto-

sphenoidal cartilages, and its fenestras are primary. The trabecule

represent a pair of pre-oral visceral arches, and the epipterygoid

bone is an ossification of the ascending process of the pterygo-

quadrate cartilage. The columella auris and stapedial processes

are at all stages continuous with the hyoid arch, and that is at-

tached only to the quadrate above. The meeting of the pterygoids

and vomers is of an order leading to the Chelonia and Plesiosauria,

and the pterygo-quadrate cartilage closely resembles that of Ichtliy-

ophis. The " abdominal ribs " arise by numerous calcifications and
their median segment may be paired. There is no supra-temporal

bone present at any stage. The hip-girdle is simpler than in the

Lacertilians, and two types of pelvis are represented. There is no
trace of the fifth tarsale in the ontogeny, and while a centrale is

incorporated in the " astragalus,'" there are three centralia carpi

represented during development.

Two types of cheek-teeth, and sustentacular ligaments which

support the medulla and spinal cord, were also described.

This paper will be published in the Society's 'Transactions.'

The following papers were read :

—

1. On some Crustaceans from the Falkland Islands collected

by Mr. Rupert Vallentin. By the Rev. Thomas R. R.

Stebbing, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S.

[Keceived March 24, 1900.]

(Plates XXXVI.-XXXIX.)

The materials on which this paper is founded were collected by
Mr. Rupert Vallentin, F.L.S., in Stanley Harbour and the adjacent

district during the closing weeks of 1898 and the opening weeks of

the following year. During the course of the present century

this locality has been visited by several important scienlitic ex-

peditions. It may be worth while to mention the voyage of ' La
Coquille ' under Duperrey in the years 1822-1825, the Crustacea of

which were described by Guerin-MeneviUe between 1828 and 1838
;

the voyage of ' L'Astrolabe ' and ' La Zelee ' under Dumont d' Urville,

3 837-1840, Crustacea by Jacquinot and Lucas, 1S42-1853 ; the

United States Exploring Expedition under Wilkes, 1838-1842,

Crustacea by Dana, 1 84G-1855 ; Voyage of the ' Erebus ' and ' Terror

'

under Sir J. C. Ross, 1839-1843, Crustacea by Miers, 1874

;

the ' Challenger' Expedition, 1873-1876, Crustacea by several

writers, 1880-1888. Crustacea from the vicinity have also been

described by R. O. Cunningham in 1871, by Targioni-Tozzetti in

1877, and by Professor Studer in 1884. Consequently the general

features of the zoology of the Falklands are tolerably well known.
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None the less, the specimens, in ample variety, which have rewarded

Mr. Vallentrn'a assiduous and systematic researches, serve to throw

new and much needed light on many interesting questions. At least

in the single group of the Malacostraca I have found so much to

say on a dozen species, of which only one is new, that the discussion

and description of numerous other species must be left over to some
future opportunity. It can scarcely be regarded as a reproach to

the earlier naturalists that they had not prophetic eyes to make them
acquainted with the requirements of modern classification. We
are perhaps industriously preparing equivalent stumbling-blocks

for a future age, which possibly will only care to distinguish species

by the internal structure as seen working in the living animal under
the Bontgen rays. But for the difficulty of identifying forms

described by our predecessors, we ought not to lay all the blame on
the imperfection of the original accounts. It should be shared by

the naturalists who sometimes in a long succession are content

to quote the name of a species, without using the means at their

disposal of making it thoroughly well-known. There is a sort of

superstition that a new species is worth publishing, but that to

deal with one to which some other person's name and some ancient

date is attached, is a poor affair, stale and unprofitable.

There are indeed some specimens in Mr. Vallentin's collection

to which these remarks will not apply, such as SeroJis paradoxa
(Tabricius), re-described by Beddard in his ' Challenger ' Beport on
the Isopoda. Among the Amphipoda there is the well-marked

Talorchestia scutigerula (Dana), and there is Dana's Iphimedia
nodosa, a beautiful species, easily identified with Dana's account

specifically, though the genus remained doubtful till a specimen
was available for dissection. These are mentioned to indicate that

the interest of the specimens gathered is by no means exhausted

n the present paper.

BEACHYUEA.

Cyclometopa.

Bam. Atelecycldxe.

1893. Atelecyclidce, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vol. vii. p. 421.

1896. Atelecyclidce, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vol. ix. p. 444.

1899. AtelecyclincB (subfam. of Cancridae), Alcock, J. Asiat.

Soe. Bengal, vol. lxviii. pt. 2, p. 96.

Ortmann defines this family as follows :
—" Inner antennae

longitudinal. Outer antennae occupying the interior hiatus of

the orbits, their second joint cylindrical, just reaching the front,

the third joint only a little smaller ; flageilum hairy. Cephalo-

thorax rounded, not widened, antero-lateral margin at least as long

as the postero-lateral."

He places it among the Cancrini, his second subsection of the

Cyclometopa, which in his system form the second section of the

Cancroidea, these latter being the second subdivision of the
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Brachyura proper. To the Atelecyclidse he assigns the genera

Hypopeltarion and Atelecyclus. Miers, who in 1886 placed Hypo-
peltarium together with Gomeza in a legion Oorystoidea, recognized

that Hypopeltarium was nearly allied to Atelecyclus, and that these

approached the Cyclinea, while Gomeza was a typical Corystoid.

Alcoek includes in his subfamily Atelecyclus M.-Edw., Erimacrus

Benedict, 1892, Hypopeltarium Miers, Pliosoma Stirnpson, 1862,

Telmessus White, 1846, Trachycarcinus Faxon, 1893, and Triclio-

peltarium A. M.-Edwards, 1880.

Genus Peltarion Jacquinot.

1843-1847 \ Peltarion, Jacquinot, D'TJrville's Voy. au Pole

Sud, Atlas, Crustacea, pi. 8. fig. 1 (without definition).

1847. Peltarion, White, List of Crustacea in British Museum,
p. 52.

1852. Peltarion, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii. p. 298.

1853. Peltarion, Lucas, D'TJrville's Voy. au Pole Sud, Zoologie,

vol. iii. Crustaces, p. 80.

1871. Peltarion, Cunningham, Tr. Linn. Soc. London, vol. xxvii.

p. 494.

1881. Peltarion, Miers, Pr. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, p. 68.

1886. Hypopeltarium, Miers, ' Challenger ' Brachyura, Beports,

vol. xvii. p. 210.

1893. Hypopeltarion, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vol. vii. p. 421.

1897. Hypopeltarium, M. J. Bathbun, Pr. Biol. Soc. Washington,
vol. xi. p. 165.

1899. Hypopeltarium, Alcoek, J. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxviii.

pt. 2, p. 96.

Miers considered that the name Peltarion was preoccupied,

apparently because iu 1844 Fischer de Waldheim had named a

genus of Coleoptera, not Peltarion but Peltariam. He distinguishes

the genus from Atelecyclus " by its narrower, three-spined front,

the spinuliferous, not deutated, antero-lateral margins of the cara-

pace, and the shorter, more truncated merus [fourth] joints of the

exterior maxillipeds."

Peltarion spinosflum White.

1843. Atelecyclus spinosulug, White, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 1,

vol. xii. p. 345 (quoted by White in 1847 as ' Corystes spin.').

1843-1847. Peltarion mac/ellanicus, Jacquinot 2
, Voy. au Pole Sud,

Atlas, Crust, pi. 8. figs. 1-3.

1 The Atlas to the Voyage of the ' Astrolabe ' and ' Zelee '
' au Pole Sud et dans

l'Oceanie,' 1837-1840, has a general titlepage dated 1842-1853. Of the
Crustacea, plate 8 is quoted by White in 1N47.

2 The genus and species are sometimes assigned to Hombron and Jacquinot,

who appear to have been both engaged in collecting the specimens obtained by
the expedition ; but as the figures of the Crustacea are attributed to Jacquinot
by Lucas, who drew up the descriptions, there is nothing on which Hombron's
claim to authorship can properly be founded.
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1847. Peltarion spinosulum, White, List of Crustacea in British

Museum, pp. 52, 139.

1852. Peltarion spinulopum, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii.,

Crustacea, p. 304, pi. 18. figs. 6 a b.

1853. Peltarion mayellanicus,Jjucas, Vov. au Pole Sud, Zoologie,

vol. iii. Crustaces, p. 83.

1871. Peltarion spinulosum, Cunningham, Tr. Linn. Soc. Lond.

vol. xxvii. p. 494.

1881. Peltarion spinulosum, Miers, Pr. Zool. Soc. Loud. p. 68.

1886. Hypopeltarium spinosulum, Miers, ' Challenger ' Brachyura,

Eeports, vol. xvii. p. 211.

1893. Hypopeltarion spinulosum, Ortniann, Zool. Jahrb. vol. vii.

p. 4^1.

The carapace, except on the hind margin, is entirely begirt

with little unequal teeth. Why they have been called spinules is

not easy to explain. They are not movable, but continuous with

the carapace which they fringe.

A single specimen, about 1^ inch (34 mm.) in length and just

the same in breadth, was " found during low-water in sandy bay,

Port William," by Mr. Yallentin. Cunningham speaks of it as

burrowing in sandy beaches, as well as of its being taken by
dredging.

Catometopa.

Fain. HymenosomidyE.

1858. Hymenosomidce, Stimpson, Pr. Acad. Philad. p. 108 (Pro-

dromus, p. 54).

This family is more commonly regarded as a subfamily of the

Pinnotherida3, called Hymenicinse by Dana, Targioni-Tozzetti, and
Haswell, but Hymenosomina? by Milne-Edwards and Miers. Of
the genera assigned to this group, Hymenosoma Leach is much older

than Dana's Hymenicus. In the Hymenoso'midffl the third joint of

the third maxillipeda is not diminutive as in the Pinnotheridsc.

Professor Haswell considers the genera Hymenosoma, Hymenicus,

an,l ffalicarcinus to be synonyms, and inferentially unites with

them Mamma Milne-Edwards. For in a note upon " I/ymeno-

simui planatum " he says :
" The Elamena Mathaei of Milne-Edwards

(Ann. Sci. Xat. (3 ser.) xx. p. 223, pi. xi. fig. 4, and Hist. Xat.

Crust, ii. p. 35) is probably the young male of this species. It is

quite distinct from the Hymenosoma Mathaei of Desmarest
(Consid. p. 103), which is described as having the form of an
equilateral triangle, with the anterior angle (rostrum) a little

rounded. As to which of these two species may be Riippell's

Hymenosoma Mathaei, 1 am unable to form an opinion—the
' Krabben des Eothen Meeres ' not being here [Sydney obtainable."

On this it must be remarked that practically there is no disagree-

ment between the original account given by Milne-Edwards and
that of Desmarest, since the former iu his generic description uses
the expression " il a la carapace a peu pres triangulaire." Like
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Desinarest he quotes the Museum name of the species, " Hymeno-
soma Mathaei, Latreille." Like Desinarest he refers to the Ile-de-

Eranee as the place of origin, but adds the Red Sea, because he

is able to refer to Riippell. It is indeed reasonable to suppose

that Desmarest and Milne-Edwards were describing identically

the same specimen. It must be admitted that Desmarest says that

it is 6 lines long, while in Milne-Edwards's ' Histoire ' it is 4 lines

in length. Bat to those who would lay any overwhelming weight

on a discrepancy of that kind, it may be pointed out that Riippell, at

the outset of his description of this very species, says " This minute
crustacean appears never to overstep a length (Laugendurchmesser)

of three lines," although at the close he says :
" Comparisons

in the Paris Museum convinced me of the identity of the species

here described by me with that which M. Desmarest (Consider-

ations sur les Crustaces, page 163) has published under the same
name." It will be remembered that Desmarest gives the length

not as three lines but as six. It seems clear that Paulson (Crus-

tacea of the Red Sea, p. 71, 1875) is right in regarding the species

described by Desmarest, Eiippell, aud Milne-Edwards under the

name mathaei (matJiei Eiippell) as one and the same.

Nevertheless, Professor Haswell's suggestion is likely enough to

be right with regard to the second account given by Milne-
Edwards, in 1853, when he changes Elamena into Elamene, figures

parts of a male specimen, which on the earlier occasion he had
confessedly not had an opportunity of examining, and introduces

into the generic character a tridentate rostrum which is conspicuous

by its absence in the figure of his Elamene quoyi.

Gen. Halicaecikus "White.

1846. Halicarcinus, White, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. l,vol. xviii.

p. 178.

1849. Liriopea, Nicolet, Gay's Hist. Chile, Zool. vol. iii. p. 158.

1852. Halicarcinus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii. Crust,

pt. i. p. 379.

1853. Halicarcinus, Milne-Edwards, Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3,

vol. xx. p. 222.

1876. Halicarcinus, Miers, Catal. Crust. New Zealand, p. 49.

1877. Halicarcinus, Targioni-Tozzetti, Crost. della Magenta,

p. 172.

1882. Hymenosoma (part), Haswell, Catal. Australian Malaco-
straca, p. 114.

1886. Halicarcinus, Miers, ' Challenger ' Brachyura, Reports,

vol. xvii. p. 280.

White in 1846 placed this genus in the family Myctiridae, as a

subgenus distinguished from Hymenosoma " by the great size of the

thickened fore -feet, by the carapace being generally wider than

long, and having the edge of the strongly depressed upper surface

with two teeth or angles on each side. The four last pairs of legs

are cylindrical and free from hairs, while the claws are considerably
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curved and compressed. The tail of the male is 6-jointed and

deeply notched on each side about the middle. The outer pedi-

palps, as in Hymenosoma, are covered on the outside with short

hairs."

It seems a fairly clear and innocent account, till you begin to

work with it. White assigns to his subgenus two species, the

second being Hymenosoma depressum Jacquinot, which in 1852
was referred to Hymmicus by Daua. Miers, however, in 1876
informs us that the specimens referred by White to Jacquinot's

species are distinct from it, and he names them Elamena whitei.

White's first species is Halicarcinus planatus, with the synonymy
Leucosia planata Eabricius, Hymenosoma leachii Guerin, and
Hymenosoma tridentatum Jacquinot. This last synonym is accepted

without reserve by Milne-Edwards in 1853, by Heller in 1868, and
Tozzetti in 1877, all of whom quote it accurately from Jacquinot's

plate as Hymenosoma tridentata. It is accepted with doubt by
Dana in 1852, by Miers in 1876, and by Haswell in 1882. Miers
drops the query in 1879, and inferentially in 1886. Lucas in

1853 describes under the name " Hymenosoma ? tridentatum" not
Jacquinot's specimen, but Jacquinot's figures of it, adding the

information that it was taken under stonee at low-tide on the

coasts of the Auckland Islands, and proposing to make it the type

of a new genus Hombronia, most likely in total ignorance of White's
Halicarcinus. In 1885 Eilhol states that Halicarcinus planatus
has been recorded from the Aucklaud Isles by Hombron and
Jacquinot, and then proceeds to establish as a separate species

Halicarcinus tridentatus (Jacquinot & Lucas), of which he gives a
figure (pi. 50. fig. 3), having found the species, he says, in Cook's

Straits. To the work in which Hombron and Jacquinot record

H. planatus he gives no clue. He does not refer in his text to his

figure of II. tridentatus, which lias a much less comparative width
of carapace and much more slender chelipeds than the figure on
Jacquinot's plate. He speaks of the description of this species

given by Jacquinot and Lucas as being incomplete, which it might
well be, since Jacquinot did not describe it at all, and Lucas only

described what Jacquinot figured. It is difficult to tell whether
Lucas is quite serious about some of the details, but he had no
specimen by which to control the drawings. M. Filhoi tells us
that the maxillipeds present very slight differences from those of

H. planatus, but what those differences are he neither says nor
shows, though Jacquinot's figure, with the last joint attached in

the middle of the penultimate, absolutely excludes Halicarcinus.

That the carapace is without lateral teeth M. Filhoi does mention,
and this may well be in agreement with Jacquinot's species, but it

is contrary to the character of Halicarcinus given by White.
White's other synonym, Hymenosoma leachii Guerin, is not wholly

free from difficulty, for though Daua, Miers, and Haswell accept
it as identical with A. planatus, Milne-Edwards (1853) upholds it

as an independent species, and Miers in 1886 regards Halicarcinus

ovatus Stimpson as the representative on the Australian coast of
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H. planatus. But Guerin's H. leachii came from the coasts of jSe\v

Holland, and may therefore quite as well be ovatus as planatus.

Miers in 1876 observes that the abdomen of the male is concave,

not " deeply notched " on each side as stated in White's description.

This criticism certainly applies both to Falkland Islands and
Australian forms, and raises a question whether White took his

character, not from observation, but from the figure of the pleon in

Guerin's ' Iconographie.' White also says that the claws of the last

four legs are " considerably curved," which is in correspondence

with Guerin's figure and with the term "crochu" applied to them
by Guerin in the ' Voy. de la Coquille.' Dana, who is not over-

satisfied with White's account of his new genus, describes this

claw (or tarsus) in H. planatus from Tierra del Fuego as "nearly
straight " ; and though the difference in this respect between the

Patagonian and Australian species is not really very great, yet, the

limbs in the latter being more slender, the curvature of the claw is

in them more effectively apparent. The massive chelipeds shown
in White's figure, aud alluded to in his generic account, may be

those of an old male. They agree pretty well with the claws of

Jacquinot's Hymenosoma triclentata, but not with those of Guerin's

H. leachii, which are less inflated and very unequal, nor with those

figured by Dana, which are small and equal, probably drawn from
a female specimen.

Whatever may be the Liriopea leachii (Guerin) and Liriopea

lucasii, both from Chile and both described by Nicolet, it is not

improbable, as already observed, that the Hymenosoma leachii of

Guerin is identical with Halicarcinus ovatus Stimpson. Professor

Haswell makes them both synonyms of Hymenosoma planatum, the

separation of Halicarcinus and Hymenicus from Hymenosoma seeming

to him to rest " on extremely slight points of distinction "
; and

indeed the points are not of imposing magnitude as exhibited in

species all of inconsiderable size. But whereas Haswell in 1882
thus unites planatus and ovatus, Miers, who in 1876 had done the

same, in 1886 keeps them separate, apparently converted to this

view by Tozzetti's work in 1877. For Tozzetti not only makes
them separate species, but thinks that there are grounds for allotting

planatus to a new genus, overlooking the fact that it is ovatus, as the

later species, that would have to change its generic name, if a change

were to be made.
Tozzetti, after discussing the facial structure in Hymenosoma,

continues :
—" In a second form the front broad at the base,

continued outward by a supra-orbital margin, is inflected below

by a distinct and acute tridentate epifroutal fold, produces with

the free margin an interantenuulary septum which divides the

antennary fossettes on one side and the other, closed further

behind and below by a distinct epistome. This form {Halicarcinus

planatus, see p. 178) seems to us a new type by the construction

indicated.
" In the third form the front proceeds straight forward, covering

with the base part of the orbital fossette, which has no proper
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superior margin, and receives the eyes and the antennae without

intermediate division in front or the epistome, although that is

present. This (HaUcarcinus ovatus, see p. 173) belongs in our

opinion to the genus HaUcarcinus."

The emphasis which Tozzetti lays on the presence of the epi-

stome is in criticism of Milne-Edwards, who had distinguished

H;i,aenosoma and HaUcarcinus, with the epistome less prominent,

from Elamena and Triqonoplax, with the epistome more prominent.

After prolonged attention to Tozzetti's discussion, I cannot help

feeling that he has made out but a feeble case for the generic

distinction of his second and third forms, nor can I feel quite

certain that his HaUcarcinus ovatus is the same as that which I

suppose to be Stimpson's. On this and many other points of

Australian carcinology, precise and detailed investigations are

needed. ^

Halica.eci:ntts planatus (Fabricius). (Plate XXXVI b.)

1775. Cancer planatus, Fabricius, Syst. Eut. p. 403, 18.

1781. Ganeet planatus, Fabricius, Spec. Ins. vol. i. p. 499, 19.

1783. Cancer planatus, Herbst, Krabben und Krebse, Heft. 2-5,

p. 142.

1793. Cancer planatus, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. vol. ii. p. 446.

1798. Leucosia planata, Fabricius, Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 350.

1840. HaUcarcinus planatus, White, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

ser. 1, vol. xviii. p. 178, pi. 2. fig. 1.

1852. HaUcarcinus p>lanatus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii.,

Crust, p. 385, pi. 24. figs. 7 a b.

1853. HaUcarcinus planatus, Milne-Edwards, Ann. Sci. Nat.

ser. 3, vol. xx. p. 222.

1868. HaUcarcinus planatus, Heller, Seise der Novara, Crust.

p. 66.

1871. HaUcarcinus planatus, Cunningham, Tr. Linn. Soc. Lond.
vol. xxvii. p. 492. i

1876. HaUcarcinus planatus, Miers, Catal. New Zealand Crust,

p. 49.

1876. HaUcarcinus planatus, S. I. Smith, Bull. U.S. Mus., Nat.

Hist. Kerguelen, p. 57.

1877. HaUcarcinus planatus, Targioni-Tozzetti, Crost. della

Magenta, p. 176, pi. 10. figs. 4 a-f, pi. II.
1

figs. 2, 2 a [?].

1879. HaUcarcinus planatus, Miers, Phil. Trans, vol. 168.

p. 201.

1882. Hymenosoma planatum, Haswell, Catal. Australian Malaco-

straca, p. 114.

1 At p. 173 under HaUcarcinus ovatus we read " Tav. x. Fig. 5, a-d ; Tav. xi.

Fig. 3, 3 a "; on p. 178, under HaUcarcinus planatus, " Tav. x. Fig. 4. a-f" On
p. 255 the explanation of Tav. x. assigns H. planata* to fig. 4, and H. ovatus to

fig. 5 ; but Tav. xi. has " Pig. 1. \ a, •_'

«
'' for H. ovatus with a reference to fig. 4

of the preceding plate, " Fig. 1,2" for H. planatus, with a reference to fig. 5 of
the preceding plate, and " Fig. 3, 3 «, 3 >>, 3 c, 3 d, '> e " for Hymenosoma Imve.
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1885. Halicarcinus planatus, Filhol, Recueil de Mem., Exp. pass,

de Venus, Zool. p. 396.

1886. Halicarchius planatus, Miers, ' Challenger ' Brachyura,
Reports, vol. xvii. p. 281.

From what has been said on the genus it will be understood that

the mere record of H. planatus is no very certain guarantee that

precisely this species was obtained in the locality assigned. In the

works of Fabricius and Herbst above mentioned, between 1775 and
1793, a species named Cancer orbiculus from New Zealand takes

precedence of the Fuegian Cancer planatus.

Miers in 1876 says :
" The type specimen of the C. orbiculus of

Fabr. is in the Collection of the British Museum. It is very much
injured, but 1 think it can be nothing but a specimen of H. plan-
atus with the marginal teeth obsolete." He does not, however,
endorse his opinion by substituting the name orbiculus for planatus,

and this is prudent, unless the state of the specimen permits of its

being distinguished, for example, from Hymenicus varius Dana,
which also comes from New Zealand and is without teeth to the

carapace.

In the following notes on specimens brought by Mr. Vallentin

from the Falkland Islands, which specimens I take to be with
little doubt II. planatus, 1 propose to compare with them specimens
from Jervis Bay in Australia, sent to me by Prof. Haswell,

unnamed, but agreeing in my opinion with H. ovatus Stimpson
(Plate XXXVI a.).

In regard to the upper surface, there is a general agreement that

in the latter species the frontal margin is narrower and the teeth

of the tridentate depressed rostral projection more closely approxi-

mate than in the former. In both species the teeth are setiferous.

Of the marginal teeth the hinder, which is much the more pro-

nounced, is more setose in H. planatus ; and in this species, as Miers
notices, the carapace is much more hairy in some instances than in

others, but that variability, for aught we know, may belong to

other species of the genus, or even be an incident in the life of the

individual. In front of the epistome there is, so far as I can make
out, a similar median septum in both species. In both the eyes

and antennae agree, unless it may be that the eyes in H. ovatus are

apically a little narrowed. The second antennae have in both the

narrow peduncle much shorter than the stout one of the first ; while

Guerin iu his Hymenosoma leachii describes and figures them as being

nearly equal in length.

The mouth-organs are practically the same in both species, and
their characters are sufficiently shown by the figures. The ex-

ternal or third maxillipeds of H. planatus are on the outer surface

of the third and fourth joints much more setose than those of

//. ovatus, and there are small but trivial differences in the outline

of the fourth joint. In the three terminal joints, both species

have numerous finely pectinate spines on or projecting from the

inner surface, which is shown in the figure. All three maxillipeds

have a long narrow epipodal lamina, and the transversely placed

PBOO. Zool. Soo.—1900, No. XXXV. 35
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second joint of the exopod traversed by a muscle evidently adapted

for moving the terminal fascicle of long setao, about six in number.

Prom the chelipeds specific distinctions can scarcely be derived,

since in well-developed males of H. planatua there appear to be

greater differences than any which can be pointed out between the

chelipeds of that species and those of //. ovatus. Nicolefa hiriopea

lueeuii from Chile is founded almost exclusively on the robust

character of the chelipeds, " ending in a hand almost globose, much
inflated and of dingy blackish colour," the movable linger having a

strong dentiform tubercle near the proximal end of the inner

margin. These, however, are characters which may be rather

indicative of age than species.

The four following pairs of trunk-legs (or peraeopods) are natu-

rally stouter in B. planatug, that being much the larger species ;

but in the flattened terminal joint or finger there is also some
difference of shape and armature, this joint in H. pbinatiu being

broader in comparison with its length, less curved, with the teeth

of the inner margin not reverted, and implanted some on one side

and some on the other of the border, whereas in //. ovatus they are

in single tile and provide the joint with a slightly backward directed

serrature. In both species the two teeth nearest the acute nail

are the largest, and the spaces between the spines have finely

serrate setae, of which there is a group at the base of the margin.

The broad, rounded pleon of the female and the terminally

narrowed pleon of the male exhibit no characters for distinguishing

the two species.

Breadth of H.planatus about 9 mm., length a little less ; breadth

of H. ovatus scarcely 7 mm., length a little less than the breadth.

Mr. Vallentin reports //. planatug as " common under stones and
kelp, Stanley Harbour."

OXYREHISCHA.
Fam. Inachidje.

1886. /nacfa'cfoe, Miers,' Challenger' Brachyura, Reports, vol. xvii.

pp. x, 2.

Dana in 1852 (U.S. Expl. Exp., Crust, p. 77) in the Maiinea
distinguished a family Eurypodidae, as having eyes retractile to the

sides of the carapace, but without concealment below it. To this

he referred three genera, Earypodius, Oreyonia, and Amathia.
Miers in 1886 refers the family to Stimpson, who adopted it in

1870 with an acceptation regarded by Miers as equivalent to his

own subfamily Inachinae (see J. Linn. Soc. Lond., vol. xv. p. 644,

and ' Challenger' Report, p. 11). Alcock in 1895 divides the sub-

family Inachinae into two alliances, Leptopodioida and Inachoida,

to the latter of which Eurypodius is assigned with a score of other

genera (J. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxiv. pt. 2, p. 164). If the

genus Leptopodia has to relinquish its name, as Miss Rathbun
argues that it ought to do, the alliance Leptopodioida would natu-

rally, in conformity with her view, be called Macropodioida.
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Genus Eurypodius Ghierin.

1828. Eurypodius, Guerin, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, vol. xvi.

pp. 349, 350.

1829. Eurypode (French), Latreille, Eegne Anim., ed. 2, vol. iv.

pp. 63, 583.

1829-1843. Eurypodius, Guerin, Iconographie, Crustaces, p. 10.

1834. Eurypodius, Milne-Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust, vol. i.

p. 283.

1838. Eurypodius, Guerin, Voy. de la Coquille, Zool. vol. ii.

pt. 2, Crust, p. 23.

1839. Eurypodius (subgenus), de Haan, Eauna Japonica, Crust.

pp. 79, 87.

It is unnecessary to carry the synonymy further, as both the

name and the description of the genus by its author have been
generally accepted, and the numerous references will be found
prefixed to the account of the species given, by Miers in 1881.

Guerin's dates are often perplexing, but his figure of Eurypodius

latreillii in the 'Iconographie,' pi. 11. fig. 1, is referred to by Milne-

Edwards in 1834. In the 'Voy. de la Coquille,' his text has a title-

page dated 1830, immediately followed by an ' Avant-propos '

dated 1838, and signed Guerin-Meneville, after which comes the

description of the Crustacea by Guerin, which was therefore

printed and perhaps issued earlier than the preface, and before he

had taken the addition to his name. The excellent figures in the

Atlas to the Voyage, pi. 2. figs. 1-11, may have appeared in 1828
;

the date 1826 on the titlepage of the complete volume not testi-

fying to anything except perhaps that the titlepage itself was
printed in that year.

The name of the genus expressly alludes to the dilatation of the

penultimate joint towards its distal extremity in the four pairs of

walking-legs. The species Eurypodius longirostris Miers, 1886,

differs from other forms in having the penultimate joint of the

trunk-legs very little dilated, as also in having the rostrum bent
upward with its two horns apically divergent, somewhat recalling

Dana's genus Oreyonia.

Eurypodius latreillii Guerin.

1828. Eurypodius latreillii, Guerin, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris,

vol. xvi. p. 354, pi. 14.

1828 (? ). Eurypodius latreillii, Guerin, Voy. de la Coquille, Atlas,

pi. 2. fig. 1.

1877. Eurypodius latreillei, Targioni-Tozzetti, Crost. clella

Magenta, p. 9, pi. 1. figs. 14-18, 20.

1881. Eurypodius latreillei, Miers, Pr. Zool. Soc. Loud. p. 04.

1886. Eurypodius latreillei, Miers, ' Challenger'" Brachyura, Re-
ports, vol. xvii. p. 22.

1898. Eurypodius latreillii, M. J. Rathbun, Pr. IT. S. ]Nat. Mus.
vol. xxi. p. 571.

Iu the Hist. Nat. Crust, vol. i. p. 284, 1834, Milne-Edwards is

35*
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made by the printer to call this species " Erypodius Latreillia." In

a preliminary catalogue of the Crustacea of the ' Magenta,' 1870,

Tozzetti inadvertently referred it to Paramithra.v peronii Milne-

Edwards. The synonymy given above is additional (except for the

first item) to the list of authorities supplied by Miers in 1881.

Miers considers that one specific name should suffice for latreillii

Guerin, 1828, tuberculatus Eydoux & Souleyet, 1841, audouinii

Milne-Edwards & Lucas, 184-5, septentrionalis Dana, aud brevipes

Dana, both dating from 1851. He does not make any reference

to " Eurypodius Cuvieri, Audouin," the name attached by de Haan
to figures of a first and a third maxilliped in plate H of his great

work. Cunningham in 1871, as Miers notices, accepts four species

of Eurypodius, though the former is doubtful whether septen-

trionalis is distinct from audouinii, and not very sure about brevipes,

nor does he name any character which he thinks trustworthy for

separating any of the three from latreillii. Tozzetti unites septen-

irionalis with audouinii, neither he nor Dana himself making any
remark on the fact that in the figure of septentrionalis in Dana's

Atlas, pi. 2. fig. 6 a, the points of the rostral horns are divergent

instead of convergent. From Guerin's latreillii Tozzetti thinks it

necessary to distinguish not only Dana's brevipes, but also Dana's
latreillii, for which he proposes a new name, Eurypodius danat.

But I am much disposed to regard this new species as founded
on a misapprehension.

In an elaborate comparison of the characters, Tozzetti states

that of Guerin's latreillii the length is more than three inches,

the rostrum one-fifth of the length of the shield, the last seg-

ment of the pleon in the male rounded ; that of Dana's latreillii

the length is doubtful, the rostrum one-fourth of the length of the

shield, the last segment of the pleon triangular. But this is by no
means an accurate account of what Dana says. He speaks dis-

tinctly of " a specimen an inch in length ;" in which he states that

"the beak is about one-fourth the whole length of the carapace," and
that the last segment of the pleon in the male is subtriangular.

Between specimens respectively an inch and three inches in length

it is obvious that there may be many differences, without any of

them being specific. Still it must be admitted that even a " sub-

triangular " ending to the male pleon in latreillii would be very

difficult to explain. It is very decidedby rounded in full-grown

specimens. But we have to remember that the drawings for

Dana's Atlas of Crustacea " were to a large extent made during the

years 1838 to 1842, in the course of the cruise of the Expedition "

;

that after the engraving of the plates, and before their publication

in 1855, a large part of the original drawings were destroyed by fire

;

and further, that before Dana's return to America many of the
specimens had through ignorance been rendered to a great extent
useless for scientific purposes. It is tolerably clear that, under
these circumstances, in drawing up his descriptions he chose or was
forced to rely, not on the specimens, but on his own drawings or
the engravings from them. That this has happened in regard to
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his Eurypodius latreillii seems almost certain, because he does not

begin accordiDg to custom with a Latin, followed by an English
description of it, but with the explanation of the figures in the

plate, appending as usual more or less desultory descriptive obser-

vations. The explanation of the figures refers to plate 3. figs, la-c,

without any mention of fig. d, which appears three years later in

the explanation of the Plates of the Atlas as representing the
" abdomen, enlarged two diameters." On Plate 3 of the Atlas

there is indeed an abdomen or pleon, enlarged two diameters, and
its last segment is subtriangular, or one might fairly say triangular ;

but there is no letter or number on the plate to show that the

figure belongs to Euryjjodius latreillii, and it may, I think, be

argued that Dana assigned it at a venture to his latreillii and then

described the pleon of that species from it.

According to Dana," the posterior margin of the inter-antennary

cavity, next to the outer antennas, is reflexed downward " in his

septentrionalis and brevipss, but not so reflexed in his latreillii.

Tozzetti does not take any notice of this distinction, in which
Guerin's latreillii agrees with septentrionalis.

In Eurypodius latreillii from the Falkland Islands there is on the

underside of the rostrum behind the cusps a groove ending in a

strong forward pointing hook, as described by Gruerin and indicated

in Tozzetti's figures, pi. 1. fig. 18 (latreillei) and pi. 1. fig. 9 (audouini),

as well as in Dana's pi. 2. fig. 7 a (brevipes), but not in his pi. 2.

fig. 6 a (septentrionalis) nor yet in his pi. 3. fig. 1 a (latreillii).

The opinion of Miers that all the forms assigned to Eurypodius
prior to 1886 belong to a single variable species is highly probable.

It is unfortunate that he should have overlooked the discussion by
Tozzetti, on which his judgment would have been so valuable.

Of two dried specimens brought home by Mr. Vallentin, the

larger is 52 mm. long from tip of rostrum to end of the carapace,

and 32-5 mm. broad at the widest part ; the carapace, excluding

the rostrum, is nearly 44- times as long as the rostrum.

Pound clinging to the stems of Macrocystis. Mr. Vallentin says :

"I have frequently detected one of these crustaceans slowly re-

tiring to the root, as the stem of Macrocystis was being hauled into

my boat for examination, and if the rate of hauling was suddenly

quickened, one might possibly secure the specimen by making a

frantic grab at it before it slipped off. All the four pairs of ambu-
latory appendages modified to enable the animal to cling to this

weed." Gruerin fancied that they were modified for swimming.

MACEUKA.
A NOM ALA.

Section Lithodinea.

1849. Lithodeacea, de Haan, Pauna Japonica, Crustacea, pp. viii,

xxii, 197, 213, etc.

1850. LilJtodina, Brandt, Bull. phys.-math. Acad. St. Petersbourg,

vol. viii. p. 54.
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1852. Liihodea, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust, pt. i.

p. 426.

1858. Lithodidea, Stimpson, Pr. Acad. Philad. p. 241 (Prodromus,

p. 68).

1859. Liihodea, Stimpson, Mem. Boston Soc. N.H. vol. vi. p. 472.

1877. Liihodea, Tozzetti, Crost. della Magenta, pp. 225, 227.

1882. Lithodidea, S.I. Smith, Bull. Mus. Camp. Zool. Harvard

Coll. vol. x. p. 8.

1886. Lithodoidea, S. I. Smith, Ann. Rep. Fish & Fisheries for

1885, Crust. ' Albatross,' p. [34].

1888. Liihodea, Henderson, ' Challenger ' Anomura, Reports,

vol. xxvii. p. 41.

1893. Lithodinea, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. SeT.

vol. lxxiv. p. 152.

1S95. Lithodinee, Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool. ser. 7, vol.xviii.

p. 157.

1896. Lithodines, Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool. ser. 8, vol. i.

p. 1.

This section, tribe, or legion contains at present the single

family Lithodidue. Henderson makes it section A of the Paguridea.

Boas (Vidensk. Selsk. Skr., 6. Raekke Nat. og math. Afd. i. p. 110,

1880) includes in the ' Paguroiderne ' Payurus, Coenohita, Biryus,

Lithodes, and the related forms. Bouvier divides the great family

of the Paguridc's into 3 subfamilies—the Pagurines, Lithodines,

Lomisines.

Fam. LiTuonin.r.

1853. Lithodidce, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust, pt. ii.

p. 14:
j
,u.

1888. Lithodidce, Henderson, ' Challenger ' Anomura, Reports,

vol. xxvii. p. 42.

1892. Lithodidie, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vol. vi. pp. 271, 320.

1893. Lithodidce, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. lxxiv. p. 153.

1894. lithodidce, Benedict, Pr. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. xvii. p. 479.

181)5. Lithodidce, Faxon, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. llanard Coll.

vol. xviii. p. 42 (Crust. ' Albatross ').

1899. Lithodidce, Alcock & Anderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist,

ser. 7, vol. iii. p. 15.

The genera and species now included in this family are

numerous, and have recently been made the subject of important

discussions by Benedict, Faxon, and others, but especially Professor

Bouvier's essay on their classification, above cited, will be found to

throw light upon them all. He bestows high praise on the wort
of Stimpson, 1859, and the papers which appeared between 1S49
and 1853 by J. F. Brandt, from whom he adopts the division

of the Lithodina into the Hapalogastrica and Ostracogastrk-a,

though not accepting his view that the Lomina might be a link

between those two divisions.
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Gen. Paralomis White.

1856. Paralomis, White, Pr. Zool. Soc. Lord. vol. xxiv. p. 134.

1858. Paralomis, Stimpson, Pr. Ac. Philad. p. 231 (Prodrornus,

p. 69).

1871. Lithodes, Cunningham, Tr. Linn. Soc. Lond. vol. xxvii.

p. 494.

1881. Paralomis, Miers, Pr. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 71.

1888. Paralomis, Henderson, 'Challenger' Anoinura, Reports,

vol. xxvii. p. 44.

1892. Paralomis, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vol. vi. p. 321.

1893. Paralomis, Stebbiug, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. kxiv. p. 154.

1894. Eekinocerus, Benedict, Pr. PT.S. Xat. Mus. vol. xvii. p. 484.

1895. Paralomis, Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Xat. ser. 7, vol. xviii. p. 185.

1895. Paralomis, Paxon, Mem. Mus. Coinp. Zool. Harvard Coll.

vol. xviii. p. 44 (Crust. ' Albatross ').

1896. Paralomis, Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Xat. ser. S, vol. i. p. 25.

1899. Paralomis, Alcock & Anderson, Ann. Mag. Xat. Hist.

ser. 7, vol. hi. p. 15.

This genus was established by White for the species named
Lithodes granulosa by Jacquinot in the Atlas of the ' Voy. au Pole

Sud.' It is strange that White should establish a genus, without

any serious attempt at definition, on a figure which be pronounces

to be " extremely bad." Pie does not explain how under the

circumstances he was able to identify the specimen " in the British

Museum'' with the species in question. His observations that the

species " has the beak scarcely projecting at all beyond the extra-

orbital angle," that " the carapace and upper parts of its legs are

thickly invested, as in some of the Canceridte, with close straw-

berrv-surfaced granules, closely pressed together," and that it is a

small species, " more allied to Lomis," are all the help he gives for

distinguishing his new genus from Lithodes, not to speak of his own
genera Eehidnocerus and Pctalocervs.

Two or three years later Stimpson gave distinguishing cha-

racters for ten genera of Lithodidte, in two groups. The second,

with the body depressed, comprised Lomis of Milne-Edwards

with Brandt's Dermaturus and Hapalogasler. Of these genera,

Bouvier in 1894 gives reasons for removing Lomis entirely from

the Lithodinea and founding upon it a separate section, the Lomis-

inea (answering to the Lomina suggested by Brandt in 1851)
;

but the other two he retains with Placetron Schalfeew, 1892, as con-

stituting one division of the Lithodinea, the Hapalogastrica of

Brandt. Benedict's CEdignatkusvs made a synonym of Dermaturus

aud his Lepeopus of Placetron, de Haan's Lomis dentata falling

into the genus Hapalogaster as arranged by Stimpson. The latter

author's first group, with body convex, comprised Lithodes, Eehid-

nocerus, Paralomis, RMnolithodes, Acantholithus, Phylloliihodes, and
Cryptoliihodes, the tirst established by Latreille, the next two by

White, Acaathvlithus by Stimpson, and the remainder by Brandt,
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White's Petalocems being a synonym of Phyllolithodes. To these

Bouvier in 1896 adds Paralithodes Brandt, and Neolithodes M.-
Edwards and Bouvier, as constituting together the other division

of the Lithodinea, Brandt's Ostracogastrica. De Haan's Lithodes

histrir, referred by Ortmann to Paralomis, is by Bouvier, in agree-

ment with Stimpson, made the type of AcanthoUthus. The Lepto-

lithodes and Pristopus of Benedict, 189-1, are regarded as synonyms
of "White's Paralomis, to which eight species are assigned

—

aculeata

and formosa of Henderson, longipes and aspera of Faxon, multi-

spina and papiUata from Benedict's Leptolithodes, verrilli from his

Pristopus, and Dana's verrucosa, of which Jacquinot's granulosa is

accepted as a synonym.

As characters common to all the Ostracogastrica, Bouvier gives
" Lateral pieces of the pleon absolutely entire. Acicle spinulose

or spinose, rarely laminar, simple, sometimes rudimentary.'' Par<t-

lomis he describes as agreeing with AcanthoUthus and lihinolithodes

in having "The habitus of Lithodes.—Carapace longitudinally oval,

cordiform or triangular, very rarely a little broader than long, and
not extending roof-like over base of walking-legs. Antepenul-

timate joint of first feet is very rarely provided with a salient

internal crest, has no respiratory channel, and does not serve

specially to protect the oral appendages. Median pieces of the

pleon separated by a row of nodules more or less coalesced."

Paralomis, in common with lihinolithodes, has the "acicle rather

triangular, and ornamented with some spines, especially on its

outer margin." From Ehinollthodes and AcanthoUthus, it is distin-

guished by the following characters :
—" The marginal pieces of the

third pleon-segment are fused with the corresponding lateral piece.

Bostrum devoid of dorsal projection, but sometimes furnished

below with a spinule or a tubercle."

Paralomis granulosa (Jacquinot).

1843-1817 l
. Lithodes granulosa, Jacquinot, Voy. au Pole Sud,

Atlas. Crustaces, pi. 8. figs. 15-21.

1852. Lithodes verrucosa, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust.

pt. i. p. 428, pi. 26. fig. 16.

1853. Lithodes gramdata, Lucas, Voy. au Pole Sud, Zoologie,

vol. iii. Crustaces, p. 94.

1856. Paralomis granulosa, White, Pr. Zool. Soc. Lond. vol. xxiv.

p. ]34.

1858. Paralomis granulosus, Stimpson, Pr. Ac. Philad. p. 231
(Prodromus, p. 69).

1858. Paralomis verrucosus, Stimpson, loc. cit.

1871. Lithodes verrucosa (? L. granulosa), Cunningham, Tr. Linn.
Soc. Lond. vol. xxvii. p. 494.

1881. Paralomis verrucosus, Miers, Pr. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 71.

1881. Paralomis granulosus, Miers, loc. cit. p. 72.

1 See footnote on Peltarion, p. 519.
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1888. Paralomis granulosus, Henderson, ' Challenger ' Anomura,
Reports, vol. xxvii. p. 45.

1894. JEchinocerus granulatus, Benedict, Pr. U.S. Nat. Mus.
vol. xvii. p. 484.

1895. Paralomis granulosa, Faxon, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool.

Harvard Coll. vol. xviii. p. 45.

1895. Paralomis granulosa, Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 7, vol.

xviii. p. 186, pi. 11. fig. 9, pi. 12. fig. 11.

1895. Paralomis verrucosa, Bouvier, loc. cit. p. 187, pi. 13. fig. 3.

1896. Paralomis verrucosa, Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 8, vol. i.

pp. 14, 26.

1899. Paralomis verrucosa, Alcock & Anderson, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist. ser. 7, vol. iii. p. 15.

While M. E. L. Bouvier appears to be certainly right in iden-

tifying granulosa with verrucosa, as suggested with less confidence

by various other authors, among whom Dana himself may almost

be reckoned, it must, I think, be conceded that the name granulosa

takes precedence. No doubt its priority depends on the figures in

Jacquinot's Atlas, but they give much more information than many
an accepted specific description. There are cases in which authors

have evidently described species only from figures ; Lucas in some
instances acknowledges that he had only the figures in Jacquinot's

Atlas, and not the corresponding specimens, to guide him. It

would be an absurdity to allow authority to a description made
from a figure, but to discredit the figure itself.

In his synoptic table of the eight species of Paralomis above

mentioned, Bouvier separates verrilli, granulosa, formosa, and
aspera from the other four, as having the rostrum without any
rudiment of projection below. He unites verrilli and granulosa

by the common characters :
" Acicle long triangular, acute, armed

outside with 3 or 4 spines ['? teeth] ; carapace covered with verru-

cosities or very low and very obtuse tubercles ; chelipeds unequal

;

walking-legs very compressed." He separates granulosa by the dis-

tinctive characters :
" The right cheliped reaches considerably beyond

the base of the finger of the first walking-leg; it is furnished on the

inner margin of the antepenultimate joint with a salient crest

armed with 5 or 6 spines [teeth]. Carapace verrucose, except in the

large adults, in which it becomes tuberculose. The fourth joint

of the walking-legs is compressed from front to rear, the three

following joints from above to below. No unpaired gastric spine

[tooth]." The species indica and investigatoris of Alcock and
Anderson, added to the genus in 1899, both have the walking-legs

longer than the chelipeds, and in indica the latter have the wrist

not expanded to a foliaceous lobe.

The distinction drawn between warts and tubercles is not very

easy to appreciate. Of Jacquinot's specimen, only 12 mm. long

by 10 broad, Lucas says that the carapace is "entirely covered with
little, close-set tubercles, flattened and granular at the top." Miers
says of a very young example in the British Museum, " the gran-

ulated and wart-like tubercles of the carapace are closely crowded
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together, so that none of the smooth under-surface is visible." This

is just the ease with a perfect specimen from the Falkland Islands

36-5 mm. long by 36 mm. broad. A carapace, 62 mm. long by

62 broad, from which the radiating granules have been removed,

shows the warts or tubercles solitary or in groups, with smooth
intervening spaces.

Mr. Yalleutin notes that this species was " Found during low-

water amid a heap of rocks near Booker's Point, ."Stanley, Falkland

Islands. Mutilated specimens of this crab common on sands after

S.E. gales. Only one perfect specimen seen."

P A G U E I >T E A.

18S8. Pagurodea. Henderson, ' Challenger ' Anomura, Reports,

vol. xxvii. p. 48 ^with synonymy).
1893. Pagurinea, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. lxxiv. p. 155.

Fam. Pagueid.e.

1852. Paguridce, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii. Crust, pfc. i. p. 435.

1858. Paguridce, Stimpson, Pr. Ac. Philad., Prodromus, p. 70.

1888. Paguridce, Henderson, ' Challenger ' Anomura, Reports,

vol. xxvii. p. 52.

1893. Paguridce, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Iuternat. Sci. Ser. vol.

lxxiv. p. 159.

1893. ' Pagm-icns,' A. Milne-Edwards & Bouvier, Mem. Mus.
Comp. Zool. Harvard Coll. vol. xiv. No. 3, 'Blake' Report.

1898. Paguridce, Gh M. Thomson, Tr. New Zeal. Inst. vol. xxxi.

p. 171.

Gen. Eupagueus Brandt.

1851. Eupagurus, Brandt, MiddendorfFs Sibirische Reise, Zool.

pt. i. p. 105.

1S88. Eupagurus, Henderson, ' Challenger ' Anomura, Reports,

vol. xxvii. p. 02.

1892. Eupagurus, Benedict, Pr. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. xv. p. 1.

1S93. Eupagurus, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. lxxiv. p. 160.

1893. Eupagurus, Milne-Edwards & Bouvier, Mem. Mus. Comp.
Zool. Harvard Coll. vol. xiv. No. 3, p. 139.

1898. Eupagurus, Thomson, Tr. N. Zeal. Inst. vol. xxxi. p. 172.

For the present purpose it is unnecessary to give more extended

references to the bibliography of this genus. Milne-Ed .sards and
Bouvier, after quoting its characters as given by Henderson, write

as follows :

—

" To these characters we shall add, from the study of a great

number of specimens, that the anterior maxilla; are without
flagellum on the exopod (depourvues de fouet sur la palpe), but
that this appendage exists, clearly articulated on the anterior max-
illipeds ; that the external maxillipeds are separated at their base

by a calcareous sternum ; that the branchiae have two rows of un-
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divided lamellae ; lastly that the fifth pair of legs end in an imper-

fect cheJa, with very short fingers, arid having on it a well-developed

rasp. The rasp of the legs of the fourth pair is sometimes broad,

sometimes formed of a single row of scales, but the first case is

much the more frequent. The branchial formula is that of Para-

pagxirus." The authors do not give the branchial formula of Para-

pjagurus, but probably accept Professor S. I. Smith's statement that

there are eleven pairs of branchiae, " two each at the bases of the

external maxillipeds and the three first pairs of cephalothoracic legs,

and three at the bases of the fourth pair of thoracic legs,—as in

Eup>agurus bernhardtis"

The first generic character given by Henderson is, " Front with

a distinct rostral projection." This is modified by Thomson, who
writes, " Front usually slightly rostrate." The change is obviously

expedient, since Henderson says of his own Eu. rubricatus that the
" frontal projections are scarcely indicated, the median being ob-

tusely rounded ;

" Milne-Edwards and Bouvier make a similar

remark in regard to their Eu.stimpsoni ; and of Eu. edivardsi Filhol,

Thomson declares that the front is " not at all produced on the

median line." Thomson also omits the character that the basal scales

of the ocular peduncles are " separated by a wide interval ;" and this

in fact seems little applicable to Dana's Eu. novce-zealandke, while

the two French authors just mentioned say of their Eu. smithii,

that the ophthalmic scales are separated by a trifling interval

(" intervalle mediocre ").

Eecently Miss Eathbun (Pr. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. xxii. p. 302,

1900) has re-transferred Eupagurus Brandt to Pagurus Fabricius l

,

and has given the name Petrochirus Stimpson to Pagurus as more
commonly accepted. For this change there may be some subtle

or simple explanation, but it is not supplied by the learned

authoress, and without further discussion such an innovation

should scarcely be accepted. If it be essential (as it may or may
not be) to rescue the name Pagurus for one of the species origin-

ally assigned to it by Fabricius, it would be more correct and less

confusing to sacrifice to it Dana's Aniculus, allowing Dana's own
Pagurus to fall under Stimpson's Petrochirus, as Miss Eathbun
proposes, but retaining Brandt's Eupagurus, with its numerous
species, undisturbed.

Eupagurus comptus (White).

18-17. Pagurus comptus, White, Pr. Zool. Soc. vol. XV. p. 122.

1848. Pagurus comptus, White, Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, vol. i.

p. 224.

1858. Eupjagurus comptus, Stimpson, Pr. Ac. Philad. p. 237
(Prodromus, p. 75).

1871. Pagurus foreeps1t
Cunningham, Tr. Linu. Soc. Lond.

vol. xxvii. p. 495.

1 So also S. J. Holmes (California Stalk-eyed Crustacea, p. 132, liKJU),

relying on .T. E. Benedict (Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. xviii. p. 99, 1896), who
relies on Latreilk-V Cousid. gen. Crust, p. 421, 1810—a broken reed, as 1 Lave
elsewhere ventured to maintain (Natural Science, vol. xii. no. 74, p. 239, 1898).
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1874. Eupagurus comptus, Miers, Zool. Erebus and Terror,

Crustacea, p. 3, pi. 2. figs. 5, 5 a (Pugurus comptus on plate).

1881. Eupagurus comptus, and var. latimanus, Miers, Pr. Zool.

Soc. Lond. p. 72.

1888. Eupagurus comptus, var. jugosa, Henderson, 'Challenger'

Anomura, Eeports, vol. xxvii. p. 67, pi. 7. fig. 2.

1892. Eupagurus comptus, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vol. vi. p. 298.

The Pagurus forceps of Milne-Edwards, to which this species is

doubtfully referred by Cunningham, was originally described from

Chile. Miers, in rejecting Cunningham's reference, says :
" E. for-

ceps, however, appears to be distinguished by the much shorter,

broader, larger hand, and the much shorter and less slender fingers

of the left anterior leg." Now, although Miers is probably right

in his rejection of Cunningham's reference, it is difficult to under-

stand the reasons he assigns for it. Milne-Edwards in his

description of forceps, says that the right cheliped is very large,

with the carpus mucb larger than the hand, and that the left

cheliped has the fingers slender, long, and pointed, the movable

finger almost filiform. In Eu. comptus the wrist of the right

cheliped is not much larger than the hand, and the fingers of the

left cheliped would have to be very thin to be more slender than

those which are almost filiform.

Milne-Edwards describes the colour of his species as reddish

violet, with the feet ringed ; White describes bis as " Whitish, the

antennae ringed with red, the legs with three or four broad red bands."

The specimen here referred to Eu. comptus, as preserved in formalin,

retains in many parts a violet hue, speckled with reddish points

and lines, the distal half of the first antennae is orange-coloured,

the flagella of the secoud antennae are brightly annulated with red

and white, and the two pairs of walking-legs have three broad

bands of brown, the uppermost bluish, the other two reddish.

The rostral point is well marked. The eye-stalks are slender.

The ophthalmic scales are separated by no very wide interval.

The flagella of the second antennae, though not densely setuli-

ferous, have numerous setules of various lengths. In the right

cheliped the wrist is nearly or quite as broad and as long as the baud,

the outer surface broadly triangular, a little convex, with sharp,

granular or serrate margins, the lower surface two-sided ; the

hand and finger together form a broad oval, the outer edges of

the fingers sharply serrate, the outer margin of the hand above

the movable finger thickened, with two edges, meeting a slight

expansion, rounded and serrate, of the wrist ; the outer surface

of the hand having a ridge from the movable finger to the wrist.

In the 'Voyage of the Erebus and Terror' some very rough figures

are given of the type, the figures probably much older than the

date of publication. They are left unexplained by Miers. They
show a movable finger much shorter than the immovable one,

which is produced to a sharp point. If they faithfully represent

an actual specimen, the probability is that it was a deformed
one. In the left cheliped, which is much smaller than the right,
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the fingers are rather longer than the palm, and certainly not
filiform.

The subchelate penultimate legs have the penultimate joint

broad and flat, with a very narrow rasp.

Mr. Vallentin's specimen was obtained from "root of kelp,

3 fms., Stanley."

SCHIZOPODA.

1817. Schizopoda, Latreille, Eegue Animal, vol. iii.

1827. Schizopoda, Latreille, Regne Animal, Nouv. ed., vol. iv.

p. 99.

1867. Schizopoda, Sars, Crust, d'eau douce de Norvege, p. 11.

1885. Schizopoda, Sars, ' Challenger ' Schizopoda, Eeports,

vol. xiii.

In 1883 Boas, Morphol. Jahrb. vol. viii. pp. 487, 569, in place

of the Schizopoda, adopts two orders, the Euphausiacea and the

Mysidacea. In this he is followed by Ortmaun, ' Brgebnisse der
Plankton-Expedition der Humboldt-Stiftung,' vol. ii. 1893, who
explains that in using "Decapoden unci Schizopoden " for the titular

heading to his work, he is only making a concession to long estab-

lished usage. The advantage gained by cancelling the name
Schizopoda is not easy to perceive, with full allowance made for

the importance of the differences between the two groups which
it has long conveniently embraced.

Claus in 1863, Zeitschr. fiir wiss. Zool. vol. xiii. pt. 3, p. 442,

suggests the names Thysanopodea or Euphausidea for a group

to be distinguished from the Mysidea ; but probably he only

intended to give the names of families, which should rather be

Thysanopodidse or Euphausiidae, and Mysidae, respectively. His
reason for proposing Thysanopodea is obvious, inasmuch as

Thysanopoda Milne-Edwards is far older than its compauion
geuus Euphausia Dana.

Earn. Euphausiid^.

1852. Euphamida?, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust, p. 636.

1883. Euphausiidce, Sars, Christiania Vidensk.-Selsk. Eorh.

no. 7, p. 11.

1885. Euphausiidce, Sars, 'Challenger' Schizopoda, Eeports, vol.

xiii. pp. 10, 62.

1885. Euphausiidce, Norman, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. ix.

p. 456.

1893. Euphausiidce, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. lxxiv. p. 261.

1893. Euphausiidce, Ortmann, Decapoden u. Schizopoden, Plank-

ton-Exp. vol. ii. p. 7.

To Thysanopoda, Milne-Edwards, Euphausia Dana, and Thysa-
noessa Brandt, Sars has added Nyctiphanes, Nematoscelis, Stylo-

cheiron, and Bentheuphausia, and Caiman in 1896 added Nemato-
dactylus. The distinguishing feature of the family is found in the
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wholly uncovered, digitiform-arborescent branchiae, these being

partially covered in the Lophogastridae and Eucopiidse, wanting in

the Mysidae, and not arborescent in Anaspides.

Gen. Eitphausia Dana.

1852. Euphavuia, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust, pp. 637,
(330.

1863. Euphausia, Claus, Zeitschr. fiir wiss. Zool. vol. xiii. pt. 3,

p. 442.

1876. Euphav&ia, Claus, Grenealog. Grundlage des Crustaceeu-

Systeins, p. 7.

1883. Euphausia, Sars, Christiania Vidensk.-Selsk. Forh. no. 7,

p. 11.

1885. Euphausia, Sars, ' Challenger ' Schizopoda, Reports, vol.

xiii. p. 63.

1893. Eai)7iai(fiia,Ortmann, Decapoden u. Sehizopoden, Plankton-
Exp. vol. ii. p. 10.

This genus is distinguished from others in the same family by

having the last two pairs of trunk-legs (that is, the fourth and
fifth peraeopods) rudimentary, except in regard to the branchiae,

which are strongly developed.

The beautiful and elaborate figures with which Sars has illust-

rated this genus refer to a form which he calls Euphausia peUucida
Dana. His reason for choosing the name is that so common a

form cannot reasonably be supposed to have escaped the attention

of Dana, and that of the four species described by Dana the one
named pellucida seems to agree with it best. Against this reason-

ing there is much to be urged. 8ars speaks of " the specimens
examined by Dana;" but Dana's description would rather lead one
to suppose that he had only at command a single specimen, of the

female sex. A single specimen resulting from a four years' voyage

may just as well belong to a rare species as to a common one.

Dana's descriptions in some cases are, as Sars observes, anything

but satisfactory. They are sometimes inconsistent one with

another and with the figures to which they refer. In his account,

for example, of E. pellucida he says that the last three joints

of the feet are together nearly twice as short as the preceding

joint. This is not borne out by his detail-figure even of the " pos-

terior thoracic leg," and is still less likely to be true of the preceding

feet. It is very far from true of any of the feet in the form
described by Sars ; but this is separated from Dana's by other

characters. Dana describes each of bis species as " brevissime ros-

tratus," and it is difficult to suppose that he could have overlooked

such a difference in the length of the rostrum as exists between
the forms named by Sars respectively E. -peUucida Dana and
E. splendens Dana, the rostrum in the former reaching to the

distal end of the eyes, and in the latter " scarcely projecting beyond
the ocular segment." The peUucida of Sars is distinguished by
the great length of the denticulate basal spine of the second
antenna?, this spine being short in Dana's detail-figure. In pel-
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lucida of Sars the second maxillae "are distinguished more particu-

larly by the short and broad form of the terminal joint," which is

broader than long ; whereas this appendage in the large and
apparently careful figure given by Dana has the terminal joint

considerably longer than broad. In Sars's figure the third peraeopods

have the last three joints together not shorter than the preceding

joint ; while in Dana's figure they are decidedly shorter, though not

to so great an extent as in his description. Again, in Sars's pel-

lucida the subapical processes of the telson are " finely denticulate

along their inner edge," a character belonging also to E. spinifera

Sars and E. latifrons Sars, but to none of the other species

described in the 'Challenger' Eeport. A character of this minute
kind might, it is true, easily have escaped observation by Dana,
but it so happens that he expressly applies the epithet " naked

"

to these processes in E. pellucida. It follows therefore, I think,

that for the E. pellucida of Sars some other name must be used,

but this point will be considered to better advantage later on.

The identification of E. splendens Sars with the species so

named by Dana is also, as Sars admits, beset with difficulties.

Thus, in Sars's form the carapace has a denticle about the middle of

each lower margin ; but Dana says " carapace a little compressed,

not toothed." As he does not show or speak of a toothed carapace

in any of his four species, this particular negation remains rather

mysterious. With another character it is different. Sars writes

of E. splendens, " Antennular peduncle without any trace of dorsal

lobes," having previously written in regard to the antennular

peduncle of his E. pellucida, "it is more particularly distinguished

by the basal joint having at the end above a conspicuous erect

leaflet or membranous lobe." But Dana says of E. pellucida,

" first basal joint of inner antenna not produced at apex," and
of E. splendens, " first joint of inner antennas oblong and pro-

duced at apex" ; so that either this character is of no importance,

or Dana's two species do not agree with the forms to which Sars

has attributed their names. Rather curiously, too, Dana says of

E. pellucida, " basal scale of outer antennae a little longer than

base," but of E. splendens, " basal scale of outer antennas shorter

than base" (or, in the Latin, "basin non superans"); whereas Sars

states it is the basal scale of E. splendens that is decidedly longer than

the base, that of his E. pellucida being scarcely at all longer, thus

again inverting the relations as given by the two authors. According

to Sars the inner plate of the uropods in splendens is a little shorter

than the outer ; in Dana's detail-figure it is fully as long. Sars

says, "The length of the largest specimen reaches about 18 mm.,
and the species attains accordingly a somewhat larger size than
Euphausia pjellueida" Dana, on the other hand, who had some
fifteen or twenty specimens at command, says :

" Length about

half an inch," half an inch being also the length which he gives

for E. pyellvcida. The relative lengths of the joints in the thoracic

legs appear to agree in the two forms ; but later authors seem to

have attached less specific importance to this character than Dana
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did, though it waa on his part doue in a somewhat tentative

manner. On the whole, the identification of the ' Challenger

'

specimens with Dana's E. splendens seems to rest on a rather

insecure foundation.

A third form is described by Sars as without doubt the Euphausia
gracilis of Dana, a decision for which there is strong support in

the figure given by Dana of his single, somewhat damaged, spe-

cimen. Still, even here there is room for remark. Sars says

:

i; Antennular peduncle without any dorsal lappet, basal joint

shorter than the other two taken together;'*' but Dana says:
" First joint of inner antenna? sparingly produced and acute at

apex,'
9 and figures it as decidedly longer than the two other taken

together. Sars says that the inner plate of the uropods is much
longer than the outer. Dana, in a detail-figure, represents the

outer fully as long as, if not slightly longer than, the inner. Dana
says: ,; Feet very slender, last three joints subequal, and together
but little shorter than preceding joint." As already intimated,

Dana carelessly speaks of these proportions as though they applied

to all the feet indiscriminately, instead of varying in each pair.

There is, however, reason to believe that he bases his statements

on the last (developed) pair. In his lateral view of the animal
the three terminal joints of the last leg appear iu fact subequal,

but together much longer than the preceding joint. As there is

no. detail-figure of the limb, there is no need to insist on the

inconsistency between the figure and the description. But in the

lateral view given by Sars the last three joints of the undescribed

last leg are very unequal. Also the detail-figure of the gill of the

last (rudimentary) leg, which is given by both authors, may
possibly represent the same structure, but twins would never be

confused if they were as little alike as these two drawings.

Of the large and splendid Euphausia superba Dana, Sars, like

Dana, had but a single specimen. The agreement between the

figures and between the two accounts where they touch one
another, though not absolute, is sufficient to make it probable that

both authors are treating of the same species.

Next after the four forms originally included in the genus comes
Euphausia muUeri Claus, 1S63, from Messina. In regard to this

it is curious and perplexing that, while Sars deems it unquestion-

ably identical with what he considers to be Euphausia pellucida

Dana, Claus himself declares that it stands nearest to, without

being the same as Dana's, Euphausia splendens. In one notable

particular it agrees better with pellucida, both of Sars and Dana,
than with the splendens of either of these authors—namely, judging

by the detail-figure, it has the inner branch of the uropods reaching

decidedly beyond the outer. Claus, however, in the text makes no
mention of this character. On the other hand, he distinguishes

his own species from splendens as luing longer (10-16 mm.), as

having a longer rostral projection, and the sixth pleon-segment
relatively much shorter. The two latter distinctions are not borne

out by his figure as compared with Dana's. From E. pellucida of

Sars one might say that E. midleri is distinguished by a shorter
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rostral projection, by having no lateral teeth on the margins of the

carapace, and by having the subapical appendages of the telson

smooth, not to speak of the evidently misrepresented mandible.

To this it might be reasonably answered that the points in question

are such as Claus might easily have overlooked while attending to

features that were more striking or that seemed more important.

But there is one feature to which both Sars and Claus have
evidently paid exceptional attention—the metamorphosed first

pleopods of the male. As each author gives a highly magnified

drawing of the complicated inner branch of these organs, there is

not the least reason 1o presume inattention or error, and yet the

details are so different that, if such details have specific value,

these must separate the forms described by Ciaus and Sars. In
that case the E.pellucidaoi Sars (not Dana) will become Euphansia

bidentata Sars, since that author had already described it in 1892
as Thysanopoda bidentata, from the Norwegian coast.

In 1883 seven species were added to the genus by Sars from the
' Challenger ' gatherings, and three by Ortmaun in 1893 from
the Plankton Expedition. A new one is now contributed from
the Falkland Islands, so that, if all be valid, there is a total of

seventeen species, without reckoning the possibility that the

name splendens may cover two distinct forms.

Since the keys for specific determination supplied by Sars and
Ortmann will now require to be modified, it may be worth while,

with reference to future as well as to past discoveries, to consider

the characters which have been used or which are available for the

distinguishing of species in this family. It should, however, be

premised that in some instances the stability of a character within

any particidar species still awaits confirmation, and that characters

which in words are the most clear, definite, and convenient are

not always equally easy for observation. For example, the pro-

jecting tooth of the third pleon-segment may be so fine-drawn, so

transparent, so closely adpressed to the following segment, as to

beguile the observer into believing it to be absent, and the actual

absence of so delicate a process might conceivably occur without

transcending the limits of individual variation. It would be im-

portant also to learn whether the presence or absence, and position

when pre sent, of marginal teeth on the carapace can be depended on
as specifically constant, and whether the sexual characters of the

pleopods in the adult male are trustworthy for specific differenti-

ation. Similar questions will readily occur at various points fo

the list which follows :

—

1. The size and shape of the rostral projection.^The subquadrate

form, distally truncate in latifrons Sars, produced to a median
spike in schotti Ortmann, is peculiar to those two species. Ort-

mann's species in the pectinate margin of the rostral plate and the

postero-dorsal spike of the carapace uniquely retains two larval

characters. In all the other species the rostral projection is more
or less triangular, though varying much in length, breadth, and
acuteness of the apex. Dana says of E. euperba, " carapace with a

very short and acute beak ;" whereas Sars says, " rostral projection

Pboo, Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXXVI. 36
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very small, and obtusely rounded." In Dana's detail-figure the

beak in question is apically emarginate !

2. Lateral denticles of carapace.—Of these there may be on,

or approximate to, each side margin two, or only one, or none.

When present they are not easily perceived without separation of

the delicate carapace from the body of the animal. They are not

mentioned or figured by Dana in any of his four species, but attri-

buted by Sars to three out of those four, Sars finding them in all

species except superha Dana and his own antarctica and latifrons;

Ortmann also finding them in his three new species described in

1893. Only one species has two denticles on each side, namely,

E. bidentata Sars. In E. miilleri Claus gives no clue to their

presence. The single denticle is usually near the middle of the

margin, but in murrayi Sars it is in front of the middle, and in

spinifera Sars behind it.

3. Third segment of pleon with a medio-dorsal backward pro-

jection.—This character is common to mucronata, gibba, and spini-

fera, established by Sars, and to gibboides, pseudogibba, and schotti,

established by Ortmann, and to the new species here described.

4. Length of sixth pleon-segment in l-elation to that of fifth, or

of fifth plus fourth, or of the telsou ; the shape of the postero-

lateral corners of the fifth segment ; and the character of the

postero-dorsal margin in this and the preceding segment.

5. The compressed ventral tooth at distal end of sixth pleon-

segment, called the pre-anal spine.—This is unnoticed by Dana
and Claus, but present in all the species described by Sars and
Ortmann, except murrayi Sars, superba Dana, mucronata Sars.

and schotti Ortmann. It is said to be simple in all the other species

except bidentata Sars, in which it is tridentate ; spinifera Sars,

in which it is bidentate (as occasionally also in gibba Sars) ; and
pseudogibba Ortmann, in which it is described as 2-4-dentate,

rarely simple. In the new species of this paper it is tridentate,

at least usually. The variability to which this character seems to

be liable is very detrimental to its value.

6. Dimensions of the eyes.—The smallness of the eyes is charac-

teristic only of gracilis Dana and Suvs, gibba Sars, and pseudogibba

Ortmann. Dana shows it in the figure of his species, without
mentioning it in the text. Ortmann, who contrasts small eyes

with eyes " tolerably large," makes the comment :
" This distinction

is apparently dubious ;
with some practice, however, the size of the

eyes in relation to the body is easy to estimate and essentially

determines the habitus of the species." One cannot help noticing

that between gibboides Ortmann and pseudogibba Ortmann, both

occurring in the same localities, there is scarcely any appreciable

difference except in the size of the body and the size of the eyes.

The smaller eyes pertain to the smaller species ; and though the
inferiority in the dimensions of the eyes is relative as well as

absolute, some suspicion must still attach to the validity of Ortmann's
pseudogibba until fuller details are given for separating it from
gibboides.
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7. Apical lobes on basal joint of first antenna;.—This feature is

found wanting by Sars in the species he calls splendens and gracilis,

as also in his own species similis and mucronata. Of his antarctica

he says :
" Antennular peduncle slender, without any dorsal lobe,

but with the outer corner of the basal joint produced into a sharp

spine." Ortmann's species schotti agrees in this respect with
antarctica, except that the sharp spine instead of being small is

very elongate. As already mentioned, it is not at all certain, that

the true splendens and gracilis of Dana are without the lobe;

or that the true pellucida of Dana has it. The value of this

character is further somewhat impaired by its variability, since in

his description of bidentata Sars says :
" In most of the specimens

this lobe is divided into two acuminate lappets (fig. 3) ; but in some
specimens, though differing in no other respect from the typical

form, these lappets are much more numerous, forming a dense

fringe aloug the free edge of the leaflet (fig. 4)." Dr. Ortmann
says of gibboides, " basal joint of the inner antennae above with an
oval, obliquely forward and outward pointed lobe;" and of pseudo-

gibba, " basal joint of the inner antennae above with a triaugular

lobe, whose point is directed forward and outward." But the tri-

angular lobe is not figured, and the oval one is, in the figure, itself

apically pointed and verging on the triangular.

There are also lobes occurring on the second and third joints of

the first antennae which are available, though they have not yet been

found important for specific discrimination.

8. The basal scale of the second a.ntennce and the attendant basal

spine.—The extent to which the scale reaches beyond the peduncle

would be a useful character, but information on this point is rather

deficient. Apparently bidentata is distinguished from all other

species by the fact that its basal spine extends far beyond half the

length of the scale.

9. Mandibular palp.—Unfortunately for several species the

features of this palp are known imperfectly or not at all. Judging

from Dana's figure of it in Euphausia superba, that species agrees

in this particular with antarctica of Sars, in which the palp in

cpuestion is very slender, its terminal joint being nearly as long as

the median. This is not the case in pellucida Dana, miilleri

Claus, bidentata Sars, splendens of Sars, or gracilis of Sars, the last

having " the terminal joint very small and oval in form."

10. Second maarillce.—The shape, size, and armature of the

apical joint seem to offer tangible characters for specific distinction,

but such as can only be discovered by dissection.

11. Proportionate length of the joints in the three pairs of maxilli-

peds and the three developed pairs of perceopods.—The value that

might attach to this character is strikingly illustrated by a com-

parison of the figures drawn by Sars of the last of these appendages

in bidentata and antarctica. In the former species the third joint

is shorter than the fourth, in the latter it is much longer than all

the four succeeding joints combined. Unfortunately, beyond this

one comparison, there is scarcely any definite and trustworthy
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information available. Dana gives a detail-figure of the appen-

dage in question for his E. peUueida and his E. splendent, but it is

the latter rather than the former that agrees with the figure

delineated by Sars for his E. bidentata. Of Dana's four species,

as judged by the figures, it is only superba which has the third

joint of the last (developed) leg longer thau the fourth.

It has been already intimated that the limbs, in spite of their

general resemblance, are by no means all of one pattern. It may
be added that in the second maxillipeds there is an apical arma-

ture which may not be in all species identical.

12. The branchice.—The importance of differences in this appa-

ratus is noticed both by Sars and Dana.
13. First and second pleopods of the male.—Characters derived

from these organs appeal chiefly to highly skilled observers, and
are not by any means always at their disposal.

14. Uropods and tehon.—Characters, perhaps of not overwhelm-
ing importance, are derived from the lengths of the two branches

of the uropods in relation one to the other and in relation to the

telson, from the number and position of spinules on the telson,

and from the smoothness or pectination of the telson's subapical

processes.

So far, then, as at present known, the species will fall into two
groups—the first, with the third pleon-segment not produced into

a tooth, comprising pelhicida, splendens, gracdis, superba, mulleri,

bidentata, similis, murrayi, antarctica, latifrons; the second, with

the third pleon-segment produced into a tooth, comprising milcro-

nata, gibba, spinifera, gibboides, pseudogibba, schotti, vaJJentini. In
each group there are some well-marked species, but others to

which the facilities of a synoptic arrangement cannot be very safely

applied. Without attempting, therefore, here to formulate such a

table, I will only offer some characters by which closely coupled

forms may be distinguished one from the other, or by which parti-

cular species are distinctly ear-marked.

In the first group we observe:-

—

With subquadrate rostral projection E. latifrons Sars.

With broadly triangular rostral projection E. antarctica Sars.

With very small eyes E. gracilis Dana.
With two teetli on each lateral margin of carapace E. hidcntata Sars.

E. similis Sars is obviously so named from its

supposed likeness to E. bidcn/ata, from which it is

distinguished by the unidentate margins of carapace,

and inner branch of uropods shorter than outer.

Lateral margin of carapace not dentate ; uropods
reaching beyond telson E. superba Dana.

Lateral margin of carapace unidentate ; uropods
not reaching beyond telson E. murrayi Sars.

In E. pcllucida Dana and E. mulleri Claus the
inner ramus of the nropods reaches beyond the

outer, but not so in E. splendens Dana. In
E. pcllucida. the last three joints of the third
pera?opod are much shorter than the preceding joint,
but not so in E. mulleri.
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In the second group we observe :

—

Carapace with postero-dorsal tooth . E. schotti Orttnann.
Uropods reaching apex f Eyes large E. gihboides Ortmann.

oftelson. \ Eyes small E. pseudogibba Ortmann.
Fifth and sixth pleon-segments with indentured

hind margin E. spinifera Sars.

Third pleon-segment with dorsal tooth strong E. mucronata Sars.

Third pleon-segment I

First
, *f*™* ™% _

basal
w ... .

with dorsal tooth J ™ *
eaflet acute

>
b^d :""

:
K Stbba 0ars'

w i First antennae with basal

(_ leaflet rounded, simple E. valient in-i, n. sp.

Euphausia vallentini, n. sp. (Plate XXXVII.)

Rostral projection acute, short, not nearly reaching apex of eyes.

Carapace with slight longitudinal elevation behind the rostrum ; a

single tooth on lateral margin at about the middle. Third pleon-

segment produced backward in a thin, almost spine-like, tooth

of no great length, so as easily to escape notice. Fifth pleon-seg-

ment with postero-lateral corners rounded, not quadrate as figured

by Sars in E. gibba. Sixth pleon-segment nearly as long as fourth

plus fifth. The preanal spine tridentate, the lowest tooth much
the largest. In one specimen out of four the upper teeth seemed
to be represented only by a tubercle.

The eyes are pear-shaped, of medium size.

First antennas.—The first joint is longer than the second plus

the third and has at the apex a smoothly rounded membranous
leaflet, with a group of setae adjacent on the inner side, and on the

outer a strongly projecting angle furnished with various plumose
setse. The third joint has a small apical lobe on the underside

and a membranous expansion along the upperside.

Second antenna?.—The scale extends well beyond the peduncle,

the basal spine not nearly reaching the middle of the scale and only

feebly pectinate on its inner margin.

Mandibles.—Cutting-edge broad and thin, with two prominent
teeth at the top, of which both are double in one mandible, but

only the upper one in the other ; the molar prominent, its cylindri-

cal crown radiated with finely pectinate teeth
;
palp strong, third

joint about two-thirds of second, fringed on one margin with

numerous spines, the second joint carrying setae.

Lower lip.—The inner margin of each lobe with a fur of very

short hairs extending nearly to the distal angle.

First maxillae.—Unless by the greater breadth of the outer lobe,

these maxillae are not easy to distinguish from those which have
been figured for other species.

Second maxillae.—The part which seems to vary most in the

several species is the terminal joint or palp. It is here distinguished

by its very considerable size, and by its shape, which is more that

of a parallelogram, with obliquely truncate apex, than is shown in

any other species for which these maxillae have been figured. Sars

says of E. gibba that " the oral parts and the legs would not seem
to exhibit any essential difference from those of Euphausia gracilis"
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In regard to that species he says that the second pair of maxillae

" have the terminal joint not very large, of a rather regular ovoid

form, and but sparingly supplied with bristles." The shape appears

from the figure to be rather similar to that in the present species,

but the size and armature very different.

First maxiliipeds to the third peraeopods.—In all these ap-

pendages the penultimate joint is longer than the ultimate and,

to a less extent, than the antepenultimate, but these three joints

combined differ greatly in their relation to the preceding joints,

being at least as long as both third and fourth joints in the first

maxiliipeds, but shorter than the fourth by itself in the third

peraeopods. In the second and third peraeopods their length is

absolutely as well as relatively shorter than in the preceding limbs
;

but also the length of the third and fourth joints successively

increases from the first maxiliipeds onwards, and whereas in the

first maxiliipeds and to a less extent in the second the fourth

joint is shorter than the third, in the following appendages it is

increasingly longer. The exopods of all these six paiis of

appendages have a close general resemblance. Sars, in describing

the genus, speaks of the articulation between the peduncle and
the flagellum as very oblique, and figures the flagellum as un-

jointed. But, at least in the present species, it appears that the

flagellum has transverse lines of a feeble and perhaps evanescent

articulation, and that the junction with the peduncle is also trans-

verse, a strongly marked oblique hue on the peduncle following

the course of a muscle but not constituting an articulation. Claus'a

figures of E. miilleri seem to be in agreement with this view of

the matter.

The uropods.—The rami are equal in length, and scarcely reach

beyond the insertion of the subapical processes of the telsou.

The telson.—The subapical processes are quite smooth. The
apical piece of the telson between them narrows above the middle,

carrying at this point two minute spinules, and then widens,

passing with convex margins to an acute apex. Below the middle
of its entire length the telson has a pair of dorsal spinules.

Length. The specimen of which the parts are figured measured
16 mm. Another measured 18 mm., and a third 21 mm. None
had sexually metamorphosed pleopods.

Locality. Stanley Harbour, Falkland Islands.

Gen. Thysanoessa. Brandt.

1851. Thysanoessa (subgen.), Brandt, MiddendorfFs Sibirische

Reise, Krebse, p. 52.

1882. Thysanoessa, Sars, Christiania Yidensk. Forh. no. 18, p. 52.
1883. Thysanoessa, Sars, Christiania Yidensk. Forh. no. 7, p. 25.
1885. Thysanoessa, Sars, ' Challenger ' Schizopoda, Reports,

vol. xiii. pp. 63, 119.

1887. Thysanoessa, Hansen, Yid. Medd., Malac. mar. Groenl.
occid. p. 54.
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1892. Thysanoessa, Norman, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. ix.

p. 462.

1893. Thysanoessa, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.
vol. lxxiv. p. 264.

1893. Thysanoessa, Ortmann, Decap. u. Schizop., Plankton-Exp.
p. 14.

1896. Thysancessa, Caullery, Ann. Univ. Lyon, ' Caudan' Crust.,

Schiz. et Decap. p. 367.

This genus is distinguished from the other Euphausiidae by
having the second maxillipeds greatly produced, with their two
terminal joints carrying spiniform setae on both margins. In his

preliminary notices of the ' Challenger ' Schizopoda, Professor Sars
speaks of the long second maxillipeds as the second pair of legs, but
in the ' Challenger ' Eeports he calls them the first pair of legs

—

a vacillation which points to the ever-perplexing question whether
an appendage ought to be named according to its undoubted
homology or according to its actual structure, or according to

some better but not yet invented method. It is, to say the least,

very convenient to speak of three pairs of maxillipeds throughout
the Malacostraca, with exception of the Isopoda and Amphipoda,
in which the terms first and second gnathopods have won acceptance
in place respectively of the second and third maxillipeds.

Thysanoessa macrura Sars.

1883. Thysanoessa macrura, Sars, Christiania Vidensk. Fork.
no. 7, p. 26.

1885. Thysanoessa macrura, Sars, ' Ckallenger ' Schizopoda,

Reports, vol. xiii. p. 125, pi. 23. figs. 1-4.

1893. Thysanoessa macrura, Ortmann, Decap. u. Schizop.,

Plankton-Exp. p. 14.

This species, in common with T. gregaria Sars, is distinguished

by a tooth on the lateral margin of the carapace from Kroyer's

neglecta and longicaudato, the two other species of the genus, both

of wkich are devoid of such a tooth. Kroyer's species also have a

simple preanal spine, whereas that spine in macrura has from two
to three teeth, and in gregaria may have a pectination of thirteen,

though Ortmann reports a specimen in which it has only two
teeth, thus undermining the value of this specific character.

The present species is distinguished from T. gregaria by the

rostrum more broadly triangular and apically more acute, by the

greater length of the sixth pleon-segment, and by the comparative

length of tbe branches of the uropods, the inner being here

considerably, instead of ouly slightly longer than the outer. Sars

gives as a further distinction :
" First pair of ltgs [second maxilli-

peds] much smaller than in last species [gregaria], nieral [fourth]

joint scarcely reaching beyond middle of antennal scale." He
does not gi\e a detail-figure of these appendages, but in the lateral

view of the animal the three terminal joints combined are much
shorter than the fourth joint of the appendage in question, and
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the penultimate joint is fully two-thirds the length of the ante-

penultimate. On the other hand, the specimen here identified

with maervra ha- the three terminal joints of its second maxillipeds

together longer than (he fourth joint, and the antepenultimate

thrice as long as the penultimate. But as Sars considers that

none of his specimens Mere full-grown, I abstain from regarding

the difference; mentioned as of specific value. Mr. Yallenrin's

specimen, of which unfortunately I cannot give the measurements,

was certainly longer than the 13 mm. reached by Ban's specimen.

Locality. Stanley Harbour, Falkland Islands.

ISOPODA.

ASELLOIA.

1882. AseRota, Sars, Christiania Vidensk. Forb. no. 18, p. 58.

L885. Agetlota, .Sars. L>en Norake Nordbavs-Exp. vol. xiv. pt. 1,

p. 11-.

1893. AseUota, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. Ixxiv. p. 376.

1895. Asellota, Hansen. Isop., Comae, u. Stomat., Plaukton-

Exp., p. 4.

1897. AseUota
t
Sars, Cru.-tacea of Norway, vol. ii. pt. 5, p. 94.

Fam. Jaxirilli:.

] -07. Iamridce, Sars, Crustacea of Norway, vol. ii. pt. 5, p. 9-.

The genus Janira, Leach, 1813-1*14, e-iablished in the

Supplement to his article " Crustaceology/' was not spelt with an
initial iota, but was trisyllabic.

Gen. Iais Bovallius.

1886. IaU, Bovallius, Notes on Fain. Asellidae, pp. 4 & 50,

Bihang K. Svenska Yet,.-Akad. Handl. vol. xi. no. 15.

L886. Jcera (partj, Beddard, 'Challenger" Lsopoda, Beports,

vol. xvii. p. 1 ').

1887. Iait (Janihe), Ffeffer, Krebse von Siid-Georgien, p. 18.

This genus may be distinguished from its very near neighbour

Jcera Leach, by the narrowness of the body, the smallness of the
eye-,, the triunguiculate fingers on all the limbs of the peneon,

and by the uropods which are not adjacent, not inserted in a notch
of the pleon, and in which the peduncle is not longer than the

rami.

On the last only of these four characters can much dependence
be placed. Sar-, indeed, in his definition of Jcera includes the

character " dactylar joint 3-unguiculate," but the reckoning of

spine- which justifies this would allow us to ^ay that the dactylus

in Iais was quadriunguiculate. It is, however, a somewhat un-
substantial character. Still more so are those depending on the

breadth of the body and the size of the eye. In the mouth-organs
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Jcera and Iais closely correspond : though the antepenultimate

joint of the maxillipeds is rather less strongly developed in Iais

than in Jcera, and, on the other hand, the inner plate of the first

maxilla? is broader in Iais.

Iais pubescens (Dana). (Plate XXXYFH.)
1853. Jcera pubescms, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust.

p. 744, pi. 49. figs. 9 a-d.

1876. Jcera pubescens, S. I. Smith, Bull. U.S. Xat. Mus., Contr.

Nat. Hist. Kerguelen, p. 03.

18S2. Jcera aovce ztalandice, Chilton, Tr. New Zealand Inst.

vol. xv. p. 189.

1886. Iais liaryeri, Bovallius, Xotes on Fain. Asellidae, p. 50.

1886. Iais pubescens, Bovallius, ibidem, p. 51.

1886. Icera novte-zelandice, Bovallius, ibidem, p. 49.

1886. Jcera neo-zelanica, Thomson & Chilton, Tr. Xew Zealand
Inst. vol. xviii. p. 157.

1886. Jcera pubesceng, Beddard, ' Challenger ' Isopoda, Beports,

vol. xvii. p. 19, pi. 2. figs. 6-13.

1887. Iais (Janthe) pubescens, Pfeffer, Krebse von Siid-Georgien,

p. 19.

1887. Jcera antarctica, Pfeffer, ibidem, pp. 19 & 94, pi. 7.

figs. 1-4.

1888. Iais neo-zecdanica, Chilton & Thomson, Tr. Xew Zealand

Inst. vol. xxi. p. 265 (Iais pubescens evidently intended).

1891. Iais pubescens, Chilton, Trans. Xew Zealand Inst,

vol. xxiv. p. 266.

1893. Jais pubescens, Thomson, P. B. Soc. Tasmania for 1892,

p. 15 (Jais misprint for Iais).

The association of this minute species with Sphasroma lanceolatum

(or gigas) is recorded by Dana for Tierra del Fuego, by Professor

Smith and Mr. Beddard for Kerguelen Island. That they are

all three applying the name to the same species is, therefore,

highly probable. But Smith gives no description : and Beddard's

description is accompanied by figures which do not in all respects

agree with our specimens from the Falkland Islands, the segments

of the body showing little or no lateral interval, and the head
having its front and sides curiously serrate. From the text,

however, it must be inferred, as Dr. Chilton has already pointed

out, that at least the second of these differences is due only

to an error on the part of the draughtsman ; the first apparently

depends on a very advanced stage of the brood-pouch in the

female. That the rami of the uropods are in the figure distally

clubbed instead of tapering, may well be due either to a casual

variation or a slight inaccuracy in the drawing. lata horgeri

Bovallius, from the Strait of Magellan, differs in nothing from
the Falkland Island specimens, unless in size (*' 3-4 mm.") and
in one or two comparative measurements of parts, which can
scarcely be trustworthy, since they vary with the bending or

straightening and other accidental conditions of the specimen
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measured. The distinction of /. hargeri from /. pubescens is

only effected by attributing to Dana's description and figures a

minute accuracy to which they have no claim, and which at the

date of their production was scarcely ever accorded to small

crustaceans. Dana, for example, says " Caudal stylets half as

long as abdomen, three- or four-jointed," though his fig. 9 d shows
the stylets with single-jointed rami and only about one-fourth as

long as the pleon. That Pfeffer's Jcera antarctica may be an
additional synonym is of necessity conjectural. The solitary

specimen was imperfect and could not be dissected. The length

is given as 3-2 mm., and the greatest breadth as not much more
than one-fourth of the length

;
just as Eovallius says of lais

hargeri, " the body is elongate, linear, four times longer than
broad." This, it is likely, refers to the male. In /. [Albescens

the female loses something of her slenderness of shape as the

marsupium becomes inflated. On the other hand. Pfeffer

definitely states that the finger is biunguiculate and that the

3-unguiculate finger, which he, like Sars, attributes to Jara, was
not to be found on any of the limbs of the person. He also

gives the colour as brownish, whereas the Falkland Island

specimens better agree with Bovallius's account of /. hargeri, as
" greenish white, almost hyaline." Pfeffer's description of the

damaged first antennas and of the uropods tallies well with what
is found in /. pubescens.

Mr. G. M. Thomson found Tasmanian specimens of 1. pubescens

in a tube with " Sphceroma quoyana M.-Edw.," but it may be

noticed that he also brought with him from Tasmania specimens

of Sphceromtt gigas. Dr. Chilton found some of his New Zealand
specimens free, but others " on a large Spheeroma (probably

>S'. obtusa Dana) in Port Chalmers." The following description

refers to the specimens found at the Falkland Islands on Spluproma
gigas (or lanceolatum). This association has been spoken of as

parasitic or semiparasitic. Apparently the small isopod makes use

of the large one as a kind of floating island, affixing its eggs to it,

and in adult life still clinging on but doing no harm to its animated
lodging, which occasionally accommodates some minute zoophytes

on similar terms.

Body narrowly elliptical, peraeon wider than head or pleon, but
almost parallel-sided except under the influence of the developing
ova, when also the sides of the segments become less widely
separated than before. The sides on the upper part are fringed

with small hairs. The pleon has a very small first segment,
followed by a rounded shield, fringed with minute hairs and
slightly projecting obtusely between the uropods. Head widest
at the eyes, obtusely projecting between the first antennae ; in

dorsal view the epistome obtusely prominent in advauce of the
rostral projection.

Eyes very small, wide apart, about at middle of the lateral

margins of the head, each with only two crystalline cones set in

dark pigment (see figure in Beddard's Report). First antenna;
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6-jointed, shorter than peduncle of second, first joint nearly as

broad as long, second shorter and much narrower, third about half

as long as second ; flagellum small, its middle joint longest.

Second antennae apparently with a minute rudiment of a

process on the third joint, carrying 2 spinules, sixth joint of

peduncle a little longer than 5th ; flagellum sometimes nearly

twice as long as peduncle, attaining to 25 joints (20-30 are given

for I. harc/eri).

Upper lip with rounded or somewhat flattened apical margin.

Under lip with rather strong setules on the obtuse apices.

First maxillae.—Inner plate not linear, its margins convex, the

apex carrying 4—5 setae ; outer plate much broader, apex fringed

with 11 spines in two series.

Second maxillae.—Inner plate moderately broad, with numerous
setae on apex ; outer plates narrow, each with 4 apical setae, longer

than those on inner plate.

Maxillipeds.—First joint short, the epipod irregularly oblong or

oval, not reaching beyond first joint of the palp ; second joint broad,

its terminal plate nearly as long as the base and more than half

as broad, with one or two coupling spines on inner margin, and
several spinules fringing the apex; first joint of palp short, second

rather broad, scarcely longer than broad, third much shorter and
narrower, distally narrowed, fourth as long as second but narrower
even than third, fifth much shorter than fourth.

Limbs of peraeon all nearly alike. First pair (gnathopods) are

a little shorter than the others, and, so far as I could discern, are

"without the triangular prolongation of the sixth joint seen on the

other pairs. In all, the second joint is little broader than the

fifth and little longer than the sixth, the fourth is shorter than

the third, the fifth is decidedly broader than the sixth, but scarcely

so long. The short finger has a broadly oval base, from which
issues a strongly curved nail on the outer side of the apex, and
on the inner side two similar but shorter nails ; between these and
the longer nail a curved spine may sometimes be seen protruding.

The two smaller nails are placed so close together that they often

look like a single two-pointed nail. Over the broad part of the

finger the apex of the sixth joint is produced in a triangular process.

In the female, the operculum of the pleon is broadly rounded,
with a produced obtuse apical point.

The uropods are rather more (or slightly less, Bovallius) than a

fourth of the caudal shield. The outer ramus is as long as the

peduncle, and has several setae on the truncate but narrowed apex,

with one or two setules near the middle ; the inner has a basal

part as long as, but broader than, the outer, with a narrower and
much shorter apical portion, separated as it were by a fringe of

spinules and tipped with long setae.

The specimens Avere of various sizes (including young with the

seventh pair of trunk-legs undeveloped). All the adults seemed
to be females, the largest scarcely exceeding 2*5 mm.

Locality. Falkland Islands. On Exovphceroma yiyas.
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Plabellipee a.

1882. Flabellifera, Sars, ChristianiaVidensk.Forh. no. 18, p. 58.

1897. Flabellifera, Sars, Crustacea of Norway, vol. ii. pt. 3, p. 43.

See also the references under the Tribe Asellota for other

notices of the present tribe.

Fam. Sbh^romid.e.

1840. ' SpJteromiens,' Milne-Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust, vol. iii.

p. 197.

1847. Sphceromidce, White, List of Crustacea in Brit. Mus.

p. 102.

1853. Spheromidce, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped. vol. xiii., Crust,

pt. ii. p. 748.

1857. Sphceromidce, White, Popular Hist. British Crustacea,

p. 244.

1867. Sphceromidce, Bate & Westwood, Brit. Sessile-eyed Crust,

vol. ii. p. 398.

1870. Sphceromidce, Miers, Crustacea of New Zealand, p. 109.

1880. Sphceromidce, Kossmann, Zool. Ergebn. einer Beise

Bothen Meeres, p. 111.

1880. Sphceromidce, Harger, Bep. U.S. Connn. Fisheries for

1878, pt. 6, p. 367.

1886. Sphceromidce, Beddard, 'Challenger'" Isopoda, Beports,

vol. xvii. p. 145.

1893. Sphceromidce, Stebbiug, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. lxxiv. p. 359.

1900. Sphieromidce, H. Bichardson, The American Naturalist,

vol. xxxiv. p. 222.

By what must be regarded as a very uulucky accident this

family is not at present represented in the fauna of Norway, so

that we are without the light which would otherwise certainly

have been shed upon it in the recently published work on
Norwegian Isopoda by Professor G. O. Sars.

The genus Sphceroma, from which the family takes its name,
was instituted by Bosc, or by Latreille in Bosc's Hist. nat. des

Crustaces, vol. ii. p. 182, in the year 1802. As Gruerin-Meneville

has pointed out in his ' Iconographie,' there was for long a great

confusion as to the synonymy of the typical species. All that can

now be determined is, that Bosc included in the genus the Oniscus

conglobator of Pallas, 1766 (which Pallas himself identifies with
Oniscus asilus Linn., 1758), and as a synonym of this the

Cymothoa serrata of Eabricius, 1793, earlier described as Oniscus

serratus in the 'Mantissa,' 1787. Pallas had before this changed
the name of his species to globator, and authors, in long succession,

with the exception of Guerin-Meneville, have united the species

of Pallas with that of Fabricius and yet inconsistently adopted
the name serratum in preference to the earlier globator or conglobator.
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Gue'riti-Me'neville makes of them two separate species. But the

fact is, I think, that we cannot now with any certainty determine

what species Pallas had before him, and must therefore accept

serratum as the type of the genus.

The question now arises whether the genus ought to retain all

those species which have been hitherto grouped within it on the

ground of their very close external resemblance. My reply to

this is that, at least in some instances, the grouping can scarcely

outlast a careful comparison of the appendages in the different

species. It is only fair to Bate and Westwood to say that, in

their discussion of Sphceroma prideauxianum Leach, they state

that " The foot-jaws differ from those of the typical species, in

having each of tbe three intermediate joints dilated into an
internal flattened lobe, a character which, in conjunction with

that of the short plates of the lateral appendages of the terminal

segment of the body, seems to indicate a more than specific

distinction." They show in their figures the remarkable difference

between the maxillipeds of serratum and prideauxianum; the latter

being almost undoubtedly a synonym of Leach's Sphceroma
curium, which at any rate has maxillipeds and second maxilla? of

the same pattern. In very near agreement with this pattern is

that of the maxillipeds of Sphceroma gigas Leach, which I propose

to place in a new genus, though without attempting here the

arduous task of re-arranging the other species. Among them
Sphceroma rugicauda Leach may be mentioned as having maxil-

lipeds certainly very distinct from those of serratum, yet not in

very perfect agreement with those of Sphceroma curium. Dana
says that his Sphceroma calcarea has the maxillipeds nearly as in

S. lanceolata, but in the figure to which he refers they agree

better with those of S. curtum, and with those which Kossmann
represents for a seemingly immature specimen which he doubtfully

names Sphceroma obtusum Dana.

Exosphjeroma, gen. n.

In general appearance agreeing with Sphceroma, but having the

penultimate and two preceding joints of the maxillipeds lobed on
the inner side, whereas in the type species of Sphceroma those

joints are not lobed.

Exosph^roma gigas (Leach). (Plate XXXIX.)

1818. Sphceroma gigas, Leach, Diet. Sci. Nat. vol. xii. p. 346.

1823-5. Sphceroma gigas, Desmarest, Consid. gen. Crust, p. 301.

1840. Sphceroma gigas, Milne-Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust, vol. iii.

p. 205.

1841. Sphceroma gigas, Guerin-Mcneville, Iconographie du
Kegne Animal, Crust, p. 31.

1843. Sphceroma gigas (var. lanceolata), White, Ann. Mag. Nat.
Hist. ser. 1, vol. xii. p. 315.

1847. Splueroma gigas, White, List Crust. Brit. Mus. p. 102.
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1847. Sphceroma lanceolatum, White, List Crustacea Brit. Mus.
p. 102.

1853. Spheroma gigas, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust,

pt. ii. p. 775, pi. 52. tig. 1.

1853. Spheroma lanceolata, Dana, loc. cit. p. 775, pi. 52. figs. 1 a-f.

1871. Sphceroma lanceolatum, Cunningham, Tr. Linn. Soc. Lond.
vol. xxvii. p. 499.

1876. Splueroma gigas, Miers, Catal. Crust. New Zealand, p. 110.

1876. Splueroma lanceolata, Miers. loc. cit. p. 111.

1881. Splueroma gigas, Miers, Pr. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 79.

1882. Splueroma gigas, Has well, Catal. Australian Crust, p. 287.

1884. Splueroma gigas, Studer, Ak. Wiss. Berlin, Isopoden
' Gazelle,' p. 17.

1884. Splueroma lanceolatum, Studer, loc. cit. p. 18.

1886. Spheroma gigas, Beddard, ' Challenger ' Isopoda, Keports,

vol. xvii. p. 147.

1893. Splueroma gigas, Gr. M. Thomson, P. R. Soc. Tasmania,

p. 14.

Leach very briefly describes this species as having " the body
smooth ; last segment of pleon narrowed to a point, apically

rounded; length, an inch; habitat unknown." Of the only two
specimens he bad seen, one, given him by Lamarck, was in his

own cabinet, the other in the museum of the Linnean Society.

The latter is still, I think, where it was seen by Leach, but a

dried marine isopod is in the position of Tithonus : its immortality

does not carry with it the gift of perpetual youth.

Desmarest copies the brief description by Leach. Milne-Edwards
adds that the rounded apical angle of the telsou extends beyond
(" depasse notablement ") the inner lamina of the uropods, and
that the outer lamina or ramus is long, obtuse, not serrate.

White in 1843 describes his var. lanceolata thus :
—" Body

smooth ; last joint of the abdomen considerably arched above, and
having near the base a slight elevation grooved in the middle

;

the last joint is also in most of the specimens considerably pointed,

and extends very slightly beyond the extremity of the inner plate

of the last false legs ; the outer plate of these appendices is narrow
and lanceolate ; both of the plates are minutely punctured with
black." The habitat is the Falkland Islands ; the size reaches

three-fourths of an inch to a whole inch in length ; and it is

admitted that " this species comes very near the S. gigas Leach,"
" from which it principally differs in the more elongated and
narrower outer plate, and in the grooved elevation at the base of

the more arched last joint of the abdomen." In 1847 White
adopts it as a separate species, but with the synonymy " var. Sph.
gigas Leach ?

"

Dana gives a ventral view of the caudal shield and uropods
of " Spheroma gigas " from New Zealand. For his specimens he
reports surface of body smooth, but with microscopic appearance
of granulation, caudal shield evenly convex, sides arcuate (not

sinuous), apex rounded, moderately narrow, not quite reached by
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lamellae of uropods, the inner of which is " rounded at extremity,

but subacute." The length of specimens was four to live lines,

the colours brown to brownish black, with some irregular whitish

spots. Of the "large" " Sjpheroma lanceolata" from Fuegia he

figures and describes the mouth-organs. Further, he states that

the perseon-segments fifth to seventh are scarcely shorter than the

three preceding, that the caudal shield is evenly convex, its sides

arcuate, its apex rather narrowly rounded, reached by the inner

lamella of the uropods, which is equal to the outer lamella, and
like it lanceolate, obtuse ; the flagellum of the second antennae

18-20 joints ;
" the texture of the shell corneous, as usual."

Cunningham asks, as he well might, "Is this species truly distinct

from S. gigas Leach ? " Miers suggests that the differences may
be only sexual. After describing specimens referred to the

Aucklands, the Falklands, and Fuegia, he says that S. lanceolata,

from the two latter localities, " differs only in the rami of the

caudal appendages, which are narrower-lanceolate and acute at the

extremity, and in the absence of the lateral marginal groove on
the thoracic segments." In S. gigas he notes " inferior lateral

margins of all the segments grooved," and " rami of the caudal

appendages narrow-oval, rounded at the extremity." To these

characters he adds that the front margin of the transversely

oblong head has a very small lobe between the enlarged bases of

the first antennae, that the first segment of the peraeon is rather

the longest, " the rest short, subequal, slightly tending backward
on the sides, and with the infero-posterior angle subacute," and
that the colour is " light brown, margins of segments yellowish ;

"

" length nearly 1 in." Haswell only repeats the description given

by Miers ; and Studer thinks the lanceolatum of Fuegia is distin-

guished from the S. gigas of Kerguelen by its slenderer body and
the shape of the caudal shield. Beddard notices &. gigas as a

species without prominent sexual dimorphism. Thomson records

under this name a small Tasmanian and New Zealand form, which,

he says, "differs in a few details from a large form" found in the

Auckland Islands. What the details are he has at present left-

untold, though, like Gkierin-Meneville some fifty years earlier,

bewailing the want of a monograph of the Sphaeromidae.

Guerin-Meneville himself adds nothing to the knowledge then

available of the adult 8. gigas, but makes the following statements

in regard to the young. He has found, he says, " under the

ventral plates (feuillets inferieurs) of a female a great number of

eggs and some young individuals just hatched and still attached to

the mother by a filament which issued from their anus, and he

found that these individuals had seven segments [of the peraeon]

and seven pairs of feet. These young ones were scarcely a milli-

metre long, their body was narrow, elongate, with segments well

marked and separated at the edges. The last pleon-segment was
cordiform, rounded at the sides, pointed behind, and the lamellae

of the uropods were inserted far back on this tail-piece (fort en
arriere de cette queue) and extended a little beyond it." He
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reminds us that the young of Porcellio have at first only six peraeon-

segnients and six pairs of legs.
1

It is rather provoking that he
did not give fuller details, since in his account so far as it goes

there are many points calculated to excite some surprise. The
small size, the linear form, the anal filament, the heart-shaped

caudal segment with uropods projecting to the rear, were little

to be expected in the young of Sphceroma gigas. The truth

appears to me to be that Grue'rin-Meneville was misled by the

minute size and semi-pellucid hue of Iais puhescens (Dana) into

supposing it to be the young of the SpJiceroma, of which it is, so

far as known, the invariable companion.

We now pass to the description of the adult Exosphceroma gigas.

The short but broad vertex of the head is separated from the

occiput by a nearly straight ridge, the front line of the vertex

being indentured on either side of a short rostral point, its outer

angles meeting the advanced points of the sides of the first peraeon-

segment a little in front of the eyes. All the segments of the

perseon have the grooving described by Miers, The segments
from the second to the seventh are almost parallel-sided, but the

sixth and seventh slightly widen out. Again, the first division

of the pleon is infinitesimally wider than the seventh segment
of the peraeon. This first part of the pleon is composite, a

continuous line near the base, and for the most part usually

concealed under the perseon, marking off the first segment, while

from the broad second, the successively narrower third and fourth

are marked off by lines which are interrupted at some distance

from the middle. The second division probably consists of an
obscure and concealed fifth segment, the sixth carrying the

uropods and the telson. This division is so adjusted that in

spirit-specimens the animal cannot be flattened out but has a

crook in its back, which would appear to facilitate a doubling

together of the body rather than the spherical form so readily

assumed by Sphcnroma serration. The inflation of the caudal

shield declines rather rapidly near the slightly sinuous sides and
the rather narrow rounded apex.

The eyes are dark, small, irregularly oval, near the postero-

lateral corners of the head.

First antennae.—First joint large, broad, with basal fold, second

much smaller, third longer but much narrower thau second;
flagellum shorter than peduncle, 17-jointed, each joint except first

and last carrying two hyaline filaments.

Second antennae.—Longer than first, with stouter flagellum of

about 16 short and stout joints.

Epistome widening much downward. Upper lip with distal

margin almost straight, except at the angles.

Mandibles.—Cutting-edge tridentate, accessory plate stronger

1 M. Louis Route, " Etudes sur le Developpement, des Crustaces," Ann. Sci.

Nat. Ber. 7, vol. xviii. pp. 4(>, 57, P>4 (1895), contravenes this long-accepted
statement, though admitting the small comparative size of t lie seventh segment
and its pair of appendages.
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on the left than on the right mandible ; molar cylindrical, with

spines above, as well as the usual spine-row ; spines on the second

and third joints of the palp pectinate.

First maxillae.—Inner plate narrow, with four plumose setae at

the apex, outer plate with a lobe below the middle, and on the

apex nine stout, and three slender, somewhat denticulate spines.

Maxillipeds.—Second joint wide at the base, then narrow, its

plate narrow at the base, then wide, the apical margin broad,

carrying numerous plumose spines; third joint short; fourth narrow
at base, the lobed distal end wide; fifth much shorter but about as

wide distally ; sixth longer than fifth or seventh, much narrower
than fifth, with a short lobe at its widened distal end ; seventh

narrow, not unguiform. The fifth and sixth joints are not without
armature of the inner margin, but it is far less conspicuous thau

the long setae which those joints display in Splueroma serratum.

Here, as in Sphceroma curtum, the fifth joint is decidedly smaller

than the fourth, but in SpJiazroma rugicauda the fifth joint is

larger than the fourth, as in Sphceroma serratum.

Limbs of the peraeon.—In these there is a gradual increase of

length, so that the seventh pair is considerably longer than the

first. In all, the third joint is elongate, without the long setae

displayed in Sphceroma serratum • the fourth, fifth, and sixth

joints are thickly furred along the forward margin, the fourth and
fifth having a group of small spines on the backward apex ; the

sixth has at the apex, on the inner side, as in various other

Sphaeromidae, and in Isopoda of other families, a rounded plate

overlapping the base of the finger ; the finger is of the kind called

bidentate, one tooth being the short, curved, horny-looking nail,

the other a small spine near the base of the nail.

The appendages of the male on the seventh peraeon-segment are

rather long, about four times as long as broad.

Pleopods.—The first pair are smaller than the second. The
male appendage of the second is considerably longer than the rami,

apart from their long fringes of plumose setae, and ends almost

acutely, not being roundly expanded at the apex as in Sphceroma

rugicauda. The covering ramus in the last three pairs has a

transverse suture near the end ; the under ramus of the fourth

and fifth pairs is much plicated.

Uropods.—The lower outer branch is a little broader and apically

a little more broadly rounded than the inner, which is sometimes

spoken of as a prolongation of the peduncle, there being, in fact,

no articulation between them.

One of Mr. Vallentin's specimens is distinguished from the

rest as follows :—It has the sides of theperaeon-segments abruptly

down-bent, so as to form a sharp angle with the middle of the

back ; on the fourth pleon-segment are a pair of little median
humps, such as are barely indicated in the other specimens ; the

pleon-shield has the median line occupied by a longitudinal groove
between two elevations, and then by a carina of which the first

part is divided between two tubercles, the remainder running to

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXXVII. 37
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the subacute apex ; the uropods have their apices subacute, that

of the outer ramus the sharper and turned slightly outward. It

is light coloured, with two transverse narrow dark bands. This

specimen ought perhaps to be called Exosphceroma lanceolatum

(White) ; but one has to remark that Leach describes his species

as having the " last segment of pleon narrowed to a point," so

that the original gigas may have been the lauceolate form. Dana
speaks of the lamellae of the uropods in lanceolatum as " lanceolate,

obtuse ;
" and if other distinctions are not more steadfast than

those based on the apices of the tel^on and uropods appear to be,

the two names gigas and lanceolatum may well stand in one
synonymy.

Colour. In formol. the specimens are dark or light brown, the

rows of whitish markings on the peraeon being more conspicuous

in dark than in light-coloured examples; the whole body is covered

with minute blackish specks, the head and the peraeon-segments,

however, and parts of the pleon, having clear borders which are

sometimes orange in hue.

Size. Length about 18 mm., breadth 11 mm.
Mr. Vallentin took this species in Stanley Harbour, where it

abounds. He says :
" This species is usually to be found during

low water under stones ; but during a calm, and especially if the

sun is shining brightly, they come to the surface and swim about in

an aimless manner, in an inverted position, the paired appendages
of the telson standing out at right angles to the body. I frequently

caught them swimming in this manner when in my boat, and when
so captured they would immediately roll themselves up into a ball.

On being replaced in the sea, an individual would sink a few
inches, and mounting to the surface swim as vigorously as before.

When swimming in this manner these crustaceans would always
keep near the shore, where the water is not more than two
fathoms in depth." Dr. Coppinger (cf. Miers, 1881) records small

specimens from 9-10 fathoms at " Sandy Point."

Gen. Cassidina Milne-Edwards.

1840. Cassidina, Milne-Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust, vol. iii.

p. 223.

1843. Cassidina, Guerin-Meneville, Iconographie du Kegne
Animal, Crust., texte, p. 31.

1853. Cassidina, Dana, IT. S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust, p. 748.
1884. Cassidina, Studer, Isopoden Eeise ' Gazelle,' p. 19.

1887. Cassidina, Pfeffer, Krebse von Siid-Georgien, p. 20.

1888. Cassidina, G. M. Thomson, Tr. New Zealand Inst,
vol. xxi. p. 263.

1900. Cassidena, H. Richardson, The American Naturalist,
vol. xxxiv. p. 222.

The origin of the name of this genus is indirectly explained by-

Milne-Edwards when he says that in the Sphaeromidae which
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compose it the general form of the body, prolonged on each side

much over the feet, resembles that of the insects known as

Cassides, or rather a regularly oval and very inflated buckler.

The species that have been successively assigned to the genus are

Cassidina typa M.-Edwards, 1840, G. emarginata G-uerin-Meneville,

1843, 0. latistylis Dana, 1853, G. metadata Studer, 1884, and
O. neo-zealanica Thomson, 1888. Of these five, typa and latistylis

are under the double disadvantage that their place of origin is un-
known and their colour undescribed ; maculata, from Betsy Cove,

Kerguelen Island, is described as black-brown with whitish flecks

on both sides of the middle line ; neo-zealanica, from the Bay of

Islands, New Zealand, has the colour brownish-grey, covered with
black spots and star-like markings ; emarginata is reported from
the Falkland Islands by Gruerin-Meneville, from the Strait of

Magellan and the west coast of Patagonia by Cunningham, from
the same Strait and Punta Arenas by Studer, from Kerguelen
Island by Miers, and from South Georgia by Pfeffer, the last-

named writer describing the colour as a quite clear brown mixed
with a little green-grey, the whole dorsal surface overspread
with minute close-set points, which on the side-plates are some-
what larger and closer together. This species attains a length of

35 mm., while for the other four the length recorded ranges from
8 to 14 mm. But Studer and Pfeffer are no doubt right in

accepting the opinion of Miers that the largest of the four,

0. latistylis Dana, is only a junior form of G. emarginata.

The question next arises whether G. emarginata itself is distinct

from all the other forms. G. typa is described as 4 lines long,

thus very little exceeding in length the G. neo-zealanica, to which
Thomson assigns "length 8 mm. ; breadth 5 mm." It has beeu

already stated that the colour of G. typa is not described ; but in

the Atlas to the ' Histoire Naturelle des Crustaces ' there is a

coloured figure of it, and the uniform light tint of this is out of

agreement with any described colouring within the genus, except

that of C. emarginata. It is rather curious, too, that the oval

contour of this tigure is very suggestive of a large, slightly bent

specimen of G. emarginata. As opposed to any suspicions, how-
ever, that might arise of an identity between the two species,

Guerin-Meneville points out that in his G. emarginata the body
is moderately, not greatly, inflated ; the head scarcely broader

than long, while in Milne-Edwards's figure the head is very broad

and very short with the eyes situated at a great distance one
from the other ; the last segment of the pleon triangular, truncate

and a little emarginate at the apex, instead of having the apex

narrowly rounded; the first antenna? reach a good deal, instead

of scarcely at all, beyond the peduncle of the second ; the fourth

and fifth limbs of the peraeou have the basal joint strongly

bent, instead of straight ,• and the uropods have the inner lobe

very broad, reaching clearly beyond the telson, with the distal

margin obliquely truncate and a little emarginate, whereas in one
37*
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of the figures given by Milne-Edwards this lobe does not reach

beyond the telson, and though described as very large is represented

as comparatively long and narrow.

Unless the type specimen of C. typa could be recovered and
examined, it would be impossible without rashness to ignore the

distinctions which Guerin-Meneville has drawn between it and
C. emargiaata. But they are not quite so formidable as at first

sight they appear. It is not very easy to induce specimens of

G. emarginata to lie flat, and when not flattened they have that

much inflated (" tres-bombe ") appearance which Milne-Edwards
describes. Their eyes are in fact very wide apart, and though the

breadth of the head in comparison with the length will not answer
Milne-Ed wards's figure or description, in his figure there is fore-

shortening to be considered, and in his description we cannot be

sure between what points he measured the head-length. He gives

both a dorsal and ventral view of the animal, in the latter of which
the last segment of the pleon has its apex protruding rather

sharply beyond the uropods, whereas in the former the apex is

more broadly rounded and enclosed by the uropods. It is obvious,

therefore, that no particular stress can be laid on figures so vari-

able relating to the same object. In regard to the extension of

the first antenna) beyond the peduncle of the second, it should be

noted that this is much less considerable in small specimens of

0. emarginata than in large ones. Of the remarkable bend in the

basal -joints of the second and third peraeopods (4th and 5th limbs

of the pemeon), the ventral view of C. typa shows indeed no trace
;

but neither does Pfeffer hi his careful and elaborate account of

0. emarginata take any notice of this peculiarity, although he

explains that in all the limbs of the peraeon the first and second

joints are more or less firmly coalesced, but, except in the first pair,

plainly distinguishable. The feature to which Gruerin-Meneville

called attention is in reality not an arching of the first joint of the

limb, but rather a geniculate connexion between the coalesced

first and second joints ; a detail much less likely to attract attention

in a ventral view of a small specimen than in a lateral view of a

large one. Against identifying C. typa with C. emarginata there

still, however, remains a stumbling-block in the shape of the

uropods. Of these Milne-Edwards gives a separate figure, in

which the inner lobe is much longer than broad, with a narrowly

rounded apex ; whereas in C. emarginata this lobe is little broader

than long, and has an oblique, slightly emarginate apical border,

of which the inner angle does not reach the end of the pleo-telson,

but the rounded outer angle reaches well beyond it. It is at least

possible that we have here the explanation of the discrepancy in the

two figures of C. typa, the artist in the ventral view observing the

inner angle of the uropods, and the outer angle in the dorsal view.

It is further possible that in the separate figure he had the uropod
angularly placed, so that the long distal margin appeared as part

of the outer side. That all this argues more carelessness in the

figures than ought to be imputed to a work so high in reputation
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and value as the ' Histoire Naturelle des Crustaces,' will be an
obvious reflection. But there is no reason to suppose that the

figures are by the distinguished author of that work, and it can
easily be proved that their accuracy is not beyond impeachment.
.For example, in the figure of the maxillipeds of C. typa there is a

joint missing ; and if this corresponds with the reality, it would
falsify the author's own statement that in this genus the mouth-
organs correspond with those of the Sphseromidae. It is most
likely that Milne-Edwards had but one specimen, and that this one
was dissected, and that the fragments, after they had been figured,

were not thought worth preserving. In that case, the question

here raised will perhaps never be answered with certainty.

C. maculata Studer, 11 mm. long, presents a different set of

difficulties. Its colour has been already mentioned, together with

the fact that it comes from Kerguelen, whence Miers records also

C. emarginata. From this species, which was well known to

Studer from South America, he distinguishes his Kerguelen species

by the form of the pleo-telson, the narrowness of the inner branch
of the uropods, and the length of the antennas. Of these

distinctions the last seems non-existent, but the other two make
a rather close approach to what is shown in the ventral view of

C. typa, the caudal shield being triangular, produced to a narrowly
rounded point a little beyond the inner lobe of the uropods, this

lobe being lanceolate with convex outer and concave inner margin,

and prolonged much beyond the small outer ramus. A frontal

view of the head shows a shape corresponding with that of C. emar-

ginata, except that the rostrum (described in the text) is omitted

in the drawing. But to this spetdes Studer attributes " three free

short pleon-segments " in front of the caudal shield, and figures

them quite distinctly with unbroken lines running across the back,

which cannot be reconciled with the statement of Milne-Edwards
in his generic account, borne out by his dorsal view of C. typa,

that " the pleon, as usual in this tribe, is composed of two portions,

the anterior formed of several segments soldered together towards

the middle of the body, but distant [? distinct] laterally, the other

posterior portion being shield-shaped." The front part of the

pleon in C. emarginata is accurately described by Pfeffer. It

clearly consists of four segments ; the first much narrower than

the rest, so short that it is apt to be concealed, but having its distal

margin dorsally uninterrupted ; the second rather remarkable, not

only for its width, but for the fact that its sides are longer than

any side-plates of the perseon and enclose the two following

segments, with both of which it is in coalescence at the middle of

the back ; the third segment having its acute lateral apices bent

round so as to rest on the front margin of the caudal shield; the

fourth ending similarly within the third, but projecting a point

on to the front margin of the caudal shield on each side at a short

distance within its own lateral apex. Of such details the figure of

0. typa is to a large extent innocent, showing, however, the last-

mentioned projecting points, and three segments coalesced in the
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middle of the back. But neither does Guerin-Meneville take

any notice of the peculiar arrangement of the fore part of the

pleon in his account of C. emarginata, and even Pfeffer's accurate

description is very ill supported by the accompanying dorsal figure

of that species.

It remains to consider the C. neo-zealanica Thomson, which

agrees in its dimensions with C. typa, and is perhaps not

particularly unlike in colouring—two characters, of which the

second has but little importance, and the first, apart from other

considerations, no importance at all. While quoting at length

from Milne-Edwards's generic account of Cassidina, Mr. Thomson
unfortunately does not call attention to any characters on which
he relies for separating his own species from the typical one

;

and his specific description would, I think, justify an identification of

one with the other, except for one peculiarity in C. neo-zealanica,

namely, that the outer margin of the inner lobe of the uropods
and the obtuse apex of the caudal shield are thickly ciliated. But
the figure shows a pleon consisting of two broad, completely

separated, segments, followed by the pleo-telson or caudal shield.

By a comparison with the description, it appears as if the first of

these segments had been regarded as the seventh of the peraeon,

the first perseon-segment being taken as a portion of the bead,

which is partially embedded in it. But the second pleon-segment

is figured as quite simple, so that, if the figure is to be trusted, it

is doubtful whether this species can stand in the genus Cassidina.

The same doubt, for a similar reason, will apply to C. maculata

Studer. But considering that the authors themselves have not

attached any special importance to the characters discussed, there

is still at least a possibility that, instead of needing new genera,

all the named species of Cassidina may be one and the same. In
that case, the ciliated apices in C. neo-zealanica would probably

prove to be due to an adventitious growth. It would be very

obliging on the part of the authors referred to, or any available

representative, if they would re-examine their specimens and
publish a decisive account of the required details.

Cassidina emarginata Guerin-Meneville.

1843. Cassidina emarginata, Guerin-Meneville, Icon. Begne
Animal, Crust., texte, p. 31.

1853. Cassidina latistylis, Dana. U.S. Exp]. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust.

p. 784, pi. 52. figs. 12 a-e.

1871. Cassidina emarginata, Cunningham, Tr. Linn. Soc. Lond.
vol. xxvii. p. 499, pi. 59. fig. 4.

1879. Cassidina emarginata, Miers, Phil. Trans, vol. clxviii.

p. 204.

1884. Cassidina emarginata, Studer, Isopoden Eeise ' Gazelle,'

p. 19.

1887. Cassidina emarginata, Pfeffer, Krebse von Siid-Georgien,

pp. 63-69, pi. 2. figs. 9-10, pi. 5. figs. 23-30, pi. 6. figs. 1-10.
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In the discussion of the genus many of the distinctive

characters of this striking species have already been described.

Moreover, a very full and satisfactory account of it has been given

by Dr. Pfeffer, with a great number of excellent figures. In the

earlier representations both Dana and Cunningham figure the fore

part of the pleon as a simple solid segment. This is the more to

be wondered at on Dana's part, as he, like Milne-Edwards, figures

the corresponding and similar portion of Amphoroidea typa with
all the requisite detail.

The specimens brought by Mr. Vallentin from the Falklands

are preserved in formol and are all of a semi-pellucid orange

colour, which under a lens shows a fine bordering to the seg-

ments and numerous dorsal markings of rather deeper tint, and is

closely speckled about the dorso-lateral parts with minute greyish

points.

It is only in large specimens that it is easy to make out the

sinuous suture which marks off the side-plates of the second to

the seventh segments of the peraeon. The last of these segments
is scarcely so wide as the second segment of the pleon.

In the fourth and fifth pleopods both rami are respiratory,

consisting alike of plicated lamellae, as contrasted with the

corresponding appendages in some of the Sphaeroinidae, in which
the outer ramus or exopod is opercular. Mr. Beddard, in the

'Challenger' Isopoda, p. 147, calls attention to "a similar hyper-

trophy of the respiratory lamellae " occurring in the two species of

Amphoroidea and in his own Cymodocea [Naesiccpea'] abyssorum.

Two of Mr. Vallentin's specimens are of gi'eat size, the one
measured being 36 mm. in length by 23 mm. in breadth, agreeing

closely with the 3| centimetres of Gruerin-Meneville's description.

With the large specimens were two others not more than 11 or 12
mm. long, and one 23 mm. in length.

Of his specimens Mr. Vallentin himself writes that the largest

" was found holding on to a large drifting piece of D'Urvillea

harveyi found in the harbour. The remaining specimens I secured

on various occasions while collecting in my boat. During a calm

I frequently observed specimens of this species mount to the

surface of the sea, as if for a supply of air, and immediately

return to the bottom. The depth of water where these Crustacea

were to be found was never less than two and half fathoms."

Oniscoidea.

1822. Otriscoklea, Sars, Christiania Vidensk. Forh. no. 18, p. 58.

1893. Oniscoidea, Stebbing, Hist. Crust., Internat. Sci. Ser.

vol. lxxiv. p. 420.

1898. Oniscaida, Sars, Crustacea of Norway, vol. ii. pt. 9,

p. 153.

1900. Oniscoidea, 11. Richardson, The American Naturalist,

vol. xxxiv. p. 301.
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Fam. Tbichoniscid^e.

1898. TricJwniscidce, Sars, Crustacea of Norway, ii. p. 159.

1900. TricJwniscidce, H. Richardson, Am. Nat. xxxiv. pp. 302, 306.

In separating this family from the Ligiidae, Sars assigns to it the

genera TricJwniscus, TricJwniscoides, Haplophthalmus, ScypJiacella,

and Actonucus, while leaving to the Ligiidae the genera Ligia,

Ligidium, Titanetlies, Styloniscus, and StympJialus. In the latter

family the first antennae have the third joint minute, the second

maxillae have two plumose setae on the inner margin, the maxilli-

peds have the terminal part distinctly five-jointed, and the uropods

are described as freely projecting behind. In contradistinction to

this, in the Trichoniscidae the first antennae have the third joint

well developed, the second maxillae are without plumose setae on
the inner margin, the tnaxillipeds have the terminal part generally

imperfectly articulated, and the uropods have the peduncle broadly

expanded inside and partly covered by the last caudal segment.

There are other distinctions drawn by Sars, of more or less import-

ance, to one of which it is specially needful to call attention. In
the Ligiidae the second antennas have a "multiarticulate flagellum,"

whereas in the Trichoniscidae they have a " flagellum composed of

only a restricted number of articulations." The restricted number
is not specified, but apparently it is not intended to exceed four or

five, or seven at most. Now both species included by Dana in his

genus Styloniscus at its institution have the multiarticulate fla-

gellum, which is " seven to ten-jointed " in magellanicus and " about

sixteen-jointed " in longistylis. But magellanicus by its maxillipeds

and character in general clearly belongs to Trichoniscus. There-

fore the distinction between the two families based on the number
of joints in the flagellum of the second antennae is no longer tenable.

That Styloniscus may still belong to the Ligiidae is possible. In the

Califoruian species gracilis, added to the genus by Dana in 1856,
the flagellum of the second antennae has about fourteen joints and
is nearly as long as the two preceding joints of the peduncle. The
peduncle of the uropods is distinguished from that of longistylis

by being scarcely twice as long as broad and on the outer side at

the middle becoming suddenly narrower. This recalls the corre-

sponding structure in Ligidium Jiypnorum. LTnluckily Dana could

not describe the rami because they were mutilated. He does not

describe the mouth-organs either in this species or in longistylis,

so that the genus remains obscure, covering two species which are

very doubtfully congeneric. Styloniscus gracilis is mentioned by
Stimpson in 1857, Budde-Lund in 1885, and Miss Harriet

Richardson in 1899 ; but they neither quote nor supplement the

meagre description given by Dana in the Pr. Ac. Philad. vol. vii.

p. 176.

Sars makes the suggestion (Crustacea of Norway, vol. ii. p. 167)
that the genus Scyphacella of S. I. Smith may perhaps turn out
to Ip identical with Haplophthalmus of Schobl. A distinguishing

feature of Haplophthalmus is, however, as the name implies, that
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the eyes are simple. Professor Smith, in describing his Scyphacella

arenicala, says " eyes prominent, round," and " eyes black," a two-
fold notice from which so important a character as " eyes simple

"

could scarcely have been omitted had it been applicable. The
figure of the species by Harger (Rep. U.S. Comm. Fisheries for

1878, pt. 6, pi. 1. fig. 2) shows well-developed eyes with numerous
components.

Gen. Trichoniscus J. P. Brandt.

1833. Trichoniscus, Brandt, Conspectus Crust. Oniscodorum,

p. 12 (Bull. Soc. Moscou, vol. vi. p. 174).

1838. Itea, C. L. Koch, Deutschlands Crustaceen, 22 (162),

no. 16.

1840. Trichoniscus, Milne-Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust, vol. iii.

p. 174.

1844. Itea, Zaddach, Synopseos Crust. Prussicorum Prodromus,

p. 15.

1853. Styloniscus (part.), Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii., Crust.

p. 736.

1857. Philougria, Kinahan, Nat. Hist. Rev. vol. iv. p. 28]

.

1868. Philougria, Bate & Westwood, Brit. Sess.-eyed Crust.

vol. ii. p. 454.

1870. Trichoniscus, Budde-Lund, Naturh. Tidsskr. ser. 3, vol. vii.

p. 227.

1885. Trichoniscus, Budde-Lund, Crust. Isop. Terrestria, p. 243.

1886. Philygria (preocc. Diptera, 1844), Thomson & Chilton,

Tr. New Zealand Inst. vol. xviii. p. 157.

1886. Philygria, Chilton, ibidem, p. 159.

1898. Trichoniscus, Sars, Crustacea of Norway, vol. ii. p. 160.

To this genus Budde-Lund in 1885 assigns nine species, one of

them being T. asper Koch, found in amber, and another the

Scyphacella arenicola of Smith, already referred to. He makes the

Trichoniscus leydigi of Weber a synonym of his own T. albidus, but

this decision is not admitted by Sars. Dollfus added to the genus

the species chavesi in 1888, insularis in 1889, and with some
doubt murrayi and australis in 1890. In 1898 Sars instituted a

new genus, Trichoniscoides, to receive Trichoniscus albidus Budde-
Lund, T. leydigi Weber, and perhaps T. cavernicola Budde-Lund.
He does not mention Trichoniscus vividus Koch, but that species

should probably be transferred, as it has simple eyes ; and the most
prominent, though not of necessity the most important, distinction

of the new genus is that the eyes are simple or wholly wanting,

whereas in Trichoniscus they are " small, but distinct, consisting of

only 3 visual elements imbedded in a dark pigment." In 1885
Chilton described a marine species from New South Wales as

Philougria marina, but the eyes apparently have numerous visual

elements, the mandibles show no molar, and the other mouth-
organs are undescribed ; so that this species cannot be included iu

Trichoniscus. In 1886 the same author described Philygria ihom-

eoni from New Zealand, and this appears to be a true Trichoniscus,
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Trichoniscts mauellanicus (Dana).

1853. Styloniscus magellanicus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exp. vol. xiii.,

Crust, p. 736, pi. 48. figs. 7 ct-g.

1881. Styloniscus magellanicus, Miers, Pr. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 77.

1885. Styloniscus magellanicus, Budde-Lund, Crust. Isop. Ter-

restria, p. 271.

Body smooth, narrowly elliptical ; front angles of first peraeon-

segment rounded, not greatly produced, hind angles of this and

next segment rounded, of third subquadrate, of the rest successively

a little more and more produced backwards and sharpened, but in

none absolutely acute ; first the longest, rather longer than the head,

the others having the side-plates marked by a faint, obliquely

sinuous suture. Pleon abruptly narrower than peraeon, second

segment very short. Telson with sides converging from insertion

of uropods almost straight to broadly truncate apex.

Eyes dark, with three visual elements. Eirst antennas with

second joint shorter than first or third. Second antenna? spinulose,

with joints of peduncle successively longer, the last a little shorter

than the 7-10-jointed flagellura (7-8-joiuted in specimens ex-

amined), last joint tipped with fascicle of setae.

Upper lip apically rounded and furred. Mandibles with toothed

cutting-edge narrow ; a single seta on right mandible ; molar cylin-

dric, prominent. Eirst maxillae : inner plate with three plumose
setae, the inner the longest ; outer plate strap-shaped, surmounted
by eight unequal spines. Maxillipeds as partially figured by Dana,
and in near agreement with those of T.j/usilhis as figured by Bars,

but the epipod longer and distally furred with closely-set, very

short setules or spinules.

Hind trunk-legs longer than those in front, all very similar in

structure ; the fifth joint carrying the strongest and longest spines
;

the sixth fringed on the outer margin with transparent spinules,

with little spines at intervals, also on the inner and part of the apical

margin showing, especially in the hinder pairs, thin membranous
expansions, as well as several spines; the small seventh joint is

beset with various setules, among them along one with split apex,

and others with smoothly widened extremity (compare Chilton on
Philygria, 1886). In the second pleopods of the male the long

distal joint of the inner ramus is, till near the end, much more
widened than the stiliform joint figured by Sars for this part of

T. pygnueus. The uropods are as Dana figures them, the inner

ramus fully two-thirds as long as the outer, though in his description

he says " longer branch nearly twice the length of the other."

Colour brown, mottled with yellowish white, especially a series

of light patches just above the side-plates of the person. Length
about a third of an inch, or 8 mm.

Mr. Vallentin's specimens were " found in a damp cave on the

top of a hill 450 feet high, 2 miles distant from Stanley.''
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXXVI.

A. Halicarcinus ovatus, p. 523.

n. s. Natural size of carapace, breadth measured at widest part of rim, length
from middle rostral tooth to posterior margin.

E. Rostral teeth.

PI. Pleon of male.
on., on. Mandibles, outer surface.

onx. 1. First maxilla, with spine-margins more highly magnified.

onxp. 3. Third or external maxilliped, inner surface.

prp. Terminal joint of a trunk-leg or perseopod, with apical part more highly

magnified.

pip. cf. Pleopod of male.

B. Halicarcinus planatus, p. 524.

n. s. Natural size of carapace, measured as in preceding species.

B. Rostral teeth.

on. Mandible, inner surface.

onx. 2. Second maxilla.

mxp. 1. First maxilliped, with apex of endopod more highly magnified.

mxp. 2. Second maxilliped.

mxp. 3. Third or external maxilliped, inner surface.

prp. Terminal joint of a trunk-leg or peraeopod, with apical part more highly

magnified.

Plate XXXYII.

Euphansia vallentini, p. 545.

Op. Lateral and hind margins of carapace.

Pl.s. 3. Postero-dorsal tooth of third pleon-segment.

p.s. Preanal spine, p.s* The same, from another specimen.

a.s., a.i. Eye, together with first antenna, second antenna, and rostral point.

on.., on. Mandibles.

Li. Lower lip.

mx. 1, mx. 2. First and second maxilla;.

mxp. 1,2, 3. First, second, and third maxillipeds, without branchial append-
ages, the third also without exopod. Apex of second maxilliped more
highly magnified.

prp. 1,2,3. First, second, and third peraeopods, without exopods or branchiae.

exop. A detached exopod.

oirp. Uropod.
T. Telson. Apical portion and one subapical process more highly magnified.

The mandibles, lower lip, first and second maxillae, preanal spines, apex of

second maxilliped, and apex of telson are more highly magnified than the

other figures, but the figures in each group are all to the same scale.

Plate XXXVIII.

Iais pubescens, p. 549.

n.s. Line showing length of specimen figured.

a.s., a.i. First and second antennae.

l.s. Upper lip.

m.,?n. Mandibles.

l.i. Lower lip.

mx. \,mx. 2. First and second maxillae.

mxp. Maxillipeds.

gn. I, prp. 5. First gnathopod and fifth peraopod (first and seventh trunk-legs).

PI. The seinipellucid pleon.

urp. Uropod.

The mouth-parts, fingers of trunk-legs, and one uropod are magnified to the
same scale, except the apices of mx. 1 ; the other details are less enlarged.
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Plate XXXIX.

Exosphoeroma gigas, p. 553.

n.s. Lines showing actual length and breadth of specimen figured.

a.s.,a.i. First and second antennae.

e.p., l.s. Epistome and upper lip.

m.,m. Mandibles. Tbe right mandible from the outer side; the left mandible

from the inner side, without its palp.

l.i. Lower lip.

mx. 1, mx. 2. First and second maxillae.

mxp. Maxillipeds.

pi~p. First peraeopod (third trunk-leg).

Per.s.l (S . Appendages of male on ventral margin of seventh peraeon-segment.

pip. 2 c?. .Appendage of male on inner side of second pleopod.

The mouth-organs are all drawn to the same scale, but with higher

magnification of the apical 6pines and seta; of the first maxilla, and of one
setiform spine of the second maxilla. A uniform but lower scale applies to

the two antennae, the peraeopod, and the male appendages.

2. On some Crustaceans from the South Pacific.—Part IV.

The Crabs. By L. A. Borradaile, M.A., F.Z.S.,

Lecturer in Natural Sciences of Selwyn College, Cam-
bridge.

[Received March 31, 1900.]

(Plates XL.-XLII.)

The collections described in the following report were made in

the islands of Funafuti (Ellice group), Roturna, and Piji by Mr. J.

.Stanley Gardiner, to whose kindness I am indebted for permission

to examine them. They contain altogether examples of 77 species,

of which seven appear to be new to science. All the known species

have been already recorded from the Indo-Pacific region, and the

new ones present no particularly remarkable features, although it

has proved impossible to place one of them in any known genus,

and a new division of that rank has been established for it.

The Funafuti collection contained examples of the following

species :

—

1. Cryptodromia hilgendorfi de Man.
2. Ebalia erosa (A. M.-Edw.).
3. Calappa hepatica (Linn.).

4. Xenocarcinoides rostratus, n. sp.

5. Menceihius monoceros (Latr.).

6. Goniocaphyra truncatifrons de Man.
7. Carupa Iceviuscula Heller.

8. Neptunns (Achelous) granidatus (H. M.-Edw.).
9. Thalamita admete (Herbst), var. edwardsi, n. nom.

10. Thalamita Integra Dana.
11. Pseudozius inornatusT)a.nsi.

12. Pseudozius cagstrus (Ad. & Wh.).
13. Pilumnus prunosus Whitelegge.
14. Cymo andreossyi (Aud.), var. melanodactylus Dana,
lo. Xanihias lamarcTci (II. M.-Edw.).
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16. Dairaperlata (Herbst).

17. Atergatis jioridus (Rumph.).

18. Chlorodius niger (Eorskal).

19. Ghlorodopsis spinipes (Heller).

20. Chlorodopsis (Gyclodius) ornata Dana.
21. Etisodes frontalis Dana.
22. Eriphia Icevimana Latr.

23. Eriphia scabricula Dana.
24. Trapezia ferruginea Latr.

Var. dentata (Macleay).

Var. areolata Dana.
Var. guttata Biippell.

25. Trapezia digitalis Latr.

Var. speciosa Dana.
26. Trapezia cymodoce Herbst.

27. Tetralia glaberrina (Herbst).

28. Plagusia speciosa Dana.

29. Leiolophus planissimus (Herbst).

30. Grapsus macidatus (Catesby).

31. Pachygrapsus Icevis, n. sp.

32. Geograpsus grayi (H. M.-Edw.).

33. Sesarma gardineri, n. sp.

34. Gardiosoma liirtipes Dana.
35. Uca cultrimana (Wbite).

36. Ocypode urvillei Gruerin.

The Rotuma collection contained :

—

1. Dromidiopsis australiensis (Hasw.).

2. Dromidia globosa (Lam.).

3. Galappa liepatica (Linn.).

4. Camposcia retusa Latr.

5. Hyastenus elegans Miers, var. tenuicomis, nov.

6. Tylocarcinus styx (Herbst).

7. Cyclax (Cyclomaia) suborbicularis (Stimps.).

8. Elamene truncata A. M.-Edw.
9. Kraussia rastripes Miiller.

10. Thalamita admete Herbst.

11. Thalamita prymna Herbst, var. spinimana Dana.
Var. picta Stimps.

Var. stimjysoni A. M.-Edw.
12. Caphyra rotundifrons A. M.-Edw.
13. Pseudozius caystrus (Ad. & Wh.).
14. Melia tesselata (Latr.).

15. Pilumnus rotumanus, n. sp.

16. Cyrno andreossyi (Aud.).

Var. melanodactylus Dana.
17. Xanihias notatus (Dana).

18. Xanthias lamarcki (H. M.-Edw.).
19. Xanthias parvus, n. sp.

20. Liomera richtersi (de Man).
21. Liomera Icevis (Dana).
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22. Actcea tomentosa (H. M.-Edw.).

23. Acted affinis (Dana).

24. Actcea hirtissima (Riippell).

25. Actcea rufopunctata (H. M.-Edw.).

26. Actcea speciosa (Dana).

27. Actcea fossidata (Grirard).

28. Zozimus ceneus (Linn.).

29. Atergatus fioridus (Rumph.).

30. Carpillus maculatus (Linn.).

31. Carpilius convexus (Forsk&l).

32. Carpiliodes tristis Dana.
33. Carpiliodes vailliantianus (A. M.-Edw.).
34. Carpiliodes monticulosus A. M.-Edw.
35. Carpiliodes paliidus, n. sp.

36. Euxantlms melissa (Herbst).

37. Chlorodius nic/er (Forskal).

38. Chlorodius barbatus, n. sp.

39. Phymodius ungulatus(H. M.-Edw.).
40. Etisus IcevimanusTl&TidaM.

41. Etisodes anaghjptus (H. M.-Edw.).
42. Etisodes frontalis Dana.
43. Chlorodopsis (Cyclodius) omata Dana.
44. EuruppeUia anmdipes (H. M.-Edw.).
45. Eriphia levvimana Latr.

46. Eriphia scabricula Dana.

47. Trapezia ferruginea Latr

Var. dentata (Macleay).

Var. areolata Dana.
Var. guttata Riippell.

Var. maculata (Macleay).

48. Trapezia digitalis Latr., var. speciosa Dana.
49. Trapezia cymodoce (Herbst).

50. Tetralia glaberrima (Herbst).

51. Plagusia sjieciosa Dana.
52. Leiolophus plcmisshmis (Herbst).

53. Grapsus maculatus (Catesby).

54. Geograpsus grayi (H. M.-Edw.).
55. Sesarma aubryi A. M.-Edw.
56. Sesarma gardineri, n. sp.

57. Carcliosoma hirtipes Dana.
58. Carcliosoma carnifex (Herbst).

59. Uca cultrimana (White).

60. Ocypode ceratophthalma (Pallas).

The Fiji collection :

—

1. Dromicliopsis australiemis (Hasw.).

2. Pilumnvs hirsutus Stimps.

3. Actumnus setifer de Haan.
4. Actcea tomentosa (H. M.-Edw.).
5. Pachygrapsus minutus A. M.-Edw.
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The classification followed is that of Ortniann, in Bronn's
' Thier-reich.' In one or two points, however, slight deviations

from this scheme will be found. The three tribes of Crabs seem
still to have enough in common to justify us in keeping the old

name of Brachyura in its full extent ; and I have accordingly

adopted de Haan's term Brachygnatha for the groups included by
Ortmann in his restricted Brachyura. Following the latter writer's

suggestion as to the inclusion of Thia Leach in the Atelecyclidae,

it is proposed to transfer Alcock's Thiinae
1
bodily to that family,

and Kraussia Dana is accordingly classed here. Lastly, under the

heading Portunidse, there will be found certain suggestions for an
amplification of Ortmann's classification, notably the establishment

of a new subfamily for the genus Goniocapliyra de Man.
Major Alcock's admirable series of papers on the Indian Crabs 2

,

containing as they do diagnoses and bibliographies for a large

number of the species included in the present collection, make it

unnecessary to give more than a very short list of references for

these species. For the sake of convenience, however, a reference to

the original description and, when possible, to a figure, is given,

together with one to Major Alcock's work. In the case of species

mentioned also in Whitelegge's report on the Funafuti Crustacea,

I have included a reference to that writer's paper.

Suborder BRACHYURA.

Tribe DBOMIIDEA.

Family Deomiida
Genus Cryptodromia Stimps., 1858.

1. Crtptodromia hilgendorpi de Man, 1887.

Cryptodromia hilgendorfi, de Man, Arch. Naturg. liii. 1, hi.

p. 406, pi. xviii. fig. 4 (1887).

Three males from Funafuti, one dredged in the lagoon at a depth
of 23 fathoms. This latter specimen carries a big sponge.

Genus Dromidia Stimps., 1858.

2. Dromidia globosa (Lam.), 1818.

Dromia globosa, Lamarck, Hist. An. sans vert. v. p. 264 (1818) ;

H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, ii. p. 177 (1837).
Dromidia globosa, de Man, Arch. Naturg. liii. 1, hi. p. 396

(footnote), pi. xviii. fig. 1 (1887).

One male from Botuma, bearing an ascidian. The tooth at the
side of the carapace is rather farther back than is indicated in

de Man's figure. The locality of this species has hitherto been
unknown.

1 Journ. As. Soe. Bengal, lxviii. 2, i. p. 9G (1899).
2

Ibid, lxiv., Ixv., lxvii., lxviii.
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Genus Dbomidiopsis, nov.

According to Ortmann (Bronn's ' Thier-reich,' v. 2, p. 1155)
Dromidia has no epipodite on the first leg (cheliped). Examination
of the specimens of D. australiensis Haswell shows that in this

species the epipodite is present. It seems necessary, therefore, to

make a new genus for this species, and such others as may agree

with it in this particular. The name proposed is Dromidiopsis.

Characters of Dromidiopsis, n. gen. :

—

1. Rostrum triangular, with the sides not distinctly lobed.

2. Carapace slightly longer than broad.

3. Sternal furrows in the female reach the chelipeds, converge,

but do not join, and end in a single ill-marked tubercle.

4. Grills phyllobranchiate.

5. Cheliped with epipodite.

6. 4th and 5th legs (last two walking-legs) subchelate.

7. Uropods present and visible in dorsal view in the angle

between the 6th segment and the telson.

3. Dromidiopsis australiensis (Hasw.), 1882.

Dromia australiensis, Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. vi. 4,

p. 755 (1882) ; id. Cat. Austral. Crust, p. 139 (1882).

Dromidia australiensis, de Man, Arch. Naturg. liii. 1, iii. p. 39(3,

pi. xvii. fig. 6 (1887).

Ftotuma ; one male bearing an ascidian.

Fiji ; one male, one female.

Tribe OXYSTOMATA.

Family Leucosiidi.

Subfamily Leucosiin^e.

Genus Ebalia Leach, 1817.

4. Ebalia erosa (A. M.-Edw.), 1873.

Phlyxia erosa, A. M.-Edwards, Journ. Mus. Godeffr. i. 4,

p. 262 (1873) ; id. Nouv. Arch. Mus. x. p. 47, pi. iii. fig. 2 (1874).

Ebalia erosa, Miers, 'Challenger' Brachyura, p. 305 (1886);
Alcock, J. As. Soc. Beng. lxv. 2, p. 189 (1896).

Funafuti ; one male.

Family Calaptidi.

Subfamily Calappix^e.

Genus Calappa Fabr., 1798.

5. Calappa hepatica (Linn.), 1764.

Cancer hepaticus, Linnaeus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 448 (1764).

Calappa tuberculosa, Guerin, Icon. li. A., Crust, pi. xii. fig. 2.
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Calappa hepatic-a, de Haan, Fauu. Japon., Crust, p. 70 (1833)

;

Alcock, J. As. Soc. Beng. lxv. 2, p. 142 (1896) ; Whitelegge,
Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 139 (1897).

Funafuti ; one male, one female.

Kotuma ; one male, four females.

Tribe BEACHYGrNATHA.

Subtribe OXYRHYNCHA.

Family Maiidj;.

Subfamily Inachin^e.

Genus Camposcia Latr., 1829.

6. Camposcia retusa Latr., 1829.

Camposcia retusa, Latreille, Cuvier's R. An. (2) p. 60 (1829)

;

A. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 283, pi. xv. figs. 15, 16 (1834)

;

Alcock, J. As. Soc. Beng. lxiv. 2, p. 184 (1895).

Rotuma ; one male.

Subfamily AcanthonychiNjE.

Genus Xenocarcinoides, nov.

Characters of Xenocarcinoides, n. gen. :

—

Rostrum long, compressed, above faintly grooved and notched
at the tip, below hollowed and bearing on each side a thin wing.

Carapace elongate-triangular, bearing large tubercles.

Eyes moveable but not retractile, sunken in a pit formed by the

side of the rostrum and the immoveable second joint of the second
antenna. No pre- or postocular spines.

Antenna with 1st and 2nd joints fused, subtriangular. Fla-

gellum hidden under rostrum.

Third maxillipedwith the meropodite subquadrate,as broad as the

ischiopodite, and bearing the carpopodite at its inner angle.

Chelipeds large ; longer than either of the last three pairs of legs.

(The second pair of legs are unfortunately wanting in the specimen.)

The last three legs diminish gradually from before backwards. The
dacfcyles are somewhat sickle-shaped, toothed below, and as long

as the preceding joint.

The abdomen of the male is six-jointed, owing to fusion of joints

5 and 6, between which, however, a furrow can still be seen.

The genus differs from Xenocarcinns White in the shape of the

carapace and rostrum, and in the larger size of the chelipeds.

7. Xenocarcinoides rostratus, n. sp. (Plate XL. fig. 1.)

Diagnosis: "A Xenocarcinoides with the carapace provided with

ten tubercles arranged in an anterior and a posterior group of five

each, those of the hinder group being larger aud more acute than

Proc. Zool. Soc—1000, No. XXXVIII. 38
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those of the anterior ; chelipeds much larger than the last three

legs, nearly as long as the rostrum ; fingers shorter than the palm,

fairly stout, enclosing a space at the hase, with interlocking teeth

at the tip ; moveable finger with an isolated blunt tooth near the

proximal end ; walking-legs with the joints irregularly swollen
;

dactyles somewhat sickle-shaped, bearing spines and a few hairs

below."

The third maxilliped and the abdomen of the male are shown in

figs. 1 a and 1 b.

Colour in spirit, white.

Total length 13*5 mm. Length of carapace to base of rostrum

S'5 mm. Greatest breadth 7 mm.
Funafuti ; one male.

Genus Men^thius H. M.-Edw., 1834.

8. Men.ethius monoceros (Latr.), 1825.

Pisa monoceros, Latr. Encycl. x. p. 139 (1825).

Mencethius monoceros, II. M.-Edwards, II. N. Crust, i. p. 339

(1834) ; Alcock, J. As. Soc. Beng. lxiv. 2, p. 197 (1895).

Mencethius anr/ustus, depressus, subserratus, tuberculatum, areola tus,

and inornatus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. pp. 121-125,
pi. iv. figs. 5-7 & pi. v. figs. 1-3 (1852).

Funafuti ; two males.

The carapace in both specimens has the tubercles low and rounded

but fairly numerous.

Subfamily Pisin^e.

Genus Hyastenus White, 1847.

9. Hyastenus elegans Miers, 1836, var. (Plate XL. fig. 2.)

Jfi/astenus elegans, Miers, ' Challenger ' Brachyura, p. 58, pi. vi.

fig. 3 (1886).

The specimens differ from the type in the following parti-

culars :

—

1. The horns are more slender and set wider apart at the base.

2. The larger tubercles of the carapace are more rounded ; not
so sharp.

3. The arrangement of tubercles in the fore part of the carapace

is somewhat different (see figure).*

Should it be thought advisable to give this variety a name, that

of tenuicomis would be suitable.

Roturna ; two males, one female.

Genus Tylocarcinus Miers, 1 879.

10. Tylocarcinus styx (Herbst), 1803.

Cancer styx, Herbst, INaturges. Krabb. u. Krebse, iii. 3, p. 53,
pi. lviii. fig. 6 (1803).
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Microplirys styx, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) viii.

p. 247, pi. xi. fig. 4 (1872).
Tylocarcinus styx, Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) iv. p. 14

(1879); Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng.'lxiv. 2, p. 235 (1895).

Eiotuma ; eight males and eight females.

Two of the males have adult chelae as in Miltie-Edwards's figure.

The length of these two is 20 and 18 mm. respectively, measured
from the hinder end of the carapace to the tip of the rostral

spines. Of the remaining six males, the two biggest were both
exactly 16 mm. long; in one of these the two chelae were both like

those of the female and young male, in the other the left claw was
that of the female and the right that of the grown male. All the

other specimens had the chelae of the female.

Subfamily Maiin^e.

Genus Cyclax Dana, 1852.

11. Cyclax (Cyclomaia) suborbicularis (Stimps.), 1857.

Mithrax suborbicularis, Stimpson, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad.

1857, p. 218.

Cyclomaia margaritata, A. M.-Eclwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1)

viii. "p- 236, pi. x. figs. 2, 3 (1872).

Cyclax (Cyclomaia) suborbicularis, Alcock, Jouru. As. Soc. Beng.

lxiv. 2, p. 245 (1895).

Pvotuma ; three males and three females.

Of the females one, 19 mm. long, had the sterna completely

covered by the abdomen. The others, 17 and 18 mm. long

respectively, showed a considerable stretch of the sterna bare on
each side of the abdomen.

Family Hymenosomida

Genus Elamene H. M.-Edw., 1837.

12. Elamene truncata A. M.-Edw., 1874.

fflamene truncata, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) x.

p. 323 (1874).

Botuma ; one female.

Subtribe CYCLOMETOPA.

Eamily Atelbcyclida

It seems best to follow Ortmann in keeping this family distinct

from the Cancridae, and to place in it the subfamilies Atelecyclinae,

Acanthocyclimc, and Thiiua?.

38*
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Subfamily Tmnrx.

Genus Kraussia Dana, 1352.

13. Kraussia rastripes Midler, 1887.

Kraussia rastripes, Midler, Verh. Xat. Ges. Basel, viii. 2, p. 480,

pi. iv. fig. 5 (1887).

The ridges on the moveable fiuger of the specimen are not so

distinctly tuberculated as in Midler's figure.

Eotuma ; one female.

Family C A >' grid je.

By the removal of the subfamilies of the Atelecyclidae, the

family Cancridae becomes restricted to the Cancrinae and Piri-

melinae, with perhaps also the Carcinidinae (= Carcinin33). Thus
narrowed it is essentially a circumpolar group, and it is not sur-

prising that it is unrepresented in the present collection.

Family Portunid*;.

The following tables, showing the schemes of classification

adopted by Ortmanu 1 and Alcock* respectively, make it clear that

there is a considerable difference of opinion between the authors

in question, though in the main they may be said to be iu accord.

Alcock.

Subfamilies. Alliance*.

Carcinoida.

Portumnoida.
Portumniuae.

Portuninae.

Capbyrinae.

Lupina-.

| Portunoida.

[ Coenophthalmoida.

I Lupocycloida.

< Lupoida.

[ Podophthalmoida.

Ortmann.
Subfamilies,

Port urn ninae.

Portuninae.

CarupinSB.

Thalamitinae.

Podophthalminae.

Houghly speaking Ortmann's subfamilies correspond to alliance!

in Alcock's classification, but there is considerable divergence in

detail.

Neither author refers to the somewhat remarkable genus
Goniocaphyra de Man, which is not only impossible to place in

any subfamily of either author as defined, but appears to have a
distinct standing of its own, and to deserve a separate subfamily
for its reception.

1 Ortmann, Bronn's ' Thier-reicb,' v. 2, p. 1170 (1899).
2 Alcock, Journ. Soc. As. Beng. bcviii. 2, i. p. 6 (1899;.
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Under the circumstances it is perhaps best to retain the whole
of Ortmann's subfamilies with the addition of two, or three, others

—the Caphyrince for the genera Caphyra Guerin 1832, and
Sphcerocarcinus Zehnter 1894 ; a new subfamily Goniocaphynnod,

for the single genus Goniocaphyra de Man 1837 ; and the Carei-

nidince, if it be thought needful to retain this group in the

Portunidae.

The following key embodies the leading characters of the sub-

families as it is here proposed to limit them :

—

I. Eyestalks and orbits normal.
A. Basal joint of 2nd or outer antenna narrow. [Flagellum of 2nd

antenna not shut out from orbit.]

i. Inner antenna? sloping. Front with a median tooth. Generally
at least one pair of walking-legs as long as chelipeds.

1. Last pair of legs not distinctly natatorial CarcinidincB.

2. Last pair of legs distinctly natatorial Portumnince.

ii. Inner antennae transverse. Front with a median notch.

Chelipeds longer than walking-legs.

1

.

5th dactyles lanceolate Goniocaphyrince.

2. 5th dactyles rounded Carwpinm.

B. Basal joint of antenna broad. [Chelipeds larger than walking-legs.]

i. Flagellum of 2nd antenna not shut out from the orbit by a

process of the basal joint Portuninm.

ii. Flagellum of 2nd antenna shut out from the orbit by a

process of the basal joint. [5th legs natatorial.]

1. Last joint of 5th legs sickle-shaped Caphyrince.

2. Last joint of 5th legs flattened Thalamitina

.

II. Eyestalks enormously long, orbits extend across the whole fore

edge of the carapace. [5th legs natatory. Chelipeds longer than

legs. Antennae free ; basal joint short ; flagellum not shut out

from orbit.] Podophthalminw.

Subfamily Goniocaphyrinje.

Characters of Goniocaphyriiun, n. subfam. :

—

1. Carapace broad.

2. Antero-Iateral edge with 5 teeth.

3. Front truncate, slightly notched in the middle.

4. Legs slender ; chelipeds somewhat longer than walking-

legs.

5. Last pair of legs with lanceolate dactyles.

6. Basal joint of antenna enters the orbital gap but does not
wholly fill it. Flagellum not shut out from orbit by a process of

the basal joint.

7. Antennules transverse.

Genus Goniocaphyra de Man, 1887.

14. Goniocaphyra truncatifrons de Man, 1887.

Goniocaphyra truncatifrons, de Man, Arch. IS'aturg. liii. 1, iii.

p. 339, pi. xiv. fig. 1 (1887).

Funafuti ; one male.
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Subfamily Carotins.

Genus Carupa Dana, 1850.

15. Carupa ljeviuscula Heller, 1862.

Carupa Iceviuscula, Heller, Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xii.

p. 520 (1S62) ; id. ' Novara ' Crust, p. 27, pi. iii. fig. 2 (1868)

;

Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. 2, i. p. 26 (1899).

Funafuti ; one male.

Subfamily Portunito:.

Genus Neptunus de Haan, 1833.

Neptunus, de Haan, Faun. Japon., Crust, p. 7 (1833) ; Alcock,

Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. 2, i. p. 28 (1899) ; Ortmann, Bronn's
' Tbier-reich,' v. 2, p. 1171 (1899).

Portunus, Batbbun, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wasb. xi. pp. 155 & 160

(1897) ; id. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. xxii. p. 289 (1900).

I am unable to agree with the alteration of the name of this

genus proposed by Miss Batbbun. On the subject of Latreille's

" types " 1 am in full agreement with the position taken up by

Stebbing (Nat. Sci. xii. p. 239).

16. Neptunus (Achelous) granulatus (H. M.-Edw.), 1834.

Lupea granulata, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 454 (1834).

Amphitrite speciosa, Dana, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. 1852,

p. 84 ; id. U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 276, pi. xvii. fig. 1 (1852).

Achelous granulatus, A. M.-Edwards, Arch. Mus. x. p. 314
(1861).

Nepttunus {Achelous) granulatus, Miers, ' Challenger ' Brachyura,

p. 180 (1886) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. 2, i. p. 45

(1899).

Funafuti ; four males.

Subfamily Thalamitin-s:.

Genus Thalamita Latr., 1829.

17. Thalamita prymna (Herbst), 1803.

Cancer prymna, Herbst, Naturges. Krabb. u. Krebse, iii. 3, p. 41,
pi. lvii. fig. 2 (1803).

Tlialamita prymna, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 461
(1834) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. 2, i. pp. 76, 78.

Alcock supports Kossman's view that all the forms of Thalamita
with an eight-lobed front and a very broad basal joint to the

antenna are but varieties of one species (T. prymna). The present
collection contains no examples of the type, but three varieties are

represented.
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Var. picta Stimps., 1858. .

Thalamita picta, Stimpson, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Pbilad. 1858, p. 39 ;

A. M.-Edwards, JYouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix. p. 164, pi. iv. fig. 4

(1873); Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. 2, i. p. 79 (1899).

Kotuma ; one male.

Var. stimpsoni A. M.-Edw., 1861.

Thalamita stimpsoni, A. M.-Edwards, Arch. Mus. x. p. 362,

pi. xxxv. fie. 4 (1861) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. p. 79

(1899).

Var. spinimaista Dana, 1852.

i Thalamita spinimana, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 283,

pi. xvii. fig. 8 (1852); A. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. x. p. 364(1861)

;

id. Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix. p. 165, pi. iv. fig. 5 (1873).

Eotuma ; five males.

18. Thalamita admete (Herbst), 1803.

Cancer admete, Herbst, Naturges. Krabb. u. Krebse, iii. 3, p. 40,

pi. lvii. fig. 1 (1803).

Thalamita admete, H. M.-Edw. H. N. Crust, i. p. 459 (1834)

;

id. Cuvier's R. An. 2nd ed., Atlas Crust, pi. ix. fig. 2 (no date)

;

Wbitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 138 (1897).

Thalamita admeta, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. 2, i.

p. 32 (1899).

Rotuma ; three males.

Var. edwabesi, n. nom.

Thalamita admete, A. M.-Edwards, Arch. Mus. Paris, x. p. 356

(1861).

Alcock (J. As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. p. 84) points out the existence

of three varieties of this species. It is at present convenient 10

have a name for such forms, and accordingly it is here proposed

to call Alcock's var. (2) edwardsi, alter Prof. A. Milne-Edwards,
who described it.

Funafuti ; one male.

19. Thalamita integba Dana, 1852.

Thalamita Integra, Dana, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1852, p. 85;
id. U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 281, pi. xvii. fig. 6 (1852) ; "White-

legge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 138 (1897); Alcock, Journ.

As. Soc. Beng. lxviii. 2, i. p. 85 (1899).

Funafuti ; seven males, six females.

Subfamily G&BEYEHUE.

Genus Caphyra Guerin, 1832.

20. Caphyra rotundifrons (A. M.-Edw.), 1869.

Camptonyx rotundifrons, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1)

v. p. 156, pi. vii. figs 11 & 12(1869).
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Caphyra rotundifrons, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix.

p. 174 (1873).

Rotuma ; fourteen males, five females.

Family Xanthidj;,

Subfamily Menippin^e.

Genus Pseudozius Dana, 1851.

21. Pseudozius inobnaxus Dana, 1852.

Pseudozius inornatus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 234,

pi. xiii. fig. 7 (1852).

The colour of this species as preserved in spirit is brown of

varying shades with three pale longitudinal stripes on the carapace,

indicated in Dana's figure. It is, I think, quite distinct from

P. caystrus (Ad. & Wh.).
Funafuti ; eight males, six females.

22. Pseudozius caystrus (Ad. & Wh.), 1848.

Panopceus caystrus, Adams & White, ' Samarang,' Crust, p. 42,

pi. ix. fig. 2 (1848).

Pseudozius caystrus, Miers, ' Challenger' Brachyura, p. 142

(1886) : Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 181 (1898).

Rotuma ; twenty-six males, thirty-eight females.

Funafuti ; two males, six females.

Genus Melia Latr., 1825.

23. Melia tesselata (Latr.).

Orapsus tesselatus, Latreille, Encycl. Meth. pi. cccv. fig. 2.

Melia tesselata, Latreille, Encycl. x. p. 705 (1825) ; H. M.-
Edwards, Cuvier's R. An. ed. 3, Atlas Crust, pi. xv. fig. 5 (no
date) : Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 242, pi. xiv. fig. 1

(1852).

Melia tresselata, H. M.-Edw. Coll. Mus. pi. xviii. fig. 8; id.

H. N. Crust, i. p. 431, pi. xviii. figs. 8, 9 (1834).

Rotuma ; two males, five females.

Genus Actumnus Dana, 1851.

24. Actumnus setieer (de Haan), 1835.

Cancer (Pilumnus) setifer, de Haan, Faun. Japon., Crust, p. 50,
pi. hi. fig. 3 (1835).

Actumnus setifer, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) i.

p. 287, pi. xv. fig. 5 (1865) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii.

2, i. p. 202 (1898).

Fiji ; one male.
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Genus Pilumnus Leach, 1815.

25. ? Pilumnus hiesutus Stimps., 1858. (Plate XLII. fig. 9.)

Pilumnus hirsutus, Stimpson, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1858,

p. 37 ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 197 (1898).

Owing to this species never having been figured, I am in some

doubt as to whether the present specimens are rightly identified.

The figure now given will, I hope, serve to clear up the difficulty.

Fiji ; ten males, thirteen females.

26. Pilumnus peunosus Whitelegge, 1897.

Pilumnus prunosus, Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2,

p. 133, pi. vi. fig. 1 (1897).

Funafuti ; seven males, two females.

27. Pilumnus botumanus, n. sp. (Plate XLI. fig. 6.)

Diagnosis :
" A Pilumnus with the carapace smooth, the areas

fairly well delimited, covered with a fine fur and long hairs ; no
tubercles on the carapace or limbs except a few obsolete ones on
the outside of the wrist; antero-lateral edge with 3 sharp teeth,

the first two procurved, the last shorter and straighter ; the outer

angle of the orbit sharp but not a tooth ; the rim of the orbit with

two distinct notches, above and below the outer angle, and also a

distinct notch on the upper rim ; no subhepatic spine ; limbs

slender, covered with long hair ; chelipeds subequal ; walking-legs

with a spine at the end of the merus and one at a distance of

about one third of the length of the joint from the end of its

upper edge; hands slender, fingers grooved outside, a spine in

front of the wrist and one on the upper edge of the arm."

Breadth of fronto-orbital border : greatest breadth : : 3 : 4.

Length on middle line somewhat less than greatest breadth.

Length, 17 mm.
Colour in spirit, white.

Rotuma ; one female.

Subfamily Xanthine.

Genus Cymo de Haan, 1833.

28. Cymo andkeossyi (Aud.), 1826.

Pilumnus andreossyi, Audouin, Savigny's ' Egypte,' p. 86, pi. v.

fig. 5 (1826).

Cancer (Cymo) andreossyi, de Haan, Faun. Japon., Crust, p. 22.

Cymo andreossyi, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 225,
pi. xiii. fig. 2 (1852); Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i.

p. 173 (1898).

Rotuma ; one female.

Var. melanodactylus Dana, 1852.

Cancer (Cymo) melanodactylus, de Jiaan, Faun. Japon., Crust,

p. 22(1833).'
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Cymo melanodactylas, Dana, U.S. Exp]. Exped., Crust, i. p. 225,
pi. xiii. fig. 1 (1852) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i.

p. 174 (1898).

Cymo andreossi/i var. melanodactylus, Miei's, Zool. ' Alert,' p. 557
(1884).

De Haan appears to have named this variety without describing
it.

Funafuti ; one male, one female.

Rotuma ; one female.

Genus Xanthias Rathbun, 1897.

Xanthodes, Dana, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad., May 1852, p. 75

;

Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 156 (1898).

Xaniho, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vii. Syst. p. 443 (1893), in part.

Xanthias, Rathbun, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. xi. p. 165 (1897).

29. Xanthias lamarcki (H. M.-Edw.), 1834.

Xantho lamarekii, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 391 (1834).
Xanthodes lamarekii, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. ix.

p. 200, pi. vii. fig. 3 (1873) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii.

2, p. 130 (1897) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 157
(1898).

Funafuti ; one female.

Rotuma ; one male.

30. Xanthias notatus (Dana), 1852.

Xanthodes notatus, Dana, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1852, p. 76

;

id. U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 178, pi. viii. fig. 12 (1852)

;

Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 158 (1898).

Rotuma ; one female.

31. Xanthias parvus, n. sp. (Plate XLI. fig. 5.)

Diagnosis :
" A Xanthias with the carapace minutely granular,

clearly delimited into the areas characteristic of the genus ; the

antero-lateral edge on each side with four teeth, of which the first

two are very low and blunt and the last two somewhat sharper;

the front fairly straight, rather deeply notched in the middle line,

and separated at its outer ends by shallow notches from the

swollen orbital rims; chelipeds unequal, unlike, the larger with

the hand more swollen and the fingers less gaping than the smaller,

the wrist in both irregularly and coarsely rugose ; the hand covered

above and outside with fairly sharp conical tubercles, smooth
below and inside ; the cutting-edges of the fingers close set with

bluntish rounded teeth, which in the large hand almost entirely

fill up the gap between the fingers, but in the smaller leave a space

towards the base of the fingers, the outside of the fingers grooved

;

the walking-legs stout, with a strong fringe of hairs on the upper
edge, the last three joints hairy on the outside, the dactylopodite
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rather longer than the propodite and ending in a long, slender,

curved claw."

The third niaxilliped is shown in fig. 5 a, and the abdomen of

the male in fig. 56.

Colour in spirit brown, fingers darker.

Length 4*5 mm.
Rotuma ; two males, four females.

Genus Liomera Dana, 1851.

32. Liomera richtersi (de Man), 1889.

Actceodes richtersii, de Man, Zool. Jahrb. iv. Syst. p. 412, pi. ix.

fig. 2 (1889).

Liomera richtersi, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vii. Syst. p. 451 (1893).

Rotuma ; one male.

33. Liomera l^tis (Dana), 1852.

Zozymns Icevis, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, p. 191, pi. ix.

fig. 5(1852).

This species was placed by Dana in the genus Zozymus, but

appears to belong to Liomera by all characters except the cristate

form of the fore edge of the carapace.

Eotuma ; one male.

Genus Actjha de Haan, 1833.

34. Acma tomentosa (H. M.-Edw.), 1834.

Zozymus tomentosus, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, p. 385 (1834);
id. Cuvier's R. An. 3rd ed., Atlas Crust, pi. xi. bis fig. 2 (no date).

Aetata tomentosa, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) i.

p. 262 (1865); Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p, 140

(1898).

Rotuma ; seven males, seven females.

Eiji ; one male.

35. Act^a afeinis (Dana), 1852.

Actceodes ajjinis, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 197,

pi. xi. fig. 3 (1852).

Actcea affinis, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) i. p. 263
(1865).

Rotuma; one male, five females.

36. Act^a hirtissima (Riippell), 1830.

Xantho hirtissima, Riippell, 24 Krabben, p. 26, pi. v. fig. 6

(1836).

Cancer (Actcea) hirtissima, de Haan, Faun. Japon., Crust, p. 18

(1833).
Aetata Jiirtissima, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i.

p. 141 (1898).

Rotuma ; one male.
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37. Act^a RUFOPUNCTATA (H. M.-Edw.), 183*.

Xaniho rufopunctatv*, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 389

(1834).

Actcea rufopunctata, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) i.

p. 268, pi. xviii. fig. 1 (1865); Aleock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii.

2, i. p. 142 (1898).

Rotuma ; one female.

38. Act.ea speciosa (Dana), 1852.

Ackeodes speciosa, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 198,

pi. xi. fig. 4 (1852) : Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 136

(1897).

Ackea speciosa, A. M.-Edwards, Xouv. Arch. Mus. (1) i. p. 274
(1865); Aleock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 143 (1898).

Rotuma ; one female.

39. Act^a EOSSiJLATA (Girard), 1859.

Cancer fossulata, Girard, Ann. Soc. Entoin. Prance (3) vii.

p. 149, pi. it. fig. 2 (1859).

Actcea fossulata, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) i. p. 270

(1865); Aleock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 148 (1898).

Rotuma ; one male.

Genus Daira de Haan (1833).

40. Daira perlata (Herbst), 1790.

Cancer perlatus, Herbst, Naturges. Krabb. u. Krebse, i. viii.

p. 265, pi. xxi. fig. 122 (1790).

Daira variolosa, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 202, pi. x.

fig. 4 (1S52).

Daira perlata, Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 131

(1897) ; Aleock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 155 (1898).

Funafuti ; one male, two females.

Genus Zozimus Leach, 1818.

On the spelling of the name of this genus, see Rathbun, Proc.

Biol. Soc. Wash. xi. p. 167 (1897).

41. Zozimus j.neus (Linn.), 1764.

Cancer emeus, Linnaeus, Mus. Lud. Llr. p. 451 (1764).

'Zozimus otneus, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 385 (1834)
;

Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 192, pi. x. fig. 3 (1852) ;

Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 134 (1877); Aleock,

Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 104 (18Q8).

Rotuma ; two males.
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Genus Atergatis de Haan (1833).

42. Atergatis floridus (Rumph.).

O'incer floridus, Rumph. Amboinsch. Rariteitk. p. 16, pi. viii.

fig. 5 (1705) ; Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. 12th ed. p. 1041 (1766).

Cancer (Atergatis) floridus, de Haan, Faun. Japon., Crust, p. 40.

Atergatis floridus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 159,

pi. vii. fig. 4(1852) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. hi. 2, p. 129

(1897) TAlcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 98 (1898).

Funafuti; one male, two females.

Rotuma ; two males, two females.

Subfamily Carpiliin^e.

Genus Carpilius Desinarest, 1825.

43. Carpilius maculatus (Linn.), 1764.

Cancer maculatus, Linnaeus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 433 (1764).
Carpilius maculatus, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 382

(1834) ; id. Cuvier's R. An. 3rd ed., Atlas Crust, pi. xi. fig. 2 (no
date) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 79 (1898).

Rotuma; one female.

44. Carpilius convexus (Forskal), 1775.

Cancer convexus, Forskal, Descr. Anim. p. 88 (1775).
Carpilius convexus, Riippell, Krabben roth. Meer. p. 13, pi. iii.

fig. 2, & pi. vi. fig. 6 (1^30) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2,

i. p. 80 (1898).

Rotuma ; two males.

Genus Carpiliodes Dana, 1851.

45. Carpiliodes tristis Dana, 1852.

Carpiliodes tristis, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 193,

pi. ix. fig. 7 (1852) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i.

p. 82 (1898).

Rotuma ; two males.

46. Carpiliodes vailliantianus (A. M.-Edw.), 1862.

Carpilioxanihus vailliantianus, A. M.-Edwards, Mailliard's
' Reunion,' Annexe F, p. 3 (1862).

Carpiliodes vailliantianus, A. M.- Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus.
(1) i. p. 231. pi. xi. fig. 3 (1865) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng.
lxvii. 2, i. p. 85 (1898).

Rotuma ; one male, two females.

47. Carpiliodes monticulosus A. M.-Edw., 1873.

Carpiliodes monticulosus, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1)
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ix. p. 181, pi. v. fig. 1 (1873) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii.

2, i. p. 86 (1898).

Eotuma ; one male.

48. Carpiliodes pallidus, n. sp. (Plate XL. fig. 3.)

Diagnosis :
" A Carpiliodes the length of whose carapace is to

the greatest breadth as 7 : 11, with the carapace covered with

vesiculous granules, lobulated as in C. monticulosus, but with the

furrows not so deep; the front slightly sinuous, with a sharp, but

not very deep, notch in the middle, extending at its outer ends in

front of the orbital rims, from which it is separated by transverse

grooves ; the chelipeds equal, alike, above and outside granular

like the rest of the body and limbs, below smooth ; on the outside

of the hands five more or less distinct grooves, of which the two
lower run on to the immoveable finger and the upper one on to

the moveable finger, while the middle two are less distinct than

the others ; the cutting-edges of the fingers with several blunt

conical teeth, which are set closer together on the immoveable than

on the moveable finger. The walking-legs granular, with a few
scattered hairs; the propodites very short and broad ; the dacty-

lopodites about equal to the propodites in length, armed at the

end with a rather short, almost straight claw."

The third maxilliped is shown in fig. 3a, and the abdomen of

the male in fig. 3b.

Colours in spirit : carapace white ; walking-legs pink, with the

dactyle and half the propodite white ; chelipeds pink, with the

fingers white or pale brown with pink bases.

Length 3*5 mm.
The most characteristic feature of the species is its coloration ;

in most respects it shows a considerable resemblance to C. monti-

culosus.

Eotuma ; thi'ee males, one female.

Genus Euxanthus Dana, 1851.

49. Euxanthus melissa (Herbst), 1801.

Cancer melissa, Herbst, Xaturges. Krabb. u. Krebse, iii. 2. p. 7,

pi. li. fig. 1 (1801).

Euxanthus melissa, Stirapson, Proc. Ac. Sci. Pbilad. 1858, p. 33 ;

Alcock, Journ. As. Hoc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 110 (1898).

Euxanthus mamillatus, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) i.

p. 193, pi. xv. fig. 2 (1865).

The fingers of this species are hollowed at the tip as stated by
Alcock (p. 110). In his generic key (p. 75) the same author says

that the fingers in this genus are pointed.

Eotuma ; three males, two females.

Genus Chlorodius H. M.-Edw., 1834.

0lorodiu8, Eiippell, Krabben roth. Meer. p. 20 (1830).
Chlorodius, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p 399 (1834);

Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 159 (1898).
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Chlorodiella, Eathbun, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. xi. p. 157 (1897)

;

Ortmann, Broun's ' Thier-reich,' v. 2, p. 1172 (1399).
]Not Clorodius Desmarest, 1823 ; de Haan, 1833.

I am unable to agree with Eathbun and Ortmann as to the
necessity for a new name for this genus, and prefer to follow

Alcock in considering that Milne-Edwards's name holds good.

50. Chlorodius niger (Forskal), 1775.

Cancer niger, Forskal, Descr. Anim. p. 89 (1775).

Clorodius niger, Euppeil, Krabbeu roth. Meer. p. 20, pi. iv.

fig. 7 & pi. vi. fig. 14.

Chlorodius niger, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 401 (1834)

;

Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 160 (1898).

The lobes of the antero-lateral edge in all the specimens are low
and rounded, and not procurved into spines.

Funafuti ; one male, one female.

Eotuma ; five males, four females.

51. Chlorodius barbatus, n. sp. (Plate XLI. fig. 4.)

Diagnosis: "A small Chlorodius with the areas of the carapace

faintly demarked ; chelipeds unequal ; the fingers of the large

hand widely gaping, less strongly toothed than in C. Icevissimus

Dana 1852, and more hollowed at the tip ; the large hand bearing

a tuft of hairs at the base of the fingers on the outside, hiding the

proximal part of the fingers ; the first tooth of the antero-lateral

edge wanting altogether, and not, as in C. Icevissimus, merely

obsolescent."

The third maxilliped is shown in fig. 4«, and the abdomen of the

male in fig. 4b.

Colour in spirit : white with brown fingers.

Measurements of largest specimen (a male) : length 4*5 mm.

;

tip to tip of longest side-teeth 7 mm. ; front 7 mm. ; fronto-orbital

breadth 6 mm.
The species is closely allied to C. Icevissimus Dana, but differs

from it in several points indicated in the definition.

Funafuti ; thirty-five males and twenty-four females, all but

one male from 15-25 fathoms.

Eotuma ; eleven males, seven females.

Genus Phtmodius A. M.-Edw., 1863.

52. Phymodius ungulatus (H. M.-Edw.), 1834.

Chlorodius unrjulatus, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 400,
pi. xvi. figs. 6-8'(1834).

Phymodius ungulatus, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix.

p. 218 (1873); Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 102
(1898).

Eotuma ; two males.
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Subfamily EnsiNi;.

Genus Etisus, H. M.-Edw., 1834.

53. Etisls l.eyissimus Eandall, 1839.

Etisus Icevissimus, Randall, Journ. Ac. Xat. Sci. Philad. 1839,

p. 115; Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 185, pi. x. fig. 1

(1852); Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 131 (1897);
Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 131 (1898).

Rotuma ; one male.

Genus Etisodes Dana, 1851.

54. Etisodes anaglyptus (H. M.-Edw.), 1834.

Etisus anar/h/ptus, H. M.-Edwards, H. X. Crust, i. p. 411
(1834).

Cancer anar/h/ptus, H. M.-Edwards, Cuvier's R. An. 3rd ed.,

Atlas Crust, pi. xi. fig. 4 (1849).

Etisodes anaglyptus, A. M.-Ed wards, Xouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix.

p. 235 (1873) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 133
(1898).

Rotuma ; one male.

55. Etisodes frontalis Dana, 1852.

Etisodes frontalis, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 187,

pi. ix. fig. 3 (1852).

A small fifth tooth may be present or absent on the antero-

lateral edge of the carapace in this species.

Rotuma ; sixteen males, six females.

Genus Chlorodopsis A. M.-Edw., 1873.

56. Chlorodopsis spinipes (Heller), 1861.

Pilodius spinipes. Heller, Abh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1861,

p. 11.

Chlorodopsis spinipes, A. M.-Edwards, Xouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix.

p. 230, pi. viii. tig. 6 (1873) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii.

2, i. p. 169 (1898).

Funafuti; two males, dredged in the lagoon in 15-25 fathoms
of water.

57. Chlorodopsis (Ctclodius) ornata (Dana), 1852.

Cyclodius ornatus, Dana, Proc. Ac. X. Sci. Philad. 1852, p. 30 ;

id. U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 223, pi. xii. fig. 11 (1852).

Chlorodopsis {Cyclodius) ornata, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng.
lxvii. 2, i. p. 171 (1893).

Funafuti ; one male.

Rotuma ; one male.
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Subfamily Oziin^;.

Genus Euruppellia Dana, 1851.

58. Euruppellia annulipes (H. M.-Edw.), 1834.

Ruppellia annulipes, H. M.-Edwards, H. N. Crust, i. p. 422

(1834) ; Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 240, pi. xix. fig. 4

(1852) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 137 (1897).

Euruppellia annulipes, Miers, Zool. 'Alert,' p. 523 (1884).

Ozius {Euruppellia) annulipes, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng.
lxvii. 2, i. p. 188 (1898).

Kotuma ; five females.

Subfamily Eeiphiin^.

Genus Eriphia, Latr.

59. Eriphia l^vimana Latr.

Eriphia Icevimana, Latreille, Coll. Mus. (fide H. M.-Edw.)
Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 249, pi. xiv. fig. 7 (1852)
Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 137 (1897) ; Alcock
Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 214 (1898).

Funafuti ; two males, one female.

Rotuma ; two males, three females.

60. Eriphia scabricula Dana, 1852.

Eriphia scabricula, Dana, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1852, p. 82 ;

id. U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 247, pi. xiv. fig. 5 (1852) ; White-
legge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 137 (1897) ; Alcock, Journ.

As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 216 (1898).

Funafuti ; seven males, five females.

Botuma ; two males.

Subfamily Trapezius.

Ortmann's revision of this very difficult little group l
is the

authority followed in the present report.

Genus Trapezia. Latr., 1825.

61. Trapezia ferruginea Latr., 1825.

Trapezia ferruginea, Latreille, Encycl. Meth. x. p. 695 (1825)

;

Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. x. Syst. 2, p. 205 (1897); Alcock, Journ.

As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 220 (1893).

Var. ttpica Ortm. 1897.

Trapezia ferruginea, Latreille, Alcock, 11. cit.

Trapezia ferruginea typica, Ortmann, loc. cit. pp. 203, 205.

1 Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. x. Syst. 2, p. 201 (1897).

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XXXIX. 39
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Trapezia cymodoce, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 257,

pi. xiv. fig. 5 (1852) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2,

p. 137 (1897).

Funafuti ; two males and one female. Of these one male and

one female from 30 fathoms.

Rotuina ; two males.

Yar. dentata (Macleay), 1838.

Grapsillus dentatus, Macleay, Smith's Illustr. Zool. S. Afr.,

Annulosa, p. 67 (1838).

Trapezia ferruginea, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 260,

pi. xvi. fig. 1 (1852) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 137

(1897).

Trapezia dentata, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 258,

pi. xvi. fig. 6 (1852).

Trapezia ferruginea dentata, Ortmann, loc. cit. pp. 203, 204.

Funafuti ; one male.

Rotuma ; one male, two females.

Yar. areolata Dana, 1852.

Trapezia areolata, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 259,

pi. xv. fig. 8 (1852).

Trapezia ferruginea areolata, Ortmann, loc. cit. pp. 203, 206.

Funafuti ; one male, one female, the latter from 15 fathoms.

Rotuma ; five males, five females.

Yar. guttata Riippell, 1830.

Trapezia guttata, Riippell, Krabben roth. Meer. p. 27 (1830) ;

Miers, ' Challenger' Brachyura, p. 166, pi. xii. fig. 1 (1886).
Trapezia ferruginea guttata, Ortmann, loc. cit. pp. 203, 205.

Funafuti ; one male.

Rotuma ; three males, two females.

Var. MACr/LATA (Macleay), 1838.

Grapsillus maculatus, Macleay, Smith's Illustr. Zool. S. Afr.,

Annulosa, p. 67 (1838).

Trapezia macidata, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 256,
pi. xv. fig. 4 (1852) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i.

p. 221 (1S98).

Trapezia ferruginea maculata, Ortmann, loc. cit. pp. 203, 206.

Rotuma ; one male.

62. Trapezia digitalis Latr., 1825.

Trapezia digitalis, Latreille, Encycl. Meth. x. p. 696 (1825)

;

Ortmann, loc. cit. pp. 203, 208 ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng.

lxvii. 2, i. p. 232 (1898).

According to Ortmann the typical form of this species has

been found only off the East Coast of Africa, namely, in the Red
Sea and at Mauritius. Those from more easterly localities differ

in colour. What the difference is Ortmann does not state.
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Alcoek includes in his definition of T. digitalis the fact that it

is of a blackish-brown colour. My examples are of precisely the

same coloration as the type variety of T. ferruginea.

Funafuti ; two males.

Yar. speciosa Dana, 1852.

Trapezia speciosa, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 253,

pi. xv. fig. 1 (1852).

Trapezia digitalis speciosa, Ortmann, he. cit. pp. 203, 208.

Funafuti ; two females.

Eotuma ; one female.

63. Teapezia ct3iodoce (Herbst), 1801.

Cancer cymodoce, Herbst, Naturg. Krabb. u. Krebse, iii. 2, p. 22,

pi. li. fig. 5 (1801).

Trapezia hirtipes, Jacquinot and Lucas, Crust, of ' Astrolabe,'

iii. p. 44, pi. iv. fig. 14 (1853).

Trapezia cymodoce, G-erstacker, Arch. Naturg. xxii. 1, p. 125

(1856) ; Ortmann, loc. cit. p. 203 ; Alcoek, Journ. As. Soc. Beng.
lxvii. 2, i. p. 219 (1898).

Funafuti ; four males, three females, from various depths up to

30 fathoms.

Eotuma ; two males, two females.

G-enus Tetealia Dana, 1851.

64. Tetealia glabeeema (Herbst), 1790.

Cancer glaberrimus, Herbst, Naturg. Krabb. u. Krebse, i. 8, p. 262.

pi. xx. fig. 15 (1790).

Tetralia nigrifrons and glaberrima, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped.,

Crust, i. pp. 262, 263, pi. xvi. figs. 2, 3 (1852).

Tetralia cavimana, Heller, S.B. Ak. Wiss. Wien, xliii. p. 353,

pi. iii. figs. 24, 25 (1861); Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2,

p. 138 (1897).

Tetralia glaberrima, Ortmann, loc. cit. p. 209 ; Alcoek, Journ.

As. Soc. Beng. lxvii. 2, i. p. 223 (1898).

Funafuti ; twelve males, fourteen females. Only one specimen

(a female) had not the coloration of Dana's nigrifrons. This one
agreed with Dana's glaberrima in all respects.

Eotuma ; three males, four females, all agreeing with Daua's

nigrifrons.

Subtribe CATOMETOPA.

Family GeapsiDjE.

Subfamily PlagusiiNjE.

Genus Plagusia Latr., 1806.

65. Plagusia speciosa Dana, 1851.

Plagusia speciosa, Dana, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1851, p. 252

;

39*
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id. U.S. Expl. Exped., Crast. i. p. 369, pi. xxiii. fig. 9 (1852) ; Miers,

Ann. Mag. N. H. (5) i. p. 151 (1878) ; Kingsley, Proc. Ac. N.

Sci. Philad. 1880, p. 223.

Funafuti ; one male.

Eotuma ; one male.

Genus Leiolophus Miers, 1876.

66. Leiolophus planissimus (Herbst), 1804.

Cancer planissimus, Herbst, Naturg. Krabb. u. Krebse, iii. 4,

pi. lix. fig. 3 (1804).

Plagusia serripes, Lamarck, An. sans Vert. p. 247 (1818).

Leiolophus planissimus, Miers, Cat. N. Z. Crust, p. 46 (1876) : id.

Ann. Mag.N.H. (5) i. p. 153 (1878) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral.

Mus. iii. 2, p. 139 (1897).

Funafuti ; two females.

Eotuma ; three males, three females.

Subfamily Geapsin^e.

Genus Geapsus Lam., 1801.

67. Geapsus maculatus (Catesby), 1771.

Cancer grapsus, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. 18th ed. p. 630 (1758).

Pagurus maculatus, Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolinas, 3rd ed., ii.

pi. xxxvi. fig. 1 (1771).

Grapsus pictus, Latreille, Hist. Crust. Ins. vi. p. 69, pi. xlvii.

fig. 2 (1803).

Grapsus maculatus, webbi, ornatus, and pliaraonis, H. M.-Edw.
Ann. Sci. Nat. (3) xx. pp. 167-8, pi. vi. fig. 1 (1853;.

Grapsus maculatus, Kingsley, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1880,

p. 192 ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 139 (1897).

Eotuma ; one male.

Genus Pachygeapsus Eandall, 1839.

68. Pachygeapsus minutus A. M.-Edw., 1873.

Pachygrapsus minutus, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix.

p. 292, pi. xiv. fig. 2 (1873).

Fiji; five males, six females.

69. Pachygrapsus l^evis, n. sp. (Plate XLII. fig. 7.)

Diagnosis :
" A Pachygrapsus with the front almost straight, very

slightly concave ; the frontal lobes seven in number—the median
small and triangular, the submedians large, square, and placed

before those on either side of them, the sublaterals smaller, tri-

angular, not so far forward, the laterals large, rounded, and the

most forwardly placed of all ; the carapace smooth, with linear
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ridges on the branchial regions and faint transverse markings on
the front ; no tooth behind that forming the orbital angle ; the

chelipeds smaller than in P. minutus, the hands less swollen, a ridge

running along the lower part of the hand and continued on to the
finger ; the fingers spoon-like at the ends, which are fringed with
short stiff hairs, the arm bearing at its distal end on the inner

side a crest of three teeth, the wrist with a spine on the outside at

the distal end ; the legs slender and almost hairless ; the meropodite
of the walking-legs with one tooth above and two below at the

outer end ; the propodite slenderer than in P. minutus"
The third maxilliped is shown in fig. 7 a.

Colour in spirit : greenish, banded on the legs with brown.
Length 6 mm. Front 5 mm. ; tip to tip of orbital spines

7*5 mm.
This species belongs to the group with no tooth behind the

orbital angle, including P. corrugatus Martens 1872, P. ozihiopicus

Hilg. 1869, P. minutus A. M.-Edw. 1873, P. plicatus H. M.-Edw.
1837, and P. longipes Rathbun 1893.

Funafuti ; one female.

Genus Geogeapsits Stimps., 1858.

70. GeOGEAPSTJS GEAYI (H. M.-Edw.), 1853.

Grapsus grayi, H. M.-Edwards, Ann. Sci. Nat. (3) xx. p. 170
(1853).

Oeograpsus rubidus, Stimpson, Proe. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1858,

p. 103.

Geograpsus grayi, H. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. (1) ix.

p. 288 (1873) ; Kingsley, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1880, p. 196.

Funafuti ; two males, four females.

Eotuma ; one male, one female.

Subfamily SesabmiNjE.

Genus Sesaema Say, 1818.

71. Sesaema aubeyi A. M.-Edw., 1819.

Sesarma {Hohmetopus) aubryi, A. M.-Edwards, Nouv. Arch.

Mus. (1) v. Bull. p. 29 (1869) ; (1) ix. p. 307, pi. xvi. fig. 2

(1873).

Sesarma aubryi, de Man, Zool. Jahrb. ii. Syst. 3, p. 642 (1887).

Eotuma ; one male.

72. Sesaema gabdineei, n. sp. (Plate XLII. fig. 8.)

Diagnosis. " A Sesarma in which the front is half the fronto-

orbita'l breadth, the latter rather less than the length of the cara-

pace ; the front hidden from above by the frontal lobes, the frontal

edge divided into five shallow bights by four projections, not

denticulate ; the frontal lobes prominent, sharp, denticulate, the
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inner pair much larger than the outer ; the carapace irregularly

granular, the granules largest just behind the frontal lobes, the

branchial regions rugose ; the sides with two teeth behind the

orbital angle, the second tooth low and blunt ; the walking-legs

long and slender, their meropodites rugose with denticulate edges,

bearing at the outer end two teeth above and none below and on
the hinder side a low, rounded ridge, their carpopodites with two
sharper ridges, their propodites long and flat, their dactylopodites

broad and flat, diminishing gradually to a long straight spine, and
having the edges hidden by a thick fur ; the upper side of the

hand in both sexes with two subparallel denticulate ridges, the

inner less regular than the outer, and the two meeting at both

ends so as to enclose an oval field, in which two or three tubercles

may lie ; the fingers rather shorter than the palm in the female,

distinctly so in the male."

The third maxilliped and the abdomen of the male are shown
in figs. 8 a and 8 b respectively.

Length 31 mm. Breadth of fronto-orbital border 27 mm.
The animal is described in Mr. Gardiner's notes as a " red tree-

crab." The colour in spirit is an orange-yellow.

This species is not far from 8. oceanica de Man, 1889, in

Group II. of that author's classification of the genus [Zool. Jahrb.

ii. Syst. 3, p. 6.39 (1887)], but differs in the ridges on the hand and
in the more hairy dactyles.

Funafuti ; three males, three females.

Eotuma ; three males, one female.

Subfamily Gecabcinin^e.

Genus Caediosoma Latr., 1825.

73. Caediosoma hietipes Dana, 1852.

Cardiosoma hirtipes, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, i. p. 376,

pi. xxiv. fig. 2 (1852); de Man, Arch. Naturg. liii. 1, p. 349,

pi. xiv. fig. 3 (1887) ; Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vii. Svst. p. 737
(1894) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. hi. 2, p. 138 (1897).

Funafuti ; three males, five females.

. Eotuma ; one male, one female.

74. Caediosoma caenifex (Herbst), 1796.

Cancer carnifex, Herbst, Naturg. Krabb. u. Krebse, ii. 6, p. 163,

pi. xli. fig. 7 (1796).

Cardiosoma carnifex, Latreille, Encycl. Meth. x. p. 685 (1825)

;

Miers, ' Chall.' Brachyura, p. 220 (1886).

Cardiosoma guanJiami, var. carnifex, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. vii.

Syst. p. 735 (1894).

Cardiosoma obscura, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped. p. 375, pi. xxiv.

fig. 1 (1852).

Eotuma ; one female.
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Family Ootpodidi.

Subfamily OcYPODiNiE.

Genus Uca Leach, 1814.

Uca, Leach, Edin. Encycl. vii. 2 (1814) ; id. Tr. Linn. Soc. Lond.

xi. p. 309 (1815) ; Say, Journ. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. i. p. 73 (1817)

;

Eathbun, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. xi. p. 154 (1897) ; Ortmann,
Zool. Jahrb. x. Syst. p. 346 (1897) ; id. in Bronn's ' Thier-reich,'

v. 2, p. 1180 (1897).

Gelasimus, Latreille, Nouv. Diet. Hist. Nat. xii. p. 517 (1817).

Not Uca Latreille, 1817= Ucides Eathbun, June 1897= (Edipleura

Ortmann, July 1897.

75. Uca cultrihana (White), 1847.

Gelasimus cultrimanus, White, P. Z. S. Lond. 1847, p. 84

;

Kingsley, Proc. Ac. N. Sci. Philad. 1880, p. 140, pi. ix. fig. 7.

Gelasimus vocans, H. M.-Edwards, Ann. Sci. Nat. (3) xviii.

p. 145, pi. iii. fig. 4 (1852).

Uca cultrimana, Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb. x. Syst. p. 348 (1897).

Funafuti ; three females.

Eotuma ; five males, four females.

Genus Octpode Fabr., 1798.

76. OCYPODE CERATOPHTHALHA (Pallas), 1772.

Cancer ceratopliihalmus, Pallas, Spicilegia, p. 83, pi. v. fig. 17

(1772).
Ocypoda ceratoplitlialma, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 347

(1798) ; H. M.-Edwards, Cuvier's E. An., Atlas Crust, pi. xvii.

;

Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 138 (1897) ; Ortmann,
Zool. Jahrb. x. Syst. p. 365 (1899).

Eotuma ; seven males, seven females.

77. Ocypode urvillei Gue'rin, 1830.

Ocypoda urvillei, Gue'rin, Voy. ' Coquille,' Zool. ii. 2, p. 9, pi. i.

fig. 1 (1830); Ortmann, Zool. Janrb. x. Syst. p. 366, pi. xvii.

fig. 10 (1897).

The fingers and the spine on the inner side of the wrist are

both more slender and elongate in the present specimen than in

Ortmann's figures.

Funafuti ; one male.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XL.

Fig. 1. Xenocarchioides rostratus, p. 573. x3.
la. ,, „ 3rd uiaxilliped. X8.
lb. „ „ Abdomen of male. X6.
2. Hyastenus elegans Miers, var., p. 574. xl^.
3. Carpiliodes pallidus, p. 586. X 5.

3 a. „ „ 3rd maxilliped. XlO.
3 b. „ „ Abdomen of male, x 10.
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Plate XLI.

Fig. 4. Chlorodius barbatus, p. 587. X 6.

4 a. „ „ 3rd maxilliped. X 10.

4 b. „ „ Abdomen of male. X 10.

4 c. ,, „ Big chela of male. x6.

5. Xanthias parvus, p. 582. x5.
5 a. „ ,

3rd maxilliped. x6.
5 6. „ ,. Abdomen of male. X6.

6. Pilumnus rotumanus, p. 581. Nat. size.

6a. ,, „ 3rd maxilliped. x3.

Plate XLII.

Pig. 7. Pachygrapsus Icevis, p. 592. x3.
la. „ „ 3rd maxilliped. x5.
8. Sesarma gardineri, p. 593. Nat. size.

8 a. „ „ 3rd maxilliped. X 2.

8 b. „ „ Abdomen of male. Nat. size.

8 c. ,. ,, Chelse of male. xl£.
9. ? Pilumnus hirsutus Stimps., p. 581. X3.
9 a. „ „ ,, 3rd maxilliped. x5.
2 b. „ „ „ Abdomen of male. X3.

3. On the Birds collected during the Mackinder Expedition

to Mount Kenya. By R. Bowdler Sharpe. With

Notes by H. J. Mackinder, Ernest Saunders, and

C. Camburn.
[Received April 24, 1900.]

(Plate XLIII.)

[The birds here enumerated were shot by my colleagues Messrs.

Campbell, B. Hausburg, Ernest Saunders, Claude Camburn, and
Cesar Oilier. They were most excellently preserved and packed

by Messrs. Saunders and Camburn. Eor the position of the

Camps referred to, see map in Geogr. Journal, vol. xv. p. 453
(1900).—H. J. M.]

1. Francolinus schuetti.

Francolinus schuetti, Cab. : Ogilvie Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xxii. p. 170 (1893) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 180 (1896) ; Sharpe,

Hand-1. B. i. p. 25 (1899).

No. 9. § . Nairobi, 5500 feet, Sept. 13, 1899. Legs and feet

bright red ; bill bright red ; eye hazel ; fleshy parts around eye

pale pink.

Uncommon, but known to Masai natives as " Lu-cu-ri."

2. Francolinus jacksoni.

Francolinus jacksoni, Ogilvie Grant : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 552
;

id. Hand-1. B. i. p. 25 (1899); Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 182
(1896).

No. 32. $ . Foot of Mount Kenya, Aug. 16, 1899. Iris dark
brown ; bill and feet reddish brown.
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3. Ptebnistes INTT7SCATTTS.

Pternistes infuscatus, Cab. : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 552; id. Hand-1.

B. i. p. 26 (1899) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 179 (1896).

No. 30. <S . Shot on the march to Camp 12, Aug. 10, 1899.

Eyes dark brown ; bill dark brown ; legs and feet black ; fleshy

parts around eyes and throat vermilion-red ; neck bright yellow.

4. Nttmida beichenowi.

Numida reichenowi, Ogilvie Grant, Ibis, 1 894, p. 536, fig. 1

;

Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 183 (1896); Sharpe, Hand-1. B. i. p. 41

(1899).

No. 111. $ . Shot at Camp 29 on the Morendat Eiver, Sept. 26,

1899. Alt. 7000 feet. Iris hazel ; bill horn-colour ; wattles and

horn red ; base of horn yellow-ochre; bare skin around eyes, chin,

throat, nape, and neck cobalt-blue ; legs and feet black.

Common, and to be seen in various sized flocks, and always near

water. We saw these birds at an altitude of over 7000 feet; they

were very nice-eating.

5. Haplopelia beonzina.

Haplopelia bronzina (Biipp.) : Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxi.

p. 540 (1893); SheUey, B. Africa, i. p. 136 (1896); Sharpe,

Hand-1. B. i. p. 85 (1899).

No. 95. $ ad. Forest zone, Mount Kenya (8000 feet), Sept. 18,

1899. Bill black ; legs, feet, and eyelids lake-red ; iris hazel.

The only specimen of its kind seen during the eight days' stay

in this camp.

6. Abdea helanocephala.

Ardea melanocephala, Yig. & Childr. : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xxvi. p. 70 (1898) ; id. Hand-1. B. i. p. 194 (1899) ; Shelley, B.

Africa, i. p. 157 (1896).

No. 28. 6 • Shot July 8, 1899, Camp 11, Sagana Eiver. Eyes
pale yellow ; fleshy parts around eyes mottled greenish yellow

;

bill, legs, and feet black.

7. ALOPOCHEN jEGYPTIACUS.

Chenalopecc cegyptiacus, (Linn.): Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvii.

p. 167 (1895); Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 171 (1896).
Alopochen cegyptiacus, Sharpe, Hand-1. B. i. p. 215 (1899).

No. 29. $. Camp 11, Sagana Eiver, Aug. 7, 1899. Iris

yellow-ochre ; feet white ; bill pale bluish white.

Tbe Egyptian Goose was common on all the rivers in this dis-

trict, and huge flocks were observed on Lake Naivasha.

8. Anas spabsa.

Anas sjoarsa, Smith : Salvad. Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvii. p. 213
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(1895) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 172 (1896) ; Sharpe, Hand-1. B. i.

p. 216 (1899).

Nos. 99, 100. J , 2 • Lake Hohnel, western slope of Mount
Kenya, 13,000 feet, Sept. 20, 1899. Iris hazel; bill black with a

yellow-ochre band at the base ; legs and toes yellow-ochre ; webs
black.

The only two specimens seen at this altitude.

9. Pelecanus eoseus.

Pelecanus roseus, Gm. : Ogilvie Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xxvi.

p. 466 (1899).

Pelecanus minor, Riipp. : Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 161 (1896).

Nos. 5 & 6. $ ad. Nairobi. Iris red ; feet flesh-colour ; fleshy

parts round eye bluish pink
;
pouch yellowish.

These birds are considered rare in this part. They are known
to the Masai natives as " Mur-turu."

10. Neceosyetes monachus.

Necrosyrtes monachus (Teinm.): Sharpe, Hand-1. B. i. p. 243

(1899).

Neophron monachus, Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 155 (1896).

No. 13. <3 . Nairobi Forest, July 15, 1899. Iris hazel with blue

band on outer edge ; legs and feet pale blue ; bill dark brown

;

fleshy parts of neck bluish purple ; head reddish purple ; wattles

in neck white.

These birds are common throughout this district and also in

the intervening country to Mount Kenya up to an altitude of over

8000 feet.

11. BUTEO AUGUEALIS.

Buteo auguralis, Salvad. : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 175,

note (1874) ; id. Hand-1. B. i. p. 255 (1899) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i.

p. 150 (1896).

No. 90. Juv. Camp. 18«, western slope of Mount Kenya, 8000
feet. Iris white ; bill dark blue, lighter at the base ; cere, gape,

and feet greenish yellow.

Bare and very hard to get at. We saw two other specimens
during our stay at this camp.

12. Milvus iEGYPTIUS.

Miluus cegyptius (Gm.) : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i. p. 320
(1874) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 147 (1896) ; Sharpe, Hand-1. B. i.

p. 268(1899).

No. 64. $ . Camp 20, western edge of Mount Kenya, 10,000
feet, Sept. 4, 1899. Iris hazel; bill, cere, and feet bright
yellow.
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13. Bubo mackindeei. (Plate XLIII.)

Bubo maclcinderi, Sharpe, Bull. B. O. C. x. p. xxviii (Dec. 1899).

Nos. 69, 70. 6 • Teleki Valley, Mount Kenya, 13,000 feet,

Sept. 3, 1899. Iris deep yellow; bill black.

No. 77. $ . Teleki Valley, Sept. 11, 1899.

14. Syenium ttmbrinijm.

Syrnium umbrinum, Heugl. : Reichen. Mittl. bochl. N. Deutsch-
Ost-Afr. p. 272 (1898); Sharpe, Hand-1. B. i. p. 294 (1900).

No. 25. <3 . Nairobi Forest, July 1898. Iris very dark brown ;

bill orange-yellow ; legs and feet pale yellow.

[The various races of Syrnium ivoodfordi are very difficult to

diagnose, but of those admitted by Dr. Beicbenow, this specimen
best agrees with the description of Syrnium umbrinum of Heuglin.

—E. B. S.]

15. PYOCEPHALUS MASSAICUS.

Pceocephcdus massaicus, Pischer & Beichen. : Salvad. Cat. B. Brit.

Mus. xx. p. 367 (1891); Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 139 (1896);
Sharpe, Hand-1. B. ii. p. 25 (1900).

Nos. 86 & 87. c? , $ • Sept. 15, 1899, at Camp. 18a, western
slope of Mount Kenya, 8000 feet.

"We did not notice these birds at a lower altitude than 7000
feet, but at the above camp it was a common sight to see flocks of

them in the early morn flying in a north-easterly direction and
returning again just before sundown, doubtless from their favourite

feeding-grounds

.

16. Thbipias schoensis.

Thripias schoensis (Biipp.) : Hargitt, Cat. B.Brit. Mus.xviii.p.308

(1890); Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 133 (1896) ; Sharpe, Hand-1. B. ii.

p. 219 (1900).

No. 2. $ . July 7, 1899, Nairobi Porest. Iris red ; legs and
feet olive-green.

The only specimen we saw in this locality, and it was shot in

the most wooded parts of the forest.

17. Cahpotheea hausbubgi.

Campothera hausburgi, Sharpe, Bull. B. O. C. x. p. xxxvi (Jan.

1900).

No. 1. 6 ad. Nairobi, 6000 feet, July 11, 1899. Feet olive-

green ; iris red.

No. 98. 6. Camp 18 a; forest zone, Mt. Kenya, 6000 feet,

Sept. 18, 1892. Iris red; feet ashen-green.

[Compared with a specimen of C. tceniolcema in Mr. Jackson's

collection from Mau, there is very little difference in the colour of

the upper surface of the two species ; but the lower surface is

distinct enough, the coarse and dusky nature of the cross-barring
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of C. tcmiolama being quite different from the fine and paler

barring of C. hausburgi.

There is another specimen in the Eothschild collection at

Tring which agrees with Mr. Jackson's bird; it was collected by

Dr. Ansorge at the Eldoma Eavine.—B. B. S.]

18. Capbimulgus tbimaculatus.

Caprimulgm trimaculatus (Swains.) : Hartert, Tierr., Caprimul-

gidce, p. 55 (1899).

Caprimulgus lentiginosus, Smith : Hartert, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xvi. p. 536 (1892) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 106(1896).

No. 24. 3 . July 20, 1899. Eyes very dark blue ; bill brownish

black ; legs and feet brown.

We found this bird chiefly on the banks of the small running
creeks which intersect the forest. The general coloration of the

species is beautifully adapted to its surroundings, making it most
difficult at all times to discover where the bird has actually

alighted.

19. Capbimulgus fb^natus.

Caprimulgus frcenatus, Salvad. Ann. Mus. Genov. xxi. p. 118

(1884) : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 322; Hartert, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xvi. p. 533 (1892) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 106 (1896) ; Hartert,

Tierr., Capnmidgidce, p. 59 (1899).

Xo. 68. 2 imm - Western slope of Mount Kenya, 10,000 feet,

Sept. 4, 1899. Bill black ; legs and feet pinkish brown ; iris dark

hazel.

20. COEACIAS CAUDATUS.

Coracias caudatus (Linn.) : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii. p. 21

(1892); Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 109 (1896) ; Sharpe, Hand-1. B. ii.

p. 46 (1900).

Xo. 23. 2 • Nairobi Forest, July 20, 1899. Eyes bright reddish

brown ; bill black ; legs and feet greenish yellow.

Single specimens only were noticed, and invariably in the open
glades and banana shambas.

21. COLIUS AFFINIS.

Colius ctffinis, Shelley, Ibis, 1885, p. 312; id. B. Africa, i. p. 118

(1896).

No. 4. 5 . Nairobi Eorest, 6000 feet. Iris hazel ; legs and feet

pale coral ; bill dark brown ; lower mandible yellowish.

[This specimen is much darker than the majority of the others

in the British Museum from various localities, but there seems to

be such a decided graduation in tint in a large series from light to

dark brown, that I have been unable to draw any definite line of

demarcation. Some of Mr. Jackson's specimens from the Eavine
seem to be quite as dark as the Nairobi bird, but others from Nandi
and Njemps are lighter again.—E. B. S.]
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These birds travel about in various sized flocks ; and on the

lower slopes of Mt. Kenya I have noticed fully 80 or 90 at a

time ; they present a curious sight when on the wing, their exceed-

ingly long tails causing a most peculiar motion. Their flight is

somewhat slow.

22. TUEACUS HARTLATTBI.

Turacus harilaubi (Fischer & Eeichen.) : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892,

p. 312 ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 120 (1896).

No. 3. 2 ad. Nairobi Forest (5500 feet), July 11, 1899. Iris

hazel ; feet black ; bill dark green, tip orange.

No. 10. S ad. Nairobi Forest (5500 feet), July 15, 1899.

No. 19. 6 ad. Nairobi Forest (5500 feet), July 18, 1899.

These birds are common in this locality and are also to be met
with on Mount Kenya at an altitude of 9000 feet. They utter

a cry not unlike the Francolin which is to be found there, Masai
native name :

" Kal-lere-wa."

23. Hapaloderma carina.

HajHiloderma na-rina (V.) : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 321 ; Shelley,

B. Africa, i. p. 108 (1896).

No. 20. S . Nairobi Forest, 5500 feet, July 19, 1899. Iris red

;

bill yellow at base, darkening to grey at the tip ; feet pinkish

brown.
No. 20. $ . Camp IS, western slope of Mount Kenya, 8000

feet, Sept. 15, 1899. Iris reddish brown ; bill yellow at base,

shading to green at tip ; feet pale pinkish brown.

Uncommon.

24. Bycanistes cristatus.

Bycanistes cristatus (Eiipp.) : Grant, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvii.

p. 417 (1892) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 114 (1896).

Nos. 11, 12. S 2 ad. Nairobi Forest, July 14, 1899. Bill brown,
casque white ; iris dark brown ; feet black, with white between
the scales.

These birds were mostly found in pairs, and are very wary.

Alighting on the most lofty (usually dead) trees, they would be off

at the slightest noise, or at the sight of anything moving beneath.

Common.

25. Irrisor jacksont.

Irrisor jacksoni, Sharpe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. [6 J vi. 1890,

p. 503; Salvia, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. xvi. p. 21, pi. iii. fig. 1 ; Sharpe,

Ibis, 1892, p. 319 ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 112 (1896).

Nos. 85, 91, 93, 94. Three females and one male were shot at

Camp 18 a, Kenya Forest, alt. 8000 feet. Iris reddish brown

;

bill, legs, feet, and eyelids lake-red.

These birds were found in small flocks of about twenty. They
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are very active, travelling from tree-top to tree-top, and apparently

feeding on small fruit with which some of the trees abounded.

26. Melittophagus shaepei.

Melittophagus sharpei, Hartert, Bull. B. 0. C. x. p. xxvii (Dec.

1899).

Melittopliaqus cyanostictus (nee Cab.): Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xvii. p. 48, pi. i. fig. 3 (1892); id. Ibis, 1892, p. 319 ; Shelley B.

Africa, i. p. 110 (1896).

Nos. 26, 27. 6 , $ • Camp 11, Sagana Eiver, Aug. 7, 1899. Eyes
crimson ; bill, legs, and feet black.

Single specimens only were noticed, which mostly frequented

the banks of the river.

27. Melittophagus obeobates.

Melittopliaqus oreobates, Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 320 ; id. Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. xvii. p. 498 (1892) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 110 (1896).

No. 22. 2 • Nairobi Forest, July 19, 1899. Eyes dark red

;

bill black ; legs pale slate-colour ; feet darker.

This bird chiefly inhabits the banana shambas in the Nairobi

district.

28. COBVULTUB ALBICOLLIS.

Corvultur albicollis (Lath.) : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iii. p. 24

(1877); Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 46 (1896).

No. 41. S • Bamboo zone, western slope of Mount Kenya,
8000 feet, Aug. 26, 1899.

Nos. 88, 89. d , $ . Camp 18, western slope of Mt. Kenya,
8000 feet, Sept. 16, 1899. Bill black, with white tip ; feet black

;

iris hazel.

These birds were obtained also at Nairobi, and were noticed

throughout the intervening country and up to an altitude of

10,000 feet on Mount Kenya itself.

29. ClNNAMOPTEEUS TENUIEOSTBIS.

Cinnamopterus tenuirostris (Riipp.) : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
xiii. p. 166 (1890) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 45 (1896).

No. 51. c? ad. Camp 21, Hbhnel Valley, western slope of

Mt. Kenya, 12,000 feet, Aug. 30, 1899. Among rocks and caves.

Iris hazel ; bill and feet black.

Nos. 55, c? ; 56, 57, 2 . Camp 21, Aug. 30, 1899.

[These specimens agree with others in the British Museum from
Shoa and Abyssinia, and thei'e is another specimen in Mr. Jackson's

collection from Buwenzori. It should be noticed that both the female

birds have the grey edges to the feathers which I formerly con-

sidered to be characteristic of the young of this species.—B. B. S.]

Although fairly common among the crags at the head of the

Hbhnel Valley, this species was not observed in any other locality.
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30. Lamprocolius chaltbeus.

Lamprocolius chalybeus (Ehr.) : Sharpe, Ibis, 1891, p. 212

;

Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 43 (1896).

No." 110. 6 ad. Morendafc River (7000 ft.), Sept. 1899. Iris

bright yellow ; bill, legs, and feet black.

This species was not observed at a higher altitude than that

mentioned above. It was not found in the hilly districts, but

seemed confined to the reed-beds of the rivers traversing the plains,

and was observed on the Nairobi River as well as at the Morendat.

31. Drepanoplectes jacksoni.

Drepanoplectes jacksoni, Sharpe: Jackson, Ibis, 1899, p. 599.

Coliipasser jacksoni, Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 24(1896).

No. 101. tfad. Western foot of Mount Settiina range (7000 ft.),

Sept. 26, 1899. Bill, base and lower mandible black, upper part

pale green ; legs and feet very dark brown ; iris hazel.

No. 102. $ ad. Western foot of Mount Settima range (7000 ft.),

Sept. 26, 1899. Bill, legs, and feet pinkish horn-colour.

These birds travel about in flocks of thirty or forty together,

and seem to be common along these ranges.

32. Htphantobnis camburni.

Hyphantornis camburni, Sharpe, Bull. B. O. C. x. p. xxxv (Jan.

1900).

No.. 16. 6 ad. Nairobi Forest, 5500 feet, July 17, 1899. Bill

dark brown ; feet pale brownish ; iris hazel.

Common ; observed in small flocks ; known to Masai natives as
" G-ing-yangiki."

[Although sexed a male, I think this bird must be a female,

as it agrees so well with the hens of Hyphantornis xanthops. It is

of a brighter yellow below, has a somewhat more distinct yellow eye-
brow, but is principally distinguished by its very small bill.—R. B. S.]

33. Ambltospiza unicolor.

Amblyospiza unicolor, Fisch. & Reichen. : Shelley, B. Africa, i

p. 33 (1896).

No. 31. 2 imm. Aug. 10, 1898. Bill, upper mandible dark
brown, lower mandible yellowish ; legs and feet dark brown ; iris

dark brown.

Collected on the march ; the only specimen observed of this

species.

34. DREPANORIIYNCnUS REICHENOVI.

Drepanorhynchus reichenoivi, Fischer : Jackson, Ibis, 1899
p. 630.

Nectarinia reichenoivi, Shelley, B. Africa, ii. p. 29 (1900).

No. 105. d. Camp 27, foot of Settima Range, 7000 feet,

Sept. 25, 1899. Bill and feet black ; iris hazel.
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Somewhat common on both the eastern and western slopes of

Mount Settima, but was not observed elsewhere.

[The specimen is moulting, and shows a curious metallic green

shade on the median wing-coverts which is not seen in any of the

series in the Jackson collection. I fancy that this is not a difference

of specific value, but is due to the wearing of the metallic plumage
through exposure.—E. B. S.]

35. Nectarinia .eneigularis.

Nectarinia ceneigidaris, Sharpe : Jackson, Ibis, 1889, p. 631.

Nectarinia cupreonitens, Shelley, B.Africa, ii. p. 21 (1900).

No. 107. 8. Western foot of Mount Settima, 7000 feet,

Sept. 20, 1899. Bill and feet black ; iris hazel.

[This specimen differs from the type of N. ceneigidaris in having

a reddish-coppery crown, thereby approaching N. cupreonitens. As,
however, there is considerable variation in the green or reddish

colour of the upper surface in the common N. famosa, 1 do not

think it advisable to separate the Kenya specimen.—B. B. S.]

36. Nectarinia johnstoni.

Nectarinia johnstoni, Shelley, P. Z. S. 1885, p. 227, pi. xiv. ; id.

B. Africa, ii. p. 22 (1900).

Nectarinia deckeni, Hohnel in Teleki's Exped. Lake Eudolph,

p. 374.

Nos. 47, 48. 8 $ ad. Hohnel Vallev, western slope of Mount
Kenya (12,000 ft.), Aug. 28, 1899. Bill, feet, and legs black ; iris

hazel. Shot amongst groundsel and lobelia.

Nos. 54, 52, 8 ad.; 53, $ ad. Hohnel Valley (12,000 ft.),

Aug. 30, 1899.

No. 58, 8 ad. Hohnel Valley (12,000 ft.), Aug. 31, 1899.

No. 60. $ ad. Hohnel Valley (12,000 ft.), Sept. 1, 1899.

No. 63. 8 ad. Teleki Valley (13,000 ft.), Sept. 2, 1899.

Common in Hohnel and Teleki Valleys, but apparently limited

to the alpine zone. A nest, presumably of this species, was
observed built in tree-heath only just below the ice zone. It con-

tained young birds.

[Nectarinia johnstoni was obtained by Count Teleki's expedition on
Mt. Kenya, and Dr. Gregory also met with the species.—B. B. S.]

37. Nectarinia tacazze.

Nectarinia tacazze (Stanley) : Sharpe, Ibis, 189.1, p. 591
;

Shelley, B. Africa, ii. p. 26 (1900).

No. 37. 8 ad. Western slope of Mount Kenya (10,000 ft.),

Aug. 20, 1899. Bill, legs, and feet dark black ; iris dark brown.

No. 38, 39. 8 ad. W. slope of Mt, Kenya (10,000 ft.), Aug. 23,

1899.

Nos. 43, 8 ad. ; 49, $ ad. W. slope of Mt. Kenya (10,000 ft.),

Aug. 27, 1899.
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Observed only at Carnp 20, in a densely wooded valley im-
mediately above bamboo zone. It was in the habit of frequenting

the tops of the highest trees.

38. ClNNYRIS MEDIOCBJS.

Cinnyris mediocris, Shelley : Sharpe, Ibis, 1891, p. 593 ; Shelley,

B. Africa, ii. p. 79 (1900).

No. 42. c? ad. Western slope of Mount Kenya (10,000 ft.),

Aug. 27, 1899. Bill, legs, and feet black ; iris dark brown.
Shot among bamboo and low trees.

No. 75. c? ad. Western slope of Mount Kenya (10,00.0 ft.),

Sept. 11, 1899. Iris hazel.

No. 109. tf ad. North-western foot of Mount Settima (7000 ft.),

Sept. 25, 1899.

These birds are not common, but it will be noticed that a

specimen was obtained on Settima, in addition to the two from
Mount Kenya.

39. Cinnyris kieki.

Ghcdcomitra kirJci (Shelley)": Shelley, B. Africa, ii. p. 107 (1900).

No. 21. $ ad. Nairobi Forest, July 19, 1899. Bill, feet, and
legs black ; iris dark brown.

Decidedly uncommon ; the only specimen noticed on the whole
trip.

40. ZOSTEEOPS KIKUYUENSIS.

Zosterops Icilcuyuensis, Sharpe, Ibis, 1891, pp. 444, 594, pi. xii.

fig. 1 ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 7 (1896).

No. 67. S • Camp 20, western slope of Mt. Kenya, 10,000 feet,

Sept. 4, 1899. Bill black ; iris light hazel ; feet greenish grey.

Plentiful.

Nos. 71, 72, s; 73, tf. Camp, Sept. 10, 1899.

Occurs in small flocks, fluttering from bush to bush above

bamboo zone. The blossom of bushes frequented are a bright yellow,

like the birds. Early morning and evening they are most in

evidence.

41. Laniaeius abbotti.

Laniarius abbotti, Bichmond, Auk, xiv. p. 161 (1897).

No. 33. c? ad. Foot of Mount Kenya (alt. about 7000 feet),

Aug. 16, 1899. Bill, legs, and feet black ; iris dark red.

This was the only specimen I saw of its kind during our stay at

this camp (17). 1 shot it in a very thick part of the forest sur-

rounding the camp.

[The single specimen obtained by the expedition is very similar

to the type o£ Malaconotus mannmgi of Shelley (Ibis, 1899, p. 369,

Pboc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XL. 40
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pi. v.), but is not quite so fiery-orange below. Judging from the

limited material at my command, it seems probable that the birds

from Nvika, Kilimanjaro, and Kenya will be found to be in-

separable.—R. B. S.]

42. Detoscopus .ethiopicus.

Laniarius cetJiiojyicus, Gin.: Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 53 (1896);
Neum. J. f. O. 1899, p. 406.

Nos. 78, d ad. ; 81, $ imm. Western slope, Mount Kenya
(8000 feet), Sept, 10, 14, 1899. Bill black ; legs and feet bluish

grey ; iris hazel.

These birds were shot at the junction of the lower forest and
bamboo zones.

43. Lantus humeealis.

Lanius humeralis, Stanl. : Sharpe, Ibis, 1891, p. 597.

Fiscm collaris (Linn.) : Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 51 (1896).

No. 17. 6 ad. Nairobi Forest (5500 feet), July 17, 1899. Bill,

legs, and feet black ; iris dark brown.

Chiefly met with in the native banana shambas. Known to the

Masai natives as " Ndare-tiki."

44. Geocichla piaggi^e.

Geociclda piaggice, Seebohm, Cat. B. v. p. 171, pi. xi. (1881)
Sharpe in Seebohm Monogr. Turdidse, p. 41, pi. xiii. (1898).

Tardus piaggii, Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 88 (1896).

No. 82. Camp 18, western edge of Mount Kenya, 8000 feet,

Sept. 14, 1899. Bill black ; feet pale pinkish brown; iris hazel.

Shot at extreme lower edge of bamboo zone. Bare : the only

specimen observed.

45. PrNAEOCHEOA EEXESTT.

Pinarochroa emesti, Sharpe, Bull. B. O. C. x. p. xxxvi (Jan.

1900).

Nos. 35, 36. 6 2 ad. Western slope, Mount Kenya (10,000 feet),

Aug. 20, 1899. Bill, legs, and feet black ; iris hazel.

Xos. 61, 62. cj ad. Teleki Valley (13,000 feet), Sept. 2, 1899.
Nos. 65, 66. J ad. Western slope, Mount Kenva (10,000 feet),

Sept. 3, 1899.

Occurs in numbers among tree-heath and low scrub ; found up
to alt. of 13,000 feet from immediately above bamboo zone.

[This species, which is identical with the Pinarockroa of Mt.
Elgon, is certainly distinct from P. hypospodia of Kilimanjaro. The
latter is grey underneath, the throat and breast being of the same
tint, and the under wing-coverts and axillaries are also greyish.

In the other two species, P. sordida and P. emesti, the under wing-
coverts and axillaries are rufous : the lower surface of the body is

also rufescent, with an indication to a grey throat. P. emesti
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is much darker than P. sordida, and has blackish-brown ear-

coverts.—E. B. S.]

46. Beadtpteeus clnnamomeus.

Bradypterus cinnamomeus (Riipp.) : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 154
;

Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 77 (1896).

No. 76. <$ ad. Western slope, Mount Kenya (10,000 feet),

Sept. 11, 1899. Bill, legs, and feet horn-brown ; iris hazel.

Nos. 96, 97. 6 ad. Forest zone, Mount Kenya (8000 feet),

Sept. 18, 1899.

No. 108. 6 ad. Foot of Settima range (7000 feet), Sept. 25,
1899.

Somewhat common in districts above named. Found flitting

about among undergrowth.

47. ClSTICOLA TEBEESTEIS.

Cisticola terrestris (Smith) : Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 74 (1896).

No. 50. $ ad. Hohnel Vallev, western slope of Mount Kenya
(12,000 feet), Aug. 28, 1899. "Bill pinkish brown ; legs and feet

ochreous flesh-colour ; iris yellowish brown.
Shot among the tree-heath.

Two other specimens only were observed. Utters a piercing

little song while on the wing.

48. Cisticola peoceba.

Cisticola procera, Peters : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 168 ; Shelley,

B. Africa, i. p. 75 (1896).

No. 104. 2 ad. Western end of Settima, 9000 feet, Sept. 25,

1899. Bill black ; feet light brown ; iris hazel.

No. 105. <$ ad. Camp 27, foot of Settima Range, 7000 feet,

Sept. 25, 1899.

Found in grass, undergrowth, and low scrub.

49. Cisticola hunteei. -

Cisticola hunteri, Shelley : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 157 ; Shelley,

B. Africa, i. p. 75 (1896).

Nos. 44, 45,46. d $ ad. Western slope of Mount Kenya (10,000

feet), Aug. 27, 1899. Bill blackish brown; legs and feet flesh-

colour ; iris hazel.

No. 103. d ad. Foot of Mount Settima range (7000 feet),

Sept. 25, 1899. Bill black ; legs and feet brown.

This locality is devoid of all heavy timber, and is very swampy in

parts ; the vegetation consists mostly of long grasses and small

shrubs. We noticed several Snipe, also some Quail, but could not

get a shot.

This species habitually frequented tops of bamboo ; it was
also discovered creeping about among branches of low shrubs.

40*
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50. PyCNONOTUS LAYARDI.

Pycnonotus layarcli, G-urney : Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vi.

p. 132 (1881) ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 60 (1896).

Ad. [label lost].

51. Xenocichla kikuyuensis.

XenocicJila Jcikuyuensis, Sharpe, Ibis, 1891, p. 118
; 1892, p. 299.

Criniger kikuyuensis, Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 63 (1896).

Xo. 92. S ad. Western slope of Mount Kenya (8000 feet),

Sept. 18, 1899. Bill black ; legs and feet greenish ash ; iris hazel.

The only specimen noticed during our stay of eight days at

this ramp (18 a).

52. Geaucalus purtts.

Grauealus purus, Sharpe, Ibis, 1891, p. 121, 1892, p. 299

;

Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 50 (1896).

No. 15. d . Nairobi Forest, 5500 feet, July 17, 1899. Bill and
feet black ; iris dark brown.

No. 34. Camp 17. Aug. 16,1899. Bill black ; feet slate-colour

;

iris very dark blue.

No. 83, 2 • Camp 18 a, western slope of Mt. Kenya, 8000 feet,

Sept. 15, 1899. Bill black ; feet black, powdered with white

:

iris hazel.

Somewhat common at Nairobi and throughout the intervening

country to Camp 18 a on Mt. Kenya, at an altitude of 8000 feet.

53. Taesigee orientalis.

Tarsiyer orientalis, Fischer & Eeichen. : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892,

p. 302 ; Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 86 (1896).

Nos. 79, 80. cf , ? • Camp 18 a, forest zone, western slope of

Mt. Kenya, 8000 feet, Sept. 14, 1899. Bill black ; feet yellowish

grey ; iris hazel.

Somewhat common at this camp, which is situated at the

junction of the bamboo and forest zones.

54. Dioptrornis fischeei.

Dioptrornis fisclieri, Eeichen. : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 300.

Muscicapa Jischeri, Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 94 (1896).

No. 14. c? ad. Nairobi Forest, July 17, 1899. Bill slate-colour,

darkening towards the tip; feet almost black; iris hazel.

55. Ckloropeta icterixa.

Chloropeta icterina, Sundev. : Sharpe, Cat. B. iv. p. 273 (1879) ;

Shelley, B. Africa, i. p. 96 (1896).

No. 40. Camp 20, western slope of Mount Kenya, 10,000 feet,

Aug. 23, 1899. Bill dark brown ; feet slate-colour ; iris hazel.

We noticed several of these birds at this camp, but owing
to the dense undergrowth which they frequent could obtain no
more specimens during our short stay.
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[I have identified the single specimen with Sundevall's

ChJoropeta icterina, a species about which very little is known.
It differs from G. natalensis in its more slender bill and greener

plumage, in which the head is like the back. It is much smaller

than C. masaica, and has not the dusky-brown head of the latter.

—E. B. S.]

56. Terpsiphone cristata.

Terpsiphone cristata (Gm.) : Sharpe, Ibis, 1892, p. 304; Shelley,

B. Africa, i. p. 99 (1896).

No. 8. S ad. Nairobi, July 12, 1899. Bill and eyelids cobalt-

blue ; feet leaden blue.

Somewhat common, and found frequenting the forest shambas
near Nairobi.

4. A Revision of the Earthworms of the Genus Amyntas

(Perichceta) . By Frank E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S., &c.

[Eeceived May 9, 1900.]

There can be no doubt that this " difficult and extensive genus "

urgently requires revision. There has been no comprehensive
essay upon the whole series of species comprised in the genus
(which I will attempt to define presently) save in my ' Monograph
of the Oligochaeta.' Since the appearance of that work a very

large number of new species have been described, or at least a large

number of new names given to members of this genus. In view of

recent investigations, the 79 species described in my Monograph
should probably be reduced to not more than 56. Some 50 new
species may now be added.

I have lately gone through my very large collection of PericJueta—
or Amyntas as it should unfortunately be called 1

; and in doing so

have noted a number of small facts of systematic, rather than of

anatomical, interest which are new. As these concern a considerable

number of species and refer to several hundreds of individuals, I

was compelled to make for my own use a list of the species of the

genus as I defined them. It has appeared to me that the best

way of recording these new facts would be in the shape of a

revision of the entire genus : this will doubtless be criticised ; but I

believe that it will at least serve as a means of determining a

supposed new form more easily than can be done at present with

the scattered literature.

1 Michaelsen ("Terricolen vonverscbiedenenGebieten der Erde," Jabrb. Hauib.
wiss. Anst. xvi.) has pointed out that the name Perichceta, having been used for

a genus of Diptera, must be dropped, and that tbe name Amyntas, formerly
dropped on account of its being merely a synonym of Perichceta, must be
reinstated. Dr. Horst (Zool. Anz. 1900) traverses this conclusion, and would
retain Perichceta, for the worm, since it is not a valid diptoran genus.

It seems to me impossible to avoid the conclusion that a name once used
cannot be used again for another genus.
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The large number of reputed species of this genus is due to two
principal causes. In the first place, it has been tacitly assumed that a

Pericha'ta coming from the New World would be certainly different

from an Eastern form. We now know that this is not the case,

and that in all probability there are no indigenous species outside

of the Malayan Archipelago and the adjacent parts of the Asiatic

mainland. In the second place, sufficient attention has not been
paid in the past to the great variability which is found among the

species of this genus. I direct particular attention as regards

this matter to the large series of variations seen in such a protean

species as Amyntas hawayanus or A. stelleri. Gradated specimens

connect the extreme forms which, when described singly, have been

referred to different species, a quite necessary conclusion in view

of the facts' then known,
I have naturally, therefore, found great difficulty in deciding

upon the value of specific characters in the following survey of

the species of the genus. There are some characters which seem
to be of first class importance and to be not subject to variation.

Those characters are:—(1) The setae on the clitellum, when these are

present on every segment and form continuous rows. Otherwise,

in those cases, such as A. hawayanm, where the setoa are at best

but few, they vary in number and in the segments upon which they

occur. In such forms as A. violaceus, A. taprobance, there is no
variation. (2) The presence or absence of a rounded muscular
sac, often containing a protrusible penis, into which the duct of the

spermiducal gland opens. This is either present or absent in a

given species, definitely present or absent. (3) The caeca again

seem to be always either present (in the majority of cases) or

absent, with the apparent exception (?) of A. merabalicnsis.

(4) The spermathecae again are, with not many exceptions,

constant in number of pairs and position of segments. In one or

two instances (A. dyeri) their very dorsal position seems to be a

valid specific difference. (5) The close approximation of the male
pores in a few species (e. g., A. iris, A. Tiafonaheras) is a good
character. But a slight difference in the remoteness of the two
pores must be used with the greatest care, if at all. I have not

made use of it here, as I am not convinced that it is possible to

eliminate from such slight differences the effects of differing degree

of contraction. (6) The position of the last "heart"; this is

always in segment xii. (A. taprobance) or in xiii. (the vast majority

of species). The only species which varies at all is A. stelleri.

(7) The presence or absence of septa in the segments occupied by
the gizzard. As a rule those septa (viii./ix., ix./x.) appear to be

absent. But in some species, one or both are present and even
quite thick. In other cases, there is one very thin septum or not

more than traces. The character must therefore be used with
great care : its use is marred by the fact that there are not

always exact observations upon the point on record. (8) Barely,

e. g. A. neoguinensis, the testes, funnels, and sperm-sacs are present
to the number of one pair only. This seems to be a non-variable

characteristic of those species in which it is met with. (9) The
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presence of additional sperm-sacs in segment xiii., and even in x.,

seems to be distinctive of a few species ; but here it is not certain

that variations do not occur.

There are next to be considered a number of characters which
will probably be of use when they are better known. At present

they have to be used with great caution, and cannot be much
respected unless they are based upon the examination of a large

number of individuals.

(1) The Genital Papillae.—It does seem that there are species

(e. g. A. padasensis) in which these structures are entirely absent.

But they appear likewise to be occasionally absent from specimens
of species which normally possess them. In a few forms they are

very constant in number and arrangement. In A. posthumus, for

example, there are two pairs always (except in obvious asymmetrical

monsters) in the same place. But elsewhere they vary enormously.

To give one instance : I have examined many specimens of the

common i. heterochcetas, and oulyonce have I found a pair of small

papillae in front of and behind the spermathecal pores, a common
enough position for such papillae in other species.

(2) The relations of the Spermatheca to its Muscular Duct.

—

Sometimes, as in A. forbesi and A. imjmdens, it is easy enough to

distinguish the relatively large thick duct from a duct which
1

is

practically absent, the pouch being almost sessile. But other

cases come so near to each other, and the amount of contraction

may be so different, that the character is not always of practical

value. The same is the case with the diverticulum. The long

spirally-wound accessory pouch of A. musicus cannot be confounded
with the rudimentary knob of A. iris; but the middle examples
of the series cannot be so easily defined, and in most cases cannot

be distinguished at all. The occasional existence of accessory

diverticula upon the main diverticulum does not appear to be

constant. Rarely (A. ijimce) there is no diverticulum
; but it

would be more satisfactory to be assured on the results of section-

cutting that the absence is real and not merely apparent.

(3) The length, thickness, and degree of curvature of the

muscular duct of the glandular appendage of the sperm-duct is

apparently a character of value ; but, again, it has to be used with
caution, chiefly because the descriptions extant are not always clear

upon the point. Also the shape of the gland itself. This, how-
ever, does appear to vary considerably in degree of lobation and
in size in the same species.

(4) A fourth character which must be used with caution is

the extent of the clitellum. Not indeed those cases where it

extends beyond the normal segments, but its actual line of com-
mencement and ending upon the xivth and xvith segments. It

certainly varies a little in the same species.

(5) It is quite possible, when more is known about the facts,

that the point at which the sperm-duct becomes confluent with

the duct of its terminal gland will prove to be a character of

importance.

(6) An ornamentation of the setae has been observed in A. hetero-
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clicetits and in a few other species. Here, again, there are not data

to enable the character to be made very wide use of.

In the following pages I have made use of some or all of the

characters formulated in the two lists just given. I have also

directed attention to size, because it is inconvenient to describe a

species without giving some notion of its dimensions. As a matter

of fact, size seems to be of practically no importance in the dis-

crimination of species. Neither has colour any practical importance.

For, in the first place, the colours of earthworms do not as a rule

show easily describable variations from species to species ; in the

second place, there is no doubt that actual variations do occur from
individual to individual ; and, finally, the bulk of the existing

species are known from spirit-preserved specimens, from which in

many cases all, and in others some, of the colour-markings have

been lost.

Nor does it seem to be very profitable to dwell strongly upon
the number of setae in each segment ; at any rate the value of this

character has been distinctly exaggerated. The form and extent

of the buccal lobe shows only such slight differences from species

to species, if any at all, that I have ignored it.

In the following survey of the species I have arranged them in

a number of groups for purposes of easier reference. It should

be noted that in all the descriptions— unless any remark be made

—

the following characters are to be added :—Clitellum occupying

segments xiv.-xvi. Male pores on xviii. Oviducal pore on xiv.

Dorsal pores commencing about xi./xii. Gizzard in viii. Caeca

present in xxvi. Last heart in xiii. Testes in x., xi. Ovaries in

xiii. Sperm-sacs in xi., xii.

Genus AMYNTAS, Kinberg.

Syn . Rhodope, Nitocris, Pheretima, Kinberg. Periclueta, Schmarda.
Meyascoleoc, Baird.

Large (4 feet) to small (1 inch) earthworms. Segments of

body comparatively few, often corresponding with length in

millimetres. Prostomium never continued by grooves to end of

the first segment of the body. Seta? (sometimes ornamented with

faint ridges) forming a continuous circle, occasionally interrupted

in the ventral and dorsal mid-line, or in either the dorsal or

ventral mid-line. Setae vary in number from about 20 to

over 100 on a segment; sometimes stronger on the anterior

segments, and at times two or three longer on each side of ventral

median line. The setae are sometimes more crowded ventrally

or laterally than dorsally. Clitellum as a rule occupying segments
xiv.-xvi., often beginning in the middle of the first and ending at

the middle of the last of these segments ; rarely extending beyond
the xvith. Clitellum developed all round the body, with or without
setae. Only in A. houlleti are the clitellar setae different from those

on other segments. Dorsal pores as a rule not commencing before

segments xi./xii., always present. Male pores on xviii. Oviduca
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pore (rarely paired) on xiv. Male pores always separated by some
setae, their degree of approximation varying. Genital papillae

commonly, but not always, present; they are developed in the

neighbourhood of the male pores or spermathecal pores, or both.

There are apparently two kinds, which may coexist : sucker-like

depressions and projecting or flattened areas of modified epidermis.

Septa vhi./ix. and ix./x. usually, but not always, missing. Gizzard

always in segment viii. No calciferous glands. Intestine com-
mences invariably (?) in xv. Intestine nearly always provided

with a pair of forwardly-directed caeca of limited (up to five

segments) extent. Caeca occasionally divided into not more than

6 caeca. Typhlosole small. The last heart either in xiii., or, much
more rarely, in xii. Nephridia " micronephridia " only. Sperm-
sacs usually in xi., xii., sometimes extending to x. & xiii. Sperm-
reservoirs always present, enveloping sperm-duct funnels in x.,

xi. Egg-sacs commonly present in xiii. or xiii., xiv. Sperma-
thecae one to six pairs in some, or all, of segments iv.-ix. ; occa-

sionally numerous (2-14) in one, or two, segments. Spermathecae

always provided with a diverticulum (in which alone the sperm
is stored), to which are rarely appended secondary diverticula.

Sperm-ducts open in common with a lobate spermiducal gland

which varies in size and is rarely absent. The muscular duct of

this gland opens directly on to the exterior or through a terminal

dilated sac, which may be provided with an exsertile penis. Penial

setae are not present. Glands correspond in many cases to the

genital papillae.

Distribution. Oriental Region, especially Malay Archipelago,

but found also (introduced ?) in Australia, Africa, America,

Europe.

(1) Setce on all segments of clitellum
;
gizzard-septa absent •

spermiducal gland-duct with terminal bullms.

A. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vii.-ix.

1. Amyntas houlleti Perrier.

Perichcpta houlleti, Perrier, Nouv. Arch. Mus. viii. p. 99.

P. hoidleti, Beddard, Ann. Nat. Hist. (5) xvii. p. 93 ; id. P. Z. S.

1887, p. 389 ; id. Zool. Anz. 1888, p. 91 ; id. P. Z. S. 1890, p. 61

;

id. Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci. xxx. p. 459.

P. houlleti, Rosa, Ann. P. Accad. Torino, xxix. p. 16 ; id. Ann.
Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 515.

P. hoidleti, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxi. p. 234; id.

Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 12 & p. 92; id. Zool. Jahrb.,

Abth. f. Syst. xii. p. 139.

P. hoidleti, Bourne, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1 viii. p. 110.

P. houlleti, Horst in Weber's Zool. Ergebn. ii. p. 61.

Megaseolese houlleti, Vaillant, Anneles, 1889, p. 75.

Perichcpta campanulata, Rosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) x.

-p. 115.
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Perichceta udehemi, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 240.

Perichceta yulielmi, id. Abh. Gebiete Naturw. xiii. No. 2, p. 32.

200 ram. Seta? 52 ; those of clitellum shorter and bifid at end.

Spermathecae with longish, often zigzag diverticulum : with it

open one or more glands.

Hah. Sumatra, and the East generally ; Bahamas ; Madagascar l
«

The last three synonyms are not absolutely certain. The shape

and occurrence of the clitellar setae is not noted by Michaelsen.

At any rate this is the case with his original descriptions. But as

he himself includes them as synonyms of A. hoidhti in a recent

paper, it is to be presumed that that point has been verified.

The chief distinction between this species and the next is the

peculiar form of the clitellar setae, which were originally figured

by myself.

2. Amyntas travancorensis Fedarb.

Perichceta travancorensis, Fedarb, Journ. Bombay Nat. Hist.

Soc. xi. p. 435.

Perichceta crescentica, id. P. Z. S. 1898, p. 447.

80 mm., 101 segments. Setse upon clitellum not modified.

10--12 setse between male pores. Stalked glands associated with

spermatheca?, which latter have a zigzag diverticulum. Spermi-
ducal glands much broken up in xvi.-xx.

Hah. Dehra Dun and Travancore, in India ; Sumatra (?).

I think that there can be no doubt as to the identity of these two
forms, which are among the few species of true Amyntas living in

the Indian Peninsula. It may be that Horst's " Perichceta cluhia
"*

is this species. He describes it as generally like houlleti, but
without any clitellar setae. In this case, the name will have to be

altered.

(2) Setce totally absent from clitellum ; gizzard-septa usually

absent ; terminal hulbus present.

A. Spermathecae 5 pairs in v.-ix.

3. Amyntas pentacystis Eosa.

Perichoetia pentacystis, Eosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofmus. Wien, vi. p. 400.

Amyntas pentacystis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 95.

135-110 ram., 112-82 segments. Papillae on segments viii.,

xvii., xviii. paired. Setae 100 on viii. Both gizzard-septa present.

Ca-ca absent. Spermiducal glands extend through three segments,

with short bent duct. Spermathecae flattened " tomato-shaped,"

1 Here as elsewhere I give a list of localities from which the several species

have been obtained. I believe, however (with Michaelsen), that the occurrence

of the genus outside of the Oriental Region and Japan is accidental and clue to

man

.

2 Zool. Ergebn. Max Weber, Bd. xi. p. 69; and Vermes in 'Midden-
Sumutru,' p. 7.
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with not long diverticulum ; dorsal in position. Sperm-sacs with

long dorsal process. 1

Hab. Mahe Island ; Madagascar.

B. Sperinathecae 4 pairs in vi.-ix.

4. Amyntas cingulatus Vaillant.

Perichceta cingulata, Vaillant, Ann. Sci. Nat. (5) x. p. 228 (in

part), and Mem. Soc. Montpellier, vii. p. 146 (in part).

P. darnleiensis, Fletcher, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. (2) i.

p. 966.

P. vaillanti, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1890, p. 66.

P. martensi, Michaelsen, Arch, f . Naturg. 1892, p. 242 ; id. Abh.
Senck. nat. Gres. xxiii. p. 240, and Oligochceta in Semon's Forseh.

Beise, v. Lief. i. p. 99.

P. indica, Horst, Vermes in ' Midden-Sumatra,' p. 4.

P. eoa, Bosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 528 &
p. 609.

P. martensi, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xv. p. 324.

P. madelince, Benham, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvi. p. 219.
Amyntas padasensis, var. lokonensis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb.

wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 78.

Perichceta belli, Bosa, Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) ii. p. 286.

Megascolex cingidatus,YaiWaut, Anneles, 1889, p. 72 2
(in part).

45-180 mm., 70-125 segments. Setae up to 66 in a segment,
10-16 between male pores. Sperm-sacs often with dorsal

processes. Spermi ducal glands xvi.-xviii., with straight or

S-shaped duct. Diverticula of sperruatheca? not long, often with
one or more secondary diverticula. Septum viii./ix. occasionally

present, but thin.

Hab. Java, Sumatra, Celebes, Mentawei, Philippines, Torres
Straits.

It seems to me to be impossible to separate specifically these

forms. I point out later that Perichceta indica of Horst (as figured

in his account of the worms in ' Midden-Sumatra ') cannot be
Perichceta indica of subsequent authors, since it has a large

terminal sac to the duct of the spermiducal gland. As far as can

be judged, it is, as Horst supposed, the same species as Vaillaut's

Perichceta cingulata figured in his plate. From these I cannot
differentiate my Perichceta vaillanti in the light of fuller knowledge.

The characters of the latter offer no differences from P. madelince,

with which Michaelsen, as I think, rightly unites his " Amyntas
padasensis, var." As to martensi and eoa, they are doubtless

identical with each other. The accessory diverticulum remiuds us

1 It ia often the case that the dorsal ends of the sperm-sacs have a narrow
knob-like projection. It seems to me to be merely a part of the sperm-sac
which has not become fully expanded with .semen. In the meantime, however,
I mention the character where it has been noted.

2 Perichceta cingulata of Schmarda is of course a Megascolex, as now defined.
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of that of Fletcher's P. darnleitmis. The peculiar investment of

nephridial tubules to the spermatheca of martengi has not been

described in the other foims with w hich I believe it to re identical

:

it remains the only difference, and that not perfectly certain.

P. belli is difficult to separate. The diverticula of the spermathecae

seem to be longer. Only one specimen, however, was examined.

Michaelsen has described a var. javana.

5. Amyntas quadripapillatus Mich.

Amyntas quadripapillatus, Michaelsen, Jabrb. Hamb. wiss.

Anst. xvi. p. 93.

125 mm., 89 segments. Setae with slight dorsal gaps, closer

ventrally, 40 on v., 52 on xxu. Large papilla; on xvii., xix. on
line with male pores. Spermiducal glands xvii.-xix. ; terminal

sac small. Diverticulum half the length of spermatheca.

Hob. Sumatra.

The arrangement of the genital papillae in this species strongly

recalls that of A. posthumus. There can be no danger of confusing

the two species.

C. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vii.-ix.

6. Amyntas impudens Mich.

Amyntas impudens, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 84.

120 mm. (about). Sete with slight dorsal gaps, closer ventrally

;

39 on vi., 58 on xxv. ; those on anterior segments enlarged.

Paired papillae on spermathecal segments. Terminal sac of

spermiducal gland with extensive penis. Diverticulum of sperma-

theca longer than sessile pouch, slightly spiral, ending distally

after narrow neck in a rounded seminal chamber.
Hah. S.E. Borneo.

Only a single specimen was studied. This appears to differ

from the next species chiefly in the spermatheca which are sessile,

and in the presence of papillae.

7. Amyntas philippinus Rosa.

Periehoeta phUippina, Rosa, Ann.k.-k. Hofmus. Wien, vi. p. 397.

Amyntas bindjeyensis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst.

xvi. p. 94.

240 mm., 125 segments. Setae 44 on viii., 70 on xii. Sperm-
sacs with narrow dorsal prolongations. Spermiducal glands not
large, kidney-shaped, with short straight duct.

Hah. Island of Cebu, Sumatra.

I do not see any noteworthy differences in the descriptions of

the two forms here united. I follow Rosa's description.

Michaelsen figures the spermathecal appendix as coiled and
probably longer than pouch.
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D. Spermathecae 2 pairs in vii., viii.

8. Amyntas ferdinandi Mich.

Perichceta ferdinandi, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst.
viii. p. 336.

190 mm., 116 segments. Setae 55 in middle of body. Male
pores somewhat approximated, one-sixth of circumference apart.

Spermiducal gland in xvii.-xix., duct bent. Spermathecae with
two shortish diverticula.

Hob. Sangir.

This species seems to differ from its allies by the position of the

spermathecae. The presence of an additional diverticulum suggests

a gland such as that of A. houlleti. Only two examples were
examined.

9. Amyntas purus Eosa.

Perichceta pura, Rosa, Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) ii. p. 285.

250 mm., 92 segments. Setae 54 on v., 96 on xxv., 14 between
male pores. Sperm-sacs with dorsal appendages. Spermiducal

glands enclosed in xviii., with short duct. Spermathecae with long

diverticulum, the duct of which is thicker at its lower half, as in

A. stelleri.

Hah. Lombok.

Of this species but one specimen is known.

E. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vi.-viii.

10. Amyntas merabahensis Beddard & Fedarb.

Perichceta merabahensis, Beddard & Fedarb, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6)

xvi. p. 72.

200 mm., 146 segments. Male pores rather close. Caeca small.

Sperm-sacs x.-xii. Spermathecae with long diverticulum closely

coiled, ending in a globular sac. Spermiducal glands xix.-xxii.

Hah. N. Borneo.

This species has diverticula like those of A. peguanus. The
duct is much contorted, but cannot be dissected out. It has the

appearance of being contained within a sheath. The spermiducal

glands are unusual in the fact that they lie entirely behind their

duct and of course the terminal bursa. They are much broken up
into lobules.

F. Spermathecae 2 pairs in viii., ix.

11. Amyntas capensis Horst.

Megasmlex capensis, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 195.

Perichceta capensis, Horst, in Max Weber's Zool. Ergebn. ii.

p. 62 ; id. Notes Leyd. Mus. xv. p. 322.

Perichceta capensis, Michaelsen, Abh. Seuck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 229 ; and Oligochceta in Semon's Forsch. Eeise, v. Lief. i. p. 99.
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Amyntas capemis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hauib. wiss. Aust. xvi.

p. 92.

Perichceta capensis, Ude, Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. lvii. p. 61.

? P. operculata, Eosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofmus. Wien, vi. p. 398.

P. tenkatei, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mas. xv. p. 321.

P. tjibodce, id. ibid. p. 326.

P. inflata, id. ibid. p. 327.

P. falcata, id. ibid. p. 316.

P. variabilis, id. ibid. p. 319.

P. sexta, Benbam, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) xvi. p. 44.

Megascolex sumatranus, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 189.

Perich&ta sumatrana, Horst, Vermes in ' Midden-Sumatra,'

p. 5 ; and Zool. Ergebn. ii. p. 69.

P. sumatrana, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 155.

P. capensis, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genov. (2) six. p. 65.

130 ram., 110 segments. Setae 40 on viii., 60 on xxv. ; 12 setae

between male pores. Dorsal pores from vi. Spermiducal glands

xv.-xxiv., much broken up. Diverticulum of spermathecae very

long and often coiled like a sbeep's horns.

Hah. Java, Engano, Soemba, Sumatra, Timor Cupang, Hong-
Kong, Cape of Good Hope, Barbados.

The above list of synonyms is largely in accordance with
Dr. Michaelsen's views. I do not, however, follow him in

including Benham's Perichceta ivilleyi, since that species has no
terminal sac to the duct of the spermiducal gland. I am also of

opinion that Eosa's species P. fasciata is not rightly included, as

the describer says nothing about a sac. In any case, it cannot be

doubted that the worms here included in one species are at least

exceedingly near to each other in structure. The peculiar ram's-

horn appearance of the long diverticulum of the spermathecaj is

not apparent in all the individuals, to judge from the published

illustrations. But that is very possibly a matter of contraction.

It should be observed that it is not clear from Eosa's description

that his operculata has a terminal muscular sac. Nor does Ude
mention this structure in identifying operculata with capensis.

Eosa, indeed, says the duct of the spermiducal gland " fiihrt direct

nach aussen." But the sac looks as if it had been extruded in his

specimen.

12. Amyntas caducicheetns Benham.

Periclioita caducichata, Benbam, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) xvi. p. 47.

133 mm., 105 segments. Seta) 20 on iv., 38 on xxiii., totally

absent onx. .Spermiducal gland small in xvii.-xix. Diverticulum

of spermathecae long.

Hah. Java.

"Were it not for the fact that the setae are absent in this species

from segment x., it would be impossible to avoid placing it with

that which has just been described.
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13. Amyntas schmardae Horst.

Megascolex sclimardce, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 194.

Perichceta schmardce, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 235
;

id. Zool. Jahrb. xii. p. 224.

P. trityphla, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 205.

P. vesiculate^ Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Jap. iii. p. 21.

80 mm., 93 segments. Anterior setae slightly larger ; 38 on vi.,

49 on xvii. No papillae. Caeca trifid or even with five divisions.

Sperm-sacs with dorsal constricted portion. Sperruiducal glands

xvii.-xxi., much incised. Diverticulum of spermathecae long and
coiled.

Hob. Japan, Barbados, Honolulu, Oahu, China.

I think that Michaelsen is fully justified in uniting the species

referred in the above synonymy ; though it must be remembered
that the trifid or multifid caecum of my trityphla was not described

by Horst in the type of his schmardce. If it were not for this

feature, the species could hardly be separated from A. capensis.

P. vesiculata of Goto and Hatai seems to me to be probably this

species. The complex caeca agree with this identification, as do
other points. The only difference in the descriptions of the two
Japanese authors is in the position of the spermathecae, which are

said to be vii., viii. To a Chinese variety with rather fewer setae

per segment, closer packed ventrals, Michaelsen gives the name
var. macrochceta.

G. Spermathecae 1 pair in vi.

14. Amyntas urceolatus Horst.

Perichceta urceolaia, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xv. p. 322 ; Bosa,

Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) six. p. 65.

110 mm. Setae 30-40. 12 setae on v. between male pores.

Sperm-sacs with dorsal median process. Spermathecae (occasion-

ally a second pair in vii. present) with not coiled, not very long,

diverticulum.

Hab. Sumatra, Timor Cupang.

H. Spermathecae 1 pair in viii.

15. Amyntas montanus Kinberg.

Pheretima montana, Kinberg, CEfv. K. Svensk. Ak. Forh. 1866,

p. 101.

Amyntas montanus, Michaelsen, ibid. 1899, p. 437.

Perichceta taitensis, Grube, in Beise der Fregatte Novara,

Annel. ii. p. 36 (in part).

Perichceta novarce, Bosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofmus. "Wien, vi. p. 396.

Amyntas novarce, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 17.

Perichceta pulchra, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 233.
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Amyntaspulcher, Micbaelsen, Jahrb. Harub. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 16.

Pericticeta sangirensis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. viii.

p. 334 ; id. ibid. xvi. p. 76.

P. vitiensis, Beddard, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) ix. p. 131.

P. crassicystis, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii. p. 204.

P. malamaniensis, Benbam, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvi.

p. 213.

P. arluri, id. ibid. p. 205 ; Beddard, Willey's Zool. Bes.

p. 184.

P. atheca, Bosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 520.

P. zonoporus, Bosa, Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) ii. p. 283.

? Perichceta sangirensis, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xv. p. 317 : and
Zool. Ergebn. p. 68.

Megascolex montanus, Vaillant, Auneles, 1889, p. 69.

90-150 mm., 110-113 segments. Seta? larger on anterior

segments, with slight dorsal gap. 30 on v., 60 on xxvi. Sperm-
sacs often with dorsal process. Septum viii./ix. often present.

Spermiducal glands usually divided completely into two balves.

Duct much bent, terminal sac with a penis. Spermathecal diver-

ticulum nearly as long as or as long as pouch.

Hah. Celebes, Sumatra, Sangir, Halmabera, Ternate, Malaman,
New Britain, Viti, Upolu, Tahiti.

I cannot see how the forms in the above list can be separated.

They have, for the most part, a rich violet colour, often showing
bandings. As a rule the worms are fairly stout, and the measure-

ments and the number of setae agree, except in minutiae, in the

various descriptions. It may be that it will be necessary to

distinguish those forms in which the spermiducal gland is not

divided into two from the others. It is not clear, for example,

whether this is or is not the case with zonoporus. The alleged

greater complexity of the penial apparatus in some individuals

from others seems to me to be not quite certain from the data.

I have been able to dissect (through the kindness of Dr. Michaelsen)

two individuals labelled by him Perichceta sangirensis. They differ

from such examples of arturi (very badly preserved) as I have

seen by the fact that the terminal muscular bursa, appended to the

spermiducal gland, is relatively small and rounded, and without a

projecting penial sac. However, this sac was distinctly less obvious

in some specimens. And there is a further reduction of it, as

shown by Benham's figure of the corresponding parts of malamani-
ensis. Pericliaita novarce as described by Michaelsen seems to

have a larger and rather more complex terminal bursa, like those

of arturi and malamaniensis, and not like the smaller bursa of

mv vitiensis, which is more after the fashion of sangirensis.

If a line of division is to be made at all, I should unite arturi,

malamaniensis, and novara;, leaving the others to form a second

group.
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16. Amyntas densipapillatus Mich.

Perichceta densipapillata, Michaelsen, Abh. Seuck. nat. Ges.

xxiii. p. 227.

75 mm., 113 segments. Setae 48 on ix., 57 on xix. Numerous
papillae in neighbourhood of both male pores and spermathecal

pores. Sperm-sacs one pair in xi. ; testes and funnels also one pair

(in x.). Spermiducal glands small, in two segments. Spermatheeae

very peculiar, pear-shaped, and of a muscular appearauce, with, in

that of the left side, a small sac distally.

Hab. Batjan.

This species is one of the few in which the sexual organs are

reduced to one pair. The spermatheeae are highly peculiar, and
Dr. Michaelsen is inclined to suppose that the main pouch is

represented by the small sac, and that the storage of the sperm is

undertaken by the muscular duct, the diverticulum being absent.

They obviously require further study. Only a single example is

known, and therefore it is unnecessary to give an accurate account

of those highly variable bodies, the genital papillae, of which, in the

single individual, there were 14 pairs and two unpaired.

I. Spermatheeae 1 pair in ix.

17. Amyntas racemosus Eosa.

Perichceta racemosa, Eosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofm. Wien, vi. p. 399.

110 mm., 100 segments. Setae closer ventrally, 46 on segment
ix. Spermiducal glands small. Spermatheeae with short diver-

ticulum, which is divided distally into three to five chambers.

Hab. Borneo, Java.

I am not quite certain from Eosa's description where to place

this species. He observes that the clitellum extends from the

seta-rows of segments xiv. to xvi. But whether this means that

the setae are present upon those segments or not, is not quite

clear. In any case, it does not seem that this species can be
confused with any other.

(3) Setce totally absent from clitellum ; gizzard-septa usually absent ;

no bulbus at end of spermiducal gland-duct.

A. Spermatheeae 6 pairs in iv.-ix.

18. Amyntas hexatheca Benham.

Perichceta hexatheca, Benham, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) xviii. p. 440.

138 mm., 74 segments, stout in form. Setae 70 on vi., more
than 100 behind clitellum. Papillae on xvii. (2), xix. (3), xx. (3).

Spermiducal gland small, with compact structure. First four

spermatheeae very small.

Hab. Celebes.

Only one example of this species has been studied.

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XL1. 41
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B. Spermathecae 5 pairs in v.-ix.

19. Amyntas megascolidioid.es Goto & Hatai.

Perichceta megascolidioides, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. iii.

p. 21.

240 mm., 118 segments. Setae 48, 13 between male pores.

Male pores on xix. Papillae paired on xvii., xviii., xx. Spermi-

ducal glands large. Diverticulum of spermathecae long.

Hab. Japan.

This species is absolutely unique in the genus, by reason of the

fact that the male pores open on to the xixth segment. It may
be, of course, that in those species, such as A. hilgendorfi, in which

the position has not been ascertained, owing to the entire absence

of a terminal apparatus, it may also open on to that segment.

C. Spermathecae 4 pairs in vi.-ix.

20. Amyntas heterochaetus Mich.

Perichceta heterochceta, Michaelsen, Abh. naturwiss. Ver. Hamb.
xi. Heft ii. No. 2, p. 6.

Perichceta indica, auctorum \

Xon PericJueta indica, Horst, Vermes in 'Midden-Sumatra.' p. 4.

Perichceta perlinsi, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 198.

Perichceta modigliani, Rosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) vii.

p. 134.

Perichceta nipponica, Beddard, Zool. Jahrb. vi. p. 7'i".

Perichceta mirabilis, Bourne, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 668.

Amyntas heterochn-fn. Beddard in 'Fauna Hawaiiensis,' 1900,

p. 416.

60-190 mm., 110 &c. segments. Anterior setae larger, 31 on v.,

46 on xvi. ; they are ornamented. Papillae paired on vii.-ix., also

often two or three quite close to male pore. Spermiducal gland

often absent altogether.

Hab. Everywhere, including Europe.

I have already pointed out
2
that Perichceta indica figured by

Horst cannot be the same species as that to which the name of

P. indica has been also given by myself and others, since in the

former there is a large end-sac, through which the duct of the

spermiducal gland opens on to the exterior ; and I a<:ree with

Michaelsen in this identification. P. perhinsi is at most a variety of

the type examples. Pheretima californica (see p. 627) of Kiuberg
is partly identical. Perichceta modigliani of Rosa must also be

included, since it appears to have the same papillae near to the

male pores. P. nipponica has numerous or few secondary diver-

ticula to the spermathecal appendix, apparently resembling

P. darnleiensis in this. As I only have one specimen of the

former, I (in the meantime at least) follow Michaelsen in in-

cluding it among the synonyms of A. heterochcetus.

1 It is not always possible to know what is meant by " Pcrichata indica."
2 Earthworms from Hawaii, in ' Fauna Hawaiiensis.' Cambridge.
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21. Amyntas enganensis Rosa.

Perichceta enganensis, Rosa, A.nn. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xii. p. 546.

170 mm., 140 segments. Stoutish worm. Setae 80 on ix.

Spermiducal glands small. Apertures of spermathecae close

together in middle line (2 mm. apart) ; diverticulum longer than
spermathecae.

Hob. Engano.

Of this form, which is obviously near to A. heterochoztus, but
different by reason of the close approximation of the spermathecal
orifices and of the male pores, Dr. Rosa has described a dark-

coloured variety, tetra.

22. Amyntas pictus Mich.

Megascolex pictus, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 246.

Amyntas pictus, id. Jahrb. Hauib. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 83.

240 mm., 137 segments. Setae slightly larger anteriorly, 66 on
v., 79 on xxv. Clitellum xiii.-xviii. Spermiducal glands hardly

extend beyond xviii. Diverticula of spermathecae bifid.

Hob. Borneo.

This species was originally placed in the genus Megascolex

on account of the slight dorsal gaps in the seta-rows, and, I

presume, the form of the spermathecal appendix. The gizzard,

however, is like that of Amyntas in position. Another very note-

worthy feature in the species is the long clitellum. As only one
specimen of this worm has been seen, it is unnecessary to comment
at length upon its characteristics.

23. Amyntas dyeri Beddard.

Perichceta dyeri, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 157.

Perichoita sinensis, id. ibid. p. 158.

Perichceta monilicystis, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 251.

Perichceta dyeri, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxi. p. 230.

Perichoita shimaensis, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Jap. iii. p. 15.

126 mm., 104 segments. Setae larger anteriorly, those setae

being ornamented ; 35 on v., 50 on xxi. One or two pairs of large

concave genital papillae behind or also in front of male pores.

Spermathecae opening very dorsally in position. Diverticulum

often moniliform.

Hob. Japan, China, AVest Africa, British Guiana, West Indies,

Madagascar, Europe.

There is no manner of doubt as to the inclusion of the three

species, sinensis, dyeri, and monilicystis, under one head. It was
mainly the colour that led me to differentiate the two which bear

my authorization. The moniliform diverticulum is not a specific

character, but an occasional condition. The existence of one

pair of papillae is commoner than two pairs. I found individuals

with only one pair, with two pairs, aad some in which there was

an a^vmmetrv, onlv one of the anterior pair being present. The
41*
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position of the spennathecal orifices is unusual, but is paralleled in

A. trinitatis.

24. Amyntas vordermanni Horst.

Perichceta vordermanni, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xii. p. 231.

315 mm., 175 segments. Setae 80-90 behind clitellum. Sucker-

like papillae paired on xvii., xviii. ; besides these, prominent

papillae on same segments in line of setae, in front of that of xvii.

and behind that of xviii. on each side. Also papillae on vii., viii.

Spermiducal glands xvii.-xxii. Large gland corresponding to

papillae in this region of body. Spermatheca? with diverticulum

half their length.

Hah. Billiton.

25. Amyntas padasensis Beddard & Fedarb.

Periclmta padasensis, Beddard & Fedarb, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6)

xvi. p. 73.

Non Amyntas padasensis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst.

xvi. p. 74.

280 mm., 96 segments. Setae slightly larger anteriorly

;

occasionally more closely crowded ventrally, especially on xvii.,

xviii. Male pores divided by 10 setae. Spermiducal glands with

thick straight duct. Diverticula of sperinathecae with accessory

sperm-chambers. Sperm-sacs in x.-xiii., those ol xi., xii. with a

small apical lobe, as in many other species.

Hob. Borneo.

In this species the difference in size between individuals is great.

Two examples from Padas Valley were respectively 280 and
187 mm. Those from Merabah about 120 mm. or so. The
spermathecae have a remarkably strong duct, nearly as wide, and
quite as long, as the pouch. The diverticula are not always pro-

vided with additional swellings ; but they are often so. The
arrangement is like that of the Japanese worm I called PericJiaia

nipponica, Amyntas darnleiensis, and also A. martensi, where the

same occurrence and non-occurrence of the supplementary diver-

ticula is met with. I have seen five specimens of this species, the

two large ones from Padas and the smaller ones from Merabah.

26. Amyntas trinitatis Beddard.

Perichata trinitatis, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 206.

150 mm., 100 segments. Setae on vi.-ix. larger, 45 on xvii. ; 19

setae between male pores. Spermiducal glands in xvii.-xxi., with

horseshoe-shaped duct. Spermathecae open near to dorsal middle

line, with diverticulum longer than pouch.

Hab, Trinidad.

This species appears to be distinct. It differs from A. heiero-

chcetus mainly in dorsal position of spermathecal pores, in larger

number of setae between male pores, and in larger diverticulum of

spermathecae. It has egg-sacs in xiii., xiv.
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27. Amyntas divergens Mich.

Perichazta divergens, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 243.

Amyntas divergens, id. Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 8.

P. fuscata, P. heterojjoda, P. obscura, P. scholastica, P. micronaria,

P. grossa, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Jap. ii. p. Q6, &c.

120 mm., 120 segments. Seta? of anterior segments stronger,

33 on v., 48 on xxv. Paired papillae on vii.-ix. near spermathecal

pores, to which correspond internally stalked glands ; also on
xvh.-xx. Sperm-sacs with dorsal process. Spermiducal gland

totally absent.

Hob. Japan.

I take the above description entirely from Michaelsen. He is of

opinion that the species described by Messrs. Goto and Hatai enu-
merated above are to be looked upon as mere variations. To these,

indeed, he adds some few others which I partly identify with other

known forms of Japanese Amyntas. This arrangement, however,
cannot but be regarded as quite preliminary. A renewed investi-

gation of the Japanese species is to be desired.

In the meantime it may be mentioned that in P. fuscata,

P. scholastica, P. grossa, and P. micronaria there is a spermiducal

gland. But this of course is no reason against the identification

of the various forms here grouped together as one species.

28. Amyntas izukai Goto & Hatai.

Perichceta izuJcai, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Jap. iii. p. 14.

235 mm., 137 segments. Seta? 40 on v., 60 posteriorly, longer

on anterior segments. Paired papilla? on xix.-xxiii. in line with

male pores. Caeca absent. Spermiducal glands confined to xviii.

Spermathecae with long duct and equally long appendix.

Hob. Japan.

The disposition of the genital papillae in this species is like that

of A. forbesi and A. biserialis. But the four pairs of spermathecae

distinguish the present species from either of those.

29. Amyntas bosschae Horst.

Perichceta bosschce, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xv. p. 324.

Perichceta bosschce, Michaelsen, Abb.. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 238.

170 mm., 125 segments. Seta? ornamented ; 37 on v., 40 on
xxiv. ; 8 setae between male pores. Sperm-sacs in x.-xii. Spermi-

ducal glands not large. Spermathecae with short diverticulum.

Bab. Borneo.

D. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vii.-ix.

30. Amyntas carinensis Bosa.

Pericha&ta carinensis, Bosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) x. p. 107.

200 mm., 150 segments. Setae closer ventrally, 60 on viii.

Papillae one pair on xviii. between male pores. Sperm-sacs very
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large, extending backwards to spermiducal gland. Spermiducal

glands in three segments. Spermathecae very large, posterior pair

reaching the anterior sperm-sac, with slender diverticulum nearly

as long.

Hab. Mt. Carin (Burma).

31. Arnyntas aelianus Eosa.

Perichceta celiana, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xii. p. 545.

100 mm., 120 segments. Setae 74 on xiii. Male pores closely

approximated, only 2 mm. apart. Spermiducal glands with short

straight duct. Spermathecae opening as close together as male
pores, with very long diverticulum wound into a mass larger than

pouch.

Hab. Engano.

32. Arnyntas minahassae Mich.

Perichceta minahassa, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 235.

Arnyntas minahassce, id. Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 51.

48-105 mm., 92-113 segments ; stoutly built worm. Setae with

dorsal gaps closer veutrally, 60 on x., 74 on xxvi. Deep suckers in

front and behind each male pore onxvii./xviii., xviii./xix.; also small

papillae on xviii. and xix., and less constantly on xvii. Sperm-sacs
in x.-xii. Duct of spermiducal gland short and straight. Diver-

ticulum of spermathecae longer than, or as long as, pouch.
Eab. Celebes.

The fact that ripe individuals of this species sometimes only

reach a length of 48 mm. shows how careful it is necessary to be

in founding specific differences upon size.

33. Arnyntas castaneus Mich.

Arnyntas castaneus, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 56.

50 mm., 95 segments. Setae with slight dorsal gaps, a little

closer ventrally, 40 on vi. and xxvi. In front of and behind male
pores a furrow. Papillae paired on xvii.-xx. near middle line, and
a fifth pair on xvii. still more ventral. Spermiducal gland in four
segments, with thick straight duct. Diverticulum of spermatheca
a little shorter than pouch.

Hab. Celebes.

34. Arnyntas kalaenensis Mich.

Arnyntas kalaenensis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 68/
50 mm., 93 segments. Setae with slight dorsal gaps, 44 on xii.,

49 on xxvi. A slit-like depression in front of and behind each
male pore. Spermiducal gland small, with short straight duct.

Diverticulum longer than spermatheca.

Hab. Celebes.

As this species is distinguished from the last by Michaelsen, who
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has described both, I separate them here. But the present form
is known only from one specimen, and may prove to be not
different from A. castaneus. It has, it will be observed, the slit-

like suckers by the male pores, found, however, in other forms, such
as A. novce-britannice.

35. Amyntas burchardi Mich.

Amyntas burchardi, Michaelsen, Jahi'b. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 88.

270 mm., 126 segments. Setae ornamented, larger anteriorly

and also dorsally on all segments, with slight dorsal gaps : 34 on v.,

62 on xxvi. 40 small papillae between male pores. The sperm-sacs

have a dorsal appendix. Spermiducal glands from xvii.-xxi., broken
up into minute lobules, almost granular. Diverticulum slightly

longer than spermatheca.

Hab. Sumatra.

The papillae suggest those of A. papulosus, with which, however,
the present species (known by a single example only) is not to be

confounded.

36. Amyntas ocellatus Mich.

Amyntas ocellatus, Michaelsen, loc. cit. p. 89.

175 mm., 150 segments. Setae ornamented, larger on anterior

segments'; 28 on vi., 49 on xxvi. Papillae in two rows of 3-6 behind
and before seta-line of xviii. ; two in front of each spermathecal

pore : there are others varying in the same segments. Sperm-sacs

with appendices. Spermiducal gland in four segments. Diverti-

culum hardly so long as spermatheca.

Hab. Sumatra.

37. Amyntas tobaensis Mich.

Amyntas tobaensis, Michaelsen, loc. cit. p. 91.

105 mm., 112 segments. Seta? with slight dorsal gaps
;

closer

ventrally; 54 on v., 47 on xxvi. Three small papillae by each male
pore, and two or three pairs close to orifices of spermatheca.

Sperm-sacs with an appendix. Spermiducal glands in xvii.-xx.

Diverticulum coiled, half as long as spermatheca.

Hab. Sumatra.

38. Amyntas californicus Kinberg.

Pheretima californica, Kinberg, (Efv. K. Svensk. Ak. Forb. 1866,

p. 102 (in part.).

Amyntas californicus, Michaelsen, ibid. 1899, p. 438.

Megascolex californicus, Yaillant, Anneles, 1889, p. 70.

PericJiceta ringeana, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. vii.

p. 60.

Perichceta guarini, Rosa, Atti R. Accad. Torino, xxix. p. 13.

Amyntas ringeunus, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 116 & p. 120.

50-125 mm., 55-110 segments. Seta larger ventrally and on
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the anterior segments ; those of segment x. very small ; 34 on v.,

60 on xxv. Setae ornamented. Spermathecae with long duct.

Hob. Mexico, Madeira, Egypt, California.

This species is placed among those with three pairs of spermathecae

on account of the fact that one specimen had three pairs of these

organs. But two pairs in viii. and ix. seems to be the more usual

condition. It is not an easily definable species and may not be

distinct. Its chief character (but this has not been looked for in

many other species) is a series of vesicular bodies attached to the

nephridia after segment xxx.

39. Amyntas udei Eosa.

Perichceta udei, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 521.

Amyntas udei, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 87.

66 mm., 90 segments. Setae closer ventral ly : 40 on vii., 39 on
xxvi. 8 setae between male pores. Septum vii./ix. rudimentary.

Spermiducal glands limited to xviii., with short slightly curved

(S-shaped) duct. Diverticulum of spermatheca half the length of

pouch.
Hah. Sumatra.

40. Amyntas juloides Mich.

Amyntas juloides, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 53.

145 mm., 119 segments. Setae with slight dorsal gaps, closer

ventrally ; 60 on vi., 86 on xxv. Papillae one in front of and one behind
each male pore ; five median on xviii. ; one on xvii., xix. Septum
viii./ix. thin. Sperm-sacs with a median process. Spermiducal
glands with slightly bent duct. Diverticulum of spermathecae less

than pouch.

Hab. Celebes.

41. Amyntas peguanus Eosa.

Perichceta peguana, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) x. p. 113.
Perich&ta peguana, id. Ann. Xat. Hist. (7) ii. p. 289.

170 mm., 120 segments. Setae 56 on viii. Papillae on xvii./xviii.,

xviii./xix., paired in front of and behind male pores. Septum
viii./ix. present. Spermiducal glands in three segments, with curved
duct. Diverticula of spermathecae long. but coiled into a tight coil,

which cannot be separated. Bound sacs of muscular appearance
corresponding internally to papillae.

Hal. Burma, Penang, Siam.

I do not agree with Eosa as to the absence of the septum viii./ix.

I found it to be distinctly present in individuals examined by
myself.

42. Amyntas flavescens Goto & Hatai.

Per'tcha-ta jlavezcens, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. ii. p. 72.

Perichata producta, iid. ibid. p. 73.

140 mm., 120 segments. Setae 30-50 ; 8 between male pores.
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Papillae paired on vii.-ix., and three or four surrounding male pore.

Sperniiducal gland sometimes wanting. Spermathecae either with-

out or with but minute diverticulum.

Hab. Japan.

This species, which Michaelsen merges with his A. divergens, has,

I think, claim to distinction on account of the three pairs of sper-

mathecae in segments vii.-ix., with absent diverticula or with (in

the case of the varietyflavescens) only minute diverticula to the pair

of spermathecae in segment viii.

E. Spermathecae 2 pairs in viii., ix.

43. Amyntas semifasciatus Mich.

Amyntas semifasciatus, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst.

xvi. p. 49.

110 mm., 88 segments. Seta? 45 on v., 62 on xxiv. Small papillae,

one or two pairs on xvii., xix. Both gizzard-septa present but thin.

Spermiducal glands in xvii., xviii., with bent duct. Diverticulum

of spermatheca very short.

Hab. Celebes.

Only a single specimen has been described.

44. Amyntas aeruginosus Kinberg.

Amyntas ceruginosus, Kinberg, CEfv. K. Svensk. Ak. Forh. 1886,

p. 101.

Amyntas ceruginosus, Michaelsen, CEfv. K. Svensk. Ak.Forh. 1899,

p. 434 ; id. Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 4.

Megascolex ceruginosus, Vaillant, Anneles, 1889, p. 82.

Perichceta musica, Michaelsen, Oligochaeta in Semon's Forsch.

Eeise, v. Lief. i. p. 99.

Megascolex musicus, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 193.

Perichceta musica, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xii. p. 236 ; id.

ibid. xv. p. 338 ; id. Zool. Ergebn. Max Weber, Bd. ii. p. 59.

Perichceta musica, Vordermann, Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned. Indie,

xli. p. 1, & xliv. p. 1.

Perichceta fasciata, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xii. p. 543,

<fc xvi. p. 609.

Perichceta loncja, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xv. p. 325.

Perichceta musica, Ude, Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. lxvii. p. 63.

Perichceta musica, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 238.

Perichceta musica, Rosa, Atti R. Accad. Torino, xxix. p. 8.

Perichceta longa, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 239.

Perichceta willeyi, Benham, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) xvi. p. 41.

180-570 mm., 100-166 segments. Setae from 50-100. 17 setae

between male pores. Spermiducal glands in xviii. only ; duct
short and straight. Diverticulum of spermatheca very long and
much coiled.

Hab. Java, Sumatra, Guam.
This, the largest of all species of Amyntas, and one of the largest
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of earthworms, should obviously include the specific names giveu

above, which really only differ in size. Its characters, save those

of size, are by no means salient, and with difficulty can it be

separated from the next species. I also place here A, wUhyi, which
cannot be, as is suggested by Michaelsen, a synonym of capensis

since the latter has a terminal bursa. I am rather inclined to

think that opercidata (see p. 618) should come here.

45. Aniyntas upoluensis Beddard.

Perichceta upc&uensis, Beddard, Proc. Boy. Soc. Edinb. adv. p. 174,

and Willey's Zoological Besults, part ii. p. 185.

Perichceta recta, Bosa, Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) xi. p. 284.

166 mm., 110 segments. Setae 46 on x., 54 on xxv. 7 seta?

between male pores. Papilla? one median on x., and a variable

number of also unpaired papilla? on xvii.-xxi. (xxii). Two or three

minute papilla? close to each male pore. Spermiducal gland in xvi.-

xviii.; duct short and straight. Diverticulum of spermatheca? very

long.

Hab. Upolu, Esafate.

46. Aniyntas sluiteri Hoist.

Perichceta sluiteri, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xii. p. 234.

190 mm., 135 segments. Seta? 60-75, more closely packed
ventrally. Sperm-sacs x.-xii. Spermiducal gland nearly divided

into two, of loose structure, its duct sinuous. Spermatheca? with

zigzag diverticulum as long as pouch.

Hab. Billiton.

47. Amyntas halmaherse Mich.

Perichceta hahnahtrce, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 208.

Perichceta jampeana, Benham, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) xviii. p. 430.

Amyntas jampeanus, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 61/
Perichceta bonthainensis, Benham, loc. cit. p. 437.

Perichteta digitata, Benham, loc. cit. p. 432.

Perichceta purpurea, Benham, loc. cit. p. 445.

? Amyntasjissiger,~$licha,e\sen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 67.

95-420 mm., 116-148 segments. Seta? 70-130 on xxvi. ; they

are ornamented. Male pores rather close together. Papilla? very

variable in neighbourhood of male pores and spermathecal pores.

Spermiducal gland not very large. Diverticulum longer than

pouch.

Hab. Celebes, Halmahera, Batjan.

Dr. Michaelsen has indicated the close likeness which all the

forms here brought together exhibit. He, however, would allow

three species, viz., A. halmaherce, A. jampeanus, A. purpnreus. The
reasons for uniting all must now be dealt with. A. halmahercx.

(with varieties gamsungi, batjanensis. ccecilia, kauensis, galehnsis.
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irnpa ricystis) agrees with A. jampeanus, as described by Benham,
in size: the extremes are different, viz. 130 & 420 mm.; but the

following measurements unite these extremes to some extent:—170,

220 of halmaherce, and 370, 280, 240, & 225 of jampeanus. The
genital papillae differ enormously in the varieties of halmaherce :

in one there are but a single pair on xvii., at the other extreme
we have something like twelve pairs in the neighbourhood of the

spermathecal orifices and eleven pairs posteriorly.

From this to A. jampeanus with no papillae is not a wide jump ;

and it must be remembered that Benham described only three

examples of the species. In any case P. bonthainensis has rows of

three such papillae on xvii., xix., xx. The number of setae is

certainly smaller in the typical halmaherce, from what is found in

the typical jampeanus, i. e. 80 onxxv. to 130 on the same segment.

But this discrepancy is reduced in significance by Dr. Michaelsen's

description of a variety of jampeanus in which that segment had
but 86. To this and to another variety the names of tigrina and
fumigata were given by Michaelsen. In all of these forms the

male pores are more closely approximated than is the rule in

Amyntas. A difference shown by digitata is the " digitate

"

condition of the caeca. But this is shown to nearly the same extent

in halmaherce. In the former, again, the spermiducal glands are

small, and actually confined to the xviiith segment. We find, how-
ever, here again a series of stages : in specimens of bonthainensis

examined by Michaelsen those glands only occupied two segments;

the rule for the species, as it appears, is for them to fill three

segments. It would seem at first sight more unreasonable to

include the small species A. purpureus. The species is as small

as 72 mm. in length, which contrasts with the 420 mm. of A.jam-
peanus. But the largest individual of purpurea described by Dr.

Benham measures 95 mm., which is after all not so great a

difference from the smallest of halmaherce. I include it in the

present form in agreement with Dr. Michaelsen, who however did

not actually place the name as a synonym of the rest. The male
pores are close together as in the other varieties. The setae are

however fewer, not more than 70 upon the xxvth segment. That
the diverticulum of the spermatheca is straight and not coiled does

not appear to me to be at all a valid distinction.

48. Amyntas aspergillum Perrier.

Perichceta aspergillum, Perrier, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris, viii,

p. 118.

Perichceta aspergillum, Rosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofm. Wien, vi. p. 403.

Amyntas aspergillum, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Aust. xvi.

p. 10.

Perichceta talcatorii, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. ii. p. 76.

Megascolex aspergillum, Vaillant, Anneles, 1889, p. 76.

180-375 mm., 150 segments. 8eta? 4S on v., 97 on xxvi. Setae

ornamented, ventral larger than dorsal on many segments. Male
pores surrounded by ten papillary pores; spermathecal apertures
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by rather fewer. Duct of spermiducal gland bent. Diverticulum

of spermathecae the length of pouch.

Bab. South China, Japan.

49. Amyntas sarasinorum Mich.

Amyntas sarasinorum, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hainb. wiss. Anst.

xvi. p. 71.

165 mm., 95 segments. Setae 45 on v., 56 on xxvi. Male pores

rather close. Spermiducal gland limited to xviii. Diverticulum of

spermathecae not long, with an accessory diverticulum.

Hah. Celebes.

This species clearly approaches Amyntas halmaherce. The male
pores, rather close, are not quite so nearly approximated as in that

species ; the caeca show the commencement of the digitation so

pronounced in " digitata." This latter form moreover has the

spermiducal gland confined to segment xviii., as is the case with

A. sarasinorum.

50. Amyntas esafatse Beddard.

Peric7io?ta esafatcv, Beddard, Willey's Zool. Results, part ii.

p. 187.

115 mm., 105 segments. About 8 pairs of papillae on segments
xvii.-xix. Four setae between male pores, but orifices not closely

approximated. Diverticulum of spermatheca longer than pouch.

Hob. Esafate, New Hebrides.

51. Amyntas niasatakae Beddard.

Perich&ta masatahce, Beddard, Zool. Jahrb., Syst. Abth. vi. p. 761.

Pericliaita campestris, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. ii. p. 67.

125 mm., 90 segments, of stout build. 11-15 setae between
male pores. Anterior setae larger. Three small papilla? surrounding
male pore ; anteriorly a pair lying to inside of, and before, and in

front of each spermathecal aperture. To all these correspond

stalked glands. Spermiducal glands absent, only duct represented,

which is curved. Diverticulum of spermatheca long and straight,

longer than pouch.

Hab. Japan.

I regard PericJiosta campestris as synonymous with my species.

It has two pairs of spermathecae in the same segments, which appear
however to have shorter diverticula. The presence of a spermiducal

gland in campestris does not invalidate the comparison, since we
have cases like A. heterochcetus, where this gland may be absent or

present. The papillae too are slightly different in the two forms.

Still campestris appears to be more like masatakce than divergens,

where it was placed by Michaelsen.

52. Amyntas novas britanniae Benham.

Perichceta novae britannica-, Benham, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvi.

p. 199.
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Perichceta novce britannice, Beddard, Willey's Zool. Results, pt. ii.

p. 183.

130 mm., 120 segments. Setae 56 on vi., 74 on xxvi. Papillae,

two deep pits on xvii., xviii. Spermiducal gland in xvi.-xviii.,

with straight duet ; orifices, as of the spermathecae, close.

Diverticulum as long as pouch.

Hab. New Britain.

F. Spermathecae 2 pairs in vii., viii.

53. Amyntas tokioensis Beddard.

Perichceta tokioensis, Beddard, Zool. Jahrb., Syst. Abth. vi. p. 762.

Perichceta Candida, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. ii. p. 77.

Perichceta parvicystis, Goto & Hatai, ibid. iii. p. 18.

70-150 mm., 67-95 segments. Setae 40. Papillae two to three

near male pores and paired on vi.—viii., with stalked glands.

Spermiducal glands (sometimes absent) xvii.-xx., with curved duct.

Spermathecal diverticulum long and straight.

Hab. Japan.

I think that there can be hardly a question as to the justice of

uniting the forms which have received the three names quoted
above. The fact that the spermiducal gland is absent in the form
termed by Goto and Hatai " Candida " is not necessarily an objection

to this proceeding.

54. Amyntas hesperidum Beddard.

Perichceta hesperidum, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 169, and Fauna
Hawaiiensis, 1900.

Perichceta sandvicensis, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 203.

Amyntas lohri, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 12.

100 mm., 105 segments. Setae stronger on anterior segments

;

33 on v., 53 on xvi. 18 setae between male pores. Septum viii./ix.

occasionally present, but thin. Spermiducal glands in three

segments. Diverticulum of spermatheca coiled, not long. Sperm-
sacs with dorsal diverticula.

Hab. Hong Kong ; Hawaii ; Barbados.

It is only the comparative shortness of the spermathecal appendix

that differentiates this species from ceruginosus ; the two are close.

55. Amyntas hilgendorfi Mich.

Perichceta hilgendorfi, Michaelsen, Arch, f . Naturg. 1892, p. 235,

and Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 9.

Perichceta rolcugo, Beddard, Zool. Jahrb., Syst. Abth. vi. p. 76.

Perichceta irregularis, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. iii.

P. 13.
^

Perichceta schizopora, Goto & Hatai, ibid. ii. p. 76.

150 mm., 120 segments. Setae 40-60. Group of pores on viii.

in front of ring of setae on to which open a number of stalked
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glands. Caeca 6-8. Spermiducal gland and duct entirely absent.

Spermathecae with long straight diverticulum.

Hah. Japan.

The above synonymy is partly due to the fact that my description

and that of Michaelsen were published at about the same time. I

follow Michaelsen in regarding P. schizopora of Goto & Hatai
as a synonym. It has moreover but one pair of spermathecae in

viii. It is possible that the present species is the same as

P. glandularis of the two authors referred to. But in the mean-
time I keep that species separate. P. irregularis of the same
authors has no spermathecae and no gland-patches, but perhaps is

the same.

•56. Amyntas annulatus Horst.

Megascole.v annulatus, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 186.

Perichceta annulata, id. ibid. xii. p. 236.

195 mm., 130 segments. Setae 60 on viii. Male pores separated

by 30 setae, thus, as are the spermathecal pores, dorsal iu position.

Papillae seven pairs on xvii.-xix. Spermiducal gland in xvii.-xix.

Spermatheca with diverticulum about half its length.

Hah. Malay Archipelago.

I am indebted to Dr. Horst for some further details concerning
this species, which are embodied in the above description.

57. Amyntas japonicns Horst.

Megascolex japonicus, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 192.

220 mm. Male pores on a long J-shaped groove, extending over

xviii. and part of xvii. Setae 66. Spermiducal glands in xvii.-xix.,

much lobate, with horseshoe-shaped duct. Diverticulum of sperma-

theca straight and slender, not so long as pouch.

Hah. Japan.

58. Amyntas glandularis Goto & Hatai.

Perichceta glandularis, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. iii. p. 18.

150 mm., 104 segments. Set* 60 in vii. 19 setae between male

pores. Caeca six pairs. Median glandular area on vii. and xviii.,

through which open masses of stalked glauds ; also three or four

isolated stalked glands in neighbourhood of spermathecal and of

male pores. Only duct of spermiducal gland present. Spermathecae

with long diverticulum.

Hah. Japan.

This species comes near to A. hihjcndorfi in the masses of white

glands opening on to the exterior by a median perforated area. But

it seems to be a different species.

59. Amyntas levis Goto & Hatai.

Perichceta levis, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. iii. p. 20.

85 mm., 88 segments. Setae 45-48. Papillae near to sperma-

thecal pores, on to which open stalked glands. Caeca five pairs.
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Sperm iducal gland entirely absent. Diverticulum of sperinatheca
long.

Hob. Japan.

60. Amyntas vittatus G-oto & Hatai.

Perichceta vittata, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. ii. p. 74.

100 mm., 68 segments. Setae 57 on vii., 60 on xviii. Caeca six

pairs. Spermiducal glands entirely absent, Spermathecae three
pairs in each of their two segments.

Hob. Japan.

G. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vi.-viii.

61. Amyntas bournei Rosa.

Perichceta bournei, Rosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) x. p. 110.

150 mm., 130 segments. Setae 60. Papillae, two by each male
pore and oue close to each spermathecal orifice, provided with
glands. Spermiducal gland not very large, its duct curved.

Diverticulum of spermatheca as long as pouch.

Hah. Burma.

I am much disposed to think that this species is really hawayanus.

62. Aymntas proporus Eosa.

Perichceta propora, Rosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 522.

60 mm., 62 segments. Setae more crowded below, 44 on vii., 40
on xvii. Two or three minute papillae behind each spermathecal

pore. Spermiducal gland in xvi.-xxi., with curved duct. Diver-

ticulum of spermathecae longer than pouch and zigzag above.

Hob. Sumatra.

Perhaps the same remark may be made about this species as

about the last.

63. Amyntas sieboldi Horst.

Megascolex sieboldi, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 191.

Perichceta siboldi, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 235.

Perichceta sieboldi, Beddard, Zool. Jahrb., Syst. Abth. vi. p. 759 ;

Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xx. p. 240 ; Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool.

Jap. ii. p. 65.

Perichceta sieboldi, Rosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofm. Wien, vi. p. 401.

Perichceta communissima, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Jap. hi. p. 23.

Amyntas sieboldi, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 9.

145-270 mm., 91-145 segments. Setae 80 on viii. No papillae.

Septum ix./x. present. Caeca 6-7 arising in same segment one
above the other. Spermiducal gland in xvi.-xviii., with straight or

curved short duct. Spermathecae (? usually in vii.-ix.) with long

coiled diverticulum.

Hah. Japan.

Some confusion has arisen concerning this species owing to the

fact that the examples studied by Goto & Hatai showed the
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spermathecae in vi.-viii., instead of vii.-ix. as described by Horst,

Rosa, and Michaelsen. The latter has now solved the difficulty by

finding that in some specimens, which he distinguishes as a variety

lenzi, the spermathecae have that position. Moreover these worms
are smaller than the type, 90-145 mm., and have rather fewer setae.

The gizzard-septa are entirely absent, and the sperm-sacs have a

small " Anhangsblase " such as occurs in many worms, but (as is

also sometimes the case elsewhere) sunk into the proper sperm-
sac. The example studied by myself belongs to this variety, and
has the spermathecal pores between v./vi.-vii./vhi. It is smallish,

and has a bent instead of a straight duct to the spermiducal glands.

I observed the same accessory lobe to the sperm-sacs that Michael-

sen refers to.

64. Amyntas ijimae Eosa.

Perichceta ijirnce, Eosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofm. Wien, vi. p. 402.

Perichceta kamakurensis, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. ii.

p. 68.

Perichceta parvula, iid. ibid. p. 68.

Perichceta decimpapiUata, iid. ibid. p. 71.

110-150 mm., 115 segments. 60 setae on viii. Papillae paired

on vi.—viii. and on xvii.-xix., as many as two pairs to each segment.

Spermiducal gland extensive, in xv.-xx. ; sometimes absent.

Spermathecae with minute diverticula or without any.

Hah. Japan.

I unite the three species described as separate by Messrs. Goto
& Hatai with Dr. Eosa's Perichceta ijirnce on account of the missing

or small spermathecal diverticula. Eosa's species only differs in

the greater number of setae in the spermathecal region (60 as

against 36) and in the absence of papillae. But these latter are so

inconstant that the fact is not necessarily fatal to the collocation of

these forms. P. parvula is very minute, only 32 mm., with 48
segments, and has no genital papilla or spermiducal gland. To
this form it may be necessary to assign a separate specific name.
But I do not do this for the present. It has no diverticula, while

decimpapiUata has "very small diverticula."

65. Amyntas acrophilus Eosa.

Perichceta acrophila, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi.

p. 527.

73 mm., 110 segments. Setae closer ventrally, 30 on vii., 40 on
xxv. 14 setae between male pores. Septum viii./ix. feeble Sper-

miducal glands occupying five segments, with short duct. Diver-

ticulum of spermatheca zigzag, longer than pouch.

Hob. Sumatra.

66. Amyntas brevis Eosa.

Perichceta brevis, Eosa, Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) ii. p. 283.

20 mm., 80 segments. Setae 50 on xxv. 14 setae between male
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pores. Gizzard-septa both present. Sperm-sacs x.-xii. Spermi-
ducal gland occupying 6 segments. Spermathecae almost globular,
with duct not so long as pouch.

Hob. Christmas Island.

67. Amyntas agrestis Goto & Hatai.

Perichceta agrestis, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Japon. iii. p. 17.

160 mm., 96 segments. Setae 36-40. Papillae to inside of
spermathecae on vii., viii. Caeca seven pairs. Spermiducal glands
entirely absent. Diverticulum of spermathecae long.

Hob. Japan.

In some specimens there are a pair of papillae upon xviii.

68. Amyntas birmanicus Eosa.

Perichceta birmanica, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) vi.

p. 164.

130 mm., 112 segments. Setae 70 on each segment, 15 between
male pores. Spermiducal glands in three segments, with bent duct.
Spermathecal diverticulum coiled.

Hob. Bhamo (Irrawaddi).

H. Spermathecae 1 pair in viii.

69. Amyntas zebra Benham.

Perichceta zebra, Benham, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) xviii. p. 442.

Amyntas zebra, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 73.

200 mm., 146 segments. Setae 62 on vi., 78 on xxvi. ; 10 setae

between male pores. Papillae, one pair between male pores. Sper-

miducal gland in xvi.-xviii., with curved duct. Diverticulum

shorter than pouch, coiled.

Hab. Celebes.

I. Spermathecae 1 pair in ix.

70. Amyntas pataniensis Mich.

Perichceta pataniensis, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 222.

40-110 mm., 78-120 segments. Setae 40 on v., 54 on xxvi.

Male pores and spermathecal pores close together. Papillae present

anteriorly as well as posteriorly. Sperm-sacs in xi.

Bab. Batjan, Patam, Halmahera.

Michaelsen divides this species into two subspecies, of which the

first has the species name, the second he terms labuensis. The former
has really two pairs of spermathecae, but the anterior pair are

small and in process of disappearance. The resemblance of this

species to A. halmaherce is considerable, especially in the approxi-

mation of generative pores and in the papillae.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XLII. 42
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71. Amyntas supuensis Mich.

Perichasia supuensis, Michaelsen. Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 225.

115 mm., 145 segments. Setae very numerous and small, 132
on vi., 154 on vii., 106 on xxvi. Papillae on xviii., xix., several

pairs, and on viii., ix., one pair each. Sperniiducal gland not

large, embracing a thick short duct.

Hab. Halmahera, Supu.

Here again, as in A. hahnaherce, the generative orifices are

closely approximated to each other.

K. Spermathecae 2 pairs in vi., vii.

72. Amyntas biserialis Pemer.

Perichata biserialis, Perrier, Comptes E-end. lxxxi. p. 1044;
Beddard, P. Z. S. 1890, p. 63.

PericJiceta biserialis, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 226 ; Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xx. p. 201 ; Beddard & Fedarb,

P. Z. S. 1899, p. 803.

Perichceta aci/slis, Beddard, Monograph Oligochaeta, p. 423.

Megascolex biserialis, Vaillant, Annelcs, 1889, p. 76.

135 mm., 167-220 segments. Setae on each side of ventral

line much enlarged ; those of anterior segments also enlarged ; 81

on v., 90 on x., 70 on xxvi. 14 setae between male pores. Papillae

paired on xix.-xxv. (maximum number). No caeca. Sperm-
sacs in xi-xiii. Spermiducal glands in xvi.-xix., with curved duet.

Spermathecae paired, 3-6 in each segment, often asymmetrical,

sometimes entirely absent.

Hab. Philippines, Madagascar, Guiana.

There can be no doubt as to the identity of the two species

included in the present. The number of setae on the segments
varies considerably. The numbers given above are those of

Michaelsen. The prevalent number of papillae is 3 to 5 pairs.

Perrier found 7, a number which has not been found by other

observers. Out of the 33 examples of the species which have

been studied, 12 had no spermathecae. Generally there are no
setae upon the clitellum ; but in one individual at any rate there

were a pair upon segment xvi.

73. Amyntas hasselti Horst.

Megascolex hasselti, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 190.

Perichata hasseltii, id. Vermes in ' Midden-Sumatra,' p. 5.

70 mm., 100 segments. Setae 70-75, those of ventral surface

crowded together. Spermiducal glands much divided, with short

straight duct. Spermathecae with diverticulum half the length of

pouch.

Hab, Lebong.
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74. Amyntas nanus Eosa.

PericJiceta nana, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 519.

30 mm., 95 segments. Setae with slight dorsal and ventral gaps,

36 on xii., 32 on xxv. 6 setae between male pores. Dorsal pores

from vii./viii. Spermiducal glands in xvii.-xxi., with slightly bent

duct. Diverticulum longer than spermatheca.

Hah. Sumatra.

L. Spermathecaj numerous in vi., vii.

75. Amyntas stelleri Mich.

Perichceta stelleri, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. viii.

p. 337.

Perichceta bararni, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 203.

PericJiceta stelleri, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xx. p. 205 ; Michael-

sen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii. p. 202.

Perichceta everetti, P. papillata, P. saraivacensis, P. Jcinabaluensis,

Beddard, Mon. Olig. p. 428.

Perichceta everetti, P. papillata, P. saraivacensis, P. linabaluensis,

Beddard & Fedarb, Ann. JNat. Hist. (6) xvi. p. 69 etc.

Amyntas stelleri, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 36.

115-300 mm., 160 segments. Setae with slight dorsal gaps,

those of anterior segments stronger, 42 on v., 55 on xxiv. Paired

papillae to some or all of xix.-xxx. No caeca. Sperm-sacs in x.-xiii.

Spermathecae 2-20 pairs.

Hah. Celebes, Sangir, Borneo.

The question of the identity or the non-identity of the various

species here grouped together in deference with the arrangement

of Drs. Horst and Michaelsen does not appear to me to be quite

settled.

Horst found that in numerous examples studied by him,

the number of papillae ranged in number from a single pair

through two, three, four, five, eight, nine, and ten pairs, there

being occasionally an asymmetry. This seems to dispose of at

any rate one alleged specific difference between the four

species described by myself and stelleri of Michaelsen. A renewed

study of my own material and the dissection of many more indi-

viduals than those which formed the basis of my original description,

has led to the following results.

In 32 individuals from Merabah there were never more than

two pairs of papillae upon segments xix., xx. Occasionally an
asymmetry showed itself, there being only one of one pair px-esent,

and occasionally papillae were totally absent. In all of these same
specimens the spermathecae were small in number, not more than

two in segment vi. and not more than four pairs in segment vii.

The sperm-sacs of this series are four pairs in x.-xiii. The last

42*
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heart is in segment xii. This assemblage of characters does not

correspond exactly with any of the forms described by myself

;

nor does it fit in with any of the varieties described by Micbaelsen.

In two individuals examined by myself and belonging to another

series, I find the following characters :—The papilla? three pairs

on xix.-xxi.; the last heart is in xii.; the sperm-sacs in x.-xiii.; the

spermatheeae are more numerous, in one specimen 7 and 6 in vi.,

8 and U in vii. ; in the other 11 and 12 in vi. and 14 in vii. A third

individual came nearer to the first described variety in that it had

not more than three spermatheeae on each side of each of the seg-

ments vi., vii. (the actual numbers were 1-2, 3-3). There are no
papillae ; the last heart is in xii., the sperm-sacs in xi.-xiii.

This form seems to come nearest to Michaelsen's variety Tclaba-

tensis, in which the last heart is also in xii., the spermathecse 8-11

pairs, but which has no papilla?.

Another individual agreeing with the last in having three papilko

(those of one side of body were missing) has also sperm-sacs in

x.-xiii., 5 to 10 spermatheca? on each side of the body in their

respective segment, but has the last heart in xiii.

Three specimens had five pairs of papillae, sperm-sacs in x.-xii.

or xiii., last heart in xiii., spermatheeae varying from four to twelve

on each side of their respective segment. In one of these there

were setae on the last segment of the clitellum, a feature which is

not present in other specimens that have been examined. This

group seems to agree with the variety seriata of Alichaelsen, but

differs in some small points. I confess that there seems to me to

be no way out of merging all these specimens with those I have

described previously and with those of Alichaelsen and Horst into

one species, Arayntas stelleri. But the variation in such features

as the position of the last heart, which is usually so well marked a

character, is very curious.

This species it is quite clear comes near to the next. It is, how-
ever, as far as our present information goes, to be distinguished by
the absence of specially enlarged ventral setae. In other respects,

however, it is very near, and it may be necessary ultimately to

merge to two.

M. Spermatheeae numerous in vi.

76. Amyntas phacellotheca Mich.

A. phakellotheca, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 47.

130 mm., 115 segments. Seta? with dorsal gaps, those of an-

terior segments larger, 25 on v., 75 on xxvi. Male pores closely

approximated. No caeca. Last heart in xii. Sperm-sacs in xi.-

xiii. Spermiducal gland with S-shaped duct. Spermatheeae, three

pairs asymmetrical.

Hab. Celebes.

Only a single example known.
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4. Setce present on clitellum; gizzard-septa sometimes represented

;

no terminal bulbus,

A. Sperinathecae 5 pairs in v.-ix.

77. Amyntas loriae Rosa.

Perichceta lorice, Rosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xix. p. 61.

Perichceta lorice, Beddard, Willey's Zool. Results, pt. ii. p. 185.

130 mm., 99 segments. Seta?, 60 on v., 70 on xxv. Setae

present on all segments of clitellum or on xv., xvi., or on xvi.

Male pores with 10 setae between. Papilla? on xvii., xix., xx., on
line with male pores. Septum viii./ix. present. No caeca. Sperm-
sacs in xii. Spermiducal gland in xviii. only. Diverticulum as

long as duct of spermatheca.

Hab. British New Guinea ; Solomon Is.

The female pore is at least sometimes paired.

78. Amyntas solomonis Beddard.

Perichceta solomonis, Beddard, Willey's Zool. Results, pt. ii. p. 188.

140 mm., 90 segments ; a stout worm. Setae present at least on
xvi. of clitellar segments. 15 setae between male pores. Rows
of 3-6 papillae on x., xi., xx.-xxiii. Septum viii./ix. present.

Last hearts in xii. Sperm-sacs x.-xii. Spermiducal glands xviii.-

xx., with curved duct. Diverticulum of spermatheca half the

length of pouch.

Bab. Solomon Is.

79. Amyntas subulatus Mich.

A. subulatus, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 29.

70 mm., 116 segments. Setae closer ventrally, with slight dorsal

gap. Dorsal pores from vi./vii. Setae on all segments of clitellum.

26 setae between male pores. Papillae paired on x., xi., xvii., xix.,

xx. No caeca : gizzard-septa present. Spermiducal glands in xviii.,

xix., with straight duct. Spermathecal diverticulum half the length

of pouch.

Hab. Celebes.

80. Amyntas violaceus Beddard.

Perichceta violacea, Beddard, Monograph Oligochaeta, p. 407.

80 mm., 89 segments ; slender worm. Setae 44 on v., 40 on xvi.;

on all segments of clitellum. Papillae one pair on xviii.-xix., large.

Last heart in xii. Spermiducal glands xvi.-xx., with long and bent

duct. Spermathecal diverticula nearly as long as pouch.

Hab. Penang ; West Indies.

B. Spermathecae 4 pairs in vi.-ix.

81. Amyntas posthumus Vaillant.

Perichceta posthuma, Vaillant, Ann. Sci. Nat. (5) x. p. 228, and
Mem. Ac. Montpellier, vii. p. 146.

Perichceta affinis, Perrier, Nouv. Arch. Mus . Paris, viii. p. 106.
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Perichceta posthuma, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. v. p. 106 ; xv.

p. 318.

Megascolecc affinis, Beddard, Ann. Nat. Hist. (5) xii. p. 214.

Perichceta posikuma, Beddard, ibid. (5) xvii. p. 93.

Perichceta affinis, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1887, p. 389.

Perichceta posthuma, Horst, Zool. Ergebn. Max Weber, ii. p. 61.

Amyntas posthumus, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Harnb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 74.'

Perichceta posthuma, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii.

p. 201.

Perichceta posthuma, Rosa, Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) ii. p. 289.

Megascolex posthumus, Vaillant, Annele's, 1889, p. 72.

95 mm., 70 segments ; stoutish worm. Seta? 140 on viii., 90 on
xvii. Setae on all segments of clitellum. Papilla? on xvii., xix.

corresponding in position with male pores. Septum viii./ix. present.

Spermiducal gland in three segments, with curved duct. Sper-

matheca? with diverticulum less than pouch.
Hob. Java, Celebes, Christmas Is., Philippines, Cochin China,

Bahamas, Europe.

The caeca appear to be sometimes absent.

82. Amyntas neoguinensis Mich.

Perichceta neoguinensis, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 229.

Perichceta neoguinensis, Rosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xix.

p. 60.

140-220 mm., 94-130 segments. Setae 85 on v., 100 on xxv.

Setae on all clitellar segments, 14, 16, 20 in number. 20 seta?

between male pores. Papillae paired on xix.-xxv., or xxvi., corres-

ponding in position to male pores. Septum viii./ix. rudimentary.

Sperm-sacs in xii. only, with dorsal narrow constricted sac. Sper-

miducal glands confined to segment xviii., with short straight

duct. Spermathecal pores approximated, with very short sessile

diverticulum.

Hob. New Guinea.

To a slight variation Rosa gives the name of var. spectabilis.

83. Amyntas pacificus Beddard.

Perichcetapacifica, Beddard, Willey's Zool. Results, pt. ii. p. 190.

38-56 mm., 90 segments. Seta? 37 on viii., 46 on xvii. 10

seta? between male pores. Papillae large and median, upon xvii.-

xxii., and xii., xiii. Seta? upon xvi. and often other clitellar

segments. Both septa. Last hearts in xii. Sperm-sacs in xii.

;

testes ifcc, only one pair. Spermiducal gland xvii.-xix., with

short straight duct.

Hab. New Britain.

84. Amyntas celebensis Mich.

A. celebensis, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 32.

60 mm., 90 segments. Seta? 49 on vi., 44 on xxvi., with slight
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dorsal gaps. Dorsal pores from vi./vii. Clitellura begins in xiii.

;

it has seta? on all segments. Papillae paired on xvii./xviii.,

xviii./xix., corresponding with male pores, and three pairs on
xix.-xxi. within line of male pores. Also anterior papillae upon
viii. JNo caeca. Both septa present. Spermiducal glands in three
segments, with short straight duct. Diverticulum of spermatheca

length of pouch.

Hab. Celebes.

Only a single specimen is known.

85. Amyntas feae Eosa.

Perichceta fece, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) vi. p. 161.

360 mm., 160 segments. Clitellum reaching toxvii. Setae 100
on vii. Spermiducal gland with very long duct. Diverticulum of

spermathecae zigzag.

Hab. Tenasserim.

86. Amyntas glandulosus Eosa.

Perichceta glandulosus, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genovo, (2) xvi.

p. 607.

Perichceta hijjpocrepis, id. ibid. p. 524.

110 mm., 130 segments. Setae 80 on viii., 70 on xxv. Setae on
xvi. or all of clitellar segments. Male pores surrounded by many
small papilla?. Similar papillae in front of and behind each sper-

mathecal pore. Spermiducal gland in xvii.-xx., with curved duct.

Spermathecal diverticulum zigzag, § length of pouch.

Hab. Sumatra, Mentawei.

I think there can be no doubt about the identity of these forms.

The number of seta? is stated to be different in the two ; but this

does not appear to be always a reliable character. The absence of

papillae anteriorly in the form hipjiocrepis is again not necessarily a

matter calling for specific rank.

87. Amyntas queenslandicus Fletcher.

Perichceta queenslandica, Fletcher, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. (2)

i. p. 962.

120 mm., 120 segments. Setae on all clitellar segments. Setae

60. 14 setae between male pores. Papillae paired on ix.-xi. and
xvii.-xxii. Sperm-sacs with dorsal appendices. Spermiducal

glands large, in xviii.-xxi., with short duct. Diverticulum of sper-

mathecae very short.

Hab. Queensland.

Mr. Fletcher is evidently not accurate in the enumeration of the

segments in some of the organs. He states that the spermathecae

are in v.-viii., which does not seem likely, especially as he states

that the caeca are given off in xxv. Therefore I have some
hesitation in copying his statement that the last pair of hearts is

in xii., as this is, when certainly stated, rather an important specific

character.
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88. Amyntas mazarredi Eosa.

Megascolex mazarredi, Rosa, Atti B. Ace. Torino, xxix. p. 6.

200 mm., 105 segments. Setae inierrupted dorsally and ventrally,

100 on xxv. Clitellum xiii.-xiv., with setae on all segments. A
depression, square in outline, occupies segments xvii.-xx. Papillae

paired on xvii. and xix. Gizzard-septa present. No caeca.

Spermiducal glands limited to xviii. Spermathecae with very

short sessile diverticulum.

Hob. Marinduque in Philippines.

Dr. Michaelsen has called attention to the fact that this species,

referred by Eosa to the genus Megascolex on account of certain

obvious characters mentioned above, should be placed in Amyntas
on account of the position of the gizzard in viii.

89. Amyntas papua Eosa.

Perichceta papua, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xix. p. 63.

84 mm., 84 segments. Setae 44 on v., 66 on xxv. Setae on all

clitellar segments. Male pores very close, with 4 seta? between.

Two or three papillae on viii., ix. Sperm-sacs one pair in xii.

;

they extend through three segments and have a small median
narrow prolongation. Spermiducal glands in xvii.-xix. Diverti-

culum of spermatheca shortish.

Hab. British New Guinea.

90. Amyntas peregrinus Fletcher.

Perichceta molokaiemis, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 201.

Perichcetajioweri, Benham, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvi. p. 217.

Perichceta peregrina, Fletcher, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. (2) i.

p. 969.

Perichceta peregrina, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 515.

Amyntas peregrinus, Beddard in ' Fauna Hawaiiensis,' 1900,

p. 414.

120 mm., 116 segments. 10 setae between male pores. Setae

40 on xiii., 45 on xxvi. Setae on xvi. Spermiducal gland with

short curved duct. Diverticulum straight, as long as spermatheca.

Hab. Singapore, Sumatra, Hawaii, S. Australia.

I agree with Michaelsen as to the identity of my " molokaiensis
"

with "peregrinus," and I think there can be no question as to

"jioweri " being a synonym.

C. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vi.-viii.

91. Amyntas papulosus Eosa.

Perichceta papulosa, Eosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi.

p. 525.

50 mm., 115 segments. Setae 54 on v., 60 on xxv. Setae on
all or some of clitellar segments. About 100 papillae on xvii.,
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xviii., between male pores. Spermiducal gland xvi.-xxi., with

short horseshoe-shaped duct. Spermathecse long pouches, with

coiled duct about half their length.

Hah. Sumatra.

92. Amyntas hawayanus Rosa.

Perichata hawayana, Rosa, Ann. k.-k. Hofmus. "Wien, vi. p. 396.

Perichceta hawayana, Michaelsen, Zool. Jahrb., Syst. Abth. xii.

p. 224.

Amyntas hawayanus, Beddard, in ' Fauna Hawaiiensis,' 1900,

p. 420.

Perichaita -pallida, Michaelsen, Arch. £. Naturg. 1892, p. 227.

Perichceta mandhorensis, id. ibid. p. 241, & Jahrb. Hamb. wiss.

Anst/xvi. p. 86.

Perichceta bermudensis, Reddard, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 160.

Perichceta morrisi, id. ibid. p. 166.

Perichceta morrisi, Rosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, (2) xvi. p. 516.

Perichceta barbadensis, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 167.

Perichwta mauritiana, id. ibid. p. 170.

Perichceta mauritiana, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxi.

p. 235.

Perichceta amazonica, Rosa, Atti R. Accad. Torino, p. 14.

Perichceta sanctijacobi, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1895, p. 239, and Hamb.
Magall. Reise, p. 61.

Perichceta camosa, Goto & Hatai, Ann. Zool. Jap. Hi. p. 16.

Perichceta insulce, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 204.

Perichceta cupulifera, Fedarb, P. Z. S. 1898, p. 445.

60-140 mm. Setae larger on anterior segments, up to 60 or so

in number per segment. Papillae in neighbourhood of male pores,

and also paired on some of segments which contain spermathecse.

Sperm-sacs often with median process. Spermiducal gland in

several segments, with not long, curved or straight duct. Sper-

mathecse (occasionally two pairs only) with diverticulum of about

same length.

Hab. Borneo, China, Mauritius, Hawaii, Bermudas, Barbados,

South America, Teneriffe.

In my account of the earthworms of Hawaii, published in the
' Fauna Hawaiiensis,' I have stated in full my reasons for uniting

the five reputed species enumerated in the above synonymy.
I condense from that a sufficient abstract for my present purpose.

A. hawayanus does not, as I have suggested, differ from A. ber-

mudensis in the absence of setae upon the clitellum ; but this

occasionally occurs in hawayanus. Both of these forms may have

anterior papillse on the viith segment near to the spermathecal

pores. They are by no means always present in either. The two
forms have sometimes simple cseca without the series of rounded
processes inferiorly, which have been mentioned as a characteristic.

The form hawayanus must be also united with barbadensis ; the
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latter, however, may have setae (in addition to those upon xi v.) on xvi. &
xv. The papillae maybe anterior as well as posterior as inhawayanus;

the setae of some of the anterior segments are enlarged as in

that form. The spermathecae are occasionally reduced to two pairs,

in vi., vii. ; but as the usual three are to be found, no specific

difference can be made upon this point. P. morrisi differs only in

the fact that the spermathecae are in vi., vii., or in vii., viii. There

are anterior and posterior papillae. In P. mauritiana there are

three pairs of spermathecae iu vi.-viii. ; in one individual I found

a fourth pouch on one side of the body in ix. The setae on
segments iii.-vii. are larger than those on other segments. Thus
there are clearly no marked differences to say the least from the

other forms which I here unite into a single species. P. pallida

of Michaelsen cannot be plainly distinguished from the present

series. Michaelsen mentions the absence of the larger setae upon
the anterior segments, and the closer approximation of the male

pores as reasous for not confusing it with hawayanus. As to the

former matter, it w ould be necessary for me to separate one of the

individuals which I have referred to barbadensis, if this were to be

considered a sufficient reason. As to the latter point, T do not

understand from Michaelsens description that the male pores are

really close ; he speaks of them as " ziemlich weit von einander."

I think that there is every reason to accept Michaelsen's identifi-

cation of amazoniea with his pallida. And my own form sancti

jacobi can hardly be separated. Of both of these latter only a

single example has been examined. Of mandhorensis again only a

single example is known. But Dr. Michaelsen's description of

this specimen leaves no great doubt of its likeness to the worms of

the present series. It has larger setae on segments ii.-ix., as in

hawayanus; the caeca have the crenated appearance of those of

the latter form ; the spermathecae occupy the same segments and
are of similar form. No anterior papillae appear to exist ; but as

only a single example was described, this cannot be considered a

reason for specific separation.

D. Spermathecae 3 pairs in segments vii.-ix.

93. Amyntas hupeiensis Mich.

Pericha'ta hupeiensis, Michaelsen, Abh.Ver. Hamb. xiii. No. 2, p. 35.

Amyntas hupeiensis, id. Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 6.

55 mm., 132 segments. Setae closer ventrally, and larger

ventrally on anterior segment, 95 on x., 72 on xxvi. Setae

ventrally on all segments of clitellum. Male pores rather close

together. Papillae before and behind each male pore and two
pairs on xvii./xviii., xviii./xix. Septa viii./ix., ix./x., very thick.

Spermiducal glands in xvii.- xx., with thin winding duct. Sperma-
thecal diverticulum longer than pouch.

Hab. China, Japan.
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E. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vi.-viii.

94. Amyntas sedgwicki Benham.

Perichceta sedgivicMi, Benham, Journ. Linn. Soc., Zool. xxvi.

p. 201.

Perichceta sedgivicMi, Beddard, Willey's Zool. Results, pt. ii. p. 183.

110 mm., 86 segments. Setae 29 on vi., 50 on xii. ; complete

circles of setae on all clitellar segments. Male pores separated by
8 setae. Papillae paired on x.-xiii., xvii., xix.-xxi., with pairs on
xvi., xix., xx. outside of these. A single unpaired ventral caecum

arising in xxii. Last heart in xii. Spermiducal gland in xvii.-

xix., with short straight duct. Diverticulum of spermatheca short,

nearly sessile sac.

Hab. New Britain.

95. Amyntas iris Mich.

Megascolece iris, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892, p. 244.

Amyntas iris, id. Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 15.

240 mm., 240 segments. Setae with dorsal and ventral gaps,

closer ventrally, 32 on vi., 42 on xxvi. Males pores 1 mm. apart,

as are spermathecae. Clitelluin xiii.-xvii. Papillae paired on
xix./xx., xx./xxi., close to median line. Septum viii./ix. present.

No caeca. Spermiducal glands with almost straight duct. Sper-

mathecae with very small diverticulum.

Hab. Philippines.

96. Amyntas margaritaceus Mich.

Megascolex margaritaceus, Michaelsen, Arch. f. Naturg. 1892,

p. 245.

Amyntas margaritaceus, Micbaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst.

xvi. p. 16.

90 mm., 103 segments. Setae with dorsal and ventral gaps, 24
on vi., 20 on xxvi. Male pores 1*3 mm. apart. Olitelluin xiii.-

xvii. Groups of pores on segments x./xi., xviii./xix., xix./xx.

Spermathecae with longer diverticulum than last species.

Bab. Philippines.

These two species were first referred to the genus Megascolex, to

which they have clearly many points of likeness. There are

regular or irregular lines upon the dorsal and ventral surfaces

which are unoccupied by setae. In any case these two species

cannot be confounded with any others. There are no penial setae.

Por this reason and the position of the gizzard, the two forms

appear to be rightly placed in the present genus.

F. Spermathecae 2 pairs in vii., viii.

97. Amyntas godeffroyi Mich.

A. geodeffroyi, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi. p. 17.

105 mm., 95 segments. Setae on iv.—viii., enlarged especially
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ventrally, with slight dorsal gaps ; 27 on v., 48 on xxvi. Setae on
xvi. and (fewer) on xiv. Papillae on xvi., xvii. in line with male

pores. Septum viii./ix. thin, next absent. Spermiducal gland-

duct almost straight. Diverticulum of spermatheca half the

length of pouch.

Hab. Viti.

G. Spermathecae 2 pairs in viii., ix.

98. Amyntas forbesi Beddard.

Perichceta forbesi, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1890, p. 65.

220 mm. Setae on ventral side of all clitellar segments.

Papillae paired and corresponding in position with male pores on
xvii., xix.-xxi. Sperm-sacs in xii. Eudiments of septum viii./ix.

Spermiducal glands with short, very thick duct. Spermathecae with

very short duct into which opens very short diverticulum.

Hab. New Guinea.

The anterior spermathecae were doubled on one side (the side

differing) in the two specimens which I have examined.

99. Amyntas robustus Perrier.

Perichceta robusta, Perrier, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris, viii. p. 112.

Perichceta robusta, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxi. p. 234.

Perichceta cingulata, Vaillant, Ann. Sci. Nat. (5) x. p. 228 (in

part), & Mem. Ac. Montpellier, vii. p. 146 (in part).

Megascolex robustus, Vaillant, Anneles, 1889, p. 76.

180 mm. ; setae 45. A pair of papillae between male pores and
a pair on each of segments viii., ix. Sperm-sacs with dorsal

process. Spermiducal glands with coiled duct. Diverticulum of

spermatheca longer than pouch and moniliform at end.

Hab. He de Prance ; Philippines.

H. Spermathecae 1 pair in viii.

100. Amyntas taprobanae.

Perichceta taprobance, Beddard, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 163.

Perichceta pauli, Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xiv.

p. 87 ; id. Zool. Jahrb., Abh. Syst. xii. p. 140.

145 mm., 95-122 segments. Setae 70 on v., 54 on xxvi. Com-
plete rings on all clitellar segmeuts. Papillae large, paired on
vi.-xi. and xviii.-xxi. Septae viii./ix. present. No caeca. Spermi-
ducal glands small in xviii. only, with U-shaped duct. Sperma-
thecae small, with equally sized diverticulum.

Hab. Ceylon.

There is no doubt about the identity of these two species,

accepted by Michaelsen. A re-examination of the original

specimens has shown the presence of the large faint papillae. A
characteristic of the species is the very small size of the generative

apparatus.
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I. Spermathecae 1 pair in vi.

101. Amyntas lompobatagensis Mich.

Amyntas lompobatagensis, Micbaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst.

xvi. p. 33.

55 mm., 95 segments. Setae of v.-vii. rather larger, sligbt

dorsal gaps ; 33 on vi., 42 on xxvi. Dorsal pores from v./vi. Papillae

on xvii./xviii., xviii./xix. Duct of spermiducal gland long, divided

into a proximal thinner and a distal spindle-shaped portion. Diver-

ticulum of spermatheca small.

Hah. Celebes.

102. Amyntas pusillus Ude.

Perichceta pusilla, Ude, Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. lvii. p. 63.

16 mm., 60 segments. Seta? 40-50. 10 setae between male

pores. Papillae on xvii. and xix., corresponding in position to

male pore, also a median papilla on xx. Spermathecal diverticulum

small and spherical.

Hab. Buitenzorg.

Only a single example was examined ; but it appears to differ

from the last.

K. Spermathecae 1 pair in segment vii.

103. Amyntas minimus Horst.

Perichceta minima, Horst, Zool. Ergebn. Max Weber, ii. p. 66.

25 mm., 80 segments. Setae 44 behind clitellum, 60 on vii.

Duct of spermiducal gland curved. Diverticulum of spermatheca

long. Papillae on vii.

Hab. Java.

Species which cannot be classified by the above

characters entirely.

Amyntas culminis. Michaelsen, Jahrb. Hamb. wiss. Anst. xvi.

p. 58.

50 mm., 75 segments. Setae closer ventrally, 48 on v., 46 on
xxvi. Clitellum not developed. Three papillae in middle of 18th

segment. Gizzard-septa ? Spermiducal glauds lying in four

segments, with short duct and no terminal sac. Spermathecae one
pair in viii., with very strong muscular duct as long as pouch and
diverticulum, of which the duct is much coiled, longer than sper-

matheca.—Celebes.

Amyntas QUADIIagenarius, Perrier ; Perichceta quaclracjenaria,

Perrier, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris, viii. p. 122.

210 mm. (exaggerated through softening) ; 40 setae in segments
in front of clitellum. Sperm-sacs in xi., xii. Spermathecae one
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pair in viii., with very long diverticulum which is much folded.

Intestinal caeca ? Spermiducal gland much lobed. Terminal sacs ?

Although Perrier's definition is not adequate so far as our

present knowledge is concerned, this species does not seem to be

identical with any subsequently described form with one pair of

spermathecae in segment viii. or via., or ix.

Amyntas elongatus, Perrier ; Perichceta elongata, Perrier, ibid,

p. 124.

Length ? (stated to be 355 mm. ; but this length is too great for

the diameter of 4 mm.). Sperm-sacs in xi., xii. Spermiducal

gland loosely lobate, with bent duct and no terminal sac. Sperma-

thecae in vi. without (?) diverticula.—Peru.

Here again it is impossible to state with even probability that the

present species is identical with any subsequently described species.

Amyntas taitensis, G-rube (in part) in ' Eeise der Novara,'

Anneliden, 1868, p. 36.

This species, from which one individual of the two described by

Grube must be removed and placed in a second species already

treated of as Amyntas novarcc, has been termed " Perichceta grubei"

by Rosa (Ann. k.-k. Hofm. Wien, vi. p. 395). It is 90 mm. long and

has 120 segments. Pour papillae between male pores. Setae 60 on

viii. Spermathecae open on intersegmental furrovvs vii./viii., viii./ix.

Amyntas parvus (Ude, Zeitsebr. wiss. Zool. lvii. p. 64) is a

small worm 25 mm. long, with 85 segments. Setae 40-44, 12

between male pores. Spermathecae in viii., ix. with very long and

coiled diverticulum. Duct of spermiducal gland broad and short.

I place this species in this place because the author of it says

nothing about setae upon the clitellum and papillae. As he

examined three specimens, it is possible that they were absent.

In this case the species seems to be at leaj>t sery near to

A. ceruginosus or A. hesperidum. But I have not been able to

make up my mind to include a pygmy like the present form with

the giant " Periehceta mu&ica" and the spermathecal diverticulum

.seems to be too long for A. hesperidum.

Amyntas acinctus Goto & Hatai (Annot. Zool. Jap. iii. p. 16),

is a doubtful species so named—and not aptly—because of the

undeveloped clitellum. Its characters are:

—

130 mm., 113 segments. Setae 50 to 60, 7 between male pores.

Spermiducal glands xvii.-xix. Spermathecae in vi.—viii., with

diverticulum twice the length of pouch.

Species which belong to the genus Amyntas, but ivhich

cannot be defined.

I shall content myself with giving a bare list of these species,

as our information concerning them is entirely limited to a few
external characters which are not sufficient to place them with
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even approximate accuracy, or to the number only of the sper-

mathecse.

Amyntas diffringens, Baird, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1869, p. 40 & p. 387.

Amyntas javanicus, Kinberg, CEfv. K. Svensk. Ak. Fbrb. 1866,

p. 439.

Amyntas gracilis, id. ibid. p. 112.

Pericliaita corticis, id. ibid. p. 439.

Amyntas subquadrangida, Grube, in ' Seise der Novara,' Anne-
liden, 1868, p. 36.

Amyntas rodericensis, Grube, Phil. Trans, clxviii. p. 554 ; id.

Monatsber. Ak. Berlin, 1877, p. 355.

Amyntas juliani, Perrier, Compt. Bendus, lxxxi. p. 1045.

Amyntas bicinctus, id. ibid. p. 1044.

Amyntas tricystis, id. Bull. Soc. Zool. Prance, ii. p. 243.

Amyntas dicystis, id. ibid. p. 243.

A few other species, such as " Megascolex sancta? helence" of

Baird, may belong to this genus. A number of forms described by

Schmarda ' as Pericliaita have been shown by subsequent investi-

gators not to belong to that genus as now defined but to Megascolex.

Prof. Spencer 2 and Mr. Pletcher 3 described under the name of
" Perichceta " worms which belong to other genera and were only

provisionally placed in PericJiceta. The same may be said of

several species described by Prof. Bourne.4

Index to the Specific Names oe Amyntas.

Page
acinctus 650
acidophilus 636
acystis 638
ffilianus 626
aeruginosus 629
affinis 641
agrestis 637
ainazonieus 645
annulatus 634
arturi 620
aspergillum 631

atheca 620
barauii 639
barbadensis 645
batjanensis 630
belli 615
bermudeusis 645
bicinctus 651

bindjeyensis 616

Page
birmanicus 637
biserialis 638
bonthainensis 630
bosscbae 625
bouvnei 635
brevis 636
burchardi 627
caducichastus 618
csecilia 630
californieus 627
campanulata 613
campestris 632
Candida 633
capensis Iil7

carinensis 625
carnosa 645
castaneus 626
celebensis 642
cingulatus 615

commumssima 635
corticis 651
crassicystis 620
crescentica 614
culminis 649
cupulifera 645
darnleiensis 615
decimpapillata 63fi

densipapillatua 021
dicystis (iol

difi'ringens 651
digifata 630
divergens (525

dubia 614
dyeri (',23

elongatus 650
enganensis 623
eoa 615
esafata? 632

1 Neue wirbellose Thiere beobachtet uud gesammelt auf einer Reise um die

Erde, 1853, Pt. ii.

i Proc. Eoy. Soc. Victoria, v. p. 16 et seq.

3 Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. vols, i.-iv.

1 P. Z. S. 188C, p. 663.
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Page
everetti 639
falcata 618
fasciata 629

fea? 643
ferdinandi 617

fisiger 630
flavescens 628
floweri 644
forbeui 648
fimiigata 631

fuscata 625
galelensis 630
gamsungi 630
glandularis 634
glandulosus 643
godeffroyi 647
gracilis 651

grosaa 625
grubei 650
guarini 627
gulielrai 614
halinakerae 630
hasselti 638
hawayanus 645
hesperidum 633
fa eterochai'tus I V-l

heteropoda 625
hexatheca 621

hilgendorfi 633
hippocrepis 643
houlleti 613
hupeiensis 646
ijiuiffi 636
imparicystis ... 630
impudens 616
indica 615
inflata 618
insulae 645
iris 047
irregularis 633
izukai 625
jampeanus 630
japonicus 634
javaniona 651
javanus 610
juliani 651

juloides 628
kalaenensis 626
kamakurensis 636
kauensis 030
kinabaluensis 639
klabatensis 640
labuensis 637
levis 634
lohri 633
lokonensis 615
lompobatagensis ... 649
longa 629

Page
loriae 641
macrocba?ta 619
madelinae 615
malamaniensis 620
niandhorensis 645
margaritaceus 647
martensi 615
maaataka 632
mauritianus 645
mazarredi 044

Jidioides ... 622
inerabahensis 017
micronaria 625
minimus 649
minahassse 626
mirabilis 022
modigliani 622
molokaiensis 644
monilicy.stis 623
montanus 619
morrisi 645
musicus 629
nanus 639
neo-guinensis 642
nipponica 622
novae britanniae 632
novaras 619
obscurus 625
ocellatus 627
operculata 618
pacificus 642
padasensis 624
pallida 645
papillata 639
papna 044
papulosus 644
parvicystis 633
parvula 636
parvus 650
pataniensis 637
pauli 648
peguanus 628
pentacystis 614
peregrinus 644
perianal 622
phacellotheca 640
philippinus 616
pictus 623
posthumus 641

productus 62"<

proporus 635
pulcher 619
purpureus 630
purus 017
ptisillus 649
quadragenarius <',4'.i

quadripapillatus ... 616

queenslandicus 643
racemosus 621
recta 030
ringeanus 627
robustus 648
rodericensis 651
rokugo 633
sancti jacobi 645
sandvicensis 633
sanjnrensis 020
sarasinorura 632
sarawacensis 637
scbizopora 633
sclmnardae 619
scholastica 625
sedgwickii 647
semifasciatus 629
seriata 640
sexta 618
shimaensis 623
siebuldi 635
sinensis 623
sluiteri 630
solomonis 641
spectabilis 642
stelleri 639
subquadrangula 651
subulatus 641
sumatranus 618
supucnsis 638
taitensis 619
takatorii 631
taprobanae 648
tenkatei 618
tetra 623
tigrina 631
tjiboda? 618
tobaensis 627
tokioensis 633
travancorensis 614
tricystis 651
trinitatis 624
trityphla 619
udei 628
udekemi 614
upoluensis 630
urceolatus 619
vaillanti 615
variabilis 618
vesiculata 619
violaceus 641
vitiensis 620
vittatus 635
vorr'ermanni 624
willevi 629
zebra 637
zonoporus 620
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5. On the Structure of a new Species of Earthworm of the

genus Benhamia. By Frank E. Beddard, M.A.,

F.K.S , &c.
[Received May 9, 1900.]

Two specimens of a species of Benhamia have been kindly placed

in my hands by Mr. Budgett, of Trinity College, Cambridge. They
were collected by him on McCarthy Island on the Grambia, and
prove to be in an excellent state of preservation for anatomical

purposes. I believe them to be referable to a new species, of

which I propose to associate the name with that of Mr. Budgett.

The following is a description of Benhamia budgetti :

—

External characters.

The length of one individual (the two were fairly equal in size)

was 116 mm., by 5 or 6 mm. in breadth.

The buccal lobe cannot be described with accuracy as it was almost

entirely withdrawn into the buccal cavity. Iu correspondence

perhaps with this withdrawal, the first segment of the body was
deeply grooved dorsally and before backwards.

The seta?, as usual, are closely paired. All the four pairs are

about equidistant, and the area occupied by them collectively is about

5 of the circumference of the body. They do not appear to be

wanting upon any of the segments of the elitellum except the

ventral pair upon the xviith aud xixth segments, where they are

of course replaced by the penial seta?, aud, I think, the corre-

sponding pair upon the xviiith segment. These seta? are generally,

but not always, absent in Benhamia.
The elitellum occupies entirely segments xiv.-xx. iuclusive, and

also, at least in one specimen, the latter half of segment xiii. It

is incomplete along a narrow ventral line which corresponds to the

area occupied by the ventral pairs of setae and their interspace.

This area forms almost a gutter owing to the bulging of the

integument along each side, which however does not commence
until the xvth segment.

Dorsal pores are present, and are especially conspicuous at the

tail end of the body.

The genital papilla of this species are not numerous. Tliere

are a pair upon segment xx. which extend on to xix., and are

in line with the orifices of the spermiducal glands. A median papilla

lies upon the end of segment xx., whose area is rather less than

that of the two anterior papillae and their interspace. This papilla

was only obvious in one specimen. Finally there is a larger

median papilla upon the twenty-second segment, whose area

extends beyond the ventral setae. It is hardly to be separated from
the papilla in front. These papilla? are all conspicuous from their

white colour.

Phoc Zool. Soc—1900, No. XLIII. 13
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The orifices of the oviducts appear to be upon the fourteenth

segment. On this segment and between the ventral setae is a small

convex quadrangular area with rounded angles. I believe that the

actual pores are placed at the sides of this convexity in the valley

which separates it from the surrounding integument, but I have

not seen them.

Fig. 1.

Ventral surface of Benhamia budgetti. The clitellar segments are numbered.

The orifices of the spermiducal glands are upon the xviith and
xixth segments. The usual furrow connects the two pores of each

side. This furrow is on both sides bowed outwards ; it passes

outside of the position of the ventral setaa of the xviiith segment

;

but the setae themselves I have not succeeded in seeing, nor the

apertures of the sperm-duct.
Structure of the body-waU.—Yerj few examples of this genus
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have been examined microscopically ; our knowledge of the more
minute structure of the genus is indeed limited to that of the

smaller forms. I have investigated the structure of the body-wall

in the present species, which shows certain features worthy of note.

The first point to which I direct attention is the vascularity of

the epidermis. This structual peculiarityoccurs, but is not common,
among earthworms. I was myself the first to announce that

certain Oligochaeta resemble the Leeches (in which group the fact

had been previously ascertained by Lankester) in having a vas-

cular epidermis.
1 This character, however, has not been found in

many earthworms. It seems to me therefore to be worth recording

the fact that the BenJiamia which forms the subject of the present

communication has a vascular epidermis. It appeared to me more-
over to be more abundantly vascular than I have observed to be the

case elsewhere. The capillaries are very readily seen owing to

their being injected with their own blood ; they penetrate the

actual epidermis as loops which reach perhaps halfway through the

thickness of the epidermic layer. I could find no trace of their

opening on to the exterior, which has been asserted by the Messrs.

Sarasin in the case of Perichceta.

It is also to be noted that in the anterior region of the body,

at any rate in the neighbourhood of the spermathecse, intra-epi-

dermic capillaries are so rare as to be practically absent. I only

saw one or two loops in a large number of sections. They can be

of but little functional importance in this part of the body ; but

they are clearly of great functional importance towards the hinder

end of the body. As a matter of fact these capillaries do not

apparently penetrate the epidermis at the veiy end of the body
;

but this may conceivably be clue to fresh growth in this region.

That the epidermis should be especially vascular posteriorly is

interesting when we reflect that it is in this situation that gills are

chiefly developed in branchiate Oligochseta.

A second point of interest concerning the body-wall of this

species is that the longitudinal muscles have the bipinnate arrange-

ment, first described by Claparede in Lumbricus, but not by any
means universal among earthworms.

Internal Structure.

The accompanying drawing (fig. 2, p. 656) illustrates a general

view of the internal viscera, and expresses at the same time some of

the specific peculiarities of the species. The anterior portion of the

two gizzards (which completely hide the underlying spermathecae)

is to be noticed. The position of the calciferous glands (ca), the

last pair of which are situated in the xvith segment, is important

;

and also the fact that the large intestine may be said to com-
mence in the xxist segment, as it does not attain to its greatest

1 " On the Anatomy and Histology of Plettrockreta moseleyi," Trans. Roy. Soc.

Edinb. 1880, and " On the Structure of the Body-wall in certain Earth-

worms," Pros. Roy. Phys. Soc. Edinb. 1881.

43*
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width until that segment. The difference in size between the

anterior and posterior pairs of the spermiducal glands is clear (spd.).

The sperm-sacs (sps.) are to be seen in the xith and xiith segments,

a quite usual place for them.

General dissection of Benhamia budgetii.

C< ., gizzard; sps., sperm-sacs ; <//., calciferous glands ; spd., Bpermiduoal glands.

The intersegmental septa of this worm have the following arrange-

ment :

—

The first septum, wbich is fairly thick, marks the anterior end of

the anterior gizzard ; the next, also thick, the postei'ior end ; then
follows an excessively thin one. Another thin septum marks the

posterior boundary of the second gizzard. After this are four

closely crowded and also fairly thick septa. The two next, which
lie on the posterior boundaries of the xith aud xiith segments, are
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also thickened. The next septum is thin and delicate, but curved
forwards like those in front. After this the septa are all thin but
run straight across the body-cavity. A few strands of muscle bind

together some of the thickened septa, but they are not very strongly

marked.
The alimentary canal is, as in other BenJiamiaz, furnished with

two gizzards. The last of these undoubtedly lies in the sixth seg-

ment. The first appears to occupy the fourth segment, two septa

intervening between the two gizzards. The gizzards, which are

very stout, are pushed back and really overlie and absolutely con-

ceal the spermathecse. Hence the crowding of the septa which
immediately follow them. There seems in fact to be more inde-

pendence between the position of the septa and the intersegmental

furrows than is usually the case. The calciferous glands lie in a

position which they do not invariably occupy in this genus, i. e. in

segments xiv., xv., xvi. They are of a bronzy yellow colour. The
intestine does not assume its greatest width until segment xxi. I

could find no intestinal caeca such as are sometimes present in the

species of this genus. There is a typhlosole in the anterior part

of the gut but not posteriorly.

Besides a difference in position, that is to say of the segments
occupied by these glands, the calciferous pouches differ in certain

other points of structure among the species of this large genus.

In the present species the surface of the glands is fairly smooth ;

the furrowing, seen to so marked a degree for example in Benhamia
ccecifera, being practically absent. In transverse sections of the

glands they are seen to be somewhat bean-shaped, with a hilum

where the duct leaves the gland. On the opposite side there is but

one distinct furrow not far from the lower end of the gland, i. e.

that side which is nearest to the oesophagus. The three glands

open into the oesophagus by only a single duct on each side. This

duct is of considerable calibre, and is ciliated like the oesophagus

;

it has also muscular walls and is formed of three branches, one
from each gland. The glands lie dorsally to the oesophagus for the

greater part.

The nephridia of all species of Benhamia are of the " diffuse,"

"plectonephric," or "micronephric " type. Very generally in the

description of species this statement has been made without any
further additions. In others (as for instance B. octonephra) the

more exact arrangement of the nephridial tufts has been noted and
has afforded systematic characters. In the present species, there

are 10 or 12 nephridial tufts on either side of the nerve-cord,

which are rather more conspicuous from the 27th segment or so

backwards than they are anteriorly. This is often the case with

earthworms, and seems to be due to the peritoneal covering. The
micronephridia of this species have a curiously squarish outline.

As to the vascular system, 1 have only to observe that the dorsal

vessel is single throughout its course and that the last pair of hearts

are in segment xiii.

Reproductive Organs. The sperm-sacs are large and rather
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racemose in form ; they lie in segments xi. and xii. I am inclined

to think that delicate sacs involve the funnels of the sperm-ducts

which are situated in segments x., xi. I detected the ovaries,

attached as usual to the anterior wall of segment xiii.

The spermiducal glands are limited to their respective segments

(i. e. xvii. and xix.) by being coiled. They are stout but not long ;

the muscular duct is also short and is about one fifth of the length

of the gland. The posterior pair of spermiducal glands are dis-

tinctly smaller than the anterior pair. The structure of the penial

seta> is shown in the accompanying drawing (fig. 3).

Fig. 3.

Penial 6eta of Bevhamia budgetti greatly magnified.

There are the usual two pairs of spermatliecie, which are com-
pletely hidden by the gizzards, and affect therefore to lie in a much
more anterior position than is really the case. Viewed from above
after removal of the gizzards, the four spermatheca? are seen to be

closely pressed together in the middle line, all of them in fact
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touching. The posterior are elongated and quite twice the size of

the anterior pair. They thus exactly match the sperrniducal glands.

On a dissection no diverticula are visible ; bat in longitudinal

sections it is plain that a considerable number of tubular diverticula

open into the duct part of the spermatheca which are enclosed

within the same sheath. The arrangement in fact is very like

that of Benliamia btddarcli as figured by Horst l
, only that the

regiou occupied by the diverticula is relatively shorter.

From the account of the anatomy given above, the following

definition of the species has been compiled :

—

BENHAMIA BUDGETT1, U. Sp.

Length 116, mm. x5 or 6 mm. diameter. Clitelluru xiii.-xx.

Genital papillae paired on xx., unpaired and median on xxi., xxii.

Dorsal pores present. Furrows uniting sperrniducal gland-pores

convex outwards, passing to outside of ventral setae of xviii. (which

are absent ?). Gizzards in v. and vi. ; calciferous glands in xiv.-

xvi.; large intestine begins in xxi., and has a typhlosole for part of

its course. Spermathecoo globular, with short duct and no external

diverticulum ; anterior pair smaller. Sperrniducal glands not long,

stout and coiled; posterior pair shorter. Penial setae small, with

spinelets on anterior fourth.

Hah. McCarthy Island, Gambia.

June 19, 1900.

Prof. G. B. Howes, LL.D., F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during the month of May 1900 :

—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of May 1900 were 330 in number. Of these 38 were
acquired by presentation and 56 by purchase, 16 were born in

the Gardens, and 220 were received on deposit. The total number
of departures during the same period, by death and removals, was
151.

Among the additions attentiou may be specially called to :

—

1. A young female Cape Hunting-dog (Lycaon pictus), obtained

by purchase on May 4th. This is a rather rare and delicate canine

animal, the present specimen of which seems likely to do well.

2. An Allen's Porphyrio (IIydrorniu alleni), captured at sea and
presented by Capt. J.C.Eobinson, of the mail steam-ship 'Kildonan

Castle,' on May 15th, who kindly sends me the following note on
the subject :

—

" On the 1st of May, when the ship was in 8° South latitude and

1 Notes Leyd. Mus. xvii. pi. i. fig. 0.
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5° West longitude, a bird flew on board, and being absolutely

exhausted was unresistingly picked up, and is alive and well up
to date.

" The strange thing about it is, that the point in question is about
400 miles from Ascension, 500 from St. Helena, 700 from the Gold
Coast."

The Secretary exhibited a cast of a portion of the jaw of an

Ichthyosaurus (taken from a specimen obtained at Flinders River

in Queensland) transmitted to the Society by Mr. J. Lane Huxley,
of the Land's Department, Brisbane, Queensland, and read the

following note upon it prepared by Dr. C. W. Andrews, F.Z.S. :

—

'• The specimen sent is a cast of a fragment of the snout of au

Ichthyosaur related to Ichthyosaurus campylodon.

Fragment of Jaw of Ichthyosaurus.

Lower Cretaceous, Flinders River, Queensland.

" It is probably referable to the species Ichthyosaurus australis,

described by McCoy in ' Annals and Magazine of Natural History,'

1876, vols. xix. & xx., and the specimens noticed by him are from
the same locality, viz. Flinders lliver, Queensland. The horizon

from which they came is, as stated by McCoy, the Lower Creta-

ceous, although, for some reason or other, Moore states (see Quart.

Journ. Geol. Soc. 1870) that McCoy regards it as Liassic.

" Another species, Ichthyosaurus marathonensis, from the same
horizon and a neighbouring locality, has been described by R. Ethe-
ridge, Jun. (Proc. Linn. Soc. N". S. W. 1888, iii. [2]), but he admits
that it is not improbably identical with Ichthyosaurus australis.

PJesiosaurus is also recorded from the same horizon and locality.

" In the present specimen the bases of about seven teeth in

the upper jaw, and the crowns of four or five in the lower, are

preserved on the right side ; while on the left only traces of teeth

are present.
" The teeth appear to have the subquadrate base aud coarsely

ridged crown of the Campylodon group of Ichthyosaurus."
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The Secretary called the attention of the Meeting to an article

by Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker (of Dibrughur), F.Z.S., which had lately

appeared in the ' Asian,' February 1900, concerning the Gaur (Bos

gaums) and the Gayal (Bos frontalis). After a careful study of the

subject for several years, Mr. Stuart Baker had come to the con-

clusion that the G-ayal was simply a domestic form of the Gaur, and
that the differences between them were produced by domestication.

A copy of Mr. Stuart Baker's paper upon this subject had been

deposited in the Society's Library.

Mr. G. A. Boulenger exhibited a remarkably large specimen of a

Bornean Tortoise, recently described by him under the name of

Liemys inomata. The specimen, obtained by Mr. C. Hose in Lake
Majang, had a carapace length of 64 centimetres. Mr. Boulenger
at the same time pointed out that the name proposed by him would
have to give way to the prior one of Brookia baileyi, which had been

proposed by Mr. E. Bartlett, although the description given by that

gentleman could not be regarded as a satisfactory one. Dr. Sieben-

rock, of Vienna, had already shown that the skull described by the

late Dr. G. Baur as Adeloeheh/s crassa belonged to Liemys inomata.

The synonymy of BrooHa baileyi would stand as follows :

—

Hardella baileyi, E. Bartlett, Sarawak Gazette, May 1, 1895.

Brookeia baileyi, E. Bartlett, Sarawak Gazette, June 1, 1896, and
Note-book Sarawak, No. 2, 1896, p. 81 ; Bouleng. Zool. Eec. 1897,

Eept. p. 26.

Adelochelys crassa, Baur, Anat. Anz. xii. 1896, p. 314, fig.

Liemys inomata, Bouleng. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xix. 1897,

p. 469 '; Siebenrock, Sitzb. Ak. Wien, cvi. 1, 1897, p. 248.

The following papers were read :

—

1. On the Anatomy of Bassaricyon alleni. By Frank E.

Beddard, M.A., F. R.S.j Prosector and Vice-Secretary

of the Society.

[Received May 1, 1900.]

A specimen of this rare American Carnivore, which was acquired

by the Society in 1894 \ having died, I am able to call the atten-

tion of the Society to some new facts in its anatomy.
The species to which it belongs, B. alleni, was described some

years ago by Mr. Thomas ' and figured. Mr. Tiiomas commented
upon the close likeness which the animal bears to the Kinkajou
(Cercoleptes), a likeness emphasized by the fact that the individual

now under consideration was presented to the Society as a

Kinkajou. To Mr. Thomas this singularly close resemblance

1 P. Z. S. 1895, p. 521.
2 " On Mammals from Ecuador," P. Z. S. 1880, p. 397, pi. xxxviii.
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appeared to be an instance of the phenomenon known as mimicry.

It seems to be more likely due to nearness of relationship, com-
bined with a similar mode of life. Besides the external characters,

Mr. Thomas described and figured the skull of the animal ; I shall

return to his descriptions later.

The genus Bassaricyon was first made known by Mr. Allen, who
figured the skull of B. gabbi l

.

This species has been lately re-investigated by M. Huet *, who
figured the external characters as well as the skull ; the latter was
naturally especially compared with that of the Kinkajou. 1 am
not myself acquainted with the skin of this species ; but if M. Huet's

figure really represents the appearance of Bassaricyon gahbi, then

that species is very different indeed from Bassarieyon alleni, and
not in the least like Cercoleptes. The skulls of two individuals are

figured, the one being that of a young animal, the other of an

older specimen.

In the Proceedings of this Society for 1885, Dr. Mivart summed
up what was known about the animal at that date 3

. Dr.
Mivart pointed out that " the skull is more like that of Procyon

and Nasua than of Bassaris." An important point ascertained by

the same author was that " a cast of the inside of the skull shows
that the brain possesses an Ursine lozenge."

4 This point alone

would serve to refer the animal without any doubt to the Arctoid

division of existing Carnivora, a conclusion to which other ana-

tomical facts lead. It will be seen later that I am able to confirm

thifi statement by an examination of the actual brain.

External Characters.

I have made the following measurements of the animal, after

preservation in spirit.

Extreme length of body (measured along the

curve of the back) from snout to root

of tail 17 inches.

Length of tail ' 10£ ,,

Length of fore limb 6| „
Length of hind limb 9 ,,

Length of ear 1| „

As to the colour of the fur I have nothing to add to Mr. Thomas's
remarks, except to say that the specimen studied by myself was
darker. I agree with him that the tail offers no evidence of being

prehensile.

1 Proc. Acad. Sat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1876, p. 21, pi. L; and Bull. U.S. Geol.
Survey, v. p. 160.

-J " Note sur lea Carnassiers du genre Bassario/on" Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris

(2)T.p.l.
3 " On the Anatomy &c. of the Arctoidea," P. Z. S. 1885, p. 363.
4 " Notes on the Cerebral Convolutions of the Carnivora," Journ. Linn. Soc.,

Zool. xix. p. 13.
i The tail was defective

; I consider that about one inch is missing.
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The nose is naked, and there is a marked median groove which
also cleaves the upper lip. This groove is perfectly visible upon
the dorsal surface of the nose, and there are even indications of it

on the fur-clad region behind. The nostrils are prolonged into

narrow slit-like orifices which are quite visible laterally.

The palms and soles are quite naked. The claws are not of

great length or strength. Neither are they of course retractile.

There are five or six long vibrissa forming the whiskers, three

or four upon each cheek and two or three under the chin. Further-
more, on the arm not far from the hand is a tuft of long and quite

Fi£. 1.

Ijlllp

Manus of BaiHuricyon alleni, illustrating the tuft of vibrissa? upon the wrist.

similar hairs. They appear to agree with a " cluster of long stiff

hairs " described as occupying an identical position upon the arm of

Lemur caita and of other Lemurs by Mr. Bland Sutton \ Apart,

however, from the subject of the present paper, these tufts of long

hairs upon the arm are by no means peculiar to the Lemurs, as

might be inferred from reading Mr. Sutton's paper. I have seen

them on a Malabar Squirrel and upon the arms of several other

1 " On the Arm-glands of the Lemurs," P. Z. S. 1887, p. 369.
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kinds of mammals. They may very conceivably be tactile

in function.

In any case they are connected with a strong nerve which can

be readily felt and seen when cut by removal of the skin. The
nerve is 1 mm. or so in thickness just where it enters the skin to

supply these vibrissa?. The roots of the latter can be seen to pro-

ject slightly from the under surface of the skin when the latter

has been flayed off in the ordinary way. It is suggestive that

these nervous structures should be present near to the wrist of

mammals which make considerable use of their hands. A noct-

urnal habit may be also partly explanatory of their presence and
obvious importance in some capacity or another ; the large size of

the nerve and of the vibrissa? themselves seem to justify the

statement that they are obviously important.

The example of Bassaricyua aUeni which I have studied is a

female ; it has, as had the skin examined by Mr. Thomas, a single

pair of mamma;, which are some three inches or so in front of the

anus. The same number of mamma? is found in Cercolept.es.

Alimentary Viscera.

The tovgue, as exhibited in the drawing (fig. 2), seems to be very

like that of Cercoleptes. It has seven eircumvallate papilla?

arranged in the usual triangular fashion with the apex directed

Fig. 2.

Tongue of Batsaricyon alleni, dorsal yiew.

towards the throat. The back part of the tongue at the fauces has
a number of longish backward]}' directed horny papilla?. The fungi-
form papil'a? are scattered irregularly all over the dorsum of the
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tongue ; there is a group of them high up in the A formed by the

circumvallate papillae, and at this region there are no filiform

papillae, which commence somewhat lower though still between the

limbs of the A. The fungiform papillae extend to the very apex

of the tongue.

Mesenteries.—Concerning the mesenteries, I have the following

observations to offer, but I am unable at present to compare their

arrangement with that obtaining in other Arctoids.

The free edge of the omentum was absolutely free, it having

acquired no secondary connections with the rectum or other

viscera.

The bottom of the duodenal loop is attached for about half an
inch on the ascending limb by a special mesentery to the common
dorsal mesentery of the alimentary canal in the region of the

commencement of the large intestine. This is as nearly as possible

exactly opposite to the insertion of the mesentery which passes

from the gas tro-splenic omentum and supports one limb of the

pancreas.

Stomach.—The stomach is in no way remarkable in form. It is

perhaps rather elongated. The oesophageal and pyloric orifices are

about an inch apart, and the greater curvature is some 4| inches.

The extreme length of the stomach is 2= inches. The pyloric

portion, as in JElurm 1
, Cercoleptes, and other forms, is tubular and

very thick-walled ; it is hard to the touch, and can be thus easily

distinguished from the rest of the stomach and from the

duodenum. The length of this portion of the stomach is nearly

an inch. Its orifice into the rest of the stomach is marked by
numerous longitudinal converging folds, and it is traversed by
similar folds. Externally it can be seen to commence abruptly.

It is to be distinguished from the duodenum by a constriction.

The spleen is straight, wider at one end, and measures about
2 inches.

The intestines measure about 62 inches.

Although there is of course no caecum, the increase in calibre

marks the commencement of the large intestine. Eeckoned in

this way, the small intestine occupies 55 inches of the length of

the entire tract, while the remaining 7 may be called large

intestine
a

.

The liver is displayed in the accompanying drawing (fig. 3, p. 666)
from the abdominal surface. The features chiefly worthy of note

are in the first place the very large size of the caudate, which
consists of two very distinct lobes. The Spigelian lobe is also fairly

developed. The gall-bladder is deeply imbedded in the liver, but

is not visible upon the diaphragmatic aspect. The right lateral

lobe is larger than the left lateral, but the left central lobe is larger

than the right central. From the left lateral lobe is detached a

small separate lobe.

1 Flower, "On tlip Anatomy <>( MlllTUS fulgens? P. Z. S. 1870, p. 752.
a Or nerliaps this should be considered as rectum only.
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R.L

-L.L

Cau

Liver of Bassaricyon alleiii, abdominal aspect.

Oau., caudate lobe; R.L., right lateral, R.C., right central.

L.C., left central, and L.L., left lateral lobes.

Pancreas.—The pancreas of Bassaricyon is a thinuish gland,

divided as in Bassariscus into two limbs which join not far from
the emergence of the pylorus from the stomach. They thus
together form a V of which one limb is distinctly longer than the

other. The longer limb runs parallel to the spleen. There is

also a small lobe given off from the shorter limb near to its distal

extremity ; this curves round and joins the apex of the V, thus
enclosing between itself and the shorter limb an oval tract of

mesentery.

The pancreatic duct enters the small intestine in common with
the bile-duct at a point about half an inch away from the

pylorus.

The Ovary and the Oviduct.

It has been noticed that in a few mammals— in the Eat for

example—the ovary is perfectly continuous with the oviduct

owing to the fact that both the ovary and the mouth of the
oviduct are enclosed in a completely shut-off pocket of peritoneum.
I have found the same state of affairs to characterize not only
Bassaricyon but also Cercoleptes, which is an interesting bond of

union between these two Carnivora. There appeared to be

absolutely no communication between the ovarian sac and the
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surrounding peritoneal cavity. This state of affairs is an

exaggeration of what is to

OV.

seen in some other mammals. In

Fig. 4.

Ovary (ov.) and oviduct of right side of Gercaleptes. In the right-hand figure

the sac containing the ovary and the mouth of the Fallopian tube is cut
open to display these structures.

the Paca for example the ovary can be perfectly easily pushed into

a little pocket, and quite concealed from view when the fold bearing

the mouth of the oviduct is drawn over it. It is normally half

concealed.

The Brain.

The brain of Bassaricyon resembles very closely that of Bassa-

riscus \ The general outline is almost identical. The hemi-
spheres diverge posteriorly to display the cerebellum. The crucial

sulcus is situated rather anteriorly, and is well marked, curving

round laterally after running forwards for a short way.

In Bassariscus a " lozenge " is not formed, there being in the

brain of that animal no forward process of the crucial sulcus on
either side to enclose a space.

In Bassaricyon there are distinct indications of such forward
processes, particularly on the right side. But, as will be seen

from the drawing exhibited (fig. 5, p. 668), there is nothing like the

complete " lozenge " of larger Arctoids. As to this feature in

the brain, there is no possibility of confounding Bassaricyon with
Cercoleptes, which latter has a fairly well developed " ursine

lozenge "
; aud in addition the anterior part of the brain lying

in front of the crucial sulcus is much more depressed below
the level of the rest of the hemispheres than is the case with

Bassaricyon.

The chief longitudinal fissure of the brain, that which divides

the sagittal from the parietal gyrus, does not reach the margin of

the pallium posteriorly ; it does so however more nearly on the

1 "On certain points in the Anatomy of (he Cunning Bassarisc, Bassariscux

astufris," P. Z. 8. 1808, p. 129.
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right side than on the left, thus resembling in a curious way the

brain of Bassariscus. In both these animals the fissure in question

is feebly marked compared with the same fissure in the brain of

Fig. 5.

Brain of Bassaricijon alleni. A, dorsal view; B, lateral \iew.

Cercolepteg. In a brain of the last mentioned animal which I

have been able to study, I found a curious likeness to Bansaricyon

(and Bassariscus) in the fact that this fissure did not quite reach

the margin of the pallium.

The sagittal gyrus is folded upou itself anteriorly as it is in

other Carnivora ; but there is no fissure upon the reflected part of

the gyrus such as occurs in Bassariscus.

The only other matter which seems to call for comment is the

presence of a bridging convolution between the parietal and the

sagittal gyrus on the left side of the brain. In the brain of

Bassariscus this occurs on the right side. In the brain of Cercofeples

there is no bridging convolution on either side.

The Lungs and Heart.

On the right side there are three lobes of the lung, of which
the lowest is the largest and the middle one the smallest. On the

left side there are two lobes about equisized. In addition to these

there is a small ventral unpaired lobe.

The heart gives off two main branches from the aortic arch—an
innominate and a left subclavian.

The Muscular Anatomy.

Comparatively few of the genera of Arctoid Carnivora have

been investigated as to their muscular anatomy. What is already

known about the subject is summed up by Messrs. Windle and
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Parsons in their account of the muscular anatomy of the Carnivora

in general \
I have therefore thought it desirable to dissect at least the

more important muscles of Bassaricyon, with a view of testing

some of the classificatory conclusions of the two authors just

named. This task has been rendered easier by the very useful

summary of muscular characters in various families of Carnivora
with which Messrs. Windle & Parsous's memoir concludes.

The Pectoralis consists, as in the Kinkajou 2
, of three distinct

portions. The anterior, and at the same time the most superficial

part of the muscle, is the smallest division. It is about f inch in

breadth at its origin from the sternum, and narrows gradually

towards the insertion. Beneath this, and extending from the

anterior to very nearly the posterior extremity of the sternum, is

a large sheet of muscle which forms the rest of the pectoralis.

Anteriorly to behind the end of the first third of the sternum, this

sheet of muscle is divisible into a superficial and a deeper layer
;

behind this point there is an oblique tendinous inscription and
the two layers are fused. They are inserted perfectly separately

on to the humerus. The origin is not only from the sternum but
also from the adjacent parts of the ribs.

The Rhomboideus is entirely a single muscle ; the anterior part

which arises from the head cannot be distinguished as a rhom-
boideus anterior or rhomboideus capitis.

There is no trace that 1 could discover of any Rhomboideus

profundus such as occurs in many Arctoids (especially Mustelidae),

and even in the near ally of the present genus, Cercoleptes.

The Serratus magnus forms one muscle including the levator

anguli scapula?. Its origin extends as far back as the 7th rib. Its

attachment to the scapula is almost exactly coextensive with

that of the Ehomboid. There is a tendency to a slight differentia-

tion of the posterior muscle in that the insertion is faintly to be

distinguished from that of the rest of the muscle.

The Biceps, as is the case with the majority of the Carnivora, is

a single-headed muscle possessing only the long head. It is

curious that in this feature Bassaricyon departs from its nearest

allies ; for in Cercoleptes and in some other Arctoids the second

head of the biceps is present. In Bassaricyon there was an
obvious though small fleshy coracobrachialis, but no trace of a

second biceps head.

The Coracobrachialis has just been referred to. There was only

one muscle present. Perrin reports its double character in

Cercoleptes ; but Windle & Parsons found it to be single in that

Carnivore.

Latissimus dor-si.—This very large muscle is partly covered by the

musculo-cutaneous, which latter is inserted into the humerus near

1 "The Myology of the Terrestrial Carnivora," Pt. I., P.Z. S. 1897, p. 370;
Pt. II., 1898, p. 152.

2 For the muscular anatomy of that animal see Perrin, P. Z. S. 1871,

p. 547.

Proc. Zool. Soo.— 1900, No. XLIV. II
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to it. The chief facts about its origin to be noted are that it does

not extend back as far as the ilium, and that part of its origin is

from the last three ribs ; it joins the teres at insertion which forks

over the head of the biceps.

The Trapezius presents no particular features of interest ; it is

attached largely to nearly the whole length of the spine of the

scapula ; and there is also the cephalo-humeral portion which

passes down the arm but is inserted on to the humerus as in other

Arctoids.

The Omotrachelian is of course present and attached jnst in front

of the last-mentioned muscle.

The Dorso-epitrochlear is slender and strap-shaped.

The Deltoid calls for no special remark. It is composed of two
portions as in other Carnivora (not counting the cephalo-humeral).

The Triceps consists of four distinct portions which can be

referred to this muscle, and possibly of a portion whose nature is

somewhat doubtful and with which we shall deal presently.

The two outer heads are thick muscles which blend with each

other not very far from their insertion on to the elbow. Their

origins are concealed by the two divisions of the deltoid. The
posterior of the two arises from the margin of the scapula near to

the glenoid cavity. The origin of the anterior is from the head of

the humerus. These two divisions are superficial to a deeper

stratum of the triceps. This latter consists of the two portions

that appear to exist in other Carnivora. Of these one arises just

under the anterior superficial head and joins about halfway down
the humerus the fourth head, which arises from the upper part of

the shaft of that bone.

A broad slip of muscle, which appears to correspond to the

second dorso-epitrochlear of some authors, arises superficially from

the tendinous junction of the latissimus dorsi and the tei^es major,

and therefore considerably above the origin of the undoubted dorso-

epitrochlear. It is a flat strap-shaped muscle, and is inserted much
nearer to the elbow-joint than the dorso-epitrochlear.

The Anconazus is a fleshy mass arising from the lower half of

the humerus, and inserted on the same level as the deep portion

of the triceps.

The Epitrochlio-anconnns was found.

The Supinator longus is present, as in all Arctoids and the

majority of the Carnivora.

The Extensores carpi radiales longior et brevior are completelv

blended and indistinguishable at their origin. Concerning the

Extensor carpi ulnaris, Extensor communis digitorum, Extensor

minimi digiti, I have no remarks to offer.

The Extensor digitorum profundus arises from the dorsal surface

of the ulna only.

The Extensor ossi metacarpn pollicis arises as in other Carnivora

from both radius and ulna.

The Pronator radii teres appears to have an exceptional arrange-

ment in Bassaricyon. As a rule in this group of Arctoids the
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muscle appears to be inserted on to the end of the radius. It was
inserted accurately into the middle of that bone in Bassaricyon.

The Flexor carpi radialis did not seem to be inserted on to a

metacarpal but on to the radial carpal.

The Flexor carpi ulnaris is single-headed and is inserted on to

the pisiform.

The Palmaris longus is a thin muscle associated with the last

and overlapping the flexor sublimis : it spreads out below into a

fascia. This muscle I believe to be the palmaris longus externus.

The internus I could not discover, so that in this particular

Bassaricyon departs from its ally Cercoleptes, where both muscles

are present.

The Gluteus maximus has a fleshy insertion on to the middle of

the femur for a very considerable part of that bone, after the great

trochanter. The anterior part of the muscle is inserted quite

separately on to the trochanter, there being a considerable interval

between the insertions of the two muscles. It nearly completely

hides the underlying glutceus medius. This muscle is very thick

and fleshy and shows traces of being a compound structure in-

cluding the pyriformis. At the insertion the distinction of the two
is quite obvious.

The Glutceus minimus arises and is inserted below the last.

The Tensorfasciae has a flat tendon and a short and flat muscular
belly ; it is inserted on to the fascia about half-way down
the thigh.

The Sartorius is comparatively narrow at its origin, but it widens

out greatly at its insertion, entirely covering the knee.

The Gracilis is formed of two quite distinct parts whose origins

occupy together the whole length of the symphysis pubis ; they unite

before their insertion on to the leg ; the posterior half of the

muscle is the larger and has a partly tendinous origin.

The Biceps is two-headed : one, which is chiefly tendinous,

springs from the tuber ischii ; the other, which is fleshy, arises in

common with the glutseus maximus. The insertion on to the leg

is not very extensive, about the upper one-third.

I could not find a Gaudo-femoralis.

The Pectineus is a huge fleshy muscle divided into two layers, and
is distinct from the Adductor. There is but one adductor, which

is strap-shaped and fleshy throughout. It is inserted at the end of

the femur and partly on to the tibia. I am not quite certain

whether this may not be the presemimembranosus of Messrs.

Win die & Parsons.

The Semitendinosus has a strong, narrow, round tendon of origin

from the tuber ischii and no second head.

The Semimemhranosus presents no particular features of interest.

The Tenuiftsimus muscle of this animal is very plain on dissection,

although extremely slender. It arises beneath the glutauis

maximus ; it ends in a flat tendon which is closely associated with

the semitendinosus but close to the insertion of the latter.

The Gastrocnemius is two-headed.
44*
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The Plantaris is totally absent. This is very unusual, but there

is no possible doubt about it.

The Soleus, on the other hand, is present. The muscle arises from
the head of the fibula, and so it cannot possibly be confounded with

the plantaris, which of course has a femoral origin. Moreover its

fibres also partly arise from the septum between itself and the

peroneal. Its tendon joins that of the gastrocnemius.

Of the Flexores tibialis andjibularis and the Tibialis posticus I

have nothing to say save that they were present and quite normal.

The Tibialis anticus has a double tendon of insertion, and the

muscle itself was double the smaller and lower portion, arising

entirely from the fibula, while the larger half arose from both tibia

and fibula. The lower half appears to be the equivalent of the

extensor proprius hallucis, since its tendon is continued to the end
of that digit ; while the tibialis anticus proper is attached to the base

of the first metacarpal by its much stouter tendon.

The Extensor longus digitorum is not remarkable. It has a long

tendon of origin from the femur and a fleshy origin from the head

of the fibula.

I found the three Peroneals mentioned by Perrin in Cercohptes.

Osteology .

As has already been mentioned, both species of Bassaricyon have

been described as regards the skull and teeth by the three gentle-

men who have dealt with those two species. In order to make the

present account of the skeleton more complete, I shall recapitulate

the main features in the skull as well as of the other bones, com-
paring them with the corresponding bones of Cercoleptes.

On the palatal aspect of the skull, it is seen that the palate of

Bassaricyon is wider than that of Cercoleptes, and increases in width
from before backwards as far as the end of the series of teeth ; its

form is thus roughly triangular, as compared with an oval form in

Cercoleptes. This feature appears to be more marked in B. alleni

than in B. gabbi. The length of the zygomatic arch from before
backwards where it becomes confluent with the tooth-line is greater
than in Cercoleptes. The anterior end of the palate at the insertion

of the incisors is almost semicircular in outline in Bassaricyon, and
nearly straight in Cercoleptes. In Bassaricyon the tympani bulla?

extend laterally and posteriorly nearly to the edge of the skull

;

in Cercohptes there is a considerable flattened area of bone in this

situation. The paroccipilal processes, which are not long in either

genus, thus come to lie close to the tympanic in Bassaricyon and
some way away in the Kinkajou.

On the lateral aspect of the skull, the chief difference which is

apparent is that the zygomatic arch in Bassaricyon is arched morp
strongly upwards than in Cercohptes. The infra-orbital foramen is

visible on this view in Cercoleptes ; it is not in Bassaricyon. The
last molar lies behind the maxillary part of the zygomatic arch in

Cercohptes ; this is not the case with Bassaricyon.
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On the dorsal aspect of the skull, the zygomatic arches are seen

to project more at the sides in Cercoleptes than in Bassaricyon. In
the latter, owing to the greater width and different curvature of

that part of the zygomatic arch which joins the skull anteriorly,

the infra-orbital foramen is visible on this view ; it is not in

Cercoleptes.

The mandible is much slighter, not nearly so deep in proportion

to its length, in Bassaricyon. The symphysis, moreover, is con-

siderably longer in Cercoleptes. The lower border of the mandible

is curved convexly downwards in Bassaricyon ; it is nearly straight

and with a slight ventral concavity in Cercoleptes. The coronoid

process is much longer than the angular process in Bassaricyon ; the

two are about equal in Cercoleptes.

The vertebral column of Bassaricyon has the following formula :

C. 7. D. 13. L. 7 ca. S. 3. Ca. 15+
It has thus one dorsal fewer than has Cercoleptes and one lumbar

more. Its formula is in fact the same as is that of Bassariscus.

The atlas and the axis (cf. figs. 6 & 7) resemble those of the

Kinkajou; the third, fourth, and fifth cervicals show hardly any

Fie. 6. Fig. 7.

!fr

Cervieal vertebras of Bassaricyon
alteni, ventral view.

Cervical vertebra of Cercoleptes

caudivolvidus, ventral view.

distinction between the lower and the upper lamellae of the
transverse processes ; this, however, is partly shown on the fifth,

and is very marked on the sixth. In Cercoleptes, on the other
hand, all these vertebrae have markedly bifid transverse processes,

while the lower lamella of the sixth vertebra is by no means so
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large as in Bassaricyon. The third, fourth, and fifth cervicals have

in Bassaricyon double hypapophyses; these are absent in Cerco-

leptes. In the dorsal vertebrae the spine slopes backwards in the

first ten ; the change is so marked (as indeed it always is in this

group) that the spine of the eleventh is in absolute contact with

that of the teuth. Cercoleptes is similar in this point of structure.

In the caudal series the first four vertebra? bear V-shaped chevrons

which are not ankjiosed to the centra. After this the two equivalent

processes widely diverge with each other and are firmly aukylosed.

In Cercoleptes the first five chevrons form complete canals aud are

detachable from the vertebrae ; that of the sixth is composed of

two pieces which nearly meet but are ankylosed with the centrum.

The rest are divergent and do not enclose a canal ; they are also

ankylosed. Since the tail of Cercolepteg is prehensile while that

of Bassaricyon is not, it is not surprising to find that the transverse

and other processes of the caudal vertebrae are more marked and
continue marked to nearer the end of the tail in that form than in

Bassaricyon.

As already mentioned, there are thirteen pairs of ribs. Of these

the first nine are attached to the sternum. The capitula of the

first ten are intercentral in position; those of the rest have moved
back on to the centrum of their vertebra. A distinct tuberculum is

not visible after the tenth. In Cercoleptes there are fourteen pairs

of ribs ; the additional one in that animal differs from those which

precede it in the fact that it is attached not to the centrum of its

vertebra but to an apparent transverse process which, however, is

not ankylosed to the centrum and, moreover, is directed backwards

while those of the succeeding lumbar vertebrae are directed forwards,

In Bassaricyon the transverse processes of this vertebra ( which
certainly have not ribs, as the skeleton was most corefully pre-

served) have the same direction as those which follow, though they

are rather smaller. The first eleven ribs of Cercoleptes have capitula

which are intercentral in articulation. This eleventh rib is the last

which possesses a distinct tuberculum. Only nine, as in Bassari-

cyon, reach the sternum. In both genera the sternum consists of

nine pieces ; and in both the last but one is much smaller than

those on either side of it.

The shoulder-girdle is very like that of Cercoleptes ; the outline

is precisely so, but the ridges, on the inner surface of which there

are four in I 'ercoleptes, are reduced to two. I saw no clavicle, which

if present must be very minute, as it is in Cercoleptes. As to the

remaining parts of the skeleton, I have noted no differences from
Cercoleptes.

It may be useful to append to the foregoing notes upon the

structure of Bassaricyon a condensed definition of the genus. It

should certainly be referred to the Procyonidae, as has indeed been

the opinion of all recent writers.
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Grenus Bassaricyon.

External form like that of Cercoleptes, but with non-prehensile

tail. Nose grooved anteriorly. Mammse 2. Sole of feet naked.

Premolars 4 ; molars 2 ; both tri-tuberculate in upper jaw ; in

lower jaw 2 molars with 4 tubercles. Vertebral formula : C. 7,

D. 13, L. 7, S. 3, Ca. 15+? Nine ribs join the sternum. Clavicle

entirely absent. In skull, palate much produced behind last molars,

coronoid process of mandible long and backwardly hooked, angular

process slight.

2. On a new Serow from the Malay Peninsula. By A. L.

Butler, F.Z.S., Curator, Selangor State Museum.

[Received June 19, 1900.]

It has hitherto been supposed that the Serow which occurs in

the Malay Peninsula is identical with Nemorhcedus sumatrensis

(Shaw). No skin from this region, however, has ever been sent

to Europe, and on examining two specimens recently obtained

on the Larut Hills, Perak, I am convinced that they belong to a

species as yet undescribed.

From the following description it will be seen that the Malayan
Serow differs conspicuously from NemorJiasdus sumatrensis in its

jet-black legs, the limbs in that species being always tan or rufous.

This uniformity of colouring on body and limbs alone gives the

animal an entirely different appearance from the Burmese Serow.

Nor does it agree in any way, as might perhaps have been ex-

pected, with Blyth's N. ruhidus from Arakan. Blvth described

the Arakan species (Cat. Mamm. Mus. As. Soc. 1863, p. 174),

from a stuffed head, an adult skin aud one of a kid, as being " of

a red-brown colour with black dorsal list ; the hair shorter tbau

of the others." The Malayan animal is mostly black, the under-

colour on the back is greyish white ; the hair is not shorter than
in N. sumatrensis.

Description of a female specimen in the Perak Museum, shot

by Sir Frank Swettenham on the Larut Hills, Perak, early in

1899 :—

Nemorhjbdus swettenhami, sp. n.

General colour black, the back strongly and the sides slightly

grizzled with grey, the bases of the hairs being whitish. Along
the lips whitish grey ; the posterior portion of the upper lips, a

patch on each side of the lower jaw and one on the throat rusty

red. Ears black, grizzled with rusty at the base, and lined and
edged with greyish-white hairs. Mane black, mixed with whitish

hairs on the fore part of the neck and with reddish hairs towards

the withers, lusides of the thighs rusty red. Remainder of head,

neck, chest, belly, and legs black. Tail black.
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Height at shoulder 36^ inches ; from nose to root of tail over

curves of body 58 inches ; tail 4^ inches. Length of horns

6 inches.

Named after Sir Frank Swettenham, Eesident-General of the

Federated Malay States, whose specimen appears to be the first

ever shot by a European.

Mr. L. "Wray, of the Perak Museum, has seen an adult male in

the flesh, too decomposed to be preserved, but of which he kept the

skeleton. I once had an opportunity of Matching one in jungle

for a minute or so not more than fifteen paces distant ; and quite

recently a kid was captured alive by coolies on the Larut Hills,

having strayed into a wired-in tennis-court. All these were similar

in colour to the one described, which may therefore be taken as

a typical specimen of the Malayan species. The kid differed from

the adult only in having a very narrow ring of rufous round the

top of the hoof. This youngster Mr. Wray and I were particularly

anxious to send home alive to the Society's Gardens under the

charge of Mr. Keilich, of the Perak Museum, who was shortly pro-

ceeding to England, but unfortunately it died after five or six days'

captivity. The specimen is now in the Museum along with the adult.

Although this Serow is so little known to Europeans the horns

are occasionally obtained from the Sakai tribes of the hills, and I

have notes of a dozen pairs as follows :—8^ inches, 8, 7|, 7£, 6|,

6f , 6|, 6|, 6|, 6|, 6, 6. Eight inches appears to be a good head.

The Malav name for this animal is " Kambing grun," i. e. " Cave-

Goat."

It is found on the mountaius of the Peninsula from 2000 ft.

to 4000 ft. altitude, and is said also to occur on various isolated

limestone hills of much lower elevation

The peculiar circumstances under which Sir Frank shot his

specimen were narrated in the 'Sketch' of April 26, 1899, p. 22,

the article being illustrated with a photo of the mounted animal.

Sir Frank was taking a photograph one afternoon when the Serow
was noticed on the hill beneath him, apparently quite fascinated

by the appearance of the cloth-covered camera on its tripod. It

remained motionless, still gazing intently at the camera, while a

rifle was sent for, when an accurate shot brought it to bag.

3. The Significance of the Hair-Slope in certain Mammals.
By Walter Kidd, M.D., F.Z.S.

[Received March 27, 1900.]

The following observations were suggested by a study of the

well-known peculiarity as to the direction in which the hairs

slope on the extensor surface of the human fore-arm. In ' Nature,'
vol. lv. p. 236, I drew attention to certain considerations affecting

the " vestigial " character of this hair-slope, and pointed out that

most hair-clad mammals, except Ungulates, present much the
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same direction of slope of hair in this region as Man. From this

I was led to suggest that the direction in question is due to

pressure of the weight of the fore part of the body acting

downwards and forwards, and that the resultant of these two
forces, in the cases of Carnivores and other animals accustomed to

a " couchant " attitude when at rest, would tend to direct the slope

of the hair away from the manus on the extensor surface of this

limb-segment. As a matter of fact this slope is found in nearly

all Carnivores, wild and domesticated, in which the hair is short

enough to allow of its observation. On the other hand, in most
Ungulates one finds that the slope on this extensor surface does

not present the reversed curl of hair found in Carnivores and
Primates. This rule is far from universal : e. g., the Elk, Domestic
Horse, and 4 Antelopes present on this limb-segment, over the

distal fourth, a slope towards the radial border ; and further,

II Antelopes and 20 Cervidae examined have a slope hardly differing

from that of Carnivores (see subsequent remarks, p. 686). From
this basis of fact 1 suggested that the hair-slope in Ungulates
assumes this direction, which is more in accordance with the general

slope of hair in other regions of the limbs, and so differs from that

of Primates and Carnivores, because of the attitude assumed by
Ungulates when at rest. These animals so commonly rest with

the extensor surface in question resting on the carpus and manus
in flexion, in other woi'ds with the fore-limb doubled underneath
the body, that any pressure downwards on this area of hair serves

only to confirm its manus-ward slope, there being no horizontal

force acting with the vertical to produce a forward slide, as must
always be the case in the " couchant " attitude of Carnivores.

Following up this point, in ' Natural Science,' Nov. 1897,

p. 357, I made a short note of the bearing of these facts on the

doctrine of the non-inheritance of acquired characters.

This matter has now been investigated somewhat further in a

different region of the bodies of hair-clad mammals, namely,

the frontal, nasal, and premaxillary areas. I find among the

different mammalian orders some singular divergences in the

arrangement of this hairy surface. Here is a part of the body
very much open to inspection, and one which from its prominent
position must be subject to the action of tolerably constant

external forces, differing necessarily in different forms, according

io their environments.

It is not possible to understand enough of the daily lives of many
of the animals referred to below, but of some we may claim to know
certain forces which cannot but act upon them in certain directions.

A few of these will be considered later.

The most common hair-covered mammals occur among Primates,

Insectivores, Carnivores, Ungulates, Rodents, Marsupials, and
Monotremes.
The great majority of these conform to a certain general distri-

bution and slope of the hair in this region of the head. This

slope ordinarily commences in the premaxillary area just above the
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muzzle with a small whorl or star, and the hair passes in two
streams along the nasal up to the frontal area, diverging on its

way in a fan-shaped fashion, to coalesce on either side with the

hair round the orbits and that of the face and neck. In many-

forms, chiefly those with short hair, a clearly defined " parting
"

is found in the middle line of the nasal and frontal regions ; in

those with longer and thicker hair no such " parting " is visible.

At about the junction of the frontal and parietal bones there is

commonly a further whorl or star, at which point further diver-

gences of hair-streams take place. This, which 1 would call for

convenience the Ordinary Type, can be seen in many hair-covered

mammals, especially those in which the hair is rather short. (See

fig. 1, Red Deer.)

Fig.l.

RLD DEER HORSt

Types of heads showing hair-slope on frontal and nasal regions, arrows
indicating general direction of slope.

1 need do no more than enumerate those groups of animals

which conform to the Ordinary Type.

1. Monotremes.—The fur of Omithorhynchus and the spines

of Echidna present this ordinary type of slope.

2. Marsupials.

3. Bodents.

4. Insectivores.

5. Ungulates.—Among the representatives of this great order,

Ovidae ; Antilopidaj (except those mentioned below) ; Cer-
vidse ; Capra ; iSuidse (except one form noted) ; Camelidoe
and Girattida? (peculiar and noted more particularly below)

;

Hyracoidea : so far as observed, all present the Ordinary
Type.
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6. Carnivores.—Among these, Ursidse ; Procyonidae (except

the Great Panda) ; Mustelidae; Otariidse; Phoeidae; Triche-

chid33 ; Viverridae, and Canidae conform to the Ordinary

Type.

7. Primates.—Lemuridae mostly present this type, thus differ-

ing from the type found in Monkeys and Anthropoid Apes
and in Man, which will he described later.

It is more particularly those instances among Carnivores and
Ungulates, departing from the Ordinary Type, to which I desire

to draw attention.

So far as I have been able to ascertain from a great number of

specimens, living and dead, among Carnivores the great majority

follow the Ordinary Type. The exceptions observed are somewhat
remarkable—viz., Fdis leo, F.tigris, F. 2>ardus, F. onca, F.concolor,

F. lynx, F.jabatus, and the Domestic Cat. In these animals so

decidedly marked off, by their deep and massive muzzle, from the

smaller and more numerous allies of the Felidas, the direction of

the slope of hair on the nasal region is towards the external nares,

beginning from a whorl which is situated about midway between
the level of the orbits and the external nares. Prom this whorl
there is no interruption to the straight line taken by the hair-

slope till it reaches the muzzle. (See Lion, fig. 1, p. 678.)

One singular exception to the Ordinary Type is found in the

Panda (JEluropus melanoleucus), and in this animal the whorl is

found slightly nearer to the external nares than that of the larger

Felidae, and the slope thence to the nares resembles theirs. The
Panda and the larger Felicia?, it may be remembered, have all

massive, deep muzzles.

As to Carnivores, then, it appears that all Dogs, Poxes, Wolves,
Jackals, Smaller Cats, nearly all Bears, Racoons, Seals, Walruses,

Weasels, Badgers, Otters, Skunks, present the Ordinary Type of

hair-slope on the nasal and frontal regions.

These are all animals with elongated, more or less pointed

snouts. The exceptions brought forward—Lion, Tiger, Leopard,

Puma, Jaguar, Lynx, Cheetah, Panda—are those of animals with

deep, massive snouts.

Ungulates furnish a greater number of exceptions to the

Ordinary Type than any other group of mammals. It has been

seen that the majority even of this order are, so to speak, normal.

The exceptions which have been noted are as follows :—

Bovidce, or True Oxen.
Bos indicus, ~\

, •,. if i i„ . . 7 ! , present a uniform slope from a whorl
Boa frontalis, f , , , , • ' £ , u , ,

„ J
7 . ' ! between the insertion of the horns to a

Bos sondaicus, > . , . . ., c , , .

,, ,
'

f point lust above the margin or the muzzle,
Bos taurus (or r

,
J

, .. °» • . « ,

,, n v
«! i v where a secondary small whorl is found.

Bos depres8icornie.—Slope passes from a whorl close below the
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level of the orbits to the margin of the muzzle, where a

secondary whorl is found.

Bos taurug or Chillingham Wild Cattle.—Of two specimens, one

shows the whorl above, the other below the level of the

orbits.

Bos bubalis, "I present a bi-lateral whorl below the level of

Bos mindorensis,
J
the orbits.

Bos coffer.—Here the hair slopes uniformly from the whorl at

the base of the great united horns to the small secondary

whorl close to the margin of the muzzle.

Bos c/runniens, "] present thick long hair sloping to the small

Bos bonasas, I secondary whorl above the muzzle-margin,

Ovibos moschatus, I from the base of the horns, no primary whorl
Bos amerieanus, J here being visible.

Antelopes. Among these the exceptions are :

—

Oryx beisa, ^
Bubalis suaynei,

j

primary whorl ranging from a position

Bubalis tora, Must below the base of the horns to the

Bxtbalis tragocarnelus, [level of the orbits, and small secondary

White-bearded Gnu,
|
whorl close to muzzle.

Blue-brindled Gnu, J
Saiya tartarica.—Muzzle shaped like that of Tapirs. Hair

slopes from bilateral whorls, situated a little below the

level of the orbits, towards the nares. Just above ihe nares

is found a secondary whorl, in one female specimen ; and
in a male specimen there is a third whorl between the two
other whorls. In this specimen the downward slope is

thus broken up in its course.

Reindeer (Cervus tarandus).—Shows a whorl immediately above
the margin of the muzzle, from which the stream of hair

passes very closely in the long axis of the head over the

convex rounded upper lip to the level of the horns.

Equidce.—All of those that 1 have been able to examine are

exceptions to the Ordinary Type. (See fig. 1, Horse.)

Zebra has the whorl varying slightly above or slightly below
the level of the orbits.

Quagga has the whorl nearer to the ears than Zebra.

Equus asinus (African Wild Ass) has the whorl at the level of

the orbits.

Equus hemionvs (Asiatic Wild Ass) has the whorl below the level

of the orbits.

Equus caballus, at the level of the orbits.

The Domestic Horse, Ass, and Mule differ one from the other as

to the position of the whorl as follows :—In the Horse it is at or

just below the level of the orbits. In the Domestic Ass, which
appears to be the tamed Equus asimts, it is midway between the

level of the orbits and the muzzle. (In this connexion the great
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relative size of the head of the As3 may be noted.) In the Mule
it is not quite so far towards the muzzle as in the case oE the Ass.

In the Tapirs the snout is elongated and curved gently towards

the ventral surface in a very uncommon form. It thus differs from
other elongated snouts, which are not only elongated but straight

as a rule. In Tapirs the direction of the hair-slope is uniformly

towards the muzzle.

Among the Suidce, the only exception observed was the Phaco-

choerits or Wart-Hog, which presents a notable bristling whorl of

hair, unusually far from the snout for a pointed hear], such as this

form shares with other Suidae. This whorl is nearly midway
between the Dares and the level of the orbit.

The Giraffidce and Oamelidos show the Ordinary Type of slope

in the nasal and frontal regions, but on the broad thick upper
lip the hair is arranged in a fan-shaped way, diverging from the

level of the nares to the margin of the upper lip.

Primates.—In the case of the Primates, the whorl from which
the hair of the frontal, nasal, orbital, and facial regions diverges

is situated iu most forms at the level of the orbits ; and thus this

great group, including Alan, conforms to the exceptional type.

It is not claimed that these observations are exhaustive for all

hair-covered mammals, but they are certainly quite representative.

It comes then to this, that from the great majoritvof mammals there

stand out in marked contrast to them, in respect to this character,

seven Felidae, one of the Procyonidae, one of the Ursidae, seven

Antelopes, all Tapirs and Equidse examined, thirteen Bovidae, and
one of the Suidae, and Primates except Lemuridae.

It appears desirable to ascertain, if possible, what characteristics

are common to these rather divergent types of animal life, or

what is common to them in the way of habits or environments.

In the first place, it may be suggested that this exceptional

slope of hair is correlated with a deep, massive, somewhat trun-

cated muzzle. It is clear that the more ordinary type is found in

animals with pointed muzzles. It is equally clear that the larger

Felidae and the Domestic Cat have the exceptional form of hair-

slope, correlated with the different types of muzzle referred to.

This is also found in the Panda (A^luropws melanoleucus). But
amoDg the Antelopida) and Bovidae specified, the Tapirs, and
Equida?, this type of snout is not marked enough to enable one
to generalize as to this correlation. It is relatively not nearly so

massive or deep as in Felidae. It can, then, hardly be maintained

that the exceptional slope is merely correlated with a certain type

of snout.

Again, the pose of the head in rest, or its carriage when in

motion, may have a bearing on the point. It cannot be that the

pose of the head can effect the " set of the hair in many cases by
the action of gravity, for most of these are short-haired. But it is

a fact that the larger Felidae, the Panda, the specified Antelopes,

e.g. the Gnus, the Bovidae, Tapirs, and Equidae carry their heads

more set at an obtuse, or some at a right, angle to the longitudinal
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axis of the body than those animals with pointed snouts. To
such a rule there must be many exceptions, but a rule it is.

The fore-end of animals is necessarily subjected to numerous
forces in the course of their wild life, and it seems a fair inference

to draw, that the differences of " set " of hair on this prominent
region are determined by different factors, such as the prevailing

attitude of the head, habits, and environments. The hair-slope

must break or " part " somewhere in the frontal or nasal region,

and it may need but little in the way of difference in the angle of

incidence of wind, tropical rain, pressure against undergrowth,
burrowing in the ground, rooting in swamps or marshy ground,

and, finally, method of cleaning the fur, to determine that point at

which a whorl shall be established, and inherited in the course of

many generations. These are no more than suggestions to account
for some singular divergences in a very insignificant character,

which have come about by some means or other, and they agree,

in their way, with the suggested reason for the peculiar hair-

slope on the extensor surface of the forearm of Man, certain

Monkeys, and Carnivores.

There is some support for this view in the striking whorl with
divergence of colour, so generally seen over the tuberosities of

the ischia of short-haired Dogs, and the bare spots and callosities

on the corresponding parts of many Monkeys, for both of these

forms of animals are notoriously fond of sitting on their haunches.

Another "abnormality " of set of hair for which one can see no
explanation, is that strange slope towards the cephalic end, which
is seen on the middle line of the dorsal region of some Antelopes.

This may even start from a whorl over the sacral region, and
pass thence right up to the horns, as in Oryx beisa, or from a

whorl in the mid-dorsal region, as in Cohus ellipaiprymnue. In

cases such as these, it may be that a fuller knowledge of the

habits of such animals would provide a reason for so strange a

departure.

Appendix.

1 have ventured to make a short addition to this paper containing

some notes illustrated by two diagrams, which, I think, lead to

similar conclusions. They represent three regions of the domes-
ticated Horse, an animal especially useful for investigation on
account of the great numbers of individuals open to our inspection,

and because it is an animal whose business in life is to walk, trot,

canter, or gallop, and since it has been domesticated by man it

has probably led, more than any other animal, a locomotive life.

Three regions of the Horse's body are illustrated :

—

A. Inguinal.—Here is exhibited the well-known whorl from
which a " feathering " starts, at the edge of the skin-fold of this

region, opposite to the level of the patella, extending up the
hollow of the flank, with a feather-shaped arrangement of the hair,

to the level of the crest of the ilium, where it terminates, sharply
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and with great uniformity, in a raised ridge of hair. The
" feathering " diverges on each side, that on the gluteal region

merging easily into the general hair-stream of this part, and the

stream which passes on to the thorax sweeps more widely forward

and curves again to the ventral surface, uniting with the hair-

stream of the thorax.

This character in Horses is universal, and I have found it

present, more or less marked, in 25 other forms of Ungulates
(see Notes, p. 686).

B. Post-humeral or axillary.—This whorl, with occasionally a
" feathering " arising from it, lies in the hollow between the great

mass of extensor muscles of the fore-limb and the muscles of the

thorax. It has been found by me in 87 Horses out of a very

large number examined. In two of these it was unilateral ; and of

these 87, 57 were cart-horses, though the proportion of cart-horses

examined was very small. In regard to this fact, it may be noted

that in cart-horses the action of the shoulder-joint prepon-
derates considerably over that of the carpal and metacarpo-
phalangeal joints. One special group of 2159 Horses examined
gave 42 cases of this feature, or nearly 2 per cent. I would suggest

that this is a specially interesting case of a new character, like the

more stable inguinal and pectoral whorls, being developed before

our eyes. This whorl has also been noted in 16 other forms of

Ungulates. (See Notes, p. 686.)

Fig. 2.

View of Horse showing poet-humeral and inguinal whorls with feathering,

arrows indicating directions of opposing muscles.

C. Pectoral.—This whorl (see fig. 3, p. 684) with oval " feather-

ing "
is bilateral, and extends from a point about at the level of

the olecranon process over the mass of the pectoral muscles in a
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line nearly parallel with the mesial plane. This is universal in

Horses, and much more general than either A or B, being found
in most Ungulates and Carnivores.

Fig. 3.

CEPHALO-
HUMERAL,

UPPER PART

ofPECT MAJ.

LOWER PART

of PECT. MAJ.

EXTENSOR
CARPI-RADIAUS

Front view of pectoral region of Horse, the left side showing muscles with
opposing actions, the right showing pectoral whorl with feathering.

Two further points may be referred to. Eirst, neither A nor B
has been found in any but the Ungulate Order ; second, in 9 of

the 25 Ungulates noted, A and B co-existed.

The suggested interpretation of these facts is that they are due
to the effect on the plastic hair-streams of the markedly divergent

traction of the underlying muscles. These are seen to have a

striking opportunity of influencing the structures lying over

them, in each of the three regions alluded to, by a reference to

the diagrams.
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All the characters of hair-slope here referred to may be taken
as congenital. Being then inherited they may have arisen in

certain ancestors in one of the three ways :

—

1. They may have been due to selection {Natural, i.e. Personal,

Sexual or Germinal).

2. They may have arisen from the action of habits or environ-
ments—Lamarckian factors ; or,

3. They may be vestigial.

Considering that, so far as it is possible to understand animal
life, the survival-value of these differences of hair-slope is nil,

natural selection and germinal selection may be put aside as

accounting for them.

Though the slope on the extensor surface of the fore-arm is

claimed to be vestigial, these peculiarities are not so claimed, and
cannot be, in the face of the very tangled relationships which are

presented.

The possibility of accounting for them by sexual selection must
be considered ; but as some of these divergences of slope are

difficult for a human eye to discover at close quarters, and as

usually no markings or coloration are attached to them l
, this

theory cannot be seriously entertained.

If it may be fairly held that these exceptional forms of slope of

hair found on the head, dorsal region, fore-arm, and gluteal region,

indicate the working of certain Lamarckian factors, there is a much
greater body of evidence pointing in a similar direction, viz., all

those hairy mammals which conform to the ordinary type. Indeed
the general trend of hair from the cephalic to the caudal extremity

of every animal, and from the proximal to the distal extremity of each

limb, may even be open to similar interpretations. As there is no
evidence forthcoming as to the prototype of hair-covered mammals,
no speculation as to the habits and environments thereof can be

profitable. Whether it were Ornithodelphous, Marsupial, or

Insectivorous in its type, there must have been a time when the

development of hair was feeble, and capable of being affected by
habits and environments. It is surely as reasonable to attribute

to these the slope of hair which we find existing, and compatible

with them, as to attribute it to any survival-value, under selection

—if not considerably more so.

I would suggest that one habit which is common to such animals

as here in question, that of cleaning their external coverings by
friction, either against other objects, with their fore-paws, or with

their tongues, must have a very potent influence in determining

the general trend of hair referred to as found on all hairy animals.

It is obvious that such forces must in the main act in the direction

indicated.

1 The " star " or " blaze" on Horses is one of the comparatively few instances

of markings in this region
; but Equus caballus is not an animal in a state of

nature, and has been so much modified by artificial selection as to prevent this

combination of markings and exceptional hair-slope from being brought under
Sexual Selection.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XLV. 45
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In view of these considerations, it seems difficult to deny that

cases of inheritance of acquired characters have been brought

forward. It would appear at any rate to be a choice between this

Lamarckian interpretation and the view of Professor Weismann,
that these useful directions of variation have been produced by the

adaptive requirement, by means of selectional processes within

the germ.

Notes.

Exceptions found among Ungulates to ordinary slope on extensor surface of

ulna are as follows :

—

Oryx gazella. Oryxbeisa. Strepsiceros kudu. Oreascanna. Alcesmachlis.

Baphicerus canipestris. Baphicerus melanotis. Ourebianiqricaudata. Ourebia

hastata. Tetraceros quadricornis. Nesotragus moschatus. Cephalophus
grimmi, C. rufilatus, C. leucogastris, C. abyssinicus, C. dories. Pudua humilis.

Nosehus moschiferus. Xenelaphus antisiensis. Hydropotes inermis. Dor-
celaphus bezoarticus, D. americanus, I), hemionus. Cervulus muntjac, C. reevesi,

C. lachrymans. Capreolus caprea. Elaphodusmichiauns. Ccrvus alfredi, C'.por-

cinus, C. axis, C. duvauceli, C. elaphus, C. dama, C. cashmirianus.

Also certain Cbevrotains and Suidae noted.

Be A. Ungulates in which an Inguinal Whorl is found.

Bubalis caama. Bangifer tarandus. Ccrvicapra fulvorufula. Cervicapra

arundinum. Colus thomasi, C. bwffbni, C. vardoni, C. leche. Equvs hemionus.

Bos sondaicus, B. indicus. Ovis ophion, O, amnion, O.sairensis, O.poli. Capra
pyrenaiea. Saiga tartarica (present in male, absent in female). Gazella

grant i, G. mhorr. Antilocapra americana. Cephalophus dona/is. Cervus

kuhli, C. elaphus. Camelus bactrianits. Lama huanacits.

BcB. Ungulates in which a Post-Humeral Whorl is found.

Strepsiceros kudu. Bangifer tarandus. Cobus leche. Equus hemionus.

Equus burchelli (young). Bos sondaicus, B. depressicornis. Oris ophion,

0. amnion, 0. sairensis, 0. poli. Antilocapra americana. Dorcelaphus

americanus, I), dichoiomvs. Ehphurus davidianus. Lama huanacus.

4. On the Structure and Anatomy of the Musk-Ox
[Oviboa moschatus) . By Dr. Einar Lonnberg.

[Eeceived April 25, 1900.]

Contents.

Sect. 1, The Development of the Horns, p. 687.

„ 2. Description of tbe Hoofs, p. 694.

„ 3. Description of the Skull, p. 695.

„ 4. Comparison between the Skull of Ovibos and that of Budorcat,

p. 715.

In further elucidation of the relationships of the Musk-ox, 1

beg leave to offer the following remarks in continuation of those

read before the Society on February 20th last \

1 See P. Z. S. 1900, p. 142.
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Sect. 1.

—

The Development oe the Horns oe the Musk-ox.

The peculiar shape, structure, and position of the horns of the

Musk-ox make them more interesting objects for an investigation

than the greater number of horns of other Cavicornia. The
material on which this essay is based has been brought home by the

Swedish Expedition to East Greenland in 1899, under the direc-

tion of Professor A. G. Nathorst, and consists of a skull of a young
calf and several skulls of adult bulls and cows. Unfortunately
no intermediate stages are represented by young or half-grown

animals, because no such animals were seen, Professor Nathorst
informs me. This gap is to some degree filled by Sir John
Richardson's description and fine figure of the skull with the

horn-cores of a yearling or "16 months old " bull '. With the aid

of this description and figure, and above all by the extremely
interesting markings of growth and structure which were made
visible by preparing longitudinal sections of a horn of an old bull,

I think that I shall be able to present a fairly exact sketch

of the development of the horns of the Musk-ox. In preparing

this I have had the valuable assistance of my friend G. Svenander,

Cand. Phil., who has made the accompanying drawings of horns
in three different stages of development, and to whom I therefore

beg to express my best thanks.

The origin of the horn-cores is conspicuous in the young summer
calf as a slight prominence on the lateral surface of the frontal

bone, about 1 cm. from the upper surface of that bone and about

as far from the fronto- parietal suture, but 8| cm. from the

posterior mai'gin of the orbit.

The development of the horn must be slow during the first

winter, because, as Mr. II. Lydekker informs me, the calves which
were brought to Tromso by a Norwegian vessel, and subsequently

sold to the Duke of Bedford, had not auy horns even in December.
In the second summer the growth must be rather rapid, as the

horn-cores of a 16 months old bull according to Richardson's

figure (I.e.) measure about 11 or 12 cm. The author mentioned
describes them in the following way :

—" The horn-cores have a

purely lateral origin, and do not rise at all above the facial line,

but, springing from an almost cylindrical root immediately behind

the orbits, stand out laterally with a moderate inclination basilad

and antiniad, their axis forming with the mesial plane of the

cranium an angle of 62°. These cores are moreover, in themselves,

concave on their facial or coronal aspect, by which they receive a

uniform upward curve in the direction of their length, in addition

to their general direction of outwards, basilad, and forwards.

The tips of the cores in this yearling extend further from the sides

of the skull laterally than any part of the massy core or its sheath

in the four-year-old animal." With the help of this description,

and assuming that the horns of an adult animal have not been

1 Zoology of the ' Herald, ' p. (57, pi. iv.

45*
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B an intermedfate Lge when the exostoses are at the he.ght of their

development ; and C, a quite full-grown horn.
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worn off in any higher degree than that a section from the tip of

the horn in which such a horn-core fits fairly well corresponds to

the original horn of that age, fig. 1 A is prepared. It is represented

in the same plane as the main axis of the horn (as also is the case

with figs. 1 B and C). Pig. 1 A should thus represent the horn of

a young bull in the second autumn of its life. The longitudinal

section of the horn of an adult bull, which is reproduced in fig. 2,

shows that the horn has grown straight only until it reached a

length of 5 cm. or hardly that, because already at that distance

from the tip the originally ventral (later en distal) side of the

horny sheath is thickened. Such a thickening of the ventral side

of the horn produced by stronger growth of these parts effects, of

course, the curving upwards of the tip of the horn. This curving

upwards continues the whole of this period of growth, viz., the

second summer of the animal's life. At the end of this summer
the horns probably have attained a length of 35 cm., more or less,

and their tips are at that time more raised above the facial line

than at any later time.

Kg. 2.

Longitudinal section through a full-grown horn of the Musk-ox, showing
lines indicating the growth at different periods.

I have above used the words " period of growth," for I think

that the horns are chiefly enlarged during that time of the year

when the animals are able to procure food in sufficient quantities

not only to sustain life, but also to add to their bulk. Theoretically

such an assumption does not seem too hazardous considering the

circumstances under which these animals live. But the prob-

ability of this is strengthened by the fact that on the longitudinal

section of the horn are seen some lines of demarcation which are

most easily interpreted as the limits between such parts as have

been added during different periods of growth 1
. At " a" on fig. 2

1 Similar lines of demarcation are also seen on a longitudinal section of the

horns of a common cow, and stand in that case plainly in connection with the

rings at the base of the horn which in this country commonly are called " calf-

rings," because it is known that a new ring, that is a new layer of horny
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is such a mark, which is very pronounced : and I think that it may
be regarded as the place where the distal tip of the horn-core was
situated at the end of the first period of growth. Such a sup-

position corresponds also very well with the dimensions of the

horn-core, as they have been given in Richardson's figure, compared
with those of the born.

During the second period of growth (third summer) the upper

side of the horn is thickened by more r.ipid growth than that

which takes place on the under side. Through this a pressure is

effected by the horny sheath on the upper side of the horn-core,

and this causes a reabsorption on the upper side of the same. On
the lower side, on the contrary, the pressure is diminished and,

therefore, the horn-core is thickened below by apposition. In
such a manner the direction of the main axis of the horn is lowered.

At the same time the length of the horny sheath is increased by

basal growth, and it is driven out from the head in the direction of

the axis of the horn-core on which it glides. In connection with

this, new layers of horny substance till up the end of the inner

cavity of the horny sheath, and thus form the horny plug which can

be seen on fig. 2 extending between " a " and " 6."

Next period (fourth summer) the growth is continued mostly

in the same way. The hornv sheath is prolonged, and by stronger

growth on the upper side the maiu axis of the horn-core causes

reabsorption on its upper and apposition on its lower side '.

During this period the plug between "6" and "c" is formed.

substance, is added after each act of parturition. The cause of this is, of course,

the following : as long as the cow is gravid all superfluous nourishment is

consumed for the growth of the uterus with its contents, and thus only little

can be spared for the enlargement of the horns, but as soon as the calf is born
there is material enough also for (hat purpose.

1 That pressure can effect a transformation of bone through reabsorption

and apposition maybe proved by a great number of examples, but I shall here

only recall a few. The enlargement of the brain-case of the mammals tikes

place in such a way caused by the pressure from within produced by the

physiological growth of the brain itself. In this case reabsorption and
apposition caused by the pressure are moments of the normal growth. When
the dentist wants to straighten a set of teeth the members of which are placed
obliquely or irregularly, he applies a pressure from the palatal side, and so the

teeth which protrude behind the row move forward into the same rank as the

others (provided there is space enough). This takes place in such a way that

through reabsorption of the pressed parts of the alveolar walls new room is

procured for the respective teeth to move forward, and by apposition from
behind they become fixed in the new socket. It is in this case a transformation
of bone produced entirely by artificial, mechanical power. But also patho-
logical pressure can alter the shape of the bone. When by pressure of a

parasite, as in the cases of pentastomids described by Hensel, mis-shaping skulls

of Mustelids, prominences of the cranial wall are produced, or when a tumour
is encased in bony tissue, these are also results of reabsorption and apposition.

From these examples it may thus be concluded that a pressure on a bone which
is not especially adapted to endure pressure, as the bones of the articulations

and some others, has as a result that the bona gives way by reabsorption, but
for the maintenance of the equilibrium compensating material is deposited by
apposition. This rule is also applied for the core in the development of the
horn in the Musk-ox.
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In tbe following period the development continues also in the

same direction. The horn is lowered, the horn-core points more
downwards, and the plug between " c " and " d " is formed. At the

same time that these changes are going on in the distal tmd middle

portions of the horn, the base of the horn-core is enlarged and
expanded over a great part of the frontals and parietals, on which
large exostoses are developed. It is possible, although not fully

proved, that the prominences which can be seen on the skull of the

summer calf a little behind the first rudiments of the horn-cores, on
the fronto-parietal suture, have something to do with the formation

of these exostoses l
. At their highest degree of development their

appearance is such as is represented on llicbardson's plate iii.

(I. a). As can be seen from that figure, they are highest, about

6 cm. or more, near the median line where they nearly meet from
both sides.

By-and-by the horny sheath encroaches in a median direction

over these exostoses, and when it has come so far that it caps over

them it canuot be driven out any more or be prolonged, because its

shape hinders this. Fig. 1 B (p. 688) is a schematic figure repre-

senting such a stage.

Fig. 3.

Lateral view of tbe skull of an old male Musk-ox, showing the horn-core

and the remains of the reabsorbed exostoses.

The horn is, however, not yet fully formed although its length

has reached its maximum. The continued growth tends to thicken

the horny sheath, especially its upper layers. The bony substance

1 This is on the supposition that, the exostoses are pre-formed independently

of the horn-cores, as seems at least partly to be the case in the Gnu. < f.

the interesting note on "The development of the horns of Catublepax gnu" by
F. E. Blaauw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 188!', Part I. On a skull of a young
Musk-cow in the Zoological State Museum in Stockholm, there are also to be

seen small exostoses quite independent of the horn-core and situated at a
corresponding place.
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of which the exostoses consist is reabsorbed and replaced by horny

layers. It may be said metaphorically that the horny sheath eats

down into the bony mass, which thus gets a rugged and pitted sur-

face such as is seen on figs. 3 and 1 C. The pits and holes are filled

up with horny substance. The interior surface of the basal part

of the horny sheath is, in correspondence with this, densely beset

with strong warty prominences, as can be seen in fig. 4. By this

arrangement the horns become exceedingly strongly fixed to the

skull, which is needed on account of the downward direction of the

horn-core, which does not at all extend into the upward curve of

the horn itself ; every weight on or resistance against the hooked

tip of the horn tends to pull the horny sheath of the core, and this

would rather easily take place if it was not for this clinching of the

Fie. 4.

Lateral view of a longiturlinal section of a horn of an old male Musk-ox,
showing the structure of the inner part of the basal horn-layer, which has
taken the place of the exostoses, and the lines indicating the periodical

growth of the same.

basal parts to the bony mass of the skull. The horn cannot
consequently be regarded as ready for use as a weapon before it is

fixed to the skull in the manner described. Such an arrangement
is also much more suitable than if the core should extend into the
upward curve of the horn, because, as it is, the horn at the bend
can be entirely filled up with horny substance, and thus be made
much stronger at this place, on which the heaviness of a charge on
the tip of the horn works most. If the core extended through the
curve for the purpose of fixing the sheath, the horn at this place
should consist of a comparatively thin layer of horny substance
which could be relatively easily bent, and a central bone which
would be broken even by a moderate charge.

That it is of great importance that the horn should be strong at

the curve, and that it is used for heavy work, is proved by the Fact

that one of the bulls shot by Professor Xathorst had the tip of one
of its horns broken in the bend at a place where it was 4| cm.
thick. Such a breaking needs certainly a formidable strength and
a heavy load.

The reabsorbing of the great exostoses and their replacement by
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horny substance takes place periodically, as can be seen from tbe

distinct lines of demarcation which are visible on the section (cf.

fig. 2, p. 689, and fig. 4, p. 692). These lines are wavy, thus showing
the continuation of the warts mentioned above, and on account of

the same origin parallel layers can also be distinguished. The
reabsorption of the bony mass continues until the horny substance

has reached down nearly to the fronto-parietal surface, but on the

median and partly posterior side there remains a vertical lamella,

thin as a leaf and perforated (as can be seen in fig. 3, p. 691).

Anteriorly it extends horizontally under the horn. This thin crest

lies close to the surface of the base of the horn, the base of which
thus rests as in a thin basket 1 of bone constituting the remains
of the former exostoses. These facts, especially the presence of

the thin median lamella, which hardly could have been produced
in auy other way, proves that the formation of the basal parts of

the horns has taken place exactly in the manner described above,

and that thus the greatest exostoses belong to comparatively young
though just full-grown animals, but that in old bulls the exostoses

are more or less completely reabsorbed.

The last modification of the outer appearance and of the

direction of the horns happens during this last phase of development
just described. It has been said that during the last periods of

growth it is mainly the layers of the upper side at the base of the

horn that are thickened. These new layers, which are added from
the interior, partly take the place of the reabsorbed bony mass, but
grow of course upwards from the matrix, and exercise thus a great

pressure from within on the outer layers which have been formed
before. This pressure is so strong that the outer layers are broken

and cracked, and through this the bases of the horns receive their

peculiar aspect, described by Richardson as " very rough " and
" coarsely columnar " (?. c. p. 67), and by Lydekker 2

as " marked by

coarse longitudinal groovings." In old horns finally transverse

cracks across the basal ridges add still more to the roughness of

these parts.

It has been said above that the basal growth also influences the

direction of the horn. This depends upon the fact that when
the horny sheath is strongly thickened at its base on the upper
side, such an addition of substance tends to protrude the sheath ;

but when this cannot be done because the base clings to the head

in the manner described above, and when moreover there is no
corresponding growth on the under side, the effect produced is a

pressure on the originally upper, now outer or distal, side of the

core, which accordingly is reabsorbed. Simultaneously the core

is strengthened by apposition on its first lower, now inner or

proximal, side.

Such views as these cannot be proved without histological

1 This thin, perforated basket of bone can also be seen on figure 5 (p. 697)
of a longitudinally sectioned skull seen from the inner (mesial) side.

2
' Wild Oxen, Sheep, and Goats of all Lands,' p. 780.
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researches, and material of that kind was not on hand, but

indications of a development in such a direction as described above

are not wanting. In a section through the core at this stage, it is

plain that the bony tissue on the outer side is more spongy and
has a more rugged surface than on the median side, where the

tissue is very dense and has a smoother surface.

The result of this is that the direction of the horn-core becomes
still more vertical, as is shown in figs. 1 C (p. 688) and 3 (p. 691),

and the whole horn is broken downwards. This is effected with

such force that the thin basal wall of the lower side of the horny
sheath, which is too weak to withstand the pressure exercised by
the growth of the upper parts, is bent angularly, as can be seen

in tig. 2 (p. 689) and in fig. 4 (p. 692).

When this last change has taken place the horn may be regarded

as fully developed. The shape of the horns as well as their

direction is somewhat different in different individuals. In some
they are directed more forwards than in others '. The horns are

often not even symmetrical in the same animal. Especially are

the bases unlike, one being higher or broader than the other and
so forth.

The most remarkable feature in the formation of the horn of the

Musk-ox is perhaps the great changes to which the bony horn-core

is subjected. Through reabsorption and apposition, it changes its

shape and direction again and again. In the development of the

horn of the Gnu an analogy to this is found. The first core of

the young horns, which grow straight as spikes (cf. Blaauw, /. c),

forms nearly a right angle to the future core of a later period, and
must therefore be completely reabsorbed to allow the growth of

the horn. But also in the twice-bent horn of the Hartebeest no
growth of the horn is possible without reabsorption and apposition,

because the horny sheath cannot glide upward on the core— the

less so as the middle portion of the sheath is narrower than the

distal and proximal portion 2
. But straight, and many spiral,

horns can easily grow without reabsorption of the horn-core,

because the sheath can glide upwards without difficulty as its

length is increased by basal growth.

Sect. 2.

—

Description of the Hoofs of the Musk-ox.

The hoofs of the Musk-ox have a very characteristic shape.

The two main hoofs of each foot display on the whole a broadly

rounded shape with posteriorly heart-shaped outline. The trans-

verse diameter of the lower surface of the foot is as long posteriorly

as at the middle, and a few millimetres longer than the longitudinal

diameter. Each hoof has a convex upper and outer surface, is

rounded anteriorly, has a deeply concave lower, and likewise very

1 The animal which was the original of fig. 1 C (p. 688) had, for instance,
its horns directed more laterally than in some other specimens.

a Some years ago Professor T. Tullberg drew the attention to this fact at a
meeting of the Zoological Section of the Natural History Society of Upsala.
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concave interior surface. Through this arrangement the plantar

sui'face of the foot becomes concave, and in the middle there is a
broad opening between both hoofs. This opening is about as broad

as half the transverse breadth of each hoof measured separately.

Through this opening or fissure between the hoofs, hair, growing
between the fingers, protrudes to the lower surface of the foot,

which otherwise of course is naked. But the hair of the leg

hangs clown on the hoofs, so that it is only a rather small portion

of them anteriorly which is visible. Posteriorly this fissure is

terminated by a transverse pad which very firmly tmites both hoofs

all the way to the treading surface, and consequently shares in

supporting the animal.

The hoofs are a little irregular in shape, but not much so ; and it

can hardly be said that one hoof is more pointed than the other,

because both are almost equally rounded. The fore hoofs are a

little longer than those of the hind legs, so that in an adult bull

the former measure about 12 cm. in length and the latter about
10 cm.

From what has been said above, it will be seen that the shape of

the hoof is very different from that of the hoof of Bos and still more
from the narrow pointed hoofs of the Caprince. In these animals

the toes are not so closely and firmly connected posteriorly as in

Ovibos. It seems more than probable that the shape of the hoofs

of the Musk-ox is an adaptation acquired secondarily ; and such a

statement is plainly confirmed on comparing the similarly broadly

rounded hoofs of the Reindeer, which lives under similar circum-

stances to the Musk-ox, with the pointed hoofs of other Deer.

The lateral hoofs of the Musk-ox are also comparatively large,

and have a very characteristic shape and aspect because the vertical

" Krallenplatte " does not together with the " Krallensohle," to

use Boas's terminology l

, form an even cap over the rudimentary

phalanges, but grows out so that it protrudes a good deal beyond
the latter. This gives the lateral hoofs an irregular appearance as

if they were torn. Although they are broad the lateral hoofs are

not prolonged iu such a way as in the Reindeer, and consequently

the convergence with the latter animal is not extended to these

parts.

Sect. 3.

—

Description of the Skull of the Musk-ox.

The osteology of the Musk-ox has been carefully described by
Owen, Rutimeyer, Dawkins, and others. A renewed description

of already known facts is consequently unnecessary, and it is not

my intention to give one on this occasion. But I will proceed

to a discussion of the characteristics of the Musk-ox skull based

on a comparison with other forms, and through this I hope to

brin^ forward some points which have been hitherto neglected or

misinterpreted.

1 Boas, '• Zur Morphologic der Wirbelthier Kralle," tforph. Jahrb. xxi. 1894.
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The material, consisting of a skull of a young calf and skulls of

adult bulls and cows, was derived from the same source that

I have already mentioned, namely from Professor A. G. Xatborst's

Greenland Expedition in 1899. Intermediate stages are wanting
for the reason, already mentioned, that no such stages were
observed by the Expedition.

The most striking features in the skull of an adult Musk-ox are

the situation and great development of the horn-cores and the

protruding orbits. These characteristics indicate specializations

from an ancestral type ; and they have also, naturally enough,

produced correlative changes of the skull. This must be borne in

mind ; and the primary and secondary conditions ought to be
estimated at their right value with regard to the systematic position

of the Musk-ox—that is, the changes of structure which have taken

place during the development of the present specialized type

Ovibos moschalns, and which separate it from other Cavicornia,

ought, if possible, to be distinguished from those characteristics

which are more ancient and which already belonged to the forms
from which the Musk-ox has been differentiated. If the latter

can be traced, they might give some hints as to the affinity and at

the same time the systematic position of the Musk-ox ; the former,

on the other hand, would show in which points the animal has

diverged from the common stock.

With regard to the arrangement of thefrontalsand the parietals,

three principal types can be discerned among the Cavicornia, as

ha? been pointed out by Eiitimeyer l
. Firstly, the Antelopes, with

a horizontal parietal region, quite, or at least nearly, in the same
plane as the frontals. Secondly, the Sheep and Goats, in which the

fronto-parietal plane is bent in an angle which forms a transverse

ridge on which the horn-cores are situated ; this " Knickung "

has taken place on the frontals, and the parietal region slopes more
or less steeply towards the occiput : and thirdly, the Oxen, in which
the frontals alone form the roof of the brain-case and in which the

parietals have been pressed backwards and towards the sides. The
position of the horn-cores is also very characteristic for each of

these three groups, although exceptions are found. As a rule, the

horns of the Antelopes arise above or near the orbits. In the Goats
and the Sheep the horns are placed on the transverse frontal ridge,

which in them forms the summit of the head. The Oxen have
their horns situated in the posterior corners of the skull at a con-

siderable distance from the orbits. These three groups may thus

be regarded as representing three different types of development,

although of different value. The first is, of course, the most
primitive, from which the others may be derived. The second and
third have in different ways reached the same goal, namely of

getting the horns on the most effective and suitable place, that is

on the summit of the head. If it is asked, now, to which of these

types does Ovibos show the greatest likeness, it is evident that the

1
' Versuch einer natiirl. Geschichte des Kindee,' Zurich, 18G7.
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answer must be the first, or Antilopine, in fact tbe primitive one.

The fronto-parietal region forms a perfect plane without the

slightest trace of "Knickung,"and the parietalsare fully developed

and partake in the roofing of the brain-case. It is accordingly

quite evident that this part of the skull of the Musk-ox shows no
affinity either with the Oxen or with the Sheep, but is of the

more primitive Antilopine type l
. The origin of the horn- cores in

Ovibos is different from that of the Antelopes, as it is perfectly

lateral. In the skull of a young Musk-calf shot by Professor

Nathorst on the 26th of August, and thus probably about three

months old, the beginning of the horn-core appears as a small

tubercle situated about 4 cm. behind the orbit, and about 1 cm. from
the sutura coronalis

2
. The horn-core thus originates only on the

frontal bone, but its base expands gradually with age in a median
as well as backward direction, so that in an old bull, as is well

known, it covers not only the posterior portion of the frontal, but

also the whole parietal as far as the sutura lambdoidea. In this way
the same effect is produced in Ovibos as in the Ovina and Bovina,

viz., the horns get their insertion on to the vertex of the skull. The

Pig. 5.

Section of skull of Mask -ox.

result is, however, obtained by quite different means in the three

types, and the vertex is not situated in the same cranial region.

It must also be remembered that the Musk-ox ontogenetically and
gradually passes through all intermediate stages of its development

from the primitive one ; but this is not the case in the others.

1 The fronto-parietal and the occipital planes form a right angle with each

other, and the highest point of the Musk-ox skull is therefore at the sutura

lambdoidea.
a There is a more pronounced tubei'cle situated at the edge between the

upper and lateral surfaces of the skull, and divided by the sutura coronalis.

Tins cannot, however, be the origin o( the born-core, as it becomes evident from
Sir John Richardson's figure that the horn-core in a 16 months old animal is

still situated only on the frontal bone.
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Ovibos must therefore be regarded as less distinct from the an-

cestral Cavicorn types from which the development of all three,

Ovibos, Oris, and Bos, has diverged.

The direction of the horn-cores of Ovibos is quite different at

different ages, as has been described in the section treating of the

development of the horns. The frontal sinuses (cf. fig. 5, p. 697)

are very large anteriorly, so that in an old bull the vertical diameter

of the lumen of these sinuses just above the anterior border of the

brain-cavity, where at its deepest, measures 4o mm. Just in front

of this place is a vertical and transverse septum situated above the

lamina cribrosa. In front of this the frontal sinus forms one large

cavity which is nearly undivided and measures 6 cm. in length.

Posteriorly from the septum mentioned, the frontal sinus is divided

into several loculi by vertical septa, as can be seen in the figure.

The sinus extends into the base of the horn-core as far as 2-3 cm.

reckoned from the lateral or inferior line of insertion of the horn-

core (cf. fig. 6). But although the base of the horn-core is taken

up by rather large vacuities, the greater part of the same is devoid

of such (fig. 6). In the specimen (an old bull) from which the

abo\e description is taken, the length of the horn-core, lacking

vacuities, is 14 cm. The interior of this part of the horn-core is

Fig. 6.

Section of a part of the skull of the Musk-ox.

In this figure the horn-core is sectioned longitudinally, and the anterior portion
is moved to the side and exposes its interior surface on the right side

of the figure.

constituted by spongy bony tissue forming a layer about 20-24 mm.
in thickness. This is again surrounded by a cortical layer, 6-10 mm.
in thickness, of solid bone which, especially on the proximal side, is

very dense (cf. fig. 6). The outer surface of the horn-core is, as

can be seen from the figures, very rugged and also partly spongy.
From this description it may be concluded that the structure of the

horn-cores of Ovibos is quite different from that of the Oxen, in
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which the vacuities extend through the whole length of the horn-

core. In the horn-core of Goats the vacaities extend through three

fourths of the length of the horn-core, but in Sheep only a little

more than a fourth
1

; the bony tissue is much more spongy in the

latter.

From this it may be seen that Ovibos, in which the sinuous portion

of the horn-core is only about a sixth of its length, represents a

stage more like that of the greater number of Antelopes, or is, in

other words, perhaps in a more primitive condition. It is, however,

doubtful how much importance ought to be ascribed to the

extension of the air-cells or sinuses in the horn-cores. By the

above statements, it is shown how different the closely allied

genera Cetera and Ovis are in this respect. In Nemorhcedus the

sinuses extend through half or more than half of the horn-core,

according to A. Milne-Edwards's figures 2
; but in Rupicapra the

horn-core is only hollow at its base for one-tenth of the length. In

both the latter genera the horn-cores have the same straight up-

Avard direction, so that such a condition does not seem to influence

the development of the sinuses, as perhaps might be supposed from
the difference in this respect between Goats and Sheep. On the

other hand, the Buffalo with its horizontal horn-cores has large

sinuses extending to the tips.

The parietals of the Musk-ox do not contain any sinuses or air-

cells but are very thick and massive (cf. fig. 5, p. 697), so that their

diameter in an old bull is 47 mm. measured a little in front of the

sutura lambdoidea. It has been said above that the frontals and
parietals lie in the same horizontal plane. This is already the case

in the young calf, and is thus a primitive condition which has been

retained ; not an acquired characteristic, as it must have been if

Ovibos were the direct descendant of the fossil BootJierium Leidy, and

the latter derived from the Sheep. Biitimeyer 3 seems inclined to

assume this for the purpose of more easily explaining the, according

to his opinion, ovine origin of the Musk-ox \ It is, however, so

far as I can judge, less probable that a form originating from
ancestors with an even fronto-parietal region, such as the primitive

ruminants must have had, should have acquired a specialization in

form of a frontal elevation or " Knickung " as a base for the horns ;

and then again, without reduction of the horns, returned from such

a specialization to the original arrangement of the frontals and
parietals and devised, so to speak, a new plan for fixing the horns

in a more suitable manner. That is, in other words, a reversion

from the ovine specialization of the skull to the primitive antilopine

1 This may bo subjected to some variation, but I make my statements from
the material at hand.

* Milne-Edwards, Rech. pour servir a l'hist. nat. des Mammiferes (Paris,

1868-74), pi. 71 «, pi. 73.
3 Verouch einer nat. Gesch. d. Rindes, ii. pp. 17-20.
4 But if Ovibos was descended from Bootherium which had a " Knickung " of

the frontals, it would be expected that the calf of the former would show some
traces of likeness in this respect to its supposed progenitor, which however is

not the case, as already stated.
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type is improbable, at least as long as the armature—the horns

—

which have been the cause of the development, are retained. But
there is no difficulty in assuming that from the same indifferent

type have been developed forms which have specialized their

armature differently, the one as Ovibos moscliatus and the other as

" Bootherium " or Ovibos bomhifrons ; and that in such a case the

latter has acquired a characteristic, the frontal elevation, which

offers some resemblance to the ovine type. But then this is only

a parallel, and proves no affinity with the ovine type. There seems
also no need for assuming Bootherium as being older than Ovibos,

as both have occurred in the Pleistocene l
«

In a young calf of Ovibos, the length of the parietals near the

median line is 40 per cent, of the length of the frontals measured
in the median line. This relation, however, diminishes with age,

so that in an old bull the corresponding percentage is 30-35. It

is, however, a little difficult to perceive the sutures at the surface

between the frontals and the parietals, but the sutura lambdoidea is

distinguishable, although nearly obliterated, even in the oldest

skull I have seen. The parietal zone on the top of the head is

thus already in the calf, compared with the frontal region, shorter

than in many Antelopes (GazdJa, Cephaloj)hus, Nemorhatdns, Rupi-
capra, &c). In the Sheep and the Goats the relation varies a

good deal, but in many cases the parietal zone is not even 30 per

cent, of the frontal, and is accordingly more reduced than in the

Musk-ox. The latter seems thus, with regard to the development
of the parietal region, to occupy an intermediate position between
the Sheep and the more primitive Antelopes.

On the sides, the parietals of the Musk-ox extend with a rather

short and truncate portion forward between the frontal and
squamosal. The anterior end of this portion reaches only half-

way between the orbit and a vertical line drawn through the

meatus auditorius externus. This shortness of the lateral portion

of the parietal in the Musk-ox has the result that the frontal meets

the squamosal, and forms with it a rather .long suture on the lateral

1 I must confess, however, that I only know Bootherium from the figures

published by Boyd Dawkins (Palaontographical Society, vol. xxv. Monogr. on
the Brit. Marum. of tbe Pleistocene, genus Ovibos, pi. v.), and from descriptions.

Fig. 3 on the plate quoted is said to be a coronal view of the skull of Bootherium

bomhifrons Leidy, and is regarded by Dawkins as belonging to an adult female.

It is, however, rather similar to the aspect of the skull of a young Musk-ox, and
ought to be compared with Sir John Bichardson's figure (Zoology of the
' Herald,' pi. iv. fig. 2). Fig. 4 on Dawkins's plate is said to be a lateral view

of the same, which nevertheless is hardly possible, to judge from the general

appearance as well as from the dimensions. Dawkins's fig. 4 of Bootherium
cavifrons Leidy is regarded as belonging to an old male, which seems very

probable from comparison with the if usk-ox, in which the large exostoses at the

base of the horn-core get reabsorbed in old age. These forme may belong to

the same species, representing the female and the male form, as Biitimeyer and
Boyd Dawkins have suggested, but their ovine affinities I cannot see. When
Biitimeyer says (op. cit. p. 18; that the horns of Bootherium have been "ohne
Andeutung einer ruckwarts Beugung der Spitzen," it must be remembered that

the horn-cores of these animals are so short that they indicate only the direction

of the basal parts of the horns.
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wall of the skull behind the orbit. The length of this squamoso-
frontal suture equals half the vertical diameter of the orbit. This

remarkable arrangement seems to be peculiar to the Musk-ox.
In Sheep, Goats, and most Antelopes l

, as well as in Bos bnbalis, the

anterior lateral portion of the parietal meets the sphenoid and
excludes the frontal from the squamosal. In Oazella dorcas there

is a short suture between the squamosal and the frontal. Such a

suture is also found in Bos taurus, in some specimens of which it

attains a considerable length although not such an extent as in

Ouibos.

In the calf two interparietals are found in the median line

between the parietals and the supraoccipital. They form together

an oval figure with 19 mm. transverse and 13 mm. longitudinal

diameter. In the adult cow they have been separated from each

other in the median line, but are not anchylosed to the parietal

or the occipital. In the adult bull they are not conspicuous.

The angle between the parietal aud occipital regions is straight.

In the calf the occipital is visible from above, forming a zone as

broad as its own thickness. In the adult cow the same condition

is found, but in the oldest bull the parietal has extended more
backward, so that the occipital zone of the coronal surface is

more or less covered.

It is evident from this description that the supraoccipital forms
only the vertical posterior wall of the brain-case. This is a differ-

ence from the condition found in Sheep, Groats and many Antelopes 2
,

in which the interparietal is anchylosed to the supraoccipital so

that it looks as if the latter was angularly bent forward in the

parietal plane and partook in the formation of the posterior roof

of the brain-case. The sutwa lambdoidea is in the Musk-ox plainly

conspicuous even in old animals just behind the base of the horn-

cores. It becomes first obliterated in the median line. The shape

of the occipital region has been described by Richardson (I. c.)and

Riitimeyer. Strong muscles are needed, especially in the bull, for

supporting the heavy head ; and for that purpose a strong occipital

ridge extends downwards in the median line. Laterally under
the crista lambdoidea there are deep grooves for the insertion of

muscles. The supraoccipital does not reach the foramen magnum,
but is excluded from it by the exoccipitals, as can be seen in the

skull of the calf. The thickness of the supraoccipital is exceed-

ingly great, measuring in an old male 28 mm. (fig. 1, p. 688). The
peculiar shape of the condyles is described by Richardson (1. c.

p. 69), who has also drawn the attention to the " exterior heel

that occupies much of the space between the condyle proper and
the paroccipital spine and furnishes a pulley or trochlea, which
moves on a concave pretty broad articular surface, formed by a
lateral notch in the brim of the atlas." In the calf this heel is

not developed at all, and in the cow only a little. It is thus a

1 NemorAadus, Cephalophus, AntUope, Saiga, Gazetta (partly), Bubalis, &c.
2 Nemorhadus, AntUope, Saiga, Gazella, Ceplialophus, &c.

Peoo. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XLVI. 46
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special adaption for the Musk-bull. Riitimeyer says (Z. c. p. 9)

that he does not know any analogy to this except possibly slight

traces " bei dein Gnu und beim Schaf." He thinks that it stands in

connexion " zu dem unverhaltnissmassigen (xewicht des Kopfes."

I do not think, however, that it is a structure formed only for the

purpose of more easily carrying the weight of the head, as, in such

a case, a similar arrangement ought to be found at least in some of

the different animals with a head comparatively as heavy as that of

the Musk-ox, for instance in Ovis poli Blyth. This form has, as I

have had the opportunity of seeing in the Zootomical Institute of

the High School in Stockholm, a very massive and stout occipital

region, but no lateral extension of the condyles. It is rather an
adaption for the strengthening of the occipital joint in a transverse

direction, which is needed for the use of the horns as weapons.

The horns are, as is well known, placed so that their upturned
points are situated at a considerable distance from the median line

of the head. From their shape and arrangement it is evident that

they are used sideways. That is, when hooking a foe, the Musk-
bull does not move its head vertically up and down in the sagittal

or median vertical plane ; in such a case the usual articulation

would have been satisfactory, or the articulating surfaces would
have extended in a median direction, as is often the case in Bos i

.

The movements of the Musk-ox when hooking are carried out

obliquely or in a more or less transverse vertical plane
2

. In such
a way the horns become formidable weapons, but as the lever is

rather long a strong fulcrum at the base of the head is needed, and
this is afforded by the transverse extension of the articulation

between atlas and occiput.

The horns of the cow have not exactly the same position to the

head as those of the bull. They are directed more forward and
less outward, at least in the specimens I have seen. This, to-

gether with the fact that the horns of the cow are weaker and
probably less used as weapons than those of the bull, may explain

the difference in the development of the occipital articulation of

the male and female of Ovibos. jNTevertheless, the occipital region

is also in the cow very stoutly built, and the interspace between
the condyles and the processus paroecipitdlig (paramastoideus) is

more filled out with bone .than in other Cavicomia.

Boyd Dawkins (7. c.) and Riitimeyer 3 compare the processus

paroccipitalis of Ovibos to those of the Sheep and the Argali. Such
parts as merely serve for the insertion of muscles are, naturally

enough, easily subjected to changes in shape and structure, and
thus of comparatively little value for systematic purposes. This

1 Such an extension of tbe articulating surfaces in a forward direction can
also be observed for instance in Oreas canna; in species of Cervus, and in

Antilocapra, it is remarkably great.
2 That the tips of the horns are used, and not only the basal parts, is proved

by the fact that in some specimens the points are plainly sharpened by wearing
or polishing against something hard, and moreover one of the bulls shot by
Professor Nathorst had the tip of one horn broken off.

3
' Die Rinder der Tertiar-Epoche,' Zurich, 1877 & 1878.
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can also be seen in the ontogenetic development of the Musk-ox.
In the calf these processes are quite flattened from the sides as

in Bos and many Antelopes, which perhaps is the primitive shape,

as it is found in so many different forms. Later, in adult animals,

the processes become thickened in such a way that they become
triangular in section through the development of a lateral crista

whereby a broad posterior face is produced. Distally the processes

become compressed in an antero-posterior direction and end iu a

transverse edge. These modifications are of course effected for

the purpose of getting larger space for the insertion of the muscles,

and I do not lay much weight upon them : I mention them only

to show that the processus paroccipitalis of the Musk-ox does not

much resemble those of the Sheep, which are posteriorly narrow,

slender and tapering towards the tips. These processes of the

Musk-ox are slightly curved towards the median line ', although
not so much so as in the Sheep, Oxen, Buffaloes, and many other

ruminants. They cannot be termed small (cf. Riitimeyer), as

their length in an adult bull measures about 3 cm., which is as

much as | of the height of the occipital region from the lower
surface of the condyles to the sulura lambdoidea. The same
relation is already found in the calf (resp. 2 cm. and 8 cm.).

" The basi-oceipital bone in Ovibos moschatas is quadrate in

outline," Boyd Dawkins says (I.e.). In the young calf it is quite

hexagonal, but with age the posterior sides are shortened so that

the corpus of the bone becomes quadrate in outline ; and therein

lies of course a certain similarity with the Sheep, but also with
several Antelopes. It seems, therefore, contrary to Dawkins's

opinion, questionable whether this characteristic can be of any
other value than that of separating these animals from the Oxen,
which have the basioccipital bone differently shaped. Dawkins
also points out the difference between Bos and Ouibus with regard

to the anterior muscular impressions of this bone, the former
having them " supported on a tuberosity.'' Such things are of

little importance; but as the question is open to discussion, it may
be mentioned that in Sheep and Goats these impressions are

situated at the sides, partly on the lateral surface, of the bone, and
separated by a smooth area nearly as broad as the bone. In the

Musk-ox, on the contrary, the same impressions cover the ventral

surface of the bone so that they nearly meet in the median line in

the adult male, but do not extend laterally (fig. 7). The basi-

occipital of the Musk-ox is traversed by a low median keel which
is already indicated in the calf. Richardson's exact description

(I. c. p. 69) of these parts need not be repeated.

The auditory bulla is subjected to considerable ontogenetic

changes, as can be seen from the following measurements. In the

calf it is rather large and inflated. Its length is 39 and its

greater width 20 mm. In the adult cow it also looks inflated,

1 This may be subject to variation, as Richardson saj-s that they " descend
straight," but Rutimeyer found them " einwartsbogen wie beim Argali.''

40*
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but it is hardly as large as in the calf, measuring 42 mm. in length

but only 17 in width. In an adult bull the same measurements
are (not counting spines) 81 mm. in length and 14 in width. The
shape of the bulla cannot therefore be of classiticatory value in

this animal.

The pars mastoidea is visible on the occipital surface as a narrow
strip between the paroccipital and the squamosal, which latter

forms the lateral margin of this surface. At the upper end of the

mastoid there is, in tlie calf, a small separate bone visible, with an
outer surface measuring 8 mm. in diameter. It is intercalated

between supraoccipital, paroccipital, mastoid, and squamosal.

It has already been mentioned that the squamosal constitutes

the lateral margin of the occipital surface. This bone forms a

strongly projecting edge posteriorly, which extends downward
and forward in an even curve to the base of the zygomatic

process, thus making a posterior termination and a broad floor to

the temporal groove, which is roofed over by the horns. There is

accordingly only an (in the bull, narrow) opening posteriorly in

an oblique upward direction over the parietal zone. Riitimeyer '

seems to lay some weight on this opening as a difference from the

Oxen and a resemblance to the Sheep. But, compared with the

condition found in the Italian Buffalo, there is not much difference

in this respect, and in nearly all Antelopes " die Schliifengrube

offnet sich . . . auch nach oben." It is consequently only the most
specialized members of Bos in which " die Parietalzone seitlich die

Schlafe iiberdacht," as the same author in his first paper rightly

puts it. Later Riitimeyer, like some other authors 2
, seems only

to think of two possibdities, i. e. " Is Ovibos a Sheep or an Ox " ?

and then every aberration in structure from the specialized

type is regarded as a similarity to the ovine one, even if it is a

feature common to most ruminants.

The articulating surface for the condyles of the mandible is

very broad (see tig. 8, p. 70',)) and, to judge from my material, more
convex in the cow than in the bull, iu which it is almost flat.

There is a broad and strong jiroccssus postyhnoideus.

So far as my material allows a judgment, there are always two
foramina temporalia in the Musk-ox, but only one in Sheep or Goats.

This is, however, a less important and variable characteristic
!

.

The great development of the orbital tube is one of the most
conspicuous features of the Musk-ox skull, as has also been men-
tioned by previous authors. [It is formed by the frontal to, roughly
speaking, an extent of a little more than two-fifths (more exactly

y
5
T) of the posterior and upper portion, by the lachrymal to one-

1
' Die Riuder der Tertiar-Epoehe.'

2 Boyd Dawkins, for instance.
3 Nemorhartns. Gepludophiis, Bos taunts, &c. seem to have two ; AntHope,

Saiga, Gazella, Rupicapra, Bos bubalis, &c. only one.

This is mentioned here only because Riitimeyer says (Rind. Tert. p. 104)

:

"Tin iibrigen t'olgt der Schadelbati (viz. of Ovibos) demjenigen von
Schafen bis iu kleine Details, wie etvva Gestalt von Grefdss und Nervenrinnen."
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fifth (T
2
T) anteriorly, and by the jugal to a little less than two-

fifths (T
4
T) inferiorly. The length of the orbital tube is, in an

old bull, between b' and 7 cm. posteriorly and about A\ cm.

anteriorly. In a cow the same measurements are about 5 and 3|
cm. respectively. Already in the young calf the orbits protrude

about 2\ cm. measured posteriorly.] The reason why the orbital

tubes have attained such a great development is double, but easy

to understand. Firstly, a look at the skull of the Reindeer com-
pared with those of other Cervicornia, teaches us that a ruminant,

living in Arctic regions, and therefore provided with a long fur, is

apt to develop a tube-like prolongation of the orbital ring for the

purpose of not getting the eyesight hindered by the long hairs.

This may be certainly applied to the Musk-ox also. It may be

added, further, that the situation of the horns probably would to

a great extent prohibit the animal from noticing any object, except

those just in front, if the eyes were not protruding. Secondly,

when for the reasons mentioned the eyes have become protruding,

the peculiar development and position of the horns make a strong

protection for the eyes, and one well needed; for it has already been

said that when a Musk-bull charges he uses his horns sideways or

at least obliquely. It is thus evident that the eye easily could be

damaged, as it is just in the way of attack, if it were not protected

by its thick bony case. That the eye-tube is meant for protection

can also at once be seen from the heavy structure of the bony wall,

which in an adult bull, above and below, reaches a thickness of

more than 2^ cm. The lower thickening is produced by the en-

larged jugal, and the upper one by a stout ridge beginning on the

lachrymal and extending in a median direction over the frontal to

the neighbourhood of the foramina supraorbitalia. This ridge is

also very useful when the bull is butting with its forehead. The
orbital tubes are, however, not a new organ acquired by Ovibos,

but only a development and prolongation for certain purposes

of an orbital ring such as it exists not only in the Sheep, but also

in a great number of Antelopes, e. g. Antilope, Saiga, Gazella,

Rupicapra, Nemorlxa>dus (at least some species), &C.,
1
in which the

direction of the orbital brim is the same as in Ovibos, although

much narrower. It is, therefore, no reason whatever to regard

the orbital tubes of Ovibos as an excessive development of the

orbital ring of the Sheep or, to use BoydDawkins's words, -"a decided

ovine affinity "
(/. c. p. 7).

As a result of his comparing the Musk-ox only with Oxen and
Sheep, Hiitimeyer (I. c. p. 10) writes :

" Dem Schaf folgt dann auch

ferner in jeder Beziehung die Bildung des Thranenbeines." It is

chiefly the presence of a lachrymal groove which hao created such

an opinion, I think ; but, as I have shown in the previous paper,

the presence of an anteorbital gland is far from being an exclusively

ovine character, and accordingly a lachrymal groove or pit is just

as little so. The bending outward of the lachrymal bone for its

1 Not to mention distant forms such as Antilocapra, Reindeer, Camel, &c.
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share in the formation of the orbital tube, makes this pit look

deeper than it really is. If the bone were straight this pit would

be rather shallow. The shape of the lachrymal bone is different

from that of the Sheep. It is broader and decidedly widened in

front, where its breadth is about a ninth of the cranial length
;

whereas the lachrymal bones of the Sheep usually are narrowed in

front or at most linear.

The suture between the lachrymal and the nasal bones is quite

variable in length in the different specimens of Musk-ox. In my
material this variation is from 25 to 5 mm. Richardson (I. c.) has

treated of this as well as of the shape of the nasals. He has also

observed that the nasals of the Musk-ox differ from those of the

Sheep as well as from those of the Oxen. But it is evident that no

characteristics of systematic value can be obtained from such vari-

able bones as these. It may, however, be mentioned that a flat

and broad nasal region, about i of the basal length of the skull, is

a feature common not only to Ovibos and the Caprina but also to a

great number of Antelopes, when compared with the Bovina, in

which the nasal region is more or less compressed to a ridge and

thus narrowed to about 1- of the cranial length. The great

thickness of the nasals is in concordance with other bones of the

Musk-ox skull, as may be seen from tig. 5 (p. G97).

The intermaxillaries do not reach the nasals. Their proximal

portion is curved outwards a little, but the distal parts are rather

strongly convergent, and through this the distal portion of the

upper jaw becomes comparatively more narrow even than in the

Sheep. In consequence of this, and because the intermaxillaries

are thickened in the middle, the anterior part of the skull gets a

characteristic aspect not seen in other Cavicornia. In Sheep as

well as in Oxen the posterior extension of the intermaxillaries is

subjected to variation. It is, however, perhaps worth mentioning
for comparison, that in none of the genera Budorcas, Nemorhcedus,

Haploceros, aud Biqricapra do the intermaxillaries reach the nasals.

It might be that the shortness of the intermaxillaries stauds in

relation to the Musk-ox's way of browsing with its thick lip instead

of biting. The Reindeer, which has thick lips, has a short inter-

maxillary not reaching the nasal ; but Gervus damn, for instance,

with thin lips has a long suture between the intermaxillary and
the nasal. There seems accordingly to be a certain correspondence
or parallelism between the Reindeer and the Musk-ox, which is

also visible in the shape of the thick and anteriorly pointed inter-

maxillaries.

The foramina incisiva of the Musk-ox are very laige and
posteriorly narrowed. Ovibos resembles in this respect the Sheep,
but also Kvmorhasdus. These foramina do not offer any important
characteristics.

The palatal surface is concave aud rather strongly constricted

behind the foramina incisiva (fig. 7, p. 707), much more than in Bos
taurus, but much less than in B. bubalis. The palatines are larger

comparatively than in the Sheep. The suture between palatines
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and inaxillse is characteristic1 and wavy, because each palatine has a
median and a lateral lobe extending forward on both sides of the
foramina

'
palatina (fig. 7). The molar series are a little arcuate

and converge anteriorly, so that, for instance, in an adult bull

the distance between them is anteriorly 56 and posteriorly 84 mm.,
measured at the alveolar brim. The length of the molar series in
the same specimen is 144 mm. The length of the molar series

compared with the basal length of the skull is in a cow 32 per cent,
and in a bull 31 per cent, of the latter measurement \ The palate
extends well backwards so that the ehoanse open behind a line

connecting the posterior edge of the last molars. This seems to

be a difference from the condition of the Caprina as well as that of

Fig. 7.

Palatal surface of skull of Musk-ox.

many Antelopes (Kemorhcedus, Rupicapra, Gazella, Antilope 2

,

Cephalophus, &c). On the other hand, it offers a superficial re-

semblance to the Bovina.

The extension of the masseter muscle in a forward direction

over the lateral surface of the maxillary is comparatively short,

probably because it has such a wide area on which it may expand,
below the orbital tube (fig. 3, p. 691). As a result of this, the crista

1 This relation between the length of the molar series and the basal length
of the head seems to be pretty equal in the ruminants. The following results

may be quoted to prove this : in a Buffalo the molar series measured 3O0 p. c.

of the basal length of the skull, in a common Ox 293 p. c., in a Goat 31'] p. c,
in Nemorhceduii 32 -3 p. c, in Rupncapra 29'7 p. c, in Gazella 34 -

l p. c, in

Antilope 310 p. c, in Cephalophus 333 p. c, in the Wapiti 22 -8 p. c, in the
Reindeer 279 p. c. ; but in Saiga, with its reduced number of teeth, not less thau
29 8 p. c, and so on.

2 In the Saiga the choanse open behind the molars, a fact which may
stand in relation to the reduced number of molars.
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masseterica in an adult bull passes about a centimetre from

the lower margin of the lachrymal bone and parallel with the

same, but then it descends rather steeply to a tuber maxillare

situated above the second true molar. This is constant in my
material except in one bull, in which the tuber maxillare is situated

on a vertical line drawn between the first and second true molars

(fig. 3, p. 691). But there seems to be still more variation in this

respect, because Eutimeyer {I. c. p. 11) as weD as Dawkins (I. c.

p. 7) assert that the tuber maxillare is to be found above " the

first true molar." It is apparent from these f;icts that the

situation of the tuber maxillare does not offer any valuable

characteristic for classification.

The foramen infraorbitals opens rather far back, as Eutimeyer
also remarks, above the third premolar or even first true molar.

This seems to be a singular feature among Cavicornia. In Sheep,
Goats, and Gazelles this foramen is situated above the second pre-

molar, and in other forms it is still more advanced. Budorcas
(including Nemorhosdug &c.) agrees with Ovibos in this respect, as

will be seen later.

The mandible of Ovibos offers several points of interest. The
processus cnronoideus is strongly curved backwards and more
pointed than is usual in other forms. It is also strikingly small,

which can be expressed by comparing its length with the length

of the mandible itself. The former measurement is in Ovibos about
16-17 per cent, of the latter, but in Sheep, Goats, and Gazelles about
24 per cent., in Rupicapra about 23 per cent., &c. The small

Cavicornia seem as a rule to have their processus coronoideus more
straight, thin, and squarish at the end. In Bos the condition re-

sembles more that in Ovibos, with the length of p>roeessus coro-

noideus about 18*5-20 per cent, of the mandibular length. This
may, therefore, be regarded as a parallel development, the more
striking as the most specialized Bos taurus has a shorter and more
pointed coronoid than Bos bubalis.

The articular surface of the mandible of the Musk-ox is

remarkable for its shape, because the longitudinal diameter is about
six tenths or more of the transverse one. In other ruminants the
transverse diameter is at least twice (sometimes nearly thrice) as
long as the longitudinal one.

The symp>liysis mandibular (fig. 8, p. 709) is about as long in Ovibos

as in Bos (16 per cent, of the mandibular length in the former and
14-17 per cent, in the latter) ; but it is, as Eichardson rightly

remarks (I. c. p. 70), " more vertical, and it forms an angle or chin."

The formation of such an angle or chin at the symphysis mandibular
may be caused by the need to strengthen the symphysis in a
vertical direction, because the opening of the canalis infram axillaris

is very wide and deeply excavated in the bone and thus weakens
the bone. The great width of this canal may be due to the con-
ditions under which the Musk-ox lives in the Arctic regions. It is

not only this foramen which is comparatively large in Ovibos, but
the foramina for blood-vessels are as a rule large. Eutimeyer has
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pointed out the parallel development in this direction in the Rein-

deer (I. c. p. 12). The anterior part of the mandible of the Musk-
ox gets, through the already mentioned excavation for the canalis

inframaxillaris and because the same is extended much forwards,

a very constricted or compressed appearance which is rather

striking (fig. 8). A result of this shape of the symphysis is, of

course, that the incisors become more vertical than in other

ruminants, and are therefore worn off straight (fig. 8, S ), not

obliquely as in other forms. The incisors of the Musk-ox cannot

accordingly retain the anterior cutting-edge as the obliquely placed

and obliquely worn teeth can, but in old animals the worn crown
of the incisors presents a round surface placed at a right angle to

the longitudinal axis of the nearly cylindrical tooth. But even

the unworn incisors of Ovibos have quite another shape to those of

other Cavicornia.

Fig. 8.

Mandibles of male and female Musk-ox.

The crowns of the incisors are very small, comparatively thick,

and less spatulate than those of other forms \ I am therefore

inclined to think that the incisors of the Musk-ox-—not being so

much used because the strong lips act as substitutes for them in

their function of seizing the food—are becoming gradually reduced.

The crowns of the incisors of the Musk-ox are, however, evenly

capped with enamel, and this can be said not only of the permanent,

but also of the milk-dentition. The milk-incisors of the Musk-calf

1 In the Gazelles and some others it is only the two median incisors which
have been strongly developed and very broadly spatulate, the lateral ones
being very narrow. The latter have, however, retained their cutting-edges

and are worn obliquely, so that their function is the same although their breadth
has been reduced.
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have on their anterior surface a layer of enamel which, measured

on a longitudinal section about | mm. from the tip, has a thickness

of 400-435 fi. On the posterior surface the enamel, measured at

the same distance from the tip, has also a considerable thickness,

namely about two-thirds of that of the anterior layer (tin. 9). This

offers a striking contrast to the condition prevailing in the common
Calf and the Lamb. In an unborn lamb the anterior layer of enamel,

measured near the tip of the incisor, is 330 p. in thickness, but

the posterior layer is at the middle of the crown only 66 /i or one-

fifth of the anterior one, and is less than half that thickness

Kg. 9.

Section through the tip of a milk-incisor of a Musk-ox.

or not even one-tenth of the anterior layer. In a new-born
common calf the incisors are provided with a layer of enamel on
their anterior side which in thickness near the tip equals that of

the Musk-calf (about 400 /< or more; (cf. fig. 10, p. 71 1). But on the
interior surface the layer of enamel is very thin and becomes towards
the tip only 20-10 /j. Such- a thin layer is, of course, very soon
worn off. The interior layer of enamel of the milk-incisors in

Sheep, and still more in Cattle, can thus with full right be termed
rudimentary. This condition is of course secondary ; and Ovilos,

with its fully developed layer of enamel, represents a more
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primitive type. It is consequently impossible to derive Ovibos

from the Sheep on account of this.

In the youug summer calf the three milk-premolars of the upper
jaw are developed, and the first molar is just protruding from the

socket. The middle aud three hindmost premolars are bilobed,

and on the latter can be seen, between the two lobes on the inner

side, a small, but distinct, ridge representing the accessory column.

In the same calf the three mandibular milk-premolars are developed

and the first molar just protruding. The foremost deciduous pre-

molar is small and simple, the middle is two-lobed, and the hind-

most is three-lobed. In the domestic calf there are on the outer

side of this hindmost mandibular milk-premolar two well developed,

Fig. 10.

Section through a milk-incisor of a calf of Bos taitrus.

although shorter, additional folds. These are not entirely absent

in the Musk-calf, but only developed as two short tubercles in a

corresponding situation at the base of the tooth. From Fcichardson's

description (7. c. p. 71) it becomes evident that the deciduous

molars are retained at least a year.

The permanent premolars of the Musk-ox are one-lobed ; and
the molars are two-lobed except the third mandibular molar, which

is three-lobed, as is already recorded by previous authors. As
Boyd Davvkins says (I.e. p. 8), the upper true molars of the Musk-
ox "are differentiated from those of Bison and Buffalo by the
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sharpness, stoutness, and prominence of the three principal costa?

on their outer surface, and the small development of the two
secondary ones." This is quite right, but it cannot be regarded as

proving any close ovine affinity, as it is a primitive feature shared

by a large number of Antelopes. In the next line (1. c.) Dawkins
asserts of the upper true molars, as some authors (Richardson,

I. c. p. 71 &c.) have done before him :
" On the internal aspect

there is no accessory column ;
" and he lays much weight on this.

About five years earlier, however, the keen observer Eiitimeyer

had (1. c. p. 9] footnote) stated the normal presence of such

accessory columns, although they are small. On the material I

have received from the IS'athorst Expedition to East Greenland,

1 am able to verify Biitimeyer's observations (fig. 7). These facts,

in addition to the above statement concerning the milk-teeth, indi-

cate that there is a remarkable difference in this respect between
the dentition of the Musk-ox and that of the Sheep, instead of the

presumed likeness. The " small accessory valley at the inner

interspace between the two principal ones," as it is described

by Dawkins (I. c. p. 8), is present in the upper true molars of

Ovibos, which in this respect resembles Bovida>, as that author has

stated. The same valley is also found in NemorJicedus, liupicapra,

and in Bubaline, Hippotragine 1

, and Tragelaphine 2 Antelopes, but

not in Antilope, Gazella, &c. In Sheep and Goats this "accessory

valley" seems to be less constantly developed. OviLos differs

therefore with regard to its molars more from the Caprina and
Antilopina than from the Bupicaprina. Bubalidina, Hippotragina,

and Bovina. With the first mentioned of these latter groups it has

the " accessory valley " in common, and with the others also the

accessory column. The question now is to decide how much can

be regarded as parallel and how much as affinity. This decision

is again dependent upon what may be the origin of the accessory

column. Eiitimeyer seems inclined to make a sharp difference

between accessory columns and basal tubercles 3
. The former he

thinks are derived from the isolated inner column of the Anoplo-
therium tooth ; the latter are " blosse Ausbildungen des unter
Hufthieren so allgemein verbreiteten Basalwulstes." As " ac-

cessory columns" he counts only those between the two main lobes

of the inner side of the upper molars ; but as " basal tubercles
"

are regarded not only accessory elements found at other places on
the upper molars, but also all accessory tubercles and columns on
the mandibular molars, even if they look exactly like the accessory

columns, recognized elements of the upper molars and just as much
developed. Such a division seems, however, less easy to carry out
in a quite satisfactory manner. At the same time that Eiitimeyer

calls the accessory elements of the mandibular molars in Bos basal

tubercles, he admits himself that a basal tubercle can be developed

to something in shape and structure absolutely like an accessory

1 Cf. Eiitimeyer, Gesch. d. Rind. tab. i. fig. 11.
2 Cf. Flower and Lydekker :

' Mammals, liviug and extinct.'
3 Gesuk. d. Rind. pp. 78-79.
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column. It is also very easy to understand how the short basal

tubercles in primitive forms, with comparatively short teeth, for

this reason are transformed to columns in higher, more specialized,

forms with long teeth. At the same time that the teeth are

developed from brachydont to hypselodont, the basal or accessory

elements are drawn out in length. The " Basalwulst " does not
exist any longer in the hypselodont teeth. The formerly basal

elements must therefore take their origin at the vertical surface of

one of the main lobes, and become easily soldered to them, as is

the case in the mandibular molars of the Bovinse. In this way
the short basal tubercles are gradually changed into long columns,
which together with the teeth themselves may become enlarged

and add to the grinding-power of the teeth. Under such cir-

cumstances it should be only their situation at the inner side

of the upper true molars that should guarantee to the accessory

elements of these teeth the rank of " accessory columns," 1 and
something different from the common " basal tubercles." This is,

however, far from sure. Riitimeyer regards the, as he thinks, true

accessory columns as " Abgliederungen vom Vorjoch dieser Zahne "

(Anoplotherium molars). In the young, not yet fully developed,

first molars of the common calf I have seen the beginning of the

accessory columns connected with the posterior lobes. Zittel 2

thinks that Anoplotherince have become extinct without leaving any
progeny. Dichobuninfe, on the contrary, characterized by the same
author as having " Obere M. funfhockerig, die Zwischenhocker in

der hinteren Reihe," are regarded as ancestors of the now existing

ruminants 3
. The latter opinion agrees consequently better with

the condition found in the common calf. But it is not so with

all ruminants : in Cephalophus, for instance, the accessory elements

of some of the upper true molars belong very plainly to the

anterior lobes, and the same is the case with all Ovibos molars. It

is thus apparent that the place of origin of these accessory elements

of the upper molars varies a good deal, and consequently cannot in

any higher degree be taken into account for systematic purposes.

It may also justly be questioned whether the " true " accessory

columns are to be regarded as " Abgliederungen " from the primary

lobes of the teeth ; and, if they should be so, what are then the

common basal tubercles ? I do not hesitate to express the opinion

that both the accessory columns and the basal tubercles have a

similar origin, namely, are more or less developed basal tubercles 4
.

1 But in some instances not even this is sufficient, since Riitimeyer means
that the accessory elements on the inner side of the molars in the Giraffe and
the Deer ought to be regarded as " Basalwarzen " (I. c. p. 79).

- Handbuch d. Palaontologie, I. iv.
3 This theory seems later to have been accepted by Riitimeyer too.
4 A similar opinion seems also to be accepted by later authors. Rose and

Bartels in their paper " Ueber die Zahnentwicklung des Rindes" (Morph. Arb.
herausg. v. Schwalbe, Bd. 6) shortly remark {I.e. p. 97) about " die eigenartigen

Basalpfeiler und Faltenbildungen...welche besonders die Ziihne der Rinder so

ausserordentlich kompliciren," that these are "ganz nachtriigliche Ausstulp-

unsen des ZahnbeinkeimeB."
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Examples proving such a statement may be found in sufficient

number, but I think that offered by the genus Cephalophus is

among the best.

About this genus Sclater and Thomas say in ' The Book of

Antelopes' (p. 121): "Upper molar teeth short and broad; in

the larger species with an additional column on the inner side;
"

and Kiitinieyer ' speaks of " Spuren von Basalsaiilchen." In the

small species of Cephalophus accessory elements are more or less

comparatively wanting. In a skull of C. melanorheus Gray, from

the Cameroons, I failed to find any accessory elements except on
the hindmost milk- premolar. In the skull of the medium-sized

C. dorsalis Gray, subsp. castaneus O. Thomas, the accessory

elements are well developed, not only as tubercles, between the

lobes on the inner side of all upper true molars. In the latter the

following condition is found. On the hindmost upper molar a

single tubercle is seen in connection with the anterior lobe of the

inner side. On the middle and foremost upper molars, two
accessory elements are found close to each other between the

inner lobes and belonging one to either of them ; thus anterior

as well as posterior accessory elements are present. On the

outer side of the middle and hindmost upper molars a similar

tubercle is developed from the posterior lobes, and all mandibular
molars carry such a tubercle on the outer side of the posterior

lobes. In the largest species, Cephalop>hus sylvicultrix (Afzelius)
2

,

the accessory elements are present on the inner side of the upper
molars, and arranged in such a manner that those in the foremost

and middle molars belong to the posterior lobes, but in the hindmost
molar originate from the anterior lobe. In the mandibular molars

of the same species, accessory elements are found between the

lobes of the outer side. But in this species the accessory elements

have been modified into high columns, especially on the upper
molars, in correspondence with the development of the molars to

the hypselodont type. I do not think that it can be regarded as

hazardous to draw the conclusion from this, that all these acces-

sory elements of the molars are of the same morphological rank
although differently developed in various species, depending upon
the varying conditions of life and the adaptation to the same. But
if this statement is accepted, as I hope it will be, there is no need
to postulate any close kinship between such Cavicornia as are

provided with accessory columns to the molars. They need only

to be derived from more primitive forms which have been able to

develop accessory tubercles, out of which the columns have been
independently formed with the development of a hypselodont

dentition. Consequently the presence of the small accessory

columns of Ovibos need not suggest any relationship between this

1
' Die Rinder der Tertiar-Epoche, 'p. 38.

2 This species does not seem to have to have been recorded from the
Cameroons before. Mr. Linell, a Swedish planter residing at Cape Debundscha,
has sent home the flat skin and the skull of a young, but probably full-grown,

female of this species.
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animal and the Bovina. But, on the other hand, Ouibos must
have sprung from a form which was capable of developing:

accessory (basal) tubercles ; and that such tubercles are to be regarded

as the origin of the accessory columns also in Ouibos is proved by
the fact that sometimes these elements remain in a more primitive

stage as free independent pillars of cylindrical shape occupying the

place of the accessory columns. This is the case in both upper
molars of the hindmost pair in an old bull. But as the ancestors

of Ouibos must be sought for among ruminants with accessory

elements on the molars, these progenitors of the Musk-ox could

not have been Sheep, because the latter have specialized their

teeth without retaining; any of. the accessory columns of the

Musk-ox elements. Neither could it be assumed that the

accessory columns of the Musk-ox have originated independently

in this animal.

The result of the above discussion may be stated thus : the

dentition of the Musk-ox as well as the other characteristics of

the skull do not indicate any Ovine affinities, but point to a com-
paratively primitive origin from which Ovibos has been specialized

in its own peculiar manner. It deserves consequently to maintain

its position in a separate subfamily.

Sect. 4.

—

Comparison between the Skull of the Musk-ox
AND THAT OF BuDOECAS.

Through the kindness of Greheimrath Dr. Mobius I received

permission to borrow a skull of Badorcas from the Zoological

Museum of Berlin. I regret to say that the specimen sent to me
had been so badly damaged, that a comparison cannot be made
except with the facial portion of the skull.

The nasals olBadyrcas are much more curved, transversally as well

as longitudinally, than those of Ovibos, and their outline is also quite

different. Their greatest breadth, not quite a third of the length,

is at a point a little behind the middle. They are expanded
laterally in an obtuse angle so that each bone becomes triangular

in outline. In Ovibos the greatest width of the nasals is at their

posterior end, and their lateral border is a straight line. The
greatest width of the nasals is about a fourth of the length, more
or less, in the Musk-bull, in the Musk-cow not even that. The
nasals of Budorvas are pointed anteriorly without any lateral

notch, which is more or less conspicuous in the more blunt nasals

of an adult Ovibos, although it is small in a cow. The great

distance between the end of the nasals and intermaxillaries in

Badorcas, which is greater than the length of the nasals, indicates

a much greater development of the soft parts of the nose than in

the Musk-ox. The shape of the nasals of Budorcas can therefore

be derived from that of a more general form like Nemorhcedus

on the assumption that they have been shortened, as is always the

case when the nose attains a more or less trunk-like development.

As a result of such a development, the intermaxillaries are very
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widely separated from the nasals in Budorcas, and even the raaxil-

laries only touch them with a very short suture. The same is also

the case with the upper anterior corner of the lachrymal bones.

But, on the other hand, the nasals of Budorcas are comparatively

more deeply sunk in between the frontals than in any other form.

This can be concluded from the fact that the lateral suture between
nasals and frontals measures about 7 cm. on each side, the

posterior not reckoned. It is thus evident that the nasal portion

of the skull of Budorcas has undergone such a transformation and
specialization, that it can very well be used for comparison in

determining the systematic position of this animal. The lachrymal

bone of Budorcas is anteriorly very high or broad, and resembles in

its shape that of some species of Nemorhcedus l
. If the orbital

tube of Ovibos is abstracted, there is a certain likeness in this respect

between these forms, but this bone varies considerably within the

same genus (NemorJurdus). The concavity of the lachrymal bone

of Budorcas is very slight.

The foramina incisiva are larger in Budorcas than in Ovibos, so

that their length in the former is contained three times and a

third in the distance from the anterior end of the intermaxillaries

to the posterior eud of the palatines, but in the latter a little more
than four times

2
.

The intermaaillce are shaped anteriorly as in Nemorhcedus and
allied forms, and resemble the condition found in the Caprina, and
are thus comparatively less pointed than in Ovibos.

The crista masseterica of Budorcas nearly reaches the lachrymal

bone in front of the orbit, as there is only an interspace of 2 or

3 mm. From its highest point in front of the orbit it descends

steeply to the tuber maxillare which is situated above the first

molar, but in Ovibos usually above the second. In Nemorhwdus,
this is subjected to great variation depending upon the size of the

anteorbital pit and lachrymal ; if these are large the crista is low
and extends to the first molar, but if the lachrymal bone is narrow
the tuber maxillare is situated above the second molar.

The palate of Budorcas is less concave than that of Ovibos, but

the fold on the inner side between the two lobes of the molars is

deeper in the former and there is, at least on the specimen at

hand, no trace of accessory columns. The molars of the mandible

are also rather similar, but the third or hindmost lobe of the third

molar seems to be larger and better developed in Budorcas than in

Ovibos. In the latter the lateral semilunar lobes are more broadly

arcuate than in the former, in which the outline on the worn crown
nearly forms an angle.

The incisors of Budorcas are much broader and larger than those

of Ovibos, and resemble those of Nemorha?dus and Haploceros.

The anterior opening of the canalis alveolaris mandibular lies in

Budorcas distinctly behind the symphysis, as also seems to be the

1 Bupicapra, which is regarded as an allied genus, has rather narrow lach-

rymals, and so has Haploceros.
2 In JSeriiorhadus as in Ovis, 3^ times.
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case in Nemorhcedus and Haploceros ; but in Ovibos it lies in front

of the posterior margin of the symphysis. Rupicapra resembles

Ovibos in this respect.

The hamulus pterygoideus interims is larger, more pointed, and
more curved backwards, in Budorcas than in Ovibos. The choanae

open in botli species behind the molars. This is a difference from
Nemorhwlus and Rupicapra,

The foramen infraorbitale is, in Budorcas as well as in Ovibos^

situated rather far back, above the last premolar, but in Nemo-
rhcedus above the first or second. Rupicapra and Haploceros

resemble the latter.

The processus postglenoideus is smaller in Budorcas than in Ovibos,

but the shape of the surface for articulation is similar.

These characteristics derived from the shape of the facial hones
are of comparatively little value, as their possibility of variation is

rather considerable.

The construction of the fronto-parietal region of the skull is, I

regret to say, only known to me from the literature of the subject.

According to the description of Budorcas published by A. Milne-
Edwards \ the frontal sinuses do not extend farther than just to

the base of the horn-core, and are consequently less developed than
in Ovibos. The elevation of the frontals, however, on which
the horns of Budorcas are placed, " contient une multitude de

grandes cellules en relation indirecte avec les fosses nasales

"

(op. tit. p. 370).

Such an arrangement seems to agree very well with the corre-

sponding one in the Sheep, but offers no resemblance to the massive

exostoses on the head of the Musk-ox. The situation of the

parietal in the Takin is also quite different from that of the Musk-
ox. In the former this bone " se releve brusquement pour
constituer la face posterieure de l'eminence ceratophore." This

elevation of the parietal corresponds with the same in the Caprina,

and, as in the latter group, this bone seems to be considerably

shortened compared with the condition in the Antelopes. The
fossa temporalis is in Budorcas, as in the Antelopes in general and
in the Caprina, quite open posteriorly and upwards.

The construction of the upper parts of the skull seems to

indicate that the position of Budorcas in the system cannot be

so very far from the Ovine branch. I have not had satisfactory

material to express any decisive judgment, but I am inclined

to think that Budorcas is most likely to be regarded as a

primitive Sheep which has become specialized in a certain

direction ; but, on the other hand, its affinity to the NemorJicedus

group cannot be denied. The resemblance between Budorcas and
Ovibos is only superficial Matschie, who lately has taken up this

theory, seems" to have based it on the following " gemeiusame
Merkmahle "

: (1) flat and broad metacarpal bones, (2) shape of

i ' Rech. pour servir a l'Hist. Nat. d. Mamrai feres,' Paris, 1868-74.
2 Sitz. d. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin, Jahrg. 189S, p. 31.

Paoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XLVII, 47
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skull, (3) form of horns, (4) small aud peculiarly formed ears,

(5) shape of muzzle, (6) short tail, (7) short and thick legs, and

(8) comparatively large lateral hoofs.

The difference with regard to the shape of the skull has already

been discussed.

To judge from Milue-Edwards's figures, which give the impression

of being remarkably well made, I must confess that I fail to see

any resemblance with regard to the shape of the horns except that

they are curved in both animals.

The ears of the Musk-ox, which are not so very small (13-14 cm.

in length in the salted and dry skin of a cow, that is 35 per cent,

of the basilar leugth of the skull, but of course longer in lifetime),

do not seem to have the same form as those of Budorcas (see

Milne-Edwards's figures), but are straight and more pointed. This

is, however, a small matter upon which to found relationship.

The shape of the muzzle is quite different, as Budorcas has a

central groove. A short tail is a feature common to so many
different ruminants that it is hardly worth while to lay much
stress upon it, but it can just as well be quoted as indicating the

resemblance between Budorcas and the Sheep. The lateral hoofs

of Budorcas are, according to Milne-Edwards's figures, of an

absolutely different shape from those of Ovibos, as the former are

much more elongate and resemble in shape those of a Reindeer or

a "Wild Hog. The flatness and broadness of the canon-bones of

Budorcas are very remarkable : but in this respect Budorcas is more
different from Ovibos than the latter is from the Goats. This can

be seen from the following table of comparative measurements
of Budorcas, published by Milne-Edwards (op. cit. p. 376).

Budorcas. Ovibos tf . Capra hircus.

Front canon-bone : length in mm 103 155 112
Transverse diameter of the same in per

cent, of length 427 23'4 16-9

Thickness of the same in per cent, of
length 19-4 130 116

Hind canon-bone : length in mm 151 161 120
Transverse diameter of the same in per

cent, of length 21*1 16-7 13-3

Under these circumstances I do not think it advisable to lay

too much weight on this characteristic either ; and 1 suppose that

Matschie'e attempt of classing Ovibos and Budorcas together in

one and the same group " Ovibovinaj " must be regarded as a

failure. A subfamily with such a name can, of now living animals,

only include Ovibos alone.
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5. On a Collection of Crustaceans made at Singapore

and Malacca.—Part I. Crustacea Brachyura. By
W. P. Lanchester, M.A.j King's College, Cambridge '.

[Keceived June 15, 1900.]

(Plates XLIV.-XLVII.)

This collection is part of a more general collection of marine

animals made by Mr. P. P. Bedford and myself during a period of

about seven months, of which six were spent in and around the

island of Singapore, and one in the town of Malacca. The
difference in the length of our stay in these neighbourhoods will,

in part, explain the greater diversity and number of the forms

which come from Singapore—out of 120 forms (116 distinct

species), 91 are from Singapore, 14 from Malacca, 12 are common
to both localities, and in 3 there is no record of locality. At the

same time, something must be allowed, in this connection, for

the more suitable nature of the collecting-ground at Singapore

:

the sea round which is broken by numerous islets, many of these

bordered with coral-reef, leaving, at low water, a large expanse of

rough ground (sandy mud, stones, and dead coral), very productive

of the littoral forms. On the east of the town is a shore bordered

with great patches of sand or mud, grown over in parts by a

Zostera-like weed ; while, for deeper forms, the bottom is no less

varied, ranging from thick mud, through sand and gravel, to

patches of stone and coral debris. Prom Singapore, then, came by
far the greater number of the Oxyrhyncha and Cyclometopa

(Actseids and all the Eriphiidse) ; several of the Grapsoid Crabs

{Gelasimi, Metopograpsus, Scopimera) ; two species of Dorippe

and several Leucosiidee, the latter being almost invariably obtained

from a bottom of dense mud, in contradistinction to the experi-

ence of Adams and White (' Samarang ' Crust., pref . p. v), who
found that they preferred a bottom of sand to one of mud.
In Malacca, on the other hand, the conditions are far more

uniform : the coast consists mostly of mud swamps, and, with the

exception of one partly exposed island near by, offers no very

great scope for the collecting of littoral forms : the Grapsoidea

—

Sesarmini, Gelasimi, Ocypodidae, and Macrophthalmini—were,

however, fairly well represented. As far as concerns work with

the dredge, the bottom is too uniformly covered with thick mud
to offer much variety of forms : here the Leucosiids and Dorippids

were most representative and fairly abundant. At a spot,

however, about 7 to 8 miles north of the town, where a strong

current set round a promontory, we found a fairly productive

piece of rough bottom, which supplied, amongst others, a few
Maioidea (CJilorinoides, Hyastenus). And, still farther north, at

1 Communicated by Prof. Bell, F.Z.S.

47*
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Cape Kachado, where Mr. Bedford spent some time after my
return home, he obtained several examples of Matnta, a genus of

which, out of the three species in the collection, only one conies

from Singapore.

As regards the systematic part, I have described as new 5

varieties aud 7 species, and 2 of the species have had to be referred

to new genera : one, a Leucosiid of the Oreqphorus type, which is

interesting because of the great lateral expansion of its carapace

;

the other, a small form with a very general resemblance to an
Actcea, especially in the front and orbits, but with well-marked
palatal ridges and other differences. As regards the common
genus Thalamita, of which there are 3 species, I had hoped to be

able to set at rest the question of the value of their specific

characters, but was unfortunately unable to obtain sufficient

specimens for comparison ; but from what I have myself seen, and
taking Kossrnanirs (Zoolog. Ergebn. p. 48), and other scattered,

evidence into consideration, I think it strongly probable that some
at least of the species should be united—as, for example, the three

in the collection, T. crenata, T. spin intana, and T. dance. Dr. de

Man (Mergui Crust, p. 78) has laid some stress on the form of

the lobes of the internal angle of the eye ; but these are certainly

variable in the specimens I have examined.

I have taken measurements of the breadth and length of the

carapace of nearly all the individual examples of each species, and,

but for the lack of space, would have given the length of the

rostrum, lateral margins, &c, in order to make the list more
complete. It is, of course, very difficult to find any constant lines

of measurement, owing to the variability, in the same species, of

the form of the carapace ; spines, whether rostral or lateral, are

notoriously variable, and there is no necessary constancy in the

straightness, or amount of convexity or concavity, of the frontal

and posterior marginal lines. Under these circumstances, I have
taken the following bases of measurement :—In the Oxyrhyncha,
Cvclometopa, and Oxystomata, the length from the middle of the

posterior margin to the middle of a line drawn from the one base

to the other of the praeocular or internal supraocular (as the case

may be) spines : such a line approximately defines the base of the
rostrum. I have never found the prse- or supraocular spine so

ill-developed that this line cannot be traced. The breadth, in

these groups, has been taken from the anterior base of the last

lateral (Cyclometopa) or epibranchial (Oxyrhyncha) spine, or from
the epibranchial angles. In the Catometopa, however, I have
found myself obliged to include the rostrum in the measurement
of length, and to take the breadth from the point of one external

ocular spine to that of the other. None of these measurements,
however, can be considered as other than approximate ; I give

them, as I have taken them, for what they are worth. They
certainly do show a variability in proportions, which, though
slight in a great many species, is in others rather striking.

As regards the references that are given, under each species, I
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should like to say that they have been chosen, in nearly every

instance, for one of two reasons, apart from those of synonymy :

1st, that the reference given contains a good description, or figure,

or useful additional remarks ; 2nd, that the reference points to the

occurrence of the species in India or Australia, with the neigh-

bouring seas, or that its existence has been previously noted at

Singapore or Malacca.

Before proceeding to the account of the species, I should like

to take this opportunity of expressing my personal thanks to the

following gentlemen, who received us most kindly, and gave us

valuable facilities in the pursuit of our object : Sir Alexander
Swettenham, C.B., at the time of our visit Acting Governor at

Singapore ; Dr. R. Hanitscb, Curator of the Baffles Museum,
who gave us the free use of a room in the Museum, and also

useful advice as to collecting-grounds ; Mr. H. N. Ridley, Curator

of the Botanical Gardens, to whom I am particularly indebted

for the . new variety of Potamon tridentatum described below,

and for the brief account of its burrowing habits (which I repro-

duce from memory) ; and also to the Hon. W. Egertou, Resident

Councillor at Malacca. At home, I have to thank Prof. Jeffrey

Bell for the very kind way in which he has placed a room at my
disposal in the Natural History Museum, and for kindly com-
municating this paper to the Society ; and Mr. G. A. Boulenger,

for very useful advice given in connection with this paper.

Note.—In the measurements given, the first figures invariably

represent the breadth: e.g. 10x7=breadth 10, length 7. All

measurements in millimetres.

I. Genus Achceus Leach.

1. Ach^us lacertosus Stimpson.

Achceus lacertosus, Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. p. 218
(1857).

Achceus breviceps, Has well, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. vol. iv.

p. 433 (1879).

Achceus lacertosus, Miers, Alert ' Crust, p. 188 (1884 ); Henderson,
Trans, Liun. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 341 (1893).

Hah. Singapore ; 6 fms. One male.

Dim. 3-5x4.

2. Achjeus lorina Ad. & White.

Inachus lorina, Ad. & AVhite, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 3, pi. ii. f. 2
(1848).

Hah. Singapore ; 6 fms. Sandy mud. One male.

Dim. 5-75 x 7*5.

II. Genus Camposcia Latr.

3. Camposcia retusa Latr.

Camposcia retusa, Latr. Regue Animal, 2 C
ed. t. iv. p. GO (1829);
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M.-Edw. Hist. Nat, Crust, t. i. p. 283 (1834); Haswell, Cat.

Austr. Crust, p. 4 (1882) ; Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 189 (1884).

H<ih. Singapore ; littoral. Two females, one with ova ; and

a male with a parasite under the abdomen. All are thickly clothed

with small globular pieces of sponge.

Dim. (? 23x31-5. $27-5x37. $26x34-5.

III. Genus Oncinopus de Haan.

4. Oncinopus aranea de Haan.

Oncinopus aranea, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 100, pi. xxix. f. 2

(1839).

Oncinopus neptunug, Ad. & AVhite, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 1, pi. ii.

f. 1 (184*).

Oncinopus subpellucklus, Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Xat. Sci. Philad.

p. 221 (1857).
Oncinopus anrjvlatus, Hasw. Proc. Linn. Soc. X. S. W. vol. iv.

p. 433 (1879).
Oiiciiiojjus suLpellucidv-s, Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 5 (1882).
Oncinopus neptunus, Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx.

p. 109(1887).

Hah. Singapore ; 5 fms. One male.

Dim. 2-5x3-25.

IV. Genus Me>\ethius M.-Edw.

5. MbNjBTHIUS moxocekos Latr.

Pisa monocerog, Latr. Encycl. t. x. p. 139 (1825).

Menoethius monoeeros, M.-Edw. Hist. Xat. Crust, t. i. p. 339
(1834).

Mencethius subserratus, Ad. & White, 'Samarang' Crust, p. 18,

pi. iv. ff. 1-2 (1848).

Mencethius monoceros, A. M.-Edw. Xouw Arch. Mus. Hist. Xat.

t. viii. p. 252 (1872).

Hal. Singapore. Littoral : from off seaweed, with Caprellids,

Amphipods, &c 5 males, 1 female. Malacca; 1 fm. Sandy
mud. A larger, damaged female.

Dim. (5 6x8. $ <6-lh x 8-5. J 5*6 x 7-5. tf 4 x 55.

2 7x0-5. $ 10-75x13-5. tf 16-5x13-5.

V. Genus Doclea Leach.

6. Doclea muricata llerbst.

Cancer muricatus, Herbst, Naturgesch. der Krabben,t. i. p. 211,

pi. xiv. £. B3 (1788).

Inachus muricatus, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 355 (1798).

Doclea muricata, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 295 (1834);
Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc , Zool. xx. p. 109 (1887).

Hub. Malacca ;
1-2 fms., mud. A male and two females.

Dim. d8x9. $ 15-5x17. $12x13.
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VI. Genus Egeeia Latr.

7. Egeria arachnoides Eumph.

Cancer arachnoides, Rumph. D'Amboin. Rarit-kainmer, pi. viii.

f. 4 (1741).

Inachtis longipes, Fabr. Suppl. p. 358 (1798).

Egeria arachnoides, Latr. Encycl. pi. cclxxxi. f. 1 (1825)

;

M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 291 (1834) ; Hasw. Cat. Austr.

Crust, p. 11 (1882); Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 191 (1884).

Egeria longipes, Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 109

(1887).

Egeria arachnoides, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 343 (1893).

Hob. Singapore ; 2-4 fms. Muddy bottom. One male, rather

damaged, and another larger.

Dim. 6 6x7. S 16x16.

VII. Genus Maia Lam.

8. Maia miersii Walker.

Maia miersii, Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 113
pi. vi. ff. 1-3 (1887).

Hob. Singapore ; 6 fms. Bottom of sandy mud. One female

example, entirely agreeing with Mr. Walker's description. The
carapace is thickly covered with matted weed, in which are

entangled tiny shells, gravel particles, &c, as well as mud, when
first caught.

Dim. 16-5x21-5.

VIII. Genus Hyastenus White.

9. Hyastenus diacanthus de Haan.

Pisa (Naxia) diacantha, de Haan, Crust. Jap. p. 86, pi. xxiv.

f. 1 (1839).

Hyastenus diacanthus, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. viii.

p. 250 (1872) ; Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 20 (1882) ; Miers,

'Alert' Crust, p. 194 (1884).

Hah. Malacca ; 6 fms. Rough bottom. 3 small females.

Dim. $5x7*5. $4x5-5. $ 2-5 x 3*5.

9 «. Hyastenus diacanthus bituberculatus, var. nov.

There are, in addition to the above, three large specimens, in

which the gastric prominence, besides being much elevated, bears

two pointed tubercles, one in front of the other, the anterior being

the more prominent ; a small tubercle on tho middle of the posterior

border. In other respects they resemble H. diacanthus. There
are three examples, a male and a female from 15 fms. at Singapore,

and another female from 10-15 fms. at Malacca. In the female

from Singapore there is a biggish round brown spot on the posterior

declivity of the gastric eminence.

Dim. 6 15x21. $18-5x25. $12-5x18.
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10. Hyastenus oryx A. M.-Edw.

Hyastenus oryx, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. viii. p. 250,

pi. xiv. f. 1 (1872) ; Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 20 (1882) ;

Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 109 (1887).

Hob. Singapore ; littoral. Two males and two females, one

with ova.

Dim. 6*5-75x9. 8 4-5x7. $6-5x10-5. $5-25x8.

11. Hyastenus planasius Ad. & White.

Pisa planasia, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 9, pi. ii.

ff. 4, 5 (1848).

Hyagtenus planasius, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. viii.

p. 250 (1872); Walker, Journ. linn. Soc., Zool. vol. xx. p. 109

(1887).

Hob. Singapore ;
2-3 fins. A female and two males.

On two of these is found a species of Tubularia, fixed to the

upper and outer margins of the ambulatory legs.

Dim. 8 8-75x12-5. 8 6x9. $ 12-5x17-5.

IX. Genus Chlorinoides Haswell.

12. Chlorinoides aculeatus M.-Edw.

Chorina aculeate, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 316

(1834).

Paramithrax (Chlorinoides) aculeatus,\ar. armatus, Miers, ' Alert

'

Crust, p. 193, pi. xviii. i. A (1884).

Chlorinoides aculeatus, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 345 (1893).

Hab. Singapore and Malacca ; 10-18 fms. Hough bottom.

One large and one small male from Singapore ; and two smaller

males from Malacca, in which the spines of the carapace and
meropodites are relatively less developed.

Mr. Miers's variety armatus is founded on

—

(a) a small tooth-like

expansion on the posterior margin of the postocular spine, and
(6) the " existence (usually) of two spines at the distal ends of the

merus-joiuts of the ambulatory legs " (t. c). As regards (b),

M.-Edwards describes the ambulatory legs as " garnies i'une forte

epine a l'extremite des troisiume et quatrieme articles " ; and

Mr. Miers's two spines are not invariably found. In my specimens,

the larger male from Singapore has the second spine well deve-

loped, the smaller male very much less so. In the two still smaller

males from Malacca the second spine is absent, though the post-

ocular tooth still bears a small tooth on its posterior margin. I

hardly think the slight difference in the postocular tooth is sufficient

to admit of accepting a distinct variety.

Prof. Henderson points out the similarity between the post-

ocular tooth of var. armatus and that of a form figured by
de Haan as Maia (Chorinus) aculeata j but the arrangement of the

dorsal spines in this figure show that it is wrongly referred to
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G. aculeata, and a reference to the text confirms this ; for it is

there named Maia (Chorinus) lonyispina, and said to be
" Oh. aculeato Edw. proximus."

Dim. 6 23-5x28. 6 13x17-5. tf 8-5x11-5. <$ 6-75x10-5.

X. G-enus Schizophrts White.

13. SCHIZOPHRYS ASPERA M.-Edw.

Miihrax aspera, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 320 (1834).

Dione affinis, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 91, pi. xxii. f. 1 (1839).

Schizojihrys serratus, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 16

(1848).

Schizophrys aspera, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. yiii. p. 231,

pi. x. f. 1 (1872) .- Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 22 (1882 ) ; Walker,
Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 109 (1887).

Hah. Singapore and Malacca. A male and two females from
Malacca, all of the typical form ; a young male from Singapore,

also typical. Littoral.

Dim. 6 15-5x19. 6 6-5x8-5. $24-5x31. $16-5x20-5.

XI. Grenus Micippa Leach.

14. Micippa mascarenica Kossmann.

Micippa philyra, Leach, Zool. Misc. in. p. 16 (1817) (nee

M. philyra Herbst) ; M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 330 (1834).

Micippa philyra, var. mascarenica, Kossm. Zool. Ergebn. Eeise

roth. Meeres, p. 7, pi. iii. fig. 2 (1877).

Micippa mascarenica, Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xv.

p. 7 (1885) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 109 (1887).

Hah. Singapore ; littoral. Two males and two females.

There are five tuberculiform teeth behind the postorbital tooth

in the males, of which the 3rd and 4th are absent in the females.

Dim. 6 7-5x10. <$ 10x12-5. $10x13. $ 7-25x9.

15. Micippa curtispina Has well.

Micippa curtispina, Hasw. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. vol. iv.

p. 446, pi. xxv. f. 1 (1879) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool.

vol. xx. p. 109 (1887).

Hah. Singapore ; littoral. One female with ova.

As in M. mascarenica, the lateral spines of the female are

irregular : the five that Prof. Haswell mentions as bordering the

postero-lateral and posterior margins are only represented iu this

specimen by two well-developed teeth on the postero-lateral angle.

The subapical rostral lobes are well-developed.

Dim. 8-5x10.

16. Micippa excavata, sp. nov. (Plate XLIV. fig. 1.)

Hah. Singapore ;
5-6 fms. A male and an ova-bearing female.

This form comes nearest to the M. curtispina of Prof. Haswell.
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The carapace is closely granulated, a few of the granules being

larger than the others, more especially one on each branchial

region, and one on the cardiac. The sides are irregularly tuber-

culate, two fairly prominent tubercles may be seen close behind

the eye, and two more farther back, one on the branchial angle,

the other on the postero-lateral margin. The middle line of the

carapace is somewhat elevated ; the hepatic regions are, as usual,

very depressed. As regards the rostrum, the upper half is obliquely

deflexed, the lower half vertically : its surface is granular and
obtusely bicarinate, so a* to form a median and two lateral grooves,

tb.e median terminating in the wide notch which separates the two

lobes of the distal margin. The chelipedes are small and quite

smooth ; the distal half of the upper margin of the arm is strongly

keeled, but the carina is not dentate. Ambulatory legs densely

hairy, otherwise smooth : the meri are rather broad, but not so

much as those of M, ettrtispina. The orbital margins are prominent

;

a single closed fissure above, and two below; pterygostomian regions

smooth, and profoundly excavate. Basal joint of a nteniue smooth,

aud the next two joints fairly narrow. The fingers of the cheli-

pedes do not meet in their proximal half. Colour of carapace

brick-red, touched with light yellow; chelipedes light yellow,

distal two-thirds of fingers brown.

Dim. d 9x11. $ 9-5 x 11-5.

XII. Genus Lambrus Leach.

17. Lambrus hoplowtus Ad. & White.

Lambrus hoplonotus, Ad. & "White, ' Samarang' Crust, p. 35,

pi. vii. f. 3 (1848); Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 33 (1882);
Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 351 (1893).

Hah. Singapore ; 10 fms. Two females, of the var. planifrons.

Dim. 2 9-25x8. $ 9-25x8.

18. Lambrus validus de Haau.

Parthenope (Lambrus) valida, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 90,

pi. xxi. f. 1, & pi. xxii. f. 1 (1830).

Lambrus validus, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 29 (1848).

Hub. Singapore ; 15 fms. One male.

Dim. 30-25x265.

19. Lambkus lo>*gispi>"us Miers.

Lambrus longispinug, Miers, Ann. Mag. Xat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. iv.

p. 18 (1879).

Lambrus gpinifer, Hasw. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. vol. iv.

p. 451, pi. xxvii. f. 4 (1880).

Lambrus longigpinus, Miers, 'Alert' Crust, p. 199 (1884) ; Walker,

Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 109 (1887).

Hah. Singapore : 6-8 fms. Two males.

Dim. 6 10*25 x 10-5. J 16 x 16.
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20. Lambrus pelagicus RUpp.

Lambrus pelagicus, Riipp. Beschreib. 24 Krabben, p. 15, pi. iv.

f. 1 (1830) ; M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 355 (1834).

? Lambrus rumphii, Bleeker, Rech. sur Crust, de l'inde Arcbipel,

Batavia, p. 18 (1856).

Lambrus affinis, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. viii. p. 261,

pi. xiv. f. 4 (1872) ; Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 350 (1893).

Lambrus pelagicus, de Man, Decap. u. Stom. von Malakka,
Borneo, etc., Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 494 (1895).

Hab. Singapore ; from sandy sbore at low-water. One male.

Dr. deMan, by a comparison with Riippell's original specimens,

has shown that the Lambrus affirm of A. M.-Edw. is identical

with Riippell's L. pelagicus ; and possibly also with L. rumphii
Bleeker.

Dim. 17x16.

21. Lambrus tumldus, sp. nov. (Plate XLIV. fig. 2.)

Hab. Malacca ; 2-6 fms. ; muddy bottom. A male and a

female.

Carapace a very little broader than long, general surface smooth :

gastro-cardiac and branchial regions strongly tumid, separated by
two wide and deep depressions. A median carina, branched
anteriorly towards the base of the rostrum and enclosing there a

concave triangular space ; a low tubercle at the point of bifur-

cation, a second stronger tubercle in the centre of the cardiac

region, and a third, as strong, half-way between the second and the

first. Behind the second the carina shelves rapidly to a" slightly

upturned median spine on the posterior margin ; the shelving

portion bears a minute tubercle. Antero-lateral margins, behind
the narrow hepatic notch, with eight flattened, obscurely laciniated,

triangular spines, which increase in size from before backwards
to the 7th, while the eighth becomes suddenly twice as large as the

7th, quite thin and laminate. Between this and the median
posterior tooth are three teeth : first, an outwardly directed tooth,

as strong as the eighth antero-lateral, carinate above, the carina

granular and extending on to the tumid branchial region, where it

becomes tubercular ; from the base of this tooth, on the postero-

lateral margin springs a shorter flattened tooth, not carinate, and
bearing in turn at its base a minute tooth ; and at a little distance

on the external angle of the posterior margin, a tooth equal in size

to the median posterior. The bed of the furrow separating the

gastro-cardiac and branchial regions has in it four or five relatively

deep holes, having the appearance of pin-pricks. Rostrum conical,

acute, with a single, obscure tooth on either side of the base, just

above the eye. The suborbital tooth is very strong and carinated

below ; a low granulated carina extends from the base of this

tooth to the base of the chelipedes : pterygostomiau regions

otherwise smooth, under a covering of rather dense hair which
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extends under the antero-lateral margins. Chelipedes three times

as long as the body, and generally quite smooth above and below,

except for—(a) a longitudinal line of granules on the upper

surface of the arm, not quite reaching its distal extremity ; the

most proximal of these is produced into a very strong tooth
;

(b) a

similar, more obscure line on the under surfaces of the wrist and

hand ; the distal third of this surface iu the hand is rather swollen,

and the linear arrangement of the granules is here rather broken

up. The whole of the inferior margin of the arm and hand is set

with evenly disposed sharp tubercles, which in the wrist are

granular (in the male they are less sharp than in the smaller

female) ; on the posterior margin of the arm five strong teeth,

with smaller ones between them ; on the anterior margin a similar

arrangement, the teeth being, however, less strong and more
numerous ; two strong teeth on the hind margin of the wrist

;

both upper margins of hand dentate, the teeth being much stronger

in its distal third. Dactyl with upper margin dentate ; both

fingers with strong tubercular teeth on the inner margins ; these

margins do not meet, except at the tips. Ambulatory legs with

mero- carpo- and pro-podites strongly carinated above ; and with

meri spinulose below, strongly on the 1st and 4th pairs, very

obscurely on the 2nd and 3rd.

Length (base of posterior spine to tip J . $ .

of rostrum) 25*5 mm. 20 mm.
Breadth (between 7th and 8th antero-

lateral spines) 28 „ 22*5 „

Length of chelipedes 76 „ 59*5 „

This species is most nearly related to L. validus and L. laciniatus,

from both of which it is distinguishable by its relative smoothness,

and the fact that it is not so very much broader than long.

XIII. Genus Cryptopodia M.-Edw.

22. Cryptopodia fornicata Fabr.

Cancer fomicatus, Fabr. Ent. Syst. t. ii. p. 453 (1781); Herbst,

Naturgesch. d. Krab. Bd. i. Hft. 6, p. 204, pi. xiii. ff. 79-80 (1785).
Cryptopodia fornicata, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 362

(1834) ; de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 90, pi. xx. f. 2 (1839); Hasw.
Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 37 (1882) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc., Zool.

vol. xx. p. 109 (1887) ; Hend. Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 351
(1893).

Bab. Singapore. A male.

Dim. 22X13.

XIV. Genus Harrovia White.

23. Harrovia albolineata Ad. & White.

Harrovia albolineata, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, pp. 55-56,
pi. xii. f. 5 (1848).
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Hab. Singapore ; dredged from 10-15 fins. Two males. One
of these shows the typical markings on the carapace and chelipedes

;

in the other, the red stripes on the carapace are fainter and less

broad, and the crimson colour of the chelipedes is absent.

Dim. 6 5-5 x 5. <$ 5-5 x 5.

23 a. Harrovia albolineata longipes, var. nov. (Plate XLIV.
fig. 3.)

Hab. Singapore. From a shoal of scattered stones and coral,

with sand in places, partially exposed at low-water. One male.

In this specimen, the most striking feature is the length of the

chelipedes, which are three times as long as the carapace, and not

only twice as in H. albolineata. Further, the tubercles on the arm
and wrist are very minute ; and the two antero-lateral teeth are as

low and as broad as the post-ocular tooth ; the fourth is narrow
and pointed.

Carapace raised but not tuberculate ; minutely punctate, when
seen through a lens, and of a diffuse dark red colour. Chelipedes

rough, or even slightly granular, and generally as in H. albolineata.

No tubercles on the ambulatory legs.

Dim. 7'5x7.

24. Harrovia tuberculata Haswell.

Harrovia tuberculata, Hasw. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. vol. iv.

p. 455, pi. xxvii. f. 1 (L880).

Hab. Singapore. One female, taken from off the arms of a

Crinoid {Actinometra multiradiata) dredged from 6 fms.

This species is very near H. albolineata, of which it is possibly

only a variety. I can discern the same arrangement of tubercles

on the carapace in one of my examples of H. albolineata, in which
the colouring is altogether fainter than usual. In the other,

strongly coloured, individual the arrangement is not so obvious
;

but in no instance is it very distinct.

The tubercles on the meri of the ambulatory legs seem to be the

only distinctive feature ; for, as regards the absence of colour-

markings, the two examples of H. albolineata show that a certain

variation occurs in this respect. Variation is also evident in the

tubercles of the arm : thus in the above examples of II. albolineata

I find :—
A. A spine at the base of the posterior margin just where it

appears from beneath the carapace. In both arms of the one male
this is relatively strong and spiniform, and in the right arm of

the other male ; in the left arm of the other male it is small,

tubercular.

B. A spine in a corresponding position on the anterior

margin. In the right arm of the one male this is single tuber-

culate, in the left arm bifid tuberculate.

In the right arm of the other male this is bifid and spinous, in

the left it is only represented by a roughening of a granulous

nature.
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In addition, the right arm of the other male has a small tubercle

on the middle of the posterior margin.

I have, however, two larger individuals, both females, whose
presence in the collection I had at first overlooked, in which the

tubercles of the carapace and the anterolateral teeth are very

strongly developed : the two anterior tubercles being quite tooth-

like, and as big as the penultimate lateral teeth. It may be, then,

that the species is a good one, although I am still inclined to

suspect that the differences are only varietal.

The larger of these females bears ova, and was taken off another

specimen of A. multimdiata.

Dim. $6x5-5. 510-5x8-5. 2 8-5x6-5.

XV. Genus Atergatis de Haan.

25. Atergatis integerrimus Lamarck.

Cancer integerrimus, Lam. Hist, des Anim. sans Yert. t

p. 272 (1818); M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 874 (1834).

Cancer {Atergatis) integerrimug, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 45,

pi. xiv. f. 1 (1839).

Atergatis integerAmus, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 24 (1888);
id. Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 496 (1895).

Hab. Singapore. Littoral : under stones or dead coral. 6 males

and 2 females.

Dim. (J 81x51. 6 67x41-5. tf 44x27-5. 6 36-5x23.
<3 24x15. S 23x14-75. $62x39-5. $48-5x30-5.
Breadth taken is the greatest breadth.

26. Atergatis eloridus Eumph.

Cancer Jioridus, Eumph. D'Amboin. Eariteit-kammer, p. 16,

pi. viii. f. 5 (1741).

Cancer ocyroe, Herbst, Krab. u. Krebse, pi. liv. f. 2 (1801) ;

M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 375 (1834).

Cancer {Atergatis) Jioridus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 46 (1839).

Atenjatis floridus, Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx.

p. 109 (1887); de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 24 (1888); id. Zoolog.

Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 498 (1895).

Hah. Singapore. 5 males and 3 females, one with ova. Erom
same localities as A. integerrimus.

Dim. d 51x35-5. <$ 48x335. d 43-5x30. tf 38-5x27.
6 24x17-25. $45-5x32-5. $41-5x29. $31x22.
Breadth taken is the greatest breadth.

27. Atergatis roseus Eiipp.

Carpilius roseus, marginatus, Eiipp. Beschreib. 24 Krabben,

p. 13, pi. iii. f. 3 (1830).

Cancer roseus, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 374 (1834).

Atergatis marginatus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i.

p. 158 (1852).
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Atergatis nitidus, roseus, scrobiculatus, kevigatus, A. M.-Edw.
Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. pp. 239 seq. (1865).

Atergatis roseus, Kossmann, Zoolog. Ergebn. pp. 19-21 (1877).
Atergatis Icevigatus, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 352 (1893).

Hah. Singapore and Malacca ; littoral. Eive males.

Kossmann has shown that probably all the above-named species

are varieties of A. roseus. Of these specimens one is the var.

scrobiculatus, with a slightly punctated carapace, generally red but

with a very distinct white border. Two others belong to the var.

alba (Kossm.), although not perfect examples of it, for a whiter

margin may still be distinguished from the white carapace, and the

latter is still slightly punctated. The fourth and fifth are re-

spectively more and more intermediate between var. alba and var.

scrobiculata, one of them more resembling the former, the other

the latter.

The Singapore specimens are the two examples of var. alba.

Dim. S 10-5 x 6-5. S 10-25 x 6-25. <$ var. scrobic. 1 1-75 x 7.

3 var. alba, 11*5 X 6-5. cf var. alba, 0*5 x 4-5.

Breadth taken is greatest breadth.

XVI. Genus Carpilodes Dana.

28. Carpilodes margaritatus, A. M.-Edw.

Carpilodes margaritatus, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix.

p. 182, pi. v. f. 2 (1873); Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool.

vol. v. p. 353 (1893).

Hab. Malacca ; 15 fms. One female. Agrees with the

descriptions of M.-Edwards and Henderson : like those of the

latter, it is without the brilliant colours figured by M.-Edwards
although still of a general red hue.

Dim. 24x17.

2t). Carpilodes socius, sp. nov. (Plate XLIV. fig. 4.)

Hab. Singapore ; 8-10 fms. Two males and a female.

Carapace much broader than long, everywhere smooth to the eye,

but minutely punctate viewed under the lens, posteriorly nearly

flat, but very declivous anteriorly towards the front and antero-

lateral margins. Protogastric lobe divided by a groove which does

not quite reach the branchio-hepatic groove. Epigastric lobes

clearly defined, having a well-marked transverse groove behind as

well as in front of them. Mesogastric lobe prolonged a little way
between them ; the two grooves enclosing this lobe are not pro-
longed backwards very far. Groove between cardiac and gastric

regions less pronounced than the others.

Front notched in the middle, and sinuous, so as to form four

lobes, the two median being large and broad, and the external,

forming also the internal angle of the eye, small and conical.

Upper margin of the orbit very much thickened in its internal half.
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Antero-lateral margins curved, about as long as the postero-

lateral, divided into four lobe-like teeth, and tending anteriorly to

be continued below the orbits.

Chelipedes short ; arm trigonous, externally punctated like the

carapace, upper margin sharp, lower rounded ; wrist punctate,

armed internally with two approximate blunt teeth, externally with

a line of three flat tubercles ; hand compressed, grooved externally

and above, just below the blunt crest formed by the upper margin
;

this groove is very wide and shallow, and not so conspicuous in

small examples. Fingers brown, with white, strongly excavate

tips; inner margins dentate; longitudinally bisulcate externally,

uni-sulcate internally.

Ambulatory legs with meri smooth, or slightly punctate ; com-
pressed, and lightly keeled above. Upper borders of next two joints

each with two tubercular prominences, one near the proximal,

the other near the distal joint. Sixth joint rounded; dactyl

very small and pointed. Abdomen of male five-, of female seven-

jointed.

The two males are of a very deep crimson colour; the female is

of a much lighter shade, more like terra-cotta.

This species comes between C. rugipes and C. rugatvs. The
carapace is broader than that of C. rugipes, but less broad than that

of C. rugatus ; there is a transverse groove behind the epigastric

lobes as in the latter, but the protogastric groove, as in the former,

is not prolonged backwards to meet the branchio-hepatic.

Dim. £18-0x11. £12-75x8. $24-5x15.

XVII. Genus LophactvEa A. M.-Edw.

30. Lophact.ea granulosa Biippeti.

Xantho granulosus, Riipp. Beschreib. 24 Krabben, p. 24, pi. v.

f. 3 (1830).

JEgle granulosus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 17 (1830).

Cancer limbatus, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 377, pi. xvi.

f. 1 (1834).

Lopkactoea granulosa, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 247
(1865) ; Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 354 (1893).

Ifab. Singapore ; from dead coral exposed at low water. Two
females, one bearing ova.

The upper margins of the hands are slightly cristate.

Dim. $37x25. $31-5x21.

XVIII. Genus Act^ea de Haan.

31. ACT^A GRANULATA Audoilin.

Cancer granulatus, Aud. Explic. d. Planches d'Egypte, Crust,

pi. vi. f. 2 (1819).

Cancer savigngi, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 378 (1834).
Cancer (Aetata) granulatus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 47 (1839).
Actcm granulata, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 275
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( 1865) ; Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 44 (1882) ; Henderson,

Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 356 (1893).

Hab. Singapore. From the New Harbour, in 6 fms. Two
females ; the larger a deep red, the smaller a lighter red.

Dim. 513-5x10-5. $10x7'5.

32. Actcea nodulosa Adams & White.

Aetata nodulosa, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 39, pi. viii.

£.4(1848); A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 277 (1865) ;

Miers, 'Challenger ' Brachyura, p. 120 (1886) : Henderson, Trans.

Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 356 (1893).

Hab. Singapore ; reef. A female and two males. The female

is a dull grey-white, the males white flecked with orange.

Dim. 6 7x5-25. tf 6x4-5. $8x6-5.

33. Actjea RtiPPELLii Krauss.

JEgle rupjaellii, Krauss, Siidafrik. Crust, p. 28, pi. i. f. 1 (1843).

JEgle rugata, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 43, pi. viii.

f. 5 (1848).

Actcea ruppellii, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 270
(1865).

Actcea rugata, id. torn. cit. p. 269.

Aetata ruppellii, Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. v.

p. 232 (1880) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 109
(1887).

Actcea rufopunctata, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 26 (1888).

Actcea ruppellii, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 358 (1893) ; de Man, Zoolng. Jahrb. Ed. viii. p. 499 (1895).

Hab. Singapore ; shore, and up to 12 fms. Three males and
three females. These were generally found curled far down in the

cavities of pieces of eroded stone, which had to be broken in

order to find them. In all, the whole of the nasogastric and part

of the protogastric lobes are red ; the ground-colour a faint

yellow, with scattered red spots both on the carapace, legs, and
under surface.

Dim. 6 27x21. c? 25-5x19-5. d 23x18. $27x20.
$ 26-5x20. $ 20-5x15-5.

34. AdiEA aeeolata Dana.

Actcea areolata, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i. p. 162,

pi. viii. f. 1 a (1852); A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 264

(1865); Miers, 'Alert' Crust, p. 209 (1884); de Man, Mergui
Crust, p. 25 (18S8) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx.

p. 109 (1887).

Hab. Singapore ; under stones between tide-marks. Three
females and a young male.

As in the ' Alert ' specimens, so in these, the inter-regional

grooves are much more clearly defined than in Dana's figure.

But their general resemblance with the figure, and their close

Proo. Zool. Soc—1900, No. XLVIII. 48
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agreement with the description make it almost certain that they

are Dana's species. Dr. de Man has noticed (t. c.) that whereas

the internal protogastric division is represented in Dana's figure as

being much broader than the portion of the mesogastric next it,

in his examples the former is scarcely broader than the latter.

This I find to be also the case both in the Singapore and the
' Alert ' individuals.

Dim. c?9x5. $20x12-5. $19x12. $16x10.

35. Act^a pulchella A. M.-Edw.

Actcm intlcliella, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 273,

pi. xviii. f. 5 (1865).

Hub. Singapore ; between tide-marks. Two males and a female.

These specimens agree entirely with the description and figures

given, except that the granules on the hand tend, here, to form

in definite rows.

I may also notice that the granules tend to disappear on the

posterior part of the carapace. M.-Edwards's figure gives some-

thing of their appearance, but in his description he only says

" surface couverte de granulations." 1

Dim. c?12x9. 6 9-25x7. $10-5x7-5.

XIX. Genus Actceodes Dana.

36. AcTjEodes tomentosus Dana.

Zozumus tomentosus, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 385 (1834),

and Atlas du Regne Anim. de Cuvier, Crust, pi. xi bis. f. 2.

Actceodes tomentosus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i.

p. 197 (1852).

Actceodes ajfinis, Dana, t. c. p. 107, pi. xi. f. 3 (1852).

Actcm tomentosa et ajfinis, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i.

pp. 262-3 (1865).

Actct'odes tomentosus, Miers, ' Challenger ' Braehyura. p. 135

(1886).

Hah. Singapore : littoral. Three males and two females.

Of these, one male and one female agree entirely with Dana's
A. tomentosus; the others agree with his A. affinis in having the

cardiac areolet nearly completely bisected, the granules smallerand
more numerous, and the outer maxillipedes relatively smoother,

hut not in the smoothness of the under surface of the hands, nor
the fewer and larger spiuules on the fingers ; the hands are quite

similar in all. Furthermore, all have a ratio of length to breadth

of approximately 1 : 1*6
; in Dana's A. cijjfinis this ratio is 1 : 1*37

(t. c. p. 198). These specimens were all obtained from the same
exposed reef. The internal surface of the hands of two of the
males is encrusted with a Polyzoon.

In Milne-Edwards's description of Zozjmus tomentosus (t. c.) he

1 I have recently examined a larger individual from the Museum collection

at Sarawak, which I am at present describing, and find that the granules on the
posterior region are quite distinct, though smaller than those in front.
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says that the pterygostomian regions are notgranulous ; in all these

specimens they are distinctly granulated.

Dim. tf 30-5x19-5. tf 2*9-5x19. rf 26-5x17. $28-5x18-5.
$ 27-75 x 17-5.

XX. Genus Ctcloxanthus A. M.-Edw.

37. Ctcloxanthus lineatus A. M.-Edw. (?)

Cf. Cycloxanthus lineatus, A. M.-Edw. Xouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix.

p. 209, pi. vi. f. 5 (1873) ; Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 212 (1884).

Hob. Uncertain. A small male.

I cannot definitely refer this specimen to M.-Edwards's species.

The carapace is not at all smooth ; there is a distinct low carina

on each side over the branchial regions, extending from the last

tooth nearly to the middle line ; two low swellings on the naso-
gastric, and one on the cardiac regions. The whole surface,

moreover, is finely and closely granulated. Colour a dull grey
;

legs yellow ; fingers of chelipedes brown. This individual is

identical with the two specimens obtaiued by the ' Alert.'

Dim. 7-5x5-5.

XXI. Genus Euxanthus Dana.

38. Etjxanthus huonii Jacq. et Lucas.

Cancer huonii, Jacq. et Lucas, Voyage au Pole du Sud, Crust,

p. 16, pi. iv. f. 1 (Hombron et Jacquinot, tome iii. 1853).

Euxanthus huonii, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 290

(1865) ; Miers 'Alert' Crust, p. 204 (1884).

Hah. Singapore ; littoral, from among stones and dead coral.

One male.

A. M.-Edwards thinks it possible that E. huonii and E.sculptilis

Dana may be identical. Mr. Miers, commenting on this, points

out that the black coloration of the fingers extends on to the

hand in M.-Edwards's figure, and also in his (' Alert ') specimen.

This, he adds, is not figured by Dana, nor does it occur in two
Museum specimens one of which has been designated E. huonii by

A. M.-Edwards, but which Mr. Miers refers provisionally to

E. sculptilis. Now, in this example from Singapore, the colour is

limited to the fingers also
;
yet there c-an be no doubt it is identical

with E. huonii, and not with E. sculptilis, for two reasons—firstly,

the fingers are not denticulate above : and secondly, the postero-

lateral margins are deeply concave, while in Dana's figure they are

represented as nearly straight. For these reasons, also, I should

still regard E. huonii and E. sculptilis as distinct. I Mas unfor-

tunately unable to obtain the specimens referred to by Mr. Miers
for purposes of comparison (vide footnote x

).

Dim. 18-5x13.

1 The two specimens of Euxanthus sculptilis to which Mr. Miers refers {op.

cit. p. 204) were not in the collection when I made a MS. catalogue of the

Jirachyura in 18fr>.--Jb\ J. ii., Nat. Hist. Mus. 10 April, 1900.

48*
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XXII. Genus Lophozozyhus A. M.-Edw.

39. Lophozozymus epheliticus Linn.

Cancer epheliticus, Linn, (fide auctor.).

XantJio octodentatus, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 398

(1834); Jacq. et Lucas, Voyage au Pole du Sud, Crust, p. 23,

pi. ix. f. 1 (Hombron et Jaeq. tome iii. 1853).

Lophozozymus octodentatus, Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 58

(1882).
Lopliozozymus epTieliticus, Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx.

p. 109 (1887); de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 518 (1895).

Hab. Singapore ; littoral. One male and three females : and

one younger male.

In these specimens I note the following variations :— In the

adult male, the fissure in the dorsal crest of the merus of the

chelipedes opens widely at the top in the left arm, being broader

above than below, whereas in the right arm it is nearly closed

above ; and in the right arm of one of the females it is completely

closed above. Further, in the females the two tubercles on the

inner edge of the carpus show a tendency to unite and form a

ridge with concave edge. In the right carpus of one it forms a

tri-tuberculate ridge, in the left the posterior tubercle is rudi-

mentary, lying at the base of the other ; while on the right carpus

of another the two are nearly obsolete, being only represented by
a very small excrescence.

Dim. 6 56x36-5. 6 32-5x20. 2 64x41-5. $58-5x37-5.
2 56-5x37.

40. Lophozozymus (Lophoxanthus) leucomanus Lockington.

Xanihodes leucomanus. Lockington, Proc. Calif. Ac. Nat. Sci.

pp. 32, 100 (1876).

Lophozozymus (Lophoccanthus) beUug, var. leucomanus, Miers,
« Challenger' Brachyura, p. 115, pi. xi. f. 1 (1886).

Hab. Singapore. I have no record of the depth. A male and
a female.

Colour of carapace grey-black, of legs white-yellow. I cannot
but regard this as specifically distinct from L. bellus Stm., after

comparing it with two examples of the latter that are in the

Museum collection. Superficially, the carapace of L. leucomanus

appears, and is actually, broader in proportion to the length than

that of L. bellus, and the front projects much farther forward
beyond the orbits. The result of this is that the crab has a
definitely six-sided appearance, which is not seen in L. lellus.

The antero-lateral margins also differ very considerably, for in

L. leucomanus they are continued in front to a point below the

orbits, making the hepatic regions somewhat concave ; whereas in

L. bellus the margin is continued, at the same level, to the external

orbital angle, and the hepatic regions are slightly convex. The
rugosities of the carapace are also very distinctive in L. leucomanus,
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and these occur but little in L. bellus. Further, the carina? of the

upper margins of the ambulatory legs are very well developed in

L. leucomanus ; whereas in L. bellus the upper margins are only

sharp, or even slightly rounded, as in the last pair. The chelipedes

of L. leucomanus are very pitted and rugose, those of L. bellus are

smooth.

In the two Museum specimens of L. bellus, the proportions

are :

—

Breadth of carapace .... 9 mm. 19 mm.
Length of carapace 7 mm. 14 mm.

Dim. tf 12x9. ? 10x7-25.

XXIII. Genus Parapanope de Man.

41. Parapanope eitagora de Man.

Parapanope euagora, de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. pp. 513-

518, Bd. ix. pi. xii. f. 4 (1895).

Hab. Malacca. One male, entirely agreeing with Dr. de Man's
excellent description.

Dim. 8x5-5.

XXIV. Genus Chlorodius Biipp.

42. Chlorodius niger Forskal.

Cancer niger, Porskal, Descr. Anim. p. 89 (1775).

Chlorodius niger, Biipp. Beschreib. 24 Krabben, p. 20, pi. iv.

f. 7 (1830); A.M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix. p. 214 (1873)

;

de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 32 (1888), and Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii.

p. 519 (1895).

Hab. Singapore. One male.

Dim. 12-5x9.

XXV. Genus Chlorodopsis A. M.-Edw.

43. Chlorodopsis pilumnoides Ad. & "White.

Chlorodius pilumnoides, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 41

pi. ix. f. 3 (1848).
Chlorodopsis pilumnoides, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 35 (1888).

Hab. Malacca.

.An adult female. Spines on anterior margin of arm well-

developed ; interspace between the lingers very wide as far as the

tips, which are sharply curved to meet each other and strongly

excavate. Mr. Miers states (' Alert ' Crustacea, p. 531) that in

an adult male specimen from Singapore in the Museum collection

the black coloration of the fingers extends over the inner and
outer surfaces of the hand : in this individual the fingers are deep

brown with white tips, and the brown colour does not extend

beyond their base. Dr. de Man also (t. c.) has found this to be the
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case in his females from the Mergui Archipelago, so perhaps it is a

sexual distinction.

In three females and a male from the Mergui collection, which I

have examined, the actual colour varies from a deep black to a very

pale brown.

Dim. 22x16.

XXVI. Genus Leptodius A. M.-Edw.

44. Leptodius exaeatus M.-Edw.

Chlorodius exaratus, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 402

(1834).

Xaniho affmis, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 48, pi. xiii. f. 8 (1839).

Leptodius exaratus, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mu*. t. ix. p. 222

(1873) ; Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 362 (1893);

de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 521 (1895).

Hub. Singapore ; littoral. Several young examples.

Dim. 6 10x7. 6 9-5x7. 6 10-5x7-25. <5 7-25x5-25.

d 7-25x5-5. $ 12x8. $ 9x6-5. $ 8x6. $ 9x6-5.

$ 6-75x5. $ 7-5x5-5. $ 7x5. $ 8-5x6.

44 a. Leptodius exaratus gracilis.

Chlorodius gracilis, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped. p. 210, pi. xi.

f. 13 (1852).

Leptodius exaratus, var. gracilis, Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 530
(1884).

Hob. Singapore ; littoral, together with the species. A male
and a female.

Dim. 6 14-5x9-5. $ 17x12.

XXVII. Genus Etisus M.-Edw.

45. Etisus levimanus Eandall.

Etisus levimanus, Randall, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. vol. viii.

p. 115 (1839); Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i. p. 185,

pi. x. f. 1 (1852).

Etisus macrodactylus, Jacq. et Lucas, Voyage au Pole du Sud,

Crust, p. 30, pi. ix. f. 2 (Hombrou et .Jacquinot, tome iii. 1853).

Etisus levimanus, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix. p. 234
(1873).

Hah. Siugapore ; littoral. Two males. One of these is orna-

mented with a large, oval, brown spot on the gastric region, and
other brown spots dotted more or less regularly over the carapace

generally.

Dim. 6 63-5x40. 6 68-5 x 41-5.

46. Etisus utilis Jacq. et Lucas.

Etisus utilis, Jacq. et Lucas, Voyage au Pole du Sud, Crust.
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p. 27, pi. ii. f. 6 (Hombron et Jacq. toine iii. 1853) ; A. M.-Edw.
Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix. p. 233 (1873).

Hah. Singapore ; obtained at lowest tides. Five males.
Dim. S 90x59. $ 78x52-5. <$ 100x66. d 104x66.

6 102x68.
Breadth taken from between penultimate lateral teeth.

XXVIII. G-enus Etisodes Dana.

47. Etisodes aisaglyptus M.-Edw. (Plate XLV. fig. 5.)

Etisus anaghjptus,M-.-~Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 411 (1834).

Etisodes anaglyptus, Miers, 'Alert' Crust, p. 218 (1884>; Hasw.
Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 55 (1882).

Hah. Singapore ; littoral. Three males and a female.

These are all fine specimens, and, as I have not seen any
description of the species since that of Milne-Edwards in 1834,

and a few additional remarks by Mr. Miers (t. c), I give a further

one now.
Carapace somewhat lobulated, more particularly in front and on

the sides, and rather depressed ; under the lens everywhere
minutely punctated ; furrows between the lobules broad and rather

deep. Front relatively narrow, consisting of two projecting lobes,

separated by a deep median notch, closed posteriorly ; each lobe

with a short, thick, granulated and concave anterior margin, the

external half of which is lower than the interior, so that the line

of the front is curved dorso-ventrally : a deep wide notch between
this and the internal orbital angle, below which, when viewed from
above, appear the antenna?. This angle forms a salient tubercle.

Upper orbital margin thick, its external half divided, by two con-

spicuous closed fissures, into two low tubercles, the outer of which
forms the external angle of the orbit. Lower margin formed of

two tubercles ; one, more prominent, below and external to the

internal orbital angle, the other below and internal to the external

angle. A curved line of granules, set in a shallow furrow, sepa-

rates the subhepatic and pterygostomian regions : merus of

external maxillipedes granulated, as also are the anterior half of

the first sternal segment and the internal edge of the others where
they abut on the abdomen ; the first sternal segment also presents

a deep median groove.

Chelipedes fairly long ; merus and carpus internally granulate,

hand internally smooth and slightly punctate. External surface

of merus smooth, its upper margin with a line of long hairs
;

external surface of carpus tuberculate and punctate, its internal

angle with a strong fonvardly curved spine, which has a low
tubercle at its base posteriorly ; external surface of hand
punctate, and with three longitudinal rows of low tubercles;

upper margin with two rows of tubercles, irregularly disposed.

Fingers black, this colour extending a little way on to the under,

lower external, and lower internal surfaces of the hand ; externally
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and internally more or less sulcate ; mobile finger with two rows

of 3 or 4 tubercles above, enclosing between them a furrow ; tips

strongly excavate and white ; inner margins dentate and not quite

meeting. Ambulatory legs with upper and under margins densely

clothed with hair ; upper margins tuberculate, the tubercles

becoming stronger from the merus to the dactyl, under margins

granulate.

Colour variable ; smallest male greenish yellow with a few

red-brown patches, the next in size with a much greater amount
of red-brown, the largest completely brown; the female has a

somewhat mottled appearance of brown and yellow.

The tubercles of the chelipedes tend to obsolescence in the

largest male. Mr. Miers's statement (t. c.) that the distal ends of

the frontal lobes are convex seems to be either a mistake or a

misprint ; for I have examined the ' Alert ' specimen, and find

them, like these, slightly concave when viewed from above ; briefly,

they are convex in a vertical, and concave in a horizontal plane.

Dim. d 57-5x38. <$ 45-5x30-5. tf 36x25. $ 42x28.

XXIX. Genus Cymo de Haan.

48. Cymo andreossyi melanodaotyla.

Cymo melanodactylus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 22 (1839).

Cymo andreossyi, Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 532 (1884) ; de Man,
Mergui Crust, p. 35 (1888); Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool.

vol. v. p. 363 (1893).

flab. Singapore : from the reef at low water. A male. Fingers

black : black colour extending on to under and lower external

surface of baud
;
granules on this part small above, absent below

;

tips of fingers light brown, not white.

Dim. 11*5 x 9-5. Breadth taken is greatest breadth.

XXX. Genus Myomenippe Hilgendorf.

49. Myomenippe granulosa A. M.-Edw.

Menippe granulosa, A. M.-Edw. Ann. Soc. Entom. de France,
t. vii. p. 275 (1867).

Myomenippe dupliddens, Hilgendorf, Monatsber. k. Akad. Wiss.
Berlin, p. 796 (footnote) (Nov. 1S7S).

Myomenippe granulosa, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 40, pi. ii. f. 1

(1888), and Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 525 (1895).

Hab. Malacca ; littoral. One male example.
This agrees almost entirely with Dr. de Man's excellent

description (t. c.) ; the only notable difference is the presence of
numerous, rather thickly-set hairs on the ambulatory legs, especially
on the upper margin of the meri ; these would appear, from
Dr. de Mau's figure, to be much less numerous in his examples.

Dim. 38x27-5.
Distance between ext. orbital angles, 22 mm

.

Length of larger hand, 2925 mm.
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XXXI. G-enus Act^eopsis, gen. nov.

This genus bears a very general resemblance to Actcea, both

in the shape of the carapace, and arrangement o£ the front, orbits

and antennas. But it differs in having well-marked ridges on the

endostome, and very distinct carinas on the ambulatory legs

;

furthermore, the fingers are strongly excavate. The antero-

lateral margins, too, are much straighter, and the carapace relatively

more flat.

The characters of the genus, as exemplified in the present

specimens (2 males and 2 females), are as follows :

—

Carapace six-sided, broader than long, generally depressed, but

a little declivous towards the front and sides ; front broad, and
a little advanced, its anterior margin sinuous ; basal joint of the

antennas barely entering the internal orbital hiatus, reaching the

base of the infero-lateral process of the front by the anterior

half of its internal margin, but not quite reaching the apex of the

internal subocular lobe externally 1
; flagellum short. Endostome

with well-marked ridges ; merus of the exterior maxillipedes

truncate, broader than long, the next joint being articulated at

its emarginate antero-internal angle. Chelipedes short with

excavate fingers ; ambulatory legs of moderate length, meri uni-

carinate, next three joints bicarinate. Antero-lateral margins very

thick, with four blunt and rounded teeth, the depressions between
which are continued on to the subhepatic regions at well marked
grooves. Abdomen, in the male five-, in the female seven-jointed.

50. Act.eopsis pallida (Borradaile). (Plate XLV. fig. 6.)

Carpiliodespallidus, Borradaile, P.Z. 8. 1900, p. 586, pi. xl. fig. 3.

Hob. Singapore ; from interstices in coral from off the shore

at low water, and up to 6 fms. Two males and two females.

Carapace nearly flat behind, slightly declivous towards the

anterior and antero-lateral margins ; under the lens it is seen to

be everywhere closely punctate, with a tendency to a spongy
appearance ; breadth one and a half times the length. Proto-

gastric grooves prolonged posteriorly to meet the branchio-hepatic

;

epigastric lobes limited by a transverse groove behind as well as

before ; nasogastric lobe projecting very slightly between them,

and the grooves which bound it prolonged posteriorly and
outwardly so as nearly to meet the protogastric grooves at their

junction with the branchio-hepatic ; hepatic and branchial regions

tabulated. Front with a distinct median notch, and sinuous

;

median lobes broad and rounded and rather prominent, lateral

lobes small and only faintly prominent. Superior orbital margin

rather thickened internally, and externally to this two closed

fissures. Antero-lateral teeth four in number, broad, low and
very rounded, except the last which is conical and obtuse.

The depressions between them are continued as grooves on to the

subhepatic regions which, together with the exterior maxillipedes,

the pterygostomian and sternal regions, are everywhere strongly

punctate.

1 Note,—This is not very clearly shown in the figure, PI. XLV. fig. 6.
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Chelipedes .short, everywhere punctated, on the outside strongly

so as to appear almost rugose, on the inside faintly so as to appear

smooth in comparison. Merus trigonous, with a small double

blunt tooth, subdistal, on its upper margin ; carpus rounded, with

a small double tooth internally ; hand rather compressed, the

punctse, externally, tending to a linear arrangement; fingers

brown, rather short, dentate on the inner margin and externally

unisulcate; tips white and strongly excavate.

The ambulatory legs are all carinated, in the following manner,
on their upper margins : the merus has a simple carina with a

slight groove on its outer aspect ; in the carpal joint this carina

is faintly sinuous, the groove is very distinct, and outside it may be

seen a second low carina ; this carina is even more distinct in the

fifth joint, until in the next it equals in size the first carina, and
the two enclose the original groove between them. Thus the

merus is unicarinate, the carpus obscurely bicarinate, and the

remaiuing t^vo joints distinctly bicarinate.

The carapace and limbs in one female are of a deep red hue

;

in the males and the other female the limbs and under-surface

only are red or pinkish, the carapace being white or yellow-white.

This form is identical with one which Mr. Uorradaile has re-

ferred to the genus Garpilodes ill a recent paper (supra, page 586)
and I too was at first inclined to refer it to that genus. But the

differences it exhibits are very striking, namely, the depression

of the carapace, the grooves on the subhepatic regions, the ridges

of the eudostome, and the carination of the ambulatory legs, while

the lateral margins are much less curved than in Garpilodes. This

combination of characters is also sufficient to separate it from

Actcea ; though I am inclined now to regard it as more nearly

related to that genus than to Garpilodes.

Dim. 3 8-5 x 5-75. J 8'5x5'75. 2 7*75 x 5-5 $ 0-25x6.

XXXII. Genus Actumnus Dana.

51. Actumxus setifer de Haan.

Cancer (Pilumaus) setifer, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 50, pi. iii.

f. 3 (18:30).

Actumnus setifer, A. M.-Edvv. Xouv. Arch. Mus. t. i. p. 287,
pi. xviii. f. 5 (1865).

Actumnus tomentosus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i.

p. 213, pi. xiv. f. 2 (1852).

Actumnus setifer, Miers, 'Alert ' Crust, pp. 225-6(1884); de
Man, Mergui Crust, p. 47 (1888) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. JSoc,

Zool. vol. xx. p. 110 (1887).

Hub. Singapore; 5-10 fms. Five adult males and a smaller

female, and two young males. These were found in holes made
in soft stones, which were brought up by the dredge.

Dim. 6 20-5x16. 6 16x13. J 13-25x10-5. rf 13-25

xlO-5. $ 13-75x10-5. $ 12-75x10.
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XXXIII. Genus Pilumnus Leach.

52. PlLUMNUS VESPERTILIO Eabr.

Cancer vespertilio, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 338 (1798).
Pilumnus vespertilio, M.-Edw. Bust. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 418

(1834).
Pilumnus ursidus, Ad. & "White, ' Samarane; ' Crust, p. 45, pi. ix.

f. 6 (1848).

Pilumnus mus, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i. p. 240
(1852).

Pilumnus vespertilio, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 58 (1888)

;

Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 110 (1887).

Hah. Singapore ; littoral. One large male, four smaller ; a

small female, and a very young male. The granulations of the

under surface of the larger hand tend to disappear in the largest

male (ef. de Man, t. c).

Dim*, tf 24-5x19. tf 13x10. rf 10x7. rf 10x7.
3 8-5x6-5. $ 10x7-5

53. Pilumnus labtrinthicus Miers.

Pilumnus labyrinthicus, Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 224, pi. xxii.

f. C (1884); Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 110

(1887); Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 365 (1893).

Eab. Singapore ;
5-15 fms., rough bottom. Two adult females

and three verv voung males.

Dim. $ 12-5x10. $ 9x7-25. j 5x6.

54. Pilumnus minutus hirsutus.

? Pilumnus minutus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 50, pi. iii. f. 2

(1839).

Pilumnus hirsutus, Stimpson, Proc Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. p. 37

(1858) ; Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 69 (1882).

Pilumnus minutus?, var. Jiirsutus, Miers, ' Challenger ' Brachvura,

p. 154 (1886).

Hah. Singapore; littoral, from broken stones and coral. One
larger male, damaged, and two smaller.

I agree with Mr. Miers in thinking it very probable that de

Haan's P. nmiutus is nearly identical with P. hirsutus of Stimpson.

Dim. 6 9x7. J 6x4-5. S 4-5x3-5.

55. Pilumnus l^evis Dana.

Pilumnus kei'is, Daua, Conspectus Crust., Proc. Ac Xat. Sci.

Philad. vol. vi. p. 82 (1852) ; de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 66, pi. iv.

ff. 1-2 (1888) ; id. Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 553 (1895).

Hah. Singapore; ? depth. A small male.

The infra-orbital margins may be seen to be finely granulous

under the lens, but there is no hiatus just under the outer orbital

angle on the right side ; as iu Dr. de Man's somewhat larger
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specimens (Zoolog. Jahrb. loc. cit.) the margin is continuous on

both sides.

From a shoal near Baffler lighthouse, a female with ova. Colour

a deep pink, extending on to the legs.

Dim. o* 5x3-75. $ 4-25x6.

XXXIV. Genus Eurycarcinus A. M.-Edw.

56. EURYCARCINUS MACULATUS A. M.-Ed\V.

Pilumnopeus macuJatus, A. M.-Edw. Anual. Soc. Entom. Prance,

t, vii. p. 277 (1867) ; id. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. iv. p. 82, pi. xix.

ff. 17-19 (1868).

Eurycarcinus macidatus, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 44, pi. ii.

ff. 4-5 (1888).

Hob. Singapore ; littoral, sandy shore. One male, slightly

damaged.
Dim. 12-75x9.

XXXV. Genus Eriphia Latr.

57. Eriphia l^evimana smithii.

Eriphia smithii, McLeay, Annulosa in Smith's Illustr. Zool.

S. Africa, p. 60 (1838) ; Krauss, Siidl. Afrik. Crust, p. 36, pi. ii.

f. 3 (1843).

Eriphia Icevimana, var. smithii, Hilgendorf, Monatsber. Akad.
Berlin, p. 797 (1878); Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. v.

p. 237(1880); Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 110

(1887).

Hob. Singapore; littoral. Three males and four females. These
crabs run actively among rocks on the shore ; they will also defend

themselves well against attack, with their formidable chelipedes.

Dim. <$ 39-5x29. 6 45-5x34-25. 6 57x42-5. $ 38 x
27-5. 2 37x28. ? 43x31-5. $ 47-5x34.

Breadth taken is greatest breadth

.

XXXVI. Genus Tetralia Dana.

58. Tetralia glaberrima Herbst.

Cancer glaberrimus, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krabben, i. p. 262,

pi. xx. f. 115 (1799).

Trapezia serratifrons, Luc. et Jacq. Voyage au Pole du Sud,

Crust, pi. iv. ff. 20-23 (Hombron et Jacq. tome iii. 1853).

Tetralia glab&rrima et nigrifrovs, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust,

pt. i. p. 261, pi. xvi. ff. 2 & 3 (1852).

Hob. Singapore: littoral. A male and a female, the latter

slightly damaged. Front and antero-lateral margins edged with a

black band. Pit at base of hand in larger chelipede very distinct

in the male ; the female has lost its larger chelipede.

Dim. d 8-25 x 7-25. $ 9-25 x 8-25.
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XSXYII. Genus Neptunus de Haan.

59.. Neptunus pelagicus Linn.

Cancer pelagicus, Linn. Syst. Nat. (ed. xii.) p. 1042 (1766).

Lupea pelagica, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 450 (1834).
Portunus {Neptunus) pelagicus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 37,

pi. ix. & x. (1839).

Neptunus pelagicus, A. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. t. x. p. 320 (1861);

Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 77 (1882); Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc,
Zool. vol. xx. p. 110 (1887) ; de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 69 (1888) ;

id. Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 556 (1895); Henderson, Trans. Linn.

Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 367 (1893).

Hob. Singapore. Six males and six females ; all from pools at

low water.

Dim. tf 84x45-25. 6 81x44. s 68x37. 6 51-5x28.
6 51-5x27-5. 6 42-25x22. $ 58x31. $ 55-5x30-5.

$ 44x24-5. $ 39x22. $ 37x21. $ 33x19.

60. Neptunus sanguinolentus Herbst.

Cancer sanguinolentus, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krab. i. p. 161,

pi. viii. ff. 56-57 (1796).

Portunus sanguinolentus, Eabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 367 (1798).

Lupea sanguinolenta, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 451

(1834).

Neptunus sanguinolentus, A. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. t. x. p. 319

(1861); Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 77 (1882); Henderson,
Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 368 (1893).

Hah. Singapore ; sandy shore. Two males and a female.

Dim. c? 52x28. S 40-5x22. $ 37-5x20.

61. Neptunus (Amphttrite) hastatoldes Eabr. (Plate XLV.
fig- 7.)

Portunus hastatoides, Eabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 368 (1798).

Cancer hastatus, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krabben, iii. p. 3,

pi. lv. f. i. (1803).

Lupea hastata, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 455 (1834).

Portunus (Amphitrite) hastatoides, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 39,

pi. i. f. 3 (1839).

Neptunus hastatoides, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 368 (1893).

Neptunus (Amphitrite) hastatoides, de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb.

Bd. viii. p. 557(1895).

Hah. Singapore; 5 fins., mud. Five small males and one female.

In two of these the dark spot, on the end of the dactyls of the

last pair, is absent. Like Dr. de Man's Malacca examples (t. c.)

the middle teeth of the front project only as far as the middle

portion of the upper orbital margin. The teeth mentioned by

Dr. de Man as occurring on the distal eud of the hind border of

the nieri of the last pair of legs are not readily distinguished in

these small examples, but they seem to be variable and not constant.
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I note the following sexual differences in this species:

—

Mai's. The hind margin of the abdomen as seen from below
(t. e. hind margin of 3rd segment) is medianly emarginate, and
curved forward at the sides. The first and second sternal seg-

ments are crossed by transverse rows of granules, which are

prominent in the larger examples.

Females. The hind margin of the abdomen not, or very faintly,

emarginate, and almost transverse ; first and second sternal seg-

ments smooth.

Dim. J 15-5 x 9-5. 6 15 x 9. 6 15-5x9. <$ 10-5x6.
8 12x19. 2 4-75x8.

XXXVIII. Genus Achelous de Haan.

62. Achelous wiittei A. M.-Edw.

Achelous whiter, A. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. t. x. p. 343, pi. xxxi.

f. 6 (1861); "Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 110

(1887) : Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 371 (1893).

Hab. Singapore ; up to 12 fms. An adult male and adult female
;

a Bpurious male, with the whole of the under surface covered with

parasitic organisms, and a spurious female, less densely beset with

the same parasite ( = a Saccuh'na). In the adult female the last

(epibranchial) spine is but little bigger than those in front, and the

breadth of the carapace is relatively less than in the male.

Dim. <? 18x11-5. ? 16x12."

63. Achelous eubeo-mabginatus, sp. nov. (Plate XLV1. fig. 8.)

Hab. Singapore ; taken from off a floating piece of wood. A
single specimen, a female.

Carapace only moderately broad, and somewhat convex, covered

with numerous, evenly disposed, and granulated prominences,
between which is an exceedingly dense, short pubescence; this

extends on to the prominences, but not so as to conceal the

granules on them, which are quite smooth and rounded. Frontal

lobes six : two median, short and conical, separated by a wide

fissure from the submedian, which are broader and directed more
obliquely outwards than the median, but do not project farther

forwards ; a deeper, wider, fissure separates these from the laterals,

which are broad and less prominent, and form the internal or-

bital angle. All these lobes are granulated. Superior orbital

margin granulated, with two fissures ; tooth of external angle broad

and salient
; tooth next behind this about half the size, and the six

antero-lateral teeth following equal, and still smaller than the

second, all directed forwards; last tooth strong, a very little larger

than the external tooth of the orbit, and with its point curved
forwards. Lower orbital border granulous, with a deep fissure

in its external half j internal angle of this lower border forming
a strong and prominent tooth. Basal joint of antennae broad,

and reaching the infero-lateral process of the front, next joint

moderately dilated ; flagellum smooth and not very long. Ischium
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of external maxillipedes with a longitudinal groove near its inner

margin; merus with its external angle much dilated, this dilatation

separated off by a broad groove. All the under surface, maxillipedes,

abdomen, &c, clothed with pubescence, with longer hairs in places.

The antero-lateral teeth are partially hidden by a line of long,

thickly placed hairs, arising just below the margin of the carapace.

Merus of chelipedes with, its anterior half visible from beneath

the carapace ; upper surface concave and faintly pubescent where
it is applied to the carapace, somewhat rounded and more densely

pubescent in front. Anterior margin with long hairs, and five

teeth ; one of these is placed about the centre of the margin
;

behind it are three placed very close together, closer to each other

than the first of them is to the spine in the centre of the margin,

the first being the same size as that in front, the two behind it

being equal and half the size. Posterior margin convex, with

long hairs, and a single small tooth at the distal end. Carpus
externally pubescent, and costate ; with a strong spine at its

inner angle, and a smaller one on its lower outer surface. Hand
rather thick, everywhere pubescent, externally with three strong

costae, and above with two, less strong cost a?, none of them pu-
bescent ; the internal costa of the upper surface bears a single,

forwardly directed spine at its distal extremity, between the two next

costae there is a similar spine at the angle of the joint, and the

lowermost costa is continued on to the immobile finger. Each of

the fingers presents five costse, all perfectly smooth, except the
uppermost one on the dactyl, which is evenly granulate at the

base. Inner margins dentate, teeth strong and laciniate ; tips

decussate. Ambulatory legs much compressed, dactyls styliform
;

under margins of all the joints lined with hairs.

Colour dull yellow, granules lighter than pubescence; teeth of

meri and antero-lateral margins with their bases red and their tips

white.

Dim. 50x34-5.

Base of chelipede to tips of fingers .... about 75 mm.
Length of hand about 16 mm.
Length of dactyl of hand about 16 mm.

XXXIX. Genus G-oniosoma A. M.-Edw.

64. Goniosoma affine Dana.

Gharybdis affinis, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i. p. 286,

pi. xvii. f. 12 (1852).

Goniosoma affiue, A. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. t. x. p. 384 (1861);
de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 80, pi. v. f. 2 (1888); Henderson,
Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 374 (1893); de Man, Zoolog.

Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 559 (1895).

Hub. Singapore ; sandy shore. One male example.

In this individual the merus of the left chelipede has the

typical three spines on its anterior border, the most posterior

being smaller than the two in front; on the right side, however,
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there is another small tooth between the first two spines, and
an even smaller one between the second and third. Dr. de Man
(Mergui, Crust. 1. c.) says :

" The outer and upper surfaces of the

hands of G. affine are covered with short hairs, whereas in the

specimen of G. crudferum " (i. e. the only one obtained from the

Mergui Archipelago) " their surfaces are perfectly glabrous and
smooth." In this example of G. affine, their surfaces are nearly

smooth in the case of the left chelipede, which is smaller than
the right : the carpi are in both cases externally hairy.

Dim. 35x24.

XL. Genus Sctlla de Haan.

65. Sctlla serrata Forskal.

Cancer serratus, Forskll, Descr. Anim. p. 90 (1775).

Cancer olivacens, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krab. ii. p. 157, pi.

xxxviii. f. 3 (1794).

Portunus tranquebaricus, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 366 (1798).

Lupea tranquebarica, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 448
(1834).

Portumis (Scylla) serratus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 44 (1839).

Scylla serrata, A. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. t. x. p. 349 (1861)

;

Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 79 (3 882) ; Henderson, Trans. Linn.

Soc., Zool. vol. v. p. 372 (1893).

Hab. Singapore ; one large male, caught in the fishing-stakes

used by the natives, about 3-6 fms.

Dim. 152x102.

XLI. Genus Thalamita Latr.

66. Thalamita chenata Latr.

Portunus crenatus, Latr. Coll. du Museum.
Thalamita crenata, Kiipp. Krab. d. rothen Meeres, pi. (!, pi. i.

f. 2 (1830); M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. i. p. 461 (1834).

Thalamita prymna, var. crenata, Kossmann, Zoolog. Ergebn.,

Malacostraca, p. 48 (1877).

Thalamita crenata, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 79 (1888).

Hab. Singapore; from the nets of native fishermen. Three
females. 1 note the following variations :

—

Specimen A. The 4th antero-lateral tooth on the left side is only

represented by a prolongation of the posterior edge of the tooth

in front ; thus forming one enormous tooth, completely filling the

normal positions of the 3rd and 4th teeth. Eight side normal.
Posterior border of penultimate joint of last legs dentate.

Specimen B. Normal, except for denticulation of the posterior

border of the penultimate joint of the last legs.

Specimen C. Penultimate joint of last legs denticulate ; cara-

pace, chelipedes, and posterior surface of last legs thickly covered
with short hairs.

Dim. 2 67x44. ? 60x39-5. $ 53x35*5.
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67. Thalamita spinimana Dana.

Thalamita spinimana, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, p. 283,

pi. xvii. f. 8 (1852); A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix. p. 165,

pi. iv. £. 5 (1873).

Thalamita prymna, var. spinimana, Kossmann, Zoolog. Ergebn.,

Malacostr. pp. 47-49 (1877).
Thalamita spinimana, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 76, pi. iv. £. 7

(1888).

Hab. Singapore ; from a shoal exposed at low water. Four
males and two females. The approximation of the median lobes

of the front varies, from a state of almost complete fusion in the

smallest to a separation of quite a millimetre in the largest. In

one female the median and submedian frontal lobes are partially

fused.

Dim. s 70x43. s 59-5x37. 6 48x30-5. 6 59-5x37.
? 56x35. $54x33-5.

68. Thalamita hajsm Stimpson.

Thalamita crenata, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped. pt. i. p. 282,

pi. xvii. f. 7 (1852).

Thalamita dance, Stimpson, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. p. 37
(1858); A. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. t. x. p. 366, pi. xxx. f. 1 (1861).

Thalamita stimpsoni, A. M.-Edw. t. c. p. 362, pi. xxxv. f. 4.

Thalamita dance, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 78 (1888).

Hab. Singapore ; littoral. Eive adult females, three with ova,

and four young males. These are all of the variety stimpsoni,

with rudimentary fourth antero-lateral tooth.

Dim. $ 42 x 26. $ 27 x 17-5. $ 25-5 x 16-5. $ 21 x 12-5.

? 20x13.

XLII. Genus Potamon Sav.

69. Potamon (Pabathelphusa) tbidentatum incebttjm, var.

nov. (PlateXLVI. fig. 10.)

For species cf. M.-Edw. Arch. Mus. t. vii. p. 171, pi. xiii. f. 1.

(1854-55); Heller, ' Novara ' Eeise, Crust, p. 34 (1867); von
Martens, Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, pp. 18-22 (1868) ; Targioni-

Tosszetti, Zoologia del viaggio della Magenta, Crostacei, p. 93,

pi. vi. f. 4 (1877) ; de Man, Notes Leyd. Mus. vol. xxi. nos. i.-iii.

pp. 67-70 (1899).

Hab. Singapore ; from a lake in the Botanical Gardens. Three
males and two females, ranging from 17 mm. to 39-5 mm. in the

length of the carapace.

The most notable point in this well-marked variety is the
structure of the inner and under angle of the eyes. The lower of

the two teeth described by M.-Edw. as occurring in this position

is well developed, and agrees entirely with his description and figure,

but the upper tooth is not all prominent, though still represented
by a very small lobe, occupying the same position and abutting on

Pboc, Zool. Soc—1900," No. XLIX. 49
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the basal joint of the antenna, but leaving the orbit widely open at

this point

.

The postfrontal ridge is sinuous and not straight : and the extra-

orbital tooth is lobular and not pointed, though its anterior angle is

rather sharp. In this latter respect it agrees with a description by

von Martens of seven Borneo examples (torn. cit.). As it has the

same shape in all these individuals irrespective of size or sex, I do

not think it is a peculiarity of age, as he at first suggests, but rather

one of local race : the possibility of which von Martens admits a few

lines further on.

In none of these specimens can I find any traces of the longi-

tudinal groove of the median crest of the palate. As with Heller's

examples of the species (t. c), the meri of all five legs bear a sub-

terminal spine on their anterior margins : in all other respects

they agree with M.-Edwards's description. In colour they are uni-

formly dark brown above, with a tendency to yellow below.

These crabs form burrows with two mouths, one of which would
open on the bank of the lake, just above the level of the water, the

other opening at a distance of at least 10 feet over a stream which

carries off the surplus water of the lake : the burrow, between its

mouths, being straight and horizontal, more or less.

Tozzetti gives a figure of the internal angle of the orbit, but I

cannot determine from it whether the upper tooth is well- or ill-

developed, and he makes no mention of it in the text. He also

describes the sub-apical teeth of the meropodites as being much less

acute than in the Thelphusae generally, and figures that on the 2nd
pair, showing it to be more of a rounded lobe than a tooth : in all

five legs in this variety they are, on the contrary, very acute indeed.

External maxillipedes, male abdomen, and hands of chelipedes, how-
ever, entirely agree with his description and figures.

Dim. 6 52x38-5. <j 42x33. 6 37x28. $ 38x30-75.
$ 19-75x16.
Length taken from base of rostrum to middle of posterior

border.

XLIII. Genus Carcinoplax M.-Edw.

70. Caecinoplax subinteger, nom. nov. (Plate XLVI. fig. 9.)

Garcinoplax Integra, Miers, 'Alert' Crust, p. 543, pi. xlviii. fig. C
(1884).

Garcinoplax integer, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 93 (1888).

Hub. I am uncertain as to whether this was obtained at Singa-

pore or Malacca, or at what depth it occurs.

3 males, and 1 female with ova.

I propose to alter Mr. Miers's specific name in view of the fact

that the antero-lateral margins are not entire but dentated. This
I find to be the case in all my specimens (3 <$ and 1 $ ), and also
in two examples in the Museum from the Mergui collection.

There are 4 teeth, small but distinct : the first two are low, broad,
and truncate, the 2nd about as broad as the first ; the 3rd, about
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half the breadth of those in front, is also slightly more prominent;

the 4th, very small and tuberculiform, lies close behind the 3rd : all

are granulated.

In the larger individuals, the pubescence that covers both palms

externally in the smaller tends to disappear from below upwards

in the right palm ; leaving the upper margin, in the largest example,

and the base of the palm still thickly covered, while the rest of the

surface is naked, smooth, and of a white colour. In the last men-
tioned example, also, the space between the bases of the finger of

the left chela has lost its hairv covering.

Dim. 6 10-5x7-5. 6 7-75x6-25. 6 7'5x6. $ 6-25x5.
Length taken from base of rostrum to middle of posterior

border.

70 a. Caecinoplax subinteger hirsutior, var. nov.

Hab. Singapore ; littoral. A male, which has lost its right

chelipede.

This variety shows a much greater development of hair than the

preceding species. The front has a fringe of long silky hairs,

which spring from a line connecting the external angles of the

front : and similar hairs are seen thickly placed on the chelipede

and legs, more especially on the anterior and superior faces of the

carpo- pro- and dactylopodites : the meri are relatively smooth.

In the left chelipede the hairs extend to the tips of the fingers but

not on them : these tips are brown, the rest of the fingers white,

as seen through the less dense covering of hair. I may add that

the 2nd of the four antero-lateral teeth (orbital angle included) is

less flattened and more prominent than in C. subinteger.

This variety is well-marked and the differences may be specific

—e. g., the denser hairiness, the somewhat different 2nd antero-

lateral tooth, and the different coloration of the fingers ; but it is

difficult to form a certain opinion from a single individual, in which,

moreover, a chelipede is wanting.

Dim. 10*75 x 8. Length taken from base of rostrum to middle

of posterior border.

XLIV. Genus Ceratoplax Stimpson.

71. Ceratoplax l^evis Miers.

Ceratoplax ? Icevis, Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 244, pi. xxv. fig. C
(1884).

Hab. Singapore; 2| fms. One male specimen.

Dim. 6-5 x 4-75. Length taken from base of rostrum to middle

of posterior border.

XLV. Genus Ootpode Fabr.

72. Ooypode ceratophthalma Pallas.

Cancer ceratophthahnus, Pallas, Spicil. Zool. fasc. ix. p. 83, pi. v.

f. 17 (1772),
49*
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Ocypode eeratophthalma, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 347 (1798).

Oeypoda eeratophthalma, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 48

(183/"); Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 94 (1882); Walker, Journ.

Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 110 (1887) ; de Man, Mergui Crust.

p. 107 (1888) ; Henri. Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 387 (1893).

Oaipode eeratophthalma, de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 570

(1895).

Hah. Singapore and Malacca : in holes in the dry sand, above the

mean high-water mark. These holes are not more than a foot to

a foot and a half in depth, with at least one more or less sharp

turn in them : they are only covered at the highest spring tides, at

least in the great majority of cases. Five males and two females,

all adult, about 35-40 mm. in length : seven males and a female,

ranging from 5-20 mm.
The individual 20 mm. long shows the first trace of ocular

styles in the shape of tubercles barely a millimetre in length (cf.

de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. 1. c.) ; that next in size, 13 mm. long, shows

no trace of them.

Close to the distal extremity of the eyestalk, in the young speci-

mens, may be seen a small hair: and a little farther back a similar

hair, just where the stalk is left uncovered by the cornea. In the

adult this second hair retains its position, but the first is carried

farther and farther away, as the ocular style increases in length.

These two hairs may equally be seen in O. cordimana, but w ith

numerous smaller hairs interspersed between and around them. In
four of the smallest specimens the epibranchial angles attain the

same level as the external orbital angle, the margin between being

straight or concave: in the other two it projects farther than the

orbital angle, the margin between being concave just behind the

latter angle, but becoming convex towards the epibranchial. In
the individual of 13 mm. length it is much more prominent than
the orbital, and forms a sharp angle : the anterolateral margin is

straight. In the adults the two angles are approximately on the

same level, with the margin between slightly concave.

Dim. o* 41-5x36-5. d 41x37. d 40'5x36"5. d 35x31-75
d 32-5x29. d 23x20. ? 40-75x30-5. $ 37-5x34-5
$ 35x31.
Breadth taken from epibranchial angles.

73. Ocypode coebimana Latr.

Oeypoda cordimana (Latr.) M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 45
(1837); de Man, Xotes Leyden Mus. vol. iii. p. 248 (1881); id.

Mergui Crust, p. 108 (1888) ; id. Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 572
(1895); Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 387 (1893).

Hah. Singapore : holes like those of O. eeratophthalma. Two
males and a female. Prof. Henderson (t. c.) states that it is

" terrestrial, and lives in burrows at some distance from the sea."

These specimens came from holes which would sometimes be liable

to be covered by the sea, though the strip of beach was not an open
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one like that which supplied specimens of 0. ceratoplithalma, but

part of a small bay, and further protected by an expanse of the

mangroves which grow out into the sea on many of the islets round
Singapore.

Dim. S 3325 x 30-25. rf 32-75x31. $ 35-5x30-5.
Breadth taken from epibranchial angles.

XLVI. Genus Uca Leach.

74. Uca acuta Stimpson.

Gelasimus acutus, Stimpson, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. p. 99

(1858); de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 113, pi. vii. ff. 8-9, pi. viii.

ft. 1-4 (1888) ; id. Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 573 (1895).

Hub. Singapore: Malacca, from mangrove-swamps near the edge
of the sea. From Malacca there are five males ; from Singapore

three males, six females and two young examples. The difference

in coloration between these two sets is interesting. The Malacca
specimens have their carapace of a light blue-green colour, and the

external surface of the hand rose-coloured : in those from Singapore

the carapace is a fine purple, with, in most cases, two light blue

spots on each side of the gastric region, and the hands externally

are of a deep plum-colour. In one or two of the females the purple

of the carapace becomes mottled in front with green, this colour

tending to replace the former.

The Singapore specimens were obtained from the same place as

the next-described species ; which is interesting, in view of their

close relationship to each other.

Dim. (a) Singapore forms :— 3 13-75 x 9-5. <S 28 x 18. <$ 16*5

Xll. 2 23-5x16. 2 19-5x13-5. 2 17-5x12. $ 17x12.
2 16-5x11-5.

(b) Malacca forms :— tf 20-5 x 12. tf 20 x 12. J 19 x 11-75.

cJ 18x11. d 17-25x10-75.

75. Uca dussumieei M.-Edw.

Gelasimus ditssumieri, M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, t. xviii.

p. 148, pi. iv. f. 12 (1852) ; Kingsley, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad.

p. 145 (1880) ; de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 108, pi. vii. ft. 2-7 f1888)
;

id. Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 576 (1895).

Hub. Singapore : from the shore on the mouth of a small river.

Seven males and thirteen females. Colour of females, when alive,

a rich blue over the carapace, a light sky-blue on the legs; the

males a more sombre brown or bronze; lower half of hand, and
index, orange; upper half, and dactyl, nearly white.

In some cases the females were ornamented with one median, or

one median and two lateral, fair-sized white spots in the gastric

region. The interest of the colour-marking here lies in the fact

that the gay colours appear in the females ; and not in the males,

as is generally the case (cf. Darwin's ' Descent of Man,' 2nd ed.

1894, p. 271).

Dim. d 28x17-5. <$ 28x17-5. J27xl7'5. tf 22x14-5.
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d 18-5x12-75. d 18-5x12-5. d 14-5x9-5. 9 23-5x16-5.

$ 21-5x14-75. $23x15. $ 22x14-5. 2 20-5x14.

76. Uca vocans M.-Edw.

Gelasimus vocans, M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, t. xviii. p. 145,

pi. iii. f. 4 (1852).

? Gelasimus cultrimanus, Ad. & "White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 49

(1848).

Gelasimus nitidus Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, pt. i. p. 316,

pi. x. f. 5 (1852).

Gelasimus vocans Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. v.

p. 308 (1880); id. 'Challenger' Brachyura, p. 242 (1886) ;
Hasw.

Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 92 (1882) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool.

vol. xx. p. 110 (1887).

Hah. Singapore and Malacca : bux'rowing in the beach, holes

covered at high water. Six males and three females.

In one male the tooth between the base of the index and the

subdistal tooth is absent.

Dim. d 20x13-5. d 18x12-5. d 17x11-5. d 15x10-25
d 13-75x9-5. d 12-75x8-75. $ 16-75x12-25. $ 16-25 x
11-5. $ 14-75x10-25.

77. Uca tetragonon Herbst.

Cancer tetragonon, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krab. i. p. 257, pi. xx.

f. 110 (1790).

Gelasimus tetragonon, Biipp. Beschr. 24 Krab. p. 25, pi. v. f. 5

(1830) ; M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 42(1837) ; id. Ann. Sci.

Nat. ser. 3, t. xviii. p. 147, pi. iii. f. 9 (1852) ; Kiugsley, Proc. Ac.

Nat. Sci. Phil. p. 143, pi. ix. f. 11 (1880).

Hah. Singapore : a male from the shore at the west entrance to

the New Harbour.
Dim. 24-5 x 17.

78. Uca annulipes M.-Edw.

Gelasimus annulipes, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 55,

pi. xviii. ff. 10-13 (1837); id. Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, t. xviii.

p. 149, pi. iv. f. 15 (1852).

Gelasimus perplexus, M.-Edw. t. c. p. 150, pi. iv. f. 18.

Gelasimus annulipes, Kingsley, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. p. 148

(1880); de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 118, pi. \ iii. ff. 6-7 (1888);
id. Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 577 (1895); Henderson, Trans. Linn.
Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 388 (1893).

Hah. Singapore : very common in holes on the shore, or a short

distance inland, near brackish and tidal water.

Out of 63 males 34 have the big claw on the right side, and 29
have it on the left ; 13 females. There are also a male and a
female from Malacca. General colour of the carapace, alternate

transverse, rather irregular, bands of light blue and black.

Dim. d 14-5x9. d 15x8-75. d 13-5x7-75. d 13x7-5.
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S 13-5x8. <J 12-5x7-5. 211x6-75. $12-5x8. $11-5x6-5.
$10-5x6-25. $10-5x6.

XLVII. Genus Grapsus Lam.

79. Grapsus strigosus Herbst.

Cancer strigosus, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krab. iii. p. 55, pi. xlvii.

f. 7 (1799).

Grapsus {Goniopsis) strigosus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 33

(1839).

Grapsus strigosus, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix. p. 286

(1873); Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 97 (1882); Walker, Journ.

Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 110 (1887) ; Henderson, Trans. Linn.

Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 390 (1893).

Hah. Singapore ; rocks along the shore. Two males and a

female.

General colour of carapace and legs a light yellow with maroon
markings, the latter having a somewhat liuear arrangement on the

sides of the carapace.

Dim. 6 52 x 49-5. S 38-5 x 36. $ 47-5 x 43.

XLVIII. Genus Metopograpsus M.-Edw.

80. Metopograpsus oceanicus Jacq. & Lucas.

Grapsus oceanicus, Jacq. et Lucas, Voyage an Pole du Sud,

Crust, p. 73, pi. vi. f. 9 (Hombron et Jacq. tome iii. 1853).

Metopograpsus quadridentatus, Stimpson, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Philad. p. 102 (1858).

Metopograpsus oceanicus, Kingsley, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad.

p. 191 (1880).

? Pachyqrapsus transversus, Gibbes, et syn. vide Kingsley, t. c.

p. 199 ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. 110 (1887).

Hab. Singapore : from rocks or piles of landing-stages. Twelve
males and sixteen females, five having ova. Carapace generally

has a mottled appearance of green and purple ; but the colour of

these crabs is exceedingly variable.

I have also from Malacca six specimens, three male and three

female, of a form which seems to be identical with Pachygrapsus

transversus Gibbes ; the internal subocular lobe being reduced

so that the antennae just enter the orbit. They also agree with

descriptions given of that species. But, excepting that the antennas

are more in contact with the orbit, these individuals agree so entirely

with those of Metopograpsus oceanicus, that I am inclined to agree

with Mr. Walker (t. c. p. 113) that P. transversus is a variety of a

Metopograpsus—but of M. oceanicus- not M. measor, as he suggests,

seeing that this latter species has no teeth on the antero-lateral

margin.

Dim. 6 28-5 x 24. 6 28-5 x 23-5. J 27 X 22-5. rf 25-25 x 22.

cJ 24x20-5. S 22-25x19. $34x28. $33-5x27. $29x24.
$26x21-5. $27x22-5. $24x19.
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XLIX. Genus Yaruna M.-Edw.

81. Varuna litterata Fabr.

Cancer litteratus, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 342 (1798); Herbst,

Naturgesch. d. Krab. iii. p. 58, pi. xlviii. f. 4 (1799).

Varuna litterata, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 95 (1837).

Grapsus (Trichopus) litteratus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 32

(1839).

Varuna litterata, Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 103 (1882)
Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 391 (1893).

Hah. Singapore ; from off a floating log of wood. Two males

and four females.

Tbe sbape of the frontal margin is slightly variable. According

to Herbst, it is " in der Mitte ein wenig aufgeschnitten "
: and his

figure shows it to be very distinctly concave. Of these specimens

it is very slightly, yet distinctly concave in three ; in the other

three it is straight.

Dim. (a) With straight front.

e 31-5x30. $ 26-5x25-75. $ 21x20.
(b) With concave front.

d 29x26-5. $30-5x28-5. $25-75x25.

L. Genus Sesarma Say.

82. Sesarma quadrata Fabr.

Cancer quadratus, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 341 (1798).

Sesarma quadrata, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 75 (1837);
Hilgendorf, von d. Decken Eeise, p. 90, pi. iii. f. 3 c (1869).

Sesarma quadratum, A. M.-Edw. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. ix. p. 302

(1873).

Grapsus (Pachysomia) quadratus, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 62,

pi. viii. f. 3 (1839).

Grapsus (Sesarma) affinis, de Haan, t. c. p. xxx.

Sesarma aspera, Heller, Crust, der Novara Eeise, p. 63, pi. vi.

f. 1 (1867) ; de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 169 (1888).

Sesarma quadrata, Henderson, Trans. Liun. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 392 (1893).

Hab. Singapore ; taken from under decayed logs of wood on
marshy ground a short distance from the sea. Two males : typical

specimens of 8. quadrata, with eleven tubercles on the dactyl.

Sesarma aspera Heller I judge to be a variety of S. quadrata,

and not distinct.

Dim. d 19-5x16. J 14x11-5.

83. Sesarma t.eniolata White.

Sesarma tceniolata, White, List Crust. Brit. Mus. p. 38 (1847).
Sesarma mederi, M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat. t. xx. p. 185 (1853).
Sesarma tceniolata, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 181 (1888) ; id.

Zoolog. Jahrb. Bel. ix. p. 166 (1897); Burger, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. vii.

p. 615 (1894).
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Hah. Malacca ; mangrove swamp on the edge of the sea.

Two males (one young) and two females. These are all covered,

on the back of the carapace, with dense tufts of hair.

Dim. 6 34x32-5. tf 19x16. $36-5x33. $32x29.

84. Sesarma calypso de Man.

Sesarma (Parasesarma) calypso, de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. ix.

pp. 185-189 (1897), & Bd. x. pi. xxx. f. 34 (1898).

Hah. Malacca; littoral. Two males.

I am inclined to refer these to the above species, because in the

general form of the carapace and chelipedes they agree with Dr.

de Man's description, and more especially in the cross -markings

on the tubercles of the dactyl, which are very distinctive : they

give them an appearance which Dr. de Man describes as " treppen-

formig," for which I can find no English equivalent. There are,

however, two points in which these individuals differ from the type :

(a) in the number of the tubercles ; these are fewer, being 8-9

instead of 12-13 : (b) in the number of pectinated ridges (= Kamm-
leisten, de Man) of the hand. Of these, in the larger male there

are four, all well-marked, the proximal one being a little shorter

than the distal three, which are equal in length. In the smaller,

however, there are only three on the left hand, i.e. counting disto-

proximally 1, 2, and 4: 3 being merely represented by a short

line of granules projecting only a little way between the

external terminations of 2 and 4. In the right hand, 3 is more
developed as a pectinated ridge extending half-way to the internal

upper margin, and 4 is correspondingly reduced to a granular

line, becoming externally fainter. Allowing, then, for this varia-

bility, and also for the fact that the actual number of tubercles on
the dactyl is also slightly variable in the species of Sesarma, I have

not thought it advisable to separate these two individuals from
S. calypso. Colour of hands orange-red.

Dim. 6 17x13. 6 16-5x12-5.

85. Sesarma onychophora de Man.

Sesarma (Perisesarma) onychophora, de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd.ix.

pp. 214-18 (1897), & Bd. x. pi. xxxi. f. 39 (1898).

Hah. Singapore: off wooden piles. Two males, and a female

with ova. Colour of hands deep red.

Dim. J 16-75x13-25. rf 15x12. $17-75x14.

86. Sesarma edwardsi de Man.

Sesarma edwardsi, de Man, Mergui Crust, pp. 185-188, pi. xiii.

ff. 1-4 (1888); cf. also Sesarma edwardsi, var. Icevimana, Zehntner,

Rev. Suisse Zool., torn. ii. fasc. i. p. 181 (1894).

Sesarma edwardsi, var. crassimana, de Man, Mergui Crust,

p. 188 ; Zehntner, t. c. p. 180.

Hah. Malacca. These specimens were taken from the stomach
of a species of Varanvx, the monitor lizard. A male and female
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are representative of the species : and two males and two females

(although with some doubt) of M. Zehntner's variety. I also find

two males answering to Dr. de Man's var. crassimana ; these were
obtained on the shore.

Dim. 6 14x13. $ 17x15.
Var. crassimana. tf lT5x 10-25. j 7*75 x 7*25.

Var. lavimanal 8 12x10-5. 6 12-75x11. ? 10x9.
$ 9x7-75.

87. Sesaema fasciata, sp. nov. (Plate XLVII. fig. 12.)

Hab. Singapore : marshy ground near sea. One male and three

females.

This species belongs to Dr. de Man's subgenus Parasesarma, in

which the sides have no tooth behind the orbital angle, and in

which there are two or more pectinated ridges on the palms. Cara-

pace smooth to the eye, but under the lens seen to be closely punc-
tated everywhere : sides nearly parallel (but broken up in one of the

females just behind the eyes so as to give indications of a tooth

behind the orbital angle). Tooth at distal end of the upper border

of the merus very small and obtuse, and the anterior border only

slightly expanded, the long proximal edge of the expansion being

dentated. External surfaces of merus and carpus rugose, inner

angle of carpus with a large triangular tooth; outer surface of palm
and lingers quite smooth to the eyes, but minutely punctate under
the lens ; whole inner surface of chelipedes smooth. Inner upper
border of hand thick and prominent : external to this there are

three pectinated ridges, which lie more nearly longitudinal than

transverse. The middle one consists of:

—

a, a short distal portion,

practically one with the distal part of the inner upper border ; b, a

longer middle portion running obliquely from near the upper
border to the upper part of the posterior border, and cutting off a

small semicircular piece of the upper surface in which lies another

very small pectinated ridge : and c, a proximal portion, curving

sharply from the middle portion to run parallel to the posterior

border as far as the joint of hand and carpus. The third pectinated

ridge starts from the inner and upper base of the dactyl, to run in

front of, and parallel with the middle portion of the middle ridge,

and to stop abruptly half-way between its starting point and the

joint of hand and carpus. Only 5 or 6 obscure, low tubercles can

be distinguished on the upper margin of the dactyl, which stop

some distance from the tip : inner margins of both fingers with 4

or 5 broad triangular denticulations. Meri of ambulatory legs

with a subdistal low and blunt spine; remaining joints with hairs,

rather diffuse, but tending to be arranged on the anterior and
posterior margins. Male abdomen seven-jointed, broad, regularly

tapering from the middle of the 3rd segment to the middle of the

6th where it suddenly narrows ; the 7th has a rounded extremity,

parallel sides, and is only a little longer than broad. Colour a

deep crimson red, with regular mottlings of a light yellow, and a

light yellow band, or fascia, placed transversely on the frontal
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eminences between the bases of the eyestalks, and extending along

the latter as far as the cornese ; but the degree of this mottling

varies, and is less conspicuous in some individuals. Hands and
fingers bright yellow.

Dim. 6 8-75x8. $9-5x8-5. $9-25x8-25. $8-75x7-5.

LI. Genus Macbophth almus Latr.

88, Macrophthalmus dilatatus carens, var. nov. (Plate

XLVII. fig. 11.)

Cf. Ocypode (MacropTiihalmus) dilatata, de Haan, Crust. Japon.

p. 55, pi. xv. f. 3 (1839).

Macrophthalmus dilatatus, M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, Zool.

t. xviii. p. 157 (1852); de Man, Notes Leyd. Mus. vol. xii. pi. iv.

f. 9 (1890); Ortmann, Carcinol. Stud., Zool. Jahrb. Bd. x. p. 345

(1898).

Hah. Singapore and Malacca ; littoral. Five males and six

females, four of the latter carrying ova.

There is a specimen in the Museum from Singapore, from the

'Alert' collection, referred to " M. dilatatus, young?," presumably

by Mr. Miers ; of which, however, I can find no mention in the

descriptive account of the ' Alert ' Crustacea. It is identical with

the present specimens ; and on an examination of these, I find

them sufficiently distinct from the type to be considered as a well-

marked variety.

The average size of these specimens is 15 mm. breadth to 7'5 mm.
length : two of the females with ova are considerably larger, but
the other three (two having ova) are of these dimensions, so that

they may all be regarded as adult. I find the following departures

from the type :

—

a. The chelipedes are shorter, being only just longer than
the breadth of the carapace, whereas in de Haan's species they are

not quite half as long again.

b. The spinules on the upper margin of the hand are wanting,

and the granules on the outer surface very small, though numerous.
c. A well-marked dentated tubercle exists at the base of the

dactyl ; and there is a flattened dentated prominence extending

from the base to the middle of the thumb, which is less evident in

3£. dilatatus. The thumb is only slightly deflexed, and the carina

near the lower margin is rather strong and obscurely grauulous.

Dim. c? 15x8. 6 15 5x8-25. tf 13-75 x 7-5." 6 12x6-5.

c? 11-5x6-5. $19-25x10. $18x9-5. $13-5x7-5. $13x7.
$ 12-5x7. $ 11-5x6-5.

89. Macrophthalmus crassipes M.-Edw.

Macrophihcdmus crassipes, M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, Zool.

t. xviii. p. 157 (1852) ; de Man, Notes Leyd. Mus. vol. xii. p. 76,
pi. iv. f. 7 (1890) ; Ortmann, Carcinol. Stud., Zool. Jahrb. Bd. x.

p. 345 (1898).

Hab. Singapore ; littoral. Four males and three females, one of
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the latter with ova : two of the males, however, only represented

by exuvia.

The tubercle on the inner margin of the thumb is, in these,

rather more flattened than in the type (v. de Man, t. c), leaving a

larger interspace between itself and the finger.

Dim. S 17x9-5. S 17x9-25. S 15-25x9. 6 12-5x7-5.
$ 14-5x8-5. $ 15x8-5. $ 12x6-5.

90. Macrophthalmus podophthalmus Eydoux & Souleyet.

MacropJithalmus podophthalmus, Eyd. & Souleyet, Voy. 'Bonite,

Zool. Crust, vol. i. pi. iii. f. 6 (1841) ; M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat.

ser. 3, Zool. t xviii. p. 155 (1852); Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 88

(1882) ; Miers, ' Challenger' Brachyura, p. 249 (1886).

Hab. Singapore ; littoral. A male.

In this specimen the eye-peduucles do not project by much more
than a quarter of their length.

Dim. 14 x 8*5. Length of eyes 8*25. Length of projecting

portion of eyes 2*5.

91. Macrophthalmus japonicus de Haan.

Ocypode {Macrophthalmus) japonica, de Haan, Crust. Japon.

p. 54, pi. vii. f. 1, & pi. xv. f. 2 (1839).

Macrophthalmus japonicus, Ad. & AVIiite, ' Samarang ' Crust.

p. 51 (1848); M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, Zool. t. xviii. p. 158

(1852).

Hab. Singapore ; littoral. A female with ova.

Dim. 10-5x8.

LII. Genus Scopimera de Haan.

92. Scopimera myctiroides M.-Edw. (Plate XLVII. fig. 14.)

Doto myctiroides, M.-Edw. Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, Zool. t. xviii.

p. 152, pi. iv. f. 24 (1852).

Dotilla myctiroides, Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx.

p. Ill (1887).

Scopimera myctiroides, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 390 (1893).

Hab. Singapore In great numbers on the sand between tide-

marks, burrowing in holes.

Out of 81 specimens, I find 7 females, one bearing ova. I think

.it has hitherto escaped notice that the shape of the female abdomen
is almost exactly similar to that of the male. Prof. Henderson
(torn, cit.) states that out of a very large series he had ouly met
with males. But on examining a bottle in the Museum collection,

. labelled " Sc. myctiroides, Bameswaram, J. B. Henderson, 92.7.15,"

I find, out of about 30 examples, at least as many females as males.

The female abdomen, however, may still be distinguished externally

from that of the male by a generally broader aspect. Taking
measurements from the base of the 5th segment to the tip of the
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7th, and across the base of the 6th, I find these to be, approxi-

mately, for most examples :

—

Length. Breadth.

J 4*5 mm. 2 mm.
$ 4 mm. 2-5 mm.

giving a ratio for the female of 1 : 1*6, for the male 1 : 2*25.

Dim. S 7x9. 6 7-75x9-5. 6 7-25x9. tf 8-25x10-5.
8 7 x 8-5. 6 6-5 x 8. $ 7 x 8-5. $ 7 x 8-5. $ 7-25 x 8-75.

$6-75x8. $6-5x8. $6x7-25. $5-5x6-5.
Breadth taken across posterior margin, just above the last legs.

LII. Genus Elamene M.-Edw.

93. Elamene unguifornis de Haan.

Inachus (Elamene) unguiformis, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 75,

pi. xxix. f. 1 (1839).

Elamene unguiformis, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 394 C1893).

Hah. Singapore. A female.

Dim. 6-25x6-5.

LIV. Grenus Pinnotheres Latr.

94. Pinnotheres semperi Burger.

Pinnotheres semperi, Burger, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 382,

pi. ix. f. 28, & pi. x. f. 27 (1895).

Hab. Singapore ; right respiratoiy tree of Holoilmria scabra. A
male, and a female with ova.

The specimens which Dr. Burger has described came from the

cloaca of Hoi. fusco-cinerea ; whereas the specimens we obtained

from that Holothurian are, 1 find, referable to P. ortmanni. The
host, from which came Dr. Burger's example of the latter species,

was, I suppose, not known, as he makes no reference to it. In
both these species, the animal was found high up the respiratory

tree, forming an enormous gall ; whether it would be able to

extricate itself from this, and move, at will, up or down the

respiratory tree, I do not know, but it has the appearance of being

a fixture, nolens volens.

Dim. $10-5x11. d 7-75x8.

95. Pinnotheres ortmanni Burger.

Pinnotheres ortmanni, Burger, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 384,

pi. ix. f. 30, pi. x. f. 28 (1895).

Hah. Singapore ; right respiratory tree of Holothuria fusco-

cinerea. Two females, both with ova.

Dim. $12x3 1-5. $ 12-25 x 11 -75.

96. Pinnotheres modiolicola Burger.

Pinnotheres modiolicola, Burger, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 370,

pi. ix. f. 9, & pi. x. f. 9 (1895).
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Hab. Singapore ; from Lamellibranch shells. Seven females,

six with ova.

These were collected by natives, and as I never saw the shells

from which the Pinnotheres were taken, I am unable to state their

genus.

Dim. $9-5x8. $ 7 x 5-5. $ 6-5 x 5*25. $ 10 x 8-25.

$ 9 x 8. $ 9 x 7-5. $ 8 x 7-5.

97. Pinnotheres arcophiltts Burger.

Pinnotheres arcophilas, Burger, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. viii. p. 371,
pi. ix. £. 10, & pi. x. f. 10 (1895).

Hab. Singapore : from Lamellibranch shells. Four females, all

with ova. For the same reason as with P. modiolicola, I am unable

to give the genus of the mollusc thev inhabited.

Dim. $ 9x7. $ 10x8-5. $ 8-5x7. $ 9x7-5.

LV. Genus Matuta Fabr.

98. Matuta victrix Fabr.

Matuta victor, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 369 (1798).

Matuta peronii, Leach, Zool. Misc. iii. p. 13, pi. cxxvii. ff. 1-2

(1817).

Matuta lesuerii, Leach, torn. cit. p. 14.

Matuta victrix, Miers, Trans. Linn. Soc. 2nd ser. Zool. vol. i.

p. 243, pi. xxxix. ff. 1-3 (1877); Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 134

(1882) ; Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. Ill (1887);
Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 306 (1893).

Matuta victor, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv. pt. ii.

No. 2, p. 160 (1896).

Hab. Singapore ; sandy shore. Three adult males, three y0U11g
males, and three small females. Also from Malacca two adult

and one voung female.

Dim. tf 46-25 x 42. c< 40-5 x37. d 34-25 x 32. rf 24-75 x
23-25. d 24 x 22-5. d 20-25 x 19-25. $ 25 x 23. $ 22 x
21-75. $15-25x15. $32x30. $33x31-5. $17x16.

99. Matuta banksii Leach.

Matuta banksii, Leach, Zool. Misc. iii. p. 14 (1817); Miers,

Trans. Linn. Soc. 2nd ser. Zool. vol. i. p. 245, pi. xl. ff. 1-2 (1877) ;

Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. Ill (1887) ; de Man,
Archiv f. Naturgeseh. p. 389 (1887) ; Zehntner, Rev. Suisse Zool.

t. ii. p. 183(1894) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv. pt. ii.

No. 2, p. 158 (1896); de Man, Zoolog. Jahrb. Bd. ix. p. 363
(189(i).

Hab. Malacca; littoral. Five males, and two smaller females.

In the males, besides some rather big crimson spots on the meri of

the legs, there is a very large crimson patch on the penultimate

joint of each of the 1st, 2nd, and 4th pairs. The latter is not seen
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on the females ; but only a few small spots on the meri. In one of

the males the spots on the carapace are arranged in pairs, or even in

groups of three, giving it a more densely spotted appearance. I

may add that I should describe the rostrum, in these individuals,

as being distinctly emarginate (vide Alcock, t. c, " rostrum entire

or faintly emarginate "
; and Miers, t. c, " front obtuse and rounded

or obscurely emarginate "), the emargination taking the form of

a wide, triangular notch, quite as distinct as in M. lunar is. Other-
wise they entirely agree with Mr. Alcock's description.

Dim. 6 35x34. d 32x30-5. d 31-75x31. 6 29x23-75.

c? 25-5x24-25. $22x21-25. $21-5x20-5.

100. Mattjta lunaris Herbst.

? Cancer lunaris, Herbst, Krab. u. Krebse, i. p. 140, pi. vi. f. 44
(1790).

Matuta planipes, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 369 (1798).

Cancer lunaris, Herbst, op. cit. iii. p. 43, pi. xlviii. f. 6 (1799).
Matuta hcnaris, Miers, Trans. Linn. Soc. 2nd ser. Zool. vol. i.

p. 247, pi. xl. f. 10 (1877) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal,

vol. lxv. pt. ii. No. 2, pp. 161-2 (1896).

Sab. Malacca ; littoral. Two young males and a female.

Dim. d 22-5x21-25. d 16-25x15. $ 20x19.

LVI. Genus Leucosia Fabr.

101. Leucosia craniolaris Herbst.

? Cancer craniolaris, Linn. Syst. Nat. 12th ed. p. 1041 (1766) ;

Herbst, Naturgesck. d. Krab. Bd. i. Hft. ii. p. 90, pi. ii. f. 17

(1783) ; Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. p. 441 (1792).

Leucosia craniolaris, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 350 (1798); Bell,

Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xxi. p. 283 (1855).

Leucosia craniolaris, var. Icevimana, Miers, ' Alert ' Crust, p. 250,

pi. xxvi. f. A (1884).

Leucosia craniolaris, Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx.

p. Ill (1887) ; Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 397
(1893) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv. pt. ii. No. 2,

p. 231 (1896).

Bab. Singapore and Malacca ; 5 fms. ; muddy bottom. Two
females, of which the larger is from Malacca.

Dim. $ 19x21-75. $ 14-5x16.

102. Leucosia rhomboidalis de Haan.

Leucosia rhomboidalis de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 134, pi. xxxiii.

f. 5 (1839) ; Bell, Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xxi. p. 284 (1855).

Leucosia maculata, Stm. Proc Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. p. 159 (1858).
Leucosia rhomboidalis, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv.

pt. ii. No. 2, p. 234 (1896).

Hab. Singapore: 5 fms. ; muddy bottom. A male and a female.

Both these individuals have a row of three yellow spots arranged
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crescent-wise ou each side of the gastric region, and the female has,

in addition, a reticulated yellow patch on the cardiac and uro-

cardiac regions.

Dim. tf 10-5x12. $ 12x13-5.

103. Leucosia beuunea Miers.

Leucosia brunnea, Miers, Trans. Linn. Soc. 2nd ser. Zool. vol. i.

p. 237, pi. xxxviii. ft'. 10-12 (1877).

Hab. Singapore : 7 fms. ; muddy bottom. A female.

A very deep yellow patch on the uro-cardiac declivity, extending
forward laterally nearly to the epibranchial angle ; the same
yellow colour on all the legs, but less deep on the abdomen.

Dim. 25-5x29-75.

LVII. Genus Philyba Leach.

104. Philyea globosa Fabr.

Cancer globosus, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. p. 441 (1792).

Leucosia globosa, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 349 (1798).

Philyra globosa, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 132 (1837).

Phityra porcellana, M.-Edw. t. c. p. 333.

Philyra globosa, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 203 (1888).

Philiira globosa et qlobulosa et svn., Alcock, Journ. As. Soc.

Bengal, vol. Ixv. pt. ii'. No. 2, pp. 243-246 (1896).

Philyra polita, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 401,

pi. xxxviii. ff. 1-3 (1893).

Hub. Malacca: 5 fms.; muddy bottom. Eight males, seven

females : one of the latter carrying ova.

In none of these does the epistome project farther than the

front ; the inner angles do, but in a greater or less degree in the

different individuals. Five of the males have the small tubercle on
the abdomen (P. globulosa) ; in the other three it is absent

(P. globosa)—yet in one of the males with a tuberculated abdomen
the whole of the upper surface of the arm is granulated except

near the tip (P. globosa), while in the three with no tubercle only

the proximal half is granular (P. globulosa) ; in all the females it

is entirely granulous except at the tip. The internal edge of the

exopodite of the external maxillipedes seems to show a gradation

from a nearly straight line to a slightly curved one ; but, curiously,

the nearly straight edge (P. globosa) is found in the males with

abdominal tubercle (P. globulosa), the slightly curved (P. globulosa)

on a male with no tubercle (P. globosa). In all cases the under
surface of the meri of the legs is smooth (P. globosa) ; equally in

all cases, the size of the granules on the edge of the carapace

varies (P. globulosa). The males with abdominal tubercles have a

low dentiform eminence at the base of the thumb, in those with
no abdominal tubercle it is absent ; this is the normal correlation

in P. globulosa and P. globosa respectively. The amount of

definition of the regions of the carapace varies from one to
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another ; but the cardiac region is always more or less distinct,

and the hepatic regions always project slightly in a lateral and
obliquely downward direction, so as to break the plane of the

antero-lateral margins.

Dim. d 14-5x15. J 13-75x13-5. tf 12-5x13. rf 13x13.
o* 10-5x10-5. <f 9-75x10. 6 12-5x12-75. <$ 13x12-75.
$ 15-25x15. $11-5x11-5. $11-5x11. $9x9. $13x13.
$ 11-5x11-25.

105. Philyba sexangula Alcock.

Philyra sexangula, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv.

pt. ii. No. 2, p. 241, & pt. ii. No. 3, pi. vii. f. 2 (1896).

Hob. Singapore : from mud, at low water. A female with ova.

Mr. Alcock's description is from a male ; in this female I note
the following differences :—The median carina is raised into four

low tubercles over the cardiac and nasogastric regions ; the teeth

at the outer edge of the posterior margin are not very strong ; the

black colour of the carapace shades off to a dull yellow-green in

the anterior half, commencing at the anterior termination of the

branchial carinas ; the finger-tips are white, and the four posterior

pairs deep yellow.

As regards the abdomen, it is composed of three distinct pieces :

a narrow basal segment ; a long, broad, dome-shaped median piece,

composed of segments 2 to 6, segment 2 being still clearly marked
off by a transverse groove ; and the 7th segment, very small and
rounded triangular. Segments 1 and 2 are obtusely carinated

transversely ; the whole abdomen is honeycombed and pubescent
like the carapace, and uniformly black, except the 7th segment
and the anterior and lateral margins of the middle piece, which
are nearly white.

Dim. 9-75x9-5.

Length of middle piece of abdomen. . . . 7-0 mm.
Breadth ,, „ „ .... 6-0 „

Length of chelipede 20-5 „

LV1II. Genus Pseudophilyea Miers.

106. Pseudophilyea melita de Man.

Pseudophilyra melita, de Man, Mergui Crust, p. 199(1888);

Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 397 (1893); Alcock,

Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv. pt. ii. No. 2, p. 253 (1896).

Hub. Uncertain. One female.

I have no doubt that this specimen belongs to P. melita ; but

the following—possibly sexual—differences may be noted. The

surface of the carapace is nowhere granular, but everywhere fairly

closely punctate, the punctse being distinct, and quite visible to the

naked eye. The distal third of the upper and under surfaces of

the arm, and the wrist, both above and below, are also punctate,

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. L. 50
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the under surfaces less so than the upper ; and there is no sign of

any granules on the inner (anterior or lower) margin of the hand.

The inner edges of both fingers have a line of 5 or 6, widely

separate hairs, very distinct under the lens.

Dim. 7-25x8.

LLX. Genus Myea Leach.

107. Mtra austealis Hasw. (?).

Myra amtralis, Hasw. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. vol. iv. p. 50,

pi. v. f. 3 (1879), & Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 122 (1882) ; Miers,

•Alert ' Crust, p. 251 (1884), & 'Challenger' Brachyura, p. 315
(1886); Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. Ill (1887);
Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 402 (1893).

Hub. Singapore : 4-5 fms. ; bottom of broken shells and sand.

A small male, which I refer rather doubtfully to this species with

which it seems to agree, excepting that there is an additional

minute spine over the base of each of the posterior legs, and there

is no denticle on the penultimate joint of the abdomen.
Dim. 8x8.

LX. Genus Aecania Leach.

108. Arcania eeinaceus Fabr.

Cancer erinaceus, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. p. 460 (1792) ; Herbst,

Xaturgesch. d. Krab. Bd. ii. Hft. 2, p. 258, pi. xx. f. Ill (1790).

Leucosia erinaceus, Fabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 352 (1798).

Arcania erinaceus, Bell, Trans. Linn. Soc vol. xxi. p. 309 (1855)

;

Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv. pt. ii. No. 2, p. 268

(1896).

Hah. Singapore : 4 fms. ; sandy bottom. A damaged male.

Dim. 11x11.

LXI. Genus /.phiculus Ad. & White.

109. Iphiculus spongioscjs Ad. & White.

TpJiiculus sponrjiosus, Ad. & White, ' Samarang ' Crust, p. 57,

pi. xiii. f. 5 (1848) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv.

pt. ii. No. 2, p. 256 (1896).

Hub. Singapore : 5 fms. ; muddy bottom. A male.

Dim. 10-5x8.

LXTT. Genus Ncbsia Leach.

110. Nuesia plicata Herbst.

Cancer plicatus, Herbst, Xaturgesch. d. Krab. Bd. iii. Hft. 4,

p. 2, pi. lix. f. 2 (1804).

Nursia plicata, Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv. pt. ii.

No. 2, p. 180 (1896).
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Hab. Singapore : 12 fms., rough bottom ; south of Blakang
Mati island. One male.

I quite concur with Mr. Alcock in the separation of this species

from the next, and its identification with Herbst's form. This

specimen lacks the red colouring of his Indian examples, being

only of a rather dark, yellow-brown hue.

Dim. 9-5x7-75.

111. Nursia hardwickii Leach.

Nursia hardwickii, Leach, Zool. Misc. iii. p. 20 (1817) ; M.-Edw.
Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 137 (1837).

Nursia plicata, Bell, Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xxi. p. 307, pi. xxxiv,

f. 4 (1855).

Nursia plicata ?, Miers, Trans. Linn. Soc. ser. 2, Zool. vol. i.

p. 240, pi. xxxviii. f. 28 (1877).

Nursia plicata, Hslsw. Cat, Austr. Crust, p. 127 (1882); ? "Walker,

Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. Ill (1887) ; Henderson {fide

Alcock), Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v. p. 404 (1893).

Nursia hardwiclcii, Alcock, Jouru. As. Soc Bengal, vol. lxv.

pt. ii. No. 2, p. 181 (1896).

Hab. Singapore: 6-10 fms., roiish bottom ; from both north

and south side of Blakang Mati island. A male and a female.

Bather yellow than, like Mr. Alcock's examples, flesh-coloured.

It is interesting to find this species living together with the

closely-related N. plicata.

Dim. S 10-5x9-5. $9-75x8-75.

LXIII. Genus Oreophorus Biipp.

112. Oreophorus rugosus Stimpson.

Oreophorus rugosus, Stimpson, Proc Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad. p. 259
(1858)"; A. M.-Edw. Ann. Soc Entom. Er. t. v. p. 152, pi. vi.

f. 3 (1865); id. Nouv. Arch. Mus. t. x. p. 49 (1874): Hasw. Cat.

Austr. Crust, p. 130 (1882).

Hab. Singapore : a male from 2-3 fms., muddy bottom, and a

female from the reef.

Dim. 6 13x9. ? 18-5x14.

LXIV. Genus Favus \ gen. nov.

Carapace twice as broad as long, extended laterally so as quite

to conceal the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th pairs of legs in flexion, but
suddenly narrowed behind so as to leave the whole of the posterior

pair exposed ;
front small and upturned ; antennules obliquely

folded ; antennae with flagellum either very rudimentary or

completely absent, and basal portion imbedded in the inner orbital

angle and fused with the orbital margin ; orbits, in consequence,

1 Favus— & honeycomb.
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circular and complete, small ; eyes very small, but not fixed

;

endostome deeply excavate in the middle line ; exopodite of exterior

maxillipedes broad, and not reaching beyond the middle of the

merus ; cbelipedes and legs short and rugose. Abdomen (of

female) composed of only two pieces, of which one is the narrow

basal segment.

113. Favus gbanulatus, sp. nov. (Plate XLVII. fig. 13.)

Hob. Singapore ; littoral. One female.

Carapace convex in both directions, regularly honeycombed, the

pits being more distinct on the branchial regions or lateral

expansions, the elevated parts covered with relatively large

rounded granules ; a rather strong prominence—granulated, and
with two deep sulci on either side—on the narrowed uro-cardiac

region. The marginal line is regularly curved, and defined as a

non-pitted, but granulated border ; edges thick, and under side of

lateral expansions honeycombed, transversely concave, longi-

tudinally convex. Front very small, appearing as a slightly

upturned prominence in the anterior margin ; epistome and tip of

exterior maxillipedes just visible from above. Cbelipedes very

rugose, with carpus just appearing from under the carapace ; hand
as high as it i3 long, and as thick also, in its posterior portion

;

fingers shorter than hand, curved, with short decussating tips.

Legs rugose and grauulous, with carpo- and propodites obtusely

carinate. Maxillipedes and abdomen also granulate ; the latter

(in a female) with four distinct grooves, marking the segmental

sutures. The rather long and narrow 7th segment, which nearly

reaches the base of the maxillipedes, is partially fused on to the

large, only slightly rounded, middle piece. The sternum is deeply

hollowed.

Dim. 15x7-5.

LXV. Genus Doriwe Latr.

Ill* Dorippe facchino Herbst.

Cancer facchino, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krab. Bd. i. Hft. 6,

p. 190, pi. xi. f. 68 (1785).

Dorippe sima, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 157, pi. xx.

f. 11 (1837).

Dorippe facchino, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 123 (1839).
Dorippe sima, Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 5th ser. vol. v.

p. 317 (1880); Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xx. p. Ill
(1887).

Dorippe facchino, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 405 (1893); Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. Ixv. pt. ii.

No. 2, p. 278 (1896).

Hah. Singapore and Malacca ;
2-6 fms., muddy bottom.

A large male from Malacca, and a smaller one from Singapore

;

also, from Singapore, a much smaller female which had just
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moulted, and which carries on its dorsum a small anemone, with a

bivalve shell interposed (vide Alcock, t. c. p. 279). The right

hand is much swollen in the two males. Mr. Alcock describes

both edges of the merus of 1st aud 2nd legs as being densely

pubescent in the male ; in these only the posterior edge is so, as

with the pro- and carpopodite.

The base of the anemone rests directly on the shell; but, the

latter being only half the size of the anemone's base, it follows

that the outer edge of the base projects beyond the shell on every

side. Between this part of the base and the dorsum of the

Dorippe is found a circular flattened ring, with a wrinkled surface
;

with the appearance and consistency of mud supported by a few
scattered fibres.

There is also another female from Malacca, which carries an
anemone. There is no shell interposed between the base of the

anemone and the crab, but only what appears to be the operculum
of a large Gastropod. The circular flattened ring mentioned above

is evidently the remains of a similar structure.

Dim. c? 28-75x22. tf 25x19-5. $16-5x13. $13-5x19-25.

115. Dorippe dorsipes Linn.

Cancer dorsipes, Linn. Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 452, & Svst. Nat.

ed. xii. i. 2, p. 1053 (1766).

Cancer frascone, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krab. Bd. i. Hft. 6,

p. 192, pi. xi. f. 70 (1785).

Dorippe quadridens, Eabr. Suppl. Ent. Svst. p. 361 (1798).

Dorippe quadridentata , M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 156

(1837).

Dorippe quadridens, de Haan, Crust. Japon. p. 121, pi. xxxi.

f. 3 (1839).

Dorippe quadridentata, Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 137 (1882).

Dorippe dorsipes, Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. v.

p. 404 (1893); Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv. pt. ii.

No. 2, p. 277 (1896).

Hah. Singapore : 10 fms. ; muddy bottom. Three males.

Dim. 6 15x14-5. S 12-5x12. tfllxlO-5.

116. Dorippe astuta Eabr.

Dorippe astuta, Eabr. Suppl. Ent. Syst. p. 361 (1798).

? Dorippe callida, Eabr. t. c. p. 362.

Cancer astutus, Herbst, Naturgesch. d. Krab. Bd. iii. Hft. 3,

p. 45, pi. lv. f. 6 (1803).

Dorippe astuta, M.-Edw. Hist. Nat. Crust, t. ii. p. 157 (1837);
Hasw. Cat. Austr. Crust, p. 136 (1882); Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc,
Zool. vol. xx. p. Ill (1887); Henderson, Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool.

vol. v. p. 405 (1893) ; Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. lxv.

pt. ii. No. 2, p. 280 (1896).

Hab. Malacca : 2 fms. ; muddy bottom.

Seven adult males and five young ones. There is also another
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male, still carrying a comparatively large leaf, beneath which it is

entirely concealed when the legs are flexed. In three of the

males the right hand is swollen.

Judging from Eabricius' description of his D. callida, it seems

to me very probable that it is reallv identical with his D. astuta.

Dim. d 13-25x12-5. rf 13-5*x 12-5. rf 13-5x13. 6 12-75

Xl2. s 9-75x9-5. jj 7-5x7. d 8-25x7-5. d 6x5-75.

d 6 x 5-5. d 5-75 x 5. d 5-5 x 4-75. d 5-25 x 4-75.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XLIV.

Fig. 1. Micippa excavata, p. 725. a. Rostrum, b. Ohelipede. c. Pterygo-

stoinian region.

2. Lumbrus lumidus, p. 727. a. Dorsal view. b. 5th ambulatory leg.

3. Harruvia alholincata hmgipes, p. 729. a. Dorsal view.

4. Carpilodes socius, p. 731. a. Dorsal view. b. 3rd maxillipede.

Plate XLV.

Fig. 5. Etisodes anagh/ptus, p. 739. a. Dorsal view. b. Frontal region.

6. Actceopsis pallida, p. 741. a. Dorsal view. b. Frontal and buccal

regions, c. Male abdomen.
7. Neptunus (Amphitritc) hastatoidcs, p. 745. a. Male, b. Female

abdomen.

Plate XLVI.

Fig. 8. Acheloiis ruhro-mctrginatus, p. 746. a. Dorsal view. b. 3rd
maxillipede.

9. Carcinoplax subinteger, p. 750. a. Anterior portion of carapace.

10. Potanwn tridentatum incertum, p. 749. a. Anterior portion of

carapace, b. 3rd leg. c. Orbital region.

Plate XLVII.

Fig. 11. Macrophthalmus dilatatus carens, p. 759. a. Chelipede.

12. Sesarma fasciata, p. 758. a. Dorsal view. b. Chelipede. c. Male
abdomen.

13. Favus granulatus, p. 768. a. Dorsal view. b. Frontal region.

c. Female abdomen.
14. Scopimera myctiroides, p. 760. a. Male, b. Female abdomen.
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November 20, 1900.

Dr. W. T. Blanford, E.K.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following reports on the additions made
to the Society's Menagerie during the months of June, July,

August, September, and October, 1900 :
—

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of June was 251, of which 87 were by
presentation, 18 by birth, 42 by purchase, 2 were received in

exchange and 102 on deposit. The total number of departures during

the same period, by death and removals, was 162.

Among the additions special attention may be called to a

young male Rocky-Mountain Goat (Haploceros montanus) from
British Columbia, purchased June 6th, of Mr. J. La Montagne, by
whom it had been captured on Elfa Mountain, British Columbia,

on June 12th, 1899. This is believed to be the first living speci-

men of the species brought to Europe. It is now changing into

its summer dress. In reply to enquiries, Mr. La Montagne informs

me that he shot the mother of the present specimen on Elfa

Mountain (at about 7000 feet altitude) and captured the young
one, then about a fortnight old. It is the same specimen as that

of which I exhibited a photograph on January 23rd last, forwarded
to me by Dr. A. R. C. Selwyn, C.M.G-., E.R.S., C.M.Z.S. (see

P. Z. S. 1900, p. 1). Our best thanks are due to Dr. Selwyn for

assisting us in obtaining the present specimen of this interesting

animal.

Eive Gentoo Penguins (Pygosceles tceniatus) from the Falkland

Islands were purchased June 7th. This Penguin is rarely met
with in captivity, although abundant in its native haunts.

Three White Ibises (Eudocimus albus) were hatched in the

Great Aviary on June 13th. They were bred by a pair received

in immature plumage on June 14th, 1897. This is the first

occasion upon which this interesting species has propagated in the

Society's Gardens.

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of July was 137, of which 43 were by
presentation, 18 by birth, 11 by purchase, 5 were received in

exchange and 60 on deposit. The total number of departures

during the same period, by death and removals, was 149.

A young female Brindled Gnu (Connochcetes gnu) was born in

the Gardens on July 14th, being the first instance oP this species

breeding in the Society's Menagerie.

I exhibit a drawing by Mr. Smit (Plate XLYUI.) representing

this interesting little animal, which, it will be seen, is very different

from the calf of the White-tailed Gnu.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LI. 51
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I believe that this Antelope has already bred in the Garden of

the Zoological Society of Breslau K

Four Red-collared Lorrikeets (Trickoglossus rubritorques) were

deposited by the Hon. W. Rothschild, M.P., on July 27th. This

beautiful species is new to the Society's Parrot-house.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of August were 182 in number. Of these 52 were acquired

by presentation, 24 by purchase, 14 were born in the Gardens, 9

were received by exchange and 83 on deposit. The total number
of departures during the same period, by death and removals,

was 130.

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of September was 141, of which 80 were

by presentation, 10 by purchase, and 51 were received on deposit.

The total number of departures during the same period, by death

and removals, was 148.

Amongst the additions attention may be called to :

—

Two Tenrecs (Centctes ecaudatus), deposited by the Hon. Walter
Rothschild, M.P., on Sept. 4th. No example of this curious

Insectivore has been previously exhibited in the Society's Gardens.

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of October was 160, of which 38 were

acquired by presentation, 4 by purchase, 105 were received on
deposit, 9 in exchange, and 4 were born in the Menagerie. The
total number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 178.

Amongst the additions special attention may be called to two
fine birds, one of which is new to the Collection :—

1. A Caffre Bustard (Eupodotis caffra), from Port Elizabeth,

presented by J. E. Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S., Oct, 22nd. Mr.
Matchain kindly informs me that this fine bird was captured at

Zwartkops in the vicinity of Port Elizabeth, where these birds are

always to be found, but not in great quantities.

2. A Bouquet's Amazon (Chrysotis honqueti), from Dominica.

West Indies, acquired by purchase, Oct. 31st, new to the Collection.

Mr. Sclater made some remarks on some of the objects noticed

in the Zoological Gardens of Hamburg, Berlin, and Rotterdam,
which he bad visited during the vacation.

At Hamburg the Zoological Garden (under the direction of

Dr. H. Bolau, C.M.Z.S.) was found to be in its usual excellent

order. Two buildings lately erected, one for European Birds and
the other for Rodents and Marsupials, had been much admired
and carefully examined.
Among the Carnivorous Mammals noticed was a fine young

1 See Sclater and Thomas, ' Book of Antelopes,' i. p. 103.
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Leopard from Corea, remarkable for its long-haired fur and
densely-haired ears—perhaps Fells fontainieri M.-Edw., but

apparently only a subspecies of Felis pardus ; and a very large

example of the Eed Wolf of Paraguay, Canis jubatus. A Hedge-
hog from West Africa, belonging to the white-fronted section of

the genus, labelled Erinaceus primer?', was new to Mr. Sclater.

The full series of Cervidae had been lately enriched by the

acquisition from Amoorland of a young male and a female of

Luehdorf's Deer, Oervus Inehdorfi—one of the largest and finest of

the Eed Deer Section. These were the first fresh examples

received at Hamburg since the arrival of the original specimens

more than twenty years ago, upon which the species had been

founded 1
.

Of the many interesting mammals noticed at Berlin it was hardly

necessary to say much after the full account of this Garden given

by Mr. F. E. Blaauw at a recent meeting of the Society (see P. Z. S.

1900, p. 299). It might, however, be stated that to the full

series of the larger Antelopes recorded by Mr. Blaauw had recently

been added a fine male specimen of the White-bearded Gnu
(Connochcetfs cdbo-jubatus) obtained in the Kilimandjaro district of

East Africa, and brought home by Herr Schillings. This was the

first living example of this form of the Brindled Gnu Mr. Sclater

had seen, and seemed to show readily distinguishable characters

from C. taurinus.

In the Ape-house had been specially noticed a fine large olive-

green Baboon with a black face from Khartoum (supposed to be

Papio doguera), and an example of a new Monkey from Togoland,

which Herr Matschie was proposing to call Oercopithecus zechi,

after its discoverer Count Zech, who had recently brought it home.

Mr. Sclater stated that during a short visit to Gibraltar in

September last he had not omitted to make enquiries as to the state

of the herd of Barbary Apes (Macacus inuus) which is well-known
to inhabit the higher and less frequented parts of the ' Rock,' and
that he had been assured on all sides that these animals had much
increased in numbers of late years and had in some cases become
rather troublesome 2

. When riding in the evening up to the Signal

Station at the top of the Bock he had himself seen small parties

of this Monkey both going and returning. They were apparently

quite tame and fearless, and allowed an approach within a few-

paces. Some authorities were of opinion that the herd now con-
sisted of at least 130 individuals or more.

Capt. J. S. Iuglefield (of IT.M.S. 'Devastation') had favoured

Mr. Sclater with the following remarks on the subject, gathered

from two years' experience :

—

" I have seen the Monkeys in parties of 15 and more, but have

1 See P. Z. S. 1880, p. 451 ; List of An. (9) p. 174 (189G) ; and Bolau, Abh.
Ver. Hamb. vii. p. 33 (1880) ; Lydekker, Deer of all Lands, p. 102.

2 For previous notes on this subject see ' Gallon's Vacation Tourists,' ser. i.

p. 20T, (1867), and 'Nature,' xxxix. p. 30 (1888).

51*
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" never counted more than 29 together at one time. They go
" generally in families—an old patriarch accompanied by several

" females and young ones of different sizes. The young ones appear
" in early summer, when the females carry them for a few weeks at

" their breasts, afterwards on their backs. Nearly every evening in

" summer, Monkeys may be seen about 5 p.m. near Ferdinand's
" Battery and Devil's Gap, grubbing for roots and playing about the
" bushes. They have a sentinel on the look-out while feeding—he
" warns them of clanger by a noise like the distant bark of a dog.
" On two occasions my dog (a Scotch Terrier) has been attacked by
" the older animals. On several occasions also they have waited
" till the writer and his dog have arrived on the path below them,
" when they have sent down upon them showers of stones, some
" of the size of a cocoanut. The writer has never been personally
" attacked by a Monkey, but has known the old males approach

"quite close and grin at him."

The Monkeys are also said to have occasionally committed great

devastation in some of the fruit-gardens near Europa Point, so that

the owners have obtained leave to shoot them. But as a rule they

are strongly protected by the authorities.

A letter was read addressed to the Secretary by Sir Harry
Johnston, K.C.B., F.Z.S., dated Fort Portal, Toru, Uganda, August
21st, 1900. Sir Harry stated that he had made an excursion

round the southern base of Mount Ruwenzori and had crossed the

Semliki River halfway between Lake Albert Edward and Lake
Albert. He had entered the Great Congo Forest, which here

comes down to and even crosses the Semliki River. In the forest

he had obtained something like proof of the existence of a very

remarkable new horse (Equus sp. inc.) which appeared to inhabit

the forest. The following passage in Sir Harry Johnston's letter

contained his account of this animal :

—

"Reading through Stanley's ' Darkest Africa' I noticed that he

mentions his Dwarf having a name for horse or ass, and staling

that such animals were found in their forests. As the ordinary

Zebra type of Equine steadily avoids dense woodlands, this state-

ment seemed to me a curious one. When I entertained for months
the pigmy band which had been captured by a filibustering German
(and the restoration of whom to their homes was one of my motives

for going into the Congo Free State), I questioned them on this

subject and they were very explicit ; they told me they called the

animal ' 0',Api ' (' stands for a gasping sound like an aspirate or

Arabic K). They described it as being dun-coloured or dark grey

over all the upper parts of the body, with stripes on the belly and
legs. As soon as I reached the Belgian post of Mbeni I began
questioning my host, who at once acknowledged the existence of

this animal and promised to send me where 1 should shoot one.

They stated that it frequented the deepest parts of the Forest,

went usually in pairs, was dark iron-grey on the upper part of the
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body, and had brownish stripes on the belly and legs. I found the

Bambuba natives dwelling alongside the dwarfs called it ' Okapi.'

The Belgians state that the head is very long ' et tres effilee.'

One man said that the muzzle was particularly ' effile '

—

i. e. drawu
out. At first they excited me by declaring that there was a skin

lying about which I could have ; eventually it was found that the

skin had been cut up by their native soldiers to be made into waist-

belts and bandoliers. Two of these fragments were found and
given to me, and I shall send them home to you by first opportunity.

Whatever the animal may be to which these pieces belong, it is not

any one of the known Zebras or wild Asses ; the pieces of skin un-

fortunately exhibit chiefly the stripes of the belly and legs. These
are very irregular with a chestnut border, and they look as though
from above they emerged from a uniform dun or dark grey.

" Unfortunately we did not succeed in seeing a specimen of this

animal in the Forest during our short stay, but one of the Congo
Free State officials has promised to send me a complete skin and
skull."

Mr. Bouleuger exhibited one of the type specimens of a new
species of Protopterus from the Congo, for which he had proposed
the name P. dolloi (Ann. Mus. Congo, Zool. i. pi. lvi.). Mr.
Boulenger pointed out the remarkable characters of the new
Dipnoan, which, whilst agreeing with Protopterus annectens in the

essential generic features (limbs, gills), approached Lcpidosiren in

the greater elongation of the body (length of head 5 to 6 times in

distance from snout to vent), the greater number of ribs (54) and
of scales along the body (86-91 to vent), and the smaller eye (its

diameter 15-19 times in length of head, 4-6 times in interocular

width). #

Mr. W. T. Blanford, F.R.S., exhibited a very fine skull and
antlers of the Central Asiatic Wapiti, Oervus maral var. songaricus

Severtzow, O. eustephanus Blanford, and also skins of the Wapitis

of Central Asia and of America. Attention was called to the

great development of the 4th tine, which measured in one antler

23| inches from the angle with the upper part of the beam, and
was very massive and considerably flattened. The antler itself

measured 54 iuches from the base along the outside curve. The
head had been obtained along with others by Messrs. P. Church
and J. V. Phelps. Mr. Blanford was indebted to Mr. Rowland
Ward, F.Z.S., for the opportunity of exhibiting the head and skin

of this fine Stag.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., Prosector aud Vice -Secretary to the

Society, read a paper entitled " Contributions towards a Knowledge
of the Osteology of the Pigmy Right Whale (Neobalceiuc marginata)"
This paper will be published in full in the Society's ' Transactions."
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The following papers were read :

—

1. A Description of Wynyardia bassiana, a Fossil Marsupial

from the Tertiary Beds of Table Cape, Tasmania. By

Baldwin Spencer, M.A., F.R.S., C.M.Z.S., Professor

of Biology in the University of Melbourne, Director of

the National Museum, Melbourne.

[Received July 9, 1900.]

(Plates XLIX. & L.)

For many years the Tasmanian Museum in Hobart has been in

possession of a block of calcareous sandstone, obtained from the
" Turritella-zone " in the Tertiary beds of Table Cape, containing,

partly exposed to view, the remains of a marsupial, which in life

must evidently have been of the size of a large Phalanger, though
of stouter and more massive build than any existing one.

I have to express my cordial thanks to the Council of the

Museum and to the Curator, Mr. Morton, for the opportunity of

examining the specimen, the especial interest of which lies in the

fact that it is the oldest marsupial yet found in Australia, as

the Turritella-zone is regarded, from palseontological evidence, as

belonging to the Eocene deposits l
.

Whilst a large number of fossil mammals from Australia have

been dealt with by Owen, McCoy, de Vis, Stirling and Zietz,

Broome, and others, none of an age earlier than Pleistocene have

been hitherto discovered, the specimen now described being the

solitary one as yet found in Australia which dates back as far

as the Tertiary period. Pleistocene fossils reveal the existence of

highly specialized forms such as Thylacoleo and Diprotodon, asso-

ciated with representatives of living genera ; whilst the Eocene form
appears to be in no way highly specialized, but unites within itself

structural features which serve to ally it, on the one hand, with

the most generalized of the Diprotodontia—the Pbalangerida?, and
on the other hand with the most typical Polyprotociontia— the

Dasyuridoe. This is exactly what we might expect to find, on the

supposition that the present Diprotodont marsupials of Australia

have been developed in the Australian region from earlier Polypro-

todont forms, and that the more highly specialized Diprotodonts

were comparatively late developments.

The earliest and, in fact, the only reference to the fossil occurs in

Johnston's ' Geology of Tasmania/ where it is briefly described as

" the almost perfect skeleton of a species of Halmaturus obtained

.

l G. B. Pritchard, "A Revision of the Fossil Fauna of the Table Cape Beds,
Tasmania," Proc. R. S. Vict. 1895, p. 74. Professor Tate, however, has

recently referred the beds, doubtfully, to the Oligocene : Trans. R. S. South
Austr. vol. xxiii. pt. i. p. 107.
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embedded in the ' Turritella-zone ' of the marine beds at Table

Cape " l
. Unfortunately it is far from being nearly perfect.

Table Cape itself is a promontory near to the little township of

Wynyard and looks out northwards across Bass Strait. Close to

it are two small bluffs, from one of which 2 the specimen was
obtained. The bluff is about 160 feet high, with a capping of

basalt, beneath which lie the Tertiary beds, which in their turn rest

on Silurian slates. The upper Tertiary beds, called by Johnston
the " Turritella-zone," are about 80 feet where fully exposed and
contain in addition to marine forms leaf-impressions. The same
author says :

" With respect to the occurrence of the plant-remains

amongst marine forms, it is most probable that the calcareous

sandstones were formed at the mouth of an estuary or river, and
that the leaves and other land organisms were washed down and
included with the marine forms. This interpretation also throws
some light upon the discovery of the almost complete skeleton

of the species of Halmaturus already derived from the calcareous

sandstone." In regard to the underlying Crassatella-bed, he says :

" It hardly deserves to be considered as distinct from the Turritella

group which rests immediately upon it, were it not for the fact that

it appears to have been accumulated under different circumstances."

Pritchard
3
says in regard to the collection of shells studied by him

that it " came principally from the lower deposits known as the

Crassatella-beds, and judging from the fossils I regard the zone as

the direct equivalent of the so-called middle beds of the Spring

Creek section in Victoria. The coarseness of the material in which

a number of the Table Cape fossils is preserved, the worn character

of many of the species, and the abundance of fragments of shells

clearly indicate the littoral character of the deposit, and as an
attendant fact of some importance we have certain fauna!

characteristics indicative of the same feature."

In their suggested arrangement of the sequence of the Eocene
rocks of Victoria, Messrs. Hall and Pritchard place the Spring

Creek beds at the base of the series
4

.

The block of sandstone, as it was originally found, had broken

off from the face of the bluff and tumbled down to the base, which
was surrounded, when the author visited the spot in 1892 in

company with Professor Tate, with masses of various sizes strewn

about in all directions. Evidently this fall from the upper part

of the bluff had smashed the block in such a way as to partially

expose the fossil, and subsequent weathering resulted unfortunately

in the breaking off of the lower part of the skull ; though it is

quite possible that considerable damage had been done to the skull

before it was embedded, as the part of the lower jaw enclosed in

the matrix, and so not exposed to recent weathering, has all of

1 Pp. 261, 28s et eeq.
2 Figured and described by Mr. Johnston, op. cit. pp. 258 et seq.
:! Proc. E. S. Vict. 1895, p. 77.
1 Proc. R. S. Vict. 1894, p. 180. " The older Tertiariea of Maude with an

indication oi' the sequence of (he Eocene Rocks of Victoria."
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its teeth broken away. That it must have lain for some time

exposed within reach of the tide is shown by the fact that a

barnacle three quarters of an inch in diameter has grown
attached to a fragment of the sacral region. When it was
originally found (and as it came into my hands) only a small

portion of the broken under surface of the skull was visible. A
portion of one side of the lower jaw, parts of ten vertebral bodies,

a portion of tfye sacrum, a broken ilium, various bones of the

hinder limbs, one of the marsupial bones, and parts of ribs were also

visible. All traces of teeth, shoulder-girdle and front limbs, hind

feet and tail were unfortunately lacking. The ten vertebra? are but

little disturbed, the zygapophyses of eight fitting closely on to one
another.

By dint of careful working, the comparatively soft matrix which

is full of Turritella-shells was removed, and the remains of the skull,

lower jaw, femur, and tibia were extracted. One of the coronoid

processes was found between the zygoma of the right side and
the cranium, detached from the lower jaw and inverted in position

;

but though a considerable part of the matrix has been worked
away, not a trace of a tooth could be found. There can be little

doubt but that the lower jaw and pelvic girdle had been smashed
before the specimen was finally embedded in the matrix; the

pectoral girdle and limbs and possibly also the hind feet were

contained in the part of the block from which the preserved

portion was broken off, while weathering will account for the

damage done to the lower part of the skull and the hind-limb

bones.

The strongly inflected angle of the lower jaw, the general

structure of the skull and the marsupial bones indicate the

essentially marsupial nature of the animal ; but at the same time it

will be seen, when dealing with various parts of the skeleton, that

this early Australian mammal shows structural features which

in certain respects are not characteristic of living marsupials,

and in others are characteristic of various groups belonging

on the one hand to the Diprotodontia and on the other to the

Polyprotodontia.

The name of Wymjardia bassiana is proposed for the fossil, the

generic name being derived from that of the township close to

which lie the Table Cape beds in which it was found.

The Skull (Figs. 1 & 2, PI. XLIX., & fig. 5, PI. L.)

The upper surface of the skull is fairly intact, but the lower is

unfortunately broken, the exoccipital and basioccipital, the auditory

bullae and the palatal region being absent.

The most striking features are ( 1) the considerable l'elative size of

the cranial as compared with the facial portion, (2) the strong

development of the sagittal crest and the lambdoidal crista, (3) the

broad sweep and upward curvature of the zygomatic arch, (4) the

large size of the squamosal, (5) the large size of the lachrymal*,
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which meet the nasals and prevent the maxillae from coining into

contact with the frontals, (6) the great width of the nasals, (7) the

very anterior position of the infraorbital foramen, and (8) the

general massiveness.

Owing to the base of the skull being broken, the length measure-
ment from the basion to the gnathion cannot be taken, and
therefore, for the purpose of comparison with other skulls, the

total length from the posterior end of the sagittal crest to the

anterior end of the nasals, that is the total length along the mid-

dorsal line, is taken. Though this is not so satisfactory as the former

measurement, still it will serve to a certain extent as a basis of

comparison.

The total length is just 100 mm., and the greatest width across

the zygomata is 67 mm. Taking the same length of various

species of marsupials, measured for comparison, as 100, we find

that the proportionate breadth is as follows :

—

Trichosurus fuligi-

nosus 58*7, T. vidpecula53'7, Pseudochirus herbertensis 60, P. archeri

63'8, P. coohi 53'7, Phascolarctos cinereus 59, Cuscus sp. 59,

Bettongiapcnicillata 56*3, Dendrolag us bennettianus 55 - 7
', Phascolomys

mitcJielli 75*2, Dasyurus maculatus 68'2, Sarcophilus ursinns 77,

Dideljihys sp. 56-9. In regard to this it is intermediate between
such extreme forms as Sarcopliilus on the one hand and Petrogalc

on the other, and approaches most nearly to Dasyurus, showing a

decidedly greater width than is met with in the Phalaugeridse.

The occipital region is separated from the upper surface of the

skull by a well-marked lambdoidal crista which curves somewhat
backward, so as to afford a concave surface for the muscles of the

neck, the occipital plane sloping slightly downwards and forwards

and not being vertical as in most marsupials. The curvature of

the ridge is carried to about the same extent as it is in Dasyurus,

the ridge of either side curving slightly towards the middle line.

From a point just behind the intertemporal constriction a

strongly marked sagittal crest runs backwards to the lambdoidal

crista, the former being as well developed as in Tliylacinus and
Dasyurus, In this respect the fossil offers a strong contrast to

the Phalangerida?, in which the two temporal ridges run backwards

converging towards the lambdoidal crista ; so that no such sagittal

crest is formed as is characteristic of the Dasyuridse, and is seen

also in Didelphys marswpialis. On the upper surface of the frontals

there is a shallow, but sharply outlined, depression, the converging

margins of which are continuous posteriorly with the sagittal crest.

The parietal suture extends about as far forwards as the latter.

A very remarkable feature is the great extent and anterior

extension of the squamosals, the anterior ends of which reach

almost as far forwards as those of the parietals. An equally

striking feature, and one in which the fossil agrees with Dasyurus

and Sarcophilus, is the general parallelism of the upper part of the

suture of the squamosal with the sagittal crest. In such forms as

the Phalangerida) for example the sutures show a continuous

marked convergence towards the middle line posteriorly. In regard
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to the straightness and to a certain extent the length of the

squamosal suture, the fossil resembles Phascolomys and Phascolarctos,

from both of which it differs, however, to a great extent in other

features. The squamosal is indeed larger than in any existing

or fossil marsupial yet known, and its forward extension completely

preveuts the alisphenoid from coming into contact with the parietal

as it does in most marsupials, such as Phalawjer, Trichosvras,

Pseudochinis, and Dasyurus ; though, on the other hand, the parietal

does not reach the alisphenoid in Peragale, sEpyprymnus, and
Phascolomys, with which in other respects the fossil has but little

in common.
No intertemporal bone can be detected.

The zygomatic arch is strong and massive, most resembling in

form that of the Dasyuridse both in the considerable outward sweep
of the hinder part and in its marked upward curvature; in the

former respect it most nearly resembles a large skull of a Dasyurus,

and in the latter that of a Sarcophilus. There is not a trace of the

swollen posterior part of the squamosal which is such a striking

feature in certain of the Phalangeridaa, such as the genera

Phalanyer, Trichosvrus, Pseudochirus, and Petaurvs ; but, in strong

contrast to what is characteristic of these forms, the arch arises low

down, and, as is well seen in lateral view (fig. 5, PI. L.), the upper

surface rises immediately so as to form a strongly marked curve

:

at the same time the arch flattens out. laterally, bends over (tig. 1 )

towards the upper surface and runs forwards to be inserted into

the notch in the malar process of the maxilla. The latter process

is well developed and passes off almost at right angles to the side

of the maxilla, bending abruptly backwards and at the same time

outwards to be attached in the characteristic way to the hinder end
of the arch, beneath which it runs backwards to the glenoid cavity.

The abrupt bend of the malar process most resembles that of

Phascolarctos, though in the latter the main body of the arch runs

parallel to the length of the skull. In the Phalangeridae the bend
is a more gradual one, and the sweep of the arch is not nearly so

pronounced as it is in this fossil form. Though the lower part of

the arch is broken away, it appears probable that there was a slight

zygomatic process at the anterior end ; and, as in Trichosurus and
certain other genera, only still more markedly, there is a very

distinct ridge (PI. L. fig. 5), which traverses almost the length of

the arch, and sharply marks off an outer and upper from an outer

and lower surface, the latter serving for the attachment of the

masseter muscle.

The glenoid cavity is considerably elongated transversely, the

downward process which bounds it posteriorly beiug, as in the

Dasyuridye and Perameles, apparently independent of any structure

concerned with the auditoxw passage. The shape and relationships

of this process are most similar to those of Thylacinus, and differ

markedly from those which obtain in the Phalangeriduj, amongst
the members of which the process in question forms the anterior

part of a well-marked bony canal. Also, as in Dasyurus, the
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meatus is directed outwards and a little forwards. The glenoid

cavity is placed neither very high nor very low in regard to the

base of the skull ; it is higher than in the Dasyuridae, where it is

more nearly on a level with the base of the skull, and somewhat
lower than in the Phalangeridae, though it approximates more
nearly to the position in the latter.

The frontals show only a faint trace of a postfrontal process

tending to bound posteriorly an orbital space ; their greatest width
occurs in the cranial and not in the facial portiou—a feature which
is the reverse of that which is characteristic of marsupials, amongst
whom the broadest part of the frontal is characteristically found
in the facial part of the skull. Dorsally the frontal region

is marked by a concavity of a V-shape, sharply outlined. This

concavity is nothing like so wide nor so extensive in length as it

is in Cuscus, Tricliosurus, and Pseudochirus, from which it differs

markedly in appearance and very much more resembles that of

Dasyurvs. Its posterior end, which practically corresponds in

position with that of the least intertemporal width, is marked by
the commencement of the sagittal crest.

The lachrymals are of large size and extend upon the face

to such an extent that, owing partly to the width of the nasal

bone, they come into contact with the latter and so prevent the

upward process of the maxilla from reaching the nasal. This

feature is also met with in Phascolomys, while in some of the

Phalangeridae also the lachrymal extends very nearly to the nasal.

A very characteristic feature of marsupials is seen in the extra-

orbital position of the laclnwmal foramen, which is single and
placed as in Sarcophilus.

The nasals present two points of importance—first, the consider-

able expansion of their upper ends, the greatest width occurring

at rather more than a quarter of the length from this point ; and
second, the forward extension of the bones beyond the premaxillae

so that they overhang the nasal cavity. Their greatest length is

40'5 mm. and the greatest width 18"5 mm. The expansion which
brings the nasals into contact with the lachrymals is indeed more
marked than in the Phalangeridae, Dasyurus, and certain Didel-

phyida? in which it is characteristically present. In the forward

projection of the bones over the nasal cavity, the skull differs from
that of the Dasyuridae and agrees with those of Phalanger,

Tricliosurus, Pseudochirus, and certain species of Dklelphys ; in

fact the general structure and relationships of the nasal bones

recall most strongly that which obtains in the latter.

The lower part of the maxillary bone is broken away at the

level of the infraorbital foramen, but there are two features of

importance. Pirst, the upward process, as already described, is

completely shut off from contact with the frontal ; and second, the

infraorbital foramen is situated close to the suture between the

maxilla and premaxilla, being considerably farther away from the

orbit than in any existing marsupial.

The premaxillae are of large side, approximating most in form
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to those of TrichosufVA, and their dimension would appear to

indicate the existence of a fair-sized incisor dentition. It is most
unfortunate that the lower part of the prernaxillae should have

been broken away at such a level as to leave no indication of the

exact nature of the teeth.

With regard to the ventral surface, the specimen is so broken

that it is not possible to say much. The palate is completely

wanting : parts of the basi- and presphenoid remain and the

ento-carotid canals, as is characteristic of marsupials, pierce the

basisphenoid and enter the skull close to the middle line, the

opening on the right side being larger than that on the left.

Each artery runs forward in a deep strongly marked groove, the

two grooves converging anteriorly. These grooves, which lead

forwards from behind the level of the foramen ovale on each side,

are considerably longer and more strongly developed than in any
other marsupial and are well seen in the figure of the under surface

of the skull (PI. XLIX. fig. 2).

The foramina leading from the skull, so far as they remain,

agree in essential features with those of marsupials. The optic

foramen and the foramen lacerum anterius are united to form a

sphenoidal foramen opening outwards from the sella turcica, and
the foramina of the two sides are confluent, so that in lateral view
(fig. o) of the skull there is a small but well-marked opening

leading from the lower part of the temporal fossa of one side into

that of the other. The passage thus formed is bounded below

by the basisphenoid and presphenoid, the suture between which
lies in the floor of the cavity, and aboA'e by the ali- and presphenoids.

A similar passage is seen in Miicru/iu$, Trichosums, PseudotMrug,

Phaseolomys, and basyurus, but is quite wanting in other forms
such as Phascvht rdos and Sarcophilus. The foramen rotundum
opens close to the outer and slightly to the under and posterior

side of the sphenoidal foramen, from which it is as usual only

separated by a thiu plate of bone.

Within the cavity of the skull the entocarotid canals enter close

behind the sella turcica, the right being twice the size of the left.

The sella turcica has no posterior clinoid process, and from the

foramen rotundum of each side a well-marked groove leads back

to the Gasserian fossa, the outer edge of the groove being formed
by the projecting ridge of bone which is developed from the

alisphenoid in the tentorial plane. The same feature occurs in

Maeroptu, Sarcophttus, and Dasyurvs. The periotic lies completely

behind the ridge marking the tentorial plane, the bony structure

in which is not very strongly developed in contrast with what
obtains, for example, in Ctucus and Trichosurus. The periotic

differs from that of other marsupials, first in its relatively small

size, and secondly in its structure. The lower pact, in which lies

the auditory meatus, has, facing the cerebellar cavity, a nearly

vertical surface measuring 8 mm. by 5 mm. in height ; above this

portion the bone is impressed so as to form a horizontal platform

from which, on the outer and posterior sides, rise the thin curved
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plates which are attached to but not fused with the skull-wall.

It thus differs markedly from that of other marsupials, in almost

all of which there is a well-marked pit for the lodgment of the

lateral appendage of the cerebellum. In the Wombat the pit is

represented by a depression, but there is no horizontal platform

developed, and the whole structure is very different from that of

the fossil.

The cranial cavity is relatively of considerable size as compared
with that of recent marsupials. Some idea of this may be gained

from the following measurements l
, which, for the sake of more

easy comparison, have all been reduced so as to make them pro-

portionate in dimension to skulls of the same length
2
as that of

the fossil specimen (100 mm.) :

—

'Sim
O

1 -§"

s s s "5

1 r

It

Oh

so

Total length of |

cranial cavity ... J

58 50-5 50-4 44-8 421 44 42-6

Greatest height ... 26 21 204 24 205 21-3 18-2

Length of cerebral "1

33 30-5 30-7 32 27-5 26-3 23-4

Length of cerebellar 1
12-5 13-7 10-8 10-3 9 93 8-6

Greatest width of |

cerebral fossa ...
)

1

33 20-4 289 29 28 28 23-4

It will be evident from these figures, which represent approxi-

mately the cranial development in tj'pical examples of the families

Maeropodidse, Phalangerida?, Dasyuridse, Phascolomyidre, and
Peramelidse, that in the extinct form we have an animal in which
the relative size of the brain was greater than in existing mar-
supials ; in the total length of the brain, and in the height, leugth,

and breadth of the cerebral hemispheres, it has decidedly the

advantage, and as indicating a possible retrogression in cranial

development within the marsupial group .since Eocene times, the

fossil is of peculiar interest.

1 The cranial cavity lias been cleared of matrix since the drawings were
made.

- This measurement is along the dorsal surface from the front end of the

sagittal crest to the tip of the nasal bones, as, owing to the broken under surface,

the length from basion to gnathion cannot be taken. In the case of the

Kangaroo the difference between the latter and the dorsal length is greater
than in the other forms, and causes the relative dimensions of the skull-cavity

to be slightly greater than they would be if the more satisfactory measurement
of gnathion to basion had been available.
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In regard to their dentition as well as to the nature of the foetal

membranes, Wilson aud Hill ' have come to the conclusion that

there is very clear evidence of retrogression within the marsupial

order, and it appears to be very probable that this retrogression has

affected the cranial development.

The Lower Jaw.—Only a fragment of one ramus of the lower jaw

(figs. 6 & 7, PL L.) is preserved together with a broken-off coronoid

process (fig. 8), and, just as in the case of the upper jaw, no teeth

are visible. The angle of the jaw has the inward bending so as to

form, as seen from below (fig. 7), a flat surface of considerable

extent, which evidently formed, as in Potorous and Phalanger, the

floor of a deep and fairly wide depression on the inside of the

ascending ramus, which is completely broken away. It differs,

however, from that of the Phalangerida? in being of much greater

proportionate length and in running backwards into a long and

markedly upturned process, more like that in Perameles than in

any other form. It will be noticed that there is on the under
surface a well-marked ridge which accentuates the convexity of the

outline when seen from the side. The structure of the jaw, while

distinctly marsupial, is in certain respects unlike that of any
known form. The inflected angle, which is in fact longer than is

represented in the figure (a broken off portion 8 mm. in length

not being represented), is quite unlike that of any existing species

both in regard to its length and upward curvature. It must
also have been of considerable vertical height, as there were no
traces left of even the lower parts of the sockets ; and either there

were no largely developed incisors, or else the symphysis was a

remarkably long one, as there is not a trace of any sockets at the

anterior end. The ventral curvature and sharply marked ridge

are again characteristic features, while further still there is a

curious and inexplicable feature in regard to the ramus, consisting

in the presence of a deep depression across the upper surface,

which must apparently have been situated in the area occupied

by the molar series. It extends in a slanting direction from side

to side across the jaw, and its smooth, rounded floor-surface and
margins show clearly that it is not a mere break in the jaw. With
this is associated a swelling on the internal face, which is well

seen in the view from below (fig. 7). What can have been the

meaning of this it is impossible to state
a
, as it is apparently unlike

anything known in any mammalian jaw, while its definite outline

and the normal condition of the surface of the bone appear to

negative the idea that it is a pathological feature.

The dental foramen is not present, having evidently been placed

farther back than the most posterior limit of the preserved portion of

the ramus. The mylo-hyoid groove, if present, is only very faintly

marked, contrasting in this respect strongly with earlier marsupials,

1 J. P. Hill, " The Placentation of Perameles," Q. J. M. S. vol. xl. p. 4:5.").

2 The only suggestion which can be made is that possibly it may have been
associated with the presence of a large sectorial tooth in the molar or premolar
series such as is developed in Ahderites.
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and on the other hand agreeing with the majority of recent ones,

in which it is variable and only feebly developed l
.

The coronoid process is that of the right side (fig. 8). It is a

remarkably thin plate, in comparison with the general solidity of

the other bones, with the anterior and upper margin but little

thickened. In comparison with that of other marsupials it is of

considerable breadth ; there is no concavity on the lower half of

the outer surface such as is present in most forms. The form of

the posterior curved margin, where it is passing backwards and
downwards towards the condyle, may be taken as indicating that

the latter was placed fairly high up as regards the angle of the

jaw.

Limb-bones.

These are represented by a fairly complete left and a broken
right femur ; a left tibia broken distally, and a right tibia also

broken ; a left fibula broken distally and a right more perfect one.

No part of the anterior limb or of the foot is preserved.

The Femur (text-fig. 1, and figs. 10, 11, PI. L.).—The left

femur (figs. 10, 11, PI. L.) is entire except for the upper end
of the trochanter, which evidently rose slightly beyond the head.

Its total length is 107 mm., and when compared with the cor-

responding bone of a Trichosurus, which is of about equal

length, it is at once seen to be remarkable on account of its

massiveness. The shaft is straight without any anterior curve,

and the posterior surface is flattened. A line passing along

the long axis practically cuts through the tip of the great

trochanter, the head being turned considerably inwards. The
lesser trochanter is characterized by the strong development of

the tuberosity at its upper end ; while the ridge, which is con-

tinued downwards from the great trochanter, has a marked
tuberosity at its lower end similar to that which is present in

Phascolomys. At its ventral distal extremity the shaft swells

out, the lateral surface of the outer side being turned, so that it

becomes visible in ventral view as in the femurs of Phascolomys

and Phaseolarctos. There is also a distinct depression beneath the

inner condyle, which is present but not so strongly developed in

Phaseolarctos.

The condyles are of interest because, whilst in marsupials it is

characteristic to find the outer larger (in Macropodidse and
Phalangeridie notably so) than the inner, the reverse condition

obtains here, and the inner one is slightly larger than the outer

—

a point of structure in which the fossil apparently differs from all

other Marsupialia.

On the anterior face at the condylar end there is a broad surface

with only a slight development of groove, the latter being less

marked even than in Phalangers and Dasyures, in which there is

a broad, distinctly concave surface with distinct margins. What
1 H. F. Osborne, " Mesozoic Marsupialia," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila-

delphia, vol. ix. 2, 1888, p. 262,
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groove there is in the fossil is only as broad as the deep depression
which lies between the condyles posteriorly

; starting from this it
runs in a slanting direction towards the external side, separating
a larger internal rounded eminence from a smaller external
one '.

Fi<*. 1.

Fig. 2.

Wynyardia />asxin nn.

Fig. 1. -Portion of right femur,
Nat. size.

Fig. 2.—The same. Upper ex-
tremity, from above. Nat. size.

The total length of the femur is 107 mm. ; the least width, in

the centre, is 10 mm. ; the greatest width, immediately below the

condyle, is 22 mm. Some idea of the relative length of the femur
in regard to that of existing marsupials may he gathered from the

following list, which represents the length of the femur in pro-

portion to that of the skull in the species named, calculating the

length of the skull in each case as 100, that is equal to that of the
fossil :

—

Trichosuriis fuliginogus 1 19*5 ; Dasyurus maculatm 95*S
;

Pseudochirus herbertensis 93*S : P. archeri 100*8 ; Sarcojoihiltu

ursiny* 107*6 ; Bettongia peniciUata 142-7; Plmseolarctos 112*5;
Didelphys marsupialis 80 9 ; Phalmiger sp. 89*5 ; Phascolomys

1 This groove is too strongly marked in fig. 11, PI. L. ; and its depth is

shown where it is seen in profile at the extremity of the bone.
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mitehdli 85*4. It will be observed that there is a very considerable

variation within the limits of the Pbalangeridse, the fossil having

a decidedly shorter femur than is found in Trichosurus and a

decidedly longer oue than in Phalanger, while it agrees very

closely with that of Sarcophilus.

The Tibia (fig. 9, PI. L.).—The tibia is a strong bone with the
shaft much compressed and twisted. At about a fifth of its length

from the upper end there is a well-marked tuberosity, flattened from
side to side and considerably more prominent than in the tibia of

Phalangeridae or Dasyurus, though not so strongly marked as in

Phascolarctos, where it forms a very prominent structure with an
extended broad surface. The inner articular surface of the head
is of much greater extent than the outer, in correspondence with

the large size of the inner condyle of the femur. In this feature

it differs from the tibia of recent marsupials.

Pig. 3.

Wynyardia bassiana. Portion of right fibula, anterior aspect.

Fig. 4.

The same, posterior aspect. Both nat. size.

The Fibula (text-figs. 3 & 4).—The fibula is a complete separate

bone. Unfortunately neither fibula is perfect distally, but sufficient

of this end of the right one remains to indicate that though the head

was somewhat expanded, it was considerably less in size than that

of the tibia. The proximal end is much enlarged, the most notice-

able features being (1) the fact that evidently the outer condyle of

the femur, as in 1 hascolomys and to a certain extent Phascolarctos,

articulated with the upper of the two articular facets, the outer

head of the tibia playing upon the lower one ; (2) the extension

upwards of the olecranon portion (broken off in the specimen

figured), which carries a well-marked surface with which, as in

other marsupials, a sesamoid evidently articulated. The lower

tuberosity is strongly marked and in general features the head of

the fibula rather calls to mind that of Phascohmys and to a lesser

degree that of Phascolarctos. In both of these a line drawn

through the middle of the lower tuberosity at right angles to the

long axis of the bone lies considerably below the level of the lowest

angle of the tuberosity which articulates with the sesamoid, while

Pnoc. Zool. Soa—1900, No. LU. 52
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in Trichosurus and other Phalangerinse it cuts across the same

angle.

The measurements of the tibia and fibula are as follows :—Tibia,

length 99 mm.; greatest width of head 25 ; width at tuberosity

13. The comparative lengths of the tibia in the following species,

taking in each case the length of the skull as 100, are :

—

Tricho-

surus fuliginosus 118*4 ; Dasyurus maculatus 94*6*
; Pseudochirus

archeri 97'4 ; Sarcophilus ursinus 96 ; Bettonyia penicillata 218
;

Phascolarctos 82-6
; Didelphys marsupialis 82*2

; Phascolomys

mitchelli 65*2
; Phalanyer sp. 80*6.

Fibula, length 99. Comparative length of the fibula in the

following species, taking in each the length of the skull as 100 :

—

Trichosurus fuliginosus 115*4; Dasyurus maculatus 94*6; Pseudo-

chirus archeri 97*4 ; Sarcophilus ursinus 94*2 ; Bettonyia penicillata

210*9 ; Phascolarctos 81*2
; Didelphys marsupialis 71*5 ; Phasco-

lomys mitchelli 65*2 ; Phalanyer sp. 80*6.

It will be noticed that the nearest approach in relative length

of both tibia and fibula is met with in Pseudochirus, the next nearest

being Dasyurus and Sarcophilus.

Pelvic Girdle. (Fig. 4, PL XLIX.)

The parts of this remaining are the acetabular region and
ischium and the greater part of the ilium of the right side. The
whole girdle is remarkable for its great massiveness.

The ischial portion is somewhat similar to that of Trichosurus,

the border which lies on the internal side in the acetabular region

bending outwards and downwards to the tuber ischii, though it is

nothing like so sharply marked as it is in Trichosurus, in which it

forms a distinct ridge. The acetabular cavity is deeper than in

Trichosurus or Dasyurus, the two margins of the articulating

surface approaching more nearly one to the other interiorly, owing
to the fact that the posterior margin which overhangs the cotyloid

notch faces somewhat more forwards than it does in the Phalan-

geridffi or Dasyuridse. The cotyloid notch is deep, though not so

deep as in the Macropodidas. The synovial cavity is distinctly

outlined, but, except in the posterior part, is not overarched by the

acetabular border. Owen ' laid some stress upon the presence of

this feature in Thylacoleo as being indicative of the alliance of the

latter with the carnivorous marsupials, but it is also present in

certain herbivorous forms. The shape of the acetabular region on
the whole more nearly resembles that of Phascolomys than of any
other form.

The ilium is unfortunately somewhat broken along its postero-

internal or iliac border, but is sufficiently intact to show that it

does rot closely resemble that of any existing marsupial. The
three surfaces—gluteal, iliac, and sacral— are sharply defined, and

1 "Pelvic Characters of Thylacoleo rnrnifex," Phil. Trane. R. S. part ii.

1883, p. 639.
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in certain respects have much the same relationship one to another

that they have in the Macropodidae. They differ markedly from
those of the Dasyuridae, and still more from those of the Phalan-

geridse. The bone gradually spreads out towards the crest, which
curves out as in the Phalangeridae, but in the fossil the crest is

formed by the union of the gluteal and sacral surfaces. The bone
is roughly triangular in section, with two broad and one narrow
side, much as in the Macropodidae, from which, however, it differs

strongly in the gradual swelling out towards the crest. The
acetabular border, which is rounded proximally, becomes more and
more angular distally and curves outwards to the external limit of

the crest. The pubic border, which is distinctly marked along its

whole length, much as in Macropodidae, is very sharply defined

disfally, and between these two borders runs the iliac surface

which is distinctly concave distally. The ilium in its broad,

flattened distal part with outcurving crest bears only a superficial

resemblance to that of the Phalangeridae, for whereas in the latter

the acetabular border lies almost in the middle line of the expanded
surface, in the fossil it forms the lower and outer boundary of

this, the iliac surface being as it were pushed forwards and down-
wards so as to form, as in the Macropodidae, a very distinct antero-

inferior surface. From that of Dasyunis and Perameles the bone
differs in that the iliac border does not meet the acetabular, and so

obliterate the iliac surface in the upper and distal part, though this

obliteration is not quite complete in all specimens of Dasyurus.

The marsupial bones are well developed, and fortunately one of

them is in a good state of preservation. It is straight, flattened,

and considerably expanded at the proximal extremity, where, as

in the Wombat, there are two distinct surfaces for articulation

with the pubis. They differ markedly from those of the Phalan-

geridae both in size and in the absence of the curve which is

characteristic of the bone in such forms as Triehosurus. The
length of the bone is 55 mm. ; that of the corresponding bone in

a Trichostirus, the femur and skull of which are of approximately

the same length as those of the fossil, being only 31 mm. In

shape the bone is closely similar to that of the Wombat, though
relatively larger ; in fact it is as large in proportion to the ilium

as in Phasmlarctos, though it is markedly different from that of the

latter in being straight instead of strongly curved. The width of

the expanded proximal end is 22 mm. ; at ]1 mm. from this end
the width is 9 mm. ; at 15 it is 6 mm., and this width is continued

to the distal end.

Sacrum.

Only a broken portion of the sacrum is preserved, showing the

bodies of three fused vertebra). The transverse processes are

too broken to allow of the method of attachment of the ilia being

determined, but the bodies and processes of the three are firmly

fused together. The neural spine of the first is broad and flattened,

measuring 14 mm. in length ; the total height cannot be ascertained,

52*
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as it is broken off at a height of 12-5 nitn. It slants slightly

forwards.

\'i rtebral Column.

Of the vertebral column there remains the broken axis and a

continuous series of 9 vertebrae belonging to the presacral region.

The axis has the odontoid process firmly attached. The articular

surface is elongate, its length being 10 mm. ; the anterior margin

of the neural arch arises at the level of the posterior end of the

articular surface, and is almost vertical, the under surface of the

overhanging end of the neural spine forming almost a right angle

with it. The exact extent of the spine cannot be determined as

the posterior part is broken. The transverse process differs from
that of marsupials generally (ex. Trichomrus, Dasyurus, Peru melt*,

Maoropus) in running out nearly at right angles to the body.

It is stoutly built and relatively short. The width (11 mm.) of

the neural cavity is decidedly greater than its height (7'5), a con-

dition which does not usually obtain in marsupials ; in a specimen

of Dendroluyus bennettianus both width and height are 9 mm. ; in

Trichosuru8 both are 7 mm. ; in Dasyurus viverrinus and Peramchs
•in, mi the height is 5 mm., the width a shade greater; in Phasco-

lomys the width is 15, the height 12; and in Macropus rufus the

width is 16 and the height 1 L*5. The ridge of bone which forms

the floor of the vertebrarterial canal instead of being, as in

recent marsupials, narrowed from before backwards so that there

is a distinct open space between the backwardly slanting process

and the centrum veutrally, is expanded so as to form a platform

which serves as a floor for the vertebrarterial canal. In ventral

view there is a low median keel ; this runs forwards to meet a ridge

which runs across the anterior end of the centrum and then

diverges outwards on each side, when it is confluent with the

lower edge of the articular surface, and then passes outwards on
to the process at the base of the vertebrarterial canal. The space

between this ridge on either side and the median keel is occupied

by a platform of bone across which runs a small ridge. This

platform, stretching across between the process and the centrum,
is a distinctive feature of the axis of the fossil form, and is not met
with in recent marsupials.

The remaining vertebra are all considerably broken ; they are

lying on their right side, the processes of the left side being all

broken off. Under the four anterior ones there lie the broken
remains of ribs.

The total length of this part of the vertebral columu is 191 mm.

;

that of a corresponding part of a Triehosurus vulpecula, of which
the skull is slightly smaller than that of the fossil, is 160 mm.
Owing to their broken state it is not possible to determine which
of them carried ribs. The third from the anterior end is the only
one in which the neural spine is preserved ; it has the form of a

broad plate slanting backwards, with a length of 14 mm. at its

base and 12 along its dorsal margin; its anterior, backwardly
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sloping margin measures 9 mm.; its vertical height is 7 mm. It

gradually thickens from before backwards, the width of the some-
what swollen dorsal surface being 2 mm. in front and 4 mm.
behind. The length of the broken base of the neural spine of the

vertebra next in front, is 1 6 mm. Its general form is much like

that of Tricliosurus, only much enlarged, the corresponding process

in a T. vulrpecula (with a skull of almost the same size as that of

the fossil) being 8 mm. in length and 4 mm. in vertical height.

The metapophyses are well developed, and fit in between the

posterior zygapophyses and the anapophyses. The latter are well

developed, forming rounded processes on four of the vertebrae,

those of the last two being broken off; they gradually diminish

in size from bel'ore backwards. The zygapophyses and associated

metapophyses lie in a more horizontal plane than they do in Tri-

cliosurus and other forms, their general relationship being very

much that which obtains in Dendrolagus.

The most striking feature in regard to these presacral vertebrae

is the structure of the transverse processes, which are unlike those

of any existing marsupial. They are well developed on all the

last five vertebrae, but in front of this cannot be seen, owing to

the manner in which the ribs have been pressed up against the

vertebral column. The most perfectly preserved one is that on
the fourth vertebra counting from the posterior end ; here it has the

form of a flat plate slightly increasing in width towards the free

end and slightly slanting forwards, both its anterior and posterior

edges being straight. The width of the attached end is 10 mm.
and of the free end 12 mm. ; the length of the process is 15*5 mm.
On the vertebra in front of this the width at the attached end is

11 mm. and the length 12 mm., the anterior edge being slightly

concave. On the vertebra behind, the process is broken off close

to its base, while on the next vertebra it is directed outwards at

right angles to the length of the body, has a length of 16 mm. and
a uniform width of 9 mm. In the last of the presacral vertebrae

the shape is different ; for the length of 5 mm. the proximal part

lies at right angles to the body, but beyond this the process bends

forwards, the total length being 22 mm. The process, which only

measures 7 mm. in width, is marked by a ridge which runs obliquely

across its width, continuing the line of the curved front edge of

the distal part. All of the processes run in an almost horizontal

plane, as they do in Phascolomys ; but whereas in the latter they

are long and narrow, here they are long and broad, unlike those of

existing marsupials except to a slight extent those of Phascolarctos,

in which, however, they are relatively much smaller.

Summary of Important Points.

(1) Proportionate length to the breadth of the skull, 100 : 67.

Tins approximates most nearly to Dasyurug, and shows a decidedly

greater proportionate width than in the Phalangeridae.

(2) Lambdoidal crest well developed, as in Dasyurus.
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(3) Sagittal crest strongly developed, resembling that of Dasy-
uridae and species of Didelphys.

(4) Large size of the squamosal. This is more strongly marked
than in any recent marsupial except perhaps Phascolomys. The
dorsal suture of the squamosal runs generally parallel to the

sagittal crest as in Dasyuridae and does not converge posteriorly as

it does in Phalangeridae.

(5) The wide sweep and upward curvature of the zygomatic

arches, as in Dasyuridaa.

(6) The entire absence of the inflated part of the squamosal,

which is characteristic of the Phalangeridae generally.

(7) The transverse elongation of the glenoid cavity, the down-
ward produced plate of bone which forms the boundary is not

connected with any structure forming part of the auditory passage.

In this respect it agrees with Dasyuridae and Perameles, and
differs markedly from the Phalangeridae, amongst which it forms

the anterior part of a bony auditory canal.

(8) The position of the glenoid cavity in reference to the base

of the skull. In the relatively high position of this it approximates

most nearly to the Phalangeridae, though it is placed somewhat
lower than in these.

(9) The greatest breadth of the frontals is in the cranial part.

In this the fossil differs apparently from all recent marsupials.

(10) The large size of the lachrymals, which meet the nasals as

they do in Phascolomys.

(11) The great width of the nasals. In their general shape the

bones are closely similar to those of certain species of Didelphys.

(12) The forward extension of the nasals, as in the Phalangeridae

and certain Didelphyidre, and in contrast to what obtains amongst
the Dasyuridae.

(13) The very anterior position of the infraorbital foramen.

(14) The development of a groove running forward from the

forameu rotundum to the fossa gasseriana. In this it agrees with
Macropus, SarcopJiilas, and Dasytirus.

(15) The structure of the periotic bone, which is quite unlike

that of any other marsupial.

(16) The size and shape of the premaxilla?, which are very
similar to those of Trichosurus and may probably be regarded as

indicating the presence of a fair- sized incisor dentition.

(17) The relative size of the cranial cavity, which is greater than
that in any recent marsupial.

(18) The great length of the inflected angle of the lower jaw
and the height to which it rises. This characteristic marsupial
feature is strongly emphasized in the fossil.

(19) The probable high position of the articulating surface of

the lower jaw.

(20) The remarkable obliquely transverse groove in the lower jaw.

(21) The strongly marked curved ridge on the under surface of

the lower jaw.
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(22) The massive nature of the femur and the fact that the

inner condyle is larger than the outer one, which is the reverse

condition of that which is typical of recent marsupials.

(23) The strong development of the tuberosity at the upper
end of the lesser trochanter, and the presence of a tuberosity at

the lower end of the ridge which is continued down from the great

trochanter. The latter feature is met with in Phascolomys.

(24) The position of the head of the femur, which is turned
considerably inwards.

(25) The proportionate length of the femur to that of the head.

It is longer than in Trichosurus, shorter than in Phalanger, and
agrees most nearly with that of Sarcophilus.

(26) The strong development of the anterior tuberosity in the

tibia. This is more strongly developed than in Phalangerid®
and Dasyurus, but not so strongly as in Phascolarctos.

(27) The distal head of the fibula is somewhat less in size than
that of the tibia.

(28) The upward extension of the olecranon portion of the

fibula is considerable and most resembles that found in Phascolomys.

The outer condyle of the head articulates with the femur.

(29) The proportionate length of the hbula and tibia to that of

the skull is nearest to that of Pseudochirus.

(30) The ischium is massive and shows a general resemblance

in form to that of Trichosurus.

(31) The acetabular region is most similar to that of Phascolomys,

the lower part only of the distal acetabular border overhangs the

synovial cavity in the region of the cotyloid notch. The notch is

fairly deep, and the whole acetabular region resembles most nearly

that of Phascolomys.

(32) The ilium is unlike that of any recent marsupial. It has

the trihedral form of Macropus or Dendrolagus, but combined with

this the distal expansion characteristic of other forms, such as the

Phalaugeridae, from which, however, it differs markedly in essential

structure.

(33) The great size and straightness of the marsupial bones,

which have two articulating surfaces as in Phascolomys.

(34) The sacrum consists of three fused vertebrae. This occurs

in Dasyurus viverrinus.

(35) The structure of the axis, in which the transverse process

runs out almost at right angles to the body, and the ridge

which forms the base of the vertebrarterial canal is flattened out,

instead of being narrowed from before backward as in all recent

marsupials.

(36) The transverse processes are large broad plates running
out almost horizontally : they are unlike those of any recent

marsupial.

It will be seen from the above that the fossil presents a remarkable

combination of characters, some of which serve to distinguish it

from recent marsupials, while others serve to ally it on the one
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hand with existing Polyprotodontia, and on the other with existing

Diprotodontia.

If we had only the anterior part of the skull preserved, there is

but little doubt that it would be referred to the Phalangeridae

;

but, on the other hand, if we had only the hinder part showing

the strong sagittal crest, the low origin and wide sweep of the

zygomatic arch, it would be referred to the Dasyuridae ; the ilium

alone would be regarded as belonging to an animal more allied to

Dendrolagus than to any existing marsupial ; while the head of

the fibula would be regarded as indicating affinity to Phascolomys.

We may divide the more important characters into three groups

as follows :

—

(1) Those in which it differs from recent marsupials. These

characters are seen in numbers 9, 13, 15, 17, 22, 32, 35, 36. The
most important features in connection with these is the greater

relative size of the cranial cavity, in conjunction with the fact that

the greatest breadth of the frontal bones lies in the cranial and not

in the facial region. There is no indication of affinity with any
special group outside of the marsupials, but an indication that

within the marsupials retrogression has most probably taken place

in this respect.

(2) Those in which it shows alliance with the Polyprotodontia.

These are seen in numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, in all of which it shows a

decided alliance with the Dasyuridae.

(3) Those in which it shows alliance with the Diprotodontia.

These are seen in numbers 8 (to a certain extent), 12 (to a certain

extent, though this character is common to Didelphyidae), 16, 19,28,

29, 30, 31, 32. In some of these features it shows alliance with the

Phalangeridae and in others with Phascolomys. and in 32 with

Macropodidae to a certain extent.

In the complete absence of teeth and of the bones of both fore

and hind feet, it is unsafe to attempt to refer it to any existing

family ; there are, indeed, only two which could possibly be con-

sidered in this respect—the Dasyuridae and Phalangeridae. From
both of these it differs in the points mentioned in the first group .-

from the Dasyuridae in the characters mentioned in the third group
as well as in 4 (in part), 18, 32, and 33; from the Phalangeridae

in those of the second group as well as in 4, 6, 18, 28, 32, 33, 34.

The structure of the premaxillae appears to indicate the existence

of a fair-sized incisor dentition ; and a consideration of all the

features would appear to lead to the conclusion that the fossil is

the representative of a now extinct series of forms which were
more nearly allied to ancestral Polyprotodonts than are any of

the existing Diprotodont forms. It may, in fact, be regarded as

intermediate between the former and the latter, and as indicative

of a stage in the development of Australian marsupials when the
ancestors of the recent Diprotodontia were beginning to diverge

from the original Polyprotodontid stock from which they have
been developed within the limits of the Australian region.

Melbourne, May 1900.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XLIX.

Wynyardia, bassiana.

Fig. 1. Upper surface of the skull.

2. Lower surface of the skull.

3. Axis vertebra, from the left side.

4. Portion of the pelvic girdle, showing the acetabulum and
ischium,

Plate L.

Wynyardia bassiana.

Fig. 5. Side view of the skull.

6. The left ramus of the mandible, from the inner side.

7. The same, from the under surface.

8. The coronoid process of the right side.

9. The left tibia.

10. 11. The left femur.

All the figures are drawn of the natural size.

2. On some Crustaceans from the South Pacific.—Part V.

Arthrostracans and Barnacles 1

. By L. A. Borradaile,

M.A., F.Z.S., Lecturer in Natural Sciences at Selwyn

College, Cambridge.

[Eeceived June 6, 1900.]

(Plate LI.)

The material on which the present report is based was collected

in the islands of Funafuti (Eltice group), Rotuma, and Viti Levu,

Fiji, by Mr. Stanley Gardiner, to whom the writer is much
indebted for the opportunity of examining it.

The following species were furnished by the three localities

respectively :

—

From Uotuma.

Arthrostraca.
Armadillidium pacificum, n. sp.

ClRRIPEDIA.

Tetraclita porosa (Gmelin), var. viridis Darwin.

From Funafuti.

Arthrostraca.
Cirolana latistylis Dana.
Armadillidium pacificum, n. sp.

Lepiochelia sp.

Hyale gracilis (Dana).

ClRRIPEDIA.

Lithotrya pacified, n. sp.

1 For Parts I.-IY., see P. Z. S. 1898, pp. 32, 457, and 1000, and 1900, p. 568.
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From Fiji.

Cirripedia.

Lepas anatifera Linn.

Balanus lintinnabulum (Linn.), var. occator Darwin.

There are altogether four species of Arthrostraca, of which two

are described as new, and four of Cirripedia, of which one is new.

Subclass ARTHROSTRACA.

Order 1SOPODA.

Tribe Oniscoidea.

Family ArmadillidiidjE.

Genus Armadillidium Brandt, 1833.

1. Armadillidium pacificum, n. sp. (Plate LI. figs. 1, la.)

Diagnosis :
" An ArmadiUidium with the body oblong-oval,

more than twice as long as broad (-|) ; the surface minutely pitted,

not hairy ; the head transverse, shorter and narrower than the

thoracic segments, its fore edge straight as seen from above, its

hind edge hollowed ; the first free thoracic segment broader than

any of the rest, its hind angle rounded and overhung by a squarish

lobe, under which the fore edge of the next segment fits when the

animal curls up ; side plates of remaining segments narrow, those

of segments 2, 5, 6, and 7 squared, those of 3 and 4 subacute ; each

segment with a row of small longitudinal farrows on each side
;

the abdomen short, broad, semicircular ; the last segment broader

at the base than it is long, hollowed at the sides, and thus nar-

rowest in the middle of its length, broader and truncate at the

end ; the antennae very short, their flagella shorter than the last

joint of the stalk, with the first joint about one-fourth of the

length of the end joint ; the outer branch of the uropods rather

shorter than the base, broad, its free edge completing the semi-

circular outline of the abdomen, but projecting slightly beyond
this outline ; the copulatory appendages on the first abdominal

appendage of the male slightly diverging at the tip."

Colour in spirit, mottled grey.

Length of largest specimen, 8 mm.
The genus ArmadiUidium seems not to have been met with

hitherto in the South Seas, if we except the world-wide A. vulgare,

which has been found at Melbourne. The name of the present

species is proposed in commemoration of this fact.

Funafuti ; one male, seven females.

Piotuma ; one male, one female.
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Tribe Flabeiiiieea,

Family Cymothoid^e.

Subfamily CiROLAffnos.

G-enus Cieolaxa Leach, 1818.

2. Cibolana latistylis Dana, 1852.

Cirolana latistijlis, Dana, U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, ii. p. 772,

pi. Ii. fig. 6 (1852) ; Whitelegge, Mem. Austral. Mus. iii. 2, p. 149

(1897).

Funafuti ; three examples found on weed in the lagoon, one

dredged in the lagoon in 15-25 fathoms of water.

Order ANISOPODA.

Family Tanaid^;.

Genus Leptochelia Dana, 1849.

3. Leptochelia sp. (Plate LI. figs. 2-2 c.)

The collection contains seven female specimens of a Leptochelia

near to, and perhaps identical with, L. minuta Dana, which was
described from the male only. There are, however, well-marked

differences between the present specimens and Dana's, besides

that of the chela?, which is known to be a sexual one. Of these

differences the most prominent are those affecting the uropods.

The following is a description of the animals :

—

Head large, equal to the three succeeding segments.
First antenncB not longer than the head, of four simple joints.

Second antenna of five joints and a minute end-joint ; the second

joint bearing on the inside a spine which is two-thirds the length

of the much narrower third joint.

Chelipeds fairly strong, outreaching the head by the hand and
wrist, about half the total length of the body ; the hand as long

as the wrist but rather narrower.

First walking-leg with the dactyle very long, longer than the

preceding joint. The remaining dactyles not so long.

Uropods with the inner branch five-jointed, the outer one-

jointed.

Colour in spirit, white.

Length of the longest specimen, 3-5 mm.
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Order AMPHIPODA.

Family Orchestillle.

Genus Htale Eathke, 1837.

4. Hyale gracilis (Dana), 1850.

Allorchestes gracilis, Dana, Proc. Am. Ac. Sci., Boston, ii. p. 205

(1850); U.S. Expl. Exped., Crust, ii. p. 890, pi. ix. fig. 5

(1852).

Funafuti ; numerous individuals of both sexes.

Class ENT0M0STRACA.

Order CIEEIPEDIA.

Family LepadidjE.

Genus Lepas Linn., 175S.

5. Lepas anatifera Linn., 1758.

Lepas anatifera, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. 10th ed. p. 668 (1758);
Darwin, Mon. Cirr. i. p. 73, pi. i. fig. 1 (1851).

The basal parts of the scuta are distinctly furrowed in the

present specimens, but the line of quadrilateral depressions across

the shell is entirely wanting.

Fiji ; two examples.

Genus Lithotrya Sowerby, 1822.

6. Lithotrya pacifica, n. sp. (Plate LI. figs. 3, 3 a.)

Diagnosis :
" A Lnihotrya with the scuta triangular, somewhat

narrowly overlapping the terga ; the terga long, narrow, triangular,

the ridges outside them short and straight ; the laterals very long,

more than tbree-fourths the length of the terga, the base of each of

them marching with seven of the underlying scales ; the carina long,

rather narrow, curved somewhat strongly, inside hollow with, in

the upper part, a middle row of triangular knobs corresponding to

the external ridges ; rostrum (which seems to be broken short in

the present specimens) bordered by a curved row of five scales ;

peduncle long."

Colour in spirit, white.

Length of largest specimen, including stalk, 28 mm. Length of

carina of same specimen, 6-5 mm.
Funafuti ; two specimens from the outer reef.
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Family Balanidje.

Genus Balanus Da Costa, 1778.

7. Balands tixtixxabulum (Linn.), 1758, var. occator Darwin,

1854.

Balanus tintinnabulum, var. occator, Darwin, Mon. Cirr. ii.

p. 196, pi. i. fig. Jc, pi. ii. fig. 1 h (1854).

The one specimen is of a white colour, with here and there faint

traces of purple.

The only locality mentioned by Darwin for this variety is

" South Seas."

Fiji ; one specimen.

Genus Tetraclita Schumacher, 1817.

8. Tetraclita porosa (Gmelin), 1789, var. viridis Darwin,
1854.

Tetraclita porosa, var. viridis, Darwin, Mon. Cirr. ii. p. 329

(1854).

Botuma ; thirteen specimens growing on rock.

In ending this series of papers on South Pacific Crustaceans the

writer has to tender his best thanks to several gentlemen :—To
Mr. J. Stanley Gardiner and Dr. A. Willey for permission to

examine their collections, to Messrs. B. I. Pocock and F. Jeffrey

Bell of the British Museum for much kind advice and assistance,

and to Mr. Edwin Wilson for a great deal of trouble bestowed
upon a number of very difficult drawings.

Note.—Errata in Parts II. and IV. of this paper :—On p. 458
of P. Z. S. 1898, for " Birgus latro (Linn.), 1766," read " Birgus
eatro (Linn.), 1767"; on p. 577 of P.Z.S. 1900, for "Gonio-
caphtrin^" read " CATOPTRESTiE," and for " GOXIOCAPHYRA TRUN-
catifrons de Man, 1887," read " Catoptrus A. M.-Edw., 1870."

This genus is placed by Milne-Edwards, Ortmann, and Alcock

among the Gonoplacidae. De Man regards it as belonging to the

Portunidse, where it is placed in the present work. For synonymy,

see Alcock, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lxix. 2, hi. p. 307 (1900).

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LI.

Fig. 1. Armadillidium pacific-am, $ , x 8: p. 796.

la. ,, ,, ,, underside ot abdomen, x 8.

1 A. „ ,, „ side of 1st free thoracic segment, X 8.

l'. Lcptochelia sp., $ , X 16: p. 797.

2 a ,, „ ,, from the left side, X 16.

2 b. ,, „ ,, 1st antenna, X 40.
•_' c. ,, ,, „ 2nd antenna, x 4".

3. Lithotrija pavi/ica, x 3 : p. 798.
'6 a. „ ,, carina, from within. X 3.
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3. List of Mammals obtained by Dr. Donaldson Smith

during his recent Journey from Lake Rudolf to the

Upper Nile. By Oldfield Thomas.

[Received October 19, 1900.]

On his return from his recent adventurous journey to the Upper
Nile from Somaliland via Lake Rudolf, Dr. Donaldson Smith has

been so good as to entrust to me for description the specimens of

mammals thai he obtained, and has further been generous enough
to present a number of them, including all the types, to the British

Museum.
Owing to the great difficulties of transport large series of

specimens were not brought home, nor were many small mammals
obtained, but, from the knowledge gained on his previous ex-

peditions, Dr. Smith was enabled to select those that were most
likely to be interesting, and this knowledge has been rewarded by
the considerable proportion of novelty that the examination of

his specimens reveals.

The specimens were mostly prepared by Mr. W. Garble Fraser,

who accompanied Dr. Smith as collector and taxidermist.

1. Colobus abyssinicus 1 poliueus, subsp. n.

a, b. J $. Omo River, 21 Dec, 1899. (121, 122.) Also a

number of native skins.

Similar in most respects to the typical form, of which the British

Museum possesses an original example from Riippell's collection,

but the basal two-thirds of the tail, instead of being nearly black,

or with a fine sprinkling of white hairs, is grejdsh white with

merely a scarce intermixture of black hairs. Below, in the majority

of specimens, it is altogether white. The caudal tuft is also of

greater extent, aud its hairs longer, so that it approaches the

magnificent tuft of C. caudatus. Mantle rather less developed

than in true abyssinicus.

Hob. Omo River, north of Lake Rudolf.

Type. Female. B.M. No. 0.1 1 .7.3. No. 1 22 of the Donaldson
Smith collection.

In Mr. Oscar Neumann's recent paper 2 on Colobus matschiei,

he speaks of the " graumelirte Farbuug des Schwanzes " in the

true C. abyssinicus, but in the Riippellian specimen above referred

to, as also in some examples from Harris's Nhoan collections,

the tail is practically black, and it is possible that the specimens
seen by Mr. Neumann really belonged to C a. jiohurus.

Of this fine Monkey, Dr. Donaldson Smith brought home a pair

of properly preserved specimens, with skulls aud all particulars,

1 Lemur abyssinicus, Oken, Lehrb. Naturg. iii. pt. ii. p. 1182 (1816).
Mr. de Winton has drawn my attention to this reference, which antedates

Riippell's description of " guereza" by many years. L. abyssinicus is clearly

the same form as the latter, and e\en the native name " Gucreta " is used for it.

2 SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berl. 1899, p. 15.
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and in addition a number of native furrier's skins, all of which
agree with the type in the light colour of their tails. The good
male skin has the blackest tail of all, and is evidently exceptional

in this respect, but it has still far less black than the Abyssinian

examples. Had it not been for this variation, however, I should

have been disposed to call the Omo River Colobusa distinct species,

as has been done with the other East-African forms of the genus,

2. Ceecopithecus eufovieidis Oeoffr.

a. Juba E., 2 Oct., 1899.

b. Webi Dawa.
c. Omo E., 21 Dec, 1899.

3. Ceecopithecus omensis, sp. n.

a. 5 . Mursu, Omo Eiver, about 40 miles N. of Lake Eudolf.

Allied to C. albigularis, but very markedly smaller, and without

the yellowish infusion in the dorsal colour.

Head and back clear grizzled grey, the former without the

brownish and the latter without the yellowish or rufous tone

found iu the allied species. Crown, centre of nape, and withers

blackish. Lips, chin, throat, and sides of neck dull white. Hairs

on ear also white. Whole of arms and legs uniformly black.

Hairs round anus rufous. Tail black, grizzled proximally with

white.

Skull, as compared with that of C. albigularis, mai'kedly smaller

and lighter. Upper outline more convex. Nasal opening small.

Face particularly narrow, as shown by the measurement across

the orbits. Teeth small and delicate, less in every dimension

than those of the allied species.

Dimensions of the skull, that of a fully adult female, with all

the teeth worn :

—

Greatest length 87 mm.; basal length 64; zygomatic breadth 57;
least breadth of face across outside orbits 46 ; breadth of nasal

opening 9 ; combined length of upper premolars and molars 22-3

;

the same below 26. The flat skin measures approximately, head

and body 440, tail 480.

Type. Eemale. B.M. No. 0.11.7.7. Original number 128,

Collected 29 Dec, 1899, and presented by Dr. Donaldson Smith.

This little representative of the common East-African C. albi-

gularis may be readily recognized by its much smaller size and
less yellowish coloration. C. stuhlmanni, Matsch., is as large as

C. albigularis.

4. Ceecopithecus keglectps Schl.

a, b. 2 . Omo Eiver, 23 Dec, 1899. (124, 126.)

This interesting Monkey, almost a topotype of the species, proves

to be quite similar to a West-African skin of Cercojrithecus brazzcp

M.-Edw., and thus confirms the suppression of the latter name as

being merely a synonym of the former.
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5. Papio dogueea Puch.

a. Omo Eiver, 28 Dec, 1899.

This may represent P. heuglini, Matsch.

6. Galago gabago Schr.

Skin. <3 . S.E. of Lake Stephanie in Boran Galla Country,
21 Nov., 1899 ; 3000 feet.

7. Macroscelides j boraxus, sp. 11.

Rather larger than M. riifescens, to which it is most nearly

allied. Colour above very much as in that species, but the- back

rather a deeper chestnut, and the sides rather more greyish, so

that there is a more marked contrast between back and sides.

Face-markings as in the allied form. Ear-conch and the low
rounded metatragus as in M. rufescens. "Under surface white, more

1 As it is from the same part of Africa, I may take this opportunity of

describing a new Bat from a specimen recently obtained by Mr. J. J. Harrison,

and presented by him to the British Museum:

—

Kerivoula iiarkisoni, sp. n.

Most nearly allied, according to the characters used in Dobson's synoj)sis,

to K. lanosa A. Smith, but considerably smaller. Fur very long, soft, and
woolly, the hairs of the back about 9 mui. in length. Muzzle thickly hairy.

Back of ears hairy, except at the edges, these and the whole inner surface

practically naked. In shape the ears are very much as in K. lanosa ; their

inner margin slightly convex below, more strongly so above ; tip inconspicuous,

behind and below the level of the most convex point of the anterior edge
;

below the tip a marked concavity, after which the hinder edge is evenly

convex to its base. Tragus, so far as can be seen in the dried skin, very like

that of K. lanosa ; its basal lobe small.

Fur of back not extending on to the wing-membranes, but the interfemoral

is clothed basally with scattered long hairs ; the legs are thickly clothed down
to the toes ; the upperside of the tail is well haired to the tip, and the inter-

femoral membrane has a thick fringe of hairs along its posterior edge, The
forearm is irregularly tufted with fine golden hairs, which are continued on
the thumb to the base of its claw, and again along the final edge of the second
digit, edge of wing-membrane, and terminal part of third digit to the extreme
tip of wing.

The general colour of the back is a dull "old gold," the woolly hairs being

blackish basally, then dull bufl'y orange with their tips blackish, longer hairs

tipped with silvery yellow. The hairs on the legs, feet, tail, and calcars, like

those on the forearm, golden yellow, but the interfemoral fringe is a dull pale

brown. Belly-hairs blackish basally, dull bufl'y white terminally.

Skull very fine and delicate, on the whole very like that of K. brunnca Dobs.,

though the nasal notch is not so deep.

Upper outer incisors nearly as long as the inner ones, the former with a low
postero-internal secondary cusp, the latter with a posterior one at about the

level of the tip of r.

Forearm 31 '5 mm. Front of canine to back of m. 3 5"2.

Hab. Walamo, between Lakes Suai and Marghenta, N.E. Africa. Alt.

6700 feet.

Type. B.M. ]\o. 0.11.4.1. 21st February, 1900. Collected and presented by
Mr. J. J. Harrison.
No species hitherto described can be confused with K. harrisoni. K. lanona-

is larger and of a different colour; K. smithl has no interfemoral fringe;

K. cerosa has minute outer incisors ; and K. brunnea and K. afrkana have the
same teeth unicuspidate, and the tragus of a different character.
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or less washed with a pinlush suffusion ; basal halves of belly-hairs

dark slaty ; line of demarcation on sides indistinct. Upper surface

of hands and feet white. Tail rather longer than head and body,

brown above, ill-defined dull buffy below.

Skull apparently quite like that of M. rufescens, except that the

interorbital space is much broader, very much as in M. revoili.

Dimensions of the type, measured by collector in the flesh:

—

Head and body 113 mm. ; tail 128 ; hind foot 32 ; ear 21.

Skull—greatest length 36 ; basal length 31 ; zygomatic breadth

20 ; nasal length 13 : interorbital breadth 7'1
; breadth of brain-

case 15*5
;
palate length 18-5. Combined length of last three

cheek-teeth (p.
4

, m.
1
, and on.

2
) 6; length of lower tooth-row 16*5.

Bab. Mega, Western Boran Galla, S.E. of Lake EudoK; alti-

tude 4500 feet.

Type. Female (as determined by the collector). B.M. No.
0.11.7.11. Original number 51. Collected 9 Nov., 1899.

This species is no doubt closely allied to M. rufescens, but differs

by its pinkish-washed, less snowy-white, and less defined belly,

dull buffy instead of white underside of tail, and its markedly
broader interorbital space, in which latter respect it resembles the

very differently coloured M. revoili.

8. Lycaon picttts Temm.

Skin. Hado, 60 miles S. of Milmil, Somali, Aug. 1890.

9. SCITJRUS MULTICOLOR Eiipp.

Skin, d . Luoi, 50 miles E. of Fort Berkeley, Upper Nile,

13 March, 1900.

10. Mus arborarius Pet.

Skin, d • Loavie, between Tarangoli and Fort Berkeley, 10

March, 1900.

11. Arvicanthis abyssinicus Eiipp.

Skin. 6.

12. Thryonomys swindereniancts Temm.

Young. Fort Berkeley, 13 March, 1900.

This probably represents Heuglin's Aulacodus semipalmatus, but

is too young for any comparison.

13. Bubalis lelwel Heugl.

Skull and head-skin. 60 miles E. of Lado, 25 Feb., 1900.

Skull. Near Fort Berkeley, 13 March, 1900.

14. Oreotragus oreotragus Zimm.

Klipspringer.

a. Skin and skull. ? . 190 miles E. of Lado, 21 Jan., 1900.

15. OUREBIA MONTANA Eiipp.

a. d • 120 miles E. of Lado, on 4° 40' N., 17 Feb., 1900. (141.)

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LIII. 53
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16. OlTBEBIA IIAGGAEDI Thos.

190 miles E. of Lado, 23 Jan., 1900. (121.)

Plain N.W. of Rudolf, Jan. 1900. (127.)

100 miles W. of Eudolf, 22 Jan., 1900. (142.)

Near Sogodi, 5 March, 1900. (147.)

17. Madoqua guexthebi Thos.

Several specimens from the Webi Dawa, Somali, October 1899.

18. Madoqua guenthebi smithii, subsp. n.

a. Head-skin and skull, 6 . About 30 miles S.E. of Lake
Stephanie, 16 Nov., 1899.

Skull like that of the typical M. guentheri, but much larger, and
especially more bulky and less lightly built, its breadth and height

exceeding those in true gveniheri proportionally more than is the

case with the length.

Horns and colour of head as in guentheri ; body-colours not yet

known.
Dimensions of the typical skull :

—

Greatest length 119 mm.; basal length 102*5; greatest breadth 59

;

nasals, length 14*5, combined breadth 16 ; interorbital breadth 39
;

intertemporal breadth 42-5
; breadth of brain-case 44*2

;
gnathion

to junction of nasals and maxilke 45*5
;
gnathion to orbit 59

;

gnathion to front of alveolus of p.
2 29*2; length of upper tooth-

series 37. Horn, in straight line, 69.

Type. Male. Specimen a above. B.M. No. 0.11.7.13. Collected

by Dr. Donaldson Smith.

A comparison of the above measurements with those given of

the type of M. giteniheri (P. Z. S. 1894, p. 326) shows how much
larger the present animal is, especially as the type was a female,

and in this group the females are rather larger than the males.

The height of the crown of M. g. smithii, when the skull is resting

on the molars and bulla? on a plane surface, is 47'8 mm., as com-
pared with 44, 43-8, 43, and 42 #5 in four male specimens of the

typical form. A good male skull of guentheri in the collection

measures 96 mm. in basal length by 53 in breadth, and the majority

of specimens are decidedly smaller than this.

This fine Dik-Dik, which I have named in honour of its donor
and discoverer, evidently bears very much the same relationship

to the true M. guentheri that M. eavenduhi does to M. hirl i ; but as

there is a great probability that specimens intermediate in size will

turn up, I think it wise to describe it as a subspecies rather than
species.

19. Cebvicapba bohob Kiipp.

a-c. 6 6 2- 150 miles E. of Lado, 9 & 10 Feb., 1900. (133,
135, 136.)

d. 2 90 miles E. of Lado, 20 Feb., 1900. (143.)

e, f. imm. 6 6 . 80 miles E. of Lado, 26 Feb.. 1900. (144, 145.)

g. Skull. J.
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The reasons that have induced me to consider this exceedingly-

handsome Eeedbuck as the true C. bolior of Euppell have been
detailed in a separate paper on the subject \ These are the first

specimens with exact localities that have been brought to

England.

The horns of the finest head measure 15 inches in leugth by

5| inches in basal circumference.

20. Cervicapra chanleri Botksch.

a, b. c? $ . South end of Lake Stephanie, 20 Nov., 1899.

(130, 131.)

21. Gazella gbanti bbighti, subsp. n.

a. d. 160 miles E. of Lado, 28 Jan., 1900. (132.)

b. 6 . 150 miles E. of Lado, 6 Feb., 1900. (137.)

c. 6 . 150 miles E. of Lado, 5° 20' N., 34° 5' R, 6 Feb., 1900.

Type of the subspecies. (138.)
'

d, e. $ 2 • 200 miles E. of Lado, 20 Jan., 1900. (125, 129.)

Size rather smaller than in other races. Fur exceedingly short.

General colour very pale. Face-markings normal. No darker

lateral bands (at any age, fide Smith). White projection into body-

colour on rump deep, quite surrounding tail. Pygal band short,

narrow, sometimes almost obsolete. Horns comparatively short

;

the youthful growth-boss at their anterior bases retained into

adult life and covered with a noticeable tuft of hair.

Dimensions of the skull of the type, an adult male :—Basal

length 240 mm.
;

greatest breadth 106 ; muzzle to orbit 140.

Horns, length over curves in front 460 (18 -

1 in.) ; circumference at

base 143.

Sab. Country between Lake Eudolf and the Nile. Type from

about 150 miles E. of Lado, on lat. 5° 20 N.
Type. Adult male, skin and skull. B.M. No. 0.11.7.14. Original

number 138. Collected 6 February, 1900, and presented by

Dr. Donaldson Smith.

For some time I have been aware that the Grant's Gazelle of

the desert country west of Lake Eudolf was not quite the same
as the typical East-African form; but although the Museum was
last year given a female skin and skull by Lieut, (now Major)

E. T. Bright, which were obtained in September 1898 on the

N.W. shore of Lake Eudolf, and later on a separate male skull

by Capt. J. D. Ferguson from Lumiau, on the same shore of the

Lake, it is only now that material sufficient to recognize it

definitely has been brought to Europe. As Major Bright Was the

first to bring an example of this Gazelle to the National Museum,
1 have applied his name to this form.

Dr. Smith noticed particularly that all the specimens seen were,

like the type, very short-horned, that there was a prominent tuft

1 Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) vi. p. 303 (1900).

53*
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o£ hairs tit the hase of the horns in all of them, and that there

was no lateral stripe in specimens of any age.

The presence of the boss from which the tuft of hair grows up at

the base of the horns is of course normally a character of youth,

and is especially marked in the youthful type of Q.g.petersi figured

by Peters '. In the present case, however, this character is kept until

old age (just as happens in the Beedbuck), for not only is the type

skull fully adult, as shown by the teeth, but Capt. Ferguson's

Luinian skull is quite aged. Yet both clearly show the boss, and
have the horns sloping back away from it.

The characters and ranges of the four subspecies of G. granti

that I should recognize may be briefly epitomized as follows :

—

G. granti typica.—Horns long, more or less lyrate. Lateral

stripe present in youth. Pygal band well-marked. White
on top of rump passing right over root of tail.—Interior of

East Africa, from the Boran Galla country to Ugogo.
G. g. petersi.—Horns more parallel. Colour of back passing on

to tail, and dividing the white rump-patch.—Coast districts

of East Africa.

G. g. smithi.—-Horns shorter. No lateral stripe at any age.

Pygal band very small. White of rump undivided. Growth-
boss of horn retained to adult life.—Country between Lake
Eudolf and Nile.

G. g. notata.—Eur comparatively long. Lateral markings and
pygal band very strong and black.—Hill-country S. and S.E.

of Eudolf. Loroghi Mts. (Neumann); Turquel (Ferguson);

Gessiina (Delamere).

22. Gazella thomsoni Giinth.

a. 6 . 90 miles E. of Lado, on 4° 40' X., 20 Feb., 1900. (134.)

This is the most northern point from which O, thomsoni has been

recorded.

23. Tragelaphus scriptus bor.

cJ $ • Skin ivntl skull. 80 miles E. of Lado, 22 Feb., 1900.

(139, 140.)

These specimens show that the Bushbuck of the Upper Nile,

to which Heuglin gave the provisional name of Tragelaphus bar',

and which is referred to in the ' Book of Antelopes

'

3 under T. decula,

is really a tenable subspecies of T. scriptus. The following is a

description of I)r. Donaldson Smith's specimens :

—

Female more abundantly marked than male. Neck weil-haired,

not mostly short-haired as in T. s. fasciatus. White markings of

limbs well-developed as usual, not obsolete as in T. delamereV.

Male. General colour of back pale brownish. Dark nuchal line

1 MB. Ak. Berl. 1879, p. 832, pi. v.
2 Reise N.O.-Afr. ii. p. 122 (1877).

3
iv. p. 107 (1900).

* The type of T. delarmrei, Pocock, proves, on the recovery of its skull,

which had been mislaid, to be quite young ; not subadult, as was stated in the

original description.
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diffuse. White lineation of body much reduced ; the upper
shoulder-stripe very short on one side in the single skin and
absent on the other. Lower shoulder-stripe broken into spots.

Vertical bands inconspicuous, three on one side and four on the
other, but only the two middle bands at all prominent. Five

stripes mentioned in Heuglin's description,

Female. General colour bright rufous, but the nape and the

middle line of the back over a breadth of about 4 to 6 inches

fuscous brown, in unusual contrast to the rufous sides. White
stripes numerous and conspicuous ; the lower shoulder-stripe pro-

minent, well-developed, continuous, rather longer than usual

;

upper shoulder-stripe, on the other hand, narrow and little developed.

Arertical stripes very numerous, 9 on one side and 10 on the other,

therefore more in number (though hardly so broad and sharply

defined) than in T. s. scriptus.

Basal length of male skull (c.) 196 mm., greatest breadth 90.

Horns (in straight line) 258 mm.
Fernale skull: basal length 193 mm., greatest breadth 86,

orbit to muzzle 107.

This Nilotic form of the Common Busbbuck is distinguished

by having its female more numerously striped than the male, the

sexes being about equal in this respect in T. s. senptus, and the

male more striped than the female in T. s. ornatus • also by its

well-haired neck, which separates it from T. s. fasciatus.

Singly the sexes may be distinguished—the male by its few
and the female by its many stripes from the corresponding sexes

of the allied subspecies, and the female is also characterized by the

contrasted fuscous area on the back.

4 Revision of the Rhynchota belonging to the Family

Pentatomida in the Hope Collection at Oxford. By
W. L. Distant.

[Received June 18, 1900.]

(Plates LII. & LIH.)

Iu the years 1837 and 1842 there were published at Oxford
Parts 1. and II. of ' A Catalogue of Hemiptera in the Collection

of the Rev. F. W. Hope,' which still form part of the well-known
" Hope Collection '* in the Oxford Museum. Part I. bears no name
of author, and the descriptions therein have very often been ascribed

to Hope, as his name is appended to the nomenclature. Part II.

is stated to have been written by the late Prof. Weslwood, and
there is no doubt that he was the author of both, and that conclusion

is now generally followed by entomologists.

The publication consists of short Latin descriptions of a con-

siderable number of species considered as then undescribed ; but

of these many now rank only as synonyms ami mostly require

generic revision—a result which causes little surprise when the
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fragmentary knowledge of the Order in those days is considered,

with the obscurity that then enshrouded the Fabrician species,

which Westwood seems to have almost ignored. Much of this

synonymy has been elucidated, especially by the late Dr. C. StSl,

who in 1862 visited this country, examined the collection and
made notes thereon, which were published in the Ofv. Vet.-Akad.

Forh. 1862, p. 501. These were again given, sometimes in a

revised form, in his subsequent ' Enumeratio Hemipterorum.'
Like all StSl's work, this casual examination produced reliable

correction, but much was still left in an obscure condition, and
our catalogues contain many doubtful references to a number
of W'estwood's species described from this collection.

I have to thank Prof. Poulton, who has succeeded Prof. West-
wood at Oxford, for placing the whole collection in my hands for

comparison and revision. I have carefully compared all the types

with those contained in the British Museum and my own collection,

with the result of finding that though many of Westwood's species

must rank as synonyms, he has on the other hand priority in

many cases over the descriptions of more recent workers, who
have failed to recognize his species by their short descriptions

and unrevised generic position. It is probable that Continental

describers may also be compelled to withdraw some of their

own descriptions for a similar reason, and the figures with which
the Society has allowed me to illustrate this communication may
facilitate that result.

Some few species are in such indifferent condition as to render

generic identification impossible—at least with certitude ; but in

most cases these are figured, and thus eventually, when better

specimens reach the hands of workers, they can be recognized and
then generically disposed.

Subfam. Discocepualin.e.

DlNOCOEIS UNICOLOE.

Dinidor unicolor Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 25 (1837).
Antileuchus piceus Dall. (part.) List Hem. i. p. 165. n. 6 (1851).
Dinocoris unicolor StSl, En. Hem. ii. p. 9. n. 16 (1S72).

Dinocoris piceus Dist. (part.) Biol. Centr.-Am., Khynch. i. p. 40.

n. 2 (1880).

lu the Biol. Centr.-Amer. 1 had followed Dallas in placing the
D. unicolor Westw. as a synonym of D. piceus Pal. Beauv. On
examination I find the two species are quite distinct, that of

Westwood having a greater width of abdomen and the upper
surface distinctly rugose.

Dinocoris tessellatus.

Dinidor tcssdatus Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 2-1 (1837).
Dinocoris tessellatus StSl, En. Hem. ii. p. 0. n. 14 (1872).

A species closely allied to the D. anqAus ^Yalk., but having the
second and third joints of the antennae wholly black.
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Subfaru. Pentatomin^;.

Sputleus parvttltts. (Plate LII. fig. 1.)

Halys parvula Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 22 (1837).

The species identified with ttiis by Dallas (List Hem. i. p. 169,

1851) is altogether different, and must not be treated as the same,
as has been enumerated by Stal, and catalogued by Lethierry and
Severin.

DALPADA CLAYATA.

Cimex clavatus Eabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 532 (1798).
Halys latijpes Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 23 (1837).
Halys concinna Westw. loc. cit.

jNevisajsts alternans.

Halys alternam Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 22 (1837).

Nevisanus orientalis Dist. Anu. & Mag. .Xat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. xi.

p. 391 (1893).

Orthoschizops assimilis. (Plate LII. fig. 2.)

Halys assimilis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 21 (1837).

Orthoschizops assimilis Stal, En. Hem. v. p. 49. n. 8 (1876).

Orthoschizops ? rugosus. (Plate LII. fig. 3.)

Atelocerus rugosus Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 21 (1837).

The type and only specimen which I have seen is without the

abdomen, and is consequently unable to be strictly identified in a

generic sense. It seems, however, to belong to the genus

Orthoschizops.

(?) Halts rufescens Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 24 (1837).

This species is recorded by Stal (En. Hem. v. p. 42, 1876) as

belonging to the genus Poecilomdis. It is not, however, contained

in the type collection forwarded to me from Oxford.

(?) Halys dentipes Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 24 (1837).

I have the following note from Oxford relating to this species

—

" dentipes is missing, space empty, specimen not to be found."

Kalula, gen. nov.

Body elongate. Head long, about two-thirds the length of the

pronotum, the lateral margins sinuate and slightly widened,

rounded, and moderately laminate at the apices of the lateral

lobes, which are a little longer than the central lobe and cleft

centrally ; antenme moderately short, first joint not nearly

reaching apex of head, second joint considerably passing it, fourth

and fifth joints distinctly thickened ; ocelli much nearer eyes

than to each other; rostrum reaching the posterior coxa?. Pro-

notum distinctly depressed from between the pronotal angles, which
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are obtusely prominent at about the centre of the lateral margins,

from which the margins are concavely sinuate to apex. Scutellum

about half the length of abdomen. Abdomen unarmed.

I have placed this genus near Ocrophara Stal, from which, apart

from other differences, it may be distinguished by the shape and
structure of the head.

Kalcla vaeicornis. (Plate L1I. fig. 4.)

(Elia varicomw Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 33 (1837).

Hah. Gambia.

DiCTYOTUS SEMIAIABGINATUS.

Pentatoma semimarginata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 42 (1837).

Westwood gave no locality for his species, but the British

Museum possesses specimens from Baudin Island, West Australia.

Antennae with the first and second joints ochraceous, third,

fourth, and fifth joints piceous, apices of third and fourth joints

ochraceous.

DiCTYOTUS C.ENOSUS.

Peutatoma ccmosa Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 42 (1837).

Pentatoma vilis Walk. Cat. Het. ii. p. 309. n. 147 (1867).

Dicti/otus vilis Dist. Ann. & Mag. Xat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. iv.

p. 434"(1899).

1 have previously given the full synonymy of this species, but

now, from an examination of the Hope Collection, am compelled

to remove it one stage further back.

Dictyotus pallipes. (Plate LII. fig. 9.)

Pentatoma pallipes Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 41 (1837).

In size and general appearance allied to I), roei Westw., but
having the head more elongate and not prominently cleft at the

apex, the central lobe being longer.

Wt-stwood's type is unlocalized, and I have not seen another

specimen.

DlCTYOTTS BOEI.

Pentatoma roei "Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 42 (1837).
Dictyotus affinis Dall. List Hem. i. p. 141. n. 4 (1851).

This is not the species identified by Dallas as roei Westw. (List

Hem. i. p. 140), which is an ally of D. tasmauiens Dall., and is

the D. ceqvaUs Walk.

XlPHE SCBEEEPvUGIXEA.

Pentatoma ferruginea Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 35(1837).
Pentatoma cephalus Dall. List Hem. i. p. 245. n. 32 (1851).
Pentatoma lateralis Walk. Cat. Het. ii. p. 301 (1867).
Xiphe cephalus Dist. Ann. & Mag. Xat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. iv.

p. 435 (1899).
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Teopicoetpha DEPLANATA.

Pentatoma deplanata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 35 (1837).

Agonoscelis rufescens Walk. Cat. Het. iii. p. 546 (1868).

Tropicoryplia rufescens Dist. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7,

vol. iv. p. 435 (1899).

Palomena peasina.

Cimex prasinus Linn. Faun. Suec. p. 241. n. 931 (1761).

Pentatoma confusa Westw. (MS.) in Hope Cat. i. p. 9. u. 65

(1837).

This species stands, as Westwood pointed out, under the name
oi juniperinus in the Banksian Collection. Westwood apparently

substituted his name confusa, but did not describe the species.

Palomena riEinissiMA.

Cimex viridissima Poda, Ins. Mus. Gr. p. 56. n. 10 (1761).

Pentatoma rotundicollis Westw. (MS.) in Hope Cat. i. p. 9. n. 66

(1837).

This appears to be a name substituted by Westwood for

"prasinus Wolff nee Linn.," and with no published description.

Palomena unicolob. (Plate LII. fig. 5.)

Pentatoma unicolor Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 41 (1837).

A species allied to P. spinosa Hist, and P. angulosa Motsch.

Pentatoma senilis.

Pentatoma senilis Say, New Harm. Ind., Dec. 1831 ; Compl. Writ,

i. p. 316. n. 8 (1859) ; Leth. & Sev. Cat. Gen. Hem. i. p. 120

(1893).

Lioderma (Rhytidolomia) senilis Stal, En. Hem. p. 33. n. 2

(1872).

Pentatoma ovahs {oblonga) Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 39 (1837).

Pentatoma grisea Dall. List Hem. i. p. 246. n. 33 (1851).

This is not the P. oblonga Westw. loc. cit. p. 37, as stated by
Stal (En. Hem. ii. p. 33) and repeated by Lethierry and Severin

(Cat. p. 120), which is a Javan species, and a synonym of Nezara

viridula Linn.

Moemldea scutellata. (Plate LII. fig. 7.)

Pentatoma scutellata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 37 (1837).

EUSCH1STUS SEBVTJS.

Pentatoma serva Say, New Harm. Ind., Dec. 1831 : Compl. Writ,

vol. i. p. 314 (1859).

Pentatoma spilota Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 42 (1837).

Westwood's habitat is " Brasilia ?,'' but it is doubtless a North
American specimen which forms the type of his P. spilota.
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EUSCHISTUS TRISTIGMUS.

Pentatoma tristu/ma Say, New Harm. Ind., Dec. 1831 ; Coin pi.

Writ. i. p. 314 (1859).

Pentatoma inconspecta Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 42 (1837).

Ilerda tallescens. (Plate LII. fig. 10.)

Pentatoma pallescens Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 41 (1837).

A species allied in structure to 1. sudana Dist.

Carbula obscura.

Pentatoma obscura Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 35 (1837).

Carbula insocia.

Eysarcoris insocius Walk. Cat. Het. iii. p. 556 (1868).

Pentatoma bimaculata Westw. MS.
In the Hope Cat. i. p. 35, under the MS. name Pent, bimaculata,

Westwood unites " Species delenda, varietas pru'cedentis,
1
' referring

to his Carbula (Pent.) obscura. The two species are, however,

quite distinct and easily distinguished by the shape and structure

of the pronotal angles.

Carbula difficilis.

Pentatoma difficilis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 35 (1837).

A species resembling largely the (.'. insocia Walk.

Carbula melacantha.

Cimex melacanthus Eabr. Ent. Syst. iv. p. 103 (1794).

Pentatoma hostilis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 40 (1837).

Carbula indica.

Pentatoma indica Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 42 (1837).

Carbula fusca Dist. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 346.

Thyanta antiguensis.

Pentatoma antiguensis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 36 (1837).
Pentatoma taniola Dall. List Hem. i. p. 250 (1851).

Thyanta vitrea.

Pentatoma vitrea Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 36 (1837).

Type in bad condition, without abdomen.

MURGANTIA VARICOLOR.

Pentatoma varicolor Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 37 (1837).
Strachia munda Dall. List Hem. i. p. 264. n. 19 (1851).
Murgantia tessellata? Leth. & Sev. Cat. Gen. Hem. t. i. p. 156

(1893).

Nezara chlorocephala.

Pentatoma chlorocephala Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 38 (18->7).

Lethierry and Severin (Cat. Gen. Hem. t. i. p. 107) have
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placed this species as a synonym of N. viridula Linn. From that

species N. chlorocephala differs by its elongate form, and particu-

larly by its more elongate and narrower head.

Westwood localized it as " Brasilia ? " The British Museum
possesses specimens from Nyasaland collected by Mr. A. Whyte.

Nezara chloris.

Pentatoma chloris Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 38 (1837).

Pentatoma mentiens Walk. Cat. Het. ii. p. 296. n. 92 (1867).

Stal (En. Hem. ii. p. 41, 1872) places this species as a

synonym of Nezara viridula Linn. In this case, however, he has

fallen into error. N. chloris is a smaller1

, more elongate, narrower,

and much more convex species ; the head is large and broad.

I possess specimens both from Congo and Nyasaland.

Nezara capicola.

Pentatoma capicola Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 39 (1837).

Pentatoma lata Westw. loc. cit.

Pentatoma frontalis Westw. loc. cit. p. 37.

Rhaphigaster capicola Ball. List Hem. i. p. 276. n. 5 (1851).

Nezara capicola Stal, Hem. Afr. i. p. 195. n. 3 (1864).

Pentatoma africana Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 39 (1837).

P. frontalis and P. africana are colour varieties. In the strict

usage of the laws of priority, frontalis is the earliest name ; but as

this is clearly a variety or " sport," I do not disturb the arrange-

ment of Ballas and Stal.

Nezara vibidtjla.

Cimex viridulus Linn. Syst. Nat. ed. 10, i. p. 444. n. 28 (1758).
Pentatoma oblonga Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 37 (1837).
Pentatoma unicolor Westw. loc. cit. p. 38.

Pentatoma berylina Westw. loc. cit.

Pentatoma subsericea Westw. loc. cit.

Pentatoma leii Westw. loc. cit.

Pentatoma tripunctifera Westw. loc. cit.

Pentatoma proxima Westw. loc. cit.

Pentatoma chinensis Westw. loc. cit.

Rhaphigaster subsericeus Ball. List Hem. i. p. 275. n. 3 (1851).
Nezara viridula Stal (part.), En. Hem. ii. p. 41. n. 6 (1872).

^Etius, gen. nov.

Body moderately short, broad, and convex. Head long, almost

as long as the pronotum, lateral margins strongly sinuate, lateral

lobes a little longer than the central lobe and cleft at apices
;

antenna: four-jointed, basal joint not quite reaching apex of head,

second joint very long, third and fourth joints subequal in length
;

ocelli placed somewhat near the eyes ; rostrum reaching the

posterior coxae, second joint longest. Pronotum broad, the

lateral angles produced in long robust spines directed forward
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and somewhat upward ; anterior lateral margins coarsely dentate,

a somewhat larger and lobate tooth at anterior angle. Scutellum

broad, sinuate about centre. Counexivum prominent ; abdomen
beneath with a broad central sulcation, which does not extend to

apex.

Otitis varieuatus. (Plate LII. rig. 8.)

Atelocerus? variegatus Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 21 (1837).

Hah. Australia : Swan River.

Plautia fimbriata.

Gimex fimbriatas Fabr. Mant. ii. p. 295 (1787).

Pentatoma fimbriata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 32 (1837).

Plautia viridicollis.

Pentatoma viridicollis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 35 (1837).

Plautia viridicollis Leth. & Sev. Cat. Gen. Hem. i. p. 169

(1893).

Pentatoma ineonspicua Ball. List Hem. i. p. 250. n. 42 (1851).

Cresphontes monsoni. (Plate LII. fig. 6.)

Raphigaster monsoni Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 31 (1837).

Cresphontes nigro-maculatus Haglund, Stetfc. ent. Zeit. xxix.

p. 157 (1868).

Westwood recorded a wrong locality ('• Caput Bome Spei") for

this species. I have compared the types of both Westwood and

Haglund.

Antestia cruciata.

Gimex cruciatus Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 714 (1775).

Pentatoma pantherina Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 34 (1837).

Westwood undoubtedly was led astray by the wrong habitat
" Georgia America1 " in redescribing this well-known Oriental

species.

Actuarius, gen. nov.

Body oblong. Head with the lateral lobes considerably longer

than the central lobes, and very distinctly cleft at their

apices, which are obliquely rounded, their lateral margins mode-
rately sinuate ; ocelli situate between the eyes and nearer to them
than to each other. Antennas with the second joint a little

shorter than either third or fourth, which are subeqnal in length

;

rostrum about reaching the posterior coxae, second joint longest,

third slightly shorter than the fourth. Pronotum long, moderately

convex, the lateral margins sinuate, the posterior angles rounded
and subprominent, the anterior angles shortly dentate. Scutellum

about half the length of the abdomen, slightly gibbous at base,

narrowed towards apex. Corium distinctly moderately widened
at about one-third from base ; membrane with longitudinal veins.
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Abdomen probably spined at base, but mutilated there by pin in

type and only specimen.

Allied to Menida Motsch.

Actuarius albonotatus. (Plate LIT. fig. 11.)

Pentntoma albonotata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 37 (1837).

Hab. Gambia.

Menida histrio.

Gimex histrio Fabr. Mant. ii. p. 296. n. 176 (1787).

Pentatoma bengalensis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 36 (1837).

Ocirrhoe roei. (Plate LI1. fig. 12.)

Rhynchocoris roei Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 30 (1837) ; Leth. &
Sev. Cat. Gen. Hem. i. p. 181 (1893).

The species identified by Dallas (List Hem. i. p. 297. n. 4, 1851)
is not conspecific.

Ocirrhoe ? virescens. (Plate LIII. fig. 7.)

Raphigaster virescens Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 31 (1837).

The type and only specimen is in a very mutilated condition?

wanting the abdomen, but the species apparently belongs to the

genus Ocirrhoe.

Avicenna, gen. nov.

Head deflected, moderately broad, lobes of equal length, apex

rounded, lateral margins moderately sinuate at about centre.

Antennae with the second and third joints subequal in length, or

second slightly shorter than the third. Pronotum strongly de-

flected anteriorly from between the area of the lateral angles
;

lateral margins moderately concavely sinuate, punctate before

anterior margin, posterior margin strongly concave at base of

scutellum
;
posterior angles subprominent, lateral angles produced

in long acute spines. Scutellum broad, distinctly narrowed a

little before apex. Rostrum with the second and third joints

about subequal in length. Sternal process extending beyond base

of head. Spines at apices of sixth abdominal segment and anus

strongly developed.

This genus agrees with Mor-na in the concave posterior margin
of the pronotum, but differs in not having the posterior pronotal

angles acutely produced. It is allied to Vitellus by the shape and
production of the sternal process, but differs by the less triangular

and elongate head, the longer and non-triangular scutellum, &c.

Avicenna inquinata. (Plate LIII. fig. 1.)

Rhynchocoris inquinata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 29 (1837).

Cuspicona inquinata Walk. Cat. Het. ii. p. 387. n. 29 (1867).

Vitellus inquinatus Leth. <fe Sev. Cat. G«'-ii. lleni. p. 182 (1893).
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Edessa LINEATA.

Edessa lineata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 28 (1837).

Allied to E. saturate Dall., differing by the unicolorous con-

nexivum and the non-apically excavated scutellum.

Edessa miniata.

Edessa miniata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 28 (1837).

Edessa scutulata Herr.-Schaff. Wanz. Ins. v. p. 101, fig. 552

(1839) ; Stal, En. Hem. ii. p. 55. n. 36 (1872).

Var. Edessa hu-ida Dall. List Hem. i. p. 328. n. 28 (1851) ; Stoll,

Pun. fig. 148.

Edessa flayida.

Edessa jlavida Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 28 (1837); Stal, En.

Hem. ii. p. 53. n. 21 (1872).

Edessa lutea Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 28 (1837 ).

Edessa simplex Herr.-Schaff. Wanz. Ins. v. p. 103, tig. .">;"4

(1839).

Edessa jutea St&l, En. Hem. ii. p. 59. n. 76 (1872).

This is quite distinct from the species recorded as E. jlavida and
E. lutea by Dallas.

Edessa carnosa.

Edessa carnosa Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 29 (1837).

Areratodes costalis Stfil, Eug. Eesa, Ins. p. 231. n. 29 (1859).

Edessa senilis Walk. Cat. Het. iii. p. 450. n. 128 (1868).

Edessa fulvipes var. costalis Stal, En. Hem. ii. p. 58 (1872) ; Dist.

Biol. Centr.-Amer., Ehyn. vol. i. p. 458. n. 39 (b) (1893).

Var. Aceratodes fulvipes Dall. List Hem. i. p. 335. n. 6 (1851).

The form costalis Stal has hitherto been recorded as the variety

of E. fulvipes Dall. Xow that Stal's costalis is found to be

synonymic with E. carnosa Westw. the oldest name, the sub-

sequently described E. fulvipes Dall. must be regarded as the

varietal form.

Subfam. Asopix.k.

DORTCORIS FUSCOSUS.

Asopus fvscosus Germ, in Silberm. Eev. v. p. 187 (1837).
Pentatoma miniata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 43 (1S37).

Both these descriptions were published in the year 1837, and
there is no evidence as to which appeared first. The species has

been hitherto known and recorded under Germar's name, and it is

therefore better to make no alteration.

AtJDINETIA SPINIDENS.

Cirnecc spinidens Fabr. Mant. Ins. ii. p. 285 (1787).
Pentatoma aliena Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 40 (1837).
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Gltpsus spaesus. (Plate LIII. fig. 5.)

JElia sparsa Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 33 (1837).

JElia assitnilis Westw. loe. cit.

Podisus neglectus. (Plate LIII. fig. 4.)

Raphigaster neglectus Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 31 (1837).

Podisus neglectus Stal, En. Hem. i. p. 53. n. 29 (1870).

Subfam. TessaeatomiNjE.

Tessabatoma paptllosa.

Cimex papillosum Drury, 111. Nat. Hist. i. p. 96, tab. 43. fig. 2

(1770).

Tesseratoma proxima Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 27 (1837).

Stal (En. Hem. i. p. 67, 1870) treats T. proxima as a synonym
of T. javaniea Thunb., restricting T. papillosa to China only. This,

in my view, is clearly incorrect.

Subfam. PHYLLOCEPHALINiE.

Melampodius, gen. nov.

Head with the lateral lobes very much longer than the

central, projecting forward and somewhat upward, their apices

wide apart ; ocelli placed very close to the eyes. Antennae of five

joints ; basal joint very stout, reaching to about half the length of

the lateral lobes ; apical joint somewhat thickened. Rostrum
passing the anterior coxae, stout, third joint longest. Pronotum
with the lateral angles produced forward in long, slightly di-

verging horns, which are strongly toothed internally. Scutellum

broad, narrowed about midway to apex. Membrane with longitu-

dinal veins. Legs stout and pilose.

Allied to Cressona Dall.

Melampodius cebvicoenis. (Plate LIII. fig. 10.)

Aielocerus cervicornis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 21 (1837).

ffab. Sierra Leone.

Basicbyptus ieeoeatus. (Plate LIII. fig. 6.)

Phyllocephala irrorata Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 27 (1837).

Subfam. AcaxthosomiNjE.

Acanthosoma latebalis.

Edessa lateralis Say, New Harm. Ind., Dec. 1831 ; Com pi. Writ,

i. p. 312. n. 2 (1859).

Acanthosoma affinis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 30 (1837).

AcantJwsoma picicolor Westw. loc. cit.
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ACAX T IIOS( iM A CR LCIATA.

Edessa cruciate Say, New Harm. Ind., Dec. 1831 ; Compl. Writ.

i. p. 311 (1859).

Aeanthosoma borealis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 30 (1837).

Sastkagala variolosa. (Plate LIII. fig. 3.)

Acanthosoma variolosa Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 30 (1837).

A species allied to 8. binotata Dist.

Species of uncertain position.

? atricornis. (Plate LIII. fig. 8.)

jElia atricornis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 32 (1837).

I do not quite see my way to generically locate this species. The
antenna? are in too mutilated a condition for the foundation oi a

new genus, and as the species is now figured, it will be well to wait

for more perfect material before deciding its classificatory position.

? NIGRIPES.

Pentatoma nigripes Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. -11 (1837).

The solitary type specimen is without abdomen and lacking also

half the scutellum. It is thus in too mutilated a condition for

figuring or for generic identification.

? harrisi. (Plate LIII. fig. 2.)

Pentatoma liarrisii Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 41 (1837).

Westwood gives the habitat of this species as " Georgia

America" a locality we have already seen, as in his P. pantherina

= Antestia cniciata, he had applied to an Oriental species. I can

find no trace of this species in the descriptions of North-American
Pentatomidae, which are now presumably fairly complete, and am
inclined to consider that the locality is also incorrect. It is

therefore perhaps better to figure the species and leave the genus

an open question till its locality is authenticated.

? lateralis. (Plate LIII. fig. 9.)

Pentatoma lateralis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 43 (1837).

The typical and only specimen is in a bad condition, with the

rostrum wholly absent. Generic identification is thus impossible.

Summarized Disposition of the Hopeian Genera and Species.

Pentatomid^:.

New Genera described.

Plataspis Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 16 (1837).

Hoplistodera Westw. loc. cit. p. 18.

Aplostema Westw. loc. cit. p. 26.

Lyramorpha Westw. loc. cit. p. 27.

Wajnchocoris Westw. loc. cit. p. 29.

Urolabida Westw. loc. cit. p. 45.

Urostylis Westw. loc. cit.
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Species and Genera remaining undisturbed.

Podops spinifera Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 16.

Plataspis nigrita "Westw. loc. cit. p. 17.

Coptosoma maculata Westw. loc. cit.

,, transversa Westw. loc. cit.

„ nepalensis Westw. loc. cit.

Hoplistodera testacea Westw. loc. cit. p. 18.

Cydnus indicus Westw. loc. cit. p. 19.

„ insidaris Westw. loc. cit.

,, obscurus Westw. loc. cit.

„ eapicola Westw. loc. cit.

„ nigricans Westw. loc. cit.

„ nepalensis Westw. loc. cit.

Megarkynchus truncatm Westw. loc. cit. p. 20.

Atelocerus sticticus Westw. loc. cit. (Atelocera stictica).

Aspongopus ochreus Westw. loc. cit. p. 25.

„ nubilus Westw. loc. cit.

., cuprifer Westw. loc. cit.

,,
nigriventris Westw. loc. cit. p. 26.

„ sanguinolentus Westw. loc. cit.

,, fitscus Westw. loc. cit.

„ nepalensis Westw. loc. cit.

Megymenum insidare Westw. loc. cit.

Aplosterna virescens Westw. loc. cit. p. 27.

Lyramorplia rosea Westw. loc. cit. p. 28.

Edessa lineata Westw. loc. cit. p. 28.

„ jugata Westw. loc. cit.

„ jiavida Westw. loc. cit.

,, miniata Westw. loc. cit.

,, loxdalii Westw. loc. cit. p. 29.

„ piperitia Westw. loc. cit.

,, carnosa Westw. loc. cit.

Urolabida tenera Westw. loc. cit. p. 45.

Urostylis punctigera Westw. loc. cit.

Species requiring Generic revision.

Trigonosoma subfasciatum Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 11,

belongs to genus Hotea.

„ gambice Westw. loc. cit. „ „ „

„ affiae Westw. loc. cit. p. 12 „ „ Ancyrosoma.

., rufum Westw. loc. cit. ,, „ Bolbocoris.

Scutellera rubro-lineata Westw. loc. cit. ,, „ Gfraphosoma.

Pachycoris lobata Westw. loc. cit. „ „ Lobothyreus.

„ attenuata Westw. loc. cit. p. 13 „ Solenostethium

SjJicrrocoris lateritia Westw. loc. cit. ,, ,,
Uyperoncus.

Tectocoris hardiviclcii Westw. loc. cit. „ ,,
Pwcilocoris.

„ purjmrascens Westw. loc. cit. ,, „ ,,

„ interrvpta Westw. loc. cit. p. 14 ,, „ „

„ oblonga Westw. loc. cit. „ „ Brachyaidax.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LIV. 54
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Collided purpurea Westw. loc. cit. p. 15
beloDgs to

„ marginella Westw. loc. cit. „

,, obtusa Westw. loc. cit. p. 16 ,,

,, roylii Westw. loc. cit. „

„ purpurata Westw. loc. cit. „
Plalaspis hcmisplicerica Westw. loc. cit. p. 17

„ nitida Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ subanea Westw. loc. cit. „

„ nigriventris Westw. loc. cit. p. 18

Cydnus piceus Westw. loc. cit. p. 18 „

,, latipes Westw. loc. cit. „

„ serripes Westw. loc. cit. p. 19 ,,

„ subferrugineus Westw. loc. cit. „

Megarliynclius aeanthurus Westw. loc. cit. p. 20

Atelocerus fiircatus Westw. loc. cit. „

,, centro-lineatus Westw. loc. cit. „

„ rugosus Westw. loc. cit. p. 21 „

„ cervicornis AVestw. loc. cit. „

„ varicomis Westw. loc. cit. „

„ variegatus Westw. loc. cit. ,,

Halys assimilis Westw. loc. cit. p. 21 „

„ parvula Westw. loc. cit. p. 22 „
„ nigricollis Westw. loc. cit.

,,

,, alternans Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ lata Westw. loc. cit. p. 23 „
„ apicalis Westw. loc. cit. „
„ strigata Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ reticulata Westw. loc. cit. p. 24 „

„ lineata Westw. loc. cit. ,,

Dinidor melanoleucus Westw. loc. cit. „

„ tesselatus Westw. loc. cit. „

„ variolosus Westw. loc. cit. p. 25 „

„ dispar Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ unicolor Westw. loc. cit.

Aspongopus siccifolius AVestw. loc. cit. ,,

Phyllocephala irrorata AVestw. loc. cit. p. 27
Ensthenes laticollis Westw. loc. cit. ,,

Tesseratoma cuprea Westw. loc. cit. „

,, taurus AVestw. loc. cit. ,,

Edessa nodifera Westw. loc. cit. p. 28 „

RhyncJwcoris inquinata Westw. loc. cit. p. 29

,,
unimaculata AVestw. loc. cit. „

„ thoracica AVestw. loc. cit. p. 30

„ roeii Westw. loc. cit. „
Acanihosoma variolosa AVestw. loc. cit. „

Kaphigaster neglectus AVestw. loc. cit. p. 31

,, luteus AVestw. loc. cit. ,,

„ guildingii Westw. loc. cit. „

„ Jlavolineatus Westw. loc. cit. „

genus Chrysocoris.

»? »i

„ Lamprocoris.

• 1 M

,, Cantao.

„ Brachyplatys.

„ Adrisa.

„ Scoparipes.

„ Pangceus.

,, Amnestus.

„ Diploxys.

„ Diplorliinus.

„ Omyta.

„ OrthoscJiizops?

,, MclampodAus, g. n.

„ Aleams.

„ jEtius, g. n.

,, OrthoseMzops.

„ Sjnidceus.

„ Dalpada.

„ Nevisanus.

„ Atelocera.

„ Eumecopus.

,, Po'cilometis.

„ Spudceus.

„ Pcecilomctis.

„ Dinocoris.

ffyrmine.

Dinocoris.

Cyclopelta.

Basicryptus.

Matliphus.

Eusthenes.

Emblosterna.

Peromatus.

Avicenna, g. n.

Ocirrhoe ?

Cuspicona.

Ocirrhoe.

Sastragala.

Podisus.

Platacantha.

Piezodorus.
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Raphigaster virescens~Westw. loc.cit. belongs to genus Ocirrhoe?

monsoni Westw. loc. cit

,

,

longitudinalis Westw. loc. cit.
,

,

JElia nasalis "Westw. loc. cit. p. 32 ,,

erosa Westw. loc. cit. p. 33 „
melanoleuca Westw. loc. cit. ,,

sparsa Westw. loc. cit. „
conspicua Westw. loc. cit. „
varicomis Westw. loc. cit. ,,

Pentatoma formosa Westw. loc. cit. p. 34 „

,, violascem Westw. loc. cit. „

„ gloriosa Westw. loc. cit. „

„ varia Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ deplanata Westw. loc. cit. p. 35 „

,, obscura Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ difficilis Westw. loc. cit. „

„ subferruginea Westw. loc. cit. „
„ viridicollis Westw. loc. cit. „

„ ventralis Westw. loc. cit. p. 36 „

„ lineaticollis Westw. loc. cit. „

„ caffroe Westw. loc. cit. „

„ antiguensis Westw. loc. cit. „

,, vitrea Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ dlbo-notata Westw. loc. cit. p. 37

„ varicolor Westw. loc. cit. „

„ margincdis Westw. loc. cit. „

,, scutellata Westw. loc. cit. „

„ chloris Westw. loc. cit. p. 38 „

„ chlorocepliala Westw. loc. cit. „

„ capicola Westw. loc. cit. p. 39 ,,

,, crassa Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ pavonina Westw. loc. cit. „

„ bronzea Westw. loc. cit. p. 40 ,,

„ luteipennis Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ atrox Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ crocipes Westw. loc. cit. „

„ 3-maculata Westw. loc. cit. „
„ 3-notata Westw. loc. cit. „

„ unicolor Westw. loc. cit. p. 41 ,,

,,
pallescens Westw. loc. cit. ,,

„ pallipes Westw. loc. cit. „

„ roei Westw. loc. cit. p. 42 „

„ indica Westw. loc. cit. „

,, semimarginata Westw. loc. cit. „
„ cinnosa Westw. loc. cit. „

,,
purpurea Westw. loc. cit. p. 43 „

,, varipennis Westw. loc. cit. ,,

,, platygaster Westw. loc. cit. „

„ acideata Westw. loc. cit. p. 44 ,,

„ riifo-spilota Westw. loc. cit. „

Crespliontes.

Axona.
Cermatulus.

Agonoscelis.

Platynopus.

Glypsus.

Kalula, g. n.

Menida.
Murgantia.

Stenozygum.

jj

Tropicorypha

.

Oarbida.

Niphe.

Plautia.

Eysarcoris.

JEliomorpJia.

Thyanta.

j>

Actuarius, g. n.

Murgantia.

Oplomus.

Mormidea.
Nezara.

Zangis.

Dorycoris.

55

Loxa,

Euchistus.

55

Dalpada.

Tolumnia.

Palomena.

Herda.
Dictyotus.

55

Carbula.

Dictyotus.

55

Afrius.

Menida.
Candace.

Myrochea.

Lincus.

54*
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Pentatoma rugicollis "VVestw. loc. cit. belongs to genus Basicryptus.

„ oummingii Westw. loc. cit. „ „ Ditomotarsus.

,, marginella Westw. loc. cit. p. 45 „ Lubentius.

„ liitco-varla Westw. loc. cit. ,, „ Anischys.

Urostylis histrionica Westw. loc. cit. p. 46 „ „ Urolabida.

Species treated as synonymic.

Eurygaster cognatus'Westvr. in Ho]?e= Eunpjaster maurus Linn.

[Cat. i. p. 11.

„ orientalis Westw. I.e. = E. maurus Linn., \ax.pictus

[Fabr.

Trigonosoma apicale Westw. 1. c. =Hotea gambice Westw.
Agonosoma bicolor Westw. 1. c. p. 12 = Agonosoma trilineata Fabr.,

[var.

Pachyeoris linncei Westw. 1. c. = Pachycoristorridus Scop., var.

„ nitens Westw. I.e. =Pachycorisfabricii Linn.,var.

,,
pumila Westw. 1. c. = „ „ ,,

„ favescens Westw. 1. c. =Diolcus irroratus Fabr.

„ piperitia Westw. I.e. p. 13 = Ascanius Mrtipes Herr.-Sch.

Sphwrocoris annularis Westw. 1. c. =8phcerocori8 annulus Fabr.

,, punctaria Westw. 1. c. =Sphcerocoris testudo-grisea

[De Geer, var.

„ 4:-notata Westw. 1. c. =Stcganocerus multipunctatus

[Thunb., var.

„ potysticta Westw. 1. c. = Sphosrocoris testudo-grisea

[De Geer, var.

Tectocoris affinis Westw. 1. c. = Pa?ci1ocorishardwiclciiWestw.

„ gambio' Westw. I.e. p. 14 = Tectocoris lineola Fabr., var.

,, javana Westw. I.e. = Chrysocoris atricapillusGnor.

„ nepalensis Westw. I.e. =Scutellerafasciatal?saiz.

„ obscura Westw. 1. c. = CaUiphara exceUens Burm.
„ binotata Westw. 1. c. p. 15 =-Philea senator Fabr., var.

CaUidea abdomincdis Westw. 1. c. = Chrysocoris dilaticoUis Gin'".'.

,, formosa Westw. 1. c. = Chrysocoris eques Fabr., var.

,, taprobanensis Westw. I.e. = Chrysocoris stocl-erus Linn.

„ awrifera Westw. 1. c. = Chrysocoris auratus Guer.

„ bengalensis Westw. 1. c. = Chrysocoris patricitis Fabr.

„ dis2>ar AVestw. 1. c. p. 16 = Cantao ocellatus Thunb.

„ regia Westw. 1. c. = CaUiphara imperialis.

„ pidchra Westw. 1. c. = Graptophara reynaudii Guer.
Augocoris gigas Westw. I.e. =Augocoris gomesi Burm.
PlatasjnsJlaviceps'Westw. 1. c. p. 17 = Brachyplatys jlavipes Fabr.

Stiretrus rtdjro-maculatus Westw.=Stiretrus decemguttatus Lep. &
[1. c. p. 18.

|

Serv.

Sciocoris capensis Westw. 1. c. =-Pododus orbicidaris Burin.

Megarhynchus 4-spinosus Westw.= Tetroda histeroides Fabr.

[1. c. p. 19.

„ rnarginellus Westw. = Macrina javenca Burm.
[1. c. p. 20.
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Halys humeralis Westw. 1. c. p. 21 = Euoplitus luciniatus Spin.

,, carolinensis Westw. 1. c. p. 22 =Brochymena annulata Fabr.

,, timorensis Westw. I.e. = Halyomo>pha piews Fabr.

„ obscura Westw. 1. c. = Dalpada nigricollis Westw.
„ serrigera Westw. 1. c. p. 23 = Halys dentata 'Fabr.

„ concinna Westw. 1. e. =Dalpada clavata Fabr.

,, serricollis Westw. 1. c. = Halys dentata Fabr.

,, latipes Westw. 1= c. = Dalpada clavata Fabr.

Dinidor punctiger Westw. 1. c. p. 25=I)inocoris tripterus Fabr.

Aspongopus vicinus Westw. 1. c. —Aspongopus janus Fabr.

,, alternans Westw. 1. c.= Cyclopelta obscura Lep. &
[p. 26. [Serv.

Tesseratoma proxima Westw. 1. 6.= Tessaratoma papillosa Dru.

[p. 27.

Lyramorpha pallida Westw. 1. c.= Lyramorpha rosea Westw.

[p. 28.

Edessa lv.Ua Westw. 1. c. = Edessa Jlavida Westw.
„ vicina Westw. 1. c. p. 29 =Piezostemum calidum Fabr.

Acanthosoma luteicornis Westw. 1. c.= Arvelius albopunctatus De
[p. 30. [Geer.

,,
picicolor Westw. 1. e. —Acanthosoma lateralis Say.

„ affinis Westw. 1. c. = „ „

„ borealis Westw. 1. c. =Acanthosoma cruciata Say.

Raphigaster transversalis Westw. = Platacantha lutea Westw.
[I.e. p. 31.

,, punctulatus Westw. 1. c. =Piezodorus incarnatus Greriu.

., abdominalis Westw. I.e. = Vulsirea violacea Fabr.

[p. 32.

JElia crucifera Westw. 1. c. = Agonoscehs nubila Fabr.

,, sanguinea Westw. 1. c. =Agonoscelis venosa Thunb.

„ gambiensis Westw. 1. c. =Agonoscelis versicolor Fabr.

„ infuscata Westw. 1. c. =
,, „

„ depressa Westw. 1. c. = Dolycoris baccarum Linn.

,, assimilis Westw. 1. c. p. 33 =Glypsus sparsus Westw.
Pentatoma cequinoxialis Westw. 1. c.= Arocera acroleuca Perty.

„ nitida Westw. I.e. —Nezara marginalis'H.err.&ch.

,, pantherina Westw. 1. c. = Antestia cruciata Fabr.

[p. 34.

„ binotata Westw. 1. c. = Dismegistus sanguineus De
[Geer.

,, ivillcinsonii Westw. 1. c. = Carpocoris nigricornis Fabr.

[p. 35.

„ bimaculata Westw. 1. c. = Carbula insocia Walk.

„ pennsylvaniceW estw.l.c.=Hymenarcys nervosa Say.

,, or/nlalis Westw. 1. c. =Antestia variegata Thunb.

„ nepalensis Westw. 1. c. = Eysarcoris guttiger -Thunb.

[p. 36.

,, punctipes Westw. 1. c. = „ „
„ bengalensis Westw. I.e. —Menida histrio Fabr.
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Pentatoma 3-fasciata Westw. 1. c.= Murgantia bifasciata Fabr.

Cp- 37 '

• m
„ frontalis Westw. 1. c. = Nezara capicola Westw., var.

„ oblonga Westw. I.e. = Nezara viridula Linn.

„ iwwcoZorWestw. I.e. p. 38= „ „

„ berylina Westw. 1. c. = ,, ,,

„ suhsericea Westw. 1. c. = „ „

„ leii Westw. 1. c. = „ „

,, 3-punctigera Westw. 1. c.= ,, „

„ proocima Westw. 1. c. = ,, „

„ cldnensis Westw. 1. c. = „ ,,

„ lata Westw. 1. c. p. 39 = Nezara capicola Westw., var.

,, africana Westw. I. c. = „ „ „

,, ovalis Westw. 1. c. = Pentatoma senilis Say.

„ Jimbriata'WestwA.c. = Plautia jvmbriata Fabr.

,, eondnna Westw. 1. c. = Zicrona ccerulea Linn.

„ violacea Westw. 1. c. = „ „

„ aliena Westw. 1. c. p. 40 = Andinctia spinidera Fabr.

„ crudelis Westw. 1. c. = Veterna sangxdneirostris

[Thupb.

„ hostilis Westw. 1. c. =Carbxda melacantha Fabr.

,, collaris Westw. 1. c. =Thyanta perditor Fabr.

„ sublurida Westw. 1. c.—Podisus luridus Fabr.

[p. 41.

„ spilota Westw. 1. c. p. ¥2= Euschistus servus Say.

,, inconspecta Westw. 1. c. =Evschistus trigtigmus Say.

,, ptdchella Westw. 1. c. =Stiretna anchorago Fabr.

„ anchorago Westw. 1. c. = ,, „

„ rniniata Westw. I.e. p. 43= Dorycoris fv.scosus Germ.
,. miniaticollis Westw. 1. c.=Agonoscelis venosa Thunb.

„ bifida Westw. 1. c. =Macropygiwn reticidare Fabr.

,, bufo Westw. 1. c. p. 44 =Hypogomphu$ bipwnetatus

[Guer.

,, interrupta Westw. 1. c. = Basicryptus rugicollis Westw.
„ angularu- Westw. 1. c. =Dalsira modesla Fabr.

Species with Generic determination still undecided.

Alia atricorids Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 32.

Pentatoma harrisii Westw. loc. cit. p. 41.

,, nigripes Westw. loc. cit.

„ lateralis Westw. loc. cit. p. 43.

Types now missing from Collection.

Halys rufescens Westw. in Hope Cat. i. p. 24.

„ gravis Westw. loc. cit.

„ dentipes Westw. loc. cit.

Pentatoma pulchra Westw. loc. cit. p. 34.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LII.

1. SpudcBus parvulus, p. 809.

2. Orthoschizops assimilis, p. 809.

3. ,, ? rugosus, p. 809.

4. Kalula varicomis, p. 810.

5. Palorwna unicolor, p. 811.

6. Cresphontes monsoni, p. 814.

7. Mormidea scutellata, p. 811.

8. Mtius variegatus, p. 814.

9. Dietyotus pallipes, p. 810.

10. Berda pallescms, p. 812.

11. Actuarius alhonotata, p. 815.

12. Ocirrhoe roei, p. 815.

Plate LIII.

1. Avicenna inquinata, p. 815.

2. gen. ? harrisii, p. 818.

3. Sastragala variolosa, p. 818.

4. Podisus neglectus, p. 817.

5. Glypsus sparsus, p. 817.

6. Basicryptus irroratus, p. 817.

7. Ocirrhoe ? viresce?is, p. 815.

8. gen. ? atricomis, p. 818.

9. ,, lateralis, p. 818.

10. Melampodius cervicomis, p. 817.

5. On some Nemerteans from Torres Straits.

By R. C. Punnett, B.A. 1

[Keceived June 29, 1900.]

(Plates LIV. &LV.)

The specimens of Nemerteans which I now propose to describe

were collected by Prof. Haddon in Torres Straits during the year

1889. Most of the species have been previously named, the only

new species being three Lineida3. In none of these specimens was
the whole animal preserved, so that it is impossible to say whether
a caudal appendage was present or not

;
yet, although the chief

feature relied upon in the existing system of classification for the

determination of the genus was absent, the fragments in each

instance comprised the whole of the anterior end, the anatomy of

which is sufficient to distinguish them from any species of the

family yet described. Consequently I have thought it advisable

to give them specific names whilst assigning them provisionally to

the genus Cerebratulus.

Heteronemertini.

Earn. EupouiDiE.

Eupolia delineata.

Eupolia delineata Delle Chiaje, 1825 ; Biirger (2) p. 234.

Fragments of a single specimen about 2-5 mm. in breadth. The
chocolate-coloured lines are well preserved by the chromic acid in

which the animal was fixed ; they are perfectly continuous and
number about 24 in all, those on the dorsal surface being rather

more numerous and more clearly marked. In these respects it

resembles a specimen described by Burger from Java (2. p. 234),

rather than those found at Naples, in which the lines are fewer and
more broken. The absence of head-slits, the relative positions of

1 Communicated by Dr. S. F. Haumhii, F.Z.S.
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the dorsal and ventral ganglia, and the relative thickness of the

epithelium and cutis, all show that this specimen belongs to the

species delineate/, and not to carta. The nephridia, however, possess

several openings on each side, and this fact, in view of Burger's

statement (3. p. 601) that there is only a single pair in E. delineata,

led me to examine a specimen of delineata which I procured whilst

at Naples. Here there were five openings on one side and seven

on the other, which seems to show that Burger's statement is

probably inexact. In all the other members of this family whose
excretory system has been worked out by Hubrecht (8. p. 115),

Oudemans (4. p. 144), or by myself (5 & 6), there have always

been more than one pair of ducts present, with the exception of

E. hemprichi, in which (5) they were altogether absent.

EUPOLIA MELANOGEAMMA.

Eupoliei melanorjrammet Punnett (6), 1900,= E. quinquelineata,

Burger (2).

A very large specimen of this species was obtained, measuring

190 cm. in length and about 2*4 cm. in breadth at the thickest,

with a dorso-ventral depth of 7mm. Five dorsal lines were present,

all being well marked and unbroken. This worm is one of the

largest Neinerteans recorded, being only exceeded in bulk by a

specimen of Lineus hngissi/mus recorded by Mcintosh ' and a

specimen of Cen'bratal us lacteus measured by Yerrill (7. p. 435).

The internal anatomy of the species has already been described by

Punnett (6) and Burger (2).

Earn. LiNEiDyE.

Lineus alboviitaits Burger.

A single specimen of this easily recognized species was procured.

In the preserved state it measures about 9 cm. in length and 5 mm.
in breadth at the middle of the body. It appears to be a fairly

plentiful species with a wide distribution, having been recorded by
Stimpson a from Loo-choo, by Burger (1) from Amboina, Timor,
Matuka, and Mauritius, aud by myself (5) from New Britain.

Ceeebeatttlus coloratus Burger.

A fragment 9 cm. long and 1 mm. in diameter is probably to be
referred to this species, as the markings agree with the description

given by Burger (1). Unfortunately the anterior portion is

missing.

Ceeebbatulus toreesianus, n. sp. (Plate LIV. figs. 1 a-e,

•3, & 6.)

About 4 cm. of fragments including the anterior end, and having
an average width ofabout l'Smm. The head-slits measured 2-5mm.

1 British Annelids: The Neinerteans, p. 183.
- Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. vol. vii., 1856.
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in length and reached rather over the mouth which was 2 mm. long.

Colour in life a uniform brown.
The epithelium contains in its outer part a number of granular

unicellular gland-cells (fig. 3). It rests on a well-developed base-

ment-membrane (5m.), beneath which is the outer longitudinal

muscle-layer of the body-wall. Squeezed in between the muscles

are the somewhat scanty cutis-glands (cgl.). There is no connective-

tissue layer (Bindgewebsschicht).

The muscular system presents no features of special interest.

There is no diagonal muscle-layer.

In the vascular system there is a well-marked head-loop anteriorly.

The dorsal blood-vessel quits the proboscis-sheath at the level of

the posterior termination of the excretory system, and at this same
level the oesophageal lacunae cease, becoming confluent with the

two lateral blood-vessels, which at this level are very large.

The proboscis is lacking.

The proboscis-sheath contains the usual outer longitudinal and
inner circular muscle-layers.

The alimentary canal possesses a small ventral gutter.

The generative sacs contained ova.

The excretory system commences some little way behind the

mouth (fig. 6). On both sides there is a duct opening to the

exterior near its posterior end. On the left side there is an
additional duct at the anterior end. The system lies for its whole

extent dorsal to the level of the side stems.

In the nervous system the median dorsal nerve is scarcely differ-

entiated from the nervous sheath surrounding the circular muscle-

layer. Anteriorly well-marked head-nerves are given off the dorsal

ganglion. The dorsal commissure is stronger than is usual in the

group, and is given off slightly behind the level of the ventral one.

In both the dorsal and ventral ganglia and in the side stems the

central fibrous core is unusually large in comparison with the

thickness of the ganglion-cell layer. Neurochord-cells occur in

the brain at the level of the ventral commissure. The dorsal lobe

of the dorsal ganglion is large and reaches back some way (fig. 1

a-c, ddy.).

The cerebral organ is rounded in form and is partly covered by
gland-cells both above and below.

The head-slits are deep, reaching nearly to the brain. Even
after the ciliated canal has been given off, they remain deep for a

considerable distance (fig. 1 a-d, hs., & fig. 6, hs.).

Eyes are probably represented by small structures lying dorsal

to the head-slits in the snout, though in the absence of a well-

marked pigmentary layer (which may have been extracted by the

long sojourn in spirit) it is impossible to be certain.

The frontal organ is well marked.

The head-glands are scanty and soon fuse with the cutis-glands.

Cerebratxjllts queexslaxmci's, n. sp. (Plate LIV. figs. 2 a-e,

4, & 5.)

Fragments of the anterior portion of a single specimen were
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procured. Width about 2-5 mm. The head-slits are very long,

extending over 5 mm. The posterior 3 mm., however, are very

shallow. The mouth commences at about the termination of the

deep portion of the head-slits and is about 3 mm. in length. After

preservation the colour was dark olive-brown. Starting from
about "5 mm. from the tip of the snout, a paler dorsal band about

1 mm. in breadth reached backwards.

The epithelium contains a number of large granular unicellular

glands in its deeper portion. Beneath the thin basement-membrane
is a layer of longitudinal muscle- fibrils in the cutis, and underneath
these again are the cutis-glands and the connective-tissue layer of

the cutis. Dorso-laterally for a small portion of the circumference,

as seen in transverse section, the cutis is modified on each side by
the presence of an enormous quantity of what appear to be small

rhabdites (fig. 4, rh.). They take a very vivid colour with picric

acid, and may easily be traced through the cutis-muscles (rale), the

basement-membrane, and the epithelium.

The muscle-layers show no special features. There is no diagonal

layer.

In the vascular system there is a well-marked head-loop. It was
not possible to fix definitely the point of exit of the dorsal vessel,

as the fragment cut only just included the excretory system. At
this level the vessel still ran in the sheath.

The proboscis was lacking.

The proboscis-sheath shows the usual inner longitudinal and outer

circular muscle-layers.

The excretory system commences at the posterior limit of the

cerebral organ (fig. 5). It lies wholly dorsal to the level of the

side stems. There is a single duct on each side near its middle

portion.

In the nervous system the median dorsal nerve is well marked.

The dorsal commissure in the brain is very posteriorly situated,

not being given off until after the separation of the dorsal from the

ventral ganglia. Xeurochord-cells are present at the level of the

ventral commissure. The dorsal lobe of the dorsal ganglion is large.

The brain as a whole is much flattened, as, indeed, is the whole of

the fragment by which this species is at present represented.

The cerebral organ is elliptical in shape, being flattened dorso-

ventrally. Gland-cells are found above and below (fig. 2 c-e).

A portion open into the ciliated canal before it joins the dorsal

ganglion (fig. 2 a).

The frontal organ is well marked.
Eyes are probably absent.

The head-glands are very short and soon become fused with the

cutis-glands.

This species bears some resemblance to that described by Burger

(1) under the name of Cerebratulus spadix, but seems to be distin-

guished from it by the vascular head-loop and by the fact that the

mouth commences before the termination of the cerebral organs.

The curious agglomeration of rhabdites also seems peculiar.
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Cerebratult/s haddoni, n. sp. (Plate LV. figs. 7 a-e, 8, & 9.)

About 5 cm. of fragments of a single specimen from Thursday
Island. The oesophageal region is rouud and about 6 mm. in

diameter. In the intestinal region the breadth is about 8 mm., the

depth being 5 mm. The mouth is large. The head-slits extend

backwards to the level where the mouth commences. Colour in

the preserved state whitish grey, covered with darker mottlings

except on the snout.

The epithelium in the oesophageal region contains a few large

granular cells (Stabchenzellen) in its deeper portion. There is no
well-marked basement-membrane. The cutis presents the fine

circular and longitudinal muscle-fibrils. The cutis-glands are poorly

developed. The connective-tissue layer (fig. 8, en.) is very strong,

being almost as thick as the powerful external longitudinal muscle-

layer. It contains a very few muscle-fibrils.

The muscle-layers are all well developed.

The vascular system shows a well-marked head-loop.

The proboscis is of moderate size, but presents no muscle-

crosses.

The proboscis-sheath contains the usual outer circular and inner

longitudinal muscle-layers. The latter is more strongly developed

ventrally than dorsally.

The alimentary canal possesses a wide, shallow, ventral gutter in

the intestinal region.

The excretory system starts some way behind the mouth and
extends over about 2 mm. in the preserved specimen (fig. 9). I

have been able to observe no openings to the exterior \ The
oesophageal vascular lacunae are very small. The excretory tubules

lie wholly ventral to the level of the side stems.

The generative sacs are small, numerous, and scattered in the in-

testinal region, thus not conforming to the usual arrangement, in

which there is a single sac between each successive pair of intestinal

pouches. Apparently the ducts are not yet developed.

In the nervous system the brain presents no special features.

Neurochord-cells are not present at the level of the ventral com-
missure. The median dorsal nerve is not distinguishable from the

rest of the nervous sheath surrounding the circular musculature.

An inferior median dorsal nerve, lying just above the proboscis-

sheath, is well marked in this species.

The cerebral organ is seen in section before the separation of the

dorsal and ventral lobes of the dorsal ganglion (fig. 7 b). It is

invested by gland-cells only on its ventral surface.

The head-slits are deep, reaching almost to the brain. Externally

they end abruptly before the level where the cerebral organ
commences (fig. 9).

Eyes and frontal organ are both absent.

The head-glands are very scanty and end early.

1 Cf. C. robustm (Punnett, 6), which this species greatly resembles with regard
to its excretory and vascular systems.
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In conclusion, the leading features of these three new species

may be briefly characterized as follows :

—

C. torresianus.—Size small. Basement-membrane stout. Cutis

without connective-tissue layer, its place being taken by

longitudinal muscle-fibres. Vascular head-loop. Neuro-

chord-cells. Head-slits remain deep some distance behind

cerebral organ. No eyes. Well-marked frontal organ.

Excretory system starts behind mouth and has few ducts.

C. queenslandicus.—Size small. Dorso-ventrally flattened. Cutis

packed with rhabdites at certain parts. Vascular head-loop.

Neurochoi'd-cells. Head-slits prolonged far behind cerebral

organ as very shallow canals. No eyes. Well-marked
frontal organ. Excretory system commences at lacunae of

cerebral organ and has one pair of ducts.

C. haddoni.—Size fairly large. Much thickened. Connective-

tissue layer of cutis extremely thick. Cutis-glands much
reduced. Vascular head-loop. Proboscis without muscle-

crosses. No neurochord-cells. Eyes and frontal organ

both absent. Excretory system commences some way
behind mouth and is without ducts.

List of Papers referred to.
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Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. Bd. 50, 1890.

(2) . Siidgeorgische und andere exotische Nemertinen.
Z. Jahrb., Abth. Syst. Bd. 7, 1893.

(3) . Die Nemertinen des Colfes von Neapel. Berlin, 1895.
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P.S.—Since this paper was read, Prof. Haddon has kindly

supplied me with the following notes on several of the living

worms :

—

ElJPOLIA DELINEATA (p. 825).

From reef, Waier, Murray Is. Colour buff, with very fine

interrupted longitudinal brown lines, about a dozen in number,
on both dorsal and ventral aspect. The lines are more deeply
coloured and more definite in form on the dorsal surface.
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EUPOLIA MELANOGRAMMA (p. 826).

Length over 20 feet. Average breadth f inch. Ground-colour
white, with five dorsal and two median ventral black lines ; very-

sticky mucus.

LlNEUS ALBOVITTATUS (p. 826).

From the channel between Mer and Danar, Murray Is. Depth
15-20 fathoms. Colour dark green, with a bluish sheen. There
is a chevron-pattern on the head consisting of a white line

bordered with pale green. Tail pointed. Length about 158 mm.
and breadth about 2*75 mm.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

hbv., buccal vessel. i ext., excretory tubules

bbvc, commissure of buccal vessels,
j

fr., frontal organ
blc, blood-lacuna of cerebral organ.

ha., basement-membrane.
br., brain.

cc, ciliated canal of cerebral organ.

cgl., cutis-glands.

corff., cerebral organ.

cu., connective-tissue layer of

cutis.

ddg., dorsal lobe of dorsal ganglion.

dv., median dorsal vessel.

ep., epithelium.

exd., excretory duct.

gcorg., gland-cells of cerebral organ.

hi., vascular head-loop.

lis., head-slit.

on., mouth.
nice, circular muscles of cutis.

mlc., longitudinal muscles of cutis.

mlo., outer longitudinal muscle-

layer.

no., lateral nerve-cord.

ps., proboscis-sheath.

rh., rhabdites.

vdg., ventral lobe of dorsal ganglion.

Plate LIV.

Fig. 1 a-e. Cerebratulus torresianus, p. 826. Sections through the cerebral

organ taken at intervals of 50 fi. X 36.

Fig. 2 a-e. G. quecnslandicus, p. 827. Sections through the cerebral organ
taken at intervals of 50 fi. X 36.

Fig. 3. C. torresianus, p. 826. Section through skin of oesophageal region.

X 128.

Fig. 4. C. quecnslandicus, p. 827. Section through skin of oesophageal region

showing rhabdites (rh). x 300.

Figs. 5, 6. Diagrammatic reconstructions of the various systems in the anterior

portion of tbe body.
Fig. 5. C. quecnslandicus, p. 827. X 8.

Fig. 6. C. torresianus, p. 826. X 8. * marks the spot where the median
dorsal vessel leaves the proboscis-sheath.

Plate LV.

Fig. 7 a-e. C. haddoni, p. 829. Sections through the cerebral organ taken at

intervals of 100 1*. X 36.

Fig. 8. C. haddoni. Section through skin of oesophageal region. X 88.

Fig. 9. Diagrammatic reconstruction of anterior portion of C. haddoni. X 4.
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December 4, 1900.

Dr. Henry Woodward, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read an extract from a letter which had been

addressed to the Colonial Office by the West India Committee,

and sent by the Colonial Office to the Society for information,

concerning the proposed introduction of the English Starling

(Sturrvus vulgaris) or the Indian Mynah (Acridotheres tristis) into

St. Kitts, West Indies, in order to check the increase of Grass-

hoppers, which were causing great damage to the growing crops

in that island.

Mr. Lydekker exhibited the mounted skin of a female Musk-ox,
which Mr. Eowland Ward, F.Z.S., was about to present to the

British Museum. It had been obtained from East Greenland,

together with the skin of a male, which had also been set up by

Mr. Ward's firm. Both specimens differed from the Musk-ox of

Arctic America (and probably West Greenland) by the presence

of a large patch of long whitish hair in the middle line of the face

between the horns and the muzzle, and also by the hair on the

rest of the front of the face being grizzled, instead of uniformly

dark brown. In the female the hair between the bases of the

horns was also white, and a little white hair was observable

between the closely approximated horns of the bull.

Both Mr. Thomas and Mr. Lydekker had previously been struck

with the presence of the white on the face of the young East-Green-

land Musk-oxen at Woburn Abbey (see the figure in P. Z. S. 1899,

p. 886), but had not been satisfied that the feature might not be due
to immaturity alone. Now, however, it was demonstrated to occur in

the adult of the East-Greenland race, which Mr. Lydekker proposed

to name Ovibos moschatus wardi, taking the above-mentioned female

specimen as the type of the subspecies. The race would be sufficiently

characterized by the presence of the light grey tuft in the middle
of the face of both sexes of the adult. But not improbably the

still larger amount of greyish white, or white, on the face of the

calves was also a distinction ; for Mr. Lydekker had been informed

by the manager to Mr. Eowland AYard that in young American
Musk-oxen the face (to the best of his belief) was uniformly brown.

It was also suggested that in future the fossil Asiatic and
European Musk-ox, which was doubtless subspecifically distinct

from both the living American races, might be designated Ovibos

moschatus pallantis (De Kay), the name maximus being available

for the fossil American form if considered desirable.

Dr. Forsyth Major exhibited a few bones of a species of Macacus
found associated with the remains of the Dodo in the Mare aux
Songes (Mauritius), and made the following remarks :

—

The bones here exhibited, two radii, right and left, are preserved
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in the Natural History Museum ; there is in the Cambridge
Zoological Museum a cubitus from the same locality and apparently

of the same species. My purpose in exhibiting them is to draw
attention to the fact, in the hope that more characteristic remains

will turn up.

A species of Macacus, said to be M. cynomolgus, is living in a

wild state at Mauritius. According to I. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire's

Catalogue of Primates (pp. 26 & 29), the remains of two species

of Macacus from Mauritius, M. sinicus and M. eynomolgus, are in

the Paris Natural History Museum. A. Newton, in his 'Dictionary

of Birds ' (p. 215, footn. 1) states the Mauritius Monkey to be the

Macacus pileatus from Ceylon.

I have not succeeded in determining accurately the few bones
from the Mare aux Songes ; all I can say for the present is that

they belong to a species of Macacus which is not M. eynomolgus.

Monkeys have been known to exist in the Mauritius since 1627-
28 at least, and were, it seems, supposed to have been introduced

there by the Portuguese, as mentioned in the following passage in

Sir Thomas Herbert's Travels :
" The He (i. e. Mauritius) affoords

us withall Goats, Hogges, Beeves and Kine, land Tortoyses (so great

that the}' will creepe with two mens burthens, and serue more for

sport, then seruice or solemne Banquet), Bats and Monkeyes, all

of which becomes food to such ships as anchor here. They were
first brought hither by the Portugal! " (Th. Herbert, A
Belation of some Teares Travaile, BegunneAnno 1626. Into Afri-

que and the greater Asia London, 1634, p. 213.)

Dr. Forsyth Major made the following remarks on remains

of Cyon sardous (Studiati) from a cave at Capo Caccia (N."W.

Sardinia) :

—

The mandible of a member of the Canidas here exhibited has

been communicated to me, together with other Pleistocene Verte-

brates from Sardinia, by Professor D. Lovisato, of the University

of Cagliari, who for years has been exploring the fossiliferous

deposits of Sardinia with characteristic energy and at considerable

personal sacrifice.

In the absence of the posterior part of the ramus, whereby it

must be left undecided whether a third true molar was present

or not, the determination of this fossil rests chiefly on the con-

formation of the talon of the lower carnassial, which is unicuspid

and trenchant, whereas in Canis it is composed in the main of a

stronger outer and a lesser inner tubercle.

Amongst recent Canidae, three genera exhibit the trenchant

conformation of the lower carnassial's talon ; viz., the South-
American Icticyon, the African Lycaon, and the Central and South-

east Asiatic Cyon. There are no a priori grounds why such a
feature might not be independently developed in various forms.

As to Icticyon, Lund, Huxley, and Winge have insisted upon its

close relation in oth^r characters to the other South-American
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Canidae, Winge pointing out, moreover, transitional forms between

both.

With regard to Lycaon and Cyon, their closer relation with each

other than with Cards, as shown by the skull and dentition, is a very

striking fact and can scarcely be regarded as a mere parallelism.

Huxley observes (P. Z. S. 1880, p. 276) that " in the breadth of the

praemolar region of the upper jaw, and in a more or less marked
convexity of the facial contour, Lycaon strongly reminds one of

Cyon ; " whilst Mivart shows that Lycaon agrees with Cyon in

havinglarge incisive foramina and strongly sigmoid external margins

of the nasals (A Monograph of the Canida?, p. 196, 1890).

Nehring was aware (Sitzungsber. naturf. Freunde, 1890, p. 20)

that the lower carnassial of Lycaon agrees with Lcticyon and Cyon
in its unicuspid talon. A similar agreement exists with regard to

the lower m 2, which in Lycaon is quite as reduced in form as in

several lower jaws of Cyon. In the former, this tooth has two roots

;

but this condition also occurs quite as often in Cyon as the presence

of only one root. The lower m 3 reappears very rarely in Cyon (Van
der Hoeven) ; conversely in one of the five skulls of Lycaon in the

"Natural History Museum this tooth is missing. In the upper jaw,

in 1 of Lycaon is reduced almost to the extent of Cyon, and m 2 is

also reduced more than in Canis. Therefore, in my opinion,

Lycaon and Cyon are much more closely allied than has hitherto

been supposed.

The first recorded Pleistocene Carnivore of this Canine type is

Studiati's Cynotherium sardoum (1857), from the ossiferous breccia

of Bonaria near Cagliari, well described by Studiati, who, however,

was not aware of its affinities with Cyon. These were pointed out

by myself in 1872. and later on (1877) corroborated by figuring

some of Studiati's specimens side by side with Canine remains of

the ordinary type.

The specimens from the two Sardinian localities agree with Cyon
bourreti Harle, from the cave of Malarnaud (Ariege, France), in

the conformation of the lower posterior premolar (p 1), which is

the same as in the recent species of Cyon ; whereas the same tooth

of Cyon europceus Bourg., from caves of the Maritime Alps and
Moravia, exhibits a strongly developed anterior basal cusp, which
is a characteristic feature of Lycaon, and therefore acquires ad-

ditional interest in connection with the above remarks on the

relationship of both genera. "With each other the Sardinian fossils

agree in the absence of the lower anterior premolar {p 4) and in

the presence of a diastema between p 2 and p 3. These two
characters are certainly of specific, but not of generic value. As I

formerly pointed out, the establishment of a separate genus, Cyuo-
iherium, appears to be unnecessary ; the characters upon which
Studiati insisted for generic distinction are those of Cyon and
Lycaon. Pending more complete materials, the latter genus may
be excluded on account of the conformation of the lower p 1

and of the more slender build of the teeth generally. The present
Sardinian Carnivore will accordingly have to be known as Cyon
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sardoiis (Studiati). There are slight differences between the

fossils of the two localities, but as they refer to secondary details

which cannot be well demonstrated without figures, I must post-

pone their discussion.

Mr. J. S. Budgett, F.Z.8., read a paper entitled " The Breeding-

habits of some West-African Fishes, with an Account of the

External Features in the Development of Protopterus annectens, and
a Description of the Larva of Poh/pterus lapradii" in which a

history was given of a collecting-trip made during the previous

summer to the swamps of the Gambia Biver in search of the

eggs of Polypterus.

The eggs of Polypterus were not discovered, though a very young
specimen was found measuring only one inch and a quarter in

length. In this small specimen the dermal bones were not de-

veloped, and the external gills were of very great size, the base of

the shaft being situated immediately behind the spiracle. The
dorsal finlets formed a continuous dorsal fin.

While the eggs of Polypterus were being searched for, the under-

ground nests of Protopterus annectens were found in abundance,

and a complete series of eggs and larva? were preserved.

The male Protopterus was found to live in the nest until the

larva? were fit to leave it.

The nests of this fish were made in but a few inches of water
;

frequently the water round the mouth of the nest was dried up,

and then the parent was seen lashing the surface of the water in

the entrance to the nest with the end of its tail out of water.

The larva? were provided with four pairs of plumose external gills

and a ventral sucker as in Lepidosiren ; soon after hatching they

attached themselves to the sides of the nest by the sucker and
hung in a vertical position.

The larvae hatched in eight days and left the nest as young
Protopteri in twenty days.

Thee xternal features in their development were remarkably

like those of the South-American Lung-fish {Lepidosiren), differiug,

however, from the latter in several details, which possibly could be

traced to the presence in Lepidosiren of a larger amount of food-

yolk.

The colour change at night-time, which is found to be so marked
in both members of the Dipneumona at a certain stage of their

life-history, was discussed, and was shown in Protopterus to be

associated with the nocturnal habits of the larva at this period.

Xests were also found of Gymnarchus niloticus Cuv. These

Avere made in about three feet of water and floated on the surface.

The nests were two feet long and a foot wide, the wall of the nest

standing several inches out of water except at one end, where
it was two or three inches below the surface, and left an

entrance to the nest. Inside the nest the depth of water was

about six inches.

The eggs measured lo mm. in diameter; the larva- hatched in

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LV. 55
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five days when in an embryonic state and left the nest in eighteen

days. Soon after hatching the larva was provided with great

bunches of protruding gill-filaments, which hung down as a blood-

red beard. The yolk-sac became drawn out into a long cylindrical

bag, which was completely absorbed by the time the larva left the

nest. The larvae while in the nest continually came to the surface

and took air into the lung-like swim-bladder.

The nests of Heterotis niloticus were also found. These were

built on the swamp-bottom in two feet of water. They measured

four feet across the walls reaching the surface of the water. The
fish was observed making its nest, which, when finished, was

perfectly round and quite smooth. The larva? soon after hatching

formed a swarm in the centre of the nest, and were at that stage

provided with long protruding gill-filaments.

Another remarkable fish, Sarcodaces odoe Bl., was found breeding

in the same swamps. It laid its eggs in masses of foam, which

floated on the surface of the water. The hatched larvae were
provided with adhesive structures on the front of the head, with

which they hung to the underside of the surface.

Nests were also found containing eggs which apparently belonged

to Hyperopisus bebe Laccp., one of the Mormyrtdce. These nests

were scooped out from the swamp-bottom ; the eggs were attached

to the rootlets thus laid bare. The hatched larvae were provided

with six cement-glands on the surface of the head : by these a

delicate rope of mucus was spun, often nearly the length of the body
of the larva, by which the larva hung suspended from the rootlets

until the yolk-sac Avas absorbed.

This paper will be printed entire in the Society's ' Transactions.'

The following papers were read :

—

1. Note on the Gestation of the Pine-Marteu.

By A. H. Cocks, F.Z.S.

[Received August 21, 1900.]

Pine-Martens (Muatela martes) first bred in my collection in

1882, a note on which was published in the 'Zoologist ' for 1883,

p. 203. Various details concerning the rate of growth of the

young were recorded, including the interesting fact, which seems
to have been previously unsuspected, that the young are at first

perfectly white. Since then other litters of this species have been
bred in my collection ; but as we never could discover when the

female came in season (and have never even yet seen this species

pairing), all attempts at breeding were extremely hazardous : the

allowing of a pair to run together was apt to result in the death
of the female, in consequence of one or more of the long canines
of the male penetrating her brain, the damage being inflicted so

instantaneously that there was no possibility of a timely separation.

At last, this year, we noticed little mouthfuls of short straw
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deposited here and there iu the cage of a female Marten, a sign of

her being in season, which I first observed some years ago in the

case of Otters.

Accordingly a male was admitted from the adjoining cage on
January 5th ; .shut off again on the 16th, but readmitted the next

day, and the pair were finally separated on the 18th. Pairing

probably took place on the nights of the 8th, 10th, and 13th,

though quite possibly at other times also.

Young, which proved to be two males, were born early on
April 22nd ; and by the end of July they were already bigger than
their mother.

The probable period of gestation of this species is therefore a

few hours over 103 days, the extremes of possibility ranging from
94 to 106 days.

Beyond certain contributions towards determining the gestation

of the Badger, among which I would specially refer to that of

Mr. E. G-. Meade-Waldo ('Zoologist,' 1894, 'p. 221), and the

common statement that the Ferret " goes about six weeks," I

know of no published record of the gestation of any of the

Mmtelidee; except in the case of two species in my own experience,

viz. : Otter, 61 clays (cf. P. Z. S. 1881, p. 249 ;
' Zoologist,' 1882,

p. 201) ; and Polecat, 40 days (' Zoologist,' 1891, p. 344). Although
I had loug suspected that the gestation of the Pine-Marten must
be a good deal longer than that of the Polecat, yet the actual state

of the case was unexpected, and is certainly remarkable.

2. Observations on the Habits and Natural Surroundings of

Insects made during the " Skeat Expedition " to the

Malay Peninsula, 1899-1900. By Nelson Annandale,

B.A. 1

[Received May 11, 1900.]

Contents.
I. Introduction, p. 837.

II. Flower-like Mantidae, p. 839.

III. Another Harpagid Pupa, p. 848.

IV. Alarming Colour and Attitude, p. 854.

V. Sounds produced by Insects, p. 859.

VI. Insect Luminosity, p. 862.

VII. The Use of the Spines of certain Orthoptera, p. 86(5.

VIII. The peculiar Prolongation of the Head in certain Fulgorklw, and

its use, p. 866.

I. Introduction.

The observations which form the subject of this paper were

made in the months of April to September, 1899, while I was a

member of Mr.W.W . Skeat's expedition to the Siamese Malay States.

I take this opportunity of expressing my thanks to the University

of Cambridge for permitting me to join that expedition as a

1 Communicated by Prof. E. B. PoULTON, P.B..S., F.Z.S.

55*
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volunteer, aud also of saying how much I am indebted to Professor

Poulton, F.R.S., of Oxford, and to Dr. David Sharp, F.E.S., of

Cambridge, who have aided me in ways too numerous for specifi-

cation. I also must thank Mr. Malcolm Burr, F.Z.S., F.E.S., for

identifying many of the Orthoptera mentioned. The immaturity

of many of my specimens has made it impossible to place them
more definitely than by saying that they belong to such and such

a family : in at least one instance even this has been impossible.

In the few cases in which species are new to science I have not

ventured to name them, as that is more properly the task of the

specialist who describes them from a systematic or anatomical

point of view. The immense importance of climatic and other

physical conditions of life in the consideration of an animal's habits

has induced me to preface my observations with a short general

account of the country through which we passed, especially as little

is known of the geography of lower Siam. I found a knowledge
not only of the native names of animals but even of the native

stories in connection with them to be of such value in my work,

both as a collector and as an observer, that I have treated the

etymology and what may be called the mythology of the subject

at greater length than is perhaps usual in a zoological paper.

The climate of lower Siam is extremely damp, and is not divided

into regular seasons in most districts, though more rain is liable

to fall during the winter (November, December, and January)

months than at any other time of the year. The most northerly

State that we visited, except for a hurried trip to the Tale Xoi
(Little Lake) in Ligor, was Patalung, which abuts on the Tale

Sap or Great Lake of Singora. In Patalung the rainfall is very

small in March and April, but the jungle is never parched by

drought. The interior of the eastern States is mountainous, and
is buried in deep jungle, which is only broken, along the banks of

the numerous rivers, by villages; clearings for hill rice, bananas,

and maize ; and by lawns, which are cropped smooth by half-tamed

or feral buffaloes. The soil on the sea-coast is sandy, and in some
places produces only a scanty vegetation. Between the mountains
and the sea there is a great plain, dotted with isolated hills, mostly

of limestone, some of which reach a considerable height, and some
of which are riddled with caves. The mountain-region is the

dampest of the three, being subject to violent thunderstorms,
which are very local and lose much of their violence before they

reach the coast. In nearly all regions rain falls almost daily for

the greater part of the year.

A very large proportion of my observations were made at Aring,

in the hill-country of Kelantan, the most southerly of the States

which I visited. Aring is a village in the midst of exceedingly
dense jungle, which commences close to the houses. The specimens
which we obtained there were comparatively few in number, but
very many of the species were peculiar in one way or another.

Biserat in Jalor, the only other place Avhere we stayed for more
than a few days at a time, is in the plains, at the base of some hills
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of no great height about 25 miles from the coast ; it is the Siamese
headquarters of the State. At Biserat we obtained a very large

number of specimens, including probably more individuals and
species than did the rest of our land collections ; but very few of

the species were highly specialized. Every sort of environment is

to be found near a place like Biserat : swamp, laWn, orchard, open
wood, cave, river, and even jungle on the hills, but not jungle of

the densest. The animals in such a locality have no need to adapt

themselves to any very limited environment, they can choose what
environment they will. In the deep jungle, on the other hand,

though few animals of any sort are seen on the ground, the fiercest

struggle for existence rages among the upper foliage and also in

the rotten wood underfoot—though there the termites, as a rule,

far outstrip all competitors ; while, even in the clearings, the space

and the food-supply is so limited that every animal must make the

best use of its natural advantages or else disappear. Though the

clearings are of recent formation, due to man, who has become no
longer a savage, yet the struggle which goes on in them seems
already to have led in many cases to extreme modifications in habit

and structure. We can only suppose that this struggle commenced
long ago in places such as sand-spits running out into the rivers,

where vegetation was necessarily scanty, owing to poverty of soil

or constant change of conditions.

II. Eloweb-like Mantid.e.

Hymenopus bicomis (pupa).

Colour.—Head : very pale grey, almost white. Eyes of same
shade, but with a slightly darker longitudinal stripe running down
the centre of each. Leaf-like process between the eyes white,

with median vein of pale green. Antennae black.

Thorax : prothorax pale pink, with a tendency towards mauve ;

shading off posteriorly to white, and finally bounded by a bold

transverse bar of deep sage-green. The posterior region of the

thorax, which was usually concealed by the upturned abdomen, was
pearl-white, as were also the rudimentary wings.

Abdomen : ventral surface pale pink. Dorsal surface pale pink,

with 5 longitudinal dotted stripes of deep yellow-brown. JNear

the junction with the thorax were several irregular transverse bars

of the same colour, but slightly darker. At the extreme tip of the

abdomen, surrounding the anus, was a very conspicuous dark patch,

almost black.

Limbs: 1st pair pale translucent pink. 2nd and 3rd pairs pink

of a deeper shade, with a more marked tendency towards mauve.
The distal joints were horn-coloured and almost transparent. At
the inner edge of the broad petal-like expansions on the femur of

the 2nd and 3rd pairs, more conspicuous on the 3rd than on the

2nd, was a slightly livid, bruise-like mark, such as one sees on
flowers that have been battered by tropical rain.

The whole surface of the trunk and that of the flattened
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expansions of the femur of the posterior limbs had that semi-

opalescent, semi-crystalline appearance that is caused in flower-

petals by a purely structural arrangement of liquid globules or of

empty cells. On the grasping-limbs and on the extremities of the

other pairs the absence of this peculiar sheen was compensated for

by the translucency of the integument and the tissues—a trans-

lucency more proper to Coelenterates than to an air-breathing

insect. The petals of Melastoma potyanihum, the flower with which

the Mantis vras found associated, are of mauve-pink on the upper
surface, slightly darker in tone than that of the limbs of the insect.

Their lower surface, and consequently the visible surface of the

older flower-buds, is considerably darker than the upper, more like

that of the Mantis'a abdomen. The leaves are of the same shade

of green as the bar across its thorax. The flower was in bloom in

Fh?. 1.

Pupa of Hymenopus bieornia on inflorescence of Afelastoma polyaMthum.
(Photographed from life.)

The Mantis is seated in an upright position, with the abdomen flexed back-
wards. The photograph represents it as it is seen on a level with the eye, and
shows the horn-like eyes of the insect (at the apex of figure), the V-shaped bar on
the thorax, the predatory limbs folded in front of the body, the petal-like
expansions of the femora of the 2nd and 3rd pairs of legs arranged on the
flowers, and the ventral surface and dark tip of the abdomen. The tarsus of
the left leg of the 3rd pair is seen stretching out from beneath the expansion
of t he femur to a seed-vessel of the plant.
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Patalung at the end of March, and not yet completely passed at

Aring in the middle of September ; but possibly the flowering-

season does not exactly coincide in the two districts. 1 know of

no other flower at all like it in the jungle of lower Siam. A rarer

species of the same genus, very similar in general appearance, is

found in the clearings.

Habits and Attitude.—The only specimen which I obtained was
caught about midday on August 17th in a buffalo-lawn near

Kampong Aring, a village in the Ula Lebeh district of Kelantan

—

that is to say, almost at the centre of the broad part of the Malay
Peninsula. I was attracted to a bush of the "Straits Rhododendron"
(Melastoma polyantlium) by a curious movement among the flowers

of a large inflorescence at the height of about five feet above the

ground. On a cursory examination I could only see that oue of

the flowers— so it appeared—was swaying slowly from side to side;

and it was not for several seconds that I realized that the moving

Fig. 2.

Pupa of Hymenopus hie,mis on inflorescence of Melastoma polyanthwm.

(Photographed from life.)

The same specimen as in figure 1, viewed from above, showing the dotted

lines on the dorsal surface of the abdomen and the bruise-like markings on the

expansions of the femora of the 3rd pair of legs. The head and fore limbs are

flight lv out of focus; and part of the bar on the thorax appears behind them.

This photograph shows the difference in shape between the expansions «>n tin-

legs of the Mantis and the petals <>f the flower.
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flower was not a flower at all, but a Mantis. Even then it betrayed

itself bv turning round and staring me in the face in the

manner characteristic of the Mantida?. When 1 held the branch

on which the insect had established itself in my hand, I could not

tell exactly where animal tissue commenced and where flower

ended, so perfectly was the one assimilated to the other, not only

in colour but in surface texture, and perhaps even to some degree

in -tincture. The Mantis had ensconced itself in the ?ery centre of

tin- inflore-ceiice, a position which it never assumed in the three days

during which it remained alive in my hands : it will be noticed in the

figures ( pp. 840, 841), which are from photographs taken from life at

Aring, that the insect is clinging to the edge of a bunch of flowers.

The attitude which it adopted did not change with its position in the

inflorescence. In all cases, so long as the insect was on the watch

for prey, the abdomen was bent backwards until its dorsal surface

almost touched that of the thorax. The head and thorax were

held upright, and the fore limbs in front of them, in the ordinary
'• praying " attitude of the Mantidae. The other two pairs of legs,

by which it clung to the flowers, were disposed round the upturned

abdomen, more or less at right angles to the main axis of the body.

Sometimes this was the same as that of the inflorescence, but often

it was at an angle to it ; for the Mantis seemed indifferent as to

whether its head or one of its sides was uppermost. When once

a position had been taken up, it was never changed so long as the

insect remained on that particular inflorescence. Perfect as was the

concealment thus effected, I cannot say that the Mantis imitated a

single flower or part of a single flower with any great accuracy.

Perhaps the upturned abdomen might be taken to represent a bud

not yet opened, while the darker expansions on the femora showed a

greater resemblance to petals which had already unfurled themselves.

The petals of Mekutoma, however, are more elongated than these

structures on the legs of the Mantis, which are almost circular in

shape, though their diameter is as great as, if not greater than, that

of the floral structures which they represent. What I can say

with certainty is, that a most marvellous resemblance is produced
between the insect Hymenopug bicomis and part of an inflorescence

of MeUutoma polyanthum when the flower and the insect are

combined, as they sometimes are in nature. I cannot say that

they are always found together. An interesting point in con-

nection with this simulation of the flowers is the part played by
the green bar across the thorax of the Mantis. This bar divided

the profhorax from the rest of the body, and apparently separated

the insect into two parts, which appeared to have no connection
with one another on the inflorescence. In no ordinary in-

florescence of this plant are the flowers large enough to afford an

expanse of uniform coloration of the size of Hymenopus.
During an unsuccessful search for further specimens in the

buffalo-lawn at Aring, the Mantis was placed, together with the

inflorescence to which it still clung, in a large box lined with dead
leaves. < >n the lid being taken off from this, after about half an
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hours interval, it was found that the insect had deserted the flowers

and was sitting quite still among the leaves at the bottom of the box.

Though its attitude was essentially the same as before, its whole
appearance was now completely changed ; for it no longer resembled

the flowers among which it bad been found except in the most remote
degree, but appeared rather to simulate an orchid fallen upon the

ground. The brown lines on the upper surface of the abdomen,
which had before been concealed among the petals of the flowers,

became conspicuous from many points of view, now that the bodv
was seen from above. Converging as they did towards the

junction with the thorax, they bore no slight likeness to the
" honey-guides " of many orchids. The darker transverse bars

seen in the shadow cast by the head and thorax gave an idea of

hollowness such as might be expected round the nectaries ; while

the abdomen itself represented the labellum, and the limbs the

other petals of the orchid. The head and thorax took the place of

the stamen and anthers, their resemblance to which was greatly

increased by the horn-shaped eyes ; and even the green bar on the

thorax had a new part to play, for on not a few orchids there is

just such a band at the base of this part of the flower. Xo change
of colour aided the change of appearance. The Mantis remained
among the dead leaves for the rest of the day of its capture and
for the night which followed, without altering its tint or losing

anything of its brilliancy. I do not know of any specific orchid

which it may have simulated ; orchids of sufficient size and
brilliancy of colour are rare, if not unknown, in lower Siam.

Early the next morning the Mantis was placed on a packing-

case in the open air, near a large branch of the " Ehododendron "

fixed upright in a natural position. It deliberately walked towards
the branch, swaying its whole body from side to side as it pro-

gressed, and commenced to climb one of the twigs. This twig,

however, bore only green buds and unripe fruit. When the

Mantis reached the tip of the twig and found no flowers, it i-e-

mained still for a few seconds, and then turned and descended
with the same staggering gait. It proceeded to clinib another
twig. This also bore no flowers. The Mantis descended from it

and mounted a third twig, which was topped by a large bunch of

full-blown blossoms. To these it clung by means of the claws of

the two posterior pairs of limbs. For a few minutes it remained
perfectly still, and then began swaying its body from side to side,

as it had done while walking. (It was only during this brief

interval of rest that I was able to secure a photograph, for in a

tropical climate so damp as that of lower Siam instantaneous

photography is never satisfactory. The light, in spite of its

apparent intensity, is very feebly actinic, and the moisture of the

atmosphere combined with the heat makes it impossible to keep
" rapid" plates for any length of time.) White the body of the

Mantis was in motion the fine hair-like antennae were also in con-

stant agitation, sometimes being held upright, sometimes stretched

out like horns, and sometimes lving back along the thorax.
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Almost as soon as the Mantis had settled itself on the inflores-

cence, a small, dark, dipterous insect, of a kind very commonly seen

on the flowers of this species of Melastonia, alighted on one of its

hinder legs. It was soon joined by others, apparently of the same
species as itself. They settled quite indiscriminately on the petals

and on the body and limbs of the Mantis. It was then that the

significance of the black spot at the tip of the abdomen became
apparent, for at the distance of a few feet it was impossible to

distinguish it, except by its symmetrical position, from one of

these small Diptera. The Mantis made no attempt either to drive

off or to capture the small flies, for its motions seemed to attract

rather than to repel them. After a short time a larger Dipteron, as

big as a common house-fly, alighted on the inflorescence within

reach of the predatory limbs. Then the Mantis became active

immediately ; the fly was seized, torn in pieces and devoured, not-

withstanding the presence of a large crowd of natives who had
collected to watch what was happening. I did not see Hymenopus
actually catch an insect on its own person ; but very probably this

was owing to the short duration of rny observations. The smaller

Diptera were unable to discriminate between real and simulated

vegetable tissue, and there is no reason to suppose that the larger

ones are more intelligent. I was unable to detect any secretion

from the integument or any part of the body of the Mantis which
might have attracted them. It is quite probable that they acted

gratuitously as lures for its prey, in that they made it appear that

there was no trap set, if they did not form an actual bait for

predaceous insects.

After the Mantis had been on the watch for some little time,

I noticed that the abdomen was drooping slightly and was
gradually coming to lie in line with the thorax. As it did so,

the brown lines on its dorsal surface came into sight, and they
grew more conspicuous the more it drooped. At last, only a

very few minutes after I had first noticed this movement, the

Mantis gave a sudden leap into the air and alighted on the

ground at the distance of several feet from the place where the

base of the stem would have been had it leaped from a real bush
of the " Rhododendron.''" It then staggered quietly away along

the ground. When interrupted in its progress it gave a short

jump ; but it was easily recaptured, as its leaping powers were
chiefly developed in the direction of jumping to the ground from
a height. I was able to watch this drooping of the abdomen and
final hasty desertion of the flowers on four separate branches.

In each case the process commenced when the flowers began to

droop, and occupied, perhaps, two minutes in completion. The
droopiug of the abdomen was primarily a preparation for leaping.

Of that I have no doubt, for the body was bent again the moment
the iusect reached the ground, almost as if it were brought
into position by the action of a powerful spring. Whenever the

Mantis gave one of its short jumps on the level, the body was
previously straightened with almost the same rapidity of action.
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Moreover, the upturned position of the abdomen is common to

many Mantid larvas, for instance those of several species of

Uierodula and Pseudomantis, though in the adults of these forms

it becomes an impossible attitude when the insects are at rest,

owing to the outgrowth of the wings ; and these larvae have the

habit of leaping to the ground when disturbed on the tree-trunks

on which they watch for prey, and always straighten their body
before they leap. But that this action has a secondary significance

in the case of Hymenopus bicomis is proved by the deliberate and
gradual way in which it takes place when the insect is seated on
an inflorescence.'** It seems to me that its secondary object is to

display the brown lines on the dorsal surface, in order that, as the

flowers wither, the flower mimic may appear to wither also. It

must be remembered that in the tropics the process of fading, in

the case of most flowers, is an exceedingly rapid one. It is

difficult, however, if this be the true explanation, to see why the

Mantis should leap to the ground when the flowers of a single

inflorescence begin to fade, for we can hardly assume that it looks

round to see whether other flowers on the same branch are fading

also, and Melastoma is not a plant on which all the blossoms

naturally fall off at the same time. In the case when it could find

no proper concealment on one twig of a branch, the insect did not

behave in this way. It is quite possible that its instinct may
warn it to seek for other shelter whenever the petals begin to

droop, for flowers of this plant close at night and in very bad

weather. Under either of these conditions the insect must find

it impossible to get its prey, and may be exposed to death from

cold or from the violence of the rain, should it remain in an
exposed position. Most probably it takes shelter among the

undergrowth during storm and dark. When placed in a dark box
it deserted the flowers to which it clung while they were plucked

from the bush with considerable violence.

Malay Beliefs.—The Kelantan Malays call this insect " Kan-
cliony" but they consider it so rare that my desire to obtain more
than a single specimen was ridiculed as being quite extravagant. I

was told that few men ever saw more than one such Mantis in the

course of their lives. It was agreed at Aring that the KancJiony is

not a " belalang " ' (the general term in Malay for any Orthopteron

which is neither a cockroach, "Mpcts," nor an earwig. " sipit-sipit ") 2

,

but a flower which has become alive. " Its origin is from the flowers.''

The blossoms of the " Sendudolc " give birth to it, in the same way as

the leaves of the " Navika" or Jack-fruit tree (Artocarpvs inteyri-

folia), give birth to Heteropteryx diJatata, a large prickly Phasmid

1 Belulavg are named after the Lalang Grass (Im/peratia kurniyii), which
affords a favourite shelter to many orthopterous insects.

2 Sipit are the tweezers with which the Malays pluck out the few hairs that

naturally grow upon their chins. The reduplication of a word in Malay either

gives it a metaphorical sense or turns it into a plural of indefinite multitude.

Thus, tii/ita-mata, from mata an eyo, means a policeman ; machain is a kind or

sort, nKirha ui-iiKii-ham all sorts.
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of great rarity which rich men keep alive in cages in order to secure

its eggs, which they set in rings like jewels, and consider to be a

most powerful charm against evil spirits of all kinds. These eggs

are said to be of a beautiful red colour.

Remarks.—Professor Poulton has been kind enough to show me
some young larvae of Hymemopw bicornis that he has lately received

from Mr. Shelford, Curator of the Sarawak Museum, Borneo,

together with some Heteroptera to which they bear a very close

and detailed resemblance. It is indeed remarkable that any animal

should be so highly specialized in t»'0 different directions of

deception during the lifetime of an individual. The imago of

this form, judging solely from dried specimens, may possibly show
a likeness in life to a withered flower. Its long white tegmina,

with their faint brown markings, may well have this appearance

in life, if they are possessed of the flower-like glistening which

distinguishes certain parts of the body of the pupa.

The pupa of the Indian Mantis, Gongylus gongyloides ',the habits

of which have been described by Dr. J. Anderson, resembles the

Kanchong in swaying its body while waiting for prey, but differs

from it in that only the lower surface is coloured like a flower,

the back being green, and that the flower-like shape is brought

about by the expansion of the thorax. Two varieties of the

pupa of Hymenopiis itself are known : the one is pink, the other

white, Any information as to whether these are seasonal forms,

whether they confine themselves to the flowers which they resemble,

and whether they are in any way modified by light reflected from
their environment, would be of the very greatest interest. AVood-
Masou reports a two specimens, the one white and the other pink,

taken at an interval of six months, apparently from the same
district, in Assam. Mr. R. L. Butler of Selangor tells me that he

has taken white specimens, and white specimens only, on the

verandah of a bungalow at Kuala Lumpur, on which white lilies

were growing in pots. Wallace s
says that in India the pink

variety will settle among any flowers or leaves, and he seems to

lay stress on this point in a note which I have received from him.

In the figure
i

of this insect given in Poulton's ' Colours of

Animals ' (p. 74) it is represented as sitting head downwards, on
a leaf, with the abdomen and thorax in a straight line ; in all of

which points the attitude of the specimen depicted differs from
that of mine, though the first is of no great importance. The
brown lines on the dorsal surface of the insect ', and the dark spot

at the tip of the abdomen, are entirely omitted by the Indian artist.

My specimen certainly refused to sit among leaves when it was in

1 P. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1877, p. 193.
- Ent. Soc. London, 1877, p. xxix.
3

' Darwinism,' p. 212.
4 The figure is from a native drawing sent to Wallace by Wood-Mason, from

whom the information about this insect in ' Darwinism ' was also obtained.
' These lines, and also the black tip to the abdomen, are just as conspicuous,

judging from dried specimens, in individuals from other parts of the East as

they were in the one observed at Aring.
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the light ; and I am sorry that I did not experiment with other

flowers than those among which it was found. It would have been
exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to find any of sufficient size

in the immediate neighbourhood of Kampong Aring.

Hymeno])us bicomis, the only representative of its genus, is

an insect which has a fairly wide distribution, being found in

Sikkim, Java, and Sarawak ; but in none of these localities does

it appear to be at all common ; in Kelautan it is exceedingly rare.

During the six weeks which the expedition spent at Aring, only

one specimen was seen, though every clearing in the district was
full of the blossoms of the Sendudok. It may be said that an
animal so well able to hide itself might easily exist in considerable

numbers without being detected. This would have been perfectly

true had the Mantis been in the habit of sitting still ; but move-
ment in an apparent flower is just as attractive to a biologist

as it is to a lizard. After the first specimen had been captured,

hundreds of bushes were examined with the very greatest care by
three zoologists and a botanist, but no Hymmopus was found.

Granted that the insect is as highly specialized in instinct as it

is in form—and I think there can be little doubt that this is

the case—it is not difficult to suggest an explanation of its rarity.

It is an animal which, for some reason, has had the greatest

difficulty in holding its owu iu past ages, and it has been driven

in the course of its struggle for existence to the extremes of

specialization. It has become so highly specialized, in fact, that it

has condemned itself, as it were, to a single and very limited

environment ; and should that environment be changed, even to

a slight extent, by external circumstances, the insect must either

perish or alter both its structure and its habits immediately, a

thing which no highly-specialized animal is likely to do rapidly.

Now in the Malay Peninsula the conditions of life are always

undergoing small changes that are apparent even to a traveller

hastening through the country ; there must be many that years of

research could not reveal. Suppose that the district of Aring
were decimated by the small-pox, as many a Malayan district has

been, and that the inhabitants who survived fled over into Pahang
with their buffaloes, in a few years the jungle would kill off all

the Sendudok bushes in the neighbourhood, for the plant can only

exist in a clearing. In olden times, before the advent of the

Malays into the Peninsula, the Sendudok must have been a rare

plant in Kelantan, as neither the Sakais nor any of the other

aboriginal tribes make clearings or keep cattle. The extremely

local nature of the fruiting-season of various semi-cultivated trees,

such as the Mangosteen (Garciuia mangostana), must have some
influence on the insects of the different districts, and seems to

depend not so much on local variations of climate as on the

different varieties of the trees that are popular in the different

villages. One would like to know whether the variations of a

fruit of such ancient cultivation as the banana affect the iusects

which live upon it. In lower Siain over a hundred varieties of
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ihis fruit are said to be commonly grown, differing from one
another in shape, size, colour, and even smell ; and it is often the

case that in two villages separated by only a few miles the pre-

dominant variety of banana is different. The introduction of a

foreign weed such as the " Putri J/«?m." or Shy Princess (Mimosa
pudica), among the teeming insect population of a tropical clearing

must have some direct effect upon the life therein, and indirectly

must influence all the surrounding country. This plant has

appeared in the Peninsula since the arrival of the white man, its

natural home being South America ; and has succeeded in

becoming one of the commonest and most noxious weeds in the

country, even in the districts to which the white man himself has

not yet penetrated.

III. AxoTHEIt HaRPAGIU PlI'A.

Colour.—Head : pink, eyes and mandibles black. Antenna?
black.

Thorax : prothorax. which is broad and slightly flattened, dull

pink, striped transversely with dingy white and pale green, and
edged with black. (There is no bar on the posterior edge of the

prothorax as there was in the other form.) Posterior region of

thorax dull pink. Rudimentary wings dingy white, with a pale

green band at the base of each.

Abdomen : pale pink, ringed with pale green, dingy white, and
black. The green and black rings did not completely encircle the

body, but were interrupted in the mid-ventral line by a number
of prominences, one to each segment, of pale pink. At the

extreme point of the abdomen, surrounding the anus, was a black

spot, not so large or so prominent as the one on the corresponding

position in Hymmopm bicormt, but still conspicuous.

Limbs: all the limbs were ringed with bands of dingy white,

pink, and green, which completely surrounded them, including

the expansions on the femora of the 2nd and 3rd pairs. The
spines on the predatory limbs were some of them green and some
black. The black spines predominated towards the distal

extremities.

This Mantis had none of the flowery sheen of the other, and
the lappets on the 2nd and 3rd limbs are small, rounded, and in

nowise petal-like. The flowers with which it was found associated

were of a deep cream-colour. Their buds and leaves were con-

siderably darker than the green markings on the insect's body.

Habits and Attitude.—Unfortunately I was unable to observe

this species in a state of nature, but I have no doubt that its

habits are very similar to those of the Kanchong. The natural

attitude of the two species is precisely the same, and though they

adopt different methods of concealing themselves, they were both
found hidden among flowers, presumably for the same purpose

—

that of obtaining their food. The common possession of a black

tip to the abdomen is interesting. A single specimen of the
striped Mantis was brought me on August 19th, by Mr. E. H. Yapp,
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then botanist to the Expedition, together with a spray of the

flowers and leaves of an acacia among which he had found it.

The flowers of this tree are very much like those of the common
Mimosa, but larger in size and of a far less brilliant shade of yellow.

The leaves are much divided. Mr. Yapp tells me that he found
the specimen on a tree near the edge of a buffulo-lawn across the

Kelantan riyer opposite Aring, about eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon. Even in the dim light of the mosque in which we were
then staying the insect was very inconspicuous among the flowers

;

and when it was taken out into the brilliant sunshine it completely

disappeared among the shadows cast by them aud the leaves. The
dark bars on its body and limbs were slightly wider than the spaces

between the pinnules of the acacia-leaves, and the prominences

on the ventral surface of the abdomen were of the shape, though
not of the colour, of the prominent parts on the unopened flower-

buds ; for it will be noticed that the buds were green, while the

structures on the insect's body were pale pink. These prominences

were conspicuous ; but the lights and shadows among the feathery

leaves and fur-like flowers were so confused that a difference in

colour detracted little from the similitude between the abdomen,

cut into as it was by the black bars which were conspicuous on its

edges but interrupted in its middle line, and the distal extremity

of one of the racemose inflorescences of the acacia.

The insect and the flower had not a single colour in common
intrinsically ; and yet, under given conditions of climate, the

colours of the two became indistinguishable from one another.

The Malays at Aring called this insect Striped Kanchong ; but

the name was evidently invented for the occasion. The plant on
which it was found being a tree and not a shrub, it was much
more liable to escape detection, even had the acacia been as

common as the " Rhododendron." There are plenty of similar

acacias in Kelantan, and there is no reason why the Mantis should

confine itself to one species, for its colour and form are adapted

for concealment among any flowers and leaves of this peculiar type.

The possession of leaf or petal-like expansions on the limbs is a

peculiarity shared by many Mantids with leaf-like insects of dif-

ferent groups, but as a rule their outline is not so regular as it is in

the case of this species and of Bymmopus. With regard to the

origin of such structures and their primitive function, it is worth
while noticing their rudimentary condition, whether it be a specific

or merely a pupal character, in forms like this Striped Harpagid
from Kelantan. It cannot be said that in this case they give any
direct aid in concealing the insect by resembling petals of a flower

or any other vegetable organ. But, especially where we get the

extremes of light aud shade, any little irregularity of outline or

projection from the surface of the body of an animal may give it

a distinct aid in hiding itself. This is truer in the case of the

smaller invertebrates than it is in that of vertebrates, though the

principle is well exemplified by many tish, and not a few lizards

that live among terrestrial and aquatic plants. A large nocturnal
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snake, like the " Ular katam tebu'' (Dipsadomorphus denclrophilw) l

gliding among mangrove-roots beneath the moonlight, or a tiger

resting at midday in the Lalang grass, is well concealed by its

colour gradations and its black and yellow stripes, and has no
need of an elaborately foliated tail like that of a heraldic lion

;

such a tail might be of very great advantage to a small Arthropod.

Repeated observations, more especially in the small caves of the

Koh Sih Hah, or Five Isles of the Tale Sap, have convinced me
that the extreme elongation of the spinnerets in the Araneid family

of Hersilida?—the " laha-laha berehor " or tailed spiders of the

Malays—aids greatly in effecting their concealment on the grey

stones and tree-trunks which they frequent, by breaking the

otherwise smooth and rounded outline of the abdomen, as the

long legs break the outline of the cephalothorax. In short

irregularity of outline bears much the same part in hiding an
animal as does irregularity of colour such as is exemplified by the

black bars on the otherwise pale and inconspicuous tints of the

striped Mantis.

But irregular protective colour is by no means confined to

definite bars and stripes, which might be said more exactly to

represent definite shadows or spaces ; it possesses even more
frequently a scattered or speckled arrangement. In fact, it is very

often the case that the actual colours present are not of such great

importance as the manner in which they are arranged and their

multiplicity in a given space. It is well known that even in the

ordered light and surroundings of a picture gallery, if sufficient

brilliant colours are crowded into a sufficiently small space they
" kill " one another and are no longer brilliant. This is doubly
true in the deep gloom of the jungle, where any colour has the

greatest difficulty in asserting itself, and where so many hues that

are in themselves brilliant have to contend with one another. On
the jungle floor almost all colours are present in small quantities

;

there are patches of deep blue where the sky is reflected through
a crevice in the upper foliage upon rain-water held in the hollow

of a dead leaf ; among the dead leaves themselves there is every
shade of brown and yellow, and scattered black and white in plenty

:

patches of scarlet caused by fungi on rotten wood are sometimee
frequent ; there is the brown-pink of the seedlings struggling

towards the light ; and the dull green of tree-stems and creepers,

and of the ferns and the few phanerogams which are adapted to

exist down below. Bright green alone is absent, except in some

1 Kalam tebu are little round pieces of sugar-cane from which the outer skin
has been removed. They are sold in the markets on bamboo skewers. Tlic
term "Ular Katam Tebu,' in the Siamese States at any rate, is generic, and i-

applied to all snakes, whether marine or terrestrial, which are conspicuously
ringed and which are too big to come under the category of "

I Tar Kapok " or Axe-
snakes

; the dark skin of the reptile being taken to represent the spaces between
the katam on the skewer, and the lighter rings the tebu or sugar-cane itself.

Dipsadomorphus is by far the commonest of such snakes, and therefore the
species witli which the name is most generally associated. In other parts of the
Peninsula it is probable that the "ular K></<i„t Trim" i.- Bungarut fasciatua.
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mosses of the minutest size ; so that large Locusticls o£ yellows

green, Pseudophyllm arid others, which in the cabinet, and perhap-

in their own place, form such admirable imitations of bamboo-leaves

in colour, and to a lesser degree in form also (for doubtless they

are part of the plancton of the jungle, and only gravitate clown into

its depths by misadventure), are the most conspicuous of the smaller

jungle fauna which one meets with below. Yet all these shades

are so altered and commingled in the chequer of deep shadow with

occasional gleams of sunlight that they become completely confused

to the eye. One is tempted to speculate as to whether the gorgeous

tartan-like checks in which the Malays are so fond of clothing

themselves may not have originally developed among a jungle-loving

and somewhat murderous people at constant feud with their

neighbours, as a means of secondary protective coloration, and
have become more brilliant and less useful through the vagaries of

sexual selection. On festive occasions these combinations of many
colours are chiefly worn by the men, the women preferring for

their holiday dresses simpler and more striking costumes into

which only four or five masses of colour enter as a rule. On the

jungle floor itself the most inconspicuous animals are certain long-

legged but by no means bulky Phalangiids, which appear and dis-

appear as they move or are still. Intrinsically they are of brilliant

colours ; one species is black, speckled on the body and limbs with

scarlet, white, yellow, and green. But they are less conspicuous

even than the majority of Phasmids found in similar situations,

even than the forms which have green markings resembling minute
liverworts, such as cover the stems and leaves of the jungle flora,

on their otherwise stick-like bodies ; for it is generally easy to

distinguish the exact outlines of such insects if they have once been
located ; but even when the Phalangiids are moving it is rarely

possible to see either their limbs or their bodies, though their

motions are perfectly visible. Every such stick-insect resembles a
particular stick, an ideal stick it is true ; the Arachnids are assimi-

lated, not to any particular object, but to their surroundings
generally, by their irregular colour, their irregular form, and by
the large extent of their surface in comparison with their bulk.

The limbs of the Phasmids are often held in angular vegetable

attitudes, but they do not always blend into their environment as

the almost hair-like legs of the Phalangiids do ; for it is often the

case that the instinct of the insects is at fault in the choice of

their immediate surroundings ', whereas the protective adaptation of

the Arachnids, being general and not particular, does not necessitate

any high specialization of instinct to accompany it.

But that the object of brilliant coloratiou arranged in stripes

is not always the same, even in a single group of insects, is proved,

if proof were necessary, by comparing the striped pupa from Aring
with the Arabian and African imago Idolum diaholicum 2

, a form of

which the natural colour and attitude have lately been described
1 Sec Proc. Roy. l'liys. Soc. Edinburgh, Dec 1900.
- P. Cambr. IMiil. Hoc. vol. x. p. 175 ct pod., plate ii.

Pitoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LV1. 56
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by Sharp. This latter insect makes no attempt to conceal itself,

but sits among leaves, showing, by reason or its broadened thorax

and coxae of. the first pair of limbs, a likeness to some gorgeous

flower.

In connection with these flower-like Mantids it may not be super-

fluous to mention the leaf-like form, Deroplatijs trigonodera, which
is sometimes found in the deep jungle near Aring. Though the

whole visible surface of this species, including that of the tegmina
and of the legs, is coloured like a dead leaf

l

, and though the tegmina,

the thorax, and the two posterior limbs bear irregular leaf-like

processes, yet the posterior wings, where they are concealed by the

tegmina, are coloured deep maroon, veined and rimmed with white.

A specimen which crawled up my leg from the jungle floor made no

attempt to fly when captured, but defended itself with its armed
predatory limbs, drawing blood from my finger. Very possibly this

species also may be nocturnal, or at least crepuscular, and only use its

wings in the evening. This is certainly the case with the various

species of large green Mantidae that are common through the whole
of lower Siam. At Biserat, in the State of Jalor, specimens of

Hierodula modesta flew into our verandah in the evening on several

occasions, and settling on the whitewashed wall, would feed on the

termites and small Orthoptera attracted by the lamp, they them-
selves showing no inclination towards its flame. The insects

which they caught did not avoid them in any way, but walked

straight into their clutches. The larvae of Hit rodida and allied

genera are often to be seen sitting on tree-trunks in the middle of

the day ; but I never observed an adult on the wing before

sunset.

Ceratomantis saiissurei is another interesting Mantis which may
be taken at Aring. The head, body, and limbs of this species are

of a dingy yellowish grey, speckled with black. The wings, which

are unusually broad, are transparent, but the tegmina are marked
with curious black streaks. The head is prolonged forwards

between the eyes into a peculiar spike. The predatory limbs are

broad and flattened dorso-ventrally ; and the sides of the abdomen
are produced into several irregularly shaped lobes. On the inner

surface of the fore leg, which is concealed by that of the opposite

limb except when the insect is struggling with its prey, there is a

black bar running along the femur.

One morning in September, 1 found a specimen of this Mantis
at Aring in the interior of a fallen tree which I was chopping up
in the jungle. The wood was rotten and afforded a harbour to

many other insects, such as beetles and cockroaches. A few days

earlier another specimen was brought me by a Malay, together

with a dead Selaginellid among which he had found it. If this

Mantis is seated among the dead wood, its colour makes it incon-

spicuous ; but if it is among dead fern-fronds or withered Sela-

ginellids, its predatory limbs entirely disappear, owing to their

1 Numerous other speries of the same genus are coloured in a similar

fashion.
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colour and form. Among these leaves, the head and wings, though
they are inconspicuous, are not invisible ; the wings may be detected

because they are transparent and glary, the head because it is held

well raised above the surface on which the insect is sitting. Seen in

such surroundings, there is nothing that would lead a human being

to judge that the Mantis was a predaceous animal. Indeed, it bears

a general likeness to a moth or a non-predaceous JVeuropteron,

not particular enough, perhaps, to justify one in saying that it

"mimics" any other form, but sufficiently marked to deceive one as

to its real nature. The fact that a specimen of the Mantis was found
concealed in a dead tree would lend colour to the idea that it is

nocturnal, as a large proportion of the Mantidae appear to be. But
it is quite possible that it may be sufficiently active in the daytime
to seize any prey which comes within its reach. If so, it affords

an instance that may be compared with that of the Kanchong.
While the latter simulates a flower, and so actually allures its prey,

the former sits still and looks harmless, so that its prey chances to

come to it uninvited. The difference seems to me to be one of degree.

Supposing that a green Mantis were seated among leaves of the

same colour as its own body, and that a phytophagous insect

alighted upon it, it might then be said to be an instance of
" alluring " coloration. Whereas if the insect only alighted near

it, the Mantis would scarcely come under this category. In any

case the adaptation appears to be calculated to deceive Arthropod
prey rather than mammalian enemies. The Mantidse are well

adapted for self-defence, and the movements of the Kanchong, at

any rate, betray the insect to vertebrate eyes.

The curious prolongation of the head in Ceratomantis is not a

feature of any systematic value ; many other Mantids, belonging

to widely separate genera, have a similar peculiarity. Undoubtedly,
however, in this case it aids in masking the characteristic shape of

the Mantid head ; or, at any rate, appears to do so.

With regard to the marking on the femora of the fore limbs,

similar markings, often emphasized by yellow lines running

parallel to them or across them, occur in the same position in

a large number of Mantidse. I do not know that a function has ever

been assigned to marks situated in this position except by the

Russian naturalist Porschinsky, whose interesting observations
',

and imaginative explanations thereof, Professor Poulton has been

kind enough to have translated for me from the Russian.

Porschinsky has a theory that all eye-like markings on insects

represent glands, which may be imagined to excrete a noxious

fluid. He supposes that such markings simulate the liquid which

has issued forth, with the blue sky or some other object reflected

in it. He points out that the display of sueh spots is sometimes

accompanied by a sound which might be taken to imitate liquid

hissing out of a narrow opening such as the duct of a gland. Mantis

relvjiosa is one of his examples. He says that there is a large

1 Lcpklopteronuii Rus.Hirc Blologia, iv. (Petertsburg, 1893), |>. •"•<*>, fig. 10.

56*
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blue " eye " ringed with black on the inner surface of the femur

of the fore limb in this species ; and that the " eye " is concealed

when the Mantis is at rest, because the two limbs are held folded

together in front of the body. " But when danger threatens/' to

quote his own words, " the praying Mantis assumes a very peculiar

and interesting attitude, which, so far as I know, was first described

by Goureau. The long and narrow prothorax assumes a vertical

position, so that the body is supported only by its two pairs of

hind legs. Under these circumstances the insect widely separates

the front pair of legs, giving to its long femora a horizontal position,

so that the distal ends of them are directed on opposite sides. In

this way the eye-spots, which are situated at their bases, stand out

conspicuously and are most obvious, owing to their colour. The
tibiae of the front pair of legs are directed vertically upwards. At
the same time the insect lifts up its tegmina and unrolls its wings,

giving them a horizontal position, and it begins quickly to raise

and lower its abdomen, which, nibbing against the posterior edge

of the wings at the same time as these continual movements,
produces a sound. The Mantis can produce the latter artificially

by rubbing its wings against some extraneous object."

In the ' Entomologist's Record ' for January 1900, Brunner vou
Wattenwyl calls attention to the markings on the fore limb of a

species of Jficrodida from Borneo. He speculates as to their

origin, but does not assign them a use.

IV. Alarming Colour and Attitude.

A Hooded Locustid (Capnoptera sp. n. near G. gtaudingeri).

Colour.— $ . Body and limbs dull green, marked with dark
brown. Tegmina dull green, veined and spotted with dull blue and
marked with black. Hind wings pale smoke-colonr. Between
the head and the thorax there is a rectangular bladder of vivid

scarlet. This is habitually concealed beneath the dorsal plate of

the prothorax, but can be everted and project behind the head
like a hood. When not in use the two corners most remote
from its point of origin are inverted. When it was displayed

these were everted, apparently by the forcing of blood into the
hollow of the structure. <3 . Similar to female, but considerably

smaller. The hood was equally well developed in both sexes.

Habits nnd Attitude.—The species is not uncommon in the jungle
of Nawnchik, Patalung, and Jalor ; but the male is much rarer than
the female. I only obtained a single specimen of the former. So
far as I know, there is nothing peculiar about the habits of this

species when it is left to itself, except that the saltatorial legs

being less highly developed than they are in most Malayan
Locustids, it is unable to take the enormous leaps of forms, like

the " Belalanrj Rasa" or Deer Grasshopper (Meeopoda), whic-h

are found in the same environment. When the hooded locust is

taken in the hand it makes very little resistance. Leaving the
consideration of its peculiar means of defence for a moment, this
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is not surprising, as the chief resistance that the ordinary large

Locustid can offer is that performed with its third pair of legs,

which are incredibly powerful in some species and often armed
with formidable spines. Instead of resisting, it lowers its head, so

as to separate it from the thorax, and erects the hood. If this

does not cause its enemy to let it loose, its resources are at an end.

The sudden apparition of the vivid scarlet patch on the dull aud
inconspicuous body of the insect may well be disconcerting to its

natural enemies. To a human observer it appears that he has

injured his specimen, and that some brilliantly coloured portion

of its internal anatomy is issuing from its neck.

Malay Name.—The Jalor and Shaman Malays call this and allied

species "Belalang Gambor" or linage Grasshopper, perhaps because
they recognize a likeness between it in its alarming attitude and
images of Buddha overshadowed by Cobras with expanded hoods.

A colossal statue of this kind exists in a cave-temple near Biserat.

"When I asked for the " Belalang Gambor" at Aring, the natives

brought me a large Locust (Acridiitm siiccinctum), that is known to

the Malays at Biserat as " Belalang Babi," or Pig Grasshopper.

Remarks.—In the jungle near Kota Bharu, Bhaman, I found a

single specimen of another species {Capnoptera, sp. n.) which had
the same peculiarity of structure and attitude as this form, but
differed from it in that the brilliant coloration was not confined

to a part of the body which was concealed when the insect was at

rest. Its head and body were of a dull neutral green ; its tegmina
pale, dull translucent yellow, barred and spotted with black ; and
its legs magenta. Magenta was also the colour of the hood, which
in form and extent resembled that of the commoner species.

The action of these two grasshoppers may be compared with that

of certain caterpillars, e.g. of one which is not common on pome-
granate trees at Biserat in the month of June. It is a fair-sized

form, probably belonging to the Lymantriidce, which reaches a

length of from 4 cm. to 6 cm. The dorsal surface is covered with

long hairs of a pale lemon-yellow colour, those on the 4th to 7th

segments being shorter and more closely set than the others.

Between the 4th and 5th segments a black bar of a peculiar velvety

appearance extends right across the body. This bar is surrounded

by a kind of white halo, and is almost completely concealed when
the caterpillar is feeding or walking ; which it does in rather a

peculiar manner, alwa}r s resting after every few paces, and twisting

its body about, as if it were feeling round to see that there was
nothing wrong. If one blew upon the caterpillar, or irritated

it in any other way, it suddenly bent the anterior and posterior

regions of its body together, thus causing the black bar on the

back to become stretched and be conspicuous, and to appear like

a gaping, cavernous mouth, of which the bunches of hair behind

and before formed the jaws. The phenomenon was first pointed

out to me by Mr. 1). T. Gwynne Yaughan, then botanist to the

Expedition.

iSoinc such cases come near to mimicry ; for the one just
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mentioned differs but little in essentials from that of the Sphinx

larvae, which bring into prominence the eye-like markings on their

sides when alarmed, and thus seem to mimic small reptiles or

mammals. One such caterpillar
1

is not uncommon in Nawnchik and

Patalung during April. It feeds on a species of Caladium 2 growing

in marshy localities, and is generally found on the underside of

the broad leaves, in the shadow of which it may easily be mistaken

for a small gecko which has lost its tail ; though geckos do not

live in the marshes, and though its eye-spots are perfectly round,

more like the eyes of a snake than those of a gecko in the daytime.

In some cases structures which are alarming at one stage of an

animal's existence may be mimetic or protective at another. The
case of the larva of our English Lobster Moth (Stanrojms fagi) ',

which in its youth is said to mimic an ant, is so well known that

I need ouly refer to it. In lower Siam there is a common cater-

pillar, of what family it is impossible to say, which has a series of

curious long, flattened processes rising in three rows from the

dorsal surface of the anterior part of the body. When the animal is

walking these structures are kept in constant motion. They may be

supposed to alarm its enemies by their movements, and certainly

they give the full-grown caterpillar no aid by concealing it or by

making it resemble any other animal. But I have been completely

deceived by a very young specimen of this form. It was hanging

by a thread from a tree, and looked so extremely spider-like as

it hung, that I captured it to add to our collection of spiders.

Nor was I undeceived before the insect was in ray spirit-tube
;

for in the Malay jungle there are many Araneids with elongated

abdomens.
An animal which is habitually of an alarming appearance may

even lose this appearance periodically. At Ariug, one afternoon

in the beginning of September, a caterpillar nearly allied to

Staiirojms fac/i, and probably belonging to the same genus, came
under my notice. When first I saw it I mistook it for a bird's

dropping. It was seated on the edge of a leaf of Melastoma
polyanthum, with the anterior and posterior regions of its body bent
towards one another, with the true legs folded together upon the

under surface of the thorax, and the abdominal feet firmly

clutching the edge of the leaf. The body was bent over so that

one side lay on the upper surface of the leaf, parallel to the

mid-rib. The insect was motionless. Its skin was smooth and
shiny ; intense black in colour, except for some vivid white
markings about the middle of the body. The likeness to a bird's

dropping was not exact, because these white markings were at the

1 The Malays do not appear to have any superstitious dread of this cater-

pillar, such as is felt by the Irish for that of the Elephant Hawk Moth
(Chcerocampa elpenor), a form to which it bears a close resemblance. For tin-

Irish beliefs with regard to the caterpillar, see Miss Ormerod's Reports, 1898,

pp. 72-73.
'2 The " Kladi mabo/e" or Sick Caladium, so called because, unlike eome other

species, it is inedible.
3 See Poulton, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvi. pi. 40, and ' Colours of Animals.'
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centre and not towards the periphery ; but, nevertheless, it was
striking and, at a first glance, quite deceptive. When disturbed

the caterpillar commenced to walk along the leaf, slowly and
irresolutely, unbending and rebeuding its long thoracic limbs as

it moved, and shaking the two processes with which its abdomen
terminated. I took it home, and shut it up till the next morning
with a supply of leaves, hoping to photograph it when the light

was better. During the night the insect cast its skin, and in the
morning all likeness to anything else had left it. The skin was
no longer polished and glittering, and the colour had changed to

a dull brown with dingy white bars. Moreover, all sluggishness

of movement had disappeared, and the caterpillar was now ex-

ceedingly brisk, behaving very much as a well-grown specimen of

our own English form would do. During the languor and
dangerous inactivity of the ecdysis and the period immediately

preceding it, protective coloration had been assumed ; as soon as

the operation had been safely performed, the habitual means of

defence were adopted once more.

But to return to animals which, being otherwise inconspicuous,

have the power of exhibiting brilliant colour when alarmed. This

phenomenon is not only exemplified by insects. A good instance

is that of the Toad Callula pulchra, which is found not un-
commonly in the Siamese States, among the rubbish which collects

under the houses and in like situations. In this species, the upper
surface of which is otherwise of a warm brown colour, a broad

yellowish stripe runs along either side of the back ; but the

peculiar looseness of the skin and the folds into which it naturally

falls prevent this stripe from becoming conspicuous. When the

animal is disturbed, however, it draws air into its lungs until its

body becomes almost globular, and the skin is stretched in such

a way that its contrasting colours are displayed to their best

advantage. We may compare this amphibian to the fish of the

genus Tetrodon and others, which have earned the name of

Balloon-fish among Europeans, and of " Ikan bunted," or Pillow-fish,

among Malays, by the manner in which they gulp down air into

their stomachs, so causing the brilliant coloration of many of

them to become conspicuous, and also the spines with which they

are aimied to be erected.

Another interesting example is afforded by the Lizard Liolepis

bellii, which the Malays call " Biaivak Pasir" l
, or Sand Monitor,

and which is common in all sandy plains where the vegetation is

scanty in the north of the Malay Peninsula. The male of Liolepis

is coloured in what sounds a very gorgeous fashion, and what is

in nature by no means a conspicuous one. The upper surface is

grey, mottled and eyed with green, the lower surface pale yellow

veined with blue, which is more conspicuous on the underside of

the thighs and the neck than on the rest of the body. Along each

side there are a number of transverse bars, alternately of orange

1 " Biawalc" is the Malay name of J'uranus.
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and of deep purple. The female is very like the male, except that

she is smaller, that her colouring is not so brilliant, and that the

blue markings are almost entirely absent from her under surface.

AVhen the Lizard is running about the sand its brilliant shades are

not conspicuous, for the lower surface is hidden beneath the body,

and the bars on the sides are almost concealed in the folds of

loose skin which are present in the living specimen. Liolepis is

exceedingly timid and very agile ; as a rule one does not see it

until it commences to run away, at the distance of several yards.

It lives in burrows, which it exca\%tes, so the Malays say, by

means of its feet and its snout. AVhen one of the males is taken

in the hand, it attempts to bite, for it has sharp teeth and a

strong jaw, and struggles violently. As it struggles, it flattens

out its body, by enlarging the lower angle formed by the ribs with

the vertebral column, so that the purple and orange stripes on its

sides come into view. The female tries the same tactics, but

without such great effect, for in her case neither are the stripes

so brilliant nor the ribs so mobile. It is very possible that the

male makes some display ' before the female at the time of court-

ship. The Malays say that the " Biaivak Pasir '"
is monogamous,

and on many different occasions, at Biserat and elsewhere, children

brought me two specimens together, male and female, which they
said they had snared in a single hole. The case of the Lizard is not

quite parallel to that of the Grasshopper, for it is evident that in

1 That reptiles do indulge in nuptial dances is proved by the case of the
" dumpah-aumpah "

(
( 'alotes versicolor), a Lizard whose great powers of changing

its colour have caused the colonists of the Straits to misname it the Chameleon.
When the male is courting the female, he is of a pale yellow colour early in the
day, though in the afternoon he appears to become slightly darker ; and he has
a very conspicuous black patch a on either side of the throat which calls attention,

as it were, to the gular pouches, that he is constantly inflating. He posts

himself on some conveniently conspicuous perch, such as ihe top of a fence or a
banana leaf, with his tail stretched out behind him and his fore-quarters raised

as high as possible upon the legs. The head is held very erect, but is con-
stantly being nodded up and down, very much in the same way as that of

a cock pigeon is nodded under similar circumstances. He opens and shuts his

mouth continually, as if he were chattering, but no sound is emitted; it is

probably this habit which has given the Lizard its Malay name, which seem- to

be connected with a word (sumpah) that means to curse. In this manner the
male advances gradually towards the female, only progressing a few steps at a
time. The female remains concealed during the performance, which often

commences at a considerable distance from her retreat. I found on several

occasions that if one male was killed while dancing, his place was taken by
another before many hours had passed. If he was captured, the black spots
disappeared from his throat immediately ; but they reappeared after death.

The males of this Lizard are extremely pugnacious, and when they are fighting

together they change colour repeatedly, the victor usually assuming a reddish
tinge. The females differ from the males in most species of this genus in that
the gular pouches and the nuchal and dorsal crest are smaller than in the
other sex

; also they do not seem to have the power of colour-change so well
developed.

a See also Capt. Stanley Flower's paper on " The Reptiles of the Malay
Peninsula and Siam," in the ' Proceedings' of this Society. 1899, p. 841. Jly
observations were made in Bangkok, Singora, and PataluDg, in the months of
March and April.
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the former the exhibition of brilliant colour is primarily a sexual

attraction, being better developed in the male than it is in the

female ; but it seems probable that even in Liolepis any excite-

ment may cause a display, and that in a secondary manner this

display has come to be used as a means of alarming enemies,

though it will be noticed that the conspicuous stripes are not

exhibited suddenly, or immediately on disturbance, but only when
the animal is handled. Also it is strange if the larger, more active

male has this means of defence better developed than the female,

which must be much less agile at times. The fact that Liolepis

bellii has particularly strong teeth and jaws does not seem to me
to be of any importance in considering the case. The Cobra affords

one of the best instances of alarming coloration and attitude, and
it happens to be a particularly venomous animal ; but there are

instances of similar display among animals which have no such

dangerous qualities.

The black-and-yellow Snake, DipsadomorpTius dendrophilits,

which is the commonest large Snake in Lower Siam, when driven

to extremities exhibits movements which may be compared with

the sudden display of colour by other forms. If a specimen of

this Snake is tied up so that it cannot escape, it raises its head,

gapes, hisses, strikes wildly at anything that is held near it, and
drums spasmodically upon the ground with the last few joints of

its tail, thus producing a curious noise. But I have never seen it

bite, even when a stick was held close to its mouth ; though many
Snakes, e. g. Coluber tceniurus, will snap at anything, even at their

own bodies, when they are sufficiently enraged. The Malays say

that DipsculomorpTius is not poisonous
; but they are much afraid

of its bite, because of its violent appearance.

Y. Sounds peoduced by Insects.

A Cicada (Dundubia intemerata).

There are two distinct colour varieties of this species, found
together and independent of sex ; the body of one being grass-

green, and that of the other pale brown, which becomes yellow as

the insect dries. Among my dried specimens there are inter-

mediate forms more or less mottled ; but this peculiarity did not

appear for some days after death, and in life all the individuals

were either one colour or the other.

At certain seasons this Cicada forms a regular article of diet

among the Siamese inhabitants of Patalung ; and as their method
of capturing it is based upon a knowledge of its habits, I cannot

do better than give an account of this method, as I saw in opera-

tion at Ban Nab, a village on the border of the hill-country of

Patalung. Immediately after the sun had set several of the

natives gathered in an open space, round a fire of brushwood or a

n umber of torches fastened to stakes stuck into the ground, and
commenced to clap their hands in unison, observing a regular time

and rhythm. Very soon, if they were fortunate, the Cicada? flew
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out from the undergrowth of the surrounding orchards and jungle,

and alighted on the persons of their captors, who had no difficulty

in picking off the insects with their fingers and securing them,

still alive, in a fold of their draperies. The clapping only con-

tinued for about half an hour every evening, and when, with

considerable difficulty, I persuaded the men to recommence it

again later in the night, not a single Cicada came near them,

though the stridulating had now become loud all over the village,

like the noise of machine hair-brushes in a barber's shop.

The insects were silent on the wing, and I only heard one
stridulate when caught. The voiceless females, as might be

expected, were in great preponderance over the males among the

specimens taken ;
probably the one individual which was not

dumb when captured was the only male taken that night. In

order to be sure that the fire was not the chief attraction for

the Cicada?, I stood among a party of natives who were clapping,

together with another member of the Expedition, who clapped

also ; while I kept my hands still. In the course of a few minutes,

the natives captured many specimens, and ten alighted on my
friend's coat ; but only one settled on mine. Afterwards I heard

from a Patani Malay that the children of Patani town have

a game in which they attract Cicadas by clapping their hands, and
without the aid of light at all ; though they sing, as they clap, a

nursery rhyme, calling upon the insects to come down from the

trees. The season of the edible Cicada seems to be a very local

one in Patalung. At Ban Nah on the 1st of April, and again on
the 6th of the same month, the natives secured me as many
specimens as I wanted, besides serving a dish of them with our

curry on the second occasion. On April 3rd, at Ban Kong Bah,
which is only about eight miles further inland than Ban Nab, our

guard of native military police were unable to catch a single

individual, although they adopted exactly the same method of

procedure as the Ban Nab people had done, and clapped at the

same time of evening. On none of these three occasions had the

moon risen, and in Patalung one night is like another in the dry

season. On April 5th, I noticed that the ground in a patch

of primaeval jungle near Ban Kong Bah was covered with the

cast pupal skins of a Cicada. Whether they were those of the

edible species or not, I am unable to say with certainty, but they

were of the correct size, and, so far as I could see, such as might be

expected to belong to this form.

Malay Name, etc.—The Malay-speaking Malays of lower Siam
call a Cicada "\Riang-riang" confusing it with certain large

Melolonthid beetles belonging to at least four different species

—

Lepidiota stigma, another species of the same genus, and two
species of Leucopholis—which buzz round the tops of the cocoanut-
palms in the evening, and produce, probably in the same way as

the common Cockchafer l
, a sound with a considerable resemblance

1 See Lubbock, ' The Senses of Animals,' p. 07.
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to the word " riang " (to call back) pronounced very rapidly and
repeatedly. All four species of beetle are on sale for food in the

local markets of Patalung, and their grubs, which are found in

the earth or under fallen trees, are eaten also. (A conventional

representation of the grubs is often carved on rice-stirrers and
other objects of household use by the Malays, who call them " Ulat

Kihi.") Both beetles and Cicadse are either boiled or fried in

cocoanut-oil. The latter have very little flavour of any sort, and
what they have is vegetable rather than animal.

Remarks.—The existence of auditory organs in the Cicadse has

not been demonstrated with certaiuty. The insects must indeed

be deaf if they mistake the sound of clapping for the squeaky
whirr of the male's stridulation. It is evident, however, that the
females have some perception of rhythm, if not of sound. May
not this perception be due to vibrations produced in the opercula

of the stridulating apparatus ? The opercula are often well

developed in the voiceless females, though they differ in shape from
those of the males. The males, supposing that the perceptive

organ were situated in the stridulating apparatus, would be
deafened by their own song ; as Sharp points out when dealing

with Ssvinton's theory that one of the membranes of the apparatus

itself, a membrane which apparently is only present in the male,

is an auditory organ. But there is no need for the males to hear

their own song, and no proof that they do so. Though only one
species of Cicada is attracted by the particular rhythm with which
the people of Patalung clap their hands, another rhythm might
attract another form. The several species of Cicada? inhabiting

the same country undoubtedly sing in different rhythm : from one

another. The song of this species is fairly monotonous and
unbroken, though it rises and falls to a slight extent. That of the

large form Pomponia imperatoria, which restricts itself to deep
jungle, rises in a series of trills, each of which concludes with a

kind of click. Each section of the song is faster, louder, and
clearer than the one which preceded it ; until, about five minutes

after the Cicada's settling, the noise suddenly comes to an end, as

the insect flies off to another tree, where it commences again.

The sound produced by this species is, at the beginning of the

song, like the winding-up of a large clock, and ends by being

comparable to the notes of a penny whistle. Another insect,

commonly heard at night in the jungle, presumably also a Cicada,

has a clear, loud, clarion-like call which can be heard for a great

distance.

The sounds in a Malayan jungle after dark may justly be com-
pared to those in the machinery-hall of an exhibition at the busiest

time of day, and their volume increases materially before the coming
of dawn. The body of the din is the work of small Cicada?, like the

edible species, but the true riang-riang and certain Locustids have

no mean share in its production. In some places the " Singing

1 See Riley, Proc. Ainer. Assoc. Adv. Science, vol. xxiv. p. S31.
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Earthworm" l
, a Gryllotalpid cricket, contributes from its hole in the

ground a deep, organ-like note. What is the meaning of all this

noise ? " The riang-riang sing," a Malay would say, " because

their livers are glad " ; and in many cases we are not in a position

to give any better reason. The stridulation of the male Cicada

appears to be in the main and primarily a sexual call, but may also

be used as a warning or alarming cry.

Of insects capable of producing a sound, some species stridulate

when captured, but all do not. The brilliantly coloured little black

and scarlet Huechys sanguined, which, unlike the majority of

Malayan Cicadae, is diurnal and flies about among bushes in the

open at midday, is silent when handled. The male of the large

dung-beetle Beliocopris mouhotus, a pair of which was brought to

me at Biserat by an elephant mahout, squeaks like a bat when
touched, but is silent when lifted from the ground. The female

of this species is dumb. On the other hand, many kinds of

Orthoptera only stridulate when they are left in peace and quiet.

In the Malay Peninsula the majority of stridulating species are

nocturnal, or only sing at sunset and just before sunrise. There
one does not hear the noise of grasshoppers among long grass at

midday as one does in this country, though in the jungle there is

a subdued hum of insects continually. At Belimbing in Legeh a

man brought me several specimens of the " Beldlang liusa Ijou
n

or Green Deer Grasshopper (Mecojmda elongata). Each specimen
was in a small bamboo-cage, as he said that, if two were put together

they would fight. He told me that children kept this grasshopper

as a pet, feeding it on the young shoots of the pineapple, in order

that they might hear it " crow." My specimens were silent all

day, and all the evening while the lamp was lit ; but in the middle

of the night we were awakened by their stridulations.

VI. Insect Luminosity.

An Aquatic Lampyrid Larva.

Form and Colour.—The body is elongated and narrow : the head

is minute, and can be retracted within the thorax. There are

eight abdominal segments, which are little differentiated from those

of the thorax superficially. The upper surface is corrugated. The
colour is dark brown, minutely marked with dull yellow in some
specimens. The luminous organs were situated in two small oval

patches on the under surface of the last abdominal segment, just

behind the anus.

Habits.—On March 30th, when catching fire-flies by the side of

a marsh at Lampam, the chief town of Patalung, I noticed a

number of luminous points on the surface of a small stagnant pool.

"We had some difficulty in ascertaining the origin of these, for they
died away slowly when the water was disturbed ; and it was not

until we examined some of the plants floating on the top of the

1 See ' Oxford Magazine,' Oct. 17th, 190U, p. 9.
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pool that we discovered that the light proceeded from beetle larva?,

which were clinging, dorsal surface downwards, to the floating

fronds of a small cryptogam. The luminous points were blue in

colour and very brilliant, though small. They did not flicker like

the lights of the fire-flies which flitted in hundreds over the surface

of the marsh, and when they were extinguished they died away
gradually. In the pool they did not change their position, but

they became sometimes brighter and sometimes less bright slowly,

occasionally dying out entirely for no apparent cause. When the

larva was taken out of the water, its luminosity disappeared, and
did not reappear until it had been restored to its habitual element

for some minutes. The light of some specimens which were placed

with water and weeds in a glass jar, and brought near a lamp after

they had recovered from their capture sufficiently to shine again,

went out. After a longer or shorter interval of rest near the

lamp, on different trials, it reappeared again. Poking them with a

twig sometimes caused them to shine more brightly, but more often

to become entirely dark. If several individuals were in a bottle

and one of them became brilliant from any cause, the others

followed suit after a few seconds. A specimen which was put

into corrosive solution ceased to be luminous, but after about a

quarter of an hour became exceptionally bright. It was then

transferred to a weak solution of formalin ; whereupon its light

went out finally, taking several seconds to disappear.

During the day I was unable to find any of the larva? on the

surface of the pool ; but the captive specimens had deserted the

floating weeds before morning, and were crawling slowly on the

bottom of the jar. I did not see them feed, though the water in

the jar was full of small animals of different sorts—Copepods,

Protozoa, and water-mites. Nor, while I was watching them, did

the larva? ever come to the surface to take in air or to breathe.

I can find no special respiratory organs in my specimens : when
alive no part of the body was silvery in appearance under water.

Remarks,—The question of luminosity is one even more
enigmatical than that of the sounds produced by insects. It is a

phenomenon which is manifested right down among the Protozoa,

and even in the border-land between the two great kingdoms ; it

reaches its highest development among some of the Lampyridce.

In the Westmann Isles I have seen a whole village accidentally

lighted up by the action of putrefactive bacteria in cods' heads

hanging to dry on the walls of the gardens; and a dead shark upon
the shore was visible on the darkest night from the same cause to

the distance of half a mile. Noctiluca and other marine animals

—

ccelenterates, crustaceans, tunicates, &c.—produce even more
astonishing luminescent effects. It is not apparent what is the

object of this display among these forms ; though possibly in the

case of the Medusa? it may serve as a lure for prey, as it appears

to do among certain deep-sea fishes. Among the insects and
Myriapoda the purpose of luminescence is also obscure 1

. Tt

1 Sec Dubois, Lull. Soe, ZooL France, " Lea Elatcridcs linnincux " (1886), &c.
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cannot be in all cases a sexual attraction, for it is exhibited by

larvae and even by eggs 1

; neither can its object always be to

attract prey : that it is a warning to enemies seems hardly pro-

bable, for most small animals, whether aquatic or terrestrial, are

attracted rather than repelled by light. In the bacteria and

in forms like Noctiluca it appears to be an adventitious result of

metabolism rather than to bring any practical gain to the organism ;

among the adults of the Lampyridce it very probably acts as a sexual

charm ; among the larvae of the same group its purpose may possibly

be to attract prey. In the case of the aquatic form there must be

some reason why the larvae should come to the surface at night and

display their light on the top of the water. That purpose can hardly

be to wain surface enemies not to eat them, or to scare away aerial

aggressors. Much more probably the light attracts some surface or

aerial prey. The fact that the light disappears when the water is

disturbed also supports this view. It is not to the advantage of

the larvae to attract the attention of any animal big enough to make
a commotion in the pool.

In three other species of Lampyrid larvae, all terrestrial,—two,

which were both over an inch in length, being found crawling on
the ground among bushes in Patalung, and the other seated on a

cocoanut-husk under a house in Kelantan—the light, which was
situated in all cases on the ventral surface of the abdomen, was
steady, and neither flickered as it did in the winged forms, nor

slowly disappeared without apparent cause as in the case of the

aquatic larva. A small specimen which I found under the mosque
at Aring, mistaking it at first sight for luminous fungus which grew
there commonly, continued shining when picked from the ground,

but immediately became dark when dropped into formol, and never

shone again. Professor Poulton tells me that North-American 1

fire-flies lose control of their lights when placed in a cyanide-bottle,

and are no longer able to extinguish them. The same is true of

the Malayan winged forms, though occasionally a specimen becomes
entirely dark for a few minutes when first introduced into the bottle.

The aquatic larva which allowed its light to reappear after it had
been in corrosive sublimate for some minutes was probably only

just beginning to become affected, for corrosive penetrates hard
chitin very slowly. The insect allowed itself, when once affected,

to be transferred into a more pungent medium before it finally

ceased to shine.

Of all the manifestations of luminescence among animals there is

none more curious, or, in the present state of our knowledge, more
inexplicable, than the manner in which large numbers of individuals

of certain fire-flies are able to display their light with absolute

apparent simultaneity and unison and with regular intervals of

darkness, under circumstances which make it impossible for all the

members of the swarm to see one another. Even the power,

1 See Dubois. Bull. Soc. Zool. France, xii. 1887, p. 137.
2 Darwin makes very much the same remark with regard to the Brazilian

Forms, in his ' Voyage of a Naturalist ' (p. 30,).
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possessed by some peculiar South-American beetles
l
, of showing

lights of different colours on different parts of the body at the

same time is not more wonderful, or more conspicuous, than this.

The phenomenon is not common on the east coast of the Malay
Peninsula, where the soil is sandy ; but it is said to be often

manifested both in Siam proper and among the mangrove-swamps
of Perak and Selangor in the west. I have only been able to see

it on one occasion, and that was on the bank of the river near

Kuala Patani, one fine evening at the end of June.

A large tree was covered with many hundreds of fire-flies, the

majority of which seemed, judging from the similarity of their

lights, to belong to one species, or perhaps to one sex. There
were three individuals seated together, however, whose lights

were larger and bluer than those of the others. The lights of all

the specimens of the more abundant variety nickered in unison
with one another ; those of the minority, the three individuals,

nickered together also, but in a different time. At one instant

the tree was all lighted up as if by hundreds of little electric

lamps ; at the next it was in complete darkness, except for three

blue points. Then, again, it was covered with white points, except

for a little patch of darkness where the three blue lights had been,

and would be again immediately. A similar power of displaying

luminosity in unison is said to be exhibited by some marine
animals, even after they have been removed from the water ; but

the questions as to how this unison is effected and what is its

exact object are obscure. The power by which it is regulated may
be somewhat analogous to that which causes all the individuals

composing a flock of birds to wheel at the same instant. As
Professor Poulton has pointed out to me, the rhythmical display

of light among a crowd of individuals appears much more
conspicuous to the eye than the simple flickering of a number of

independent points.

Malay Names.—The ordinary Malay term for a fire-fly is klip-

Iclip, a name which seems to suggest the rapid flickering of the

insect's light, though the word Tclip is used in the sense of to

glitter. Our west-coast servants called the luminous beetle larvae

with which we met in Patalung, " Mip-Mip tanah" land or earth

fire-flies. The aquatic species, which they had never seen or heard

of before, they christened " klip-klip ayer" or water fire-fly. His
Excellency Phva Sukum, the Siamese Chief Commissioner for the
Ligor Circle, to whose hospitality and administration we owed
much, tells me that he has seen, in the south of Ligor and near

Siugora, a large green worm which sits on trees, and it is so

brilliantly luminous at night that it well deserves its Siamese
name of Lightning Grub. On one occasion he secured a specimen,

and was conveying it to Bangkok ; but unfortunately it was killed

on the voyage through the carelessness of a servant who closed

the box in which it was.

1 See Haase, Deutsche cut. Zeifcsclir. 1888, pp. 14(5-107.
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VII. The Use of the Spines of certain Orthoptera.

The Locustid (Eumegalodon blanchardi).

Colour and Form.—The whole exposed surface of this well-

known and peculiar form is coloured pale brown, speckled, but

not in any very marked way, with a darker shade. Its coloration

bears a general, and by no means highly specialized, resemblance

to a withered leaf.

The most peculiar features of its external form are the enormous
stoutness of the head and jaws, and the well-developed thorn-like

processes on the thorax.

Habits.—The only specimen secured was captured in a rice-field,

then partially Hooded, at Belimbing in the Ulu Legeh, on July 22nd.

I was crossing the swamp towards a solitary tree of large size that

grew on the embankment halfway across. When about teu

yards distant from this tree, I noticed what appeared to be a

dead leaf falling from one of its lower branches at a height of

perhaps eight feet from the ground. Judging from the way it fell

that the leaf must have something, perhaps a chrysalis, attached

to it, I left the embankment and waded to the place where it had

touched the ground, and was surprised to find a fine male specimen

of Bhimegalodon seated motionless on the damp earth. It made
no attempt to escape but did its best to defend itself with its

really formidable mandibles, a bite from which would have taken

a piece right out of the finger.

Remarks.—It is very dangerous to generalize from a single

instance of this sort ; but the behaviour of the insect wasinteresting,
and may possibly cast some light on the use of the peculiar spines

on its back. I am sure, from the rapidity with which it fell and
from its appearance while in the air, that the wings were folded

as it dropped from the tree ; I am also convinced that it dropped
and did not leap down. Supposing that its usual habit is to

descend thus— and I have no reason to suppose that the behaviour

of my specimen was at all peculiar—it is easy to see that its

spines, combined with the sturdy build of the anterior part of its

body, might assist greatly in breaking its fall, should it strike

against anything hard or sharp
; for necessarily it would fall head

downwards, the head and thorax being heavier than the abdomen.
This suggestion does not interfere with the view that these

structures may also be of use in defending the insect against its

enemies, whatever they may be, should it be attacked from behind;

in which case its jaws could not assist it ; very possibly it may
drop from the tree to escape assailants. Professor Meldola has

suggested the same use for the hairs and spines on caterpillars.

VIII. The peculiar Prolongation of the Head in certain
FULGORID.E, AND ITS USE.

Eotimis, Pyrops, &c.

The curious anterior prolongation of the head in many genera
of the Fulgorida) has long puzzled entomologists, and some have
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been found bold enough to suggest that in life it is luminous l
'>

being led to this suggestion, I suppose, by the lantern-like outline

of tbe " nose " in tbe more highly specialized members of the

family, and perhaps by the fact that some of the species at any
rate are nocturnal or crepuscular, and rest by day on the trunks

of trees in a very open manner. At Biserat in Jalor I was
fortunate enough to observe the real use of this peculiar structural

modification.

On the morning of May 30th, I noticed a specimen of Hotinus

spmolce seated on the trunk of a Durian tree in the village and
incautiously attempted to catch it in my hand. The insect remained
almost still, merely drawing in its legs towards its body and
pressing the claws firmly against the bark, until I had almost

touched it. Then, it lowered its head with very great rapidity,

flew up into the air without spreading its wings, and alighted on
the roof of a house about six feet behind the tree and considerably

higher than the position on the trunk whence it had started.

When it was at rest its dorsal surface had been directed towards
the roof and its head had pointed upwards ; but it started off at a

tangent from its original station, and landed uith its head,

speaking roughly, at right angles to an imaginary line drawn
through the main axis of the body as it had been on the tree.

The insect remained on the roof without moving while I went to

get a butterfly-net, in which it was easily captured by a man who
swarmed up one of the house-posts.

At the time I did not notice anything peculiar in the way in

which this Fulgorid jumped, for there are many large species

of the same family (e. g. Apharna atomaria) which, without being

provided with long noses, can leap for a considerable distance by
means of their legs only ; but, as I was examining ray specimen
after it had died in a cyanide-bottle, I was struck by an indenta-

tion or crease that ran across the central region of the nose, at

right angles to its main axis. Then I discovered that the ehitin

was flexible at this point, and at this point only ; and that if the

tip of the nose and the dorsal surface of the abdomen were pressed

together between the finger and thumb and then suddenly released,

the insect would not fall straight to the ground, but would be

propelled for some distance through the air before doing so; just

as would be the case if a piece of whalebone were treated in like

manner. Now supposing that the whalebone (representing the

nose of the insect) was fixed rigidly to a small rigid object (the

head), which in its turn was fastened by a flexible juncture to a

larger rigid object (the thorax and abdomen) ; supposing that the

larger object was then laid so that it rested for all its length

along a smooth vertical support with the whalebone pointing in

front of it, that the free extremity of the whalebone was bent

downwards by some force, and that the whole structure was

simultaneously Bhoved away from the support (as the body of

1 For a coloured picture of a ' rwiow Fulgorid, see Donovan's 'Natural
History of the Insects of China,' p. 137; also for much evidence a3 to its

luminosity.

Puoc. Zool. Soc—1000, No. LV1I. 57
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the insect might be by its legs), it is obvious that the whole

structure would fly off into the air at a tangent ; only supposing

that the pressure was slightly oblique at any point. I have

no doubt that this is substantially what occurs in the case of

Hotlnus ; but in the living insect the action is far too rapid for

the eye to discriminate its details, and dead specimens cannot be

made to leap in this way, because it is impossible to force the legs

to perform their part of the action. In two specimens of Hotinus,

which I observed on tree-trunks at Aring, the wings were spread

after the insects had leapt into the air, but not immediately they

left their perch. Both of them distinctly bent down their heads

before they jumped.

The nose is perfectly hollow, and does not appear to contain

any muscle. It differs, of course, from the whalebone in respect

of its hollowness, and also in that it is only flexible at one point.

In specimens preserved in spirit it is largely filled with liquid, but

contains a bubble of air, which naturally rises to the tip when the

apparatus is in its resting position, and runs towards its base

when the head is lowered.

When I had made the discovery in my first specimen of Hotinus,

I examined some Fulgorid larvae, almost certainly those of Pyrops

nobUis, which had been brought to me by a native at Ban Sai Kau
iu INawnchik, and which I had preserved in spirit. The nose was
well developed in these, although the abdomen was still small and
unexpanded and the wings as yet mere stumps. I found that the

joint was present in these specimens also, and still retained a

certain amount of springiness, though they had been dead for a

month.
Since coming home, I have been enabled, by the kindness of

Professor Poultou, to examine dried specimens of twenty-six

species of long-nosed Eulgoridse, belonging to nine genera. In
individuals of sixteen of these species 1 am able to distinguish

a crease running across the nose in exactly the same position as

it does in my specimen of Hotinus. All of the remaining ten

species in the Hope Collection, of which species Pijrops nohilis is

one, have either comparatively short, spiny, or otherwise peculiar

noses. I have no doubt that the joint would be found in

them also, were fresh specimens examined ; even in my larvae,

in which it is still flexible, there is no external sign of its exist-

ence except a slight translucency of the integument. The members
of the bulbous-nosed American genus FuHgora probably use their

heads in the same manner as the less highly modified Oriental

forms. There is a deep hollow across the noses of the former
which seems to correspond to the crease in that of Hotinus; and I

have satisfied myself at any rate that a certain very limited

flexibility exists at this point even in dried specimens. What
is wanted is a series of instantaneous photographs from life.

Malay Name.—At Biserat Hotinus spinolcB goes by the name
of "Raja Leycli" but this is probably a corruption of some more
direct appellation.
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A large proportion of the insects mentioned in this paper have
been identified by comparison with specimens preserved at Oxford
in the Hope Department of the University Museum, to the

officials of which I offer my thanks for the ready help which
they have given me. I cannot conclude without expressing my
personal gratitude to the Siamese Government for the kindness

and generosity with which it treated us throughout : to the officials

at Bangkok and Singora who arranged for our reception in lower
Siam : to the Malay Rajas through whose territory we passed,

without whose aid the Siamese Malay States are practically a closed

country to Europeans : and to Luang Phrom, Commissioner of

Patani, to Kun Phat Wan Hussein, and to the other gentlemen
who accompanied us as agents of the Siamese Government ; at

whose hands I received much personal kindness, and whose assist-

ance and advice made it possible to travel in such a country with

physical comfort and with some degree of celerity.

3. On the Mammals collected during the " Skeat Expedition"

to the Malay Peninsula, 1899-1900. By J. Lewis

BONHOTE, B.A.

[Eeceived October 16, 1900.]

(Plate LVI.)

I have the pleasure of furnishing a report on the collection of

Mammals made in the Malay Peninsula by Messrs. P. Evans and
E. F. Laidlaw, who accompanied an expedition under Mr. W. W.
Skeat. As might be expected, the collection, which includes

specimens of 54 species, is of considerable interest, although only

one, a rodent, appears to be new to science. A fine specimen of

Macacus rufescens was procured, which has hitherto only been
known by the type, a young example ; the presence of Tricky

s

lipura, a Bornean species about whose occurrence in this region

considerable doubt had been expressed, is of great interest. The
collection also contains a fine skull of Hystrix yunnanensis; a skin

of Mus cremoriventer, a scarce species lately described from the

Malay Peninsula by Mr. G. Miller, jun., of Washington ; and
several specimens of Vesperugo tylopus, originally described from
Borneo.
As Capt. Stanley Elower has lately published a catalogue of the

Mammals of Siam aud the Malay Peninsula, I have not given the

full synonymy but have referred to his paper, only adding the

references to one or two subsequent papers to which he did not

have access. Great praise is due to Messrs. Evans and Laidlaw for

the careful way in which they collected : almost all the specimens

having careful dates and measurements, which, apart from greatly

adding to their value, has considerably lessened the work of

identification. With regard to the position of the places

57*
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mentioned : Tale-sap is a large inland sea in the State of Patelung,

which lies on the east coast of the Peninsula, where it begins to

widen out in the north : Singora is the capital of the State

and is situated near the entrance to the sea. Jering is a small

State on the east coast considerably to the south, in a latitude

slightly north of that of Penang. Patani, Kelantan, and Tringganu
form the remaining States under Siamese protection along the

coast from the north. Due south of Jering and Patani lies the

State of Jalor with Biserat as its capital ; Bukit Besar is a

mountain (3000 ft.) on its western border. South of Jalor lie the

small States of Raman and Legeh with its capital Belimbing.

The State of Kelantan takes its name from a large river of that

name, near the mouth of which is situated the town of Khota
Bharu. The Lebeh is a tributary of this river and lies in the

southern portion of the State, where it is joined by the Aring,

another river. The prefixes Kwala and Ulu indicate the lower or

upper waters of the river. Gunong Inas is a large mountain
(5861 ft.) about 50 miles due east of the southern boundary of

Province Wellesley, in the State of Perak ; the head-waters of

the river Selama rise there, and Ulu Selama practically indicates

the foot of the mountain. This locality, which was visited by

Messrs. Laidlavv and Yapp after the rest of the expedition had
gone home, seems to be of great interest, several species, including

the undescribed one and Trichys lipura, having been found there

only. Mr. Laidlaw having given me some interesting notes on the

Mammals of this mountain, dealing more especially with the species

of which specimens were not procured, I have great pleasure in

recording them here :
—

" Primates.—A Gibbon, I believe the Siamang (Hyhbates syn-

dactylus), ranges well up to 4000 ft. on G-unong Inas. It has quite

a different cry to the species common at Kwala Aring.
" A very large Semnopithecus with a long tail is also common at

that height, as are one or two smaller species. I was unable to

get a specimen of any of these.
l
' Sciuromorpha.—I saw a very fine pair of large Flying Squirrels

at about 3000 ft.

" Sciurus tenuis is the common species. I only saw the one
S. erythrceus that I shot. There is another black species about the

same size as S. caniceps that occurs, but is rare at that height (it is

perhaps 8. atridorsalis). A very small species with a yellow and
black lateral stripe is common but very difficult to shoot ; this

species ranges well up to 5000 ft. There is another large Squirrel,

of which I saw a single specimen ; its head is shaped much like

that of 8. tricolor, but it is not so large and more plainly coloured,

a dull grey : 4000 ft.

" Carnivora.—The Tiger does not occur high up in the mountain
so far as we could discover, neither did we see any trace of Bears
or Leopards, though I imagine the latter must occur.

" Unyulata.—The Elephant does not appear to get much above
2000 ft. The Tapir ranges right up to the summit-ridge of the
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mountain, and the Rhinoceros to nearly 4000 ft. at any rate. Of
Nemorhoedus we saw tracks on the summit-ridge. At the foot of

the mountain was a hot sulphur spring, which the Malays assured

us was much frequented just at sunset by many kinds of beasts.

We were never so fortunate as to see any there, although it had
evidently been frequented from time to time by Elephants."

1. Macacus kufescens Anders.

Macacus rufescens Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 204 ; Sclater, op.

cit. p. 495 ; id. P. Z. S. 1873, p. 194 ; Anders. Zool. Res. (1879)

p. 79 ; S. S. Mower, P. Z. S. 1900, p. 315.

a. 2 sk. Patelung, 7th April, 1899.

This specimen is of considerable interest, for the species is

apparently known only from two specimens ; the first of which
was sent by Dr. Anderson to this Society with no further par-

ticulars than that it had been " purchased at Singapore," and
Dr. Anderson, not knowing to which species it should be referred,

suggested the above name. This specimen is now in the

British Museum, where I have examined it, and, except in its

slightly smaller size, agrees in all respects with the present

example.

Shortly afterwards Dr. Anderson procured a young female in

the Calcutta market, which subsequently also found its way to

this Society, through Mr. Jamrach, with the additional infor-

mation that it was supposed to have been brought to Calcutta

from Batavia. The present specimen therefore fixes the hitherto

somewhat doubtful habitat of this species as being the Malay
Peninsula, whence doubtless the second specimen also came, as

it is not unlikely that a ship bound for Calcutta from Batavia

would touch at Singapore. The present example is not quite

adult, but being rather older than either of the other two speci-

mens I append a full description :—Hair moderately long and
wavy on the back, shorter and rather sparse on the underparts.

Pace and buttocks naked. Geueral colour of a warm reddish brown,

but many of the hairs, especially on the dorsal area, with a dark

tip and one or more dark annulations. Tail very short, about

an inch in length, and covered with hair. The hair of the crown,

which is short and light in colour, radiates from a central point,

while a few black bristles grow out from the edge of the forehead.

The measurements and colour of the soft parts are not given,

and those given below are from the dried skin.

The skull is considerably larger than the specimen in the

British Museum, which I take to be the type, and is that of an
individual a good deal older although not quite adult. Its chief

points of difference from the skulls of other nearly allied species

(e. g. M. hrunneus) are the length of the snout, narrowness of

the brain-case, and also the sharp and clearly defined supraorbital

processes : in these points it completely agrees with Anderson's

description.
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Measurements [from skin]. Length, tip of muzzle to root of

tail, 22 in. ; tail 1| in. ; hind foot 5^ in.

Skull. Greatest length 124 mm. ; zygomatic breadth 81
;

breadth of brain-case 64 : length, occipital to back of nasals, 89

;

back of nasals to tip of pramiaxillae 47.

2. Macacus cynomolgus (Schreb.).

Macacus cynomolgus, Schreb. Saugeth. i. p. 91, pi. xiii. (fig.

Buffon), nee Linn. ; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1900, p. 316.

a. J ad. sk. Koh Nam Kam, Tale-sap, Nu Pau, 12th April,

1899.

b. S ad. sk. Jering, 19th June, 1899.

3. Semnopithecus obscurus Eeid.

Semnopithecus obscurus, Beid, P. Z. S. 1837, p. 14 ; Flower,

op. cit. p. 317.

a. 2 ad. sk. Koh Nam Kam, Tale-sap, 12th April, 1899.

4. Sejinopithecus albocinereus Cantor.

Semnopithecus albocinereus, Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv. p. 174 (1846)
(nee Desin.).

Semnopitheeus mitratus (Eschs.), Flower, op. cit. p. 319.

a. J ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 23rd Aug., 1899.

This Monkey, which is of a clear ashy grey on the back, white

below, with dark hands, feet, and tail, agrees with the example
from Klang referred to by Mr. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1896, p. 72) as

being identical with Cantor's S. albocinereus. which in Dr. An-
derson's opinion, is synonymous with S. siamensis of Midler and
Schlegel. Under the name siamensis Dr. Anderson gives a de-

scription of the present species ; but on reading Midler's original

description I find siamensis to be a dark-coloured Monkey, and there

are several specimens in the British Museum of a dark brown Monkey,
rather smaller than the specimen under consideration, which agree

fairly with Midler's description and are labelled siamensis. There
is therefore no alternative but to allow Cantor's name to stand for

the present.

Cantor's type was founded on a young specimen, but he remarks
that when adult it is hardly to be distinguished from S. obscurus

;

this remark, however, hardly seems to hold good, the present

specimen being fully adult and yet showing no such resemblance.

5. Semnopixhecus sp. inc.

a. 6 juv. sk. Biserat in Jalor, 26th May, 1899.

This specimen is very young and shows no distinctive features

by which, with our present knowledge of the group, it could be

identified. It shows no sign of a crest and the hair of the head
radiates straight back from the facial limit, while the face and
cheeks are surrounded by long black hairs. In colour it is of a

light golden buff all over, with a teudeucy to a black tip on the tail.
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6. Nycticebus tardigrades (L.).

Lemur tardigradus, Linn. Syst. Nat. p. 44 (1766).

Nycticebus tardigradus, Flower, op. cit. p. 321.

a. 2 sk. Komloin, opposite Singora, 17th April, 1899.

b. $ ad. sk. Tremangan, 15th July, 1899.

c. $ ad. sk. Bukit Blinja, 15th July, 1899.

7. Felis bengalen-sis Kerr.

Fells bengalensis, Kerr, Animal Kingdom, p. 151 (1792) ; Flower,
op. cit. p. 325.

a. Ad. sk. Khota Bharu, Kelantan, 17th Oct., 1899.

b. c. 2 jnv. sk. Patelung, Nu Pan, April 1899.

8. VlYERRA ZIBETHA L.

Viverra zibetJia, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 65 (1766) ; Flower, op.

cit. p. 327.

a. <$ juv. sk. Biserat in Jalor, 13th May, 1899.

This specimen, which is very young, may be easily recognized as

belonging to this species by the markings on the back and neck ;

the hairs along the centre of the back are longer and stiffer than

those elsewhere, although there is no noticeable crest, the white

subdorsal lines start from the middle of the back and run to the

root of the tail, and the markings on the neck are very clear and
distinct. The sides of the body, which are dark brownish, are

flecked with dull white spots, which show a tendency to arrange

themselves into transverse lines.

9. PaRADOXERES HERMAPHRODITE'S (Pall.).

Viverra hermaphrodita, Pallas, Schreber, Saugeth. hi. p. 426
(1778).

Paradoxurus hermajrfiroditus, Flower, op. cit. p. 329.

a, b. S imm. sk. Patelung, Nu Pau, April 1S99.

c. 2 imm - e»k. Biserat, Jalor, 10th Mav, 1899.

d. 2 ad sk. Kota Bharu, Kelantan, 15th Oct., 1899.

10. Hbmigalea hardwickei Gray.

Hemigalea hardwickei, Gray, Spicil. Zool. 1830, p. 9, pi. i.

(nee Lesson, 1827) ;
Flower, op. cit. p. 330.

a. 2 ad. sk. Kwala Selama, 10th January, 1899.

11. Herpestes .tavanices (Geoffr.).

Ichneumon javanicus, Geoffr. Descript. de l'Egypte, 1813, Hist.

Nat. vol. ii. p. 138. no. 5.

Herjpestes javanicus (Desm.), Flower, op. cit. p. 332

a. 2 ad. sk. Biserat in Jalor, 18th Mav, 1899.

6. Skull. Patani, May 1899.
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12. Canis familiabis L.

Canis familiaris, Linn., Flower, op. cit. p. 333.

The collection contains three skulls of the native domestic or semi-

domestic Dog ; they are fairly large, measuring some 6 inches in

length, and are chiefly noticeable from the fact that in two of them
the dentition is asymmetrical.

No particulars are given

Dentition :

—

/ \ • 3-3M > 3=3'
C.

1-1

1-1'
pm.

4-4

4-4' m.
2-2

2-2"

(J) 8-S c.
1-1

1-1'
pm.

2-2

1-j'
m,

2-2
2-2'

c.
1-1

1-1'
pm.

.3-4

4-3'
m.

2-2

3=3
-

13. Lutra sp. inc.

a. Juv. Bankok, Patelung, 5th April, 1899.

1 have been unable to satisfactorily identify this specimen,

which is very young ; it is apparently referable to either L. vulgaris

or L. macrodus, probably to the latter ; but owing to the confusion

that seems to exist between the species I have thought it best to

leave it doubtful.

14. Lutea cineeea Illiger.

Lutra cinerea, Illiger, Abh. Akad. Berl. 1811, p. 99 ; Flower,

op. cit. p. 334.

a,b. cf2imoi.sk. Patelung, 8th April, 1899.

15. Tupaia EEEEUGrxEA Raffles.

Tupaia ferruginea, Raffles, Trans. Linn. Soc. xiii. p. 256 (1822);
Flower, op. cit. p. 336.

a. $ ad. sk. Belimbing, Legeh, 27th July, 1899.

b. j ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 3rd Sept., 1899.

c. 2 ad. sk. Gunong Inas (2700 ft.), 16th December, 1899.

d. One spec, in al. Kota Bharu, June 1899.

16. Ceoclduba muetna (Linn.).

Sorex murinus, Linn. Syst. Xat. ed. 12, i. p. 74 (1766).

Crocidura murina, Flower, op. cit. p. 3'i7.

a. Sk. Kota Bharu, Kelantan, 16th Oct., 1899.

17. Soeicelus xigeesceks (Gray).

Corsira nigrescent, Gray, A. M. N. H. x. p. 261 (1842).

a. 2 ad. sk. Biserat, June 1899.

The skull of this animal not having been preserved, I am unable

to identify it with certainty. Outwardly, however, it only differs

from the type of S. nigrescent in its slightly darker colour ; under
this species I therefore place it.
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18. GALEOPTIHECUS YOLANS (LillD..).

Lemur volans, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 45 (1776).

Galeopiihecus volans, Flower, op. cit. p. 338.

a. Skeleton. Bau Kong, Patelung, April 1899.

b. Foetus iii al.

19. Pteropus yampyrus (Linn.).

Vespertilio vampyrus, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 31 (1758).

Pteropus edulis, Geoff., Flower, op. cit. p. 339.

a, b. S ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 27th May, 1899.

20. Pteropus nicobaricus Fitzinger.

Pteropus nicobaricus, Fitzinger, Sitzuugsber. Wien. Akad. p. 389
(1860).

a. 2 in al. Gt. Bedang, off the E. coast of Peninsula.

21. Kiodotus minimus (Geoffr.).

Pteropus minimus, Geoffr. Ann. Mus. xv. p. 97 (1810).

Garponycteris minima (Geoffr.), Flower, op. cit. p. 341.

a. S in al. Uiu Selama.

22. Cynopterus sphinx Vahl.

Vespertilio sphinx, Vahl, Scrivter af Naturhistorie-Selskabet,

4te Bind, l ste Hefte, p. 123 (1797).

Cynopterus marginatus (Geoffr.), Flower, op. cit. p. 341.

a. S sk. Kikalin, Banian, 20th June, 1899.

b, c. in al. Biserat, Jalor.

23. Cynopterus lucasi Dobs.

Cynopterus lucasi, Dobs. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Aug. 1880
;

Flower, op. cit. p. 341.

a, b. in al. Ulu Selama.

24. Bhinolophus luctus Teinm.

Rhinolophus luctus, Teinm. Mon. Mamm. ii. p. 24, pi. 30 (1835) ;

Flower, op. cit. p. 341.

a. 2 m al. Liu Selama.

25. HlPPOSIDERUS ARMIGER (HodgS.).

Rhinolophus armiger, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. iv. p. 699 (1835).

Hipposiderus armiger, Flower, op. cit. p. 342.

a. 2 ad- sk. Jalor Caves, June 1899.

26. Hipposiderus diadema (Geoffr.).

Rhinolophus diadema, Geoffroy, Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. xx.

p. 263 (1813).

Hipposiderus diadema, Flower, op. cit. p. 342.

a-f. <S sk. Biserat, Jalor, 12th, 16th, 21st, 25th May, 1899.

g. 2 sk. Biserat, Jalor, 25th May, 1899.

h. Sk. No particulars.
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27. Pipistrellus abramus (Temiii.).

Vespertilio abramus, Teram. Mon. Mamm. ii. p. 232 (1835-41).

Vesperugo abramus (Temm.), Flower, op. cit. p. 345.

Pipistrellus abramus (Temm.), Bonhote, P. Z. S. 1900, p. 191.

a. Ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 11th May, 1899.

28. Vesperugo ttlopus Dobs.

Vesperuqo tylopus, Dobson, P. Z. S. 1875, p. 473; Blanf. Faun.

Br. Ind., Mamm. p. 602.

15 specs, in ale. Biserat, Jalor.

29. Scotophilus kuhli Leach.

ScotopJiilus hihlii, Leach, Tr. L. S. xii. p. 72 (1822) ; G. Miller,

jun., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil. p. 321 (1898) ; Bonhote, P. Z. S.

1900, p. 191.

Nycticejus kuhlii, Flower, op. cit. p. 346.

4 specs, in ale. from Biserat, Jalor.

30. Vespertilio emarginatus.

Vespertilio emarginatus, Geoffr. Ann. Mus. vol. viii. p. 198

(1806).

a. spec, in ale. Biserat, Jalor.

31. Vespertilto muricola Gray.

Vespertilio muricola, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Nepal & Thibet, p. 4

(1846) ; Flower, op. cit. p. 347.

9 specs, in ale. from Biserat, Jalor.

32. SCIUROPTEKUS phatrei Blyth.

Sciuropterus phayrei, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxviii. p. 278 (1859) ;

Bonhote, P. Z. S. 1900, p. 193.

Sciuropjterus sagitta, Flower, op. cit. p. 353.

a \ b. 6 ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 29th May, 1899.

c. $ ad. sk. Bukit Besar, Jalor, June 1899.

d. c? in ale. Bukit Besar, Jalor, May 1899.

The female is slightly smaller and distinctly lighter in colour.

The male in spirit was dropped by a Monitor lizard.

33. Batufa 2 bicolor 3 (Sparrm.).

Sciurus bicolor, Sparrm. Gbtheb. Vet. Svensk. Handl. i. p. 70
(1778).

Ratufa bicolor, Flower, op. cit. p. 354 ; Bonhote, Ann. & Mag.
Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. v. 1900, p. 493.

1 One specimen Libelled in parenthesis" (from Bukit Besar)"; probably tbey
all came from there.

2 For use of generic term Batufa and other terms in the former genus Sciurus
see Thomas, P. Z. S. 1897, p. 938.

3 Since this paper was read, Mr. G. Miller, jun. (Proc. Wnsli. Acad. Sci.

1900, ii. p. 71), has described this species under the name Batufa melanopepia.
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a, b. <S § ad. sk. Koh Nam Kain, Tale-sap, 12th April, 1899.

c. c? ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, loth May, 1899.

cl-g. $ ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 15th, 24th, & 25th May, 1899.

h. c? ad. sk. Kota Bahru, Kelantan, June 1899.

These eight specimens are the true B. bicolor and are identical

with the southern race from Java, but differ in size and one or two
minor points from the large form of the Himalayas, which also

occurs in the Malay Peninsula. I have measured the skulls of

all the specimens, which entirely bear out my former observations

on this race. The average measurements of the eight specimens

are :—Greatest length 71*2 mm. ; basal length 56*4 ; zygomatic

breadth 43-7 ; length of nasals 21-1 ; length of palate to henselion

26-5.

All these specimens show a tendency to bleaching, although

this has taken place to a far less degree than in most of the

specimens I have examined ; one or two of the specimens from
Biserat, moreover, show a teudency to erythrism, having reddish

tips to many of the dorsal hairs, most noticeable on the hind-

quarters and tail.

34. SCIUETJS EETTHE/TiUS Pall.

Sciurus erytJirceus, Pall. Glires, p. 337 (1778) : Flower, op. cit.

p. 356.

a. Ad. sk. Gunong Iuas, 4000 ft., N. Perak.

35. Sciurus caniceps, Gray.

Sciurus caniceps, Gray, A. M. N. H. x. p. 263 (1842) ; Flower,

op. cit. p. 356 ; Bonhote, P. Z. S. 1900, p. 194.

S 2 ad. sk. Bankok, Patelung, 6th April, 1899.

$ ad. sk. Lambom, Singora, 17th April, 1899.

5 ad. sk. Komlom opp. Singora, 17th April, 1899.

2 ad. sk. Bukit Besar, Jalor, 7th May, 1899.

d
1

ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 17th May, 1899.

3 2 ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 10th & 25th May, 1899.

2 imm. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 11th May, 1899.

4 specs, very young in al. Biserat, Jalor (no date),

c? ad. sk. Tremangan, 12th July, 1899.

2 rf & 2 2 ad. sk. Belimbing, Leseh, 29th July, 1899.

2 ad. sk. Sungei Labeh, Angadik, 5th August, 1899.

<$ ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 17th & 29th August, 1899.

d ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 2nd Sept., 1899.

2<S ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 5th Sept., 1899.

d ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 6th & 7th Sept., 1899.

5 imm. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 5th Sept., 1899.

4$ ad.sk. Aring,Kelantan,16th,25th,30th,&31st Aug., 1899.

2 ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 6th Sept., 1899.

2 imm. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 18th August, 1899.

3 2 ad. sk. Kota Bharu, Kelantan, 4th, 5th, & 8th Oct., 1899.

d ad. sk. Tringganu, 22nd, 30th, & 31st October, 18!)!).

2 ad. sk. Tringganu, 26th October, 1899.
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This large series shows hardly any variation throughout ; the

April specimens from Bankok and Singora are somewhat greyer

in their general tone, and young individuals appear to be browner
on the back and to have the tail more distinctly annulated. None
of the specimens have the bright yellow back, the majority having

only a warm tinge of brown.

36. Sciubus tenuis Horsf.

Sciurus tenuis, Horsf. Zool. Res. (1824); Flower, op. cit. p. 357.

«-/. (J ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 26th & 29th Aug., 1st, 9th,

11th, & 14th Sept., 1899.

g. ? ad. sk. Bukit Besar, Jalor, 1st May, 1899.

h,j. $ ad.sk. Aring, Kelantan, 31st Aug. & 3rd Sept.

k, I c? ad. sk. Ghinong Inas (4000 ft.), 14th & 17th Dec,
1899.

m. 2 ad. sk. Gunong Inas (4000 ft.), 16th Dec, 1899.

37. Sciubus notatus, Bodd.

Sciurus notatus, Bodd. Elench. Anim. (1785) p. 119; Flower,

op. cit. p. 358.

A. Variety with bright red underparts.

a. c? ad. sk. Ko Nam Kam, 12th April, 1899.

b, c. J ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 25th & 26th Aug., 1899.

d. $ ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 31st Aug., 1899.

e-h. § ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 2nd Sept., 1899.

j-Tc. 2 ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 14th Sept., 1899.

I. 2 ad. sk. Ulu Selama, 5th Jan., 1900.

B. Variety with blue underparts.

m. (S ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 26th Aug., 1899.

vi. 2 ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 13th Sept., 1899.

38. Funambulus insignis, Cuvier.

Sciurus insignis, F. Cuvier, Mamm. 1821, p. 233.

Funambulus insignis, Flower, op. cit. p. 360.

a. 2 ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 26th Aug., 1899.

This solitary specimen is rather a dark variety and shows no
trace of the rufous on the flanks.

39. Mus eufescens, Gray.

Mus rufescens, Gray, Charlesw. Mag. Nat. Hist. i. p. 585(1837).
Mus alexandrinus var. rufescens, Thos. P. Z. S. 1881, p. 534.

Mus rattus, Flower, op. cit. p. 361.

a. 2 ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 25th Sept., 1899.

This specimen agrees with Mr. Thomas's description of var.

rufescens, viz., body small, tail longer than head and body ; fur

coarse, intermixed with many spines ; colour rufous above, much
paler below.
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40. Mus concoloe Blyth.

Mus concolor, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxviii. 1859, p. 295 ;
Flower, op.

cit. p. 361 ; Bonhote, P. Z. S. 1900, p. 195.

a. d ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 25th Sept., 1899.

b. $ imrn. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 28th Aug., 1899.

c-e. $ ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, June 1899.

f-g. 2 ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 23rd Aug. & 25th Sept.,

1899.

41. Mus decumatsttjs Pallas.

Mus decumanns, Pallas, G-lires, p. 91 (1779) ; Flower, op. cit.

p. 362.

a-c. S ad. sk. Kota Bharu, Kelantan, 1st Oct., 1899.

42. Mus CREMORivEiN'TEii Miller.

Mus cremoriventer, G. Miller, jun., Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. xiii.

p. 144 (1900).

a. No particulars (probably Jalor.— J. L. B.)

I have no hesitation in referring this specimen to the species

which has lately been described by Mr. G-erritt S. Miller, jun.

It is allied to Mus jerdoni, but is easily recognizable by its

slightly larger size, slender form, and long tail with a whitish tip.

Mr. E. Evans, who procured the specimen, states that it was taken

in an absolutely dark cave, but when found was in too decomposed

a condition for satisfactory measurements to be taken.

43. Mus ciliata, sp. n. (Plate LVI.)

General colour above dark brown ; many of the hairs having

fawn tips, which, especially on the sides, give the animal a lighter

appearance. Underparts yellowish white, sharply marked off from
the colour of the back. The fur is of three kinds—(1) alight grey

underfur ; (2) fine soft hairs light at their bases with a fawn or

dark tip, the former colour being most abundant at the sides and
the latter on the back ; (3) long stiff spines, also light at their bases

but with a very dark tip. Ears moderately long, naked, and uni-

formly rounded. Hands and feet uniform dark sepia-brown above,

sometimes with an irregular longitudinal whitish stripe. Tail long,

unicolour, and covered with very short stiff bristles. Whiskers
very long and numerous ; the two supraorbital bristles especially

are longer than those in any other species except Mus edwardsi,

while there is also a long cheek-bristle on either side starting from
midway between the eye and the ear.

The skull closely resembles that of M. vociferans, Miller, and in

a less degree that of M. sabanus. It differs from the former
in being slightly longer and of greater depth over the brain-case,

while the nasals are somewhat straighter. From the latter it

differs in the supraorbital ridges being much less prominent and
in the shape of the anteorbital foramen, which is narrower, espe-

cially at its upper end, caused by the maxillary plate being flatter,

i. e. less concave and nearer the rostrum at its upper end. The skull
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may also be distinguished from that of Mus edwardsi by its smaller

size, less prominent supraorbital ridges, and the much smaller

auditory bulla;, which in this respect agree with those of the

sabanus group.

Teeth similar to those of M. vociferans, but the anterior crescent

of the first molar has a deep constriction at its inner side, so that

when the tooth is worn it becomes split into a narrow crescent and a

round tubercle.

Dimensions of the type (approx., see below). Head and body
290 mm. ; tail 315 ; hind foot 47.

Skull. Greatest length 57 mm. ; basilar length 44 ;
palatal

length to henselion 23; length of nasals 21*5; breadth of brain-

case above zygoma-roots 21 ; interorbital breadth 9.

Hab. Gunong Inas, Malay Peninsula (4000 ft.).

Type. Adult $ , Gunong Inas, 4000 ft,, 23rd Dec, 1899.

I have no hesitation in describing this species as new, although

it bears a certain likeness to 3 species, viz. : Mus sabanus Thos.,

from Borneo ; Mus vociferans Miller jr., from the west side of

the Malay Peninsula ; Mus edwardsi Thos., from W. Fokien,

China. Prom the first two it may be at once distinguished by
the great length of the supraorbital bristle, which in the type

measures 71 mm., and in the $ specimen 78 mm., as compared with
40 mm. in the type of sabanus. The tail is also much shorter,

being hardly longer than the body. Prom Mus edwardsi, which it

more closely resombles, it may be at once distinguished by its

unicolor tail, darker colour, smaller size, and the impure colour

of the underparts.

Por this species I propose the name ciliata, from the long bristles,

which form so distinctive a character. Mr. F. P. Laidlaw, who
collected these specimens, has brought home examples of both sexes

and three skulls, all from the same locality ; but owing to the

imperfect condition of the skull of the male, I have been obliged

to make the female the type. With regard to the measurements
which were taken on the spot, there appears to have been some slight

oversight. Those given for the S , namely, head and body 285 mm.,
tail 300, hind foot 49, are probably correct ; but I am unable to

understand those given for the tvpe, which are " snout to tail

12-3 mm., tail 11-4, hind foot 2-9." " The tail of the type is 15 mm.
longer than that of the J , and the hind foot approximately the

same size, while the skulls are also practically identical ; but if the

measurements of the type, which are presumably taken in inches,

be transposed to millimetres, they would not at all fit in either

with the measurements of the other specimen, or with the mea-
surements of the type takeu by myself from the skin and given in

the description.

44. Mus wnixEiiEAm Thos.

Mus ivhitehcadi. Thos. Ann. & Mag. Nat, Hist. ser. 6, xiv.

pp. 452 & 457 (1S94).

a. $ ad. sk. Gunong Inas, about 4000 ft.
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b. 2 imm. sk. Gunong Inas, about 4000 ft.

c. Gunong Inas.

The adult $ is typical and very spiny; the immature specimens,

which are about | grown, are much darker, showing hardly any
fawn-colour, and, except on the underparts, where the mature
pelage has commenced to show itself, are entirely spineless.

45. Mus mettada (Gray).

Golunda mettada, Gray, Charlesworth's Mag. Nat. Hist. i. p. 586
(1837).

a. $ in al. Bukit nr. Biserat, Jalor, 12th June, 1899.

This is, so far as I am aware, quite a new locality for this

species, which is, however, a fairly typical specimen.

46. Bhizomys sematrensis (Baffles).

Mus sumatrensis, Baffles, Tr. Linn. Soc. xiii. p. 258 (1822).

a. $ ad sk. Biserat, Jalor, 18th May, 1899.

b. $ ad sk. Aring, Kelantan, 8th Sept., 1899.

47. Htsteix yunnanensis Anders.

Hystrix yunnanensis, Anders. Zool. Bes. p. 332 (1880).

a. Skull, ad. $ . Biserat.

b, c. 2 foetuses in al., taken from the above $ .

d. Imm. in al. 24th Jan., 1900.

I have compared the skull with other Hystrix skulls in the

Museums of Cambridge and London, and, although there did not

appear to be a skull of this species among them, I had little difficulty

in determining it.

The characteristic points, which are well brought forward in the
original description, are :

—

(i) The posterior border of the nasals being in a line with the

posterior edge of the 1st molar.

(ii) The posterior margin of the premaxillary is anterior to the

1st molar.

(hi) The nearly equal breadth of the nasals throughout their

length.

(iv) The greatest length of the frontals being nearly equal to

that of the nasals.

The measurements of the skull are :

—

Greatest length 131 mm. ; hensehon to lower edge of occipital

foramen 113 mm.; zygomatic breadth 68 mm.; length of nasals 53 mm.;
greatest length of frontals 57 mm. ; breadth of conjoint nasals at

posterior margin of premaxillse 29 mm. ; ditto at tip 22 mm.

48. Teichi's lipura Giinth.

Trichys lipura, Giinth. B. Z. S. 1876, p. 739.

a. $ ad. sk. Ulu Selama, 12th Jan., 1899.

This specimen, which is young, is of chief interest as confirming

the fact that this animal occurs in the Malay region, and con-

sequently renders it possible that the species described by Buffon
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as " le pore epic de Malacca," and called Hystrix fasciculata by
Shaw, might be referred to the animal in question, as stated

by Dr. Jentink l
.

I have been carefully through Buffon and Shaw's descriptions,

comparing them with the present specimen, which differs in the

following points :

—

(i) The tail is much longer, measuring about half the length of

the body.

(ii) Muzzle and legs are brown not black.

(iii) The fifth digit on the fore feet has a small nail and is not

merely a tubercle.

(iv) The spines have a brown tip with a white base, instead of

having a white tip and base and centre brown.

This specimen agrees precisely in all these details with some six

specimens of T. lipura from Borneo, and undoubtedly belongs to

that species, which is, moreover, quite distinct from Hystrix fasci-

culata Shaw.
Judging from the length of the tail and the white tips to the

spines, Buffon's description appears to me to refer to Aiherura

macrura (Linn.) ; at the same time Dr. Jentink's generic differ-

entiations
2 between Atheritra and Trichys appear to hold good, so

that the specimens in the Leyden Museum from Malacca may
probably be referred to T. lipura.

Mr. Thomas gave the name guentheri on the assumption that

lipura meaning tailless could not apply to an animal with a long

tail, an assumption which in these days does not hold good.

49. Tapirus indicts Cuv.

Tapirus indicus, Cuv., Desin. Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. xxxii.

p. 45!) (1819); Flower, op. cit. p. 368.

a. Imm. sk. & skel. Aring, Kelantan, Sept. 1899.

50. Nemorhcedus sumatrensis (Shaw) \

Antilope sumatrensis, Shaw, Gen. Zool. ii. pt. 2, p. 354 (1801).

Nemorhcedus sumatrensis, Flower, op. cit. p. 370.

Two pairs of horns, the one without any data and the other

from near Biserat, Jalor, presented by Mr. D.T.Gwynne Vaughan,
are referable to this genus and probably to N. sumatrensis, but the

material does not admit of a complete identification.

51. Cervus unicolor Bechstein.

Cervus unicolor, Bechstein, Allgem. Uebers. d. vierfiiss. Thiere,

i. p. 112 (1799); Flower, op. cit. p. 372.

a. 2 skull. Biserat, Jalor, May 1890.

This is a skull marked " Busa Deer," which, according to

Mr. Flower, is the local name for the species.

1 Notes from the Leyden Museum, vol. xvi., Dec. 1894, p. 235.
3 Tom. cit.
:i The Kemorhadus from the Peninsula has, since this paper was read, been

separated under the name N. sweftenhami by Mr. Butler (P. Z. S. 1900, p. 675),

and is said to be distinguished by its jet-black legs.
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52. Cebvus porcinfs Zimm.

Gervus porcinus, Zimm. Spec. Zool. G-eogr. Quad. p. 532 (1777)

;

Flower, op. cit. p. 374.

The collection contains a pair of horns belonging to this species,

but with no data.

53. Tragulus javanicus (Gmel.).

Moschus javanicus, Gmelin, Syst. JNat. i. p. 174 (1788).
Tragulus javanicus, Flower, op. cit. p. 374.

a. cJ ad. sk. Tale Nbwy, Lacoon, 3rd April, 1899.

h. $ juy. sk. Tale Nbwy, Lacoon, 3rd April, 1899.

c. $ ad. sk. Tale Nowy, Lacoon, 4th March, 1899.

d. $ ad. sk. Aring, Kelantan, 11th Sept., 1899.

e. 2 ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, 14th May, 1899.

/, g. 6 2 skeletons. Bukit Besar, 8th May, 1899.

h. Skull (no particulars).

Native name :
" Kanchil, Pelandoc."

54. Manis javanica Desm.

Manis javanica, Desm. Mamm. p. 377 (1822); Bonhote, P. Z. S.

1900, p. 195 ; Flower, op. cit. p. 378.

a. Ad. sk. Biserat, Jalor, May 1899.

&, c. Ad. sk. (Reed. 18th Sept., 1899.)

4. On the Frogs collected during the " Skeat Expedition "

to the Malay Peninsula, 1899-1900. By F. F. Laidlaav,

B.A.
[Eeceived October 24, 1900.]

(Plate LVII.)

The collection of Frogs made by Mry Annandale and myself

during the Skeat Expedition includes no specimens new to science,

but we have been able to arid four species to the fauna of the

Peninsula.

These are, with their previously recoi'ded habitats :

—

Rana signata. Borneo.

Sana lateralis. Burniah.

Bufo jerboa. Borneo.

Microhyla inornata. Burmah ; Sumatra.

Of these Rana signata and Bvfo jerboa were obtained in Perak

;

Rana lateralis and Microhyla inornata are from the east side of the

Peninsula.

It is worth remarking that specimens of Rana Kmnocharis, Bvfo
melano8tietu8,and Callula pulcJvra from the neighbourhood of Patani

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LVIII. 58
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have in some cases carmine-coloured spots, which are symmetrical

in one CalMa (see Boulenger, P. Z. 8. 1890, p. 31).

8ome species appear to be Aery careless of the welfare of their

young ; it is very usual to find spawn or tadpoles in little puddles

"left after heavy rain which must dry up long before the wretched

tadpoles can escape from them.

Frogs occur plentifully up to a height of at least 5000 feet

above sea-level. At about this height I found several small pools,

only a few feet across, in w liich there were numbers of tadpoles.

As to localities, beginning on the east coast, Patalung was the

most northerly district in which collections were made, mostly

near Singora, a large town at the mouth of the Tale-sap or Inland

Sea which lies on the east coast of the northern half of the

Peninsula. The next locality is Patani, a town on the east coast just

below the narrowest part of the Peninsula. From here Mr. Annan-
dale with the rest of the party travelled inland to Biserat, a village

in a small state called Jalor ; near this village is a hill about 3000
feet in height called Bukit Besar (Great Hill). From Biserat the

party travelled south overland through Jalor, Legeh, and Raman,
and reached the Kelantan Biver : then, passing up the Lebeh Hirer,

they stayed for some time at Kwala Aring, a small village at a point

where the Aring Biver runs into the Lebeh. At this point I joined

the party, which next moved down to Khota Bharu, the capital

town of the state of Kelantan. After a short stay here we went

by steamer to Tringganu, a large town some 60 miles farther down
the east coast. From here we went back to Singapore, then to

Penang, and thence reached Ulu Selama, a district about the head-

waters of the Selama Biver, a tributary of the Krian Biver which

runs between Kedah and Perak. Gunong Inas is the mountain in

which the Selama Biver rises.

I have to acknowledge the kindly interest displayed by Mr. G. A.
Boulenger in our collections and to thank him for much assistance

in describing them.

Order ECAUDATA.

Fam. Kasidje.

Oxyglossus lima (Gravenh.).

Oxyglossus lima, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 5 ; id. Bept. <Xr

Batr.'of British India, p. 436.

Three specimens from near Biserat in Jalor.

Oxyglossus l.eyis Giinther.

Oxyglossus Icevis, Boulenger. Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 6; id. P. /. S.

1897,' p. 2.^8 (tadpole) ; id. Bept. & Batr. of British India, p. 437
;

3. s. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 886.

Several examples were collected by Mr. Annandale in the same
locality as the last species. Two of them have very w arty skin, and
a third is bv no means smooth.
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Rana macroe-on Kuhl.

Rana macrodon, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sai. p. 24; S. S. Flower,

P. Z. S. 1899, p. 888, pi. lix. ff. 1, 1 a.

I caught two adult specimens of the variety with the

rounded snout in Singapore, and one half-grown individual at

Khota Bharu, Kelantan. Of the variety with a pointed snout, one

at Kwala Aring, Kelantan, and one at flu Selaraa, Perak.

Rana limxocharis Wiegin.

Rana gracilis, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 28.

Rana limnocharis, Boulenger, Kept. & Batr. of British India,

p. 450 ; 8. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 893.

Specimens were collected in Patalung, at Biserat, at Kwala
Aring and Khota Bharu, Kelantan, and at Tringganu.

FtANA TIGRENA Daud.

Rana tigrina, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 26 ; id. Kept. &
Batr. of British India, p. 449; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899.

p. 891.

Specimens were collected at Biserat, Patani, Kwala Aring, and
Khota Bharu, Kelantan.

Rana macrodactyla Giinther.

Rana macrodactyla, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 54 ; id. Rept.

& Batr. of British India, p. 455; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899,

p. 896.

Mr. Annandale caught three specimens hopping about in a rice-

field near Biserat in Jalor.

Rana plicatella Stol.

Rana plicatella, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 26 ; S. S. Flower.

P.Z.S. 1899, p. 890.

A full-grown male of this species agrees with the specimen

described by Flower in having an occipital knob, but with Stoliczka's

type in having only eight longitudinal dorsal folds. This spe-

cimen and an adult female were caught at the foot of Grunong Inas.

Two others, both young, Mere caught in rain-puddles—one at a

height of about 3000 feet, the other about 4000 feet above sea-level

.

Rana hascheana (Stol.).

Polypedates hascheana, Stoliczka, J.A.S. B. 1870, p. 147, pi. ix.

fig. 3.

Rana hascheana, S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 894.

Three specimens from the foot of Gunong Inas, taken on different

days just at dusk.

Rana erythr.fa (Schleg.).

Rana erythrcea, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 05 : S. S. Flower,
58*
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P. Z. S. 1896, p. 203, pi. xlv. fig. 2 ; Boulenger, Rept. & Batr. of

British India, p. 460.

Specimens were collected at Belimbing (Legeh), Biserat, and
Singapore in the botanical gardens.

Rana latualis Blgr.

liana labialis, Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (5) xix. 1887,

1>. 345, pi. x. fig. 1 ; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. L896, p. 903, pi. xlv.

fig. 3 ; id. P. Z. S. 1891), p. 896.

I caught a young specimen at Kwala Aring, and another nearly

full-grown at the foot of Gunong Inas.

Rana signata Giinther.

Rana signata, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 71.

I caught a single young specimen of this Frog at the foot of

Gunong Inas, and saw but could not catch a much larger individual

in the same locality. It has not hitherto been recorded from the

Peninsula, but is known in Borneo.

Rana laiu tkxsis Blgr. (Plate LVII. figs. 3, 4.)

liana larutensis, Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. IS
T

. H. (7) in. 1899,

p. 273, pi. xi. fig. 1 : B. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 898.

These handsome Frogs are extremely common along the banks

of the rapid jungle torrents running about the foot of Gunong
Inas. They sit on the great boulders strewn along the courses of

the streams, and when one approaches them spring boldly into the

water, no matter how7 fiercely it may be pouring down. Soon after

being disturbed they will again take up their station on the rock

which they had quitted, and in such a position their colouring

renders them well-nigh invisible.

The tadpole is provided with a well-developed ventral sucker

extending from the lower lip to beyond the middle of the abdomen.
The beak is of two pieces, an upper and lower minutely serrated.

The arrangement of the labial teeth is

4

5 5

1 1

4

It is thus apparently closely allied to the tadpoles of Rana
jerboa Blgr., li. latopalmata Blgr., R. cavitymjpanum Blgr., and
Staurois hainanensis Blgr.

Coloration is much as in the adult, greenish white, mottled
with dark green on the back ; ventral surfaces white. There are a
few minute black denticles scattered on the head. Total length of
the single specimen caught 65 mm., tail 45 mm.

Rana lateralis Blgr. (Plate LVII. figs. 1, 2.)

liana lateralis, Boulenger, Ann. Mus. Genov. (2) v. 1887,
p. 483, pi. Yiii. fig. 2 ; id. Rept. & Batr. of British India, p. 457.
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I caught a. single example of a Frog, apparently belouging to this

species, in thick jangle at Kwala Aring. It is a female and much
larger than the type (70 mm. from snout to vent). The back is

grey, with very curious glandular folds running obliquely backward
from left to right, making an angle of about 45° with the long axis

of the body. The tympanum is as large as the eye. A black line

from the tip of the snout passes back through the eye and broadens

above the shoulder, disappearing abruptly immediately behind the

tympanum. The flanks are grey with a few black spots. This

species has hitherto been found only in Burmah.

Rana geandulosa Blgr.

liana glandulosa, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 73, pi. vii. ; S. S.

Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 897.

One specimen from Bukit Timah, Singapore.

Rhacophorus leucomystax (Gfravenh.).

Rhacophorus maculatus, part., Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 83.

Rhacophorus leucomystax, Boulenger, P. Z. S. 1889, p. 29 ; id.

Eept. & Batr. of British India, p. 474 ; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S.

1899, p. 898, pi. lix. figs. 3, 'da.

Malay name :
" Katak pisang," Banana Frog.

This is perhaps the commonest of the Malay Frogs and is

abundant everywhere. The measurements of the largest specimen

obtained, a female, are :

—

Snout to vent 75 mm.
Thigh to knee 38 ,,

Knee to ankle 37 „

Ankle to end of 4th toe 47 ,,

At Kwala Aring we found this species breeding in the month
of September and the end of August. The eggs were laid in

a frothy mass on the leaves of trees overhanging small pools of

water. After a short time (I believe less than 48 hours) they slid

off the leaves and fell into the water, where the frothy envelope

is dissolved away, setting free the tadpoles. (Gf. S. Ikeda on

Rhacophorus schlegeli Grnthr., Annot. Zool. Jap. i. part iii.

p. 113.)

Fain. ENUYSTOMATIO./E.

MlOEOHYLA ornata (Dum. et Bibr.).

Mkrohyla ornata, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 165; id. Kept.

& Batr. of British India, p. 49 L
;

S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899J

p. 901, pi. lx. figs. 1, 1 a, 1 6.

A single specimen from Kwala Aring was caught in long grass

close to a small pond on the edge of the jungle.

MlCHOlLYLA 1XOUNATA Blgr.

Microhyla inornate, lioulengor, P. Z. S. 1890, p. 87 ; S. S. Flower,

P.Z. S. 1899, p. 905.
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Mr. Auuandale caught three specimens of this small Frog on

Bukit Groah, near Biserat in Jalor. It has not, I believe, been

reported previously to this from the Peninsula, but is known from

Sumatra and Borneo.

MlCROHYLA AC1LATIXA (Boie).

Microhyla achatina, Boulenger. Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 166 j 8. S.

Flower, P.Z.S. 1899, p. 906.

One specimen from Kekabu, Rhaman, and three from Kwala
Aring, these last from the same spot as M. inomata.

MlCEOHYLA BERDMOfill (Blyth).

Microhyla berdmorii, Bouleuger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 166 ; id. Rept.

& Batr. of British India, p. 412 ; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899,

p. 9oii.

A single specimen from Belimbiug, Legeh, from very thick

forest.

Callula pulchka (Cray).

Calla./a pulchra, Bouleuger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 170 (tig.);

S. S. Flower, P.Z.S. 1899, p. 906.

This strange creature was very plentiful at Khota Bharu,

kelantan, especially in the market-place, where they hide during

the day amongst the numerous rubbish-heaps, coming out at night

and making an intolerable noise when it rains. They are found
down the east coast as far as Triugganu, but in this town are

much scarcer than in Kelantan.

Fam. Bufonid.e.

Bufo aseeii Gravenh.

Bufo asper, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 313 ; id. Rept. &
Batr.' of British India, p. 507; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 912.

Malay name : " Katak puru."

Specimens were collected in Lpgeh at Belimbiug, at Biserat in

Jalor, at Kwala Aring in Kelantan and near Ulu Selama.

Bufo melanost ictus Schneid.

Bufo melanostictus, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 306 ; id. Rept.
& Batr. of British India, p. 505 (tig. p. 506): S. S. Flower,
P. Z. S. 1896, p. 911, pi. xliv. tig. 3 ; id. P. Z. S. 1899, p. 910.

Common all along the east coast of the Peninsula ; two specimens
from Biserat show carmine-coloured spots on the back and
head.

Bufo parvus Blgr.

Bufo parvus, Boulenger, A. M. N. H. (5) xix. 1887, p. 346,
pi. x. ; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 911.

One specimen from near Biserat in Jalor, three from Ulu Selama
in Perak.
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BUFO JERBOA Blgr.

Bufo jerboa, Boulenger, P. Z. S. 1890, p. 328, pi. xxv. fig. 3.

A Malay brought me a single male specimen of this interesting-

Toad, which he had caught squatting on the ground amongst dead

leaves in dense forest on Ctunong Inas. I believe this is the first

specimen taken in the Peninsula. Its coloration and proportions

are closely similar to those of the type specimen from Borneo.

Distance from snout to vent 30 mm.

„ „ thigh to knee 19 „

,, „ knee to ankle 20 „

„ „ ankle to end of toe 25 „

Fain. Pelobatidje.

Leptobrachium hasselti Tschudi.

Leptohrachium hasseltii, Boulenger. Cat. Batr. Sal. p. Ill ;

S. 8. Flower, P. Z. 8. 1899, p. 913.

Mr. Annandale collected a large number of the tadpoles of this

species at the foot of Bukit Besar in Jalor. They are very

curiously coloured, being a pale yellow and spotted with numer-
ous fine black dots. (See Hanitsch, Rep. Baffles Mus. & Libr.

Singapore, 1897, p. 8.)

Megalophrys nasuta (Schleg.).

Megalophrys montana, part., Griinther, Rept. Brit. lud. p. 413.

Megalophrys nasuta, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 443 ; S. S.

Flower, P. Z'. S. 1899, p. 913.

This Frog is fairly common in the Botanical Ciardens at Peuang,
where I obtained two specimens, one young and one adult. A
specimen in the University Museum at Cambridge from Java
(labelled Megalophrys montana) is very much more richly coloured,

especially on the under surface, than are either of my specimens

or others that I have seen from the Peninsula.

Megalophrys Montana Kuhl.

Megalophrys montana, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Sal. p. 442 ; S. S.

Flower, P. Z. S. 1899, p. 914.

Mr. Annandale caught an adult female on Bukit Besar in Jalor

at a height of about 2000 ft. ; and I found one adult and three

young on Gunong Inas at from 1000 to 1500 ft. above sea-level.

It is a very sluggish animal, as is also the first species of the genus.

The following are the principal measurements of an adult :

—

Snout to vent 65 mm.
Thigh to knee 25 „

Knee to ankle 20 „

Ankle to 4th toe 42 „

Total length of hind leg 93 „

The tadpoles of M. montana were found in the same locality
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during the mouth of June, in a stream with a gravelly bed. They
are provided with a very remarkable funnel-like float, formed by

the lips, which are fused together at the angles of the mouth.

This funnel is much wider than it is long, and opening dorsally at

its wider end leads down to the mouth, which is subterminal and
faces ventrally as in other tadpoles. The " buccal vestibule '" so

formed has on its inside rows of minute widely separated denticles.

By means of it the tadpoles can apparently float motionless,

hanging as it were from tbe surface of the water by their lips.

The total length of the largest individual obtained by Mr. Annan-
dale is 31 mm., tbe length of the head and body 8*5, and the

breadth of the funnel-opening 7, the length about 3 mm.
A fuller account of this interesting creature, with figures, is

given by Prof. Max Weber in tbe ' Annales du Jardin Botanique

de Buitenzorg," 1898, Supplement ii. pp. 5-10.

Megalophrys longipes Blgr.

Megalophrys longipes, Bouleuger, P. Z. S. 1885, p. 850, pi. lv.

;

Giinther, A.M. N. H. (5) xx. 1887, p. 316 ; 8. S. Flower, P. Z. S.

1899, p. 914.

Fairly common on Gunong Inas from a height of 3000 ft. up-
wards. I caught two females and a male which is much smaller

than tbe females. This species is much more active than either

of the preceding members of the genus.

The measurements of the larger female are :

—

Snout to vent 62 mm.
Thigh to knee 30 „

Knee to ankle 37 „

Ankle to end of 4th toe .... 48 „

Total length of hind leg .... 115 „

Order APODA.

Fam. Geciliid.e.

Ichthtophis gluTinosus (Linn.).

Ichtluioplns glutinosus, Boulenger, Cat. Batr. Grad. &c. p. 89,

pi. iv. fig. 2 ; id. P. Z. S. 1895, p. 403 ; id. Kept. & Batr. of

British India, p. 515, fig. p. 516 ; S. S. Flower, P. Z. S. 1899,

p. 914.

Mr. Annandale collected many specimens, adult and young,
at a small village near Biserat. The natives told him that they

were fouud only in places where ants were not very plentiful.

The Siamese speaking natives call them " Ngu kling (? pling),"

and the Malays " Ular Belugelengong,*' or sugar-mill snake.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVII.

Figs. 1, li. liana lateralis, p. 886.
Fig. '6. Rana larutaisis, p. 8811, tadpole, ventral surface.

4. „ „ enlarged view of mouth and sucker.
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5. Ou the Earthworms collected during the u Skeat Expedi-

tion" to the Malay Peninsula, 1899-3900. By Frank
E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S.

[Received November 20, 1900.]

The Earthworms upon which I now report were collected hy
Mr. R. Evans of Oxford, during the Skeat Expedition in the

Malay Peninsula. They belong for the most part to the charac-

teristic and abundant Oriental genus Amyntas.
The collection contains, however, a number of examples of the

ubiquitous Pontoscolex corethrura and of a small Benhamia. Since

so many species of Amyntas are now known—I allow 109 or so in

my recently published l revision of the genus—I was not pre-

pared for the large number of novelties that occur in the collection.

It must be remembered, however, that this region of Asia has

been but little explored from the point of view of its earthworm
fauna.

It is also important to notice that the greater proportion of the

entire list of species recorded here are peculiar to the mainland,

and do not, so far as is known at present, occur upon the islands

of the Malay Archipelago ; these latter are regarded by Michaelsen,

and apparently with justice, as the headquarters of the genus
Amyntas. Further to the west, though still in the Oriental

Region of zoogeographers, the genus becomes scarcer and scarcer,

the forms occurring in India itself and in Ceylon being but very

rarely peculiar forms 2

, and being far from numerous altogether.

It is interesting to find that the condition hitherto peculiar to

A. stelleri, A. phakellotheca, and A. hiserialis, of an increased

number of spermathecse in each segment, is also characteristic of

A. minutus and A. polytheca described as new species in the

present communication. The interest lies of course partly in the

more widely-spread occurrence of this geoscolecid characteristic,

but also in the fact that small species like the two described here

may show a character which is more intelligible in a large species

such as A. stetteri, where there is more room for a reduplication

of these organs.

Another novelty of structure for the group which is recorded in

the present communication, is the curious intersegmental position,

and the single row, of numerous genital papill*, which is the

principal characteristic of the new species A. evansi. 1 am not

aware that any closely similar arrangement of such papilhc occurs

elsewhere among Earthworms of this genus.

The large size of the various organs belonging to the repro-

ductive system is, as a very general rule, a marked feature in the

1
P. Z. S. 1900, p. 009.

2 Iu Ceylon there is only A. taprobanm (Beddard, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 103) and
iu India only A. alexandri (Beddard, P. Z. S. 1900, below), and A. travail-

corensis (Fedarb, J. Bombay Nat. Hist. Sue. xi. p. 435), which occur in those

regions and are not found elsewhere.
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anatomy of Earthworms. The extraordinary reduction iu size of

the spermathecae in the new species A. virgo must therefore

be considered as one of the more important new facts which

T detail here. It is interesting to notice that the reduction in size

is apparently not accompanied by a reduction in number, and

certainly not by an increase in number, as with the small but

numerous spermathecse of such a form as Mi&'ochceta.

The marked resemblance in A. biporus between the " genital

papillae " of segment xix. and the male pores, continued by micro-

scopic investigation, seems to indicate the remnant of a second

pair of spermiducal glands, which is new to the genus.

In other respects the species represented in the collection show

no particularly noteworthy divergences in structure from other

species of Amyntas.
We shall now proceed to the description of the new species,

after mentioning the forms already known to science.

(1) Aniyntas posthumus ' Vaillant.

(2) Amyntas cingulatus l Vaillant.

These two species, the latter, as I believe, with many synonyms,

are so widely spread, and have been so frequently reported upon

and described, that I have nothing of novelty to add to existing

descriptions.

(3) Amyntas bosschae Horst.

Perichceta bosscJue, Horst, Notes Leyd. Mus. xv. p. 324.

Perichceta bosscJue, Michaelsen, Abh. Senck. Ges. xxiii. p. 23b.

Amyntas bosscJice, Beddard, P. Z. 8. 1900, p. 625.

It is rather curious that the collection contains a number of

specimens of a species of Earthworm which really does appear to

be identical with A. bosscJue. It is at least extremely near to that

species, and I do not attempt at present to separate it. Nor do I

give a full description, since that has been done. In size aud
general external appearance A. bosscho' is very like A. ^ntfaw/tm,

which I describe later ; but it has no genital papillae.

I find, as did Michaelsen, that there are three pairs of sperm-sacs

in segments x.-xii. The spermiducal glands, however, are not

compact and small ; they extend through segments xv.-xx. and
are much broken up into lobules. Their short duct is coiled into a

circle or is perfectly straight. The spermatheca} agree rather with

Michaelsen's than with Horst's description.

Hal. Khota Bharu.

(4) Amyntas papulosus Bosa.

Perichceta papulosa, Bosa, Ann. Mus. Civ. Grenova, (2) xvi. p. 525.

Amyntas papulosus, Beddard, P. Z. S, 1900, p. 644.

I have examined two specimens which are undoubtedly referable

1 For synonymy and localities see Beddard, P. Z. S. 1900, pp. 841, 616.
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to this species. I am able in a few small points to supplement

Dr. Rosa's account. I find, for example, that in both specimens

there are more setae upon the clitellum than he found, i, e. 6 or so

upon the last two segments. The figure given by Rosa (loc. cit.

tav. i. fig. 14) of the very remarkable arrangement of the genital

papillae entirely bears out and admirably illustrates the appearances

detected by myself. This being so, I was surprised to find on
opening one of the two specimens npt a trace of the caeca which
Rosa has very emphatically stated to be present. To make certain

about this point, which is of some systematic importance, I dis-

sected the second specimen, in which I also failed to find these

appendages.

The gizzard of this worm is rather remarkable in shape ; it is

wide from side and short in antero-posterior diameter ; it is

constricted in the middle, and presents somewhat the appearance

of a doctor's hat viewed, of course, from the side.

In other points, including size, my specimen seems to agree

with that described by Dr. Rosa. The spermathecae, however,

happen to be more globular, no doubt a question of a different

degree of distension with sperm, while the diverticula are a little

less conspicuous in leugth thau they are figured by Dr. Rosa.

Hab. Biserat.

(5) Amyntas malayanus, n. sp. (Fig. 1, p. 894.)

Of this species I have been able to examine a number of

examples. The individual selected for measurement was 144 mm.
in length and consisted of 105 segments.

The seta? on the anterior segments show no differences in size

from those of the posterior segments. They are present on all

the segments of the clitellum.

The clitellum occupies the usual segments, but it does not begin

or end sharply.

The genital papilla are highly characteristic. There are four

pairs of these in all, which lie upon the xviiith to the xxist

segments. The first pair lie behind and to the inside of the male

pores ; the remaining pairs are in line with them upon successive

segments. The papilla?, as shown in the accompanying figure

(fig. 1), are small, considerably smaller than the male pores, to

which, however, they have a general resemblance in appearance.

They are slightly projecting and surrounded by a circular

wrinkle of the integument. There are no papillae upon the

anterior segments.

The male pores are conspicuous and widely separated. Each is

surrounded by several circular wrinkles of the integument. From
the tip of each porophore, which is somewhat raised, protrudes a

slight conical process, which can be regarded as a penis.

As to internal structure it i.s noticeable that the septum separating

segments viii./ix., which is so often absent in Amyntas, is present

in A. malayanus though rather thin.

The intestine begins in the xvith segment, and thacoca are present,
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occupying about three segments ; these reach, in fact, as far forward

as the second segment in front of that iu which they originate.

The last pair of hearts are placed in segment xiii.

The sperm-sacs lie in segments xi. and xii. and are large and
racemose ; they are in contact above the oesophagus.

Fig. 1.

Anterior end of Amyntas malayamis. x 3.

The spermidvcal glands are largish, somewhat irregular in shape,

and occupy segments xvii.-xix. The duct itself is curved in a

horseshoe-like fashion ; it has no terminal sac, but widens some-
what towards the orifice.

There are four pairs of spermatkeca, situated in segments vi.-i.\.

The sacs are large, irregularly oval in contour, and with a short
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muscular duct. The diverticulum is short, barely one-third of the

length of the sac.

Hab. Aring.

The following is the abstracted definition of

Amyntas malayanus, n. sp.

Length 144 mm. ; number of segments 105. Setae of anterior

segments not enlarged. Clitellum xiv.-xvi., with setae. Genital

papilla) paired on xviii.-xxi. Male pores far apart. Septum viii./ix.

present. Caeca present. Last hearts in xiii. Sperm-sacs in xi.,

xii. Spermiducal glands in xvii.-xix., with horseshoe-shaped duct

and no terminal sac. Spermathecae in vi.-ix., with shortish diver-

ticulum.

Hab. Malay Peninsula.

(6) Amyntas virgo, n. sp.

I have examined seven and dissected four fully mature examples

of this species, whose characters do not fit in with those of any

other species that has been adequately described.

The largest individual, which, however, like the others, is

somewhat softened in the clitellar region, measures 152 mm.
The setce upon the anterior segments are rather larger than upon

the following segments.

The clitellum, which occupies the usual segments, has no seta?.

The male pores are very conspicuous and quite far apart.

There are no genital papillae.

The gizzard-septum is wanting ; two septa following the gizzard

are of considerable thickness.

The usual paired cieca are present.

The last heart is in segment xiii.

The remarkable feature about this species which at once differ-

entiates it from A. impudens 1 and A. pliilippinus
2—the only two

that could be confused with it by reason of their possessing a

terminal sac to the spermiducal-gland duct, no setae upon the

clitellum, and 3 pairs of spermathecae in vii.-ix.-—is the very small

size of all the parts of the generative apparatus. In this the

present species resembles A. taprobance.

The sperm-sacs are small and lie in segments xi., xii. ; they do

not reach as far as to the dorsal surface of the intestine.

The spermiducal glands vary in size, but are small and confined

to their segment. The short duct leads into the circular end- sac.

The spermatheca' are so small that they might be readily over-

looked ; and yet the external apertures are quite large and
conspicuous. Each pouch has a diverticulum of about the same
shape and size, especially resembling in this A. taprobance. The
spermathecae lie in segments vii., viii., ix., and open between

vi./vii., &c.

Hab. Paddy-fields, Tale.

1 Mieliaelsen, JB. ITainb. wis?. Anst. xvi. p. 84.
'

l Rosa, Ann. Ifofm. Wien, vi. p. 307.
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From the foregoing account of its structure may be abstracted

the following brief definition of

Amyntas virgo, n. sp.

Length 152 mm. Setae of anterior segments rather larger.

Clitel 1um xiv.-xvi., without seta?. Male pores far apart. No
genital papilla?. Gizzard-septa wanting. Caeca present. Last

hearts in xiii. Sperm-sacs small, in xi., xii. Spermiducal glands

confined to xviiith segment, with circular terminal sac. Sperma-
thecse Aery minute in vii., viii., ix., with equal-sized diverticulum.

I/ah. Malay Peninsula.

(7) Amyntas perichaeta, n. sp.

Although I have had for examination only a single example of

this species, there is no possible doubt, in my opinion, of its

distinctness as a species. It furnishes, moreover, an excellent

example of how necessary it is to dissect an earthworm merely for

the purpose of discovering whether it is known or not described.

Externally, the present species might readily be confounded with

many others. But its somewhat negative external characters

combined with several internal features of very positive value

enable it to be placed with accuracy.

It is a stoutish worm of 170 mm. in length.

The number of segments is 116.

The setce are more or less equal in size ; those of the anterior

segments show no special differentiation.

I could find no genital papilla of any kind.

The elitellum occupies the usual segments and is quite free

from seta?.

The male pores are conspicuous orifices separated from each

other by a fairly wide interval.

The gizzard-septa appear to be wauting. The intestine com-
mences in the xvith segment. The usual cceea of moderate length

are present.

The last hearts are in segment xiii.

The sperm-sacs lie in segments xi. and xii. ; they are fairly large

and solid bodies. The two sperm-ducts of each side unite very

shortly after they have emerged from the sperm-reservoirs.

The spermiducal glands are on the whole very compact, although

they are much divided into small lobules. They occupy segments

xvii.-xix. and they have a kidney -like outline. Their duct is not

long ; it runs forward and then backward, after the very pre-

valent fashion, and then debouches into a fairly large terminal

bursa of approximately circular outline, which is confined to the

xviiith segment.

A pair of small egg-sacs occur in the xivth segment, attached of

course to the anterior wall of that segment.

There are three pairs of spermaihecce. These lie in segments vi.,

vii., and viii., and are lateral in position, occupying the average

place that these organs occupy in the members of the genus
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Amyntas. The pouches are not large and have but a short duct

;

they taper gradually towards the free csecal extremity, which gives

to them a pear-shaped outline.

The diverticulum of each spermatheca is considerably longer

than the pouch ; it is tubular in form, and the greater part of it is

coiled into a tight knot-like coil. This, however, could be un-

ravelled, though I have not done so. There is no external sheath

enclosing the whole coil such as exists in A. peguanm. The end of

the diverticulum is only very slightly dilated to form the sac-like

extremity.

Hah. Malay Peninsula 1
.

"We may thus define

Amyntas perichceta, n. sp.

Length 170 mm. ; number of segments 116. Seta? of anterior

segments not enlarged. Clitellum xiv.-xvi., without setae. No
genital papilla?. Male pores far apart. Gizzard-septa missing.

Caeca present. Last hearts in xiii. Sperm-sacs in xi., xii. Spermi-

ducal gland in xvii.-xix., with not long, horseshoe-shaped duct

and terminal sac. Spermathecae 3 pairs in vi.-viii., with much-
coiled diverticulum, much longer than the pouch.

Hah. Malay Peninsula.

(8) Amyntas polytheca, n. sp. (Pig. 2, p. 898.)

The same tube which contained the numerous specimens of

A. Jcelantanensis contained a single example of a small Amyntas
which differed from these by its pale (light brown instead of violet)

coloration. It proved to be the representative of a distinct new
species. The single example was imperfect and I do not therefore

give accurate measurements ; it is a slender worm and can hardly

have been more than two inches in length.

The setce on the anterior segments are larger than on those

which follow.

The clitellum occupies the usual three segments and has setae

very plainly present upon the ventral side of all of them.

The male pores (see fig. 2, p. 898) are exceedingly prominent
as large round protruding discs, which are widely apart.

On the segment in front of that which bears the male pore and
upon the two segments following are a pair of genital papilla; of

much smaller size than the porophores and rather closer to the

middle ventral line of the body.

The alimentary canal of this species has the usual strong gizzard,

which is rather elongated in form and not so globular as is often

the case. The usually missing gizzard-septa are often absent in

the present species. The intestine begins in the xvth segment and
has not any ca'ca. The typhlosole is quite conspicuous.

The last pair of hearts are in segment xii.

The arrangement of the sperm-sacs is rather different from that

which usually obtains in this genus. There are large pairs in

' I Imve not seen a label indicating the exact locality.
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the xth and xibh segments, which are quite distinct, at least in the

case of the former pair, from the sperm-reservoirs. In the xiith

segment there are a pair of sperm-sacs, but they are quite small

and compact bodies.

In the xiiith segment there are a pair of still smaller egg-sacs. It

may be thought perhaps that I have made an error of a segment,

and that the two pairs of small sacs are both egg-sacs and lie, as

the two pairs of these sacs sometimes do, in segments xiii., xiv. I

believe, however, that this is not the case.

Fig. 2.

Anterior end of Amyntas polythece. X 5.

The sperm (ducal glands are extensive, reaching from segments
xvii.-xx. ; they are much lobulated. The duct runs forward as a
narrow tube into the xviith segment and then runs back, widening
out to the xviiith segment, where it opens directly on to the
exterior and not through the intermediary of a terminal sac.
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The spermathecce, like those of A. stelleri and of a number of

other species, are present in several pairs in the segments in which
they occur. These segments are the vith to the ixth ; in each
there is on either side of the nerve-cord a group of smallish

spermathecse up to 8 or 9 in number, each of course with its own
diverticulum as usual.

Hah. Aring, Kelantan.

The species may be thus defined :

—

Amyntas polytheca, n. sp.

Small, slender worm. Setae on anterior larger than on posterior

segments. Clitellum xiv.-xvi., with setae on ventral surface of all

segments. Genital papillfe paired on xvii., xix., xx. Male pores

further apart than genital papillae. Gizzard-septa absent ; no caeca.

Last heart in xii. Sperm-sacs in x.-xii. Spermiducal glands

xvii.-xx., lobate, with not long curved duct and no end-sac.

Spermathecae several pairs in each of segments vi.-ix.

Hah. Malay Peninsula.

(9) Amyntas aringeanus, n. sp. (Pig. 3, p. 901.)

This species has a superficial likeness to A. posthumus by reason

of the fact that the xviith and the xixth segments are provided

with papillae which lie exactly in the same line as the male pores

upon the xviiith segment. A closer examination of these papillae,

however, shows that they are not in the least like those of

A. posihximus.

This species measures up to 115 mm. in length. A specimen

which is of that length has 142 segments, a disproportion which is

not usual in this genus, where there is generally a very close

connection between the number of segments and the number of

millimetres in length.

The setce show no differences in size in the anterior segments.

They appear to be totally absent from the clitellum.

The clitellum occupies all of segments xiv.-xvi.

The most characteristic feature of the new species concerns the

genital papilla? (see fig. 3, p. 901). These occur both in the neigh-

bourhood of the male pore and more anteriorly. The latter are

somewhat unusual in arrangement and position : they commence
as early as the fifth segment and there are altogether four pairs of

them, the last pair being situated upon segment vii. On segment vi.

there are two pairs of papillae. They are rather large and not very

conspicuous and are placed in front of and just overlapping the line

of setre. The additional pair of segment vii. are behind the line of

setae. The two papilke of segment v. are rather closer together than

those of subsequent segments, and there is a slight progressive

increase in the distances separating them from first to last. Occa-
sionally two or three pore-like depressions are to be seen like those

of the posterior papillae. The posterior genital papilla? are upon
segments xvii. and xix. They correspond exactly in position to

the male pores and are of considerable size. Each papilla is in

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LIX. 59
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reality a group of 9-11 small circular papilla? apparently very like

those of A. aspergillum. They are disposed in two slightly curved

lines, one in front of and one behind the line of setae. The whole

area upon which they are borne is not only raised above the area

of the surrounding integument, but is slightly different in colour.

In one case only the lowest left-hand papillae merely consisted of

the raised area without an indication of the separate papilla? upon
it.

The male pores are very large and conspicuous, the orifice is

much wrinkled. There are about fourteen seta? between the

pores.

Dorsal pores are present.

The gizzard of this species shows, more plainly than I have

observed in other species of the genus, a disposition of the blood-

vessels of the gizzard which has been figured and described in

other genera. There are about 8 parallel vessels on each side of

the gizzard which run from end to end of that organ. In the

gizzard-segments also, which are undivided by a septum, two strong

lateral blood-vessels run one on each side ; anteriorly each gives off

a very strong and much-branched twig to the body-wall. The last

heart is in segment xii.

The intestine has no oceca.

There appear to be three pairs of sperm-sacs in segments x., xi.,

and xii. Those of the tenth and of the twelfth segments are much
smaller than those of the eleventh ; but in every case they nearly or

quite meet each other above the oesophagus. In the tenth segment
the sperm-sacs swell out below into the sperm-reservoirs, which
lodge 'the anterior pair of vas deferens funnels. These reservoirs

are not fused together below though they come into contact;

Their dorsal extension must, as it appears to me, be regarded as

an anterior pair of sperm-sacs.

The spermiducal glands are squarish in outline and occupy
segments xvii.-xix. Their duct leaves them as nearly as possible

exactly in the middle ; it is quite slender and is curved back upon
itself in a horseshoe-like form ; there is no terminal sac, the

presence of which might possibly be inferred by the large size of

the male pore.

A moderately large pair of egg-saes are appended to the front

wall of segment xiii. They are transversely elongated.

The spermatJiecas are constituted upon the plan of those of

A. stelleri, and occupy the same segments as do the spermatheca?

of that species. There are in fact in segments vi. and vii. 8 to 10
spermatheca? on each side in each segment. Each spermatheca is

pear-shaped, lessening gradually in calibre towards the duct ; it has

a diverticulum of about half its own length which is slender. The
diverticulum has the form that has been noted in A. stelleri ; there

is a marked constriction between the swollen end of the diverti-

culum and another swollen region which gradually diminishes in

calibre to the duct.

Hah. Aring, Kelantan.
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Prom the foregoing account may be extracted the following
definition of

Amyntas aringeanus, n. sp.

Length 115 mm. ; number of segments 142. Clitellum xiv.-xvi„
without setae. Genital papilla? paired upon segments v., vi. (two
pairs), vii., on xvii, & xix. paired groups of 9-11 papillae in line with

Fig. 3,

Anterior end of Amyntas aringeanus. x 3.

male pores. Male pores large and far apart. (Septum viii./ix.

absent. Last heart in xii. No caeca. Sperm-sacs in x.-xii.

Npermiducal glands in xvii.-xix., compact and square in outline

;

59*
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no terminal sac to their duct. Sperinatheca? 8 to 10 pairs in vi.

and vii.

Hah. Malay Peninsula.

It is clear that this species comes nearest to A. stelleri, from
which, however, it can readily be differentiated by the nature and
position of the genital papilla?.

(10) Amyntas kelantanensis, sp. u. (Fig. 4, p. 903.)

I have examined some thirty individuals of this new species,

which cannot be confused with any of its allies. It is a long and
slender species, measuring up to 105 mm. in length by about

3 mm. in breadth. The number of segments in the longest in-

dividual is 100.

The scto? on the anterior segments are fewer and larger than

those upon the following segments.

The cliteUum occupies fully its nsual segments and is entirely

without seta?.

Gen ital papilla are rarely to be seen. When present (fig. 4, p. 903)
they consist of three pairs of whitish round patches, one pair on each

of segments vi.-viii., lying in front of the line of division between
each segment and that which follows. They are related to stalked

glands, which will be described when the internal viscera are

treated of. The male pores are conspicuous and widely separated.

There are about a dozen seta? between them.

The gizzard-septa appear to be absent. The last heart is in the

xiiith segment. The large intestine begins in segment xv., and has

the usual pair of cceea, which are of fair length.

The sperm-sacs are racemose in form and lie in segments xi.

and xii.

The spermiducal glands extend from segment xvii. to xxi.

They are much broken up into lobules ; that part of the gland

which lies behind the male pores is wider from side to side than

the part lying anterior to them. The duct is not particularly

long and is coiled into a circle. There is no terminal sac.

The spermathecw are present to the number of three pairs and
are situated in segments vii., viii., ix. The pouch has a round or

oval contour and communicates with the exterior by a duct

which is almost as long as the pouch. The diverticulum has a

characteristic form ; it is very long and if unwrapped would be

considerably longer than the spermatheea?. The greater part of

the diverticulum is much coiled, and it is dilated at its extremity

into an oval chamber; the muscular duct is comparatively short.

An oval gland, whiter in colour than the diverticulum and with a

long stalk, opens in common with the spermathecal duct. The
arrangement, in fact, is very like that of Amyntas houlleti, with which
species, however, there is no possibility of confusing the present.

Halt. Aring, Kelantan.
The following definition embodies the principal characters of

this new species :

—
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Amyntas Icelantanensis, n. sp.

Length 105 mm. ; uumbev of segments 100. Setae on anterior
segments large. Clitellum xiv.-xvi., without setae. Paired papillae

upon vi.-viii. Male pores far apart. Septum viii./ix. absent. Last

Fig. 4.

Anterior end of Amy* cantanenm X 4.

heart iu xiii. Ca3ca present. Sperm-sacs xi., xii. Spermidueal

glands xvii.-xix., with curved duct and no terminal sac. Sperma-
thecae vii.-ix., with long coiled diverticulum and a stalked gland.

Hub. Malay Peninsula.
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(11) Amyntas pulauensis, n. sp. (Fig. 5, p. 905.)

The present species is represented by a number of specimens, all

of which do not show the principal diagnostic character of the

species, and led me to confuse it with Dr. Horst's Amyiilas hossch>>,

from which it appears to be perfectly distinct, provided that there

are no lacume in the descriptions given by Horst 1 and Michaelsen 2
.

The length of the largest individual is 165 mm. ; the number of

segments I am unable to state with accuracy.

The cliteUum occupies the whole of segments xiv.-xvi. and
appears to have no seta? upon it.

The genitalpapiMa are the distinguishing feature of the species

so far as concerns external characters. On segments xvii. and
xviii. in front of the line of setae is an area which presents the

appearance of a sieve owing to the presence of 40-50 pore-like

depressions, which are the external expression of numerous white

glands which are visible on dissection. These groups of papilla;

are median and unpaired. There appears to be a similar area

upon the viith, viiith, and ixth segments, which is very like that of

A. hilgendorfli as figured by myself '.

The male pores are very conspicuous and widely separated; 13

setae lie between them.

The gizzard-septa are absent. The intestine begins in the xvith

segment, and is furnished with a pair of cceca, which are rather

short, barely reaching to the level of the xxvth segment.

The last pair of hearts are in segment xiii.

The sperm-sacs are large, solid, and compact. They lie in

segments xi. and xii.

The spermiducal (/lands are not of a compact structure ; they

are much lobulated and occupy segments xvii.-xix. Their duct is

short and thick and opens into a rounded, rather flattened

terminal sac.

The spermathecti' are four pairs and lie in segments vi.-ix. Each
sac is oval or more or less pear-shaped in outline; its duct is

sharply marked off and about ^ the length of the sac. The diver-

ticulum is not large and not a great deal longer than the duct of the

spermatheca. It is divisible into an oval sperm-holding receptacle

and a narrower folded duct.

Hab. Pulau, Bidang, Kelah, and Aring.

The following is a brief definition of

Amyntas pulauensis, n. sp.

Length 165 mm. Clitellum xiv.-xvi., without setae, (xenital

papilla median unpaired group of pores upon viii., ix.. xvii., xviii.,

in front of setae. Male pores large and far apart. Septum viii./ix.

absent. Last heart in xiii. Caeca present. Sperm-sacs xi., xii.

1 Notes Leyden Mufl. XT. p. .'J24.
'

2 Abh. Senck. nat. Ges. xxiii. p. 238.

Zool. Jahrb.. Abth. f. Syst, vi. pi. fig. 1.
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Speruiiducal glands xvii.-xix., loose-textured; terminal sac present.

Spermatbecse in vi.-ix., with short diverticulum.

Hab. Malay Peninsula.

Tig. 5.

Anterior end of Amyntaa pul« (tenuis. X 3.
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(12) Amyntas minutus. n.sp.

Of this very .small species 1 have examined only a single speci-

men, which is 48 mm. in length. I counted 103 segments. The
Betae upon the anterior segments are very large.

The clitdlum occupies the whole of segments xiv.-xvi. It has

Beta upon it. The median region of the xvith segment is not

invaded by glandular tissue, so that it presents the appearance of

a papilla. There is a swollen area of corresponding position and
extent upon segment xvii.

Apart from these there are a series of paired genital papilla

which follow the male pores upon segments xix.-xxi. They are

paired upon the first two segments, but the xxist has only the

left-hand one They are much smaller than the male pores and lie

nearer to the middle line.

The male pores are very large indeed. They are shallow but

large depressions borne upon very conspicuous porophores. They
are sucker-like in appearance.

With regard to the internal structure, 1 have been able by

dissection to note the principal structural features which fix the

position of and distinguish the present species. T am not certain,

however, whether the gizzard-septum is present. The gizzard

itself is large and typically ' perichaetous '
; the failing or vanished

gizzard of some small Earthworms is sometimes put down to small-

nessof size and consequent simplification by degeneration; instances

like the present appear to show that the reduction of the gizzard

i- rather to be referred to difference of habitat and food. The
intestine has no coca. I could not fix the position of the last

heart.

There are undoubtedly three pairs of large sperm-sacf, which lie

in segments x. xii.

The spermidttcal glands are large, loose in texture, and much
incised. The duct is rather long ; it runs forward and then back,

opening directly on to the exterior, and not by the way of a

terminal sac. The gland itself extends through segments xvi.-xxi.

The gpermatheca present the unusual character of being massed
in considerable numbers in a single segment. There are 6-10
pairs of them, not only in segments vi. & vii. as in A. stelleri, but

also in segment viii. behind the last thick septum and alongside of

the gizzard.

]lnl>. Aring.

The following will be the definition of

Amynten minutest, n.sp.

Length 4^ linn. : number of segments 103. Setae on anterior

segments larger. Clitellum xiv.-xvi., with seta?. Papillae paired

on xix.-xxi., smaller and nearer to the middle line than the

prominent, widely separate male pores. Caeca absent. Sperm-sacs
in x.-xii. Spermiducal glands \vi. -xxi., with longish duct and no
end-sac. Spermathecae 6-10 pairs in each of segments vi.—viii.

Hob. Malay Peninsula.
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(13) Amyntas evansi, n. sp. (Fig. 6.)

Three examples of an Amyntas, unfortunately not fully mature,

cannot, I believe, be included in any known species of the genus,

though they come near to well-known forms with four pairs of

spermathecse.

The largest specimen measures 120 mm. and consists of about

120 segments. The anterior setae are at least not markedly larger

than those upon the segments which follow.

The position of the clitellum cannot be fixed.

The only distinctive external feature of this species is the one
which leads me to separate it specifically. Between segments vii.

and viii. are a closely-set row of small cup-shaped papilla}, 8 on each

side, a small space separating each 8. I took these at first for

numerous spermathecal pores such as are found in A. stelleri and
one or two allied forms. They are, however, only genital papillae,

though of unusual position.

Fig. 6.

Anterior end of Amyntas evansi. x 4.

The spermathecal pores, four pairs, are quite obvious, and lie (o

the outside of these papilla1
; they are of course intersegmental lv

placed, and lie between segments v. ix.

The male pores are placed upon very conspicuous porophores,
which are widely separated and directed outwards, i.e. away from
each other. There is no gizzard-septum. • The last hearts are in

xiii.

The intestine commences in segment xv. and has a pair of oceca,

which arise in segment xxvii. and extend forward so far as xxiv. or

xxiii.

The sperm-sacs are large in x., xi., xii. The spermiduad glands
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(defective on the right side of one specimen) occupy segments
xvii.-xix. ;they are lobate and have but a short duct.

The spermatheece (in vi.-ix.) have a diverticulum which is very

short.

Hah. Biserat.

We may thus define the species :

—

Amyntas evansi, n. sp.

Length 120 mm. ; number of segments 120. Anterior seta)

not larger than those upou following segments. Clitellum ?

Genital papillae 8 pairs on intersegmental groove vii./viii. Male
pores far apart. Gizzard-septum absent. Ceeca present. Last

heart in xiii. Sperm-sacs in x., xi., xii. Spermiducal glands xvii.-

xix., with short duct and no terminal sac. Sperruathecae in vi.-ix.,

with short diverticulum.

Hah. \falay Peninsula.

(14) Amyntas biporus, n. sp. (Fig. 7, p. 910.)

Of this species I have been able to examine a large number of

individuals. They are all of moderate size. The length is fairly

illustrated by a specimen which measured 115 mm. and consisted

of 93 segments.

The setce are a trifle stouter upon the anterior segments of the

body; they are particularly small upon the xth and, though the

difference is less marked, upon the xith segment. The xth segment,

as is so often the case, is larger than the others.

The clitellum completely occupies its usual segments. I found

seta? upon all of its three segments.

Genital papilla are found both anteriorly and posteriorly; in

nearly all of the specimens which I examined there are a pair of

papillae upon the viith segment, lying just behind the circle of setae;

these are not large and have an elliptical contour ; they are almost

eye-like in form. In one specimen there were, in addition to

these, an exactly similar pair of papillae lying on the viiith segment,

but in front of the circle of set* and rather near to each other in

the median line. In another worm the right-hand one only of the

additional pair of papillae was present. As the great majority of

the specimens had but the single pair of papillae on segment vii.,

that may be regarded perhaps as the normal arrangement for the

species.

The posterior pair of papillae are upon the xixth segment, and

they showed no variations at all ; there was always one pair and

one only. The curious fact about these papillae is that they are

exactly like the male pores which precede them. It would be

quite impossible from an examination of the external characters of

the worm alone to say definitely which was male pore and which

papilla. Indeed the opinion arrived at would probably be that

this species possessed two pairs of male pores. The first specimen

that I examined was put down by me as an abnormality until the

examination of others showed that it was a constant character. It
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naturally suggested the specific name. The papillae in question

have a transverse direction and are oval in form, bearing a con-
spicuous slit ; they interrupt the line of setae, and correspond
exactly in position to the male pores.

The male pores need no special description, as they are exactly

like the copulatory papillae of the nineteenth segment. As to the

internal anatomy, the gizzard-septum appears to be wanting.

Cceca are present. The last heart is in segment xii.

The sperm-sacs are large and racemose, meeting in the middle
line above ; there are three pairs of them lying in segments x., xi.,

xii.

The spermiducal glands are large and rather ragged. They
occupy segments xvii.-xix. and a trifle of the adjoining segments
also. The duct is thin and curved upon itself in the usual horse-

shoe-shape. It opens on to the exterior through a not very large

terminal sac. In segment xix. is a similar sac, which corresponds

to the papilla on the exterior of the body already described. The
likeness between these two sacs, coupled with the external resem-
blances already referred to, suggests that we may have to do with

a species which has only recently lost the primitive double male
efferent apparatus.

I have made a series of sections through this region of the body
in order to attempt to further elucidate the remarkable appearances

seen externally and on a dissection. With regard to the male
pores, the duct of the spermiducal gland does not open directly into

the terminal sac, but is prolonged into a penis-like process which
lies within the sac and does not extend quite so far as to its external

orifice ; doubtless it can be protruded. The walls of the sac are

much wrinkled by deep folds, the interstices between which are

reduced to a minimum, as the epithelium on either side is very

nearly in contact. It is surrounded by a layer of loosely arranged

muscular fibres, which in my sections (transverse to the longitudinal

axis of the body) are seen to run over the sac from left to right and
to be mingled with numerous fibres running in a longitudinal

direction. The actual orifice of the sac, though large, does not

occupy the whole of the groove upon the xviiith segment. The
orifices upon the sixth segment, which are externally so like the

male pores upon the xviiith segment, lead, like them, into a sac.

This sac in structure is precisely like that of the bursa copulatrix

of the male efferent apparatus. It has a widish mouth ; it is lined

by tall columnar epithelial cells, and its walls are thrown into close

folds. The resemblance to the bursa copulatrix does not, however,

end here. A penis-like process depends from the dorsal wall of the

sac into the interior ; I cannot distinguish this structure from the

penis of segment xviii., save for the fact that it has no lumen.

For the rest its shape, size, and relations are precisely those of the

penis. Instead of by a lumen its thickness is occupied by the

ducts of numerous unicellular glands which form a mass above the

sac and are surrounded by a special muscular layer. They are

precisely like those of other species of Amyntas.
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It is plain, therefore, that the minute anatomy of this species bears

out the very close external resemblance between the male pores

upon segment xviii. and the "genital papilla; "' upon segment xix.

We may possibly regard the mass of gland-cells in the latter as re-

presenting the glandular investment of the spermiducal gland of the

Kg. 7.

-> -\

Anterior end of Amyntat hiporus.

P, papilla on segment xix.

X 4.

former. In any case this is the nearest approach to be seen in a

true Amyntas of the originally present second pair of spermiducal
glands which occur in so preponderant a proportion of Acantho-
driloid forms.
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The spermathecce are four pairs in segments vi.-ix. The main
pouch is circular, sometimes even kidney-shaped in outline; in the

latter case the duct arises from the hilum. The duct is quite as

long as the pouch l
. The diverticulum is altogether longer than

the spermathecae ; it is made up of an oval pouch and a long duct.

In the neighbourhood of the second or third spermatheca is a soft

cushion-like gland, bilobed, which appears to be related to the

papillae upon the spermathecal segments.

The following definition of the species includes the principal

characters of

Amyntas biporus, n. sp.

Length 115 mm. ; number of segments 93. Anterior seta? a

little stouter than upon succeeding segments. Clitellum xiv.-xvi.,

with seta? upon all segments. Genital papilla? upon vii., viii., and
upon xix. a pair of slit-like orifices leading into a sac resembling a

bursa copulatrix and with penis-like process. Male pores far apart.

Gizzard-septum absent. Caeca present. Last hearts in xiii.

Sperm-sacs in x., xi., xii. Speriniducal glands in xvii.-xix., with

horseshoe-shaped duct and small terminal sac. Spermathecae in

vi.-ix., with long diverticulum.

Rah. Malay Peninsula.

6. On two Consignments of Butterflies collected by Mr.

Richard Crawshay in the Kikuyu Country of British

East Africa in 1899 and 1900. By Arthur G. Butler.

Ph.D., F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c, Senior Assistant-Keeper,

Zoological Department, British Museum.

[Received September 8, 1900.]

(Plate LV1II.)

Early in the present year I received a letter from Mr. Crawshay
(Nairobi, March 17), in which he says :

—" I am taking the oppor-
tunity, now that 1 am in actual close touch with a reliable post-

office, to send you another consignment of Lepidoptera, about
three hundred insects in all, some of which ought to prove
especially interesting, as latterly I have been collecting high up in

Kikuvu in primaeval forest, at altitudes varying from 7500 to

7800"feet."

These insects (two boxes) came safely to hand, and about a

month later a second (smaller) consignment, together with a letter

dated April 1 st, as follows :

—

" 1 have to write you an introduction to the collection of

Lepidoptera despatched to you some three weeks ago.

"As far as I can recollect, there are no insects

—

Butterflies, that

1 This is not always apparent. Sometimes the diverticulum is shorter ; hence
the need for care in basing specific distinctions.
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is— of any striking interest from the lower altitudes [unless maybe
one or two taken at the last here, which I will deal with later

when sending you another consignment 1

] ; so 1 need only give a

description of the high country at and in the neighbourhood of

Eoromo where, during the last six months, I have been working
amongst the wild Wakikuyu, and where most of my insect

collecting has been done.
" From Nairobi—which lies at about 5400 feet—the Uganda

Eailway ascends from the vast open plains of Masailand into the

Kikuyu hills, at first through cultivated laud for some twenty-five

miles, then through primaeval forest of gigantic growth, commencing
at about TWO feet, and reaching 7820 feet on Lali flat—on either

side of which, again, there are hills some 400 or 500 feet high.
" It was in this primaeval forest that I had my camp, at approxi-

mately 7700 feet.

" There could hardly be a more unique country in its way ; for,

though practically on the Equator, the climate is never hot, or

rarely warm [except in broad noonday, when the sun is out in all

its force], but is generally moist or even downright raw—as,

whether or not the rainy seasons are on (there are two in the

year) there are desultory rains and blanket-like mists ; there is.

therefore, really no dry season in the proper sense of the term.

The highest temperature I remember having recorded iu the

daytime, in the shade, is 711°; the lowest, at night, 51°.

" It is scarcely surprising to find the Flora of such a country and
climate to some considerable extent that of Northern Europe :

—

On the open grass-flats at Mayimoru, lkwiakwi, Eoromo, and
Lali grow juicy clovers of the white and pink flowered species,

foxtail grass, monstrous thistles breast high, docks, dandelions,

plantains (so troublesome on the lawns at home), buttercups,

sorrel, and other familiar plants and flowers.

" In the forest and on its outskirts grow blackberry-bushes

with dark mulberry-coloured fruit, nettles of preposterous size and
proportionally painful even through khaki, jasmine in and out of

flower every few weeks, and last but not least interesting, from
old associations, that long tendril-like burr which it so delighted

one in one's childhood to pluck and attach to unsuspecting elders.

" The Fauna consists of Elephants [now Eoyal Game], Leopards,

Sewals, Genets, Tree-Isyra [the most striking, perhaps, of all the

denizens of the forest], Galagos, monster Baboons with long

shaggy coats, Colobus, a species of Cenopithecus with a white

throat [probably C. albigularis], and birds innumerable, though
for the most part small and retiring, the more conspicuous among
them being Hornbills, Plantain-eaters, Green Parrots, and the

red-legged, red-billed, dusky Francolin common to Kikuyu forest

and generally the earliest harbinger of dawn.
" Eeptiles are represented by—as far as I now know—one

small harmless Snake [two specimens of which I have secured, to

1 Apparently the third box, which reached me just after I got this letter,—

A. G. B.
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send to Dr. Giinther : one taken by Dr. Waters of the Uganda
Eailway and given to me ; one taken by Mapeyani, my servant, in

our zariba] ; Chameleons—one with three horns on the frontal

bone; and many small Batrachians— of which I have secured

a few for examination.
" White ants there are none at the highest altitudes, neither

are there Scorpions, Spiders of the venomous type, or Centipedes

[Scolopendra?]—unless maybe one small yellow Centipede of which

I secured three in all when breaking up a crumbling giant tree-

trunk in clearing the ground for our zariba, and which appears to

be venomous on a small scale.''

As might be expected from this description of the country, the

collection of Butterflies, of which the following is an account, is of

exceptional interest. In addition to six new species of the genera

Argiolaus, Epamera, Gyclyrws, PJirissura, Eagris, and Cdcmorrlumis,

examples of the following species new to the Museum collection

were obtained :

—

Oharasees ansorgei § > Umnothauma antinorii,

Mylothris rubricosta (previously represented by only one small

example in the Hewitson collection), Mylothris neumanni, Teracolus

elgonensis, Papilio rex ; also the following, of which additional

specimens were urgently required :

—

Panopea expansa both sexes

(showing that P. tarqulnia is synonymous therewith), Lachnoptera

ayresii, Argynnis hanningtoni, Neptis trigonophora (proving N.

hrmanni to be synonymous), Chrysophanus abbottii, Teriomima

aslauga, Pilodeudorix ceerulea, Myrina dermaptera, Umnothauma
cordatus, U. fallcensteini, Castalius margaritaceus, the dry phase of

Teracolus chromiferus, the Eastern form of Belenois zoehdlia, the

dry phase of Pinacopteryx gerda, both sexes of Papilio nobilis (the

tailless female being new to science), two very dissimilar females

of P. phorcas (both of the P. thersander type) and a pale-coloured

male, Sarangesa motozioides, both sexes, Caprona canopus, Cychpides

midas and G. quadrisignatus, Parnara micans, and Perichares teli-

signata. Lastly, the collection contained a very remarkable

intermediate example between Precis sesamus and P. natalensis,

which Mr. Marshall has proved by breeding to be only forms of

one species, and which (as the fact of the identity of these wonder-
fully different-looking Butterflies is still doubted by some ento-

mologists) ought certainly to be figured.

Nymphalid.e.

1. Amauris aluimactlata.

Amauris albimaculata, Butler, Ann. N. H. (4)xvi. p. 39-1 (1875).

d , Eoromo, 7700 feet, Kikuyu, Oct. 5, 1899
; $ , Jan. 20,

1900 ; S 6, Euarka E,, 5500 feet, Kikuyu, April 22, 1900.

Of the first pair Mr. Crawshay writes—" Fairly common

;

usually to be seen on the outskirts of the forest." And " Fairly

common these days, though comparatively rarely is a perfect

specimen obtainable. It has somewhat astonished me to find an
insect of this genus a foul feeder : some ten 'days ago I counted
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no less thau eleven of this species, in company with some two
or three Charaxes, feeding voraciously on the excreta of a
Leopard."

Of the remaining males, which arrived in the later consignment,
Mr. Crawshay says:—"Apparently the first appearance of this

species since my arrival here in February : each example of the

few seen has newly emerged."

The Eastern specimens of this species frequently have the white
spots on the primaries reduced in size.

2. Limnas chrysippus, var. KLUGII.

Limnas Mugii, Butler, P. Z. 8. 1885, p. 758.

? , Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, April 25, 1900.
" Commonly distributed all over the country ; never, however,

anywhere in great numbers, but here one and there one. No
butterfly is easier to take, as its flight is heavy, weak, and of but

short duration. Oblong pale yellow ova.''

3. GNOPHODES DIVERSA.

Gnoplwdes diversa, Butler, Ann. N. H. (5) v. p. 333 (1880).

6* , Nairobi forest, 5460 feet, April 14 ; $
:

, March 25, 1900.
" An insect of owlish haunts and habits, frequenting dark

forests and apparently never emerging into the sunlight. It is

new to me and the only one of its kind I have seen, though I have
taken an insect of similar form, haunts, and habits in the Nyasa
forests. Grass-green ova partially developed."

4. Melanitis leda.

Papilio leda, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. ed. 10, i. p. 474 (1788).

Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, Kikuyu, April 22, 1900 ; Euarka E.,

5500 feet, April 27, 1900.

Eespecting the first specimen Mr. Crawshay observes :

—

" Somewhat to my astonishment, I took this insect—usually an

inhabitant of dark forest—out in the open, in a small patch of

scrub, in broad noonday." Of the other he says:— "As I have

previously remarked, this butterfly frequents the depths of the

forest, or thickets, where daylight scarcely penetrates to any great

extent. Unless disturbed it appears never to take wing in the

daytime ; and if disturbed, flops down again into the depths of

the undergrowth a few yards away. Its habits are, I should think,

strictly crepuscular, if not nocturnal."

5. MoNOTRICHTIS SAFITZA.

Mycalesis sqfitza, Hewitson, Gen. Diurn. Lep. ii. p. 294 note,

pi. lxvi. fig. 3 (1851).

6 , Nairobi forest, March 20, 1900.

"This Einglet is common in the depths of the forest, where it

is to be seen hopping about or settling on the barer places, one
here and one there." (It. C.)
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6. Charaxes ANSORGEI.

c? . Charaxes ansorgei, Eothschild, Nov. Zool. iv. p. 181 (1897),

v. pi. v. fig. 2 (1898).

$ . Considerably larger than the male : the basal area of the

primaries much darker, maroon-reddish ; the macular upright

belt across the disk Avhite, more or less washed with ochre towards

costa ; three spots beyond the cell, the two uppermost maroon or

deep sienna reddish, the lower spot, which almost touches the white

belt, deep ochraceous ; the third spot of the transverse belt wanting,

and the three subapical spots thrown farther out and continued,

by the addition of three others, to near the first median branch :

the secondaries differ but little from those of the male, excepting

that the white belt is more regular and tapers away through the

lilac and bluish area almost to the abdominal margin ; the tails are

longer than in the male, the outer one being the longer (instead of

the shorter) of the two ; on the under surface there is no difference

worthy of note. Expanse of wings 106-7 millimetres.

$ $ , Eoromo, Kikuyu forest, Dec. 16, 1899, and Jan. 22,

1900.

Of the first specimen Mr. Crawshay says :
—" Taken on the

wing, when passing me, with a very lucky stroke of the net. As
the specimen has the appearance of having lately emerged from
its chrysalis, and was most carefully handled by me, I think the

piece snipped from the right lower wing is probably the act of a

bird." Of the second example he writes :
—" Hovering over a bush

in the most confiding manner and thus easily taken, doubtless in

the act of depositing her ova, which on coming to disembowel her

proved to be fully developed. Large rich yellow spherical ova,

some twenty in number."
This handsome Charaxes is entirely new to the Museum : I

believe the male has hitherto been unique in the Eothschild

collection, and the female is quite new.

7. Charaxes ros^e.

Charaxes rosce, Butler, P. Z. S. 1895, p. 255.

rf . Euarka Eiver, 5500 feet, April 29, 1900.

Mr. Crawshay has inadvertently labelled this as a female ; he

says of it :
—" I think an insect well known to me in days gone by

in B. C. A. ; taken feasting on the mud." As we have males from

Zomba, it is possible that Mr. Crawshay may have seen it ; but the

only male which he sent home was of the allied C. manica, which
differs above in having subapical spots on the primaries, and below

in its much more glossy paler surface and less defined markings.

Although Prof. Aurivillius is of opinion that the group of

Charaxes with black males cannot be separated into well-defined

species by either sex, 1 have never found much difficulty in pairing

the sexes since we have possessed a good series of specimens from
various parts of Africa. 1 feel confident that when these species

come to be bred, the males will be found to be more constant to

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LX, 60
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their slight differences than the females to their greater ones
;

this is certainly the case with 0. guderiana and C. hollandi, of

which we possess long series. Breeding only can decide this.

8. Chaeaxes caxdiope.

Nymphalis candiope, G-odart, Enc. Meth. ix. p. 353 (1823).

Euarka Eiver, 5500 feet, Kikuyu, April 15 & 22, 1900.
" By great good luck, I came upon some six or seven of these,

usually very difficult to take, insects feasting vigorously on the

moist ground bordering on the stream, and was able to secure

five—four of them are absolutely perfect." ( K. G.)

Unfortunately by the time these specimens reached me one of

them hod lost the tips of both antenna? ; one of the remaining

three also when set proved not to be absolutely perfect, two chips

having been snapped out of the right hind wing, apparently by a

bird ; nevertheless, considering how rarely it is possible to get

perfect specimens of this butterfly, those obtained by Mr. Crawshay

are wonderfully good.

9. Chaeaxes zoolina.

Nymphalis zoolina, Westwood in G-en. Diurn. Lep. pi. 53. fig.

1, 2 (1850).

<J 2 , Euarka Eiver, April 22, 1900.

The male was obtained when at rest on the mud sucking up the

moisture, the female by a lucky stroke of the net as it dashed past

Mr. Crawshay in the forest ; the latter contained " sea-green

spherical ova."

10. Peecis sesamus. (Plate LVIIL fig. 1.)

Precis sesamus, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1883, p. 347.

Wet phase.— c? $ . Nairobi plains, April 14, 1900.

Intermediate phase.— £ . Nairobi plains, April 20, 1900.

Dry phase.— <$ c? . Nairobi plains, April 22 & 29, 1900.

Of the intermediate phase, Mr. Crawshay rightly says :
—" The

blue mingling with the scarlet of this insect is, I think, unusual."

Mr. Trimen has, indeed, figured an intergrade between the wet and
dry phases, but it is by no means so palpably an intermediate form
as that now secured by Mr. Crawshay, which is certainly the most
convincing bit of evidence of the specific identity of the two
extreme phases that I have ever seen, and as such is well worthy
of illustration. The Oxford Museum possesses a similar example.

It will of course be noted that all three forms of this species

were secured in the same month and therefore could hardly be
spoken of correctly as seasonal forms ; they represent the forms

prevalent at certain seasons, but are not as yet exclusively confined

to those seasons : for this reason I prefer to use the term "seasonal

phase."
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11. Precis cloantha.

Papilxo cloantha, Cramer, Pap. Exot. iv. p. 93, pi. cccxxxviii.

A, B (1781).

d , Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, April 12, 1900.

12. Precis pyripormis.

Junonia pyriformis, Butler, P. Z. S. 1895, p. 726, pi. xlvi.

figs. 5, 6.

<5 , Roronio, Kikuyu forest, Jan. 12, 1900.

"A very ragged specimen; none the less welcome, as the only

one of this species I have come across in these parts." (B. C.)

Mr. Crawshay might have added " or anywhere else," for there

is not the least doubt in my mind that it is quite distinct from
P. milonia of the West Coast and P. tugela of the South and East.

The specimen now sent, although sufficient for identification, is

unfortunately too much shattered for the cabinet.

13. Precis elgiva.

Junonia elgiva, Hewitson, Exot. Butt., Jun. pi. 1. fig. 1 (1864).

6 , 2 $ , Nairobi forest, March 2, 20, & 25, 1900.
" Distinctly arboreal in its haunts and living in the shade of the

forest
;
plentiful and very easily taken, as its flight is generally

only a few yards at a time and low, within two or three feet of the

ground." (B. C.)

14. Precis cebrene.

Precis cebrene, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1870, p. 353.

$ , Boromo, Kikuyu forest, Feb. 6, 1900.
" Common enough elsewhere, but not so here, as I have seen

only some eight or ten since I have been in these parts. Taken by

my servant Mapeyani. Emerald-green ova, spherical and very

small." (B. O.)

15. Precis clelia.

Papilio clelia, Cramer, Pap. Exot. i. p. 33, pi. xxi. E, F (1775).

S , Nairobi, March 5, 1900.
" A common insect enough, but a most perfect specimen." (B. C.)

16. HYPANARTIA SCHiENEIA.

Hypanartia schcmeia, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1879,

p. 329.

c?,2, Roromo, Kikuyu forest, 7700 feet, Jan. 7 and March 24

1900.
" Grass-green spherical ova semi-developed." (B. C.)

Mr. Crawshay asks :
" How many species of these African

Admirals are there ?—three in this neighbourhood, 1 think." 1

believe he is correct, although it has been said that //. hippomene

is only a seasonal phase of the present species. The third species

is a true Admiral (a Pyrameis near to P. atalanta). In W. Africa
60*
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there are one or two other Hypanartias allied to the present species

and two more occur in Madagascar and Mauritius.

17. Hypanaetia hippomene.

Hypanartia hippomene, Hiibner, Samml. exot. Schmett. ii.

pi. 25. figs. 3, 4 (1806).

Eoromo, Nov. 24, 1899 ; Ruarka River, 5500 feet, April 27,

1900.

Of the five examples taken at Roromo, Mr. Crawshay writes :

—

" Very common in the openings in the forests or on the outskirts,

and seldom seen singly, but in little colonies of three or four to

half a dozen.
" During the hot hours of the day, these insects are extremely

lively—chasing and tilting with one another in mid-air, and dashing

off for a short swift flight of fifteen or twenty yards or so, to

return and perch on some favourite tree-trunk or leaf, or more
rarely on the ground, only, after a brief rest, to be off again to

continue their play." Of the last specimen he says :
" Just this

single example seen. Rather surprising to find this species at

—

for these parts—so low an altitude."

18. Peotogoniomoepba anacaedii.

Papilio anacardii, Linnseus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 236 (1764).

Ruarka River, 5500 feet, Kikuyu, April 25, 1900.
" The only specimen I have come across in Kikuyu. By great

good luck taken at rest on the mud, sucking away voraciouslv at the

moisture." (R. C.)

19. Pteameis abyssinica.

Pyrameis abyssinica, Felder, Reise der Nov., Lep. p. 397 (1867).

d, $ , Roromo, Kikuyu, Nov. 23 & 26, 1899.
" Here and there this insect is met with singly and in pairs, its

favourite haunt being the bare ground, which forms its favourite

perch. Dull-looking and hard to follow on the wing, and of short

low flight, skipping from place to place and never going far at a

time. Grass-green spherical ova." (R. C.)

20. Pyeameis caedui.

Papilio cardui, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. ed. 12, i. p. 774 (1767).

d,$, Roromo, Kikuyu forest, Dec. 16, 1899; tf (starved),

Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, March 31, 1900.
" The commonest and most ubiquitous butterfly in these parts

;

seen anywhere and everywhere and in all stages of its imago
existence, from newly emerged to the most ragged and featherless

specimen." (R. O.)

Of the starved male Mr. Crawshay says—" The smallest
' Painted Lady ' I think I have ever seen." It certainly is

small—the smallest African example I have seen,—but we have
specimens from India and one from Colorado of the same size.
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21. Panopea expansa.

Panopea expansa, Butler, Aim. N. H. (5) ii. p. 177 (1878).

$ , Euarka River, April 22 ; 6 8 , April 25 & 29, 1900.
" A graceful insect, both when on the wing and when at rest

fanning its wings. This ( $ ) and the succeeding number were
taken on the wing with a single stroke of the net when chasing

one another round and round over iny head. It is an active

insect of rapid gliding flight. I have some recollection of having
taken this butterfly, or one very nearly resembling it, in the

Mweru country in 1891-1892. Dark yellow spherical ova."

(P. C.) »

The specimens now sent prove the correctness of Prof. Auri-
viilius's decision as to P. tarquinia being the male of P. ecopansa.

It has been suggested that P. heliogenes from Nyasa is the

female of P. tarquinia ; but the pattern of the primaries seems to

me to differ too much for this to be correct, and I note that

Prof. Aurivillius regards the two as distinct.

22. Htpolimnas misippds.

Papilio misippus, Linnaeus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 261 (1764).

$ , Nairobi plains, March 29
; 8 , April 14, 1900.

2 .
" Common, though not in such numbers as is generally the

case in localities where it is found." 8 •
" The males of this

species are distinctly in the minority here. For ten females I

doubt if I see one male." (P. C.)

23. Hamanumida Daedalus.

Papilio dcedalas, Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 482 (1775).

8 , Euarka Eiver, 5500 feet, April 27, 1900.
" Three weeks or so ago I did not remark a single fresh specimen

of this butterfly." (P. G.)

24. Crenis boisduvali.

Grenis boisduvali, Wallengren, Kongl. Sven. Vet.-Akad. Handl.,

Lep. Ehop. Caffr. p. 30 (1857).

Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, March 29, 1900.
" This is an insect which 1 think I took on my journey to the

8.W. slopes of Mt. Kenya in 1898-18U9. It somewhat surprises

me therefore to find it here. By luck I came on this specimen

in the early morning when not very lively. Its favourite perch

seems to be a tree-trunk, where it sits generally head downwards.

It is an active insect, of short, rapid, skipper-like flight." (P. C.)

25. Lachnopxisra ayresii.

Lachnoptera ayresii, Tritnen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1879,

p. 326.

8 6 , 2 $ , Euarka Eiver, 5500 feet, April 27, 1900.

1 It was P. heliogenes.—A. G. B.
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Of the four males Mr. Crawshay writes :
—" 1 am somewhat

puzzled to know whether this aud the three following specimens

are or are not identical as species with the two foregoing insects.

I am inclined to think not, as not ouly are their markings different,

but the former are larger than the latter." Of the two females

(which are the larger aud differently marked specimens referred

to in the preceding note) one example is much shattered, and
Mr. Crawshay thinks it "has probably weathered several

seasons."

26. Atella phalantha.

Papilio phalantha, Drury, 111. Exot. Ent. i. pi. xxi. figs. 1, 2

(177U).

Roromo, Kikuyu forest, Jan. 12, 1900.
" Elsewhere a common enough species. Here not common nor

easily taken, since it is always travelling in desperate haste, with

its swift, straight flight, turning neither to the right nor the left."

(R. C.)

27. Argynnis hanningtoni.

Argynnis hanningtoni, Elwes, Trans. Ent. !Soc. London, 1889,

p. 558.

Itugi, 7400 feet, Kikuyu, Oct. 2; Loromo, 7700 feet, Oct. 5
;

Roromo, Nov. 11, 23, 30, 1899.

The series of this interesting species now sent home by Mr.
Crawshay fully bears out the constancy of the characters upon
;vhich 1 distinguished my A. excelsior. Considering that our

series of the latter consists of eleven specimens from Ruwenzori,
all showing the same characteristic differences of form and
colouring, I cannot comprehend the meaning of the term " variety

"

as applied to it by Aurivillius ; if he had said local, or representa-

tive form, it would have been comprehensible, but to my miud a

variety is a sport coexisting with the typical form.

28. NEPTIS AGATHA.

Papilio agatha, Stoll in Cramer's Pap. Exot. iv. pi. cccxxvii. A, B
(1782).

6 $ , Ruarka River, 5500 feet, April 27, 1900.

29. Xeptis trigonophora.

Neptis trigonophora, Butler, Ann. N. H. (5) ii. p. 177 (1878).

Var. Neptis lermanni, Aurivillius, Ofvers. Yet.-Akad. Forhandl.
liii. p. 431 (1896); Rhop. ^Ethiop. pi. 1. fig. 8 (1898).

6, Ruarka River, 5500 feet, April 27, 1900.
My type has a smaller white patch in the discoidal cell of

primaries than that figured by Prof. Aurivillius ; but this is clearly

a variable character, as the specimen obtained by Mr. Crawshay
shows no discoidal patch on the upper surface.
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30. Neptis marpessa.

Neptis marpessa, Hopffer, Mon. k. Ak. Wiss. Berl. 1855, p. 640;
Reise n. Mossamb., Ins. p. 383, pi. xxiv. figs. 9, 10 (1862).

3 3 , Nairobi forest, March 20 ; Euarka River, 5500 feet,

April 15 & 27, 1900.

The first specimen obtained was much faded, and Mr. Crawshay
thought he detected embryo ova in the abdomen ; it, however,

possesses the front legs and prehensores of a male, together with
the curved inner margin of primaries and pale sericeous costa of

secondaries characteristic of this sex.

31. Neptidopsis ophione.

Papilio ophione, Cramer, Pap. Exot. ii. p. 27, pi. cxiv. E, E
(1777).

Euarka Elver, April 25, 1900.
" By no means common

;
perhaps I have seen altogether three

to-day." (i2. C.)

32. EURTTELA HIARBAS.

Papilio hiarbas, Drury, 111. Exot. Ent. hi. p. 17, pi. 14. tigs. 1, 2

(1782).

2 , Nairobi forest, Kikuyu Escarpment, March 9, 3 18 & 20
;

6 $ , Euarka Eiver, April"25 & 27, 1900.
" This is an insect I recollect seeing when accompanying the

expedition to recover poor Capt. Harland's remains in May 189S.

On the wing the combination of black and white lead one to

think the specimen is blue, not white.
" An insect calculated to wear out the patience of anyone : it

will dart round and over a clump of bush for twenty minutes or

half an hour without restiug, and then go off, as a rule, without

having given one a chance to effect its capture after waiting and
watching its gyrations in fear and trembling all that time."

(i*. C)
Of the third example taken Mr. Crawshay writes :

—" At last

a perfect specimen of this lovely but difficult butterfly to take.

By great good luck netted on the wing when skimming along

past me so fast that I could hardly follow it with my eyes."

In six of the eight specimens captured by Mr. Crawshay the

band on the primaries is narrower than in any of our Southern
examples ; but one damaged example (the first taken) has the

white band of both wings nearly as wide as in Western examples;

E. angustata, therefore, can only be regarded as a variety, not

a strictly local form.

33. ECRTTELA DRYOPE.

Papilio dryope, Cramer, Pap. Exot. i. p. 125, pi. lxxviii. E, F
(1775).

d (J, Nairobi forest, March 20, 19U0.
" Fairly common, but always gyrating and skimming closely
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over and round the bushes and so difficult to take : finally I have

got the better of them by going after them in the afternoon, when
they are tired with their day's play and so inclined to rest." (B. C.)

One perfect example was chased for ten minutes before it

could be captured.

34. Btblia ilithyia.

Papilio ilithyia, Drury, 111. Exot. Ent. ii. pi. xvii. figs. 1, 2

(1773).

2 , Roromo, Kikuyu forest, Jan. 12
; S , Ruarka River,

April 25, 1900.

Of the female Mr. Crawshay writes :
—" An insect unknown

to me, I think"; and of the male:—"A new arrival on the scene;

until the last day or two 1 have not come across one."

35. Btblia goetzius.

$. Papilio goetzius, Herbst, Natursvst. Schmett. ix. p. 193,

pi. 258. figs. 3, 4 (1798).

6 , Ruarka River, April 25, 1900.

1 quite agree with Prof. Aurivillius that B. vulgaris is only a

variety of this species and B. ackdoia the dry form ; but I regard

B. castanea, boydi, and anvatara as representative species : I am
quite sure that the last two are so, whatever B. castanea may prove

to be.

36. ACR.EA ALICIA.

Acrcea alicia, E. M. Sharpe, Ann. N. H. (6) v. p. 442 (1890).

$ , Nairobi forest, March 18; <$ 3 , Ruarka River, 5500 feet,

April 15, 1900.

Of the female Mr. Crawshay says :

—

" The only one of its kind

I have seen here. This insect does not succumb to 90 per cent,

cyanide in an hour—cyanide which suffocates every other Lepi-

dopteron in 25 to 30 seconds." Of the male he writes :
—" Simply

in swarms on the mud on the rocks in the bed of the stream ;

dies very hard in the cyanide-bottle."

We have so few examples of this pretty species that I much
regret the fact that only the female noted above, two good males,

and one which lost its antennae on the journey, were sent home.

37. AC'R.EA E>*CEDO>~.

Papilio encedon, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. ed. 10, i. p. 488 (1768).

5 , var. hjcia, Fabr., Nairobi plains, 5400 eet, May 4, 1900.
" Unfortunately, with my fiugers shaky after a night's fever, I

have destroyed one of the antenna when pinching this specimen

—

all the more regrettable as I do not know this Acrcea unless it be

a variety of some known species."' (B. C.)

Var. daira, Godm., S 6 ,2 • Nairobi plains, March 28, May 4,

1900.
" Plentiful on the grass-laud round my tent these days, newly
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emerged after the incessant rains. This is a graceful insect in its

flight—alternately flapping its wings and skimming along in its

flight, very differently to other Acrmnce." (R. C.)

38. Acr-EA cecelia, var. stenobea.

Acrcea stenobea, Wallengren, Wien. ent. Monatschr. 1860,

p. 35.

2 , Nan-obi plains, April 14, 1900.
" Dark yellow oblong ova." (R. O.)

This appears to be a second female form of A. stenobea, of which
A. ligns seems to be the more typical female ; excepting in the

narrow border to the primaries, this new form much resembles

the commoner female of A. caldarena, but the arrangement of the

spots is as in A. stenobea.

39. Acr^a acrita, var. pudorlna.

d , Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, March 29, 1900.
" Common round my tent on the plains." (R. C.)

Females of this species (no. 440) are much needed for the

Museum collection ; of A. pudorina we possess only one of the

dark variety of female, and of typical A. acrita the same ; we have

several females of A. pudorina resembling the male in colouring,

but they are not in good condition.

4U. ACRCEA NEOBUXE.

Acrcea neobule, Doubleday, G-eu. Diurn. Lep. pi. xix. fig. 3

(1848).

cJ, Nairobi plains, April 14, 1900.
" Common, and fond of perching on a violet-coloured ' Devil's-

bit ' like flower which grows on the plains." (R. C.)

41. ACR.EA QUIRDfA.

Papilio quirina, Fabricius, Spec. Ins. ii. p. 36 (1781).

rf, $ , Ruarka River, 5500 feet, April 27, 1900.
" All these Acrceince were taken in the gloom of the forest,

flitting about feebly and settling on the bushes. Spherical vellow

ova." (R. G.)

42. Acrcea insignis, var. balblna.

Acrtxa balbina, Oberthiir, Etud. d'Ent. xii. p. 6, pi. 3. fig. 8

(1888).

Rororao, Kikuyu forest, Feb. 18 & 27, 1900.
" 1 have achieved the capture of this remarkable insect after

having seen some three or four during the past ten days without

being able to get on level terms with one of them. This Acrcea

frequents primaeval forest: rather unusual for members of the

genus, I shoidd think."
" Half an hour has this insect retained its senses in the fumes
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of strong cyanide, which renders almost every other butterfly aud

moth senseless in less than thirty seconds. Aorceina have this

peculiar to them, I have always observed." (R. C.)

LibythjeidtE.

43. LlBYTHEA LABDACA.

Libythea labdaca, Westwood, Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 413 note,

pi. lxviii. fig. 6 (1851).

Ruarka River, 5500 feet, Kikuyu, April 25 ; Nairobi plains on
outskirts of forest, April 25, 1900.
" An insect quite new to me, taken sitting on a rock on the banks

of the stream." (R. C.)

Best known as a West-African species and hitherto unrecorded,

1 believe, from Eastern Africa.

LYC^NIDiE.

44. Aloeides taikosama.

Cigaritis taikosama, Wallengren, Kongl. Svenska Vet.-Akad.
Handl., Lep. Rkop. Caffr. p. 43 (1857).

o% $ , Nairobi plains, April 1 & 14, 1900.

Of the female, which was first taken, Mr. Crawshay writes :
—

" I do not recognize this ' Copper ' as an insect known to me.
It was taken when I was out shooting, and I fear became very

much knocked about during a long day's tramp." Of the male he

says :
—" Found on the path on its side almost dead after a shower

of rain."

Although well known as a South African insect, these are the

first examples of it I have seen from British East Africa.

45. Cheysophanus abbottii.

Chrysoplumus abbottii, Holland, Entomologist, xxv. suppl. p. 9U

(1892); Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. xviii. p. 240, pi. 7. fig. 4 (1895).

6 , 2 , Roromo, Kikuyu, Nov. 23 and Dec. 16, 1899.

On the under surface this bright little species scarcely differs at

all from highly coloured examples of 0. pJUceas.

46. TEEIOM1MA ASLAUGA.

UUrbania aslauga, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1873,

p. 117 ; 8. Afr. Butt. p. 220, pi. ix. figs. 9, 9 a (1887).

6 6 , Kiu, 5200 feet, April 11, 1899 ; Nairobi forest, 5400 feet,

March 18 and April 5, 1900.

Of those taken at Kiu, Mr. Crawshay says :—" Newly emerged
these last two days." Of the later captures, which are more
heavily marked and therefore more typical, he says :

—" Hardly did

I expect to find this species at such an altitude. Hitherto I have

not seen it this side of Kiu, where on the flowering Mimosa it

abounds."
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We previously possessed one shattered example, whichl identified

(from Maranga) as T. pallida, Trimeii; but wheu my friend Trimen
saw it this year, he told ine that he believed it to be T. aslauga

;

and, as he ought to know more about his own species than I, this

identification is admitted in the present paper : undoubtedly the

examples from the Nairobi forest are much like the figures of

T. aslauga. The chief difference I note in the figures of the two
species is in the width of the outer border of the primaries, which
in T. pallida is reduced below the apical triangular patch to a mere
line. Judging by the much greater variability of T. hildegarda, I

somewhat doubt the validity of T. pallida as a distinct species.

47. PlLODEUDOEIX CjEETTLEA.

Deudorix ccerulea, H. H. Druce, Ann. Nat. Hist. (6) v. p. 28
(1890).

S , Nairobi forest, March 20, 1900.
" A lovely ' Blue,' which I do not recollect having taken or seen

before." (R. C.)

This is a wonderful extension of the range of an apparently

rare Lyccenid. Mr. Trimen recorded it from the south-east

(Minene valley) in 1894 ; but previously ifc had, I believe, only

been known from Western Africa.

48. MXEIKA EICEDULA.

Myrina jicedula, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1879,

p. 324.

$ (shattered), Buarka, 5500 feet, April 25 ; 3 3 ,
plains

bordering Mundu muha Eiver, 5600 feet, April 29 ; $ , Nairobi

plains, 54U0 feet, May 3, 1900.

2 •
" Pale emerald-green spherical ova, probably a second, if not

a third laying."

S . "This stoutly built 'Blue' shows a marked preference for

the dwarf wild fig-trees which occur here and there on the plains

bordering on the forest. For pugnacity I have never come across

the equal of this butterfly : selecting the outermost leaf of an

outstanding top branch as his perch, he dashes down and attacks

any other butterfly coming near him, returning always to his one
particular perch."

2 .
" In the abdomen I found one solitary ovum. This is, I

think, the identical insect which has frequented the vicinity of my
tent for the last three weeks without my being able to capture her."

(it". O.)

49. MVEINA DEEMAPTEEA.

$ . Loxara dermaptera, Wallengren, Kongl. Svensk. Vet.-Akad.
llandl. 1857, Lep. Khop. Caffr. p. 34.

J , Plains bordering Mundu muha River, 5600 feet, April 29,

1900.
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" This butterfly was taken on the same fig-tree as the preceding

species and its habits are almost identical. I saw also a second
example which I could not secure." (E. C.)

We previously possessed only one female of this species : it is

new from Eastern Africa.

50. Argiolaus crawshayi, sp. n. (Plate LVIII. fig. 3.)

5 . Nearest to A. trimeni ; of a more glistening and bluer tint

than in the female of that species, and with no trace of white in

the primaries, but the median vein and its branches more thickly

blackish-scaled ; secondaries with the costa and first two inter-

nervular spaces decreasingly whitish, the veins dividing them
blackish, the outer border about as broadly blackish as in A. lalos,

with two subconfluent orange spots close to its inner edge towards

anal angle ; fringe grey tipped with white ; tails black with basal

fringe and tip white; anal lobe white with two black spots ; above,

and almost touching the latter, a blood-red spot irrorated with pale

blue ; abdominal area smoky greyish brown ; body similar to that

of A. silas. Underside chalky white, slightly sericeous ; the primaries

with dusky tipped fringe ; two ill-defined submarginal blood-red

dashes indicating a submarginal line on median interspaces

:

secondaries with an externo-discal blood-red stripe, angled on
subcostal and second median veins, terminating on first median
branch, where it is confluent with a tiny patch of blood-red and
opaline blue scales (probably indicating the second red spot of

A. silas) ; anal spot black, crowned by two blood-red crescents and
an opaline blue intervening crescent ; above this anal spot are a

few scattered irregular black lines and dots ; an indistinct smoky-
grey line varied with black, from the median vein backwards, near

and parallel to outer margin ; tails as above : body below 7 white.

Expanse of wings 41 millimetres.

$ , Kikuyu, 6800 feet, Oct. 11, 1899.

1 have been through the descriptions and figures of the known
species, but can find nothing agreeing with the above.

51. Epahera sidus.

Iolaus sidus, Trimeu, Trans. Ent. Soc. London (3) ii. p. 176

(1864) ; Hewitson, 111. Dium. Lep. pi. 20. fig. 25 (1865).

2 (fragment), Eoromo, 7700 feet, March 22, 1900.
" It is not an uncommon occurrence for me to be robbed of

intended victims to the cause of entomology by the many Fly-

catchers of as many species which inhabit the trees in our zariba.

In this instance, however, I robbed the Flycatcher of his prey : he
was pursuing the ' Blue ' heading downwards from a tree above,

snapping pieces out of her, when—as he was at the insect on the

ground—I drove him off and secured the ' Blue,' or rather her

mangled remains. Orange spherical ova." (B. O.)

AVe want a series of this species badly, but the above is too

much damaged for the cabinet.
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52. Epamera arbobieera, sp. n. (Plate LVIII. fig. 2.)

Size, colouring, and general aspect above of E. mimosce, the

primaries with straighter outer margin and broader outer border,

the secondaries also with blacker and broader marginal markings,

the patch between the second and third tails being large and
crossed by a broad white bar : below the wings remind one some-
what of E. aplmceoides, diametra, and cemulus, being pure glistening

white ; the primaries with five black-edged mahogany-red bands,

of which the first two are short and cross the discoidal cell, the

third discal, extending to first median branch, the fourth sub-

marginal and the fifth marginal ; fringe black, tipped with brown :

in the secondaries are seven bands branching from one root above

the anal lobe ; the first is slender and borders the lower half of the

abdominal area, the second runs inwards obliquely parallel to the

first, the third and fourth fork in the form of a Y from the latter,

the inner ramus curving round at the base, the outer one passing

to costa ; the fifth band extends from the root across the disk

obliquely to the middle of costa; the sixth is submarginal, its black

border becoming confluent with that of the seventh, which is

marginal and has its first two divisions crescentic and white, only

becoming red above the first tail ; anal lobe black, enclosing a pale

blue dash, which passes into the white of the marginal band

;

abdominal fringe and intercaudal fringes white; tails black,

tipped with white ; fringe from first tail to apex grey-brown : body
below white, the face mahogany-red ; antennae black, white-

ringed, tip of club mahogany-red
;
palpi black above, white below,

excepting the third joint ; venter with longitudinal reddish

ochreous line. Expanse of wings 32 millimetres.

d , Rororao, Kikuyu, Nov. 26, 1899.
" This lovely insect was taken by my servant Bvalamkombi

sitting on a twig, after a rainy morning, and I suppose only just

emerged." (R. C.)

E. arborifera is certainly one of the most beautiful novelties

which Mr. Crawshay has sent home.

53. LycjEnesthes lemnos.

Lyccmesthes lemnos, Hewitson, 111. Diurn. Lep. p. 221, pi. 90.

figs. 13, 14 (1878).

S 6, Rungayi, 0700 feet about, March 21; Ruarka River,

April 25, 1900.
" This ' Blue,' be it noticed, has three pairs of tails—which I

have never before remarked in any butterfly I have ever taken.

By the merest chance I took this ' Blue' on the railway-line while

the locomotives were stopping to water. A perfectly lovely blue."

(R. O.)

54. Lycenesthes uefinita.

Li/ccenesthes de/tnita, Butler, Ann. N. H. (7) iv. p. 342 (1899).

e, Fort Smith, Kikuyu, June 25, 1899.
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" A lovely insect, not known, new to me ; I have seen, I think,

one or two before." (JR. C.)

We received a single female from Mr. Crawshay in 1896 which
was identified as L. liodes (the name under which this species then

stood in collections) ; a male was received in the last collection

from the Kikuyu country between Machakos and Neugia : there-

fore Mr. Crawshay is quite correct.

55. Uranothauma cordatus.

ffyreus cordatus, E. M. Sharpe, P. Z. 8. 1891, p. 636, pi. xlviii.

%. 4.

5 6; Roroino, Dec. 14, 16, 17, 1899 ; Jan. 12, 1900.
" On first seeing this insect with its wings closed and after

hastily examining the inside of its wings, J took it to be the

Uranotlumma from the Nyika Mountains in British Central Africa.

But I see it is not identical : it is smaller and differs widely in its

mode of flight and habits. Its flight is low, irregular, and jerky,

skimming the ground within a few inches : its favourite perch is

the bare ground. It is a difficult insect to follow with the eye

when on the wing."

It is an odd thing that all the examples of this genus now sent

home by Mr. Crawshay are males.

56. Uranothauma antinorii.

Lyccena antinorii, Oberthiir, Ann. Mus. Genov. xviii. p. 731,

pi. ix. fig. 3 (1883).

c? d, Ruarka River, 5500 feet, April 15, 22, 25, 1900.
" A lovely little ' Blue,' new to me." (R. O.)

It is also quite new to the Museum and to me ; Oberthiir's

figure gives no idea of its colouring or the darkened central area

on the upper surface of the wings. Oddly enough, this species

seems to differ from the other species of Uranothawma in not
possessing any distinctly thickened scales on the primaries ; in

this respect it comes nearest to U. fallcensteinii, in which the

androconia appear to be confined to the veins. On the under
surface the markings indicate affinity to U. wawskayi.

57. Uranothauma ealkensteini.

Pleheivs fallcensteinii, Dewitz, Nova Acta Acad. Nat. Cur. xli. 2,

p. 204, pl.*xxv. fig. 5 (1879).

J c? , Roromo, Kikuyu forest, Dec. 16 & 17 (1899) ; Ruarka
River, 5500 feet, April 22, 1900.

" An insect I do not know ; another specimen also seen."

(B. O.)

58. Cactreus palemon.

Papilio palemon, Cramer, Pap. Exot. iv. p. 209, pi. cccxc. E, F
(1782).

6 6 , Roromo, Dec. 16, 1899.
" A lovely little insect with the sun on its open wings." (i?. C.)
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59. Castalius margaritaceus.

Castalius margaritaceus, E. M. Sharpe, P. Z. S. 1891, p. 636,

pi. xlviii. fig. 3.

S 2 , Kiainbu, 5600 feet, April 29, 1900.
" Just the two examples seen and taken." (R. C.)

This is a species of which we much need specimens.

Stntarucus, gen. nov.

The species of this genus have hitherto been incorrectly associated

with Tarucus (which contains T. tJieophrastus and allies) ; it is

characterized by hairy eyes, the costal and subcostal of primaries

approximated but not fused ; secondaries with a single tail at

extremity of first median branch. Type S. telicanus.

60. Syntarucus telicantjs.

Papilio telicanus, Lang, Verz. Schmett. ii. p. 47 (1789).

2 2 , Roromo, Nov. 26, 1899 ? Nairobi forest, March 20,

Nairobi plains, April 14 ; 6 , Ruarka River, April 25, 1900.

Of the last female obtained Mr. Crawshay says :—" A new
arrival with the rains, I think"; the female obtained on March 20

was taken on the edge of the forest.

61. AZANUS MORIQUA.

Lyccena moriqua, Wallengren, Kongl. Svensk. Vet.-Akad. Handl.

1857, Lep. Rhop. Caffr. p. 39.

d 6 , Ruarka River, April 22, 1900.
" Taken perching on a rock on the brink of the stream." (R. O.)

62. Cyclyrius shabpo;, sp. n. (Plate LVIII. figs. 4, 5.)

Hyreus cequatorialis, Butler, P. Z. S. 1894, p. 567.

2 2 , Roromo, Oct. 7 j d 8 , Nov. 23 and Dec. 16, 1899.

I was evidently in error in supposing that this species was a

variety of O. cequatorialis, E. M. Sharpe ; it appears to be quite

constant and more nearly related to C. juno, whereas Miss Sharpe's

insect (which we received from Ruwenzori in the Scott-Elliot

collection) is related to C. noquasa.

The present species nearly resembles C. noquasa on the upper
surface, but is usually rather larger ; the males of a richer violet

colour with more sharply defined borders, that of the secondaries

rather broader ; fringes checkered ; occasionally there is a small

ocelloid subanal spot on the secondaries ; on the under surface the

pattern is much like that of O.juno, but the primaries are longer

and the band across the middle of the secondaries is straighter,

broader on abdominal margin and tapering to the costa. Expanse
of wings 2IJ-27 millimetres.

I have named this pretty little species after Miss Emily Sharpe,

whose careful work on the Butterflies of Africa is well known.
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63. SCOLITANTIDES STELLATA.

Lyccena stellata, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1883, p. 349.

Fort Smith, June 25; Eoromo, 7800 feet, Dec. 17, 1899,

Jan. 12, 1900.
" I recognize this as the little insect I took at Ngong, where it

is very plentiful.

" Taken on the railway-line in the midst of thick forest on
either side. I have not previously remarked a specimen of this

insect at this altitude (7800 feet).

" Here and there a solitary specimen seen ; not, as at Ngong,
where sometimes six could he taken with a single stroke of the

net." (E. C.)

Mr. Crawshay evidently only sent us his best examples, or else

we returned a series to his brother ; we have five specimens from

Ngong.

64. POLYOMMATUS B^TICUS.

Papilio bceticus, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. ed. 12, i. p. 789 (1767).

6 o% Roromo, Dec. 17, 1899 ; Jan. 21, 1900.
" An insect of irregular fluttering flight, fond of hovering low

over moist ground, but, if once missed, very^difficult to take."

(E. C.)

65. ZlZERA GAIKA.

Lyccena gailca, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. (3) i. p. 403 (1862).

c? , Nairobi, 5400 feet, March 17, 1900.
" Taken on the open plain, half a mile from Nairobi railway-

station." (E. O.)

For many years we have had an example of this species in the

Museum labelled as received from Pernambuco ; I doubted the

correctness of this locality, but M. de Johannis has shown me a

second example which he said he knew to have been undoubtedly
received from Brazil.

66. Chilades trochilus.

Lyccena trochilus, Freyer, Neuere Beitr. Schm. v. p. 98, pi. 440.

fig. 1 (1844).

Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, April 24, 1900.

Papilionid^.

67. Mylothris rubricosta.

Piens rubricosta, Mabille, Ann. Soc. Ent. France, (6) x. p. 28

(1890); Nov. Lep. viii. p. 61, pi. 10. fig. 3 (1892).

$ , Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, March 28, 1900.

Mr. Crawshay took this for a small example of the common
M. agathina ; it is quite new to our collection, though a smaller

example agreeing more nearly with M. Mabille's figure stands in

the Hewitson collection.
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68. Mylothris neumanni.

Mylothris neumanni, E. M. Sharpe, Ann. N. H. (6) xvii. p. 125

(1896) ; id. Neumann's Elephant Hunting, p. 444, plate (facing

p. 66), figs. 1, 1 a, 2, 2 a (1898).

6 6.2 $, Eoromo, 7800 feet, Jan. 27 & 29 ; Eeb. 6, 7, 10,

15, 17, 18 ; March 24, 1900.

Of the first females captured Mr. Crawshay writes :
—" I think,

on opening the abdomen, I have found and taken out a quantity

of what appear to be partially developed ova of a young leaf-green

colour."

A pair in coitu was taken on Eeb. 6th. A female was captured

by Bvalarnkombi, Mr. Crawshay's "faithful follower,'"' on Eeb. 10.

Of the last example captured Mr. Crawshay writes :
—" After

several months' incessant rain this insect is fairly plentiful, though
difficult to get within reach of owing to its absolutely arboreal habits,

and perfect specimens are now practically impossible to obtain ; the

enclosed is the only decent specimen of four netted." (R. G.)

Among the examples previously secured were several magnificent

specimens.

Although this species shows a fair amount of variation as regards

the size of the white markings of the primaries, not one of the

specimens could, by any possibility, be confounded with any of

the other quite distinct species which Prof. Aurivillius has

associated together as variations of M. narcissus : it comes nearest

to M. dentatus (of which the insect referred to M. narcissus is

perhaps the true female, the male M. narcissus being distinct and
more nearly related to M.jaclcsoni and swaynei; but of this I
cannot be sure until females have been received from Nyasaland)

;

the costal margin of the primaries, however, is constantly and
very perceptibly shorter in M. neumanni S than in M. dentatus $ ,

and the white on the primaries, when most developed in this sex,

consists only of four subcoofluent internervular fusiform dashes,

the veins encircling the discoidal cell being also white ; in some
males these dashes are small and slender, leaving the primaries

almost entirely black.

The secondaries of the female vary on the under surface to

ochreous, and in some examples a tint of buff shows on the upper
surface ; this tends to indicate that M. knutsoni, Aurivillius, may
be only a slight colour-variation of M . jacksoni (from which its

describer says that it can scarcely be distinguished excepting in

its ochraceous yellow posterior wings). We have a female of

M. trimenia in which the secondaries are ochreous above, but
whether this is constant or not I cannot say; the under surface of

these wings in the males is certainly variable in this respect.

With regard to M. cravjshayi, which Prof. Aurivillius thinks

may be an aberration, it is the best defined species of this group,

having more nearly the outline and general aspect of the species

for which I founded the genus Phritsura, though with the neuration

of Mylothris; we have five males and one female, and they do not
vary in the least.

Pboc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LXI. 61
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69. Nychitona medusa, var. alcesta.

Papilio alcesta, Cramer, Pap. Exot. iv. p. 175, pi. ccclxxix. A
(1781).

Nairobi forest, March 20 : Euarka Eiver, 5500 feet, April 27,

1900.
" An old friend, I think from Tana Eiver ; the first of its

species I have seen in these parts."' (R. C.)

" This frailest of frail butterflies frequents dark forest, and
rarely is seen in the sunshine. Its flight is ridiculously weak.

Like a Kestrel it hovers over the same spot, only a few inches

from the ground, for minutes on end, without either materially

advancing or receding." (R. C.)

Prof. Aurivillius is of opinion that Ar
. medusa and A7

, alcesta are

distinct species. He may be right ; but I must confess that I am
sceptical as to the value of the characters upon which he separates

them. Every gradation of size exists from the largest N. medusa

to the smallest A', alcesta : the apical black patch sometimes borders

the outer margin to below vein 2, sometimes (in the large form)

only extends to just below vein 6 ; the discal spot in the large

form is sometimes crossed by veins 3 and 4, and in the small form
sometimes scarcely extends above vein 4. If it be correct that,

whereas A. medusa $ sometimes takes the form of AT
. immaculata,

A7
, alcesta $ always takes the form of N. nu/Aa, that might possibly

serve to distinguish the females ; but, for the present at any rate,

I do not see my way to regarding the genus as consisting of more
than one very widely distributed and variable species.

70. Colias electo, var. edusa.

Papilio electo, Linnaeus. Cent. Ins. p. 21 (1763).

? $ (C. Mice type), Fort Smith, May 28 ; Lali flats, 7850 feet,

Kikuyu forest, Dec. 19, 1899.

5 (C. edusa type), Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, April 12, 1900.
" On Lali flats, which are open grass-land surrounded by black

forest, C. edusa is far and away the most plentiful butterfly and
could be taken in almost any number. Quite ten if not fifteen

per cent, of the females seen are this pale-coloured variety." (R. C.)

71. Tebias brigitta, var. zoe.

Terias zoe, Hopffer, Monatsb. k. Akad. Wiss. Berl. 1855,

p. 640 ; Peters' Eeise n. Mossamb., Ins. p. 369, pi. xxiii. figs. 10,

II (1862).

2 $ , Eoromo, Dec. 14, 19, 29, 1899, Jan. 14, 1900 ; Mayi inoru

flat, Eeb. 10 ; <Jd, Ikwiaku, 7600 feet, Feb. 27; Nairobi plains,

5400 feet, April 5, 12, 14, 1900.

72. Terias boisduvaliana.

Terias boisduvaliana, Mabille, Hist. Mad., Lep. i. p. 253, pi. 32.

figs. 4, 5 (1885-7).
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2 , Eoromo, Kikuyu forest, Feb. 6
; J Euarka Eiver, April

25, 1900.
" If struck at with the.net two or three times and missed, this

insect becomes terrified and drops to the ground, where it perches

and is easily taken ; this specimen ( § ) behaved in this way."

73. Terias marshalli.

Terias marshalli, Butler, P. Z. S. 1897, p. 851, pi. 1. figs. 8, 9.

5 , Eoromo, Jan. 7 ; J , Nairobi plains, April 14, 1900.

Nobody, comparing a series of this species with T. regulans,

could hesitate about keeping them separate ; the fact is that few
Lepidopterists have the least idea as to what T. regularis really is

;

they mistake it for the extreme wet form of the present species,

which it neither resembles in outline of wing, border, or pattern

of under surface ; moreover it has a female with a broad black

border to the secondaries. I consider the nearest ally to T. regularis

to be possibly T. marshalli, but it is really much more like T. solo-

monis of the T. canclkla group ; it has a heavier costal border to

the primaries and is, as a rule, a smaller insect ; the under surface

also though without spots is also destitute of dark borders. In the

Museum we have twenty-one wet-season examples of T. regularis,

including four females ; excepting that they are comparatively

broader and shorter in wing, they more nearly resemble T. zoe

than T. marshalli.

74. Teracolus CALAIS.

Papilio calais, Cramer, Pap. Exot. i. p. 84, pi. liii. C. D. (1775).

tf , Eoromo, Peb. 27, 1900.
" The first of its kind, I think, I have seen in these parts, and

somewhat a surprise." (R. G.)

1 believe it will be found that this species ranges over nearly

the whole of Africa.
k

75. Teracolus elgonensis.

Teracolus elgonensis, E. M. Sharpe, P. Z.S. 1891, p. 191, pi. xvi.

fig. 6.

o* , Eoromo, Kikuyu, Jan. 12, 1900.

This species is new to the Museum. The single example taken

is a little shattered j the dark border of the primaries and the

spots on the under surface of the secondaries are barely indicated

:

it probably represents the intermediate phase of the species.

76. Teracolus curomiferus.

Teracolus chromiferus, Eothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 538 (1894);

E. M. Sharpe, Mon. Ter. i. p. 37, pi. 13. figs. 2-2 d (1899).

2 , Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, April 4 ; J , Nairobi forest, 5400

feet, April 5, 1900.

This is evidently the dry phase of the species ; it is decidedly

smaller than usual, the male finely black-veined above, the magenta
61*
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subapical patch separated by a well-defined white edge from the

dark border ; the secondaries without marginal spots : below

opaline white ; the primaries with a small black transverse spot

on the discocellulars ; no other markings. Expanse of wings 54

millimetres.

The specimen is a good deal worn, therefore the under surface,

when fresh, may have been far more pink in tint.

The female much resembles the insect figured by Miss Sharpe

under T. punieeus (Mon. Ter. pi. 14. fig. 1 g), but is rather larger

and has much better defined marginal spots to the secondaries.

On the under surface the apical area of the primaries and whole

of secondaries are sprinkled and transversely striated with pale

sandy olivaceous, the discal series of spots on the primaries and

oblique transverse stripe on the secondaries being darker olivaceous;

the discocellular spot on the primaries is small and black, that on

the secondaries large and white. Expanse of wings 02 millimetres.

Of the female Mr. C'rawshay says :
—" Pale yellow oval ova.

This is a butterfly altogether new to me." And of the male :—" An
insect which I have no recollection of taking before ; the only

specimen seen.'"'

77. Teeacolus lncretus.

2 • Teracolus incretus, Butler, Ent. Month. Mag. xviii. p. 146

(1881).

cJ . C'allosune vulnerata, Staudinger, Exot. Schm. i. p. 46, pi. 23
(1884-5;.

cJ . Nairobi plains, 5400 feet. April 12, 1900.
" An insect new to me in these parts." (R. C.)

78. Teeacolus XAMHl'S.

<5 . Teracolus acanthus, Swinhoe, P. Z. 8. 1884, p. 440, pi. xxxix.

fig. 10.

$(dry phase), Roromo, Kikuyu forest, Feb. 10, 1900.
" Taken in my zariba, which is a partial clearing in the forest,

by my servant Bvalamkombi." (Ii. C.)

79. Teeacolus antevippe.

Anthocharis antevippe, Boisduval, Sp. Gen. Le'p. i. p. 572, pi. 18.

fig. 3 (1830).

o* , Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, April 27, 1900.

80. Teeacolus omphale.

Pieris omphale, Grodart, Enc. Meth. ix. p. 122 (1819).

S , Nairobi forest, March 18 ; 5 , Nairobi plains, April 12,

1900.

81. Teeacolus pseudacaste.

Teraeohu pseudaeaste, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 156, pi. vi. fig. 12.

c? , Nairobi plains, April 12, 1900.
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82. Teracolus aurigineus.

Teracolus aurigineus, Butler, Ann. N. H. (5) xii. p. 103 (1883).

Dry phase, <? <J , Kedong valley, Oct. 22, 1899.

Wet phase, S , Nairobi plains, April 12, 1900.

83. Catopsilia florella.

Papilio florella, Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 479 (1775).

Var. C.pyrene, S , $ $ , Boromo, Kikuyu forest, Jan. 12, 1900.

Yar. typical, $ , Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, May 8, 1900.

Of the Boromo specimens Mr. Crawshay says :—" On arrival

in these parts a little over three montbs ago and until lately I

never remarked a ' Brimstone.' Now tbey are extremely plentiful

though difficult to take in this rough country, as they seldom or

never perch. All five taken on the wing by standiug on the edge
of the forest on their favourite line of flight." Of the solitary

female from the Nairobi plains he says :
—" Here and there a

specimen is seen travelling rapidly over the open ground and some-
times alighting on some flower."

84. Glutophrissa contracta.

Glutophrissa contractu, Butler, F. Z.S. 1888, p. 75.

cJ 6 tvet phase, Nairobi forest, 5400 feet, March 18 & 20, 1900.

"Plentiful, and, almost without exception, perfect specimens.

Evidently newly emerged after the recent rains."

" By far the commonest butterfly just now in the forest." (R. O.)

Mr. Crawshay comments upon the great difference of size in

individual examples, which vary from an expanse of 64 to 48
millimetres.

Prof. Aurivillius ignores the genera Glutophrissa, Phrissura, &c,
on the ground that the generic characters ascribed to them are

inconstant. I based the former chiefly upon the fact that both

sexes possess a tuft of hair projecting from the extremity of the

abdomen ; in the female this tuft is external and projects over the

swelling in front of the anal orifice. In Phrissura, when the

abdomen is squeezed out, the lateral fringe to the anal orifice gets

flattened forward and thus offers a deceptive semblance of this

tuft, though it originates at the sides, and not in front, of the

opening. In fact Phrissura, although quite dissimilar in form of

wing from Tachyris, is more nearly related to it than Glutophrissa

is. That the African species of Phrissura differ greatly in neural ion

from 1 he type of the genus 1 am unable to admit; in P. aegis

(= illana) vein 8 of the primaries is nearer to the end of the cell

than in the African forms, whilst in P. polisma it is omitted

close to the end of the cell (this sort of character being

usually variable), but lean find nothing else. From Belenois,

with which it has been suggested that Phrissura of Africa should

be amalgamated, the tufting of the abdomen distinguishes it at

once.
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85. Phbissuea ph<ebe, sp. n. (Plate LVIII. figs. 6, 7.)

Allied to P. confusa, the male above with yellow internervular

folds interrupting the divisions of the external border, the basal

orange, patch clear and bright ; secondaries lemon-yellow, washed
towards base, on abdominal area, and on outer margin with a more
ochreous tint ; marginal spots much larger than in P. confusa :

primaries below white ; discoidal cell nearly filled with bright

orange ; apical area and outer margin bright ochreous crossed by

white veins terminating in black points, two small black subrnar-

ginal spots near extremities of median nervules : secondaries

bright ochreous, costal border orange towards the base ; marginal

spots small and black : body below white. Expanse of wings 54-

62 millimetres.

2 . Chiefly differs from the male in the shorter primaries, the

obscure ruddy tint instead of the clear orange at the base of these

wings above, in the heavier marginal spots and more ochreous

secondaries : below the primaries show rather less orange in the

cell and four submarginal spots, the upper ones running inward
and bounding the ochreous apical area. Expanse of wings 58
millimetres.

A variety (answering to P. dubia of P. isokani) also occurs, in

which the apical area of the primaries and the secondaries are

primrose-yellow traversed by blackish veins and with a squamose
blackish border. Expanse of wings 44 to 56 millimetres l

.

6 6 , 2 2 , Nairobi forest, March 20, 1900.

Both sexes are labelled as females, the pale variety being ap-

parently regarded as distinct. I have been unable to discover

what species Mr. Crawshay believed to be the male; the similarity

in the sexes doubtless deceived him.

86. Belenois ZOCHAL1A.

Pieris zochalia, Boisduval, Sp. Gren. Lep. i. p. 506 (1836).

J d , 2 2 , Boromo, Nov. 23 & 26, 1899
; 2 ? (yellow form),

Jan. 22 and Feb. 18, 1900.
" Frequents open glades in forest : a dashing flyer, not easily

taken." (22. 0.)

Of one worn example Mr. Crawshay writes—" A relict of the

dry season, as I have taken four newly emerged specimens of this

insect to-day " (Nov. 26). The under-surface markings prove this

to be correct, as they are feebly defined. The first yellow-winged
female is noted as "a somewhat dilapidated specimen, which proved
a very difficult insect to take—a quick flyer, and a great adept at

doubling."

The second example, which was tolerably perfect, is noted as :

—

" Elsewhere a very familiar form ; but 1 have not previously met
with this insect here until to-day : doubtless the recent heavy
rains are responsible for new animals on the scene."

It is evident from this note that Mr. Crawshay did not recognize
1 la the reputed male of P. isokani really distinct from the Western P. phaola ?

the female (= P. dubia) certainly is.
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this as identical with the shattered insect taken a month previously,

or as a second form of the female of those obtained in the pre-

ceding November : not having the specimens mounted, it is quite

likely that this yellow female was mistaken for a form of B. mesen-

tina, which certainly is a very " familiar form " all over Africa,

B. zochalia being far less abundant and with a considerably more
restricted range.

87. Belenois severina, var. infida.

Belenois infida, Butler, P. Z. S. 1888, p. 77 ; 1894, p. 578,
pi. xxxvii. figs. 1, 2.

6 , Port Smith, June 26, 1899 ; $ , Nairobi forest, March 11
;

Nairobi plains, April 25
; 6 , Buarka Biver, April 25, 1900.

Of the first female Mr. Crawshay says :
—" I am inclined to think

this is an insect altogether new to me. Yellowish-white barley-

corn-shaped ova." In this belief I think he is correct, although he
obtained the male of it at Maranga. The species occurs not un-
commonly at Zomba, so that it is strange that Mr. Crawshay should

not have come across it in Nyasaland : I am not sure that he did

not obtain a female at Lake Mweru.

88. Belexois mesentina.

Papilio mesentina, Cramer, Pap. Exot. hi. p. 140, pi. cclxx. A, B
(1780).

2 , Boromo, Nov. 26, 1899.

89. Synchloe johnstonii.

Synchloe johnstonii, Crowlev, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1887, p. 35, pl.iii.

figs. 1-3.

6 6 , Boromo, Nov. 22, 1899.
" Taken in a waste plantation in the midst of black forest."

(R. C.)

90. PlXACOPTERYX GERDA.

Plnacopteryx yerda, Smith and Kirby, Rhop. Exot. vol. ii. Genus
Plnacopteryx, p. 4, pi. i. figs. 10, 11.

Dry phase, 6 6 , $ , Buarka Biver, April 23 & 27, 1900.

Of the males Mr. Crawshay writes :
—" I took this butterfly, I

think, on the Tana Biver about 15 months ago. Here it is not

plentiful, at any rate as yet, for to-day I have seen only three

amongst a great crowd of other ' Whites ' feasting on the mud, all

which three I took without any difficulty." Of the single female

he says :
—" I do not think I have seen this insect before to-day

and then only the one specimen." One female with a (intermediate

rather than dry) male was secured on the Muthambi Biver.

91. Eronia dilatata.

Eronia dilatata, Butler, P. Z. S. 1888, p. 9<i.

Dry phase, 3 , Buarka Biver, 5500 feet, April 17 ; $ , Nairobi

plains, 5400 feet, April 29, 1900.
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92. Leuceronia argia.

Papilio argia, Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 470 (1775).

S 6 , Buarka River, April 25, 27, & 29, 1900.
" About three weeks ago I saw two specimens of: this lovely

butterfly at the Euarka River high up amongst the trees, where it

\\ as impossible to get at them. Probably, as I have seen no others

in the meantime, this and the following number are the pair

originally seen." (22. G.)

On April 27th a perfect example was taken, and Mr. Crawshay

observes :
—" Perhaps altogether I have seen three or four to-day.

The flight of this butterfly is strong, irregular, and dashiug : in the

midst of its headlong career it stops as if shot and settles on a

bush."

On the 29th a single broken example was taken settled on a

leaf.

93. Papilio rex.

Papilio re.c, Oberthiir, Ann. »Soc. Ent. France, (6) vi. Bull. p. 115

(1886) ; Etudes d'Ent, xii. p. 2, pi. 1. fig. 2 (1888).

Ruarka River, 5500 feet, April 27, 1900.
" At last I have secured a perfect specimen." (R. C.)

From the above note it would appear that Mr. Crawshay has

met with other examples of this rare Papilio, or possibly of the

equally beautiful Melinda formosa (which it mimics). The present

species is quite new to the Museum, and it is to be regretted that

the club of the right-hand antenna has been lost in transit.

94. Papilio nobilis.

Papilio nobilis, Rogenhofer, Verh. zool.-botan. Ver. Wien, xli.

p. 563 (1891).

Papilio pringlei, E. M. Sharpe, P. Z. S. 1894, p. 352, pi. xix.

fig. 3 (1894).

$ , Nairobi forest, March 20
; J , 2 , Ruarka River, April

23 & 29, 1900.

Of the male (a fine and almost perfect example) Mr. Crawshay
says :

—" An insect quite new to me." Of one of the two females:

—

" Gravid, with pale sea-green spherical ova."

Of the male the Museum previously possessed one less perfect

and slightly varied example from Uganda; but the two females now
sent are new to science, being tailless, and of a type approaching

the tibullus $ form of P. cenea : the ground-colour of the wings is

buffish white, somewdiat more sordid within cell of primaries ; these

wings with the costa and apical half black, sometimes replaced by
grey scaling in a patch between veins 3 and 4, thus connecting a

broad wThite postcellular patch with the ground-colour of the

interno-basal half ; the latter is also more or less connected in a

similar manner with an oblique narrow bar within the end of the

discoidal cell ; a subapical cream-whitish oval spot either present

or wanting, and three submarginal spots as in females of P. cenea
;
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the secondaries marked as in P. tibullus $ ; on the under surface

the apical area of the primaries and external area of secondaries

are broadly grey-brown ; the inner half on the primaries forming

an externally diffused black belt upon which the pale patches and

spots of the upper surface are sharply outlined : the internal half

on the secondaries merely darker brown ; veins and internervular

folds dark brown. Expanse of wings 100-103 millimetres.

95. Papilio cexea.

$ . Papilio cenea, Stoll, Suppl. Cramer, p. 131, pi. xxix. tigs.

1, 1«(1791).

d d , $ $ , Nairobi forest, March 11, 18, & 20, 1900.

c? .
" Common in the forest at the foot of the escarpment and

easily taken, its flight being sluggish and almost always well

within reach of the net.

"In an hour I saw perhaps twenty-five or thirty, flying along

between the trees or hovering over some flowering bush : I netted

six, two of which had their tails entire. This insect does not relish

or frequent open country, though occasionally I have seen one here

and there out on the plains fully a mile from the forest, when
obviously it is anything but in its element, as its flight is then

absolutely regular and horizontal with the ground, and within five

or six feet of it, hurrying for all it is worth. In the forest its

flight is lazy ; it often stays to hover and returns over and over

again over the same ground and the same bush.
" Quite a common characteristic of its flight is a perpendicular

drop of ten, fifteen, or twenty feet : it closes its wings and falls

straight away." (B. O.)

5 .
" Pale sea-green spherical ova." (R. C.)

Of a male obtained on March 18th Mr. Crawshay writes :

—

" Very plentiful nowadays. At a water-hole I saw to-day a

number of this species and about a dozen of the black velvet and
metallic blue coloured Swallow-tail (P. nireus) feeding on the moist

ground in company with each other.'"'

Of a female (white-spotted P. cema type) he writes—" Have
seen and netted several specimens, but not one is perfect." Lastly

of a female (P. tibullus type)—" There could be no easier insect

to take than this."

9<i. Papilio phorca>.

3 . Papilio plwreas, Cramer, Pap. Exot. i. p. 4, pi. ii. P, C

2 . Papilio thersander, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. iii. pt. 1 , p. 32 (1793).

d , Nairobi forest, March 11 ; S 6 , $ $ , Ruarka Piver, April

22&2T, 1900.

cf . "Common in the forest, and, I suppose, a very common
insect in other African forests; it is not easy, however, to secure

a perfect specimen."

2 . "Aa far as 1 know this Swallow-tail is new to me. Close
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to where 1 took this specimen I saw a second flapping along over

the open in desperate haste, as if anxious to make the forest."

3 . " This lovely insect can be captured practically in any
numbers on the Ruarka River these days. It is not uncommon
to find a dozen or more congregated on the mud feasting voraciously

on the moisture, and here they may often be trodden underfoot

before they will take wing."

6 .
" A curiously pale example, the shade of green being

distinctly different to the normal colour."

$ .
" Containing a few boiled-sago coloured spherical ova."

(R. C.)

The only two females are of the usual (P. tliersander) type : why
Prof. Aurivillius should think it possible that these may be

abnormal I fail to understand; I think the green female resembling

the male (which is of great rarity) should rather be regarded as an
aberration

l
. Why are all females of this abundant species so rare ?

97. Papilio nireus.

Papilio nireus, Linnaeus, Svst. Nat. ed. 10, i. p. 464 (1758).

Nairobi forest, 5400 feet, March 18 ; Ruarka River, 5500 feet,

April 22, 1900.
" Common in the forest, but it is not easy to secure perfect

specimens." (B. C.)

98. Papilio demodocus.

Papilio demodocus, Esper, Ausl. Schm. p. 205, pi. li. fig. 1

(1798).

$ , Roromo, Kikuyu forest, Dec. 22. 1899 ; c? c? , Nairobi forest,

April 5, 1900.

Of the female Mr. Crawshay writes :
—" This insect appears to be

identical in species with one which I have found to be both common
and easy of capture elsewhere, since it is of lazy flappiug flight and

frequently stops to hover nervously over a flower or a wet piece

of ground.
" Here, however, neither characteristic obtains, as it is of rather

rapid straight flight, rarely stopping to hover or rest, and
(frequenting forest such as this) proved really very difficult to take.

Daily I see perhaps a dozen or so, but this is the first which has

found its way into my net."

HeSPERIIDjE.

99. Sarangesa synestalmenus.

Antic/onus si/nestalmeaus, Karsch, Berl. ent. Zeit. vol. xxxviii.

p. 263, pi. vi. fig. 8(1893).

Nairobi plains, April 14, 1900.

1 The male "P. tliersander" to which Prof. Aurivillius refers may have been

P. euphranor. Why not ?
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100. Sarangesa ELIMINATA.

Sarangesa eliminata, Holland, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 9, pi. v. fig. 9.

Nairobi plains, March 31, 1900.

101. Sarangesa motozioides.

Sarangesa motozioides, Holland, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6)

x. p. 288 (1892) ; Ent. News, Jan. 1894, pi. 1. fig. 5, $ ; P. Z. S.

1896, p. 7.

2 , Nairobi forest, April 5 ; d
1

6 , $ $ , Euarka Eiver, April 15

and 22, 1900.

The yellow markings below vary considerably in definition in

this species ; the size of the transparent spots also varies, though
they are never of the same shape as in S. motozi, that within the

end of the discoidal cell being either L-shaped or broken up into

two small spots ; the transparent spot in the cell of the secondaries

is sometimes wanting, but frequently replaced by a smaller semi-

transparent spot placed much nearer to the base than in S. motozi.

The general tint of the upper surface is more greenish ashy than

that of S. motozi. There are two undoubted males among the five

examples sent home by Mr. Crawshay ; they agree with the females

in pattern and colouring. The first example ( $ ) was " taken

sitting on a tree-trunk in the, setting, sun." Of the others

Mr. Crawshay writes :—" This ' Skipper ' frequents the shade of

the forest, and perches with outspread wings on the bare ground."

The female lays " emerald-green spherical ova."

102. Eagris plicata, sp. n. (Plate LVI1I. figs. 8, 9.)

c? . A prominent costal fold from base to end of discoidal cell of

primaries
;

general tint sericeous golden brown, slightly ashy

towards anal angle of secondaries : black-edged transparent spots

on primaries (right wing) arranged almost in the form of the

Greek letter y, but the costal terminations of the furca turned

towards each other ; of these spots six are subapical, small, the

second displaced and above the third, the fifth represented by a

black spot without transparent centre : the spots of the inner

ramus consist of a small one above cell towards extremity of costal

fold ; a large one within the cell, below the preceding ; a small

spot within posterior angle of cell ; the remaining spots, four in

number, cross the disk obliquely parallel to outer margin, the second

only being large and irregularly quadrangular ; two dusky spots at

basal third of interno-median area: secondaries with a double-

lined dusky marking at end of cell surrounded by an arched series

of dusky spots between the nervures : body more golden than

wings ; the palpi, head, and collar above transversely barred with

black ; antennae black above, pale buff below. Under surface

ochreous ; the primaries clouded with brownish on external area
;

transparent spots as above, but without black margins : secondaries

with two dusky apical spots on margin ; fringe dusky with paler

tips ; a discal arched series of small blackish spots, the second

largest. Expanse of wings 38 millimetres.
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2 . Paler than male, secondaries sometimes whitish ; veins dusky

:

transparent spots on primaries much larger than in the male,

especially those towards centre of wing, which are chiefly separated

by the veins ; outer borders dusky, the markings on secondaries

better defined owing to the paler ground-colour : body darker, the

transverse bars on head less defined : colouring below a trifle paler,

the darker portions cupreous brown; some of the spots on

secondaries indistinct. Expanse of wings 40-45 millimetres.

2 , Nairobi forest, March 18 ; $ , 6 , Ruarka Eiver, April 27 &
29, 1900.

Of the first example taken Mr. Crawshay writes :
—

" This

Hesperid appears to me possessed of a devil : half an hour have

I expended in endeavouring to close the wings, and only with

indifferent success. Light emerald-green spherical ova."

The nearest ally of E. plicata is E. sabadius from Madagascar,

but it is altogether a darker and more strongly marked species

on both surfaces : it is also allied to E. decastigma, but differs in

outline and pattern.

103. Eretis dj^el.elyE.

Pterygospidea djcelceke, Wallengren, Kongl. Svensk. Vet.-Akad.

Handl. 1857, Lep. Ehop. Caffr. p. 54.

Eoromo, Feb. 4, 1900.
" The first of its kind I have seen in these parts, and on cursory

examination I think a different insect to one very nearly resembling

it common in Ukamba proper. The fore legs of this specimen are

white (externally), v, hich, as far as my recollection goes, is not the

case with the 'Skipper' of Ukamba." (li. C.)

104. Cel.exorrhinus opalixus, sp. n. (Plate LV1II. figs. 10,

11.)

Allied to E. galenus : the male more richly coloured ; the semi-

transparent black-edged markings on the primaries deeper in tint

and more brilliantly opalescent, the eubbasal and interno-median

spots much smaller, the outermost of the subapical spots only

represented by a small black patch, in one example with a minute
transparent point on one wing ; in the secondaries the spots which

cross the cell in O. galenus are wholly absent ; the spots towards

anal angle are ill-defined and the orange patch projects inward on
its inner edge, leaving a broader brown marginal band : below the

differences are nearly as above, but the secondaries show one well-

defined orange spot in the cell, the remainder of the basal area

being pretty uniformly dark brown finely irrorated with orange
scales. Expanse of wings 39-40 millimetres.

In the female, which is of a less mahogany-red colour, the spots

are much paler, those of the primaries as in O. biseriatus (of which
G. maculaius is the male), excepting that the outermost of the

subapical spots on the primaries is reduced to a mere point: on the

secondaries there are only four spots towards outer margin, the

first, third, and fourth minute, the second large and rhomboidal,
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extending between the veins almost from the margin to the end

of the cell. Expanse of wings 37 millimetres.

dcf,?, Eoromo, Feb. 17, 18 ; March 23, 1900.

In his Revision of the African Hesperiidse (P. Z. S. 1896, pi. hi.

figs. 3, 4) Dr. Holland appears to have figured C. biseriatus $ and

C. maculatus 3 , showing almost the same differences as in the

two types : the differences are just what one finds between the

sexes of other species, and are certainly less marked than in the

sexes of C. opalinus. Of the latter Mr. Crawshay writes as

follows :

—

3 . "An exceedingly difficult insect to take: the first of its

kind 1 have seen : ten days' almost incessant rain day and night

will probably have affected the butterfly world."

3 .
" Taken in the early morning when numbed with the cold—

a

very different insect to what it is in the warm sunshine."

$ .
" This Skipper habitually perches on the underside of the

leaf on which it settles : this and the two consecutive specimens

•were all taken in this position."

105. Capeona canopus.

Caprona canopus, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 3rd ser. ii.

p. 180 (1864) ; Ehop. Afr. Austr. ii. p. 309, pi. 6. fig. 2 (1866).

3 3 , $ $ , Euarka Eiver, April 15, 22, 27, & 29, 1900.

$ .
" This very striking ' Skipper ' I have seen perhaps three

times in all during my time in Kikuyu. Until now (April 15), I

have never been able to secure a specimen. It frequents dense

forest. This particular insect I took perching on a flowering bush

close to the stream."

3 .
" Taken on the same flower as the following specimen

(April 22). The favourite perch of this striking ' Skipper ' is a

flowering bush in the sunshine. Its first appearance when seen

only a few feet away is that of a veritable rag, even when a perfect

specimen. It does not perch on the ground, I think, nor anywhere
very low."

Mr. Crawshay tells me that this insect looks so much like the

flowers of the bush on which it settles that it is not easily seen

when perching.

106. Pyegus SPIO.

Papilio spio, Linnseus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 338 (1764).

3 , Lali flats, Kikuyu forest, Dec. 19, 1899
; $ , 3 6 , Eoromo,

Jan. 12 & 23; $ , Nairobi plains, April 14, 1900.

3 .
" Taken on open grass-land, the only one seen."

3 . "Taken asleep on the stem of a flower on a cold evening at

sunset and carried in to this camp resting on the flower."

107. CxOMALIA ELMA.

Pynjus elma, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 3rd ser. i.

p. 288 (1862); Ehop. Afr. Austr. ii. p. 291, pi. 5. fig. 8 (1866).
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2 , Itugi, 7400 feet, Kikuyu, Oct. 2, 1899 ; <$ , Eoromo, Jan.

20 ; $ , Nairobi forest, March 18 ; d , Nairobi plains, April 12,

1900.

2 •
" Taken in the hot sunshine on almost bare open ground

flitting from weed to weed/''

<3 .
" A new insect altogether to me, I think : taken on the

moist ground in my garden inside the zariba after the night

rain."

5 .
" A ragged specimen, but the only one seen. Pale bluish-

emerald-green coloured spherical ova.'*

c? .
" Taken by my servant Bvalamkombi. An insect unknown

to me, I think."

Mr. Crawshay had evidently forgotten this variable little species

(an unusual circumstance !) : he took it in July and September.

1898, and in January, 1899. How he remembers even the obscure

little things he catches is a wonder to me, though I rarely forget a

mounted butterfly which I have once seen.

108. Cyclopides metis.

Papilio metis, Linnseus, Mus. Ind. Ulr. p. 325 (1764).

Cyclopides quadrisic/natus, var., Butler, P. Z. S. 1896, pp. 130 &
842.

d d, Eoromo, December 17, 1899, Jan. 25, 1900.
" The first time I have remarked this ' Skipper ' or anything

resembling it in B. E. Africa, though it appears to resemble very

closely an insect in B. E. Africa. All four specimens I owe
directly to a pool of water, on the railway-line, brought about

through an accident to a locomotive which ran off the rails and
turned over." (R. C.)

Of the last specimen Mr. Crawshay says :
—" Taken on the moist

earth of a vegetable bed in my garden in the zariba."

Mr. Crawshay has now sent examples indistinguishable from
Southern specimens of the species and not separable specifically from
those which I wrongly recorded in 1896 as varieties of C. quadri-

signatus. The latter species, of which he has sent three specimens,

but which he tells me is not uncommon, proves to be far more
constant than I was led to suppose when we first received examples
of C. metis approaching it in pattern : unfortunately the first

examples of C. quadrisignatus which we received were both rubbed
and faded, so that they failed to show the characteristic purplish-

black ground-tint, whilst the spots on the primaries in the type

were unusually large for the species. Mr. Crawshay promises to

try and obtain more examples for us.

109. Cyclopides midas.

Cyclopides midas, Butler, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 671; 1895, pi. xv.

fig. 6.

Nairobi plains, April 12 & 14, 1900.
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110. Ctclopides otadeisigkatus.

Gyclopides quadrisignatus, Butler, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 670, pi. lx.

fig. 9.
*

Nairobi forest, March 18 ; Euarka Eiver, April 22, 1900.

One example shows only three spots in the primaries, the outer

subapical spot failing to appear. Mr. Crawshay thinks he took a

similar insect on the lower ranges of the Nyika Mountains ; but he

certainly never sent this species before, though he did send examples

of C. metis with similarly arranged though larger and more
numerous spots, and which, in the absence of fresh specimens of

C. quadrisignatus, puzzled me somewhat at the time. Since then

Mr. Marshall has sent us the same form of C. metis from Karkloof.

111. Padeaona zeno.

Pamphila zeno, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 3rd ser. ii.

p. 179 (1864); S. Afr. Butl. hi. pi. xh. fig. 2, $ (1889).

2 , Mayi moru flat, Kikuyu, Eeb. 10 ; S , Nairobi forest,

March 18 ; $ , Euarka Eiver, April 27, 1900.

112. GrEGENES LETTEESTEDTI.

Hesperia letterstedti, Wallengren, Kongl. Svensk. Vet.-Akad.
Handl. 1857, Lep. Shop. Caffr. p. 49.

<?,??, Eoromo, Oct. 8, Dec. 18, 1899, Jan. 12 & 21

;

6 <5 , $ , Nairobi plains, outskirts of forest, March 18 & 28, April

12, 1900.

c? .
" Fairly common, though rather difficult to take."

2 .
" Eairly common on Eoromo flat, where the country is

open with very short grass."

2 . Similar remarks, also—" being of dull colour and of most
unobtrusive habits, is not very often seen. Its flight is very low,

a few inches only above ground, and generally limited to a few
yards each time."

113. Paenaea detecta, var.

Pampliila detecta, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, vol. xli.

p. 141, pi. viii. fig. 12 (1893).

3 , $ , in coitii, Euarka Eiver, April 25, 1900.

The specimens now received are rather larger and blacker than
S. African examples : neither male nor female shows a spot in the
cell of primaries, but this sometimes fails in Southern examples

:

the female also has seven spots in the discal series, whereas
Southern examples generally have only five or six (the first three

forming a subapical series). The patterns of this female and of a
male obtained by Mr. Crawshay at Kondowi, Lower Nyika, in

April 1895, exactly correspond with that of Baoris pMUppina (the

Nyasa specimen having been associated with B.fatuellus). It would
therefore seem that P. detecta varies not a little : one of our
Mashonaland examples has only two spots on the primaries.
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114. Pabnara micans.

Parnara micans, Holland, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 63, pi. iii. fig. 19.

d , $ , Fort Smith, Kikuyu, Jan. 9, 1900.

The sexes, Mr. Crawshay says, were " taken with the same
stroke of the net ; apparently in the act of attempting coition."

In the Eastern examples the spots are more decidedly ochreons

and lie farther from the outer margin than in the typical figure.

In the Museum we have one worn male obtained by Dr. Gregory
at Ndari and two damaged females from Fwauibo. The upper

surface of the female somewhat resembles that of Erynnis comma.

115. Perichabes telisignata.

Pcrichares telisignata, Butler, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 133, pi. vi. fig. 9.

Roromo, 7800 feet, Kikuyu forest, Dec. 24, 1899.

116. Rhobalocambta forestan.

Papilio forestall, Cramer, Pap. Exot. iv. pi. cccxci. E, F (1782).

Nairobi plains, 5400 feet, April 22, 1900.

117. Rhobalocambta bisistratus.

Hesperia pisistratus, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. iii. 1, p. 345 (1793).

Plains north of Rnarka River, 5500 feet, April 15, 1900.
" I have remarked this insect more than once whizzing along

past me at Nairobi." (R. C.)

Mr. Crawshay having recently returned to England brought half

a dozen other Butterflies with him, among which were specimens of

Herpcmia iterata $ (seen here and there on the Nairobi plains,

but not more than one or two in a morning), May 15, 1900, and
Lachnocnema durbani (taken resting on a vegetable-marrow leaf),

Nairobi, May 18, 1900.

The Moth's of this collection will be worked out by Sir George
Hampson when he t' kes up the Heterocera of Eastern Africa.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVIII.

Fig. 1. Pr, :is sesamus (intermediate phase), p, 9KJ.

2. Epamera arborifera, <$ , p. 927.

3. Argiolau* crawshayi, §, p. 926.

4. 5. Cyclyrius sharpite, J $ , p. 929.

6, 7. Phrissura phoehe, 3 $ , p. 936.

8, 9. Eagris plicata, J 9, p. 941.

10, 11. ('danorrhinus opa/inus, tf J, p. 942.
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7. On a new Scale-Insect from Zornba, British Central

Africa. By R. Newstead, F.E.S., Hon. Mem. R.H.S.

[Received September 28, 1900.]

(Plate LIX.)

Walkeeiana peetinax, n. sp.

2 • Adult (PI. LIX. figs. 1,2,3) dark castaneous, slightly shining;

form above generally highly convex and evenly rounded, forming

an almost complete hemisphere, but one specimen was decidedly

more elongate and less convex ; cephalic area suddenly constricted,

much wrinkled and furrowed at the sides, and with 4-6 large, deep,

and variously-shaped punctures ; margin in front eimvrginate, and
within a broad, deep, upward-sloping, central groove, surmounted
on either side by a strongly-rounded ridge. Subdorsal and marginal

rows of very short, stout, dusky-white, waxy processes, placed

close together, and gradually lessening in size from the centre

towards the extremities ; there is also a double dorsal row of

much smaller processes, which also lessen towards the extremities,

the largest pair occupyiug almost a central position. Much mealy

substance is scattered round the base of the waxy processes, and

the hollows and wrinkles are covered with the same material.

Underside (fig. 3) flat or slightly concave, with radiating grooves,

more or less covered with white mealy secretion ; sides sharply

raised. Antennae (fig. 5, 5 a) of 10 joints, of which the terminal

one is much the longest, and, with the exception of the first, all

the joints are furnished with short, fine hairs : formula 10, 1, 2, 3

(4, 5, 6) (7, 8, 9). Legs (fig. 4, b) very small ; digitules to claw

simple. Rostral apparatus present, but owing to the density of

the surrounding tissues it is impossible to make out its true

character. Ventral opening (fig. 4) very large, somewhat hexagonal

and without marginal hairs, the whole aperture covered by a thin

anteriorly-hinged valve or flap (fig. 3) of dark brown secretionary

matter occupying approximately the area indicated by the dotted

line in fig. 4 ; the line of attachment being immediately beneath the

insertion of the posterior legs, its exact course being indicated by

large gland-tracks (fig. 4, a, a), the largest of which are hidden

beneath the legs. Epidermis covered with minute hairs and
circular glands.

Long 14-20-50, wide 11-15, high 7-10 mm.
Larva (figs. 6, 7) elongate ovate, above (fig. 6) with median, sub-

dorsal, and marginal bands of spiny hairs. Antennae (figs. 8, 8 a)

of 5 joints, of which 5 is equal in length to 2, 3, and 4 together

:

formula 5, 3, 2, 1, 4. Legs very long and slender; digitules to

claw very fine simple hairs ; claws (fig. 9) faintly tridentate.

Anal ring without hairs.

Peoo. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LXII. 02
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6258 well-matured larvae were counted from the interior of a

single 5 .

Hob. On an unknown tree, Zomba, Central Africa. Collected

by H.B.M. Commissioner A. Sharpe, C.B., 1900.

This remarkable species is quite a giant among the Coccidae,

being one of the largest species known to me.

The strength of the rostral apparatus must also be very great,

as I found it impossible to separate the insect intact from the

fragment of bark to which it was attached (see PI. LIX. fig. 3)

without previous immersion in caustic potash.

The curious secretionary flap or valve which covers the large

ventral opening is, I believe, a unique feature. I also found a

very large and apparently pouch-shaped piece of epidermis in

the interior of the body, which I have little doubt in some way
intussuscepted the abdomen and formed a receptacle for the ova

and subsequently for the larvae, which undoubtedly mature within

the body of the parent. Mr. Claude Fuller (Trans. Ent. Soc.

Lond. 1899, pt. iv. p. 436, pi. xv. fig. 1 a) calls attention to the

existence in the genus CalUpappus of a remarkable receptacle

in the interior of the body of the adult $ ; he says (I. c.) there is

a " complete intussusception of several of the abdominal seg-

ments of the mature °_
'

s in the form of a marsupium in which

the eggs are laid and incubated." And, further (p. 437), that the

sexual orifice and anus are situated at the back of the pouch. In

Callipappu* the mouth-parts in the $ are entirely absent, and
the larval antenna? are 6-jointed, which entirely precludes my
placing the insect in that genus. Of the family Monophlebidae,

to which this insect undoubtedly belongs, the characters of the

genus Walkeriana agree better than any other, but the abnormal
characters set forth may be considered of generic importance. In
view of this, I at one time thought the insect might form the type

of a new genus under the name of Aspidoproctus ; but in the absence

of Mr. E. E. Green's description of his Ceylonese species, I have
decided for the present to regard the characters as specific.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LIX.

Walkeriana pertinax.

Fig. 1 Adult $ , actual size, dorsal.

2. ,, actual size, profile.

3. „ actual size, ventral ; with fragment of bark attached to ros-

trum. Secretionary valve also shown in sit v., immediately
below the insertion of the posterior legs.

4. ,, Portion ofventral epidermis containing ventral opening, which
in life is covered by a secretionary flap, or valve, extending approxi-

mately to the dotted line : a, a, glands which secrete the covering
;

b, posterior leg.

5 & 5 a. Adult O.
, antennas.

6. Larva, dorsal, enlarged.

7. „ ventral, enlarged.

8&8a. ,, antenna.
9. „ tarsus and claw.
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December 18, 1900.

Dr. Albert Gunthee, F.E.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during the month of November 1900 :

—

The total number of registered additions to the Society's Mena-
gerie during the month of November was 143, of which 41 were by
presentation, 8 by purchase, 84 were received on deposit, and
10 were born in the Menagerie. The total number of departures

duriDg the same period, by death and removals, was 138.

Mr. Sclater stated that he had much admired the fine collection

of heads of Antelopes and other animals exhibited by Major A.
St. Hill Gibbons at the Meeting of the Eoyal Geographical Society

on the 10th inst., when Major Gibbons gave an account of his

remarkable journey across Africa. Major Gibbons had kindly

sent three of these specimens of special interest to be laid before

the Society's Meeting to-night. The first of these was the skull

and horns of the Square-mouthed Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros simus ?)

shot by Major Gibbons near Lado on the Upper Nile, about
5° N. lat., as already recorded by Mr. Thomas in ' Nature

'

(vol. lxii. p. 599, Oct.' 18, 1900). This discovery, as Mr. Thomas
had already pointed out, was of very great interest, as no authentic

evidence of the existence of the square-mouthed form of Rhinoceros

north of the Zambesi River had been previously produced.

Two mounted heads belonging to two different forms of the

Topi Antelope, obtained by Major Gibbons, were likewise exhibited.

One of these, obtained on the "White Nile, was no doubt the Tiang
(Damaliscus tiang)

1
. The other, obtained on the plains to the

south of Lake Albert Edward, was probably the typical Topi
(D.jimela)'-, but required further comparison.

Major Gibbons, who was present, then gave the following par-

ticulars concerning the two species of Topi Antelope which he had
met with :

—

I first saw the larger Topi (Damaliscus jimela ?) some 25 miles

south of Lake Albert Edward. As I neared the lake they became
quite common and were frequently to be seen in small herds up to

12. It is improbable at least that their range extends south of about
1° S. lat., where, except for the lava valley running from the Kirunga
volcanoes northwards, the country is very mountainous and wholly

unsuited to the requirements of this class of Antelope. So, too, the

great mountain-range stretching high and deep from the N.W. of

Kivu along the shores of the Albert Edward to Ruenzori and
beyond in all probability has barred their expansion westwards.

To the east of the Albert Edward the country, though hilly, is

not without plains and valleys, and it is probable that this antelope

1 Sclater & Thomas, ' Book of Antelopes,' i. p. 63.
* Ibid. p. 67.

62*
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is to be found for some distance in the direction of Lake Victoria,

though it would seem that its range is not a wide one.

The small form of the Topi (Damaliscus tiang) is first met with,

both according to native testimony and my own observation, in

about 4° N. lat., and is common for a considerable distance north-

wards. Apparently they exist to the west of the Nile only.

Jackson's Hartebeest is common on both sides of the river, and
though I have frequently noticed herds of both species grazing on

the same plains, I have never seen them intermixed.

The Albert Edward species is the larger animal, and probably 3

or 4 inches higher at the shoulder. The body-skin, both in marking

and colouring, is strikingly similar to that of the Tsessebe, and

consequently much darker than the Nile species, which lacks the

rich colouring and shading of its southern relative.

Mr. Sclater exhibited two native bandoliers or waist-belts just

received from Sir Harry Johnston, K.C.B., F.Z.S., formed from the

skin of the supposed new Zebra as described by Sir Harry in the

letter read at the Meeting on Nov. 20th (see above, p. 774). It was

difficult to say exactly from what part of the body these pieces of

skin had been taken, but they were probably from the shoulders and

hind legs, as described in Sir Harry's letter. However this might

be, they appeared to be different from any portions of the skin

belonging to the known species of Zebra, and, if the account given

by Sir Harry of what was said by the natives on the subject was
correct, would certainly indicate the existence of a new species of

Zebra in this part of the Congo Forest, or somewhere in its

neighbourhood.

Mr. Sclater promised additional particulars on this subject after

» further examination of the specimens.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Notes on the Fauna of the White Nile and its Tributaries.

By Captain Stanley Smyth Flower, F.Z.S., 5th

Fusiliers.

[Received September 13, 1900.]

I. Introductory Notes, p. 950. i VII. Molluscs, p. 970.

II. Mammals, p. 952.
,

VIII. Insects, p. 971.

III. Birds, p. 956. IX. Millipedes, p. 972.
IV. Reptiles, p. 967. X. Centipedes, p. 973.

V. Batrachians, p. 968. XI. Arachnids, p. 973.
VI. Fishes, p. 969. XII. Crustaceans, p. 973.

I. Introductory Notes.

No Europeans having been able to visit the White Nile for

many years owing to the Mahdist insurrection, these notes on the
animals seen during an expedition up this river may be of interest.
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The following itinerary will help to localize the places mentioned
in this paper, which are not marked in the ordinary atlases

available :

—

11th March, 1900. Leave Omdurman and proceed up the

White Nile.

12th. Pass El Duein, arid later Kowa.
13th. Cross 14° North lat. in morning, pass Goz Abu Goina,

and arrive at Abu Zeit.

16th. Leave Abu Zeit.

17th. Pass Jebel Ain in morning.
18th. Eeach Benk in evening.

19th. Eeach Long Tom in evening.

20th. Pass Jebel Ahmed Agar.

21st. Pass Kaka.
22nd. About 5 a.m. reach Pashoda, and about 9 p.m. the Sobat.

23rd. Eeach the base-camp of the sudd-cutting expedition near
Gabt-el-Meghahid; abo at 5 p.m., mouth of the Bahr-el-Zeraf.

24th-26th. Proceed about 50 miles up the Zeraf and back

again.

27th. Proceed west along the White Nile, pass the mouth of

the Bahr-el-Jebel, reach Lake No.
28th. Leave Lake No, proceed up the Bahr-el-Ghazal.

29th. Visit tributaries of the Bahr-el-Ghazal (the Bahr-el-Arab,

proceeding about 12 miles up and back again ; the Bahr-el

Homar found un navigable).

30th. On Lake Ambadi, near Meshra er Eek.

31st March-2nd April. Eeturn down the Bahr-el-Ghazal to

Lake No.
3rd April. Proceed up the Bahr-el-Jebel.

5th. Pass Heliat Nuer (= Meshra Nuer, or Eljab Dok).

8th. Eeach neighbourhood of Shambe (= Schambeh), about
7° 20' North latitude, and about 830 miles from Omdurman,
and turn back on account of shallow water and want of

fuel for the steamer.

14th. Get back to mouth of the Bahr-el-Jebel, and 11 p.m.

reach Gabt-el-Meghahid.

16th. Proceed about 12 miles up the Sobat and down again.

17th. Eeach Pashoda.

26th. Arrive back at Omdurman.

I have to acknowledge my deep sense of obligation to Sir

William Garstin, K.C.M.G., and to Mr. C. Crawley for their

assistance in noting facts of interest aud in securing specimens

during the two months I had the privilege of travelling with them
on the Nile ; and to the officials of the British Museum of Natural

History for their invariable kindness in helping me to work out

the collections brought home. I am particularly indebted to

Mr. Oldfield Thomas and to Mr. W. E. Ogilvie Grant.

The nomenclature of the birds in this paper is according to the

British Museum Catalogue, but the Orders are arranged as far as
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possible as in the Exhibition Bird Gallery, and not according

to the volumes of the Catalogue.

II. MAMMALS.

Family Cercopithecid.e.

Cercopithecus SABjEUS (L.).

The Grivet Monkey was noted on the 14th and loth of March
at Abu Zeit, and on the 19th of March near Renk ; each

time in small parties of five or six individuals, sometimes walking

on the ground, sometimes in trees. AVe saw no other species of

monkey along the White Nile, but at Gabt-el-Meghahid, through

the kiudness of Major M. Peake, E.A., and Captain II. N. Dunn,
R.A.M.C., I obtained from natives two live specimens of the

Red Monkey (Cercopithecus patas) and a young Baboon (Papio

anubis or an allied species), all three said to have been caught in

Southern Kordofan.

Family Lemurid^e.

Two Lemurs, apparently some species of Galayo, were obtained

by Mr. E. 8. Jackson, Welsh Regt., between Jebel Ain and Jebel

Ahmed Agar.

Family Felid.e.

Felis leo (L.).

Lions were met with between Jebel Ahmed Agar and Kaka
during March.

Felis pardus L.

A Leopard was shot near Gabt-el-Meghahid, and a young one

caught alive near Kaka.

Felis serval Schreb.

A Serval was shot by Mr. C. Crawley near Kaka on the 18th of

April.

Genetta sp. inc.

A Genet was shot near Gabt-el-Meghahid ; the skin is now in the
British Museum, but more specimens are required of these animals
from various localities before it can be identified. I have also at

different times obtained two Genets from the neighbourhood of

Omdurman.

Family Ht^nid.e.

HyjENa crocuta (Erxl.).

We saw a Spotted llyama on the Bahr-el-Ghazal on the 29th

March, heard them at night on the White Nile on the 20th April,

and a skull was picked up near the Bahr-el-Zeraf.
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Family CaniDjE.

Canis sp. inc.

On the 17th March, some miles south of Jebel Ain, towards

evening, we saw a reddish-brown Jackal or dog by the side of the

river. We never heard Jackals howling at night.

Family Vespertilionid^e.

Scotophilia nigrita (Schreb.).

Two Bats of this species were obtained at Abu Zeit on the 14th

March, just after sunset, flying over the river's bank.

Vespertilio sp. inc.

One specimen obtained at Abu Zeit, 14th March.
On the 29th March on the Bahr-el-Ghazal a big-eared Bat, with

beautiful red-orange-coloured body, ears, and wings, was numerous :

unfortunately no specimens were obtained.

Family Murid^.
Mus rattus L.

Some young Rats caught iu April on board one of the barges

employed in the sudd-cutting in the Bahr-el-Jebel were apparently

of this species.

Family LeporlDjE.

Lepus sp. inc.

A few pale reddish-brown Hares were seen near Abu Zeit

on the 14th and 15th of March. Some skins of these White Nile

Hares would, I am told, be acceptable at the British Museum.

Family Elephantid.e.

Elephas africanus Blum.

Wild Elephants were met with on the Zeraf, Jebel, and Ghazal

rivers, and on the south bank of the White Nile between the

mouths of the Sobat and Jebel. Personally I saw them on ten

different days: they were usually accompanied by small white

Egrets perched on their backs. One day I had a good view of a

frightened Elephant running away, it was amusing watching an

Egret trying to keep its position on the great beast's back.

Family GiraffldjE.

GlRAFFA CAMELOPAR DALIS L.

We saw only two Giraffes, on the Bahr-el-Zeraf on the 24th of

March.
Family Bovid;e.

BOS CAFFER yEQUINOOTIALIS (Blyth).

Ou the 3rd of April on the Bahr-el-Jebel we saw two Buffaloes,
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grand beasts, they looked very black in colour ; and on the 20th

of April some of our party came on a large herd between Jebel

Ahmed Agar and Long Tom.

Bubalis sp. inc.

There is not yet enough material collected to ascertain the

proper specific name of the Hartebeest of this region ; the

specimens I have seen seemed to me to be probably B. jaclsoni.

A few Hartebeests were met with some miles north of Eenk,

and also on the Bahr-el-Ghazal ; they were usually among herds of

Damaliscus Hang.

Damaliscus tiang (Heuglin).

This Antelope was met with, frequently in large herds, on

the White Nile from about a day's steaming to the south of Jebel

Ain to near Lake No, and also on the Zeraf and Ghazal rivers.

Major Gwynn, D.S.O., E.E., told me he saw the Tiang on the

Sobat 70 or 80 miles from its joining the White Nile, but none

on the Upper Sobat.

The horns of different individuals vary very little in length, the

largest male horns I have noted were 19| inches along their front

curve.

COBUS DEFASSA (Eiipp.).

This Waterbuck was met with along the White Nile to the south

of Jebel Ain, and on the Zeraf and Ghazal rivers.

Cobus leucotis (Licht. et Pet.).

The White-eared Kob was met with along the White Nile from

some distance north of Jebel Ahmed Agar southwards to Lake No,
and on the Zeraf and Ghazal rivers ; it also occurs on the Sobat.

Often seen in large herds : the old bucks have beautiful glossy black

backs ; the young bucks are reddish like the does.

Cobus thomasi Neumann.

Captain E. M. Sanders, Worcestershire Eegt., showed me the

skin, skull, and horns of an Antelope he had shot, early this year,

between Jebel Ain and Eenk, which exactly agrees with the

description of this species in the ' Book of Antelopes ' (ii. p. 131,

pi. xxxix.).

Cobus mabia Gray.

Mrs. Gray's Waterbuck was only seen on six different days, on
the Babr-el-Jebel, Bahr-el-Ghazal, aud on the White Nile between
Lake No and the mouth of the Bahr-el-Zeraf ; usually in very

small herds, twenty was the largest number of individuals seen
together. We met with this species only in swampy land,

intersected by khors full of water, that a man cannot get about in

without risk of being bogged or attacked by crocodiles. The wide
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curling horns of 0. maria look very fine, but the gait of the animal

when galloping over the rough ground is very ungainly and
awkward looking.

Cervicapra bohor (Kiipp.).

The Bohor Eeedbuck was met with near Jebel Ahmed Agar,

and on the Zeraf and Ghazal rivers ; singly or in parties of one

buck and one or two does. I think this species the most graceful

of all the White Nile antelopes.

OUREBIA MONTANA (EUpp.).

Oribis were met with near Kaka and Jebel Ahmed Agar, singly or

in pairs, in the long grass and bush. Both sexes are coloured

alike : that is, rich reddish fawn above, paler at the sides, aud
white underneath ; there is no black at all on tail, face, or sides.

GrAZELLA RUFIFEONS Gray.

The Bed-fronted Gazelle was met with on both banks of the

White Nile from Abu Zeit to Kaka.
Colour (sexes alike). Above bright rufous fawn, below pure

white, a well-defined and conspicuous black stripe on the side of

the body, last three-quarters of tail black : no black marks on face.

HlPPOTEAGUS EQUINUS BAKERI (Heugl.).

Baker's Boan Antelope, locally known as the " Abu Aroof," was
met with near Jebel Ahmed Agar and on the Bahr-el-Zeraf.

Tragelaphus sp. inc.

A large long-horned species of Bushbuck was observed by
Lieut. Drury, B.N., on the Bahr-el-Jebel.

Family Suidje.

PHACOCHC3RUS AFRICANUS (Gm.).

Wart-hogs were met with only on the 22nd April, some miles

south of Jebel Ain.

Family Hippopotamus.

Hippopotamus amphibius L.

The Hippopotamus was first seen a little to the south of 14°

North latitude, but did not become plentiful till south of Abu Zeit

ford : these Northern animals were rather angular and starved-

looking. Except in that part of the Bahr-el-Jebel where the sudd
blocks were, we found the Hippopotamus very numerous wherever
we went on the White Nile, Zeraf, Jebel, Ghazal, and Arab rivers,

particularly in Lakes No and Ambadi. Between the 13th March
and the 23rd April we saw Hippopotamuses on 34 days out of 42.
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in. B1EDS.

Family Cobvid^e.

Coevus scapulatus Daud.

This very fine black-and-white Crow was seen on the White
Nile, from within half a day's steaming south of Omdurman to

Lake No, and on the Sobat and Bahr-el-Zeraf ; it was numerous
round native villages and camps. During twelve days I stayed

in and about Omdurman in April and May, I did not see a single

Crow, but I have met this species further north, at Shendy.

On the 22nd March, in a tree by Fashoda Fort, I saw two Crows
of a smaller species, all black.

Family Dtceueid.e.

Buchanga assimilis (Bechst.).

This Drongo, or King Crow, we noted near Fashoda and Gabt-
el-Meghahid.

Family Tuedid^.

SaXICOLA ffiNANTHE (L.).

A Wheatear was shot at Gabt-el-Meghahid in March.

Family Timelid^e.

Pycnonotus absinoe (H. & E.).

This Bulbul was not uncommon between Jebel Ain and Jebel

Ahmed Agar in April.

Family Laniid^e.

Laniabius ebytheogasteb Eiipp.

A specimen of this Shrike was shot near Gabt-el-Meghahid in

March.

Family Hieundinid^;.

COTYLE BIPAEIA (L.).

Sand-Martins wei'e seen in large numbers towards evening flying

over the water on the Bahr-el-Jebel every day, April 4th to 13th.

Hieundo jethiopica Blanf.

This Swallow was numerous on the Bahr-el-Jebel in April.

Family Motacillid.e.

A Pied Wagtail was seen on the White Nile at Abu Zeit on the
14th March, and at Fashoda on the 22nd, and a yellow-bellied

Wagtail near Heliat Nuer ou the 5th of April ; no specimens
were procured.
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Family FringillidjE.

Passes domesticus (L.)

.

The House-Sparrow was noted at Khartoum and Omdurman in

March, April, and May.

Family Stuenidje.

Lampeocolius sp. inc.

A beautiful long-tailed Glossy Starling, with bright yellow eye,

was very numerous, we must have seen hundreds, from Abu Zeit

to Kenk, 14th to 18th March.

Family PloceidjE.

Ueobeachya teaveesi Salvad.

This Weaver-bird was seen in flocks of hundreds in the long

dry grass by the White Nile near Kaka. The rich red-brown and
black coloration of the wing, with a bright orange patch on it,

gives the bird a very handsome appearance when flying.

Esteelda phcenicotis Swains.

The Cordon Blue Waxbill was very numerous in the bush near

Jebel Ahmed Agar. One shot on the 19th of April had iris

crimson ; bill pink at base, turning brown towards tip ; legs and
feet very pale pinkish.

Family Upcjpid^.

Upupa epops L.

A single Hoopoe was seen on three occasions : between Kink
and Long Tom on the 19th March, near Kaka on the 21st March,
and at the foot of Jebel Ahmed Agar on the 19th April.

Family CAPEiMULGiDiE.

Beautiful and strange Nightjars were seen from time to time

on the White Nile, Zeraf, and Ghazal ; their long streamers were

visible against the sky as they flew round the steamer after sun-

set ; no specimens were procured.

Family CoeaciidjE.

COEACIAS ABYSSINICUS Bodd.

A long-tailed Boiler, apparently of this species, was very common
about Abu Zeit on the 13th and 14th March.

Family MeeopidjE.

Meeops albicollis Vieill.

Only seen on Jebel Ahmed Agar, 19th April.

Meeops virldis L.

One shot near Benk, 21st April.
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Merops nubicus Gm.

This beautiful dark-headed red Bee-eater was fairly numerous
along the White Nile from Abu Zeit to Lake No, and some were
also seen on the Zeraf, Jebel, and Grhazal rivers. It was inter-

esting to see these birds profiting by a bush fire : as the fire crept

in a crackling line along the river-bank the Bee-eaters flew in front

of it, catching and eating the insects which came out of the grass

before the advancing heat. In the sunlight the brilliant colours

of the living birds are wonderful ; within an hour after death the

brilliancy leaves the plumage.

Iris crimson, bill black, legs and feet horn-colour, claws black.

Family AloediniDjE.

Ceryle rums (L.).

The Pied Kingfisher seems rare on the White Nile ; it was only

noted on the 19th of March near Renk, on the 27th near Lake No,
and on the 22nd of April near Jebel Ain ; but is fairly common
on the Bahr-el-Grhazal, Bahr-el-Arab, and Lake Ambadi, and is

numerous on the Bahr-el-Jebel from its mouth to as far south as

we went.

Family Colild^e.

Colius sp. inc.

These busy little birds were seen in small parties in woods
between Jebel Ain and Jebel Ahmed Agar in March and April.

Family BucerotidjE.

LoPHOCEROS ERYTHRORHYNCHUS (Temm.).

This Hornbill was seen near Abu Zeit on the 14th of March,
and near Rink on the 18th

.

Lophoceros nasuxus (Linn.).

Capt. H. N. Dunn, R.A.M.C, shot a Hornbill of this species,

and one I saw near G-abt-el-Meghahid on the 15th of April

probably belonged to it.

Family Cuculid^e.

Centropus senegalensis (L.).

A Cuckoo which I saw from time to time on the White Nile,

Zeraf, Jebel, and Grhazal rivers, probably belongs to this species

;

specimens were shot but unfortunately lost.

Family Psittacidje.

Pal^ornis docilis (Vieill.).

These Parroquets were seen at Abu Zeit, where nestlings were
obtained alive from natives, on the 14th of March, and near Renk
on the 18th.
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Family Vulturh>.$.

Either Gyps fulvus or an allied species was seen both on the Zeraf

and the Ghazal ; and a smaller Vulture, probably Pseudogyps

africanus (Salvad.), on the Zeraf. Otogyps aurimlaris (Daud.)

was noted on the 18th March a few miles north of Eenk, and
occasionally again further south. The common Egyptian Vulture,

Neophron percnopterus (Linn.), was seen from time to time along

the "White iSile from Omdurman to Fashoda, and also on the

Zeraf. A Vulture shot on the Zeraf, about seventy or eighty miles

from its mouth, on the 25th March was apparently Neophron

monachus (Temm.).

Family Falconidje.

Circus macrurus (Gmel.).

Harrier shot near Abu Zeit, 14th March : iris golden shot with

bronze, eyelid and cere yellow, bill black, legs and feet orange,

claws black.

Melierax sp. inc.

Seen near Eenk on the 19th March, and on the Zeraf on the

24th and 26th.

Lophoaetus occipitalis (Daud.).

"We saw only one specimen of this beautiful dark-crested Eagle,

in a tree near Eenk, on the 19th of March.

Haliaetus yocieer (Daud.).

The Vociferous Sea-Eagle was noted on 33 out of the 47 clays we
were south of Khartoum, along the White Nile from Omdurman
to Lake No, and on the Sobat, Zeraf, Jebel, Ghazal, and Arab rivers,

and it was numerous on Lake Ambadi. On the 21st March I noted
of this species " a noisy bird, often heard calling." From the 23rd
March to the 13th April they were generally seen in pairs.

Milvus jegyptius (Gmel.).

The common Nile Kite was noted on 27 out of the 47 days, along

the White Nile, Sobat, Zeraf, Jebel, Ghazal, and Arab rivers. On
this last river a specimen was shot for identification. This Kite

was also noted in Khartoum in March, April, and May.

Cerohneis tinnunculus (L.).

The Kestrel was noted at Abu Zeit on the 14th of March, and
on the Zeraf on the 24th of March.

Family Phalacrocoracid.e.

Phalacrocorax sp. inc.

Cormorants were seen on the White Nile between Abu Zeit and
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Renk in March, and some of a very small species on the G-hazal on
3rd April.

Plotus el-fus Daudin.

Darters were noted on 32 days out of the 47 ; they were fairly

numerous all along the White Nile from Onidurman southwards,

and on the Sobat, Jebel, Ghazal, and Arab rivers. On Lakes No
and Ambadi they were very numerous indeed, in flocks on the

water, on the mud, in the papyrus, and on the small trees. Thirty-

five individuals is the most I have counted in a flock.

Family Pelecanld.e.

Pelecanl's oxoceotalus (L.).

The Common Pelican was noted on 10 clays out of the 47, always

in flocks of from fifty to ninety or even more individuals, along the

White Nile from Jebel Ain southwards, on lakes by the Bahr-el-

Jebel to the south of the Heh'at Nuer, and on Lake Ambadi and
other sheets of water connecting with the Bahr-el-Ghazal.

Pelecanus eufescens Gmel.

This elegant small Pelican was noted on 28 days out of the 47, either

solitary or in small parties, along the White Nile from Omdurman
southwards, and on the Zeraf, .lebel, Ghazal, and Arab rivers, and
on Lake Ambadi. Two birds of this species were so inquisitive as

to swim up to within ten yards of the steamer one day.

Family Ph<e>~icopterid.e.

Only once did I see any Flamingoes—on the 22nd of March,
near Fashoda, two adults and one halfgrown young one walking

together on a sandbank ; they were probably Phomiconuias minor

( Geoffr.).

Family Anatltxe.

Plectropteeus sp. inc.

Spur-winged Geese were noted on 13 days out of the 47 ; on the

White Nile from near Omdurman to Fashoda, on the Bahr-el-Jebel,

and on Lake Ambadi, where they were numerous.

Dendeocycna tiduata (L.).

The White-faced Tree-Duck, or "Whistling Teal" as it is

commonly called in the Sudan, was first seen on the 23rd of March
between the Sobat and the Bahr-el-Zeraf, then again on the 27th
on the Nile and on Lake No ; on the 29th we saw a few on the

Ghazal and flocks of hundreds on the Bahr-el-Arab ; on the 30th
and 31st we saw them on Lake Ambadi in untold thousands, their

whistling noise could be heard all day, as numerous flocks of from
fifteen to fifty individuals kept flying along before the gunboat.
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On the 2nd of April, when returning through Lake No, we saw

some large flocks. On six days out of the twelve we spent on the

Bahr-el-Jebel we saw some of these ducks. On the return voyage

north we met flocks on five different days between Fashoda and

Omdurman, seeing some within half a day's steaming of that city.

On the 18th April I shot three ; they all had their white faces

tinged with fulvous.

Chenalopex .egyptiacus (Briss.).

Egyptian Geese are very numerous on the White Nile from

Omdurman to about Fashoda, on some days we saw thousands; they

were hardly ever out of sight along the banks as we steamed along

:

from Fashoda on to Lake No they were not so numerous ; on the

Bahr-el-Jebel we met them only at Heliat Nuer and Shambe', and
then only a few at a time ; on the Ghazal I saw only about six

individuals during the six days we spent on it. On the 21st April

near Renk by the river's edge we saw a pair with a little party of

goslings.

Casaeca butila (Pall.).

On the 11th March near Omdurman a few Brahminy Ducks were
seen among the big flocks of Egyptian Geese.

Dafila acuta (L.).

Noted many Pintail on the 11th March near Omdurman, and a

few on the 21st March near Kaka.

Spatula clypeata (L.).

Shovellers were seen only on the 11th and 12th of March at the

northern end of the White Nile.

EULIGTJLA EULIGTJLA (L.).

A flock of about thirty Tufted Ducks were seen on the 11th

March near Omdurman, and one of about twenty on the 17th
March near Jebel Ain.

Family Ibidid^e.

Ibis ^thiopica (Lath.).

The Sacred Ibis was noted on 21 days out of the 47 we were
south of Khartoum ; it was fairly numerous on the White Nile

from close to Omdurman to Lake No, and on the Bahr-el-Ghazal,

Bahr-el-Arab, and Lake Ambadi ; we also saw a few on the Bahr-
el-Jebel between Heliat Nuer and Shambe.

Hagedashia hagedash (Vieill.).

PLEGADI8 FALCINELLUS (L.)

These two species of dark-coloured Glossy Ibises were seen on
the White Nile south of Kowa and its tributaries.
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Family Plataleid^e.

Platalea sp. inc.

Spoonbills were noted only on 10 days out of the 47 : on the
"White Nile at intervals from near Omdurman to Lake No, and on
the Bahr-el-.Tebel south of Heliat Nuer.

Family Ciconiid^:.

Dissfra episcopfs (Bodd.).

This Stork was seen only on the 23rd of March between the

Sobat and Zeraf.

Ciconia ciconia (L.).

On the 11th of March some flocks of about twenty White Storks

were seen near Omdurman ; the species was again noted on the

Kith, and on the 20th, some miles south of Jebel Ahmed Agar,
about 5 p.m. we saw a wonderful gathering on a sandbank, there

must have been more thau a thousand of them. Again on the 19th
of April we saw a few of this species near Jebel Ahmed Agar.

Ephippiorhynchfs senegalensis (Shaw).

The Great Saddle-billed Stork was noted on 18 days out of the

47, either solitary or in pairs ; it is not so familiar as the Maribou
or Tantalus, but is not shy and wild like the Shoebill. This species

we saw on the White Nile south of Renk, on the Zeraf, Jebel,

Ghazal, and Arab rivers, and on Lakes No and Ambadi.

Leptoptilfs crfmenlferfs (Less.).

The Maribou, or " Adjutant Bird," is about the most noticeable

bird of this region ; it was observed on 33 days out of the 47 : on
the White Nile from within a day's journey of Omdurman to Lake
No, on the Bahr-el-Zeraf, on the Bahr-el-Jebel from its mouth to

as far south as we went (about 7° 20' N. lat.), on the Ghazal and
Arab, and on Lake Ambadi. It usually congregates in large parties

in the neighbourhood of native camps, or where an animal has been
killed. I once counted sixty-nine of these great Storks seated round
the carcase of an elephant. In places where there are trees, these

birds can be seen perched in their tops.

Anastomfs lamelligerus Temm.

The Gape-billed Stork was noted on 30 days out of the 47 ; it

was usually seen in large numbers busily searching for food in the

mud and shallow water, or on the beds of the so-called " oyster "

(JEtheria), left exposed by the low Nile : it is a gloomy funereal-

looking bird. We observed it all down the White Nile from
Omdurman to Lake No, and on the Zeraf, Jebel (as far south as

we went), Ghazal, and Arab rivers, and on Lake Ambadi. Some
of the flocks number many hundreds of individuals. Like the

Ibises, this bird perches on trees where there are any.
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PSEUDOTANTALUS IBIS (L.).

The African Tantalus was noted on 17 days out of the 47:
on the White Nile from near Omdurman southwards, on the Jebel,

Ghazal, and Arab rivers, and on Lake Ambadi. Like the Maribous,

these birds are but little frightened of men and their ways ; I have

seen them not fly away till the steamer was within about twenty
yards of them. They are very handsome birds, with, as a rule, such
beautifully clean-looking white plumage and cheerful ruddy faces.

They often congregate in flocks ; the largest number of individuals

I have counted in a flock was forty-three.

Family Bal^nicipitid.e.

Bal^niceps eex Gould.

The Shoebill or Whaleheaded Stork is termed in Arabic " Abu
Markiib," i. e. father of a slipper. On the 28th March we first came
on this species, a solitary specimen, in a marsh near Lake No ; on
the 29th while steaming up the Bahr-el-Ghazal we saw three or

four ; on the 30th a few more on Lake Ambadi, one was shot and the

skin preserved ; on the 31st we saw many, as the following extract

from my diary shows :
—" "Whaleheaded Stork : saw perhaps forty

or fifty in the course of the day ; we tried hard to shoot another

specimen with our rifles, but nobody managed to hit one ; it is very

curious that while all the other birds here (never having been shot

at) are comparatively tame and easy to approach within fifty yards

or less, the Balceniceps is very shy, usually flying off at about three

hundred yards or even further, and it was very seldom we got a shot

at them under two hundred yards, which from a moving steamer is

not easy. They were to be seen usually singly, sometimes two or

three within a score of yards of each other, standing about on the

edges of the marsh, always in the same attitude; in the motionless

way in which they stand, their solitariness, and their flight, they are

more like a heron than a stork ; in fact, at a distance, unless you
can see the bill, it is impossible to tell them, when on the wing,

from the Goliath Heron. They were most numerous by Lake
Ambadi, but occurred at intervals all along the Bahr-el-Ghazal."

On the 3rd of April we saw two near the mouth of the Bahr-el-

Jebel, on the 5th one near Heliat Nuer ; on the 7th we saw seven

during the afternoon, either singly or in pairs, as usual seen

standing motionless in the swamp, and very 3hy ; and on the 8th

we saw one within about thirty miles north of Shambe.
Notes on specimen shot, Lake Ambadi, 30th March :

—

Iris very pale yellow. Eyelids and skin between bill and eye

blue-grey like the feathers of the head, but the lower eyelid has a

patch of small white feathers on it. Bill horn-colour, upper
mandible being greyish towards base. Legs, feet, and claws

black.

Pnoc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LXIII. 63
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Family Akdeldje.

AEDEA PrEPl'EEA (L.).

The Purple Heron I only saw on three days on the "White Nile

(between Jebel Ain and Jebel Ahmed Agar), but it was numerous

in the papyrus-swamps on the Bahr-el-Jebel and Babr-el-Ghazal.

Aedea goliath Cretzschra.

The Goliath Heron was noted on 30 days out of the 47 : all

along the White Nile from Omdurman to Lake No, on the Zeraf,

Jebel, and Ghazal rivers, and on Lake Ambadi. It is a very noble-

looking bird. . It was always seen solitary, never in parties. Its

harsh loud cry is one of the most familiar noises heard when travel-

ling in this region.

Nycticoeax sp. inc.

A Night-Heron was noted on the White Nile south of Kaka, on

the Sobat and Bahr-el-Zeraf, and in flocks of a hundred or more

individuals in the papyrus-swamps of the Bahr-el-Jebel and Bahr-

el-Ghazal and on Lake Ambadi.
Examples of at least six more species of Herons were seen on the

White Nile, but no specimens were shot.

Family Geijid^:.

Geus getjs (L.).

A flock of this species of Crane seen near Goz Abu Goma on the

13th of March, and near El Duem on the 25th of April.

Antheopoides yiego (L.).

A flock of Demoiselle Cranes seen near Goz Abu Goma on the

13th of March, and a large flock near Jebel Ain on the 17th of

March.

Baleaeica payonina (L.).

The lovely Crowned Crane was noted on 26 days out of the 47 :

on the White Nile from near Omdurman to Lake No, frequently

in flocks of several hundred individuals. On the 17th April I saw
some scores of these beautiful birds feeding in and around the en-

trenchments of Fashoda Fort. We saw some near the mouth of

the Sobat. On the Zeraf they were very numerous near its junction

with the Nile, but, curiously, after going 20 or 30 miles upstream
we saw none. On the Bahr-el-Jebel we saw only a few individuals

near the furthest point south we reached. On the Ghazal and
Arab rivers and on Lake Ambadi they were numerous, going about

in pairs. The wild, somewhat trumpet-like call which these Cranes
utter as they take to the wing is very fine.

LlSSOTIS MELANOGASTEE (Kaup).

Specimens of this Bustard were shot on the Bahr-el-Ghazal on
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the 2nd of April, and near Kaka on the 18th. Notes on the former
specimen :—Iris golden. Bill greenish. Length, wing 14| inches,

tail 7 inches, tarsus 6 inches ; bill, culmen 1| inches, tip to gape

2j inches.

EUPODOTIS AEABS (L.).

"Oubara"of the Arabs. This large Bustard was occasionally

seen on the White Nile, Zeraf, and Grhazal rivers.

Family GEdicnemid^e.

(Edicnemus sp. inc.

Thickknees were seen near Kaka on the 21st March, near

Gabt-el-Meghahid 15th April, near Eashoda 17th April, and were
numerous on the Zeraf and Grhazal rivers.

Family CuESOEiiixa;.

Pluyiantjs ^egtptius (L.).

Only seen on Lake Ambadi on the 31st March, and on the

Bahr-el-Jebel on the 14th April

.

Family Paeeid^;.

Phyllopeztjs afeicanus (6m.).

This white-faced red Jacana was seen solitary or in little flocks

of four or five individuals, occasionally on the "White Nile from
Long Tom southwards, and frequently on Lake Ambadi and the

Zeraf, Jebel, Grhazal, and Arab rivers.

Family Chaeadeildje.

HOPLOPTEEUS SPINOSTTS (L.).

This Plover was noted on 25 days out of the 47 : on the White
Nile from near Omdurman to Lake No, and on the Zeraf, Jebel,

Grhazal, and Arab rivers.

HlMANTOPUS HIMANTOPUS (L.).

Stilts were seen near El Duem, Abu Zeit, Jebel Ain, &c. on the

White Nile, a little south of Heliat Nuer on the Bahr-el-Jebel,

and on the Bahr-el-Arab.

Eecuevieostea ayocetta (L.).

Noted Avocets on the 12th of March a little north of El Duem.

Numenius aequattjs (L.).

NUMENIUS PH^FOPUS (L.).

Both Curlews and Whimbrels noted in the northern part of the

White Nile in March.
63*
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Family Laeid^:.

HyDBOCHELLDOX HYBELDA (Pall.).

A Tern seen at El Duem, and elsewhere, was probably of this

species. At least two other species of Terns were observed, but no

specimens were procured.

Khy>*chops playieostbis Vieill.

Flocks of red-billed Skimmers were seen on five occasions : near

Kink, near Fashoda, on Lake No, and between Heliat Nuer and

Shambe.

Family Peeisteei:d.e.

Tuetue ambiglts Bocage.

This Turtle-Dove seems very numerous in suitable localities

along the "White Nile, from a little south of Kowa to the last

woods near Lake No, also on the Sobat, Zeraf, and Ghazal rivers.

On the Bahr-el-Jebel, owing to the general absence of trees, we

only occasionally saw any doves.

Iris golden ; bill black ; legs and feet pink ; claws dark

horn.

Chaxcopelia afea (L.).

This beautiful little Pigeon is numerous in the woods and flies

very swiftly ; it was noted from Abu Zeit southwards along the

White Nile and also on the Bahr-el-Zeraf.

Family Pteeoclid^;.

Pteeocles QUADBicracTrs Temm.

Captain Dunn, E.A.M.C., shot a Sand-grouse of this species near

Gabt-el-Meghahid in March.

On the White Nile from a little south of Omdnrman to Abu
Zeit, 12th to 16th March, we saw large flocks (in some cases there

must have been thousands of individuals) of Sand-grouse come
down to the river, usually about 9 a.m. No specimens were shot, so

I could not identify the species.

Family Phasianide.

Nttmida ptilobhyncha Licht.

" Gedad " of the Arabs. These Guinea-fowl were seen on the

White Nile near Goz Abu Goma, Abu Zeit, Jebel Ain, Benk, Jebel

Ahmed Agar, Kaka, Gabt-el-Meghahid, &c, and on the Bahr-el-Zeraf.

At daybreak and towards sunset flocks of from twenty to over a

hundred individuals may be seen drinking at the river's edge.

They are excellent eating.
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IV. REPTILES.

Family Pelomedusid^e.

Steenoth^rus adansoni (Schweigg.).

This Water-Tortoise was found on the White Nile from Abu
Zeit southwards, and on the Zeraf and Ghazal rivers.

The British Museum contains a specimen collected by Consul
Petherick on the Upper Nile.

Family Tbionychid^e.

CrCLANOEBIS senegalensis (D. & B.).

Remains of this Turtle were found lying on the banks of the
White Nile as far north as Renk, and on the Bahr-el-Zeraf.

Family CrocodiliDjE.

Crocodilus niloticus Laur.

Crocodiles were noted on 30 days out of the 47 we were south

of Khartoum. We first saw them about 20 miles to the north of

El Dueni, but they did not become numerous till south of Abu
Zeit ford. From Jebel Ain onward to about Fashoda, Crocodiles

were seldom out of sight, often in large numbers : for instance on
17th March I counted 21 individuals lying at one spot on the tail

of an island, and on 18th April 22 basking on one sandbank.

On the Bahr-el-Zeraf small Crocodiles were numerous, I caught

one alive. We also saw some Crocodiles on the Lake No end of

the White Nile, on the Bahr-el-Jebel, Bahr-el-Ghazal, Bahr-el-

Homar, and Lake Ambadi ; they were probably as numerous on
these rivers as on the White Nile, but the thick masses of reeds

prevented one seeing them, and on the Bahr-el-Jebel the Crocodiles

were, curiously, very shy and we could not get within shooting

distance of them.

Most of the Crocodiles seen were under 12 feet in length, but

some must have approached 15 feet; the lai'gest specimen I

actually measured, killed by natives near Fashoda, was 14 feet

long. The only really large ones we saw were on the Bahr-el-

Jebel, between Heliat Nuer and Sharube ; on the 7th April I saw
two or three that I estimated to be perhaps 20 feet in length.

Family Geckonid^e.

Hemidactylus beookii Gray.

Four Geckoes of this species were caught at Gabt-el-Meghahid

in April.

Family Varani^e.

Varancs niloticus (Linn.).

This large Lizard was met with on the Zeraf and Jebel rivers.

A specimen from the Zeraf measured in total length 5 feet
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1\ inches ; snout to vent 2 feet 5| inches ; tail (tip broken) 2 feet

8 inches.

Varanus ocellatus Eiipp.

Two specimens obtained, White Nile.

Family Scincid^e.

Mabuia striata (Peters).

One specimen of this Skink caught at Fashoda on the 22nd of

March.

Family Glauconiidje.

Glauconia cairi (Dum. et Bibr.).

A little Snake caught at Gabt-el-Meghahid is apparently of this

species, but unfortunately its somewhat shrivelled condition

prevents its being determined for certain.

Family Boib-uE.

Python sebjb (Gmel.).

A young Python of this species was caught on the bank of the

"White Nile, near the mouth of the Bahr-el-Jebel, 14th April.

Ventrals 280. Anal entire. Subcaudals 72. Scales in 93 rows.

Family Coltjbridje.

Tropidonotus oliyaceus (Peters).

Three specimens were caught in the sudd region of the Bahr-el-

Jebel in April.

Chlorophis emini (Giinth.).

Three Snakes of this species were caught in the sudd on the

Bahr-el-Jebel in April.

Psammophis sibilans (Linn.).

A specimen of colour-variety E (Blgr. Cat. Snakes, hi. p. 161)
was caught at Gabt-el-Meghahid in April : it had 1 prav and
2 postoculars, temporals 2+ 2, 8 upper labials (4th and 5th enter

eye), ventrals 183, subcaudals 100, and was in total length about
685 mm.

V. BATEACHIANS.

Family EaniDjE.

Eana mascarensis Dum. et Bibr.

One specimen caught a few miles south of Jebel Ain on the
22nd April ; this was the first and only batrachian I (or any of

our party) saw during the whole time we were south of Khartoum.
It was coloured olive and bronze, with indefinite markings.
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VI. FISHES.

Mr. G. A. Boulenger, F.B.S., has kindly determined the following

fishes, specimens of which I collected and sent to the British

Museum.

1. POLYPTERUS SENEGALUS.

Specimens were obtained on the Bahr-el-Zeraf, Bahr-el-Jebel,

and Bahr-el-Grhazal. On the 8th of April two were caught with

rod and line, by dangling a little piece of meat on a hook just

under the surface of the water in a little shallow muddy backwater
of the Jebel.

2. POLYPTERUS BICHIR.

On the 7th April a specimen was caught by hand on the Bahr-
el-Jebel, frightened by the approaching steamer it had jumped out

of the water on to the sudd.

Colour (in life). Olive-green, darker on the top of the head and
along back, pale lemon-yellow below. Lips and underneath of

head washed with pink. Tentacle red. Red lights about gills

and pectoral fins. Body about vent, and ends of ventral, anal,

and caudal fins, tinged with bright red. Iris yellow.

3. Heterotis niloticus.

Sometimes called the " White Nile Salmon," and said to be very

good eating, but I have not tried it personally. Specimen caught
at Gabt-el-Meghahid on the 15th of April :—Total length over all

2 feet 3 inches ; depth (at vent) 5f inches.

4. Gymnarchus niloticus.

A specimen of this large eel-like fish was caught near the

junction of the Ghazal aud Homar rivers on the 29th March ;

it measured in total length 3 feet 9| inches.

5. TlLAPIA NILOTICA.

A "Boultee" was caught at Gabt-el-Meghahid on the

15th April, and on the 29th March when steaming down the

Bahr-el-Arab a large one jumped on board the gunboat : we ate it,

but the flesh was not nice, being soft and " muddy."

6. Synodontis schall.

This Siluroid seemed numerous on the Bahr-el-Zeraf, specimens

were caught on hook and line from the steamer while tied up
to the bank.

7. Baorus docmac.

Bahr-el-Zeraf, caught as above.

8. Clarias lazera.

Bahr-el-Zeraf, caught as above.
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VII. MOLLUSCS.

Thanks to the kind assistance of Mr. Edgar A. Smith, I have

been able to identify at the British Museum most of the shells

collected on the White ZS'ile : they are referable to eleven species.

Family YivipabldjE.

1. Vivipaba unicoloe Olivier.

One specimen from Abu Zeit.

Family StenogybiDjE.

2. LlMICOLABIA CAILLAUDI Pfr.

Many specimens of this beautifully marked tall spiral shell were
picked up at Fashoda, and a few at other places between there and
Jebel Ain.

Family Ampullaeiid.e.

3. Ampullaeia weeneei Philippi.

Shells of this species were very numerous, scattered about the

banks of the White Nile at Abu Zeit, Fashoda, &c, and also along

the Bahr-el-Zeraf and Bahr-el-Ghazal. This species attains to a

large)- size in this region than any African freshwater shell

was previously known to ; I have measured a specimen nearly

5 inches (125 mm.) across in its largest diagonal diameter.

4. Lanistes pcbpueetjs Jonas.

This sinistral shell we found numerous along the Bahr-el-

Zeraf.

5. Lanistes caeinatus (Olivier).

Of this sinistral shell we obtained specimens at Fashoda and
other places on the "White Nile, and also on the Bahr-el-Zeraf.

Family Cyeenid.e.

6. C'OEBICDLA ELUMINALIS Mull, jr.

One specimen from Abu Zeit; both Sir Samuel Baker and
Consul Petherick also obtained examples of this species from the

White Nile waters.

Family UmasiDM.

7. Unio tebetiusculus Philippi.

This small Mussel we got at Abu Zeit.

Family Ieldinlb^e.

8. MUTELA BOSTEATA Bang.

A very elongated Mussel from the White Nile, south of Abu
Zeit.
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9. Mutela eubens Lamarck.

Some small Mussels also found to the south of Abu Zeit are

probably young specimens of this species.

10. Mutela sp. inc.

A very large Mussel, with beautiful iridescent pink inside, which

we found at Eashoda and other places on the White Nile, does not

entirely agree with any specimen in the British Museum
collection, but is closely allied to Mutela petersi, Martens.

Family Mtkeuiidm.

11. ^Etheeia sp. inc.

This shell, commonly spoken of as the " White Nile Oyster "

(but not really an oyster), is probably jEtheria lamarcJcii. It is

excessively numerous, forming large beds along the river, especially

about El Duem, Kowa, and Abu Zeit. These being left dry by

the unusually low Nile were frequented by hundreds of birds.

VIII. INSECTS.

Hexapoda.
Owing to the loss of my killing-bottles &c. early in the ex-

pedition, only a very small collection of insects was brought back
;

Sir George Hampson, Bt., has kindly identified the following

Moths.
Eamily Pyealld.e.

G-lyphodes seeicea Drury. Caught on Bahr-el-Grhazal in

March.
Eamily NocTUiniE.

Sphingomoepha chloeea monteieonis Buth. Also caught on
the Bahr-el-Ghazal in March.

Of Beetles, the most remarkable owing to its numbers was a

small species of Adoretus (family Butelidte), which on the Bahr-el-

Ghazel, on the nights of the 1st and 2nd April, swarmed on board

the steamer in incalculable thousands and was a great nuisance,

crawling up our sleeves, down our necks, and into our food and beds.

A remarkable "long-nosed bug" (Pyrops sp. inc.) was caught near

Heliat Nuer on the 9th April, and a large Belostoma at Eashoda.
Beautiful little Fireflies were a noticeable feature on many
evenings on the Zeraf, Jebel, and Ghazal rivers, darting hither

and thither over and through the reeds.

But it was certain flies that most attracted our attention.

Family TabaniDjE.

Tabanus doesivitta Walker. The Seroot Ely.

Colour. Eyes rich dark' brown. Back of thorax olive-brown,

with four dark longitudinal lines. Abdomen : upper surface, centre
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very pale olive-brown with on each side a black longitudinal

line, sides rich reddish brown. Underneath head and thorax pale

grey. Underneath abdomen pale reddish brown, except centre

of last three segrneuts which are dark brown. Legs : basal seg-

ments grey, remainder reddish brown, except front pair, which

are black underneath and marked with black above distally.

Antennae black. Biting-organ : anterior shorter portion white,

posterior or longer portions black. Wings transparent, reddish-

brown veins.

We first met the Seroot on the 16th March a few miles south

of the Abu Zeit ford, on the 17th and 18th we again observed it.

On the 23rd at Grabt-el-Megbahid it was numerous, as it was also

on the Zeraf and Ghazal rivers, but none were noted on the Bahr-

el-Jebel. On the return journey it was troublesome on the Sobat

and on the AVhite Nile to a little north of Kaka.
The Seroot is most persistent in its attacks all through the day,

but especially late in the afternoon, when it only leaves off in time

for the Mosquitoes to come on. The Seroot bites one even through

one's shirt and at the knees through cord riding-breeches ; if

driven off there is no after effect from the bite, but if allowed to

remain biting for long the wound becomes irritable and slightly

swollen next day.

Tabanus sp. inc.

A second, larger species of Seroot was occasionally met with,

with a black abdomen. In size it agrees with Tabanus biyuttatus,

but the female has a whitish thorax instead of yellow as in that

species, of which I think it may be a variety.

Mosquitoes.

Both going and coming back along the White Nile we met very
few Mosquitoes between Omdurman and the Sobat ; on the Zeraf
from March 23rd to 25th they were not numerous ; on March 26th
in the White Nile they first became troublesome ; and on the 27th
in Lake No were a great nuisance, rendering sleep almost impossible

except under curtains of extra fine mesh ; though so small, these

Mosquitoes are very venomous. On the Ghazal from March 28th to

April 1st they swarmed in the papyrus, but in places where there

was a break in the swamps there were very few and it was
possible to sleep in comfort. On the Bahr-el-Jebel from 3rd to the
13th April we never had any peace from them from about sunset
till a couple of hours after sunrise. Nowhere in the East have I met
Mosquitoes in such numbers, or so venomous and persistent in

attacking one : not only the English officers, but also the Egyptian
and Soudanese soldiers and Nubian boatmen suffered much from
them.

IX. MILLIPEDES.

Aechispibostbeptus sp. inc.

Three specimens G-abt-el-Meghahid, and two near mouth of

Zeraf : the only Millipedes met with.
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X. CENTIPEDES.

SCOLOPENDRA MOESITANS L.

Three Centipedes, each about 50 mm. (2 inches) long, obtained
at Gabt-el-Meghahid. It is very interesting to find this widely
distributed species here: at first I thought it might have beeu
brought up among our baggage, but Mr. E. I. Pocock tells me it
has only once been met with in Egypt and never before in any
part of the Soudan.

XI. ARACHNIDS.

Eamily ButhlDjE.

Buthus emini Pocock, A. M. 1ST. H. (6) vi. p. 98, pi. i. fig. 2
(1890).

Three Scorpions from Gabt-el-Meghahid. The type specimen
was obtained by the late Emin Pasha on the shore of the Victoria

Nyauza.

Eamily Pisaurid#:.

ElJPHROSTHENOPS BAYONIANU8 Brit. Cap.

A Spider probably of this species, which was described from
Angola, was obtained at Gabt-el-Meghahid.

Eamily Heteropodid^e.

Sparassus sp. inc.

Specimens of this Spider were caught at Gabt-el-Meghahid and
on board the gunboat ' Abu Klea.'

Eamily Attidjs.

Marpessa (=Marptijsa) sp. inc.

An apparently undescribed species of Jumping Spider was
numerous on board the gunboat ' Abu Klea.' A male and
female have been presented to the British Museum.

XII. CRUSTACEANS.

Eamily Potamonid.e.

Potamon sp. inc.

This Crab, of which only one specimen was obtained, apparently

belongs to a new species, and will be described by Dr. J. G.
de Man in a future communication.

It was found on the sudd in the Bahr-el-Jebel.
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2. An Account of a Large Branchiate Polynoid from New
Zealand, Lepidonotus giganteus Kirk. By W. Malcolm
Thomson, B.A. (N.Z.). With an Introduction by

Professor W. Blaxland Benham, D.Sc, M.A., F.Z.S.,

Otago University.

[Received November 19, 1900.]

(Plates LX.-LXII.)

Introduction. By Prof. Benham.

In introducing to the zoological world a new author, I think it

is only just, both to members of the Society and to my pupil,

Mr. Thomson, to state that, though the paper has been written

and the drawings executed by him, I have throughout constantly

supervised his work, so that I can confirm all his statements of

fact, to which, too, I have here and there added a note.

In the course of an examination of a collection of Annelids

obtained during a recent experimental trawling expedition, carried

out by the Fisheries Department of the New Zealand Government

—

during which provision was generously made for the collection of

zoological material,—I had occasion to identify a large species of

Lepidonotus, the subject of the present paper. I soon discovered

that this Lepidonotus giganteus of Kirk [8] had been previously

described under the name Aphroditu squamosa by Quatrefages

many years before ; and a question arises as to the strict application

of the laws of nomenclature.

The commonest Polynoid on the coasts of Britain is L. squam-
atus L. ; and it appears to me that on the grounds of clearness and
convenience—which, after all, are the foundations of any system of

nomenclature—it would be desirable to depart in this instance from
the strict letter of a law which, if applied, might lead to some
confusion between the old established L. squamatus L. and the

New Zealand species L. squamosus Q.
It is true that in faunistic accounts these two names would

probably never actually clash, for the British species does not occur

on the coasts of New Zealand. But it is not impossible that

L. squamosus may occur in Arctic seas, side by side with L. squam-
atus ; for in a collection of Polynoids made within the Arctic

circle, and handed to me by Prof. D'Arcy Thompson (for identifi-

cation—which, however, I had to return to him unidentified, on
leaving Oxford), I remember a large specimen of about the same
size and colour as the subject of the present note. But as I have
no literature here upon Arctic Annelids, I am unable to ascertain

whether the Arctic species is identical with our Southern form

;

yet, if the " Bipolar Theory " be true, it is not impossible that it

may be : then confusion between the two names would arise.

I have therefore retained the name given by Kirk, who
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recognized its proper genus ; in preference to the specific name
conferred by Quatrefages, who had most unaccountably referred

it to Aphrodita.

The most striking and interesting feature about the Annelid is

the very definite, subelytral groove along the back (Plate LX. fig. 3)

with the row of tubercles for the support of the overlapping

moieties of the elytra, so that the groove is constantly open for the

respiratory current. I am not aware that anything so definite

has been hitherto noted in any Polynoid, and I suggest the term
" respiratory channel " for it.

The definite " exhalant aperture," too, formed by the emargina-

tions of the last pair of elytra (Plate LX. fig. 1) complete the utility

of this channel. The presence of such an aperture formed in this

way is mentioned and figured by Huxley for L. squamatus, in his

< Manual of Anatomy of the Invertebrates,' 1877, p. 228. The
peculiar hair-like character of the neuropodial bristles—suggesting

the felted hairs of Aphrodita—are also a peculiarity of the species,

especially in their number and softness of texture.

Description of the Species. By W. Malcolm Thomson.

General appearance.—The specimens measured in a preserved

condition ranged in length from 80 mm. downwards and in breadth

from 35 mm. Average specimens were about 68 mm. long by
25 mm. broad. In shape the animal is a very regular oval, the

anterior end being rather narrower than the posterior. The upper
surface of the body is strongly convex, both in the longitudinal

and transverse planes, the ventral surface being flat or even
inclined to be convex, but with the usual median groove. The
dorsum is completely covered by the large imbricate elytra, of which
there are twelve pairs (Plate LX. fig. 1). Between the first pair a

small median notch allows the protrusion of the palps and tentacles.

There is a smooth tract over the mesial moiety of the series of

the elytra, bounded on each side by a row of oblong transverse

ridges representing the areolae or areas of attachment of the

elytra (Plate LX. fig. 1,«). The median moiety of each elytron

constituting this tract is coloured a warm brown, and this colour

is continued outwards behind the areola (Plate LX. fig. 1, c),

the anterior surface of which is coloured light buff and is smoother

than the general surface. The median tract ceases at the last pair

of elytra, the inner margin of each of which is notched, so as

to produce a small oval aperture with distinct, upturned lips:

this aperture is the exhalant respiratory pore, to which we shall

return. The posterior and lateral surfaces of an elytron are beset

with numerous spiny processes and also with fine hairs. The
margin of the body, as seen from above, is formed by a fringe of

hairs constituted by the successive bundles of notopodial bristles.

These hair-like bristles and the processes of the elytra collect

a considerable amount of mud and afford a foothold for foreign

organisms, which no doubt aid in the concealment of the animal.
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Here and there along the sides of the body the tips of the dorsal

cirri may be seen protruding. The tips of the stout neuropodial

bristles are also visible at certain points (Plate LX. fig. 1, ch.).

AYhen the body is viewed from below, the eye is at once caught

by the stout parapodia (Plate LX. fig. 2) and by the large mouth.

The body consists of 27 segments, including the peristomium and the

pygidium, which do not carry typical parapodia ; of which, there-

fore, there are only 25 pairs. Each parapodium is provided with

a ventral cirrus, and just at the point of attachment of the foot with

the body there occurs a prominent nephridial papilla (Plate LX.
fig. 2, neph.) These become less marked towards the anterior end,

and are absent from the first four or five pairs of parapodia '

(the rudiments show up more clearly in some specimens than in

others). Each papilla springs from the body, from the corner of

a little square area raised into ridges, these areas forming a band
down each side of the body. The middle of the body is occupied

by a smooth surface, marked with fine transverse lines. Down the

median line is a reddish-brown line seen, by transparency, King in

the mid-ventral groove, and representing the ventral nerve-cord.

The colour is probably due to haemoglobin, which has been

demonstrated by Prof. Pay Lankester [1] in the nerve-cords of

Aphrodita aculeata. The mouth is very conspicuous and is bounded
by four large thick lips, of which one is posterior and transverse,

two are lateral and obliquely placed, while the fourth, median
anterior, is wedged in between the oblique lips. The actual

position of the mouth seems to be between the second and third

pairs of parapodia ; in other words, the mouth has moved backwards

from its primary position, so that three segments with their

appendages lie in front of the mouth, a phenomenon which we
are accustomed to meet with in Arthropods 2

. The mouth is thus

further back than is represented in most of the figures of

Lepidonotus available.

The median anterior lip hides the base of the median tentacle

and is separated from it by a deep groove, so that it cannot be

mistaken for a facial tubercle.

Eeturniug to the dorsal surface (Plate LX. fig. 3), after the removal
of the elytra it is seen that the upper surfaces of the parapodia are

produced towards the centre of the back as broad, flat ridges, of which
the usual alternate ones carry the elytra. These ridges are oblong

or rectangular in shape, with distinct edges, and are separated by

1 The absence of nephridial papilla? from the more anterior segments in

Polynoids was remarked by Bourne [3] for L. claws, in which papillae are
stated to be absent from the first 8 segments, as is also the case in several

species recorded recently by H. Johnstone [9].
2 This shifting of the mouth in Annelids back through one or more segments

occurs in Araphinomidae, Accetidse, in Chrysopetalum, and in Aphrodita ; but it

has beeu but little remarked upon in connection with the same phenomenon, to

which Lankester was the first to draw attention, in the case of Arthropoda.
Itfl occurrence in these families of Annelids, all of which are undoubtedly

much modified as compared with the typical annelid, is of interest and of

theoretical importance.—W. B. B.
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narrow transverse grooves, which lead inwards to a median dorsal

groove or channel lying between the ridges of the right and left

sides. This channel is incompletely divided into two, longitudinally,

by a series of firm, truncated tubercles, which posteriorly form a

single median row, but anteriorly a double row, enclosing a spindle-

shaped raised area, the channel passing forwards outside the

tubercles (Plate LX. fig. 3). The result is that the channel bi-

furcates anteriorly ; but on the second segment there are again a

couple of median tubercles (Plate LX. fig. 3 & Plate LXI. fig. 4),

and the channel is thus carried forwards right to the base of

the prostomium (Plate LXI. fig. 4). Posteriorly, the tubercles

cease on segment xix, while the channel continues backwards
to segment xxii. The tubercles serve to support the mesial

moieties of the elytra, thus leaving a clear subelytral channel,

which, from its function, may be termed the dorsal " respira-

tory channel." Towards the posterior end the channel becomes
deeper, and is closed by the transverse union of the parapodial

ridges of the last elytriferous segment. The channel thus ends

just under the aperture mentioned above, formed between the last

pair of elytra.

Looking more closely at the parapodial ridges, a number of small

processes are observable, at their outer ends and especially towards

the margins of the transverse canals. These processes may be as

many as twenty in number on a cirriferous segment, rather fewer

on an elytriferous segment (Plate LXI. figs. 7 & 8). They are little

finger-shaped evaginations of the body-wall, rarely branched, and
evidently serve as gills \ Unfortunately there were no living

specimens obtainable, so that we could not verify the following

inferences, but the appearances seem to justify them :—currents of

water are brought by ciliary action 2 into the transverse canals
;

the water is filtered by the bunches of notopodial hairs, and passes

thence over the branchise, oxygenating the blood ; the water then

passes into the dorsal median canal and finds its way out by the

posterior aperture.

Haswell, in his Monograph of Australian Aphroditea [2],

mentions that both "Williams and Quatrefages record a respiratory

current in Aphrodita and Hermione, caused by the rhythmical

movements of the elytra under the felty coating of the back. But
he adds :

—" In species in which the felt-like dorsal covering does

not exist, this function would appear to be in abeyance, and in

Polynoe and allied genera, so far as I have observed, the elytra

remain perfectly motionless while the animal as a whole is at rest."

It is suggested that, in L. giyanteus, while probably no actual

movement of the elytra is necessary to produce the stream, yet, by
means of the "respiratory channel " and the dorsal tubercles

1 Compare Buchanan's figure 4 in illustration of Eupolyodontus comishii, in

Q. J. Micr. Sc. vol. xxx\

.

2 Cilia have been observed by several naturalists on the sides of the para-
podia in Polynoids ; but Mr. Thomson did not examine the histological

structure of the body-wall in the present annelid.—W. B. B.
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supporting the mesial regions of the elytra, a continuous stream of

water may, nevertheless, be passed over the back, thus producing

the same result as the rhythmical movements observed in Aphrodita.

This is interesting as showing how the same need has been met
in animals of different structure by adaptations of different kinds.

The apparatus in this species seems to have attained a considerable

degree of perfection, and in the literature at our disposal I can

find no reference to any similar arrangement.

In this dorsal view further points of interest may be noted.

When the elytra were removed in a female, a pale pinkish

substance was observed, especially above the bases of the notopodial

bunches of hair. This, when examined under the microscope, was
found to consist of numerous ova which did not seem to have been

fertilized ; for neither were polar bodies to be seen, nor were
any eggs segmented, while they all presented the large vesicular

nucleus characteristic of the unfertilized ovum. It would seem,

therefore, that the ova are all passed up under the elytra (the

female contained a great number of eggs in the ccelom), and are

there fertilized by sperms carried in by the respiratory current.

According to a statement made by Haswell, development must also

take place there to a certain extent.

The elytriferous segments are 2, 4, 5, 7 &c, 21-23, the elytro-

phore being a special part of the parapodial ridge. The alternate

parapodia carry dorsal cirri with bulbous tips, long enough to

protrude freely (as much as 3 mm.) beyond the edges of the

elytra. The base of the cirrus is extremely muscular (Plate LX.
fig. 3 and Plate LXI. fig. 7), and they are evidently capable of

considerable movement. The dorsal cirri of the first, i. e. the

peristomial segment, are without this muscular base and resemble

the prostomial tentacles in appearance.

One more point to be noted in this view of the dorsal surface

is the anus, which lies just beyond the end of the dorsal respiratory

channel, separated from it by the transverse ridge already referred

to. The two ventral pygidial cirri represent the ventral cirri of the

pygidium, and are directed backwards, as are also the dorsal cirri

of three pairs of parapodia immediately anterior to the pygidium.

Thus four pairs of these tactile organs may be seen curling up
round the edge of the elytra at the extreme posterior end. It

seems rather remarkable that there should be such a good supply

of " feelers " at this end, and indicates that it is the habit of the

animal to explore crannies and holes among stones &c, from
which it must often make its exit backwards.

The Head.—The head consists of prostomium and peristoinium

(the first segment), the whole being retractile to a slight degree
under the next segment, which bears the first pair of elytra

(Plate L?LL. fig. -1). The prostomium is irregularly oval, convex
above, well defined posteriorly. Its base is, in the preserved speci-

mens, overhung by the first "dorsal tubercle," which belongs to the
peristomial segment. There are two pairs of eyes—a posterior

larger, and an anterior smaller eye on each side,—which are so
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close together that at first sight a single pair only appears to

exist, but its anterior limit is not distinctly marked, as it is

produced into the cylindrical bases of the three tentacles \ The
length up to the base of the median tentacle is about equal to the
breadth (2^ mm. by 2\ mm.). The median tentacle is slightly

longer than the lateral, and its base is depressed very slightly

below those of the lateral pair, which thus form a shallow V-shaped
groove behind it. The median tentacle is about 6 mm. long; the

lateral pair being 5 mm. each, measured to the posterior end of

the base. Arising between the prostomium and peristomium, on
the lower surface of the head, is a pair of palps about 9 mm. long,

which just below the tip narrow suddenly to a fine point : they

bear 7 to 9 longitudinal rows of papilla?, which take a somewhat
spiral course.

The peristomium bears a pair of considerably modified parapodia.

Each consists of a conical base bearing two cirri, a dorsal and
a ventral, which resemble the tentacles (Plate LXI. fig. 4). On
the anterior dorsal surface of the base a very small bunch of hair-

like bristles protrudes, corresponding 1o the notopodial hairs of

succeeding segments.

On the ventral surface of the head the mouth has been already

sufficiently described ; only one point remains to be noticed,

namely, that the ventral cirri of the second segment are elongated

and bulbous below the tip, just like the preceding pair. They are

generally inclined towards the mouth, and are termed the buccal

cirri. In some specimens the ventral cirri of the next segment
showed a tendency to swell below the tip, more marked than in

those further back "(Plate LX. fig. 2).

Elytra.—A reference to fig. 1 will give a better idea of the

arrangement, of the elytra than any description. They are

attached t,o the body by a considerable area, the " areola," of an

oblong form and of considerable breadth. The corresponding area

on the body is the elytrophore (Plate LX. fig. 3), and lies obliquely

transverse on the flattened parapodial ridge mentioned above.

The colour of a typical elytron is a warm brown behind a line taken

t ransversely across about its middle, the colour advancing forwards

somewhat at the inner end (indicated by dots in Plate LXII. fig. 10).

The part covered by the preceding elytron is light buff, and this

colour extends backwards over the anterior slope of the areolar

ridge.

The elytra vary considerably in size and shape according to

their position, the terminal ones being smaller. Plate LXTT.

1 In Lepidonotus ii is asuallj stated thai the " prostomium is produced into

tlie base of the lateral tentacles'
1

;
as a matter of description tliis i9 true, but,

from the comparative anatomy of the group, it appears that the cylindrical

"prolongation " (marked h.t. in the ligurei should be regarded as the base of

the tentacle fused with the anterior margin of the prostomium : this margin is

in the present annelid just indicated by a faintly marked, oblique line ; and if

this be compared with the prostomium of Harmfthde and others, this interpre-

tation seems reasonable.—W. B. B.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LXIV. 64
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fig. 10 gives a drawing of an elytron from the middle of the left

side, which may be described as being typical of the rest. The
measurements of the transverse diameters are 9 mm. by 21 mm.
The general shape is transversely oval, but with a shallow sinus

in the elongated anterior border. All the elytra bear a number
of processes arranged around the external and posterior edges and
also on the neighbouring surface. The margins have further a

fringe of small hairs almost all round, which are visible in Plate LXI.
figs. 5, 6, and Plate LXII. figs. 9, 10. Plate LXII. fig. 9 is an
enlarged view of the part of fig. 10 between L. & e. The appear-

ance presented is curious, as two types of processes are seen.

The margin is produced into a number of very slender, round-

ended, hair-like processes (Plate LXII. fig. 9, h), and immediately

within these there is a series of stout, more or less cylindrical

spines, ending in a point and bearing conical thorn-like out-

growths just below the apex (Plate LXII. fig. 9, e). Occasionally

there are short and much more thorny processes (Plate LXII.
fig. 9, e

1

). The bases of the spines are bluntly conical, and appear

from a surface view to be simply embedded in the elytra. The
spines arising from the flat surface further away from the margin
are much stouter, with fewer outgrowths, and arise from the

surface of the elytron by broad, star-like, spreading bases (PI. LXII.
fig. 9, s1.b.). Many of them also have a little patch of pigment near
the tip and a small vesicle, for neither of which could any function

be guessed 1

. The surface of the elytra abounded in similar, but

smaller, star-like bases, bearing, however, only incipient processes.

The spines, especially the rooted ones, were more numerous on
the posterior elytra than on those situated further forwards.

The first and last pairs differ in form from the remainder and
from one another. Of the first pair, the right member is almost
circular in outline ; the left is similar but has a wide notch in its

anterior border (Plate LXI. fig. 5, a.). The hinder margin of the

notch is covered by the edge of the elytron of the right side,

with which the anterior boundary of the notch forms an angle,

lying in the middle line, and evidently intended to allow freer

protrusion of the head or its appendages, which in preserved speci-

mens are seen below the notch (Plate LX. fig. 1).

Each elytron of the last pair has a pear-shaped outline (Plate LXI.
fig. 6) ; the broader end is directed backwards and the narrower is

overlapped by the preceding elytron. The mesial edge, just in front
of the constriction between the two regions, is upturned, so as to
form a lip ; so that when the pair is in situ, an oval aperture is

formed, which overlies the hinder end of the dorsal subelytral

respiratory channel; this aperture is shown in Plate LX. fig. 1,

ex.up.

Parapodia.—Of these there are twenty-five typically constructed
pairs, each of which consists of neuropodium and notopodium, the
former being much the larger. The notopodium is a mere lobe

It will be noted that this paper is simply au account of purely superficial
anatomy.
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of the neuropodium, lying on its dorso-anterior face rather than
directly dorsal (Plate LX. fig. 2 and Plate LXI. figs. 7, 8) ;

it has thus lost its direct connection with the dorsal cirrus which
springs from the " basipodium " or common base of the two para-

podial lobes (Plate LXI. fig. 7). As before mentioned, the base of

each parapodiura, elytriferous or cirriferous, is produced dorsally

towards the median liue as a broad flat ridge with distinct and
almost overlapping edges (Plate LX. fig. 3 and Plate LXI. figs. 7,

8). Pound the outer echoes of the ridge, and especially at the base

of the dorsal cirrus, are numerous branchial outgrowths with
thin walls. The neuropodium bears a short but rather stout and
pointed ventral cirrus. The uotopodial bristles are hair-like ; the

notopodials are typical chaetae.

Both neuropodium and notopodium have large setigerous sacs,

but there are no acicular papillae noticeable, such as Bourne has

observed in L. clavus and L. squamatus [3].

Chcetce.—The neuropodial chaetae are large and stout, and number
about 30 to 35 in each foot ; they have a very slight S-shaped curve

towards the tip, which is somewhat tapered but blunt (Plate LXII.
fig. 11). The upper, or convex, surface is smooth all the way
along ; on the lower, or concave, side there is a smooth region just

below the tip, followed by a short spinulose region covered with
rows of minute filiform spines, but bearing no comb-like plates.

Below this the chaeta is marked by fine transverse lines, some
distance apart and gradually disappearing towards the embedded
end of the bristle. These neuropodial chaetae are arranged in the

sac in horizontal rows, the topmost row containing the longest

chaetae, and the lower rows successively shorter. There are

generally five or six rows, with about six in each row.

The notopodial chaetae, on the other hand (Plate LXII.
figs. 12 a, 12 b) are more slender and more numerous than the

neuropodial. The appearance of the bunch in situ is much like that

of a short, but rather broad, camel-hair brush. Examined under
the microscope, each bristle is seen to consist of two distinct

portions of about equal length. The proximal half is smooth and
hand-like, but broader in the centre than at either end. The distal

half has a median, narrow, smooth axis with a serrated portion on
each side, though often only one side is to be seen ; this portion

is of almost uniform breadth, tapering gradually to a very fine

point deprived of serrations.

Pharyngeal Teeth.—The protruded pharynx terminates in a wide
aperture, transversely elongated and bounded by a dorsal and a

ventral lip, each of which carries a series of papillae (Plate LXII.
fig. 13). Of these, there is a median and 6 lateral on each side on

each lip, but the median papilla is not distinguishable from the rest

by any other peculiarity than its position. Each papilla is like a very
squat T : the base is broad, the bar is also broad and oval, termi-

nating in a point at each end, as can be seen in fig. 14 on the left

side. The papillae diminish in size rather suddenly on the right

and left of the series.

G4*
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Within the lips are seen the four dark brown teeth or jaws *,

a dorsal pair and a ventral (Plate LXII. fig. 13); but in this front

view only the terminal claw-like tip of the tooth can be seen,

its base, hidden in a muscular cushion (?), can only be seen by
slitting up the wall of the pharynx.

Each tooth springs from a wide, somewhat triangular base of

greenish-brown colour, less hard than the actual tooth, and marked
by a series of concentric lines like a lamellibranch shell. The
right and left tooth of each pair are connected by what is, do

doubt, a secondary formation of calcareous material deposited on

the convex side of each claw (c) ; this additional matter increases

in thickness backwards, till the two touch and fuse.

The outer margin of the base of the tooth dips down into an
elongated slit-like pit between itself and the muscular cushion (e).

This cushion is continued anteriorly into a small, reflexed, papilla-

like structure fitting against the concave side of the claw-like tip of

the tooth ; the latter projects—when at rest—into a pit anteriorly,

immediately behind the lip, which is now seen to be in reality the

hinder end of the thin-walled, eversible buccal region (r/).

The ventral teeth are almost identical with the dorsal pair.

It may be as well to mention that the base of the tooth (a) is

hollow, and occupied by a mass of muscle after the fashion usual

in annelidan jaws or teeth ; further, the internal root of the

claw-like tooth is produced into a longer and narrow plate for the

attachment of muscles, but which is not represented in the drawing,

as it is embedded deep in the wall of the pharynx.

Localities.—Specimens were received from Otago Harbour on
the east coast of the South Island of New Zealand, captured under
stones and also taken from the stomachs of fish. Others were
obtained from various stations along the east coast of the South
Island, as far north as Tasman Bay, where they were brought up
iu the trawl from depths of 10-30 fathoms. The specimens
named by Kirk [8] were collected in "Wellington Harbour, North
Island. It is evidently of wide distribution along our coasts.

Those from different localities varied considerably in colour

:

some were uniformly dark coffee-brown, above and below ; while
others were yellowish white below, and a warm brown dappled
with light buff on the dorsal surface.

The elytra are in some specimens thickly covered with muddy
particles attached to the spines, the notopodial hairs being

1 I would suggest the word " stumatognath " as a convenient term by which
to refer to the various cbitinous, or calcified, or siliceous " teeth " or "jaws

"

occurring as specialized thickenings of the lining of the stomocLeum, Buch ns

the teeth or jaws of Annelids, including Leeches ; the "teeth "in the gastric

mill of Crustacea ; the elements of the " mastax " of Eotifers; the individual
members of the radular apparatus of Molluscs ; and possibly, also, the horny
teeth of Cyelostome fishes. The word was used by me some years ago, in a

course of advanced lectures on the Annelida that I gave in the University of

Oxford
; and it appears to me that some such word would be useful in referring

to these and kindred structures.—W. B. B.
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similarly muddy. In other individuals, however, the body was
clean, indicating differences in the character of the habitat.

The whole form of the animal shows that it moves by walking
or creeping rather than swimming ; and several facts indicate that

it lives among stones and mud, seeking prey rather in the dark
than in the open. For example, the head (at any rate in the dead
specimens) is completely withdrawn beneath the elytra, only the

tips of the tentacles and palps showing. The eyes are right at the

back of the head, and consequently are of no use unless the head
Mere protruded at least 4 mm. The anterior pair of eyes, too, is

much reduced (Plate LXI. fig. 4). Further, the lateral and posterior

edges of the body are provided with numerous elongated movable
feelers, protruding far enough to feel anything before it touches

the side of the body. Unfortunately this is all guesswork, and
can only he verified by observations of animals in the living state.

Under the name " Aphrodita squamosa " this annelid has been

described by Quatrefages [4]. He puts it in his fourth division of

the genus Aphrodita, with the following characters :
—" Bspeces

dont les poils sont beaucoup trop courts pour former une voiite

dorsale, et dont les elytres sont par consequent a decouvert."' He
made this division solely for this animal, of which he had only one

specimen, and he characterizes it as follows :

—

"Aphrodite ecailleuse : A. squamosa.
" Caput parvum, distinctum, elytris promiuentibus occultatum.

Antenna media brevis, crassa, truncafa (?). Antennae laterales

duplo longiores, graciliores. Cirri tentaculares breves. Corpus

27 annulis compositum, mediocre elongatum. Pedes quasi

uniremes, promineutes. Elytra 24, maxima, rugosa, robusta,

corpus totum. obtegentia. Cirri superes longiusculi, in mamilla

crassa, compressa affixi. Pili breves, in penicillum crassum de

pedunculo conico orientes. Pro branchiis tubercula plus minusve
conica, sparsa.

" Hab. la Nouvelle Zelande. C. M."
Quatrefages goes on to give a more detailed description of the

specimen, which leaves no doubt that it is identical with the

subject of the present paper. His specimen "was 11 cm. long and
4 cm. broad, which is larger than any I have had in my hands,

although a badly preserved one reached 10 cm. in length. The
median tentacle in his specimen was, as he suspected, broken off

short at the base. His 27 segments were completed by the anal

segment, which bears, as he says, no parapodia. All the other

points are in perfect agreement with the description given above

;

and further points in his description complete this harmony
between the accounts. He says :

—

" Le long de la ligne mediane du dos regne une sorte de gouttiere

ou la peau est plus lisse qu'ailleurs, et ou l'on ne distingue plus de

traces de la division du corps enanneaux." But he makes no mention

of the dorsal tubercles.

Having thus shown this identity, 1 must now show that (Quatre-

fages has placed this animal in the wrong genus. According to his
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own table of genera [5] it is evident that he employs the existence

of jaws as a character distinguishing Lepidonotus and Pohjnoe

on the one hand from Aphrodita on the other. If he had
followed his own table, he should have put the animal in the genus
Polynoe ; but the " pili breves, in penicillum crassum " evidently

caused him to overlook the existence of jaws. Further, in comparing
the diagnoses of the two " families " Aphroditidae and Polynoidae,

in the Monograph by Prof. Mcintosh, recently published by the

Kay Society, it is apparent that our specimen differs from the

Aphroditidae («) by the possession of lateral tentacles, (h) by the

want of a facial tubercle, and (c) by the possession of jaws and
papillae on the pharynx ; also (J) by the want of felt and (c) of

the long stiff ventral bristles [6]. On the other hand, the following

is Mcintosh's diagnosis of the genus Lepidonotus [7] :

—

" Body short, more or less linear. Anterior part of the cephalic

lobe produced into the bases of the median and lateral tentacle?.

Palpi smooth or with papillae in five longitudinal rows. Three
comparatively short alimentary caeca directed forwards into the

peri-pharyngeal space. Elytra 12 pairs, covering the dorsum
entirely, and occurring on the segments bearing feet thus : 1, 3, 4,

6, 8, and so on to 20, 22. Bristles of the superior lobe slender,

serrate, shorter than the inferior, which have a smooth portion

below the slightly hooked tip, and then a spinulose region beneath.

Xerve-trunks in the granular layer of the epiderm, between the

powerful oblique muscles."

From this it is evident that our animal belongs to the genus
Lepidonotus, the only point of difference being that the rows of

papillae on the palps are 7 or more instead of 5.

A comparison of the above account of this worm with that given,

in brief and without figures, by Mr. Kirk [8] makes it quite

evident that Quatrefages's "A. squamosa "
is identical with Kirk's

L. ffigamteus; and it is not to be wondered that the latter author

overlooked the description by Quatrefages, as the worm is so

palpably not a member of the genus to which he ascribed it.

Dunediu, Aug. 24, 1900.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LX,

Fig. 1. Dorsal view of Lcpidonotus giganteus (completed on the right side

only) (nat. size).

a, areola or area of attachment of elytron : coloured in life light buff.

c, dotted portions of elytron : coloured warm, or even dark, brown.
ch., neuropodial chtetre, seen here and there.

ex.ap., exhalant aperture of subelytral respiratory channel.

f, notopodial hairs forming a fringe along each side.

nt.c, notopodial cirrus.

Fig. 2. View of the ventral surface of the anterior seven segments.
I. First, or peristomial, parapodium. x2.

II. Second, or first elytriferous, parapodium.
a.L, anterior lip. m.t., median tentacle.

b.cir., buccal cirrus.

ch., neuropodial chretse.

cl., elytron.

f, notopodial hairs.

I.I., lateral lip.

l.t., lateral tentacle.

m., mouth.

Fig. 3. Dorsal view of another individual after removal of all the elytra

showing the median respiratory channel and its lateral affluents

X2.

neph., nephridial papilla.

nr., neuropodium.
nr.c, neuropodial cirrus.

nt., notopodium.

p., palp.

p.L, posterior lip.

I-XXVII. Segments numbered.
an., anus.

cl.t., dorsal tubercle.

el., elytrophore.

f.p.r., flattened parapodial ridge.

nt.c., notopodial cirrus.

tr.c., transverse respiratory channel.

r.c, mid-dorsal respiratory channel.

Plate LXI.

Fig. 4. Enlarged view of the head of Lcpidonotus giganteus, seen dorsally

after removal of elytra. X 4.

I. Peristomial parapodium, bearing the peristomial cirri (c l,c2 ).

II. First elytriferous parapodium.
b.t., base of prostomial tentacle

c\ c
2

, ventral and dorsal peri-

stomial cirri.

c3
, buccal cirrus, belonging to

segment II.

d.c, anterior end of the dorsal

respiratory channel.

d.tv first dorsal tubercle, in re-

spiratory channel.

e, anterior eye.

Fig. 5. Left elytron of the first pair. >

Fig. 6. The last elytron of the left side.

Lettering of figs. 5, 6, 9. & 10 :
—

A.V., antero-posterior direction.

L.R., transverse (left to right

)

direction.

", areola.

c, darker pigmented region

(dotted),

e, spino on the edge with conical
,

base.

cv another type of the same,

less common.

e
,
posterior eye.

cl., elytrophore.

/, notopodial chreta? of peristomial

parapodium.
/./., lateral prostomial tentacle.

m.t., median prostomial tentacle.

nr., neuropodium.
nt., notopodium.

p., palp.

X 2.

cd., prominent, upturned margin
funning the edge of the ex-

halant aperture.

/;., hairs on the edge of the elj I Pa.

n., notch in the anterior border of

the 1st elytron on the left side.

;'.-•., pigment-spot in a spine.

8., star-rooted spine, springing from
the surface of elytron.

st.b., base of ditto.

v., vesicle in apex of spine.
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Pig. 7. A oirriferoua pir.ipodium of the right side drawn from behind

(enlarged ).

Fig. 8. An elytriferous parapodium drawn from above fenlarged).

Lettering of figs. 7. 8 :
—

etc., acicula. m.d.c, median dorsal respiratory

br., branchiae. channel.

ch., nenropodial chjetiv. neph., aephridial papilla.

el., elytrophore. nr., neuropodium.

f, notopodial bunch of hair. nrje., nenropodial cirrus.

f.p.r.. flattened parapodial ridge. nt., notopodium.
nl.c., base of notopodial cirrus.

Platb LXII.

Fig. 9. The part of iig. <», much magnified.

Fig. 10. Large typical elytron from the middle of the left side. X 2.

Fig. 11. Neuropodialchajta of Lepidonotusffiganteus, much magnified (camera I,

Fit;. 12 a. jjr.e., proximal half of a single notopodial hair.

Fig. 12'». rl.e., distal half of the same.

Fig. 13. Anterior end of the protruded pharynx, showing the circle of papilla

i'/), the paired dorsal and ventral teeth (b), supported on the lateral

cushions (r) of the lining of the pharynx. X 4.

Fig. 14. The dorsal pair of teeth, seen in situ, after the retracted pharynx and
buccal region have been slit open. X 4.

<i. the chitinous expanded base d. prepharyngeal papillae.

of the tooth. r, cushion, between which and the

b, the claw-like terminal tooth. base is a deep furrow.

<; secondary calcified junction J\ dorsal groove of pharynx.

across the dorsal line. g, buccal region.

3. On a new Genus of Flat-fishes from New Zealand.

By H. M. Kyle, M.A., B.Scv St. Andrews. 1

[Received November 26, l'JOO.]

The new genus of Flat-fishes which it is proposed to establish is

founded on a single specimen contained in the collection of

Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson, C.B., of the University College.

Dundee. It was presented by Prof. Jeffrey Parker of New
Zealand, and had been labelled by him lihrnibosolea monopvts. A
cursory glance, however, was sufficient to distinguish it from
Rhombosolea ; and a more careful examination and comparison
with the description of the known and already described forms
showed that it was different from them all, and merited a place iu

the classification of the Flat-fishes (Heterosomata) as a distinct

genus.

It is somewhat precarious perhaps to found a new genus on a

single specimen, but it would be absurd to suppose that this

specimen was the only one of its kind. To describe this form at

present, also, will lead to its earlier detection and differentiation

from the other forms of the TS
Tew Zealand fauna.

It is proposed to call this specimen Apsetta thompsoni, the

generic term arising from its affinities, which are not with the

1 Communicated by G. A. BouLEHGHH, F.R.S., F.Z.S.
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Turbot group, and the specific term from the name of the naturalist

who entrusted me with the specimen.

Characters,—Total length 21 '8 cm. Total length without caudal

fin 17'5 cm. Greatest height (without dorsal and anal fins) 68
per cent, of total length without caudal fiu. Distance of greatest

height from the beginning of the caudal fin-rays 57 per cent, of

the same dimension. Length of caudal fin 24 per cent. do.

Length and height of caudal peduncle 35 per cent, and 50 per

cent, respectively of the length of the caudal fin. Distance of

snout from base of pectoral fin 28 per cent, of total length without

the caudal fin. Length of under ramus of the mandible 10 per

cent, of the same dimension.

Br. 7. D.55. A. 41. P. 10/10. V. 6/6. C. 2+ 7+ 7+ 2=18.
Vert, 10+ 19=29.

Eyes on the left side. Laminae of olfactory organ disposed

longitudinally to the main axis of the body.

The form of the specimen described is rhomboid and somewhat
similar to that of the Turbot (fig. 1, p. 987). Beginning at the

snout the height increases rapidly until at a distance of one third

the total length of the animal the greatest height of the body is

attained. This greatest height is more than one half of the total

length, or 68 per cent, of the total length minus the caudal fin.

From this point the height of the body decreases sharply until at

the base of the caudal peduncle it is only 10 per cent, of the total

length. The relatively great height with the rapid decrease on each

side of the line of greatest height gives the specimen a truncated

appearance, and this is further increased by the peculiar disposition

of the dorsal and anal fin-rays. The longest of these— 25th to 29th

dorsal, 15th to 20th anal—are posterior to the greatest height and
almost halfway along the total length of the body.

The dorsal fin begins anteriorly on the snout, anterior to the

maxillary bones. Owing to the greater convexity of the upper or

eyed surface of the head, the fin-rays seem to arise more from the

blind side. The first three rays are free at the ends. The rays

are simple anteriorly, but about the 16th ray they become slightly

bifid at the tip, and this condition increases posteriorly until at

the hinder end each ray is spread out somewhat like a feather.

The anal fin is similar, but the bifid rays begin with the fourth

anteriorly. Posteriorly the dorsal and anal fins are distinct from
the caudal fin, which is of a broad truncate form and not quite

symmetrical. The pectoral fin of the eyed side is about 16 per

cent, of the total length, that of the blind side somewhat less.

The uppermost ray in each is simple, but the remainder are bifid

and feathery at the tips. The ventral fins are similar in many
ways to those of the Turbot. Both are prolonged anteriorly

beyond the base of the clavicles : that of the eyed side lies along
the ventral edge and is attached to the nrohyal anteriorly ; that

of the blind side does not reach to the wrohyal and is thus placed

somewhat posteriorly to the other, its first ray lying between the
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second and third of that of the eyed side. There are 6 rays in

each, but the last ray of the ventral of the underside is very short

and slender (fig. 2, p. 987).

The ventral fin of the e}red side begins under the gill-cover in a

line with the middle of the eye. The extent of its base measured
from the first to the sixth ray is 11 per cent, of the total length of

the body. The rays are well separated one from another. This

fin is joined on to the anal by a continuous membrane whose
length along the base is a little less than half the base of the

ventral. On the eyed side of this membrane, close to the first ray

of the anal fin, is the small genital papilla ; on the blind side is the

anal opening. There is no projecting anal spine.

The body and head are covered with fine small cycloid scales,

those on the head and anterior portion of the body having an oval

or circular outline, those on the posterior caudal region being

more oblong. With the exception of the caudal none of the fins

are scaled, but on the caudal fin the scales extend over the base

and between the rays. The lateral line is almost straight. Over
the abdomen it gradually rises towards the otic region of the head,

where it sends off the usual temporal branch and further forward
the preopercular branch. It is more easily traced on the blind

side of the head than on the eyed side, but even there the anterior

branches are not very distinct. Immediately anterior to the nasal

openings on the blind side, the most anterior pore of the lateral

line can be clearly seen.

It is impossible to tell the original colour of the specimen, which
has been in spirit for some years, and both the eyed and the blind

side—the latter of which is usually of a light colour or even white

in other flat-fishes—have now the same brownish hue. There do
not seem to have been any distinct markings on the upper or eyed

side, however, since some traces of these are to be seen ordinarily

in spirit specimens.

The length of the head, measured from the snout to the extreme
posterior margin of the opercular bone, is about 23 per cent, of the

total length, or 28 per cent, of the total length minus the tail. It

is therefore much shorter than the same relative proportions in

many of the flat-fishes of the northern hemisphere, e.g. Plaice and
Turbot, where they are 28 per cent, and 35 per cent, respectively,

but it agrees with others, e.g. Amoglossus and the Topknots.

The upper and under margins of the head continue the outlines

of the body, but are inclined somewhat anteriorly, so that the

snout projects to a point. The lower eye is in advance of the

upper, and both are on the left side. The interorbital space is

about half as broad as the eye, and is marked by a moderately

prominent ridge, which is continued backward over the head by a

slight smooth eminence without tubercles. Anteriorly the inter-

orbital ridge divides into two, forming the anterior boundaries of

the eye-sockets. The lower eye is very close to the mouth, whilst

the upper eye is about the same distance from the base of the

dorsal fin. The contours of the preopercular bone can easily be
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made out, aud so can those of the subopereular, in teropercular, and
opercular bones, but not so readily.

The bones forming the mouth are much more developed on the

blind than on the eyed side—the distances of the tip of the snout

from the lower extremities of the premaxillary bones being in

the proportion of 4 to 3, the greater being that of the blind side.

Similarly, the proportion between the under and upper rami of

the lower jaw is as 6 to 5. The under ramus (that of the blind

side) is inclined backward from the mouth at a greater acute angle

than the upper ramus, so that the latter overlaps the former.

This can readily be seen from the under aspect (fig. 2, p. 9*7).

The mouth thus asymmetrical like that of the Plaice group, is also

small, the length of the premaxilla of the blind side being 24 per

cent, of the length of the head measured from the snout to the

posterior margin of the opercular bone. The posterior extremity

of the mandible on the upperside is in a vertical line with the

anterior extremity of the lower eye. There are no teeth on the

upper or eyed aspect of the mouth, but on the lower aspect there

are two rows of small sharply-pointed teeth on the mandible and
premaxilla. These teeth are closely set and seem movable out and
in, those of the premaxilla being more extended than those of the

mandible. On the latter, the inner row stops about halfway, and
a few teeth placed externally to the outer row continue the double

series. There are no teeth on the maxilla? or vomer.

When the maxilla? and intermaxilla? are pulled outward, it is seen

that they are overhung by a definite snout (fig. 3, p. 987) formed
by the first interspinous ray, which is inclined forward from the

anterior margin of the upper eye along the ridge of the head.

The nasal organs lie one on each side of the dorsal fin as in the

Turbot group : that of the eyed side lies between the interorbital

ridge and the maxillary bones in the space between the latter

bones and the ethmoid ; that of the blind side lies immediately

uuder the second and third rays of the dorsal fin (tig. 2). The
posterior nostrils are simple, oval in outline, whilst the anterior

are overhung by a triangular flap. The internal structure of the

olfactory organ is similar to that of the Plaice group, i. e. the

epithelial laminrc, which are well-developed, are disposed longi-

tudinally to the main axis of the body. There are no secretory

sacs. The gill-opening is large and open. The gill-covers, though
overlapping the margins of the pectoral arch and ventral tins, are

free therefrom. The septum between the branchial cavities is

unbroken. The gill-rakers are short, soft, denticulated, and very

numerous, set in two rows on each arch, the outer row of the first

arch on the eyed side having 29 rakers, the inner row of the same
arch about 12. The pharyngeal teeth are small and pointed. The
branchiostegal membranes meet but do not cross in the median
line. The first three rays on the ceratohyal are slender, whilst the

remaining four on the epihval are long and well- developed.

The internal organs are similar in some respects to those of the

(Sole group. There are no pyloric Cffioa. Along the dorsal wall
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of the abdominal cavity the oesophagus is continued without visible

division into the stomacb, and this directly into the somewhat
narrower intestine. The first coil of the latter inclines towards

the blind side, where it lies along the first interhsemal spine within

the secondary abdominal cavity of the blind side. The intestine

then bends forward again into the main body-cavity, where it forms

a coil ventral to the stomach. It then passes backward into the

secondary cavity of the eyed side, where it forms a long coil with

many foldings. Its exact posterior limit was not dissected out, but

it seemed to occupy the whole of the secondary abdominal cavity.

The vent is situated immediately posterior to the sixth or last ray

of the ventral fin of the blind side.

The abdominal cavity is comparatively large and is bounded
posteriorly by a strong first interhsemal spine. This is continued

forward on the ventral edge of the abdomen by cartilage and
ligament as in the Turbot group, so that the termination of the

spine, i. e. the so-called anal spine, does not appear externally.

The abdominal vertebrae are of the ordinary type found in the

Plaice and Turbot ; they do not have hsemapophyses. Secondary

ribs are present on the second to the tenth vertebra. Parapophyses

and primary ribs are present on the third to the tenth.

It is necessary, in conclusion, to point out the affinities of this

form. In a previous paper (181 h Annual lieport of the Fishery

Board for Scotland, part iii. p. 360) the flat-fishes of the New
Zealand fauna except Brachyplmra were grouped together within

one subfamily, SoJei-pleiironecthut\ The characters of this sub-

family are as follows :

—

(1) Preopercular margin distinct, not hidden by the skin and
scales of the head.

(2) Olfactory laminae arranged longitudinally without median
rachis.

(3) Ventral fins asymmetrical ; two or one.

(4) Nasal organ of blind side lies anterior to the anterior

extremity of the dorsal fin (?).

(5) Mouth asymmetrical, dentition more developed on blind

side ; gape small ; underjaw more prominent.

(G) Eyes on right side.

The form described here agrees with characters (1), (2), (3), and

(5). Further, although not given as one of the characters of the

subfamily, one of the ventral fins (that of the eyed side) is joined

to the anal fin in all these New Zealand forms. The American
form Oneqpterto, which has been included provisionally within this

subfamily, differs from these in this respect. Character (4)—the
position of the nasal organ of the blind sidi— was unknown for

the New Zealand tonus previously described, and it is possible

that these agree with the present form in having the nasal organs

one on each side of the dorsal fin. The present form differs from
the others, however, in that it has the eyes on the left side. A
further difference of importance lies in the formation of the
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abdominal vertebra?. The posterior of these in the forms pre-

viously described have hseinapophyses, which are absent in Apsetta

thompsoni.

Whilst the resemblances are sufficiently obvious therefore to

demand the inclusion of this form within the Solei-pleuronectince,

the differences entitle it to be considered a distinct genus.

4. On a rare Cuttlefish, Ancistroteuthis robusta (Dall)

Steenstrup. By D'Arcy W. Thompson, C.B.

[Received December 18, 1000.]

A large Cuttlefish had been thrown up on the beach at Unalaska
shortly before my arrival there in the summer of 1896. It had
been preserved in salt, and was very kindly given me by Mr. J.

Stanley Brown, of the North American Commercial Company.
The specimen is now iu the Museum of University College,

Dundee. It is plainly identical with Onychoteuihh robusta (Dall,

MS.) Verrill, and, though not complete and not in a state to admit

of dissection, it furnishes some additions to our knowledge, and
settles the generic position, of that interesting species.

The following are the measurements of our specimen : length

from tail to the free border of the mantle, 62 inches ; total length

from tail to beak, approximately 70 inches ; from the tail to the

end of the arms, approximately 8 feet. The breadth across the

broadest part of the tins is 27 inches, across the mantle-orifice

12^ inches. Length of fin-attachment 34 inches.

The general shape of the body is almost eveuly conical, very

slightly attenuated between the fins, which latter extend over just

about one half the length of the mantle. The head is rather small

and narrow, the eyes not prominent. The broadest part of the

fins is about 27 inches from the apex, which they reach, and
towards which their trapezoidal outline is sharply narrowed.

The funnel measures, from anterior to posterior edge in the

middle line, Ik inches long, and about 11 h inches from its apex to

its basal angle. Its free portion is about 3 inches long, below

which point a double muscular fold or " bridle " unites it to the

neck. The funnel possesses a large internal valve. The anterior

orifice is about 3 inches from the base of the arms ; its dorsal margin

overlaps the orifice in the form of a hood about If inches in antero-

posterior diameter. The lateral grooved surfaces at the base of

the funnel are each about 5| inches long, \h inches broad at the base,

and about 1 inch broad close to the anterior rounded extremity :

they are soft and flattened, and the cartilages within are imper-
ceptible ; they have a free edge all round, about a quarter of an
inch wide but somewhat broader anteriorly. The corresponding
surface in the mantle forms a light-coloured streak with dark
edges, with no conspicuous thickening. On the back of the neck

is a third similar surface about 8 inches long, and If inches broad
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in front, somewhat narrower posteriorly, and with a well-marked

median groove, which becomes obsolete in the hinder half of its

length. The free lateral borders are half an inch broad in front,

and not more than half as much posteriorly. The corresponding

surface on the mantle accords with the position of the upper

end of the pen ; it is a colourless area, about 2 inches broad,

and reaches down to the junction of the neck with the mantle-

wall. Its edges are somewhat tumid and show remains of a darker

pigmentation.

The funnel-organ consists, as in EnojjHoteuthis t of a central pad
in the form of a A, with the apex forwards, and the limbs, each

about 8 inches long and 1 inch broad in the middle, reaching to

the base of the funnel ; and of two lanceolate lateral pads, rounded
at the anterior and more pointed at the posterior extremity, each

4 inches long and 1| inches broad at their broadest part. The
area of each of these pads is colourless, but each is bounded by a

narrow and deeply pigmented ridge, which projects outwards as a

slight fold.

The orifice of the eye is approximately square, about an inch in

diameter, but prolonged anteriorly into a notch or sinus bounded
on the ventral side by a smaller, on the dorsal side by a larger,

rounded or thickened flap. The sinus is about half an inch long,

and approaches to within an inch and a quarter of the edge of the

web which unites the ventral and ventro-lateral arms.

About 2\ inches below the eye, a slight thickened ridge runs,

as described by Verrill, around the neck, forming the upper border

of the nuchal collar, and from this ridge proceed downwards
(or backwards) certain folds or fringes. On a line with the dorsal

border of the eye, the first of these fringes, about | inch in breadth,

runs downwards for 1| inches and then turns outwards for about

the same distance. Nearly opposite the ventral margin of the eye,

but somewhat to the ventral side of it, the second fold (not quite

so elevated) runs downwards and then outwards, marking off a

quadrilateral area about \\ inches square. The third and last

fold, midway between the foregoing and the attachment of the

funnel, is a simple vertical fold running downwards for 1| inches

from the aforementioned ridge, but also continued upwards to

the base of the ventral arm. This fold is about 1 inch in height

posteriorly, gradually diminishing in height but becoming much
thicker anteriorly.

The upper mandible (fig. 1, p. 994) is very sharply hooked
;

the lower has no tooth on its cutting-edge. The radula has the

usual seven rows of teeth.

The buccal membrane or " circumoral web " is well developed,

expanding to a radius of about 4 inches. Its relations to the arms
are as in Ommastrephes. That is to say, here (as in Ommastrephes) a

fringe or web, narrow and delicate, runs up either side of each arm
parallel and close to the attachments of the suckers. Four of these

fringes on each side of the animal are confined to the arms ; the
other four, viz., the dorsal ones in the dorsal and dorso-lateral
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arms, the ventral ones in the ventral and ventrolateral arms,

converge to unite with the buccal membrane, drawing it outwards

at their points of attachment into pouched hollows, above which

its free margin is produced into pointed lobes. A similar arrange-

ment ia seen in Jatta's figure of Thysanoteuihis rhombus Tr.. in the

Naples Monograph, pi. ix. fig. 0. In Ommastrephea the buccal

membrane is six-lobecl, the anterior and posterior lobes each

corresponding to the attachment of two adjacent bridles from

Fig. 1.

A. Upper mandible of Ancistroteuthu. Natural size.

1» Lower mandible of Ancistroteuthis. Natural size.

the arms; and each of these lobes is furnished with two small

two-rowed clumps of smaU suckers. Here the suckers are absent,

and the attachments of the two ventral fringes are widely separate,

so that the buccal membrane is seven-lobed. The fringes above-

mentioned, that lie adjacent to the suckers, are narrow in the

case of the ventral arms, but considerably broader in the other
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three pairs, near the base of which they are each about 1 inch

broad.

The muscular folds that connect the bases of the arms externally

are as follows :—A fold or web connects the bases of the ventral

and ventro-lateral arms, forming the outer wall of a hollow, about
2 inches in depth, within which the tentacle arises. This web
is attached to the outer or aboral surface of the ventro-lateral arm,
which it crosses to form a similar narrow web or festoon extending
to the postero-lateral arm. In the case of the ventral arm it is

continued all the way up the dorsal margin in the form of a deep
thin frill or keel lying not far distant from the smaller web
adjacent to the suckers : a little way from the base this keel is

about If inches broad. Corresponding to it on the opposite or

ventral margin is a very much narrower keel, which appears,

however, only to commence about 4 inches from the base of

the arm ; above this point it quickly grows to about half an inch

in breadth, and extends, slowly narrowing, to about halfway up the

arm. In the case of the dorsal arm, there is a very rudimentary
keel on the outer side, which does not pass over to join the dorso-

lateral arm. The dorso-lateral arm has a well-developed keel on
the ventral side, which joins the ventro-lateral arm.

There is yet another series of folds or membranes connected
with the bases of the arms, external to the circumoral membi'ane.

Firstly, a muscular fold runs from the internal aspect of the

ventral arm to its fellow on the one hand and to the oral aspect of the

ventro-lateral arm on the other, marking off here the oral boundary
of a cavity or pouch, which is separated by another similar fold

from the cavity out of which the tentacle arises, but out of which
comes to the tentacle a special fold of membrane within which
appears to lie the tentacular nerve. In Ommastrephes the inner

of the above muscular folds appears to be absent, the homologous
pouch being bounded outwardly by the wall of the tentacular sac

and inwardly by the buccal membrane. Another muscular fold,

belonging apparently to the same sei"ies, unites the inner aspects

of the 2nd and 3rd, and 3rd and 4th arms respectively, so that

between the bases of each of these pairs of arms is a slight pouched
cavity somewhat similar to that from which, between the 1st and
2nd, the tentacle grows.

The suckers are in two rows, and commence on the dorsal

arm about 2 inches, and in the others about 3 inches from the

base. In the two rows the suckers are obliquely opposite one
another, and their bases near the base of the ventral arm are about

one inch apart in the case of two opposite suckers, and a little more
in the case of two contiguous ones on the same side. There are

on the ventral arm about titty distinct pairs, beyond which for about

2 inches at the distal end of the arm the paired arrangement is not

clearly maintained. The suckers on the major portion of the ventral

arm are about -f^ inch diam., those on the other arms being percep-

tibly larger, about f inch diam., towards the middle of each arm.

The ventro-lateral arm has about 29 pairs of suckers, ai*d then for

Pitoc. Zool. »Soc— 1900, No. LXV. 65
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about 4-5 inches indistinctly paired ones including about 02 small

suckers. On the dorso-lateral arm are about 20 pairs of large

suckers, beyond which the size of the suckers suddenly diminishes

for the last 4 inches, in which there are about 00 suckers, the last

few being exceedingly minute. The diminution in size of the

suckers is more abrupt in this case than in the other arms. In the

dorsal arm there are about 38 pairs of suckers, followed by about

50 less regularly arranged in the last 4 inches.

Of the left tentacle only about seven inches is preserved. At
its broadest part it is about two and a half inches broad and much
flattened. It does not seem to have been recently broken off, but

is healed over at its extremity. Of the other tentacle about

twenty-three inches is preserved in connection with the body. It

is a broad, flattened strap, about an inch and a half in breadth.

The distal end of the tentacle, including the tentacular club (which

has hitherto remained unknown) is, very fortunately, preserved ; it

has all the appearance of having been directly continuous with

the attached portion, and measures nearly 24 inches in length,

the terminal club occupying the last eight inches. The club is

laterally compressed, and has on each side a web or frill, just like

that which runs parallel to the rows of suckers in the arms : this

frill is only about a quarter of an inch broad on the inner side, on
which side it may be traced as far as the tip

; on the external side

ifc is fully twice as broad, and stops some three inches short of the

tip.

The arrangement of the connective organ is as follows :—The
first inch and a half or inch and a quarter of the club is occupied by a

group of intermixed suckers and pads, in which we can discern an
arrangement of six oblique rows containing 3, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3 elements
respectively : of these the first or external one has two pads and
a sucker between, the last has two suckers and a pad between ; the

rest consist alternately of suckers and pads exclusively. On the

left tentacle, the order of pads and suckers doubtless alternates with
this. Beyond this first portion of the connective organ commences
a double row of hooks, of which there are about eighteen pairs.

In our specimen many of these are missing. Of those that are

left the largest belongs to the ninth pair, and beyond it they
become much smaller. The lowermost hooks are about three-

eighths of an inch long and nearly of equal breadth in their

flattened bases. The largest, towards the middle of the club, are

about five-eighths of an inch long, and with bases about five-

sixteenths of an inch broad. The extreme tip of the club bears

a group of thirteen small suckers within a square of about a
quarter of an inch. Thus the connective organ is precisely that
of Onychoteuihis, or of Gray's allied genus, or subgenus thereof,

Ancistroteuthi*.

Of the pen, the horny blade is lost in this specimen, and only
the great cone which terminates it posteriorly is preserved. This
remarkable object, the nearest approach to a modern belemnite,
forms a straight cone 15k inches long and 1| inches in diameter
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at its base or anterior extremity. It is of a dark-brown colour,

in texture somewhat similar to hyaline cartilage, and it is built up

Fig. 2.

,

4
-'*

A, right tentacular dub of Ancisfroteuthis. x§.
a. basa] cluster of puds and suckers ; b, double row of large books

;

C, terminal cluster of small suckers.

13, extremity of tentacle. XlJ.

of ensheathing laminae, cone within cone. In its present state it

65*
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does not enable us to add any details of structure to what we
already know from Yerrill.

The specimens hitherto known of this animal, all more or less

imperfect, are three in number, and were all found at Cnalaska

by -Mr. W. H. Dall, in April and May 1872. They are referred

to by their discoverer as perhaps identical with Onychoteuthis bergi,

in a note on large Cuttlefish in the 'American Naturalist,' vol. vii.

p. 484 (1873). They were afterwards described by Yerrill (with

the aid of Mr. Dall's notes) as Ommastrephes robustus (Dall, MSB.),

in the l American Journal of Science,' vol. xii. p. 236 (1870), and
again as Onychoteuthis robustus (Dall, MSS.) in the 'Transactions

of the Connecticut Academy,' vol. v. p. 240 (1879). Verrill, though

describing the animal as a species of Onychoteuthis, pointed out that

the pen with its solid terminal cone agreed with that of Ancistro-

teuihig, Dosidicus, or Lestoteuthis. He closes his discussion as

follows :
" So far as we can judge, with our present imperfect data,

the relationship of 0. rohustus appears to be rather with Lestoteuthis

than with any other known group. It is possible, however, that

its affinities may prove to be closer with Ancistroteuthis, when the

armature is discovered." In 1881, Steenstrup, in his paper on

Sthenoteuthis and Lestoteuthis (Overs. Vid.-Selsk. Kjbb. 1881, p. 19),

pointed out that the animal could not possibly belong to Yerrill's

Lestoteuthis, with its four series of suckers on the arms, and
expressed his opinion that it belonged to Ancistroteuthis. The
tentacular club now described confirms this identification, insomuch
as it is identical with the clubs of Ancistroteuthis and Onychoteuthis,

which two genera are sufficiently discriminated by the characters

of the pen.

5. On a new Species of Earthworm from India belonging to

the Genus Amyntas. By Frank E. Beddard, M.A.,

F.R.S.
[Received Xoveinber 20, 1900.]

Having just attempted a revision of the genus Amyntas ' it may
seem early to add a new species to that now rather well-known
genus. Nevertheless I cannot place an earthworm, which I

received too late for incorporation into that revision, and which is

a native of India, among any of the known species of Amyntas.
It came to me, through the kindness of Mr. Nicholson, from Kew
Gardens, where it had been imported from the neighbourhood of

Calcutta.

I shall give it a name and explain in the course of my description

the reasons which lead me to regard it as a new, or at any rate not

fully-described, species. Unfortunately 1 had only a single

example at my disposal, which, however, was alive and could be
therefore carefully preserved.

1 P. Z. S. 1900, p. 609.
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Amyntas alexandri, n. sp.

The single specimen measures 145 mm. in length and consists

of 133 segments. The six segments lying in front of the
clitellum are more or less markedly triannulate.

Fig. 1.

Anterior extremity of Amyntas alexandri. x 3.

The 8e1ce are rather, but not at all markedly, larger upon the

anterior segments. I counted 16 upon the first seta-bearing
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segment. 1 have not counted those upon the body generally, as

I have been unwilling to injure my only specimen. There are 13

seta? lying between the male pores. At the posterior end of the

body the setae are again rather larger and further apart from each

other. This increase in size of the setae at the end of the body is

very strongly marked in such a genus as Onychochceta, but I have

not observed it to occur commonly in Amyntas l
.

There are dorsal pores, but I am unable to state the exact seg-

ment at which they commence. They are at any rate visible upon
the clitellum.

The clitellum extends over segments xiv.-xvi. and includes the

whole of those segments. It has no setae upon it.

The male pores are very inconspicuous. They lie as usual in

the line of setae. There are no differentiated genital papillae any-
where upon the body ; but, as is shown in the accompanying
drawing (fig. 1, p. 999), there are depressions of a groove-like

character which may perform the function of adhesive papillae.

One of these lies in front of each male pore ; the other, the longer,

lies behind it. They are encircled by rather tumid walls. There is

in addition a slight medianly placed furrow in front of and behind

the line of setae.

The oviducal pore is single and median and upon segment xiv.

The sperma thecal pores were not visible externally, but the point

of their opening would seem to correspond to that of the male

pores.

The alimentary canal calls for no special description except to

mention that the intestinal caeca are rather long ; when fully

extended they reach as far forward as the posterior margin of the

spermiducal gland, i. e. to the xxth segment. They arise as usual

in the xxviith segment and taper gradually towards the tip; there

is no trace of secondary caeca. The caeca are very much longer

than those of A. trinitatis.

In front of the gizzard there are three very stout intersegmental

septa. They are bound together and to the parietes by numerous
thin strands of muscle. The septum separating segments viii. and
ix. is entirely absent. The gizzard is bound to the septum which
follows it by a pair of very stout ventrally placed muscular bands.

The first two septa after the gizzard are fairly thick and the size

diminishes in the next two or three, all of which, however, are tied

to each other and to the parietes by thin muscular strands.

The last pair of hearts lie in segment xiii.

The reproductive organs show certain features which are of use
in the discrimination of the present species from A. trinitatis

3 or
A. Jteterochietas

3
, which are its nearest allies, especially the former

species.

The sperm-sacs in xi. and xii. are not in any way remarkable.
The spermiducal glands (fig. 3) are large, extensively lobulated.

1 It is to be found, however, in A. heterochmtu*.
2 Beddard, P. Z. S. 1891), p. 206.
1

Horst, Nederl. Arch. f. Zool. iv.
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They extend from segment xvii. to segment xx. Anteriorly the

glands extend round towards the middle of the body beyond the

point of opening of their duct. The whole contour of the gland

is thus somewhat ear-shaped. In A. trinitatis the glands are

longer and of an even diameter throughout. The accompanying
drawing (fig. 2) will show the difference between the two species

in this respect. The duct of the gland, too, is rather longer in the

present species.

Fig. 2.

Spermatliec;c of : A, Amyntas heterochcetus ; E, A. trinitatis

C, A. alexandri.

Fig. 3.

Spermiducal glands of: A, Amyntas heterochcetus; 13, A. trinitatis;

C, A. alexandri.

The 8permatheca3 (fig. 2) are four pairs and lie in segments
vi.-ix. Their orifices to the exterior are Qot so dorsal ly placed as

in A. trinitatis. The pouch, ton, is distinctly differenl in t'orm and

the relations of its component parts. The duct of the pouch is

longer than the pouch and broadens towards the external orifice.
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The diverticulum is longer than the sperniatheca ; it is plainly com-
posed of a duct and of a distal moniliform sperm-receptacle. The
two parts are about equi-sized. The accompanying drawing (tig. 2,

p. 1001) shows how different are the sperinatheooe of A. alexandri

from those of A. triaitatis, which latter are more like those of

A. Jteterocha'tus \ The salient points of difference between the

three species may be thus tabulated :

—

Clitellum

Setae of anterior I

segments on either I

side of ventral line J

Genital papillae

Spermathecae -

Spermiduoal glands -.

A. keterochatus. A. trinitatis.

xiv.-xvi. or xiv.-xvi. xiv.-xvi.

markedly larger.
:

not larger.

present. ent.

A. alexandri.

not larger.

absent.

open laterally, with open dorsal ]y,with open laterally,

short duct. short duct.
j

with long duct

often absent or large, always large, always

rudimentary. present ? present ?

It is obvious that these three forms come very near to each other

A rough general description would very readily confuse their

points of uulikeness, which appear to me, who have studied all

these species, to be unmistakable. The following is a sufficient

definition of the new species :
—

Amyntas alexandri, n. sp.

Length 145 mm. ; number of segments 1'3'3. Setae of most

anterior and most posterior segments rather larger. Clitellum

xiv.-xvi., without setae. Male pores separated by 13 seta*. No
genital papillae. Septum viii./ix. absent. Caeca rather large. Last
heart in xiii. Sperm-sacs in xi., xii. Spermiducal glands inxvii.-

xx., broader anteriorly, much lobate ; duct longish, horseshoe-

shaped, without terminal sac. Spermathecae in vi.-ix., with long

thick duct longer than pouch ; diverticulum longer than sperma-
thecae, with equi-sized duct and sperm-chamber. Spermathecae
open laterally.

Hah. Calcutta
1

.

1 I have distinguished A. trinitatis naA A. heterochcetus by the longer diverti-

cula of the former. I think that this somewhat variable characteristic will

hardly do. There is no doubt, however, about the more dorsal position of the
spermathecae in A. trinitatis.

- The very accurate drawings (figs. 2, 3) which accompany this paper should
render the characteristics of these organs clear.

:

' The genus being Malayan, the species may not be really indigenous
here.
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LIST OF ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY'S MENAGERIE

DURING THE YEAR

1900.

Jan. 1. 1 Diana Monkey (Cercopitheeus diana), $. Presented by
Dr. S. W. Tkompstone.

2. 1 Moor Macaque (Macacus mounts), 3 • Deposited.

3. 1 Common Tern (Sterna jluviatilis). Presented by J. Newton,
Esq.

_

4. 2 Crossbills (Lo.via curvirostra). Deposited.

5. 1 Crested Porcupine (Hystrix cristata). Deposited.

3 Serrated Terrapins (Chrysemys scripta). Deposited.

1 Prickly Trionyx (Triony.v spinifer). Deposited.

1 Bull-Frog (Sana catesbiana). Deposited.

6. 2 Wkite-eyebrowed Wood-Swallows (Artamus superciliosus),

cJ 2 Purchased.

2 Masked Wood-Swallows (Artamus personatus), J $ . Pur-
chased.

1 Tawny Owl (Syrnium aluco). Presented by Mdm. de
Bunsen.

8. 1 Wkite-throated Capuckin (Cebus hypoleueus). Presented by
Mrs. Vernon.

0. 2 Java Sparrows (Padda oryzivora). Presented by Mr. Walter
Buchanan.

10. 1 Indian Dial-bird (C'upsychus saularis). Presented by W. II.

St. Quintin, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Whooper Swans (Cyynus musicus). Deposited.

10 Nose-crested Iguanas (Iguana tubcrculatu rhinolophus).
Deposited.

1 Starred Tortoise (Testudo elegant). Deposited.

11. 1 Blue-and-Yellow Macaw (Ara aruravna). Presented by
II. W. St rid.', Esq.

12. 1 Vulpine L'lialanger (Trichomrus vulpecula). Deposited.

1 Delalande's Gecko (Tarentola delalandii). Presented by
Mr. May.

13. 1 Ilocheur Monkey (Cercopitheeus nictitans), $. Deposited.
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Jan. 13. 2 Spotted Salamanders {Salamandra maculosa). Presented by
.Mrs. Brett.

16. 2 Wagler's Terrapins {Hydraspu voaghri). Deposited.

1(3. 1 Vervet Monkey {Cercopithecus lalandu). Presented by
A. Althorp, Esq.

8 Burrowing-Owls {Speotyto cunicularta). Purchased.
17. 1 Woodcock (Scolcpax rusticula). Presented by W. A.

Beauclerk, Esq.

1 Short-eared Owl (Asia brachyotus). Presented by Dr. A. E.

Prest Hughes.
1 Flat-backed Tortoise i Testudo platynotd). Deposited.

10 Reeve's Terrapins (Damonia reevesi). Deposited.

3 Blandinir's Terrapins {Emys blandingi). Deposited.

2 Long-necked Chelodines ( Chelodina longicollts). Deposited.

1 Indian River-Snake {Tropidojuftusptscator). Deposited.

1 Grass-Snake (Contia vernalis). Deposited.

1 Mocassin Snake [Tropidonotue faseiatua), Deposited.

1 Indian Eryx {Eryxjohm), Deposited.

18. 2 White-headed Sea-Eagles {Solioetus leucocephalus). Pre-

sented by Henry Anger, Esq., F.Z.S.

19. 1 Laughing Kinghsher (Dacelo yii/antca). Presented by J.

Kirkland, Esq.

20. 2 Triangular-spotted Pigeons {Culumba guinea). Presented by
J. Parminter, Esq.

21. 1 Royal Python {Python regius). Deposited.

22. 1 Black-headed Bunting (Emberizti melanocephala). Bred in

the Menagerie.

23. 1 Woodcock ( Seolopax rusticula). Presented by Charles E.

Lambert, Esq.

1 Common Snake {Tropidonotus natrix). Presented bv Miss
Ash.

] Tessellated Snake < Tropidonotus tesseUatus). Presented by
Miss Ash.

1 Dark Green Snake (Zamenis gtnumensis). Presented by Miss
Ash.

24 I Black-headed Lemur {Lemur brunneus): Deposited.

1 Geoffroy's Cat (Felts geqffroii). Presented bv W. A. Gillett,

Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Blue-tongued Lizard {Tiliqua scincoides). Deposited.

26. 1 Bare-eyed Cockatoo (Cacatua oymnopis). Deposited.

2 Fndulated Grass-Parrakeete {Melopsittacus undulatus) (var.).

Deposited.

2 Black-pointed Teguexins {Tqpinambis nigropunclatus). De-
posited.

1 Eyed Lizard (Lacerta ocellata). Deposited.

29. 1 BEog-Deer (Gervus porcinus), <$ . Born in the Menagerie.

30. 2 Great Anteaters {Myrrnscophagajubata), cT$. Purchased.

2 Common Marnn»ets {Hcijiali- jaccln/s). Presented by Mrs.

Nigel Cohen.
1 Black-eared Marmoset {Hapale penicUlata). Presented by

Mr. II. Coffey.

1 Small Hill Mynah i Gfraeula reliffiosa). Presented by W.
Briudley, Esq.

31. 1 Rhesus Monkev {Maeacus rhesus), 2- Presented bv Dr.

Cox.
1 American Bison {Bi«>n americanus), J . Deposited.

1 Blue-fronted Amazon [Chrysotis ao&ott). Deposited.
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Feb. 1. 1 Lesser White-nosed Monkey (Cercopithecus petaurista), S>
Deposited.

4. 2 Dwarf Chameleons (Chameleon pumilus). Presented by
H. Way, Esq.

o, 1 Alligator Terrapin (Chelydra serpentina ?). Deposited.

2 Pennsylvanian Mud-Terrapins (Cinosternum pennsylvanicum).

Deposited.

1 Wrinkled Terrapin (Chrysemys scripta rugosa). Deposited.

8 Adorned Terrapins (Chrysemys ornata). Deposited.

1 Floridan Terrapin (Chrysemys concinna ?). Deposited.

1 Salt-water Terrapin (Malacoclemmys terrapin). Deposited.

1 Sculptured Terrapin (Clemmys insculpta). Deposited.

4 American Box-Tortoises (Cistudo Carolina). Deposited.

1 A miniated Terrapin (Nicoria annulata). Deposited.

1 Prickly Trionyx (Trionyx spinifer). Deposited.

1 N. American Trionyx (Trionyx ferox). Deposited.

5 Carolina Auolis (Anolis carolinensis). Deposited.

1 Undulated Lizard (Sceloporus unchdatus). Deposited.

3 American Glass-Snakes (Ophiosaurus ventralis). Deposited.

Five-lined Skinks (Eumeces quinquelineatus) . Deposited.

1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor). Deposited.

2 Striped Snakes (Tropidonotus ordinatus sirtalis). Deposited.

1 Seven-banded Snake (Tropidonotus septemvittatus). De-
posited.

1 Testaceous Snake (Zamenis flayeltiformis). Deposited.

2 Corn-Snakes (Coluber guttattts). Deposited.

1 Chicken-Snake (Coluber obsoletus). Deposited.

1 American Black Snake (Zamenis constrictor). Deposited.

2 King Snakes (Coronella getula). Deposited.

9 Changeable Tree-Frogs (Hyla versicolor). Deposited.

1 Dusky Toad (Bufo lentiyinosus). Deposited.

6. 1 Orange-bellied Mangabey (Cercocebus erythrogaster). De-
posited.

2 Grooved Tortoises ( Testudo calcarata). Deposited.

1 lied Deer (Cervus elaphus), tf. Presented by the Right Hon.
the Marq. of Breadalbane, K.G., P.C., F.Z.S.

1 Spanish Blue Magpie (Cyanopolius cooki). Presented by
L. Ingham Baker, Esq.

8. 1 Starred Tortoise (Testudo elegans). Deposited.

2 Reeves's Terrapins (Damonia reeved). Deposited.

1 Serrated Terrapin (Chrysemys scripta). Deposited.

9. 1 Entellus Monkey (Semnopithecus cntellus), § . Presented by
Mrs. E. J. Gaudie.

] Blue Lizard (Oerrhonotus ceeruleus). Deposited.

1 Three-striped Boa (Lichanura trivirgata). Deposited.

10. 2 Tcheli Monkeys (Macacus tcheliensis), rf2. Presented by
Dr. S. W. Bushell, C.M.G., C.M.Z.S. See P. Z. S. 1900,

p. 181.

1 Vulpine Phalanger (Trichosurus wlpecula). Presented by
.Miss Freda Gilder.

.".Indian Dial-birds (Copsychua saularia), 2 J, 1 J, Pur-
chased.

14. 1 King Vulture (Qypoput pupa). Presented by II. A. Do
Lisle, Esq. From tin: Rio Purus.

1 Weka Rail (Ocydromus austfalls). Deposited.

1 Common Snake (albino) (Tropidonotus natri.r). Deposited,

16. 2 Purple-capped Lories (Lorius domiceUa). Purchased,
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Fob. 19. I Marica Gazelle (Gazella mirica), $. Presented by B. T.

Flinch, Esq., F.Z.S.

20. 1 Red-crested Cardinal (Paroaria cucullata). Presented by
Miss Power.

1 Nilotic Crocodile (Crocodilus niloticus). Presented by Rupert
D'Oyly Carte, Esq.

22. 1 Undulated Grass-Parrakeet (Melopsittacus undulatus), $

.

Received in Exchange.
23. 1 Pinche Monkey (Midas wdipas). Presented by Mrs. H. V.

Holden.
1 Indian Darter (Plotus melanogaster). Purchased.
1 Indian Pied-Hornbill (Anthraeoceros malabaricus). De-

posited.

1 Jackal Buzzard (Buteo jacal). Presented by Douglas Maun,
Esq.

1 Serrated Terrapin (Chrysemys scripta). Deposited.

2 Speckled Terrapins (Clemmys guttata). Deposited.

24. 2 Common Wolves (white var.) (Canis lupus), d2- De-
posited.

Lj Mississippi Terrapins (Malacoclemmys geographica). De-
posited.

4 Black-headed Terrapins (Damonia reevesi unicolor). De-
posited.

1 Four-lined Snake (Coluber quatuorlineatus). Deposited.

2t>. 1 Vervet Monkey (Cercojrithecus lalandii). Presented by J. E.
Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

1 Serval (Felis serval). Presented by J. E. Matcham, Esq.,

O.M.Z.S.

1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galeritd). Pre-

sented by Lieut.-Col. Hopton.

Mar. 1. 1 Vervet Monkey (Cercopithecus lalandii), rf . Presented by
Dudley B. Myers, Esq.

4 Black-bellied Sand-Grouse (Pterocles arenarius), 1 <$ , 3 2
Presented by G. P. Torrens, Esq., F.Z.S.

2. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cy/iomolgus), J . Presented by
Mrs. A. E. Poyer.

3. 1 Common Marmoset (Hapale jacchus). Presented bv Miss
M. C. Glover.

1 Purplish Death-Adder (Pseudechis porp/tyriacus). Pur-
chased.

(3. 1 Ludio Monkey (Cercopithecus Imlio). Presented by Mrs. C.

Young.
1 Brown Capuchin (Cebus fatuellus). Presented by Mrs. C.

Young.
7. 4 Cockateeh- (Calopsittacus nova--hollandice), 2 J, 2 $. Pur-

chased.

8. 1 Persian Gazelle (Gazella subyutturosa), S • Presented by B.

T. Flinch, Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Alligator (young) (Alligator mississippiensis). Presented by
J. Turner Turner, Esq.

9. 1 Patas Monkey (Cercojrithecus patas), §. Presented by Cecil

Masters, Esq.

1 Vulpine Phalanger (Trichosurus vulpccula). Presented by
Mrs. Walter Crane.

10. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), <j . Presented by
Mis. Herbert Griffith.

I
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Mar. 13. 1 Black-faced Ibis (Theristicns melanopis). Purchased.

2 Grey Struthideas (Struthidea einerea). Deposited.

14. 1 Silver Pheasant (Enplocamus nycthemerus), $ . Presented by
the Rev. J. O. Coussniaker.

2 Starred Lizards (Agama stellio). Presented by Stanley S.

Flower, Esq., F.Z.S.

16. 1 Bennett's Wallaby (Macropus bennetti), <$ . Deposited.

17. 1 Greater Black-backed Gull (Lams marinus). Presented by
W. Baker, Esq.

18. 1 Green Lizard (Lacerta viridis). Presented by W. J. R. Elgy,
Esq., F.Z.S.

22. 1 Hagenbeck's Mangabey (Cercocebus hagenbecki). From the
Mobangi River. Presented by the Rev. A. Christopher.

23. 1 Great Bustard (Otis tarda), S • Presented bv E. G. B. Meade-
Waldo, Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Pine-Marten ( Mustek/ martes). Deposited.

1 Snowy Owl (Nyctea scandiaca), S Deposited.

1 Pin-tailed Sand-Grouse (Pterocles alchata). Deposited.

1 Slender-billed Gull (Larus gelastes). Deposited.

2 Martinican Doves (Zenaida aurita). Presented by R. Phillipps,

Esq.
25. 1 Jaguar (Feiis onga). Presented by J. C. Rodrigues, Esq.
26. 1 Secretary Vulture (Serpentarius reptilivorus). Presented by

James D. Logan, Jun., Esq.

27. 1 Spanish Blue Magpie (Ci/anopolius cooki), <$ . Presented bv
E. G. B, Meade-Waldo, Esq., F.Z.S.

30. 1 Greater Black-backed Gull (Larus marinus). Presented by
H. Clinton Baker, Esq.

4 Marbled Newts (Molge marmorata). Presented by G. A.
Boulenger, Esq., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

Apr. 3. 1 Common Hare (Lepus europceus). Deposited.

1 Chacma Baboon (Cynocephalus porearius), <j\ Presented by
J. E. Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

1 Vervet Monkey
(
Cercopithecus lalandii), 2 • Presented by

J. E. Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

2 Yellow-billed Ducks (Anas undulata). Presented by J. E.

Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

1 Ludio Monkey (Cercopithecus ludio), O. Presented by D. J.

Jones, Esq.

1 White-collared Mangabey (Cercocebus collaris), §. Presented

by D. J. Jones, Esq.

4. 1 Common Duiker (Cephalophw grimmi), 5- Deposited.

1 Small-clawed Otter (Lntra leptonyx). Deposited.

1 Bengal Monitor (J
r
aranus bengalensis). Deposited.

2 Bonnet-Monkevs (Meeacus atniem), cS 2 Presented by
T. W. B. Lindgren, Esq.

1 Wedge-tailed Eagle (Aquila audux). Presented by Col. R.
B. Ingram.

5. 1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). De-
posited.

0. 1 lennec Fox [Cams cerdo), S- Presented by Dixon Bey.
5 Squirrel-like Phalangers (Petaurus sciureus). Born in the

Menagerie.

] Marabou Stork (LeptoptUm crumeniferus). Presented by
Mr. Justice II. G. Kelly.
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Apr. 6. 4 Spot-billed Ducks (Anas pcecilorhyncha) . Presented by Sir

Ed. Cbas. Buck, K.C.S.I., C.M.Z.S.
9. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolyus), <S . Presented by

Mr. T. Packer.

2 Masked "Wood-Swallows (Artamus personata), cS 2 • Pur-
chased.

2 "White-eyebrowed Wood-Swallows (Artamus supcrciliosus?).

Purchased.

2 Australian Thickuees {(Edicnemus yrallarius). Purchased.

11. 1 Roller (Coraeias yarrulus). Deposited.

12. 1 Lyre-bird (Menura superba), 2 . Presented by Messrs.

Carrick & Fry. See P. Z. S. 1900, p. 429.

IS. 7 Rarbary Wild Sheep (Oris trayehtphus), ''>

rf , 4 <j> . Born in

the Menagerie.
14. 1 Barbary Mouse (Mux barbarus). Presented by the Masters

Chapman.
17. 1 Suricate (Suricata tetradactyla). Deposited.

1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor). Deposited.

1 Anaconda (Eunectes murinus). Deposited.

18. 1 Baboon (Cynocephalus, sp. inc.), $. Deposited.

19. 1 Barbary Wild Sbeep (Ovis trayehtphus), $. Born in the

Menagerie.
20. 5 Common Wigeon (Mareca penelope), 5 rf . Purchased.

3 Pochards (Fullyula ferina), 2 $ , 1 $. Purchased.
3 Tufted Ducks (Fuliyula cristata), 1 ^,2 $. Purchased.

4 Goldeneyes (COangula glaucion), 2 c?, 2 $ . Purchased.

1 Pin-tailed Sand-Grouse (Pterocles alchata), S • Deposited.

1 Hybrid Sand-Grouse (bred between Pterocles alchata and
P. pyrenaica), <$ • Deposited.

21. 1 Panolia Deer (C'ervus eldi), 2 . Purchased.
1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor). Purchased.

23. 2 Leopards (Fells pardus), S 2- Presented by Mrs. F. L. G.
Simpson.

2 Upland Geese (Chloiphaya meyallanica)
, J §• Purchased.

2 Gold Pheasants (Thaumalea picta), 2 $ . Purchased.

2 Scemmerring's Pheasants (Phasianus s<rmmerrinyi), <3 2 •

Purchased.
1 Cactus Conure (C'onurus cactorum). Deposited.

1 Flap-necked Chameleon (Chanialeon dihpis). Deposited.

24. 1 Barbary Wild Sheep (Oris trayehtphus), c$ . Purchased.
1 Great Wallaroo (Maeropus robustus), tf. Purchased.

1 Musky Lorrikeet (Glossopsittacus concinnus). Purchased.
3 Blue-crowned Hanging Parrakeets (Loriculus yalyttlus).

Purchased.
1 Ural Owl (St/rnium uralense). Purchased. See P. Z. S. 1900,

p. 429.

1 Striped Owl (Ciccaba viryatti). Purchased.
2 Silver Pheasants (Euplocamu* nycthemerus), 2 2- Purchased.

26. 1 Mozambique Monkey (Cercopithecus pyyerythrus), 2- Pre-
sented by the Lady Ashburnham.

9 Natterjack Toads (Bubo calamita). Presented by J. B.
Thornhill, Esq.

27. 3 White-backed Trumpeters (Psophia leucoptera). Purchased.
4 Wonga-Wonga Pigeons (Leucosarcia jiicata), 2 rf, 2$.

Purchased.
2 Germain's Peacock Pheasants (Pok/plectron yernutini), tS 2 -

Purchased.
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Apr. 27. 2 Japanese Pheasants (Phasianus versicolor), J 5 • Purchased.
2 Cabot's Horned Tragopans (Ceriornis caboti), c? $ • Pur-

chased.

1 Tawny Owl (Syrnium aluco). Presented by Mrs. E. M.
Blackwood.

6 Common Vipers
(
Vipera bents). Presented by A. Old, Esq.

J28. 1 Sykes's Monkey (Cercopithecas albigalaris), $. Deposited.

1 Yak (Po'ephagus grunniens), S • Born in the Menagerie.
30. 1 Yellow-whiskered Lemur {Lemur .ranthomvstax). Presented

by J. E. Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
1 Grys-bok (Baphicerus melanotis), J . Presented by J. E.

Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
1 English Wild Cow (Bos taunts). Born in the Menagerie.
1 Yiolet-necked Lory (Eos riciniata). Presented by H. R.

Fillmer, Esq.
1 Eyed Lizard (Lacerta oeellata). Presented by Miss Robinson.

May 1. 1 Brazilian Tapir (Tapirus americanns), $. Purchased.
2 Yiolet-necked Lories (Eos rieiniata). Purchased.

2 Amherst Pheasants (Thaumalea amherstice), $ § • Purchased.
2 Siamese Pheasants (Euplocamus prcelatus), $ § Purchased.
2 Rufous-tailed Pheasants (Euplocamus erytlirophthalmits), <$ 2 •

Purchased.
1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor). Presented by C. W. Lilley,

Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Egyptian Erys (Eryx faculus). Presented by C. VV. Lilley,

Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Glass-Snake (Ophiosaurus apus). Deposited.

2. 1 Grooved Tortoise (Testudo calearata). From Khartoum.
Deposited.

1 Eyed Lizard (Lacerta oeellata). Presented by Miss Ash.
2 Edible Frogs (Bana esculenta). From Biskra. Presented by

the Hon. Mrs. A. Cadogan.
1 Three-banded Terrapin (Cyclemmys trifasciata). Deposited.

2 Roofed Terrapins (Kachuga tectum). Deposited.

2 Blackish Sternotheres (Sternotharus nigricans). Deposited.

1 Derbian Sternothere (Sternothterus derbianus). Deposited.

2 Black Sternotheres (Sternotlicenis niger). Deposited.

1 Hamilton's Terrapin (Damo?iia hamilioni). Deposited.

3 Annulated Terrapins (Nicoria annulata). Deposited.

1 Red-striped Ground-Snake (Abastor erythrogrammus). De-
posited.

(') Kentucky Blind-fish (Amblyopsis sjwtcea). Deposited.

3. 1 Crowned Lemur (Lemur coronatus), $ . Deposited.

1 Black Lemur (Lemur macaco). $ . Deposited.

2 Slender Loris (Loris gracilis). Deposited.

1 Bandicoot (Perameles sp. inc.). Deposited.

3 Wrinkled Terrapins ( Clirysemys scripta rugosa). Deposited.

20 Elegant Terrapins (t'hrysemys .script a elegant). Deposited.

10 Reeves's Terrapins (Datnonia reeveei). Deposited.

1 Radiated Tortoise (Testudo radiatu). Deposited.

1 Reticulated Terrapin [Chryewnya reticulattts). Deposited.

2 Argentine Tortoises (Testudo argentina). Deposited.

:l ( loralline Snakes (Coronella gentiiix). Deposited.

H Undulated Lizards (Sceloporus widulatue), Deposited.

I Lesser Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua Buwhurea), De-
posited.
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May •'!. 1 Common Snake (Tropidonotus natri.r). Presented by Master
R. Macdonald.

4. 1 Cape Hunting-] )og (Lycaon pictus), $. Purchased. See
P. Z. S. 1900, p. Go9.

2 Australian Hails (Hallux pert oralis). Presented by Mr. C. F.

Fox.
6. 1 Crowned Lemur (Lemur coronatus). Born in the Menagerie.
7. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), rf. Presented by Lady

Malcolm of Poltalloch.

4 Australian Sheldrakes (Tadorna tadornoides), 2J> -2-
Purchased.

1 Sclater's Cassowary (Casuarius sclateri). Deposited.

2 Loggerhead Turtles ( Thalasmchelys caretta). Deposited.

12 Elegant Terrapins (Chrysemys scripta elegant). Deposited.

12 Adorned Terrapins (Chrysemys ornata). Deposited.

17 Lesueur's Terrapins (Malacoclemmya lesueun). Deposited.

7 Reeves's Terrapins (Damon ia reeveai). Deposited.

8. 2 Prevost's Squirrels (Sciitrus prevosti), 2 §. Purchased.

4 Indian Starlings (Sturwua menzbieri). Purchased.
6 Common Wolves (Cams lupus). Born in the Menagerie.

9. 2 Egyptian Foxes (Cauls ui/olicus). Deposited.

2 Meyer's Parrots (Pa-ncephalus meyeri). Purchased.
10. 2 Prevost's Squirrels (Sciurus prevosti), 2 §. Deposited.

2 Cardinal Eclectus (Eclectus cardinalis). Deposited.

1 White-crested Tiger-Bittern (Tigriosoma leucolaphwm). Pre-

sented by F. W. Marshall, Esq.

1 Ring-tailed Coati (Nasua rufa). Deposited.

1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor). Presented by F. H. Preston,

Esq.

5 Sordid Wood-Swallows (Artamus sordidus). Purchased.
3 Hairy Armadillos (Dasypus villoma). Purchased.
6 Sulphury Tyrants (Pitcinyus sulphuratus). Purchased.
1 Black-pointed Teguexin (Tupinambis nigropunctatus). Pur-

chased.

11. 1 Crowned Lemur (Lemur coronatus). Born in the Menagerie.
1 Bengal Fox (Cam's benyalensis). Purchased.

12. 4 Chaplain Crows (Corvus capellanus). Presented by B. T.

Ffinch, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Porto-Rico Pigeons (Columba squamosa). Purchased.
1 Cinereous Vulture (Vtdtur monachus). Presented by W. E.

Found, Esq.
1 Polecat (Mustela putorius). Deposited.

13. 1 Llama (Lama peruana), <$ . Born in the Menagerie.
14. 1 Ocelot (Felt's pardalis). Presented by M. A. French, Esq.

4 Blood-rumped Parrakeets (Psephotus ha-matonoius). Pur-
chased.

15. 1 Allen's Porphyrio (Hydrornia allem). Captured at Sea. Pre-
sented by Capt. J. C. Robinson. See P. Z. S. 1900, p. 669.

6 Long-nosed Crocodiles (Crocodilus cataphractus). Presented
by J. S. Budgett, Esq., F.Z.S.

16. 1 Snowy Owl (Nyctea scandiaca), § . From Bylott Island,

Lancaster Sound. Presented by A. Barclay Walker, Esq.
2 African Tantaluses (Pseudotantalus ibis). Purchased.
2 Black-and- 'White Geese (Anseranas semipalmata). Pur-

chased.

2 Plumed Ground-Doves (Geophaps plwmifera). Purchased.
2 Rose-Hill Parrakeets (Platycercus eximius). Purchased.
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May 17. 2 Crested Pigeons (Ocyphaps lophotes). Purchased.
2 King Snakes (Coronella getula). Deposited.

1 Coralline Snake (Coronella gentilis). Deposited.

2 American Black Snakes (Zamenis constrictor). Deposited.

3 Ten-lined Snakes (Contia decemlineata) . Deposited.

18. 1 Gamett's Galago (Galago garnetti). Deposited.

1 Common Teguexin
( Tupinambis teguexin). Deposited.

4 Blue Wall-Lizards (Lacerta muralis ccerulea). From Farag-
lione, Sicily. Deposited.

10 Pennsylvanian Mud-Terrapins (Cinosternum pennsylvanicum).

Deposited.

4 Adorned Terrapins (Chrysemys ornata). Deposited.

13 Elegant Terrapins (Chrysemys scripta elegans). Deposited.

6 Lesueur's Terrapins (Malacoclemmys lesueuri). Deposited.

3 Annnlated Terrapins (Nicoria annulata). Deposited.

5 Schlagintweit's Frogs (Rana cyanophlyctis). Deposited.

6 Red Newts (Spelerpes ruber). Deposited.

19. 1 Serval (Felis served). Presented by R. Barton Wright, Esq.

2 Long-eared Owls (Asio otus). Presented by D. F. Campbell,
Esq.

2 Senegal Touracous (Turacus persa). Purchased.

20. 1 Squirrel Monkey (Chrysothrix sciurea). Presented by Percy
L. Isaac, Esq.

1 Barbary Wild Sheep (Ovis tragelaphus), rf . Born in the

Menagerie.
24. 1 Summer Snake (Contia (estiva). Deposited.

1 Mexican Snake (Coluber melanoleueus). Deposited.

25. 1 Common Paradoxure (Paradoxurus niger). Presented by
E. E. Hewens, Esq.

6 Menobranchs (Necturus maculatus). Deposited.

5 American Green Frogs (Rana halecina). Deposited.

26. 1 Boddaerfs Snake (Drymobius boddaerti). ) Presented by
1 Chequered Elaps (Elaps lemniscatus).

J-

Leon Bern-
1 Rat-tailed Opossum (Didelphys nudicaudata). \ stein, Esq.

1 Diana Monkey (Cercopithecus diana). Presented by Mrs.
Morris.

1 Common Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris). Presented by Mrs.
Morris.

28. 1 Thar (Hemitragus jemlaicus)
, $ . Bom in the Menagerie.

29. 5 Swinhoe's Pheasants (Euplocamus swinhoii). Born in the

Menagerie.

2 Brown Mynahs (Acridotheres fuscus). Purchased.

30. 2 Red Howlers (Mycetes senicukts), tf $ . Deposited.

1 Great Kangaroo (Macropus gigauteus), J. Deposited.

3 Chaplain Crows (Corvus capellanus). Presented by B. T.

Flinch, Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Herring-Gull (Larus argentatus). Presented by J. W.
Berry, Esq.

2 Greek Tortoises ( Testudo greeca ). I >epi >sited.

31. 1 American Flying-Squirrel (Sciuropterue volucella). n>'posited.

1 Red-and-Yellow Macaw (Am chloroptera), $. Deposited.

2 Black-headed Caiques (Cairn melanocephala). Deposited.

June 1. 2 Wild Swine (Sua Bcrofa), 2$. Presented by the Lord
( 'arnegie, F.Z.S.

1 Occipital Blue Pie ( Uroetssa occipitalis). Purchased.

2. 1 Brown Mock-Thrush (Ha/)'porhynchu& rufiu}, J. Purchaser).

Proc. Zool. Soc—1900, No. LXVI. 66
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June 2. 1 Chough (Pyrrhocorax graculus). Deposited.

3. 1 Thar (Hemitragusjpmlaicus), j. Born in the Menagerie.
6 Argentine Tortoises (Testudo argentine/). Deposited.

3 Ameriean Box-Tortoises (Cistudo Carolina). Deposited.

1 Black Sternothere (Sternothcerus niger). Deposited.

1 North-Ameriean Trionyx (Trionyx ferox). Deposited.

3 Changeable Tree-Frogs (Hyla versicolor). Deposited.

5. 3 Shaw's Gerbilles (Gerbillus shawi). From Biskra, Algeria.

Presented by the Rev. A. E. Eaton.

1 Garamantic Gerbille (Gerbillus garamantis). From Biskra,

Algeria. Presented by the Rev. A. E. Eaton.

1 Japanese Deer (Cervus sika), <3 . Born in the Menagerie.

3 Goshawks (Astur 2)alumbarius). Presented by Tom Simonds,
Esq.

1 Common Snake (Tropidonotus natrix). Presented by W. H.
St. Quintin, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Mocassin Snakes (Tropidonotus fasciatus). Presented by
W. H. St. Quintin, Esq., F.Z.S.'

0. 1 Burchell's Zebra (Equus burchelli),S • Born in the Menagerie.
1 Rocky-Mountain Goat (Haploerros montanus). S- From

British Columbia. Purchased. See P. Z. S. 1900, p. 771.

1 Three-toed Sloth (Bradypus tridactylus). Purchased.
1 Common Squirrel (albino) (Sciurus vulgaris). Deposited.

1 Large Red Flying- Squirrel (Pteromys inornatus). Presented

by A. Dudley Yorke, Esq.

7. 1 Lion (Felis leo), rf. From Kathiwar. Deposited by II.R.H.

the Prince of Wales, K.G.
1 Xvlghaie (Boselaphus tragocamelus),2 • Deposited byH.R.H.

the Prince of Wales, K.G.
2 Four-horned Antelopes

(
Tetraceros quadricomis), S 2 • ^e~

posited by H.R.H. the Prince of "Wales, K.G.
3 Indian Gazelles (Gazella bennetti). Deposited by H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales, K.G.
1 Sykes's Monkey (Cercopithecus albigularis). Presented by

C. H. Armbruster, Esq.

1 Barbary Ape (Macacos inuus). Presented.by R. S. Allen, Esq.
"> Gentoo Penguins (Pygosceles taniatus). Purchased. See

P. Z. S. 1900, p. 771.

2 Cunuing Bassaris (Bassariscus astutus). Purchased.

8. 1 Japanese Deer (Cervus sika), <f . Born in the Mengerie.

1 Allen's Porphyrio (Hydromia alleui). Captured at Sea.

Presented by Miss Wallace.

1 Little Egret (Ardea garzetta). Presented by J. II. Yates, Esq.

4 Bearded Lizards (Amphibolurus barbatus). Deposited.

5 American Box-Toi'toises (Cistudo Carolina). Deposited.

fi Stink-pot Mud-Terrapins (Cmosternum odoratum). De-
posited.

1 Mississippi Terrapin (Malacoclemmys gcoyraphicti). De-
posited.

9. 1 African Python (Python sebcB natalensis). Presented by
Francis E. Colenso, Esq.

1 Green Lizard (Lacerta riridis). Presented by Miss Mabel
A. Heaton.

10. 2 Stump-tailed Skinks (Trachysaurus rugomta), Deposited.

11. 1 Grivet Monkey ( C'ercopithccus griseo-viridis). Presented by
IT. G. F. Stallard, Esq.

2 Collared Fruit-Bats (Cynonyctcris collaris). Received in

Exchange.
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June 11. 1 Orinoco Goose (Chenalopexjubatus) . Purchased.
1 Little Guan (Ortalis motmot). Purchased.
1 Blue-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis cestiva) (var.). Purchased.
2 Wandering Tree-Ducks (Dendrocygna arcuata). Purchased.

12. 1 Hocheur Monkey (Cercopithecus nictitans). ~\

1 Moustache Monkey (Cercopithecus cephus).
I p. t A h

1 Malbrouck Monkey
(
Cercopithecus cynosurus).

[_ r» . TT O
1 Angolan Vulture (Gypohierax angolensis).

f t? v>' V 7 <3

10 African Walking-fish (Periophthalmus koel-
\

* orDes> *•*•»•

reuteri)

.

J
1 Egyptian Jerboa (Dipus tsgyptius). Presented by Lady

Preston.

1 De Filippi's Meadow-Starling (Sturnetta defilippii). Pur-
chased.

6 Undulated Grass-Parrakeets (Melopsittacus undulatus). Pur-
chased.

4 Anderson's Tree-Frogs (Hyla andersoni). Deposited.

4 Changeable Tree-Frogs (Hyla versicolor). Deposited.

13. 2 Palm-Squirrels (Sciurus pulmarum). Presented by W. B.
Bingham, Esq.

1 Angola Seed-eater (Serinus angolensis). Presented by Miss
Long.

3 White Ibises (Eudocimus albus). Bred in the Menagerie.
See P. Z. S. 1900, p. 771.

_

6 Glossy Ibises (Plegadis falcinellus) . Bred in the Menagerie.

14. 1 Chacma Baboon (Cynocephalus porcarius), $ . Deposited.

1 Common Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris). Presented by Dr. J.

L. Williams.
1 Yellow-billed Sheath-bill (Chionis alba). Captured, at Sea,

off Cape Horn. Presented by Capt. Bate.

o. 1 Campbell's Monkey
(
Cercopithecus campbelli), § . Presented

by Miss E. B. Hall.

1 Negro Tamarin (Midas ursulus). Deposited.

1 Whincbat (Pratincola rubetra). Purchased.

Black Redstart (Ruticilla titys). Purchased.

Meadow-Pipit (Anthus pratensis). Purchased.

Pied Flycatcher (Muscicapa atricapilla). Purchased.

1 Blue-headed Wagtail (Motacillaflava) . Purchased.

0. 1 Common Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris). Presented by G. S.

Johnson, Esq.

2 King Snakes (Coronella getula). Purchased.

18. 1 Smooth-headed Capuchin (Cebus monuchus). Presented bv
F. Wallace, Esq.

2 Yellow-bellied Liothrix (Liothrix luteus). Presented by
Miss Petrocochino.

1 Cockateel- (Calopsittacm novce-hollandicc), <$ . Presented by
Mrs. Harry Blades.

2 Green Lizards (Lacertu n'ridis). Presented by tho Rev. F.

\V. Haines.

t Viperine Snakes (Tropidonotus viperinus), Presented by the

Rev. F. W. 1 1,lines.

] Smooth Snake {Coronella austriaca). Presented by the Rev.
P. W. Haines.

19. 2 Marbled Newts (Molge marmoratd). Presented by the Rev.
1\ \V. Saines.

20. 1 Grey Parrot (Psittacua erithacus). Deposited.

I Yellow-cheeked Amazon (Chrysotis uutumnalie). Depo ited

!) Mountain Ground-Doves (Qeotrygon crutata), Deposited.

60*
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Jane 20. 4 Ring-necked Parrakeets (Palceomis torquata), 4 3 . Pre-

sented by J. M. G. Bate, Esq.

1 Small Hill-Mvnah (Gracula religiosa). Presented by Capt.

R. Yorke Heriz, R.N.
2 Peba Armadillos (Tatusia peba). Purchased.

3 Spotted Owls (Athene brama). Purchased.

3 White-throated Finches (Spermophi/a alboyularis), 3- Pur-
chased.

1 Thick-billed Seed-Finch (Oryzoborus crassirostris), $ . Pur-
chased.

1 White-eared Conure (Pyrrhura leucotis). Purchased.
1 Loggerhead Turtle (Thalassochelys caretta). Purchased.

21. 2 Burrhel Wild Sheep (Ovis burrhel), 2 J . Born in the

Menagerie.

1 Thar (Hemitragus jemlaicus), £. Born in the Menagerie.

22. 1 Hocheur Monkey (Cercopithecus nictitans). Deposited.

7 Brazilian Tortoises (Testudo tabulata). Deposited.

5 American Box-Tortoises (Cistudo Carolina). Deposited.

23. 1 Indian Desert-Fox (Cants leucopus?). From Persia. Pre-

sented by Capt. D. J. Leiper.

1 Orang-outang (Simia satyrus), S- Deposited.

Silvery Mole-Rats (Myoscalops aryenteo-cinereus). Deposited.

3 Chaplain Crows (Corvus capellanus). Presented by B. T.

Ffinch, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Pied Mynahs (Sturnopastor contra). Bred in the Menagerie.

25. 1 Common Duiker (Cephalophus grimmi), S Presented bv
J. E. Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

1 Common Duiker (Cephalophus grimmi), $. Deposited.

1 Syrian Bear ( Ursus syriacus) . Deposited.

1 Three-toed Sloth (Bradypus tridactylus). Purchased.

26. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), tf • Presented bv G. A.
S. Bell, Esq./R.N.

5 Wild Cats (young) (Felis catus). From Inverness-shire.

Presented by Geo. J. Bailey, Esq.

1 Cheetah (Cyncelurus jubatus). Deposited.

1 Levaillant's Amazon (Chrusotis levaiUanti). Presented bv
J. Farmer Hall, Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Common Viper ( Vipera berus) (black var.). Presented by
G. Allan Marriott, Esq.

27. 6 Wrinkled Terrapins (Cl/rysemys scripta ruyosa). Deposited.

5 Mississippi Terrapins (Malacoelemmysgeographiea). Deposited.

3 Annulated Terrapins (Xicoria annulata). Deposited.

1 Amboina Box-Tortoise (Cyclemys amboinensis). Deposited.

1 Prickly Trionyx (Trivny.v spinifer). Deposited.

28. 1 Ring-tailed Lemur (Lemur catta). Presented by Miss M. C.

Rawclifte.

2 Black-faced Kangaroos (Macropus melanops), 3 $ . Deposited.

1 Royal Python (Python regitis). Presented by Mr. Benjamin
Stewart.

29. 1 Alpine Newt (Molye alpestris). ) p
resei)ted b fch

9 Black Salamanders (Salamandra atra). V -p, T TI t T f ,'

t r,, , t
-
v

/• .,-
i

'
( Rev. J. \\ . Ilors ov.

2 Slowworms (Anyuis jrayius).
)

July 2. 1 Adanson's Sternothere (Stemothcerus adansoni). Received in

Exchange.
1 Common Chameleon (Chamceleon vulgaris). Received in

Exchange.
6 Wrinkled Terrapins (Chrysemys scripta ruyosa). Deposited.
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July 5. 1 Yellow-cheeked Amazon (Chrysotis autumnalis). Presented

by S. Hawkings, Esq.

2 Greater Black-backed Gulls (Larus marinus). Bred in the

Menagerie.
1 Herring-Gull (Larus argentatus). Bred in the Menagerie.

6. 2 Tigers (Felis tigris), S 2 • Presented by H.H. the Maharani
Regent of Mysore.

1 Pine-Marten (Mustela martes). Presented by C. G. Beale,

Esq.

1 Common Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris). Presented by Cecil

Slade, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Crimson-crowned Weaver-birds (Euplectesjlammiceps). Pre-

sented by Mrs. Charles Green.
1 Long-nosed Crocodile (C'rocodilus cataphractus). Presented

by J. A. Robb, Esq.

1 Four-lined Snake (Coluber quatuorlineatus). Presented by
W. R. Temple, Esq., F.Z.S.

7. 1 Black-eared Marmoset (Hapale penicillata). Presented by
Mrs. G. L. Bagnell.

2 Great Wallaroos (Macropus robustus), S 2- Deposited.

1 Wrinkled Terrapin (Chrysemys scripta rugosa). Deposited.

1 Burrhel Wild Sheep
(
Ovis burrhel), tf . Born in the Menagerie.

4 Natterjack Toads (Bufo calamita). Presented by S. S. Flower,

Esq.,' F.Z.S.

9. 1 Common Marmoset (Hapale jacchus). Presented by Mrs.

Alexander Grant.
1 Altai Deer (Cervus eustephanus). Born in the Menagerie.

2 Grey-headed Love-birds (Agapomis cana). Presented by Mrs.

Harry Blades.

1 Cuckoo (Cuculus canorus). Presented byL. W. Wiglesworth,
Esq.

10. 1 Patas Monkey (Cercopithecus patas), 2 • Deposited.

1 Isabelline Bear (Ursus isabellinus) . Deposited.

1 Sharp-nosed Badger (Meles leptorhynchus). Purchased.
1 Rough Fox ( Canis rudis). Purchased.

11.1 Entellus Monkey (Seinnopithecus entellus), 2 . Deposited.

2 Brazilian Tortoises (Testudo tabulata). Deposited.

12. 1 Himalayan Snow-Partridge ( Tetraogallus himalayensis)

Deposited.

13. 1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus). Presented by Mrs
Heigham.

1 Little Bittern (Ardetta minuta). Received in Exchange.
1-1. 1 Brindled Gnu (Connochcetes tauriua), 2- Born in the Mena

gerie. See P. Z. S. 1900, p. 771.

10. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), 2 . Presented by P. M
Thornton, Esq.

1 Nutcracker (Nucifraga caryocatac/es). Purchased.
1 Senegal Parrot (Fwocepjhalus seuegalus). Presented by S

Cordwell, Esq.

17. 2 Larger Hill-Mynahs (Gracula intermedia). Deposited.

1 Missel-Thrush (Turdus viscivorus) . Presented by J. B
Williamson, Esq.

2 Striped Snakes (Tropidonotus ordinal/is sirtalis), Deposited.

1 Viperim: Snake (Tropidonotus vipermus). Deposited.

18. 1 Mauve-necked Cassowary (Casuarins violieoUis). Deposited.

6 Blanding's Terrapins (Emys blandingi). Deposited.

1 Alligator Terrapin {Chelfjdra serpentina). Deposited.

1 Quire Cuckoo (Quira piririgua). Purchased.
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July 18. 2 Painted Frogs (Discoglossus pictus). Received in Exchange.

19. 2 Chukar Partridges (Cacabis chukar). Presented by Chas. E.

Pitman, Esq.

20. 4 Elephantine Tortoises (Testudo elephantind). Deposited.

1 Clumsy Tortoise
(
Testudo inepta) . Deposited.

1 Cuckoo (Cuculus canorus). Presented by Miss Lucy Holland.

21. 2 Masked Paradoxures (Paradoxurus larvatm). Presented by

W. T. Lay, Esq.

1 Humboldt's Lagothrix {Lagothrix humboldti). Presented by
W. S. Churchill, Esq.

1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus), $ . Presented by Miss A.
N. Ball.

2-°-. 1 White-fronted Capuchin (C'ebus albifrons), 3 . Presented bv

W. H. Lacy, Esq.

8 Crested Pigeons ( Ocyphaps lophotes). Bred in the Menagerie.

1 Spotted Pigeon (t'olumba maculosa). Bred in the Menagerie.

4 vinaceous Turtle-Doves (Turtur vinaceus). Bred in the

Menagerie.

6 Roofed Terrapins (Kachuga tectum). Deposited.

2 Alligator Terrapins {Chelydra serpentina). Deposited.

25. 1 Yellow-bellied Liothrix (Liothri.c htteus). Deposited.

2 Common Bluebirds (Sialiaioilsoni),<5 2- Presented by B. W.
Sutherland, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Chaffinches (Fringilla crelebs), J 5 . Deposited.

1 Siskin (Chrysomitris spinus) . Deposited.

1 Lesser Redpoll (Linota rufescens). Deposited.

8 Linnets (Linota cannabina). Deposited.

1 Yellow-rumped Seed-eater ( Crithagrachrysopyga). Deposited.

26. 1 Two-spotted Paradoxure (Nandinia binotuta). Presented by
R. H. Gush, Esq.

1 Levaillant's Amazon (Chrysotis levaillanti) . Deposited.

27. 4 Red-collared Lorikeets ( Trichoylossus rubritorques) . Deposited.

See P. Z. S. 1900, p. 772.

1 American Box-Tortoise (Cistudo Carolina). Deposited.

1 Sculptured Terrapin (Clemmys insculpta). Deposited.

28. 1 Altai Deer (Cervus eustephanus), $ . Born in the Menagerie.
2 Sulphury Buntings (Emberiza sulphurata). Purchased.

30. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolyns)
, $ . Presented by

T. Forsyth Forrest, Esq.
2 Greater Yasa Parrots (Cwacopsis rasa). Presented by Mr.

G. Barf int.

'.'> Glossy Ibises (Pleyadis falcinellu*). Bred in the Menagerie.
1 Green Lizard (Lacerta riridis). Deposited.

7 Algerian Skinks (Eumeces algeriensis). Presented by G. H.
Fernan, Esq.

1 Spiny-tailed Mastigure ( Uromastix acanthimirus). Presented
by G. II. Fernan, Esq.

81. 5 Barn-Owls (Strixjlammea). Purchased.
1 Silky Cow-bird (Molothrus bonariensis). Presented by F

Willes, Esq.

Aug. 1. 1 Diana Monkey (Cercopithecus diana), $. Presented by "\V.

Cleaver, Esq,

2. 2 Prasine Snakes (Coluberprasmus). Deposited.
1 Dahl's Snake (Zamenis dahli). Deposited.

3. 1 Pheasant (1'hasianus cochicus), $ . Purchased.
3 Ring-necked Pheasants ( 1'hasianus torquatus), 3 $> . Pur-

chased.
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Aug. 3. 2 Golden Pheasants (Tkaumalea picta), 2 §• Purchased.

4. 1 Japanese Deer (Cervus sika), <5. Born in the Menagerie.

1 Common Yiper (Vipera berus). Presented by A. Cooper,

Esq., F.Z.S.

6. 1 Chinese Quail ( Coturnix chinensis), § . ) Presented by
2 Asiatic Quails (Pertiicula asiutica). > D. Seth-Smith, Esq.,

2 Sparrow-Hawks {Accipiter nisus). \ F.Z.S.

8. 2 Black-headed Caiques (Caica melanocephala) . Deposited.

1 Quail (Coturnix communis). Presented by Miss F. E. Burt.

9. 1 Blue-and-Yellow Macaw (Ara ararauna). Presented by Capt.

G. H. Arnot.

1 Gold Pheasant
(
Thaumalea picta)

} tf . Purchased.

10. 1 Lesser White-nosed Monkey {Cercopithecics petaurista).

Deposited.

1 Smooth-headed Capuchin (Cebus monachus). Deposited.

1 Polar Bear (Ursus maritimus). Deposited.

1 Burrhel Wild Sheep (Ovis burrhel). Born in the Menagerie.

1 Black-backed Jackal (Cards mesomelas). ) Presented by J. E.

1 Leopard Tortoise {Testudo partialis) . > Matcbam, Esq.,

1 Puff-Adder (Bitis arietans).
\

C.M.Z.S.

11. 1 Lioness (Felis leo). Presentedby the Rt. Hon. Cecil J. Rho des,

P.C., D.C.L., F.Z.S.

3 Little Bitterns (Ardetta minuta). Purchased.

1 Algerian Tortoise (Testudo ibera). Deposited.

4 Alligator Terrapins (Chelydra serpentina). Deposited.

2 Argentine Tortoises (Testudo argentind). Deposited.

6 European Pond-Tortoises (Emgs orbicularis). Deposited.

1 Leopardine Snake (Coluber leopardmus). Deposited.

1 Vivacious Snake (Tarbojjhis fallax). Deposited.

2 Egyptian Mastigures (Uromastiv smnipes). Deposited.

1 Pleurodele Newt (Molge maltli). Deposited.

12. 1 Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes griseus). Presented by AY. A.
Gillett, Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Leopard Tortoise (Testudo partialis). Deposited.

13. 5 Rosy-billed Ducks (Metopiana peposaca). Bred in the Menagerie.
14. 1 Green Monkey (Cercojritkecus call-itricus), <5 . Presented by

L. J. Sparrow, Esq.

1 Black-cheeked Monkey (Cercopithecus melanogengs), $. Pre-
sented by L. J. Sparrow, Esq.

4 Indian Crows (Corvus splendens). Received in Exchange.
1 Little Cormorant (Phalacrocorax jacanicus). Received in

Exchange.
:\ Dwarf Turtle-Doves

(
Turturliumilis). Received in Exchange.

1 Green-winged Dove (Chalcophaps indica). Received in Ex-
change.

1 Indian Roller (Coracias indica). Presented byE. W. Harper,
Esq.

1 Bengal Weaver-bird (Ploceus bengalcnsis), rf- Presented bv
E. W. Harper, Esq.

1 Manyar Weaver-bird (Ploceus manyar),<$. Presented by
E. W. Harper, Esq.

4 Black-throated Weaver-birda (Ploceus atrigula), 2^,2$.
Presented by E. W. Harper, Esq.

L6. I Argali Sheep (Ovis ammon), §. From the Altai Mountains,
J'un basi il.

2 Black Storks (Ciconia nigra). Purchased,
1 Spiny-tailed [guana (Ctenosaura acanthura), Presented by

.Mr. (
'. Hagenbeck,
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Aug. 15. 3 South Albemarle Tortoises (Testudo vicinia). Deposited.

1 Saddle-backed Tortoise
(
Testudo ephippium). Deposited.

2 Thin-shelled Tortoises (Testudo mierophyes). Deposited.

6 Bungoma .River-Turtles (Emyda yranosa). Deposited.

1 White-collared Kingfisher (Halcyon chloris). Deposited.

1 Ring-necked Pheasant (Phaxianus iorquatus), tf . Purchased.
I Common Lizard (Lacerta vivipara). Presented by S. S. Flower,

Esq., F.Z.S.

16. 1 Mozambique Monkey (CcrcopitJiecus pyyerythrus), J. Pre-

sented by C. Mackay, Esq.

1 Roseate Cockatoo {Cacatua roseicapilla). Deposited.

2 Blue-tongued Lizards ( Tiliqua scincoides). Deposited.

5 Blue Lizards (Gerrhonotus cceruleus). Deposited.

17. 1 Japanese Deer (Cercus sika), J
1

. Born in the Menagerie.
3 Pheasants (Phasianus colchicus), 1 d , 2 $. Presented by

Capt. G. II. Arnot.

1 Common Peafowl (Pavo cristatus), S Presented by Capt.

G. H. Arnot.

1 Military Macaw (Ara militaris). Deposited.

1 Blue-tongued Lizard (Tiliqua scincoides). Deposited.

1 Blue Lizard (Gerrhonotus cceruleus). Deposited.

18. 1 African Buzzard (Buteo desertormn). 1 Presented by
2 American Kestrels (Tinnuneulus sparverius). > T. Simonds,
2 Lesser Kestrels (Tinnunculus cenchris).

)
Esq.

1 Black Kite (Milvus migrans). Presented by T. Simonds, Esq.

2 Dark Green Snakes (Zamenis yemoncnsis). Presented by
W. Hunter, Esq.

1 Common Lizard (Lacerta vivipara). Presented by the Con-
troller of the Returned Letter Office.

20. 1 Larger Hill-Mynah (Gracuta intermedia). Presented by
Geo. Smith, Esq.

3 Blackish Sternotheres (Sternothcerus nigricans). Deposited.

21. 2 Prasine Snakes (Coluber jwasinus) . Deposited.

22. 1 Indian Crow (Corvus splendens). Presented by E. A.
Williams, Esq.

1 Rose-coloured Pastor (Pastor roseus).
j p , , .

1 Nonpareil Finch (Ciiaaospiza ciris). \ T t> i
* -r^'ttti-i//-.- \ Ingram Baker, Esq.

1 Lnav/o-ond (Cyanospiza cyanect).
I

^

II American Box-Tortoises (Cistudo Carolina). Deposited.

10 Common Chameleons (Chameleon vulgaris). Purchased.
23. 1 Brush-tailed Kangaroo (Petroyale penicillata), 2 • Born in

the Menagerie.

1 Occipital Blue Pie (Urocissa occipitalis). Purchased.

1 Raven (Corvus corax). Presented by G. St. Leger Hopkinson,
Esq.

27. 1 Yellow-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis ochrocephala). Deposited.

28. 1 Wapiti Deer (Cervus canadensis), $ . Born in the Menagerie.

29. 2 Collared Fruit-Bats (Cynonycteris collaris). Born in the

Menagerie.

1 Germain's Peacock Pheasant (Polyplectron yermaini), J .

Presented by A. Yates, Esq.

1 Rook (Corvus fruyileyus). Presented by A. Yates, Esq.

1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor). Presented by G R. P'air-

hanks, Esq.

30. 2 White Ibises (Eudocimus albus). Bred in the Menagerie.
10 Roofed Terrapins (Eachuyu tectum). Deposited.

3 Bungoma River-Turtles (Emyda yranosa). Deposited.

31. 1 Red-bellied Squirrel (Sciurus varieyatus). Deposted.
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Aug. 31. 1 Red-bellied Squirrel (Sciurus variegatus). Purchased.
2 Bosch-boks (Tragelaphus sylvaticus), 6 2- Presented by

Dr. A. MacCarthy Morrogh, M.B., F.R.C.S.
1 Rufous-necked Wallaby (Macropusruficollis), $. Presented

by Miss Seymour.

Sept. 1. 1 Green Monkev (Cercopithecus callitrichus), <5 . Presented by
Mr. C. A. Gilbert.

3. 2 Purple Herons (A rdea pwpurea). Purchased.
2 Common Cormorants (Phalacrocorax carbo). Purchased.

3 Spoonbills (Platalea leucorodia). Purchased.
1 Ring-tailed Coati (Nasua rufa). Presented by G. P. Ashmore,

Esq.

4. 2 Cunning Bassaris (Bassariscus astutus). Presented by Miss

Franklin.

1 Cunning Bassaris (Bassariscus astutus). Deposited.

2 Tenrecs (Centetes ecaudatus). Deposited. See P. Z. S. 1900,

p. 772.

5. 1 Nilotic Crocodile (Crocodilus niloticus). Presented by Major
H. B. Weatherall.

6. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), 2 . Presented by
Miss K. Bishop.

1 Puma (Felis concolor), 3 . Presented by Maurice F. Dennis,

Esq.

2 Chilian Sea-Eagles (Geranoaetus melanoleucus). Presented

by Tom Simonds, Esq.

7. 1 Cardinal Eclectus (Eclectus eardinalis), $ . Deposited.

2 Westerman's Eclectus (Eclectus westermani) , 2 §. Depo-
sited.

8. 1 Lion (Felis leo). From Uganda. Presented by Capt. Delme
Radcliffe.

11. 1 Sooty Mangabey (Cercocebus fidiginosits), J. Presented by
Mr. B. Stewart.

2 Common Badgers (Meles ta.vus). Presented by Mrs. W. A.
Gillett.

2 Indian Fruit-Bats (Pteropus meditts). Presented by Mrs. W.
A. Gillett.

5 Barred Doves (Geopelia striata). Presented by Miss Tyars.

3 Black-pointed Teguexins (Tupinambis nigropunctatus). De-
posited.

2 Antillean Boas (Boa diviiuloqua). Deposited.

12. 1 Black-headed Terrapin (Damonia reevesi unicolor). Presented

by F. J. Bridgman, Esq.

1 Algerian Skink (Eumeces algeriensis). Presented by F. J.

Bridgman, Esq.

1 Common Chameleon (Ckamceleon vulgaris). Presented by
F. J. Bridgman, Esq.

13. 1 European Pond-Tortoise (Emys orbicularis). Presented by
Miss F. M. Weippert.

14. 5 Undulated Lizards (Sceloporus undu/atus). Deposited.

15. 1 Squacco Heron (Ardea ralloides). Presented bv Mr. A. F.

Putz.

1 Wall-Lizard (Lacerta muralis). Presented by Walter
Hunter, Esq.

1 Tessellated Snake (Tropidonotus tessellatus). Presented by
Walter Hunter, Esq.

17. 1 Red Tiger-Cat {Felis chrysothrix). Deposited.

1 Leopard (young) (Felis pardus). Deposited.
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Sept. 17. 1 Red-footed Ground-Squirrel (Xerus erythropus). Presented

by Dr. Oswald Horrocks.

1 Alpine Marmot (Arctomys marmotta). Deposited.

2 Crossbills (Lo.ria curvirostra). Deposited.

18. 1 Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes yriseus). Presented by Capt. W.
H. Rotherarn, R.E.

2 Dusky Ducks (Anas obscura), S ? • Presented by W. H.
St. Quintin, Esq., P.Z.S.

1 Blackbird (Turdus mevula), <$ . Presented by Mr. A. Sahlin.

1 Peregrine Falcon (Falco pereyrinus). Presented by A. L.

Jessopp, Esq.

4 Pheasants (Phasianus colchicux), 1 cf, 3 J. Presented by
F. Larratt, Esq.

19. 3 Jays (Garrulus ylandarius). Presented by Dr. R. Bowdler
Sharpe, F.Z.S.

1 Plantain-Squirrel (Sciurus plantant). Presented by H. H.
Goodwin, Esq.

20. 10 Elephantine Tortoises (Testudo elephantina). Deposited.

21. 1 Mona Monkey (Cercopithecus mono), §. Presented by Mrs. C.

Campbell.
2 Western Yellow-winged Laughing-

Thrushes
(
Trochalopterum niyrimentum).

1 Rufous-chinned Laughing-Thrush (Ian-

thocincla rujiyularis). Presented by
1 Slaty-headed Scimitar Babbler {Tomato- \ E. W. Harper,

rhinus schisticeps). Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Black-throated Ouzel (Merula striyularis).
j

2 Tickell's Ouzels {Merula unicolor).

1 Spotted-wing (Psaroylossa spiloj)tera).

22. 1 Yellow-crowned Troupial (Icterus chrysocephalus). Deposited.

1 Yellow-backed Troupial (Icterus croconotus). Deposited.

2 Rose-ringed Parrakeets (Palceornis docilis), 2 $. Deposited.

23. 1 Blue-and- Yellow Macaw (Ara ararauna). Presented by
Randolph Berens, Esq., F.Z.S.

24. 1 Pink-headed Duck (Phodonessa caryophyllaeea), $ . Purchased.

1 Ground-llornbill (liucorvus abyssinicus). Presented by II.

Strachan, Esq., F.L.S.

1 Bell's Cinixys (Cinixys belliana). Presented by II. Strachan,

Esq., F.L.S.

25. 1 Schmidt's Monkey (Cercopithecus sch?nidti), $ . Purchased.

1 Peregrine Falcon (Falco pereyrintis). Presented by W. R.
Bryden, Esq.

6 Florida Tortoises (Testudo polyphemus). Deposited.

4 Elegant Snakes [Tropidonotus ordinatus infernalis). Deposited.

4 Couch's Snakes
(
Tropidonotus ordinatus couchi). Deposited.

1 Vivacious Snake (Tarbojjhis falla.r). Presented by W. H.
St. Quintin, Esq., F.Z.S.

26. 1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus), 2 Presented by
Mrs. Woods.

28. 1 Plantain-Squirrel (Sciurus plantani). Presented by Mrs. A.
Jeffery.

1 Vulpine Phalauger (Trichosurus vulpecula). Presented by
Mrs. A. Jeffery.

29. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolyus), J . Presented by
Mrs. Sassoon.

1 Bristly Ground-Squirrel (Xerus setosus). Purchased.
1 Spix's Macaw ( C'yanopsittacus spiri). Deposited.
1 Large Grieved Tortoise (Todocnemis expansa). Deposited.
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Sept. 29. 1 Brazilian Tapir (Tapirus americanus), $ .

2 Snowy Egrets (Ardea candidissima).

6 Ring-necked Lizards (
Tropidurus torqua-

tus). Presented by
3 Surinam Lizards (Ameiva surinamensis) . \- Capt. Albert

2 Tuberculated Iguanas {Iguana tuberculoid).

1 Lacertine Crocodilurus (Crocodilurus lacer-

tinus).

6 Giant Toads (Bufo marinus).

Pam, F.Z.S.

Oct. 1. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), $ . Deposited.

1 Black-backed Jackal (Cams mesomelas). Presented by J. E.
Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

1 Cbameleon (Chamceleon vulgaris). Presented by Mrs. E. Putz.
2 Pucberan's Guinea-fowls (Guttera puckerani). Deposited.

2 Common Rattlesnakes (Crotalus durissus) . From Lake Kerr,
Marion County, Florida. Received in Exchange.

2 Water-Vipers (Ancistrodon piscivoms)

.

"}

2 Copper-bead Vipers (Ancistrodon contortrix). I

1 Hog-nosed Snake (Heterodon platyrhinos, var.
| -r> . , .

1 Mocassin Snake ( Tropidonotus fasciatus erg- I

a o •

throgaster).

1 Mocassin Snake (Tropidonotus fasciatus). J
2. 1 Vulpine Phalanger (Trichosurus vulpecida). Presented by

Miss Bartlett.

1 Blue-faced Amazon (Chrysotis versicolor). Presented by
Miss M. Moon.

3. 1 Vervet Monkey
(
Cercopitkecus lalandii). Presented by Lieut.

Sullivan.

2 Greek Tortoises ( Testudo grczca) . Presented by Sister Heather
Grey.

5. 1 Two-spotted Paradoxure (Nandinia binotata). Presented by
R. G. Pointer, Esq.

1 Large Grieved Tortoise (Podocnemis expansa). Deposited.

6. 1 Algerian Tortoise (Testudo mauritanica). Deposited.

9. 1 Broad-nosed Lemur (Hapalemur simus). Deposited.

1 Illiger's Macaw (Ara maracana). Deposited.

6 Starred Tortoises (Testudo elegans). Deposited.

1 Electric Eel (Gymnotus electricus). Deposited.

10. 1 Common Water-Buck (Cobus ellijisipri/mmis), 9- Deposited.

11. 1 Brown Capuchin (C'ebus fatuellus). Presented by Mrs. AV. L.

Gower.
1 Common Genet (Genetta vulgaris). Presented by W. C.

Tait, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

1 Dusky Sloth (Bradypus infuscatus). Deposited.

2 Salvin's Amazons (Chrysotis salvini). Deposited.

4 Wrinkled Terrapins (Clemmys scripla rugosa). Deposited.

1 Annulated Terrapin (Nicoria annidata). Deposited.

1 Brazilian Tortoise (Testudo tabulata); Deposited.

12. 2 Yellow-whiskered Lemurs (Lemur xanthomystax), <5 $

.

Presented by J. B. Joel, Esq.

1 Alligator (Alligator misauappieniu). Presented by Mrs.
Bazalgette.

1 Violaceous Night-Heron (Nyaticorax vtolaceut). Purchased.

13. 4 Indian Fruit-Bats (P/cropus medius). Deposited.

1 Porose Crocodile (Crocodilus porosus). Presented by Miss
( i wendoline Waite.
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Oct. 15. I Bonnet-Monkey (Macaeus sinicus), 2 Deposited.

1 Missel-Thrush (Turdus viscirorus). Purchased.
10. 1 Hagenbeck's Mangabey (Cercocebus hagenbecki), $ . From

Congoland. Deposited.

1 Grey-cheeked Mangabey (Cercocebus albigena),d . Deposited.

1 Short-tailed Wallaby (Mao-opus brachyurus), 2 • Deposited.

1 Oldham's Terrapin {Cyclemys dhor). Deposited.

1 Macaque Monkey (Macaeus cynomo/yus), 2 • Presented by

G. II. Jalland, Esq.

17 Speckled Terrapins (Clemmus guttata). Deposited.

3 Painted Terrapins (Chrym-mys picta). Deposited.

17. 10 Alligator Terrapins (Chelydra serpentina). Deposited.

18. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macaeus sinicus), 2- Presented by Mr. A.
J. Smith.

1 Sooty Mangabey (Cercocebus fuliyinosus), $. Deposited.

1 Green Monkey ( Cercopithecus callitrichus), J . Presented by
Mr. C. T. Reaney.

1 Elephantine Tortoise (Testudo elephantma). Deposited.

19. 1 Patas Monkey (Cercopithecus patas). Presented by Mrs.

Creighton Hall.

1 Ruffed Lemur (Lemur varius). Deposited.

1 Black-headed Lemur (Lemur brunneus). Deposited.

2 One-wattled Cassowaries (Cusuarius uniappendiculatus) . De-
posited.

1 Blue-necked Cassowary (Casuarius intensus). Deposited.

2 Coach-whip Birds (Psophod.es crepitans). Deposited.

2 Simony's Lizards (Lacerta simony i). Deposited.

2 Muscat Gazelles [GazeUa mascatensis). Presented by Capt.

P.Z. Cox, F.Z.S.

1 Indian Desert-Fox (Cants leucopus). Presented by Capt. P.

Z. Cox, F.Z.S.

20. 4 Brown's Parrakeets (I'latycercus brou-ni). Deposited.

1 Black-faced Kangaroo (Macropu* melanops), $ . Deposited.

22. 1 Caffre Bustard (Eupodotis caffra). From Port Elizabeth.

Presented bv J. E. Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S. See P. Z. S.

1900, p. ::£.

23. 1 Westerman's Eclectus (Eclectus icestermani), $. Deposited.

6 Finches (Spermestes, sp. inc.). Deposited.

2 Simony's Lizards (Lacerta simonyi ). Deposited.

1 Carolina Anolis (Anolis carolineusis). Deposited.

2 Leopardine Snakes (Coluber leopurdi/tus). Deposited.

2 Vivacious Snakes ( Tarbophis fallax). Deposited.

1 ^Esculapian Snake (Coluber lonyissimus). Deposited.

1 Four-lined Snake (Coluber quatuorlineatus) . Deposited.

1 Lacertine Snake (Cvdopeltis mon&pessidana) . Deposited.

1 Mocassin Snake (Iroptdonotus/aseiatus). Deposited.

6 Gold Pheasants ( Thaumalea picta), 2 3 , 4 2- Presented by
H. G. Hobbs, Esq.

1 Hybrid Gold Pheasant (bred between Thaumalea picta and
T. amherstice), J. Presented by II. G. Hobbs, Esq.

1 Raven (Corvus corax). Presented by T. Sykes, Esq.

24. 1 Persian Gazelle (GazeUa subgutturosa), 2 Presented by B.

T. Flinch, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Spotted Eagle-Owls (Bubo maculosa). Deposited.

1 Spotted Slow-Skink (Acontias meleayris). Presented by W.
L. Sclater, Esq., F.Z.S.

25. 2 Common Marmosets (Ilupale jaechus). Presented by Lady
Mackenzie.
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Oct. 26. 2 Hog-Deer ( Cerous porcinus), 2 <3 . Bom in the Menagerie.
2 Severe Macaws (Ara severa). Deposited.

27. 1 Oarrion-Crow (Corvus corone). Presented by Mr. S. T. Hen-
derson.

1 Bearded Tit (Panurus biarmicus), <$ . Presented bv A. R.
Gillman, Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Black-cheeked Falcon (Falco melanoyenys). Purchased.
28. 2 Dwarf Turtle-Doves (Turtur humilis). Bred in the Menagerie.

1 Green Lizard (Lacerta viridis). Presented by Dr. Dyer.
30. 2 Patas Monkeys

(
Cercopithecus patas), $ $ . Purchased.

1 Bush-Dog (Icticyou venaticus). Purchased.
1 Osprey (Pandion haliaetus). Presented by Capt. T. Yendell.

31. 1 Tayra (Galictis barbara). Purchased.
1 Bouquet's Amazon (Chrysotis bouqueti). Purchased. See

P. Z. S. 1900, p. 772.

Nov. 1. 1 Bosnian's Potto (Perodicticus potto). Purchased.
2 Ruddy Sheldrakes (Tadorna casarca), S $• Purchased.
3 Wattled Honey-eaters (Anthochcera carunculata) . Deposited.

2. 1 Vervet Monkey (Cercopithecus lalandii), <$ . Deposited.

1 Syrian Bear (Ursus syriacus). Presented by R. de Rustaf-

jaell, Esq.

1 Peregrine Falcon (Falco pereyrnnus). From Canada. Pre-
sented by T. H. Small, Esq.

3. 2 Knots (Tringa canutns). Purchased.
5. 8 Mocassin Snakes (Tropidonotus fasciatus). Born in the

Menagerie.
6. 2 Grey Squirrels (black varieties) (Sciurus cinereus). Purchased.

7. 1 Grey-cheeked Mangabey (Cercocebus albiyena). Deposited.

1 Festive Amazon (Chrysotisfestiva). Deposited.

8. 1 Lion {Felis leo), $ • Presented by Major T. Souter.

2 Ostriches {Struthio camelus massaicus), $ 2 . From the Taua
Province, E. Africa. Presented by A. Marsden, Esq.

1 Nilotic Crocodile (Crocodilus niloticus). Presented by A.

Marsden, Esq.
1 Bosch-bok ( Trayelaphus sylvaticus), S • Born in the Menagerie.

1 Sooty Mangabey (Cercocebus fuliginosus)
,
£. Deposited.

3 Tenrecs (Centetes ecaudatus). Deposited.

1 Teurec (Hemicentetes, sp. inc.). Deposited.

1 Hawk-headed Parrot (Derop)tyi<s accipitrinus). Deposited.

9. 1 Sooty Mangabey (Cercocebus fuliyinosus), J. Presented by
Major M cMicking.

1 Yellowish Capuchin (Cebuejlavescens). Deposited.

1 Moustache Tamarin (Midas mystux). Deposited.

2 Tui Parrakeets (Brotoyerys tui). Deposited.

1 Egyptian Jerboa (Dipus ceyyptius). Presented by Mrs. R.
(iurney.

10. J Leopardine Snake (Coluber leopardinus). Presented by W.
J. Wintle, Esq., F.Z.S.

I Tessellated Snake (Tropidonotus teasellatus). Presented by
\V. .J. Wintle, Esq., I'.Z.S.

1 Barn-Owl (Strixflammea), Presented by Lady Hutt.

12. 2 Brown Hysnas (Hycena brunnea), J 5- Purchased.

1 Indian Cobra [Naia tripudiatu). Purchased.

2 Blacb Kites (Milvus migrans). Presented by Camjibcll H.

I [ausburg, Esq.

13. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (MacacUB amicus), <J . Presented by 1).

Nagle, Esq.
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Nov. 13. 1 Barbary Ape (Macacus inuus), §. Presented by Thos. Pink,

Esq.

1 Common Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris). Presented by Mr. C.

W. Labarte.

2 Auriculated Doves (Zenaida auriculata). Presented by Mrs.

Aston.

14. 1 Common Fox (Canis vulpes). Presented by W. B. Spiers, Esq.

1 Crab-eating Raccoon (Procyon cancrivorus). Deposited.

2 Vernal Hanging-Parrakeets (Loriculus vernalis). Deposited.

1 Malabar Mynah (Poliopsar malabaric.ua). Deposited.

1 Grey Monitor ( Varanus griseus). Deposited.

3 Giant Toads {Bufo marinus). Deposited.

1 Robin (Erithacus rubecula). Presented by Canon Wilber-
force.

15. 1 Common Wolf (white var.) (Canis lupus), <3 . Deposited.

2 Rosy Parrakeets (Palceornis rosa), $ $ . Deposited.

16. 1 Horned Lizard (Phrynosoma cornutum). Presented by H.
L. Brackenbury, Esq., F.Z.S.

17. 1 Common Chameleon (Chanicelcon vulgaris). Presented by
Mr. Small.

19. 1 African Civet Cat ( Viverra civetta). Presented by R. H.
Brady, Esq.

21. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), £ Presented by Mrs. H.
Lazarus.

1 Ocellated Monitor (Varanus ocellatus). Deposited.

22. 1 Common Roe (albino) (Capreolus caprcea), J. Deposited.

1 One-wattled Cassowary (Casuarius uniappendiculatns). De-
posited.

1 Axis Deer (C'ervus axis), $. Born in the Menagerie.
4 Black-backed Jackals (Canis mesomelas). Presented by J. E.

Matcham, Esq., C.M.Z.S.

23. 1 Puffin (Fratercula arctica). Presented by E. T. Norris,

Esq.

1 Yellow-rumped Parrakeet (Platycercusjlaveolus). Deposited.

2 Black-bellied Weaver-birds (EupUctes afer). Deposited.

1 Hybrid Canary and Greenfinch. Deposited.

1 Hybrid Canary and Singing-Finch. Deposited.

5 Blue Lizards (Gerrhonotus ccerulcus). Deposited.

5 Undulated Lizards (Scelojyorus undulatus). Deposited.

24. 1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus), $ Presented by H. A.
Loop, Esq.

1 Egyptian Jerboa (Dipus cvgyptius). Presented by K. Ric-
cardo, Esq.

27. 4 Ashy-crowned Finch-Larks (Pyrrhulauda
)

grisea), 3 cS , 1 2-
2 Singing Bush-Larks (Mirafra cantillans). Presented
2 Slaty-headed Parrakeets (Palceornis schisticcjjs). { by E. W.
1 Burmese Slaty-headed Parrakeet (Palceornis f Harper,

finschi), J. Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Golden-eyed Fruit-Pigeon (Carpophaga con- \

cinna). J
2 Chestnut-bellied Finches ( Mania rubro-nigra). Deposited.

1 Salvin's Amazon (Chrysotis salvini). Deposited.

21 Climbing Anabas (Anabas scandens). Deposited.

1 Striated Snake-head (Ophiocephalus striatum). Deposited.

30. 1 Doguera Baboon {Cynocephalus doguera), J- Deposited.

3 Alligator Terrapins
(
Chelydra serpentina). Deposited.

2 Sculptured Terrapins (Clonmys inseulpta). Deposited.
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Nov. 30. 1 King Snake (Coronella gehila, var. boyHi). Deposited.

1 King Snake (Coronella gehila, var. californice). Deposited.

1 Three-striped Boa (LicJianura trivirgata). Deposited.

3 Blue Lizards (Gerrhonotus ccerideus). Deposited.

Dec. 1. 1 Suricate (Suricata tetradactyla) . Presented by Capt. J. C.
Brinton.

1 Raven (Corvus corax). Presented by J. C. Brush, Esq.
6 American Box-Tortoises ( Cistudo Carolina ). Deposited.

2 European Pond-Tortoises (Emys orbicularis). Deposited.

1 Muhlenberg's Terrapin (Clemmys muhlenbergi). Deposited.
4. 1 Black Rat (Mas rattus). Presented by E. Wormald, Esq.,

F.Z.S.

5. 2 Bactrian Camels (Camelus bactrianus), <S 2- Purchased.
1 Moose (Alces machlis), <$ • Purchased.

1 Ashy-black Macaque (Macacus ocreatits). Deposited.

1 Rufous-necked Wallaby (Macropus mficollis). Deposited.

1 Plain-coloured Amazon (Clirysotis inoniata). Deposited.

1 Blackbird (pied var.) {Tardus merula), S • Deposited.

6 Yellow-legged Frogs (Rappia horstockii). Presented by W.
L. Sclater, Esq., F.Z.S.

6. 2 Ashy-black Macaques (Macacus ocreatus), tf 2 • Deposited.

1 Golden-headed Marmoset (Midas chrysomelas), <$ Depo-
sited.

1 Red-footed Lemur (Lemur rufipes). Deposited.

1 Mongolian Pheasant (Phasianus mongolicus), § . Deposited.
2 Delalande's Lizards (Nucras delalandii). \

32 Spotted Slow-Sliinks (Acontias meleagris).

2 Puff-Adders (Bitis arietans).

1 Yellow Cobra (Naiajlava).

3 Rough-keeled Snakes (Dasyp>eltis scabra).

5 Rhomb-marked Snakes (Trimerorhinus
| Presented by

rhombeatus). \ J. E. Matcham,
3 Smooth-bellied Snakes (Homalosoma Esq., C.M.Z.S.

tutrix).

3 Crossed Snakes (Psammophis crucifer).

1 Liueated Snake (Boodon lineatw).

2 Coppery Snakes (Prosymna sundevalli).

1 Oldham's Snake (Chloroplds hoplogaster). J
7. 4 W esterruann's Eclectus (Eclectus ivestermanni), 2 ^, 2 £.

Deposited.

10. 1 Chimpanzee (Anthropopithecus troglodytes), $ . Presented by
Capt. W. G. Ambrose.

1 Mozambique Monkey (Cercopithecus pygerythrus). Presented
by W. J. Langton, Esq.

1 Spur-winged Goose (Plectropterus gambentit). Presented by
Lady Cardew.

1 Blue-bonnet Parrakeet (Paephottu h<cmatorhous). Deposited.
3 Caspian Terrapins (Clemmys caspica). Deposited.

11. 1 Lesser White-nosed Monkey ( Cercoptijieow pefiaurista). Pre-
sented bj Mrs, L. Harold.

1 Bonkajou (Cercoleptee caudivolvuhts). Deposited.

2 Mediterranean Peregrine Falcons (Falco punicue). Presented
by W. T. Barneby, Esq., F.Z.S.

J. Heron [Ardea cinerea). Presented by W. T. Barneby, Esq.,

F.Z.S.

1_'. 1 Suricate (Suricata tetradactyla). Presented by Capt. F. E.
i lannotj A.S.C.
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Dec. 13. 1 Eupatorian Parrakeet (Palaorvi* enpatria). J. Deposited.

14. 1 Stairs's Monkev
(
Cereap&heau stairsi), $ . Presented by Miss

J. C. S. Purves.

2 Black-tailed Parrakeets (Polytclis melannra), J $. Pur-

chased.

1 Smaller Patagonian Conure (Cyanolyseus patayonus). Depo-
sited.

15. 1 Duke of Bedford's Deer (Cerrus xanthopiygim), $. Presented

by H.G. the Duke of Bedford, F.Z.S.

1 Green Monkey (Cercopitheciu callitrichus). Presented by

Miss M. A. Reeve.
17. 1 C'uvier's Gazelle (GazeUa cuvieri), <$ . From Morocco. Pre-

sented by W. T. Barneby, Esq.. F.Z.S.

1 Maximilian's Parrot [Pionus mat imiliani). Deposited.

1 Lral Owl (Symium wralen&e). Deposited.

1 Passerine Owl (Glaucidiwn passerwum). Deposited.

1 Muhlenberg's Terrapin (Clemmys muhlenbergt). Deposited.

1 European Pond- Tortoise {Emys orbicularis). Deposited.

3 Wrinkled Terrapins [Chryaemys scripta rngosa). Deposited.

1 South-Albemarle Tortoise ( Testudo vicina). Deposited.

18. 1 Slow Loris [Ny&icebua tardigradus). Deposited.

5 Chestnut-bellied Finches (Munia rubro-nigra) . Deposited.

6 Bimgoma River-Turtles (Emydn granosa). Deposited.

1 Roofed Terrapin (Kachuga tectum). Deposited.

1 Golden Eagle (A'juila chrysa'etus). Presented by H. E. Burv,

Esq.

19. 2 Common Cassowaries ( Caauaruu galeatus). Deposited.

2 Adelaide Parrakeets [PlatycereuB adehiida). Deposited.

1 Rose-Hill Parrakeet (Platycercv.s eximius). Presented by
Mrs. Stoup-hton.

20. 4 Plumed Ground-Doves (Geaphap* jihnnifera). Deposited.

1 Leopard Tortoise [Testudo pardahs). Deposited.

21. 3 Ring-tailed Coatis (Sasua rufa). Deposited.

2 Lettered Aracaris (Pteroyhssus inscriptus). Deposited.

1 Leopard Tortoise (Testudo pardalis). Deposited.

1 Burmese Tortoise |
Testudo elongata). Deposited.

24. 2 Bar-tailed Pheasants ( Pltasianus reevesi), £ 2 • Purchased.

3 Bengal Monitors (Vuranus bengalensis). Deposited.

1 Conical Eryx (Eryx conicus). Deposited.

1 Indian Eryx (Eryxjoktri). Deposited.

26. 12 European Tree-Frogs (Hyla arborea). Purchased.

27. 1 Derbian Zonure (Zonttrus giganteus). Presented by Major J.

W. Jerome.

31. 1 Campbell's Monkey ( Ccrcopithecus campbelli), £. Presented

by W. R. Fowler, Esq.

1 Macaque Monkev (Macaaa a/nomolgus), J. Presented bv

Lieut.-Col. G. M. Prichard. LS.C.
3 Viscachas (Lagostormu tricfrodaetyhi*). Deposited.

1 Blue-crowned Hauging-Parrakeet (Loriculus yalgulus). De-

posited.

4 Starred Tortoises
I
Testudo tHegans). Deposited.

10 Small-scaled Bfastigores [Urotnastu microlepis). Deposited.

7 Verreanx's Guinea-fowls (Guttera edouardt). Presented by
J. F. Walker, Esq.

2 Crested Pigeons (Oeyphap% lephotes). Presented by W. L.

Prentice, Esq.
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Acanthosoma
affinis, 817, 823.

borealis, 818, 823.

cruciata, 818, 823.

lateralis, 817,

823.

luteicornis, 823.

picicolor, 817, 823.

variolosa, 818, 820.

Accipiter

affinis, 490.

nisus, 490.

virgatus, 490.

Aceratodes

costalis, 816.

fulvipes, 816.

Acbaenops
puncticollis, 219.

Achseus
breviceps, 721.

lacertosus, 721.

foriwa, 721.

Achelous
granulatus, 578.

rubro-margiuatus, 746,

770.

whitei, 746.

Acherontia
atropus, 182.

Acolastus

amyntas, 202.

Acomys
(liiiitdiatus, 103.

Acraea

acrita, var. pudorma,
923.

alicia, 922.

ctBeilia, var. stenobca,

923.

ccddarena, 923.

doubledayi, 11.

encedon, D'J2.

— , var. daira, 922.

-, var. ///'v7<, 922.

var. balbina,

Aeraea

insignia,

923.

%as, 923.

mirabilis, 11, 63.

jjeo&wfe, 11, 923.

pudoria, 923.

quirina, 923.

serena, 11.

stenobea, 923.

Acridium
ruficorne, 40.

succinctmn, 40, 855.
' Acridotheres

cristatellus, 463.

philippensis, 463.

*mto, 832.

Acrotylus

longipes, 40.

Actsea

rt#mes, 570, 583, 734.

areolata, 733.

fosstdata, 570, 584.

granulata, 732.

hirtissima, 570, 583.

nodulosa, 116, 733-

pulchella, 734.

rufopunctata, 570, 584,

733.

rugata, 733.

rvppellii, 733.

speciosa, 570, 584.

tomentosa, 570, 583,

734.

Antipodes

i#ih, 583, 734.

richteraU, 583.

apetioaa, 684.

tomentosvSf 116, 734.

Actaeopsis, gen. now, 741.
pallida, 741, 770.

Art ias

///«", 181.

mimosa, 181.

Proc. Zool. Hoc—1900, No. LX VII.

Act ias

sclene, 181.

Actinometra
multiradiata, 729, 730.

Actinopyga
miliaris, 117.'

Actitis

kypoleucus, 497.

Actuarius, gen. nov.,

814.

albonotatus, 815, 825.
Actumnus

se^/er, 570, 580, 742.
tomentosus, 742.

Addax, 161.

Adelochelys
crassa, 661.

Adolias
eleanor, 506.

iEgialitis

alexandrina, 495.
dealbatus, 495.

dubia, 495.

geoffroyi, 495.

intermedins, 495.
mongolicus, 495.

^Lgle

granulosus, 732.
rugata, 733.

ruppellii, 733.
^Ulia

assimilis, 817, 823.
atricornds, 818.
consplena. 821

.

crucifera, Si':;.

<l pnssn. 823.
' '•">'/, 821.

gambit nets, 823.

infuscata, 823.

7nelanoleuca, 821„
a asalis, 821.

eanguinea, 823.

Bparaa, 817, 82L
variconii.s, 821.

67
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JEluropus
melanoleucus, 679,

681.

jElurus

fulgens, 665.

JEtheria

sp. inc., 971.

lamarckii, 971.

.Ethopyga
rhristincs, 468.

.Etius, gen. nov., 813.

variegatus, 814, 825.

Agama
colonorum, 448.

Agaricia, 127.

Agonoscelis

nubila, 823.

rufescens, 811.

venom, 823, 824.

versicolor, 823.

Agonosoma
bicolor, 822.

irilineata, 822.

Agraulis
vanilla, 198.

Agrypuus
bocandei, 26.

longicornis, 26, 63.

Alauda
calivox, 466.

gulgula, 466.

— , var. s«7a, 466.

six/a, 466.

wattersi, 466.

Alcedo
bengaknsis, 487.

euryzona, 460.

grandis, 487.

ispida, 487.

Alces
machlis, 686.

Alcippe
morrisoniana, 477«

Alemo
seychellensis, 133.

Alestes

dentex, 512.

leuciscus, 5i3.

sethente, 512.

Alia

atricornis, 824.

Allorohestes

gracilis, 788.

Aloeides

taikosama, 924.

Alopochen
(Bgyptiacus, 597.

Alphitopola

pee&, 32.

Alseonax
latirostris, 479.

AlsocomuB
puniceus, 501.

Aoiarygnius
sp., 30.

Amauris
albimaculata, 913.

Aniblycephalus
nucha lis, 185, 187.

Amblyospiza
uaicolor, 603.

Auiblypodia
hainana, 508.

Aiuiantus

sp., 28.

sexcostatus, 28.

Auipbitrite

speciosa, 578.

Ampullaria
wcrneri, 970.

Aniyna
ocfo, 18.

selenampha, 18.

Ainyntas, (il2.

acinctus, 650.

acrophilus, 636.

(slianiis, 626.

ceruginosus, 629.

agrestis, 637.

alexandri, 891, 999,

1001, 1002.

annidatus, 634.

aringeanus, 899, 901.

aspergillum, 631, 900.

batjanensis, 630.

bermudensis, 645.

bicinctus, 651.

bindjeyensis, 616.

MjporfM, 892, 908.

birmanicus, 637.

biserialis, 638, 891.

6osst-A«, 625, 892, 'JOL

bournei, 635.

brevis, 636.

burchardi, 627.

caducichcetus, 618.

ccBcilia, 630.

californicus, 627.

capensis, 617, 618.

Kirinensis, 625.

caxtaneus, 626.

celebensis, 642.

eingulatus, 615, 892.

corticis, 651.

culmin is, 649.

darnleiensis, 624.

densipapillatus, 821.

dicystis, 651.

diffringe/is, 651.

divergens, 625.

ftym, 610, 623.

elongatus, 650.

Anivntas
enganensis, 623.

esafatcB, 632.

ewrase,891, 907, 908.

/e«, 643.

ferdinandi, 617.

fissiger, 630.

flavescens, 628.

/or&esi, 611,648.
galelensis, 630.

gamsungi, 630.

glandularis, 634.

glandulosus, 643.

godeffroyi, 647.

gracilis, 651.

halmahcrce, 610, 630.

hasselti, 638.

hawayanus, 610, 645.

hesperidum, 633.

heterochcetus, 611, 622,

1000, 1001, 1002.

hexatheca, 621.

hilgendorfi, 633, 904.

/wm/<W/, 613, 902.
hupeiensis, 646.

ijiiiKB, 611, 636.

imparicystis, 630.

impudene, 611, 616,

895.

ms, 610, 611, 647.

izukai, 625.

jiinipcanus, 630.

japonicus, 634.

javanicus, 651.

juliani, 651.

juloides, 628.

kalaenensis, 626.

ki/Kcnsis, 630.

kelantanensis, 897, 902,

903.

/feu is, 634.

A'///-/, 633.
lumpiihn tatjensis, 649.

foroVs, 641.

malayanus, 893, 894,
895.

margaritaceus, 647.

martensi, 624.

masatakce, 632.

mrtzarredi, 644.

megascolidioides, 622.

merabahensis, 610, 617.

minahassm, 626.

minimus, 649.

mvrmtw, 891, 906.

montanus, 619.

iiiusicus, 611, 629.

nanus, 639.

neo-guiuensis, 610, 642,

twwp brifannies, 632.

novarm, 619.
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Amyntas
ocellatus, 627.

pacificus, 642.

padasensis, 611, 624.

—, var. lokonensis, 61 5.

papua, 644.

papulosus, 644, 892.

parvus, 650.

pataniensis, 637.

peguanus, 628.

pentacystis, 614.

peregrinus, 644.

perichata, 896, 897.
phacellotheca, 640, 891.

philippinus, 616, 895.

pieties, 623.

polytheca, 891, 897,

898, 899.

posthumus, 611, 641,

892, 899, 910, 911.

proporus, 635.

pulauensis, 892, 904,

905.

pulcher, 619.

purpureas, 630.

purus, 617.

pusillus, 649.

quadragenarius, 649.

quadripapillatus, 616.

queenslandicus, 643.

racemosus, 621.

ringeanus, 627-

rohustus, 648.

rodericensis, 651.

sarasinorum, 632.

schmard(B, 619.

sedgwic/cii, 647.

semifasciatus, 629.

sieboldi, 635.

sluiteri, 630.

solomonis, 641.

eteflen, 610, 639, 891,

899, 900, 902, 907.

subquadrangula, 651.

subulatus, 641.

supuetisis, 638.

ta/tensis, 650.

taprobaiKB, 610, 648,

891,895.
fobaensie, 627.

tokioensis, 633.

travancorensis, 614,

891.

tricystis, 651.

trinttatia, 624, 1000,

1001, 1002.

M<to, 628.

wpoluenme, 830.

urceolatut, 619.

violaceua, 610, (J II.

ivVyo, 892, 895, 896.

Amyntas
vittatus, 635.

vordermanni, 624.

^e&ra, 637.

Antea
echemus, 199.

Auartia
iatrophm, 199.

Anas
crecca, 492.

penelope, 492.

sparsa, 597.

Anastomus
lamelligerus, 962.

Ancistroteuthis

robusta, 992-998.
Ancorina

simplex, 131.

Ancylocbilus

subarquatus, 498.
Andropadus

oleaginus, 2.

Aniculus
typicus, 116.

Anisota
rubicunda, 181.

Anornala
sp., 24.

transvalensis, 24.

Anoplodipsas
viridis, 454.

Anoplostetha
jardinei, 33.

pauli, 33.

Anoplotheriuni, 712.

Antestia

cruciata, 814, 818,

823.

variegata, 823.

Anthenea
flavescens, 289, 295.

Antberaea

mylitta, 181.

pernyi, 181.

Antbia
ferox, 21.

Anthocharis
antevippe, '.i.'ll.

Anthothreptes
longuemarii, 2.

Anthropoides
leucauchen, 304.

virgo, 964.

Anthus
cer villus, 468.

maculatua, -167.

richardi, 4(57, 468.

roeaceue, 468.

rufulw, -i.

Anl igonufl

synestalmenus, 940.

Antileuclms

piceus, 808.

i

Antilocapra, 702.

amerieana, 686.

Antilope, 701, 704, 705,

707, 712.

simuztrensis, 882.

Aonyx
leptonyx, 334.

Apate
terebrans, 27.

Aphaena
atomaria, 867.

Aphnasus
zebrinus, 508.

Apbrissa
statira, 200.

Aphrodita
aculeata, 976.

squamosa, 974, 983.

Apbtbona
bicolor, 246.
bohemani, 246.

durbanensis, 246.

marginata, 246.

minuta, 247.

ovatipennis, 245.

pallida, 247.
Apis

ligustica, 47.

Aplosterna, 818.

virescens, 819.

Appias
</««>a, 508.

hippo, 508.

Aj>setta

^o»i£>s0?M'
)986,987,992.

Apus
pacificus, 486.

subfurcatus, 486.
Ara

ambigua, 304.

glauca, 304.

hyacinthina, 304.

te«™, 304.

.syj/'.r/, 304.

Aracbnecbtbra
rhizophorce, 468.

Arachnoides
placenta, 274, 285.

Araneus
hophphalhcs, 52.

nauticus, 52.

Arbela

quadrinotata, 21.

Arborioola
ardeiis, f>03.

Area
wnbricata, 118.

A reama
erinaceua, 706.

07*
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Archaster

typicus, 269.

Archispirostreptus

sp. inc., 972.

Arc'.ictis

binturong, 330.

Arctogale

li ucotis, 330.

Antotherium
sp., 75. 79.

bonaerense, 75.

Ardea
cinerea, 493.

eoeoi, 304.

garzetta, 493.

^t«M, 304, 904.

mdanocepheda, 597.

purpurea, '>, 004.

sumatrana, 304.

Ardeola
bacchits, 494.

prasinoseeles, 494.

Ardetta
jlavicollis, 494.

sinensis, 494.

Arenaria
interpres, 494.

A r^ns

savignyi, 49.

Argiolaus

crawsho,yi, 926, 940.

fa&w, 926.

,//»>-, 926.

tirimeni, 920.

Argvnnis
hanningtoni, 913,920.

Arius
ln!i<cutatus, 514.

Annaddlidiuru
pocificum, 795, 799.

A rocera

acroleuca, 823.

Artaimi3

fuseus, 470.

sordidus, 305.

superciliosus, 305.

Arthrolepri;

africanus, 441.

bivittatus, 441.

dispar, 441.

gabonensis, 441.

142. 456.

macrodaetylus, 441.

variabilis, 441.

Arveliua

albopunctatus, 823.

Arvieaiitlii^

ahyssinicus, 81, 179,

803.

dombeensis, 81.

egattis, 103.

Arvicola

nivalis, 301.

Asbecesta

ornata, 255, 206.

ornaticollis, 255.

Ascanius

fetrftpes, 822.

A sell us

04*1 1 /</'>, 208, 269, 270.

\<io

accipitrinun, 489.

A sopus
fuscosus, 816.

Aspidelaps

oocagfa, 455.

Aspongopus
alternans, 823.

cuprifer, 819.

fuscus, 819.

jama, 823.

nepalensis, 819.

nigriventris, 819.

nubilus, 819.

ochreus, 819.

sanguinolentus, 819.

siccifoHus, 820.

vbcimus, 823.

Asterina

sp., 289.

Asteriscus

rosaceus, 297.

Asthenosoina

ffrwfos, 278, 279.

heteractis, 274, 278,

279, 299.

ijimai, 278.

B«j»w, 278, 279.

wwrom, 278, 279.

A -tictopterus

olivascene, 511.

Astrogonium
longimanum, 293.

V-tropecten

andersoni, 288, 291.

aurantiacv.s, 292.

bremspinus, 292.

javanicus, 288, 289,

291.

— , yar. malaccanus,

289, 291.

pleiacanthus, 289, 292,

299.

polyacanthus, 292.

zebra, 292.
1 -'nr

W/h.--, 490.

poliopsis, 4'. id.

polyzonoides, 3.

'i-irirgntus, 489.

Asturinula

monogrammica, 3.

Atelecyclus

spinosulus, 519.

Atella

phrdantha, 920.

wraAa, 507.

Atelocerus

centra-lineatus, 820.

cervicornis, 817, 820.

furcatus, 820.

rugosus, 809, 820.

rttcticuf, 819.

varicornis, 820.

variegatus, 814, 820.

Atergatis

floridus, 569, 570, 585,

730.

integerrimus, 730.

l&vigatus, 731.

marginalia, 730.

i/itidus. 731.

rosea*, 730,731.
— «/6«, 731.
— scrobiculata, 731.

scrobiculatus, 731.

Athene
ferrugrnea, 305.

glaux, 305.

Atheris

chlorechis, 456.

squamiger, 456.

Atherura
fasdeulata, 364.

macrura, 364, 365,

882.

Atractaspis

boulengeri, 456.

corptdenta, 456.

Attacua
"'/".-. 181.

cynihia, 181.

Auchenoglania
bUctdafuf, 514.

Audinetia
>l,inidens, 816, 824.

Augocoris

gigas, 822.

gomesi, 822.

Anlacodus
semipalmatus, 803.
.-tliiidrrni/liOi.-, ^01.

Aidacopbora
runifera, 265.

divisa, 20.";.

Htutica, 265.

\\icenna, gen. nov.,

815.
inquiix-'/i-', 815, 825.

Axis

maculata, 373.

Azauus
jesous, 13.
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Azamis
moriqua, 929.

thebana, 13.

Bagrus
docmac, 969.

Balaeniceps

rex, 963.

Balanus
tiniinnabulum, var.

occator, 796, 799.

Balearica

pavonina, 964.

Baoris
philippina, 945.

Basicryptus

irroratus, 817,825.
rugicollis, 824.

Bassaricyon
alleni, 661-675.

gabbi, 662, 672.

Bassariscus

astutus, 667.

Belenois
abyssinica, 15.

qidica, 15.

«»#Za, 937.

mesentina, 17, 937.

^jee/i, 15, 63.

severina, ' Tar. i/wfo,

937.

zockaiia, 913, 936,

937.

Benhaniia
beddardi, 659.

budgetti, 653,654. 656,

658, 659.

ccecifera, 167-173.

liberiensis, 170.

oetonephra, 657.

stampfiii, 171.

Bettongia
penicillata, 779, 786,

788.

Biloculina

ringens, 141.

Bitis

gabonica, 455.

naeicornie, 455.

Blatta
orientalis, 36.

Blepbarida
reqularis, 252.

Bolivina

limbata, 141.

Boodon
Uneatus, 452.

„/,(v/.-, //.-. 4.">2.

virgatui . 462.

Bootiierium, 699.

h,,niLif. <,,>.<. 700.

Bootiierium

cavifro/is, 700.

Bos, 144-167.

amcricanus, 680.

ar?«, 303.

bonasus, 680.

6i^afe, 608, 701. 704.

706, 708.

bubalus, 370.

eaffer, 680.
— csqicinoctialis, 953.

depressicornis, 679, 680.

frontalis, 303,661,679.
^awras, 303, 369, 661.

gwtr, 369.

grunniens, 159, 680.

indicus, 679, 686.

mindorensis, 680.

nwschatus, 165.

sondaicus, 303, 369,

679, 686.

tom«, 148, 679, 680,

701, 704,708, 711.

Bostrychus

sp., 27.

Bothrophtkaliou?
Uneatus, 452.

Boulengerina
anmdata, 455, 456.

Bracon
sp., 46.

Bradyornis
murinus, 2.

Bradypterus
einnamomeus, 607.

Bradypus
tridactylus, 69.

Brissus

carinatus, 274, 286.

287.

columbarius, 287-

scillce, 287.

unicolor, 287.

Brocbymena
annulata, 823.

Brookia
bailegi, 661.

Bubalis, 164, 701.

sp.
:
83, 954.

buselaphu8, 303.

caama, 303, 686.

jaeksoni, 83, 954.

7r/„r/, 83, 803.

lichtensteini, 303.

„ in, ,mi)i, i, 83.

swaynei, 83, 680,

tora, 680.

tragocamelut, 680.

Bubalus
arnee, 370.

moschattis, 165.

Bubo
ascalaphus, 305.
mackinderi^b:'
turcomanus, 305.

Bucbanga
assimilis, 956.

afra, 464.

cineraeea, 465.

i.'inexa, 465.

leucogenys, 464.

mouhoti, 465.

Budorcas, 165, 166, 167,

706, 708, 715, 716,

717, 718.

Budytes
cinereocapillus, 467.
taivanus, 467.

Bufo
asper, 883.

gracilipes, 436.'

/erica, 883, 889.
lievissimus, 436.

latifrons, 435, 456.

melanostictus, 883,888.
parvus, 888.

regularis, 435.

superciliaris, 436.

tuberosus, 435.

Bungarus
fasciatus, 850.

Burnesia
sonitans, 471.

Burria, gen. nor., 37.

farinosa, 38.

longixipha, 38, 63.

Butalis

cinereoalba, 479.

ferruginea, 479.

Buteo
auguralis, 598.
he //(Hash's, 490.

japonicus, 490.
plumipes, 490.

Butbus
acutecarinatus, 57, 58.

calviceps, 48, 54, 57, 63.

emini, 57, 58, 973.

occitanus, 55, 57.
— berberensis, 56, 57.
— zeylensis, 56, 57.

polystictus, 57, 58.

trilineatus, 57.

Byblia

acheloia, 922.

/«.//«7, 922.

castanea, 922.

gattzius, 922.

ilithyia, lii.

vulgaris, 9UU.

Bycanistes

cruitatus, 601.
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Caccabis

chukar, 503.

Cacergate
leucosticta, 34.

Cacomantis
meruliuus, 484.

Cacyreus
palemon, 928.

Caduga
swinhoei, 505.

Calabaria

reinhardti, 451.

Calamoherpe
canturians, 471.

minuta, 471.

Calappa
hepatka, 568, 569, 572.

573.

tuberculosa, 572.

Calcarina

hispida, 141.

Calcinus

elegans, 116.

tiotcen, 116.

Calidris

arenaria, 498.

Calisto

perophik, 198.

Callidea

abdominalis, 822.

aurifera, 822.

bengalensis, 822.

dispar, 822.

formosa, 822.

marginella, 820.

o&ftcsa, 820.

pulchra, 822.

parpurata, 820.

purpurea, 820.

/•^/a, 822.

royft'i, 820.

taprobanensis, 822.

Callidrvas

euWe, 200.

Calliphara

excel/ens, 822.
Callosune

vulnerata, 934.

Callula

pulchra, 857, 883, 888.

Calobates

boarula, 467.

Calophrynus
heterochirus, 186, 187.

Calosoma
rugosum, 21.

Calotes

versicolor, 858.

Calotbyrza
margariti/era, 33.

pauli, 33.

Calothyrza

sehestedi, 33.

Caltoris

&»<£«, 511.

toona, 511.

Calysisme
mamerta, 505.

CameluB
bactrianvs, 147, 686.

Campophaga
nigra, 2.

saturata, 478.

Camposcia
retasa, 569, 573, 721.

Campot bera

abtngdoni, 3.

haiisburgi, 599.

tceniolama, 599.

Camptolenes
abyssinica, 210.

puhifrons, 209.

Camptonyx
rotundifrons, 579.

Cancer
admete, 579.

ceneus, 584.

anaglyptus, 588.

arachnoides, 723.

astutus, 769.

carnifex, 594.

ceratophthalmu*. 595,

751.

convexus, 585.

craniolaris, 763.

cymodoce, 591.

aorsipes, 769.

epheHticus. 736.

ennaceus, 766.

facchino, 768.

Jioridus, 585, 730.

fornicatus, 728.

fotsulata, 584.

frascone, 769.
glaherrimus, 591, 744.

globosus, 764.

granulatus, 732.

grapsus, 592.

hastatw, lib.

hepaticus, 572.

huonii, 735.

integerrvmus, 730.

limbatus, 732.

Iittera£u8, 756.

lunaris, 763.

maxmlatus, 585.

melissa, 586.

mwricatus, 7-2.

najrer, 587. 737.

ocyro'e, 730.

olivaceus, 748.
orhiculus, 525.

Cancer
pelogicm, 745.

perlatus, 584.

planatus, 524.

planissimus, 592.

pHcatius, 766.

prymna, 578.

quadratus, 756.

roseus, 730.

sangumolentue, 745.

samgnyi, ~'-'<2.

serratv.s, 748.

strigosus, 755.

styx, 574.

ietragonon, 754.

vespertilio, 743.

(Actrea) granulatus,

732.

(—) hirtissima, 583.

(Atergatis) Jioridus,

585, 730.

(— ) integerrimus, 730.

(Cymo) andreossyi,

581.

(—) melanodactylus,

581.

(Pilumnus) setifer, 580,

742.

Candezea
cent romaculata. 261,

266.

dahlmanni, 258.

livinggtonii, 263.

mashonana , 263.

moliroensis, 262.

nigrosuturalis, 258.

nigrotibialis, 263.

aneili, 262.

mlcicollis, 261.

tenuicomis, 258.

variopennis. 262.

Canis

sp., 953.

chanco, 301.

corsac, 301.

dalmaticus, 301.

familiaris, 333, 874.

hadramauticus, 101,

301.

jubatus, 77, 773.

/Vraws, 301.

luptuter, 101.

magellanicus, 77, 383.

occidentalis, 301.
ochropus, 301.

pallipes, 95, 101.

Cantao
oce/latus, 822.

Capbyra
rutiindifrons, 569. 579,

580.
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Capila

kainana, 510.

Capuoptera
sp. n., 854, 855.

standingeri, 854.

Capra, 144-167.

agagrus, 303.

ci/lindricornis, 303.

hircus, 71S.

ibex, 303.

pyrenaica. 686.

sibirica, 303.
— dauvergnci, 114.
— sachi, 115.

sinaitica, 104.

Capreolus, 144-167.

caprea, 686.

Caprimulgus
frmnatus, 600.

indicusjotafca, 486.

>fa£a, 486.

lentiginoses, 600.

trimaculatus, 600.

Caprocoris
nigricornis, 823.

Caprona
canopus, 913, 943.

Carbula
difficilis, 812.

fusca, 812.

indica, 812.

tMSoria, 812, 823.

melacantha, 812, 824.

obscura, 812.

(Pentatoma) obseura,

812.

Carcinoplax
integer, 750.

subinteger, 750, 770.
— kirsutior, 751.

Cardioglossa, gen. nov.,

445.

gracilis, 446.

Cardiosoma
carnifex, 570, 594.

guanhami, var. carni-

fex, 594.

hirtipes, 569, 570,

594.

obseura, 594.

Cariacu9

inornatm, 802.

macriirns. 303.

mexieaniis, •';• ••';.

M ><?w, 303.

Cariama
cristata, 304.

Carpiliodea

margaritatus, 7-' ; l

,

montr 570,

585.

Carpiliodes

pallidus, 570, 586, 595.

741.

rugatus, 732.

rugipes, 732.

scents, 731, 770.

tristis, 570, 585.

vailliantianus, 570,

585.

Carpilioxanthus

vailliantianus, 585.

Carpiliua

convexus, 570, 585.

maculatus, 570, 585.

marginatus, 730.

roseus, 730.

Carponycteris

minima, 341, 875.

Carpophaga
®wca. 501.

grisekapilla, 501.

sylvatica, 501.

Carupa
Iceviuscula, 568, 578.

Casarca
rutila, 961.

Cassidina, 558.

emarginata, 559, 560,

561, 562.

latistylis, 559, 562.

maculata, 559, 561,

562.

neo-zealanica, 559,
562.

typa, 559, 560, 561,

562.

Castalius

c/wa, 508.

//w/v^ar/foeews, 913, 929.

Casuarius

«?i iappendiculatus, 306.
— aurantiactts, 306.

Catoblepas

^»«, 691.

Catochrysops
s*ra6o, 508.

Catophaga
albina, 509.

Catopsilia

agar ithe, 201.

««Ak&, 200.

floretta, 14, 935.

pyranthe, 509
pyrene, '.135.

gfaftra, 200.

Caulaetraea, 125.

Cebrenmn
(Sthiopius, 52.

( lelsBQorrhinus

bimiatus, 942, 943.
galenus, 942.

Celn?norrbinus

maculatus, 942, 943.

opalinus, 942, 943.

946.

Centetes

ecaudatus, 772.

Centropus
bengalensis, 485.

burchelli, 2.

rufipennis, 485.

senegalensis, 958.

sinensis, 485.
viridis, 485.

Cepbalopbus, 701, 704,

707, 713.

abyssinicus, 83, 686.

campbelli, 303.

coronatus, 303.

doria, 686.

dorsalis, 686.
— castaneus, 714.

grimmi, 686.

leucogastris, 686.

melanorheus, 714.

rufilatus, 303, 686.

sylvicultrix, 714.

Ceratite3

jaspideus, 33.

Ceratomantis
saussurei, 852.

Ceratomia
amyntor, 182.

undulosa, 182.

Ceratoplax

fe'js, 751.

Cercbneia

tinnunculus, 491,

959.

Cercocebus

agilis, 303.

albigena, 303.

Cercoleptes

brachyotis, 301.

caudi volvulus, 661-675.
Cercopitbecus

albigularis, 179, 801,

912.

brazzce, 801.

cynomolgus, 316.

neglect us, 801.

omensis, 801.
patas, 952.

™Vr, 303.

sabaus, 952.

sluhlmnnni, 801.
,-rr/,/, 773.

Cerebratulus

coloratus, 826.

haddoni, 829, 830,

831.

forfetw, 826.
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Cerebratulus

qaeensla/idicus, 8*27,

830,831.
robust us, 829.

spadix, 828.

torresianus, 826, 830,

831.

Cerivoula

picta, 347.

Cerocala
munda, 19, 63.

Ceroplesis

revoili, 33.

CVrvicapra

arundinum, 429, 686.

bohor, 83, 804, 805, 955.
chanleri, 805.

fulvorufula, 686.

thomasince, 429.

Cervulus
la<-hryntum, 686.

muntjac, 371, 686.

reeved, 686.

Cervus, 77.

alfredi, 686.

axis, 373, 686.

cashmirianus, 686.

chilensis, 383.

tfama, 147, 150, 681,

706.

duvauceli, 686.

elaphus, 147, 150, 156,

158, 159, 686.

eta*, 372.

eguinus, 373.

eusteplianus, 775.

hippelaphus, 373.

kuk/i, 686.

ttuhdorfi, 773.

maral, var. songa/ricus,

lib.

minor, 303.

porcinus, 374, 686,

883.

schomhurgM, 303, 372.

tarandus, 680.

unicolor, 372, 882.

Ceryle
guttata, 487.

lugubris, 487.

rttoVs, 2, 487, 958.

varia, 487.

Cettia

canturiens, 471.

minuta, 471.

Ceyx
tridactyla, 487.

Chserocampa
elpenor, 856.

Chatocneina
subaterrima, 254.

Chalcococcyx
maculatus, 484.

Chalcomitra

*»vfe», 2.

Clialcopelia

«/ra, 3, 966.

Chalcophaps
indica, 502.

Chainaeleon
cristatus, 451.

dilepis, 451.

gracilis, 451.

cweai, 451.

parvilohus, 450.

quilenzis, 450.

Chaptia
<s«eff, 464.

Charadrius
cantianus, 495.

dominions, 495.

fulv/ts, 495.

geoffroyi, 495.

helveticus, 497.

hmgipes, 495.

mongolicus, 495.

Charaxes
ansorgei, 913, 915.

candiope, 916.

guderiana, 916.

hollandii, 916.

jasius, 181.

manica, 915.

ros<g, 915.

zoolina, 916.

Charieis, gen. nov., 36.

jp£f&, 37, 63.

Charybdis

arrets, 747.

Chen
ross*, 305.

Chenalopex
cegyptiacus, 597, 961.

Chilades

omz, 111.

messajms, 111.

sebagadis, 111.

trochilus, 930.

Chilena
sabrina, 20, 63.

Chirodica
chalcoptera, 249.

Juluicornis, 250.

puncticolli*, 24'J.

wollastoni, 250.

Chiromantis
rufesccns, 445.

Chiromeles
torquatus, 350.

Chiropacha
aVi'es, 37.

ytft'a, 37.

Cliirupodomys

<jtiroides, 361.

Chlamius
sp., 21.

Chlorinoides

aculeatus, 724.

Chlorodiella, 587.

Chlorodius
sp., 116.

harbatus, 570, 587, 596.
exaratus, 738.

gracilis, 738.
«?#er, 569, 570, 587,

737.

piliiinnoides, 737.
ungulatus, 587-

Ohlorodopsis
pilumnoides, 737.

spinipes, 569, 588.

(Cyclodius) ornata,

569, 570, 588.
Chloropeta

icterina, 608.
masaica, 609.

natalensis, 609.

Chloropbis
emini, 968.

heterodermus, 452.

irregularis, 452.

Cbloropsis

lazulina, 478.

Cholcepus
didactylus, 69.

Chondriila
?i«r/«, 127, 130.

Chondrosia
J9feie>, 127, 129, 130.

ramsayi, 129.

reniformis, 127, 129.

Chorina
aculeata, 724.

Chrotogonus
lugubris, 40.

Chrysichthys
cameronensis, 514.
nigrodigitatus, 514.

Chrysoeoecyx
cupreus, 2.

Cljrv.soeori9

atricapillus, 822.

auratus, 822.

dilaticolles, 822.
f^wes, 822.

patricius, 822.

stockerus, 822.

Chrysomela
liadeni, 241.

livingstoni, 240.

Chrysophanus
ahbottii, 913, 924.

phheas, 924.
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Chrysophlegma
ricketti, 482.

styani, 482.

wrayi, 482.

Cbrysotis

cestiva, 304.

bouqueti, 772.

hecki, 304.

xanthopteryx, 304.

Chunga
burmeisteri, 304.

Ciconia

boyciana, 304.

ciconia, 962.

Oidarites

annulifera, 274.

lutkeni, 274.

Cigaritis

taikoswma, 924.

Ciinex

clavata, 809.

cruciatus, 814.

fimbriates, 814.

histrio, 815.

melacantkus, 812.

papillosus, 817.

prasinus, 811.

spinidens, 816.

viridissima, 811.

viridulus, 813.

Cinixys

erosa, 447.

komeana, 447.

Cinnaniopterus
tenuirostris, 602.

Cinnyris
falkensteini, 2.

kirki, 605.

mediocris, 605.

rhizophorcB, 468.

Circus

ceruginosus, 489.

ruacrurus, 489, 959.

melanoleucus, 489.

ranivorus, 3.

spilonotns, 489.

Cirolana
latisiylis, 795, 797.

Cisticola

cisticola, 472.

hunteri, 607.

procera, 607.

schoenicola, 472.

terrextris, (iliy.

Oitharinus

geoffroyi, 513.

Cittocinela

brevicauda, 474.

iitttrrura, var. minor,

474.

minor, 474.

Cittociucla

tricolor, 474.

Clarias

budgetti, 513.

lazera, 969.

senegalensis, 513.

Clatbrina

primordialis, 127, 129.
— protogenes, 129.

protogenes, 129.

Cobus
buffoni, 686.

^e/assa, 83, 954.

ellipsiprymnus, 682.

ZecAe, 686.

leucotis, 85, 954.

marice, 84, 954.

thomasi, 686, 954.

vardoni, 686.

Coccothraustes

melanura, 305.

Coccystes

co/fir, 2.

Ccelops

/r#Ai, 344.

Cceloria

sinensis, 126.

Ccenobius

plagiatus, 218.

Ocenopsammia
ehrenbergiana, 119.

Colaenis

de&7a, 198.

Colasposoma
abdominals, 221.

alutaceum, 221, 222.

antiquum, 221.

conradi, 221.

fairniairei, 224.

foveatum, 223.

foveipenne, 223.

obscurum, 223.

pradieri, 224.

pubcscens, 223.

subaureum, 222.

Colias

ecfesa, 932.

electo, var. edusa, 932.

marnoana, 14.

Coliipasser

jacksoni, 603.

Colius

ep., 958.

<#/ws, 600.

erythromelon, 2.

leucotis, 305.

Colobocentropus
atratus, 117.

Colobus
abyssinicus, 800.

— puliurus, 800.

Colobus
caudatus, 174, 800.

matschiei, 800.

Coluber
tceniurus, 859.

Columba
punicea, 501.

Connocbaetes, 164.

albo-jubatus, 773.

^w, 771.

taurinus, 773.

Couus
coronatus, 117.

hebr&us, 117.

Copris

harrisi, 24.

Copsycbus
saularis, 474.

Coptocephala
falkensteini, 214.

Coptosoma
inaculata, 819.

nepalensis, 819.

transversa, 819.

Coracias

abyssinicus, 957.

caudatus, 2, 600.

Corbicula

fiuminalis, 970.

Cornufer
johnstoni, 439.

Corsira

nigrescens, 874.

Corvina
nigrita, bib.

Corvultur
albicollis, 602.

Corvus
levaillanti, 461, 462.

scapulatus, 956.

sinensis, 461.

torquatus, 4(32.

Corydalla
richardi, 467.

Corynodes
bimaculicollis, 227.

nigripennis, 227.

raffrayi, 228.

Corythornis
cyanostigma, 2.

Co3uiopliila

sabulifera, 18.

Coturuix
communis, 503.

coturnix, 503.

Cot.yle

riparia, 956.

Oraspidaster

glauconotus, 289, 290,

299.

hesperus, 290, 291.
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Crenis

boisduvali, 919.

Cresphontes

monsoni, 814, 825.

nigro-maculatus, 814.

Criniger

kikuyuensis, 608.

pallidus, 478.

Crioceris

viilitaris, 206.

Crocidura

sp.; 174.

carulea, 337.

murina, 337, 874.

Crocodilus

cataphractus, 447.

niloticus, 447, 967.

Crossotus

sp., 33.

natalensis, 33.

plumicornis, 33.

Crypsirbina

nigra, 464.

Cryptocephalus

araticollis, 216.

denticulafus, 215.

erythromelas, 217, 21 8.

flavo-ornatus, 217.

natalensis, 216.

ornaticollis, 214.

salisburiensis, 216.

severini, 215.

strigicollis, 215.

v-nigrwm, 217.

Cryptodromia
hilgendorfi, 568, 571.

Cryptolopha
hieolor, 477.

fulvifancies, 481.

Cryptopodia
fvrnicata, 728.

Cryptoprocta

ferox, 301.

Ctenomys
magellanicus, 76.

Cuculus
micropterus, 484.

Culcita

arcnosa, 296, 297.
coriacea, 297.

nova-guinea, 288,

296.

— , var. arenosa, 288,

289, 296.

— , var. plana, 288.

schmideliana, 288, 296,

297.

— , var. africana, 288.
— , var. ceylonica, 288.
— . var. nova-guinea,

288.

Cuon
primavus, 333.

Cupido
cassius, 199.

Curetis

/jwKs, 508.

sperthis, 508.

Cursorius
femmincki, 3.

Cuscus
sp., 779.

Cuspicona
inquinata, 815.

Cyaniris

dilectus, 507.

ore«s, 507.

puspa. 507.

Cyanops
/a&er, 483.

Cyanoptila

cyanomelana, 480.

Cyclanorbis

senegalensis, 967.

Cyclax
(Cyclomaia), subor-

bicularis, 569,

575.

Cycloderma
aubryi, 447.

Cyclodius
omatus, 588.

Cyclomaia
margaritata, 575.

Cyclopides
wcto, 944, 945.

«»tfas, 913, 944.

quadrisignatus, 913.

944, 945.

Cycloxanthus
lineatus, 735.

Cyclyriua

aquatorialis, 929.

j'mmo, 929.

noquasa, 929.

s^arpee, 929, 946.

Cydnus
capicola, 819.

indicus, 819.

insularis, 819.

latipes, 820.

nepalensis, 819.

nigricans, 819.

obscurus, 819.

piceus, 820.

serripes, 820.

svhferrugineus, 820.

Cyllogramraa
latona, 5, 19.

Cymo
andreossyi, 581,

740.

Cymo
andreossyi, var. melano-

dactylus, 568, 569,

581, 582, 740.

melanodaetylus, 582,

740.

Cymothoa
serrata, 552.

Cynocephalus
langheldi, 303.

Cynogale
bennetti, 331.

Cynoglossus
senegalensis, 51(1.

Cynopithecus
raigw, 303.

Cynopterus
faras?', 341, 875.

nuirghiatus, 340, 875.

sphinx, 191, 875.

titthacheilus, 340.

Cynotherium
sardoum, 834.

Cynthia
mtf«, 507.

Cyon
bourreti, 834.

europaus, 834.

rutilans, 333.

sardous, 833.

Cypraea
annulus, 118.

arabica, 118.
— reticulata, 118.

/y?w, 118.

moneta, 118.

vitellus, 118.

Cypselus

pax;ificus, 486.

sn/ifurcatus, 486.

tinus, 486.

Cyrestis

thyodamas, 507.

Dafila

acuta, 961.

Daira
perlata, 116, 569.

584.

variolosa, 584.

Dalpada
ckrate, 809, 823.

nigricollis, 823.

Dalsira

modesta, 824.

Dama, 159.

Damaliscus
albifrons, 303.

jimela, 949.

pygarqus, 161.

&*»£, 85, 949,950,954.
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Damia
capitata, 207, 266.

frontalis, 208, 266.

Danais
plexippus, 198.

Dasychlorus
passeti, 224.

varicolor, 224.

Dasyurus
maculatus, 779,786, 788.

viverrinus, 790, 793.

Decaria
obscura, 251.

tricolor, 251.

Deilepbila

alecto, 182.

elpenor, 182.

euphorbia, 182.

livornica, 20.

Deiopeia
pulchella, 18.

Delpbinus
de/jpAw, 376, 377.

plumbeus, 376.

Dendraspis
jamesoni, 455.

Dendrocitta
sinensis, 463.

Dendrocopus
cabanisi, 482.

Dendrocyena
eytoni, 305.

viduata, 960.

Dendrolagus
bennettianus, 779, 790.

Dendromys
fowafo", 82, 84.

mesomelas, 176.

nigrifrons, 176.

typicas, 83.

Dendropbyllia
ehrenbergiaua, 119.

Dercas
verhuelli, 508.

Dermestes
vulpimcs, 22.

Derocalymma
analis, 36.

bottegiana, 36.

Deropfatys
irigonndera, 852.

Desraacella

sp., 128, 137.

Deudorix
carulca, 9i_'.~>.

Diacantba
divim, -<'•'<.

mutica, 2266.

Diadema
saxatile, 117,273, 274,

277.

Dibolia

africaua, 253.

bimaculata, 253.

intermedia, 254.

trimeni, 254.

Dicaeum
cruentatum, 468.

minullum, 469.

Dichogaster
mimus, 171.

Dicrurus
macrocercus, 464.

splendens, 305.

Dictyotus
csqualis, 810.

«#«is, 810.

ccenosus, 810.

pallipes, 810, 825.

roei, 810.

semimarginatus, 810.

tasmanicus, 810.

otYz's, 810.

Didelphys
sp., 779.

marsupialis, 779, 786,

788.

Dilobates, gen. nov.,

443.

platycephalus, 444,

456.

Dinidor
<%?ar, 820.

melanoleuca, 820.

punctiger, 823.

tesselatus, 808, 820.

unicolor, 808, 820.

variolosus, 820.

Dinocoris

amplus, 808.

piceus, 808.

tessellatus, 808.

tripterus, 823.

unicolor, 808.

Diolcus

irroratus, 822.

Dione

affinis, 725.

vanilla, 198.

Dioptrornis

j?.wAen, 608.

Dipsadoboa
assimilis, 454.

unicolor, 454.

Dipsadomorplius
bla/ndingii, 4.

r
j4.

dendrophilus, 850,

859.

pulverulentus, 453.

Dipus

6p. inc., 197.

«V«.*yi, 196, 197.

!
Dipus

lagopus, 197.

fojW, 196.

Discopbora
tullia, 505.

Dismegistus
sanguineus, 823.

Dissemurus
paradiseus, 465.

Dissura
episcopus, 962.

Distira

saravacensis, 184, 186.

Doclea
muricata, 722.

Dolycoris

bacca.rum, 823.

Dophla
derma, 507.

Dorcelaphus
americanus, 686.

bezoarticus, 686.

dichotomies, 686.

hemiontcs, 686.

Dorcotragus
megalolis, 83.

Dorigona
longimana, 293.

moebii, 294.

Dorippe
astuta, 769.
callida, 769.

dorsipes, 769.

facchino, 768.

quadridens, 769.

quadridentata, 769.
smm«, 768.

Doris

coriacea, 118.

Doritis

apnllinus, 181.

Dorocidaris

papillata, 275.

Dorycoris

fuscosus, 816, 824.
Dotilla

myctiroides, 760.
Doto

myctiroides, 760.

Drepanoplectes
jacksoni, 603.

Drepanorbynclius
reichenovi, 603.

Dromia
australirns/s, 572.

globosa, 571.

Dromidia
australicnsis, 572.
grfo&wa, 569, 571.

Droinidiopsis, gen. nor.,

572.
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Dromidiopsis
aKstra/iensis, 569, 570,

572.

Drymoeca
extensfcauda, 471.

Dryonastes
castanotis, 475.

monachus, 476.

Dryoscopus
cethiopicus, 606.
cuhla, 2.

Dundubia
intermedia, 859.

Dupetor
flavicollis, 494.

Durbania
aslauga, 924.

Eacles

imperialis, 181.

Eftgria

decastigma, 942.

plicata, 941, 942,

946.

sabadius, 942.

Ebalia
erosct, 568, 572.

Echidna
hystrix, 302.

Echinocerus, 531.

granulatus, 533.

Ecbinodiscus
auritus, 272.

biforis, 285.

tews, 272, 274, 285.

Echinometra
lucunter, 117,273.

Echinus
acafos, 281, 282.

esculentus, 281, 282.

svheeroides, 283.

Ecionema
baeilliferton, 128, 130.

Edessa
carnosa, 816, 819.

costalis, 816.

cruciata, 818.

jtowtcfa, 816, 819, 823.

fulvipes, Tar. costalis,

816.

juqata, 819.

;Wc«, 816.

lateralis, 818.

Kweota, 819.

loxdalii, 819.

ferfefa, 816.

fatal, 816, 823.

miniata, 816, 819.

nodi/era, 820,
piperitia, 819.

scutellata, 816.

Edessa
senilis, 816.,

simplex, 816.)

vicina, 823.

Egeria
arachnoides, 723.
longipes, 723.

Elamene
mathaei, 520.

guoyi, 521.

truncata, 569, 575.

unguifomiis, 761.

whitei, 522.

Elapectus

guentheri, 455.

Elaphodus, 161.

michianus, 686.

Elaphurus
davidianus, 686.

Elapops
modestus, 454.

Eleotris

senegalensis, 515.

Elepbas
afrieanus, 953.

indicus, 365.

maximus, 365.

Eliomys
munbyanus, 301.

Elops
lucerta, 512.

Einberiza

aureola, 466.

flaviventris, 305.

fueata, 466.

melanocephala, 84.

spodocephala, 466.

Engina
mendicaria, 117.

Entomobia
pileata, 488.

Eonycteris
spelcea, 341.

Epacromia
thalassina, 39.

Epamera
(smulus, 927.

aphnff'oides, 927.

arborifera, 927, 946.

diametra, 927.

mimosa, 927.

sidus, 926.

Epargyreus
seafos, 202.

Epbialtes

fetfia, 488.

umbratilis, 488.

Ephippiorhynchus
senegalensis, 962.

Epicauta
amethystina, 31.

569,

570

Equus, 156.

sp., 774.

afrieanus, 302.

asinus, 680.

burchelli, 302.

caballus, 680, 685.

chapmanni, 302.

Jtemionus, 302, 6S0,

686.

onager, 302.

somalicus, 5.

zebra, 302.

Eretis

djalalce, 942.

Ergolis

altemus, 507.

Erinaceus
pruneri, 773.

Eriphia
l&vimana, 1 ] 6,

570, 589.
— smithii, 744.

scabricula, 569,

589.

smithii, 744.

Erithacus
calliope, 473.

sibilans, 474.

Eronia
dilatata, 937.

Erynnis
comma, 946.

Erythropygia
barbata, 2.

Erythrostema
leucura, 480.

mugimaki, 480.

Esperella

pellucida, 128.

Estcourtiana, gen. nov.,

260.

bifaseiata, 260.

Estrelda

phoenicotis, 957.

Ethmostigmus
trigonopoda, 48.

Etisodes

anaglyptus, 570, 588,

739, 770.

frontalis, 569, 570,
588.

Etisus

anaglyptus, 588, 739.

Icevissimus, 570, 588.

fevimanvs, 738.

macrodactylus, 738.

M////.S, 738.

Eucboreutes
moso, 196, 197.

Eudamus
pruteus, 202.
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Eudocimus
albus, 771.

Eudynamis
honorata, 484.

maculatus, 484.

malayana, 484.

Eugaster
loricatus, 45.

Eulabes
hainanus, 464.

Eulepis

eudamippus, 506.
— nigrobasalis, 506.
— rothschildi, 506.
— whiteheadi, 506, 511.

Eumegalodon
blanchardii, 866.

Eumenes
dimidiatipennis, 47.

Icpelletieri, 47.

Euneoctonus
collurio, 2.

Euoplitus
laciniatus, 823.

Eupagurus, 534.

bernkardus, 535.

comptus, 535, 536.

— , var. jugosa, 536.

—, var. latimanus, 536.

edwardsi, 535.

forceps, 536.

novce-zealandia, 535.

rubricatus, 535.

smithii, 535.

stimpsom, 535.

Eupetoieta
hegesia, 199.

Eupbausia, 538.

antarctica, 542, 543,

544.

Indentata, 541, 542,

543 544
gibba,'b42, 544, 545.

gibboides, 542, 543, 544,

gracilis, 540, 542, 543,

f)44, 545.

/«///, '0»8,539, Till, 542,

544.

mucrcmata, 542, 543,

544, 5 15.

»»«#<»*, 540, 542, 543,
544.

,n it ni.i/ 1, 542, 544.

pelluotaa, 638, 539,

540, 541, 543, 544.

peeudogibba, 512, 543,

544, 545.

scfortt, 541, 542, 543,

544, 545.

similis, 5 13, 5)1.

Euphausia
spinifera, 539, 542, 544,

545.

splendens, 538, 539,

540, 541, 543, 544.

superba, 540, 54] , 543,
544.

valientini, 544, 545,
567.

Euphrosthenops
bayonianus, 973.

Euplexia
opposita, 18.

Euplceaniima
henrici, 505.

Eupodotis
arafo, 965.

«#ra, 772.

Eupolia
delineaia, 825, 826,

830.

hemprichi, 826.

melanogramma, 826,
831.

quinquelineata, 826.
Eupolyodontus

comishii, 976.

Euptoieta
hegesia, 199.

Eurerna
<&'««, 200.

messalina, 200.

Eiu-hynorhynchus
pygmmus, 498.

Eiiruppellia

annulipes, 570, 589.

Eurycarcinus
maculatus, 744.

Eurycorypha
varia, 45.

Eurydemus
brevilincatus, 234.

maculipennis, 233.

marginatm, 232.
Eurygaster

cognatus, 822.

maurus, 822.
— , var. pictus, 822.
orien talis, 822.

Eurypodius, 527.

audouinii, 528, 529.
brcvipes, 528, 529.
cuvieri, 528.

dams, 528.

latreillii,527, 528,52'.).

longirostria, 527.

septentrionaUi, 528,
529.

tuberculatw, 528.
EurystomuB
calonyx, 488.

Eurystonms
glaucurus, 2.

orientalis, 488.

Eurytela
angustata, 921.

dryope, 921.

hiarbas, 921.

Eusekistus

servus, 811, 824.

tristigmus, 812, 824.
Euspongia

sp., 128.

Euatheaes
laticollis, 820.

Eatelia

subapicalis, 18.

Eutornus
africanus, 266.

clarki, 266.

Euxanthus
huonii, 735.

mamillatus, 586.
melissa, 570, 586.

sculptilis, 735.
E veres

diporco, 507.

Everyx
chcerilus, 182.

Excalfactoria

chinensis, 503.

Exosphseroma, gen. nov.

553.

y^os, 551, 553, 556.
lanceolatum, 558.

Eysarcoris

guttiger, 823.

insocius, 812.

Falco

communis, 491.
Eavus, gen. nov., 767.
granulosus, 768, 770.

E'elis

sp., 74.

bengalensis, 325, 873.
ra#ra, 301.

caligata, 3L)1.

caracal, 100, 301.
celidogaster, 301.
cAfiww, 326.
concolor, 76, 679.
diardi, 325.

domcstica, o26.

fontanieri, 3(j(), 773.
geoffroyi, 301.
tsabellina, 301

.

Javcmenais, .'$25.

j'uboiue, 679.
fco, 74, 679, 952.
teojif/rdus, 301 », ;;2,j.

— fontanieri, 300.
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Felis

leopardus tulliana, 300.

lynx, 679.
— fasciata, 301.

maniculata, 100.

marmorata, 325.
luovrmensis, 301

.

tiebulosa, 324.

orcca, 74, 77, 79, 379,

382, 679.

pardus, 323, 679, 773,
952.

passerum, 301.

planiceps, 326.

served, 952.

servalina, 301.
temmincki, 325.

tibetana, 301.

%to, 74, 322, 679.— longipilis, 300.
— mongolica, 300.
— sfr/ata, 300.
— virgata, 300.

fo-is&s, 326.

viverrina, 325.

Feylinia

currori, 450.

Fiscua

co&jrw?, 2, 606.

souses, 2.

Francolinus
chinensis, 503.

cogw?', 3.

jacksoni, 596.

schuetti, 596.

sinensis, 503.

Fulica

afra, 501.

Fuligula

fidigula, 961.

Funambulus
berdmorei, 194, 359.

insignia, 360, 878.

laticaudatus, 359.

locria, 360.

Fiuiisciurus

jacksoni, 174, 179.

multicolor, 80.

Galago
galago, 802.

Galaxea
ospera, 125.

eKtsi, 125.

Galeopithecua
tfiniiunckii, 338.

tw&zw, 338, 875.

Gallicrex

cinereus, 501.

Giillinago

ccelcstis, 398.

Gallinago

gallinago, 499.

scolopacina, 499.

stenura, 499.

Gallinula

chlorupus, 500.

Gailiphara
imperialis, 822.

Gallus

bankiva, 504.

ferrugineus, 504.

gallus, 504.

varius, 306.

Gainpsosteonyx, gen.nov.,

442.

iatof, 442, 456.

Garrulax
monachus, 476.

moniliger, 475.

pectoralis, 475.

sehmackeri, 475.

semitorquata, 475.

Garzetta

garzetta, 493.

Gastrimargus
verticalis, 39.

Gastropyxis
smaragdinus, 452.

Gazella, 161, 701, 704,

705, 707, 712.

dorcas, 701.

granti, 686.
— fifj^fe*, 805.
— notata, 80(5.

— petersi, 806.

— smithi, 806.
— typica, 806.

mhorr, 686.

rufifrons, 85, 955.

rujina, 85.

soemmerringi, 83.

thomsoni, 806.

Geciiius

guerini, 482.

hainamis, 482.

occipitalis, 482.

Gegenes
letterstedti, 945.

Gelasimus
acutus, 753.

annulipes, 754.

eultrimanus, 754.

ditssmnicri, 753.

nitidus, 754.

perplexus, 754.

tetragonon, 7">4.

vocans, 595, 754.

Gellius

varius, 128.

Geneceru8
ccrviuus, 27.

Genecerus
nebulosus, 26, 63.

Genetta
sp., 952.

bonapartei, 301.

dongolana, 301.

Mk, 301.

genettoides, 301.

tigrina, 301.

Gennajus
andersoni, 504.

nycthemerus, 504.

whiteheadi, 460, 461,

503, 504.

Greoeichla

citrina, 305, 473.
piaggice, 606.

Geograpsus
#>-a^", 569, 570, 593.

rubidus, 593.

Geranospizias

ccerulescens, 305.

Gerbillus

sp., 102.

dasyurus, 102.

famulus, 102.

gerbillus, 95, 102.

gleadowi, 102.

murinus, 80.

nanus, 102.

pcecilops, 101.

Gerrkosaurus
nigrolineatus, 449.

Giraffa, 156, 161, 164.

camelopardalis, 953.

Glaucidium
whitelyi, 488.

Glauconia
cam, 968.

Glossina

longipennis, 9, 10.

tabaniformi.% 10.

tachinoides, 10.

Glossotherium, 64, 73,

74, 77.

Glottis

nebularius, 497.

Glutophrissa

contractu, 935.

Glyphodes
sericea, 971.

Glvpsus
sparsus, 817, 823, 825.

Gnamptonyx
'v7/s, 19.

Gnathoneinus
senegalensis, 512.

Gnopkodes
dicersa, 914.

Gongylus
gongyloidcs, 846.
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Goniastraea

auricularis, 124.

planulata, 125.

retiformis, 123, 124.

Goniocapkyra
truncal ifrons, 568, 577.

Gomodiscus
articulatus, 289, 294.

scaber, 294.

Gonionotophis
brussauxi, 452.

Gonionotus
vossii, 452.

Goniopora, 123.

Goniosorna

affine, 747.

cruciferum, 748.

Gorsaehius
melanolopkus, 494.

Graruinicola

bengalensis, 472.

striata, 472.

Graphiurus
murinus, ]74.

Grapsillus

dentalus, 590.

maculatus, 590.

Grapsus
maculatus, 116, 569,

570, 592.

oceanicus, 755.

ornatus, 592.

pharaonis, 592.

pictus, 592.

sirigosus, 755.

tesselatus, 580.

webbi, 592.

(Goniopsis) strigosus,

755.

CPachysoma) quadra-

tic, 756.

(Sesarma) affinis, 756
(Trichopus) litteratus,

756.

Graptophara
reynaudii, 822.

Graucalus
tfwza'i, 478.

purus, 608.

rex pineti, 478.

Giayia
fwcata, 458.

pi nato, 453.

. mzYAz, 4">o.

Grus
antigone, 303.

cinerea, 494.

vr/'.s 494, 964.

monachus, 304.

nigricollis, 304.

Gryllus

sp., 46.

ff/er, 46.

domesticus, 46.

lugubris, 46.

melanocephalus, 46.

Grypotherium
bonaerense, 73.

darwinii, 64, 73, 74.

domcsticum, 64, 382.

Ksfcsi, 65, 74, 78, 79.

(Neomylodon) fo'stoi,

64-79.
Gymnarchus

niloticus, 512, 835,

969.

Gymnodactylus
fasciatus, 448.

Gyinnopleurus
lavis, 23.

lugens, 23.

splendens, 23.

Gyranura
ratfZesf, 337.

SMiYfe, 337.

Gynacantha
sp., 35.

Gynandropktbalnia
aspaltina, 213.

foveiceps, 214.

marginicollis, 213.

subrugosa, 213.

Gyps
fulcus, 959.

Gypsina
vesicularis, 141.

Iiagedashia

hagedash, 961.

Halcyon
chelicutensis, 2.

pileatus, 488.

smyrnensis, 488.

Haliaetus

pelagicus, 305.

vocijer, 959.

Halicarcinus, 521.

(/M/«s, 522, 523, 524,

525, 526, 567.

planatus, 522, 523,

524, 525, 520, 567.

tridentatue, 522, 523.

Halichondria
s(tf«/a, 128, 139.

— Tv^osa, 128, 139.

I la li core

dugong, 377.

indicus, 377.

llalyoniorpha

pious, 823.

Halys
alternans, 809, 820.

apicalis, 820.

assimilis, 809, 820.

carolinensis, 823.

concinna, 809, 823.

dentata, 823.

dentipes, 809, 824.

gravis, 824.

humeralis, 823.

toa, 820.

to>es, 809, 823.

lineata, 820.

nigricollis, 820.

obscura, 823.

parvula, 809, 820,

825.

reticulata, 820.

rufescens, 809, 824.

serricollis, 823.

serrigera, 823.

strigata, 820.

timorensis, 823.

Hamanumida
dmdalus, 13.

Hapaloderma
norma, 601.

Hapalornys
longicaudatus, 360.

Haploceros, 706, 716,

717.

montanus, 1, 771.

Haplopelia
bronzina, 597.

Hapsidophrys
lineata, 453.

Hardella
6ai%«, 661.

Harpactes
erythrocephalus, 485.

hainanus, 485.

yamakanensis, 485.

Harrovia
alholineata, 728.
— longipes, 729,

770.

tubcrculata, 729.

Hauerina
ornatissima, 141.

Heboinoia
glaucippc, 508.

Eelarctos

malayamis, 335.

Helictis

personata, 11)2.

lleliocopris

mouholus, 862.

Heliotbia

urmigera, 18.

JK'logale

atkimoni, 80.
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Hemaris
rtijicaudis, 182.

Hemichelidon
ferrugineus, 479.

sibirica, 479.

Heruichromis
fasciatus, 516.

Heraidactylus
angulatus, 448.

hocagii, 448.

brooMi, 967.

echinus, 448.

fasciatus, 448;

mabuta, 448.

richardsoni, 448.

Hemigalea
kardwickii, 330, 873.

Ilemitragus
hylocrius, 303.

jemlaicus, 303.

Hemixantha
piceipes, 266.

terminate, 266.

Hemixus
castanonotu&, 477.

Henicognathus
leptorhynchus, 304.

Henicurus
sinensis, 474.

llerodias

o#a, 493.

garzetta, 493.

timoriensis, 4'J3.

Herpamia
iterata, 15, 946.

in' /(/narge, 15.

Herpele
si/iH/'ostoma, 434.

Her pest es

alhicauda, 301.

aunpunctatus, 331.

brachywrus, 332.

frtf<r, 301.

exilis, 332.

griseus, 331.

ichneumon, 301.

javanicus, 332, 873.

iii)/ //go, 331, 332.

pfoto, 301.

rutilus, 332.

woo* 331.

widdringtoni, 301.

Ilerpornis

Ijru

a

iiiih's, 477.

Hespera
ajricawus, 249.

/itermedia, 248.

iiofalensis, 248.

llesperia

letterstedii, 945.
pisistratus, 946.

Ilestina

noma, 506.

Heteroglossa

africana, 441.

lieteropteryx

dilatata, 845.

Heterostegina

depressa, 141.

Heterotis

niloticus, 512, 836, 969.

Heterurus
tricolor, 454.

Hierodula
sp., 37.

modesta, 852.

Himantopus
himantopus, 965.

nigricollis, 304.

Himatismus
sp., 28.

Hinierida

clwpuisi, 238.

Hiposcritia

indra, 509.

lagehides, 509, 511.

lalage, 509.

pseudolalage, 509.

Hippopotamus
amphibius, 955.

Hipposiderus
amhoinensis, 344.

armiger, 342, 875.

fo'cofor, 343.

diadema, 342, 875.

galeritus, 343.

larvatus, 343.

murinus, 343.

nobilis, 342.

stoliczAanus, 344.

tridens murraiana , 99.

vulgaris, 343.

(Ase.llia) tridens, 98.

Hippotragus
5a*m,303.
equinus, 83.
— bakeri, 955.

Hirundo
(sthiopica, 956.

gutturalis, 481.

Hister

gehini, 22.

nu m nonius, 22.

Holaspis

gucutheri, 449.

Holothuria

fuscocinerea, 761.
scahra, 761.

Honiala
agona, 28.

Homo
/«r, 307.

Homothyrea
helenee, 25.

Hoplistodera, 818.

testacea, 819.

Hoplopterus
spinosus, 965.

ventralis, 495.

Hormonotus
modestus, 452.

Hosea
flavescens, 295.

Hotea
gambiw, 822.

Hotinus
spinol<B, 867, 868.

Huechys
sanguinea., 862.

Humbertiella
tenuicomis, 39.

lfuphina
nadina, 509.

nerissa, 509.

Hyaena
crocuta, 952.

h/jwna, 100.

togoensis, 301.

Hyale
gracilis, 795, 798.

Hyalomma
grossum. 49.

Hyastenus
diacanthus, 723.
— bituberculatus, 723.
elegans, 574, 595.

— , var. tenuicomis,

569, 574.

ory;r, 724.

/i/a/iasius, 724.

llvbororus

illigeri, 22.

Hydrsethiops
melanogaster, 451.

1 Tydrochelidon
hgbrida, 966.

Hydronyi in

brevis, 512.

Hydrophilus
senegalensis, 22.

Hydropotes
inermis, 686.

!l ydroprogne
aupia, 500.

! fydrornia

alleni, 659.

Jfylambates

brevirostris, 445.

rufus. 44"i.

llylephila

phyhaa, 203.

llylobates

agilis, 313.
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Hylobates
albimanus, 312.

hoolock, 189, 190.

lar, 312, 313, 314.

leuciscus, 189, 190.

leucogenys, 313.

pileatus, 313.

syndactylies, 187, 189,

190, 313.

Hyrnenarcys
nervosa, 823.

Hymeniacidon
comdosum, 128, 135.

fenestratum, 136.

Hyinenicus
varius, 525.

Hymenoehirus
boettgeri, 435.

Hyrnenopus
bicornis, 839, 840, 841,

842, 845, 846, 847,

848.

Hyiuenosoma, 521.

depressum, 522.

feye, 524.

leachii, 522, 525.

mathcei, 520, 521.

planatum, 520, 523.

tridentatum, 522.

Hypanartia
hippomene, 917.

schceneia, 917, 918.

Hypena
abyssinialis, 20.

— , var. jussalis, 20.

Hyperolius
dorsalis, 445.

fimbriolatus, 444.

leptosomus, 445.

Hyperopisus

&eoe, 512, 836.

Hyphantornis
camburni, 603.

shelleyi, 2.

xanthops, 603.

Hypochera
jo, 181.

Hypogomphus
Mpunctatu8, 824.

Hypoliinnas

deedalm, 919.

'iKirla, 12.

mmppu8, 12, 13, 919.

Hypopeltariuin, 519.

spinomlum, 520.

Hypothymia
azurea, 481.

occipitalis, 481.

Hypsipetes
leucocephalus, 805.

pernlger, 478.

Hyreus
cequatorialis, 929.

cordatus, 928.

Hystrix
bengalensis, 364.

fasciculata, 882.

hodgsoni, 364.

leucura, 103.

longicauda, 302, 364,

365.

gmni/niri/sis, 869, 881.

Iais, 548.

hargeri, 549, 550, 551.

uco-zealanica, 549.

pubescens, 549, 550,

556, 567.

(Janthe) pubescens, 549.

Iainbrix

salsala, 511.

Ibis

mthiopica, 961.

melanocephala, 31 16,

492.

Ichneumon
javanicus, 873.

Ichthyophis
glutinosus, 890.

Ichthyosaurus
sp., 660.

australis, 660.

campylodon, 660.

marathonensis, 660.

Iconaster

longimamts, 289, 293.

Idolum
diabolicum, 851.

Iemisch
/iVtff/, 75.

Ilerda

epicles, 508.

pailesrens, 812, 825.

sudana, 812.

Inachus
longipes, 723.

lorina, 721.

muricatns, 722.

(Elamene)wwf/7/77'"r////x,

761.

Iolaus

nursei, 14.

mtfwa, 926.

Iopas
scrtum, 117.

Iotrochota

baculifera tumescens,

L28, 136, 141.

[phiculus

gpongiosuB, 7'>0.

Ipliimedia

nodosa, f>18.

Pnoc. Zool. Boa—1900, No. LXVI1J.

Irrisor

jaeksoni, 601.

Ischnoptera

fltfra, 35.

Ismene
ataphus, 511.

Ivongius

puncticollis, 232.

Ixalus

aurifasciatus, 1 86.

ygtem, 185, 187.

Ixias

evippe, 508.

Ixodes

sanguineus, 49.

Ixus

hainanus, 477.

Iyngipicus

Jcaleensis, 483.

Jtera, 548.

antarctica, 549, 550.

neo-zelanica, 549.

novce-zealandice, 549.

pubescens, 549.

Jamesonia
nigripennis, 251

.

(Thrymnes) femorahs,

250, 266.

Janthe, 548.

Julodis

laticollis, 25, 63.

subvittata, 25.

vittipennis, 2.r).

Junonia
asterie, 507.

cebrene, 12.

c&fta, 12.

elgiva, 917.

lemonias, 507.

pyriformis, 917.

tavcta, 12.

Kalula, gen. nov., 809.
varicomis, 810, 825.

Kerivoula
Idi-nsa, 802.

ufrwana, 802.

/irunuca, 802.

harrisoni, 802.

lanosa, 802.

/'/</,/, 347.

smithii, 802.

tenuis, 345.

Kiodotus

minimus, 875.

Kirontisa
it'liilrheadi, 506, 511.

Kittacincla

macraura, 474.

68
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Kraussia
rastripes, 569, 576.

Kricogonia

lytnde, 200.

Labeo
coubie, 513
.-///. 513.

Lacerta

echinata, 449.

Lachnocnema
durbani, 946.

Lachnoptera
agfrent, 913, 919.

Laganum
sp., 274, 285, 299.

decagonale, 272, 274,

284, 285, 299.

depre&um, 272 274,

283, 285, 299.
Lama
glama, 159.

huanacos, 77. 686.

Lambrus
glints, 727.

noplonoius, 720.

— , var. p&zni

726.

laciniatus, 728.

longispinw, 726.

pelaffious, 727.

rwmphii, 727
'.

.yiiiifer, 726.

tumidus, 727, 77".

validus, 720.

Lampides
celano, 508.

e2pt*, 508.

Lamprocolius
sp., 957.

chalybeus, 603.

eycofmu, 2.

Lamyra
vorax, 9.

LaniaritM

"Motti, 605.

athiopicvs, 606.

erythrogaster, 968.

mosamwicw, 2.

Lanistes

carinatus, i*70.

/ji/rparcus. 970.

Laniue
colas, 470.

hwmeraUg, 606.

hicionengis, 470.

schack, 469.
.-up* rcilio. a.-. 469.

Larrada
sp., 47.
diaholica, 47.

Larus
canus, 500.

cirrhocephalus, 3.

niveu8, 500.

rid&btmtha, 500.

sa/underri, 500.

Lefevrea

abdominaUa, 230.

brunnea, 220.

hvnuta, 230.

Leiocidares

annulifera, 274.

Leiolophus

planissimu8, 569. 570,

592.

Lerna

"#/<,.*, 204.

bomaensis, 204.

dtmbrodiensis, 205,

dmmvieri, 203.

fitteMarsw, 206.

natalerms, 205.

nigrotiinaMs, 205.

rubrieollis, 204.

rufo-femorata, 204.

sanguinicollis, 204.
to mata, 20."i.

Lemur
abyssinicus, 800.

coftc, 663.

tardigradus, 873.

volant, 875.

Lenodora
nigrolineata, 181.

Lepas
tmatifera, 796, 798,

Lepidiota

stigma, 860.

Lepidonotus
cimw, 976, 981.

giganteus, 974, 977,

984, 985, 986.

ignwmatus, 074. 976,

981.

Lepocestes
hiliinl ,,l'.-:. 483.

pyrrhotis, 483.

mnentis, 483.

Lepreus

fitcheri, 54. 56.

Leptobrachiurn

fezstt&t, 889.

Leptochelia

sp., 795, 797. 700.

////// <"'". 707.

Leptodius

exarafvs, 738.

— gracilis, 738.

Leptoptilus

crumeniferus, 962.

javanieus, 493.

Leptoria
phrygia, 126.

Lepturophis, gen. nov.

183.

borneensis, 183, 186.

Leptynia
sp., 38.

Lepus
sp., 3H5. 953.

«/V.s, 88.

altaieus, 90.

(ii-ahbn*, 104.

borealis, 88.
— collinus, 89.
— sylraticiis. 88.

canesccns, 88, 91.

europ&us oceidentaiis,

397.
— typicus, 397.
grcenhntdica.-, 90.

hihi-rnicus, 89.

&fc», 87, 88, 89.
— airaw, 90, 92.
— altaieus, 90, 92.
— collinus, 89.
— groznlandicus, 92.
— Mbemicu$, 88, 89,

91.

— lutescens, 89.
— tschuktschorum, 90

92.
— typicus, 88, 91.

tschuktschorum. 90.

variabilis, 88.
•— altaica, 90.

Lestodon, 73.

Lethe
rohria, 505.

Leucandra
sp., 127, 129.

ternatensis, 129.

Leucastra
bimaculata, 207.

Leuceronia
argia, 938.

Leucodioptrum
u/nense, 475.

Leucosia
brunnea, 764.

oraniolarii, 763.
— IcEvimana, 763.

crinaceus, 700.

globosa, 764.

maeulata, 763.

planaia, 522, 524.

rhomboidalis, 763.
Leucozonia

smaragdula, 1 1 7.

Libythea
labdaca, 924.

nxyrrha, 507-
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Liernys

inornate/, 661.

Ligidium
hypnori/m, 564.

Liin ax

marginatus, var. niger.

396.

— , var. rupicola, 397.

Limenitis

clisippus, 182.

Limicola
platyrhynvha. 499.

Limicolaria

caille/udi, 970.

Limnas
alcippus, 11, 13.

chrysippus, 10, 12.

— aleippoides, 10. 11,

12.

dorippus, 10, 11.

— klugii, 10, 11. 12,

914.

Limonites

ruficollis, 498.

temanincki, 498.

Liraosa

haueri, 496.

limosa, 496.

melanura, 496.

melanwoides, 496.

nov<e zealandice, 496.

uropygialis, 496.

Linckia
diplax, 116.

miliaris, 116.

Lineus
alhovittatiiK 826, 831.

longimmus, 826.

Lioderiria

(Rbvtidolomia) son /is,

811.

LiogrylluB

bimaculati/s, 46.

Liolepis

6e«M, 857, 859.

Liomera
teivs, 569, 583.

richtersi, 569, 583.

Liriopea, 521.

leachii, 523.

lucasii, 523, 526.

Lissotis

melanogaeter, 964.

Lithocranius

u-alleri, 83.

Lithodes, 631.

grami lata, 532.

granulosa, 531.

verrucosa, 532.

Litbotrya

2>a<#'«*, 795, 798, 799.

Lobipes
hyperborev.s, 499.

Lobivanellus

lateralis, 3.

Lobopbora
truncata, 285.

Longitarsus
tifricanus, 266.

liiridus, 245.

s< iKsJ« rie« sis, 244

.

Lopbactsea

granulosa, 732.

Lophoaetus
occipitalis, 3, 959.

Lophoceros
erythrorhynchus, 958.

nasiitus, 958.

Lopbola?mus
antarcticus, 306.

Lopbospiza
trivirgata, 489.

Lopbostetbus
dumolinii, 92.

Lopbozozvmus
sp., 116.

/*//«*, 736, 737.

ephcliticus, 736.

leucomanus, 736, 737.

octodentatus, 736.

(Lopboxantbus) bellus,

var. leucomanus, 736.

(— ) leucomanus, 736.

Lopburomys
aquilus, 174.

Lovenia
elongate/ , 272, 274, 286.

mbcarinata, 272. 286.

Loxura
atymnus, 508.

dermaptera, 925.

Lucidia

longispina, 289. 292.

maculata, 289, 293.

penangensis. 289, 292.

Lupea
granulata, 57*.

hastata, 745.

pelagica, 745.

sanguinolenta, 745.

tranquebarica, 748.

Luperus
marshalli. 266.
/"</</, 256.

eeuteUatw, 266.

Lusciniola

fuscata, 471.

Lutra
sp., 874.

barang, 39 I.

rinerea, 334, 874.

ellioti, 334.

Lutra
leptonyx, 334.

macrodus, 334, 874.

natr, 334.

sumatrana, 334.

vulgaris, 334, 874.

Lycsena

afope, 108.

alsoides, 110.

alsulus, 110.

antanossa, 110.

antinorii, 928.

ar^/ff, 108.

atrigemmata, 109.

caduca, 110.

cassias, 199.

com/munis, 110.

diluta, 107.

^a^-rt, 109, 930.

</«#>«, 108.

indica, 111.

japonica, 108.

knysna, 109.

lorquinii, 109.

te, 105, 111.

lysizone, 111.

macalenga, 13.

maha, 106.

mangoensis, 110.

marginata, 107.

moriqua, 929.

novce-hollandits, 110.

opalina, 107.

pygmeea, 109.

squalida, 107.

stellata, 930.

trochilus, 930.

Lyciunestbea

defivita, 927.

foWea, 928.

lycambes, 507.

princeps, 13.

Lycaon
/wfos, 659, 803.

Lycopbidiiuii

fasciatum, 452.

laterale, 452.

Lycus
ampliatus, 27.

Lygaria
mutabilis, 242.

ornqta, 242.
rahi/sta, 242.

tvi-itiiiiiitu, 2-1 1

.

toaJfore, 242.

Lygodactylus
capensis, 448.

Lygosoma
ft r/i/indi, 450.

reichenovii, 450.

shelfordi, 182, 186.

68*
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Lyncodon
patagonicus, 76.

Lyramorpha, 818.

pallida, 823.

rosea, 819, 823.

Mabuia
batesi, 449, 456.

raddonii, 449.

striata, 968.

Macacus
wrctoides, 315.

assamensis, 314.

bruwneus, 871.

cynomolgns, 31 6. 833,

872.

fiisco-ater, 303.

miMts, 303, 773.

leonimis, 315.

nemcstrinus, 315, 316.

pileatus, 833.

rufescens, 315. 869,

871.

sinicus, 833.

speciosus, 303.

tcheliensis, 181

.

Macetes
albicans, 224.

clypeata, 224.

Machasridia

bilincata, 39.

Machcerodus
neogaus, 74.

Macrauchenia, 77.

Macrina
juvenca, 822

Macronyx
croceus, 2.

Macrophthalnms
crassipes, 759.

dilafatus, 759.
— carens, 759, 770.
japonicus, 760.

podophthabnus, 760.

Macro pus
bedfordi, 112.

erubescens, 113.

eugenii, 112.

isabellinus, 113.

ynagnus, 113.

rofn/stus, 1 13.

— cervinus, 113.
— typicus, 113.

r«/KS, 113,790.

Macropygia
minor, 502.

swinhoii, 502.

tusalia, var. miliar,

502.

Macropygium
reticulare, 824.

Macroscelides

boranus, 802.

rswo&i, 803.

rufescms, 802, 803.

Macrotoma
pahnata, 31.

Iliadoqua

cavendishi, 804.

qucnthcri, 804.
— smithii, 804.

/'>£/, 804.

phiUip&i, 83.

Madrepora
aspera, 116, 121.

ftrooM, 122.

clathrata, 116, 120.

delicatula, 121.

w/«/«, 116,121.
(Isopora) hrooki. 120.

Magrettia
abominafa, 4(i.

mutica, 46.

obscura, 45.

Maia
miersii, 723.

(Cborinus) aculeata,

724.
(— ) longispina, 725.

MainatiiB

iittrrmedius, 464.

Malaconotus
blanchati, 2.

manningi, 605.

Malacosoma
donkieri, 266.

variipes, 256.

Malacothrix

typicus, 82.

Malopterurus
electricvs, 515.

Mania
javanica, 195. .ITS.

883.

Mantis
religiosa, 853.

Mantisatta, gen. nov..

384.

trucidans, 385. 386.

Mareca
penelope, 492.

Marpessa
sp., 973.

Matula
banksii, 762.

lesuerii, 762.

lunaris, 763.

peronii, 762.

/j/o/iipes, 763.

victrix, 762.
Mecistes

chapuisi, 226.

Mecopoda
elongata, 862.

Megaderma
frons, 80.

spasma, 344.

Megaloema
/«Vr, 483.

Megalixalus
fornasinii, 445.

leptosomus, 445.

Megalophrys
longipes, 890.

uiovtana, 889.

mattjta, 889.

Meganiys, 76, 77.

Megaptera
fow/js, 376.

Megaihynchus
acanmuriis, 820.

margin e/lus, 822.

quadrispinosus, 822.

truncatus, 819.

Megascolex, 612.

(sruginosus, 629.

affinis, 642.

annulatus, 634.

aspergilium, 631.

biserialis, 638.

ealifornicus, 627.

capensis, 617.
cingulatus, 615.

hasselti, 638.

AoM^i, 613.

ins, 647.

japonicus, 634.

margaritaccus, 647.

mazarredi, 644.

montanus, 620.

musicus, 629.

pictus, 623.

posthitiiius, 642.

robustus, 648.

schmardm, 619.

sirboldi, 635.

sumatranus, 618.

Megatherium, 67, 69.

Me^isba
hampsoni, 507.

Megymenum
inszilare, 819.

Melampodius, gen. nov.,

817.

cervicornis, 817.

825.

Melanitis

as?ra, 505.

Wa, 914.

Melanobucco
torquatus, 2.

Melasoma
quadrilineatum, 243,
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Meles
ankuma, 301.

Melia
tessellata, 569, 580.

Melierax
sp., 959.

Melina
perna, 118.

Melinda
formosa, 938.

Melipbaga
phri/gia, 3U5.

Melithreptes

lunulatus, '605.

Melittopkagus

cyanostictus, 602.

oreobatcs, 602.

sharpei, 602.

Mellivora

indica, 334.

ratel, 95, 101.

Melursus
ursinus, 335.

Menaethius

angustus, 571.

areolatus, 574.

depresses, 574.

iaornatus, 574.

monoceros, 568, 574,

722.

subserratus, 574,

722.

tuberculatum, 574.

Menida
Awrfwo, 815, 823.

Menippe
granulosa, 740.

Menura
mperba, 429.

Mephitis

suffocans, 76.

Meilones
cryptorhinus, 196.

r&r, 101, 102.

Merops
albico/lis, 957.

nubicus, 958.

sumatranus, 486.

viridis, 957.

Merula
cardis, 472.

ehrysolaus, 47-.

mandarma, 472.

sinensis, 472.

Metalia
maculosa, 287.

,/mialvi, 274, 286.

Metopograpsus
messor, 755.

oceunicus, 755.

ijuadridentalus, 755.

Micippa
curtispina, 725.

excavata, 725, 770.

mascarenica, 725.

philyra, 725.
— mascarenica, 725.

Micrantereus
sp., 30.

asidoides, 30.

Microciona
c?«fiw«, 128, 13(5, 141.

Mici'oglossus

aterrirnus, 304.

Microkermesia, gen. nov.

220.

hirticollis, 220, 266.

Microhyla
achtina, 888.

bcrdmorii, 888.

inornata, 883, 887.

ornata, 887.

Micronisus
badius, 490.

Microphrys
A'^a,', 575.

Micropternus
holroydi, 483.

Micropus
pacificus, 486.

subfurcatus, 486.

Microtus
albicauda, 196.

ater, 398.

rot/lei, 196.

stracheyi, 196.

(Alticola) lama, 196.

Miliolina

auberiana, 141.

bicornis, 141.

insignis, 141.

oblonga, 141.

parkeri, 141.

rupcrtiana, 141.

seminulum, 141.

Mili tit sa, gen. nov.

somaliensis, 46, 63.

Millsonia

nigra, 171.

rvibens, 171.

Milvus
agypiius, 5'. is, 969.

govinda, 491.

mclanotis, 491.

Miodon
collarie, 454.

gabonensis, 454.

Biiolania, 64.

Mioniantis

fcneslrata, 37.

Mirafra

fischeri, 2.

Mitkrax
aspera, 725.

suborbicularis, blh.

Mitra
virgata, 118.

(Strigatella) literata,

118.

(— ) paupercula, 1 18.

Molge
vulgaris, 267.

Monoeida
inornata, 259.

suturata, 259.

Monolepta
exclamationis, 258,

266.

nigrocincta, 258.

slriatipennis, 257.

Monopeltis
dumerilii, 448.

koppenfelsii, 448.

magnipartita, 448.

Monotrichtis

safitza, 914.

Monticola
cyanus, 473.

solitarius, 473.

Montipora
inconspicua, 122.

parasitica, i22.

spongilla, 122.

Mormidea
scutellata, 811, 825.

Mormyrops
deliciosus, 512.

Mormyrus
jubelini, 512.

Moschus, 161.

javanicus, 883.

moschiferus, 686.

Motacilla

borealis, 467.

fraucisi, 467.

leucopsis, 467.

melanope, 467.

ocularis, 467.

/alcana, 407.

vidua, 2.

Mugil
falcipinnis, 515.

Munia
acuticauda, 466.

topela, 465.

Murgantia
bifasciatii, 824.

tessellata, 812.

varicolor, 812.

Mus
Bpp., 103.

Oft&oftt, 420.

agrarius, 12:!.
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Mus
albipes, 80.

alexandrinus, var. ru-

fescens, 878.

arborarim, 803.

argenteus, 388, 389.

420, 421, 428.

arianus, 413. 414, 416,

417,418.
— griseus. 416.

bactrianus, 415.

bandk-uta, 363.

bruwnemeuha, 104.

campcstris. 398.

cellarius, 406.

chevrieri, 413. 418,

419.

ciliata, 870.

eowcoto-, 195, 361, 879.

runfucianus, 396, 418.

cr&moriventer, 869,

879.

decumanus, 302, 879.

— , var. major, 413.

dichrums, 410.

edwardsi, 879, 880.

rrythrvuotus, 413, 415.

flavesccns, 194.

fiavicollis, 404, 405,

406, 407.

griseus, 417.M 395,410.
hcbridensis, 403.

It (hernials, 398.

hiidebrandti, 170.

hirtensis, 404.

intcrraedius, 398.

islandicus, 409.

jacksoni, 174.

jerdoni, 879.

fetOMB, 390, 420.

mahomet, 80.

messorius, 416.

mettada, 881.

minutus, 398, 416.

musculus, 194, 362,

393, 399, 409, 410,

415, 416, 417, 420,

421, 423.

nitidus, 194.

nivalis caucasicus, 412.

orihodon, 390, 421.

ra««s, 194, 361, 878,

953.
— alexandrinus, 103.

— rufescens, 361.

rufescens, 361, 878.

sabanus, 879, 880.

setifer, 363.

sumatrensis, 881.

sylvaticus, 387-428.

Mus
sulvaticus alqirus, 397,

' 411,412,427.
— arianus, 394, 395,

413, 414, 415, 419,

427.
— cellarius, 40(5. 407.
— eclticus, 395, 399.

401, 402, 403, 425,

428.
— chevrieri, 395. 418,

427.
— divhrurus, 427.
— draco, 388, 395, 397,

418, 428.
— fiavicollis, 408.
— fossilis, 398.
— griseus, 395, 41(5.

— torn, 410, 426.
— hcbridensis, 395,

401, 403, 404, 420,

425.
— hirtensis, 395, 401,

404, 425.

— intermedins. 394,

395, 398, 400, 4U1,

403, 405, 407, 414,

417, 410, 422, 423.

— islandicus, 395, 409.

426.
— few;'**, 420.
— major, 412, 413,

416, 418, 427.
— pallipes, 395, 417.
— princeps, 388. 394,

397, 399, 405, 406,

407, 408, 413. 426,

428.
— tauricus, 399, 412,

427.
— fyp«««, 388, 394,

401, 404, 406, 407,

408, 418, 425.
— wintoni, 394, 400,

401, 403, 405, 406,

408, 409, 425.

tokmak, 413.

vociferans, 879, 880.

vulgaris, 394.

wagneri, 413, 414, 415.

—, var. major, 413,
414.

whiteheadi, 880.

wintoni, 408.

(Leggada) minutoides,

174.

Muscardinus
avellanarius angldcus,

86.
— pulcher, 86.
— speciusus, 85, 87.

Muscardinus
avellanarius typicus,

85, 86, 87.

pulcher, 85, 87.

speciosus, 87.

Muscicapa
albicilla, 480.

J&efori, 608.

Musculus
alexandrinus, 411.

dichrurus, 411.

frugivorus, 411.

Mussa
regalis, 125, 126.

Mustela
eversmanni, 301

.

fiavigula, 333.

martcs, 836.

Muteia
up., 971.

petersi, 971.

rostrata, 970.

rubens, 971.

Mutilla

arenaria, 47.

Mycalesis

safitza, 914.

Myiagra
azarea, 481.

Mylabris

hypolachna, 31.

lateplayiata, 31.

senna, 31.

somaMca, 31.

Mylodon, 04, 66, 67, 09,

71, 73.

darwinii, 64.

robust us, 68, 73.

Mylothris
agathina, 17, 930.

dentatus. 031.

jacksoni, 931.

knutsoni, 931.

narcissus, 931.

neumanni, 913, 931.
rubricosta, 913, 930.
swaynei, 931.
trimenia, 931.

Myoiuenippe
duplicidens, 740.

granulosa, 740.

Myoxus
muscardinus, 86.

siculce, 411.

Myra
oustmlis, 7(iii.

Myriastra
jjmju fc-ifurea, 131.

Myrina
dermaptera, 913, 925
fioedvla, i>25.
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Myrinecophaga, 70.

Myrmeleon
variegatus, 34.

Mytilus
chorus, 77.

Nacaduba
ardates, 5U7.

coelestis, 507.

kurava, 507.

Naia
annulata. 455.

yoldii, 455.

gucntheri, 455.

mela/noleuca, 455.

yakomcs, 455.

Naudoges
hainana, 505.

Nardoa
tubcrculata, 116.

Necrobia

rufipes, 27.

Necrosyrtes

inonachus, 598.

Nectarinia

(eneigularis, 604.

cupreonitens, 604.

deckeni, 604.

jamosa, 604.

johnstoni, 604.

rcichenowi, 603.

tacazzce, 604.

Nectopbryne
ft/ra, 436.

Nemorhaxlus, 699, 701,

704, 705, 706, 707,

708, 712, 715, 716,

717.

rubidus, 675.

sumatrensis, 370, 371,

675, 882.

swettenhami, 675, 882.

Neobaltena

marginata, lib.

Neomeris
phoccBnoides, -J T < > .

Neomylodon, <>4, 65.

Neopbron
monachus, 598, 959.

percnoplcrus, 059.

Neopitbecops
zalmora, 507.

Neptidopns
ophifme, 921

.

Neptis

ayatho, 920.

hainana. .

r
>07.

lerma/rmi, 913, 920.

leuconota, f>07.

nvarpessa, 921

.

iriyonophum, 913, 920.

Neptunus
hastatoides, 745.

pelayicus, 745.

sanyuinolentus, 745.

(Acbelous) yranulatus.

568, 578.

(Ampbitrite) hasta-

toides, 745, 770.

Nerita

costata, 118.

Nesocia

sp. inc., 362.

bardayana, 363.

bengalensis, 363.

Nesotragus

moschatus, 178, 686.

Nestor
mcridionalis, 304.

notabilis, 304.

Nettion

crecca, 492.

Nettopus
coromandelianus, 492.

Nezara
capicola, 813, 824.

Moris, 813.

chlorocephala, 812.

marginalis, 823.

viridida, 811, 813,

824.

Niltava

cyanomelcena, 480.

Ninox
japonica, 488.

scutulata, 488.

Nipbe
cephalus, 810.

subferruyinea, 810.

Nisaetus

pennatus, 3.

Nitocris, 612.

Noctulina
malacccnsis, 345.

Nora
kesauo, 507.

Notopterus
a/er, 512,

Numenius
<rrijuatas, 496, 965.
major, 496.

/ilu/'opus, 496, 965.

variegatus, 496.

Numida
ptilorhyncha, 966.

rcichenowi, 597.

Nursia

hardwickii, 767.

pUcata, 766, 767.

Nycbitona
alcesta, 932.

i/m/maculata, 982.

Nycbitona
medusa, 17, 932.

— , var. alcesta, 932.

Nycteris

javanica, 344.

thebaica, 99.

Nycticebus

cinereus, 321.

tardiyradus, 321,

S73.

Nycticejus

AmAJm, 346, 876.

Nycticorax

sp., 964.

griseus, 493.

leuconotus, 493.

//<a#«,z/?c«,461,493,504.

nycticorax, 493.

Nyctinoinus
johorcnsis, 351.

plicatus, 351.

tenuis, 351.

Nyctiornis

athertoni, 486.

Nympbalis
candiope, 916.

zoolina, 916.

Nympbicus
uvmensis, 304.

Ocbotona
ladacensis, 197.

Ocbthodromus
geoffroyi, 495.

luongolicus, 495.

Ocirrboe

rae*, 815, 825.

virescens, 815, 825.
Ocnera

sp., 28.

Octopus
sp., 117.

Ocypode
ceratophthaltna, 570,

595, 751, 752.

cordimana, 152.

urvillci, 569, 595.

(Macropbtbalnnis) aJi-

fotota, 759.

(— ) japonica, 760.

Odontiomorpba, gen.

nov., 238.

minuta, 2o9, 266.

Odontionopa
carulea, 228.

discolor, 229.

Odontopus
8expwactatvs

t
48.

(Edaleus
abruptus, 40.

infernalis, 40.
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(Edaleus
instilkiius, 39.

n igrofasriatus, 40.

smegalensis, 40.

(Edicnemus
sp. inc., 965.

(Edionycbis

africana, 266.

natalenais, 2tiij.

niykollis, 266.

CElia

varicornis, 810.

Ommatostrepbee
sp., 117.

Oncinopus
anyulat.u?, 7-0.

arttnea, 722.

neptiinw, 722.

SubpeUuetdmS, 722.

Oniscus
asilus, 552.

\bator, 552.

glooator, 552.

aerrafus, 552.

< >nohippidium

ealdiasi, 76.

Ontbopbagus
sp.. 24.

gazdla, 24.

gerstaeckeri, 24.

Onyoboteutbis
ro6i«!f«, 992.

Opbidiastor

sp., 117.

Opbiocepbalus
o6«cm) us, 515.

Ophiocoma
athiops, 117.

pendrina, 117.

Ophiusa
'ieerte, 20.

Orbitolitee

complanata, 141.

duplex, 141.

ma/rginalis, 141.

Orcella
/„v virostris, 37<>.

Oreas
'. 686, 7(_l_'.

Oreaster

ftwcjfci, 296.

nodoaus, 296.

nodnloaus, 296.

turritus, 295.

Oreoplioru-

mgosus, 767.

Oreotragus
oreotragus, 803.

Oriolus

chinenms, 4<i5.

diffiisut, 465.

Oriolus
larvatus, 2.

nigelliamdus, 465.

Ornithodoros
saviynyi, 49.

Orsotriasua

medus, 505.

Orthoschizops

assimilis, m»9. >u.~>.

ruyosus, 809, 825.

Orthotoinus

longicajuda, 471.

Oryx
foiso, 83,680,682,686.
gaze/la, 686.

Osmotreron
hidiirfa, 501.

domoilii, 501

.

Osteolaemus

tetraapif, 447.

Otiapbysa

angugtipetmit, 43. 63.

Itvlirtrita
. 44.

Otogyps
auricularis, 969.

OtOUlJB
irroratus, 17.">.

— orestes, 17-"'.

jacksom, 175.

Otus
brachyotu&i 4*9.

Ourebia
hayyardi, 804.

hastata, 686.

mio, 83, 803, 955.

nigricatidata, 686.

Ovibos

bombifrons, 700.

m08chatU8, 142-167,

680, 686-718.
— pallantis, 832.
— m,W/, 832.

Ovis, 144-167.

a/m/mon, 114, 086.

cw/taJ, 303.

ophion. 686.

pott, 114, 686, 702.
,"/,'',„/>. 113, 114,686.

Oxyglossus

tews, 884.

ftma, 884.

Oxyopes
sp., .">2.

Ozius

(Eurappellia) nnnu-
Hpes, 589.

Pacbychalina

spi/nosissi/ma, 127.

Pacbyooria
attenuutu, 819.

Pacbycoris

fabricii, 822.

flavescens, 822.

Iin nasi, 822.

fofetfo, 819.

mfens, 822.

piperitia, 822.

pumila, 822.

Pacbydiesua
(Derolus) somaticus, 32.

Pachygrapsus
tsthiopicus, 593.

corrtigatits, 593.

lams, 569, 592, 596.

longipes, 593.

min a/ us, ."i7U. 593.

pUcatus, 593.

tramversus, 765.

Padraona
oufcs, 510.

p.<eudomcesa, 510.

zeno, 945.

Pagunia
levcomystax, 329.

trivirgata, 330.

Pagurus
comptus, 535.

forceps, 535, 536.

macuUUus, 592.

Palsemon
pUima/rms, 93.

Macrobracbinm
|

piMmanug, 93.

Palseorni>

derbiaiMis, 304.

docilis, 958.

fasciata, 484.

jawmicus, 4.">9, 484.

lathand, 484.

Palmipea
rosacem, 289. 297.

Palomena
prasina, 811.

umeolor, 811, 825.

vfridissima, 811.

Palpares

papilumoides, 34.

tfristfis, :j4.

walkeri, 34.

Paltotbyreus

pestUentvm, 47.

Pamphila
sp., 202. 203.

detecta, 945.

miser '. 2 13.

phylaus, 203.

thaumas, 203.

eeno, 945.

Pandinus
beUtcosus, 53, 61, 62.

cavima?ius, 61.
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Pandinus
colei, 53, 59, 61.

gregorii, 58.

haickeri, 60, 6-.

meidensis, 58, 62.

militaris, 61, 62. 63.

pa/lidus, 58, 59.

peeK.48, 53,60,61. 62.

63.

phillipsi, 58, 59, 62.

pugilator, 48, 52. 61 . 63.

smithi, 58, 62.

Pandion
haiiaetus, 304, 491.

Pangonia
hricchettii, 8.

tricolor, 7, 8, 63.

Panolia
acuticontis. 372.

e&K, 303.

Panopseus
caystrus, 580.

Paaopea
expanse/, 913, 919.

heliogenes, 919.

tarquinia, 913, 919.

Papilio

acheron, 51U.

agatha, 920.

agenor, 509.

agetes, 510.

cy'<U', 182.

ofcesfo, 932.

re/sits, 110.

anacardii, 918.

andreemon, 201.

argia, 938.

aristvlochic?, 51U.

asterias, 182.

avion, 510.

hceticus, 930.

bathycles, 510.

bonhotei, 201, 203.

Calais. 933.

cardui, 918.

c-ewra, 938, 939.

chaon, 509.

clelia, 917.

cloantha, 917.

continentalis, 510.

cresphontes, 182.

dado Ius, 919.

demodocus, 940.

&emoleua, 17, 509.

Soddm, 510.

d/rt/ope, 921.
,.//-•/.., 932.

encedon, 922.

Jlorella, 935.

fen, 9

1

(
'»-

goetzius, 922.

Papilio

hamela, 509, 511.

helenus, 509.

hiarhas, 921.

ilithyia, 922.

fe<fo, 914.

lysimon, 108.

machaon, 181.

mesentina, 937.

nje&s, 944.

minimus, 110.

minut us, 110.

misippus, 919.

OTraas, 939, 94U.

nohilis, 913, 93^.

ophione, 921.

O&S, 111.

pahmon, 928.

pom, 510.

phalantha, 920.

philenor, 182.

phorcas, 913, 939.

polydamas, 202.

pringlci, 938.

protenor, 509.

quirina, 923.

/•?a-, 913, 93rf.

sarpedon, 51U.

sfo&ri, 510.

spio, 943.

striates, 510.

hiicanus, 929.

itAersaWer,913,939,940.

/#«#«*, 938, 939.

fr-oi&w, 182.

turnus, 182.

xenocles, 510.

Papio
amtbis, 952.

arabicus, 95, 96.

dogucra, 773, 802.

fcUconeri, 97.

hamadryas, 95, 96.

heugUni, 802.

nemestrinus, 315.

sttbhimalayanus, 97.

tffotfA, 96.

Parabuthua
granimanus, 56.

heterurus, .">(>.

Paradisea

apoda, 305.
pap an n a , 305.

FaraaozuTUB
e2t rbyamus, .'J30.

finlaysonii, 329.
//r rmaphroditus, 329,

873.

leucomystax, 301, 329,

maoroduB, 328, 329.

musnm/a, 3-<s .

Paradoxums
»?9er, 328.

fytf&«, 301.

Paralomis, 531.

aculeata, 532.

aspera, 532, 533.

formosa, 532. 533.

granulosa. 532, 533.

indica, 533.

investigatoris, 533.

longipes, 532.

rrmlUspvna, 532.

papillata, 532.

verritti, 532, 533.

verrucosa, 532, 533.

Paramithrax
peronii, 528.

( Chlorinoides) aculeatus

ariiiatus, 724.

Parapanope
euagora, 737.

Parasa

fulvicorpus, 21.

Paratelphusa
convexa, 93.

Parnara
defccta, 945.

micans, 913, 946.

Parthenope
(Lambrus) vaiida, 726.

Parus
»/«, 2, 3.

cinereus, 469.

Passer

cinnamomeus, 305.

dentatus, 305.

diffusus, 2.

domesticus, 957.

montamts, 406.

swainsoni, 305.

Patiria

sp., 289.

Pausiris

fuscitarsis, 240.

rotundicollis, 240.

subfasciaius, 239.

Pavoncella
pugnax, 3.

Pelecanus

mamllensis, 492.

minor, 598.

onocrotabus, 960.

philippenaw, 492.

romtu, 598.

rufcsnns, 960.

Pelidna
a Ipin a, 499.

Pelliua

i ntsiphonia, 138.

(talmatoohromu
jaitinki, 516.
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Peltarion, 519.

magellanicus, 519, 520.

spinosulum, 519, 520.

Penams
sp., 116.

Pentaceros
alveolatus, 296.

granulosus, 294.

hiulais, 296.

muricatus, 296.

— , var. intermedia,

296.

— , var. mutica, 296.

turritus, 289, 295, 296.

Pentatoma
acutesta, 821.

mquinoxtalis, 823.

africana, 813, 824.

albonotata, 815, 821.

«rfi«, 816, 824.

anchorago, 824.

angularis, 824.

angulosa, 811.

antiguensis, 812, 821.

atrox, 821.

hengalensis, 815, 823.

berylina, 813. 824.

/>i/fcfo, 824.

bimaculata, 812, 823.

binotata, 823.

hronzea, 821.

fag/b, 824.

r«r«, 810, 821.

caffrcB, 821.

capicola, 813, 821.

cephalus, 810.

chinensis, 813, 824.

chloris, 813, 821.

chlorocephala, 812, 821.

colons, 824.

concinna, 824.

confusa, 811.

crassa, 821.

crocipes, 821.

crudelis, 824.

cummingii, 822.

delenda, 812.

deplanata, 811, 821.

^o-ifc, 812, 821.

ferruginea, 810.

1

fimbriata, 814, 824.

formosa, 821.

frontalis, 813, 824.

gloriosa, 821.

grisea, 811.

km'si, 818, 824.

/i.osi!i«s, 812, 824.

inconspecta, 812, 824.

inconspicua, 814.

indica, 812, 821.

interrupta, 824.

Pentatoma
fete, 813, 824.

lateralis, 810, 818,

824.

fee*, 813, 824.

lineaticollis, 821.

lutcipennis, 821.

luteo-varia, 822.

marginalis, 821.

marginella, 822.

miniata, 816, 824.

miniaticollis, 824.

ncpalcnsis, 823.

nigripea, 818, 824.

nifida, 823.

oblonga, 811, 813,

824.

obscura, 812, 821.

orbitalis, 823.

orafe, 81 1, 824.

pallescens, 812, 821.

pallipes, 810, 821.

pauthcrina, 814, 818,

823.

pavonina, 821.

Pennsylvania. 823.

platygaster, 821.

pracedentis, 812.

proximo, 813, 824.

pulchella, 824.

pulchra, 824.

punctipes, 823.

pwrpurea, 821.
/vW, 810.

;'ose«, 821.

rotundicollis, 811.

rufo-spilota, 821.

rugicolHs, 822.

scwtellata, 811, 821.

semimarginata, 821.

sewi^s, 811, 824.

servo, 811.

spYufa, 811,824.
spinosa, 811.

subferruffinea, 821.

sublurida, 824.

subsericea, 813, 824.

tanicola, 812.

trifasciata, 824.

trimaculata, 821.

trinotata, 821.

tripunctifera, 813.

tripunctigcra, 824.

tristignia, 812.

unicolor, 811, 813, 821,
824.

tons, 821.

varicolor, 812, 821.

varipennis, 821.
centralis, 821

.

'v//.s, 810.

Pentatoma
violacea, 824.

violascens, 821.

viridicollis, 814, 821.

wtfra», 812, 821.

wilkinsonii, 823.

Penthema
michallati, 507-

Peploptera
ahyssiinca, 211, 213.

anchoralis, 212.

anqustata, 211.

apicala, 210, 266.

eyUndriformis, 21 1

.

luBmorrhagiea, 211.

humeralis, 213.

lefevrei, 211.

punctata, 212.

sonifasciata, 211.

Perameles
gunni, 790.

lagotis, 302.

Pericbaeta, 612.

acrophila, 636.

acystis, 638.

celiana, 626.

affinis, 641.

agrestis, 637.

amazonica, 645.

annulata, 634.

arturi, 620.

aspergillum, 631.

atheca, 620.

tin rami, 639.

barbadensis, 645.

batjanensis, 630.

^7/i, 015.

bermudensis, 645.

birmanica, >'<->~.

biserialis, (J38.

honthainensis, 630.

iosseAtf, 625, 892.

bournei, 635.

brcvis, 636.

cadueichceta, 618.

cmcilia, 630.

oampanulaia, 613.
campestris, 632.

Candida, 633.

capensis, 617.

carinensis, 625.

carnosa, 645.

cingulata, 615, 648.
communissima, 635.
corticis, 651.

crassicystis, 620.

crescentica, 614.

cupulifera, 645.

dornlcieusis, 615.

decimpapillata, 636.

dentipap ilia ta, 621.
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Perichseta

digitata, 630.

divergens, 625.

dubia, 614.

dyeri, 623.
elongata, 650.

cnganensis, 623.

eoa, 615.

esafatce, 632.

cverctti, 639.

falcata, 618.

fasciata, 629.

/e«, 643.

ferdinandi, 617.

flavescens, 628.

floweri, 644.

forbesi, 648.

fumigata, 631.

fuscata, 625.

galelensis, 630.

gamsungi, 630.

glandularis, 634.

glandulosus, 643.

grossa, 625.

grubei, 650.

guarini, 627.

gulielmi, 614.

hcdmaherce, 630.

hccssclti, 638.

kaivayana, 645.

hesperidum, 633.

heterochceta, 622.

heteropoda, 625.

hexatheca, 621.

hilgendorfi, 633.

hippoorepis, 643.

houlleti, 613.

hupeicnsh, 646.

ijiriue, 636.

irnparicystis, 631.

indka, 615, 622.

inflata, 618.

iusules, 645.

irregularis, 633.

izukai, 625.

jampea.na, 630.

javana, 616.

kamakmensis, 686.

kinabalucusis, 63'.'.

klabatensis, 640.

lahumsis, 637.

few's, 634.

longa, 629.

loria, 641.

macrochtsta, 61'.).

madelina, 61 5.

rrutlaina/miensie, 620.

ma/ndhorensis, 6 r>

ma/rtensi, 615.

,i,o.vi/akce, (r>2.

nuiariliana, 645.

Pericheeta

megascolidioides, 622.

merabahensis, 617.
mieronaria, 625.

minima, 649.
minahasscs, 626.

mirabilis, 622.

modigliani, 622.

molokaiensis, 644.

momlicystis, 623.
morrisi, 645.

moseleyi, 655.

musica, 629.

raawa, 639.

neo-guinensis, 642.

nipponica, 622.

Moy<g britannice, 169,

632.

novarcB, 619.

obscura, 625.

operculata, 618.

pacifica, 642.

padasensis, 624.

pallida, 645.

papittata, 639.

papua, 644.

papulosa, 644, 892.

parvicystis, 633.

parvida, 636.

pataiiiensis, 637.

paid/, 648.

peguana, 628.

pentacystis, 614.

peregriiia, 644.

perkinsi, 622.

philippina, 616.
posthuiua, 64]

.

product a, (128.

propora, 635.

pulchra, 619.

purpwrea, 630.

/>«/«, 617.

pusilla, 649.

quadraguna r La, 649.

queenslandica, 643.

racemosa, 621.

recta, 63U.

ringeana, 627.

robusta, 648.

rokuyo, 633.

sailed juriit/i, 645.

sa/ndvicensis, 633.

sa/ngvr&rms, 620.

saravace/i.s/s, 639.

achieopora, 633,

schmorda, 619.
srliiil'isi ica, 625i
sedgvriofeii, 172, 647.
si rid tu, 640.
v.r/„, 618.
sltiiitiivnsiti, 623.

Perichseta

sieboldi, 635.

sinensis, 623.

skdleri, 630.

solomonis, 641.

spectabilis, 642.

stelleri, 639.

sumatrana, 618.

supnensis, 638.

taitensis, 619.

takatorii, 631.

taprobancs, 648.

tenkatei, 618.

taSra, 623.

tigrina, 631.

fjibodes, 618.

tokioensis, 633.

travancorciisis, 614.

trinitatis, 624.

trityphla, 619.

wiei, 628.

udekemi, 614.

upoluensis, 630.

urceolata, 619.

caillanti, 615.

variabilis, 618.

vesicidata, 619.

violacea, 641.

vitiensis, 620.

vittata, 635.

vordermanni, 624.

ivilleyi, 629.

~eira, 637.

conoporics, 62U.

Perichares

telisignata, 913, 946.

Pericrocotus

cantonensis, 479.

cinereus, 479.

clegans, 479.

fraterculus, 479.

griseigularis, 479.

Periophthalinus, 116.

Periplaneta

americana, 36.

Perna
samoensis, 118.

Peronia

peromi, 1 18.

Peronura
sp., 41.

Petnurista

cineraceus, 193.

tyfcj, 192, 195.

»,W, 193.

phillipensis, 193.

j/ltll lilt III iisis, 11)3.

Petrooinola

nut uitin, 478.

Petropedetos

catneronenfiis, 439.
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Petropedetes

johnstoni, 439.

ncwtoni, 439.

Petrosia

contignata, 137.

acigua, 128, 139, 141.

similis, 139.

I'bacochcerus, 681.

afrieamis, 955.

Phaeochrous

beccarii, 22.

Phalacroeorax

sp., 959.

africcmvs, 3.

carbo, 492.

iucidit.<, 3.

Phalanger

sp., 786, 788.

Ph.il.tropus

kyperooreus, 499,

Phaneroptera
«<7>fa. 42.

pinirfulattt, 41.

quodripumtata, 42.

Pbascolarctos

cinereus, 77'.'-

Pbascolomys
mitchelli, 779, 787,

788.

Phasiainis

tammerrvngi, 306.

Pheretiina, 612.

oalifornica, 622, 627.
„'i nlJ.rrilO, 619.

Pbilea

senator, 822.

Philotbamuus
dorsalis, 452.
.-< /itivaricgatus, 452.

Philougria
mOriii", 565.

Philygria

thonuoni, 565.

Philyra

ylohosa, 764.

glohulosa, 764.

polita, 764.

portellana , 764.

sexangula, 765.

Phlegetbontius
convolvuli, 20.

Pblyxia
erosa, 572.

Phocsena
phoccsnoid.es, 376.

Pbcebis

ogarithe, 201.

Pbceniconaias

minor, 960.

Pbrissura
<£</is, 935.

I Pbrissura

confusa, 936.

rfwto'a, 936.

illana, 93").

isokani, 9."Ji».

pAosfo, 936, 946.

polistna, 935.

I
Pbrygilus

y'//f , 305.

Pbryuobatrachus
auritus, 440, 456.

laiirostris, 440, 456.

plieatus, 440.

Pbyciodes

/rtMO, 199.

Phyllacanthus
iniiiiiliferri, 274.

Pbylbdia
varicosa, 118.

Pbyllocephala
irrorata, 820.

Pbyllocnerna

K-Htijanfhina, 32.

Pbyllopertha
hordeola., 25.

Pbyllopezus

qfriautus, '> 965.

Pbyllopneuste

fuscata, 471.

plumbeitarsus, 470.

Pbyllorbina

tricolor, rar. falva, 343.

stoliczJeana, 344.

Phyllornis

lazulina, 478.

Pbylloscopus

plwnbettar8U8, 47i>.

aupereilioatu, 470.

Pbyllotreta

capenais, 243.

nnicostata, 244.

Pbymateus
7norbillo8U8, 40.

rfofftt, 40.

Phymodius
ungv.latiis, 570, 587.

Pbysodactyla
africana, 266.

Pica
caudata, 462.

media, 462.

/wa, 462.

Picus
cdhanisi, 482.

kaleensis, 483.

mandarinus, 483.

Pieris

omphale, 934.

M^ete. 201.

Piezodorus
incarnatus, 823.

Piezosternum
calidum, 823.

Pilodeudorex
cmrulea, 913, 925.

Pilodiue

vpinipes, 588.

Pilumnopeus
maculatus, 744.

Pilumnus
andreom/i, 581.

hirsutus, 570, 581, 596,
743.

latyyrinthieus, 743.

feuis, 743.

minutus, 743.
— hirsutus, 743.

#IK5, 74.J.

prunosue, 568, 581.
rotViiMllUS, 569, 581

596.

wmhie, 743.

vespertilio, 743.

Piinelia

ccnchronota, 28.

hUdebrwndti, 28.

Pinacopteryx
$wda, 913, 937.

Pinarochroa
ernesti, 606.

hypospadia, 606.
sordida, 606.

Pinarocicbla

echmackeri, 478.

Pinnotheres

arcophilus, 7'>2.

modiolicola, 761.

ortmanni, 761.
semperi, 761.

Pionias

chalcopterus, 304.

Pionopsittacus

pUeatus, 304.

Pi pastes

agili8, 467.

Pip'ile

cumanensis, 305.
Pipistrellus

a>/ramus, 191, 876.
ridleyi, 345.

Pisa

monoceros, 574, 722.

planatia, 724.

(Naxia) diacantha, 723.
Pitbecops

Ayfojr, 507.

Pitta

bengalensis, 305.

Pitylus

capistratus, 305.

Plagiodera

congoeruie, 242.
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Plagusia

serripes, 592.

speeiosa, 569, 570,

591.

Platacantha
lutea, 823.

Platalea

sp., 962.

minor, 306.

Plataspis, 818.

flaviceps, 822.

hemisphcerica, 820.

nigrita, 819.

nigriventris, 82i •.

nitida, 820.

subanea, 820.

Platycercus

browni, 304.

hcematonotiis, 304.

multicolor, 304.

Platyxantha
bicincta, 264, 266.

Plautia

fimbriata, 814, 824.

viridicollis, 814.

Plebeius

albocceruleus, 107.

falkensteinii, 928.

trochilus, 13.

Plecoptera

reflexa, 19.

Plectropterus

sp., 960.

Plegadis

faleinellus, 961.

Ploceclerus

melancholicus, 32.

/>ee^, 32.

Ploceipasser

pectoralis, 2.

Plotus

levaillanti, 3.

r«/«s, 960.

Pluvianus
aqyptius, 965.

Pociliopora

brevicornis, 12-"..

favosa, 124.

Podicipes
philippemis, 500.

Podisus
Ivridus, 824.

neglectus, 817. 825.

Podontia
stolida, 253.

Podop3
spinifera, 819.

Pceeilocoris

hardwickii, 822.

Pyocephalus
masmicus, 599

Pceocepkalus
versteri, 304.

Poephila
acuticauda, 305.

costatipennis, 265.

fulvipes, 265.

Polemon
barthi, 454.

bocourti, 454.

Polioaetus

humilis, 491.

iehthyaetas, 491.

plumber's, 491.

Poliomyias
Jttfeofo, 480.

Poliopsar
cineraceus, 463.

sericeus, 464.

Polites

thaumas, 203.

Polydesma
ofiosa, 19.

Polyhirma
calliaudi, 21.

Polynenius

quadrifilis, 515.

Polyommatus
to/«<s, 13, 508, 930.

chandala, 106.

karsaadra, 109.

labradus, 110.

sangra, 111.

Polypedates
hascheana, 885.

Polyphasia
tenuirostris, 484.

Polypterus
bichir, 969.

lapradii, 267, 433,

511, 835.

senega!us, 432. 511,

969.

Polystomella
macello, 141.

Polytelis

alexandrcp. 304.

Polytrema
miniavum. 141.

Pomatorhinus
musicm, 476.

nigrosteUatue, 470.

Pomponia
imperatoria, 86 1

.

Pontoscolex
corethrura, 891.

Poospiza
persoiuitu. 805

Popa
undulata, 37.

Porites

indicti, 128.

Poromera
/<»•<&, 449, 456.

haugi, 449.

Povphyrio
alleni, 3.

Portunus, 578.

crenatus, 748.

hastatoides, 745.

sanguinolentus, 745.

tranquebaricus, 748.

(Amphitrite) hastatoi

des, 745.

(Neptunus) pelagicus,

745.

(Scylla) serratus, 748.

Potamon
sp., 973.

hicristatum, 95.

consobrinum, 93.

convexum, 93, 94.

dehaani, 94, 95.

kadamaianum, 93, 95.

Tnaculata, 94.

obtusipes, 94, 95.

tridentatum, 721.

(Geothelphusa) kad-a-

maianum, 94.

(Parathelphusa) co?j-

vexum, 93.
— tiridentatwn ineer-

tum, 749, 770.

('Potamon) eonsobri-

num, 94.

(Thelpliusa) eonsohri-

num, 94.

Praogena
gagatina, 31.

nigra, 30.

Pratincola

indica, 474.

ma nra, 474.

Precis

cebrene, 917.

efe&o, 917.

cloantha, 917.

<>/#jya, 917.

milonia, 917.

natolevsis, 913.

pyriformis, 917.

sesamue, 913, 016, 946.

fayreftt, 917.

Prinia
e.xfensicauda, 471
mornata, 471.

si'iiihms, 471.

Prionastraa
aiatralensis, 120.

Prioneris

olemanthe, 508.

tfiesty/is, 608.

watsoni, 508.
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Prionodon
gracilis, 328.

maculosus 328.

pardicolor, 328.

Prionops
talacoma, 2.

Procavia

abyatm&oa, 17(5, 177.

jackeoni, 176, 177.

macMnderi, 176.

seheelei, 178.

shoana, 83, 177.

gbuMmaimi, 178.

syriaca jayakari, 95,

104.

valida, 178.

(Dendrohyrax ) craw-

afagri, 178.

Protogoniornorplia

ananardii, 918.

Protopterus

annectrns, 511, 775.

835.

dolloi, lib.

P.«fimmodes
sp., 28.

Psammophis
sibilans, 454, 968.

Psaropholus

wrdene, var. nigelli-

cauda, 465.

nigellicauda, V>'k

Pseudochirus

orcfari, 779, 786, 788.

«»&, 779.

herbertensis, 779, 786.

Pseudocolaspis

owpreofemorata, 225.

266.

parvula, 226.

puberula, 265.

severini, 225.

Pseudogyps
ajricaniis, 959.

Pseudohaje
nigra, 455.

Pseudomela
nigripenms, 241.

Peeudophia
lineata, 19, 63.

ogpse, 18, 63.

Pseud ophilyra
melita, 765.

Pseudosube rites

wndrewri, 128, 135, 141.

hyalina, 135.

sulphurous, 135.

Pseudosyagrus
africanus, 22*.

Pseudotantalus
i'6is, 963.

Pseudotantalus

leucocepftaltie, 493.

Pseudozius

caysbrm, 568. 569,

580.

iaornatus, 568, 580.

Psiloptera

somalica, 25. 63.

Pteraster

mililaris, 21 IS.

Pternistes

infuscatus, 597.

Pterocles

quadricinctue, (.*66.

Pteromvs
nirlu ilt'lis, 352.

n&tt&M, 351, 352.

r-,-^, 351, 352.

petaurista, 351, 352.

punctatus, 353.

tephromelas, 353.

Pteropus
edw&a, 339, 875.

medius, 339.

minimus, 875.

nicobaricus, 875.

vampyrus, 339, 875.

Pterygospidea
djcelahf, 942.

Ptilonorhynchus
mvithi, 305.

Ptilotis

amricomm, 305.

Pudua
humilis. 686.

Pulvinulina

repanda, 141

.

Putorius
nivalis, 397.

mtdipes, 334.

Pycnonotus
arsinoe, 956.

hainamts, 477.
Imjardi, 608.

ineloDOcephalus, 305.

Pygosceles

teeniatus, 771.

Pyramei3
abyssinica, 918.

atalanta, 917.

cardui, 918.

Pyrgomorpha
grylloides, 40.

Pvrgus
Vma, 943.

spio, 943.

Pyromelana
flammicep8, 2.

xanthomclana , 2.

Pyrops
sp., 971.

Pyrops
nooilis, 868.

Pyrrhulauda
wnttAt, 2.

Pyrrhulopsis
pcrs<n\afits, 304.

Python
**«», 451. 968.

Querquedula
c/,v7V/. 492.

Rahinda
hordonia, 507.

Rana
cequipMcata, 437.

atbohbris, -138.

cavitymipamwm, 886.

cra&ipes, 437.

eryihrcea, 885.

giondulosa, 887.

gracilis, 885.

hascheana, 885.

jerboa, 886.

ftiWaJw, 886.

larutensis, 886.

lateralis, 883, 88P,

890.

latopal/mata, 886.

limnocharis, 883, 885.

macrodacfyla, 885.

macrodon, 885.

mascareniensis, 438.
— (equiplicata, 4^7.

— bibronii, 43%.

mascarensis, 968.

plicotclla, 885.

eignata, 883, 886.

gubsigillato, 437.

superciliaris, 438.

tigriv a. 885.

Rangifer, 144-167.
iaraudus, 686.

Rapala
manea, 508.

Rapliicerus

cam/pestris, 686.

melanotis, 686.

Raph'gaster
abdominalis, 823.

flavolineatus, 820.
guildingii, 820.

longitudinalis, 821

.

fefeu«, 820.

monsoni, 814, 821.

neglectus, 820.

punclulalus, 823.

transversalis, 823.

virescens, 821.

Rappia
Jimbriolata,'444.
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Rappia
fuscignla, 444.

marmorata, 444.

ocellata, 444.

phantastica, 444.

platyccps, 444, 45(i.

pusilla, 445.

tubercidata, 444.

Eatelus
leuconotus, 301.

Ratufa
tricolor, 354, 876, 877.

gigantea, 193.

melanopepla, 87(1

RecurYirostra

avocetta, 965.

Reguloides
superciliosus, 470.

Remigia
repanda, 20,

Reniera
sp., 139.

crateriformis, 139.

innominate, 128, 138,

141.

Retaster

cribrosus, 289, 298.

insignis, 298.

Rhabdocidaris
anmdifera, 272, 273,

274, 276, 298.

bacutosa, 272.

bispinosa, 273.

nobilis, 277.

Rhabdotis
sobrina, 25.

Rbacopborus
leucomystax, 887.

macidafus, 887.

schlegcli, 887.

shelfordi, 185, 187.

Rhamnopbis
(Bthiops, 453.

Rbampboleon
spectrum, 451.

Rhapbidophlus

filifer, 136.

spiadosus, 136.

Rbapbigaster
capicola, 813.

subsericeus, 813.

Rbegmatopoda
leptocera, 4 I

.

pee/i, 44, 63.

Rbembastua
affinis, 235.

collaris, 237.

cyanipennis, 2.'jr>.

cylindriformis, 235.

/fewufas, 236, 237.

geminatus, 234.

Rbembastus
interstitialis, 236.

irregularis, 237.

micans, 235.

nataleiisis, 235.

nigripes, 235.

nigritarsis, 237.

obscurettus, 235.

pumeticollis, 235.

recticollis, 236.

uniformis, 236.

Rbinoceros, 156.

lasiotis, 366.

simus, 949.

sondaicus, 366, 367.

sumatrensis, 366, 367,

368.

unicornis, 366, 367.

Rbinolopbus
f#ws, 342.

armiger, 875.

ceelophyllus, 341.

diadema, 875.

Zaete, 341, 875.
minor, 342.

trifoliatus, 341.

Rbinopoma
kardwicfeii, 350.

micruphyttum, 99, 350.

Rhinopomastes
cyanomelas, 2.

Rbinosciurus
laticemdatus, 359.

Rhipicephalus
armatus, 50, 51, 63.

marmoreus, 50, 51, 63.

sanguineus, 49. 51.

Rbipidura
albicollis, 481.

tricolor, 305.

Rbizocbalina
pellucida, 128, 138.

86882%, 128, 138,141.
Rbizoinys

/»»/,/«, 195, 363, 364.

minor, 195, 363.

mmatrensis, 363, 364,

881.

Rliodia

fugax, 181.

Rhodope, 612.

Rhombosolea
monopus, 986.

Rhopalocampta
wnchisee, 17.

foreman, 946.

pisistratus, 946.

Rhopodytes
l r i. lis, 485.

llbyacophilus
glareola, 497.

Rhyncbsea
bengalensis, 499.

capensis, 3, 499.

Rhyncbhim
sp., 47.

Rbynchocoris, 818.

inguinata, 815, 820.

/of/, 815, 820.

thoracica, 820.

unimaculata, 820.

virescens, 815.

Rbyucbops
fiavirostris, 966.

Rbysida
paucidens, 48.

Rbytidonota
delicatida, 28.

rohusta, 28, 63.

Rostratula

capensis, 499.

Rousettus
cegyptiacus, 98.

amplexicaudatus, 98.

stramineus, 98.

Rupicapra, 699, 704, 705,
706, 707, 708, 712,

716, 717.
Ruppellia

annulipcs, 589.

Rusa
equina, 372.

Ruticilla

aurorea, 473.
leucocephala, 305.

rufiventris, 473.

Saiga, lfi4, 701, 704, 705.
707.

tartarica, 680, 686.
Salatura

yenidia, 505.

Salius

megaera, 47.

Salmacis
alexamh-i, 282.

dusswmieri, 273.
qlobator, 272, 274, 281

282, 283, 299.

rarispina, 274, 282
283.

>'«/W«, 272, 274. 281,

282, 283, 299.

Samia
cecropia, 181.

Saprinus

ohalcites, 22.

iemipunctatua, 22.

Sarangesa
eliiiiiiiuta, 17, 94].
motozi, 941.

motozioides, 913, 941.
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Sarangesa
synestalmcnus, 940.

Sarcidiornis

melanonota, 3.

Sarcodaces

odoe, 512, 836.

Sarcophilus

wrainw, 779, 786, 788.

Sarcophyton. 116.

Sardoides

nigricorms, 21 >•"•.

viridicollis, 264.

Sastragala

variolosa, 818, 825.

Sauracris, gen. nov.. 40.

/««?rta, 41, 63.

Saxicola

amanthe, 95G.

Scarabseus

beiioni, 23.

/.s/tf/s, 23.

Scelidotherium, 67, 69, 73.

Scelodonta
sexplaqiata, 226, 266.

Schilbe
'

senegalensis, 514.

Schist ocerca

peregrin a, 40.

Schizonycha
rrcnata, 24.

nigrofusca, 24.

squamosa, 24.

Schizopbrys

aspera, 725.

serratus, 725.

Schizorhis

concolor, 2.

Schleinitzia

orewularis, 274. 275.

Sciocoris

capensis, 822.

Sciuropterus

alboniger, 35.'!.

davisoni, 354.

qenibarbis, 354.

lursfieldii, 353.

lepichts, 354.

phayrei, 193, 870.

sog^te, 353, 876.

Sciurus

alpinus, 398.

atridorsahs, 194, 357.

870.

hadging, 358.

berdmorei, 359.

hicolor, 3.34.

caniceps, 194, 356, 870,

877.
— concolor, 356.
erytkrceiis, 356, 87(t.

877.

Scinrus

ferrugineus, 355.

jmlaysoni, 191,193,355,
356.

griseimanus, 357.

griseiventer, 358.

hippurus, 356.

insignis, 360, 878.

laMcaudatvs, 359.
A,r/7rt, 360.

macelellandi, 357.
— Sawiei, 194, 357.

multicolor, 803.

nigrowttatus, 358.

notatus, 358, 359, 878.

pafonarum, .'507.

plantani, 358.

prevosti, 356, 358.

rafflesii, 358.

rufigenis, 194.

rufohrachiatus, 174.

subflaviventris, 3(30.

fewwis, 357, 870, 878.

varius, 301.

vittatus, 358.

vulgaris, 393.
— lecourus, 397.
— r«/«s, 397.
— typicus, 397.

Scobura
sp., 510.

Seolitantides

stetfata, 930.

Scolopax

mgticula,4Sfo.

Scolopendra
morsitcuts, 973.

Bcopimera
myctiroides, 7(3(3, 77*3.

Scops
lempiji, 488.

pcnnaltts. 305.

wnbratilis, 488.

Scorpio
iicllicosus, 61.

co&j, 59.

pallidas, 58.

pkillipsii, 58.

smithii, 58.

Scotobleps, gen. nov..

4o8.

gabonicus, 439, 456.

Scotophilia

castaneus, 192, 346.

*«M, 191, 346, 876.

%nte, 80, 953.

schMeffeni, 99.

temmutvkii. .'14(>.

Scntellera

fasciata, 822.

rubro-Hneata, 819.

Scylla

serrata, 748.

Scyphacella

arenicola, 565.

Secusio

strigata, 17.

Semnopithecus
sp, 872.

albocinereus, 317, 319,

872
eratatfw«,317, 318, 319.

entellus, 303.

fmoralis, 317,318, 319.

germaim, 317, 319.

mawrus, 319.

mitratus, 319, 872.

neglectus, 319.

obscurus, 317, 318. 872.

schistaceus, 303.

siamensis, 317,319,872.
Sepidiustenus

erinaceus, 29.

Sepidium
bilobotv/m, 30, 63.

crassk -a wdatwm, 30.

magnum, 29, 63.

Septifer

bilocularis 118.

Sermyloides

basalis, 257.

maeulata, 257.

itnifasciata, 257.

Serolis

paradoxa, 51£.

Serraphula
«we«, 248.

elovgata, 247.

Sesarma
aspera, 756.

aubryi, 570, 593.

calypso, 757.

edwardsi, 757.

— crassimana, 757.

— lavimana, 757.

fasciala, 758, 770.

gardineri, 5(19, 570, 593,
596.

mederi, 75(>.

onychophora, 757.

quadrata, 756.

tceniolata, 756.

(Holometopus) aubryi,

593.

(Parasesarma) calqpso,

757.

(— ) onychophora, 757.

Sidonops
ptcfefc', 128, 130, 134.

Siraocephalus

capensis, 452.

guiraj.i, 452.
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Siphia

hainana, 480, 481.

pallidipes, 480, 481.

Sistrum
moms, 117.

victims, 1J7.

Smaragdinella
viridis, 118.

Sinerinthus

modesttos, 182.

occllatus, 182.

tilUe, 182.

Sniilorhis

sowerbyi, 2, 3.

Sorex
mwrinus, 337, 874.

Soriculus

nigrescens, 874.

Spalacoinimus

fa.^pa, 45.

Sparassus

sp., 973.

Spatangus
brissus latecarinatus,

287.

carinatus, 287.

Spatula
clypeafa, 961.

Sphaerocoris

annularis, 822.

annulus, 822.

lateritia, 819.

multipunctatus, 822.

polysticta, 822.

punctaria, 822.

quadrinotata, 822.

testudo-grisea, 822.

Sphasroderma
mashonana, 252.

Sphierotna

calcarca, 553.

curium, 553, 557.

#/</«.s, 549, 553, 554,

555, 556, 558.

lanceolatum, 549, 553,

554, 555, 558.

obtusa, 550, 553.

prideauonanum, 553.

quoycma, 550.

rugicauda, 553, 557.

serralum, 552, 553,

556, 557.

Sphenodon
(Hatteria) pzMKrto^w

.

516.

Sphingomorpha
cklorea, 5, 20.

— montcironis, 971.

Sphinx
ligusfri, L82.

luvi&iota, L82.

Sphyraena
guachancho, 515.

Spilornis

cheela, 491.

mclanotis, 491.

rutherfordi, 491.

Spindasis

somalina, 14.

Spirastrella

carnosa, 128, 134.

decumbens, 135.
— robusta, 128, 134,

135.

semilunaris, 134.

Spirillina

limbata, 141.

Spiroloculina

fragilissima, 141.

Spizaetus

nipalensis, 490.

Spizixus

cincreicapillus, 477.

Spodiopsar
cineraceus, 463.

sericeus, 463.

Spongelia

sp., 128.

Spongia
sp., 128.

Spudseus
par vulus, 809.

Squatarola

helvetica, 497.

Stacbyridopsis

ruficeps, 476.

Stacbyris

prmcog nitus, 476.

Staurois

hainanensis, 886.

Stauropus
/«^i, 856.

Stellaster

belckeri, 294.

gracilis, 294.

mce*, 289, 294.

sguamulosus, 291.

Stelletta

bacca, L32.

baoiUifera, L31,

eimplioifurca, 1 28,
131.'

Steno

plwmbeue, '<7i>.

Stonopue
hwpidms, L16.

Btephanooidarie

bispinoM, 276.

Stetanu
sp., 25.

Stoma
caspia, 500.

Proc. Zool. Sue— 1900, No. LX1X.

Sterna

melanauchcn, 500.
sinensis, 500.

Sternothserus

adansoni, 967.

derbianus, 447.

gabonensis, 447.
Sternula

sinensis, 500.

Stiretrus

anchorage, 824.

decemguttatus, 822.

r«6ro-mac ulat us, 822

.

Straohia

munda, 812.

Strepsiceros

imberbis, 83.

Awflfw, 83, 686.
Strepsilas

interpres, 494.
Struthio

australis, 305.
massaicus, 305.

molybdophanes, 305.

Sturnia
sinensis, 4(i3.

Sturnus
cineraceus, 463.
vulgaris, 832.

Styloceros

muntjac, 371.
Styloniscus, 565.

gracilis, 564.

longistylis, 564.

magellanicus, 564,

566.

Stylotella

sp., 128, 137.

conulosa, 135.

irregularis, 128, 137,

141.

polymastia, 136.

Sula

/waca, 492.

safa, 492.

Sua
cristatus, 375.

indicus, 375.

philippmeneis, 302.

Sutoria

wtoria, 471.

Syagrua

antennatus, 231«

opacus, 2;>l .

rvMjfrom, 231.

Synohloe
johnstonii, '.137.

Synodontia
rlil, -ins, 5] 1.

gambieneis, r>l I.

ocellifer, 61 1.

69
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Synodontis
*
schaU, 969.

Byntarucus, gen.

929.

tdicanus, 020.

Syoplia

afrkanvs, 265.

javanensis, 2<'>.">.

Syrniuin

umbrinum, 599.

v/ralense, 429.

woodfordi, 599.

Tabanus
sp., 972.

btguttatm, 972.

dorsivitta, 971.

leucaspis, 8.

Tachornis
infumata, 486.

Tacbybaptes

fluviatUis, ".00.

Tacbydromus
fordi, 440.

Tacbyorvctes
apiendem, 83, 179.
— ibeanus, 179, 180.
— typicus, 179.

Tagiades

atticus, 510.

multipunctatus, 510.

Talorcbestia

scutigerula, 518.

Talpa
'

curopaa, 393.

Tan si ina

verma, 50").

Tantalus

leucocephakis, 40.3.

intor. 304.

Tapbozous
#fs, 350.

loTigimcurms, 349.
— albipinnis, 349.

utclonopogon. 347. 348,
349.

perforatum, 99.

saecokemus, 350.

Tapirus, 156.

indku.% 368, 882.

malaya/nus, 368.

Taracbe
caffraria, 18.

Taraka
hamada, 507.

Tarsiger

orientalis, 608.

Tarucus
cassins, 199.

plinius, 508.

Tarucus
tclicamis, 929.

tl)co])hraztvx, 929.

Tectocoris

oJ?«i8, 822.

binotata, 822.

itfc'tz, 822.

harduickii, 819.

interrupta, 819.

javana, 822.

lineola, 822.

nepa/cnsi*. 822.

oblonga, 819.

obscura, 822.

purpurascen*. 81 9.

Telea

poh/phemus, 181.

promethca. 181.

Telegonus
*ea&w, 202.

Telepbonus
senegalus, 2.

Telicota

bambu&CB, 511.

Teinenuchus
sinensis, 463.

Temnopleurus
reynaudi, 274. 281.

?>>r/i'mr>it'ci<s, 274, 280.

Tomnurus
niger, 464.

H-hmaclcri, 464.

tnmcatus, 464.

Tephrina
disputaria, 20.

Tepbrodornis
pelvico, 47^.

Teracolus
dufcvippc, 934.

aurigineus, 0,".;..

calais, 933.

chromiferus, 913, 9a3.

elgonensis, 913. 933.

eupompe, 14.

helioca/ustus, 15.

helvoVuB, 15.

incretus, 934.

omphale, 15, 934.

phillipsi, 15.

protomedia, 15.

pseudacaste, 934.

pumceu8, 934.

xanthus, 934.

Terekia

cmerea, 497.

Terias

aslope, 508.

boisduvaliana, 932.
lyrigitta, yar. r&(:

. 932.

Candida, 933.

tftna, 200.

Terias

hapale, 14.

harina, 508.

marshalli, 933.

mesealina, 200.

regularis, 933.

suava, 508.

aoi, 932, 933.

Teriomima
aa&wigra, 913. 024. 925,

hildegarda, 925.

pallida, 925.

Terpsipbone
cristata, 609.

princeps, 481.

Tesseratoma
ouprea, 820.

javaniva, 817.

papittosa, 817, 823.

proxima, 817, 823.

tawrtts, 820.

Tetbya
aj^raig, 128, 133, 141.

wigraZK, 128, 132, 133.

japoniva, 134.

merguiensis, 132.

seychellensis, 128, 133.

Tetilla

Sams, 128, 132.

dactyloidea, 132.

ternatensis, 128, 132.

Tetraceros

quadricornis, 686.

Tetraclita

porosa, yar. viridis,

795, 796. 799.

Tetralia

rrnimana, 591.

glaberrina, 560, 57( '.

591, 744.

nigrifrona, 591, 7 14.

Tetrbda
Msteroides, 822.

Textor
alector, 305.

Textularia

rugoea, 141.

Thais
cerisyi, 181.

poly.vena, 181.

Tbalamita
flr/we/e, 569, 579.

— , yar. edwardsi, 568.

579.

crenata, 720, 748. 740.

<&««, 720, 749.

integra, 568, 579.

picta, 579.

prijin'iw, 569, 578.
— crenata, 748.

— , var. picta, 509.
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Tbalamita Tragelapbus

prymna, var. spini- efecafc, 83, 8C6.

mana, 569, 579,
j

delaracrei, 806.

749. grains, 303.

— , var. stimpsoni, 569, i roualcyni, 303.

579. !
scriptus, 806.

spinimana, 579, 720, — famatus, 806, 807.

749. — ornatus, 807.

stimpsoni, 579, 749. — scriptus, 807.

Tbecla sylvaticus, 303.

angelia, 200. Tragulus
salona, 200. javanicus, 374, 88 q

Thelotornis kanchil, 374.

kirtlandi, 454. raapM, 374.

Thrasops stanleyanus, 375.

flavigularis, 453. Trapezia

Thripias areolafa, 590.

schoensis, 599. cymodocc, 569, 570,
Tbryonornys 590, 591.

swinderenianus, 803. dentata, 590.

Tbyanta digitalis, 569, 590
antiguensis, 812. — , var. spcciosa, 569,

perditor, 824. 570, 591.

vitrea, 812. ferruginea, 569, 570,

Tbylacoleo 589, 590.

carnifex, 788. — , var. areolafa, 569,

Tbymele 570, 590.

proteus, 202. — , var. dentata, 569,

Thysanoessa, 546. 570, 590.

gregaria, 547. — , var. guttata, 569,

longicaudata, 547. 570, 590.

maerura, 547. — , var. maculata 570,

neglecta, 547. 590.

Tbysanoteuthis — , var. typica, 589.

rhombus, 994. guttata, 590.

Tilapia hirtipes, 591.

galilcea, 516. maculata, 590.

fete, 516. xerratifrons, 744.

nilotica, 969. speciosa, 591.

Tinnunculus Trepsichrois

a/atidarius, 491. linneei, 505.

cenchroides, 305. Treron

vespertinus, 305. nipalensis, 501.

Tirumala Triamops
limniace, 505. persicus, 98.

Tmolus Tricbobatracbus, gen.

angelia, 200. nov., 443.

salona, 200. robustus, 443, 45f .

Totanus Tricboglossus

calideis, 496. nibritorques, 772.

fuscus, 496. Tricboniscus 665.

gla/reola, 497. (i/hidus, 565.

£fo#fe, 497. OfljW, 565.

hypoleucus, 497. austrahs, 565.

stagnatilis, 497. cavernicula, 565.

terekius, 497. charrsi, 565.

Trachynotus iii.<iiliiris, 665.

ovatus, 515. krjdigi, 565.

Tragelapbus magellani

sp., 955. murrayi, 565.

*w, 806. pusillus, 566.

Tricboniscus
pygmceus, 566.

vividus, 565.

Tricbosaurus

fuliginosus, 779, 786,

788.

vulpecula, 779, 790,
791.

Tricbys
giinfheri, 882.

Kpwro, 869, 870, 881.

882.

Tridacna
^os, 117, 118.

Trigoncdes
hypasia, 19.

Trigonosoma
<#«<?, 819.

qpfatfe, 822.

gambles, 819.

rufum, 819.

subfasciatum, 819.

Trilatitus

horsfieldi, 347.

Tringa
albescens, 498.
nlpina, 499.

canutus, 498.

cinclus, 499.

erassirostris, 498.

platyrhyncha, 499.

ruficoUis, 498.

subarcuatus, 498.

subarquata, 49S.

temmincki, 498.

Tringoides
hypoleucus, 497.

Trionyx
triunguis, 447.

Tritonidea

undosa, 117.

Trochalopteron
canorum, 475.

erythrocephalum, 305.

rufigularr, 305.

Troides
aeacus, 509.

Trombidium
tincforium, 49.

Tropsea
artemis, 181.

Tropicorypha
deplanata, 811.

ritf/scc?ts, 811.

Ti"|iidonot.UB

fuliginoides, 451.

olivaoeiM, 461, 968.
Trox

dent kulatus, 23.

expansus, 22, 23, 63.

funcsluz, 23.
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Trox
squalidits, 22.

Truncatulina

rostrata, 141.

iimji riana, 141.

Truxalis

nasuta, 38.

uiiguiculata, 3'J.

Tupaia
In lunge ri, 192.

fcrruqinea, 192, 336,

874.

javanica, 330.

malaccana, 336.

towa, 336.

TuracuB
Imffoni, 305.

hartlaubi, 601.

ma/srorhynchus, 305.

porpj )/reolophus, 305.

Turbo
lajonkairii, 118.

Turdus
casrcfts, 472.

chrysolaus, 472.

jhtvipcs, 305.

libonianus, 2.

mandariuus, 472.

musicus, 397, 472.

mudclinics, 305.

piaggii, 606.

Turnix
dussumieri, 503.

Icpurana, 3.

Turfcur

ambiguics, 966.

chinensis, 502.

humilis, 502.

orientalis, 502.

rupicola, 502.

Tylocarcinus

afyx, 569, 574, 575.

Tylopsis

bilineolata, 43.

perpulchra, 43.

Tympanoceros
newtoni, 439.

Typhlops
ccecus, 451.

punctatus, 451.

Uca
acuta, 753.

annulipcs, 754.

cultrimana, 569,

595.

dussumieri, 753.

tetragonon, 754.

vocans, 754.

Udaspes
Jolus, 511.

570,

Unio
teretitisculus, 970.

Upupa
cet/hncnsis, 487.

epops, 957.

iudica, 487.

Urasotyphlus
seraphim, 431.

Uranothautua
antinorii, 913, 928.

eordatus, 913, 928.

crawshayi, 928.

falkensteinii, 913,

928.

Urobrachya
axillaris, 2.

traversi, 957.

Urocissa
erythrorhyncha, 462.

whiteheadi, 461, 462.

Urodrepania
christina, 4(58.

Urolabida, 818.

tenera, 819.

Urolonclia

squamicollis, 46(1.

Uroplectes

fischeri, 54, 55.

— flavimamts, 55.

— nigrimanus, 55.

— typicus, 55.

Urostylis, 818.

histrionica, 822.

punctigera, 819.

Ursus
bchringianus, 302.

malayanus, 335.

r&ri, 302.

Vandeleuria
oleracea, 360.

Varanus
niloticus, 448, 967.

ocellatus, 968.

Varuna
litterata, 756.

Vespertilio

sp., 953.

abramus, 876.

adversus, 346, 347.

emarginatus, 876.

hasselti, 346.

muricola, 347, 876.

oreias, 346.

sphinx, 875.

tralatitius, 347.

vampyrus, 875.

Vesperugo
abramus, 345, 876.

lilanfordi, 345.

imbricatus, 345.

Vesperugo
noctula, 345.

ridleyi, 345.

tenuis, 345.

///%>"*, 869, 876.

Vidua
paradisca, 2.

principalis, 2.

Vieta

sp., 30.

Vietomorpha
foveipcnnis, 30.

Vitellus

iiiip/inatus, 815.

Viterna
sanguineirostris, 824.

Viverra
hermaphrodita, 873.
iitnlwcensis, 329.

i/iegaspila, 327, 328.

tangalunqa, 327.

zi&tfAa, 327, 328, 873.

Viverricula

iiialiici-etisis, 328.

Vivipara

unicolor, 970.

Volvocivora
saturata, 47S.

Vulpes
leucopus, 95, 101.

Vulsirea

violacea, 823.

Walkeriana
pertinax, 947, 948.

Wynyardia
ftoasMwia, 776, 778, 786,

787, 795.

Xantharpyia
amplexicaudata, 340.

Xanthiaa
lamarcki, 568, 582.

not at us, 569, 582.

parvtw, 569, 582, 596.

Xantho, 582.

<#Ws, 738.

granulosus, 732.

Itirtissima, 583.

lamarckii, 582.

octodentatus, 736.

rufopunctatus, 584.

Xautbodes
lamarckii, 582.

leucomanus, 736.

notatus, 582.

Xautbopygia
cyanomelcena, 480.

fulii/iuosa, 480.

narcissina, 480.
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Xenelapkus
antisiensis, 686.

cllipsifer, 184, 187.

hexagonotus, 184.

Xenocarcinoicles, gen.

nov. 573.

rostratus, 568, 573,

595.

Xenocichla
kikuyuensis, 608.

Xenopus
boettigeri, 435.

calcaratus, 434.

Xenotilapia, 3.

Xerus
insignis, 360.

laticaadatus, 359.

Xiphidium
armaticeps, 45.

brevicercus, 45.

natalense, 45.

somali, 45.

Xylocopa
sp., 47.

flavilabris, 47.

Yasoda
j?te, 508.

Yoma
vasuki, 507.

Zanclostomus
^7'5^'s, 485.

Zemeros
confucius, 507.

Zethes

hesperidoidcs, 20.

Zicrona
caridea, 824.

Zizera

antanossa, 106, 110,

111.

a;y<a, 106, 108, 111.
— japonica, 111.

atrigemmata, 106, 109,

111.

cacfeca, 106, 110, 111.

chandala, 107-

cZifeto, 105, 107, 111.

^att-a, 106, 109, 930.

indica, 106, 111.
— deereta, 111.

japonica, 108.

karsandra, 106, 108,

109.

iwysna, 106, 108, 109,

111.

lahradus, 105, 106, 110,

111.

lorquini, 106, 109.

lysimon, 106, 108, 111.

»i«K 105, 106, 107,

109, 111.
— ossa, 111.

minima, 106,109, 110.

mora, 109.

opalina, 105, 107.
— marginata, 111.

oriens, 111.

ossa, 106, 107, 108.

ofos, 106, 111.

phcebe, 110.

unigemmala, 111.

Zophosis
aromatum, 27.

Zosterops

kikuyuensis, 605.

neglecta, 469.

palpebrosa, 469.

simplex, 469.

Zozymus
<EweMs, 570, 584.

feyis, 583.

tomentosus, 583, 734.

THE END.

Printed by Tavlok and Fkancis, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street.
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